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EDITOR'S PREFACE

The subject of this work is the evolution, or natural growth, of religious beliefs throughout the world, from the lowest to the highest forms—from the cannibal who devours a brave enemy's heart, in order to acquire his courage of soul, up to the great compassion of Buddha, the tenderness of Christ, and the humble recognition of our ignorance, which may be the basis of a yet greater advance. It is here illustrated with a fulness of knowledge, a wealth of illustration, and a calmness of mind, which are probably not to be found combined in any other book on the subject.

The author (see Royal Asiatic Society Journal, July 1904, pp. 517-523) lived for 33 years in India, and, during an active career, was constantly studying native customs, beliefs, and philosophy. He travelled in Egypt, Palestine, Greece, Italy, and Spain, continuing the same observations; and he visited the extreme west of Ireland, in order to study its antiquities. He learned seven languages, and collected a very valuable library—as will be seen by his references to so many books, all of which he had read and annotated. He spent 25 years in compiling this work; and, by his desire, the present writer prepares it for the press with such minor additions as are necessary to bring it up to the latest date, and with here and there a minor alteration, authorised by the author's instructions. It was his wish to present to his fellow countrymen facts, from which they might be able to draw more intelligent conclusions than those natural to the untaught, and earnestly to insist on human duty in this life. He desired that the work should be made"as plain and simple as possible, so that not only the learned, but all thinking men, should be able to follow the main argument. He did not wish to wound their feelings, or to revile their beliefs, but to show them what mankind, in various stages of advance, has thought and believed, and to familiarise them with the beliefs of others, especially in Asia—the ancient home of civilisation—as to the history of which our fellow countrymen still—as a rule—know so little. If the early legends are sometimes related with a dry and gentle humour, yet nothing will be found of hatred or contempt, except for deceitful and selfish mystifications, for cruelty and intolerance, and for the concea-
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ments due to expediency. The author's aim was to help his fellow men, and not to attack their tenderest and best beliefs. Religion is that belief about the unknown, and that opinion as to the realities of the universe, which affects the conduct of men to one another in their daily life. It does not mean either ritual or dogma, but that restraint (or "binding back") which was, at first, due to fear of unknown powers, and now is due to love of kind, and sense of the duty which each owes to others for the betterment of the whole world. The mode of its growth is the same that we observe in nature. The same features which Darwin notices in the study of life are found in the study of religion, and of human opinion. We see development from lower to higher forms, heredity, extinction of some early systems, and survival, or rapid spread, of others better fitted. We see also reversion to earlier conditions, and fierce struggles for existence in all. It is indeed in this progress that the hope of the future is firmly fixed; and from it we learn the eternal purpose, which makes belief in duty possible in the face of trial. The care man was as incapable of understanding the law of kindness as the tribolite was of mathematical calculation.

Our present beliefs are more and more being influenced by the growth of science—that is to say of accurate knowledge concerning the things perceptible by our limited senses, which—by strenuous exertion—we are still developing, so as to grasp yet more of the facts of existence. Such science includes not only natural phenomena, but also the study of human history, of languages and scripts long forgotten, and of stages of belief which are little known to the many. It may appear to the reader that small peculiarities of spelling, on the part of the author, are unusual; but these also have their meaning. We are, for instance, quite wrong in spelling Greek words with the Latin letter C, because it does not belong to the Greek alphabet. It may seem to the philologist that the author is too bold in supposing simple roots to be common to classes of language so widely separated as are the three great families of speech—Turanian, Semitic, and Aryan. But those who have made a study—from scientific materials—of this question will know that our author is by no means peculiar in believing languages now so distinct to spring from a common source. The comparison, indeed, in the case of at least 50 roots referring to the simplest ideas, can be carried yet further than has been attempted in this work, for they recur not only in Egyptian, but in all African, American, and Polynesian languages as well. The original unity of all races in the world is indicated by the roots of speech.

As the base of all human beliefs lie hope and fear: the love of life and the dread of death. That which tends to the well-being of all, man calls Good: that which is unfavourable he calls Evil. He thinks that only Good should exist; and, while following happily that which his nature desires, he rebels against the chastisement whereby he learns what to avoid. He loves pleasure, and fails to understand the useful warnings of pain. So no doubt the salmon that lies bleeding on the rocks, when his leap up the waterfall has failed, might say the Devil created the dry land. So the deer, who learns swiftness from the dangers that surround him, might think that the Devil created lions. But the wise man submits to pain as useful discipline, and questions not the utility of evil, as to which he has no means of judging.

Surrounded with dread forces, uncontrollable and not understood, primitive man perceived a movement in all matter, and a constant change, which he rudely described as the action of spirit—that is of something that "moved," and lived. He saw such not only in man and beast, but in the growing tree, the living water, the rushing flame, and wind. He even found individual spirits in the sun, moon, and stars; in the stone that fell from heaven, or in the haunted hill and desert, as well as in the stormy sea. Hence what we call Animism lies at the base of all early beliefs. Man asked himself from the first what had become of the life that disappeared from the dead corpse, and fancied that it passed into other bodies—visible as beast or plant, or invisible as the wind. He thought that the dead father or mother would still care for the children; that the dead child was still crying to its parents; that the dead foe still tried to injure or slay; or again, that all spirits must travel the long dark road to a world of ghosts, but might return perhaps to visit the corpse. Nay, that even in sleep the spirit wandered far from the body, to which it came back again to waken it to life. He symbolised his beliefs by the rudest emblems. He worshiped the evident creative organs. He acted dumb prayers; and thought by such voiceless demonstration that he was able to explain his wants to spirits.

Hence first arose rites and symbols. Rejoicing in good, man sang and danced. Afflicted by death, he strove to divert the wrath of angry spirits, and offered—to save himself—the child, the slave, or the stranger. He put his gifts at sites which spirits most were wont to haunt, that they might be nourished by the smell, or the spirit, of that which he sacrificed. He fed the dead with like offerings, and so piously comforted the deceased, or calmed the angry ghost. Religion was the appeal to kind, powerful, and deathless spirits. Magic was the invocation, by evil men, of evil ghosts and fiends, to bring evil on
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the hated foe. Sacrifice was the precaution against evil to self; prayer was the cry to the unseen helper; and the curse was dreaded because it invoked an irresistible power.

Thus ethics very early entered into the system of Animistic belief. Ethics are the compacts made by men, whereby to protect themselves from the deceit and violence of the selfish. As law became possible, through increasing power of combination—and even beasts have some idea of common action for the sake of safety—ethical precepts began to be laid down, as we see from a very early period in Egypt. By about 2500 B.C., at latest, civilization had become highly developed in Western Asia, and law and trade were regulated. So too the innumerable spirits were, in the same age, organized under a few great leaders; and the Pantheons of Babylon and Egypt were developed. Ancient symbolism, and poetry, found expression in art and literature, as the Asiatics learned to carve statues, and to write on stone, brick, or papyrus. But the old savage ideas survived; and spirits were classed as good or bad, bright or dark, life-giving or destructive, under two great classes of gods—those of light and life, and those of darkness and death. Thus Set in Egypt created all evil beasts and plants, and Horus all that were good. The Persians, about 500 B.C., are conspicuous as maintaining this Dualism, ranging all good creatures and spirits under Ormazd, and all evil ones under Ahriman, yet considering that Ormazd was the "all-knowing spirit," and that Ahriman was "ignorant," and therefore would finally fail.

This terrible devil, or arch-enemy, was the Zerue-bog or "black god" of Slavs, opposing the Biel-bog, or "white god." The Semitic races seem to have had no such belief, and the Satan was to them an "accuser," who was yet a messenger of God. For through Henotheism, or the selection of one God—national or local—out of many, they advanced to Monotheism, or the belief in a single ruler and creator, which we find earliest among the Hebrews. The Greeks, originally believing in countless spirits, were educated much later, by Asiatics who had advanced yet further, to the opinion that conduct alone was the essence of religion, and that man knew nothing certain as to the unseen or unperceived. They thus never created a Greek Devil or Satan, yet doubted if the god who ruled all could be really concerned in human miseries.

After 600 B.C., a further advance in thought became widespread in Asia, through the influence of the Buddha, and the spread of his doctrine of sympathy to the West. Greek philosophers, two centuries later, began to repeat the Golden Rule, which Confucius also had learned in China. The Indian Asceticism spread with this faith, and appeared in Syria and Egypt, in Greece and Italy, among Stoiks, whose founder was a Syrian. As Judaism crystallized into a mere system of self-salvation, and as the stern justice of Aristotle began to insist on the unpardonable nature of sin: as Atheism, which denied all the known gods, Pantheism which taught a single spirit—or soul of the Universe—inherent in all matter; and Scepticism which doubted all existing beliefs; spread through the civilised world, so too did the Law of Kindness begin to supersede the Law of the Due Share. It culminated in the words of Jesus of Nazareth, in s.yings which none other had yet spoken to the West. The invincible trust in a heavenly father, and the boundless sympathy for human weakness which were the keynotes of his short life, gave him the courage to bear a shameful death, and the compassion which found expression in his last words—"Father forgive them, for they know not what they do." No Jew, at least, had as yet heard such an appeal as is couched in the words "For He is kind unto the unthankful, and to the evil."

But, just as in India when the great teacher departed legends gathered round his name, and men who adored him as a god fell back to worship demons; so also in the West, within a generation of the death of Christ, Paul is found to believe in his resurrection. We know not the facts: we can form but a very vague idea of the beliefs of Jesus; for he never wrote himself. The women, we are told, found the tomb empty; and probably the beliefs expressed in the Gospels might arise within a few days of the Crucifixion—for such stories have, again and again in the East, been told of saints and leaders even during life. Within two generations, at least, the Transfiguration and Ascension, and the Virgin Birth of Jesus, were generally believed by many in Asia. But as time went on, and converts of the most ignorant class increased in number, the churches fell away more and more from early simplicity. The stupidity of the ignorant placed a material construction on mystic words; and, as the Tantric Buddhist or the American Aztek, symbolically ate his deity in fragments, so was the memorial supper converted, among ignorant Greeks and Romans, into a magic rite whereby bread became flesh, and wine was converted into actual blood.

The reformation of such superstitious reversion began in Asia nearly a thousand years earlier than in Europe. The genius of Mecca revolted, not only from the savage desert rites, but also from the formalism of Rabbis, and the priestcraft of Greek Byzantines. He rejected alike the "chosen people" and the Trinity which the Church of the 4th century defined when, in its later degradation, it first made terms with Roman Paganism. There was little in Islam that was
original, except what was negative; but we owe to Muhammad the demonstration that a creed is possible that admits of neither sacrifice nor priest. In Europe, the early barbarism of the Western Empire, in the time when Teutonic races, and wild Celts, were ruled by fear of the Devil and the Pope, gave way to higher thoughts when, in the 12th century, Europe came again into contact with Asia, and recovered the works of Aristotle and Plato. The movement in Italy was purely sceptical. But in Germany and England it was an attempt to restore the simplicity of Christ. Yet Luther and Erasmus had their limitations as well as Muhammad; and the new Calvinism—founded on Paul and not on Jesus—was as narrow as ever. It was inevitable that the movement should work itself out; that tradition being discarded, criticism of the Bible should follow, and that—however useful for the destruction of superstition such criticism might be—much time should be wasted in idle speculation as to the origin, and meaning, of the Western Bible. It was equally inevitable that men should fall into Atheism and Pessimism, and into that blind Materialism which speaks of Force as being Matter, and not the movement which requires the presence of something to move. Such was the result of the new ideas, down to the 18th century with its complacent scepticism.

It is from such troubles that the great school of English and Scottish thinkers, to which our author belonged, has rescued us. The growth of true knowledge renders plain the distinction between proof and opinion. The more we learn of real facts the more we are content to acknowledge our ignorance—like Socrates. We do not now speak of the "unknowable":" for we know not what man may yet be able to understand; but, with Darwin and others, we admit that we know nothing of the beginning or of the end. We see that the lamp goes out when broken; we know not where the electric force then goes. It is part of the one great force that thrills the universe; and science shows us an eternal purpose, which is self-consistent, but beyond our understanding.

Yet no one supposes that all men will become enlightened at once—great as has been the change our author watched for twenty-five years. Most men will still prefer assertion to doubt, and familiar thoughts to new ideas. The old creeds are dying, in spite of some reversion to mediaeval superstition. Judaism has done its work, leaving us the Book of Job and a few Psalms. Islam spreads only among African savages. The Persian creed is obsolete. Buddhism is buried under a heap of degrading abuses. The leading spirits of the far East are attracted by our philosophies, not by our creeds. But
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Christianity is ridding itself slowly of its legends; and a very simple belief in Providence and human duty (already the religion of the educated) may spread yet further. To this at least we can all agree, that we may say, with Aristotle, "unanimity" is not "mono-doxy" or singleness of creed; and, whatever the reader may believe, he will at least credit our author with that good-will towards others which led him to labour so hard, for so many long years, in that which he saw to be the truth as to the past, and the hope for the future. The truly religious character of his mind will be evident to the reader, in all these articles which deal with morality, ethics, and religion.

EDITOR.
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We do not always adhere, in this work, to the present vernacular spelling of the names of deities, persons, rites, symbols, doctrines, etc.: for we are chiefly concerned in comparing these phonetically, and with reference to corresponding features of other faiths. Present modes of spelling, and etymologies, belong to writings and days comparatively modern. Sanskrit writings, thinks Prof. Max Müller, only date from about the 4th and 5th centuries A.C., though unwritten Vedas were then many centuries old. In every province and country the same word is variously spelt and pronounced.

The student must carefully distinguish between certain letters. The soft k (Hebrew Heh, interchanging with s) is not to be confused with the guttural k or kh (Hebrew Kheth, Greek Κῆ), The hard k (Latin q), is distinct from the soft k, which is often the English ch. The th stands sometimes for t (Hebrew Teh) ; and ph for an aspirated p, not for f. On the other hand b often passes into f and v : the hard g becomes j; the l interchanges (in Egyptian; or in Chinese as compared with Japanese) with r, and even with k in Polynesia, and with d in Africa. Among Kelts the Gaelic b becomes the Brythonic p. The letters m and n also interchange, and a final n (in Syrian dialects of Arabic for instance) replaces l. The m also passes into n, and b and w. The t in Turkish speech replaces the l of Finnic dialects.

Nouns, and especially proper names, had their bases in a sound denoting some phenomenon, or attribute, which the early word-coiners understood. For these we must seek in the most ancient sources, not accepting proposed etymologies, ancient or modern, too readily. The spelling is often the mechanical attempt to present sounds as known to the writer locally. Writing was a comparatively modern accomplishment, and orthography is still more recent. It is usually an erratic and objectionable attempt to maintain the dialect of a city or province, as when Rabbis and Islamis, in the 6th and 7th centuries A.C., tried to make all men speak Hebrew or Arabic as they did themselves, thus hiding from us many ancient and valuable meanings, and the history of words.

There is usually a good indication to be found of the source of names by tracing the radical syllables. In this Encyclopedia we make an attempt to connect, historically and phonetically, words of like meaning, in order to help the student of comparative philology and religions. His researches will naturally lead him to the original vernacular, spoken in the cradle lands before priests, and writers, appeared. Our groupings should awaken thought, and the imaginative faculty, which is as necessary to scientific discovery as it is in the case of search into natural phenomena. Sir Peter Le Page Renouf of the British Museum has truly said, “a man may be a very eminent lawyer, or theologian, or a most accomplished Chinese, Sanskrit, or Semitic scholar, without being better qualified to interpret mythologies than the shallowest and most frivolous of journalists” (Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., IX, ii, p. 282).

He who would probe the dark hints thrown out by the words and ways of mythology—written or unwritten—should have “imagination and intuitive genius, and a memory well stocked with all the facts of superstition already laid bare” (Prof. Tyndall on Scientific use of the Imagination). Let such imagination have full scope, yet must it be subjected to the hard facts of experimental science, and to logical deductions therefrom. By all means push imagination into the unknown; but check, and if possible explode, conjectures that cannot be verified logically, mathematically, or by actual experiment. Knowledge often casts light far beyond its immediate boundary, so that the wisely imaginative need not be said to leap in the dark. It is ignorance that keeps us all back; and, next to this, hazy and confused ideas; for truly, as Francis Newman long ago wrote, “confusion as to Truth is more fatal than falsehood.” Some half century ago we made up our mind never to say we understood a subject till we had so studied it, by itself, as to be able to write its history in a definite article. This Encyclopedia is one of the results. It calls in question, and aims at establishing, or disestablishing, all doctrines, rites, and symbols, in as few words as possible; going to the roots of all things, persons, saints, and gods, reverently, but severely, and logically.
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We do not always adhere, in this work, to the present vernacular spelling of the names of deities, persons, rites, symbols, doctrines, etc.: for we are chiefly concerned in comparing these phonetically, and with reference to corresponding features of other faiths. Present modes of spelling, and etymologies, belong to writings and days comparatively modern. Sanskrit writings, thinks Prof. Max Müller, only date from about the 4th and 5th centuries A.D., though unwritten Vedas were then many centuries old. In every province and country the same word is variously spelt and pronounced.

The student must carefully distinguish between certain letters. The soft h (Hebrew Hēh, interchanging with s) is not to be confused with the guttural b or bh (Hebrew Khēth, Greek Khē). The hard k (Latin q), is distinct from the soft k, which is often the English ch. The th stands sometimes for t (Hebrew Tēth); and ph for an aspirated p, not for f. On the other hand b often passes into f and v; the hard g becomes j; the l interchanges (in Egyptian; or in Chinese as compared with Japanese) with r, and even with k in Polynesia, and with d in Africa. Among Celts the Gaelic k becomes the Brythonic r. The letters m and n also interchange, and a final n (in Syrian dialects of Arabic for instance) replaces l. The m also passes into v, and b, and w. The t in Turkish speech replaces the l of Finnic dialects.

Nouns, and especially proper names, had their bases in a sound denoting some phenomenon, or attribute, which the early word-coiners understood. For these we must seek in the most ancient sources, not accepting proposed etymologies, ancient or modern, too readily. The spelling is often the mechanical attempt to present sounds as known to the writer locally. Writing was a comparatively modern accomplishment, and orthography is still more recent. It is usually an erratic and objectionable attempt to maintain the dialect of a city or province, as when Rabbis and Islamis, in the 6th and 7th centuries A.D., tried to make all men speak Hebrew or Arabic as they did themselves, thus hiding from us many ancient and valuable meanings, and the history of words.

There is usually a good indication to be found of the source of names by tracing the radical syllables. In this Encyclopedia we make an attempt to connect, historically and phonetically, words of like meaning, in order to help the student of comparative philology and religions. His researches will naturally lead him to the original vernaculars, spoken in the cradle lands before priests, and writers, appeared. Our groupings should awaken thought, and the imaginative faculty, which is as necessary to scientific discovery as it is in the case of search into natural phenomena. Sir Peter Le Page Renouf of the British Museum has truly said, "a man may be a very eminent lawyer, or theologian, or a most accomplished Chinese, Sanskrit, or Semitic scholar, without being better qualified to interpret mythologies than the shallowest and most frivolous of journalists" (Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., IX, ii, p. 282).

He who would probe the dark hints thrown out by the words and ways of mythology—written or unwritten—should have "imagination and intuitive genius, and a memory well stocked with all the facts of superstition already laid bare" (Prof. Tyndall on Scientific use of the Imagination). Let such imagination have full scope, yet must it be subjected to the hard facts of experimental science, and to logical deductions therefrom. By all means push imagination into the unknown; but check if possible explode, conjectures that cannot be verified logically, mathematically, or by actual experiment. Knowledge often casts light far beyond its immediate boundary, so that the wisely imaginative need not be said to leap in the dark. It is ignorance that keeps us all back; and, next to this, hazy and confused ideas; for truly, as Francis Newman long ago wrote, "confusion as to Truth is more fatal than falsehood." Some half century ago we made up our mind never to say we understood a subject till we had so studied it, by itself, as to be able to write its history in a definite article. This Encyclopedia is one of the results. It calls in question, and aims at establishing, or disestablishing, all doctrines, rites, and symbols, in as few words as possible; going to the roots of all things, persons, saints, and gods, reverently, but severely, and logically.
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SUBJECT INDEX

This Index will enable the reader to see at a glance the headings under which to look for information, on any subject which he may wish more particularly to study.

ANIMALS

(Vol. I) See: Aino, Animal-worship, Apis, Apophis, As (see Oanolatia), Basilisk, Bear (see Ursus), Bee, Beetle, Behemoth, Bestiaries, Birds, Boar, Butterfly, Cali, Cat, Cobra, Cock, Cow, Crab, Cuckoo, Dog, Dove, Dragons: (Vol. II) Eagle,iel, Elephant, Fish, Fox (see Japan), Fog, Garuda, Goats, Goose, Hansa, Horse, Hawk, Harpy, Hawk, Heifer, Hippoc, Horse, Ibis, Kachcha-pa, Kerberos, Kingfisher, Kira, Leviathan, Lion, Lukos (Lupus), Magpie, Minotaur, Mnevis, Munin, Mus (mouse), Mygale: (Vol. III) Naga, Nalas, Nandi, Nightingale, Onosatra, Owl, Parrot, Peaceock, Pelican, Phoinix, Picus, Quail, Ram, Raven, Rokita, Sada, Sam-pati, Sand, Sarama, Sas, Serpents, Shesha, Simurgh, Skoll, Stork, Swallows, Titons, Taurus, Turtle, Unicorn, Ursus, Ushana, Varsha, Vartika, Vistash-pati, Wagtall, Weasel (see Cat), Worm, Wren.

ASCETICS


ASTRONOMY


BOOKS


Subject Index


BUILDINGS


COUNTRIES

(Vol. I) See: Abyssinia, Africa, Albion, Anam, Arabia, Aram, Armenia, Atum, Asia, Assyria, Babylons, Baktria, Barmah, Borneo, Britain, Ceylon, China, Dolos, Ethira-rashta: (Vol. II) Egypt, Elam, Fiji, Gandara, Georgia, Gilbert Island, Hadramaut, Hawaii, Helenium, India, Irland, Ireland, India, Kaldea, Kalesonia, Kalinga, Kamson, Kanak, Kappadokia, Karpat (Capptor), Karduwnas, Kaukasta, Kerela, Korea, Kappadoucia, Kapto (Captoor), Karduwnas, Kaukasta, Kerela, Korea, Koromandel, Krota, Kush, Leabos, Lud (Lydia), Lukis (Lycia), Magdala, Magan, Mexico, Mizra, Melakha, Moab: (Vol. III) Oman, Ophir, Palestine, Panjub, Peru, Phrygia, Polynesia, Punt, Rhodes, Russia, Sardhina, Siam, Sumur, Suna Island, Sumura, Syria, Tahiti, Ta-tam, Tibet, Trakia (Thrace), Union Islands, Us, Yaman, Yukatan.

FESTIVALS


IMAGES

Subject Index


LEGENDS AND SUPERSTITIONS


PERSONS


PHILOSOPHY


PLACES

Subject Index


Plants and Trees


Races


Religions and Sects

(Vol. I) See. Adamites, Akad, Animisim, Arius, Armenia, Arya-Somaj, Aasrama, Atonement, Azteks, Báb, Babylon, Baigas, Brahm-us, Bug, Brahmo-

Subject Index


Rites and Customs


Saints

(Vol. I) See. Agnes, Antony, Asita, Barabaa, Chrysostom, Columbus, Cyprian, Cyril, Declan, Denys: (Vol. II) Faith, Faolan (Fillan), Fouttin, George, Josephat, Komas, Michael, Mungho: (Vol. III) Nicholas, Ninian, Old, Patrick, Pater, Switch, Thomas, Ursel (Ursula), Yahyah.

Symbols

(Vol. I) See. Abraxas, Agis, Alt, Akm, Áltar, Ambrosia, Ámoul, Angula, Augustus-Ank (Ankh), Anxus, Aslib, Arp, Armp, Argua, Arks, Arrows, Arthur (Table), Avsins, Balls, Bans, Banner, Beads, Bells, Bnh, Bones, Bridges, Buns, Candles, Cauldrons, Caves, Chakra, Christma, Colors, Com, Crosses, Crosses, Cup, Dalada, Danta, Danta, Delta, Dharvys, Distaff, Door, Dor-ja, Drums, Dust: (Vol. II) Ed, Eggs, Ephod, Eye, Fan, Fasemum, Feathers, Fingers, Fleur-de-lis, Foot, Fylleci, Garter, Hair, Hammer, Hand, Harbuit, Harp, Head, Heart, Horns, Idol, Janidiya, Janivara, Kakul, Karn (Carm), Kestos, Klauchan, Klogha, Knots, Kteis, Kuris (Kuris), Kurumbas, Kut, Labarum, Labrus, Lakaha, Li, Llangam, Maco, Manduar,
Subject Index


WRITING


ERRATA, VOL. I.

P. 47, line 22, for "1877" read 1874.
.. 53, 19, for "Jeopard" read Lajardic.
.. 222, 35, for "nephew" read grand-nephew.
.. 236, 13, for "Vaishnava" read Vaipya.
.. 240, 6, for "Frey" read Friggas.
.. 340, 30, for "Thokk" read Thokk.
.. 330, 7, for "Vaishnavas" read Vaipyas.
.. 521, 22, for "Zeus and Apollo" read bore Apollo to Zeus.
.. 545, 22, for "Deva-nagiri" read Deva-nagari.
.. 545, 19, for "Sarmâ" read Sarnâh.
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A

A. As the first sound in most alphabets (see Alphabets) stands commonly for the first of all existences, the Mahâ-deva ("Great God") or Supreme. It represents the agent of creation, even when typified by the bull (Akkadian a or âu). It is shrouded in the complicated Sanskrit A (or Akṣara) called "the Supreme"—Vishnu or Krishna. Christ, like Krishna (the Indian Apollo), is the Alpha (A, or "bull"), as well as the Omega—the "beginning and the end." The sound Aa signified "God." It conveyed the meanings of uprightness, physically and ethically, and hence of righteousness (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., November 1885, p. 28). In Egypt and among Akkadians, aα or αι was also the moon (Turkish ai); and aα again was "water" among Akkadians and Kelta. The Egyptian Ra (the sun) was Aa—the high or sky god; and phallic Khonsu was also called Aa—from aα "to beget," and Aαh is the "moon.

Islamis head all documents with their club-headed Aleph (for the name of God); and it consecrates these, and wards off the evil eye, bringing a blessing on the writing, the writer, and the subject. So the Hindu applies his Aum or Om (see Om), as the Hebrew ends with his Amen (see Amen). These questions are fully treated in our Rivers of Life (ii, p. 534).

The Akkadian moon, Aa, was "the bright one" (with a watery connection), and was of dual sex. Early moon-gods were male, but Aa was early the supreme goddess of Akkadians, wife of the sun-god of Sippara, and presiding there, and in Eridu, over the temple of her son (Tammuz), whose Eden lay near. She was thus both mother and wife of the sun, and "lady of Eden" (Sayce, Hibbert Lect. 1887).

In Akkadian (and Turkish) aα also means "chief" or "father"; and Aα, says Dr Sayce, was originally a male deity "representing the solar disk."

Aalu. Aaru. Egyptian. Heaven, Paradise, the land of Eternity, a tower or field of peace, and of the water of life: the fulness of bliss,
A-ami

where all live and speak with Osiris: “Where are no temptations; where, as by fire, all have been purified, entering Amenti (Hades) to be absorbed in Osiris,” dwelling for ever with him in Ker-neter (“the good place”), after passing through its adjoining Purgatory (Rusta): where Osiris also rules as Rhot-Amenti. Aaru is also identified with Hotep, the place of peace and rest—the Indian Nirvana.

A-ami. Egyptian. The ape-symbol of Thoth, the wise judge, and god of the obelisk.

Aaron. Hebrew Aharôn. The brother of Moses, and first high priest. The name seems possibly connected with his special charge of the Ark (Avûn), A-harin presenting a prosthethik a. In Arabic Mt. Hor (near Petra), where he died, is still called Jebel Harûn, or “Aaron’s Mountain.” He is called a son of Amram (“high people”), and his mother is named Yûkahad (Jochebed), meaning “Yahveh has been honoured.” He followed and tended the ark-box (see Ark). He was a bull, or sun, worshipper, who could work wonders, and made a golden calf which “came out” of the fire; so that this Hebrew (solar and lunar) legend of Moses and Aaron seems analogous to that of Krishna and his charioteer Aruna, “the tawny one” in India. At Rephidim Aaron poses (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 154, fig. 57) with his horned brother, and Hur (Khûr), in a remarkable group on the mound, viewing the fight between his tribe and Amalek. Moses forms the central standard, raising his wonder-working Horned rod; and Aaron and Hur support him till sundown, when the Hebrews are victorious, and their priests erect a monument to their solar god Yahveh.

Aaru. See Aalu.

Ab. This word, in many languages, denotes “father” (as in Akkadian, Turkish, Hebrew, etc.) like the Latin aevae. With Akkadians also ab was “moving water” (compare A) like the Turkish ab “wave,” and the Aryan ap “water.” The Babylonian month Ab was called in Akkadian Nene-gar (“fire making”), sacred to “the queen of the spear” (see Quirinus). This was August, but the Akkadian January was called Aba (or “rising flood”). Ab “father,” and Ma “mother,” are reversed in many dialects; and Ab becomes the Aryan Pa and Pet-pa, while Ma becomes Am, and Umo, and Ma-ma, “the great nurse.” Ab, as the father, is the type of “fertility” and of “fruit” (Hebrew Éb: see Job viii, 12; Dan iv, 12, etc); but the root abâh signifies “desire.”

Abadon. Hebrew. “Destruction” personified as the Greek Apollôn (Revelat. ix, 11), and as Asmodeus (see Asmodeus) called by Rabbi Ashnaalai (see Job xxxvi, 6); and in the Book of Wisdom (xviii, 25) Olodrenôn in the Greek.

Abel. It is necessary to distinguish Abel the second son of Adam (Hebrew Hodaí), from Hubal or Hual the great Arabian deity, though the letters seem the same (see Hubal). Abel is usually supposed to be the Babylonian word Abû “son.” The Hebrew Abel is again different—a common term for “meadow.” Arabs and Persians call Abel and Cain, Hubal and Kabil. No very satisfactory explanation of their legends in Genesis has been given (see Kain).

Aben. Hebrew Eben, “a stone.” Perhaps the root is found in Benâh “to build,” as Ben or Ben (“a son”) is builder of the family (see Ben). Ebeneser (“stone of help”) was a stone emblem of the god, like those of Arabia (see Arabia). Jeremiah tells his tribe that a stone beget them, and that they committed adulteries with stones Jer. ii, 27; iii, 9. See also Gen. xxxi, 48; and 1 Sam. iv, 1; vii, 12.

Abán (says Delitzsch) has the sense of a “peak” or “pointed thing”—the Assyrian Utrúnu “peak, rock, or finger” (see Finger).


Ablathanabla. See Abraxas.

Abors. Bors. The Assamese term for the wild race, calling themselves Padams or Pagdams, inhabiting the N.E. frontier of British territory at the bend of the Brahmaputra River (N. and N.W.), and embracing the greater and lesser Dihong river valleys, north of Sadiya. The term Abor is said to mean “savage,” “non-tribute payer,” or “fierce man”; for Abors are a much-feared people who hunt down even the “wild cow” (or Nípau), and eat buffalo beef, but not cows—showing a Hindu influence. They worship Nâto or fays, spirits of the woods and waters: they tattoo their bodies, and clothe themselves in skins and bark, but go naked in the hot season. They are never without their bows and arrows—the latter poisoned (for war) with the powdered root of the wild cinchona, or with blood. They wear a dharî, or long cutlass, at the waist, or slung (as by Burmese) over the shoulder.

These people are scarcely as yet out of the communal stage, and pay scant respect to chiefs, with some 250 of whom the Govern-
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he lived in 2605 B.C. Josephus said 2576, and the Vulgate, 2015 B.C. Prof. Hommel (in 1896-7), says he "could not have lived earlier than 1900 B.C." and Archbishop Usher makes him 175 years old in 1824. According to this Biblical chronology, he left Padan Aram in 2191 B.C. (see Bible), and went to Egypt on account of a famine. But by Egypt we may understand the south of Palestine, then perhaps an Egyptian province. Thence, about 1917 B.C., he went to settle with Lot, "towards Sodom." In 1913 B.C. Chedorlaomer, King of Elam, came, with Amraphel, King of Shinar, Tidal king of nations, and Arioch, King of Ellasar (Larsa), to quell a rebellion in Eastern Palestine, which had been under Elam for twelve years. The Biblical legend runs that Abraham (apparently 83 years old), pursued this Babylonian army with three hundred and eighteen armed retainers, defeating it, and taking the spoil and prisoners (Lot among them), near Hobah, "north of Damascus." This Hebrew fable, however, enables us to test the dates. A tablet from Tell Loh (Reisner Assyrii, iv, p. 85, 1897), has been supposed to mention Amraphel (as Hammurabi), with Arioch (Eriaku), and Tidal (Tudkhal), in which case Abraham would live about the 22nd century B.C. [This translation is, however, rejected by most scholars; and the tablet is late, and probably refers to events about 648 B.C.—Ed.] Hammurabi (Kha-am-mu-ru-bi), is usually supposed to have acceded in 2139 B.C. (the date given by Dr Peiser, and by Col. Conder in his Histories, p. 175). He ruled over "the west" (Martu in Akkadian), like his successor Ammi-usana (2034-2009 B.C.).

Most Syriacs and Arabs considered Abraham to be a Messiah; and prayers are still addressed to him (at his tomb in Hebron), as Christians pray to Christ or to Mary. Abraham, as Ab-rám, "the high father," was both a Malaki-sadik (Melchizedec), or "King of righteousness," and a Shem—"sign" or "mark." Yet, says the Rev. Dr Cheyne (Hibbert Lectures, 1892), "Abraham must be given up as an historical figure ... some one must confess this truth, which ought, long ago, to have found its way into our schools and colleges."

This view is corroborated by the various widely different periods assigned as the age of Abraham. The Samaritan and Greek Bibles say
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ment had to deal in 1859-1870, and to try to keep them quiet by subsidies. They are all sullen, clownish, and violent when roused, like their congener of Tibet and Barmah. Families are distinguished by totems, or by marks on the forehead. The poorer are often polyandrous; the richer are polygamous; and sometimes they are communists, a group of men living with a group of women. There are barracks for bachelors and women, where considerable licence is practised; and chastity consists in having no intercourse outside the clan. As regards religion, they believe in a life hereafter, with rewards and punishments; and sacrifice is said to please and propitiate the spirits, and to be necessary to prevent famine and pestilence.

Abram. Abraham. There is no very satisfactory etymology of this mythical patriarch's name. Abram (Babylonia Ab-ramu) is usually rendered "high father," that is to say, a deity like Brahma. Abraham is compared with the Arabic râdâm, "a host"—a "Lord of Hosts" like Gânesa, or Yahveh. Hindus call a loving brother Râma. The tablets of Esarhaddon's days give such names as Abi-ramu and Am-ramu. If we take the root to be Abur "strong," as in Abur a "bull" or "hero," the s is only a suffix—as in Hebrew, Sabaian, or Babylonian speech. Some think this word connected with 'Abr (see Gen. xiv, 13, and Exod. v, 3); for Abraham is especially called the "Hebrew," and descendant of 'Eber, father of Peleg. Coming from Padan-Aram he would naturally worship the "high God" (El-Eliyûn), and seek his shrine at Iero-salem ("the abode of salvation"). There stood (no doubt) his symbol, a sacred stone (menhir or lingam); and naturally he dedicated to this the agent of creation by procession, swearing solemn oaths thereby, as we read that Abram and Isaac did by what is euphemistically called the "thigh." See the Jewish World (3rd April 1885), where the learned writer says: "Abraham is a title applied to the Creator only"; and if so, based on the root Brû "create" (Gen. i, 1).
Pater Orchanus (Ovid. Metam. iv, 212), the fabled son of Zeus, founder of the empire of the Anatolian Minyaeus, who ruled Boiotia and North Greece from their capital Orchomenos. M. Renan (Hist. Israel, i, p. 63), even says, “Orhan has lent his name, and several characteristic traits, to the history of Abraham.”

Many years after the above was first written appeared the valuable paper by Mr Hormazd Rassam, the old explorer of Nineveh (Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch., February 1898), which proves that “Ur of the Chaldees” was Edessa, or Orphah. Cappadocia (Kappadokia) proves to have been early entered by the Babylonians, who spread all over North Syria. The name Khaldaioi (in the Septuagint) may thus be connected with that of Khaldis on the Vannic inscriptions [applying to a deity.—Ed.]. From Ur, Terah’s family went to Haran, which is only some two days’ journey from Edessa. In Judith (v, 6, 7), Jews are called descendants of the Arameans, “a belief prevalent among all Hebrews in Biblical lands at the present day” (Rassam). It is not known, however, why the Septuagint translators changed the Hebrew Kassdim into “Chaldeans.” According to Ezekiel (i, 3), the “land of the Kasdim” was by the River Chebar (or Khabir River), a great tributary of the Euphrates, one affluent of which rises in the Aram or “high land” near to where Edessa is situated. It was the country of Bal’sam (Deut. xxxii, 4), and was higher up the Euphrates than Babylon, whereas Mugeeyer is near the mouth of that river, far below Babylon. All this, and more, is ably set forth by Mr Rassam, who only follows in the track of many other Oriental scholars.

In the Book of Zohar (see Kabbala) Abraham is called an “incarnation of love, mystery, and divine unity”; he is symbolised by a pillar (p. 41) as were Zeus, Yahweh, etc. He was the first to teach the Kabbala to Egypt, and received the mysteries “from Noah, who received them from Adam, who received them from God” (Ginsburg’s Zohar). Moses had personal intercourse with Abraham, as had most legislators down to David and Solomon (p. 80). In the Book of Jetzira (“Creation”) the Kabbala is called “a monologue of Abraham,” whereby he is induced to accept the true faith; and he is there said to have invented writing and the Hebrew characters (p. 65). Elsewhere he is described as a “giant, a monster, having the strength of seventy-four men, and requiring the food and drink of the same.”

The Arabian El Kindy (in our 8th-9th century) says, “Abraham lived seventy years in Haran, worshipping Al’Ozzah, who is still revered in Arabia” (see Royal Asiatic Society Journal, January 1882; and Sir W. Muir’s El Kindy). He says that the inhabitants were given to human sacrifice—which Abram wished to continue in Palestine, whence the early rite of devoting the first-born to Yahweh. The sacrifice of Isaac (or, as the Arabs say, of Ishmael) has now been whittled down by Ezra-ite writers, who were evidently ashamed of it, as making their God a bloodthirsty fiend, and their patriarch the heartless murderer of his innocent boy. Tradition, and the persistence of race barbarism, are however too strong for the would-be cleansers of history; and God and man still appear cruel and deceitful, while multitudes still commemorate the half-enacted rite (see Sacrifice). Abraham is represented as trying to hide his murderous purpose from his son and servants by a lie, saying he would return with the child. The deity doubts his sincerity till the knife is raised, when the would-be murderer is lauded for wondrous “Faith.” Faith in a God?—say, in a dream. His God then promises him wealth, and offspring, in abundance.

The sacrifice was originally commemorated in autumn, when human sacrifices were common; and what would be more orthodox than that a great Sheikh, entering on a new land to found a colony, should begin by offering his first-born to the god of the land? Did not the Christian Saint Columba bury his brother, St Oran, in the foundations of his church? (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 340.)

Abraham, however, seems to have been anything but wealthy when he died, possessing only the burial-place that he is said to have purchased. He had given “all he possessed” to Isaac, and “the rest” to numerous children by two stray wives. Islamis says that he travelled in both Arabia and Babylonia, but chiefly in Arabia, and that he assisted Ishmael in building the fourth shrine of Makka, and in establishing the “Black Stone” (see our Short Studies, p. 539). Hebrews and Arabs have reverently called him the Khalil, or “friend” of Allah (see Gen. xv, 17; Isaiah xli, 8).

Among arithmetical errors in the Bible is the statement that he was born when Terah was 70 years old, yet was 75 when (apparently) Terah died at the age of 205 years. He is also said not to have known Yahweh, but only the tree gods—Ale-im or Elohim. He twice dissembled to save his life by endangering his wife’s chastity, which he seems to have valued little, as she lived some time in the harlots of Pharaoh and Abimelech, who heaped riches on Abraham. It is untrue to say that Sarah was “without shame or reproach,” for Genesis xli, 19 should read, “she is my sister though I have taken her for my wife.”

We shall not attempt to record the voluminous legends (in the Talmud, etc.) concerning Abraham, of which the Old Testament does not give a title. He is said to have visited Nimrod, and to have
converted him by the old feeble argument: "Fire must not be worshiped for water quenches it; nor water because clouds carry this; nor clouds because winds drive them." He might have added, "Nor Yahveh because we invented him." According to other traditions, Yahveh found great difficulty in calling (or killing) Abraham. He sent the archangel Michael several times, to break the command to Abraham as gently as possible: for the patriarch loved life. The archangel—whom he fed—told his mission to Isaac, who tried to explain it, deploiring that both sun and moon (Abram and Sarah) must ascend to heaven. The patriarch then accused Michael of trying to steal away his soul, which he said he would never yield up. The Lord then reminded him, by Michael, of all that he had done for him; and that, like Adam and others, he must die. Abraham asked that he might first see "all peoples and their deeds"; but, when carried up in a chariot, he was so disgusted, by what he saw, that he begged the earth might open and swallow all peoples. God then shut his eyes lest they should all be destroyed, saying, "I do not wish it so, for I created all, and will only destroy the wicked." Abraham then saw a narrow road with few people on it, and a man on a gold throne, "terrible and like God," though it was only Adam: and again a broad road thronged with people, and with pursuing angels. The man (or god) tore his hair and beard in sorrow, and cast himself and his throne to the ground; but, as people increased on the narrow way, he rose rejoicing though "in 7000 years only one soul is saved." The angels were scourging the wicked with whips of fire; and at the door of heaven sat one "like the Son of God," though he was only Abel, having before him a table, and a Bible twelve yards long and eight yards wide. He wrote down the virtues and sins of all, and then weighed the souls (like Thoth). The Lord had commanded Abel to judge all till the final judgment, which is to be by the Son of God. Some souls were however set aside as wanting an extra good deed, and "Abraham prayed for such, and the Lord saved them because of Abraham's holiness." He also saved, at his request, all whom Abraham had cursed on earth. The patriarch was then taken back to his house, to the great joy of his family, and commanded to settle his worldly affairs, and to give up his soul to Michael. This Abraham again refused to do; so the Angel of Death was told to visit him—which he was very unwilling to do. He was however commanded to disguise himself as a gentle and beautiful spirit; but he confessed to Abraham that he was the "poison of Death." He argued long that he could not depart without Abraham's soul; and he assumed many horrid forms, but did not frighten the patriarch, who accused Death of killing even boys and girls, and made him kneel down with him and pray for their restoration. Death continued to torment the patriarch, who was 175 years old; and at last he slept on his bed, and kissed Death's hand, mistaking it for that of his son, so receiving "the poison of death." Michael and innumerable angels "bore away his pure soul, and placed it in the hands of the Lord; and his body was swathed in pure white linen, and buried in 'Dris the Black' or Elen-Manre." (From a Roumanian text, published by Dr Gaster, who gives this interesting Apocalypse in the Transactions, Bib. Arch. Soc., ix, 1.)

**Abraxas. Abrasax. Abracadabra. Ablathanabla.**

*Abanathabla.* Various terms on Gnostik charms—see *Rivers of Life,* i, p. 511. [The translations are much disputed. Probably they are Aramaic sentences: *Abrak ha dabra,* "I bless the deed": *Abhat ha nabla,* "I give life to the corpse": *Abena thabla,* "Thou our father leadest."—Ed.] The Persian sun-god was seen in the Greek letters Abraxas, representing in numbers 365—the days of the solar year. This word, placed on an amulet or seal, exercised evil spirits, and was explained by Semites as meaning *Abrak-Shedabara,* "go out bad spirit out" [or perhaps better, *Abrak ha ash,* "I bless the man."—Ed.] In Syria Abraxas was a form of Iao (Yahveh), Mithras, Sabaoth, or Adonis, figured as a lion-headed solar serpent with a rayed glory (*Rivers of Life,* ii, p. 274) or as a cock-headed serpent, or the eastern serpent (Sesha) biting his own tail as Ananta "the Eternal." In Egyptian Abraxas was thought to signify "hurt me not"; and the pious Christian Marullas bequeathed to his children an amulet, with this name on the one side, and a serpent on the other, of Jasper enclosed in a golden *Bulla* shaped like a heart—the seat of emotions. Such *bullae* are said to be the origin of the "Sacred Heart," and to explain the name of Papal "Bulls," though these had leaden "seals" later (*Rivers of Life,* ii, pp. 237-8). Such amulets cured bodily pains, and averted the evil eye. We read of the physician of Gordion III. as prescribing one for his patient (see King's *Gnostics,* pp. 105-6). Basilius the Gnostic is said to have invented Abraxas, to denote the spirit presiding over the 365 days of the year. But the radical idea was that of fecundity, for the image is found as a bearded Priapus grasping his organ like Osiris.

**Abu-el.** An Arab equivalent for the Gabriel of Daniel, and of the New Testament, both meaning, in Semitic speech, "Power (or mighty one) of God."
**Abu.** An early Egyptian god of light, and a city sacred to the ithyphallic Khnum (or Knephi), known to Greeks as Elephants—not from *elephas* "elephant," or *elaphos* "deer," but from *Elaphas*, an Osrian god of light, or of the sun to which special libations were offered at Abu. Ab was a name of Osiris, and his hieroglyph was the phallus (see Knephi). [Ab was also the elephant in Egyptian; like the Hebrew, and Tamil, *Hub.—Ed.*]

**Abu, Arabuda.** A celebrated mountain, lofty and detached from the Araveli range, in the Sirohi state of Rajputana, where we have lived for four summers. It has played an important part in the religious history of India, and is still claimed by Hindus, who have shrines on the heights, and by Buddhists and Jains, whose shrines are in the valleys: round these still flourish more ancient non-Aryan cults, as little white shrines (of Adhar-devi, Durga, etc.) seen on the hill-sides. We have often seen sacrifices of goats, and cocks, to the ancient Amba (Sivi) called Bhavani. The famous Jaina shrines in the Vale of Delwada (or Dilwara), "the place of temples," still contain cells for Devi-Amba, who is always curiously associated with Nemi-nath, the 21st or 22nd Jain Tirthankara; and nimi, like ambas, is an euphemism for the *mul* (podendum), and also means, "winking one, eye, gem, sign, or mark." Amba's cell occupies the S.W. corner, or place of honor in Jaina Vastupulas; and beside it is Adi-nath's beautiful shrine, where stands a colossal black image of Nemi-nath. For the old Turanian tribes of India (as seen also from the Euphrates to the Seine) have always loved a black image, like those of the Madonna, or of Osiris. It is evident that Jains have built at Abu on the holy sites of ancient nature worshipers.

The existing Jaina temples (elaborately sculptured) were erected by rich merchants. The chief one was built by Vimalas of Patan (older Ahnil-wada) of Gujarât, about 1030 A.C. "He could purchase armies, and overturn kingdoms." The second in importance is that of Vastupul and Tej-pul—Jaina ministers of the Râja Vidalav (1197-1247 A.C.). These are carefully described by Mr James Ferguson and others. They approach the Buddhist Vihâra style. The second is dedicated to Adi-nath (the "Ancient of Days"), in his bell incarnation as the Tirthankara named Rishabha-nath. In the first are ten marble elephants (his *sâvatâs*); and, in the entrance lobby, are statues of Vimalas, and of his nephew, on horseback: they are of alabaster, and stand before a *chau-mukh*—or "four-faced," image of Paris-nath. Abu is one of the Tirthas or "most holy places" of India. Jainas here followed the old Adi-nath, whose shrine is probably far older than the time of Buddhism. In a lonely cell of the Yoni goddess Bhavani, he stands in a temple reputed to be much the oldest on the mountain. East of the Jaina shrines we find the oldest sites of nature worshipers—the Achal-Garh ("abode of fire"), or Achal-akshor of Sivaite and Vishnuva Hindus. The Sivaite say the name, Achal-ivara, means "stable, or immovable god." For, in the little attached shrine of the Brindh-Khar ("hot spring"), which issues from a deep fissure over which presides Parvati (typifying woman), the god's "Tow" is shown in the water, as an oval whitish button; and, as long as the "Foot" here rests, the mountain will remain, and the faithful need not fear its rumbling and quaking—often very alarming. By this thermal spring the bi-sexual creator appears as Ardhak-Ivara (see *River of Life*, ii, Plate XIV.), who made male and female. The whole mountain is called "the womb of Parvati"; and the fissure is her Yoni, whence Faith issued as a "two mouths' fountain." No European may pass its barred entrance; but we managed to enter the shrine, and to look closely at the white button in the bubbling hot-spring. On an altar is a silver Parvati, with two side figures, one being Siva. They face the great brazen bull of Gâwâla ("the guardian")—the Nandi which iconoklasts stole or destroyed.

All round this it is holy ground. On the N.E. lies the sweet wooded undulating vale of Agni-Kund, with a pilgrim tank (350 by 150 ft.) once warm, as the name shows, but now cold and ruined, like the numerous surrounding shrines scattered up and down the pretty green valley. Among them is a Jaina shrine of Santi-nath, the 18th Tirthankara; but there are no Buddhist remains. In the centre of the Kund rises a lingam rock—a shrine now dedicated to Matâ the dreaded goddess of small pox. Other rural shrines—mostly Sivaite—are falling into decay, with broken Nandis and lingams, which are scattered about the valley; on one *mandap* ("porch") Vishnu was carved as Nârâyana, reclining with Lakshmi on Sesa, the Serpent of Eternity, as when creating the world (see Vishnu).

On the high overhanging cliffs to S.E., is the ruined fort and palace of the Rânas of Chitor, reached by a steep rocky path, fitly named after Hanumân, the monkey god. Here are found a small shrine, and the house of the *pujâra*, or priest in charge. He shows three equestrian statues of brass, representing the founders, or patrons, of his office in the 15th century A.C.—believed to be Kumâtha, the famous Râna of Mehdwâda (1419-1469 A.C.), and two of his Râjas.

North of the valley is the larget village of Ura, north of which is a path leading to the highest summit of the range, a peak 5560 feet above sea-level, claimed by Vishnuvas as the shrine of their Gûru,
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Sikār (or Sekra), an old form of Indra, who also rules on Adam's peak in Ceylon, where (as here also) is a Pāñḍakā, a Prāşad, or divine “foot,” carved on the granite; which Vishnu here left when he descended from heaven incarnate as Dālā-Bṛigu, to drive away the Nagas, or serpent worshippers (see Nagas). A small temple is built on the upper plateau. It is probably a natural cave, with a sacred adytum, and a rest cell for the weary. A bell scares away demons, and reminds the neighbours that the hungry attendants wait to be fed. These include wild Bāwās and idiots, Sanyāsīs and anchorites, who let their nails grow through their palms: also, till lately, Marākhors, or “corpse eaters,” the last of whom was walled up alive in a cave (see Aghorn).

Sivaites say that the mountain was cast down by Siva in answer to the prayers of the great Rishi Vasishtha, when his “cow of plenty” (Nandini, “the earth”) fell into a deep pool. The mountain spirits filled the void, and the Great Serpent, or Bud, carried up those who could not walk. Bud became Budha and Buddha (“the wise one”), whose faith here prevailed from 3rd century B.C. to the 8th or 9th century A.D. Then came a revolution to Neo-Brahmanism, when—it is said—Vishnu recreated Kālātryas. Indra, Bṛuhma, Rudra, and Vishnu visited Ars-Buddha (Abu), and purged away its impurities with Ganges water, and Vedas, driving away the Dāiyas, “drinking the blood of many.” Not till the 14th or 15th century A.D. did Buddhists however wholly disappear hence. They were probably then absorbed by the present Jaina.

The Vedas recognise this holy hill, saying that it was thronged with Ārūda-Sarhas, worshipping serpents—which are still holy, and too numerous. Abu was the Zion of the Rājas of Chandra-Vati—their once resplendent capital on the plains to its S.S.E., now marked only by broken carved marbles. In 1593 the tolerant Emperor Akbar gave to the Satam-bari Jains a grant, securing them all their lands and shrines, and adding that “all true worshipers of God should protect all religions. Let no animals be killed near Jaina lands.”—a mandate that still holds good.


Abydos. In Egypt the Greek name of Thinis (see Thinis).

Abyssinia. The highlands of Aithiopia are throned by various tribes, called Habash by Arabs (“mixed”), and so Abas, or Abassinos, by Portuguese. The land is called by natives Mangesta Itiopia, or "Aithiopian Kingdom." Dr Glaser connects the word with the tribal name of the 'Abasat of Māhra (Eastern Hadramaut), whose capital was Abassen or Abasa—the Abyss of Uranius, Ptolemy, and Pausanias, famous for its export of myrrh and frankincense (nyxob or "good things"), with which he connects Aithiopes (see Aithiopes, and Arabia).

The presence of Sebcan Arabs in Abyssinia explains their legend of the “Queen of Sheba,” who visited Solomon about 1000 B.C. The 'Abasa advanced on Yaman, perhaps as early, and Abyssinia accepted Yamanite rule in its 1st or 2nd century. Down to the 5th the Arabs persecuted Abyssinian Christians, who were established by Roman emperors. In 512 A.C. the Abyssinians conquered Yaman, and held it till 634 A.C., when Islam overwhelmed them, “so that they slept for a thousand years, forgetful of the world by which they were forgotten” (Gibbon).

As early as Solomon's time, says Prof. Leo Reinisch (Inaugural lecture, Vienna University, see Bt. Geoj. Journal, March 1837), the Sabean of Yaman had a trading “association” (or Habashah), and Sabean became the carriers of the products of India, Arabia, and East Africa, to Egypt and Syria. Hebrews recognised their antiquity, calling Saba or Sheba the “Son of Cush” (Gen. x, 7). At the ancient capital of N. Abyssinia, called Yeha or Awa, about 14 miles north of Adowa (the Adulis of Ptolemaic times), Mr Bent found, amid extensive ruins, seven Sebcan texts, and a grand and beautiful tower well proportioned, and of good masonry, near which were a church and monastery, evidently modern, and poor by comparison—with the early Christian churches beside Irish round towers Axum succeeded Adowa as a capital, but it was to Yeha, according to tradition, that Solomons son Menelak brought the Jewish Ark, and where dwelt Queen Candace. Prof. D. H. Muller connects the expression “Awa his house,” in a text of Yeha, with Basal-awa commonly worshipped in S. Arabia. Ptolemy, in his Geography, calls this region the “Regio Trogloditica” for Adulis and Aivalitis lived mostly in caves on the “Awa-ic Gulf.” They imported ivory, spices, and gold dust into Sebcan Arabin.

The masses in Abyssinia are still virtually pagans, worshipping fetishes, rude sun-stones, or lingamas, like Tartar Obs (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 247). Their altars often have cups and channels, for the blood or libations—like those of the Mithraic rites in Italy. They are of all kinds, from the uncut to the highly decorated stone (Bent's Abyss., p. 145). “Some of the monolithic inscriptions,” says Prof. Muller, “are purely Sabean.” They date (he thinks) from the 9th century B.C., down to the 4th century A.C. Drs Glaser and Sayce
say the 7th to 5th centuries B.C. (Academy, 8th Sept. 1894, and Nov. 1895). [The script however is the same as that of dated Sabean texts not older than 3rd century B.C.—Ed.] In the 5th century Christian (Koptik) missionaries, from Alexandria, were sent to convert the highlanders of Abyssinia, and established themselves near Adowa. Their religion became one purely of rites, feasts, fasts, and superstitions, Hebrew, Christian, or pagan. Children (of both sexes) are circumcised: food and persons are subject to purifications more or less Jewish. Priests may not marry, and are under the Abuna (“our father”), or high priest, nominated by the Coptic Patriarch of Alexandria. The churches have three circular enclosures; the outside one for the laity: the central for priests; and the innermost as the Holy of Holies. The services include reading the Scriptures in a tongue not understood by any: the Eucharist; and worship of the Virgin, as queen of heaven and earth, and chief intercessor; as well as of many saints, whose icons abound, and who are more important than the Deity. There are three sharply divided Christian sects, ever disputing as to the veneration of Christ, and cursing one another.

The Gheez, or ancient Alithiopic, of the N. Tigré province (a Sabean dialect) is the language of literature and religion. The later Amharik prevails at court, and in the army, and among merchants; and the Agou dialect in several provinces: these present Arabic affinities, and are mixed with African words. The Galla race of the South have, since the 16th century A.D., overrun the highlands, and have long furnished the bulk of the army. There are few chiefs not of Galla blood: yet the people are, as a whole, evidently of mixed Arab and African race. The confederated chiefs owe fealty to the Amhara ruler, for purposes of defence, and he is now called king.

Ach. Agh (see Ak). The Kelts apply the term Acha-dar to sacred fields, such as that of the menhir stone of Arran. Achagallan is the “field of the standing stone.”

Áchára. Ákára. Sanskrit. The Hermaic Brahmâ, and a Swastika cross. Indra was the typical Akhara. His heavenly courtesans were called Indarka Akhara, or “showers of fertility,” Áchára is, with the literati, a rule of conduct; and an Áchárya is “a guide, or teacher.” The Ákára is the lingam; and all Sivaites rites are Ákára.

Achyuta. Vishnu as the “imperishable.”

Acts of Apostles. Greek Praxeis tôn Apostolôn. They seem from the opening verses, and from Luke i. 1, to have been written by an unknown author. [The first part, referring to Peter, may be distinct from the later history of Paul.—Ed.] The author may be the same as that of Luke’s Gospel (1st or 2nd cent. A.D.), founding his work on older documents and legends. Liberal clergies say that it is a “highly idealised picture of the Apostolic age.”

‘Ad (see Arabia). Arabic. Probably “ancient.” In Turanian speech Ad means “father” (like Ab), as in Akkadian and Turkish for instance (see Adam). The islanders of the Torre Straits call the supreme God Ad—the Creator symbolised by a post, or lingam. In India Ad is still the “ancient” one, and father. (Cf. Ad-nath, etc.) The ‘Ad race (noticed in the Korân, see vii, 63), were the “ancient ones” of Arabia, great stone and nature worshipers (see Arabia). Muhammad regarded them as impious. They refused to believe a prophet Hûd sent to them in Irem, and were destroyed in consequence. ’Ad—a son of Ham—had a thousand wives and four thousand sons. This people reigned 1000 years, and had such names as Shadil or Shaddâ (“the strong”) in Arabic. The ʿAd of Yaman worshiped Allah or Elohim. It is difficult to trace their ancient deities and rites.

Adam. In Hebrew Adam and Edom signify “red,” and Admah is “red earth.” [In Akkadian Adamu is rendered, in syllabaries, by the Akkadian Adamu, “red race,” and Assyrian Adamatu, an aboriginal people apparently distinguished from the “bright” dominant race. It may signify Ad-ma, “father of the race.”—Ed.] Adam is the mate of Khavah (“life,” Eve). They are the Zikkur Negabah (“male and female”), or “pillar and hollow” (phallus and kteis). Indian Islamis still commonly call the temple lingams Ádám. Dr Delitzsch (on Assyrian Etymologies, 1883-4) says that the etymology of Adam is unknown. Later Arabs said that Adam’s Peak in Ceylon was the place he reached when expelled from Paradise. He wandered alone calling for Eve who had reached Ṭarâfī (“Arafla”); but Hebrews and Syrian Christians locate the scenes of his later life at Hebron and Jerusalem. The Christian Fathers (Origen, etc.) say that he died on Golgotha; and the wisdom of Solomon was supposed to enable him to identify Adam’s skull. A legend (famous in the Middle Ages) supposes this skull to have been buried where the Cross was raised (see Beaus), and to have been washed by the blood of Christ: for “as in Adam all die, so in Christ shall all be made alive.” A temple of Venus apparently stood (in the 2nd century A.D.) on this traditional site (see Canon MacColl, Contemp. Rev., Feb. 1883, and Pal. Expl. Quarterly, Oct. 1896, p. 347).
Arabs say that towns sprang up in the footsteps of Adam, as he wandered in quest of Eve. Their legends (of Rabbinical origin very often) differ from those in Genesis. Thus Cain seems to have been a son of Lilith (the “night” demon) and Adam had no holy children till he discarded Lilith after his first 150 years (see Lilith). If so, it was Lilith, not Eve, who tempted him, and caused the fall of man. Luther, and other fathers, said that Cain was son of Adam and Eve, but “conceived before the promise of seed to crush the serpent’s head”—a promise made, says Luther, “a full half day after the fall.” Ezra the Bible compiler (5th century B.C.) avoided all tales of Lilith. In Genesis Adam is formed of the “earth,” and Eve from Adam’s body. Talmudists say this body was formed of the earth of Babylonia representing fruitfulness; but his head of Palestine earth, representing intelligence, and so on. Arabs believe—as mentioned in the Koran—that when Allah determined to create Adam he despatched the four angels Gabriel, Michael, Asraphel, and Asrael, for handfuls of earth of various colours and qualities. The first angel returned empty-handed, saying that the earth objected to Adam’s creation, as he would bring a curse on her by rebellion. Asrael however—regardless of consequences—brought a handful from the spot where the Kiblah (of Makka) afterwards stood. God moulded Adam, and set him up to dry and harden, between Makka and Taif, as a lifeless form, which remained there forty days, or years, or for an indefinite period. This evidently refers to the great lingam stone which stood for ages above the tribal shrine. The angels used to visit it, and among them Iblis (Satan), then in favour with Allah. He heard that it was intended to form a being who would supersede him in God’s favour, and he kicked the lifeless form. When, in time, Allah gave it a soul, and placed Adam in Eden, Iblis vowed his destruction, and gained access as a serpent—the sexual seducer who corrupted the race. But Asrael was rewarded with the office of receiver of the souls of all mankind at death (see other legends in Baring Gould’s Old Testament Characters, Conway’s Demonology, etc.).

According to the Talmud (Erubin, 18), Adam was “under the curse” till the birth of Seth, and begot only demons (Shedim and Lilitha); and Lilith bore him Samael, Leviathan, and Asmodeus, etc. The race of Adam seems to have been “ruddy” like Etrusks from W. Asia, whose phalli were red, as were the emblems of Typhon. The lingams of Amen-Ra (in Egypt) and of Krishna (in India) were on the contrary black, and those of Siva are white.

Adamites.

The Eve of Genesis (ii) was given to man as an ‘ezer or “help”; but the word is masculine—an “instructor.” As such it behoved Adam to listen to his ‘ezer, whom the god, or gods, never forbade to eat of the “tree of knowledge”; and who naturally sought knowledge, not desiring to remain “as little children” in ignorance of all things. We have thus to thank Eve, and the serpent, for the inquiring spirit or wisdom, and for the passion that drove man from a garden of sloth and state of ignorance. [The author here refers to the early Jewish explanation of the legend, as referring the “eating of the tree” to sexual knowledge, and the consequent responsibilities.—Ed.] Adam was also represented by the upright cone or pillar, especially natural ones, like the peak in the centre of Ceylon. Hindus called their Adam Swayambhu (“the self-existing one”), and their Eve was Sarvakshārā (or Sarasvati), as the primeval god of Hebrews was also both “male and female” (Gen. i, 27). Tradition says Adam was symbolised by a “pole which stood in the hole for the (later) Christian Cross on Golgotha” (see Rivers of Life, and an old book on Adam and Eve translated by Rev. Dr Malan). Solar mythologists make Adam enter the Garden of Eden at dawn, and leave it at eve, after eating the fatal “apple.” Luther is, as usual, very accurate, and says the couple left about midday on the 25th of March (the old Vernal Equinox), which was the Day of the Annunciation, when Eve’s condition betrayed her. The story of Adam is probably of Babylonian origin (and repeated in Persian legends), but becomes blasphemous in attributing, to a good and almighty Creator, the making of a race capable of sinning, and of causing misery, to self and others, throughout the ages, and one fated to eternal torment hereafter. The god even conferred on man—at the Churches—a “free will” to bring on himself all such evil. For all was foreseen and determined by the Creator, who allowed the unredeemed, and wicked, race to go on producing its myriads for 4000 years, and then sent his Son to be sacrificed, in order to appease his own wrath. Yet after this crowning iniquity he permitted—it is said—that unbelief, in the goodness of Creator and Son alike, should continue.

Adamites. An Early Christian sect who, with Nikolaitans and others, said that wives should—like all else—be held in common among the brethren. They were Sakti worshipers (see Sakta), and met at stated times to celebrate certain rites in latibula (caverns) or, even in their conventicles, indulged in promiscuous intercourse. Some assembling at midnight, naked, extinguished lights for this purpose (see Epiphanius, Adv. Hiero. i, 72, 84, 459, and Payne Knight's
Adam's Peak

In Ceylon. It is one of many Takt-i-Suliman's ("Solomon's thrones"), or seats of the god of salvation, life, health, or beneficence—common throughout Asia. Moslems call the peak A'd-nan, as the mast of the sacred bark. Hindus regard it as a Būd, and as a natural lingam. Sabeanos bowed before it, as they passed the dangerous coasts of holy Lanka (see Ceylon). Successive faiths, Vedik, Brāhmaṇik, Buddhist, Purānik, or Christian, have here crowded their legends. All have blessed it, as the guide of their frail barks round this "Isle of the Blest." It was the Būd of non-Aryans, and hence connected with Buddha legends, such as that of the footprint of the great Tathāgata still shown on the peak (see Adam). Some devotees used here to worship naked, as they were reproved for doing at the K'abah (Korān, vii), or as Hindus still worship Būd or Budh. Adam's foot, on Adam's Peak, is called Rākan by Arab writers, and described as two, or as seventy, spans long. The Sanskrit Adīma, or great origin of all things, gives the most satisfactory etymology.

This glorious height—the Ceylonese Saman-kuta (Pāli Saman-kuta), the "thorn" emblem of Samana—rises 7420 feet above sea level, in the centre of the lovely and fertile "gem of the ocean," replete with fragrant perfumes, spires, flowers, and fruit, which all gods demand in worship. It could not fail to attract Arabs as well as Hindus, the more so that every Eastern people had some sacred tradition about it, and because the last footprint of incarnate deity was stamped on the summit of the cone, as he ascended to heaven. This footprint (Sri-pada or "holy foot") is a shallow depression (5 feet 3½ inches by 2 feet 7 inches) believed to be on the highest point in Ceylon, though surveyors have found it to be only the fourth highest, the loftiest being Pidu-rutalagala (8280 feet).

Every faith claims this footprint. Hindus say it is that of Siva. Buddhists that of Buddha, Jakāmis, that of Adam, Christians, that of St Thomas, whom they used to worship at the base of the peak. The Chinese say that, in a temple here, the real body of Buddha reposè on his side, near which are his teeth and other relics (Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p. 211). The peak (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 171, fig. 235) is called by the pilgrim Huen-Tsang Potaraka, which Prof. Beal (Proc. As. Soc., 30th April 1883) identifies with Sumana-Kūta—above mentioned—namely, Sumana's spur, or Siva as the mountain

Adam Kadmon

Hebrew: "Old (or original) Adam." The type after which Adam was formed, and therefore like the Elohim of Genesis. The Kabbalists represented him as a man holding an erect serpent by the neck; and within his body were written the seven vowels, representing the seven planets and "music of the spheres" (King's Gnostics, ii, p. 93). The Kabbala also connects him with the four mystical letters of the "Eternal Name" (Yahveh). He was called "the principle of generation and conception," the primitive male, and the principle of light, which produced the ten Sephiroth ("numbers") or Eons, in the discussion of which Kabbalists and Gnostics revelled (pp. 13, 15, 100). These were: I. The Crown of Light; II. The Logos or Nous ("reason") in Greek), or Hebrew Hokmah (Sophia in Greek, or "wisdom"); III. Prudence, or the oil of unction, otherwise Yahveh, or the River of Paradise; IV. Magnificence, or El with the lion's head; V. Severity, or Elohim as red or black fire; VI. Beauty—the mirror illuminated with green or yellow—favourite colors of Jewesses; VII. Victory, or Yahveh-Sabaoth, as the temple pillar Yakin; VII. Glory, or the same as the pillar Bo'az, with the Cherubim; IX. Foundation—the tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil (the Lilan); X. Empire, or Adonai as the consuming fire. These Sephiroth are depicted by intersecting circles, with quaint designs, or by the figure...
of the man. In this connection Abram is called Seir-ampin, the
letters thus making 243— a very sacred number, as it divides by nine
to give the perfect 27, or 3 by 3.

Adar. The Semitic name of the Akkadian Nin-ib, meaning
“splendid” or “shining,” as in the Hebrew name of the month Adar
(February) in Esther (ix, 19; see also 2 Kings xix, 37). The Akka-
dian names, Uras “ the shining,” and Nin-ib “the Lord,” or Bar “ the
bright” or “living,” apply to this primeval deity (see Sayce, Hiebert
Lect. 1887, p. 152), who was son of Mal-ill (or En-ge), the Lord of
ghosts and of Hell. Adar wielded heaven’s bolts—lightning and
thunder—presiding over all energising and fertilising powers. He
was the “sun of the south,” and of the month Adar, and intercalated
month Ve-Adar.

a common term among Indo-Mongolians for the supreme god, or holy
spirit. It was said by these Theists that Gotama (who refused to
teach anything about gods or souls) appeared to a dying king of Cen-
tral India as the Kala-Chakra, or “ wheel of time,” and said that all
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and saints, were emanations of himself, Adhi-
Budha. But, according to Osmon de Korosi, this Kala-Chakra is first
heard of in our 10th century, though long developing (see Mr Edgar’s
paper, Fortnightly Review, June 1880). This seems to have been
an heretical doctrine of our 8th century, due to increasing mysticism,
which gained strength, among non-Aryans, when the Arya-Sangha
rejected the nihilist Pyrrhonism of Nâgârjuna (see under that name).
It was then argued that the quality common to all who attained
Buddhahood was an underlying essence, or spirit, or some said a deified
substance, best described as Adhi-Budha, which, when associated with
Prajna, or Wisdom, was the real source of all things, and in which all
must end.

Aditi. Sanskrit. It has been rendered “the free unbounded one,”
the mother of the gods. She was mother and daughter of Daksha
(see Daksha), and wife of Vishnu; b. in the Ramâyana Aditi seems to
be the mother of Vishnu, by Kasyapa—the sun in fertilising form
as Kurma “the tortoise.” Aditi is also called the “Mother of the
World,” and of Indra, and was incarnated as Devaki the mother of
Krishna. The immortal Aditi (says Max Müller) was called, in later
times, Dyus—the sky especially at dawn; but he thinks that “ the
necessities of written language destroyed this poetry” (by distinguishing
gender): this would be only in the days of Pânini (say 5th.
century B.C.) if Sanskrit (which we doubt) was the earliest written
language of India. The Professor adds “ nihil in fide nisi quod ante
in sensu” (faith rests on the senses): “ all our thoughts, even those
seemingly most abstract, have their natural beginning in what passes
daily before the senses”—strong wise words, but somewhat upsetting
to many theories, such as that “ savages have no sense whereby to
perceive the Infinite and Boundless.” Savages give, however, strong
expressive names to qualities that they are quick to perceive, calling
the sun a great bull that fertilises all things. Thus a mythology is
never a completely arranged system, nor a creation of pure imagination,
but rather due to an impression, as Goldwin Smith says, “made by the
objects and forces of nature on the minds of the forefathers of tribes.”

Aditi is the negative of Diti, derived from das “to bind” (see
Dyati “ binder ”). The name was bad or good, male or female, or both
at once, or a great neuter not placed among animals (Hibb. Lect.
1878). Agni was called Aditya. In Vedâk times the Aditya were
the six or seven celestial sons of Aditi, of whom Varuna—the dark
star-spangled sky—was the chief. The mother cast off the eighth of
these (Mārtanda, or the sun). In later times there were 12
Aditya, after whom the months were named: they were the “ eternal
essences of light, the sustainers of all orbs ”: that is essences of that
which exists, as it were, behind them. Aditya thus became a form of
the solar Vishnu.

Adi-pati. Sanskrit, “ the ancient lord ” — a form of Siva and of
Ganesa— the Ancient of Days.

“lord,” Adonai “ my lord ”; and Greek derived forms. The
Phenician summer sun. The word Adonai, among Hebrews, often
applies to Yahweh. Adon is perhaps also the Aten (the sun-disk) of
Egypt, as a borrowed word (see Aten-ns). Hebrews also adored
Tammuz, who was Adonis. See Isaiah xvi, 10, which should read
“ plantings (or gardens) of Adonis, ” which were famous among Greeks.
Adonis, says Hesiod, sprang (just as the Hindu solar god, from
the temple pillar) from the tree Smurna (or Myrrha)—a metamorphosed
girl, who had slept with her father, Theias, King of Assyria (compare
the story of Lot). Smurna had neglected the worship of Aphrodite,
and was therefore changed into a tree from which, after nine months,
Adonis burst forth (see Boar). Aphrodite loved the beautiful boy,
who was placed in a box, and confided to the care of Persephone, who
refused to restore the child. Zeus decided that Adonis should be left
to himself for four months of the year, and pass four with Persephone,
Adra-melek

Adra-melek. Adonis agreed to pass eight with the latter, and four with Aphrodite. He loved hunting and was killed by the (wintery) boar—these legends evidently referring to the three (ancient) seasons of sowing, summer, and autumn, and to the sun's wintery death. The love and the nectar of Aphrodite were in vain to revive the summer god; but its productive agency (Priapus) was called the child of Adonis and Venus. The cult of this pair lies at the base of all nature worship. These myths of Greeks, Hebrews, Phoenicians (see Afka) are based on those of Istar and Tamzi—the “queen of heaven” and the “solar lord”—found among Babylonians. [The names being non-Semitic Akkadian.—Ed.] For Tamzi (see Tammuz) their children wept, as did Hebrew maidens, at the season of the sun's autumn decline.

Adra-melek. Hebrew, "King Adar" (2 Kings xvii, 31), God of Sepharvaim—or Sippara (see Adar).

Advaita. Sanskrit; "not double," a school founded by Sankarāchārya (see under that name), holding (see Plato) that we are souls in a state of degradation, and thus for a time separated from the great soul of the Universe, but capable of attaining true wisdom, and finally of being absorbed by our great Father and Mother soul. This is of Vedantist origin, and implies that all beings and things are evolved from the One Great Spirit, who exists in all—as the metal unchanged by the varying form—in opposition to the Dvaita school which supposes two principles—male and female, or spiritual and material—in nature. The essence (or ego) remains the same, so that our souls remain part of the One Soul, and rejoin it when they drop their present form, perhaps after various transmigrations. This involves annihilation of the animal ego, and denies the separate personality of the one great soul. Yet Sankarāchārya worshiped and personified some of its attributes in Brahmadeva, Vishnu, Siva, &c.

Ae. A form of Aś, I, or Ie (see A) usually of divine significance.

Aesar. Aēsar. Aēsar. The Gods in Scandinavian (compare the Turanian Es "deity," and the Siberian Aša "heaven"). It is apparently the Sanskrit Aśāva "breathing one" (see Aṣāva): the ancient Saxons (see Saxons) called any hero an Oš or Ais (see Aś).

Aesk. Teutonic (see Ash). The ash tree in Anglo-Saxon.

Aeshma. The Persian Aeshma-Deva (see Asmodues).

Af. Afa (see Ab). In Dahomey Afa is an androgynous god of

Afghans

Wisdom, much consulted as to marriages and sexual matters, mothers and offspring being under his care. His sacrifices are fowls and pigeons. The sun in the west (or in Hades) is called Af, and in S. Africa Af is "fire."

Afghans. See Brahui and Pushtu.

Afka. Aphlek. Hebrew "stream"—the nymph, and "hot spring" idea. The famous Afka in Lebanon was the shrine of the mourning Venus (see Adonis). Beside the spring were booths or groves, where girls dedicated their persons to the worship of Mylitta (Mālītā of Babylonians, "the one who brings forth"), as Herodotos describes at Babylon. Her votaries, on attaining puberty, cut off their hair (see Hair), and offered it on her altars, in token of their new powers. The River Adonis runs from Afka, to the sea south of Gebel. It was said to run red with his blood in autumn, this color being due to the ferruginous soil carried down. The blood of Adonis also colored the red anemones, which are common here. Priests taught these legends to the ignorant, and said that the fire of Uraia fell, each year, into the great spring of Afka, renewing its youth, and that of its goddess, personifying female energy of the sun (see Sakta).

Treading on her tortoise (the phallus), or on a he-goat, the Afka goddess appears also as a bearded Venus, and dwells in conical stones. [Women used, when mourning for Adonis, to place small boats containing his image in the Adonis River.—En.] The solar connection is shown by the topography: for Afka is in the line of summer sunset, between Gebel (on N.W.), and Ba'albek (on S.E.), both these places being consecrated to Phoenician worship. It was at Byblos (Gebel) that the mystic ark, or coffin, containing the mutilated remains of Osiris, came ashore, and rested till Ilias, after vain search along the coasts, and in the Serbonian swamp, found it, and restored it to Egypt. The coffin was encased in a tamarisk tree (compare Siva in the pillar), which became the chief support of the Lord's house at Byblos (see Col. Conder's Heth and Mosk).

Afr. Egyptian. "fire"—also Af.

Africa. This vast continent, little known even in 1889, was known to Egyptians, Phoenicians, and Sabean Arabs. Its rites are noted in our Rivers of Life. Suidas (at Carthage, or Car-khedon) tells us that Africa was the chief Phoenician deity. Virgil said the name signified "without cold" (Greek A-phrikē). No doubt it may be connected with Afr—as above. Arabs still style Tunis Afri-gah,
It is evident that nature worship took place in the dark interior of the holy place. The construction, and masonry, are exactly similar to those of ruins described by Doughty in N.W. Arabia—assigned by some to 1000 B.C. This is also asserted to correspond to the obliquity of the ecliptic (23° 52') indicated by a great gnomon stone at Zimbabwe (see the valuable illustrated paper by this writer, *Rl. Geog. Journal,* April 1898). Dr Schliëchter arrives at similar conclusions as to the equally interesting ruins of Mombo, a short distance N. of Bulawayo. The sculptures of the two "great kraals" at the Zimbabwe—so called by natives—and a zodiak said to be found a few miles away, denote the presence of a superior Arabo-Phoenician race; and the sun is supposed to be placed beside Taurus, indicating an early date (see Aries). We see also that these ruins were centres for gold-miners, and masons like the builders of the ancient structures in Sardinia, Malta, and Phoenicia—usually attributed to the 7th and 8th centuries B.C. Such facts do not, however, contradict the conclusion we reached many years ago, that Ophir is connected with the Abir (Abhir) of the Indus. We still believe that the Indus delta was the first source of Arab gold (see *Short Studies,* p. 41), for Ptolemy speaks of Abiria (the Abhira of Sanskrit geography), and our arguments are upheld by Mr J. Kennedy (Rl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, April 1898, pp. 233-7), agreeing with papers that we wrote fifteen years earlier. [Others place Ophir in Arabia, near Sheba, see Gen. x. 28, 29.—Ed.]

There is no mistaking the cult of the Zimbabwe gold-mining colonists: for they exhibit, as Mr Bent shows in his volume (p. 280), the worship of the solar, or heaven father (as among Greeks, Arabs, Latins, and over all the world), regarding him as giver of all increase, of family, fields, and flocks, adored with sacrifices and oblations. Therefore at the Zimbabwe, as in India, are seen phallic pillars surmounted by birds, which denote the divine soul (lingam) or spirit of the Creator. We gave a similar emblem, in miniature, twenty years ago (Rivers of Life, i, fig. 92), from a sacred box in a temple near Fairhabad in Oudh. Before such the Sivaites worship, offering flowers and grains. The birds are usually the chattering love-birds or parakeets. Mr Bent says that the lingams, and sacrificial stones, at Zimbabwe, are both hewn and unhewn (see Ex. xx, 25).

Compare also Rivers of Life (plates vii, viii, ix, and xvi).

Mr Bent quotes Montfaucon as saying that Arabs used to worship before towers like that at Zimbabwe. Maximus of Tyre wrote that "Arabians honored as a great god a huge cut stone," and Euthymius Zygabenus says "this stone was the head of Aphrodite, called Bakka.
Isamak [which would mean "Bakka thy name."—Ed.], and anciently worshiped by Ishmaelites: also that Arabs had certain stones in their houses round which they danced till falling from giddiness.

"When converted to Christianity they were required to anathematize what they formerly adored"—their favourite solar Bakkhos, or Orotal (Urotah), with his consorts. Palgrave also found Arabs worshiping such stones in circles, and invariably, all over Arabia, kneeling before the rising sun, calling their meneburns emblems of the Creator; just as Arabs would worship before their stone lingams at the Zimbabwe. The Arab historian El Mas'udi, in our 10th century, found Arabs still worshiping before stones 8 cubits high, and before small phalli built into the angles of temples—like the black stone of Makka. "Our finds," says Mr Bent, "make it evident that the Zimbabwe miners were given to all the grosser forms of nature worship." Under the central altar lay thirty-eight unmistakable phalli—mostly marked with the line of circumcision. One highly ornate example is supposed to have a winged sun, or perhaps a winged eagle (Egyptian vulture) carved on it, and a rosette on the summit (see the Sri-lings, Rivers of Life, i, fig. 39, sketched also at Faizabad). Mr Bent considers that Lucian's description of the Syrian shrine of the Dea Syria recalls "what was found at the Zimbabwe ruins" (Journal Antrop. Inst., November 1892), and that "Phoenician temple structure illustrates this tower worship, as does the coin of Byblos with its shrine and sacred cone." [No cones however occur at Zimbabwe.—Ed.] Lucian, speaking of the shrine of the Dea Syria (at Hierapolis, now Jerash, on the Ephrates—the Hittite Carchemish), mentions a "curious pediment of no distinctive shape, called by Assyrians the symbol, on the top of which was a bird" (the Indian Nishan or sexual emblem) and Schliemann found at Mycenae symbols surmounted by birds, differing only from the Xanen (carved image) of the Dea Syria in being representations of a nude female figure. We may safely identify the builders with the Arab Sabeans of the Mincan and Himyar kingdoms (see Arabia). See further Dr Schliecher (B. Geog. Journal, July 1893).

The cult so displayed is that, not only of Arabia, but of all Africa. Sir H. H. Johnston ("Races of the Congo," Journal Antrop. Inst., May 1884) says that "phallic worship increasingly prevails." "Everywhere in plains and forests I find strange temples with the phallic symbol; but the worship seems to be conducted without any obscene rites. The sexual organs are held in high reverence, exactly as in India... there are eunuch dances to celebrate the new moon, in which a white cock is thrown into the air alive, with clipped wings; and when it falls to the ground it is seized and flung by the eunuchs." The author sees in this a "remnant of human sacrifice"—on which Sikaites insist—a destruction of the virile power, exemplified by the mutilated priests thus destroying the white (solar) emblem of virility. The true lunar Venus (Cybele in Asia Minor) required such eunuch priests.

In a paper on Art in Benin (Journal Antrop. Inst., November 11th, 1897) Mr C. H. Read says that, in the centre of all houses stands a cone of clay, or a half-buried pot of water (see the symbols of Vesta's temple on the Tiber, Rivers of Life, i, p. 270, fig. 240). There were also, in Benin houses, "places for private worship" in quiet alcoves; and near the palace, "ju-ju fields" and groves two or three acres each in extent, each enclosed by walls, with a chapel, and a long clay altar on which was a huge ivory toad (a very clear tooth-ligament), with two human heads—cast in metal—at the base. Maces are here used for felling victims—usually human. In 1702 Van Nyenhuys wrote, that "the king's gods were represented by eleven toads"; and in 1820 Lieut. King noticed eight or ten before the palace door. All fetish houses have tusks, with cast metal, or wooden, heads, and wooden birds, and sticks with a carved hand pointing with the index finger (see Hand). In the centre of one side of the palace stood a pyramidal tower 30 to 40 feet high, on the top of which was fixed a cast-metal snake, having a body as thick as a man, its head reaching down to mother earth. Such snakes were affixed also to the roofs of palaver-houses and important buildings, showing that they represent the spirit of the Creator. The king himself was called an Olufi (compare Ob).

It is usual for Africans of both sexes to be circumcised at puberty (see Abyssinia), nor can they consort together before. After marriage they must be (and are fairly) chaste; but the unmarried live in long barracks for bachelors, near but outside the village. Girls visit them after dark, when considerable liberties are allowed. [This applies to the Masai in N.E. Africa, and to the Bantu tribes in S. Africa; girls, however, must, till marriage—which is a matter of paying cows to the father—be very cautious in conduct, as appear below.—Ed.]

The initiatory rites, on attaining puberty (common in Africa), are strange, elaborate, and little known; but they seem to resemble those of some Australians, as described by Mr A. W. Howitt, especially those of the Aurukunb or circumcisions. [These rites are known among Bechuana tribes, including the ceremony about to be described. They are accompanied by severe floggings of boys, and incantation of
certain moral precepts. See the Report of the Commission of the
Cape Government on Native Customs.—Ed.] From what has leaked
out in Australia (Howitt, Anthorp. Inst. Jour. xvi), as to the
Intone-jane, or “initiation rites,” it appears that when a girl reaches
puberty she is confined in a detached hut, the floor of which is strewn
with grass; and a guard of girls, 12 to 14 years old, is set over her.
The township holds high revels, and sacrifices an animal to ancestral
spirits. Dancing, singing, and debauchery continues for several days,
the girl sitting idle and alone, only allowed to tap on the wall of her
hut and whisper her wants. She may not have bed-clothes, or wash,
or change her garments, but may anoint herself with unguents; she
may not hear or see a man. After this, youths and girls come to the
hut, singing and clapping their hands; at nightfall the guard of girls
leaves; and the new arrivals enter the Intone-jane hut, and pair off,
“sleeping together” naked—which is a strictly ordained custom.
Intercourse is not allowed, but only certain liberties called uku-metsha.
The poor girl does not leave her hut for three weeks, when she runs
to the nearest water to bathe; her hut, and all she has touched, is
then burnt or disinfected. She is brought back—as a sort of May-
Queen—and sits in her home, while all sing and dance before her.
At sunset appear certain “wise-women,” who beat her finger-tips with
wands, congratulate her, and make her lie down on a mat outside the
house. They sit “round her, and the men of the village stand a few
paces apart.” One by one the women kiss her cheeks, and the
pubenda. Two of the wisest examine the vulva, and perform a slight
surgical operation. [This operation is always performed among the
Bechuana of S. Africa.—Ed.] They then examine the girls who have
attended her, and, should any be found with child, they spit on the
pubenda, and cry to the men: “Here is a thing; we spit on it.”
The men do the same, and the girl is thrashed with splings by the
women, whom they urge on; after which she runs home in disgrace.

The African world, being highly religious, abounds in souls,
shades, or Isitunzala, and spirits, not peculiar to men, but belonging
to all that has life—nay, to rocks, hills, streams and trees (see Soul).
The Zulus and Bechuana believe that ancestral souls enter the bodies
of certain animals after death—serpents among Zulus, lions for
Ma-honas, the hippopotamus for Matabele, the elephant, quagga,
deer, ape, fish, or crocodile among the Bechuana—each tribe having
one sacred beast. This, like American and Australian totemism, is a
rule form of the doctrine of transmigration, and seems to explain the
sacred beast-worship of Egypt, Siberia, Japan (Ainus), and others
(see Animal Worship). Such beasts may not be killed or eaten.—

[Afr.] But the soul is not always in the body—during sleep, for
instance; and the Rev. Mr. McDonald found a soul occupying the roof
of the owner’s hut. African magicians speak more familiarly with
souls than even our Theosophists and Spiritualists. Such wizards
summon spirits by “will-force” and incantations (see Ob). They can
influence people by their footprints [the “unlucky foot” of the
Bechuana.—Ed.], by their nail-parings, and even without such aid,
however distant they may be. This is done by power of will, though,
when a British magistrate put a wizard to the test, the latter broke
down, “because,” he said, “of the unbelief of the bystanders.” Their
followers say, nevertheless, that they can raise the dead, but the
process seems to be impossible after the body has decayed, which they
admit, so that a general resurrection becomes impossible. Only the
medicine man can kindle holy fire for sacred rites, and this must be
by rubbing, and by order of the chief, who gives him two sticks
which he must carefully restore, allowing no one else to touch them.
These sticks are called “husband and wife, the latter being the
smaller.”

As a rule spirits are supposed to be above the earth, for most
prayers begin, “O ye departed spirits, who have gone before, descend
and accept this food.” All Africans appear to worship the sun as
a god—indeed, his name usually means “God”—and the moon and
some constellations are gods. [The Hottentot myths—see Hail’s
Tswana Myths—are elaborate, but their astronomy, etc., seem to
be perhaps Malay, for they are semi-Chinese in features, and a large
ancient Malay element colonised Madagascar (as Hovas), while there
is still a considerable Malay population in Cape Town.—Ed.]

Nearly every village has its sacred or fetish tree, under which
sacrifices take place: offerings are made to it, and household or
agricultural implements (as among Arabs, &c.), are placed there
for safety. [Some Bechuana adore certain trees, and leave stones
in the branches as evidence of a visit—as Arabs tie rags to such
sacred trees.—Ed.] Hair, and all manner of charms, and strange
natural objects, are placed by the tree; and the phylacteries of
the priests are placed on a raised dais, or hung to the boughs: the
ground near is carefully swept and garnished.

1890) also shows that, in the religious customs of Zulus and neigh-
bouring tribes, the magician, with his omens, witch-smelling, and
secret rites, renders the life of the people one long misery; and he
is the instigator of murders innumerable. All is tabu (as Polynesians
call it), and severe oaths of secrecy prevent such matters being dis-
cussed, even in the family. Brave and good men are openly, or secretly, killed, in order that parts of their bodies may be eaten—the liver to give valour (it is the soul); the ears for intelligence; the frontal skin for perseverance; the testicles for male power; and other members for other qualities. Some parts are burnt, and the ashes are preserved "in the horn of a bull," to be administered from time to time, with other suitable ingredients, to youths—only of course by the tribal priests.

Dreams (as in the days of Abram), often demand sacrifice of children or animals; but a priest (not an excited parent) must decide which is to be the victim. Fortunately animal flesh is preferred to human. Part of the sacrifice must be hung up for the spirits, who graciously accept the essence, leaving the substantial flesh to the lean priest, or to the people. The guardian spirit may dwell in favourite attendant animals, such as the dog, ox, &c.: he keeps off the Incanti-heli or evil spirits, answering to wicked elves or kelpies of Kelts. These hide in dangerous places, by hill or flood, as Sir Walter Scott describes the water elf anxious to eat the fat friar.

"Under yon rock the eddies sleep,
Calm and silent, dark and deep.
The corp has risen from fathomless pool,
Has lighted his candle of death and soul.
Look father, look, and you'll laugh to see
How he gapes and stares, with his eyes on thee!"

When anyone is drowned these Africans offer sacrifices to the water spirits—a corn or an animal—which are thrown into the water with incantations; but, if the priests permit, the water is stoned and violently abused. Sometimes they say "the river has called" the drowning one, and no one will assist him, but all stand silent to watch him perish. Our courts, however, sometimes interfere, and two men recently received, much to their surprise, sentence of hard labour for such conduct.

The civilisation and religion of such tribes as the Dingas and Golos, is representative of the savage ideas of negroes near the Bahari-Ghazal—as lightly touched on by Mr Cummins (see Lord Cromer's Egtn Report, 1903, London Standard, April 13th). The Dinga god is called Deng-dit; they (like early Hebrews) are still in the animistic stage (see Animism), which Golos have given up. "The Dinga devil (Abok) was the seductive grandchild of the great spirit, or principle, of evil called L'wal, and became the consort of the creator Deng-dit. She received from him a bowl of fat from which to mould mankind (as Yahveh moulded man "out of the dust"); but carelessly left it unguarded, when L'wal seized the fat, and created caricatures of Dinga and Abok's creatures." [So Set in Egypt made evil beasts and plants from his sweat.—En.]

Such doctrines are found in various African faiths, though ideas of immortality are as confusedly vague as in other religions. But the use of sacrifices is imperative, especially for priests—who have to live on them. The Golos kill twenty chickens at one rite, cooking nineteen to eat, and throwing one only to their deity: this, priests taught to be a "high communion and spiritual function"—a bloody atonement. As to prayer the priests are left to do as they think best; and "immortality" troubles the tribe as little as it does educated Europe. As in India, the Africans worship road-side karn under the name Sivi-vane, praying, like Sivaites of India, for strength and prosperity—Siva's special gifts.

Saliva is a potent charm in the hands of wizards (see Sult); none will spit in or near a house, and they hasten to conceal spittle, lest a wizard should see it, and mix it in his decoctions. It is briny in substance, like sea water, and a powerful healer, confirming strength and valour.

Women in general render unclean all that they touch or step over. They must on no account enter a cattle-fold, or interfere with cattle, food, or milk.

The faith of Islam has spread over the whole of the vast continent with the Arabs; but it has made little impression on the old faith, as Dr Felkin showed, on his return from Darfur and El Obeid (see Proc. Bl. Socy., Edin., 1883). Though nominally Islāmis these Africans are entirely ruled by their págis, or priests, who have learned a line or two of the Korān. They say men only—not women or animals—have souls called kilwa or "power of the liver": these are strengthened by eating the livers of beasts; no woman may touch the liver, and men only with pointed sticks. The old name molu for "God" [see the Bechuan nokimo for "spirit," "ghost," or "deity."—En.] is still used, though Allah is acknowledged, but rather confounded with the Sharif of Makka, and regarded as a fat, lazy person. To go to Makka, however, is to "go to Allah," making a man very holy, and an "arch-barr." To go to Molu, is to go to Joul ("sky") and to great happiness; but the wicked go to Uddu ("hell"), and are finally burnt up. The kilim or "soul" never returns, but the ghost (molal) is much dreaded, and long remains near its body. The dead finally rise in some distant country, marrying and living much as here on earth. Molu is still occasionally worshiped in his old stone
Ag

Ag. Agni. The root Ag (see Ak) is common in the sense of "bright." Hence Agni "fire" (Sanskrit), and Latin ignis "fire." The Vedic and Indian fire spirit is an agile, sparkling, excited, and exciting god of light. He is said to start up erect, swift, and tortuous. He is the hunter, and the sun's essence, the pursuer, and the sexual flame; he is Siva, Indra, and Vishnu, and the life of Varuna. He is the Greek Hestia and Latin Vesta (from Vos, "shine"), the fire that Vestals tended, dedicating thereto their maiden flames. As produced by maitha ("the twister") in the Argha cup (that is the Pramantha or "fire stick"), he is symbolised by the pestle and mortar (also denoting the Lingam and Yoni), and by all that denotes sexual and spiritual fires. He is sometimes gentle and comforting, sometimes fierce, and a "jealous God" (like Yahveh); he readily kills his children, like the midsummer sun, and the fire; the "Devil on two sticks" (see Asmodius), seems to be evidently connected with the idea of Agni as the exacter of passion. Agni is ever young and fair, a messenger of the gods, and of love, a charmer, and suprême especially at marriage rites. The sceptre of kings and gods, was thought to shoot forth fire, and to ward off evil demons and sterility; with such a "weapon" Indra slays Vritra, the "rain arrester"; and Indra was the twin of Agni—"golden, bright-faced gods," who gave rain, and stole the waters. Agni also appears as Tvashtri (Hephaisitos), the pure fire devouring all things; and is feared greatly when appearing as Kāli (Death), or as Siva, with flaming hair, and a tongue that laps blood and water: for like Siva and Saptvri he is then a "god of destruction."

All faiths have fire rites more or less important, and Hebrews offered their children to Agni (as Moloch). Ahaz made his son pass through the fire (2 Kings xvi, 3), which the writer, some 300 years later, notices as a pagan survival of the older faith. The serpent is also an emblem of Agni, though the Vedas (detesting Ophidian) make him the sun and fire. Mazdeans (in Persia) worshiped fire as a god, but said that Ahriman commanded fire to destroy their prophet, who was seen sleeping peacefully in the flames. Parsees still see him in their Atash-ga. [They believed (see Vendidad) that demons lurked in sacred fire and water alike—so accounting for their destructive powers.—Ed.] Fire is one of man's earliest divine ideas; and Ag (see Ak) is also a Turanian root. It impregnated earth: for Orphic mystics said "without heat no thing germinates." Japanese cosmogonies teach that from Ami, and Ag sprang mountains and rivers (Ami and Mi commonly meaning, sometimes "fire," sometimes "water"). See Japan.

Hindus at first only recognised one sacred fire, but Pururavas said there was a triad—"the household fire" (Garaha-patya), "the sacrificial" (Dakshina), and that of "oblation" (Ahamiya). Agni like Janus had two faces (or aspects), and a spear like Pallas. Seven streams of glory issue from his body, and flow from his mouth. He rides the ram, lamb, or goat (see Aga). He has three legs—like the Manx emblem—one being perhaps an euphemi for the phallic. Like Surya (the sun) he has seven arms, or rays, like those shown in Egypt proceeding from Aten-ra (Rivers of Life, i. p. 200, fig. 70). He was also a star like Venus. His proper color is flame red; his abundant hair is tawny: on his swallow-tail banner the ram is shown, recalling Babylonian figures (Rivers of Life, ii. p. 77, fig. 207).

Prajā-pati (the Creator), as Angiras, is called the father of Agni, and of Angas and Angjas said (like the Angiras who aided Brahma to create) to be followers of Agni. Agni devours his parents—the two sticks that create him (the Pramantha, and Greek Prometheus). Like Æditi he is called "the boundless one"—the indestructible spirit of heaven and earth. He can be called from Hell, or from Heaven, at the bidding of wizards—as by the witch of Endor, or the mad prophet (Elijah) among Hebrews (see Fire).

The Akkadian fire emblem (reading gibil, bil, ne, dha, and in Semitic speech Isatu—the Hebrew Ask) seems to represent the fire stick. But—like Siva—he is symbolised by the pyramid, or triangle, and by horns (see Hora). Burnouf was not far wrong when he compared Agni-deva (whose emblem is the lamb), with the Agnus-dei of Revelation.

In consecrating sacred fire the Brâhman priest first strews the
spot with Kusa grass (see Kusa) beginning from the East. The sacred grass is shed over water poured out during the ceremony, and water is sprinkled on the rising fire god, and so consecrated. A blade of the Kusa should be cast away to S.E., to represent the wicked; but all the rest is most holy. The worshiper should walk round the fire chanting hymns (as did Celts and Greeks) holding some of the grass, and keeping to the right—or with the sun (de-sun). When he sits down he must face the East, and pray to Fire, Earth, and all great gods. He then arranges the layers of Kusa grass, head to root, round three sides of the fire, beginning on the East, and dedicates a selected blade to Vishnu (as the sun), placing it in a metal cup—like the Chinese tapers. These are the usual rites (the fire being produced by the fire stick), whenever any objects, or persons, or animals, are to be dedicated, or prayed for; as when in autumn (see Dasara) implements used in house, office, or house are blessed, and expiatory prayers offered. The Hindu rite for consecrating infants is very similar to the above. The child must be stark naked, and it is carried—sun-wise—round the fire, so that every part of its body may be seen, and purified, by the god. The use of Kusa grass points to an age when the people were nomads, and offered to the god the food so important to their flocks. [The dried grass is also useful for catching the first smouldering sparks.—Ed.] The name of Agni is the Latin Ignis and Lithuanian ignys—perhaps connected with “ingle.” Latins spoke of the fire as the Focus of the hearth, and of family life (Greek Phos, from the Aryan root Bhas to “shine”).

Aga. In the Rigveda (x, 16, 3) this is a hymn chanted while “burning” the dead (see Ag and Ak) long wrongly rendered “goat” (see Max Müller’s Hidbert Lectures). The aga-bhognath is the “unborn part”; Aga-manas are “holy ones”; and agamana is also sexual intercourse (all words connected with the idea of “favour” and “fire”). But the Sanskrit Aga (Greek aigos) is a “goat.”

Agadhe. Akkadian, “lofty” (some read it Agane). A city near Sippara in Babylonia—a little to the North (see Gen. x, 10). The capital of Sargina between the Euphrates and the Tigris before 2500 B.C. (see Akad).

Agape. Greek, “love feasts.” Christians were accused by pagan writers of celebrating immoral rites in darkness at such feasts. They were dangerous attempts to blend religion with the emotions. They included the Eucharistik rites, celebrated at the seasons of the old solar feasts; and too often they degenerated into orgies (see Sakta, and Taura). They were forbidden by the Church Councils of Carthage in 391 A.D., Orleans 541 A.D., and that (at Trullo) at Constantinople in 680 A.D. They long survived among the Copts in Egypt. The feasting began after dark. Masters and slaves met and kissed as equals (see 1 Peter v, 14; 2 Peter ii, 13). They resulted in impure Thystean banquets. Similar feasts have been stopped by the police in our times; but Salvationists were suspected of such practices when they held what was called a meeting “all night with Jesus.” The early Christian revellers, excited by fasting, exchanged the “kiss of peace.” Tertullian accused some of “incestuous licence”; and Ambrose compared the Agape to the pagan Parentalia. They recall the grosser “wakes” of Britain. The viands consecrated by priests were called “holy” (Greek hagioi). Old Rome had held such orgies, at her Saturnalia, once a year; but the Eastern Churches celebrated them every Saturday night. What the “mysteries” were like when the votaries were drunken and hungry (1 Cor. xi, 21) we may imagine. [The early morning fasting communion, of the 3rd century A.D., was instituted first on account of such scandals—see Benson’s Cyprian.—Ed.]

Agdos. The famous natural rock—or Omphalos—in Phrygia, whence sprang “a world” which Deskalion, and Purha, found empty of mankind (Pausanias vii, 17, 5, and Arnobius, Ad. Gent. v, 5). Themis directed that all should seek the fragments of Agdos—the “divine fire” of Earth (Faber’s Cabiri, i, 365, ii, 151). From Agdos came Agdistis “the ancient cippus of (the hermaphrodite) Mercury.” The Great Mother slept on Agdos, and Zeus, falling to impregnate her, impregnated the stone which, after ten months, produced Agdistis.

Agdistis. See Agdos. The Gods were afraid of this hermaphrodite monster, and induced Liber to circumvent him: this he did by dragging a well of which the tyrant drank greedily, and then fell asleep. Liber then tied his foot and his phallus together with a strong hair rope. Agdistis unseated himself, and the blood fertilised Earth. A pomegranate tree grew close by which Nana (or Nata) daughter of the River Sangarius visited, and placed a pomegranate in her bosom. She shortly was with child, and was driven from her home. The abandoned child was nourished with fruits by Mother Earth, and by goats called by the Phrygians Attaggi, whence he is said to have been named Attis, Atys or Aton (see Attus). He was beloved by Agdistis—in his female form—but Mulus King of Phrygia (Pessinus), wishing
to withdraw him from this connection, gave him his daughter Is, and
closed the gates of Pessinus that none might disturb the wedding.
Agdistis burst the gates and walls, and filled the guests with madness
when Atys mutilated himself, saying, as he cast his genitals to
Agdistis, "take these the cause of all evil." The Mother of the Gods
gathered his fragments (as Isis does those of Osiris), and Is killed her-
self. Agdistis, in sorrow, besought Zeus to bring Atys to life, to
who only granted that no part of his body should decay.

Agenor. The tutelary god of Sidon—a fire deity. [Perhaps
Semitic 'Augs-nar" the round cake of light"—the sun.—Ed.]

Ages. See Enma.

Agh. See Ach. The Kelts so named the god of sacred groves.

Aghori. Aghors. Agoury. An Indian sect of ascetics now
rare, and much scattered, who devour dead bodies, human or animal
(except horses), and excreta, offal, and filth; hoping by such mortifi-
cations to please their severely ascetic deities Siva, and Kali. They
are chiefly devoted to the latter—the fierce feminine forms Durga or
Fama, goddesses who require human, and other bloody sacrifices, and
penances.

The Aghors claim a remote founder of the sect Gorak-punt, and
include closely related sub-divisions: (1) Oghars—mostly Fakirs or
Islamis; (2) Sar-bhungis, or Hindu mendicants; (3) Ghris, or low
caste aborigines. The two first generally avoid human flesh and
excreta; but nothing can exceed the horrors committed by Ghris.
We found the grave of one (see Abu) who in spite of the awe, and
veneration, with which all Indians regard ascetics, had been bricked
up in his cave, between two rocks. Aghors are usually fed, and even
pampered, all men fearing their powers, and evil ways. Many are
believed to restore the dead to life by eating them. They may not
touch the horse (as a sun emblem) nor the lingam. They usually go
about naked, with a bowl made out of a human skull, and a thorny
staff; and occasionally they wear small earrings. All food and drink
—even wine—is put into this skull, which typifies their contempt of
human life, of human ways, and of all that lives. To become an
Aghor it is necessary first to be a Chela or "disciple," and to recognise
the whole biradduri or "fraternity." After about six months the Chela
is admitted thereto by a Guru, with sanyas rites, mantras, and charms.
The skull bowl, common to all rude races, was known in Europe down
to our 6th century (see Mr A. Balfour's paper Anthrop. Instit. Journal, May 1897).
Agni

Agni. The fire god (see Ag).

Agni-Hotri. Sanskrit. The morning and evening fire oblations.

Agni-Adhana. Sanskrit. The formal inauguration of the household fire-altar, which is invariably performed by the newly wedded.

Agni-mundalum. A common Indian term for the holy inner cell of a temple, where a light, or a fire, ever burns before a lingam, or an idol. It is thus the Argha of the Arha-nath Siva (see Argha). In such a shrine Karkotaka (the Nag demi-god) was hidden by Nala, lest he should have been devoured by the sacred fire. Here the fire god dwells (like Yahveh in the burning bush). The cell is the seat of the Sakti, or female power: the Kulna or “Spirit of Enjoyment” (see Anthrop. Inst. Journal, ii, 1865, p. 269).

Agnostiks. Agnosticism. This is touched on in other articles (see Atheism, Materialism, Secularism, Skeptiks, Theism). It is a vastly ancient phase of religious thought (see Index to Short Studies). Prof. Huxley introduced the term to the English-speaking world about 1865; but he only repeated what Terence the thoughtful (Carthaginian) dramatist said as to the God idea about 200 B.C., namely “I say not that there is no God, but I cannot affirm that I know of one.” Prof. Huxley said “the term (Agnostik) fittingly denotes those persons who (like himself) confess themselves to be A-gnostic,” or “not knowing” concerning a variety of matters about which metaphysicians, and theologians, orthodox and heterodox, dogmatise with the utmost confidence. “Agnosticism,” he adds, “I define as of the very nature of science, whether ancient or modern. It simply means that a man shall not say he knows, or believes, that which he has no scientific grounds for professing to know, or believe.” It is a state of mind the essence of which lies in the application of the fundamental axiom of modern science, which may be positively expressed thus: “in matters of the intellect follow your Reason, as far as it will take you, without regard to any other consideration”; or negatively: “in matters of the intellect do not pretend that conclusions are certain which are not demonstrated, or demonstrable.” Even the Rev. Dr Flint (Covall Lect. 1887-8) avows himself a rational Agnostik when he writes: “We have no right to believe what we do not know to be true, or more than what we know to be true.” By “Agnostik” Huxley, in coined the word, merely, at first, meant “one opposed to the Gnosis of Church history.” Gnostik had become a nickname (or a title of honor), assumed in antithesis to a contemptuous denominations; for the professors of the ancient “true gnostis” always distinguished their “knowledge” from what they called the A-gnosis of their opponents.

Modern Agnosticism, as Dr Flint argues, is mainly concerned “in showing that ordinary experience, and the positive sciences, are to be received with deference, and confidence; but that Religion, and Revelation, must be rejected, as presenting only credentials which our minds are incapable of testing and verifying.” For the Bible stories, and quasi-religions, put forth as revealed, are not capable of being so verified. The Agnostik admits no incapacity of human judgment in judging, and rejecting, all that science, history, reason, or education, knowledge or trained common sense, oblige him to put aside. He is willing to believe that such subjects have been imperfectly treated, and that connecting links are lost. There is need for the ethical argument that “Reason is entitled to examine anything that comes under its notice, and cannot push examination too far as long as it remains Reason.” “Where there is no reason or knowledge there should be no belief or faith.” In saying this the pious Scottish divine seems to wince; for he adds: “it is with a religious aim that I speak thus. . . . for the great powers of reason are not helpful, but injurious, to the cause of belief.” It is the widening of the skeptical field even into metaphysics, and theories; nor, till the Agnostik reaches this stage, is he a fully educated Skeptik—but a philosophical Theist, as Hume has been called.

The Agnostik attitude must be that of “reasoned ignorance touching all that lies beyond the present sphere of our sense perceptions.” It is no dogmatic stand-point, but is rather an attitude of continuous striving for new light, with a determination to avoid all a priori methods, and all dogmas which are not founded on the facts of consciousness, while acknowledging all intellectual, moral, and emotional (or religious) faculties, and imagination as of the highest use when under due control.

When therefore he is asked to believe in the quasi-supernatural, the Agnostik must stand aside, knowing that on investigation, science has always given a verdict of “not proven,” regarding gods, and revelations, and ultimate, or absolute, causes. Science knows only of sequences, not of any fortuitous concourse of atoms guided by the two blind children Fate and Force. The Agnostik, therefore, cannot
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assert, as a creed, that "he believes" anything that he cannot, by means of phenomena, establish. The Agnostik, trusting the astronomer, may say that the sun's distance, mass, velocity, &c., are such and such: or that the moon is a sphere, though no one has seen its other side. We infer that these, and like deductions, are astronomical facts, because we can study their working out by competent men; or we may accept them as good working hypotheses; but we have no right to embody them as a creed; and still less have we reason to accept, as such, any transcendental ideas regarding the dark "beyond," or concerning gods and revelations.

We should confess, with the ancient Greeks, and with the wise Cicero (Nature of the Gods, i) our Agnoia or "ignorance"—the "illiterateness" of Plutarch—and should remain, as the Greeks said, in "a state of doubt." (Epokhê), or "suspense of judgment"; if indeed we are called upon to "judge" in such matters, which wise and good men, from Buddha down, have thought we are not. They have held that "belief in what is inaccessible to the senses is not knowledge."

The surmise of Plutarch that Agnoia, or Analtheia (illiterateness), leads generally to Athéthe (Atheism) or else to superstition, must not alarm the scientific searcher for Truth. He must fear nothing in following her, but only make sure of each step of his path (see Atheism). Weaker brethren have however confessed—like Goethe—that the "brightest happiness, of a thoughtful man, is to fathom what is fathomable, and silently to adore the unfathomable"—the "Unknown" of Herbert Spencer (see Max Müller's Gifford Lectures, iv, 1888, p. 225). These ancient terms, Agnoia and Epokhê, sufficiently describe what we now call Agnosticism. This has nothing to do, now, with the Gnosticism of our early centuries. It is an extension of the Docta Ignorantia (wise-ignorance) of our middle ages, which Max Müller defines as "the ignorance founded on knowledge of our ignorance, or of our impotence to grasp anything beyond what is phenomenal."

Ancient and modern theologians, in east and west, have virtually taken refuge in Agnosticism, in as much as they have confessed themselves unable to describe, or to prove the existence of the deity whom they fancifully postulated, and whom therefore they call "Spiritual, Invisible, Incomprehensible, and Unknown"—adding that none may pry into his nature or essence, his where or wherefore. All priests, ancient and modern, like the "medicine men" of wild tribes, shut the doors of the sanctuary against the inquisitive. But the Agnostik is not inquisitive: he is satisfied that enquiries about spirits, or the supernatural, are vain, and are vexations waste of time. The ordinary busy man of the world turns away, believing that there is not any god in the shrine, or else that his guardian thinks him unrepresentable in the full light of day, and is unable to stand criticism, and cross-examination, such as these times demand.

No Agnostik can accept the "unknown," or the "unknowable," not even if Mr Herbert Spencer defined Him (or It) as intelligent, and moral—which the wise philosopher does not of course do. We must know all about a subject, or object, and also all the potentialities of man—now or in the future—before we can say that anything is "unknowable." The term (the Unknown) is indeed only permissible for the poet. Be the Unknown a God, a Being, a Force, or a Gas, we can build on such speculation no theory of conduct or of religion. We must get down to the bedrock, and study the nature of this spirit, or force, or matter, trying to see what Is (or He) is, and in what relation it can stand to such ephemeral mites as men.

The Agnostik only traces being as far as phenomena permit. He neither denies, nor affirms the Unseen, be it spirits or gases. These must be phenomenally established, by means of our limited knowledge, through the "five gates" of the mind, or intellect (our five imperfect senses); and must be established by evident effects, and laws governing the phenomena of matter. By law we must, however, understand not the action of a divine force or entity, but merely the modes, and ways, in which matter moves, and manifests itself. As to an abstract, or absolute, cause, or force apart from the universe—the Transcendental, or that which transcends our senses—we can affirm nothing: but we can rest on the eternal law that every effect has its universal (or constant) cause. Now, as no effect can arise without a cause, the Agnostik principle does not admit of a "beginning out of nothing": of a "self-existent spirit"; or of an uncaused form of matter be it air, or gas, or the nebula out of which we are told stars grow. The wise man halts at denial, or affirmation, of Infinity, remembering that this implies the Indefinite, as to which none may dogmatise, nor as to eternally: gods, phantoms, forces, or matter. He does not therefore postulate a soul that has lived before, or one to live forever in heavens or in hells, or any other of the phenomena therewith connected, so plentifully described by monks and priests.

Yet pious Agnostiks agree that a religious aim should guide our daily—nay our hourly—life, resting on the ever secure ethical basis—on love of goodness and virtue, on sympathy and good will, as set forth in every religion. Though the gods, and the legends, may generally be cast aside, not so the highest ethical ideal. This every thoughtful and pious man will frame for himself, and will hold up as the example of that which each desires to attain. Such a God-ideal is
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ever young, ever moving onwards, and becoming ever purer and greater, as the weary wanderer passes through the vale of life, and gathers knowledge, by study and experience.

Prof. Max Müller (Science of Thought, 1889) has written: “the more we learn what knowledge really means, the more we feel that Agnosticism, in the true sense of the word, is the only possible, the only reverent . . . position which the human mind can occupy before the Unknown.” He seeks however to qualify this (Nineteenth Century, December 1894), saying that “although our knowledge is derived from a scrutiny of its phenomenal manifestations . . . from the facts of direct consciousness (knowledge), and the conclusions which can be logically deduced from them, I would not feel bound to accept any testimony whether revealed, or unrevealed.” Like Anaxagoras (about 475 B.C.) the Professor “recognises in Nature the working of a mind, or nous, which pervades the Universe . . . a logos, or thought, which calls for recognition from the logos within us.” He rejects the inspired Bibles of Jew and Gentile, and sees only metaphor in the description of the God who, “in the beginning, created the heavens and the earth,” or in the Logos of John. “History,” he says, “alone can tell us how these ideas arose and grew . . . In one sense I hope I am, and always have been, an Agnostic, that is in relying on nothing but historical facts, and in following reason as far as it will take us in matters of intellect, and in never pretending that conclusions are certain which are not demonstrated, or demonstrable. This attitude of mind has always been recognised as the conditio sine qua non of all philosophy. If in future it is to be called Agnosticism, then I am a true Agnostic.”

The Professor however evidently seeks for himself a door of escape, in the old orthodox appeal to the “Feelings.” We know, he says, that the moon has another side though we have never seen it. But this is a reasonable deduction from our knowledge of its movements, and from the relation of the part to the whole. The Professor further says, “admitting, as I do, that all the objects of our knowledge are, ipso facto, phenomenal, I do not hesitate to call myself an Agnostic.” Yet he fails to reconcile the palpable contradiction, that the mind knows phenomena only, yet is not confined to knowledge of phenomena.

Many assertions regarding gods, and ultimate causes, and origins, may properly be affirmed or denied by the Agnostik. It is fair to argue that a personal Creator of all things, if Omniscient, Omnipotent, and Omnipresent, cannot also be Omni-beneficent, on account of the miseries of human and animal life. It is not necessary to know more than the phenomena of the world, to disprove such an assertion. [Yet this is not pure Agnosticism, since it supposes our reason to be capable of judging—Ed.] In a certain sense the Agnostik is Atheistik—in the sense of denial, not—as popularly understood—of any God or existence, but only of all gods as yet defined to him. He cannot say there is no God, for this is to him the unknown quantity which he is anxious to ascertain, or equate.

The Agnostik feels (like the Atheist as scientifically defined) that he cannot get beyond the relative, and the phenomenal. Hence he has been called a Relativist, like many philosophikal Theists who, in every age and land, have relegated occult problems of life, or of the Universe, to the category of the unknown. The somewhat Agnostik theist Tennyson, in his “Akbar’s Dream,” describes this distinguished Emperor (1560 to 1600 A.C.) as one who abhorred religious persecution, and invented a new “Eklektik” creed, by which he vainly strove to unite all the fanatical sects of his wide empire. He was a great and kindly legislator—remarkable for his vigour, justice, and humanity—and a wise, but mild, theist who disbelieved the miraculous, at a time when craven Europe was bowing low to the grossest superstitions, and crediting all the silly legends of her army of priests. The poet makes him say—

“"I hate the nauseum of their castes and creeds.
Let men worship as they will: I reap
No revenge from the field of unbelief.
I call from every faith, and race, the best
And bravest soul for counsellor, and friend.
I loathe the very name of infidel.
I stagger at the "Korâ and the sword,"
I shudder at the Christian and the stake."

Thus he puts to shame the Europe of his own age. The poet goes on to make him say—

“"Miracles! No, not I.
Nor he, nor any. I can but lift the torch
Of Reason in the dusty cave of life,
And gaze on this great miracle—the World.
Adoring That who made, and makes, and is,
And is not, what I gaze on."

Many such arguments, though three centuries old, are accepted by the present-day Agnostik. Akbar urged men not to assert what they could not prove, may not even to speculate aloud on grave, but doubtful, philosophikal subjects, too deep and dangerous for the ignorant
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masses. He said "it is wise for teachers to leave entirely alone all that is unknowable." It is beginning to be recognised now that it is not only a mistake, but morally wrong, to assert, as an objective truth, any proposition, unless we have logical evidence in justification; and the wrong becomes an immoral act, if we continue such assertion merely because others do so. Silence becomes the wise, in presence of all that is unknown, even though by such silence we fail to comfort those who suffer.

"Why soothe them with vain words when after-coming light may prove these to be false? Truth is ever bright." It is braver, as well as wiser, to accept the inevitable, rather than to believe, or teach, or countenance a lie. Truth carries with it an honest, and genuine, satisfaction; and, if not so with the very ignorant, this is not the fault of the Agnostik. He must seek in such matters to commend himself to the reason, not to any feelings or emotions, however much he may sympathise with the sorrowing, and emotional. The old religions have grown out of the wants of these, not out of truths, facts, and scientific deductions. It is "the highest calling and elecction, of Agnosticism and Stoicism," says George Elliot, "to do without opium"—or emotional drugging. Buddha taught 2500 years ago that our true consolation must be found, not in the satisfaction of our feelings, but in their control, and repression.

Agnosticism may, therefore, not commend itself to the world at large; and Agnostiks, like all great leaders of thought, are, and will be, few. As yet we can count the true shepherds on our fingers, though such men existed, we must remember, as far as we can judge, ever since the beginning of serious thought. Buddhism was a "reverent Agnosticism," which aimed at directing into pious channels, the Agnosticism, and Atheism, of Vedas and Darsanas. The two Mills, Lewes, Spencer, Huxley, Darwin, and other great and good thinkers, belong to our own times. A few years before his death Darwin wrote that his Monotheism agreed with Agnosticism in all essential points. When urged to attach weight to the judgment of "many literary and scientific men who implicitly believed in God" he answers:

"... the so-called proofs are insufficient . . . . the safest conclusion is to regard the whole subject (National Religions) as lying beyond the range of the human understanding . . . . the older I grow the more I feel that Agnosticism is the most correct description of my state of mind."

He further urged that these matters do not really militate against true religion—right conduct, and due performance of our duties; and that goodness in life and thought, has no necessary connection with ultimate causes, or speculative opinions regarding God, spirits, or futurity.

In contradistinction to the ideal of Faith, the Agnostik urges that we have no right to dictate belief; that this must loyal'y follow the laws of evidence, and that we should be content to follow these, even if they lead us to see no God, and if they upset our former ideas, and predilections, as to what is and is to be. We have possibly no faculties enabling us to grasp the future, even were it revealed to us; just as we cannot comprehend what was when nothing was, or the "beginning" of time, or of space. Even the voice of God, not to speak of his explanations, would be inconclusive. We could not understand, or verify, the revelation, and would be justified in regarding it as an illusion of our senses— as a wild improbability which would not justify the framing of a system (or faith) whereby to guide our conduct on earth.

"In Science," said Kepler, "we weigh facts, whilst in Theology we must balance probabilities"; and this in regard to matters confessedly incomprehensible—to legends and superstitions, mostly invented to explain the un-explainable, but also intended to comfort the miserable, and the dying; to assuage the fears of the timid and ignorant; and to satisfy the busy, unthinking, multitude. The need produced the teaching; but this has created complexities, and has added to the miseries it has so long tried to soothe.

In his celebrated letter from Avignon, dated 22nd August 1866, John Stewart Mill wrote: "I do not think it can ever be best for mankind to believe what there is not evidence of; but I think that, as mankind improve, they will more and more recognise two independent mental provinces: the province of belief, and that of imaginative conjecture: that they will become capable of keeping these distinct; and, while they limit their belief to the evidence, will think it allowable to let their imaginative anticipations go forth (not carrying belief in their train) in the direction which experience, and the study of human nature, show to be most improving to the character, and most exciting, or consoling, to the individual feelings." In reply to the complaint of a New Zealand correspondent (Mr. R. Pharazza) that Mr Mill "threw no light on the difficulty of reconciling belief in a perfectly good God with the actual condition of nature," the philosopher wrote: "If I had given any opinion on this point it would have been, that there is no mode of reconciling them, except by the hypothesis that the Creator is a being of limited powers. Either he is not powerful, or he is not good; and what I said (in Westminster Review, January 1866) was that, unless he is good, I will not call him so, or worship him." [So said Job till he recognised an incomprehensible Providence.—Ed.] The correspondent further
pressed the philosopher thus: "if there is no proof of a good God there may be a bad one, in which case we should urge upon men not to lay hold all on so shocking a belief. If we cannot be logical in regard to the unknown, or quasi-unknown, let us at least try to be practical, and give to the ignorant masses, who insist on some kind of definite belief, merely a high ideal—viz. that all things were doubtless created by a good spirit desirous of our good; and who wishes us to work for goodness."

To this Mr. Mill replies: "the appearances of contrivances in the Universe, whatever amount of weight we attach to them, seem to point rather to a benevolent design limited by obstacles, than to a malevolent, or tyrannous, character in the designer; and I therefore think that the mind which cherishes a devotion to the Principle of Goodness in the Universe leans in the direction in which the evidence, though I cannot think it conclusive, nevertheless points. Therefore I do not discourage this leaning, though I think it important that people should know that the foundation on which it rests is an hypothesis, not an ascertained fact. This is the principal limitation which I would apply to your position: that we should encourage ourselves to believe as to the unknowable what is best, for mankind, that we should believe"—a very dangerous doctrine, as the cruel histories of religious, and superstitions, show.

Mr. Mill however qualifies this last statement in other writings, and says: "that truths external to the mind may be known by intuition, or consciousness independent of observation, and experience, is the great support of false doctrines and bad institutions... there never was a better instrument devised for consecrating deep-seated prejudices." Such superstitions seldom die, but grow into foul monstrosities. Teachers, as well as taught, grasp too eagerly at pleasing ideas, which crystallise into dogmatic beliefs, when it is forgotten that they were at first only hypotheses of the teacher; yet such an hypothesis Mr. Mill says that he permits himself to retain. Creeds and Bibles have grown up in a kind of "palimpsest" manner (rewritten, or scrawled over an older writing). Learned critics of the Old Testament believe that much of its text is due to incorporation of marginal notes, by copyists more or less incompetent, who sometimes wrote what they thought it best (just as Mr. Mill says) for the people to believe, little imagining that their comments would afterwards be regarded as the actual, and infallible, words of their god.

Mill was a stern opponent of the quasi-argument of Design, when based on the ground that machines are designed by man (see p. 46). He called the machine a mere adaptation of matter, but

required for the Designer of the Universe a maker of matter, and of its energies. [Whereas the Pantheist regards Deity as being itself the Universe.—Ed.] Granted the existence of matter there is no need for an "incomprehensible"; for we possess the phenomena—that is matter in all its modes, or "spirits," if we prefer that term. We perceive that matter, in all possible forms, follows unalterable laws; and—which is the most stupendous of wonders—that under certain conditions (organic, or non-organic) it exhibits energies, consciousness, and life, the latter developed in the cell, or matrix of atoms [by the combination of the nucleus with that of another cell.—Ed.]. Thus carbon and oxygen must, under certain conditions, produce carbonic oxide, or acid, resulting in a Bios or life (or form of matter) as different as possible from the original elements—charcoal or diamond, and oxygen gas. Given the addition of other modes of matter such as sulphur, hydrogen, and nitrogen, at certain temperatures, we have as product every form of life, from suns down to man; but without such conditions nought—the silence of the tomb, though that also is full of busy life; and the stillness which is the real unknowable.

"Matter then carries within itself the form or potency of all life"; as Prof. Tyndall shocked some of his audience, at the British Association meeting (of 1877) in Belfast, by saying. What is this but to say that life, or spirit, is a mode of that "eternal energy from which all things proceed" which is inherent (as a property) in matter? Darwin, who was strong on Pan-genesis, said with a roughness unusual with him: "it is mere rubbish thinking of the origin of life; one might as well think of the origin of matter." He felt that a "creation" of life would be a break in the universal continuity of nature, or conditions, behaviour, and motions, of matter following what we term universal law (Darwin's Life, p. 18). There is no room for a separate Creator, or unconditioned one; for matter, whether in distant planets, or in yonder tree, must and can only move along its own conditioned paths, and in its own forms, whether in the first protoplasmal state of the atoms of carbon, oxygen, sulphur, hydrogen, and nitrogen, or in the gaseous nebula. We wonder not therefore that early man worshiped Nature as a deity, crying only in beseeching her (as he still does) to vary her universal, and unalterable, laws.

Seeing her dread powers in the miseries and cruelties of life they (at first) never pictured their gods as being good, just, and wise, but as evil and tyrannical, or at best partial—caring only for their own tribe, or even for but a few of these. All others were (as even
the Greeks said) barbarians, with whom Jove is ever at enmity, smiting and torturing them. Even Herbert Spencer does not really claim for his Unknowable either goodness or intelligence; while Comte’s doctrine of “Humanity” requires much improvement, as “humanity” with a small H. The term “intelligence” indeed is hardly applicable to an All-mighty, Eternal, and Unchangeable God, for it implies an advance from un-intelligence.

The Agnostist must needs be fearless, and must not only look all the facts fairly in the face, but press them logically home, however far-reaching the results of his deductions. Nothing is gained, for ourselves or for others, by hiding away facts and truths, and so ignoring the inevitable. We have here tried to put (imperfectly) a few of the considerations which make the lover of truth pause, when he is asked to acknowledge the Gods, and Lords, of present creeds, however well defined. Agnosticism is no new position, but one of the most ancient (see Akseday), and still a common standpoint, whether among savages, or in civilised life. We have quite commonly met decided Agnostiks among wild Eastern tribes; and the works of travellers are full of confirmatory remarks. Thus Mr H. O. Forbes, in his “Eastern Archipelago,” says that (in 1884), when at Sumatra amid the Ulu coast-tribes, he was told: “We do not know what happens after death, as no one has ever come back to tell us. . . . The breath that goes from the mouth is lost two arm-lengths away, and mixes with the wind. We believe we do the same, but our bodies certainly rot away.” The “we” is evidently here the Ego, or spirit, which Mr Forbes apparently tried to get them to acknowledge. Thus our estimate of the number of Agnostiks throughout the world (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 590) is probably correct; and they are some 826 millions in all, or far more than double the total number of Christians.

Agonia. Agonalia. A very ancient Roman festival, established by the Turano-Sabine King Numa Pomplius, and apparently held at the beginning of each of the four seasons, each year (9th January, 17th March, 21st May, and 11th December); the chief victim was a ram offered up by the Res sacrificial, on the Region or Quirinal hill—the Agonus, as it was called by the Cures and Quirites of Sabina. The place was famous for phallic and fire rites (see Fors Fortuna) in honour of Jove as god of fire. Ovid (Fasti i. 317), and Varro, say that the Agon was “acted” at all festivals, in connection with fire rites. The Agonia were thus part of the worship of Jove and Apollo, and of Venus. So Agonia came to signify a sacrifice generally. The Agonii became Salii (priests of Mars), and the sacred games were named Agonii Capitolini (see Danet’s Antiquités). Numa placed his Janus opposite his Mars in the Capitol.

Agora. The place of assembly for the Boule or Council in Athens, &c. The plan given in Smith’s Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities (after Pausanias), exactly fulfils the conditions of a fire shrine, with a forum for meetings, and religious rites. At the end of this forum, with its roofed cloisters (and probably to the east), stood the Pruatian (or holy place of fire—par), a dark, domed cell or tholos, with a phallic spire, and with cells for priests and attendants beside it. But apart from the shrine was the Stoa, where the Hellinodikai or “judges” sat. Trajan’s Agora was like the Eleian, one of the Greek Akhainas, as Hir and others say; and one may go as far east as India, to-day, for similar arrangements, so conservative are customs; for we know many a Hindu or Dravidian Agora exactly like that of Vitruvius, described in the same dictionary article. As the writer says, the essential parts of an Agora were the temples of gods, and heroes, whose statues were displayed in the colonnaded cloisters; and Agoraios meant any divinity worshiped in an Agora. The Basilica of justice, and the Curia, might be anywhere adjoining the forum, or Hupatèron (open court) of Pausanias, within sight of the deity. Government offices, the treasury, the police station, and the prisons, gradually came to cluster round the Senate and the judicial courts. This drew thither the trading classes, till the forum, and its market, were fitted with booths and shops; here even men and women were sold as slaves, so that one circle was called the Gunaikeia Agora. There were fortunately however teachers of philosophy, and good men, also in the Stoas (or cloisters); and if great gods, and heroes, (such as Poseidon in the Homeric Agora) had their temples here, so had Pythagoras, and Sokrates; and many sages had their statues by the pillars, and in the places where the wise walked and talked.

Agreus. Agrôtès. The name given to a Phoenician mythical personage in Greek (Sanchoniathon), apparently meaning “man of the field.” The God of Byblus (Gebal in Phoenicia) was called Agrouero.s.

Agu. Aku (see Ak). Akkadian, “the shiner”: the Semitic Sinu (“shiner”), or male moon god.

Ah. Aah (see A). The Egyptian moon god. Ahu is also a form of Tum (see Tum).

Ah. Sanskrit, “to press or throttle” (hence Ahi the “throttling
Ahanā. Sanskrit, "the dawn"; but Ahani is also night (perhaps twilight). The words Aharya "day," and Abyalya "dawn" (see Ak), may be connected. Ahanā is fabled to have been seduced by Indra, and appears to correspond to the Greek Anthēnē.

Ahi. Sanskrit (see Ah). The sky serpent or dragon: the Zend Azi-dahak or "biting snake" (whence Pahlavi, and Arab, Zohak); the Greek Ekhius, or Ekkhins, and the Latin Enquis, are from the same root, Agk "to choke." This Persian form of Ahī (Azi-dahak) aided Ahriman against Ormazd, invading the Paradise where Yamshid, or Yima, had ruled a thousand years. The Vedic Ahi (or Vritra) is the celestial snake, who withholds rain—so starving the people—and is defeated by Indra (see Azi).

Ahīrā. Ahīrā. Sir H. Elliot (Numismata Orientalia) calls the Ahīrā "a widely distributed, and important Indian race, from the earliest times . . . best known by their Dravidian name as Kurumbas, or Kurubas" (see Kurumbas). "Ahīr princes were, about the beginning of our era, Kajas of Nāpāl, and perhaps connected with the Pālā, or shepherd, dynasty," which ruled Bāngal, from the 9th to the end of the 11th century A.C. They appear to have ruled Asīr-gūrd, which Ferishta says was Asa-abīr. They early ruled the mouth of the Indus, which Ptolemy calls Ahīrā (see Ophir).

Ahriman. Aharman. Angro-mainyus. The Pāhlavi Ahriman is the Zend Angro-mainyus, or "angry-spirit" of the Zendavesta, the Persian Satan, author of all evil, and opponent of Ahūra-mazdā ("the all knowing spirit"). Modern Parsees call him Aharman. The six Dārvänds (including Ako-nan) were Ahriman's chief assistants in doing evil. Long before any Hebrew writer spoke of Satan, Zoroaster taught that Ahriman brought death into the world by slaying the prototype of man and beasts; and, by counter creation of evil creatures, destroyed the good creations of Ormazd (Ahūra-mazdā). It was he who seduced the first parents, Maschī and Maschīa, and brought sin and misery on the prototype of man (Gayo-mart) "the bull-man" or Adam Kadmon (see under that name). He was the "opponent" (Hebrew Satan, or "adversary") who presided over the Drugas or evil dears—"liars and seducers, of both sexes," of whom the beautiful Farīkās were the most dangerous. He was known to the Greeks, as Agri-manius; and was the Akhem-

Akhūten. Most wickedly wicked; but he was a necessity to any early faith that spoke of a good God, and of Heaven and Hell.

Ahu. "breath." See Ahurā (from the root As and Ah).

Ahūm. Sanskrit. This corresponds with the Zend, and old monumental Persian, Ādmā "I": meaning originally the male—as Indian Islamists call the Liqam ādām.

Ahūrā. Asūrā. Ahūrā-mazdā. Ormazd. The Greek Horomazēs. [The Persian—or Zend—letter h (the soft Hebrew Hēl) interchanges with the Sanskrit s, just as the Hebrew Hēl interchanges with the Assyrian s—in the word hu or su "he" for instance.—Ed.]. The Ahūrā of the Mazdeans was the Vedic Ādīra ("a breathing one"); but, in India, A-sūrā had an evil significance, just as the Devas became evil spirits both in Persia and in the west. Ahūrā-mazdā ("the all knowing being") was the supreme, and good, god of the Persians or Iranians—the last Ormazd. The Ahūrā-Varūna ("heaven spirit") of the Vedas became the spiritual Brahm of later times, who was based however on the Hermaic Brahme (see Sacred Books of the East, iv. p. lviil). The Vedic Ādīra-Visvavedas ("all knowing being") answers exactly to Ahūrā-mazdā, whom Herodotos knew as a Zeus, and creator of heavens and earth, among Persians. We find him however seeking aid from other powers, showing the old Heno-theism (or selection of a single god) in India and Persia. When storms rage Ādīra-Visvavedas offers sacrifices to Vayū (the bright deity of "wind"), as Zeus calls on thes and others for aid against the Titans. Just as Indra, aided by lightning, fights Ahī (see Ahī), so Ahūrā fights Azi-dahāk (see Ahriman) for Ḥvārēnō ("light"), aided by his son Atar or fire," called also his "weapon" (see Ag. Agul), like the Indian Kāla (and Greek Kronos) Ahūrā is also "time"—the Zarvansa Akares ("boundless time") of Persia, or the eternal. He is also the "wise" and "holy" one, and Ahūrā-mithra is the sun-spirit, who loves the heavens (see Animatā, Anaitis). He "created the moon and stars, and all that lives." According to the Pāhlavi Bundalish, "He spread out the firmament, and all that is therein, and fixed securely the earth without supports." He gives life, and the fire of immortality, to the new born child. On the red granite of holy Elvand King Darius caused to be engraved, 2400 years ago, "a powerful god is Ahūrā-mazdā. It was he who made this earth here below, and the heaven that is above, and he made man." He then thanks Ahūrā "for this beautiful country of Persia, which thou, in thy grace,
Ai.  Akkadian, and Turkish, for the moon (see A).

'Ain.  An.  En.  A root for "eye" in many classes of language.  In Semitic speech also a "spring." The Hindu Kua, or Kunti ("well") is always represented as Guavi—a virgin or woman—more especially at hot, or intermittent, springs (connected with the Yoni, and the watery principle). In Semitic speech 'Ain is usually feminine.

Aino.  Ainu.  The hairy aborigines of Japan, who immediately preceded the present ruling race, but Prof. B. H. Chamberlain (Professor of Philology Imp. Univ., Japan) thinks that they were preceded by, or contemporary with, a race of Malay-Polynesian origin. He supposes Aino speech to be "an earlier form than the Altaic (Turanian), of which traces appear in linguistic areas as widely separated as those of the Eskimo and Melanesian languages." [They seem to present some Korean affinities, and the above would not prevent their being of Turanian origin.—Ed.]

The Japanese use the word Aino as meaning "a mongrel between a man and a dog"; but Aino simply means "man," and is the proper name of the race. They claim to have been once civilised, but that the Japanese stole, and destroyed, their sacred books in our 12th Century, driving them into the wild northern islands of Yeso (or Matsmas) Saghalien, and others of the Kurile group. They once peopled all the Japanese islands; but in 1890 only some 19,000 remained under Japanese rule, and a few thousands further north. Their language seems to have deeply affected that of their conquerors, and to have its root in that of the Tunguses (see Tunguse) —which is Turanian (see Prof. Hall's memoir, Trubner, 1887, MacRitchie, and Batchelor's Ainos; also Vining's "Inglorious Columbus," pp. 84-86). The Japanese call them Mo-Sin ("hairy men"), and the Chinese Mau-jin. The latter have long known them as dwelling in the Kurile, and Aleutian, islands, and in Kamchatka. They are noticed in the Chinese Geography of Mountains and Seas about 200 to 300 B.C.; also in 759 A.D. when many visited China. They are covered with hair—but less so, it is said, than formerly—and are a "wild-eyed melancholy people" great hunters and fishers, and as such appearing at their best: they are at their worst when devouring the catch, for they are dirty and, now, very drunken. But they are kind, gentle, and sympathetic if well treated. Their worship is a fetishism, and they see spirits in animals—especially the bear which Aino women suckle. [This belief connects them with Siberian ideas of transmigration. The young bear, so suckled, is carefully fattened, killed and eaten, when its spirit is propitiated.—Ed.] The Rev. J. Batchelor (see his paper Philolog. Soc., 7th February 1902), lived among the Ainus for 20 years, and reduced their language to writing. He regards them as the "aboriginal race of Japan," and regards the oldest names of islands, mountains, and rivers as Aino. The roots of the language take prefixes and suffixes (he regards it as Aryan); they are adopting Japanese, but his Aino dictionary includes 11,000 words. The Aino has no b sound (nor has Japanese); gender is denoted by compound words in most cases, but also by the terminal vowel. Numerals are expressed to "five" (or "finger"); six is "ten less four," &c. [None of these points prove any Aryan connection.—Ed.] Prof. Chamberlain thinks that they are Malayans, but they seem rather to be an ancient Mongolian race, like the Tunguse, and (partly) like Chinese and Japanese (see Japan).

Air.  Ether.  In mythology air is regarded as the connecting substance between earth and heaven: as that which vitalises man, animals, and all that lives. As breath it is identified with the soul or spirit (both meaning radically "air"). As Vayu, Vach, or the Maruts, it is both the energising and the destroying power of the gods (see Maruts); and Pârvati (earth) is impregnated by the Maruts or "winds," as were other virgins by doves, eagles, swans, and spirits. The wings usually denote heavenly spirits of the air, or angels (see Lejard's "Culte de Venus," p. 236). The Sanskrit Holy Ghost, or Atman ("spirit"), is found in our Atmo-sphere.

Aish.  Hebrew.  Ish "man," "being." This is connected with a widespread root, Rs or Es, for "spirit" or "breathing" in Turanian, Aryan, and other classes of language. (See Esr and Ahûra and As.)

Ait.  Aith.  Egyptian.  The sun disk.  The rich delta was also called Ait; and the emblem Ait was the "heart" or "life," hung to the neck of the sacred Apis bull (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 216, plate xii), and pierced by the arrow (see Arrows). The word seems to have travelled far east to Polynesia where deities, or spirits, are still called Ait, Aitou, or Atua (see Furnand, i, 41, and Anthropol. Instit. Journal, November 1885). A prehistoric king of Egypt was called Ait or It—the Greek Aetos (Baldwin's "Prehistoric Nations," p. 250). [Perhaps connected with the Turanian At, the Akkadian At or Ad, Turkish At or Ad, for "father" and "chief."—Ed.]
Aithiopes. [This is usually explained as a Greek term for "dusky faces" or Ethiopians. Glaser's derivation from Ἁιθιόπης (plural of Ἰαθίς "good") applied to "good things," or spices, appears inadmissible, as the soft Greek Th is distinct from the Semitic Tēk or Tēkh. —Ed.] The name applied to the Nubians and the Abyssinians (see Abyssinia).

Aja. Ajita. The "unconquered" unborn Brahmā, or Siva, also the unconquerable Kāma ("love"). Sanskrit ji "conquerer."

Ajanta. Ajunta. Adjunta. The name of a celebrated ruin with caves, in the Nizam's dominions (see Imp. Gazetteer of India), beside the river Tapti. Twenty-six Buddhist temples exist here, elaborately carved in solid rock, the earliest attributed to the Asoka period (3rd century B.C.); and the latest possibly to our first century. Many of the inscriptions, and sculptures, belong to the end of the Buddhist age in India. They are purely Buddhist, though the figures are in Hindu costume. The Elora caves are held to be later than these, and carry on the traditions and customs of the faith for 1000 years, gradually merging these in Jainism and neo-Brahmanism, in a very puzzling manner. For at Elora Buddha is symbolised (like Vishnu) by the divine foot, and accompanied by the tree and serpent, by Siva and his lascivious Gandharvas, with Kuvra, god of wealth (whom Buddha denounced as the source of evil) as also with Brahmā, Vishnu, and the Vedas, which he rejected. In the three principal Ajanta caves agnostik ascetics adore the Vajra (see Trisul) or "trident" of Indra and Siva, which became a Buddhist emblem. We everywhere see that the reasonable, and philosophic, teaching of Gotama was debased by the old idolatries and superstitions of animism—often rendering them more foolish, and fantastic, than ever. The faith was too advanced for the people, and (as in Europe), when the great personality disappeared, the people fell back to the worship of Nāga and serpents.

Aj-dahaka. The Zobāq of Firdusi's Shah-nameh (see Ahi).

Ak. There are two common roots perhaps connected. Ak means "bright" (Akkadian Ak, Turkish Ak "white," "bright": Aryan Ak "to see," Ag "fire"). Ak or Ag also means "high," "noble." (Akkadian Aku "raise," Turkish Açka "prince").

Ak. [Akkadian: "wise." (Turkish ak "knowing.") The name of the god called Nebo ("herald") in Assyrian. He records men's sins on a tablet (the Latin Mercury as messenger of the gods, and guide of the dead), and is a recording angel.—Ed.] See Nebo.
Mediterranean; and a later ruler Guudea (Tell Loh texts), in the days of Dungi, king of Lower Babylonia, speaks of the products of Lebanon—cedars and stones—as brought to his temple of Zirgul—now Zirghil or Tell Loh—as early as 2500 B.C., according to the later Babyloniens. En. The earlier texts of kings, written in Akkadian, seem to indicate a great confederacy of the rulers of various cities: for Turanians, as a rule, only drew together when attacked, as we see in Etruria, with its twelve independent capitals. Such cities were Ur, Erech, Eridu, and Zirgul, in the south; Babylon, Agade, Nippur, and Shippur, Kutha and Iaban (probably Opis), further north, all ruled by “kings of cities”—not, as later on, by “kings of Sumer and Akkad.” This Akkadian confederacy seems to have invaded Syria and Phoenicia in the time of Guudea—prior to 2500 B.C. At Tell Loh we read in one of his texts: “When Guudea was building the temple of his God Nin-gir-su, this god subjected all things to him from the Upper to the Lower Sea”—probably from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf. The Phoenicians supplied their art objects: the Lebanon its famous cedar wood; and Magan (believed to be Sinai) its granite. Colonel Conder (Quarterly Statement, Palestine Expl. Fund, April 1891, and in the Hittites and their Language, 1898) suggests that these ancient Turanians carved the Hittite monuments of N. Syria and Asia Minor; and that the language of Mitani (Matiene), N. of Mesopotamia, in the 13th century B.C., is the connecting link between Akkadian and Hittite (see his paper in Journal Bl. Asiat. Soc., October 1892).

The Akkadians were apparently the originators of the Babylonian legends of Gilgames (the sun-hero), including that of the Flood; and Dr T. G. Pinches gives an Akkadian legend of Creation, distinct from the account in the mutilated Assyrian tablets of the 7th century B.C. (see Academy, Nov. 29th, 1890). According to his translation it runs: “The glorious house, the house of gods, had not been made in the glorious place. No plant had been brought forth; no tree had been created; no brick had been made; no beam had been formed; no house had been built; no city had been founded; no town had been made: earthly things had not been made glorious.” Neither Nippur, E-kura, Erech, or E-ana existed. “The abyss had not been made, Eridu had not been founded. The glorious house, the house of gods had not been made.” The whole of the lands were in the sea. “In that day Eridu was made, E-sagila (a temple) was founded—E-sagila, which the god Lugal-du-azzaga (‘bright king’) founded in the abyss. Babylon was built, E-sagila was completed. He made the gods together with the Anunnaki (earth spirits). The glorious city the seat of their delight they declared. Merodach bound together the umbilicus opposite the water. He made dust and mingled it with the flood. The gods were made to dwell in a place of delight. He made mankind. The god Aruru made the seed of mankind. He made the beasts of the field: the living creatures of the desert. He made the Tigris and Euphrates, and set in place. He called them by name. He made the usur plant; the dittu plant of the marshland: the reed, and the forest he made. He made the grass of the plain: the lands, the marshes, the pasture also: oxen, the young of the horse, the stallion, the mare, the sheep, the locust: meadows and forest also: the he goat and the gazelle he produced. Lord Merodach (the sun) piled a mound on the sea shores.” . . . [The Assyrian account states that Merodach—the sun—was born of Ocean; and, after defeating Tiamât, the demon of Chaos, by aid of the lightning, the seven winds, and a sickle, he divided heaven and earth, gave decrees to moon and stars, and at length made man from his own blood. This account—in seven tablets—was the basis of many Greek and Phoenician legends.—Ed.]

Some of the best human laws spring from those of the ancient Akkadian jurists. [One fragment of law in this language is actually known.—Ed.] We have also maxims like those of the Hebrews (translated into Assyrian on bilingual tablets). We have glowing descriptions of the gods, and even of landscapes. A hot season is thus depicted: “the abundant pools have been dried up; the canal waters have sunk down; and the illies have dropped, and languish under the summer heat. The rain god drank his waters, and no streams flowed into canals. The irrigation of our fields ceased. The corn-god gave not his increase, but spread darkness over our fields. The gardens brought forth thorns; and the growth of the fruits was stayed. Food came not, nourishment ceased. Distress spread over our land, and famine entered into our houses.” One tablet is regarded as “A Farmer’s Year Book” (recallimg Hesiod’s Works and Days), and we have songs of the ploughman, and thresher, like the chants of other Fellahin or “ploughers” (see Mr Boscawen’s Brit. Mus. Lectures, 1884-5).

The race was highly religious; and their seven elemental deities (who had many names) are compared by Col. Conder (see First Bible, p. 214, 1902), as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>God</th>
<th>Hittite</th>
<th>Kassite</th>
<th>Akkadian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heaven</td>
<td>Tarkhu</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>An</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>Ma.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Guila.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Akademy

Akademia. Akademikos. The Akadémeia, or Academy, was a piece of land, on the stream Hephissos, six to eight stadia beyond the "double" gate of Athens, which, according to tradition, belonged to an Attik hero Akadémos, who aided Kastor and Pollux when they went to free their sister Helen. The citizens held it sacred on this account; and, in the 5th century B.C., it was walled in; planted with groves of planes and olives; and adorned with walks, statuary, and fountains. Before the entrance stood a statue to Love, and within was a temple of Athéné, with altars to the Muses, Niéretheus, Héraklès, and others.

Discarding the Hellenik legend, we may suppose that the Akadémia was at first only a common, between the city and the river, where the citizens met for games, and shows. It was gradually improved, with a gymnasion where they held the "naked" sports in which they delighted; but about 400 B.C. the sages in the garden began to discourse on all things in heaven and earth. About 390 B.C. Plato, then a rich merchant, living on an adjoining property, began to frequent it, and to discourse on theo-philosophik matters. He and his followers were thus called Akademikoi. Their views are fully placed before us in his Phædrus, and Timæus.

Cicero, and his friend Scramus who translated the Timæus into Latin, call it "very obscure, unintelligible, and probably not understood by Plato himself." Plato therein strives hard to attain to knowledge of a God, but wishing to believe in one, shows much bias. He con-

fesses to "great difficulties," and says that "there is danger in teaching such a doctrine, especially to the masses; for on such mere speculations of the learned, the ignorant are prone to assume facts, and to build up creeds and great systems"—which however Plato himself did. He goes on pretty accurately to define his great and mysterious Incomprehensible, though at first apologetically, and with diffidence.

Plato "has an idea," he says, that there is a great Being, or God, of infinite goodness, who created the universe, and every inferior being, but not the gods, who however depend for their existence on the Supreme Being. He thinks that the noblest of the created beings are those who control the sun, and the stars, and are to them as the soul to the body: but that regarding celestial motions God does not need their assistance, though man does; and these directors of the planets are therefore entitled to a secondary worship, though the Creator is the source of their powers. He thinks that the existence of God is proved by the necessity for a First Cause (as to which we know nothing), and this God seems, he says, to be a perfect being, who foreordains all for the best; but he refuses to push the question further as to the cause of this First Cause. Yet he seems quite sure of equally mysterious matters. In his Phædrus he says that human souls, whether good or bad, pass into other human bodies, in which they will be more or less happy than in their former bodies (see further Cicero’s clever essay on the Nature of the Gods).

The Akademikos held that there is no certain knowledge—Nihil scire—says Seneca, who (with the semi-Stoïk Philo of Antioch) is the typical representative of later Akademikos, and of the schools of Rome and Alexandria. Plato followed Anaxagoras (about 478 B.C.), saying that "certain bodies were independent of the supreme intelligent material Being; but that he acted on them and was a Spirit or a Principle"; but this the Stoïks rejected. The doctrine is the germ of the idea of a Devil, to which the early Greek philosophers never allude. The earlier Akademikos refused to assert anything that they thought doubtful, lest they should bring philosophy into disrepute, and lest a doctrine should result. Cicero, like most educated Romans of his time, was strongly influenced by the Akademik teaching; but he shrewdly remarks, "they who desire to know my own private opinion have more curiosity than is necessary." He does not consider that "confidence, trust, society, the virtues (such as justice and others) will perish if we cast off piety towards the gods." Yet he thinks that a fear of punishment is of value to keep the wicked in awe. The virtues he regards as "immutable," apart from any idea of a deity; "Justice is not destroyed even if there be no god."
Akademy

Cicero believed that "the gods take no cognisance of human affairs"—as did many other philosophers of his age. He quotes with evident approval the opening passage of a treatise by one of the three sages called Protagoras, for which treatise (says Diogenes Laertius) Protagoras was exiled about 400 B.C., and his books publicly burnt. He said, "Concerning the gods I am unable to arrive at any conclusion as to whether there are any, or not. For there are many impediments to our knowledge—the uncertainty in particulars, and the shortness of our lives.

There were four great schools of philosophy which naturally continued to develop. The Akademiak of Plato's age gave place in about one hundred years to the second, or Middle, Akademy, led by Arkesilas, who died in 281 B.C. He was a disciple of Theophrastus the Peripatetik, and joined the Akademiak. The second great school was that of the Stoiks, founded by Zeno (the Syrian) about 270 B.C. The third was the Peripatetik of 300 B.C., led by Aristotle: the fourth was the Epicurean. Cicero (we have seen) was an Akademiak, who spoke of divination and the casting of lots as folly: saying that "probability, and a semblance of truth, is the utmost at which we can arrive." He agrees with Simonides, who, being asked "What is God or what is his essence?" demanded a day to consider; then two days; then more; and at last replied, "the longer I meditate, the more obscure it appears." The argument of Platonists, about "the general consent of men and nations as to there being gods," is called by Cicero "weak and false"; for do we not know that the world consists mostly of fools, wherefore whatever the majority think must be folly when, to natural folly, they add credulity and ignorance. Only the small minority can have any grasp of reason, and truth. The Akademiak spoke slightly of the senses; and many said (like some moderns) that we must never trust them, but only trust the spirit. They sneered at the idea of proving the existence of God, or of the gods, by the harmonious movement of all things in due order; and urged that on this ground a tertian augee must be divine, for it recurs with the utmost regularity, like other things, until the machine breaks down. "Is this the failure of a god?" they asked. To the argument of Stoiks that a large house would not be built for mice, but is for the master, and that the world therefore was built by gods, the Akademiak replied: "Yes, if you believe in your gods, and that they built it; otherwise I say it is the work of Nature—the only known architect." To the Sokratik question: "Whence did man get understanding if there was none in the world?" he answered, "Whence came speech, or song, or the bleating of sheep? Did the sun speak to the moon? Nay, all these things are the work of Nature—her modes and motions. There is no need for the gods."

We have lost that part of Tully's great essay (On the Nature of the Gods) containing the reply to the great questions, "Is there a Divine Providence governing the world, and does that Providence specially regard man?" The Rev. Dr Franklin (the best translator of this work) says: "Some of the arguments against a Providence are particulars that seem unanswerable." Lactantius says that Tully (Cicero) thought it "improbable that matter, whence all things spring," should be the work of a Divine Providence; and called it "a substance entirely depending on its own nature and strength": God being a potter using the material provided for him. This is directly opposed to Stoik teaching, and is enlarged on by Luecretius, and by Cicero in his Akademikal Questions (iv, ch. 38). Why, he asks, is there such needless waste in nature, yet so many barren lands—men falling into the sea, while the inhabitants of sandy deserts perish? Can man indeed, with all his many infirmities and diseases; seen and unseen miseries; be the work of an all-wise, all-foreseeing, and allmighty Creator and Ruler? See how successful are sin and crime, and how the virtuous suffer. If the gods do not consider all this they must be capricious, or ignorant, or bad. It is better to think that they are powerless, and have not consulted the good of any: that they did not endow man with reason, or intelligence, to invent either crimes or virtues; for, if the gods had fore-knowledge, they are to blame for all the misery, wrong, and ignorance around us. We thank them when prosperous, but we trust them not, though often praising them because of their power—especially for evil. [All these questionings however troubled Job long before Cicero.—Ed.]

What good man would condemn son or grandson for the crime of father or grandfather (to say nothing of a legendary Adam). The gods it is said neglect whole nations: why then not individuals? No doctor gives medicine to the son for the father. It is less blasphemous to say that the All-Father, and All-Mother is Nature, and not a god or gods. Thus spoke the Roman Akademiak on burning questions which Plato shunned equally with Roman Stoiks. [The distinction of Nature and God was apparently not a mere choice of names, but was intended to rebuff the idea of a personal deity, or spirit not inherent in matter, and to assert the immutability of natural law.—Ed.]

Akaians. Akhaioi. The Egyptians knew of Akai-usahaan (a fair tribe of the north), whom Greeks mention as Aryanised Pelagi, pressing
from Thessaly into the Peloponnese, where they founded Argos—named after their Thesolian Argos—about 1500 B.C. King Menepthah in Egypt (about 1200 B.C.) repelled an invasion of Achaios and others. Achaios was called a son of Xuthos, and Keuru. He was a brother of Iou, and grandson of Hellenos. The Achaios worshiped Poseidum (the sea), and were early identified with Pelagis, who invaded Ionia and the Achaios coast in the 12th century B.C. Some called them Aigialoi or "coast men," and they were commended for sincerity, good faith, and business-like habits. They held the coasts opposite Asia, on the west, for a thousand years, till driven north and west by the Dorians, and Herakleidai, about the close of the 12th century B.C.

Akar. An early Egyptian god, who was connected with Set (or Sut) as a deity of gloom, and of the uncanny early dawn, and twilight, when spirits of evil are about.

Akhelòos. A Greek god of rivers, from the common root ak for "water," whence aqua; and Iwui "I wash." "Pure water."

Akmon. Greek. The brazen anvil of Zeus, or his hammer or thunderbolt. (Sanskrit Aksam "stone," "bolt," "thunderbolt"). This is the Teutonic hammer of Thor (see Cox's Aryan Mythol., p. 361). The root Ak in Aryan speech means "sharp." (see Asma).

Ako-man. The first Darvandl (see Ahrima, and Darvandl).

Akra. An African tribe of sunworshippers (see Ak "bright").

Akrón. Greek, a "promontory." From Ak "high." (see Ak).

Aku. Akkadian, "moon." (see Agu, and Ak).

Akusâa. Egyptian. Wife of Tum (see Tum) goddess of sunset.


Alak. The supreme god of the Khumbu-patas of Central India; and of non-Aryan tribes round Sambul-pur, who wear the bark (pet) of the Khumbu tree. They deny all Hindu gods; and say that Alak revealed himself to a pious mendicant named Govind, and to 63 other persons in the Himalayas in 1864. This was Alak's last Avatâr, and he forbade the worship of images, saying that "no one should attempt to picture the Almighty, whom no one has seen at any time." This sect pray in the open air, turning towards the sun, and prostrating themselves 64 times, because Alak was revealed to 64 disciples (a solar number, 4 by 4 by 4).

In 1881 they tried to lead a crusade against Hinduism, and to burn the shrine of Jagannât. Some of the sect are accused of worshipping a leader called Bhima, and his wife, on an altar.

Alarodian Languages. A proposed name for languages of peoples between the Caspian Sea and the River Halys (E. and W.), the Black Sea and Mesopotamia (N. and S.), supposed to be now represented by Georgian. [Sir H. Rawlinson, however, considers the Alarodians of Herodotos to have been Turanians. Georgian on the other hand is an inflected language, resembling Aryan speech in its noun-cases and other points. Dr Sayce calls the Vannie language of 9th century B.C. Alarodian; but it appears to present Iranian affinities. See Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, October 1891.—Ed.] See Ararat.

Alah. Alât. Arabic. The latter appears to be a plural, or a feminine, or a collective form. The goddess Alât was the Alita of Herodotos (see Al)—a lunar deity symbolised by the Omphic rock in the Valley of Mena (see Quarterly St. of Pol. Expl. Fund., April 1882). Her crescent floats over the faithful on their banners. She is a form of Démétër, and signifies the earth, and the products of her womb, in Arabia. She is symbolised by a "formless stone" called "my lady." (compare Pârvati.) At Taif, N.W. of Makka, she is a formless block of granite, rounded with cavities, recalling the Yoni worship of the Ka'abah. She is Al-Uzah, near the holy tree of Makka, and the sacred rock of Okad—symbolised by a block of white granite. In the Korán Alât and Uzah are noticed as pagan goddesses, adored with prostrations, prayers, and circumambulations. Before such altars (as among Keits also) women must appear naked.

Albion. The Scots were called Albion, probably as living in "alps" or highlands. The upright stone god (a Hermes) was called Alb-gwion—the Welsh Alwion. The oldest name of the Kamenach or "Karn men."—Kaledonians and Piets—was Alpins (see Druids). Highlanders were Duan-Albanach; and Lowlanders Meat-nach or "middle-men," living between Kaledonians and English (see Toland's Druids, p. 420). The Dal-Riada Keits, colonising Albion from Ireland, under King Riada, in the middle of our 3rd century, were called Skotti (or Scots) probably from the Keltic Skath for a "swarm" or colony (compare Skoths or Scythians). Up to the 12th century A.D. (says Gerald of Cambray) the men of Argyshire were called Ghach and Hibernians (Irish). The Romans regarded Scotland and Ireland as one country. The battle-cry of the Scottish army in 1138
Aldé or Aldis (otherwise Khdhîs) an Armenian (Vannic) god (see Alarodian; and Sayce, Royal Asiatic Society Journal, October 1882).

Allemanni. The name given by Gauls to German peoples. These tribes included Arverni, Allobroges, and Aravisii of Arles, with chiefs having Aryan names from the root Ar ("manly"). Cæsar (Wars, vi, 28) says: "the Germans differ much from them (the Gauls) in religion, worship, and rites: they have no Druids presiding over sacrifices, nor do they much regard sacrifices. They consider only those gods whom they behold, and who obviously benefit them, as Sun, Moon, and Fire. . . . Those persons who longest remain chaste are most worthy of honor; by abstinence growth, and physical powers, are increased. . . . To have connection before the age of 20 years is reckoned disgraceful. . . . To injure a guest is impious; we must open our houses to him, and feed and defend him."

Tacitus, a century later, wrote much to the same effect. He said: "the power of German kings and rulers is neither unbounded, nor arbitrary, and their generals procure obedience, not so much by the force of their authority as by that of their example. From the grandeur and majesty of celestial beings they judge it altogether unsuitable to hold the gods enclosed in walls, or to represent them in any human likeness. The laws of matrimony are severely observed there; nor in the whole of their manners is aught more praiseworthy than this: for they are almost the only barbarians contented with one wife. . . . A woman who has prostituted her person is never pardoned . . . and more powerful with them are good manners than good laws. In social feasts, and deeds of hospitality, no nation on earth is more liberal and abounding. . . . Upon your departure if you ask anything it is the custom to grant it; and with the same facility they ask of you. . . . In performing their funerals they show no state, or vain glory. Tears and wailings they soon dismiss: their affliction and woe they long retain. In women it is reckoned becoming to bewail their loss: in men to remember it."

Alleta. Ancient Titans, and fire-worshippers, of Phœnicia (see Sanchoniathon in Cory's Ancient Fragments).

Alil. Eli. Hebrew. [A word for an idol (Levit. xxvi, 1).]

from a root meaning "empty," "vain" (see Isaiah ii, 20; x. 11).—En.]  

Alita. Alitta. See Alah.

Al-makah. The ancient Sabean god in Arabia.

Almond. A sacred tree among many European and Asiatic races (Hebrew Láz; Arabic Lúzch), perhaps because the earliest leafless flowering tree, the harbingers of spring, in January and February. The nuts and oil were necessary to many altar and family rites. Like its sister the peach, it "made haste" (hence its Hebrew name Shalad "hastening"). The bare boughs are covered with pearly blossom, as those of the peach with pink flowers. Thus the aged, and white-haired, were said to flourish like the almond tree. A spring of almond was placed on Druid altars, with hazel rods, snakes' eggs, and other emblems of fertility. Jacob's cattle (Gen. xxx, 37-42) conceived before the almond sprigs. The almond rods of the tribes were placed before Yahveh (Num. xvii, 8). The bowls of the sacred candlestick (or lamp) were like almonds (Exod. xxv, 33). The town Luz, near Bethel (Gen. xxxv, 6, 7), became the scene of Jeroboam's calf worship.

Alphabets. These are noticed specially in connection with various peoples. We may here notice the progress of literature on the subject, especially Dr Isaac Taylor's great work on the Alphabet (1883), which gives full details. The student must remember that religion has been the handmaid of learning (see Rivers of Life, Preface, p. xxxiv). The early artists symbolised their mythological ideas by pictures of animals, and all other objects in earth and sky, connected with power, beauty, and fecundity. The symbol was at first a word, then a syllable, and finally a letter. Alphabets proper grew up first among busy commercial races like the Phœncians.

Mr Arthur Evans (Pre-Phœnician Writing in Crete, British Institute, December 1902) describes the two systems—pictographik and linear—of the texts which he has discovered in that island. He regards these as probably the origin of Phœnician alphabets, agreeing with Col. Conder's conclusions (The Hittites and their Language, pp. 248-256, 1898; The First Bible, pp. 69-81, 1902) when connecting the Cretan script with the syllabary of Cyprus, and so with the Hittite hieroglyphs, as well as with the Phœnician alphabet. Both writers regard a derivation from the Egyptian alphabet (proposed by De Rougé, and adopted with some reserve by Dr Isaac Taylor) as improbable, on account of various important objections.
The Persians developed (about 500 B.C.) an alphabet out of the old kuneiform syllabary; but the latter remained still in use as late as 81 A.D. The Egyptians also formed 25 letters out of their hieroglyphic system, as early as 1800 B.C., but never used them quite apart from any other signs. But the true alphabets all show their descent from the early Greek and Phoenician scripts very clearly. Dr Sayce in 1883 argued, as we did in *Rivers of Life* in 1888, that much Greek civilisation was of Hittite origin. Only about 1000 B.C. did the Greeks adopt from the Phoenicians the true idea of the letter, as distinct from the older signs denoting syllables. The oldest alphabet of Italy is found at Cirene, in what appears to have been a child’s tomb, as described by Dr Taylor (*Alphabet*, ii, p. 75). Dr Sayce doubts if the Asiatic syllabary was supplanted in the Troad by the Phoenician alphabet before about the 7th century B.C.

The three great branches of the Semitic alphabet each produced scripts used by non-Semitic races. From the Phoenicians came the alphabets of Etrusks, Greeks, and Latins; from the Arameans, dating back to the 7th century B.C., came the scripts of North India, and later Turanian characters (through the influence of Nestorian Christians); from the South Semitic alphabet of Arabia developed the South Indian alphabets. We have no actual records of reading, writing, pens, or ink, in India before Pāṇini, or about 400 B.C. He speaks of a *Panini* (Greek or “foreign” script. The oldest inscriptions in India are those of Śāṅkhu, about 250 B.C. Max Müller says that “Brahmans knew alphabetic writing earlier. Yet there is no proof of datable writing (on palm-leaves, &c.), before 88 to 76 B.C.” The various religions carried their alphabets with them—the Nestorians (after 450 A.D.) to Central Asia, and even into China; and the Moesians their Aramean (North Arab) script into all the lands that they conquered.

*Alta-cotti.* A local name for Skoti, or a Scottish tribe.

**Altar.** The altar, or “raised place,” developed from sacrificial stones, and other objects, where the first rude races worshipped and prayed: Alt being a common Aryan root for “high.” The Latin *Ara* (see Ar) may be compared with the Sanskrit *Arāṇ* for the “nuptial couch.” Those who desired offspring visited the altar. Beneath it saints’ bones, and relics, and even bodies, were placed as in a consecrated ark, till altar worship appeared to be a cult of the dead; and fires kept perpetually burning on altars symbolised the immortal spirit. But originally an altar was a stone, or a mound, before the symbol, or statue, of the god, where his offerings were placed—a rock or table-slab before his cippus. Virgil (Ene. i, 108) describes altars as earth-fast rocks. Hebrews who worshipped the sar or “rock” (a title of their deity) made altars of earth, or of stones which no tool had touched (Exod. xx, 26). Delaunay (Hist. des Cultes, i, p. 394) says that Ara meant originally a rough rock. Only on the altar consecrated by a holy stone do Roman Catholics permit the sacrifice of the Mass, believing the bread and wine to become the actual flesh and blood of their god. The Rev. Dr Rock (Hierurgia) says: “Our Church ordained that the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass be offered upon an altar which contains a stone consecrated by a bishop, enclosing the relics of some saint or martyr; and that it be covered with three linen cloths, blessed for the purpose with an appropriate benediction.” No ceremony is possible without the stone, and the relic; and the consecration of the altar is more important than that of any other part of the church. If Mass has to be said in a private house, the priest must take with him a consecrated stone and a relic, and this was done in the case of portable altars down to our 16th century. The altar—as representing the god—was only to be reverently approached, and lightly touched by the fingers, during prayer. To sleep, or lie, before it cured many disorders, and granted fertility—as in the case of all Bethels (god-houses) and lingas. In Greek churches it was a common custom to pass under the altar—a rite connected with “passing through” kromlechs, or between pillars, and holy stones, or sleeping a night in a dolmen—customs still obtaining (see Stones; and Prof. Jones, *Anthrop. Inst. Journal*, February 1891).

*Al-'Uzzah.* An Arab goddess (see Al; Arabia; and Makka).

**Am. Ama. Umm.** A common term in many distinct classes of speech (Turanian, Aryan, and Semitic) for a “nurse” and a “mother.” Ama in Egypt was consort of the solar Amen. Among Dravidians Ama (or Amma) is Mother Earth. In Aryan speech we find the root *Ma* for “mother,” and Ma was the name of the Phrygian earth goddess. From this root came also Amma (compare also *A'm* for “tribe” in Semitic speech; and the Turanian *Am* or *A'm* for the same.

*'Amalek.* An early tribe in the Sinaitic peninsula. (See Arabia.)

**Aman-as.** The Hanyarite god of agriculture, perhaps connected with Amen, the Egyptian god who introduced civilisation.
Amar (see Amorites). A powerful race in Syria and Palestine, so called on Egyptian monuments; they were tall as cedars, and strong as oaks (Amos ii, 9).

A-mara. A-martya. Sanskrit; “the immortal spirit” (compare Amrita, the ambrosial drink of immortality).

Amarna-Tell el, or Tell Amarna, or El-Amarna, “the Amarna mound.” A village on the east bank of the Nile (lat. 27° 35'), some 35 miles N. of Siout. Behind the village stretch the extensive ruins (on the border of the desert), marking the capital of the “heretic” Khu-en-Aten (Amenophis IV) of the 18th Dynasty—about 1450 B.C. [He is so called by Bunsen, Brugsch, and others, as a worshipper of Aten—a foreign god—and because monuments of Amen seem to have been desecrated in his time. But he used the orthodox Egyptian Book of the Dead (Renouf), and is addressed by Burnaburias of Babylon as a servant of Amen.—Ed.] His mother Teio was an Asiatic—perhaps a relative of Dusratta, king of Mitani (Matiene in Armenia), whose daughter Tadukhepa was married to Amenophis IV. [His father also had Armenian and Babylonian wives, and Asiatic cults thus seem to have been introduced into Egypt.—Ed.] He also married an Asiatic princess, Neferu-Aten, and called his palace, at Tell el Amarna, Khut-Aten. He regarded Aten as the Heaven-Father and Creator (the sun)—see Aker. He left Thebes, the capital of Amen, and seems to have taken with him the foreign archives of the empire. [Seals of Thothmes IV and Amenophis III were found with these, and many of the letters are to Amenophis III.—Ed.] Here probably the Asiatic friends of the queen gathered round him.

In 1887 the Fellahin discovered the first of these Syrian and Babylonian tablets; and, by 1892, about 320 in all were found. They are written in kuneiform—not very archaik, but older than the characters used, by Tiglath Pileser I of Assyria, in the 12th century B.C. Two of the letters are in Turano-Hittite dialect, the rest in a language closely like Assyrian (Colonel Conder’s Tell Amarna Tablets, p. 181, 1894). There is some variety in the writing of the different scripts, who were probably Syrians or Phoenicians—excepting the two mentioned, and those of Assyria and Babylon. Mistakes were corrected before baking, and ideograms (picture emblems) are attached to the phonetic spelling of nouns. It seems evident that up to this time (1500 to 1400 B.C.) no peoples in Asia possessed any alphabet—nor indeed till about 1000 B.C. Amenophis III is addressed by his prenomen (Nimmuriya, or Nimuriya), and Amenophis IV by his
Amazons

their revolt against the Pharaoh. He begs that no attention be paid to the Assyrians. Assūr-yubalûd ("Assūr has given life") of Assyria also writes as an equal. [He was father-in-law to Burnaburiyas.—En.] Egypt seems to have been a milch cow of the Asiatic princes, sending them gold and other valuables. She was in trading relations also with Alasiya, which appears to have been in Asia Minor on the sea coast. [Elisha, Gen x, 4, according to Colonel Conder.—En.] Her armies reached Kappadokia, and encamped on the shores of the gulf of Issus. The king of Jerusalem often writes to ask for the support of his suzerain, and for greater activity on the part of Egyptian governors. In one letter he says (see Records of the Past, new series, v, p. 92), as freely rendered: "I, 'Abd Khîba, thy servant, prostrate myself seven times seven, saying, as my Lord the King knows, that Mâlîchi (Milki-ili) and Suardaûm are collecting forces against the King in Gezer, Gîmî, and Kellîh; they have occupied Rabbât, and now threaten this mountain of Uru-salîm. The city of the King is separated from the city of Kellîh ... so may the King hear thy servant."

In Prof. Petrie's beautifully illustrated Tel-el-Amarna Memoir, Khu-en-Aten or Akhen-Aten (Amenophis IV) is shown to present the features of his Asiatic mother Teie. His palace mound extends about 600 feet by 400 feet. He marked the distances seven miles north and seven south of the centre, by 13 stelae, on the face of the cliffs, and dedicated the whole region to Aten, in his sixth regnal year. His cultus and his capital seem to have perished with himself; we can but conjecture them when we explore the rubbish heaps and cellars of his palace, finding wine vases, foreign pottery, and rare glass, as well as the priceless literature of these kuneiform tablets, some of which are said to belong to a Babylonian dictionary compiled "by order of the King of Egypt." As the pronunciation of Sumerian (or Akkadian) words is carefully given, we may conclude that, although Semitic Babylonian was the language of official correspondence, Sumerian was still a spoken language in the 15th century B.C. [This is equally shown by the Hittite and the Mitani letters, which the author calls Tarianian, as noticed above.—En.]

Amazons. A race of valiant women who ruled in N. Pontus, chiefly from Themis-kûra or Thermoden. They have been called Kâkâsians (Caucasians), and by some Sauromatî—N.E. of the Sea of Azov and delta of the Don River. Herodotus says that Scythians (Scythians) called them Ailor-pata, or "man-slayers." The Greeks said that A-mazos meant "without breast," and that they destroyed the right breast, in order better to draw the bow. There are still tribes in the Caucasus who cauterise the right, or destroy both, breasts—such as Cherkés, Akâhs, and Ossetes, clearly survivals of those whom Hippokrates described in 350 B.C. He says that these women fought like men, on horseback, with bows, and javelins; and that the girls could not marry till they had killed from one to three men: that the right breast was burned off by heated metal: that they ploughed and hunted, and that these customs were believed to secure to them male offspring. The breasts were often suppressed in childhood. In spring they went up to certain mountains to sacrifice; and, in darkness and secrecy, they accepted the first man who asked them. There were also other clandestine meetings; and promiscuous intercourse took place, as among savages generally, at sacred festivals, in darkness, or in dark groves. Some men had Amazon wives, and were allowed to cut the leather giraffe sewn over the bosom.

Such customs, and female associations, seem to have been not uncommon as early as 1000 B.C., and to be quite historical about the 6th century B.C. In many parts of the world women have insisted on living apart from men in towns, or even in whole provinces. We encamped near such a female colony, near the top of the Vengoria Ghâts, in 1846; but British influence, and education, may have dissipated it since, as it is not noticed in the Gazetteer of India, though the female population here exceeds the male by nearly 3 per cent, which is the reverse of the rule. Considering the enslavement of women by men, we rather wonder that such female colonies are not more common. At Vengoria—as in Pontus—the women agreed to meet men yearly (no doubt secretly they met oftener) outside their boundaries; and they sent their male infants to the reputed fathers, retaining the female offspring.

The Greeks said that the Amazon queen Thalestris visited Alexander the Great, desiring to have a child by the conqueror of Persia. Greek vases and monuments preserve Amazonian legends. The Amazons joined in the wars of their neighbours, and Achilles killed an Amazon queen when she was fighting for Priam. The Amazons appear to be quite historical. The ninth labor of the solar Héraklês was the "winning of the girdle" (or rape) of the Amazon Queen Hippolitê. Amazons worshipped the moon—as the Taurian Artemis—and Ares, the spear god. In Anatolian cities they had groves where they could secretly meet men, and they worshipped their Ammonian Apollo, in coast cities and islands.

Amba. Amêbr. Amba is the "mother of mothers"—a Sakti.
of Indra (who is Ambār among non-Aryans of India—such as the Menuas of Jaipur), and thus a name of Pārvati or Durga. At the old Mena capital, on the still fortified heights above Jaipur, the bloody verses of Ambār can be itussed with the daily sacrifice, at sunrise or noon, of a black goat. The conquering Rājputas adopted this worship, and enlarged the shrines, which became models for Indian architecture after the 16th century B.C. The Jaipur prince provides Devi (Ambā) with victims, and a Rājput strikes off the goat’s head, daily, with one blow, and pours the warm blood before her fierce eyes; while a youth catches the head before it falls to the ground, and lays it reverently on her altar. The priests eat the flesh, and sell the remaining offal in the bazār to non-Aryans. Not long ago the victim was human, as at Ulwār, in an adjoining Rājput state, where the Nikumā Rājputs used to offer daily a low-caste man, or woman, to the bloodthirsty Durga Devi (see Sacrifice).

Ambhas. Sanskrit, “heaven”—the Ambhākharas being “clouds.”

Am-bhaja, “born in or from water,” like the lotus or Indra, and the Maruts.

Ambrosia. The Sanskrit Amrit, or “deathless” (see Amrita). This was food of the gods, and the unguent for anointing sacred stones. Hence the “stones with souls” (Lithoi empsakhoi) were “ambrosial stones”; for Melkarth, when building Tyre, placed two of these beside an olive tree—a legend of phallic meaning. Pliny calls ambrosial stones “circular,” like the Leghīn or “rocking stones” of Keitä. These stones (or Betula) appear as mensirs on coins of Tyre (see Bethel).

Amen. Amon: or Ammon. A supreme Egyptian creative deity. Names compounded with Amen appear as early as the 5th and 6th dynasties. The vizier of king Men-tu-hotep, of the 11th dynasty, was named Amen-emhat. He carved his king’s coffin in the Hamamāt quarries, calling him “son of Queen Aaam” (see Am). The trinity of the last king (Sanakh) of this dynasty included Amen, Horus, and Hathor. He is also invoked as the god of Ammenophis III, and of Amenophis IV, in the Tell el Amarna correspondence of the 15th century B.C.—Ed.]. Amen is also shown as the potter with the wheel, fashioning the primeval egg of generation (see Rivers of Life, ii, plate xii, 11), and identified with Amen-Ra (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1885, p. 117, where it is stated that “Amen is an invocation to Amen-Ra”). In the Ammonium of the Libyan desert he appears (like Krishna) as a black lingam. Like Hathor—the cow his lunar consort—he had two horns; for he was an Apsis or creative bull. (See our paper, Aynotic Journal, 2nd April 1898.) In Isaiah (lxv, 10) the English “God of truth” is in Hebrew Elohi-Amen; whence the oath by the god Amen, or “of truth,” may be connected with the Hebrew ejaculation Amen “verily.” To the concubines of Amen (Revellout, Coptic Studies, L’Abbesse des Béguines d’Amen) we seem “to owe the monasteries and nunneries of Christian Egypt” (see Egtn. Arch. Report, 1898-9, p. 57).

Amenti. This was the Egyptian Hades or Sheol, entered from the west, where good and bad must go, to plead such merits as they won on earth, and then await their fate. It is Ker-niter or “land of the gods,” and of ghosts, whence there is no return to earth. It is occasionally called Tan (apparently “million of years”). There is no corruption in Amenti; all can see, move, feel, and pray, and can raise the “Lord of the Dead,” as they did the Lord of Life when on earth. But they know none, neither parent nor child, and their Lord neither bears nor notices prayers or offerings.

The sun ṚA sinks to rest in this “land of the West” (Hebrew ’Ereb, Arabic Gharb “west,” whence the Greek Erebos) as a blessed region, or Paradise, where the weary rest. We are told also that in Amenti was a Karr, or bottomless lake of fire, ruled by Rhot-Amenti (the Greek Rhadamanthus) “a lion roaring monster”; and here no voice of God can be heard. Prof. Maspero says that this Hell became more horrible as time went on. But close by were the fields of Aalu (see Aalū), Elysian fields to which the rich at least could escape, if priests were well paid.

Ames. An ithyphallic Horus (Khem) in Egypt; and a virile form of Amen. Like Osiris (and Siva in India) he bears the emblem of his goddess—two tall feathers said to be Isis and Nepthys. (Transact. Bib. Arch. Soc., VIII, ii, p. 204; and IX, i, Antiquities of Bubastis.) Kem here bears the whip with three lashes in the right hand (like Osiris), and Ames was the great god of harvest, and reproduction.

Amesha-Speeds. See Anashashpands.

Amidas. Amitabha. Ancient names, especially in China and Japan, for the “Supreme” and the “Ancient of Days.” Even with Buddhists Ami-tabha is a Siva-like god, worshipped from Tibet to Japan, where he is accompanied by Kwan-ahs-yin, and Avalukit-Iswam (see under the latter name); both are highly phallic deities.

Amon. See Amen.
Amorites

Amorites. Amăr. The name of a tribe in Syria and Palestine, thought to mean “high” (see Amër, Isaiah xvii, 6, “uppermost bough”). By Amos (ii, 9) they are compared to strong lofty trees. They are classed with Hittites and others in Genesis (x, 10). They worshiped Ba'al, Ashoreth, and the Asherah (see Asher). Mr Bliss (Quarterly Statement Pol. Expl. Fund, April 1895) excavated the old Amorite city of Lakish (Tell el Hesy) in S. Palestine, and tells us that he found an emblem of a “human penis in pottery,” of natural size, “rough but apparently uncircumcised.” The lower layers of this mound are probably as old as 1700 B.C. The old population of Jerusalem (Ezek. xvi, 4) was partly Hittite partly Amorite. Both these peoples are also noticed at Hebron in the days of Abraham (Gen. xiv, 13; xiii, 10). In Joshua (x, 5) the five Amorite kings include those of Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish, Eglon. The Amorites also lived in Shechem (Gen. xviii, 22), and further north in Lebanon (Josh. xviii, 4). They also conquered Bashan and Gilead before the Hebrew conquest, under their kings Og and Sihon (see Num. xxi, 21-35). The Egyptians knew Amorites in Lebanon, shown in pictures as a Semitic looking people, in the time of Rameses III. [They appear also in the Tell el Amarna letters in Lebanon; and an Amorite chief is named 'Abd-Asheerah—“worshiper of the goddess Asherah.” Their language is Semitic.—Ed.]

Amphiáriós (the “very noble”). The solar Achillês of the Theban wars in Greece. He shrank from fighting against Thebes (like Achillês against Troy). The prophetick Melámpous (“black foot”) told him that all the leaders against Thebes, save Adventos, must die. Amphiáriós therefore charged his sons, Amphílokos and Aktmaion, to slay their mother, and to march against Thebes, as soon as they heard of his death. He went to the war only because of his vow to Adventos, his father-in-law, to abide (when they differed) by his wife’s opinion; and she was bribed with the necklace of Harmonia to send him. He and Adventos had reigned as joint kings in Árgos; but Amphiáriós had dethroned Adventos, who was afterwards recalled to power. Amphiáriós was also one of the Argonauts, and son of Apollo and Hesperides; a hero and prophet, and a slayer of the Calabridian boar. He slew the Theban leader Melánpóss, whose brains he gave to Táudeus, his fellow-chief, to drink them in honor of Athéna. He fled before Periklúmenos; and the earth was opened by the thunderbolt of Zeus, so that Amphiáriós and his chariot were engulfed. Zeus and Apollo loved him, and he was granted immortality. A shrine, with a statue, was raised for him in Árgos; a

Amrāvati

Amrāvati. This famous Buddhist shrine was first founded by the Pallavas (see Palavas) on the S. bank of the sacred Kistna River, near to the place where it issues from the hills: it dates from about 300 B.C. (Bühler, Indian Ant., xi, p. 268; and Journal Bl. Asiatic Society, April 1885). About 30 B.C. the Audhāras (or Pallavas) of Telinga restored and enlarged it; and restorations continued for some centuries, especially in the 7th and 8th centuries, when Fa Hian describes the stupas, or stupas, extending over S. India. The Rev. T. Foulkes has elaborately worked out the whole subject of these Indian dates. Mr J. Ferguson wrote many years ago about Amrāvati, without possessing accurate data; and says that the outer rail of the temple may have been built about 319 A.C., when a tooth relic was thought to have passed from Purí to Ceylon; but Burgess (Indian Antiq., Feb. 1889) concludes, after careful survey, that it was built about 275 B.C. The stupa itself being much older. Nāgārujana, who built the rail, lived near Kanchi (78 to 100 A.C.). But Bēkata, the some 30 miles N.W. of Amrāvati, was built not later than 100 B.C. An inner rail at Amrāvati is thought to have begun about 400 B.C. In 639 A.C. Huen Tsang regards this temple as the most splendid shrine in India. It has now yielded many valuable remains, including images of stone and bronze, with some actual (supposed) remains of Gotama Buddha’s body (Royal Asiatic Society Journal, 12th March 1895).

This paper by Mr Robert Sewell (as above referred to) is summarised in the Times of the next day. The remains include three seated, and two standing, images of Buddha beautifully executed, and a Sanskrit religious text, supposed by Dr Bühler to date about 900 to 1000 A.C. The Amrāvati tope was the richest of all in this district of the Madras presidency; but the Bhāti-proli tope was the largest;
Amrita

and its texts are supposed, by Dr Bühler, to be not later than 200 B.C. From its centre, in 1892, Mr Rea extracted the caskets (originally four in all); and among the inscriptions one, of the above age, runs thus: "By the father of Kura, the mother of Kura, Kura himself, and Siva, the preparation of a casket, and a box of crystal, in order to deposit some relics of Buddha. By Kura son of Baranav, associated with his father (has been given) this casket." [Note that Buddha died 250 years before.—E. R.] Inside this casket was one of black stone, and in this one of crystal "containing a small fragment of bone." A second casket found lower down has a text mentioning relics of Buddha. The crystal phial in this case was lying broken and open: a large number of gold flowers and other objects (177 in all), a number of jewels, and a text on a twisted silver leaf, were in this instance found in the outer stone casket. A tiny casket formed of a single beryl contained three small pieces of bone. Mr Sewell notes that the tradition of the collection of Buddha's relics is very ancient, and sees no improbability in their preservation so far away from the scene of his labours in the north. These relics are now in a glass case in the Central Museum at Madras. Prof. Rhys Davids states that the important inscription is in characters used only between 450 B.C. and the time of Christ.

Amrita. Sanskrit, "immortal" (see Ambrosia). An essence, or a sacrificial food, or Soma—the nectar of the gods, which can prolong life, awaken dead matter, orrouse passion—a "fire water," the "Water of Life"—the Nir-jara, or Pi-yusha, or "seed of life." It is produced by Vishnu's churning staff (see Vishnu) in the "sea of milk." This Amrita intoxicated even Varuni, and the Pari-jata, or "tree of life," shed blossoms and seeds which perfumed and entranced the heavenly nymphs. By it the Apsaras (or cloud nymphs), and the moon (Soma), were created, as Aphrodite also rose from foam. But the Daityas (see Daityas) tried to steal the Amrita, and were cast into a hell of darkness and sterility. The world was thus kindled into activity by this Water of Life.

Amshashpands. The Pahlavi dialectic form of the Zend Amshe-spenta, or "immortal spirit" of the Persian scriptures. In the original gāthas (or "hymns" of the oldest literature), these are seven divine attributes of Ahūra-mazdā (Ormazd), which this Creator required the priests to reverence; but in later books the Amshashpands are archangels—six or seven "immortal benefactors" created by Ormazd, "out of sun-matter," to aid him in the making, and government, of the universe. The gāthas never mention such beings, nor any of the gods like Mithra, Anahita, &c. Nor do they allude to Haoma (Soma), or the Barson twigs, and knew not, or disapproved, of such figures and symbols. The later Amshashpands include (1) Vohu-mano the Pahlavi Bahn—"benevolence"; (2) Asha Vāhshita (Pahlavi Ardī-bahisht) "truth" light; (3) Khshathra Vairya (Shah-rivar. Ph.) "wealth," and the god of metals; (4) Armaita or Istefand-mād, or Spandarmād, "bounty" and earth; (5) Haurvatāt (Pahlavi Khorūd) "health"; (6) Amešetāt (Pahlavi Amardād) "immortality." The two latter are usually conjoined as presiding over vegetation, fruits, and all necessities of life.

To oppose these, Ahriman (the devil) created six evil archangels, including Taurn, and Zairicha ("sickness" and "death"). Khurūd and Murūdād ("hunger" and "thirst"), and the like. The earlier Zoroastrians saw in them only, (1) Goodness emanating from the Creator, (2) Righteousness or divine light, (3) Prosperity—coins being unknown in the age of the first writings, (4) Piety on earth, (5) Health, (6) Immortality. In the Vendīdād (Farg. xix)—one of the older scriptures—Zarathustra is bidden to worship at a holy tree, holding the Barsom twigs in his right hand (none but a priest might cut them); and to worship the Amshashpands, the golden Haoma drink, and the spirits and gifts of Vohu-mano ("good mind"): so that the attributes were becoming defined. In the Pahlavi Yasnas (see 28 and 32) religion is still defined as being "pure goodness" only. (Haug’s Essay, pp. 344-348, 383.) In the Fravardin Yast we read that all the Amshashpands are of the same mind, speak the same words, and perform the same actions; and that they are "ever high, watchful, swift, powerful, and living ones, speakers of everlasting truth," because all ruled by the one great and good Ahūra-mazdā ("all-knowing spirit." See Ahūra). Inasmuch as Zarathustra Spītana ("the most pure high priest") first proclaimed the Creator, and established true faith and worship, the Amshashpands and the sun itself, we read, worship that prophet. In the Ram Yast, even Ahūra himself worships the celestial ether (Apsā or "watery"), with Bagha, "god, fate, law, or destiny," as the primary cause of the whole universe. So that Mazdeans clearly acknowledged matter as the first cause, rather than spirit or the qualities of the creative spirit.

Amset. One of the four spirits—in Egypt—in charge of the four vases (see Kanos) that held the internal organs of the corpse, while the living must not touch, being impurities. Amset is a human head on an egg-shaped vase. One plank of the boat of the dead was
also called Am·s·it. He is perhaps An·si— the ithyphallic Am·n·ra (Vignette in Book of the Dead, chap. 162). He is an indecent figure on a throne receiving offerings from a serpentine figure (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Feb. 1884).

Amt. Amat. Egyptian male and female deities. The female is of leonine, or hippopotamus, form; the male is like a crocodile, and is fierce and bloody—connected with the evil Set. (See also Apet.)

Amu. (See Am). An Egyptian term for Asiatic “tribes.” Brugsch thinks the word may be the Koptik Am·neu (plural of Am·n·), “herdsman.” They seem to have been under Egyptian rule even as early as Pepi of the 6th dynasty. In the reign of Userkara II of the 12th dynasty (about 2300 B.C.) we see 37 Semitic-looking Amu, coming with their families, and donkeys, with weapons and harps, and bringing an ibex as a present from Edom, to the frontier of Egypt (see Beni Hasan).

'Amūd. Hebrew and Arabic “pillar” (see Pillars). It is to be distinguished from the pillar erected by Jacob (Mun·seb·ah), which was only an erect stone. It applies to a column of cloud (Num. xii, 5), and to a temple pillar such as that “on,” or “at,” which King Joash was consecrated (2 Kings xi, 14).

Amynos. Son of Agridōs—a Phoenician legendary figure (Sancho·ni·a·thim). See Cory’s Fy·g·j).

An. [A common root for “being”; Turkish an, “be”; Ar·yam an, “breath”; Egyptian an, “be.”—En.]

An. Anu. Anath. Anat. The Akkadian An means “god,” “lord,” “high,” and was a word borrowed in Semitic Assyrian as Am, and in the feminine An·a·tu, or Anath. These two became the god and goddess of “heaven.” In Egyptian the sun was called An or On. In Sanskrit An was “air,” or “breath,” or “soul.” In Akkadian En is “lord,” and in Turkish dialects c·h and c·h means “high.” Herodotos seems to connect the Persian Anaitis (see Anahita) with the Babylonian Anath.

Anada. Sanskrit, “bliss,” “delight,” “sensual pleasure.”

Anahita. Anahid. In Greek Anaitis. She is the feminine mate of Mithra (the “two Mithras”) in the Persian Avesta. Herodotos regarded her as a Babylonian goddess (see An). She was worshiped in the time of Xerxes. The Anath worshiped by Seti I, of the xixth Egyptian Dynasty, was probably Anatu, and perhaps the same as Anahita. She rides a horse, and wears war-like costume, on the rocks of Rosedish in Upper Egypt. The Persian name is however said to signify “undelel” (Anahita). The Orphian Anata was Déméter, the earth goddess.

Anath. See Anahita, An.

'Anāk. Plural 'Anākim. A giant race in Palestine. [Perhaps a Turanian word, An·ak “tall man,” see An. They were apparently called Replaim, or “tall,” in Semitic speech.—En.] They were sons of Arb·a in Hebron, in the 15th century B.C.; and therefore probably Kheta (Hittites). The Hebrews were mere “grasshoppers” in their estimation. The last of them were found in Philistia. (Numb. xiii, 32; Deut. i, 28; ii, 11, ix, 2; Josh. xi, 21, 22). The Greek title Anax “king” (genitive Anae·t) may be connected with this root An; and Homer calls Zeus “Anax of gods and men.” A similar meaning attaches to the Keltik Aonak, or Ainak—“a tall straight thing, like a fir tree.”


Anam. Annam. A vast tract stretching some 1200 miles, from about 9°30’ to 23° N. latitude—an area about equal to that of France, by which country it is now dominated. The north part is Tung-kin (capital Hanoi or Ke-cho “the market”—a city with about 50,000 inhabitants). The S. part of the peninsula is French Kochin-China (capital Saigon), containing villages of Cambodians, Anamese, and others. The central region, semi-independent Kochin-China, has its capital at Hue (10,000 souls). The Chinese call Annam-Rachas, Keti, Katiu, or Kian-chi. Roman Catholics have been proselytising in Annam for 200 years, and claim 400,000 Christians in Tung-kin, and 5000 in the southern province. According to one of their priests (see Encyclop. Brit), Chinese records recognise the Anamese as early as 2357 B.C. in the giao-chi or “big toe” race. This is still a marked feature of the people. The Chinese spoke of “four barbarous races” (in Annam), one of which remains in the wild woodlanders called Mors, or Stiens. The true Anamese are a reserved, arrogant, puny race—ugly Mongolians—and vassals of China since 2285 B.C. (as is said), and down to 257 B.C. After this, till 110 B.C., vassal dynasties ruled, and till 907 A.D., when, by a revolt they established native provinces, with a merely nominal Chinese suzerainty. For 2000 years the southern provinces of China have poured their surplus population into all parts of Annam. The Cambodians are a superior race both physically and mentally, but have never succeeded...
in wars on Anam. They are however numerous, especially in the
Saigon state, where are found also Tagals and Hindus—the former
probably Telugus, or Taluins, as in Pugu (see Barma). These are
phallic worshipers. Buddhism is mixed with animism, Shamanism,
and nature worship among them; the more educated are Confucians.
The ruler is a high priest, as in China. The dead are buried (never
buried). The religious rites are numerous and elaborate. The
characters used in writing are like the Chinese. The word has various
meanings according to the "tone" in pronunciation (as in China).
The Anamese claim 1100 B.C. as the date of their earliest phonetic
writing (Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, July 1885). As serpent
worship prevails in the south, the Chinese name Nagu-nam may
mean Naga-nam ("serpent land"). The people of Tung-kin call the
Anamese Kekuang, recalling the dark Khyen or Kakhyens of Barma.
The Anamese call the Tung-kin people Kepaks, and consider Kam-
bodians and Siamese to be very inferior races.

Anam. The god Anam-me-lech (2 Kings xvii, 31), with Adram-
melech, was a deity of Sepharvaim in Mesopotamia (see Adar and An).
These names merely mean "King Anu" and "King Adar."

Anamim. An Egyptian tribe (Gen. x, 13). Compare An.

Ananga. Sanskrit, "the begetter" (see Kama).

Ananta. Sanskrit, "eternity," personified in Siva, Vishnu,
Krishna, &c. He is a purple god with a white necklace, holding
the plough and the pestle (phallic), and vomiting fire, as did Siva
when he destroyed Kama or "love." The gods were said to seize and
guide the "tail" of Ananta (as serpent of eternity), when he twirls
the Mandana-pole of Vishnu, as the serpent Sehsa (see Vishnu).

Anap. An-nab. Akkadian; "god of light" (see An), a term
applying to a "star."

Ana-purna. Anna-Perenna. The Indian goddess Ana-purna
is the "food-giver," worshiped like Durga, after the harvest is gathered,
with much gaiety and sensuality. She is often a goddess of courtisans,
like the Etruskan Anna-Perenna in Italy. Hindu law calls her a form of
Parvati (earth), and celebrate her feste, in times of scarcity, especially
at Banaras where Bishesvar (Siva) requires it lest any should suffer
hunger. Anna-Perenna was the Italian goddess of spring, whose feste
was on 15th March. Many (if not all) liberties were then permitted
between the sexes, who strove, like the breeding earth, to put forth
reproductive powers. She personified life, health, and plenty. Man
employed her to secure Minerva for himself. Lifting the veil (as he
thought) of Minerva he discovered Anna-Perenna, who laughed him to
scorn (as an old woman). Ovid regarded her as a form of Luna (the
moon), and others called her Themis, Io, or one of the nymphs who
reared Jove. She was said later to be Anna (Hannah "merciful"),
the sister of Dido, and a daughter of Belus (Bel or Ba'al) who came
from Phoenician Carthage. [This however confused two languages:
for Hannah is Semitic, whereas Anna-perenna, if Etruskan (and not
Aryan), would compare with the Akkadian *Anna* (or Ene) "mother,
Per "life," more "of"—"mother of life." See Bar.—Ed.]

Anar. Onar. The Skandinavian creating father, who married
Nott ("night") and begat lörd, "the earth."

Ancile (see Shields). Possibly 12 symbols of the months in Italy
(see Fori).

Anda. Sanskrit, "egg" or "testicle." Indra is Mesh-anda.

Andamans. A wild race exists in the islands so called, who
have no history. The Aryans called them, in Sanskrit, Min-kopies
or "man monkeys." Mr Man has done something to explain their
customs and ideas. [They are Negritos who do not attain to five feet
in height.—Ed.]

Ander. The second wicked Darvard of Zoroastrians (see
Darvand), the Vedik Indra, who became a demon like Sarra, or
Nisatiya ("diseased") and one of the evil devas (see Tiele's *Ancy.
Religions*, p. 174).

Andhra. A very ancient Dravidian race in India, of whom we
have little authentic history till they settled in Telingana, and became
Trilinga worshippers. Vedic writers (being pious Rishis) called them
Evus (Gentus), as "given to forbidden practices—ashira worship
(that is to say, adoration of the Siva or phallus) as symbolised by
stone emblems." Andhra coins present designs of lingas (phalli) under
sacred trees (see Chaitya) in groves. The Peutinger Tables mark
the name Andre-Indi (about the 5th century A.C.), and not Kalinga,
which Ptolemy (150 A.C.) knew; but he does not notice the Andhra.
In Phly, in the Puranas, and in the travels of Hien Taong (630
A.C.), both names occur (compare Ahirs and Kurumbas.) These Drávids
formed, as Andhras, one of the six great divisions of the race in
India, about the date of our era. Professor Wilson has said that an
Andhra dynasty ruled Mágadhà about 18 B.C. He evidently refers
to the Bangal frontier of Mágadhà, for the Andhras then, and probably
for centuries before, held the great fortress of Kálinjár (see Kalinga).
Andhra

They were pressed south by the Aryans of Magadha. When settled on the Jamuna they probably gave it its old name, Kalinga, as the abode of the Kalinga (or serpent) worshipers. Sanskrit authors call the Telugu language Andhra, and the Dravidian-Andhra Dravida-Bhâsâ, or "Dravid speech" (both being non-Aryan). The southern Andhra capital, Warangal, is perhaps the Pin-ki-lo of Huien Tsang (see Imperial Gaz. of India). A large estate in the Vizaga-patnam district still bears the Andhra name. Sir W. Elliot (the great numismatist) writes in 1886 that: "it is certain that Andhra princes ruled the valley of the Krishna, and delta of the Godavery (in Madras Presidency), about the beginning of our era, whence they extended their sway across the table-land to the opposite coast, and as far north as Bombay . . . they are stated to have flourished previously on the banks of the Ganges" (Numism. Orientalia, p. 7).

The Purânas that mention Andhras, as once ruling Magadha, are held to quote from lost sources (see Asiat. Res., v, p. 244). Pliny, in noticing "Andm or Calinga," quotes Megasthenes (about 295 B.C.): he says: "their kings had 100,000 foot, 2000 horse, 1000 elephants, 30 walled towns, and many villages"; and that they held both banks of the Ganges from the frontier of Magadha to the sea—that is to say all Calcutta, Orissa, and parts to the south (Numism. Orient, p. 10). "The Râjas of Chedi were called 'Lords of the Tri-ka-lingas' (the Dravid Moda-pulingas or 'three Calingas')." The use of this name—says Sir W. Elliot—did not cease when the Andhra Kalingas left Bangâl. The edict of Asoka (250-235 B.C.) found in the Yuvaczi country, "mentions Andhras, and Pallindas, as recognised substantive powers, in the times of Alexander and Antiochus." An Andhra king is noticed on the Gîrnâr rock, as repairing a tank in Gujarât, in the reign of Rudra-Dâman of the Sah dynasty (about 189 or 200 A.D.). The caves and hills about Nasik, Jûnâr, and Kârîl (N. India), bear witness to the presence, and often to the rule, of Andhras (Numism. Orient, pp. 13, 14). Like all Turanian peoples they formed confederacies rather than kingdoms. Native accounts notice thirty Andhra princes ruling for 450 years. Sir W. Elliot thinks that the Saka (or Scythian) invasion of the Kâniska age (1st century A.C.) drove the Andhras south, introducing predatory tribes (Gujar, Bedar, Maravar and Ramusi). Sakya power was then firmly established in Magadha; and by Kâniska during our first century. The Purânic statement is reconciled by supposing the Andhras contemporary with Mauryas (Chandragupta and Asoka dynasty, 300 to 200 B.C.). Both seem to have had earlier homes on the Indus (see Hinduism). The rule of Andhras in the north could thus extend

Andromeda

450 years under thirty princes (as above) before they entered the Dekkan, as distinguished from the period of 260 years of Buddhist rule.

The two or three centuries preceding and following our era were periods of great disturbance and change in India, when Pallavas (see Pallavas) threw off foreign rule; the Chalukyas then rose to great power in our 5th and 6th centuries, ruling from the Tapti and Godavery rivers to south of the Krishna. The Rattas never went further east or south than the Krishna river, near which (about Sâgar) was their capital at Mânyakhâla. The Pallavas were then ruling from Bâdami, due E. of Belgâm. The Rattas (or Mahâ-rattas) resisted even the great Mughals (Mongol emperors), and succumbed only to British power.

The Andhras became pious Buddhists, who excavated caves, as at Kârîl, and built large and beautiful stupas in Eastern India. (See Amrâvatî, where we find the name of their 24th king—Palomat, Pudumayi, or Vâsishthi-putra). Their rule was long concentrated in the territory which we gave to the Nizâm of Haidârâbâd. Their coins bear (in Asoka alphabetic letters) the names of their rulers, with a lion, a horse, or the Buddhist "wheel": none are later than the Chalukyan period—our 5th century. A Ganjam text goes back to 250 B.C.; and the Aina text of Udâya-giri (near Cuttack) says that the Aina usurper overthrew a Kâlinga king—Nanda, king of Mâgadha (4th century B.C.): this probably led to Saka establishment on the Indus at Pâtala (the Chandragupta dynasty). Aina is now called Khârâvela, king of Kâlinga—a Cheta of Jain creed, and evidently an Andhra. Doubtful readings indicate that he ruled for 38 years (middle of 2nd century B.C.), and if so he would be one of those who overthrew the Maurian or Asoka dynasty.

Andromeda. [Perhaps meaning the "human sacrifice."—Ed.] The Greek heroine of a lunar myth—a lovely maiden saved, by the solar Perseus, from a rock where her father, King Kepheus, had bound her, to appease the fears of his people, after an inundation sent by Poseidon, at the solicitation of his Nereid nymphs jealous of her beauty. Her mother was Kasiopeia: her father Kepheus ruled Ethiopia, or, according to some, at Joppa in Palestine. Her lover (or enemy) was the black monster Phineus, or Agenor (see Agenor), who by command of Poseidon watched the chained queen of night, till he was slain by Perseus, by whom (after marriage) she had many children. She was placed by Athênos among the stars, where she
still appears with outspread arms chained to the rock. The base of the myth is clearly the combat of the Babylonian sun-god Marduk with Tiamat, dragon of chaos and darkness (see Marduk).

**Andu.** Sanskrit, "well," "spring," called also Apina.

**Anga. Angiras.** Sanskrit. Hindu literature describes the Anga country as peopled by outcasts worshiping Hindu gods. The Angiras, or Anga race, were produced by a Rishis who rubbed the right arm of Vena, son of Anga—which is clearly explained by the Sanskrit Anga (meaning both "limb" and "phallus"): for An-anga is Kāma (love); and Anga and Angi are the male and female pudenda (Latin *inguen* "groin"). Angiri, or Angri, is also a phallic term for "root" of a tree, or "sign" (Nishān) of a person. Anga-ja was "lust," a son of Brahmā who created both good and evil, like Yahweh, among Hebrews. Angaraka is Rudra, and Angira is Prajāpati, the supreme creator who married Smriti ("memory" or "tradition"—as of older faiths): she was daughter of Daksha (see Daksha). Angiras was the father of the god Brīhaspati, or Brahmaspati; but the supreme Brahmā created the divine Angiras to aid him in the work of creation (see Amahashpand). The root appears to mean "fire" or "passion": for Angāra or Angura means "charcoal," which was used by the fire-priests of the Angiras. Nine such priests, says the Rig Veda, "came from the west," laden with iron, and taught to the Adityas the rites of fire, and the Soma sacrifice. Angiras are thus, in the Rig Veda, the second of three classes of priests (the others are Brighvs and Atharvans): they were priests of the Asuras ("spirits"), and star worshipers; also messengers of gods such as Agni.

**Angro Mainyus. Anro-mainyus.** See Ahriman.

**Angula.** Sanskrit: "finger," constantly used as a jocular, or abusive, euphemism for the phallus (see Handa). It is a sign of Siva. The ancient Daktuoli ("finger" gods) of the Greeks were probably named from the worship of "finger forms" (Angula-mata), or small phalli, such as we still find in groves, and in house niches, in India. 

See next article.

**Angusta.** Sanskrit: "thumb," frequently used to mean the phallicus (see Figner and Hand). The abusive gesture with the thumb indicates this (see Beans'). The Angusta-Serīrā, or "little thumbs," are the Linga-Serīrā; forms in which the Hindu says that the spirits of the dead may be seen at the burning-ghats (see Souls, Spirits).

---

**Angut.** A "male" in Eskimo speech; a father is also Angutā (see Angusta).

**Anthur. Anhir. Anouris.** A form of Shu—the Egyptian god of air, whose consort is Tefnut ("dew"), or the heavenly cow. He was god of this (Thinis), or the city Anhirt. He became identified with St George (Prof. Sayce, *Academy*, March 28th, 1885). Anhir wears plumes, and carries a cord in his hand.

**Anila.** One of the eight Vataus attending Indra as Vayu ("the wind"); noticed with Anala "fire," and Apa "water": these were children of Aditi ("space"). He is also called a Kuru of the Lunar race. Hanumān, as son of Pavana ("breeze"), is also called Anili, or Maruti ("wind," "storm"). [The root appears to be An "to breathe."—Ed.] The three above are thus Fire, Water, and Air.

**An-Im.** Akkadian, "God-wind" (see Rimmon).

**Animal Worship.** Zoolatry ("beast worship") has been regarded as a religious system distinct from Animism (which see); but animal forms have always been symbols of attributes belonging to deities, as when the fierce maned lion became typical of the burning sun and his hairy rays; or the tiger of the fierce hunting gods; or the dove of the flitting spirit, and of love. Zoolatry is thus a feature of all very primitive religions. Even Christians speak of the "Lamb of God," and of the Holy Spirit as a "dove." The "King of kings" was a lamb with seven horns and seven eyes, worshiped by mystic beasts, and flying angels. "Christianity," says Le Page Renouf, "was called an *exitialis superstitio*, because popularly held to involve the worship of a brute animal" (referring to the Ass-God of Roman popular pictures). In the *Hibbert Lectures* (1890) he quotes Petronius as saying, "Judæus licet et porcinum numen adorat," Neither Christians, Hindus, nor Moslems would kill doves (Prof. Di Gubernatis, *Zoological Mythology*).

An animal was being with a spirit (Animus or Animis), from the root An "to breathe," whence the Greek *anemos*, "wind" or "air." They were held, even by Jews, to have souls of some kind, like man. But Moslems have said (though this is not found in the Koran) that neither women nor beasts have true souls. Animals useful to man were supposed to be possessed by good spirits, and so in time came to be worshiped.

[The same idea of animals as typifying qualities, such as power, courage, or vitality, lies at the base of the ancient belief that chiefs or ancestors, at death, passed into the forms of sacred beasts. These
Animism. The primitive worship of "spirits," which lies at the base of all religions and superstitions. The Antini existed in all fetishism, images, trees, rivers, planets, and elements (see Animal Worship, Souls, Spirits). All deities developed from fear of Antini; and though Buddha thought he had cast aside Vedik ideas, yet his followers fell back into beliefs as to Nats, jinns, and says; and, in spite of the noble teaching of the 3rd century B.C., after the lapse of fifteen centuries, Buddhist fanes became those of Bhutesa, the lord of Bhutas or "spirits," and every tree was the abode of a Nat, or spirit, to be propitiated (see Buta). Animism, in short, was the belief in innumerable demons, and spirits, who however became inferior to the great gods or God. [Even stones, rocks, and mountains, as well as water, fire, and trees, contained "spirits." The Akkadian magic charms refer to many spirits—good and bad. Tertullian, and others, speak of pagan idols as containing spirits, whom they regarded as demons; and medieval images might so be vivified by the Virgin or by the Saviour.—Ed.]

Anji. Sanskrit, "an ornament" or "charm" (see An gan).

Ank. Ankh. The Egyptian emblem of "life," called in Latin Cacna canasta, or "cross with handle" (see Cross). The form was a T with a loop above. The word (root An, "to breathe") was a common element in important names. The emblem appears in the hands of creative gods with the Tat ("stability") or corrugated pillar (see, for instance, Proc. Bib. Arch. Society, May 1892). Khnum, as a creator, is also called Ankha, or Anakis in Greek. With Hindus Anka is the sacred mark of either sex. Vihsa-Anka is Siva (this being however connected with the Ankus "goat"); and a beautiful woman was called Var-anaka.

Ankal-ama. "Mother Ankul" is much worshiped in S. India, as driving away evils.

Ankor-vat. This Naga monastery is situated 5 miles S. of the ancient capital of the race of Khmir in Kambodia (see Siam and Rivers of Life, i, p. 113, and Sir H. Yule, Encyclop. Brit., 1875). The remains only became fully known in Europe in 1870. There is an imperfect account by Mr. J. Ferguson (Indian Archæol.).

Ankus. The Indian elephant god—a sceptre of Indra, and a phallic emblem (see Ank).

Anointing. A religious rite (see Messiah—the Greek Khriston Christ, and Baptism).

Anouke. Ank. The Egyptian war goddess, the third member of the Nubian triad. She wears a curved, and feathered, crown, and carries a spear like Minerva (see Minerva).

Anro-mainyus. See Ahriman.

Anp-mendes. The Egyptian rain god.

Anšāb. Arabic; plural of nūḥ, "an erect stone" (compare the Hebrew Nēvēb and Mūsebāb, "post," "monument"). These were anointed stones, before which vows were made, prayers, and rites performed (see Bethel).

Anšāri. Arabic (plural Nūṣāriyeh). The word Anshar meant "assistant" (of the prophet of Islam), but they are named from their founder, a certain Nuseir. An important mystic sect, of Moslem origin, in the north Lebanon. They developed from the Karthanian heresy of the 9th century A.D. Their professed creed is "eklektik," but the inmost initiation (as with other Moslem secret sects), is skeptic. They venerate Moslem worthies, especially Fatima (the prophet's daughter) and Hasan and Hosein, the sons of Ali, husband of Fatima. To Ali they attribute divine powers. They regard Abraham, Moses, Christ, and Muhammad, as divine incarnations. They are said to have an Eucharistik communion of wine and a piece of flesh, and to believe that souls are purified for Paradise by transmigration into other bodies. An alien must pass through 80 incarnations, but a true believer needs only a few. They resemble Druses. Mr. Bent (Anthrop. Inst. Journ. February 1890) says: "the Godhead of Ali is the base of their religion; their Trinity is the 'Ain, 'ain, 'ain (A-M-S), or 'Ali the Father, Muhammad the Son, and Solomon el Farsi (Solomon the Persian, a Moslem saint) as the Holy Ghost." [This refers however only to exoteric or professed belief, for, like all these sects derived from the old Brahmin or "inside" mystics, they really discard all dogma. Native Christians of the Lebanon say that the Nuseiriye celebrate certain orgies, when
Anta

they observe phallic rites and worship the pudenda of their wives.—

Anta. Anath (see Anouke and An). The Egyptian war goddess, perhaps an Asiatic deity.

Anta. Sanskrit. Vishnu as “limit” or “death.”

Antony. Two saints are so named—one the Egyptian hermit of the 3d century a.D., the other Saint Antony of Padua, the Franciscan saint. The former is known to us through a highly laudatory life by St. Athanasius, archbishop of Alexandria, who was bishop in 313 a.D., when Antony had gained high repute, as a hermit who performed miracles, and was well known to kings and peoples. His symbol is the Tau cross and his color blue. The day of St. Anthony was the 14th (now the 27th) of January, when Oxford and Europe commemorated his connection with the patient ass (emblem of Egyptian Set), and with pigs and other beasts, of whom Antony of Padua was a protector. The church dedicated to the latter in Rome has a picture of the ass kneeling before him as he carried the sacrament to a dying person; on which occasion many Jews and others were converted. Egyptian Christians continued to observe many of the rites of Set till, by direction of Theophylact, Patriarch of Constantinople, these were made to assume a Christian aspect. The ass was then connected with that on which the Holy Mother rode to Egypt. On the 14th of January a beautiful maiden, with a child, used to enter churches riding on an ass, and approached the altar. At this Feast of the Ass, the congregation brayed instead of responding, and the priest himself brayed thrice, instead of the Amen (see R. Chambers’ Book of Days, i. p. 113). A well-known Latin hymn was sung by a double choir, and the congregation joined in the refrain, representing the bray of the sacred animal. [Voltaire describes this festival.—En.] See Oenalatra.

Antony of Egypt was a thoughtful and ascetic youth, who early retired to lonely caves, and lived long in the Fayoum (it is said from 231 to 356 a.D.), mostly sustained by bread and water alone. He was dirty and unkempt, a contemptible little man, whose filthy rags however were to be distributed by bishops and saints as of untold efficacy and value. He was once arrested in Alexandria for urging men to become martyrs, but escaped to the desert. Thence he came again, when urged by Athanasius, to aid in putting down the Arian heresy. A monastic order bearing his name was formed long after, in Dauphine, in the 11th century a.D. Erisipelas (“St. Antony’s Fire”) was believed to be cured by invoking his name. Europe abounds in churches of St. Antony, and in legends as to his privations, miracles, and temptations. Outraged nature tortured him for his abstinence and continence, and too many tales are told about his temptations by beautiful demons (as in the case of Buddha also), and by kentaurs, and the hosts of Satan. But, when so wearied, a heavenly light used to beam in his dirty cave, and the fiends fled. Salvator Ross, and other artists, have immortalized these wild phantasmal legends.

Many tales of this old hermit also attached themselves to the Franciscan Saint Antony of Padua (who preached to the fishes). He was born at Lisbon on 15th August 1195 a.D., and died in Padua, 13th June 1231 A.D. He was kind to all animals, and performed many miracles. We are told that he was a good and eloquent man, and his tongue is enshrined in a beautiful silver casket, placed on the high altar on fête days.

Anu. See An. (An Assyrian word borrowed from Akkadian).

Anubis. An-pu. One of eight early Egyptian gods: mentioned on tomb texts, before the time of King Menkaure of the 4th dynasty, as being then the special god of the dead, apparently to the exclusion of Osiris. In the time of the 5th dynasty he is less important, and Osiris is “Ruler of the lower world of the dead” (Birch, Auct. Egit., p. 41). Anubis becomes after this the chief attendant of Osiris in Amenti (Hades). He brings the dead, or their souls, into the Hall of Truth, before Osiris and the 24 judges. He prepares the balance, places a soul in one scale, and an image of Truth in the other. If the good deeds of the soul weigh down the scale, Osiris adjudges bliss; or otherwise misery, and the second death. Horus sometimes aids Anubis, or sits near (as a hawk) on the staff of Osiris. Anubis has usually a human figure, with the head of a dog, or jackal, with large erect ears (compare the sacred dog of Parsees): for he is a night walker, among ghosts and tombs, over which he presides as knowing all things. He holds the Ankh, or emblem of “life.” Sometimes he wears the double crown of upper and lower Egypt. The feminine Anubt is a form of Hathor (twilight and dawn). (See Proceedings Bib. Arch. Socy., June 1899.)

Anunit. A moon goddess of Babylon and Assyria, invoked as intercessor with Sinu the moon god, whom Nabonahid (about 550 B.C.) calls “the father her begetter.” But at Sippa (Sepharvaim) Samas (the sun) was “her father” in the same age, in the temple E-bara (“house of life” or “light”). The Anuna (see An) were “the
Anu-rādhā-pūr

The earliest Buddhist capital of Ceylon, about the middle of the 6th century B.C., and down to about 770 A.C., when it was conquered by Dravidians from the continent. It was evidently a stronghold of serpent worshipers, and of a highly artistic race of builders in stone—such as the Mālas of Nārābāda (see index to our Short Studies). Their durable carved stone work, and pillared halls, were utilised by Asoka when he conquered their beloved Lanka (Ceylon) in the 3rd century B.C. The first king of the Anurādhā-pūr was Vijaya, eldest son of King Singha-Bahu of Vanga (Bangāla); according to Buddhist tradition he reached Lanka in the month Wesak (May) 545 B.C.—the era of Buddha's Nirvāṇa. He led 700 men, and had a famous prime minister named Anuruddha, who firmly established this Singhalese prince's dynasty. He established governors throughout the island, and built the capital named after him.

Legends of this city and region are given (Journal of Malabar Society, Feb'y. 1900), to the effect that the oldest Dāgoba in Lanka is the Thuparamaya (307 B.C.) built, by Asoka, for the right collar-bone relic of Buddha. Later, a branch of the great Boddhi tree was brought here from Buddha-Gāyā: it is believed still to survive, with many others of its species. When Asoka entered Lanka miracles followed, and riches and precious metals and gems, buried in earth, rose to the surface, while the treasures of ocean were brought to the shores, through the “merits” of great King Tissa (Asoka). After his death—145 years later—his grandson Dutu Gamunu, conqueror of the Tamils, appeared in Lanka, and built a monastery in nine storeys with a roof of brazen tiles. The site is now empty, but presents 40 lines of 40 rock-hewn pillars each, on which the upper storeys are supposed to have rested. He built two other Dāgobas now restored—one at the expense of the King of Siam. Numerous other ruins exist near the sacred city. This capital was replaced by Pālasipārī about the end of our 8th century, which remained the seat of government till 1170 A.C., when foreign invasions caused many changes of capital in Ceylon.

Anu-rādhā-pūr

The ruins are now called Topa-veva (“place of Topes”). The following are the chief ruins:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rs.</th>
<th>Ft. above platform</th>
<th>Builder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Thuparamaya</td>
<td>307-267</td>
<td>62 ft. Asoka, over the right jaw, or left collar bone of Buddha.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Saila</td>
<td>300 or 90 R.C.</td>
<td>no ruins.</td>
<td>(Rones of two monks “visited by Kaayapa”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ruan-Veli</td>
<td>161-137 R.C.</td>
<td>198 ft.</td>
<td>By the same, and finished after his death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Lankārāmaya</td>
<td>76-221 A.C.</td>
<td>33 ft.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About a dozen other buildings are marked by pillars: the shrines were probably of wood: all are on sacred mounds more or less buried in jungle. The prevailing feature of the Dāgobas is the great ovate cone, surrounded by pillars richly sculptured with serpents, sun, moons, and demons, and here and there with figures of monks, and of Buddha. These show the older Nāga (or serpent) worship. No. 3 shrine is the “most important” (Indian Arch. p. 189). According to the Mahāvamsa it is erected over precious relics, and Fa Hian (visiting it in 412 A.C.) speaks of Buddha as bestriding the island, with one foot at this site and one on Adam's peak. The Mahāvamsa speaks of “a pillar of great size,” standing on the mound of Ruan Veli (No. 4), and carefully moved a little north, in order to place new structures on its exact site.” This revered lingam still stands, much mutilated, where it was last placed. The carved cobra snakes are five, and seven, headed. There are three Buddha-like figures, though Fergusson (Ind. Arch., p. 187) speaks of “one, and only one,” in this city. On a pillar in No. 5 “a female figure holds a fruit not unlike an apple in her right hand, while over her left shoulder appears the head (and part of the body) of a large serpent, as though conversing with her” (Rh. Asiatic Socy. Journal, XX, ii, p. 174) so that we have here a Paradise legend. Men with serpent hoods are often represented, so that Mr Fergusson says that the capital seems to have been devoted to Nāga worship rather than to Buddhism. No. 1 is most remarkable for its numerous pillars, and here Buddha “descended
from heaven" on to the crown of Aśoka. But this shrine is as old as any in India, and older than Aśoka (Fergusson, Ind. Arch., p. 193). Here the famous "tooth" of Buddha found a home, about 300 B.C., in a separate chapel.

Mr Fergusson thinks No. 2 the oldest of all, and even older than Gotama Buddha. It is said to have been hallowed by the presence of the older Buddha Kaśyapa (90 B.C., however according to some). The Mahā Vihāra ("great monastery") is a three-terraced pyramid. It is yet more interesting than the above shrines; for, on its top, grows the "oldest historic tree in the world"—the Jīva Śri Mahā-Bodhiṃ Vahāṇa, "the victorious illustrious great lord, the sacred Bō tree" (see Tenant's Ceylon for full details of its transference from Buddha-gaya in 288 B.C.). It stands by itself 30 to 40 feet above the ground outside, enclosed in a sculptured wall repaired by various kings. It is reached through a temple "like that of Panataram" in Java (see Fergusson's beautiful drawing of the latter, and his inaccurate one of the Bō tree, Ind. Arch., pp. 6, 7). This Feus Religious, supposed to be nearly 2200 years old, stands (like that at Allahābād) in a well hole, with retaining walls to support its stem, and brick pillars to shore up its straggling branches. Every seed, and leaf, that falls is treasured, but none may touch them till gathered from the ground by monks. Throughout all the wars of sacred Ceylon no heroic, or conqueror, has ever injured the Bō tree. Sir J. Tennant, in his plan of Anuradha-pūr, shows us six sacred stone pillars, still standing, to show the older Bō-ism, preceding Buddhism, with its pillar and serpent workings. By such rites, and symbols, Buddhism was corrupted, and sun and moon worship added to its tenets, as we still see in the orientation of the more modern shrines (see Ceylon).

Ao. Aos. By this Damascenus means Ea, the Babylonian, and Akkadian, God of Ocean (see Ea).

Ap (see Ab). A root for "water": Akkadian Ab or Ap, "sea"; Persian ap, "water." Hence Ab-su "ocean stream" (see Apason).

Ap. Apap.Filter From an African root apparently, meaning "fire" (see Af, Afr, Ab). Osiris is called Ap in Egyptian, as is his resting place in Karnak (Thebes). Apap or Apophis (see Apophis) was a fiery serpent. An amulet with the solar skarabæus, or with Ptah, or with Thoth engraved on it, is also called an Apa.

Apara-jīta. A name of Vishnu, or Siva, the "unconquered."

Aparna. A name of Uma, wife of Siva, eldest daughter of

Himavat and Menā. It means "without a leaf"; and Uma was the "mother," or Yoni.

Apason. The Greek form of the old Akkadian Ap-su or Ab-su ("ocean stream") for the "abyss," in which nature generally was embraced before the creation. It is connected with Tiamat (or Tiamit), the she-dragon of "the deep," and of chaos. Over such watery abyss the spirit of Elohim (Gen. 1, 2) brooded on "the deep" (Tehim) in the darkness (see Ap).

Apastamba. An ancient writer of Sutras (see Vedas).

Apet. Egyptian [perhaps a feminine of Ap.—Ed.] A name of the mother goddess Maut, from whom sprang the ithyphallic Horus. She was represented as a hippocampus walking erect on the hind legs. She leans on an ankh, or a cross, and carries a knife (see Amt, and Apět).

Aphroditē. The Greek goddess corresponding to the Latin Venus (Sanskrit vasūna "desire") as a deity of love. The word is said to come from aphros "foam": for she rose from the ocean foam, and was beloved by Poseidon. She represented the principle of fertility (see Lejard, Culte de Venus). She was called Kupria from her beloved island Cyprus. She was, in one form, the daughter of Zeus and Dione; she is often the "rosy fingered" dawn which Albanians called Afer-dita; and is also the morning star. Though wedded to Hephaistos ("fire") she loved Ares, the god of war and storm (passion), by whom she had Phoibos, Deimos, Harmonia, Eros, and Ant-eros (names connected with solar and phallic ideas). Among her many lovers were Dionysos, Hermes, and Poseidon (or sun, star, and ocean): for love and desire were produced, in all the gods, by her kestos or "girdle"—an euphemism for the Kteis. She was awarded the prize of beauty by Paris on Mt. Ida. The red poppy, full of seeds, and the myrtle with its Yoni-form leaves, were sacred to her, as well as the rose that typified her charms. She carried the apple (see Apple), and among her emblems were the sparrow (lasciviousness), the dove (love), and the swallow of spring, as well as the swan. She loved and lamented Adonis (see Adon) the youthful sun god; and her legends are connected with those of Istar in Asia. The boar was sacrificed to her in Cyprus, and remains of such offerings have been discovered in the ruins of the shrine of Déméter at Knidos (see Boar).

Aphod. See Ephod.
Apia

The Skuthik (Scythian) name for "earth," according to Herodotus (iv, 110): the Georgian obi, and Latin Ops.

Apis Hapi. (See Animal Worship.) The Egyptian bull god, called Hapi-anhk, "Apis of Life": a young bull, selected as an incarnation of the ithyphallic Ptah or Osiris. As a symbol of generative life, the Apis might not live over 25 years: if he survived the limit, he was drowned in a cistern, and mummified in a special coffin placed, with those of his predecessors, in the Serapeum—a huge excavated chamber. He was then worshiped as an Anusar-Hapi (Osiris of Apis). His cow mother was said to be impregnated by celestial fire, and the spirit of Osiris was in him. Hebrews and others adored the images of similar bull-calves. In Memphis the Apis was black, with a white mark on the forehead, a crescent mark on the back, and one like a scarabæus beetle under the tongue. But at On (Heliopolis) a white bull was preferred. The Greeks regarded Apis as a son of Telkhi (the sun) and of Europa; or of Jason; or of Phoronæus ("fire"), or some other sun deity. He was pictured with the star, or the crescent, and with a serpent between his horns (as Siva carries Soma—the moon—at Som-nát, in India; or Osiris the crescent in Egypt, see Rivers of Life, ii, plate x, and xii, 10). His horns themselves denote the crescent, with the phallik snake (ureus) between them. Round his neck is hung the pierced Ait, or heart charm. Isis broods on his sturdy back. According to Faber (Cubiri, ii, pp. 150-162), the Apis rites were highly obscene. Pausanias thought that the original Apis appeared in Pallantium (a suggestive name), but the Greeks acknowledged that many of their gods, and rites, came from Egypt.

Aplu. In Etruria, a name for Apollo (see Apollo).

Apokaluptik Writings. "Revelations" forming a large collection, described by Renan as "Semitic phases of thought marking the senility of prophecy . . . gigantesque and sensational . . . strongly marked in Daniel (about 167 to 120 B.C.), and prevailing in the Sibylline Verses, Book iii" (about the same date)—see L'Antichrist. Besides the canonical "Revelation of St John" (about 70 to 90 A.D.), and the Shepherd of Hermas (which is hardly so to be classed), about 20 works of the kind are enumerated, including: the Book of Enoch (100 to 50 B.C.); the Ascension of Isaiah; the Apocalypses of Abraham, Moses (his Assumption), Isaiah, Paul, Peter, and Thomas; the 2nd Book of Esdras (or 4th Esdras in the Latin Vulgate), about 100 A.D.; the Sibylline books (of Alexandrian Jewish origin, and of various dates, from 150 B.C. to Christian times); the Verses of Com-
A.C.) accepted all the regular Apocrypha, excepting the Vision of Ezra (2nd or 4th Esdras as variously reckoned) and the Prayer of Manasseh. Alexandrian Jews freely accepted all books in the Septuagint, but those of Palestine only the books now called canonical by ourselves. Origen wrote in defence of the Story of Susanna in the 3rd century A.C.; and Cyprian of Carthage, in the same century, often quoted the Wisdom of Solomon. It appears to have been even known to the authors of the Epistle to Romans, and Epistle of James in the New Testament. This book was esteemed by both Christians and Jews (see Wisdom). It enunciates the longed-for doctrine of the immortality of the soul; not, however, in Solomon's age (1000 B.C.), but at earliest about 200 B.C. Luther added the regular Apocrypha to his Bible in 1534 A.C., but is said to have thrown a copy of 3rd Esdras into the Elbe, as containing "worthless fables." He also said that 2nd Makkabees "should never have been written"; and of the romance of Judith, that it was "a fictitious work like Homer's Iliad... a pleasant comedy." Its fanatical horrors remind us of the murder of Sisera by Jael (Judg. iv), though she is excused by Jews as having been assaulted by Sisera.

There are allusions in the Old Testament to about twenty books not definitely identified as parts of that work, but apparently regarded as quasi-divine, or as ancient sources. These were: Wars of Jehovah, Book of Jasher, The Constitution of the Kingdom, Solomon's 3000 Proverbs, Solomon's 1005 Songs, Solomon's Natural History, Solomon's Acts, Chronicles of King David, and those of Kings of Israel, and of Kings of Judah, histories by Samuel the Seer, and by Nathan and Gad the prophets, a prophecy of Abijah, Visions of Iddo, books of Shemiah, and Jehu, Isaiah's historical work, Hosea's sayings, and Lamentations of Jeremiah. There were no doubt many "sacred scriptures" of the Hebrews, besides those known to us. The canon of both Old and New Testaments only began to be fixed about the 4th century A.C. The inspiration of the Hebrew Old Testament only began to be asserted by followers of Ezra, probably about 350 B.C. The Synod of Laodicea in 360 A.C., probably made the first attempt at a list of what the Churches declared to be a written Revelation—rejecting (as popularly stated) the greater part of 500 works.

Apokruphal Gospels (and Epistles). Many of these were well known, and accepted, during the first four Christian centuries. Some retained their reputation even in the middle ages. At the Council of Laodicea (see preceding article) there were said to be more than 500 gospel MSS. examined. The remnants of the Apokruphal gospels include about 25 works known, either fully or through fragments and quotations. [To these we may add the supposed Legia (or "words") of Christ, and other fragments of the 2nd and 3rd centuries, found in torn papyri in Egypt. They do not give any sayings of primary value, and may be regarded, perhaps, as mere pious reflections. One famous saying, attributed to Jesus, seems to suggest the Pantheism of some Gnostic sect: "raise the stone and find Me: cleave the wood and there I am."—words which recall the mysticism of the Indian "Divine Loj."—En.] See as to these gospels Rev. W. R. Chariton (Un-canonical Scriptures), Rev. B. H. Couper (Apocryphal Gospels), and Rev. Baring Gould (Lost and Hostile Gospels).

Orthodox churches have always striven to suppress, or destroy, such apocryphal works, regarding the ideas and legends as "extravagant, absurd, grotesque, and legendary." But the more we study canonical gospels the less difference do we find between the character of their legends and those of the Apokrupha. We have non-canonical statements that Jesus made live sparrows out of mud; about the tree that bent down to shade and nourish the divine child; or the idols of Egypt that fell down before him. But these are not more extraordinary than the Virgin Birth, the sun darkened, the graves opening at the Resurrection, the Devil carrying Jesus to the top of the Temple to show him all the kingdoms of the earth, or the fish with money in its mouth. No such distinctions, as to supernatural wonders, affected the choice of writings to be included in the Christian Bible in the 4th century. Tradition says that the bishops disputed long over the matter, till the Emperor threatened to dismis the Council; and that finally four gospels, and various epistles, leapt on to the altar, or the episcopal table, and were accepted. Ireneaus (2nd century) specially approved the choice of four gospels "because the universe has four cardinal points." It was necessary to circumscribe the Canon within reasonable limits (as in the case of the Old Testament); and the bishops declared their selection to be the "Inspired Word of God." This selection comprised a few works agreeing, as far as possible, with the views of the majority of the clergy and educated classes. For the Bible was intended, not for the masses (who could not read), but for learned churchmen; and these knew and cared nothing for natural laws, or any of the other considerations that now lead us to reject many wonderful statements, and miracles were then regarded as natural events not well understood. It was then not thought wonderful that fire should burn without fuel; or that the waters of the Jordan should catch fire (as
one father reports), and the Holy Spirit appear poised above, when “a certain man named Jesus” was dipped therein by “a certain man named John.” Justin Martyr, and others, vouch for such burial, and the writer of Acts does for the statement that Stephen “saw the heaven opened, and Jesus at the right hand of God”—to say nothing of the strange vision of Paul, and that of Peter.

It has been thought that the “Gospel of the Hebrews” was rejected because it opened with words as to “a certain man named Jesus,” which no doubt differed from the mysticism of the first chapter of John’s gospel. But the “man Jesus” still stands in the Canon; and, in some MSS. of Luke, we read of his “father” Joseph. Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and others of the Church Fathers, quote the “Gospel of the Hebrews,” although the Holy Ghost is therein called the “mother of Christ.”

The chief apocryphal gospels (2nd to 9th centuries A.D.) include gospels of Matthias, of the Infancy, of Nicodemus, of the Egyptians, of Andrew, of the Twelve, of Apollos, of Barnabas, and of Bartholomew; gospels of the Gnostics (Basilides and Cerinthus), of the Ebionites, of Eve, of the Hebrews, of James the Greater, and of the Proto-James; of Judas Iscariot, of the Manicheans, of Marcion, of Perfection, of Peter, and Philip, of the Nativity of Mary, of Tatian, and of Thomas. [The most important non-canonical book yet found is that called the “Teaching of the Apostles” (about 100 A.D.), in which Jesus is called “a servant of God” (see Didache). The original text of this work (probably belonging to the Ebionite church of Bashan) was much altered, and expanded, later, in Latin translations, and “Constitutions of the Apostles.” But the distinction of non-canonical works was not confined to later writings, since it excluded the Epistle of Clement of Rome to the Corinthians, and the (probably early) Epistle of Barnabas—whatever we may think as to parts of the, evidently spurious, writings of Ignatius.—En.]

Apollo. Aplu. The youthful sun, yet one of the oldest of deities (fully treated in our Rivers of Life); like all sun-gods he was symbolised by menhir-stones, karns, and heaps, and worshiped in groves, and on hilltops, with fire and phallic rites. Like Osiris, or Siva, he was a nocturnal god as well as the day-sun. He conferred both life and death as a creator and a destroyer (by genial warmth, or burning heat); and Macrobius derived the world from the term Apollon ("dissolving" or "destroying"); but Apollo was a name older than such derivations. He was the Spartan Bela, Belis, or Belinus (which words—and perhaps the name Apollo also—came from the Aryan root Bhal to "shine," whence the Celtik Bel : we may compare also the Akkadian and Mongol Bül for "fire"; but these are quite distinct from the Semitic Belu (Baal) "lord."—En.]

The Scythians (Scythians) are said (in Greek) to have called Apollo the Boni-eleiai, and to have sung Paeans, or war chants, to him as did the Greeks. The Etruscans knew him as Aplu—named on six Etruscan mirrors of bronze (Dr Isaac Taylor, Academy, August 29th, 1887). He was called a son of Zeus (bright sky) and Leto (darkness, or perhaps "space"); like Jupiter Ammon he was called Karnian or "horned." His statues are various and beautiful; but early tribes were content to worship him as a cave—the mystic Orphic phallos (see Rivers of Life, plates x, xii). He was the brother of Artemis (the moon). His emblem was the hawk; and he was also the "far darter," with a silver bow (see Arrows), and the slayer of the dragon—like the Babylonian sun-god Marduk.

Apollonius of Tyana. This learned, pious, and travelled philosopher, a friend of the good, of emperors, nobles, and peoples, has been denounced as an impostor, as were Buddha and Christ, but only by a few ignorant or bigoted writers. He was born at Tyana in Galatia, west of the Kappadokian town of Bör. The ruins of Tyana are now called Kiz-Hissar. His birth occurred about 4 B.C. (the probable date of the nativity of Jesus): his native city was then famous for the worship of Zeus, whose shrine was built over the sacred thermal spring called the Asmabéon. The religious, and wonderful, works of Apollonius resemble the history of Pythagoras, or of Christ; but are perhaps better authenticated. He was a philosopher who had seriously studied men and their beliefs, travelling with this object to Assyria, Babylonia, and India, and from Greece to Italy and Spain, as well as to Egypt. He clung to the Buddhist teaching of Pythagoras (the western Buddha-guru, or "teacher of knowledge"); but he was a subtle philosopher, and a highly religious and just man. He made enemies only when duly opposed to tyranny, and injustice, even if offending an Emperor or a Proconsul. He was of noble birth, and descended from the royal founder of Tyana; he was however believed to be an incarnation of Proteus—the "foreteller of the future" who, according to the legend, tried to elude the seeker of (truth) by assuming divers disguises till (like truth) firmly grasped he took his true form. Proteus sprang from the sea, and slept among rocks, where his votaries might, by hard search, find him.

Apollonius was commonly regarded as a "divine being," so that his true history is overlaid with marvels. But Flavius Philostratos,
his biographer (172 to 250 A.D.), says that he disclaimed the miracles, sorceries, and magic deeds imputed to him; and this writer was a learned and accurate philosopher, who could only have desired to relate the truth in his 8 volumes of history. Philostratus, and Darius, friend of Apollonius, said that the wonders wrought by Apollonius did not involve the breaking of any natural law. The marvels, doubted by none, were exaggerated by rumour, though without intentional fraud or dishonesty. Such wonders were then generally credited, especially when connected with the healing art, which is still thought mysterious by the greater part of mankind. Apollonius was carefully educated by a philosopher of Taras, which city (south of his home) he left as a youth, being disgusted by its luxury, idleness, and vice. He retired to the small neighboring town of Aegae, where he lived a severely ascetic life, abjuring flesh and wine, and living on products of the soil. He wore scanty linen garments, without sandals, and with unshorn hair. He slept on the bare ground, and observed the Pythagorean penance of five years' silence, enduring these painful trials patiently—as did Buddha, under the Bothi tree, for seven years. During this period Apollonius studied all the philosophies of the day, generally in a cell of the temple of Asklepios. When 20 years old he was called away to settle the affairs of his father, at Antioch, who died leaving him an ample fortune, which he divided among poor relations. After reclaiming a disable brother he returned to his cell, and completed the five years of meditation. He then started on what he regarded as his mission to teach, and preach, throughout Asia Minor. Twenty years later he started for India. At Nineveh he met his first firm friend, and first biographer, Darius, an Assyrian. At Babylon he preached to the reigning monarch Bardanes; and thence passed on to Taxila the famous capital of the Panjab. King Phnortias (the Persian) received him, but his aim was to consort with the pious and learned; with Magi and gymno-sophists or Brahmins, whom he sought out, carefully studying their rites, doctrines, and philosophies. He thus profitably spent some five years, and we find him as a mature man of fifty—a true peripatetic, or "travelling" philosopher—teaching in Ionia, honored as a god, healing the sick, and even (it was said) raising the dead. He at least strove to alleviate the miseries of his fellow-men.

He passed on to Greece where he visited the shrines and oracles, disputing and preaching in the temples as one who had divine authority. He strove to penetrate the mysteries of Eleusis, and of the Cave of Trophonius; but bigoted priests opposed him, fearing his learning and skepticism. He visited Rome where Nero was persecuting reputed magicians, and nearly perished as one of these impostors. At last he escaped him through love of his learning; another was afraid to convict him, lest his supposed powers should make the very words of the indictment vanish from the paper. He travelled to Spain and Africa in pursuit of knowledge, and then returned to Athens where he was at last initiated into the Eleusinian mysteries. Thence he went to Egypt and Ethiopia; and at Alexandria Vespasian sought him out, as he taught, in that great centre of religion and philosophy, at the Serapeum temple. The future emperor begged his aid, and Apollonius answered that he had prayed to the gods to bestow on the empire a just and worthy ruler. This roused the enmity of the Stoikos (who were then deistros of a republic), and of the party of the reigning emperor; so that on his return to Ionia his righteous teaching, and his great moral influence, raised the wrath of the profligate tyrant Domitian. Titus (son of Vespasian) had begged of him a visit at Argos in Kilkik, and exacted a promise that he would see him in Rome. Domitian made charges against him, and Apollonius submitted to the law, and was taken as a prisoner to Rome, being accused of singularity in dress, of being regarded as a god, of praising the good and just Nerva (then likely to succeed Titus), and of having in his behalf sacrificed a child—a charge easily made against one who went about healing the sick. In 91 A.D. Titus died, and Domitian (his brother) became emperor. Apollonius, being brought before the tyrant, boldly praised the character of Nerva, and was sent back—loaded with chains—to prison. Though condemned he escaped, probably by the aid of friends; report however said that he made himself vanish from Rome, and appear the same hour at Puteoli near Naples. He returned to Greece, being forgiven, it is said, by the emperor; for the tyrant feared his supposed divine power. He is said to have foretold, and lived to see, the death of Domitian, who was assassinated in 96 A.D., when Nerva succeeded to the purple. This would make Apollonius 102 years old, at which age he is said to have died at Ephesus, being then regarded as a "very old and much honored saint." Rhodes, Crete, and other places, however, claim his last days, and Kretans said that he "ascended on high" at their temple of Diana Diktuna, when voices of angelic maidens were heard to cry "quint earth thou divine one, and ascend to heaven." Even Rome had hailed him as "incarnate Jove"—the populace crying "we have a god among us."
The account by Philostratus is based on the contemporary biography by Darius; on accepted traditions; and on such literature as the histories of Maximus of Perga, and Morraegenus, all these being in Greek. Eusebius and other Christian writers, however, did their best to discredit his life and teaching; but, for at least four centuries, he received divine honors in Asia Minor, in Greece, and among Italians. Lucan, his contemporary—author of the Pharnaces—and Lucian, speak of him as one of the great men of the world, though they discarded the marvellous deeds attributed to him by tradition. The learned Hierokles (Governor of Bithynia and an "eklektik" philosopher), in his work on the Love of Truth—written in 284-305 A.C.—advances many analogies between the histories of Apollonius and of Christ, a comparison in circulation in his days: he adds that though "no men are gods, nor even divine persons... yet many have shown that they were beloved by the gods." So too wrote Christian apologists who gave due praise to Apollonius. In 210 A.C. the Emperor and Empress, worshipping him with Orpheus and other great teachers, commanded Philostratos to write his true history, which was done without bias, according to Dr Ritter and Dr Jowett.

We see that Apollonius was born about the same time as Christ, and lived to the end of the century. He may have been near, if not in, Jerusalem about 30 to 34 A.C. His first journey (from Galatia to India) is said to have been completed in 46 to 48 A.C.; and a second journey to India in 45 to 50 A.C. Even in Judea men might be aware that the emperor Severus and his empress, called the Tyana sage "a divine Prometheus and a saviour of men"; and that his statues depicted him as an Apollo, to whom were decreed feasts and sacrifices—even, it is said, that of a virgin, whose "soul had found rest in his." Paul at least (among Christians) would have heard of Apollonius: for Tarsus (Paul’s home) is only 60 miles south of Tyana and the philosopher’s father was a wealthy citizen who took his son to Tarsus when he was 12 years old, so that then he came to know first the vices and frivolities of a city.

But Roman officials, Rabbis, and the illiterate, naturally took little notice of the ascetic philosopher; nor was there anything to attract Apollonius in Hebrew legends. The Christian belief in a god-man, sacrificed to appease the Almighty, would in the eyes of the philosopher represent only a repetition of well-known fables. Many temples were erected to Apollonius later; and that at Tyana was a favourite resort of pilgrims. Some of these shrines preserved scriptures as to his miracles and doctrines; and Dr Jowett says that "the narra-

tives are curiously coincident" with tales concerning Christ. The solar Proteus was said to have announced to a virgin her miraculous conception of a divine child (Apollonius); and at his birth a chorus of swans sang, while devils were cast out by him, the sick healed, and the dead raised. He was believed to be able to pass through walls, to vanish from court-house or prison, and to cause words to disappear from legal indictments: to appear to friends at a distance, and to foretell social and political events; he could awe beasts, men, and devils with a glance, and could pacify a riotous mob by waving his hands over it: the plague disappeared at his command; and he raised a noble’s daughter from the dead even in the midst of skeptical Rome. But his historian discards these later legends, and attributes the events to natural causes, and to his skill and learning. His story should however, according to the philosopher Ennepius, he styled the "advent of the god-man." Apollonius himself urged only the worship of a supreme and holy god, to whom no sacrifices should be offered, but only unspoken spiritual prayer. As a philosopher, taking his stand in the highest thought of his age, he laid down no dogmatic system, and could not therefore be expected to found a sect, or a creed, like one who spoke to peasants in simple and homely phrases. In a few centuries the teaching of Apollonius became, therefore, merged in the great tide of advancing philosophy and civilisation. His youthful Pythagorean proclivities, his life-long travels, and pains-taking researches in India (where Buddhism was reigning supreme) explain to us the Buddhist influence on the West (which perhaps yet earlier was connected with Essene customs in Judea); and thus our arguments are historically confirmed, as regards the widespread influence of the sages in the groves of Buddha-gaya.

Apophis (see Ap, Apap). This mythical serpent of the Libyan desert was called (Osborn, Mon. Hist. Egt., ii, p. 52) kastatas or "spearred." [Apap is represented in Egyptian pictures as pierced with spears or knives by Horus.—Ed.] In the Ritual of the Dead the gods tie Apophis in knots, and drag him away exhausted. He is the "old serpent" like many other dragons.

Apple. This fruit plays an important part in mytholog, and is connected with sexual matters. The Teutonic name (adopted in Ireland and Wales)—the word being connected with the root Fick, a "ball" (aballus) or "small round thing." In Italy Pomeia (the "apple" goddess) was the deity of fruit—a Venus on whose altars three apples usually lay, while another was held in her hand. Gubernatis (Mythol. des Plantes, ii, p. 301) says that the apple (Hebrew Toppus, Arabic Tufluh)
Apple

was identified with the fruit of Adam, and that it is purely phallic in meaning. Servius remarked (he says) that the male testicles were called *mala* (plural of *malum* “apple”). The betrothed maiden of Hungaro-Slav race receives from her lover a ring, in exchange for one that she gives him, and she then offers him an apple, as “the essential symbol of all nuptial gifts.”

The apple symbol is both ancient and modern, and is universal. When the first bride of a Chinese emperor was married, on 26th February 1889, “after she was led into the royal hall, where she accepted the marriage contract, the golden sceptre, and seal, and sat down in the imperial chair, she was offered by princesses a fumigated apple, and this placed her in the position of pleasing God (Chinese Court Circular). She was then carried into the inner palace, where her chair was sanctified by passing it over a brazier of live coals (an ancient fire rite); and the princesses, asking her to alight, again presented an apple, with a precious bottle containing pearls and coins. She was now at the threshold of the bridal chamber, where were placed a saddle, a bow, and an arrow, near the Emperor who was in full dress. He seized the bow, and shot his arrow at the saddle, from the doorway; and then removed the bride’s veil. The princesses led her into the room, and placed her on the left side of the bed, the Emperor going to the right. As they sat facing each other cups of wine were given them, which they drank, touching the cups together, before all retired.

Ancient and modern Keltic lore abounds in Apple symbolism, as in Bruce’s poem on the old “tale of Levina,” connected with Loch Leven (“low lying lake”), whose name may account for the favourite Scottish Lavinia for a maiden’s name. According to the old poem, this maid’s duty was to strew the bridegroom’s path with roses, and green things, gathered on an enchanted mound, where flourished a very sacred green tree, guarding the “low lying” nymphæum. It was here that all brides must search for, and gather, two golden apples as “the pledge of fertility, nuptial delights, and concord.”

In every land the sun was the apple of the heavens (see Agenor), the fertiliser of all that lives. According to the well-informed Roumanians (a Christian legend founded on older myths) Jesus would once not sleep on the Virgin’s bosom, and so gave him two apples to play with, both of which he threw into the air, where one became the sun, and the other the moon: thereby she knew that he would become the lord of heaven (Gubernatis, as above). There are also mythological connections between *malum* “apple,” *malum* “evil” (sexually), and *malus* “the mast” which is the Lingam in India, while the Arab “mast of the ship” (*Sāri-el-merbeh*) is also the phalus in popular speech. Lejard says that “the apple was sacred to all ancient peoples as the emblem of generation,” because it was held to be an aphrodisiac, and ripened in autumn—a time when demons were abroad to hinder generation. It was (some say) the disturbing element in Eden, as also among Homer’s gods (the apple of discord); but according to others the “fruit” which tempted Eve was the lemon or citron—the fruit of the *Hadas* “tree” (Levit. xxiii, 40) as explained by Rabbis, which was used at the Feast of Tabernacles. This is the sacred *Trun*, or citron, which came from Mogador still, to the number of 9000 citrons, to supply the needs of Jewish Europe in 1890 (Anthrop. Inst. Journal, August, 1891). These, bought for some 4 shillings in Mogador, were sold for a guinea for two in England. The *Trun* is pale yellow, or greenish, with only one pip, and rather larger than a lemon. This however is not the same as the sweet scented apple (*Tappush*) of the Song of Songs (Cant. viii, 8). The apple is still a love-token in Servia, presented by the lover to his lady-love. Sometimes he lays an apple on the family table, with coins inside, for consideration of the parents (see other legends in Anthrop. Inst. Journal, May 1892, p. 408).

Apron (see Freemasonry). This is connected (see Gen. iii, 7) with other ideas of girdles, the sacred thread of Hindus, and the Persian *Kusti*, or the *Ketos* of Aphrodite, all being wonder working emblems. The first apron was the fig-leaf; and wild races wore bark aprons, or skins (like our Highlanders), or feather girdles like the Polynesian, and Mexicans, adorned with strange amulets (compare Exod. xxvi, 42). In all cases these cover the sacred pudenda.

Apsāras. Sanskrit. The “water movers” or “water carriers,” heavenly nymphs, or clouds (Persian Hurānī Bēshist, whence the Moslem Hūrīs) created by Brahmā, and led by Rhemba (the thunder cloud). They were daughters of Kāṣyapa and Muni, and included 14 *gūnas* or “groups.” Out of forty-eight 34 were earthly and unchaste, and 10 were divine. They were variant forms of the Gandharvas (see Gandharvas), who were males, but like them unchaste. Both assisted at the drunken Soma fêtes of the gods. Without the soft yielding snakes, clouds of fertility is impossible in all mythologies. The Skandinavian Valkyries, and the swan maidens, who (like the Hūrīs) brood over slain heroes, were the same. In the Ramāyana, and the Purānas, the Apsāras are said to spring from ocean—as the Hindus said in pre-scientific days. The Āstras, or divine “spirits,”
Apt

Aptu (see Apec). Egyptian. The water monster, or hippopotamus; and also the ark in which the solar hero Osiris (like Moses or Sargama) floats. The Aptu of Thebes floated near the island of Philae, containing the organs of the creator Aptu—a form of Amen-ra. Apo or Apuat, is also a name of Osiris, as "opener of roads," and lord of the southern skies; and Apuat is apparently the sky, or watery expanse (see Ap). Apuat, as Osiris, is usually a jackal god (see Anubis) seated on a throne, and holding the flail, and the crook (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Socy, June 1899).

Aquarius. The water carrier, the constellation which the sun entered in January (see Arias and Zodiak).

Ar. Er. Ur. [We must distinguish two roots here. First Ar ur "light"—Aryan Ar "burn"; Akkadian Ur, Turkish ur, or ur "dawn" (Turanian): Semitic urr "light." Secondly Ar ur "noble," manyan or Ar ur "man" (as in Armenian ayr "man"); Turanian ur "man" (in Akkadian, and in Turkish); and Semitic ur "lion" or "hero." In Turanian-Kassite Uru or Urus was the "sun" (probably the Turkish ur or "to beam"); and the root Ra is connected, in the Semitic Rash "to see," and Egyptian Re for "day."—Ed.] Er was thus naturally an Armenian hero (see Semiramis). Ar appears to be an imitative root for the "roaring" of bulls, lions, leopards, tigers, or the growl of a dog—see the Hebrew awr "lion" and the Akkadian ur "dog." It was thus appropriate for all roaring deities, and fire gods. Adonis the sun god was the Arios of Ktesias. Area is also the same as Mars—a god of storm and battle shouts (see Ur).

Ara (Latin). Aras (Greek). A "high or noble place" (see Altar).

'Arabia. Arabic, from 'Arab "desert." This applies to-day to the greater part of the continent, and to such early notices as are known, though "Araby the blest and mother of nations" (Yaman, or Arabia Felix) still shows the remains of buried cities. The vast multitudes swarming north at various periods (from the over-populated deserts) have only been held in check by Turanian, and Yaman, heroes from mid Asia. The Æd, Thamud, M'am, and Sabean tribes, developed the language and cults of Arabia. Some regard Sargina as leading Semitic Arabia north, perhaps about 3800 B.C. [Dr Hommel also makes the 1st Dynasty of Babylon—about 2250 B.C.—Arab; but these views have been much disputed.—Ed.] No doubt the northern Minyans, and Mineans were offshoots of the Mainoai of Yaman in the south of Arabia—one of Strabo's "four great nations," ruling from Karna on the Red Sea—a site not now known. Ptolemy also calls the Mainoai "great people," whose territory, he, and Diodorus say, extended along the S. of Arabia, embracing Safar (Defir) a famous port (see Yaman).

Some confusion exists in recent writings as to this word. The Minyans of Lake Van, and the Mineans of Asia Minor known to Greeks, have no connection with the Mainoai of Arabia. Even in Arabia two sites are confused—namely Main ("springs") in the south, and Mis'an ("the den") near Petra in the North. These are topographical and not ethnic terms, like Ma'on in the tribe of Judah, and Beth Ma'on in Moab. The inscriptions of M'am, near Petra, have been called Minean; and many doubtful theories have been proposed, by Glaser and others, connecting these with the Mineans or M'am people, of the south and of the classic.—Ed.] Dr Sayce (Contemporary Rev., Dec. 1889) corrects the popular impression (as did M. F. Lenormant long before) that Arabia was solely a country of nomads and desert. North Arabia was invaded by the Assyrians of the 8th century B.C. In 24 A.D. Eliaus Gallus, the Roman governor of Egypt, tried to win the country of powerful Arabian kings, whose ports had long received, and transmitted to Egypt and Syria, the riches of India and Abyssinia. Gathering the tribes of Nabateans, from near Petra, the adventurous Roman promised to his hosts the gems and gold of Arabia; and they pushed on into the deserts only to perish by hunger and disease. Yet they gained for the west the first real knowledge of Arabian Deserta.

In 1810 Seetzen brought home inscriptions read, in 1841, by Gesenius, and Roediger, which were found to be Semitic, representing the language and script of the Himyär, or Hamyär, race—the classic Homéri—who occupied Yaman in the S.W. corner of Arabia, with Sabean, and (further east) Aradite (in Hadramaut—see Hebrew Hazramath or "region of death"); and we now have others from near the ancient Mahrah (close to Saba) which Strabo calls the "cradle of the Sabean race." These were brought by Armand in 1841; while Halévy in 1869 obtained 500 texts in the same place; and Dr Glaser collected over 1000 texts, more recently, at Márīb or Māriāba.
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[The dated Sabean texts go back to the 3rd century B.C.—Ed.] The capital of the Minimans in the south was at Mā'in, north of Khāulan (Havilah, Gen. x, 39), on the great trade route from Saba to Makkah. The Sabean kings claimed not only Omán at the entrance of the Persian Gulf, but also the capital of Karmania (Hormazd), and probably controlled the land route through Gedrosia, and other regions, to India (see Ophir). Dr Glaser shows that Sabean chiefs were \textit{Ma`akīm} ("priests") or "\textit{pmy-ers}"); and the "Kings of Saba and Rādān" were supreme in South Arabia when these texts were written. One of the Kings of Saba, noticed in Himyar texts, bears the same name found on an Assyrian tablet of Sargon (715 B.C)—the latter was however ruling nearer to Syria. Coins of Sabaeans and Himyarites are known, dating apparently from the 4th to the 2nd centuries B.C.

Ptolemy mentions Hejra as a Thamudite town of Nabateans (see Doughty's Arabia, p. 188); and Thamudites assisted Romans in our 5th century, and also were subject to Saba (see Yaman). Even as early as 1000 B.C. the Queen of Sheba came north, by land, to visit Solomon; and in the 8th century B.C. Tiglath Pileser III marched into North Arabia from Edom. In later days—the time of Muhammad—and down to the present time, Jewish tribes have existed on the shores, such as the Haberkani (see Jewish World, 6th April 1883) whom some regard as genuine Hebrews, living in Arabia from ancient times. They are big men, and the tribe is much feared, and does not associate with other Jews. As they keep holy the 7th day (not the 6th like Islamic) they are called \textit{Arab Sibli}. They wear fringed garments; and use Hebrew in prayer; and worship at the tombs of Sadiks or Saints.

The Mā'in texts (Doughty and Glaser) in the north mention Gaza apparently as a western trade depot. The Teima texts in the north are in an Aramaic alphabet and language, and are sometimes called Lakhāya, after kings noticed in the inscriptions (see Contemporary Rev., December 1890). Those of S. Arabia, differing in script and language from the preceding, include the names of 33 Minimans. [One important text (Halley, 535 and 578) refers to "great ones" named \textit{Amnisad} and \textit{S'ad}, from Musān (perhaps Egypt), engaged in trade with Egypt, and Assyrus, and the lands "beyond the river." It is a votive inscription to \textit{Athār} (Istar) on occasion of an attack on their caravan by the hosts of Saba and Khāulan, at a time when the "Lord of Yammah" (Yam) was fighting Shamat ("the north"). The only evidence of date is found in the characters used, which do not seem to be very early.—Ed.] Another text speaks of lаuаns—apparently priests—a word from the same root as Levi ("the band").

The following genealogical table represents the connection of Semitic races, according to Genesis (x, 26-29), and to Arab tradition:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c|c|c|c}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luth's Eber</td>
<td>(&quot;over&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aram</td>
<td>(&quot;high&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arphaxad</td>
<td>(&quot;limit of conquest&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Amelek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gether</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Uz}</td>
<td>(&quot;going out&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Yah}</td>
<td>(&quot;crossing&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peleg</td>
<td>(&quot;division&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jokshan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheba (Saba)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

The beginnings of races must be more or less conjectural. [F. Lenormant, remarking on the adoption of Babylonian gods in Arabia—such as Istar, Sin, and Nebe—and on the appearance of pyramids in the south, described as being like those of Babylonia, distinguishes the languages of Eastern and Western Arabia (see Lettres Assyri., ii). The former use s, as in Assyrian and Babylonian, where the latter use the Heh, as in Hebrew and Phoenician. Hence he supposes the east coasts to have been peopled from Babylonia, and the west from Palestine and Edom. In Genesis only the North-West Arabs are claimed to be of Hebrew descent. The earliest architecture in the north, and the alphabets there found, appear to show Aramean and Syrian influence, while those of the Sabaeans and Himyarites are distinct.—Ed.]

The later Arabs are distinguished as "pure," or as \textit{Musta'-Arab} and \textit{Musta'-Arab}, or "Arabised," which signifies mixed peoples. The Hamyār ("brown" or "ruddy") were probably "pure" Arabs—settled peoples, traders, and writers, who (from Saba) crossed to Abyssinia. The Musta'arab peoples were the nomads—the \textit{Abh-Edhu} ("people of the waste" in Arabic) as contrasted with \textit{Abh-Hady} or "people of the enclosures." The Arab sects are now numerous (see Wahhābis): "all along the Persian Gulf (see Encycl.}
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Brit., 1876) ... a considerable proportion of the inhabitants are not Muhammadans at all ... but Khawārij or 'seeders,' belonging to the Karmathian school" (Moslem mystic philosophers): "in Oman ... Wahhābeism has made good its footing ... for detailed accounts of the Karmathians the reader may, with advantage, consult Silvestre de Sacy's admirable treatise on the Bataceyab, or secret sects ... prefixed to his history of the Druzes." "Lastly, paganism, or rather fetishism that takes for its scope a stone, a tree, or some natural object, appears to exist in Mahrāb, in the S. Jowf, and in various small half-isolated spots on the borders of the great desert of Dahna. Vestiges of ... the worship of heavenly bodies are said to linger among the wilder Bedoin tribes, who even yet compute the year by the rising of Soheyl, or Canopus, and prostrate themselves to the morning sun."

The old stocks may be considered as follows:—

1. 'Ād. The northerners who were perhaps first to displace a small dark race of earlier date in Arabia (see 'Ād). They appear in the Korān as proud inhabitants of Irem, stricken by God. Tradition says they were "mail clad, well disciplined, and numerous, such as no nation could withstand." They were great builders. Their last kingdom is said to have been Al-Akab in Hadramaut. They are called by such names as Shaddād "strong," and 'Abd-shams "servant of the sun." But we cannot expect to learn much about this ancient S. Arabian race.

2. Thamūd. This lost race (historically found further north than 'Ād), rejected a prophet Sāleh according to the Korān. They appear to have held the W. coasts called Yathribah, but were found chiefly between the Ḥajāz, the Najjd, and Syria, to the N. and E. of Madīna. They were believed to have made, and dwelt in, mountain caves, and to have carved texts with accompanying figures on pillars and doorways—perhaps as early as 500 B.C. (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 515 and 510).

3. Ta'am and Jādī. History is silent as to these and other tribes, but Taam seems to have adored the star Al-dabaran.

4. 'Amalek. Traditionally this people from the north (see 'Amalek) lived at San'ā ("the tank") in Yaman, and seized the country round Makka, and in Yathribah, and Ḥaibar, and other parts of the Ḥajāz. Some said they came from the Persian Gulf before Yŏkṭan entered the Ḥajāz.

5. Yŏkṭan. The Old Testament Yŏkṭan, the Arabic Kaḥšān.

Josephus (Ant., i, vi, 4) says that they went to India. Yŏkṭan means "small," or younger, branch of the race of 'Eler. From the marriage of Islam'ael to a daughter of Joktan sprang (according to S. Arabian tradition) Adīnā, and the Korēsh tribe—guardians of the Kaḥšāb of Makkah, from whom the Prophet was descended.

The kingdom of the Sabeans and Himyarites (already noticed) endured till about 529 A.C., when it was overthrown by the Abyssinian Arabs (see Abyssinia). Māreb, or Saba, their capital, is said to have been destroyed, after 1500 years, by the bursting of a great dam; and San'ā, the present chief town, was then built. Persia seized on this region (Yaman) in about 603 A.C.; and the Moslems in 634 A.C. The Sabeans were very prosperous as traders in our 2nd century, reaching even the Zambesi River in S. Africa (see Mr O'Neill's paper, Scot. Geog. Mag., Feb. 1886).

The Islām of Arabia still half believe in the old stone worship; and even their prophet observed such rites (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 535, 571, and Mr Wake's paper, Anthrop. Institut. Journal, Feb. 1882). Sir R. Burton (Pilgr., i, 5) noticed strange rites even in Makkah itself. Sir L. Pelly speaks of an Arab tribe in the S.E. called Sulībah or "cross" worshipping people. After the death of the prophet many, even of the settled population, apostatised (Burton's Pilgr., ii, p. 109; and Sir W. Muir's Annals of Caliph.). Col. Conder, after six years' study of Arabs in Palestine, writes in 1891 (of the nomads in Moab) that "they have little religion beyond a belief in the presence of ancestral spirits, and of demons in general. They are very rarely seen to pray."

The real "children of the desert" are the inveterate, and much feared, foes of the orthodox, especially of pilgrims, and are dominant in Arabia, even over the Sultan's government. They yield only to the superior power of Wahhābi princes. They exact blackmail from the Sultan's officials when these travel; and, though the "Sultan of Rūm" is nominal head of the faith, not one of them has attempted the pilgrimage to Makkah, because of these marauders. The Fatimite Khalifs of Cairo were the last Moslem rulers to enter the Arabian deserts. High officers of state accompany the Mahmal (see 'Aks) from Egypt yearly; but on one occasion they refused the customary payment to the nomads, and found the pass barred, next season, by 40,000 Bedu, who assembled in the Ḥajāz hills, and, after slaying most of the pilgrims, exacted their tax and its arrears. They glory in the name kārāmāt ("robber"), and are ever ready to destroy the Faithful—especially near Madīna and Makkah. They do not
respect the Makka Haram, or "sacred" region stretching 40 to 145 miles from the shrine. "Their demands are extortionate," says a reviewer (Jewish Quarterly, October 1886), "and must be weekly conceded, without dispute, and with as little delay as possible: their subsistence is mainly derived from levies remorselessly exacted from those whose only business in their lands is the fulfilment of the precepts of the Prophet." Their name is continually used by the leaders of the Haj pilgrimages to terrify, and hurry on, the pilgrims. These pilgrims search for, and murder, any enquiring Jew or Christian who attempts to reach their Zion; but the Bedu (or "desert men") slaughter indiscriminately all who visit their lands without paying.

Buryard (Beloins, ii, p. 361) said that the only traces of Islam among these nomads are found in a few personal names, while those commonest for their children embody titles of the ancient gods and goddesses of pre-Islamite times. They do not observe the distinction of the months (see Month), but attack enemies as readily in Ramadan as in other months, in spite of the Koran (ii, 185): the sacred months indeed present their special opportunity. They eat what the orthodox call carrion—animals not killed with the usual rites. They swear with Hajazi (or pagan) oaths, and adhere to the strictly forbidden ordeals, such as licking red hot iron (their Salih or "scarification" in proof of courage); and they lent their wives to strangers like Tartars and others (Buryard, ii, p. 378).

Most Arabs still use tribal marks for property (seedm; plural a'asim), and are, as a rule, unable to read, or to explain the origin of these. Their oldest marriage custom is said (by Prof. W. Robertson Smith: Kinship and Marriage in Arabia) to resemble the Nair polyandry of S.W. India. This is the Arab šadaq, according to which the woman lived in her own house, receiving visits from those she chose, and rearing her own children (see Basivis). If she preferred one man this, with his consent, became a Mo't marriage, or temporary union such as is noticed in the early days of Islam (and exists in Persia and India). The polyandrous unions are noticed early among Sabeans. The Mo't recalls the Beena of Ceylonese, when a woman consents for a time to be faithful to one man. The Be'balah marriage (chiefly among the upper class originally) makes the wife a "mistress" of the house, and confers rights of property—as among Hebrews and Babylonians (see Be'id). It was called by Arabs 'asika, or "service from the mother's kin, and was consecrated by vowing a male child to the tribal god (as the first born was vowed to Yahweh among Hebrews). Muhammad favoured the 'Asika marriage as the most honourable kind of union.

With reference to the art of writing in Arabia, the reader may consult Dr Isaac Taylor's invaluable work on the Alphabet. He distinguishes the North Arab from the South Arab alphabet. The former he derives from the Aramean alphabet, which found its way to Edom. This we can only admit as applying to the later written characters—which alone have been discovered. A great trading community like the Sabeans could not exist without some form of writing. [Perhaps they used kuneiform first, though these characters are unknown in Arabia—see Amarna.—Ed.] Dr Taylor (Alph., i, p. 265) says that the early Arabic characters came from the Aramean script, which prevailed at Makka about the 7th century A.C., when the Koran was written down. It has swallowed up all other Semitic alphabets, and is the official character of all Moslem countries, adapted to the pronunciation of Turkish, Persian, and other tongues (p. 313). There were two alphabets early used by Moslems. One is the Kufik (named from the town of Kufa), which is used in the oldest texts of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (688-692 A.C.), and occurs on coins of Khalifs about the same time, as also in a Christian text of Bashan before the Moslem conquest. It has been thought to be derived from the Palmyrene—as is the later Syriak. The other alphabet is the Naskhi, which is found in passports of 133 A.H. or 751 A.C. This sprang from the Makka script, derived from the Nabatean Aramaik of the North Arabs near Petra. These Arabs had "a not inconsiderable literature in the 4th century B.C.," and were powerful enough to defeat Antigonus, the Greek general, in 312 B.C. The Sinaitic inscriptions of the 3rd century A.C., or earlier, are of the same origin.

But the Arabs of Saba (Sheba) were apparently traders as early as the time of Solomon (1000 B.C.); and Dr Taylor holds that the South Semitic alphabet must have separated off from the parent Phoenician before the 6th century B.C. [The so-called Minaean texts, in S. Arab characters, do not, however, seem to be as early, since they distinguish letters which are not distinguished in any of the older known alphabets, but in later Sabaean, Arabic, and Gheez.—Ed.] The South Arabic alphabet compares closely with the South Asika alphabet of India (250 B.C.), which Dr Taylor supposes to have been introduced by Sabean traders; while the North Asika script is of Aramean origin, reaching N. India from Persia. If the South Arab (or Sabaean) character was thus able to spread so far east, it is probable that it would extend northwards also, in Arabia, to meet the Aramean; and an earlier connecting link is recognised by Dr Taylor in the Safa texts S. of Damascus (about 100 A.D.), which show the...
Arafāt

Phoenician connection. The Sabean language presents very early features of Semitic speech, connecting it with Hebrew and Assyrian. From their alphabet came the script of the Gheez, or “emigrants” of Abyssinia, as known in the 4th century a.C.; and thence the later Amharic (see Abyssinia). The Sabean texts of Axum, in Abyssinia, were found by Rüppel in 1850, and by Mr Best later. The most important dates from the 5th century A.D. It records the victory of “Hālem, King of Axum, of Himyar, and of Raʾīdān, of Saba, and Salben,” over the king of the Falāshāh (Abyssinian Jews). The Axum kings ruled part of Arabia Felix in alliance with Justinian (527 to 565 A.D.), and from their alphabet came the Ethiopic and Amharic.

We must remember also that Europe owes its numerals to the Arabs, who brought them from Northern India; and its algebra (Al-geber or “the power”), with other arts and sciences. The first treatise on arithmetic was written by the Moorish Arab, Muhammad ben Mūsa, in the reign of the Khalif Al-Ma’mūn (813 to 833 A.D.), and translated at Fṣa in 1202, and at Florence in 1299 A.D. The science was known in Arabic in the 8th century of our era (see further Taylor’s Alphabet, i. p. 351, and ii. p. 263; and, for Arab extension to Mashonaland, and the comparison of Zimbabwe ruins with those of Arabia, see Africa).

'Arafāt. Arabic, “recognitions,” “knowings.” The council hill at the entrance of the gorge leading to Makka (see Adam, and Makka) a very sacred place of worship for Islām—a natural lingam close to a natural Yoni. Here, after 200 years of wandering, the repentant Adam “recognised,” or “knew,” Eve according to Arab tradition.

Aragā. Sauskrit. The solar form of Vishnu as Rudra “the destroyer”—the burning midsummer sun.

Arahāt. The third and highest stage of Budha-hood, or wisdom, when insight has been attained into the seven highest branches of knowledge, including “Impermanency: Inherent Pain: the Absence of Self (or of individuality) in the conceptions, or component things” (Rīys Davids, Hībert Lect., 1881). The first stage is mere self culture, restraining the lower morals or Pāncaśīta, and is binding on all Buddhists, clerical or lay. The second stage is reached only by the mendicant order; virtue and morality are part of their nature.

Arāl. Arālim. Ariel. Jerusalem is called Ariel (Isaiah xxix, 2) not as meaning “lion of god,” but probably to be rendered “hearth of god.” Dr Neubauer and Dr Sayce (Atheneum, Oct. 9th, 1888),
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think that for Arālim or “valiant ones” (Isaiah xxxiii, 7) we should understand Arālim or “inhabitants of Jerusalem.” [Bustorff however derives Arōl in the latter passage, with the Ariel of 2 Sam. xxviii, 20, rendered “valiant,” as coming from the root Arō (see Ar); and according to the Targum it also meant an “ambassador.”—Ed.] On the Moabite stone, about 900 B.C., Mesha, King of Dibon, is made to say: “I brought (from the city of A’retōth) the Arōl of Dodah (a person or a deity), and dragged it (or him) before Kcemosh. . . . I seized Nebo, and took thence the Arāl of Yahveh, and dragged them before Kcemosh.” This is thought to refer to images, or altars of deities [but the translation is difficult, and if the Arālim were “heroes,” or “ambassadors,” a human sacrifice may be intended.—Ed.]

Aram. Hebrew: “highland.” The term applied to the highlands of Syria and Assyria. Padān-Āram was the “field of high land” near Haran; and Aram-Naharaim was the “plateau of two rivers” (the Tigris and Euphrates) in the same region. The language of these regions is known as Aramaean, or Aramai. In the Bible (2 Kings xviii, 26) this is translated “Syrian language” (but seems rather to mean Assyrian). The Aramaic is first known at Samala in N. Syria (800 B.C.), and afterwards on weights, and tablets, of the 8th and 7th centuries B.C. in Assyria and Babylonia, showing a population (perhaps of Syrian merchants) speaking a dialect different from Assyrian or Babylonian. The Aramaic was used by the Jews, from the 5th century B.C., as their common dialect (in Palestine, Egypt, Asia Minor, and Babylonia), and by the Rabbis in the Talmud commentaries (300 to 800 A.D.), when Hebrew was a dead language.
[It is grammatically an older dialect than Hebrew, as Sir H. Rawlinson has remarked.—Ed.] In later literature the Aramaic is divided into dialects. I. Eastern Aramaic (once called Chaldean) as found in the Book of Daniel for instance. II. Western Aramaic (or Syrian) which the Jews used commonly from the time of Ezra (about 400 B.C.), and which was the parent of the Palmyrene dialect, and of later Syriac. About the Christian era this Aramaic prevailed all over Syria and Asia Minor. In our 4th and 5th centuries, a considerable Syriac literature developed; but with the rise of the Khalif this gave place to Arabic, and had become unintelligible to any but the learned by the 12th century. III. Samaritan—a rough mixture of Aramaic and Hebrew [or an early Aramaic dialect like that of Samala.—Ed.] IV. Sabian or Nasarene, the dialect of the Sabian heretical Christians (“baptisers”), and of Mandite Gnostics, near the Euphrates. V. Palmyrene (about 1st to 5th centuries A.D.) at Palmyra. VI. Egyptian
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Aramaic common in the Ptolemaic times (from about 300 B.C.) among Jews, and other Semitic writers, in Egypt. The Aramaic alphabets (including Palmyrene, square Hebrew, and Syriac) all developed from the older Phoenician, the earliest texts being those above noticed at Samala, and in Assyria, where these letters occur side by side with kuneiform characters (see also Arabia as to these alphabets).

Arana. Arani. The Arani (plural) are the two sticks necessary to kindle sacred fire among Aryans. They should be of the Ficus Religiosa. The stick which was used for rubbing was the Arāna (see Pramatha), working in the trikha, or stick rubbed or “furrowed.” From these, according to the Vedas, “sprang the child of energy, the fire which gives life, if rubbed in by the energy of man” (Indian Antiquary, Aug. 1891). The Arani probably gave a name to the Iranians, as fire worshipers (including Persians and Indian Aryans); for Arnas and Tritaus are two of the most distinct Aryan tribes in the Rig Veda (see Mr Hewitt’s “Early India” in Royal Asiatic Soc’y. Journal, April 1889). The Aranas, or Firestick, is also connected with the Svastika (see Svastika). The fire stick is called the Inī (penis), or the Werem (male one) by natives of the Torres Straits and of North Australia (see Journal Anthropol. Inst., Feb. 1890, p. 385).

Aranya. Sanskrit. A forester or wild man. The term also applies to beasts in forests, or to holy men who have retired from the duties of life for contemplation. The Aranya, or forest life, is the last stage in the career of a pious Brahman. The term applies to them even in the Rig Veda. Aranyanis were goddesses or holy women (see Index, Rivers of Life).

Ararat. This holy mountain was a western Kailasa (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 357, fig. 156). Ararat, and Eden, says Lenormant (Contemporary Review, 1881) were (like) “the Meru of the N.E. Panir.” In Hebrew, Ararat included the Armenian district round the mountain. In the Behistun texts this is called Urartu. It is the Arrard of Moses of Khorenē (the Armenian historian); and perhaps the Ararodians of Herodotos were properly Arrar-tians. It is explained as Kardu, or Karhā, in the Pehlītto-Syriac version of the Pentateuch, and in Jewish Targuma. The Kairūn of Josephus is, according to Lenormant, an error for Kardūn, pointing to the Gordanian mountains of Kurdistan as Ararat, where (says Berosus) the vessel of Xisuthros—the Babylonian Noah—rested. [The traditional Ararat is a snowy mountain, near Lake Van, 17,000 feet high.—Ed.]

Aras. Sanskrit. The nuptial couch (see Altar and Ar).
doors and windows, or on altars, were devices to perplex demons, whose nature it is to pass nothing that they cannot count or unravel. Embroidered charms, such as the fleur-de-lis, or the cross, for like reason must adorn altars, columns, masts, rugs, and robes, as is still openly avowed by the lower classes of Italy, Spain, and Greece (see Mr Leland's notes, Asiatic Quarterly, January 1898).

The Rig Veda is believed to have been orally known about 1500 to 1800 B.C.; and it mentions great buildings and cities of the (Turanian) Divyas and Astras (as they called them in Aryan speech), in the “lands of the seven rivers,” together with “great and numerous castles of the Sambara” (or enemies of Aryan), and again “iron castles,” or “castles strong as iron” (see Muir's Sanskrit Texts, ii, pp. 383-389; and Edinburgh Rev., October 1882). A Davana, or Daitya, called Maya is said to have been the “architect of the hated Asuras.” Such a builder the poor Aryans must employ for the palace of the early Aryan Pandus (see Pandus). In the later Upa-Veda the Sapatapth, and the Silpa-sastra, architecture is more fully treated; these were said to have been written by Visva Karma and Siva. The Aryans in India first, probably, adopted the architecture of Dravidian and Indo-Chinese races, as Greeks did that of earlier Asiatic civilised people. No Aryan or Semitic peoples built durable monuments till they had been taught by Turanians.

The lack of historic materials, before the time of Alexander the Great, only allows us to say with diffidence that many solid buildings were erected in North India “at least some centuries before 500 B.C.” The early architecture of Bharhut, Sanchi, and Amravati is Dravidian; and late Aryan structures show a degeneration to wooden beams and roofs. These again were closely imitated in stone in later sacred caves. It is possible to trace this imitation of wooden originals in rock-cut Chaityas, and Rathas, of Mahâ-balipuram; and in many Buddhist Vihaaras or monasteries. We may well believe however that, before the coming of Dravidian races from the West, the only religious structures of India were stone circles, and mounds, karna (or rude Chaityas), mounds and dolmens, such as are still erected by the wildest tribes. These had, no doubt, tree, and phallic, emblems, as denoted by the Sisna Deva (or Lingam), denounced in the Rig Veda. That Veda was however only reduced to writing about 400 B.C.

Dr Bollensen (German Oriental Soc., xxii, p. 587) says that the Rig Veda mentions both buildings and carved images. The base of the throne of Jara-Sandha, an Asura king, still stands among the ancient buildings of Râja-griha, the sacred capital of Mâgâlha, and is held to be one of the oldest permanent structures in India; it is 85 feet square, built of hewn stones resembling what is called Kuklopian masonry. General Cunningham thinks this was brought from the Pipa cave (where Buddha used to take his mid-day meal); and here 500 Rahata sat at the first Buddhist council (500 to 400 B.C.). Yet this is supposed to have been centuries later than the earliest Indian structures. As to this throne, Mr Fergusson (Civics Temples, p. 34), says that it is “undoubtedly Assyrian,” being a rude copy of the Birs Nimrud (or stepped pyramid of Borsippa, close to Babylon), having, like it, 15 small cells at the side. It is thought that the foundations were in steps, like the Setavana monastery at Srâvasti, which has seven storeys (see fig. 205 in Rivers of Life, ii, p. 71). This points to the Drâvidians as early Turanian settlers. The Pâravati monastery (or Vihâra), is believed to have been similar; and the Brazen Monastery at Anurâdhâ-pitâ (Ceylon), had nine such decreasing storeys; while the Sath-mahal-prasadâ (also in Ceylon) had, as its name shows, seven steps or terraces, with a small temple at the top having an outer door, and a conical roof. In the Babylonian example (the temple of Bel), the seven storeys were painted each of a different color; next to Terra (earth) came Saturn (black), Jupiter (orange), Mars (red), Venus (yellow), Mercury (blue), the Moon (silver), and the Sun (gold), as described by Herodotos (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 71-72). Mr Fergusson (Indian Architecture, pp. 202, 618), says of the last-mentioned Ceylonese building, that it “is one of the most perfect representations existing of the seven storeyed temples of Babylonia”—that is of the tower of Babel. He also says that “Burman temples have their real synonyms in Babylonia, not in India... the seven storeyed ones being linear descendants of Babylonian examples.” These Burman and Ceylonese builders were Drâvidis, who had come east from Babylonia (see also Beall's Fit Hrâm, pp. 76, 139).

In many of its architectural details India appears to have adopted Persian, and Greek, figures and ornaments; which reminds us that Tiglath Pileser III (about 736 B.C.) conquered Ariana, including Kphne or Afgânistan; and again that Darius Hyustapes (521 to 480 B.C.) ruled an empire bounded on the east by the Indus. His known architectural style accounts for bell-shaped capitals, and couchant bulls such as appear at Persepolis; for the bell form is common, in Buddhist shrines, all over India—especially at Sanchi, Bharabhat, and on the iron pillar at Delhi. In the Nasik caves (N. India) we find animals with human heads; at Karli are sculptured elephants ridden by men and women; at Bilsa horses are found, and at Pitâl Ghora (Ghora is a horse”) are winged horses, with elephants and lions. Persia was regarded—referring to its eastern provinces—
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as part of India by Hiuen Tsang. At Allahabad, the Lāt (or pillar) has—as also at Sankisa—a honey-suckle ornamentation, such as is found in Assyria, as well as in Greece. The human-headed bulls of Buddhist-gāya, and the winged griffins of Sanchi, also compare with Assyrian figures. The Manilk-yala, and Ahinpash tops, and other structures, in the Yeshwar valley, have bastard-Corinthian columns; while Greek forms pervade the Kashmir valley and India to the Hylaspes (Jhelum); these are now called Indo-classical, and were introduced no doubt by Greeks from Baktia, after the conquest of Alexander. This influence is not traced east of the Jhelum river, though it is evident that the magnificent shrine of Nakhon-Vat, discovered in the forests of Cambodia (see excellent photographs by Mr J. Thomson), shows Greek influence.

The Moslem (or Turkish) invasion beginning in 1010 A.C. and continuing till 1120 A.C. when they settled down as rulers of the Panjab, also affected Indian architecture. Architects travelled widely—like others—but we need not follow these later importations from the west. Most of the earliest Indian architecture belongs to the age of Aśoka (3rd century B.C.), who is said, by Hiuen Tsang, to have "erected 84,000 stupas" (see Chaityas)—structures which followed the ideas of ancient Lingam worship, denounced by Buddha, and in the Vedas. Forms and rites are harder to kill than ideas, and the old cone and pillar worship survived when tops, stupas, cones, domes, and dagobas containing (said the monks) relics of the adored Tathāgata (Buddha) came to be built. Buddhists believed that their great teacher prescribed the architecture of their shrines; and in the Book of the Great Decease (not probably later than the 4th century B.C.) he is quoted as saying: "An Arhat is worthy of a Dagoba" (see Dāgoba). The chief emblem of this age was the Chakra-vardha-Rāja, a great idol of which Buddha is said to have approved, saying "it will make happy and calm the hearts of those who gaze thereon, and so lead to their being born again after death, when this body is dissolved, in the happy realms of heaven." But this is very unlike all we know of the wise Gotama. The Sudama cave at Barabar, near Buddha-gāya, bears a date 252 B.C.; the Karna cave one of 245 B.C.; and the Gopi cave of 214 B.C. The Badami cave, enlarged as late as 570 A.C., shows the old nature-worship that openly asserted itself, in the 7th century of our era, at the fine temple of Bhuvan-Isvara. Hiuen Tsang, at the end of this century, says that "the country is full of heretics"; and Neo-Brahmans were then energetically excavating and building temples, as they continued to do till checked by Moslems in our 12th century. The Sanchi tope,

Artha-nār-īsvara

in the early Buddhist age, seems to have inspired the Dravidian builders even in Ceylon and Burmah. Arrian says that Alexander found "the cities near the sea built of wood, because mortar here crumbled, but that buildings on eminences were of brick and mortar" (Rook's Arrian, ii, chap. x).

Temple and tomb have always been closely connected, and both had altars, on which stood emblems of life and death. From the casket to the Dāgoba, or relic shrine, was an easy advance, and over all altars rose the domed shrine (Chātūya), the towers, and spires, with banners and other symbols of nature-worship. So the Prophet's tomb at Madina bears the words "this is the gate of the gardens of Paradise." Temples and tombs are rare in the tillled lands of Asia, but in Tibet, among Shāmanised Buddhists, Chātūyas are said to be more numerous than houses, being of all sizes "from the miniature inverted egg cup to stupas 500 feet high" (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 265, fig. 253, and Anthrop. Inst., Journal, August and November 1881).

Arda-nār-īsvara. The "half god, half man," a term applying to all incarnations, such as those of Siva and Hari in the Elephanta caves, where Prasati appears with them in the creative act. The creator was said to "wish" for another, and half his body fell away (becoming female), while the rest remained divine. The divine man is produced by and produces Virāj-puruṣa. Thus duality, or the Dvandha-bhava, which is the horror of Hindu theists, is avoided. Orphik mystics were equally strong as to the non-dual nature of their Supreme.

Ares. Mars (see Ar). The Greek and Latin gods of storm and war. Ares is recognised by Grimm in Eres or Mers of the Teutons (Text. Mythol., i, p. 201). Mars is connected with the Vedik Marata or storm gods, and his name survives at the Mons Martis (Mont Martre) in France. He was symbolised by a spear, or an arrow; and Tuesday (the day of Tuesday or Mars) was called Kroq-tag or "arrow day." As Tui, Tues, or Tuoco, he was a "one-handed" god, with one weapon—as Siva is ekapada or "one-footed." Max Müller is mythologically correct in calling Mars the Martus, "hammer" or "pounder." But the Skandinavian Mars is Thor "the hammerer," who is a solar deity; and we have the root mar- to "shine," as well as mar—"to pound." The god of war, among the early people of Raeta (capital of Rheia-Silvia), was Silvanus the wood god, and Rheia-Silvia, his consort, was priestess of Vesta, and mother of Romus. He was also Gradius, and Quirinus, whose the Quininal which held
the quiris or "spear."

Women joined their rites but seldom; gradually he became a solar deity. The Sabines (his offspring) were called Quires, and the Romans Quiritae, and their legendary ancestor Romulus became Quirinus. Greeks danced round his karns with flags and spears, singing the cyclic chants, especially on the 1st of May, when the Kelts lighted the Bel-tein, or "sun fire," in Europe. Romulus was said to have dedicated March to "Father Mars" (see Pius). Our Easter rites also spring from those of Hrdr in March.

Love and war being always connected, Mars was said to have carried off Venus. "The poet of the Epithalamium makes Cupid cry "to arms, to arms."

"Here Venus waves the nimble spear,
Venus is War Goddess here
Here not thy sister Mars presides."

Thus the spear or weapon of Mars is given to Venus.

The Athenians enshrined Ares on their holy Pagos, "an abrupt conical hill." Holy fire and sacred serpents were kept in this ancient shrine. Athēnē was here joined to Ares in patronising the Areopagos, whose power was only questioned (says Aristotle) in 458 B.C. It still remained in Ciceron's time an authority, and even in the 4th century a Christian pro-consul called himself an Areopagite. Civilised Greeks and Romans called Ares a "god of plagues," but the earlier Etruscans adored Mars as a warrior-god (see Deecke's Etruscans, and Academy, Aug. 21st, 1880). In Thrakia he was a solar god united with Bendis—a form of Aphroditē. Even Jove was called Areios, after Ares, in Elia and Boōidē. The Sabines and Romans, being united, worshiped as a triad Jove, Mars, and Janus. With Mars we may compare marus "male," and marius "husband." The cock was the emblem of Mars and of Janus alike (see Cock).

Argas. Greek. A serpent, or any "shining" thing.

Argei. Shrines of the Pelasgik Argives (see Argos). Their traditions spread to Italy, and Numa built 27 chapels to the Argei in Rome (see Liberalia). The Flamen Dialis must there adhere to rites, said to have been instituted by the Argive Heraklēs, on the Capitoline hill (then called Aftern). The Argei were symbolised by 30 bulrush "images of little men," or "simulacra of the first men"—one for each of the 30 Patrician families, or of 30 Latin townships. On the Ídes of May the Pontifex, with Flamen and Vestals, carried in procession to the Sulpician bridge these "little men," and threw them into the Tiber. This was apparently a
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reminiscence of human sacrifice to the river. [The root Arg to "shine," common in Aryan speech, may be that of their name, as spirits of light, or illustrious men.—Eo.]

Arga. The Hindu sacred fire vessel, held to symbolise the Yoni, and the Sakti (female counterpart) of gods (see drawings of ordinary Arghas in Rivers of Life, i, p. 186, fig. 7). Siva (as a lingam) stands in the midst of the Arha, and is called the Argha-nāt—the pillar, and the mast. Still at the feast of St. Sebastian, on the Loire, the mast of the sacred bark is seen as a huge candle, which (says Miss Costello) is "carried to the church with infinite pomp and ceremony"—an unconscious parallel to the fire-vessel (or fiery Lingam and Yoni) of India (Notes and Queries, July 9th, 1887. See Mast).

We have seen Arghas with 3 or 5 wicks to the sacred lamp, corresponding to the number of steps of the lingam dais, and to the hooves of the overshadowing serpent. Otherwise an equal number of Arghas should be lighted for special rites. The Argha handle is often lotus-shaped, and is addressed as the "pure virgīn" (see Kumāra). The square Argha (see Rivers of Life, i, plate iii, figs. 3, 6) is marked with Viṣṇu's foot (see Viṣṇu). The shell-like Argha, and that with lingam and cockatoos, are also symbolically suggestive (figs. 240, 261; and compare fig. 80 in Rivers of Life, i, p. 201, for the boat of Isis with the emblem of Osiris). In all Indian chapels this is the Adhara-sakti, or primeval conception power. It is connected with the boat of Osiris carried by nude bearers, and accompanied by obscene dancers. The legendary ship Argo with its Argonauts (or Argha-nāts) was said by Orphic mystics to be built by Juno or Pallia (see Asiat. Res., iii, quoting Orphic Argon., v, 94).

Argos. One of the oldest Pelasgik cities in Greece, scene of wonders wrought by the solar Heraklēs—an Arg, cited, or "ark" of refuge for fire and serpent rites. Here Danaos landed, and was said to have built pyramids, of which one base remains. The city stood on a huge insulated mount, 900 feet high, sloping down towards the sea, which was 2 or 3 miles away from the summit: it was thus a true Omphale or Sivaik cone. The legendary Pelasgik founder was Inakhos, whose descendants (according to the Greeks) ruled here for nine generations (about 300 years) before Danaos. Argos and Tiryns were Argive capitals under Agamemnon. Argos was the haunt of the Nemean lion, slain by Heraklēs, and of the fifty-headed watersnake destroyed by Apollo. Here was a shrine, says Chrysippus, with an obscene group of Zeus and Hera (Clementine Homilies, V, xvii); and here still stands the pillar supported by two
Arians, carved over a gateway [a symbol also common in Asia Minor.—Ed.] The Danai were followed by the Dorians, and these by the Akhaiai—all being races that mingled together, and had similar superstitions. Every war was here concluded by offerings to the Pythian Apollo (slayer of the python), at his shrine of Larissa, or the temple of the cone. History goes back to Pheidon king of Argos (770-730 B.C.). About 547 B.C. some 6000 of its citizens were slain by the Spartans, and the temple of Hera was burnt. After many vicissitudes Argos is said to have still had a population of 100,000 souls in 402 B.C., being equal to Athens. The favourite shrine of the Akhaian Hera was midway between Argos and Mykenai (also Argive), where the priestess rode (at the fêtes held every four years) in a chariot drawn by two white bulls, followed by the populace. In the centre of the Argos Akropolis was the shrine of Zeus, and of Apollo Puthaios: on the height to the west was that of Zeus of Larissa; and on the slope a temple of Hera. The Agera contained a fine marble statue of Pyrrhus buried here, according to tradition, in the exact centre of the city, in 272 B.C.

Arians. See Arius.

Aricia. Now La Ricerca, one of the oldest, and most sacred, places in Latium, and a capital of that state. It stands on a spur of the Alban hills, looking down on a basin-shaped vale (once evidently a volcanic crater), part of which is filled by the sacred lake, which is embosomed in lovely woods, called of old the Nemus Diane, or Diana's grove. It is about 16 miles from Rome, and always bore the name Nemorialis from the groves. It was the seat of the earliest tree worship of Etruscan Italy (see Mr. J. G. Frazer’s valuable study in comparative religion, The Golden Bough, 1890).

Aricia is first noticed in Roman history when Turnus, its ruler, opposed Tarquinus Superbus (in 540 B.C.), disputing the supremacy of Latium. The Auruncas, or Aricians, were conquered by Rome about the end of the 5th century B.C., and are almost unnoticed after 340 B.C. But the sacred groves continued to be revered still for many centuries, and wealthy Romans retired to them for rest. The sacred shrine of Diana was about 3 miles from the town, amid the woods bounding the lake, which was called the Speculum or “mirror” of the goddess. This Lacus Nemorensis is now the Lago di Nemi; and the Alban hill, or Mons Artemius, is now Monte Ariano.

The shrine, said Cassius Hermia, “was founded by the Sikuli from Tauris” (see Sikani), whence they overran all the states known as Sabellian Italy, long before the appearance of Sabine and other

Aricia, Umbrian conquerors, who drove them to Sicily. Mr. Frazer adopts the Italian legend, which attributes the institution of the shrine of Diana at Aricia to Orestes, son of Agamemnon, who was said to have brought hither the image of Artemis (or Diana), which the Delphic oracle of Apollo bade him seize from the Skuthians of the Taurik Khersones (or Crimea), in order that he might be cured of his madness, following after his execution of his mother Klutemnestra. He found Iphigenia, his sister, a priestess of the goddess of Tarus; and, with her aid, slew king Thoas, and escaping to Italy placed the image of Diana in the Arician grove, in which also he was buried. His body was removed thence to Rome, and it is believed that the image was taken to Sparta.

The original Taurik rite, by which all strangers must be sacrificed to the goddess, was reduced, it is said, at Aricia, to the sacrifice of the priest of Diana, which must be accomplished by a stranger—or by a slave—who was entitled to fight, and slay, this priest if he first succeeded in breaking off the “golden bough” from a certain tree in the grove.

The Greeks had another legend, according to which the rites of the grove were established by Hippolotus, an ill-used son of Theseus by an Amazon mother (see Amazon): she is called Hippolitê and Antiope. Like Théseus, Hippolotus is said to have gone about founding temples to gods of “light,” such as Diana Trivia (“of the three roads”); goddess of “warp” : or Lúkea, goddess of “light.” Like Apollo he suffered many trials, and died, some said by drowning, others by horses (he being the “horse-destroyed”); for his stepmother Phaidra vainly attempted to seduce him, and then accused him to his father who invoked Poseidôn to drown him; whereupon the wretched Phaidra hanged herself in remorse. But this solar hero was restored to life by Asklepios, the great healer, and settled in Aricia, under the name of Virbius, marrying Ariéc, who was Artemis, or otherwise an Athenian princess, niece of Ægina, connected with Egeria, and her grove, in Numau’s days, according to the Greeks (see Foro, and Rome). Numa, on the death of his Egeria, retired disconsolate to the Arician grove, where she long continued to be worshiped with Virbius—as incarnations of Diana and Hippolotus. These two had special chapels in the sylvan cathedral, and the Flamen of Virbius was second only to the high-priest of Diana. The former must vigilantly watch lest any should touch the Virbian symbol (probably a phallos); and the latter must watch, as “King of the Grove,” lest any man broke off the Golden Bough which symbolised the spirit of the goddess—the Juno Lucina of life and light—whom
to injure would close the gates of life and bliss, and the wombs of all created beings.

From the diverse legends of the origin of Diana's grove, we may gather that the founders were of the same Pelasgian race that founded the oak grove oracle of Dodona, and similar shrines on the Adriatic, and throughout Attika and Thrakia—a race that evidently combined the cults of Asia and Europe, of Turanians and Aryans. Youths and maidens ceased to offer their hair to Asiatik deities, as did Orestes, and cast their locks, says Pausanias (ii, 32), on the altars of Aricia and Preneste. No horses might enter the grove of this "ever virgin" Diana, some say because of the hero slain by horses (Hippolutes), but rather perhaps because this goddess of babes and pregnant women would suffer no male creature to approach.

The Rex Nemorensis ("King of the Grove"), the priest of Diana, was the greatest magician in the land, who could control the elements, give or withhold rain and sunshine, and the fertility of flocks and herds, men and women. Nor are such god-men uncommon, even now, in Asia, Africa, or America; we have ourselves conversed with several such, and have been assured that they are inspired by Heaven—especially those dwelling under holy trees, as in the shrines of Latium, Umbria, Illyria, and Epirus. At Aricia, from prehistoric times (as on high Preneste) fire entered into every rite, marking the Aryanisation of Turanian Etruskans. The worship of Diana was, however, connected with ideas of procreation, which were the constant preoccupation of the young state—as we see from the Sabine rape. Women thronged to the shrine, presenting to Diana (on the principle of similibus similibus) offerings representing babes, and pregnant women: and not only here were fêtes celebrated with torches, and incense, but in every home the domestic hearth was sacred to Vesta, as goddess of fire. Those fêtes were eucharistic, and purifying, all present partaking of the flesh of the lamb, and offering wine and sacred buns (as in Christian, Eleusinian, and Mithralik rites). Dogs also were honoured, and crowned with garlands, as guardians by night (and hounds of Diana): for night affairs were her special care (see Dog).

The "King of the Grove," high priest of Diana, must (as above said) be known to have been a fugitive, or stranger, and outcast (Azazel). This indicates that—as in India—one of the old original outcast race must be called in to confer favour on the new owners, as on Aryan Brahmans. The priest stood ready, sword in hand, to defend his office; and only as long as he had vigour to do so victoriously could he preside in Aricia. He was safe till some other stranger like himself could pluck the Golden Bough, which was apparently a piece of mistletoe, through the spiritual power of which the priest lived and ruled (see Baldur). Romans identified this Golden Bough with that which Ecus plucked at Curne (another sacred centre of tree and phallik worship), before he entered on his journey to Hades. We can suppose that few cared to become the arch-priest of Diana's grove. There are still cases in which priestly offices are forced on men when very young, by the decision of some court of elders. This is so with the priest-kings of Kambodia, where the rules are so severe as to make life (as with the Tibet Lama) one long misery, as it seems also to have been for the Flamen Dialis of Rome.

Tree spirits presided over many rites, like those of our Whitside and May day; and the chief actors were often slain on such occasions—like the Arician priest—at the close of the carnivals, till, in milder times, substitutes were accepted for human victims. The King, the Bear, or the Fool, of carnivals was often slain, burned, or drowned, as images and tabitos (or arks) now are, in India, at the close of fêtes. Sometimes the Carnival King was only drenched in water: sometimes he was buried: but in the Hartz mountains his substitute is now a bottle of brandy buried, and dug up next year, when it is drunk because "he has come to life again" (see Indian Antiquity, January 1891).

Such a victim was the King of the Grove: but even Death was personified and drowned on the "Dead Sunday" of Lent. In some cases Death is an old woman, made of billets of fire-wood, which are sawn on the "old wife saw day"; and paper saws, and burning billets, commemorate her in Italian towns. [Pictures seen by the editor, in Italy, also represent this old woman standing to be sawn in two.—Ed.] The expulsion of Death is the bringing to life—the reseดาetion of fertility—characteristic of spring and summer; and all these kings and queens of the seasons are welcomed as emblems of fertile forces. We see them in names and colors of the May, the Leaf Man, Green-George, the Grass King, the Whit-side Bride, Jack in the Green, Dimitri, the Barley Queen, and their congeners; with May-poles, greenery, and other vegetable emblems. [The old priest of Aricia thus dies, and the new one reigns in his stead.—Ed.]

Till recent times the Finnus had a "golden king," or woodland lord, named Tapio—an old man with a brown beard, and a high hat of fir cones, his coat being of tree moss. But the ancients did not allow their golden kings to grow old. They must be killed off, and transfer their vigour to a successor. The kings of Calicut were required to cut their own throats after reigning twelve years; and
when a ruler in Unyoro is feeble, or ill, his own wives must kill him, so that his spirit may pass into a vigorous successor. Inasmuch as the soul, or spirit, of the Rex Nemerosis at Arcia, was in the Golden Bough, his successor must first pluck this before attempting his life. The pastoral or forest Aryans saw in the mistletoe the "shining" and "golden" spirit of the oak god—his sap or essence. Hence they celebrated the mistletoe rites with dances, songs, kissings, and other liberties. Even Hebrews had their holy oaks and terebinths, connected with the Elohim; and on such were hung garlands, charms, and ex-voto offerings. All deities have their sacred trees, plants, gardens, and groves. Spirits were seen in the rustling boughs walking like Yahveh Elohim, in gardens, and cool shades. Vishnu has the lowly Tulsi plant, or sweet basil; Bakkhos had his vines; and Siva his figs. The grape pip was male, as the Arab sees the female emblem in the barley corn (Burton's Arabian Nights); and over such sacred trees the wizard of Arcia presided, till one yet stronger overcame him.

Ariel. See Ariadne.

Aries. Latin, "The Ram." (The views published by Assyriologists on the question of the Zodiac appear to require considerable revision, as has been shown by Mr. E. W. Maunder, of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich. In an able paper (Nineteenth Century Review, Sept. 1900, p. 451) he shows that the zodiacal, in which constellation, must have been invented by a people living north even of Nineveh, in the latitude of Armenia, and at a date not earlier than about 3000 B.C. The constellation of the Bull was then that in which the sun rose at the spring equinox. The ancient observers did not follow the later arbitrary division of the year into twelve signs, for twelve months, of equal length; they observed the actual twelve constellations of the Zodiac, which are of varying size. This, and other considerations, have led to mistakes as to date. Mr. Maunder (Journ. Brit. Astron. Assoc., vol. xiv, No. 6, pp. 241 to 246) shows that Hipparchus in 150 B.C. and Ptolemy in 160 A.D., and even Manilius in the 4th century B.C., make the Ram the first sign. We still speak of the spring equinox as the "first point of Aries," though the sun now only enters that sign in April (15th of April in 1904), so that the language only appropriate as late as 110 B.C. is still used. Virgil, in like manner, speaks of Taurus the Bull as "opening the year" (Georgics, i, 217), though in his time the sun rose in Pisces at the spring equinox. Dr. Sayce (Transactions Bib. Arch. Soc., vol. iii, p. 237, in 1874) speaks of Taurus as the first (or spring equinox) sign between 4608 and 2540 B.C.; but Mr. Maunder (Monthly Notices, Royal Astronomical Society, March 1904) remarks that "the two dates (so) given were always evidently erroneous; and yet they are even to this day quoted as if they were of undoubted authority (e.g. Robert Brown's PrimitiveConsole, i, p. 54, and (Miss) E. M. Plunket's Ancient Calendars and Constellations, preface, p. viii)." The Bull sign ceased to coincide with the first (or spring equinox) month in 1680 B.C., and the Lion in 110 B.C. The vernal month has coincided with Pisces ever since. But, considering the conservatism which retains a sign until a date when the sun is well within the next sign, it is probable that the Ram would not have been recognised as the first sign before 700 B.C. The calendars of India and Egypt (Denderah), derived from the Greeks, are not earlier than about the 2nd century B.C. Scopas became an Egyptian deity only in the 1st century B.C.; and, as a sun god, he bears on his robe the signs Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius, for the equinoxes and the solstices, thus preserving a tradition of older times. If the heavens are divided into twelve equal signs the precession of the equinoxes (2152 years per sign) makes the sun rise in an earlier sign, as time passes, in a manner which does not coincide with the actual observation of the constellations, or with the traditions of the ancients. The oldest record as to the Zodiac is found in Ptolemy's catalogue, in the 2nd century of our era. We know certainly that the Babylonians observed the equinox in the time of Sargon (722 to 707 B.C.), but we do not find notice of any zodiacal sign in this record (Brit. Mus. Guide, 1000, p. 53, No. 55, K. 709). The old Akkadian year was apparently lunar; and, in its calendar, the months are not directly connected with zodiacal signs, though the Bull appears to have been the emblem of the first month, and the Twins of the third —the month being regulated to the seasons by occasional intercalation. We have Kassite boundary stones of the 12th and 11th centuries B.C., on which appear emblems of some 15 gods. Among these we find the Ram, the Bull, the Twins (Tammuz and Ishtar), the Lion, the Virgin, the Scorpion, the Archer, and the Sea Goat; but these are only 8 out of 15 signs, and the remainder are not zodiacal. Nor do these signs occur in any regular order, though, from one monument (of King Melianthus), we gather that the scorpion, was the sign of the autumnal equinox. These observations are important chronologically, as correcting current unscientific ideas.

Aries. The Ram was the sign of spring, and so connected with Ares, who presided over March—the month of Mars (see Ares); he is the "butcher," and a divine emblem also in India.
Aristaios

Ariil. The Etruscan—and so Turanian—Atlas supporting earth.

Arioch. King of Larsa (see Abram).

Aristaios. Aristaeus. Greek: “the best one.” A divinity, or probably a deified man, worshiped throughout Thessaly, Boiotia, and in Khios and other islands of the Ionian and Adriatic seas. Some called him a son of Osnoros and Ge (heaven and earth); others of Apollo by Kuriné, whom he carried off from Mt. Pelion to Libya, where Aristaios was born at Cyrene. He was said to be the “most beneficent of deities,” ever going about to avert droughts and famines, protecting flocks and plantations, and teaching agriculture.

Aristaeas. A Kuprian (from Cyprus), selected by Ptolemy II (Philadelphos) to command the escort that was sent to Jerusalem (about 235 or 270 B.C.), to bring back to Egypt a copy of the Hebrew law for translation into Greek, and to be added to the Bruchion library, then being established in Alexandria. Aristaeas took presents to the Jewish high priest Eleazar, and is said to have returned with 72 elders, or 6 from each tribe of Israel. A very full letter to his brother Philocrates recounts all the circumstances. [It is still known, but the genuineness is disputed.—Ed.] It was printed in Greek and Latin in 1561 A.D., and reprinted in Oxford in 1691. The narrative coincides, excepting some slight variations, with one attributed to Aristobulus, a Jewish philosopher of the 2nd century B.C. (Smith’s Dict. of Greek and Roman Biography).

Aristides. The author of an Apology for Christianity, which he presented to the Emperor Hadrian in 135 A.D. It is now lost, but mentioned by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., IV, iii, 145), as “extant and in the hands of many” in the 4th century A.D. Jerome calls Aristides “an Athenian philosopher of great eloquence, and a disciple of Christ.” The Apology, he said, “contained the principles of the faith still known among the learned.” Aristides is called “a man of admirable faith and wisdom.” He called Christ “the only and true god.” In 1672 a French traveller stated that the Apology was still in the monastery of Pentilikos, 6 miles from Athens (Smith’s Dict. Christian Biogr.).

Aristippos. The founder of the Kurenaik school of philosophy (460 to 350 B.C.) who, though a disciple of Sokrates, differed from him in principles and practice, especially during his hot-headed youth. He was condemned by Plato and Xenophon for regarding enjoyment as the greatest good. He however taught and acted differently in mature manhood and old age. About 370 B.C. he declared his Golden Rule: “Cherish reciprocal benevolence, which will make you as anxious for another’s welfare as for your own.” This too was Plato’s prayer (in 420 B.C.): “May I do to others as I would have them do to me”; and Sextus also wrote (in 400 B.C.): “What you wish your neighbours to be to you, be such also to them.”

Aristippos thought that “we should seek as much enjoyment as our circumstances admitted, but be no slaves to any pleasure, and ever ready to control ourselves in adversity as in prosperity.” Aristotle classed Aristippos with Sophists (see Sophists), but did not accuse him, as he did Eudoxos, of teaching that “pleasure should be our summum bonum” (chief good). Aristippos no doubt followed his first master Sokrates, in saying that: “Happiness is the enjoyment of a well-ordered mind, and this should be the aim of all men.” “It is the chief good; and pain is the chief evil”; “but let the mind (said Aristippos) preserve its authority alike in pains and in pleasures. He who desires not will avoid fear and false hopes.” He added: “The present only is ours: for the Past is gone; and the Future uncertain; therefore seek Happiness, but covet not; nor be overcome by any enjoyments.” He explained, however, as regards these two important words, that: “Pleasure is not to be the gratification of a want; nor its absence to be Pain—which might indeed be a violent Pleasure . . . nor is Pleasure a mere state of rest,” as the Epikureans taught.

The Kurenaik school held that “the welfare of the state should be to all a source of happiness,” to which therefore all must contribute. “We should value bodily pleasure, because necessary to a healthy mental state. . . Our senses are the only avenues to knowledge, and have a very limited range. . . Truth is often to each very much what he trueth. . . nothing exists but states of mind; and true wisdom consists in transforming the disagreeable into agreeable sensations. . . Objects are known only through the prism of our impressions.” So that to this school “man was the meausre of all things, and knowledge only the result of sensations”—which indeed is Locke’s ideology.

Aristotle. See Peripatetika.
Arius. Arianism. As a presbyter, or a bishop, of Alexandria, Arius bravely attempted to advocate a more rational Christianity. He started the "great heresy" about 318 A.C.; and his doctrine was regarded as a revival of the Sabellianism (see Sabellius) of the preceding century. He called in question the eternity (and thus the god-head) of Christ; his atonement; and the Trinitarian dogma. He was thus the founder of Nestarians, Socinians, Unitarians, and Rationalists (see under Theism): for his heresy he did not merely hang on a Greek date—as in the dispute of Homoousion and Homoousion: it attacked with great effect the foundations of ancient, medieval, and modern orthodoxy. For Arius said: "the Father only is God; the unbegotten, eternal, wise, good, and unchangeable"; but that God did not create the world himself, but used an agent—his Son or Logos—whom he created for this purpose, and who then became prior to all other existences. The Logos he held to be the perfect image of the Father; the executor of his thoughts; and so the real creator of the world of matter and spirit (see Smith's "Dicty. Christian Biography").

Only in a secondary sense did Arians call Christ god; for, as the Logos and Sophia (reason and wisdom) of God, he was only "the first Kosmos or creature," and not (said Arius) of the essence (ousia) of God. He was created—out of nothing—by the will of the Father, before all conceivable time; but is therefore not, strictly speaking, eternal, nor unchangeable save in moral goodness; and he "grew in power, wisdom, and knowledge." He had a human soul (psuché), and an animal (dlogos) soul—words not applicable to the rational soul (sous or presuma). Arius quoted many texts (Luke ii, 52; Acts ii, 22; and Coloss. i, 15), especially such as represent Christ to have been taught obedience during life by suffering (John xii, 27, 28; Hebrews v, 8, 9). He sometimes called him "a man," and quoted the expression "my Father is greater than I" (John xiv, 28). Christ was, to Arius, the "Word made flesh"; and Arians tried to make a fine distinction between the "man Christ Jesus" and the Logos (word or reason), which was pre-existent also for Greek philosophers [as were the Dabar and Hokmah, or word and wisdom, of Hebrews, and the Word-Incarnate of Persians.—Ed.]. Thus the Arians opposed the Creed of Nicea (325 A.C.), which (now called the Apostles' Creed) was defined for their destruction; justly regarding it as inconsistent with true Monotheism, and unreasonably superstitious. "If," they said, "the Son is God, and eternal, then there are two gods. But there was a time when the Son was not. . . How could he come from nothing if of the substance of the Father?"
Arjuna

But many said that the Son was ex-omoios, or "unequal," and others threw speculation to the winds, like sensible moderns.

Athenaeus, busily engaged with monks and hermits (see Antony), and the three great Kappadokian bishops Basil, Gregory of Nazianzen, and Gregory of Nyssa, triumphantly upheld the Nicene dogmas. They persecuted all who denied that Christ was "Perfect God and Perfect Man." The fanatical Emperor Theodosius (379-395 A.C.) supported them, and no rationalist sect, writer, or thinker, any longer dared to face the all-powerful, but superstitious, and often ignorant priesthood. In 381 A.C. the second orthodox general council was held at Constantinople, to condemn the Macedonians who were unsound as to the nature of the Holy Ghost. Those who denied the equality of the Three Persons were deprived of property, and driven from their homes, spreading in Asia, and in the forests of Germany, where Goths and Vandals remained of the opinion of Arius. In 529 A.C. these heresies appeared again as conquerors; and the Nicene doctrine in the West only triumphed because the Franks, as political enemies of Goths and Vandals, accepted the creed of Rome after defeating the German invaders. Arian belief has, in time, developed into Unitarianism, and has produced brilliant adherents, such as Samuel Clarke, Whiston, and Lardner, as well as Milton and Isaac Newton.

Arjuna. Argunis. Sanskrit: "the shining one"—a Hindu Baldr stirred up by Krishna. He was Aindr—-a metamorphosed Indra—and had many other names. He is usually the "dawn god" (the Greek Argusin), and was the third son of Pandu. Like all sun gods he had many amours. In mid-India he married (at Hardwar) the Hari-dvāra princess of Nāga race, from whom sprang the Iravati of N.E. Assam. By a Manipur princess Arjuna had a child whose descendants were the Bāhūrī-Vāhanas; and by Krishna's sister Subhadrā, whom he wedded at Dwāraka, the "gate" of India (in the extreme S.E. delta of the Indus) he had a son Abhi-manyu, whose grandson became king of Hastinapūr, and of all the states near.

Arjuna, like Hārāklēs, performed 12 labours, or endured 12 years of exile, after winning the fair Draupadi in a national tournament. With the bow Gandāvī, given him by Agni, he fought his own father Indra (the Sivalka fire-faith fighting Vedik beliefs). He also unknowingly fought Siva, who was disguised as a Kirtā, or mountaineer; and by Siva he was acknowledged by the gift of the Pāšu "noose" (see Pāšu), which was his most powerful weapon.

Arks. Sacred emblems of deities, as shrines in which their symbols were carried. The ark is a portable temple, a shrine equally with church or Dāgoba. The city of Kutha (in Babylonia) is said to have had an ark (or Paraskē, in which its god Nengal was carried perhaps as early as 2140 B.C. (Rec. of Past, New Series, i. p. 152). Amos (v. 26) appears to refer to an ark as the "tabernacle" of Moloch, borne (as he sarcastically says) by Israel in the desert. Every god had an ark or place of rest—the symbol also of his feminine form. It is the arcaūnion of the faith, concealing its secrets, and may be adored as such. Hence early students speak of "Arkite Faiths"; but the ark is the Vāhana, or "carriage," of deity. Ociris must not be separated from Isis, or from his ark, nor is Bhāgavatī from Bhāgavata. The root word (Arū: Latin arcus) means any enclosure or arcaūnion (secret place). In English translation the Tekah of Noah and Moses (an ark-boat), is confounded with the Arūn or sacred ark (see Aaron). The latter held the Edoth or certain sacred "tokens." The Arūn is also Joseph's coffin.
Arks

Europe also ark-boats were carried in procession round fields and pastures, to bless them—especially before the spring plowing and sowing season (see Rivers of Life, i, fig. 80). The rude tribes of Palestine would borrow the ark symbolism from the great surrounding nations. According to Dr Sayce (Academy, May 7th, 1892) the Parokky, or "shrine" of Babylonians, answered to the "mercy seat" of Hebrews (Exod. xxv, 17-22; 2 Sam. vi, 27; 1 Kings viii, 7). Nebuchadnezzar II says that, at the feast of the new year, Bel sits on the Parokky in his great temple at Babylon, and delivers oracles, while other gods stand round bowing in reverence. We have here a "parallel to the god of Israel descending upon the Cherubim above the ark." The sun god Irra is also seen descending on his ark-box (Upham's Buddhism, p. 67, plate vi: compare pp. 19, 32, 51, 52, 67). This usually, says Upham, contains a cup or chalice. The sacred tree of Ceylon overshadows this ark, and "Sakkiya the supreme" watches over it: "these arks, or seats of power," he continues, "were of the same class as the empyon chests," which played a large part in processions and mysteries of the ancients. They were oracular, and gave responses, as Apuleius records.

All arks had tents or coverings over them, like the Kiswa veil of the Makka shrine—a heavy richly brocaded carpet, sent annually from Cairo—which only the consecrated may touch. Its guardians are still wild naked men, with skins round their loins, and streaming tangled hair. The Makmal, which also goes from Egypt to Makka, is an ark mounted on a camel (hence the name "load"); and among the Arabs east of Jordan the 'Atfah is a kind of booth adorned with feathers, placed on a camel, and containing sometimes a beautiful maiden, as the Makmal contains the Koran or Moslem law of God. The capture of an 'Atfah is a terrible disgrace to a defeated tribe: for, till some part of it is won back, a new one may not be made. It accompanies the warriors—like other arks—on their raids; but only two Syrian tribes are now known to have 'Atfahs. The Jews also never attempted to renew their lost ark, though they believe it still exists, to reappear with their Messiah. The Hebrews left the ark at Kirjath Jearim till the time of Saul, for 20 years after they recovered it (1 Sam. vii, 2), but it accompanied Saul in his earlier wars (1 Sam. xiv, 18). David at last brought it to Zion the "sunny" mount, whence Solomon carried it to his temple.

The Egyptian ark, or Bori (boat), resembled closely, says Miss A. Edwards (Academy, 7th April 1882), "the Hebrew ark of the covenant." The shrine contained always some emblem of

(1) Arks II tells us that (in the 16th century B.C.) he conquered Megiddo, and "captured an ark of the vile enemy, long before the Hebrews made one. But Moses had ordered mana to be placed "before the Edoth," while as yet there was no ark (Exod. xvi, 34). It became necessary to carry them from Sinai in the ark; but at first they were venerated just as the rude Indian tribes (and even educated Hindus) heap up rice before the Lingams. Moses ensnared his ark and tokens in a tabernacle with a Holy of Holies. This only priests might enter, and could tell the people what seemed judicious (see Rivers of Life, i, pp. 190-194, fig. 76; ii, p. 587, fig. 358 for Hebrew and Egyptian arks).

The writer of the First Book of Kings (viii, 9), in the 6th century b.c., says that two stones of the Testimony, or Law, remained in the ark till the time of the later kings of Judah. Yet Ba'al, or Bosheth, dominated the land, and stood in "every street of Jerusalem" according to Jeremim (xi, 13). It was dangerous to touch the ark, as poor Uzzah found (2 Sam. vi, 7). [The ark seems to have carried infection; both Philistines and Hebrews were smitten thereby—see 1 Sam. v, 6 to vi, 19.—Ed.] By the time of Manasseh (7th century B.C.) it would seem to have perished. [Later legends say it was taken to Babylon, or to Mt. Nebi, or buried in the Temple enclosure. It certainly was not brought back by Ezra; and there was no ark in Herod's temple.—Ed.]

Tibetan Buddhists are great Arkites; and they place in their arks, when leaving or returning to their homes, a Mase such as they also offer as ex-votos: these are little Lingam or Yoni stones, found also under trees, in huts, and on boundary walls. It is curious that the Egyptians called all memorials to gods Mase, including their obelisks. A "stone of foundation" (on which the ark had stood) alone represented it later (see Mishna. Toma., v, 2). The Rev. Dr King (Gnostics, p. 154) says that the ark of Isis contained emblems like Indian Lingams and Yonis. The Phoenician arks also carried stones; and the symbol of Ba'al, or of 'Ashtoreth, in Phenicia was a conical stone. The ark was also a "boat of life," and of boat form in Egypt. It is the Nao of Hindus (the naws of Greeks, and navis of Latins), hence both shrine and ship. Dr O. SCHRADER (Aryan Prehistoric Antiqu., p. 277) says that the naws was originally a mere "dug out," or canoe; but in Homer's time it signified an inner sanctuary. Arks, and ark boats, were carried (like our ensigns) before armies (in Assyria, Palestine, Egypt, and elsewhere) to encourage the host, and to alarm the enemy. Before the Hebrew ark (always carried in war till Saul's time) the walls of Jericho fell down. In
Arks

a god, usually the crouching figure of Ma, the goddess of truth and justice; she is winged like Isis, or Nephthys; and her pinion overshadow the sacred emblem concealed behind the veil (compare Exod. xxxvii, 9).

Prof. A. H. Keane quotes Moreau de Jonne (Ethnologie Casseusense), as to the arks of nomad Scythians carried by priests, and escorted by a band of maidens, being wooden chests containing the "black stone idol adored by the tribe." Such arks we have seen among non-Aryans in India, and among Tibetan tribes (and others) in the higher Himalayas. These are usually slung for carrying, on two poles, and appear at fêtes gaudily adorned with their finest drapery, embroidered with fantastic animal forms, hieroglyphs, and suns and moons. A shrine or veil is placed over the ark, and an image of the deity within; and crowds follow it with drums, trumpets, clarionettes, and banners on which are strange devices—especially Twists or tridents, and Sivaik emblems. We were not able to sketch them, but Mr W. Simpson gives two drawings of such arks, and a fair description of the rites as observed in the higher reaches of the Sutlej (Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, Jan. 1884). We have seen tribal leaders dancing before them like David of old, and making music from serpentine instruments, like those carved on the Sanchi topes 2000 years ago. Sacrifices of goats and kids are made before these Indian arks, which utter oracles of the gods, as the devotees sprinkle them with warm blood of victims. Like other arks these cannot be replaced, and their loss brings disgrace, if not destruction, on the tribe. Mr Simson says that the reader of Exodus xxix might "be excused for supposing that (the writer) had copied the details of the fêtes of these Himalayan Arkites." They still, it is said, call their ark Tabūt-i-Sakīna ("ark of the dwelling presence"); and Tabīt is the common name in India for an ark, or any movable shrine of Hindu, Buddhist, or Islāmis. These latter (in India and in Persia) similarly enshrine in a Tabūt (perhaps connected with the Hebrew Tēbak for the ark of Noah), their deified heroes Hāsan and Hūseīn—the lamented sons of murdered 'Ali. [Hence the "Hobson Jobson" ceremony of Asiatic sailors, who may even be seen in London with their Tabūt.—En.]

Fa Hian describes Buddhists (414 A.D.) as having a car, or ark, used at festivals in Patna and elsewhere, as also in Khoten, 300 miles N. of Chinch—that is near the Himalayas. The semi-Buddhist Jains still lead about their saintly incarnations in ark-like cars. Arks are often mentioned also in the Vedas—especially in the Rig Veda description of a gorgeous ceremonial (ii, 23). See also Muir's Sanskrit

Arki

Texts (v, 276). Jagā-nāth in his Rath-Yatra, or Arkite car, Durga or Kāli and other deities also, still move among adoring multitudes, throughout the length and breadth of India, as do similar gods among the Chinese. In fact such movable shrines are common to most peoples in a like stage of civilisation. The floral car of Saturn still enters the Flamian gate of Rome at the vernal equinox (see Index, Rivers of Life, i), and numerous survivals occur in Europe (compare the French example of an ark-boat under Argha). [Even in Constantineople a sacred boat model is borne through the streets in January.—En.]

Arki (see Archi). The sun in Sanskrit.

Arkate. An Etruscan god who cautioned Favna against the goddess Alpēn; he appeared as an old man in a cloak.

Arkis. Sanskrit: "flame" (from the Aryan root arg "bright").


Armakhos. The Greek form of Har-makhis, said to be the Sphynx in Egypt (Mariette), with the face of a virgin, feet of a lion, and wings of an eagle. The Greeks called her the wife of Kadmos, as the dragon-slayer; and Polyphantos said she was an Argive. Pisander says the Sphynx was sent from Athieopia, to punish the Thebans (in Greece), by the angry Hera. The wife of the Phoenician Kadmos (Kaulōm, in Semitic speech, the "old" or "eastern") is, however, usually called Harmonia (perhaps from the Semitic Harmūn, and Hermes, "sanctuary" or "holy"), and is distinct from the Sphynx.

Armenia. Armenians. [Probably Turanian for Ar-Minis, "Land of the Mini," or Minyan Turaniants living near Lake Van.—En.] This mountain-land was a resort for those persecuted in other regions. Thus later Christians fled to Armenia; yet was it the abode of nature worship, celebrated for the cult of Anaitis in Persian times (see Anahita). The Armenian extended the rites of hospitality even to lending his wife, or kinswoman, to the stranger, but not to his fellow Armenian (this was a very common Tartar custom). The god of Armenia was the ancient Er (see Ar), the "spear deity," worshiped in Scythia. [Plato also speaks of Er as son of Arminius, who came back from the dead to explain the doctrine of reincarnation on earth. Republic, book x.—En.] But, on conversion to Christianity, Armenians claimed descent from Haik, the grandson of Japhet (the Aryan race of Asia Minor and Armenia), and called their land Haik̊.
This early dynasty fell when Alexander overran their country in 328 B.C. They submitted (in the 1st century B.C.) to Rome, and rather earlier to Persia; and they suffered later from the incursions of Timur, and finally of the Osmanli Turks—as they did from the Seljuk Turks also, in the 11th century A.D. They are no longer the independent race they were, but number some four millions, of whom about 450,000 live in Constantinople and Roumelia, while one million are ruled by Russia, and 400,000 by Persia, the remainder being in India, Austria, and other lands. The Armenian Church is among the most primitive in Asia. [Their tenets were condemned in 680 A.D. by the 6th General Council, for they held that Christ was not truly human: they did not celebrate the Incarnation, and used wine not mingled with water.—Ed.] They already had a Christian literature as early, it is said, as the 2nd century of our era; and they sent representative bishops to synods of the Church in the 3rd century. They were accused, in the 4th century, of Eutychian heresies, and suffered severe persecution in the 5th Christian century. They are now Monophysites, holding (with other Asiatic Churches) to the single nature of Christ. The Armenians in Turkey obey their Patriarch of Constantinople, and those nearer the Caucasus the Patriarch of Etchmiadzin. Christmas day is a fast for Armenians, who celebrate only the Theophany (or appearance of God), some 44 days later, at the Epiphany (or manifestation of the Divine Child). They say that Christ was born (or appeared) on the 6th of January (old style). Easter is their most important feast, preceded by the Lenten Fast, when they refrain from eggs and flesh, as also on all Wednesdays and Fridays. In Lent they prefer (save on Saturdays and Sundays) to eat nothing that has lived.

But in the time of Moses of Khorene (as perhaps still) the Armenians, like the neighbouring Kurds, believed in oracular trees which, when shaken (like the Moslem "tree of fate"), gave forth oracles: of these the most sacred were synuamres, elms, and cypressess. The Armenian era dates from the 9th of July 552 A.D., but the ecclesiastical year begins on the 11th of August. Their priests wear long hair, and beards, and have wives: they may even remarry—but not take widows. Moses of Khorene, their historian, seems to have had access to a considerable literature now lost—but in a great degree legendary.

Armenian is an Aryan language, intermediate between the European Slav languages and the Persian Iranian. The Armenians of Herodotes were of Phrygian descent. Eutychus said (see Stephen of Byzantium on Armenia) that the Armenian tongue was like Phrygian, and Plato (Cratylus 410) that Greek and Phrygian were closely related. Fick (on Phrygian words) says that the parent speech was related to the Thracian, and a sister of Greek. The Armenian language is thus nearer to the Greco-Latin than to the Sanskrit. The Kurds, who adjoin the Armenian districts, are of similar race, but mixed with Turanians, and are regarded as descendants of the semi-Turanian Parthians. In India we have had experience of the Armenians as able, and energetic, merchants, and as contractors whose word was their bond. But this is not their reputation in the west, according to travellers. [The Armenian of the west is a sturdy and ruddy complexioned peasant, whose features suggest some Semitic admixture; and a few Semitic words occur in the Armenian vocabulary.—Ed.]

The Kurds in Kurdistan (see Arrat) may be considered in this connection. They number about 2,250,000 souls, of whom 1,500,000 are under Turkey, and the rest under Persia. They are a very energetic race, and often exhibit singularly Aryan features. But Kurdistan, like Armenia, is a geographical expression. [Both regions include Aryan and Turanian populations more or less distinct.—Ed.] Many Kurds are Nestorian Christians. They are described as a brave "handsome race of middle height, with slim, slight figures, well-cut features, bright black eyes (like Armenians), spare beards, and a heavy moustache." The Armenian, on the contrary, has a sheep-like face, a large nose, and a ponderous though handsome physiognomy.

The Kurds make good soldiers, and—like the free Arabs—have no harem system (or seclusion for women); they despise equally all civilization, and the Turks (Col. Bell, R.E., Scottish Geograph. Soc., 23rd January 1890). The majority of the Kurds are Islami,[18] (Saladin was a Kurd in the end of the 12th century a.c.—Ed.) they are sometimes very devout, and always very superstitious. In the Van province the Armenians proper (as regards Church matters) number 137,000, and the Nestorian Christians 73,000; while Molems—Turkish or others—are 130,000 in all. This indicates the mixed character of the population of Armenia.

Arnak. Eskino for a "woman." Plural Arnat (see Ar).

Aroha. Sanskrit. A "heap" or Hermes (see Aroka).

Aroka. Basque. A menhir, rock, or stone (see Basques).

Arrows. These became mythological symbols, and were also much used in divination. Both the sorcerer and the gambler appealed, by them, to supernatural powers good and evil. Most words
for arrow mean either "missile," "divider," or "cutting" instrument. Phallic gods, like Siva, bore arrows; and Habal at Makka held the headless arrows of fate in his golden hand (see Habal). The Reseph of Phoenicia (from a root meaning to "sparkle") bore a name connected with arrows (see Psalm lxviii, 48: Rishph-Resheph, "sparks of the bow," for "arrows"); and Job vii, 7, Beni Reseph, for "sparks" or "storms"—sons of the storm god and lightning deity Reseph). Ezekiel pictures the king of Babylon divining at the crossroads by "shaking arrows" (xxi, 21). Jonathan used arrows in like manner (1 Sam. xx, 21). Elisha (2 Kings xiii, 15) on his death-bed bids King Joash to smite the arrows on the ground. But divining by arrows is condemned in the Koran, though the Syrian Sheikh Meisar is still an arrow holder, or god of fate. (Quarterly Statement Pal. Expd. Fund, July 1883, p. 120). The arrow represents the darting rays of the sun (see Apollo); but the Psalmist (Psalm cxvii, 4, 5) recognises another meaning, when he speaks of the man "having his quiver full of them," as being blest. Among Kelts the arrow was sent as a summons to the clans from their chieftain; and this may be connected with the modern sign of the "broad arrow" as an official emblem (see also Cupid and Cam).


Arthan-Iswara. Sanskrit: "the divided Iswara" (or Ard-nari): that is an androgynous figure, Siva on the right side, and Parvati on the left, as in the caves of Elephanta (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 374, plate xiv). See Artha-nir-Isvaras.

Artaios. A term applied to Aryans by Herodotos. [The root Ar or Ard in Aryan speech signifies "noble" or "high."—Ed.]

Artemis. The "great goddess" (perhaps Art-ama "High Mother") whom the Greeks supposed to originate in Phrygia. Bishop Horseley (see Inman, i, p. 579) said that "she was early represented, like Diana, by her disgraceful symbol" (the Klys which Herodotos mentions on Syrian monuments, and which is a Hittite hieroglyphic sign): this was "because she presided over all operations therewith concerned." She was the goddess of arks and homes, and seen in the crescent moon (compare Bseat and Istar). Artemis Orthia ("the upright") is often identified with Bsat, and with Isis or Nepthythys (Renouf, Proceedings Bib. Arch. Soc., April 1897). She was also a huntress, and her lords were hunters—a well-understood euphemism (Fabre's Cubibi, ii, p. 420). She was equivalent to Mother Nana of Babylonia, and to Tanath (see Tanath) of Carthage. At Kusikos, in the fruitful island of Artake, she was Artemis Priapinâ; and the Argonauts built her a huge and magnificent temple on a hill "sacred to Dindymen, the "mother of the gods," according to Aristides. The island was connected with the coast by a bridge, still known as Arktos-nepos, but the temple was destroyed by earthquake in the time of the emperor Commodus. Xiphilinus said: "it was 50 cubits (75 feet) high, and all one stone of white marble"—apparently stone from one quarry. The founder was said to be "Kusikos, son of Apollo," and to have been killed by Jason on his way to Kolkhis.

Artemis, as the Priapian Diana, often appears with male organs, as on the medal of Demetrios II, king of Syria. She was the Venus of Hierapolis, the "holy city" on the Euphrates in Syria. She holds the phallic Thyrsos of Bakkhos in one hand, and the world in the other. Huge phalli stood in this temple of Hierapolis (see Obelisks). In several inscriptions of her great temple at Ephesus she is described (see Wood's Ephesus; and Canon Lightfoot in Contemporary Rev., May 1878). One of these says: "Here behold everywhere temples, statues, and altars, consecrated to her . . . on account of the manifest Epiphanies she vouchsafes . . . To her is dedicated the month Artemision, when all nations more especially worship her in solemn religious festivals." Another text (Wood, p. 38: vi, 7) identifies her with Athina. She appears (see Nis) as the female form of the waterspirit, who sprang from Poseidon. But we find Artemis also represented by her other symbol of a tree-stem, or standing on it or on the back of a bee (Mr Boscawen, in Athenæum, Oct. 4th, 1884). As a bee, on the "very conventional upright column," she corresponds to Parvati, as the "black bee" and Sakti of Siva. The priestesses of Artemis were Melane or "bees"—sweet stingcrs. The bee was the spirit of flowers, shrubs, trees, and vegetation, over which she presided (see Bee). The rites of Artemis were conducted by Theologoi or divines, aided by priestesses, temple curators, choristers, and vergers. Ephesus prided itself on the name "Guardian of the Shrine." [In the well-known statue of the Naples Museum she appears with many breasts, and has lions supported on her arms. Ephesus was a great centre of pilgrimage, where her first image was a black stone, and where silversmiths sold to pilgrims silver models of her shrine.—Ed.]

Arthur. Arthur. [Apparently "noble hero" as an Aryan word, see Artaios.—Ed.] A mythical hero of Kelts, and Anglo-Saxons, confused with a historic prince. Guinevere, his youthful love, Lancelot, Perceval, Galahad and the Holy Grail, and other such figures and
myths are comparatively recent additions to his legend, though now so widely known, and regarded as part of European folk lore. The original tales and ballads of Beige, Armorikans, Kelts, and Saxons, go back however to Roman times, and to the fourth century of our era. They were expanded as historical down to about 1100 A.C.; and some Keltik scholars identify Arthur with the word *Aruthr*—"great," "dire," "terrible," "strange"; a "wonder," or "prodigy."

Geoffrey of Monmouth (1147 A.C.) collected most of our British Arthur lore, and wrote in Latin prose: he is said to have learned most from the epics of Welsh bards. No remains of these exist, but there is clear evidence of legends widely credited. Geoffrey's work was translated into French, and came back to England in the 13th century, with many additions of Gallic and Breton myths, and legends which accord with the ethics of that age. A considerable respect for women is combined with an ascetic chastity which regards them as sinful and unclean, and as the cause of sin in the world. It is generally agreed that there was a historical prince Arthur, round whose figure legends of the sun and of light have gathered, at stone circles and menhirs, and beside sacred lakes. In Wales he is connected with Llew or "light," and Galahad becomes the Gwalch-gwyn or "white hawk." Prof. Riis (Athenæum, Aug. 22, 1891) speaks of the Gaulish Mercury Artus who, like the Keltik Arthur, was a culture hero. Artius-Artudwr was also rendered a "battle rider:"—a Lord of Hoes. Bretons depict their Arthur as being (like Mithra) a "god of caves," and of subterranean fires; and shepherds often saw him as a flame—unfed by fuel—issuing from caves and holes, with red smoke. They said that he slumbered in such caves, though surrounded by dangers; and it was lucky to discover his resting places, or "stations" as Roman Catholics might call them.

Arthur had a "round table," or circle, where his twelve knights, or disciples, were seen sitting. Many flowers connected with the sun, and moon, were sacred to him; and prophecying stones or menhirs, belonged to him. At Barmouth (Aber-madaw), on the Welsh coast, we have seen his "fingers" (see Hand); and close by, among many altars, karns, menhirs, and kromlechs, is the sign of his consort—*Llan-Maria* or "Mary's stride." Like Vishnu, Héraklès, Adam, or Christ, Arthur has also left many "footprints" in the hardest stone. [The footprint of his horse is also shown by the "Bearded Lake," in the hills above Aberdovey, S.E. of Barmouth.—Ed.] He was the son of Uther Pen-dragon, or otherwise a creation of Merlin, and illegitimate like other sun-gods' children. Pausanius (Boraiticus, xix, 2) says that the sacred circle typified the "serpent's head" (see Stones), and all stone circles belonged to Arthur, the founder of the Round Table, whence he uttered commands and prophecies, and where he performed wonders. He is said to have saved Merlin's mother, condemned as having borne a demon. Merlin—connected with the Mere-lyn ("lake valley")—was his wizard or prophet.

"For he by words could call out of the sky,
Both sun and moon, and make them him obeys,
The land to sea; and sea to mainland dry,
And darkness night he eke could torn to day."

So Spenser says (Faerie Queen, iii, 3-12). Arthur also loved the Lady of the Lake, or White Serpent, who gave him his sword Excalibur. Finally he is taken to the enchanted land of Avalon, by three fairy queens, there to rest till he comes again. The Latin epitaph however runs, "Hie jacet Arturus, Rex quondam Rex-que futurus": yet in many parts of England he is said not to be dead, but—by God's will—to be destined to come again to earth. His father was the Dragon Chief, his sister the Wood or Water Spirit, his uncle the Wizard Merlin, and the knights of his Round Table—its emblem—were the twelve solar signs. Herodotos (iii, 17, 18) speaks of the Table of the Sun among the Aithiopians; and Abyssinia abounds with circles, and circular mounds. This table was in a "meadow in the suburbs, filled with cooked flesh of all sorts... placed there by the city magistrates at night; so that whoever chose could go, in the daytime, and feast thereon." Similar customs were common to many peoples at certain solar fêtes; but afterwards, among Keltik tribes, such tables, or raised circular enclosures, were places where nobles and rulers sat to dispense justice, and to debate the social, and political, questions of the day. These were lay tribunals, such as the Greeks established near their Prutenion. The Druids sat with kings, or consuls, and with tax-gatherers, to guide these illiterate magnates, just as Brahmins sit in the councils of rude Indian tribes. The Round Table was cut in a cleared space, near to the town, and to the sacred circle, or shrine. The earth was thrown up from an outer trench, to form a rampart, and a seat; and the central raised area was levelled. [Compare the Court-Leet circles of the Anglo-Saxons.—Ed.] The Pennth circle is a well-preserved example, and is called the May-burgh; perhaps from May meetings. It adjoins the quaint old village of Exmount, and a large sacred circle is formed of pebbles from the river, which here—in orthodox fashion—forms a re-entering angle. In this latter circle the pebble rampart is covered with ash trees—the Scandinavian Iggdrasill. In the centre of a huge basin, about 300...
feet across, stands a great menhir (or lingam stone), overshadowed by a single ash tree. Thence, looking east, we see the lay-circle or Round Table, about 400 yards distant, and we can imagine that as each grave elder took his place he turned to the sacred circle, and to the stone menhir, invoking a blessing on the Council in which he took part, and invoking also, no doubt, the spirit of the river, a beautiful stream rising in the Helvelyn range, and running amid beautiful scenery to the Ullswater Lake, in a region abounding with legends of ancient races. Passing the lake the river joins the Louthter, and flows through some of the loveliest vales in England. These Penryth sites thus present all that the old nature-worshippers most selected.

There have been many legendary, and historic, personages in Ireland, Great Britain, France, and Brittany to whom Arthurian legends have clung (Prof. Rhys' Hibbert Lect., 1886). A historic Arthur and a Brythonic deity of the name are distinguished by Professor Rhys, and he regards the legends as purely Keltic: he finds Arthur in Eochaid Airem, king of Ireland; and stories as to the former are common also in non-Brythonic (or non-Welsh) parts of Scotland, but these are connected with Irish rather than with Welsh folk-lore. They occur on the borders of Perth and Forfar, and no Brythons are known between Perth and Stirling, though they are recognised at Barry Hill near Alyth, a place where the Pictish king Modred (who is the Modred fought by Arthur in the S.W. of England), kept queen Wunor (Guinevere) as his mistress, after defeating her husband King Arthur in Forfarshire. These names may, however, have come north after the Normans reached the Scottish lowlands. Professor Rhys thinks that a historical Arthur, in England, may have had the rank of a Comen Britanniae under the Romans, and may (like Ambrosius) have been partly of Roman descent. He would appear to have been the uncle of Madgwen—who Gildas accused of slaying him—his Latin name being Artorius. The epos of the Kelts marks the dying struggles of Rome in Britain, and the rise of Teutonic barbarous power; for the heathen Saxons were Arthur's foes in the south of England. The rise of a restless knight-errantry (as pictured in the later Arthur legends) led in time to the Norman crusades.

The Rev. Dr Borlase speaking of the Arthur of Cornwall (see Antiquities, p. 408, in 1769), gives him predecessors in Theodorik (460 to 470 A.C.) who persecuted Christians, and Vortigern (470 to 481 A.C.) whom Theodorik had deposed, but who succeeded him; followed by Ambrosius (481 to 500 A.C.) who erected or restored Stonehenge, and by Uther Pen-dragon (500 to 516 A.C.) whose son by Gorlois, Arthur was reputed to be. He was historically a Duke of Dun-nonium, or Corwall. The last days of this Arthur are connected with Tintagel Castle, where were his hall, his bed, and his roads (see Glastonbury). Dr Borlase thinks it impossible to distinguish the historic and the mythical Arthur; and legends founded on the Bible added to the confusion in the Middle Ages (see Dr Mose's Gaster, Jewish Hist. Exhibition, June 1887). In those ages King David was described as a Crusader knight (in legends taken from the Talmudic Hagada): Solomon as a French king; and Moses as an European prophet; and David's deeds were attributed to Arthur; for both fought giants, and were surrounded by mighty men, and were acquainted with magic arts. Arthur struggles with Saracens (instead of with Teutonic pagans) like David with Philistines. The stories of Vortiger and Merlin recall the Talmudic legends of Solomon and Asmodeus. The former king could not build his castle without Merlin's help, nor the latter without that of Asmodeus. Both Merlin and Asmodeus laugh and weep at certain things they see, on their way to the king. But such comparisons may be multiplied in other cases. [The Talmud also appears to have borrowed Persian and other legends, which the writers clothe in Jewish forms.—Ed.]

Artin. Artin. Sanskrit: “one full of desire and wisdom.”

Aruna. The “tawny,” or ruddy haired, one. A Sanskrit name of the rising sun (of Apollo with golden hair). He is the dawn, or a son of the sun, and brother of the Garuda which bears (as a bird) the solar Vishnu (see Arni, and Arjuna).

Aryan. The Eden of the Persian Mazdeans, by the sacred river Arya-ratha.

Arum. Latin: “unploughed, virgin, soil.”

Aryaman. The Vedik chief of the Pritis (or “fathers”), and the third member of the Aryan trinity with Varuna (Oorana the “sky”), and Mitra the sun. He was superior in rank to Bhaga, Daksha, and Anu, and to the “six Adityas” (or gods of light and space. The word came—like the name of Mitra—to signify a “friend” (perhaps the Visavadeva).

Arya Somaj. “The Aryan church” or sect, which arose in the Panjab, early in 1877 A.C., under the learned Pandit, and great Vedik scholar, Srimati Dayananda Saraswati. He preached a Theism which yet was held to be consistent with the preservation of all that is best in the Vedas, and in their inspired commentaries. This position resembles that of European Deists, shocked by doctrines of the Trinity,
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and of the atonement, or vicarious sacrifices. Though only a "half way house" the Arya Somaj has done much good, by steadying the ship freighted with anxious thought, and by safeguarding morals, which are apt to suffer from violent religious excitement. This sect severely denounces idol worship, and encourages education in natural science, and healthy physical exertion. It welcomed members from among Hindus, Moslems, and outcasts alike; but it ungraciously repelled its nearest congeners the Brahma-Teists of Bengal—a common though strange trait of human weakness. These Aryas meet usually on Sundays, like Christians: for Sunday is a general day of rest in India. Their service consists in sacrifice; prayer; praise; and a lecture on religion, and on current affairs, as affecting character and conduct. It opens with the Soma rite, and includes the recital of Mantras (sacred texts), and the lighting of sacred fire by the fire stick, fed with five kinds of sacred wood. Dharba-grass, rice, ghee, and other offerings, are thrown into the fire while the Mantras are chanted, with reverent utterance of the mystic "Aum." At the corners of the square fire-pit burn fragrant black-looking candles.

The Hindus, of course, denounce the Arya-Somaj as heretical, chiefly because the Aryas refuse to accept any sacred books except the Rig and the Yajur Vedas, with their commentaries, unless they are older than the Mahâ-bhârata—which Hindus place about 500 to 700 B.C. The interpretation of these two Vedas, by Dayanand, and his immediate disciples, is rejected by Hindus generally, who deny the competence of the sect to appreciate them. No Aryas dared (in 1888) to set aside Brahman customs or ceremonies, and they rarely deny the claims of the hereditary priesthood: so that they could not be considered firmly established, being liable to fall back into earlier customs. In these respects they differ from the Brahma-Theists (see Brahma Somaj). Dayanand believed in the Yiga-Vidya (ascetic knowledge), and in the transmigration of the soul. He had much of the Yogi in his disposition and, like a Yogi, indulged in bhang (Indian hemp) till he felt that he "was a portion of Brahm-Jiv" (the supreme soul). He died at Ajmere at the age of 50 years, on the 30th of October 1883—poisoned, some said, by his enemies. "The sun grew pale at his death; meteors shot through the heavens; the earth heaved a mighty sigh, and was rent in many places."

As a reformer Dayanand suffered much obloquy; but he took his stand to the last on the inspiration of the Vedas. He was abused by those who went further than himself; yet he left the Aryas one of the most influential and numerous of the new Indian sects. He knew the Vedas by heart, and published bulky commentaries on the Rig and the Yajur. He could see no alternative between complete surrender of all religion and unswerving belief in every word, and letter, of these two Vedas.

Prof. Max Müller (Pall Mall Gazette, Dec. 1883) says that the "fundamental idea of (Dayanand's) religion was Revelation. If a verse or a word, of the Vedas had to be surrendered, he said, as coming from a human source, the whole edifice of his faith would have crumbled to pieces. . . They were not only divinely inspired, or rather expired, but were pre-historic, and pre-human." They were in short like Christian Scriptures solely of divine origin. The good Hindu smiles at this, remembering the accidents of chance, time, climate, locality, or copying, which are things of the earth earthy. But the Pandit said that only divine beings handled the true Vedas, and that such earthly matters as science, history, or geography, are not therein noticed. He taught men to explain away spiritually (like Philo) all allusions to such subjects, and thus to remove every taint from God's only word to man. Such faith if sincere (as we may believe it was in the case of Dayanand) is, yet, only possible when ignorance prevails; and, through ignorance of English, this earnest teacher knew little or nothing of the copious founts of science, or of studies in comparative religion; whereas the Brahmos had, with other schools of thought in literary Bengal, imbibed such science freely. To think even of foreign literature: to allow the mind to reconsider so fundamental a question as scriptural inspiration: to associate with unbelievers, or yet more to follow Brahmos in their defiling journeys to England; or to enter into disputations with infidels, were alike vicious courses in the eyes of this champion of Brahmanism. It was enough to know the Vedas, for all besides is worse than dross. Yet in matters as to which his Bible was silent, Dayanand was willing to make reforms, and to sweep away what he thought abuses due to ignorance, or lapse of time. Thus he opposed idol worship, repudiated caste, advocated the education of women, and the re-marriage of widows. He held vigorous disputations as to these and cognate questions of social custom; and our police had often to protect him from the mob.

Professor Max Müller was often, he says, assailed by Dayanand, who was irritated by the English student of Vedas, and could not understand how any one could care for a Bible, if not regarding it as divinely inspired. The orthodox Arya was interested in the "Revelation" of the Voice of Brahma, and not by the study of germs of faith, or human thoughts, or historik growths, which the philosopher studies in these ancient writings. He saw in his Scriptures know-
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Arya and not 151, while, and incomparable to but they are assured of being largely followed. (See Mr Faiz Chand's paper, Isliam Mag., August 1881.) They urge education of men and women, especially in sacred literature: they denounce child-marriages, and compulsory widowhood; also idolatry and the building of temples; but they keep the old sacred days, on which they meet for worship. These methods, and a free distribution of educational tracts, they regard as the best means of reforming the people.

Aryans. [It should be noted that this name, as popularised by Max Müller, was intended to embrace all those whose languages, in Europe, in Persia, and in India, spring from a single original speech, distinct from other Asiatic families, Turanian or Semitic. But on the one hand it is often loosely used to describe many long-headed races of Europe and Asia, even those of early geological ages; while, on the other, it has been restricted to that branch of the Iranian race which spoke the language of the Vedas, or other dialects of the Sanskrit.—Ed.] We can only here treat briefly of this great linguistic division of mankind (see special articles on the various races; and consult Rivers of Life). We see no reason materially to depart from what we wrote in 1878 and 1880; or to admit that Aras means either an "honourable man," or a "ploughman." The great Dravidian princes regarded them as an inferior, or "third class," race of immigrants entering the sunny lands of India, some thousands of years ago, from the cold sterile wildernesses and uplands of Skuthia, Sogdiana, and Trans-Kaspi.

As intruders into India (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 150) they were not "nobles," but rather very inferior to the Dravidio-Turanian settlers of the Panjab, at whose feet they sat to learn arts of government, agriculture, building, war, and even religion. As Max Müller (in agreement with Professor Thering) says, "the Aryas would never have got beyond the civilisation . . . of shepherds and cultivators, would never in fact have reached their eminence in political and commercial life, art, science, and literature, unless they had got into contact with Semitic races;" and, in India, with superior Dravidians. The Indo-Aryans were essentially lovers of nomadic life, who rejected agricultural pursuits. While their Iranian brethren settled down on reaching Kaspiana, the Aryans moved away east, till they reached the N.W. Panjab, where they learned (or were compelled) to cultivate the soil of superior and more powerful races. Then also they began to
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As regards the Aryan cradle land present evidence points to eastern Europe, and to the Ural mountains in Asia (or to the region immediately north of the Kaspian Sea). The Turanians spread over mid-Asia: the Semitic peoples over countries near Arabia. In what are called Neo-lithic ages in Europe, the Aryans seem to have followed the great rivers, such as the Volga, Don, and Dnieper. These perhaps had been inhabited regions also in Palaeo-lithic times, when mammoths and palmis existed in Siberia, and man followed the retreating ice northwards, to avoid the stormy sea which still (as shown later) separated Western Asia from European regions to its north.

No doubt, as Zend and Sanskrit scholars urge, the home of the Aryans proper lay north of the Kaspian Sea; and, from this Aryan-Vaeso ("Aryan-home," in Zend), the Iranians went south to Persia, and through the Caucasus to Media, while the Aryans went east towards India. As against the theory that this home was in mid-Asia, the learned Dr Latham argued, in 1851, that it was more probably in Europe; but he was "waved aside for a quarter of a century by the learned," including Pott, Lassen, Max Müller, and others. The literary world remained undecided till the question was again raised in 1879. Pocci then argued that the Aryan home was near the sources of the Dnieper, and (like Latham) that Aryan languages sprang from the Lithuanian—a fair haired, blue eyed race of Letts speaking a very ancient dialect. These Lithuanians, having very marked Aryan characteristics, lost (as this writer declares) their blond complexion more and more the further they went from their home. He thought that, in the Rokito marshes of Russia, they first developed the albinoism of the race. (But, though the Greeks admired blue eyes and fair hair, and though the Aryans of the Caucasus have red hair and blue or hazel eyes, we do not know that the oldest speakers of Aryan languages were blond.)—Ed.

Between 1883 and 1887 it was also urged that Southern Scandinavia, and Denmark, were the Aryan cradle; that the Indo-Aryans were late and distant offshoots of the primitive stock, and that

"we may no longer seek in the Vedas for either primeval Aryan life, or religion, but rather in the aboriginal mythology of Scandinavia." Traces of Aryan migration (at some unknown period) occur not only in Baktoria and India. Fire worships (of the Tin-p'ai of Chinese records) still dwell at Balti, south of Khotin, adjoining Tibet. These are still herdmen, living in caves, and in felt tents, raising no crops, but tending flocks like the Vedik Aryans. They never mix with the Turanians (Royal Asiatic Society Journal, January 1891, p. 6). The Dards again, east of Afghanistan, are believed to be another Aryan remnant.

The Aryans came to be regarded as identical with the old long-headed stock of Europe—as found in the Cannstatt and Engis caves. But such skulls do not show us either the complexion or the language of any race.—Ed.]

In 1887 the theory of Penka (1883-1886) was advocated by Dr Sayce and others before the British Association, and it was argued that the Aryans (as shown by words common to all Aryan speech) first dwelt in a forest-clad land, near to seas, and with a severe winter; knowing the seal, beaver, wolf, fox, hare, elk, and other deer; the eel, lobster, and salmon; and among trees, the fir, beech, birch, oak, and hazel; and moreover that, while fair races easily become dark, the dark do not become light—witness Esquimaux, Lappes, Samoyeds, and others. [These arguments were less forcible than thought. The oldest Aryans may have been as fair as the Aryanised Finns, but may, not the loss, have lived in the cold regions N. of the Caspian. The habitat of the fauna and flora was assumed to be peculiar to the Baltic shores; and no notice was taken of the scientific work of Wallace as to the distribution of species. There are seals in the Black Sea and in the Caspian; elk in Caucasus, and salmon in the Volga; there are firs in Ponsus, and beeches in Asia Minor, and even in Syria; the birch grows far east in Northern Asia, and the oak is very widespread.—Ed.]

We fall back on our old text that "none can know their genesis." Professor Max Müller on the Homes of the Aryans (1888) dissipates many such arguments, and still places the Aryan home "somewhere in Asia." He shows a centre north of the Kaspian whence radiated (as Dr Otto Schrader also supposes) the six great Aryan stocks of Europe—Slav, Greek, Italian, Keltik, Tentonik, and Skandinavian; while to the S.E. the Aryans, proceeding to Baktoria, separated into Iranians and Aryas proper at a much later period. But we see no reason for being "here with content"; for purely linguistic arguments, unduly pressed, tend to hinder progress in the study of ethnography.
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and in comparisons of religious customs. From prehistoric times central west Asia has contained not only Turanians, but also Aryan, or "riverine" peoples (see Rev. S. Koele, Royal Asiatic Soc., Journal, April 1882).

The Manichean author of the Zend scripture called Vendidad (i, 1-2), perhaps before 500 B.C., speaks of the Aryans-Vavo, or "Aryan home," as on the "good river Daitya," which is traditionally the Araxes, flowing from near Mt. Ararat eastwards to the Kaspian (see Daitya). This indicates a descent through the Caucasus, after the great schism between Iranians and Aryans, probably at least 4000 years ago. That the race originally came from further north is clear; for the Vendidad says that this Aryan home had ten months of winter and only two of summer; and that a summer day was as long as two summer nights, and a winter night as long as two winter days. These facts would not apply further south than 49°50′ north latitude, which brings us immediately north of the Kaspian Sea. [If the tradition that the Daitya River is the Araxes be reliable, these Aryans would be Medes, who were known—bearing Aryan names—in this region to the Assyrians before 800 B.C. The chapter quoted of the Vendidad (or "law against fiends") mentions, among the earliest lands reached from the Aryan home, ten countries, the first of which is Segiliana, the second Merv, the third Baktia, the sixth probably Herat, the ninth Hyrkania, and the tenth probably Rhages in Media. This represents the Persians as coming round the east side of the Kaspian, and then turning west.—En.]

Aryans and Turanians alike were forced to skirt the seas, or lakes, and the cold mountain chains, and followed the rivers. A pathway was found along the Russian steppes to Thrakia, and up the Danube, for Keltic and Teutonic stocks. These were also Turanian lands, whence half-bred Pelasgi, Ligurians, and Ilyrians, passed on early to Italy. For a thousand years, before the rise of the Greeks proper about 800 B.C., Thrakia was peopled by long-headed Aryans, who also entered Phrygia and Armenia from the west. These plundering and trading peoples—pure Aryans, or mixed Aryan-Turanians—entered Myrians, Getae, Trojans, and ubiquitous Pelasgi. More or less pure Turanians, from Lydia in Asia Minor, passed west as Etruscans; and with them we may class the Basques (whose language resembles the Finnic), the Euskarians, and perhaps the early Rhomadians, who, however, in Roman times, spoke a Keltic dialect. The true Asiatic Aryans had already a well-defined tongue in Aryan-Varta, their crude-land, north of the Kaspian, whence came the Sanskrit, the later Pali, and other dialects, as they approached

the Ganges,—of which river, however, the Vedik singers had no knowledge, for it is only noticed in sub-Vedik Aryan writings about 800 B.C. (see India). It is not in India, therefore, that we need seek the home of Aryan men or speech; but we have good grounds for placing it in Eastern Europe north of the Kaspian.

It is acknowledged that man, in Europe, passed through the Palaeolithik and Neolithik (rude stone and polished stone) stages in the Pleistocene period of geological time—if not earlier. The Baltic and the English seas were then different from what they now are. "Within comparatively modern times," says Professor Huxley, "the high rocky barrier of the Sea of Marmora held in the Black Sea at a level much higher than at present," so that the vast delta of the Bug, Dnieper, and Danube, were submerged. The Sea of Asov was, in like manner, held in till the gorge of the Cimmerian Bosphorus (in the Crimea) was pierced, or broken by volcanic action. The Delta of the Don would thus also be submerged for hundreds of miles, as also the Volga region, and the low-lying basins of the Kaspian and Aral Seas, which are lower than the Mediterranean, as the following levels show with reference to the Mediterranean level in feet:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sea</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aral Sea</td>
<td>+166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaspian Sea</td>
<td>-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Sea (original)</td>
<td>+200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus a great inland sea, reaching east even to the Pamirs, occupied central Asia and extended to Europe, separating the northern regions from the uplands of Asia-Minor, Media, and Persia. The valley of the mighty Volga runs up to the latitude of St Petersburg. The great sea—in which the Kaspian and the Aral lakes were mere cups—stretched from the Danubian plains into Mid Asia, as far as the 40th or 50th degree of North Latitude; and a series of lakes reached to the 100th degree of East Longitude, ending in the desert steppes of Western Mongolia, and bounded by those of the Kirghiz, Turkestan, and Oxiann. Professor Huxley calls this "a great inland Mongolian sea, or Ponto-Aralian Mediterranean." The cliffs which dammed in the Black Sea were several hundred feet high, before the narrow passage to the sea of Marmora was pierced, draining the waters into the Mediterranean. The whole surface level was formerly perhaps some 200 feet higher than that of the latter sea. Fiords and arms stretched far into Europe and Asia, flanked by the Alps, the Uralis, Caucasus, and the Hindu Kush, and even by the Tien-Shan and Altai Mountains. This great sea stretched east and west nearly 3000 miles, separating Southern Asia from the Alpine and
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Transylvanian defiles (see Nineteenth Century Review, Nov. 1890). This important change must be remembered when we consider the question of the habitat of primitive man.

Three years later confirmation of this view was supplied in papers read to the Royal Society and Royal Geographical Society (October 1893). Herr van Beneden proves the point from "fossil cetaceas, found near the Black Sea and the Kaspian and Aral lakes, with other oceanic fauna. "It is apparent," he says, "that at the end of the Miocene period the Black Sea extended to Vienna, Linz, and even Lake Constance... the three seas formed one sheet of water." Later on, towards the end of the Pliocene, or in the Early Quaternary, the Bosphorus was formed, and the waters of the Mediterranean admitted... the Kaspian was first isolated." This he makes clear from remains of fossil fish and shells. [This would, of course, seriously affect the conditions of the glacial period, but it still remains doubtful whether mankind can be traced as early as the early Pleistocene.—Ed.]

Professor Huxley (Nineteenth Century Review, June 1891) urges that, before this great sea was drained away, four European types of mankind had developed. The first is represented by the tall, blond Scandinavian: the second and third were short, dark, and broad-headed—the Aurignacans and other Mongoloids: the fourth was the dark, long-headed man of Iberian and Siberian type. [This, of course, is conjectural as to complexion. Virchow has discredited the theories of race formed on our present information. There seems little doubt that Finnic, and Lapp-like peoples preceded the Aryans in Europe—as Sir H. Rawlinson supposed. But the so-called Iberians, supposed to be a Mediterranean race—also traceable in English long-barrows according to Dr Isaac Taylor—are not certainly proved to have existed. The type of Portugal, and S. Italy, appears due to early admixture of Berber and Arab-Berber blood from Africa, and to the Saracen invasions. The tall, round-headed men of our round barrows, whom Dr Taylor calls Kelts, may be Teutonic invaders of Britain. We know nothing as to their language or complexion.—Ed.] Prof. Huxley regards only the first type as being "the true primitive Aryan." If Aryans lived when the great ice wave was retreating northwards, they may have gradually followed it from the south: they may also have followed south the retreating waters of the Pontic-Aralian Sea. Yet tall blond men do not seem to have reached the E. and W. shores of the Kaspian till about 1500 or 1000 B.C., or to have penetrated Irán till about 1000 or 500 B.C. [The probable unity of Asiatic languages, on which the author insists often, would point to the Aryans having come originally from a centre common also to the Turanians and Semitic peoples. In this case they would pass north by the Caucasus to the Volga, while from Media the Turanians spread on all sides, and from Assyria—where the oldest known texts of Semitic origin are found—the latter people would have gone south and west. But Dr Beddoes has shown that there are several racial types now speaking Aryan languages, such as the flat-headed Norse, the short-headed Teutons, and Slavs, the round-headed Romans and Kelts, and long-headed Greeks. The term Aryan is linguistic rather than ethnographic.—Ed.]

In India the Aryans form a small minority among Turanian millions, such as Bangus, Kols, Mongs, Gonds, and other Dravidian and Kolarian races, who still comprise the masses of Eastern and Central Hindustan. It is enough here to add that scholars are gradually abandoning the Indo-Aryan Sanskrit delusion, according to which India abounds with Aryans, and all its civilization is of Aryan origin (see India). Not till 600 B.C. were Aryans a factor of any importance on the Ganges or on the Jumna. Yet it was only in 1890 that scholars began to whisper that Bangáli language was non-Aryan (Oriental Congress, Sept. 1891): for Mr C. Johnston then remarked that at least a fourth of the Bangáli vocabulary, including most names for places, and common objects, has nothing to do with the Sanskrit; and that the Sanskrit words were modified according to definite phonetic laws belonging to Turanian speech. Vernacular Bangáli he says, is "agglutinative" in structure—as we should naturally expect from the influence of Dravidian, and Indo-Chinese races, which form the majority of the population. Mr Hall recently told the Royal Society of Canada that Dravidian influence "has been too little regarded in Indian history." The researches of Henn, Schrader, and others, show that the Aryans when entering India were only a race of wild herdsmen, poor straggling wanderers dependent, for food and clothing, on their herds, living in round huts of wood and grass, like similar tribes of to-day. They could not smelt metals or till fields, and only apparently became powerful about 800 B.C. on the Ganges. Their Deva-Nagari, or "divine serpent" characters, they adopted from others (see Aram). Their architecture they took from Turanians (see Architecture): so at last they attained to a civilization unrivalled out of Greece. But the first Aryans were like those who still bear the name (see Arasas), whom we had reason to know in 1845-6, as a young surveyor in the Western Ghats. [As regards the word Aryan see under Ar "man." All early peoples give themselves honorary titles as did the Vedik
Áryas; but originally the term meant, like the Roman Vir, or the Armenian aya, little beyond a "strong man."—En.

As regards primitive Aryan civilisation the best work to consult, as is generally admitted, is Dr Otto Schrader's *Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryans* (1890); in which he fully admits the borrowing of many culture terms from the old Akkadian, and Semitic, languages.

**As.** This root in many languages signifies both "fire" and "breathing" or "existence." [Aryan as "burn"; Semitic ess, etc., "fire"; Turanian yas or is "light" (in Akkadian and Turkish); Egyptian ıs "spirit; Aryan ıs "breathe"; Semitic ıssh, or ish, or ısh, "man" or "being"; Turanian es "spirit."—En.]

**As-ak.** In Hebrew ıshak (ıshek) is the testicle (Levit. xxii, 20), any imperfection in which organs unfit men for the priestly office. Hence the ceremony of inspection which Popes of Rome must undergo (described in *Rivers of Life*—see Index).

**Ásám. Assam.** The whole British state of Assam (a Chinese name) contains about 4,250,000 souls, in 42,000 square miles exclusive of rivers and unsettled hill districts—or 55,400 square miles with these. The first centre of its civilisation was the Hindu kingdom of Kāmrup, ruled by Cau-pati (see India). In the Mahā-bhārata its Rājā, Bhagada-datta ("god-given") is mentioned as slain by Arjuna; but he could hardly have been an Aryan. This legend occurs in the Yogini Tantra (see *Imp. Gazetteer of India*). The Kāmrup kingdom fell at the Moslem conquest in our 15th century, when Assam was seized by the aboriginal tribe of Kochs now called Rājāsūris; and it was merged in the Rāj, or kingdom of Kuch-Bahār. Of the aborigines little is known: the Assam people say that their race invaded, and settled in, the Brahmaputra river valley, coming from the upper Iravadi, and from Barmah, as Tais and Shāms, who received the name Ahōm, Ahām, or Ásām, and became Buddhists. They were largely Hinduised later—namely, for their real gods are fetishes, spirits of trees, mountains, and rivers, with symbolic karns, and standing stones; before these they used to offer human victims to the spirits and to the Earth Mother; but castle, fowls, and other offerings are now substituted.

The Ásāmese were followed (also from the S.E.) by Klāmutis and other Tais, flying from Barmese tyranny, and from the rule of Pagān-myu: this led to Barmese invasions, beginning in 108 a.c., and ending only with the fall of Pagān in 1280 a.c. We are inclined to think that the Ásāmese—long before Buddhist times—drove the Mašas, and Māgā, now called Nāgas, into the hilly tracts which they now occupy. They are divided into many tribes such as Ásā, Angāms, and others (see for a full account *Anthrop. Instit. Journal*, Nov. 1896, and August 1897). The Nāga languages still show a distinct connection with those of the Malay Archipelago; those of the Gars also point to the dialects of Kachāris and Kochs, ranging along the base of the Himalayas from Assam to Śrīvasti, and the newly identified Kapila Vāstu (see our *Short Studies*, i and ii). The usually spoken language of Assam is classed as a dialect of Bangāli—that is of the semi-Turānian speech (see Aryan) which sprang from that of Māla, Kols, and others, and which was modified by Prākrits (dialects) of the Aryan Sanskrit.

Ásām possessed a fairly organised government; and its inhabitants for about a thousand years bravely resisted Moslem invasions, holding their own even west of Gō-ālpāra. They, and their congeners the Chutiyas, embraced Hinduism very largely in 1630 A.C. In the 18th century Barmah conquered Ásām; and in 1765 Great Britain acquired Sylhet and Gō-ālpāra. In February 1824, by the treaty of Yandabu, they took over all Eastern Ásām from Barmah. Two years later a British administration was established, and in 1830 Cachar lapsed to Great Britain. The Khasi hills were annexed in 1833, and the Jaintia hills in 1835. The Nāga hill tribes have since been held in a more or less firm grasp.

In 1893-4 some 28 Puthia, or original Ahōm manuscripts, were discovered, belonging to the time when Shāms from Ásām essayed to rule all the valleys near the Brahmaputra (the 17th century A.C.). We have also coins with Nagari (or Sanskrit) characters going back to 1690 A.C.; and inscriptions on copper plates, and stones, granting lands, and rights to temples. Coins of chiefs of the Kochs, and of the Jaintia hills, also exist. Some of the old Ahōms can read these characters, and say that many other texts exist, among private families, dealing with religion and mythology. A dictionary has been found, and three MSS. which form a continuous history of Ahōm Rājas from 568 to 1795 A.C. These the British Government ordered to be translated.

The Ahōms and Chutiyas (about 55,000) are congregated in the Sīl-sāgar district: the Rāj-bānas (about 300,000) in the valleys of the Brahmaputra, in Eastern Bangāl. Their old province of Sylhet is occupied by Chandīls and Kaibartas, numbering some 250,000 in all. The Kalitas, or ancient Ahōm priestly tribe, who claim to rank with the Kāyasts of Bangāl, number about 150,000, and have now embraced agriculture, being recognised as Hindu Sutitas (the 4th caste) by
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The population includes Hindus (65 per cent.), Moslems (27), Buddhists (9-94), and Christians (9-65 per cent.), leaving 8 per cent. unclassified. The Hindus (2,750,000) are mostly Vaihnavas, and the Moslems (1,250,000) are converts of various stocks. The Buddhists (about 2000) are mostly Khâmtis or Shânas; and of the Christians (some 1500), the native converts are mostly imported coolies from Chittagong (see Imperial Gazetteer of India). In 1875 the proportion of criminals was only a tenth of that in Christian Europe, though the proportion of deaths to population (due to a deadly climate) is thrice as high. Only one in 520 of the population of 4,250,000 souls was a criminal, while in Scotland in 1893 one in 60 was sent to jail. [But presumably this refers to detection of crime more especially. —Ed.]

Asani. Indra’s thunderbolt—the lightning, or serpent (see Abî).


Asaya. Sanskrit. The heart or stomach. An asylum.

Asen. The Skandinavian gods (see Asar) dwell in Asenheim, or Asgard, the home, or city, of the Asen (see As “spirit”) in heaven.

Asér. Asher. Assûr. Asûrêhah. Hebrew. The radical meaning of the root is “straight”: hence “upright,” “just,” and “happy.” In Assyria and Palestine the Assir (plural Ashîrîm), and the Assêrîh (plural Ashûrîth), were “erect” poles, and artificial “Trees of Life.” Leah’s son was called Asher “the happy one” (see Gen. xxx, 13, and Dr Oort’s Worship of Baalim, p. 46). Prof. Cheyne (Academy, May 13th, 1893) says that the nature of the Assêrîh is settled by O. Richter (in his large work on Cyprus), as being a pole or post. [But this has long been pointed out by others. —Ed.] In the Tell el Amarna tablets—as Col. Conder has shown—the name ‘Atûm-Assûrîh (belonging to an Amorite chief in the Lebanon) signifies “servant of Assûr,” and the word Assûrîh is preceded by “the sign for deity.” This term is rendered “the grove” in our English version of the Old Testament. In Assyria the god Assûr or Assûr appears as a human archer, with wings and tail of an eagle (sometimes in a circular ring), arching with the bow. His emblem was an artificial tree. [The same form occurs also in Phoenicia, and even on Persian cylinder-seals as representing Ormuzd.—Ed.] He wears the horned tiara, as did the Assyrian bull Cherûbs, and is sometimes ithyphallik (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1897, plate iii, 4). He is a sun god, without whose arrows (see Arrows) there is neither light nor life (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Feb. 1900). In the Rig Veda Ashûr-Mahô (“the great spirit”) is a form of Rudra, called the “powerful: the archer, with the strong bow, and the sure arrow” (Rig Veda, II, i. 4.6 ; V, x. 11 ; VII, xli, 1). In India to-day the bow is the weapon of the great Mahêsa. In the Bible (1 Kings xv, 13) King Asa’s mother is said to have made an Assêrîh which was a “shameful” emblem (“idol in a grove”), such as Herodotus saw on Syrian monuments (the Klettii). Jerome calls it “a figure of shame.” Both the Assûr and the Assêrîh (see Judges iii, 7), and the Assyrian Assûratum, were similarly phallik poles, and sacred trees (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Feb. 1897). Fürst compares the Phenician Asr (spelt with the letter great) as a name of Ba’al. Among Turanian Etruscan Aser is a godess carrying a hatchet. The Hebrews also erected the pole carrying the brazen serpent (2 Kings xviii, 4) in their temple—where it had the same meaning (as a healer) that belongs to the snake staff of Asklepios, the great healer. An inscription from Larнака, in Cyprus, describes the making of Asûrîm much as the lingam has been described to us at Bañana, and Jaipûr, as the “building rod” (compare the paper by Rev. J. W. Collins, Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1889). These again were the tufted Thurmôi of Dionysos (see Rods). [The Assûrîh had a veil, as had certain sacred trees in Arabia—2 Kings xxiii, 7.—Ed.] Assur-ahhén, Esarhaddon (“Assur has given a brother”) was one of many Assyrian kings named from the god Assûr or Assûrîh. He ascended 680 B.C., and “gave back to Babylon” next year “her gods; and he rebuilt the famous temple of Ba’al.” He died on his way to Egypt in 688 B.C.

Ash (see Aes, and Ask). A sacred tree to Kelts and Teutons, planted in their circles (see Arthur): probably reveredence as coming early into leaf.

Ashtoreth. See Asar.

Asia. This name originally was confined to the Roman province—ruled by Asiarchs—in the west of Asia Minor, and hence extended to all the east. [Probably the word means “shores.”—Ed.] Kings of Kilikia, ruling from Antioch, called themselves “Kings of Asia.” By this name the Chinese are thought to have known the west, perhaps as early as 2000 B.C. They said that the country of Asî extended to Baktria, (their Taxia, some 200 leagues from Ta-wan)
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he and the Russians called the Alani of Carpinii the Yasi. The Asi of Thothmes III (Maspero, Aecodwine des Inscriptions, Aug. 1886) is believed to be Cyprus, as named in the 16th century B.C. Prof. Maspero thinks that the Asinai brought their name from the Greek mainland to the Cypriot city of Asinai. But this does not explain the word. [Others think that Asi was on the coast of Asia Minor. In Turkish as means "below."—Ed.]

Asita. The Buddhist saint who answers to the Simeon of the Gospel. To him was revealed the coming of the young divinity from heaven (see Asva-gosha).

Ask. The oak god of Skandinavians (see Ash).

Asklepios. Greek. The Latin Esculapius. An early "healer" with serpent symbols, called a Saviour; and a deified physician. Homer calls him the "healing" god; an incarnation of Apollo; but never gives the name Asklepios. Apollo killed Koronis through jealousy, but Hermes saved her child and gave him to Kheiron (the kentaur), who taught him hunting and healing. In this we see the usual legend of the persecuted solar hero or saviour. Asklepios slew his serpent enemy, and adopted the serpent as the emblem of healing twined round the caduceus staff (see Rods; and compare Aser), which was a wonder-working rod. Zeus was jealous of the wisdom of Asklepios, fearing that he would confer immortality on men; he therefore slew this Prometheus by lightning, and placed him among the constellations. This may mean that the worship of Asklepios (Esculapius or Ascalaphus) was superseded by that of Zeus. The germ of his history (as a phallic healer) appears in Egypt in the myths of Knup. He is also identified with the Phoenician Edmun (see that heading), "the health god" (see Cox's Aryan Mythology). Some connect the name with the Askle (Esculcius), an "edible" oak or beech tree (Delaine's Hist. des Cultes, i, 56). The beech nuts healed wounds and averted death. [Probably Asklepios thus means "one who makes a food"—an esculent or a medical dose.—Ed.] He is connected (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 133, fig. 51), with serpents and apples (see Apple), and his temples were the first infirmaries (see Hospitals). Like our medical missionaries the healer-priests of Asklepios drew men to the cultus, and filled the sacred grove with the sick, bringing wealth and power to their shrines. The staff and serpent were the chief emblems of his shrines, which were called places of rest for body and spirit; but none were permitted to die there; nor might any woman there give birth to a child. The figure of Asklepios was Jovine, and the statue generally of gold and ivory. At his foot rested a dog (Cerberus), and in one hand the healer carried his staff (see Danda), the other resting on a serpent. Rome adopted the worship of Esculapius about 300 B.C. The healing art (says Sir G. Cox) was then better understood than in the middle ages of Christian ignorance in Europe. Men believed the Asklepiads to be in earnest when—in order to hide secrets of their art—they said that their success was due to visions, charms, and oracles. But their art was genuine if un-scientific, and was ancient in Egypt. Pergamos worshiped this healer from 400 B.C. down to 270 A.C., as shown by coins; and his statue by Phurmakhos dated from 210 B.C. In Rome he was associated with Apollo Telephoros, with Hygeia (goddess of health), and with Jove the Revivider (Cox, Ar. Mythol., ii, p. 290). His votaries—modest women as well as men—must approach him naked, and his salutation was to kiss the hand with fingers drawn into a loop (see Hand).

Asmā. Asman. Sanskrit (nominative Asmā). This has the double meaning of "stone" and "heaven." Gerbernatis says that it means "gem" or "shining one." The gem is also the Lingam, or life-giver, in India. The sky, or space, is the product of the gem (see Spiegel's Avesta, ii, 21, quoted by Prof. A. Di Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., i, p. 96), and the ambrosial Soma flows from heavenly mountains. Ormazd is said to have created Sraosha (the Holy Spirit) to oppose Asma and Haoma (the Soma), so that Asmā became degraded in Persia into a Deva, or devil. [Aeshma-deva is Asmodeus, which see.—Ed.]

Asmodeus. The Talmudical Ashmadai, a demon borrowed from the Zend Aeshma-deva or "raging fiend" (Tobit iii, 6). It was Ashmadai who made Noah drunk. Asmodeus possessed the bride Sarah ("princess"), daughter of Raggel ("friend of god"), and slew her seven bridegrooms, till he was routed by the smell of the heart and liver of a fish, and fled to Upper Egypt, where he was bound by the angel Raphael (Tobit vii, 2, 3). In later mythology Asmodeus is a lame fiend (as Hephaistos also is lame), and becomes the "devil on two sticks," connected with fire. In the Babylonian Talmud are many legends of Ashmadai, who was brought bound to Solomon, to reveal the Shāmīr worm (kept by the cock of the sea): he succeeded in replacing Solomon for a time on the throne, and was betrayed by his bird's claws, when entering the king's Harim (see Ag, Agni).

Asōka. The celebrated founder of the first Buddhist empire called therefore the "Constantine of Buddhism," though he was a
Asoka

greater and more pious man than Constantine—as Dr Isaac Taylor remarks in his work on the alphabet. He has been belittled as a Hindu, in order, as M. Senart says, to hang on his life-history “edifying legends (which have) blackened his early life, in contrast to the virtues which inspired him after conversion”—common practices still among salvationists, and evangelicals. He has been both praised, and abused, for kindness to monks, and for excessive alms-giving. “But his inscriptions furnish no confirmation whatever for these statements.” (Indian Antiquity, Aug. 1891). His original name was apparently Priya-darsin (“the gracious”): this after conversion to Buddhism became Piya-dasi (“beloved”); or Devanamā-Piya, “beloved of gods.” Āsoka means “without grief” (or “care”); and Dhammāsoka (Pali Dhammasokha) is the griefless following of righteousness. We first hear of him as the Hindu viceroy of Ujjain, in 264 B.C. Even about 260 B.C. he showed a leaning to Buddhism, having then been emperor of Magadha for three years, ruling from the mouth of the Ganges to the confines of Baktria, and residing at Pataliputra (Patna). He was the successor and son of Bindra-Sāra, son of Chandragupta. His father came from Patala on the Indus to found the capital named after him on the Ganges. The dynasty was called the Sākya-Maurya, or “peacock” dynasty, from 315 to 291 B.C. (see Buddha, India, and Laos). Āsoka resigned from 262 to 225 or 222 B.C., and extended his empire towards Kalinga. He showed remarkable leanings towards the West, and missionary zeal in—and beyond India, even to Greece. He was a true, and good, man, and the very life of a great empire. He was in touch with Eastern, and Western, philosophies, religious, and ethical; and thereby superior to any whom the West had produced. Two of his Lāt (or pillar) inscriptions show him in communication with Antigonus of Macedon, Megas of Kurēne, Ptolemy II of Egypt, Antiochus of Syria (Antiochus Theos, 261 to 246 B.C.), and Alexander II of Epirus. Antiochus he calls the Yōna-hāja, or ruler of Ionis. [His edicts are found from Gujerat on the west to Orissa on the east, and from Peshawar to the borders of Madras, if not in Ceylon—an extent of 15° of longitude and 27° of latitude. They are in three Pali dialects, and in two distinct alphabets. See Princep in Royal Asiatic Society Journal, vol. iv, and Taylor’s Alphabet, vol. ii, pp. 291-296.]

The propagation of Buddhism was the constant object of his life, and correspondence; and we can see that the Greek Alexandrian, and the West Asiatic, schools of philosophy, must—in the middle of the 3rd century B.C.—have been well acquainted with the simple tenets of that great and rising faith of the East.

In his 17th year (246 B.C.) Āsoka called together a great council of leading pious men, mostly Buddhists perhaps; and, among other matters, it was decided that religion was to be vigorously propagated by teaching, and preaching, among the ten great nations from Baktria to Ceylon. Hence the Emperor caused to be inscribed on notable Lāts, and rocks, wise and pious maxims of Dharma (duty or ethics) full of valuable and kindly instruction, couched in the simplest, and best known, native tongues of various provinces. His efforts were thus untiring to educate and improve all, both in and beyond his vast empire; and they were continued for 35 years, causing his name to be as much revered as it has become immortal. The humblest were made to think, and to understand (in their own tongue if possible) the highest religious and moral ideas of which the world had as yet heard, excepting a few cloistered sages. A powerful moral impulse was so given to India, which led to its material civilisation. Architecture, which had suffered from the wars for ascendency of Aryans, now rapidly advanced. If there were too many monasteries there were also busy schools, like those of Nalanda; and good wealthy men gave of their abundance for the purpose of housing the learned, and schooling the young. The ancient caves became rock-cut shrines, adorned with carved pillars, rich friezes, and statues; and chapels (Chaityas), or Stupas, arose everywhere. Along the highways wells, and tanks, were dug for travellers; and rest houses—more or less charitable works—were built, where food and medicines were freely distributed, to the sick and weary, by pious attendants often themselves rich men (see Hospitals).

The Emperor, who is believed to have been of mixed Aryan and Turanian descent (partly Greek perhaps through his grandmother), showed the best traits of both races—the perseverance, brilliancy, and administrative capacity of the Aryan, combined with Asiatic piety; and architectural ability, such as early distinguished the Turanians of Babylonia and India. Āsoka is credited with erecting 84,000 religious buildings, and with maintaining 64,000 monks as the teachers of his people. His Lāt inscriptions show a faith, ethics, and philosophy, as advanced as the Greek thought of his age. But he was by no means a blind follower of his revered Tagāgata (Buddha), and constantly speaks of the religious ideas as much older than the time of this last of many Buddhas. Āsoka in fact became a highly religious Stoik, long before he openly professed Buddhism. He joined that creed—to which he seems to have long been inclined—because Gotama’s teaching had, as he saw, taken great hold on the peoples of all India, thus seeming to present the best form in which to inculcate on the masses good ethical teaching.
Long after the above was first written we noticed a confirmation of our views in Professor Bühl's preface to the translation of Asoka's edicts (see in the Epigraphia Indica, June 1893). He comes to the conclusion that Asoka joined the Buddhists in the 29th year of his reign (235 B.C., or probably 13 years before death); and that, up to his 27th year of rule, he was working only to encourage the spread of that general morality on which many Indian religions were based—namely the jnana-marga or "Path of Knowledge," prescribed for the people at large, "which is common to Brahmans, Jainas, and Buddhists." Thus we need not look for (and do not find) anything exclusively Buddhist in his edicts, or in the institutions of his empire. These follow the Brahmanical Rohini-rita, or Hindu ethics. In the edict of the Delhi Sivalki (that is of Asoka's 26th regnal year), we read: "Happiness in this world and in the next (as to which Gotama had been silent) is difficult to gain, except by great love for the sacred Law, circumspection, obedience, fear, and energy." In another edict of this period he joins with Buddhists, and Jainas, in forbidding cruelty to any living creature, or the emasculation of animals. His faith thus seems to have steadily grown, by the exercise of piety and goodness, and did not consist in sudden conversion to beliefs of any kind. Dharma or "duty" was alone religion to him—that Sāra (or 'essence') which must be the basis of all religions, and which he found more or less imperfectly taught, throughout all time, by numberless princes and sages" (see Senart's Inscriptions, Indian Antiq., pp. 261-2). In one edict Asoka says, "Dharma consists in committing the least possible ill (a-badha); in doing much good; in practising gentleness, charity, mercy, and truthfulness; and in living a life pure in thought, word, and deed." Dharma he urges requires obedience to fathers, mothers, and the aged; respect for all Gurus (teachers), Brahmans, relations, friends, servants, and slaves; care for the lives of animals, and the feelings of all creatures: fidelity in the affections; and tenderness in every relation of life. "Let these three, Dharma, Buddha and Sangha (duty, wisdom, and organisation) prevail, and men will try to promote virtue and happiness, will curb anger, cruelty, envy, and pride—the great sources of sin—and will be moderate in language, and considerate of others." The "neglect of these constitutes sin."

"Again and again," says M. Senart, "the king dwells on the necessity of persevering efforts to advance in moral life," and on mental introspection, arguing that men only see their good deeds, and pride themselves on these, while they forget to search out their evil deeds and neglects. Categorical self-examination (however painful) must be undertaken, he says, and firm resolves made to do good, and be good, if we would be really happy here, or hereafter—for he seems to have believed in a soul, and in a Svarupa or heaven, which were points as to which his great Master refused to speak. But "it is in Dharma (or Dhamma) that he fixes happiness alike here and hereafter" (Senart, p. 263).

Though professing general toleration, and desirous that all religious sects should have perfect liberty, because, as he says (in the 7th edict), "all aim at the subjection of the senses, and purity of soul," yet he was no indifferent spectator of any rites that were cruel, or demoralising. He forbade the bloody sacrifices then dear to millions, just as he punished murder and debauchery; and he ceased to take life for the food of his household. He laboured to reason men out of their superstitions, and follies perpetrated in the name of religion, on occasion of births, marriages, and the setting out on journeys. He must therefore have been a thorn in the side of all the old conservative classes: for they would see nothing in the moral elevation, wise energy, and care for public good, which so much merits our admiration. Such is the fate of every would-be reformer, if earnest and faithful.

Asoka's Lātis (or obelisks), and rock texts, remind us of those of Egypt; and, to these imperishable works we owe the foundation of accurate chronology, which only begins in India, with the meteorelike appearance of Alexander the Great. The best known Lāt is that in the now subterranean temple of Allahabad. It is the best preserved, but not the most valuable; and the oldest is supposed to be that at Girnā (see Royal Asiatic Soc'y. Journal, xliv, May 1882; and compare the article Lāts). The most prominent is the Sivalki Lāt, which Firuz Shah removed, at enormous expense, from a temple on the Jumna river, to the top of his Delhi palace, where he placed it (like a lingam) between two domes. It is a column of hard, smooth, red sandstone, 37 feet high, tapering as a truncated cone from a base of 10 feet 4 inches circumference. It bears several inscriptions, one in Nagari characters as late as April 9th, 1164 A.D. This speaks of the extermination of Miechas, or "heretics" denying the contemporary Hindu beliefs. In the Nāpāl Terai has lately been found, near the tank of Nigliva (37 miles N.W. of Uska on the N. Bangāl railway) a broken Lāt, inscribed in the Magadhi language of the 3rd century B.C., as follows: "When the god-beloved king Piyaśālī (Asoka) had been anointed 14 years, he increased the stupa of Budhā-Koukakā for the second time; and when he had been anointed . . . years, he himself came and worshiped it: he caused it to obtain . . ."
The rest is at present unread, being on that part of the Lāt sunk in the ground. (Dr. G. Bühler, Academy, April 27th, 1895). Dr Bühler recognises in Konāka-mana the 23rd mythical predecessor of Gotama, who died according to Ceylonese literature in the Pabhata-ranna, or “mountain monastery”—or on the spot where the text is found. This place was evidently already an ancient sacred site in Asoka’s time, or he would not have repaired, or “increased” it twice, nor have gone so far to worship at this wild spot. Professor Kern was right (says Dr Bühler) in saying that the mythology of the Buddhas preceding Gotama was settled in the 3rd century B.C.; hence “the date 477 B.C., for Gotama’s Nirvāṇa (or death) gains greater probability.” We see also that about 250 B.C., the Maurya dynasty ruled to the Nāpāl frontier, and probably exercised suzerainy beyond that limit.

The Calcutta correspondent of the Times (December 26th, 1896) describes the site of Āsoka’s pillar near the tomb of Konagamna (Konāka-māna), and the ruins of a town, as follows: “About 15 miles N.E. of Nigliva, at Manma Pederiya, near the tahsil of Bhaguanpur-tikāh Buraui, amid a débris of ruined stupas, stood an Āsoka Ālat rising 10 feet in height, covered with several pilgrim records, of which one belongs to the 9th century (A.C.). The pillar was unearthed to 14 feet, when a well preserved inscription of Āsoka was found, about 3 feet below the upper 10 feet. It states that, having been anointed 20 years (243 B.C.), he visited the garden of Lumbini, worshiped, and erected several stupas and this column, on the very spot where the Lord Buddha was born, in order to commemorate this happy event for future generations.” The Pioneer says: “About 18 miles N.W. of the column lie vast ruins of stupas, monasteries, and palaces, covered with forest, and stretching in a straight line about 5 miles from the village of Amolni, to Tilawra Kot, on the Banganga river, the circumference being about 7 miles. This is Kapila-vastu, the capital of Sudhodāna, Buddha’s father.” This writer however adds that: “beside the Lāt of Āsoka stands Konagamna-Buddha’s Nirvana-stupa,” that is to say the domed tomb of Konagamna, who is often identified with Parsva, the 23rd Jaina saint of 900 B.C.; and it is notable that a town called Parsa stands here, on the Rohini—a large tributary of the Rapi. No doubt when these ruins are opened up Jaina history down to Gotama’s time will be recovered.

The missionaries of Āsoka, whose monument so determines the lost site of Buddha’s birth, were scattered throughout India and Ceylon. We find texts by Jaina-Buddhists, and kings of Chalukyas, Cholas, Kers, and Pandus, which urge goodness and Dharma, or duty. One such inscribed rock is at the fortified hill of Chital-drug—a stronghold of the Cherus from 300 B.C. to 300 A.D. The characters are like those of the Jainas on the Girnar rocks. It is said that Āsoka’s brother Maha-Indu, and his sister Sanga-Mitra, travelled throughout Drāvīḍa, on their way to Ceylon (see Indian Antiquary, Oct. 1884, and under Buddha and India).

To Āsoka doubtless we owe the earliest Buddhist volume—the Kathā-Vatthu or “narration of opinions” composed by Tissa (descendant of Gotama’s disciple Moggati) for the information of the famous Buddhist council of 250 B.C. Tissa told the council what he considered heretical as regarded religious views and practices, asking them and the emperor at once to suppress these errors. Āsoka, as a literary Jaina, had also already before him the Jaina book called Kathā-Kōsa or Treasury of Stories, usually attributed to Mahā-Vira (700 to 600 B.C.), which formed the Jaina Jātaka collection (see our Short Studies, No. i).

Āsoka. Sanskrit: the name of a tree (Calotropis Gigantea) sacred to Siva. A shrub (Jonesia Asoka) is also so named, and both are usually planted near shrines. The flowers of both these “sorrowless” plants are used on festive occasions; and lovers pray and plight troth at this tree, which has Yoni shaped leaves with orange, scarlet, or yellowish flowers—the favo:rite colors of women, and especially of Deva-dīsia. Women are fond of casting these blossoms into their baths, and into the waters of the laeking ghāts, doubtless for fertilising. The buds are believed to burst suddenly into full bloom, if the foot of a beautiful person touches the root. The tree grows to the size of an apple-tree, and bears blossoms before it has leaves (see Almond). These flowers are also the points of arrows used by Kāma to rouse Siva to creative duty (see Kāma and Siva).

Ason. Azon. Pселлus represented the Khaldeans of S. Babylonia as worshipping Azon on high places called Azonia, and identified him with Serapis. An Athenian clan also called themselves Azones. Proclus says that the Assyrians worshipped Azon or Azon. [This might be merely Ἰευ “fire,” or a corruption of Ἀβ-α “the abyss,” or sea deity.—Ed.]

Asoros. The Greco-Phœnician name of the brother of Kisaos (Sanchoniathon—see Cory’s Ancient Fragments) ; he was father of Aros, Illinos, and Aos (Babylonian, Ann, Ila, and Es). These two names answer to the An-sar and Ki-sar (“heaven lord” and “earth lord”) of the Assyrian Creation Tablets.
Asrama. Sanskrit. The four stages of the Vedic Brähman’s life: first, as a student; secondly, as a married man and householder; thirdly, as Vāna-prastha or Aranya—one in retirement in a forest; and fourthly, the peaceful stage of awaiting death. Every Brähman should pass through all four; the noble caste through three; the citizen through two; and the Sudra through one only of these stages.

Asratum. Assyrian for Aschera (see Åsir). Assy. An important animal in mythology—see Onolatria. The “three-legged” emblem is connected with the mythical three-legged ass, described in the Pahlavi book of the Bundahish.

Assumption. The 15th August is the feast of the Assumption of the Virgin, probably connected originally with the zodiacal sign Virgo in August. The rites were ordained by the Roman church in 813 A.C. The story is connected with the apocryphal gospel of the life of Mary.

Assyria. [The name is spelt As-sur in kuneiform texts, and apparently means (as a Semitic word) “the very blessed” land, connected with the name of the god Assur—see Åsir.—Ed.] To write an article on Assyria is to write the history of Western Asia from about 2000 down to 600 B.C. We shall here only mention matters not treated in our Rivers of Life (see Akkad and Babylonia). To the literary taste of Assyrians we owe the recovery of the ancient literature of Akkadians and of Babylonia; and fortunately (says Delitzsch) “Assyrian became a literary language—perhaps about 3000 B.C.—long before its sister Semitic tongues.” (Athenaeus, 12th May 1883.)

[The recent discovery of the Laws of Hammurabi, at Susa, has shown that Nineveh was a city, and one belonging to his empire, as early as 2100 B.C., which serves to modify the older belief that the original capital was at Assur (Kile-Sergât) lower down the Tigris. Nineveh is also mentioned in the 15th century B.C. Assyria appears to have been colonised from Babylon by a Semitic race; and even in 1850 B.C. its ruler, Iami-Daion, was a Poteri or subordinate ruler, apparently under Babylon. The first known king was Bel-bagipan about 1700 B.C. Assur-yuballih was a powerful independent monarch in the time of Amenophis IV of Egypt, and invaded Syria. He placed his grandson (son of the Kasite monarch Burnaburiyas) on the throne of Babylon about 1400 B.C. From that date till 1012 B.C. there was a struggle for supremacy between the Kasites and the Assyrians, with intervals of alliance when boundaries were fixed, and with varying fortunes. Assur-riasilin of Assyria invaded Syria, as far as Beirût, about 1150 B.C., as did his son Tiglath Pileser I, who was however defeated, about 1113 B.C., by Marduk-nadinakhi, son of Nabukudururus—a powerful Semitic king of Babylon. The Assyrian records are defective after this until, about 845 B.C., we find Shalmaneser III ruling from Syria to the borders of India, and defeating the Syrian league in that year. In 840 he received tribute from Jehu, King of Israel. In 732 B.C. Damascus was conquered by Tiglath Pileser III, whose campaigns extended to Philistia. In 722 B.C. a new dynasty appears to have arisen under Sargon, who then conquered Samaria, and subsequently besieged Ashdod in 711 B.C. He overran Asia Minor to Ionia, and destroyed the Hittite power in Carchemish. His son Sennacherib (705-680 B.C.) was unsuccessful against Judea and Egypt, but destroyed the Kedwan power in Babylon, and conquered part of Elam. Under his son, Esarhaddon, Egypt was subdued in 670 B.C. and under the son of the latter—Assur-bani-pal—Assyria reached the height of prosperity, as the ruling power throughout Western Asia. The records of his reign—political, religious, scientific, and historical—were preserved in the great library of his palace at Nineveh; but after his death, about 625 B.C. Assyrian power failed suddenly; and Nineveh was destroyed by Medes and Babyloniens before 607 B.C. The Assyrian race appears to have been purely Semitic, as was its language, which was the same as in Babylon. Its written characters were also Babylonian, but became distinguishably modified in later ages. The Assyrian gods were also the same as those of Semitic Babylonians, but the national deity Assur was regarded as supreme head of the Pantheon.—Ed.] Among contemporaries the Assyrian kings notice Jehu, Menahem, Pekah, and Hosea, of Samaria; Ahaz, Hanzeiah, and Manasseh of Judah; and Hadadezer, Hazael, and Rezin of Damascus (see Prof. Oppert in Proc. Bib. Arch. Socy., January 1898).

Ast. In Egyptian the almond tree sacred to Isis (see Almond).

Astar. Astarte. 'Ashethoreth. Istar. The god of Moab about 900 B.C. was called 'Astar-Kemosh (on the Moabite stone). [This name is the Assyrian Istaru, Hebrew 'Ashtoreth, and Arabic 'At-thar, all derived from the Akkadian name of the moon goddess Is-tar “the light maker.” In Greek the Semitic form becomes Astarte. She was the sister and the bride of Tamuur, the sun-god of Akkadians; and the two appear as the original “twins” (sun and
Asten

The Thoth of Denderah (see Thoth).

Astes. An Egyptian deity mentioned in the Ritual.

Asūra. Sanskrit: “breathing” ones (see Āhūra). In the later Vedas, and throughout Hindu literature, the A is regarded as negative, so that Asūra comes to mean “not Sūra”; and thus applies, among solar worshipers, to “non-solar” demons (compare sūra, surge, “sun”). But in the earlier period of the Rig Veda the Āstras were not demons, and the word Āhūra among Persians Mazdeans applied to the supreme “spirit.” In the Rig the Āsūra is a “spirit,” but becomes degraded later to a devil, as the Deva (“bright god”) became among Mazdeans. This seems to show the early separation (perhaps about 3000 B.C.) of the related races, Aryan and Iranian, before the later developments of Sanskrit literature in India, at the time when one branch struck S.E. to India, and the other S.W. to Persia. In the earlier Vedas Āsūra is a title prefixed to the name of gods or “spirits” (from the root A “to breathe”), and Āsūra Varuna is the “Spirit of Heaven.” In the later epic period we find Sūras contrasted with Āstras; and, intentionally or by error, the term is fitted to new legends. The Sūras are said to “partake of the liquor of immortality” which no Āsūra can drink.

We have still a remnant of the ancient Āstras among the Kolarian tribes of S.E. Bengal (see Mr Driver’s article, Bengal Asiatic Soc’y, Journal, I, i, 1888). Mr Driver shows that they “have considerable traditions connected with a former history: that in ancient times they were a great people, and inhabited the Dhaulagir hills, on which were two large lakes...that they were clever artizans, travelled in pelissis, and used to eat red-hot iron.” They preferred a nomadic life and herding cattle, to cultivating the ground. Their congener the Uraús tried to destroy them by aid of Bhagawán—the ancient “god” Siva. At Lohar-dīga, “the place of iron,” they are credited with mining operations, and the making of coins, glass, and metal beads, which are still common in the Kolarian hills there, and about Darjiling, which is thought to have been one of their centres. The Bhagavat Purāṇa (i, 324) refers to them as the people of Kikata or Bihār, who had come from the Darjiling Himalayas. In January and February the natives here offer fowls in sacrifice to Andhariya Devata (the earth god): in May to his parents, and in June to the god of plenty. This they do without aid of their priests (or Pāhans), who specially officiate at other May and November festivals. The marriage rites of the Āstras are similar to those of other Kolarians. Bachelors live in hails by themselves, in front of which boys and girls may dance, but heavy fines are inflicted if girls are found in the Dham-kuru or hall. Those dying of disease are buried, but all others are burned at river-side ghats, and much feasting of relations then takes place.

Asva-ghosha

This great Buddhist teacher has been called the “twelfth Indian patriarch of the faith” (see Nāgā-sēna, and Kaniska), and he converted the great Greko-Baktrian king Kanisika about 75 to 90 A.C. Prof. Beal devotes his third lecture (Chinese Buddhist Literature) to Asva-ghosha, and shows, from Chinese works, that he was an Eastern Brāhmān who was converted by Parṣva, the president of the great council convened by Kanisika, so that Parṣva would seem to have really converted the King, and not Asva-ghosha as stated in Indian literature. Parṣva met the latter while on a proselytising tour through Northern and Central India, and converted him, while he in turn exerted himself greatly to convert other Brāhmāns. He was called the best instructed of Tīrīkas or heretics; and Central India was long the scene of his zealous missionary labours. The Mahā-yāna (or High Church) Buddhists of India say that Asva-ghosha was converted by the Bodhe-sattva Aśva-ghosa, who was probably a convert of Nāgā-sēna, confused by writers of Central India with Nagārjuna (see these names). Kanisika is said to have met Asva-ghosha when invading Māgadha and trying to capture Buddha’s begging bowls. The king took (says the legend) seven starving horses to Asva-ghosha to be fed, but they knew him and shed tears instead of eating him: hence his name “Horse-Voice.” He was the most learned of Sānas as regarding Vedas and Sūtras; and none could contend with him as a dialectician, till Parṣva, or Aśva-ghosha, persuaded him to study Buddhism. As a Brāhmān he contended that men had no life other than that of animals—an opinion probably held by Buddha himself, though he thought it not well to discuss or dogmatise on such subjects.
Asva-ghosha’s final field of action seems to have been in N.W. India and Kashmir, and on the Upper Indus, whence his converts carried the faith to Persia, Babylogia, and Syria. They would have been likely to meet with St Thomas (see Thomas) on his way to India, or with other Christians moving eastwards; and might have impressed Buddhist views upon them such as we recognise in the Gnostic gospels of the next century. The Buddha-Charita (see under that head) is believed to have been written by Asva-ghosha, and has been called an abridgment of the Lalita Vistara (the legendary life of Buddha), which some think to have been written by Asva-ghosha, in Kashmir, where he is held to have penned the Charita—excepting the last three books (xv, xvi, xvii) and perhaps the latter part of Book xiv, which are quite modern additions by Tibetan or Nepalese monks.

Prof. E. B. Cowell (translating the Buddha-Charita in 1893) agrees with Prof. Bühlcr that the early centuries of our era were fertile in poetry, religious literature, and rhetoric, such as are found in the Charita, and in the works of Kalidasa and Vikramaditya: and that the “style of the Charita” proves that it cannot be later than our 3rd century, and may be “several centuries earlier.” We find the Chinese getting a translation of it about 410 A.D., “when it enjoyed a great reputation in India.” A Tibetan translation of our 7th or 8th century has long been a valuable help in checking the modern MSS.

Dr. Peterson—Professor of Sanskrit at the Poona College—gives us the following valuable account of the labours of Asva-ghosha, in his translation of the diary of I-Tsing, a Chinese pilgrim who travelled for above twenty years in India, from about 671 A.D. dying in China in 713 A.D. (see Bowdoin Asiatic Soc’y Journal, and Proceedings, August 22nd, 1892). “In ancient times,” the pilgrim writes, “Asvaghosha also composed verses. . . . If these poems were translated into Chinese they would fill more than ten volumes. They set forth the whole doctrine of Buddha, and the story of his life, from the day on which he quitted his father’s house, to the moment when he entered Nirvana between the two Saka trees. His verses are sung in the five countries of India, and in the countries of the Southern Sea, being highly esteemed because they contain many ideas, and much sense in few words. The reader is pleased, and learns the doctrine of Buddha without being wearied.” I-Tsing tells us (says Dr. Peterson) that the ritual of the evening service round the stupas was put together by Asvaghosha; but his praise of the great teacher has not been heard in India now for a thousand years. In Tibetan records he is spoken of as the first great lyric poet of the new faith, whose hymns raised Buddhism out of the pedantic scholastic system, and taught the nation to praise Buddha by singing lyric odes. His date is fixed for us by the well attested fact that it was he who presided over the fourth Council of the Buddhist Church, in the reign of Kanishka. Brahmanism when once victorious was merciless to the Buddhist muse. India knows Asvaghosha only by five verses in an anthology, two of which have long passed as the work of Bhartrihari, and by the tract Vajrasuci, which is perhaps of uncertain authorship. His Buddha-Charita, or life of Buddha, was translated from Sanskrit into Chinese, by one Dharmaraksha, in the beginning of the fifth century (414-421 A.C.). A translation of the Chinese book by Mr. B. D. J. Soares forms the nineteenth volume of the Sacred Books of the East. Burnouf had looked at the book, and had recognised its poetical merit, but he had not the same reason we have for identifying this Asvaghosha with the celebrated writer of the name. He was content to note that it was in substance an abridgment of the Lalita Vistara—the recognised authority among Northern Buddhists for the facts of Buddha’s life.

Dr. Peterson proceeds to give us a translation, from the Sanskrit of M. S. Leibnitz, of the first important canto, describing the birth of Buddha, and the visit of the aged Asita. There is little new in it, he says, but “nowhere else, that I know of, is it told with anything like the same poetic fire.” “Lastly it cannot but be that this poem will again throw into strong relief the many startling resemblances, between the legendary account of the circumstances preceding, attending, and following the birth of Buddha, and the Gospel story of the birth of Christ.” What the reason for the resemblance may be is a question on which no competent authority has been quick to dogmatise (see Buddh.) In this canto we read: “The bliss he gives is greater than that of the world’s maker: in dispelling darkness he is better than the moon: there is none to whom he can be compared: Glory be to Buddha.”

Passing over the account of Kapila-Vastu, the birth-place of Buddha, of its king Sudodhana and its queen Maya, his parents, we find the following account of his incarnation and birth. “So long as I have neither self, nor organs of sense, I cannot unite this erring people to me. So saying Righteousness quitted its subtle nature, and made for itself a visible form. Afterwards, falling from the place called Tushita (heaven), lighting up the three worlds as he came, the best of Bodhisattvas entered the side of Maya, preserving full consciousness, as the King of Serpents entered the cave Nanda. Wearing
the majestic form of an elephant, white as Himalaya hill, with six
tusks, its face perfumed by the juice exuding from its temples, he
entered the side of the chief queen of Suddodana, to destroy the sin
of the world." The poem goes on, in equally extravagant language,
to detail how the "protectors of the world" (Devas or gods) worshiped
him, in the womb, as sole lord of the world. How Maya shone as the
moon, and gave alms as the rain: how, in the Lambini garden, she
held a branch which bowed to her (as in the apocryphal legend of
Christ's infancy) weighed down by flowers, at the moment that the
Bodhisattva left her side, and came forth. How the star Pushya was
then shining: "As the sun emerges from a cloud, so came he
(Buddha) forth" without pain to his mother. The god Indra
received him, and two clear streams of water fell on his head. The
visit of Asita the Indian Simeon (as he is called) follows. "Having
learned by signs, and by virtue of his austerities, of the birth of him
who should put an end to birth" the sage comes to the palace, and
is honoured by the king with water for his feet, and a guest-offering.
After courteous greeting Asita says to the king: "As I journeyed
through the sky I heard a heavenly voice saying 'To thee a son is
born for knowledge'... therefore am I come. I desire to see this
banner of the Sisya race that has been lifted up, as of old was the
banner of Indra." Being shown the infant on its nurse's lap Asita
"looked at the king's son, and saw with wonder that his hands had
the mark of a wheel, that his fingers and toes were webbed, that
between his brows there was a tuft of hair, and that his private parts
were hidden from sight" (marks of a Bodhisattva). He then prophecies
that the infant "will leave his royal state, and turn his back on the
things of sense; by fierce endeavours he will attain to the truth.
He will rescue the weary world from the sea of Sorrow, whose form is
disease, whose wave is old age, whose strong current is death: placing
it upon his great raft of knowledge he will bear it to the further
shore. A fair river of righteousness shall issue from this child, with
knowledge for its waters, right conduct for its banks, meditation for
coolness, and... the thirsty world shall drink thereof" (so he
continues in the familiar Buddhist phraseology). Leaving the king
troubled as to the future of his son, Asita "went through the air, as he
had come, gazed on reverently by all."

Asva-medha. Sauskr: "horse sacrifice." A solar rite of
everal India, atoning according to Vedlik Brhamans for all sins, personal
or national. It seems to have taken the place of an earlier Purusha
or human sacrifice. In the epic of the Ramayana we find Kusalam

Asvins. Sanskrit. The twins, answering in Vedlik literature to the
Greek Dioskouroi ("sons of god"), usually explained, according to
the solar theory, as the brothers day and night, or the two twilights,
or the Sun and Moon (Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., i, p. 306). [The
Babylonian twins were Tammuz and Istar, the Sun and Moon, but
these were brother and sister.—Ed.] But we are not satisfied with
these later refinements, where the oldest symbols refer to grosser ideas
as to the twins. The Asvins are called, in Vedik and Brhamanas, the
attendants of Surya daughter of the sun, and identified with Indra
and Soma (Sun and Moon): they were "horsemen," as their name
indicates, whose mother was Saranya, daughter of Tvashtra (the Vedik
Hephaistos): for she was married to the sun in the form of a mare.
[Their sister stands in the relation of the Greek Helen—the moon—
to the two brothers, who thus compare with Castor and Pollux, Helen's
brothers.—Ed.] The earliest idea of twins was however purely
phallic, the two aids of the creator being the twin globes which,
according to common belief in the East, produce respectively males
and females—the testes. The Asvins are said to "bring light to the
darkened home, and to chase away the terrors of death;" for the
doom of the childless is hell. In the story of the aged Chayavana they
are called agents of Prajapati the "creator," of Tvashtra the "maker,
and of Savitar the "sun," whose power they make effective. But
they were specially powerful at night, or at different periods of the
night.

At. Atta. In Turanian speak a "father" or "chief." Possibly
connected with the Egyptian nef "father," and Polyneesian Atua
"chief" or "god" (see At). Perhaps the name of the Phrygian god
Attus may be from this root (see Attus).

Atalanta. The swift-footed ("impassable") maiden huntress of
Arkadia, like the Roman Camilla, priestess of Diana. Her father
Iasion, annoyed at not having a son, exposed the babe on the Virgin
Hill—Parthenia—by a well at the mouth of a cave. The cave bear
sucked her; and, as she grew up, she performed many lunar wonders,
and drew water from the rock with her spear. She slew the fierce
kentaurs (clouds), and was recognised by her solar father when she
distinguished herself at the hunt of the Kalabonian boar, and the
games in honor of Pelias. She vowed to wed only one who surpased
Atar

her in the foot race, which Melianion did, through the device of Aphrodite, dropping fair apples before her, which she stooped to gather. The two lovers then descended the sacred grove of Zeus, and were transformed into lions (emblems of passion). Others said this happened in the temple of Koubale (the earth mother), who yoked them as lions in her chariot; another legend gives the reason that Melianion forgot to thank Aphrodite for the apples. [She appears to be a form of Artemis or Diana, but the incidents are here understood to have a phallic meaning.—Ed.]


Atargatis. The Syrian Derketo. A fish goddess at Askalon— the counterpart of Dagon. She descended as an egg from heaven. [The translation of the name—’Atar-ute according to Dr Sayce—is disputed.—Ed.]

’Atarúd. Arabic. The planet Mercury.

Até. According to Hesiod was the daughter of Eris, or Discord, who flung an apple of discord among the gods. Homer makes her a daughter of Zeus, ever leading gods and men into rash acts and evil. Zeus flung her from heaven, because, by the power she gained from him, she made Eurystheus the elder brother of Herakles. She was sister and friend of Ares (war and storm), a child of night and misfortune, who punished not only offenders but their children also, being a form of Nemesis akin to the Eri纳斯 and Furies.

Atea. The Polynesian light god (see At and Atua).

Atef. Egyptian: “father”—a title of Amen Ra, wearing a high feathered crown, with the Uraeus snake, ram’s horns, and solar disk (see At).

At-em. Egyptian. A mother goddess, and “time.” Like the Indian goddess Kali for “time.”

At-en-ra, or Adon-Ra (see Adon). The Egyptian god of the solar disk, with rays terminating in hands which hold the Ankh. He was worshiped by the 18th dynasty for two centuries, down to about 1400 B.C. [Sometimes regarded as a Semitic foreign deity.—Ed.] His temples had no image; but incense was burnt on his altar, and sacrificial leaves (like showbread) were offered to him. His worshipers prayed like Queen Tei (mother of Amenophis IV, and an Asiatic princess). “Thou living Aten, there is none beside thee. Thou givest health through thy beams, creator of all things. Thou gavest forth from the East to dispense life to all thou hast created. . . They behold thee, and sink to rest when thou settest. Grant to thy son who loveth thee in life . . . that he may live united with thee in eternity; and behold his wife (of Amenophis III), the Queen Neferu Teie, may she live for evermore, eternally by his side, well pleasing to thee. She adores what thou hast created, day by day; and the King rejoiceth in the sight of thy benefactions” (Wilson’s Egypt of the Pasts, p. 250). Such monotheism (or henotheism) was too severe for priests and the masses, and the worship of Aten perished with the dynasty, though it long survived on the Phoenician coasts.

Athanasius. See Arian.

Attarvan. Sanskrit and Zend: “fire priest” (see Atar). The Rig Veda notices three great classes of priests: Brugis; Angiras; and Aatharvans (see next heading).

Atharva-Veda. The fourth and most recent of the Vedas, treating of fire rites. Agni, Brahman, and Prajapati are called Atharvans, holy ones who received the Veda from heaven, to guide the Brahmins in conducting the sacrifice, and in explaining the mystical formulae. In this Veda (iv, 16) is found the beautiful address to Varuna (heaven) as the supreme god: “The great Lord of these worlds sees as if he were near. If we stand, or lie down, walk, he hide, the lord Varuna knows; the heavens and earth belong to him; there is no fleeing from his presence” (see our Short Studies). The Atharva Veda contemplates a place of punishment for the wicked, and rewards for the good. The neuter deity Brahman is the creative power, and the cause of all that was, is, or ever will be. He alone rules in heaven, yet exists in the good man (viii, 4, 9).

Atheism. Etymologically the Atheist is “one without a god.” It means the denial, not the absence of God: for athe is privative, and not, strictly speaking, negative; as Agnostik means “one without knowledge,” one who does not assert. He who feels that the god in whom another believes is not demonstrated to himself is in a state of Atheism, as for instance Christians are with regard to the Brahman, or the Devas, of India. So that all are Atheists in this privative sense as regards the gods of other faiths than their own. Thinkers, of necessity, remain in this position until their reason is satisfied, by the production of evidence that there is a Person, or Being, over, beyond, or outside, the phenomena of the Universe. No reasonable man denies the possibility of a God; but many thoughtful
persons think of such a word as explaining nothing, and as often adding to the difficulty of understanding facts. Some are content to use the term Atheist as applying to those who affirm an existence, or Universe, of which they know only the "modes," each mode being distinguished—in our thoughts—by its qualities (parts as distinguished from the whole): this being of necessity a positive affirmation as to the Kosmos, or Universe, which indirectly precludes a Being apart. It is an acknowledgment only of qualities as characteristic of the modes.

Mr. Bradlaugh in commenting on this subject (National Reformer, 20th April 1880) says: "The Atheist in speaking of a 'great existence,' or 'universe,' merely means the totality of the phenomena—all that has been, or may be, necessary for the happening of any or every phenomenon: that by 'mode' is meant the cognised conditions of the phenomena, and by 'quality' the various characteristics by which one distinguishes that of which one thinks. Thus a cup has certain characteristics; remove these, and it cannot be thought of as a cup.

By an "existence" (or "being") is meant something that is conditioned, and the conditions depend on the qualities. We are each an ego or "mode," but not "the existence," for that is really the sum of the phenomena, so that there cannot be two existences or beings, but one only, including all modes with their qualities and conditions. Kant wisely points out the impassable gap between the real and the "spiritual" (or that which exists in thought only): the difficulty lies not in conceiving a supreme God, or originating cause: for the poet, the artist, and even the maddest of men, can think of such; but in the logical following out of our thoughts as to the cause of such a cause. "The transcendent idea," he says, "of a necessary, and all-sufficient, original Being, is so overwhelming, so high above everything empirical, which is always conditioned, that we can never find in experience enough material to fill such a concept, but can only grope about among things conditioned, looking vainly for the unconditioned, of which no rule of any empirical synthesis can ever give us an example, or even show the way towards this. If the highest Being should stand itself in that chain of conditions it would be a link in the series, and would—exactly like the lower links above which it is placed—require further investigation with regard to its still higher cause. If on the contrary we mean to separate it from the chain, and—as a purely intelligible Being—not comprehend it in the series of natural causes, what bridge is there open for reason to reach it, conceiving that all rules determining the transition from
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effect to cause, may all synthesis and extension of our knowledge in general, refer to nothing but possible experience, and therefore to the world of sense only? If the god sought to be established—whether Brahma or Jove—be called "the Incomprehensible," or "the Infinite," the Atheist can of course accept either term, for he can conceive of the infinite in time and in space, in the vastness and wealth of matter, in which the Theist sees his "great invisible adumbrated One." But it is not a question here of adumbrations or "shades," but of the existence of a veritable, living, personal, god (an individuality apart from the material Universe), present everywhere, and who feels or knows every mental and physical pain, sorrow or trial, of every child that he has created "for his own glory": who, though all-mighty, and all-merciful, and foreseeing "from the beginning" all the miseries of mankind, and of the animal creation, has yet created all, and pronounces it "very good." This god is not the "Infinite" of the man of science, but an "Infinite One" apart from space, time, and nature of the Universe. The idea contradicts that clearly defined use of the word "infinite" as relating to the phenomena, and to the limits, of all existence. Having defined one plus two as three we cannot alter the meaning of the word, to make it signify one, or four. We must use words reasonably and consistently, even to establish a theology: for logic should rule all fields of thought; and if a spirit, or the spiritual exists, it is only by a scientific method (logical thought) that we can weigh evidence, define and establish truth, and distinguish facts from fictions, superstitions, legends, illusions, and delusions.

Any one who hesitated to affirm belief in Theism, on the ground that it could not be proved a true theory of the Universe, used formerly to be denounced, bluntly or abusively, as an Atheist, and some bravely accepted the name, and its consequences—which were often serious. But the world is getting educated; and men accept Mr. P. Greg's definition of 1858, that the quasi-Atheist is merely one who is without knowledge of, and therefore without belief in, God. He has not reached ne-Theism, or the assertion of the negative respecting any or all gods: but he is unable to accept any that have as yet been presented to his mind, or any theory that ascribes personality to the unknown, or little known, forces that lie behind the phenomena. He sees no gods or spirits in heaven or earth: in sun or stars, rain, pestilence, or famine, he sees nothing to worship; and he therefore maintains an Agnostik attitude, such as the philosophical Riskis of Kapilavastu adopted twenty-eight centuries ago. They saw what the followers of Confucius in
China tried to make clear to its millions, namely that gods were but fanciful personifications of elements, such as fire, rain, &c.; and in fact mere philosophical expressions. The sky came to be called the Sky Spirit, the One or Great Father; and even wise men spoke of the “will of heaven.” The rain because Jupiter Pluvius; and he again became the “Heaven Father” (see Max Muller, in Nineteenth Century Review, September 1900). Can it be wondered then that wise and thoughtful men have maintained an Agnostik attitude from the earliest known times? The poet P. Terence (218-159 B.C.) said, “I do not say there is no god, but I confess I know of none.” Mr. Bradlaugh put it more philosophically when he said, “I know not what you mean by god. I am without the idea: the word god does not convey to me any clear or distinct affirmation. Of course I do not deny that of which I have no conception, and the conception of which, by its affirmers, is so imperfect that they are unable to define it.” “In so-called Atheism,” he adds, “I see no cold barren negative, but a hearty affirmation of all truth involving positive assertion, and action the most favourable to humanity.”

Roger Bacon, the learned Franciscan of the 13th century, astonished Europe by very similar language, and even by support of Atheism, for which he suffered a veritable martyrdom. The Atheist, he said, in casting aside the dogmas of religion keeps as his guides common sense, natural piety, philosophy, love of law, learning and reputation—all-sufficient for a life of virtue and morality: what he leaves are the husks of true religion, which exercise a deleterious tyranny over men’s minds. Spinoza taught much the same in the middle of the 17th century; and though his contemporaries called him an Atheist, and tried to murder him, this generation calls him the “God intoxicated Hebrew.” He said, “Seek not for either natural or spiritual phenomena in prophetic books. I care not for the girdings of Superstition, for this is the bitter enemy of all knowledge and true morality.”

Thus the term Atheist has always been, and still is, used in a most misleading sense, and should be avoided: for no sane educated person can prove a negative, or deny—if he wished to do so—that of which he can have no clear conception; as that a great spirit may exist. The educated all admit the universal order and law in Nature, though without always connecting them in terms of any defined god or spirit—the cause of all being beyond our capacity of investigation. The best term for the so-called Atheist is therefore Monist or Kosmist. The Monist is one unable to accept any theory which ascribes personality to Nature, or to powers and energies of the Universe: one who cannot assent to any of the gods of accepted religions. Like the true Agnostik he confesses his incapacity to understand the origin, or the maintaining powers, of the Kosmos. Nor can he see that the hidden god of Christians, called “conscience,” is more than a constantly changing state of the mind, due to experience and thought, which constitute knowledge or consciousness. [Monism thus supposes that the Universe of matter, with all its energies, is but one being or thing. It does not formally exclude Mono-theism, because it does not raise the question of an eternal purpose, or provision, underlying the process of Evolution. According to this belief in a “Providence” the efforts of the individual life for its own advantage are ever guided for the general good of all. But the Monist, when he speaks of the “Ether” as perhaps the universal matter, of which all elements are “modes,” only uses a term to convey the fact that the vibrations of light, reaching us from the furthest visible star, must be conveyed by some connecting matter—continuous through space, and capable of transmitting the vibration: of anything not perceived by the senses the Monist knows nothing, yet cannot deny that such forms of matter must and do exist; or that guiding intelligence greater than that of any one man may (and indeed must) be supposed in order to explain the orderly progress of Evolution: since the efforts of the individual organism are unable to achieve such results.—Ed.]

When the stage of belief in inspired Bibles and priests is past, man requires positive knowledge which can only come to him through his five senses. Without sensation there is no percept (or feeling), and so no concept (or idea). The Universe to us is only that by which we can grasp and feel. “When we reason and reflect,” says Mrs. Besant, “love or fear, speak of truth or honour, we know that these are not susceptible of being sensed: they have no objective existence, but belong to the subjective Universe.” So too regarding the idea of God, our senses wholly fail, if we seek proof of His existence. He is the creation of the mind, with no corresponding material reality. It is a speculative thesis, not even with a foundation of love or fear, which are direct products of the senses and of experiences. A personal God may stand behind the impenetrable limits; but no sense enables us to say He is, or He is not; though the moment that a definition of Him is formulated we may be forced to deny, as when He is called a “Person,” yet one pervading all space; just as we would deny that there could be a four-sided triangle. We lack the absolute knowledge, or sense, that could enable us to understand the existence of such a God; and the man of science refuses to assert that of which he can form no conception. [The physicist in studying
psychology, denies of course that any thought, or concept at all, can exist in the mind, which is not the result of the stored sensations in the brain, produced by the action of the five senses.—Ed.] He feels that be knows of no intelligence apart from brain sensation, in a state of normal health of its substance: that the "mind," or reasoning power, "softens" or disappears with cerebral decay: that it forms and develops as the babe grows to manhood; and that it declines again in old age and second childhood. Deity, and Immortality, are, to the man of science, meaningless words for unknown quantities. They are assertions of Faith, where Science asks for proof. So Science passes them by, with the remark that "all mental functions are absolutely and indissolubly connected with, and dependent on, matter; and that Science knows nothing (either now, or 'in the beginning') that is super-natural, or beyond the substance and action of Nature, or the laws observed to govern these." Science requires that all causes—whether called "final," "supreme," or otherwise—be proved from the premises established by scientific observation.

Prof. Tyndall said long ago: "While I consider science to be alike powerful as an instrument of intellectual culture, and as a ministrant to the material wants of men, if you ask me whether it has solved, or is likely in our day to solve, the problem of the universe, I must shake my head in doubt. . . . The question of who made the stars still remains unanswered; and science makes no attempt to answer it." If the giants of science cannot answer, what can we expect from the pygmies who wrote crude oracles and creation legends? "As far as I can see," continues the gravely responsible Professor, "there is no quality in the human intellect which is fit to be applied to the solution of the problem. It entirely transcends us. The mind of man may be compared to a musical instrument with a certain range of notes, beyond which, in both directions, is an infinitude of silence. The phenomena of matter and force lie within our intellectual range; and, as far as they reach, we will, at all hazards push our enquiries. But behind, and above, and around all, the real mystery of the universe lies unsolved, and as far as we are concerned is incapable of solution" (Fragments, ii, p. 72: dated 1879).

Professor Huxley spoke in much the same way, in his Prologue to the Answers to Controverted Questions: for he was too pure an Agnostic to deny that which he did not know, and could not comprehend. "Looking," he said, "at the subject from a rigidly scientific point of view, the assumption that, amid the myriads of worlds, scattered through endless space, there can be no intelligence
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approaching with open eyes the inescapable goal, with no dread of a hangman's whip, with no hope of a heavenly crown, and still as mindful of their duties, and as faithful in the discharge of them, as if their eternal future depended on their latest deeds."

Since the finite mind cannot grasp the Infinite, the wise and cultured of necessity remain non-assertive, or Agnostik. Such a man feels that no conceivable number of finite existences can lead him to infer, or assert, anything concerning the Infinite. Nature is to him a perfect whole, united and monistik. He finds no room for any Dualism, even on the old lines of distinction between Matter and Spirit. For matter alone stands out as very real, very severely conditioned, and very active. If a God be the essential cause of the movements of matter, then "God" is merely a word for Nature, as wise men of old believed; and this we still recognise in our term "Providence." But the ancients sought other causes of origin: Thales in water: Anaximenes in air; and Diogenes in "the intelligent globe." Pythagoras, and others, saw an all-intelligence depending on number, and on the "harmony of the spheres." Anaximander wrote beautifully about an "Unlimited All," while Plato produced his "Ideas," which he deftly wove into one great Ideal. As a good student of physics, and an unwise meddler with spiritual ideas about the "soul," Aristotle was so distracted that he supposed four causes for existence. Christianity, yet more confused, and laden with superstitions, gave up all philosophic study, and bowing her head in the dust declared for blind faith, since "Manly by wisdom knew not God." But wise men, looking askance, whispered "Therefore for the reasonable, or sane, man there is no god." Spinoza told us that we had best consider God is everything. Kant saw only Object and correlated Subject—Bishop Berkeley's "ideas" or objects of perception. Descartes modestly sees only man—the individual who can say "I am." Clearly nowadays Anthropology and the "service of man," are taking the place of Theology and the service, or glorification of gods. Pascal, the good Catholic, could see no foothold for a natural Theology, but rather apparently (like Mill or even Cardinal Newman) for a natural demonology, when considering the horrors of earthquake, famine, and pestilence. Pascal wrote "I will not attempt to prove by natural reasons the existence of a God, soul, or immortality. . . . I am not able to find in Nature anything to convince an Atheist." Newman rebukes the scientific Deist, in whose opinion the God of Nature is cruel, treacherous, and immoral, so that he cannot believe in Bibles and Revelations, which rest on a faith believing in a good and trustworthy God of Nature. Butler, in

his Analogy seems content to prove that the Biblical God is no worse than the God of Nature. And truly when we think of the Flood and the Plagues, and other horrors described in Hebrew literature—to say nothing of the Hell of Christians—we see that men fashioned their god-ideal according to what they saw, and suffered, in their struggles with Father and Mother Nature. From all such questioning, and also from him who rashly says "there is no God" (not well knowing what he means), the true Atheist, and the Agnostik, stand apart.

Sir William Hamilton, long Professor of Logic in Calvenistic Scotland, confessed, like Herbert Spencer, that his god was unknown, and unknowable; adding "if God were understood he would be no God at all. To think that God is as we think him to be is blasphemy. The Divinity is in a certain sense revealed; in a certain sense unrevealed. He is at once known and unknown . . . but the last and highest conservation of all true religion must be an altar to the unknown and unknowable God." The less learned Paul of Tarsus thought otherwise [declaring the unknown God to be in and through all.—Ed.]

Hamilton, and the Rev. Dr Irons, alike confessed that "the phenomena of nature only tended to make them Pantheists or Atheists"; and these great and good thinkers had not encountered the doctrine of Evolution, which has destroyed the crude old arguments of Paley. Cardinal Newman (who is said to have been early acquainted with the idea of evolution) confesses, in his Apologia, that, "looking only at the broad world," he could find no corroboration of the idea of God: that "but for the inner voice of conscience he would be a Pantheist, or Atheist." But for conscience we may read his own idea of what should be, unconsciously founded on early influences. No one, of course, can demonstrate the existence of any god. Lord Tennyson said: "It is hard for me to believe in a God," and adds pathetically "but harder still I do not believe. . . . I simply trust that Love rules, and that God would be cruel indeed if He did not grant us Immortality." [It was Tennyson who spoke of Nature as "red in tooth and claw."—Ed.]

We have elsewhere spoken of the "argument from design," based on the ground that every effect must have a cause, and that therefore the Universe also must have a cause (see Design). Some Agnostiks argue that God is either limited or unlimited, and if limited no true cause, but if unlimited then Almighty and Omnipresent; and therefore—considering the universal cruelty and misery of the world—not apparently benevolent or merciful. Kant says that there are
three methods adopted to prove the existence of God: the ontological or a priori theory resting on (supposed) intuition: the physico-theological, or inference from the order, law, and unity, observed in the world of matter; and the cosmological, depending upon the obligation of supposing a first or efficient Cause, as a basis for the empirical regress. But this last is only a restatement of the first argument—from intuition, which means our unconscious training; and the idea is unknown to the savage, who sees no designer in the watch, but only says “it lives” when it ticks, and “it is dead” when it stops (see Mr Coke’s Creeds of the Day). To argue that: “as human contrivances are to human intelligence, so are natural adaptations to Divine intelligence,” is to beg the whole question. The fourth term of the syllogism must ever remain unproven. “The argument,” says Hume, “is strictly a posteriori: for it is impossible to know anything of a cause but what you have, antecedently, not inferred but discovered to the full in the effect.” Mr Coke correctly states Paley’s well-known syllogism that “all adaptation proves design” as follows (i, p. 228): “Some kind of adaptation proves design: some (other) kind is evinced in the order of Nature: therefore in the order of Nature we have evidence of design.” This is what logicians call a case of the undistributed middle term, from which no conclusion can be reached. As Coleridge says, “neither the products nor the producers are ejusdem generis, consequently not subjects for analogy . . . the proof proceeds on analogy questionable in both its factors” (Aids to Reflection). “Discoverable adaptations (in Nature) are comparatively limited; sometimes the presumable final cause has aborted. Innumerable things exist by which no visible end or purpose is answered.” Sir William Hamilton came to the conclusion that “only by the reflex action of the mind is it possible to conceive of a living and intelligent God.” He puts aside as worthless the arguments of Anselm and Descartes. Both reasoned indeed, but only on a priori postulates demanded by Faith. “He,” said Anselm, “who does not believe will not experience, and cannot therefore understand. Faith must precede knowledge . . . Holding it, we must strive to demonstrate by reason the truth of what we believe” (see Encyclop. Brit.). The argument is illogical, yet it was written by an archbishop, and is still the virtual teaching of the Churches. Anselm thought that he clinched his argument by saying: “Some nature can be conceived by us than which there is none greater . . . and it must exist in reality, and not merely in thought, for if so it could not be the greatest of natures, since that which exists both in thought and reality must be greater than that which exists in thought alone.” This would prove the existence of a god equivalent to human powers of conception only. Descartes argues, on similar lines, that there must be a perfect and infinite Being, otherwise a finite and imperfect mind could not have conceived Him; but this is only his assumption as to what might be neither infinite nor perfect. Bishop Brown, writing on Butler’s Analogy, much more truly says: “We cannot be said to have indistinct, confused, and imperfect apprehensions of the true nature of God and His attributes, but none at all in any degree.” We thus must revert to the old text, that “no man by searching can find out God.” But we must not then proceed to attempt to define Him, and at the same time declare with the Churches that “He is Incomprehensible.” If He is not phenomenal, but Absolute Being (that is the All) yet that is to us an unthinkable nature. Our knowledge is limited by our nature, so that there must always be to limited beings, a vast unknown; but of the unknowable we can predict nothing (see Perrin’s Religion of Philosophy: on Herbert Spencer, p. 230). To regard mysteries as our highest generalisations is to return to the savage state: “The unknowable can have no influence on truth. It has no voice in any proposition” (Ibid.: on G. H. Lewes, p. 341).

Dean Mansel, in his Bampton lectures on the Limits of Religious Thought, says: “The almost unanimous voice of philosophy in pronouncing that the Absolute is both one and simple, must be accepted as the voice of reason also, as far as reason has any voice in the matter” (p. 49, second edition). “This,” he adds, “seems to force upon us the Pandeistic hypothesis,” for “we can only think of creation as a change in the condition of that which already exists; and thus the creation is conceivable only as phenomenal mode of the Creator.” Or as Mrs Besant says (in her controversy with the Rev. Handel Rowe): “Pandeism predicates attributes of existence, while Atheism predicates attributes only of modes: the one ascribing them to the noumenon, the other only to the phenomena” (National Reformer, April 3rd, 1887). Dean Mansel may again be quoted here: “If (the Infinite) is actually everything, it possesses no characteristic feature by which it can be distinguished from anything else, and discerned as an object of consciousness” (p. 71).

The argument from a First Cause is still, as the Rishi Kapila said in India 2700 years ago, logically untenable. Though it may please our minds it cannot satisfy our reason; and it is to reason that we must appeal. As Mrs Besant says, “the uncaused becomes to us the inconceivable.” The Rev. Canon Freemantle, preaching at Oxford in 1887, says of the belief in evolution: “It would be perilous to rest
any belief on the supposition that this theory, even in its fullest compass, will be disproved. . . . Theologians must accept as their task the attempt to give a true account of the totality of things, which is also an unity impelled by a single power or energy. They will show the traces of order, mind, and purpose which the world presents, and will cautiously draw from the processes of human life, as that which is highest in the moral scale, their inferences as to the nature of the Supreme Power. They will not merely be careful not to contravene the laws of Nature, but will consider essential a knowledge of them as manifestations of the Supreme Will, to which men must reverently submit themselves. They will not spend time in questions which admit of no solution, such as the eternity of matter, or the origin of the world, or the possibilities of other spheres of life than those known to us by experience. They will trace the divine as working through nature and man; or if they endeavour to think of a transcendent God they will take care not to represent him as a demiurge ('people-maker') standing outside his work, and putting in his hand here and there, a conception which has turned many physicists into atheists. But they will feel able to speak of God as just and loving, since the Supreme Power as hypothesis includes mankind, the leading part of the world, with all its noblest ideals. They need not quarrel with those who think of the Supreme Power rather after the analogy of force, or law, than according to the strict idea of personality, provided that the moral nature of man be held fast, and its supremacy acknowledged.

We have elsewhere shown that the "Monism" of spirit and matter is complete—force or energy requiring a material body, or matrix, for its exhibition. This conclusion is far reaching, for neither was "one before or after other," but both come within the purview of science, and not of theology only, though the imagination may still conceive its joyful or sad, heavenly or hellish phantasmatogoria. To us creatures of sense the Great First Cause is not "spirit" (or energy) but rather matter. Its marvellous powers of combination, and separation, appeal to us through vibrations recognised as touch, taste, hearing, smell, and sight; and this at every moment from the cradle to the grave, and under what we call "laws" of action, which give confidence to our sense of experience, and allow of knowledge as to material manifestations. Thus matter only can convey the idea of "mind" or "soul"; and we are unable to formulate the idea of any "great absolute" energy apart from matter in which it acts—such as the "Beyond" of Dr Max Müller (Gifford Lectures, 1889). Neither does "the conditioned" help us to arrive at Herbert Spencer's "unconditioned."

The many miseries of life do not help us to formulate an All-mighty, and All-good, Creator or Controller. We find it hard to believe that by His will the brain is caused to decay—that "dome of thought the palace of the soul"—when after a life of diligence it has reached a bright maturity, and is willing to give of its abundance in aid of ignorant, stumbling, striving humanity. [Yet this is only a question of the general flux of matter, and of mind.—Ed.] Such considerations all Theologies and theories as to an All-mighty must take into account: for they have always been the stumbling block for thoughtful and logical minds. In India they raised a host of able philosophers, and they called forth the Buddhist faith. Sir Edwin Arnold in his Light of Asia describes the youthful Buddha's close observation of life, and his terrible disenchantment.

"All things spoke of plenty and the Prince
Saw and rejoiced. Yet, looking deep, he saw
The thorns which grow upon the rose of life.
Each slew a slayer and in turn was slain.
Life living upon death. So the fair show
Veiled one vast, savage, grim conspiracy,
Of mutual murder, from the worm to man
Who himself kills his fellow."

Thus at length he exclaims

"The veil is rent which blinds me! How can it be
That Brahm would make a world and keep it miserable?
Since if all is true he leaves it as
He is not good. And if not powerful
He is not God."

Mr. J. S. Mill argues, in his Utility of Religion, that it is not only possible, but probable that, in a higher, happier condition of human life, the burdensome idea may prove to be not annihilation but immortality, and that men may yet regret to think of being chained eternally to one conscious existence, not being assured that they will always wish to preserve it. But whatever be the future let us calmly accept the inevitable, not indeed without resistance, nor again without hope. Spirits or deities are indeed inscrutable, but not so the ways of righteousness. Educated thought shows us that, even if there be no individual futurity, it is better to be true than false, virtuous than vicious, generous than selfish: that it is wise to do right though the heavens fall and all seems to go wrong with us for a time: that the practice of virtue for its own dear sake brings its reward; but that it becomes un-religious when due to the commandments of gods or men,
or to the expectation of reward here or hereafter—as when priests urge us to be bountiful with such texts as "give and it shall be given thee."

Skepticism, even if it end in denial of beliefs once revered, is of the very essence of true progress in all things, and especially in religion. As Dr Max Müller long ago said beautifully: "Honest doubt is the deepest spring of honest faith: he only who has lost can find." Whose dares to be honest to himself and to others should always remember what manner of men were they who, before him, were called blasphemers, heretics, or Atheists. "The cries of despair are often the harbingers of a new birth." "So it has ever been, and so it ever will be. There is an Atheism which is unto death: there is another Atheism which is the very life blood of all true faith. It is the power of giving up what, in our best, our most honest moments, we know to be no longer true; it is the readiness to replace the less perfect, however dear, however sacred it may have been to us, by the more perfect, however much it may be disliked as yet by the world. It is the true self-surrender, the true self-sacrifice, the truest trust in truth, the truest faith. Without that Atheism religion would long ago have become a petrified hypocrisy; without that Atheism no new religion, no reform, no reformation, no resuscitation, would ever have been possible; without that Atheism no new life is possible for any one of us . . . In the eyes of the Brahmans Buddha was an Atheist . . . in the eyes of the Athenian judges Socrates was an Atheist . . . in the eyes of the Jews whoever called himself the Son of God was a blasphemer, and whoever worshiped the God of his fathers after that new way was a heretic. The very name for Christians was A-theoi or Atheists." Athanasius said that his Arian fellow-Christians were Atheists, devils, Antichrists, and polytheists. Servetus called Calvin "a Trinitarian-Atheist" before Calvin burned him. In our 17th century Vanini too was condemned to the stake, and to have his tongue cut out, and a like fate (says Macaulay) would have befallen Spinoza, or the Arian Archbishop Tillotson, and other such Theists, who desired only to "purify the idea of the Godhead from what seemed to them human exaggeration, and human error," had not the clerical arm waxed weak, and secular culture prevailed.

All this has taught the brave and good to try to work out boldly their own salvation, at least for this life; and to rest thankful in the assurance that, if there be a good and just power, there may be a good future for those who have faithfully performed life's duties and lived up to their highest ideals. Even if there be no future—which Heaven foreordained, for we long to spend eternity with the loved one—yet
Athéné

forehead of the sky, appears however to have reference to the dawn. In the Veda, speaking of Ahana, we read that “no woman bore her.” Athéné with the Greeks was the wise one illuminating darkness. Her conical cap was surmounted by a cock’s comb, and the cock is the herald of dawn. Her sacred tree was the olive—its oil producing light. She was also a tender of cattle, inventor of the plough, goddess of corn and agriculture, the teacher of all female industries, and lastly, of all sciences and arts. Hence we see Athéné (whom the Romans identified with their Minerva) carrying the world in her hand, with the winged discus-bearing deity standing on it (see *Rivers of Life*, i, p. 132, fig. 49). She also wields a spear, and bears the oval *aigis* or buckler of goatskin, and wears a scaly tunica trimmed with snakes, having between her breasts the Gorgoneion, or head of Medusa, with long snaky tresses (an emblem of the moon); while the serpent also often crawls at her feet as the “earth born” Eirikhthônês. The legend related that she received him as a babe from Gaia, or Kebelé (the earth goddess); and close under her maiden shrine (the Parthenon) on its high rock, we still find the temple of the serpent god. In this myth Kekrops plays a part as half man half snake, carrying the olive branch of Athéné in his hand (see Eirikhthônês).

Like other deities the character of Athéné changed with time. Heriôd connected her with Eris or “strife,” and she was at first a goddess of storm and battle. She was the “sacred cow of many colors” (the dawn), and was armed with helmet, spear, and torch. Elsewhere she was “Trito-geneia” or “Trito born”—connected with the Vedic solar Trita (see Cox’s *Arvyn Mythology*, i, pp. 288, 413). The Ahana of the Rig Veda “is a ruddy light which approaches every house, and makes the day known.” The Greeks in Egypt identified Athéné with Neith (the sky goddess), the mother of the god of day (Ra). In Italy, says Lenormant, her chief shrine was that of Athéné-Leukadion, on the Iapogean promontory—now Capo di Santa Maria di Leuca (see *Academy*, 2nd April 1892). Here also the Romans had their Castrum Minerveva, still represented by a hamlet, with a platform on which successive Christian shrines have been built. This temple, says Lenormant, was very like that of Athéné Sunias, being built on the highest point of the headland. At its foot was a spacious grotto open to the sea, like that of Poseidon Sunias—a sanctuary containing *ex voto* offerings of sailors who used to implore the protection of Jupiter Optimus Maximus. The grotto of Athéné so looked out on the sea at the port of Lenka, marking her descent from Poseidon, and is called the “Church of the Cave” by the Roman Catholic

Mariolaters. Near it was the town of Baletia (Baleso); and under the hill, on which are the ruins of Veretrum, is one of the oldest and most curious of the buildings of ancient Calabria, the archaeological marvel of the province of Lecce called *Le cento pietre* (“the hundred stones”). “This,” continues Lenormant, “is strikingly like the primitive sanctuary on the summit of Mt. Ocha in Eubea ... These are acknowledged to have a pre-Hellenic character, and to bear unmistakably the stamp of a prior epoch, and of a Pelasgian people of Illyrian origin.” Such remains indicate the great antiquity of the worship of the marine Athéné.

Athênagoras. A supposed Christian of the 2nd century, whose existence however has been the subject of grave doubts even from early times. He is not mentioned by Eusebius, Jerome, Photius, or Suidas, being perhaps regarded as a mere “Athenian philosopher.” He was said to have embraced Christianity after having been a persecutor of Christians. The only evidence is derived from the *Apology for Christianity*, the heading of which gives his name as the author, with the additional statement that he also wrote to uphold the doctrine of resurrection of the body. This apology is traditionally believed to be one of many treatises, concerning Christians and Christianity, presented to the Emperors Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Commodus, and Septimus Severus (138 to 210 A.C.); and it appears probable (see Aristides) that it was written between 155 and 185 A.C.—perhaps before the persecution of 176 A.C. It was quoted by Methodius, bishop of Tyre, in the 3rd century, and by Epiphanius (315-380 A.C.), who was however “a most unreliable writer, and a fanatical partisan.” It was also quoted by the deacon Philip of Side, about 420 A.C.; and he alleges that the author of both the treatises above mentioned was, for a long time, a teacher in the Christian Akademik schools of Alexandria which flourished down to the time of Marcus Aurelius. The translator (in the “Anto-Nicene Church Library”) says “it is one of the most singular facts in early ecclesiastical history that the name of Athenagoras is scarcely ever mentioned. Only two references to him, and to his writings, have been recovered.” It is enough here to say that we find two very important treatises showing the views of some earnest and philosophik Christian, belonging no doubt to our 2nd century. The earliest known copy was in the library at Jena in 1304 A.C., and it was published in 1550.

Both treatises deal with all the burning questions of the 2nd century: they show great acquaintance with the philosophy, and
Athor and the Neoplatonists, and with the doctrines of the soul as a spiritual entity, and of the resurrection of the body. The writer condemns atheism, the worship of idols, and of dual gods, and urges the wisdom and justice of God in raising our bodies, and providing future states of bliss or of punishment. The Bible story of creation, and the Hebrew ideas as to God are accepted, and as a consequence the continual occurrence of miracles and supernatural events. On this basis an ekklektik faith is built up, to form what the writer regards as true religion.

The teaching of this writer tends to asceticism, like that of Essenes and Therapeuta, of Indian Yogis, and of anchorites and monks, who urged that "all the hours of daylight should be spent in contemplation of God": he says that God "had sent to earth His Logos ('word' or 'reason'), and a full revelation of Himself, without which we could not see God." The Son was "the Spirit and Reason which dwelt in the Father... the Logos or manifestation, and archetype of Himself; and without this Logos man could not understand the Father... the Holy Ghost was His Spirit—an emanation which spoke through prophets and holy men—a ray of sunshine which flowed from and returned to God." Thus the Trinitarian dogma was only beginning to develop in the 2nd century A.D.; and as yet the Holy Ghost was not a person equal to the Father and the Son, and proceeding from both. Nor are angels here conceived to be more than temporary appearances—phantoms good or bad. The soul however is regarded as a spiritual entity apart from matter. Such teaching was apparently derived from Justin Martyr [and founded on the Old Testament.—Ed.]. Sin is regarded in this work, as Plato, as being "an entanglement with matter which had missed the true aim of existence," owing (as in the case of the fallen angels) "to misuse of free will"—a fatally erroneous doctrine, though one at that time widely taught, and naturally founded on Biblical teaching and belief in revelation.

The supposed Athénagoras however does not allude to the Atonement or Vicarious Sacrifice of Christ, being silent like the synoptic Gospels, and not following Paul, or the Fourth Gospel. His theory of inspiration was that of the Montanists—that sacred writers were like lyres, on which the Holy Spirit played as a plectrum or striker. [The wide differences between the views of various Christian schools in the 2nd century will be evident to those who study the Ante-Nicene Library mentioned above (see Clement of Alexandria).—Ed.]

**Atheos.** See Thoth.

**Atlas.** The giant ("the unshaking" one) sustainer of the world, or of the sky, said by some to be the son of Asia the consort of Prometheus (the "fire drill" or Pramantha). The Greeks said that he aided the Titans in their war against Zeus, and was the father of the seven Titanides or Pleiades, and of the Huades who nursed Bakkhos. [The Egyptian god Sekh, representing "wind" or "air," is also pictured supporting the heavens with his outstretched arms; and Atlas seems to have been a sky deity, though otherwise a sky piercing mountain.—Ed.]

**Atma. Atman.** Sanskrit: "breath," "soul," "self." The same root is found in the word "atmosphere." It links the body, say Hindus, to the eternal and incorporeal Param-Atman (see Râja, and Soul). The Atman idea was probably spiritualised some 24 centuries B.C., but on this large question we need here only say that the term Atman is affixed to many names of Hindu deities. Krishna is the Nandatman ("earth-soul"); and Brahmat and Siva are called Bhuta-atman ("soul of beings"), the term here meaning "self," or inner personality. Prof Max Müller says: "Atman dwindled into a mere pronym, and came to mean self." Originally however it was "breath." It was also identified with Jiva or "life." It only became soul in our sense in the writings of Vedantist philosophers, and in the spiritualising language of the Bhâgavat-gita, after the Christian era. Plato (Timæus, xii, xlviii, â€¢) held that the Punktah or soul was a "divine thing" which transmigrated into other bodies. Even the writer in Matthew (x, 28) held that the soul could be killed.
**Atonement.** Properly speaking means "reconciliation" or making "at-one." The Hebrew Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur) was a fast, and a day of national humiliation and confession of sin. The Christian doctrine of atonement (or reconciliation with God) has been developed into the strange and unjust doctrine of the Vicarious Sacrifice of Christ, reconciling an angry father with his sinful children—as if the death of an innocent substitute could satisfy the judge, by any law human or divine. It implies that an all-knowing Heavenly Father allowed countless millions of men, women, and unconscious babes, to be consigned to eternal torture until Christ bought them of dying for them. Such self-sacrifice would be possible for any heroic character—as when the soldier dies for others—but how could it satisfy God? Originally the Atonement was a reconciliation, not a sacrifice, as the Greek Loutron also means a "loosing" or "abolition." But Hebrews were accustomed to bloody sacrifices; and Paul speaks mysteriously of Christ sacrificed as "our Passover," to appease the cruel deity.

Atus. Atys. Atues. Attis. A Phrygian deity (see At, and Agdistis). Atius was also the mythical daughter of king Kranos, at the time of the Flood of Denial. Atys (or Atius) was the son of Nana (the name of the Akkadian "mother" goddess: so that his name too might be Turanian for "chief" or "father"), and was a beautiful shepherd beloved of Kebelé (the earth goddess) who emasculated himself (see Agdistis) for which reason the priests of Kebelé were eunuchs, clad in women's garments. His name was given to a river, which all ascetics visited for worship. He is represented as bound to a pine tree, or crucified (see Rivers of Life, i, 467), and the autumn season was that in which the sun god was regarded as emasculated, while the pine is an emblem of winter. He was then an effeminate Adonis. Pausanias makes him the son of Kalnos king of Phrygia, who as an eunuch shepherd went about with staff and flute. The Phrygian orgies of Atys were yet more savage than those of the autumnal Bakkhos.

Atua. Otherwise written Etus, Otua, Autu, Atea, and even Akua; for in the Polynesian language the t and k can be interchanged. Atea, the god of light, sprang from Tanoa, god of darkness (see Tanalo), and after a fierce struggle subdued Mutohei or "silence," and produced Ono ("voice" or "sound") who is called "the spirit of Atea." From the conjunction of Atea with Atanua (the "dawn" or Queen of Light) sprang all things living; and their divine son was Hakaiki, the Horus of Polynesia (see Fornander, i, p. 215; ii, pp. 365-370). The trinity however does not include the Queen of Heaven, but consists of "Atua, Ono, and the son."

The common word for god or spirit in Borneo is Atua, probably the origin of Atua. [The connection of Polynesian speech with the Malay and Dravidian languages being now admitted.—Ed.] The Polynesian Muna is, in like manner, the Dyak Manga or Mananga (see Borneo). Tané or Kané (see Tané) is also a form of Atua—a brother of Ono, or often inferior to him. Both are called sons of Tangaara or Ta-araa—who is equivalent also to Atua. All these deities belong to the stone stage of civilisation. Fornander says that Atua means "Lord, master (see At), the life, or kernel of fruit, the hard, or essential, part of anything, the very core of man." It is, he thinks, not connected with Atiu ("god" or "spirit"). Tu or Ku, he adds, is "primarily to rise up, stand, or be erect," and among Malay islanders the "upright god" was Tuan or Tu-han. In Fiji Tu and Tu is the common term used by children addressing a father (Turanian ad "father"); and in New Zealand Tumata was "the first son of the heavens and the earth." Tu, according to Fornander, in Polynesia also, gradually came to mean father, man, or husband as being strong, and, generally speaking, what is erect or strong in things natural or supernatural." The base of the god idea (represented by the erect stone) in Polynesia is thus the agent of creation (see Maoris, and Anthrop. Instit. Journal, November 1885).

**Atum.** Egyptian (see Tum). The setting sun.

Atus. Atys (see Atius). The Phrygian god.

Aum (see Om). The Hindu mystic supreme name.

Aur (see Ur). Hebrew: "light." See the root Ar.

Aurora. The Roman dawn goddess, see the dawn goddesses Athénè, Athor, Ida, Uhhas, &c. These are generally said to go before the sun god (see Ar).

**Australians.** The aborigines of this great continent are roughly divided into two great stocks—the "Eagle-hawk" and the "Crow," the former being the taller and more powerful, and having in many regions exterminated the "crows" (see the volume by Rev. J. Mathews on these aborigines and their languages, 1899). This author traces the aborigines of Australia and the extinct Tasmanians back to the Papuans, and finds evidence of a Dravidian element, and later Malay features, in Australian language, and in cave-paintings.
Australians [Huxley also connects the Australians with the Dravidians of India.—Ed.]

We will here only deal with religious matters as gleaned from such modern researches, and from those of Mr A. W. Howitt, and other papers in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute (xvi). Like other early races the Australians call themselves "the men" (Kurnai, Kulin, or Muring) while inferior tribes are snakes, or wild men (the Malay orang-utan or "man of the woods"). Generally speaking, these people believe earth to be flat, with a solid vault above supported on pillars which might any day give way. So the Hebrews also spoke of a firmament, and of the pillars of heaven (Gen. i, 6; Job ix, 6; xxvi, 11; Psalm lv, 3). Hebrews and Australians alike believe in gods living above this firmament (as did all the ancients), the Australian names for gods being Mrart, Brewin, and Bankan. The soul or spirit of each individual (Murap or Yambu) is, they say, able to leave and return to the body; and it often visits the celestial spirits when the wearer earthly tabernacle sleeps. On this account Australians (like many old races) will not hastily wake anyone, lest the body should rise without its soul, in which case the sleeper dies or becomes an idiot. Dreams are held to be actual events, occurring to the spirits when they hold communion with the deities, and even wrestle and argue with them, as did Jacob with the angel. Mr Howitt says that, like the Egyptian five thousand years ago, the Australian still states that "man’s soul ever keeps up a connection with his mortal remains, visiting (the corpse) from time to time" (p. 188). The soul does a little camping-out and hunting on its own account, near the favourite haunts of the dead person, so that some have seen the soul on or near its beloved gum-trees. Finally, however, the soul disappears—because men have forgotten about the dead one—and goes "to the far west, and then falls over a ledge of the earth into the receptacle of the sun, the Nyamat," so ascending to heaven in the bright tints of sunset. Occasionally the soul leaves the body too quickly, and wizards have to pursue it, and will bring it back if it has not fallen into Nyamat. If it is recovered the body revives, and the wizard is rewarded—such is their priestly legend. We see that the Australians fear the return of the dead from the way in which they swathe the corpse in grasses, and bury it deep in graves which they first purify by burning fires in them, and then stamp down the earth above the dead, and build a hut over the grave. All departed spirits are invoked and worshiped by the family in times of danger, or when they are frightened by appearances in the sky: "they swing the hand towards the dead and shout 'send it away.'" Ghosts, they believe, reside in high places, especially on certain high gloomy trees, just as is believed by the forest races of Burma, Siam, or the Shan States. The Australians climb up the trees near which a Muring tribesman is buried, to ask the spirits about death. They say they can communicate with the ghosts when asleep, and that Gomeras, or wizards, can do so even when awake: these also can detect spirits lurking about, and can find out from them the cause of death. The Gomeras thus possess enormous power, which they use remorselessly against all who doubt or thwart them. They pretend also to communicate with the Celestials—the Brewin of the Kurnai, or the Thara-mulan of the Murings.

The Arunta tribes of Central Australia believe that they sprang from sacred stones, or Churinyas (evidently lingams) which they religiously preserve. These are "oval or elongated objects, carved with incised zigzag lines, circles, or segments thereof, such as we see also on their totems." Their ancestors are held "to exist in the Churinyas as spirit-children," and if the Churinya is lost a new one must be made of hard mulga wood. These beliefs, and certain secret rites, are connected with sexual matters (see Journal Anthrop. Inslit., August 1897).

The Bora rites are said to have been prescribed by deity (Thara-mulan), for the initiation of youths into the duties of the full-grown man (Mathews): no females or children may attend or be informed about them: it suffices that they should know that there is a great sky-good who dwells in Puri-wilpamua, or the "vast hole." [So also the Molino or "god" of Bechuanas tribe, in S. Africa, is described as dwelling in "the great hole in the north."—Ed.] By them he is only known as Papang or "father." His real name is so sacred that it may only be whispered even by holy men—being Thara-mulan or Bunjil—while others call him only "He," or "The Man," or use a gesture signifying deity. So too Hebrews dreaded "the name"; and Kelts even now speak of the spirit of wood or field as the "good-man of the croft." The pious Australian leads his son, after initiation, out of the sacred circle into the bush, and pointing to a star says reverently: "Now you can kill all kinds of animals, but remember He can see all that you do down here."

Among the Kurnai natives women seem however to be initiated as regards the great spirit Brewin—a very malignant god who travels in the whirlwind. He is the Kichhi of the Dieri tribes, a spirit who inspires wizards, and who may be seen especially in the hot weather, travelling over the plain as a column of dust—the Shaitan or devil of Arabs and Indians. Bunjil is also a fierce wind which tears up trees
The Kurnai have a tale like that of Prometheus about stealing fire: a female duality Bulim-Baukan, with their son, Bulim-tut, tried to steal fire, and climbed the sky by a thread, but were thwarted by a crow and a hawk.

The Gomeras, or wizards, have also a powerful charm, like the Hebrew Urin, called the Yarak (rock crystal), which they got from their god Bunjil, or Brewin, or Thara-milan, as variously named by the different tribes. This enabled them to kill or injure all who disobeyed them, and to hold communion with the deity. They search for years to find these stone charms, which heal the sick and repel devils.

All families among Australians have totems (or badges), usually beasts, birds, or reptiles, after which they are named, and which protect them from dangers (see Animal Worship). This subject has been much studied of late. [The totem or badge may be individual or tribal, each tribe being divided into four, five, or six clans, named after the dog, rat, emu, or other animal. The members of one clan are regarded as relations, and cannot intermarry. The spirits of ancestors pass into the totem animal—as among Africans and others.—Ed.] The ranks of the Gomeras are recruited usually by hereditary claims, but also from among idiots and madmen: for persons subject to fits are believed to be possessed by the spirits, just as are the Nasu or inspired prophets of Asia. Gomeras also been seen to go aloft through a hole in the sky opened for them by a HRSH or god. They also ride on a kind of ghost called Maragorang.

The dead (as already said) are tightly corded up before burial; and, placed in a contracted attitude with the knees to the head, and arms crossed, they are laid on one side as if asleep (a very ancient Indian mode of burial). They are also sometimes burned in circular pits, with their arms and personal belongings, and are bewailed for a week. At times the body is kept for a day or two in the hut, and the arms and head cut off and given to the widow, to be buried with her on her death. Bones are regarded as magical charms, especially the long bones of the leg—which Hindu aborigines use as lances. Mr Edward Palmer gives similar interesting details (Anthrop. Journ., Feb. 1884) regarding the tribes south of the Gulf of Carpentaria. They have much the same beliefs and superstitions, but neither infanticide nor cannibalism is as common among them as supposed. The rule is to offer the first-born to the spirits, and it is often killed apparently in the hope of increased progeny. Enemies only are occasionally eaten, as a traditionary custom, cannibalism not being due to hunger. This writer gives fuller details as to the Bora initiatory rites, though white men, and even natives of another tribe,
Australians

The lesser Kūringal, or Kadja Walung rites, may take place outside the sacred circle, but not so the Bunsān, which lasts three or four days, superintended by Bāmbar—masters or patriarchs of the tribes, here representing the Great Spirit Thān-mulan. On reaching the sacred spot, which may be an artificial mound, the novices are placed in front of a fierce fire; and various painful and alarming devices are used, apparently to test the powers of endurance of the youths; while the men engage in circling dances, reminding us of the cyclic chants and dances of Greeks and Kelts, as religious exercises. The women also sing or drone out the "tooth song," and the men left with them dance round, perhaps to divert their attention from the painful ordeal that their boys are undergoing. The knocking out of one or two teeth is very barbarously performed, and these teeth are kept as mementos, being handed over to the elders and passed on from one to another within the epigamic (or marriage) limits. No man, says Mr Howitt, may marry unless into a community to which his tooth has passed.

The Jerael initiatory ceremonies of the Kurnai tribe differ considerably from the Kūringal of the Murings. The chief (see *Anthrop. Inst. Journal*, May 1885) summons the Kurnai by his Tūndū or "bull roarer" (which is swung at the end of a rope), when a sufficient number of boys are ready: women and children must pretend that they know nothing of what is happening. A suitable solitary spot is selected, near a river, for the men's or sacred enclosure, and the procession of men goes there following the chief, with songs and dances, while feuds sometimes occur between the assembled clans. The second wife of the chief meantime gathers the women, and teaches them their duties—the songs and wrappings in rugs are as before described. Twenty years ago, according to Mr Howitt, men went naked to these rites. The chief emblems are *Jerungs* or bunches of leaves, and rods. The women beat the covering rugs with their yam sticks. The men rush about shouting and throwing rods to the boys, who must not touch them, while the women seize on these emblems. The rods are hung in bunches round the men's necks, and it is the duty of the Krau-un, or maidens, to collect them, and to re-form the procession in three lines of mothers, old men, and children of both sexes. The elders or Bōllawangs each raise a lad high in the air, and others wave leaf bunches and tufted sticks over them to dedicate and bless them. The youth is then led to a leafy enclosure, and laid naked on his back; leaves are showered over him and he is covered with rugs. Fires are lighted at his head and feet, and he is supposed to sleep watched by the elders, or chanted to at times by the women, who pace about for most of the night. Next day the youth rises up "a man," and is invested with the belt, armlets, &c., and must join the men and separate himself from the women. After the return to camp a sort of tree or lingam rite takes place, called by Mr Howitt the "opossum game." A young tree is cut down and stripped of its branches, so as to form a pole some 20 feet long, with a bunch of leaves tied to its top. It is planted by being sunk a little in the ground, and is held by some elders, while others climb up and down, rustling leafy twigs which they carry. The "bull roarsers" for men (Tūndū), and for women (Bakut Tūndū), then give the signals for dispersing the assembly, and are greatly feared by the women. Women may now cook a male opossum (but no other food) for the youths, first removing the entrails. For a long time the youths are forbidden to eat various kinds of food, and may not approach a pregnant woman, or let any woman's shadow fall on them. Peripatetic lectures are held, with precepts such as "Obey your old men"; "Share all you have with friends, and live peacefully with them"; also they are commanded not to interfere with girls or married women. None of the tribes permit women to see these youths for several months after the circumcision, and naming rites; but on the day preceding these rites there is general licence, especially for the Piru-iru or betrothed—as explained later. In circumcision the foreskin is preserved concealed in feathers, with the fat of the wild dog and carpet-snake; no woman may know where these are kept, or approach when the parcel is opened, which is done solemnly to bring rain when needed. It is then buried, for its spirit has gone forth forever.

The final Jerael rite is baptismal, but does not conclude the season of the youth's probation. The mothers assemble on the banks of a dry stream, each with a pot of water. The sons come and splash water on the mothers with a stick; and the women—feigning to be enraged—suck up water and squirt it out over the heads and faces of the lads, who then depart, and are taught how to live by their own labours, which completes their initiation. Among the secret rites of the Kūringal also, one is baptismal, the elders pouring water over the youths and blessing them with a downward motion of the hands. Fire also we have seen to play its part, and the youth must appear naked before the "magic fire." The fires, carefully tended during the rites, are covered with fresh earth, carefully stamped down, when these are concluded. Small bark torches are also lighted; and a fire stick is given to each youth, with which to keep alight his own fire during his period of probation.
Australians

Only on very solemn occasions is the name of the supreme father god (Mungangaung, Thara-mulan, or Baisme "the maker") ever mentioned, though—as a secret not to be told to women or children—his attributes are carefully explained during initiation. He is usually called Papang, and is said once to have lived on earth as a divine incarnation. He is good and kind to the good, but severe to the wicked, especially to any who break tribal laws. He has spirits under him who direct everything. The heavenly bodies also are real persons, animals, or in some cases men and women. The sun is a female, and the moon a male (as in ancient India, and among Arabs, Teutons, and others); both come and go through holes in the eastern and western horizon, or solid firmament [as described in the Bundahish of Persia also.—Ed.]. The Australians who hold such beliefs are yet clever in drawing and coloring figures, and fond of games, hunting, and dances which, when witnessed by Europeans, are orderly and decent. Mr. Cameron, writing on the tribes of New S. Wales, says that an unfaithful wife may suffer any pain her husband chooses to inflict, but that he goes free himself of the immoralities he may perpetrate (Anthrop. Inst. Journal, May 1855): female communism is still traceable, in the law that no maiden can be married till first taken by an elder, while captured women are held in common for a time by the capturing tribesmen. Mr. Howitt shows however (Anthrop. Inst. Journal, Aug. 1890) that the Dieri, and kindred tribes, recognise two forms of marriage—the Nga or gift of a girl by her father in infancy; and the Pirra-irri or paramour custom, thought to be older than the preceding. The Pirra-irri are solemnly allotted to each other at a council of elders, and must belong to the distinct class between whom marriage is lawful. The youth must have passed the Mindari, and the girl the Wilpadrina ceremonies. The elders do not consult those concerned, but gravely proclaim the names aloud, when all within hearing shout approval. Dances, feasts, and general licence, then follow.

At most of the circumcision festivals Pirra-irri marriages are proclaimed, and a girl may have several Pirra, for she may not relinquish those previously given to her. The tie is as permanent as in Nga marriage, but the Nga husband takes precedence of any Pirra, unless he consents to the relationship, which he usually does: at certain times, when promiscuous intercourse is permitted at the religious ceremonies, no distinctions hold good. [This is also known once a year among Bechuana tribes in S. Africa.—Ed.] Jealousy and quarrels naturally result from these savage arrangements.

Women may visit the camp of their relations, but may never meet strange men unless in presence of their husbands. The Nga bride, at fit age, is, by permission of parents, seized by her betrothed or by his friends (Abije) whenever she can be caught in the bush, and is dragged away amid laughter of the women, striving with frantic screams to escape. The Abije has the first right to her for two or three days, and brings her back to camp, when feasting, riot, and licence ensue. At the Muni rites men select women for the common possession of the tribe—especially in times of terror or sickness—and all these strange customs (as in Fiji also when a chief is ill) are sanctioned by religion.

There is another "terrible initiatory rite" called the Kulpi, which no writer considers it fit to describe. The youth is selected by the elders, and resists violently till stunned with clubs, when an "operation of twenty minutes," causing great agony, is performed. He who survives is regarded as the most perfect of men, and may manage the most important tribal affairs. The object of the interesting Mindari ceremony appears to be to bring two tribes together convivially, that disputes may be amicably settled. It is held in a great plain where huts are erected, and food stored sometimes for several weeks of feasting. It begins by a child four years old entering a circle and dancing out, being gaudily tricked out with feathers and paint. It is then followed by the elder men and youths.

The interesting problem of the derivation of these aborigines remains to be noticed. Mr. Howitt ("The Kurnai Ancestors," Anthrop. Inst. Journal, May 1886) concludes that they spread southwards from Carpentaria, along the river valleys, striking the coast again in Mid Queensland, and descending to the sources of the Darling river, where one body kept along its course, and another followed the coasts of New S. Wales, striking the sources of the Murray river—perhaps named from the Murri nation. The Kurnai said that they were on its upper branches, east of Victoria, when the white men first began to reach the country. We may believe that they belong to the wild dark stock of the Indian Archipelago, to which the Veddas of Ceylon, the Andaman Islanders, and others belong also: for some names and symbols indicate a remote Indian connection. The tradition of the Darling and Murray tribes is that "their ancestors were led by Murundere (Nurandari) the supreme being—a hero or god who had three sons, and was "a very powerful man who ascended to the sky," after having conquered as far as the Murri river. The word lung (perhaps linga) signifies "manly" in the names of two great Australian tribes—the Talin-ga-lung and the Kana-tun-ga-lung.
Avalokit-Īśvara

Mr W. M. Crocker (Anthrop. Instit. Journ. May 1886) shows that the Malays spread from India to Borneo and Polynesia, bringing Hindu terms for rites and symbols. Mr Wallace also is of opinion that Borneo was peopled from the north, and the Australian connection with Polynesia, in race and language, is admitted.

The Australians are apparently a mixed race. They are the most repulsive of savages; and such culture as they have seems to have been derived from the Malays. Like Vedddas, and Papuans, they may be of mixed negro and Dravidian (or Turanian) origin. They are of a deep copper color, and not black. Some have straight hair like Malays, some frizzled hair like Papuans. Prof. Keane connects them with the Vedddas. They have a legend of the seven Pleiads (one of whom hid behind the other six), and other customs and myths probably of Malay origin. The language is also connected with Polynesian, Malay, and Dravidian speech. See Hutchinson's Living Races of Mankind.—Ed.]

Avalokit-Īśvara. Sanskrit. "The onlooking (or downlooking) deity," identified by the Chinese with their Kwan-she-yn (see plate xvii, and account in Rivers of Life, ii, p. 529.) This god is widely adored from Ceylon and the Indian Archipelago, to Tibet, China, and Japan. Millions daily repeat to him the "Om mane padme hum" (see Om), and in Tibet he becomes the Bodhisattva Chāñḍāsī (see Mr. Waddell in the Bengal R. Asiatic Soc. Journ. No. 1 of 1892), "who like Buddha is usually represented sitting, or standing, on a lotus flower, and is believed to have been born from it." He thus corresponds to the Hindu Padma-pān still worshiped at Buddha-gāya with the exclamation "Om, the gem in the lotus! O Avalokītīśvara." The revered name is still written by millions on the walls of temples, and on flags, and rocks; and they believe that the exclamation is sufficient for their salvation. In the biographies of the Chinese pilgrims to India (Fā-hiarn in 400 A.C., and Hīuen-tsun in 630 A.C.) we find examples given of the efficacy of prayer to Avalokītīśvara. He has a million eyes, an hundred thousand hands, and appears to the believer in glory, filling him with blessed joy (Indian Antiquary, December 1888). Even an unbelieving Bṛāhmaṇa of Vāsala was cured by him because he was full of learning. His great characteristic—like that of the kindly Gotama—is mercy. A book translated from Sanskrit into Chinese about 265 to 313 A.C., dwells especially on the greatness and mercy of this deity. Representations of him and of connected legends occur in the Buddhist cave-shrines of Elora, Aurangabad, Kanheri, and Ajanta (see Burgess, Cave, XVII, iv). For (like the Persian Mithra) he dwelt in caves, and beside lakes, and the sea; sailors in China called him the "great merciful one," or "gracious heart," and "the god who hears the cries of men."

Avalokītīśvara, according to Prof. Beal, means the one who "looks down." He is said to have first appeared on Pātāla—a mystic mountain variously placed in India, China, or Tibet. The Dalai-Lama of Tibet claims to be the incarnation (since about the 13th century A.C.) of the "merciful one," creator of the world, from whose eyes came sun and moon, from his forehead Mahā-Īśvara ("great being"), and from his shoulders Brahmā; from his heart came Nārāyaṇa, from his teeth Sarāsvati, from his mouth Vayu (the wind), from his feet the earth, from his belly Varuna (heaven), from his navel fire, from his left knee Lakshmi, and from his right knee Śrīdā (probably Śrī-devi or Pārvati) the wife of Śiva (see Indian Antiquary, December 1888, p. 355). The learned writer adds: "In China he is sometimes represented in the form of a woman, Kwan-ynin," who is a form of Kunti or Pārvati and the "Mother of Mercy."

Avalokītīśvara has not forsaken the "high places" of India. A traveller in Nepal in 1885 calls him "the supreme god or Maha-Indra of the Buddhist vernal festivities of Chait and Vaisakhi." It is said, however, that human sacrifices are still offered to him in Nepal. In vain did Gotama try to banish Avalokītīśvara from his throne in the shrines, and hearts, of Eastern Asia; he is still adored as an androgynous god (half male, half female) in many temples, and in Vīhāras (or monasteries) of professed celibates, who delight in repeating his thousand names and titles, as "the golden handed," "the lotus bearer," "the great solar creator" (Mehendra-nāth, etc.) (see Aitahāhakīd Pioneer, 6th September 1885).

Hindus, and Buddhists, join with the lowest non-Aryan tribesmen in worshiping him (or her), drinking, and feasting on flesh, and rioting, as though holy men, and holy books, had no existence, the Buddhists saying that he was really the fourth Buddha who appeared on Mount Rapotal to assure drought and famine. A Nepāl legend says that three great personages visited him, and in spite of opposition by gods and demons succeeded in bearing him (or his essence) away in the form of a bee, after which their lands were blessed with rain. He then rested by a holy tree called Narinda-Devi, south of Patan, where a very sacred shrine was dedicated to his mother—evidently Pārvati, whose emblem is the bee. The Ra-potal mountain of Tibet is apparently the Pota-kara (Adam's Peak in Ceylon, according to Prof. Beal, Royal Asiatic Society Journal, July 1883), where
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Po-lo-yu (or Pârvari) resides, according to Chinese. Tibetans say that the house of Avalokit was Kailâsa—the Paradise of Siva, with whom he is identified, both “looking down” on the world from the heights. He dwelt later at Bôgmati, by the river Baghmati, and is called “the Great Bhog” or god (see Bûgha). The Tibetans depict him as an unaesthetically high, bright red in colour, wearing a conical temple, or car-like ark, on his head, and holding a sword. On great occasions he rides in a huge car; that of the spring festival of 1885 (says the Pioneer correspondent) being “a shrine of gilt copper, over which rose a column of bamboo” and greenery, slopes into a pinnacle 60 feet high, gaily decorated with flower-garlands and streamers. This was surmounted by a figure of the sixth Buddha, shaded by a gilt Châta (or Ti) surmounted by a bunch of green boughs. The whole was top heavy and difficult to manage, but many guy ropes were held by reverent worshippers. Our “Jack in the Green” (Iako the Green—or sun god) is a modest survival of this Tibetan emblem of the May festival (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 450). The pole of the car was adorned by the “gilt head of the King of the Nâgas” (serpents), and “the wheels with the eyes of Siva.” After perambulating the city “the god is publicly undressed, and his shirt exhibited, amid fervent invocations and prostrations, when he goes back to the temple” till the autumn festival. The faithful see the footprint of Avalokit at Adam’s Peak (see under that heading).

Prof. Beal says that Kwan-yin (the Chinese Avalokíti) is worshipped as Durga or Chandâ (Pârvari); and the Dalai-Lama of Lhâsa is also called Kwan-yin. The Rev. Spence Hardy says that Buddha, who left his foot-print on Adam’s peak, was identified with Avalokit as a deity “looking every way, and looking down.” The Chinese name Kwan-shê-yin is (thinks Prof. Beal) a “transliteration of the Sanskrit Avalokit, and means one who looks on (self existent) at the sounds of the world, as a bearer of prayer” (Fa-hian’s Travels, chap. xvi). In Tibet the god is male, but in China female. The highest conception of this deity seems to be a Good Providence watching over men.

Avara. A person of the fourth Hindu caste of Sudrâs.

Avasta. Avesta. Abasta. “The Law,” or Bible of the Persian Mazdeans. It is commonly called the Zend-Avesta, or “law explained.” The sacred literature is said to have been destroyed by Alexander the Great. The remaining books are divided into four parts (Yasna, Visparâd, Vendishd, and Yashts). They include ancient Gâthas or hymns. Other books only known in the later Pahlavi dialect—such as the Bûhman Yasht, and Bundalish—are believed to be translations of portions of the old Avesta (see Zoroastrian).

Avatâra. Sanskrit. The incarnation of a god.

Avebury. Abury. A celebrated stone shrine and circle: also Amber-bury “the holy borough” (compare the Welsh Maen Amber “holy stones”). Here great assemblies met for solar rites (see Abury).

Avicena (Ibn Sïna). A distinguished philosopher, physician, man of science, and even poet, who is said to have written a hundred treatises on mathematics, astronomy, theology, philosophy, music, medicine, and physics (950 to 1037 A.D.). He was well versed in the works of Aristotle, and was physician and librarian to the Emir of Bokhâra. After having long been a peripatetic teacher, and preacher, he settled down to write at Rai near Teherân in Persia, and is found later at Hamadan as Vilzer of the Emir, and again at Isphân, where he lived for the last twelve years of his life. He is an example of Moslem culture due to acquaintance with Greek civilization.

Ayanar. Ayar. Iar. Iyal. Ancient names still common among S. Indian Turonians, for god, and especially for deities of fields and villages—the Vedik Gramatâs (see also I, Iel, Iar, &c., among Kols). We have watched Ayar festivals held in great houses, as well as in temples. At the door are placed demon forms which repel unbelief, or destroy unbelievers. The god is seated within, with two wives, Puranai and Pud-Kalai (see Bod and Bud), and seven virgins attendants. In Tinevelly Iar, or Ayanar, was a demi-god in demon form—the Aryan-Kavu (“Aryan guard”): he was the son of Hari and Harâ, Siva and Vishnu, and is a male Kâli (god of time and death); he is a dancing burning spirit, seen near the funeral pyres, but also often called a kind father and mother. Ayar was the preceptor of the gods, called Sâtâ (Sastrî) a “teacher” semi-divine, guardian of agriculture and boundaries—identical with the Mahâ-deva standing near the gates of temples or villages, or under sacred trees where he has generally a rude altar, with a Lingam, or Yoni, according as a male or female deity is preferred. He is daubed with red paint, and is ever demanding blood. To produce diseases is said to be one of his pastimes. Any may worship at Ayar’s shrines without a priest; but the Pandârams, or Sudrâ-caste priests, are common in such village temples sacred to Bhûtas and Peys (our “fays”), spirits more or less divine, and of the family of Ayar. Frantic dances and bloody sacrifices are thought to please these
Ain
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Ain. Hebrew: “nothing.” The supreme non-existence of the Kabbala, which is the sum of the Sephiroth or “categories”—qualities of the “Absolute” (see Adam-Kadmon).

'Azazel. Hebrew. In Leviticus (xvi, 8) we read that, on the day of Atonement, two goats were devoted, the one to Jehovah, the other “for 'Azazel,” or as translated “for the goat of sending away”—the scape-goat. It is otherwise rendered “the goat for 'Azazel,” as the name of a desert fiend. According to Kalisch and others the passage is late, and belongs to the time of Ezra and Nehemiah. [But the custom of so devoting victims—human or animal—to be sent away bearing the sins of the people, or to be sacrificed to savage gods and demons, is ancient and widespread.—Ed.] According to the Book of Enoch 'Azazel was a fallen angel who seduced the daughters of men. Among Arab tribes the thorny acacia was also sacred to 'Azazel (“the might of god”) which recalls the appearance in the thorny bush to Moses (Exod. iii, 4). The Hebrews (according to the Mishnah “Yoma”) appear to have continued to send away the scape-goat from the Jerusalem temple down to the destruction of the city in 70 A.C. It was taken away a distance of twelve Sabbath days’ journeys to a place called Sik in the desert. The name still survives at a well, near the precipitous mountain El Mustár (“the watch tower”), about 7 miles S.E. of Jerusalem, according to Colonel Conder. The goat was cast over the precipice; for on one occasion it had returned to the city when loosed in the desert, which was regarded as an evil omen. Dr Neubauer (see Athenaeum, 4th Dec. 1886) compares the wild goats of the shrine of Artemis, noticed in Robertson Smith's “Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia” (1885, pp. 194, 199). He considers, however, that the account in the Talmud (Mishnah Yoma, vi) is not historical.

We know that in Europe (among Greeks, Teutons, and others), as well as in ancient America, there were “scape-men” as well as scape-goats. There are records of such having been sacrificed to Poseidon at Marseille, and other seaports; and throughout Asia human sacrifices to rivers are still common. Captives and criminals used to be pampered and fattened, and reserved for sacrifice, in Peru and elsewhere, the atonement day of such nations closing with vicarious human sacrifice, instead of the scape-goat bearing sins away. Down to about 1700 A.C. the “sin-eater” was a recognised person in Wales, living on the fears and superstitions of his countrymen. Cake, ale, and money were offered to him across the body of a “sinner,” whose sins were thus transferred, just as Aaron is said to have placed them on the head of the scape-goat. The custom of eating cakes and drinking wine at funerals (the Avril bread and Arval or “heir’s-meal”) is connected, and doles to the poor, or money left in the will had always the same intention of benefiting the soul of the dead person. Even in the days of our fathers a plate with bread and salt, used (near Swansea) to be placed on the corpse for the “sin-eater,” who when he had received a fee in money was driven from the premises, being full of the sins of the deceased. Till quite recently the Bavarian house-wife used to knead “corpse cakes” (Leichen Nudeln) and place them to rise on the corpse. She then baked them, and the guests ate them. This was the antithesis of the “sin-eater’s” rite: for it was intended to preserve the virtues of the dead in the family—tracing back to the ancient cannibal idea of eating virtues (see Africa). Among Kelts the practice of throwing a heifer over a precipice, as a sacrifice to preserve the herd, survived till recent times. The Kopts in Egypt had also a scape-goat ceremony till recently.

The Dyaks of Borneo and the Gipsies (from India) preserve similar rites. Mr Hartland (Folk-Lore Quarterly, June 1892) relates that in Scotland snuff was placed on the corpse or coffin of which all present were expected to take a pinch, so to inhale the good qualities of the dead. In the time of Charles II a large pot of wine or ale was placed on the coffin, and all drank the health of the deceased. The funeral cakes and “Feasts of the Dead” among the Hindus and Chinese retain such ideas, with others still common in Europe and among Levantines. The funeral cakes are sometimes baked in the form of the deceased so that the guests appear to eat him; as also among Tantrik Buddhists of Tibet, and among Aztecs in Mexico, the dough figure of the god is torn in pieces and eaten: for to enter into true communion with the spirit of a god or a dead man it is necessary to eat his flesh and to drink his blood.

The Malagasy have still a scape-goat, and an expiatory rite called Faditra when the sins of the tribe are supposed to be driven away with the goat. The victim, however, was originally a youth selected from the people by the priests. Among the non-Aryan Bhumias, sins are transferred to a scape-goat, pig, or buffalo, which is sacrificed and eaten. A dog is then fed, and made drunk with spirits, and is led at twilight through the villages that it may catch all evil spirits, diseases, and sorrows of the people; and it is let loose and chased, and beaten or stoned to death, the villagers then returning home with...
roojings (see Mr Atkinson in the Bengal Royal Asiatic Journal, i, 1884.)

In the highly orthodox Hindu State of Travankor (says the Rev. S. Mateer in his Life in India), the king, when seriously ill, adopts a Saca-Bráhman, called a Lingana-Durna—or an "embracer's gift"—because he embraces the sick ruler, and prays for him, absorbing his sins and maladies and receiving £1000 or more. This Bráhman is then driven from his country for ever. The practice of human sacrifice is suspected to be not yet extinct in such native states. The Asva-melha, or "horse sacrifice" (see that heading), took the place in Vedik rites of an older Purusha or human sacrifice; both were royal rites of supreme importance (see Sacrifice).

The Borneo fishermen have a "scape-boat," which they launch annually to appease the great spirit of evil. It is supposed to bear away the sins and sorrow of the tribe, which fall on those who are so unlucky as to meet it (see Stone's Oracles of Arts and Creeds, p. 259).

[The Akkadian magic tablets speak of sins being carried away by the river or the wind. The ceremony of cleansing the leper whose disease is conveyed to a scape-bird (Lev. xiv. 49-54) should also be compared.—Ed.]

Azi. Azi-dahák. Zend: "biting snake." Ferdusi (in the Shah-námaeh, about 1000 a.c.) speaks of this demon as vanquishing Thractoons (the Vedic Traitana), and he appeared as a hero out of whose shoulders grew two snakes. The Zend Azi is the Sanskrit Abi "the thraller" (see Abi).

Azteks. The men of Az-tlan ("white land," according to Brinton), or "white men"—a famous race in Mexico, Guatamala, and California, where their language is still traceable from Panama to Yukatan, according to Dr Brinton (Myths of the New World). In personal appearance—as shown on their bas-relief statues—they resembled the Indian tribes of the present day, the type being Turanian or Mongol in most of its features. Their empire (before the Spanish invasion of the 16th century) was called Anahauk—supposed to mean "near the water," and they overcame the milder Tolteks or men of Tolun. Mr Denely ("Atlantis") gives us two ancient historic pictures, from the Aztek manuscripts of the Boturini collection, which seem to indicate that the Azteks claimed to have come in boats, from islands on which were high forest-clad hills, and pyramidal temples. This cradle land they, like the Tolteks, called Az-tlan (see Bancroft's Native Races, ii, p. 125; v, pp. 306, 321).

The Azteks had legends about a great flood, and a demi-god in his boat or ark, whom Tolteks called the "only man." Nahil and his wife Nina had hollowed out a cypress tree from which they emerged to sacrifice after the deluge, being (as gathered from pictures) warned by a bird (see the Mexican Codex Vaticanus, No. 3738). Az-tlan, or Tulan, their home, was submerged. It is not clear where Tulan was as the Spaniard Cortez was told, by Montezuma, that Azteks came from the east, while Tulan was also the Paradise and abode of god in the west. Traces of Aztek race are supposed to occur to the north, and from this direction (as offshoots of the Shoshon or "snake Indians of the Rocky Mountains) they seem to have reached the great lake of Mexico. The Tolteks, occupying the mountain ranges of Guatamala, mixed so freely with the Azteks that they were often confounded. Both races were preceded by Nahuan—apparently coast tribes of Mexico, or dwellers round the Nikaragua lake. Here the Azteks settled on the hills of the modern Vera-Paz, creating a civilisation sometimes, however, supposed to have been of Toltek origin. They conquered the ancient Maya, and established a Quiche or "forester" kingdom in Central America. They ruled throughout Yukatan as Huaxteks, and in the valleys of the Panuко river. Their golden age endured down to the date of the Spanish conquest in 1020 A.C.

The beautiful buildings at Cholula (see Cholula), and others in Central America, are however ascribed to the Tolteks or Tlaxcalteks; but authorities differ as to whether these were a different race to the Azteks, or whether both were tribes of one (Maya) race arriving at different times. Dr Brinton is satisfied that neither were connected with the Peruvians, or other S. Americans like the Muyeks round Bagota. The Azteks were long-headed like American Indians, but the ruling Incas of Peru were shortheaded.—[Ed.] He doubts if there was really a Toltek civilisation before the arrival of the Azteks (see American Philological Journal, Sept. 1887). He says that the "Toltek name came into being in Aztek times, and was given to the inhabitants of the city of Tulla, a tribe of the Nahaus known as Azteca or Mexico; whose tribal god was Huizilo-poch-tli; who afterwards settled in Mexico—Teochihuan, the present city of Mexico." He traces the name of the city of Tulla to Tonnaller "the place of the sun," which was shortened to Tullan and Tulla. "The myth of the Toltek empire had its origin in the poetical fancies of the Aztek bards who, like other poets, carried their theme out of dry matter-of-fact history, made the city of Tulla the birthplace and abode of gods, and its inhabitants the semi-divine
conquerors and civilisers of Mexico and Central America, when they were really of the same ancestral race with themselves." This throws back the Aztecs and Toltecs to between 200 and 600 A.D.: for various writers have shown that Toltecs were then ruling in Mexico. They are said to have been cannibals then or earlier, and such practices continued among Aztecs even in the ages of art and learning, when their beautiful shrines were being erected. We know that their religion was full of superstitions and terrible cruelties. It included serpent, and phallic, rites, and terrible ordeals for ascetics, such as dragging a spiked wire through the tongue (as represented in an Aztek picture): it linked astronomy with astrology, science and art with divination, and with gross fetishism. Its many gorgeous but bloody festivals were regulated by men who knew the movements of the heavenly bodies, but saw in them dread spirits who must be propitiated, at certain seasons, by hecatombs of human hearts.

The Azteks had a cycle of 52 years, on the recurrence of which their usual horrors were exceeded, and thousands of youths and maidens—the flower of the flock—were then sacrificed for the nation in the most cruel manner. On the 21st December (the time when many nations are in doubt as to the return northwards of the sun) they dragged a noble victim to the top of a high mount, and thrusting a knife into his side tore out his heart, which they held up before the god, and cast it warm and bleeding into his sacred fire. This consecrated the new fire, after which the heads of tribes and families came forward to light their torches, and bore it to the public and home hearths, where the fires were rekindled after due purifications.

At the annual Eucharistic festival the human victim was regarded as a god. "With his blood," says Mr A. Lang (Illustrated London News, 7th Janry. 1893), "cakes were kneaded, and eaten, so that the believers might then incorporate the divine essence with their own" (this also is a Tibetan custom). Baptism was a solemn Aztek rite: the lips and bosom of the infant were sprinkled with water, and the "Lord of Perfection and Purity" was implored to permit the holy drops to wash away sin, that the "child might be born anew." So wrote the Spanish priests of the 15th and 16th centuries (see Brocklehurst's Mexico of To-day, and the Quarterly Review, April 1833, as also Prescott's Conquest of Mexico).

At the annual festival of Hiutzilo-poch-teitz the human victim ought, according to the Aztek priests, to be eaten and the blood reverently drunk. This god was worshipped not only in gorgeous temples, but also in sylvan retreats, for he was a deity of vegeta-
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rain god had human victims; but it is not clear that Cuentoi, the goddess of the moon, and of agriculture, had any offerings, save fruits and flowers. Aztek war was often avowedly made to provide victims for sacrifice, most of whom came from their neighbours the Tlaskalas. The priests (say Prescott) rushed into battle to secure captives, and though personally kind and somewhat enlightened moralists became then conspicuous for their fury (Conquest of Mexico, p. 39). The moon was a dangerous goddess, for she sent lunacy, ulcers, and leprosy, and even (Brinton, p. 141) syphilis and disease. She was (as usual) connected with water. Though treacherous she must be spoken of as good. Some of her shrines were also dedicated to the sun, and on the summit of the temple of the god Teoti-huakan stood a statue of the sun. On the breast was a plate of burnished gold and silver, on which the first rays of the rising sun struck. This, and many more valuable things, the Spanish bishops destroyed, scarcely leaving one old building standing in Cholutla, where there are now 35 Catholic churches.

Only a few of the old sacred stones remain, such as the so-called “Calendar Stone,” which is built (like the Black Stone at Makka) into the outer wall of the cathedral of the new faith. Sunday sacrificial stones are preserved in the Museum at Mexico. “The cathedral in Mexico is built over the temple of Koatl—the dark earth goddess and progenitrix of mankind”; and at her serpent shrine a female was annually sacrificed.

The Tolteks regarded Quetzal-coatl, the air god, as the supreme deity; and the great pyramid of Cholutla was sacred to him; as also the cross and rebus of Palenque, and the emblematic serpent called the “Rumbler,” as a strong-handed “lord of the winds,” and “light of dawn.” The air god had the fair complexion of the Tolteks, and was called Sua (compare Siva, the white or “fair” one), or the “white god of day and of the East.” He was Ka-bul (“the hand of strength”), and “slew the bright star gods” as the sun puts out their light. He was the “divine tool,” and often portrayed as a “gem,” and called a Zuma or “hero.” Sun was worshiped at Palenque under the emblem of a cross, and was expected to return reincarnate. Some said that Montezuma (the Aztek emperor) was an incarnation of Sun.

Like Asiatics the Azteks had many ceremonies connected with stones and arrows, these being thrown, or shot, towards the cardinal points of the compass. They also oriented their sacred buildings. The east was called Tialokan, and “the terrestrial Paradise”: the north was the “cold home of the soul,” for they believed that souls of both sexes were to enjoy a future state of bliss. The soul they thought lived in the bones (see Bones) which alone survived decay. [So the Rabbis held that the bone Luz (the os coccygis) was the seed for the new resurrection body, fertilised by a rain of manna.—En.] Great care was therefore taken of bones and skulls.

Like ancient Egyptians the Azteks were Monotheists rather than Polytheists—that is worshipers of some one selected god as supreme. They did not lead in gods, or evil, and subordinate spirits and demons, ethereal or terrestrial; but they all acknowledged a Supreme Being or spirit—Thuque Nahmaque, “Lord of all existence,” the adorers, invisible, omnipotent, maker and moulder of all things, the mother and father of life, the one soul of the world, and the completely perfect (Brinton, p. 58).

The Azteks used a picture writing, or ideographic script, which is yet unread. They wrote manuscripts, which are sometimes 60 to 70 feet long, folded up in squares like our maps, in pages 12 or 15 inches broad. [This seems to suggest a Japanese or Chinese connection in literature, as does the character of the script also.—En.] Great numbers of these manuscripts were found stored in the archives of ancient Mexico. Five cities yielded 16,000 volumes. But every leaf was destroyed in these cases by the Spanish bigots. The carvings and paintings of Chichenitza are ascribed to Azteks, with the monuments at Palenque and Kopen; and the American hieroglyphs of these ruins are supposed to have been their invention. They were however not of necessity the builders of the great mounds on the Mississippi, and on the Florida coast.

Some think that the Popol-Vuh (a kind of Bible): the Codex Chimal-popoka: the Chak-chiquel; and other MSS. suggest an ancient unknown empire of Colhua ruled by a great king Xibalba. It was overthrown by the Nuhats, who found the Colhua ruling in Mexico, and on both banks of the Mississippi. They were the probable builders of towns, great mounds, and colossal earthworks found also in Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, &c. These are very numerous and have been described in great detail by the Marquis de Nadaillac (Prehistorie Americoi). In Ohio alone there are ten thousand mounds and burrows; and within an area of 50 square miles, on the borders of Illinois and Iowa, 2500 have been counted. Some of these mounds are miles in length; the enclosing ridge in one case in Cincinnati measures four miles, and the base of a mound in the Scioltlo Valley covers 50 acres. They are of all shapes, chiefly round or pyramidal. The remains of a pyramid at Cahokia—which is about 100 feet high—contain 25
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million cubic feet of earth. In Minnesota is a mound representing a spider, the legs of which cover six acres. The "alligator" of Granville (Ohio) is 200 feet long, each foot being 20 feet, and the "Black Tortoise" group includes a turtle 40 feet long, 27 feet wide, and 12 feet high. [These seem to be representations of totems.—En.] The cliff dwellings of these regions present houses built on rock ledges, in niches almost inaccessible: some on the Colorado, and Manko rivers are 800 feet above the water: some occur where the rock is absolutely vertical above and below. We know not from whom these builders were protecting themselves, or how they got food supplies, or why they abandoned the plains marked only by huge ruins. The Nahual race who conquered the Colhuas, are said themselves to have been driven south after a war of thirteen years, by a people entering America from North Asia. The Nahua were driven from Mexico by the Aztecs and Toltecs, who held the country in and near Mexico till 1519 A.D.

It remains a question what theory is most probable as to the origin of these Mexicans, and of their civilisation. The beliefs and rites have a strongly marked Asiatic character, with some apparent resemblances to Christian ideas, and symbols—as the Spaniards remarked. It has been suggested that some of them came from Greenland, with the fabulous "Lief the Lucky" of "Vineland the Good," about the 10th century A.D., as related in legends by Eric, bishop of Greenland (1121-1154 A.D.). Mr Lang even suggests that he may have been the "white bearded Quetzal-Coatl" who, according to Mexican tradition, came from the north, or who met the Mexicans in the north. They said that this white sage came and went none knew whence or where.

We think that the researches of Mr Vining (see Buddha) give a more probable explanation, in the discovery of Mexico by Buddhist missionaries in our 5th century. But the masses among the Azteks, when Torquemada knew them in 1486 A.D., were far from appreciating the teaching of the kindly Gotama Buddha. Religions however do not greatly affect the policy, customs, or idiosyncrasies of nations, as we see in Barmah where Buddhism is pure and has been known for 1500 years, yet the king murders all possible heirs to the throne, and city walls are built over the bodies of Buddhists buried alive.

Col. Church, writing in 1898 (Ruined Cities of Central America) says that "probably, Mayas and Toltecs were originally the same people." He thinks that the Toltek branch first reached the Anahua valley, and started civilisation by building the city of Tollan, at the north entrance of this valley. The remains show these Toltecs
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(if such they were) to have been most skilful builders in stone, and acquainted with metals (gold and silver especially, but not iron), and with rude industrial arts. This civilisation was common to all the Nahual race, and they had reached a higher stage of barbaric culture than any tribes that succeeded them coming from the northern cradle lands. Driven south from Tollan they settled in Mexico, where are found the ruined Maya-Toltek cities.

[The question of Aztek civilisation is also treated by Col. Conder, in the Scottish Review. He points out that the origin of the Azteks is a question distinct from that of the origin of their civilisation, which—following Vining—he believes to have been a direct importation by Buddhists about 500 A.D. The American aborigines are practically of one original stock throughout North and South America, and it is very generally believed that they are connected with the Mongol races of N.E. Asia. Physical characteristics (as pointed out by Humboldt and others) favour this view. The American languages have a large common vocabulary, which compares remarkably with that of Mongols and Tartars: words for "snow," "dog," "bear," "boat," &c., so compare; and Americans all appear to have migrated from the north. The distinction urged by some, between the "incorporating" grammar of American languages and the Mongol "agglutination," is more apparent than real, as any who know the Mongol grammar, with its long words or compounds, will admit. The comparison between the Azteks and Tartar cycles is remarkable (as indicated by Humboldt), and the Couvade custom is common to American Indians and Mongols (see Couvade).

As regards Aztek customs, including their asceticism, baptism, eucharist, the symbol of the Cross (see Crosses) called the "Tree of our Life," and emblem of the rain god, the Virgin Mother of God, the burial of a stone with the corpse (as Chinese bury a piece of jade), the flood legend, Paradise, the journey of souls to a distance, the "owl bridge" which the dead must cross, the four cycles in which the world is destroyed by water, wind, fire, and famine (as among Hindus in the Kalpas ended by water, wind, earthquake, and fire), the burning of paper slips to pacify ghosts, and other Aztek ideas, these are all explicable by comparison—not with original Buddhism but with the corrupt Tantric Buddhism of China, Tibet, and India.—En.]
Ba

In Egyptian is a “sheep,” and also the soul, as distinguished from To “shade,” Ka “spirit,” Khn “mummy.” Ba means apparently to “breathe” or utter a sound (like Bu to blow, to bellow, see Bu), and compares with the Aryam Bho “to speak.” The Ba went to Hades (see Amenti), while the Ka remained in the statue of the deceased. The Ba was also represented by a crane hieroglyphic (see Book of the Dead, XV, i; Proceedings Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1892). The soul as a human-headed bird is represented revisiting the tomb or the mummy, and as being refreshed by Neith, or Hathor, who pours down on it the water of life, from the sacred Pomece tree (the aurora, with its dew), in the twilight land of Amenti.

Ba'al. Hebrew: “lord” or “master”—the Babylonian bela. In the Old Testament this name, when applied to a deity, never stands alone. It is either Ha-Ba'al “the Lord” (Arabic Haba'al at Makka), or else in the construct as in Ba'ale-por. The word is common to all early Semitic dialects. It applies to mountains as being high, and to all who are “masters,” including husbands. The Ba'alah was the “mistress” of the house, and the Ba'alah marriage of Arabs (see Arabia) was the wedding of a lady of equal birth with the husband. The name Ba'al thus applied to Yahveh, as well as to other gods. In the rock texts of Petra (says Prof. Euting) the name Ba'al stands occasionally in place of Al, or Allah. Hoses about 700 B.C. is made to announce (i, 14) a future change: “In that day saith Yahveh thou shalt call me Isha, and no more Ba'al; that is my man” (or husband), and no more “my lord” or master—indicating a more loving attitude.

Ba'albek. The famous temple west of Damascus, in the plain E. of Lebanon. It was called Heliopolis by Romans, as a “sun city,” and continued to be pegan down to 380 A.C., when the emperor Theodosias built a church in the court of the temple of the sun—remains of which still exist, while a pagan altar has recently been found under the foundations. The Latin inscriptions, beside the eastern entrance of the Great Court, show that the whole was built to “all the gods of Heliopolis” in the 3rd century of our era, by Julia Domna and her nephew the emperor Helegobalsus—or as he was called (after his great predecessor) Antoninus Pius. He too, in 220 A.C., brought the Black Stone from Emesa (his birthplace) to the
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Palatine at Rome; and Syrian architecture owed much to the marriage of the Syrian Julia Domna with Severus.

The masonry at Ba'albek is marked with Greek letters as masons’ marks, and none of it appears older than the 3rd century. The previous history of the site is quite unknown (see the account by Col. Conder, Quarterly Statement Palentine Exploration Fund, July 1881). The enclosure, remarkable for the enormous size of some of the stones, included two temples—that of the Sun, of which only six columns (75 feet high) remain, and that supposed to be the temple of Jupiter to the south, which is much better preserved.

Ba'al-Pe'or. Hebrew: “Lord of opening,” or of “distending.” The Moabite Priapus, worshiped with licentious orgies (see Numbers xxv, 1-5).

Ba'al-zebub. Ba'al-zebul. Hebrew. The former is supposed to mean “Lord of flies” (perhaps referring to the bee), and he was the god of Ekron (2 Kings i, 3) where flies abounded. The Sinaitic MS. of the gospels reads Baalzebul for Beelzebul; and the meaning appears to be “Lord of the disk,” or of “glory.”

Bau. Bau. Bahu. Bohu. A Babylonian goddess; and according to the Grko-Phenician legend (Sanchoniathon in Cory's Ancient Fragments) the wife of Kolpios (“the voice of the wind”). The name appears to be Semitic, signifying—like the Hebrew Bohu—“space,” or “the void.” The Babylonians called her “the oldest daughter of heaven,” and she was apparently the sky. The earth is said in Genesis (i, 2) to have been tohu-w-tohu, “formless and void,” before creation began.

Babas. A deity near Lake Urmiah in Armenia, noticed in a text of Samas Rimmon (Prof. Sayce, Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, October 1882, p. 579). Probably like Papa, Papceus, and other such names in Asia Minor it may mean “father.”

Babis. Báb. A Persian sect of heretical Islamics, which sprang up in 1844-1850 A.C., on the execution of the strange mystic who (like Christ) called himself El Báb—“the door” in Arabic. He was finally executed by the Persian Government, after reputed miracles wrought, which saved him for a time. His able successor, or apostle, Mirza-Yahib was called “the dawn of eternity.” The Báb had spoken of a hierarchy consisting of the “Point” (himself), and eighteen “Letters,” the chief letter being Mirza Yahib. After fourteen years of persecution the Bábis left Persia for Constantinople, and a few years
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later made Adrianople their centre. Beha-allah, half brother of Yahâ, then proclaimed himself to be "the manifestation" which the Bûb had predicted to arise. The test prescribed was that "he should prove his title by the power of revealing verses, and giving sufficient signs (Ayât) in eloquent Arabic and Persian." This he did, and summoned all Bûbis to acknowledge him as supreme and sole chief of the "Unity," and spiritual guide, which most Bûbis did, and became Behâ; but some clave to Yahâ, and are known as Ezêki. The latter were removed by the Ottoman Government to Cyprus, and the former to Acre in Palestine, where they lived peaceably, though recently their leader languished in prison (see Mr. E. G. Brown's two volumes on the sect). This new faith was fairly founded before 1868, with many old elements (Moslem, or Jewish, or Christian): it has its prophets, incarnations, and "manifestations" of God. It has passed through martyrdoms, and "aims at nothing less than the reconciliation of Buddhism, Christianity, and Muhammadism" (like the Gnostik Eklektiks, and Moslem Batânin). See Dr. H. Cottrell in Academy, 9th March 1895.

Babylon. Babylonia. [The great city on the Euphrates was called by Akkadian Ka-tingirra, or "Gate of God," and by the Semitic race Bûb-ilîn having the same meaning. The early history of the site is very doubtful, though the later Babylonians believed that a town had existed here as early as the time of Sargina, the founder of their civilization—variously conjectured to have lived 3800 or 2500 B.C. The Babylonian chronological tablets, giving the reigns of kings from the first, have been variously interpreted; but the conclusions of Sir H. Rawlinson, which give the commencement of the first dynasty about 2236 B.C., are supported by the date derived by Dr. Peiser from the chronicles—namely 2250 B.C. The succession of dynasties appears therefore to be best calculated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>294 years</td>
<td>Tintir</td>
<td>2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>368 years</td>
<td>Uruk</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>577 years</td>
<td>Kassites</td>
<td>1589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>280 years</td>
<td>Assyrians</td>
<td>1012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>194 years</td>
<td>Assyrians</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>207 years</td>
<td>Persians</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seventh</td>
<td>119 years</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This brings down the history to the Arsacid era in 212 B.C.

On the death of Nabukudurusr I (1128 B.C.) it appears that the kingdom was divided between his two sons. Marduk-nadin-ahhî succeeded in Babylon, and Bel-nadin-ablu founded the kingdom of Pase in the south. There is thus a parallelism of dynasties down to the Assyrian conquest of Babylon in 1012 B.C., and that of the "sea coast" of Kaldon four years later—these dynasties being as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Ruler</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pase dynasty</td>
<td>11 kings</td>
<td>72-5 years</td>
<td>began 1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamtim</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21-3</td>
<td>1056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Basi</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20-3</td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elamite</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>1014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This period of 120 years in all ends therefore about 1008 B.C.

The nationality of the kings of the first dynasty is disputed. Some of their names are Semitic and Babylonian, as represented by the later scribes; others are not, and appear to be Akkadian. It is however certain that they were all of one family. Berossus calls them Medes. Dr. Hommel has endeavoured to prove them Arabs. It remains certain that, in their time, the population was mixed, and some spoke Akkadian others Semitic Babylonian. The former (see Akad) seem to have been the ruling, the latter the commercial class. The chronicles of the dynasty are in Akkadian; but the letters and commercial laws of Hammurabi, the famous sixth king of this dynasty, are mainly in Semitic dialect, though Akkadian texts also bear his name. He was the first independent king of Babylon (about 2139 to 2094 B.C.), and shook off the suzerainty of Elam in his 30th year. His empire extended from Anzan in Elam (or W. Persia) to the Mediterranean, and included the province of Assyria, Nineveh being noticed on his great stela of laws found at Susa (see Assyria).

The second dynasty was apparently less powerful. The names of its kings are non-Semitic. The third dynasty (or the Kassite) was also at first non-Semitic (the Kassite language being an Akkadian dialect): its best known kings are Kurigalzu I (about 1470), his son Burnaburiash (1440), and grandson Kurigalzu II (about 1400 B.C.). The latter was set on the throne by his grandfather (on the mother's side) Asurnasirpal of Assyria; and from this time down to 1012 B.C. the Assyrians constantly strove to despoil the Kassites, and established Semitic kings in Babylon, as we see from the names in the royal lists. Even as late however as Melisikhu (1043-1028 B.C.) Kassite names recur; and the final Semitic triumph, in gaining supreme power over the Turanians, was due to Assyrian efforts. Nabukudurusr I (1154-1128 B.C.) was a victorious Semitic ruler who invaded Syria; but he was defeated by Tigrathpileser I of...
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Asyria. The latter however was in turn defeated by the son of the former—Marduk-nadin-akhi king of Babylon—about 1113 B.C. The struggle for independence was also resumed yet later, when Marduk-pal-idi (Merodach Baladan), who was apparently one of the Kaldi or Chaldeans of the "sea coast" S. of Babylon, gained power to resist Sargong of Asyria, and was only finally defeated by Sennacherib in 698 B.C. Even later Babylonian rulers allied themselves to Elamite kings of non-Semitic race, in order to oppose Asyria. Thus Samas-sum-ak-in, brother of Assur-bani-pal of Asyria, proclaimed himself independent, and was besieged by his brother of Nineveh, perishing in the flames of his Babylonian palace in 648 B.C. With the death of Assur-bani-pal in 625 B.C., another opportunity of revolt occurred, and finally Nabu-pal-usur (Nabopolassar father of Nebuchadnezzar) revolted against his Assyrian master, and Nineveh fell before the Median and Babylonian allies. The empire created by the son of this successful rebel—Nabu-kudur-usur (or Nebuchadnezzar) about 607 B.C., extended from Persia and Media to Egypt, and restored the glories of Babylon as in the days of Hammurabi; but it lasted only for seventy years, when the great city fell to Cyrus in 538 B.C. This short summary may serve to explain the outlines of the history, and the relations of the two races which together formed the Babylonian population. The Akkadian element appears from the first, and even down to 1000 B.C., to have been strongest in the south and on the west, whereas the Semitic race was less mingled with the Turanians in Asyria. The Babylonian Semitic dialect was full of borrowed Akkadian words; some of these—as names of gods—reached Asyria, where however Akkadian was studied about 650 B.C. as a foreign tongue—[En.]

As regards the Kassite nationality in Babylon Dr Sayce (Academy, 7th September 1895) calls attention to a seal cylinder, in the New York Museum, with the name of Uzi-Sutakh, who is described as "of the Kasu, a servant of Burmanurias" (about 1430 B.C.) Sutakh is the name of a god, preceded by the sign for deity. It is unknown in Babylonian lists of divine names, but seems clearly to be the same as Sutekh, the name of the deity worshipped by Hitites, and during the Hyksos period in Egypt. [This would favour the view that the Hitites were of the same race as the Kassites, and thus supports Colonel Conder's contention, and reading of Babylonian royal names on so-called Hitite seals. In the recent German excavations at Babylon a fine Hitite monument and text have been unearthed, and apparently were found in s itu. The Hitite civilization, in the N.W., thus seems to be an extension of the non-Semitic Babylonians to Asia-Minor and Syria, perhaps before 2200 B.C. Babylonian Semitic traders are known, by the discovery of their tablets, in Cappadocia about the same time.—[En.]

From the time of Hammurabi onwards, Babylon was the recognised centre whence the ancient world received civilisation, which affected India on the one side (see Architecture), Asia-Minor, Greece, Syria, and even Egypt. Semitic mythology reached Egypt in the 16th century B.C. (see Amarna and Aten-ri), and even earlier the Egyptian words for "horse," "chariot," "iron," &c., were Semitic Babylonian words. Law, commerce, sciences, such as astronomy and mathematics, and religious beliefs and literature, spread from Babylon to India and Syria, and to the early Canaanites and Hebrews under Babylonian rule (see Abraham). (The famous laws of Hammurabi, discovered by the French explorers of Susa east of the Tigris, in Elam, include 280 special edicts, some of which compare in a remarkable manner with the Hebrew laws of the Pentateuch, dating from at least a thousand years later. They refer to social customs, trade, wages, criminal charges, agriculture, and irrigation, the duties of physicians, publicans, shepherds, soldiers, &c. &c., presenting a complete system of civilisation about 2100 B.C. in Babylonia. The differences between Hebrew and Babylonian laws are, however, as striking as the resemblances. The code consists of special cases, not containing any decalogue, or general principles. The trade laws occupy an important proportion of the total; and, while the customs of Hebrew Patriarchs—who were traditionally believed to have come from Babylonia—are often illustrated, the civilisation of Babylon is far more developed than was that of the later Hebrews in their nomadic stage. No direct literary borrowing can be traced, but many Hebrew customs seem clearly to have been of Babylonian origin.

In the same way there is an evident connection between the Hebrew and Babylonian Flood stories, though there is little or no similarity in the Creation legends of the two literatures, beyond the general idea of creation by a god from chaos. The Babylonians called the 15th day of the month a "day of rest," and a Sabbath (see Sabbath). On such days they observed the complete cessation from work, as strictly as even the later Rabbis; and even the king could not administer affairs, or drive in his chariot, on such a day. But the institution of a week of seven days has, so far, not been found in Babylonia.

The Babylonians buried their dead—sometimes in pottery coffins—and appear to have rudely embalmed them in wax and honey. Their beliefs as to ghosts (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1901,
claims of his creditors or relatives. "Slaves could hold property, and
manumit themselves, and free their children (by payment). If a
servant grew old, or was injured in his master's service, he was
supplied with a daily ration of the necessaries of life." The com-
mercial laws, as to agents and the sale of property, were com-
prehensive and enlightened. All this civilization seems to have originated with
the Akkadians, and it was older even than Hammurabi's age.

Prof. Delitzsch wrote very truly in 1883 (Athenaeum, August 23rd)
that "the time is fast coming when from the ruins of Babylon, and
records of Assyria, we shall be able to piece together psalms, and
prayers, prophetic denunciations, dogmas, liturgies, history, and legends
which will show how and where the Hebrews got much of their faith
and Scriptures." To this effect also we had written in 1874.

As an example we may take the hymn to the sun from the
temple E-bara ("house of life") in Sippara, belonging to the age
of King Nabu-pal-idin about 900 B.C.

"O Sun God dawning on the horizon of heaven
Thou openest the pure bolts of heaven,
The doors of heaven thou dost open.
O Sun God thou liftest thy head over the world,
Thou spreadest the bright firmament of heaven over earth
And lenitest thine ear to the prayers of men.
O Sun God in the midst of heaven, at thy setting
May the circle of the bright heavens speak peace to thee,
May the gates of heaven welcome thee.
May the directing god, who loves thee, guide thy path.
In E-bara the seat of thy majesty thou risest as dawn.
May Al (the moon) thy loved wife meet thee with joy
May thy heart take rest."

The translation is, of course, somewhat bald and approximate, but
we can gather from it the poetic character of Babylonian psalmody.
It was the Babylonian also who first cried "From the days of my youth
I am bound fast in the chain of sin." In one of his British Museum
lectures Mr W. St Chad Bosewain gives us what he calls "the oldest
poem in the world," originally occupying eight columns, of which the
opening lines are as follows (Scotsmen, 19th November 1902):—

"I will sing the song of the Lady of the Gods.
Attend O leader, give ear O warrior.
The song of the Goddess Mana is better than honey or wine,
It is sweeter than honey or wine.
It is sweeter than fresh-gathered fruits."

The imagery recalls Hebrew poetry (Psalm xix, 10, &c.). The poem
on the descent of Istar to Hades also presents to us a very poetic passage.

"To the land of no return, the region of corruption
Istar daughter of Sinu turned her mind.
Steadily the daughter of Sinu turned her mind
To the regions of corruption, the dwelling of Irkals.
To the house whose entrance has no exit.
To the road whose way has no return.
To the house whose entrance shuts out light.
Where much dust is their food, their victuals clay.
Light they see not, in darkness they dwell,
The ghosts like birds flap their wings,
On the door and its bolts there is much dust."

[It is now known that some of these poems were written in metre as regular as that of the Classics. A further example, recently translated, comes from the lament of Gilgamesh over his lost friend the man-bull Enani (see Proceedings Bib. Arch. Soc., March 1903, p. 114, for the rendering by Dr T. Q. Pinches).

"With me he underwent all evils,
Enani whom I loved so much.
With me he underwent all evils.
He was sent to the fates of mortals.
I have mourned him day and night.
Have I not prayed for him to the great gods.
God created him. He will hear my cry.
Seven days and seven nights have come.
Have gone since he was made to die in his prime.
He is carried away. I cannot live after him.
I traverse as a mourner the bounds of the desert.
Now that I appear to plead before Thee
He will never die the death I dread.

Lo! the Gods have made mortals
They have fated death for mortals.
Life is held in their hands."

Some equally beautiful hymns are written in Akkadian.—En.]

The teaching of those ancient peoples also shows a high moral tone, and deep religious feeling of penitence for sin, and of the value of suffering to draw out sympathy, and all the best feelings of the heart. With the penitential hymns the 51st Psalm closely compares. The Akkadian cried. "O my God my transgression is great, my sins are many. Thou O God knowest that I was ignorant, and how great and many are my sins. Thou hast punished me in wrath, thine anger hast overpowered me. The goddess has laid upon me pain and affliction. God has punished me the ignorant one. I am prostrate on the ground, and no man helpeth me. I wept and none took me by the hand. I cried aloud and none hearkened unto me, and in darkness and trouble I raised myself up."

The world generally is indebted to the Babylonians for their astrology, since from their observations astronomy was developed. These observations—as Aristotle determined from the tables of Kallisthenes—went back to the 23rd century B.C. From the sacred pyramids the observers watched and recorded the movements of the heavenly bodies, and drew auguries; or as the Hebrew prophet said, "a multitude of sorceries." The Roman looked with contempt on the Chaldei and Mathematici, yet to them Europe, and Asia, and even Egypt (in the Greek age) owe their Zodiac. The Babylonians, like others, began to reckon by the five fingers in a decimal notation, but soon adopted the convenient division by six. Their hul was an unit of 60, the sibr of 600, and the zuy (Saros of Greeks) of 3600, applied to cycles of years. To them we owe the division of the circle into 360 degrees, and its subdivisions. The Babylonian shekel, or "weight," was the unit adopted (with various proportionate subdivisions) all over Western Asia, following the spread of their trade. It passed on to Greece, and Etruscans brought it to Italy; so that it became diffused over Europe, as the basis of all our weights and measures. The later Babylonians also made tables of the squares and cubes of numbers, for easy reference. They knew the solar year, though they continued to use a lunar calendar. They also named the planets, Jupiter (Marduk), Venus (Ishtar), Mars (Nergal), Mercury (Nebo), and Saturn (Addar), though these names in earlier times applied to the sun and moon.

As a rule our scientific age has been too exact and logical in its search after Babylonian and other ancient gods, and scholars have thus made "Gods many and Lords many" out of one god—especially as regards the sun, which had many different names in different districts. Each city had its sun god, known as "the Lord," "the son of heaven," the mighty, glorious, exalted, beloved, &c. The sun god of Babylon itself for ages was Marduk. The Akkadian name was DUM-zi (Tammuz) "the child-spirit," shown in his mother's arms, or as the bridegroom of his twin sister Ishtar. Other names in Akkadian were Uru, Udu, Tam, and Sam; and in Semitic speech Samas, Addar, &c., for the sun. The name profusion of names and titles, in two languages, applies to the remaining deities of Babylonia.

[There appear to have been eight principal deities, though, on Kassite boundary stones (about 1000 B.C.) and other monuments, twelve or fourteen deities are often invoked in a single text. These
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The Latin form of the Greek name.

Bad. Sanskrit: "steady," "firm" (see Bed and Bud).

Badagas. Vadagas. An ancient and numerous but now degraded tribe, inhabiting the country near the Nilgiri hills, and worshiping Siva as Badari-nāth symbolized by a huge lingam (compare Badarīnāth). They were the northern Andhra Telagus called Vadagas. Vada is a name (Vada-sri) for the moon god Chandra (see Sir W. Elliot's Nāmasmita Orientalis). They are coarse nature worshippers.

Badar-āyana. The author of the Brāhma-Sutras, living (according to Professors Weber and Windischmann) about 400 to 500 A.C. Yet he is called "the reputed founder of the Vedanta philosophy," which no doubt is promulgated (see Vedas).

Badari. Bhadri-nāth. An ancient title of Siva, though now given to Vishnu, as lord of Badari, a shrine on the upper Ganges in the Himalayas. The Vishnava writer of the Mahābhārata speaks of Vishnu as performing austerities here, and as called Nām-yaṇa by Siva. The term is now connected with Bhadri or Bhaḍradī, meaning "piety"; and Durgā is called Bhadrā-Kāli; Mani-bhadra is Kūvera, god of wealth; Bhadrā-ḥairu is a son of Krishna; and Bala-Bhadra is Bala-deva. In these cases it means holy, blessed, excellent. The symbol of the Bhaḍradīvar temple at Banaras is a lingam. Here Krishna is said to have stood on one foot, with uplifted arms, for a hundred years.

The Badari shrine is approached from a ravine of the Alakaunda, one of the chief sources of the Ganges, near Garh-wal "the place of forts." This is a long straggling village, in the centre of which is the little temple, lying among almost eternal snows, at an elevation of 10,000 feet. A little lower down is the village of Pandu-Isvar, where are two small temples; and above these is a great precipice, said to be the seat of the Pandu brothers. This village is occupied throughout the year, but the high priest of Badari-nāth resides lower down (at Jōhari-Nath) from November till April, and goes to the upper temple in May. All that is known about this mountain shrine is that there is a holy thermal well opposite to it, and a very holy stone or ledge overhanging the Alakaunda ravine. This is said to cover the skull of Brahma hidden by Vishnus. To stand on this ledge confers many blessings, and very large sums are paid for the permission: it is a glorified "wishing stone."

It was at Badra-vatī, near Hastinapūr, that Bhima, the incarnation of Siva, found the horse for the famous Aruna-machā or "horse sacrifice" (see under that heading).

The term Bhadra is connected with other legends. At Bhadrā-Kāla Siva (as Rudra Bhadrā-Kāli) appeared in anger to destroy the sacrifice of Daksha, who refused to acknowledge his consort Pārvati. In Bhadrānas—Paradise east of Meru—all the "pious" expect to enjoy an eternity of bliss. Bhadrā-Sani is one of the painful attitudes assumed by Yāga (sacred) during certain meditations. Bhadrā-sena was one of the six sons of Vasu-deva. Bhadrā-vinda was a son of Krishna. The wife and son of Bhasa were Bhaddā and Bhadra. Bhadra was a daughter of Soma (the moon), in the legends of Varūṇa's love and rage, and loved the Brahmā Utāhaya who flooded and dried the whole of India, when the goddess Sakhavati disappeared underground.

Badawi. Arabic. Plural Badawīn or Badūn. This term (see Arabin), meaning "desert men," is used by the settled populations to denote the nomadic Arabs, but is regarded by them as a nickname. The marriage customs of the Badawi are interesting, but as simple as those of his divorce. The youth presents a stick or straw to the girl's father, with the set phrase "give me the pure one thy daughter." If the father places this in his turban the youth can claim the girl as his own. Amid shouts and dancing she flies to the desert, but if willing is easily captured. [This appears to illustrate the story of Atalanta, wedded to the man who overtook her in the race. The girl companions often accompany her, and shower stones on the pursuing bridegroom. But these rites seem to indicate rather the reluctance, which is considered modest among Arab women—as when the bride goes at a very slow pace to her home, and otherwise repulses the bridegroom—than any custom of marriage by capture.—Ed.]

Badumas. An African tribe near Lake Bornu, nominally Moslem, but really nature worshippers. Their most revered symbols.
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are described as "a pumpkin-like vessel, a stone, and an antique sword." These their priest jealously guards, and brings out only when the gods are specially invoked. "The chief god is represented by a great serpent of their sacred lake" (Dr Nachfogel's Bahara and Soudan, 1883). Yet they and other tribes on the Upper Nile worship a "supreme being," whose voice they recognise in the thunder and to whom they sacrifice fowls before a log of wood cut from their sacred tree the Habila.

Bahar. Pahar. Indian terms for the "hill-men."

Bahman Yasht. See Baman Yasht.

Bahrein. An important island at the head of the Persian Gulf; about 75 miles by 23 in extent, mostly flat, but rising towards the east centre 800 to 900 feet. The name signifies (in Arabic) the "sea lands." It is said to be the original home of the Phoenicians (Herodotus, ii, 90; Strabo, XVI, iii, 4). It was a natural shelter for any busy traders by sea; and the Phoenicians are said to have named their new ports, at Arrad and Tyre on the Mediterranean, from places in this locality.

The ruins of Bahrein include many mounds with several inscribed stones, belonging to old sacred sites where the dead were laid. Mr Bent says that "many thousands of large tombs stretch for miles along the S.W. side of the island; isolated groups of mounds occur in other parts; and there are a few solitary ones in other islets . . . dwindling down, towards the S.E., to mere graves and heaps of stones." This necropolis, covering many square miles, is only known by Mr Bent's excavation of some mounds which enclosed chambers with encircling walls like certain Lydian tombs. " Fragments of circular boxes, quantities of ivory, ostrich egg fragments, limbs, the hoof of a bull on a pedestal, fragments of copper and pottery utensils, and tablets with holes, as if for suspension," were found. Some of the ivories were carved with circles, rosettes, wings of birds, &c., like Assyrian ivories, or the contents of the Kameiros and other tombs in the Mediterranean regions, which are reputed to be of Phoenician origin. Conical tombs also occur in Bahrein, as in the Phoenician cemetery of Amrit (see Athenaeum, 6 July 1889; Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, 1880, p. 189; and Royal Geographical Soc. Journal, March 1897, p. 310).

Captain Durand recognised here tumuli of Babylonian character, and found a kuneiform inscription. He supposes the two principal islets to be the Tylos and Arados of Strabo and Pliny. According to
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Strabo (320 B.C.) he revisited a Phoenician settlement called Sidon ("fishery"). The earliest known settlers, however, seem to have been Thamud Arabs (see Arabia), driven out of Yaman perhaps about 1900 B.C., who migrated to Awaal—the old name of Bahrein. The first monarch known to have seized the group was the Persian Bahram (615 B.C.). Sir H. Rawlinson identifies Bahrein with Dilmun or Dilvun. The chief god was En-Zag ("temple lord"), a name of Nebu. (See Proc. Bibl. Arch. Socy., June 1898.)

Bahu. See Baaan.

Baidya-Nath. Byju-Nath. An original deity of Deo-gurh (which see). The phallic emblem still stands in the inmost sanctuary of this revered fane at Deo-gurh, "dark amid the blaze of noon." Before it burns a lamp which hardly makes visible a small stone lingam, scarcely a span high. This is the god Baidya-nath (Mukerji's Mag. Cal.). The Brahman legend says that they placed Siva's lingam beside this Sontil shrine, and that Siva here changed his name to Byju to please an aboriginal worshiper. Many hills—usually of three peaks (representing the Trisul)—are called Baidya. For Siva was not merely the lingam but the male triad.

Baigas. To the Munds and other Kolarian (or Turanian) peoples of India the Baiga is a wizard (Pujâru), "a shuttle of tigers' mouths and a bringer of rain." There are some 20,000 of them; they are well behaved, great hunters and foresters, mainly found in the Sât-pura ranges at the source of the Narbuda river, which may be said to divide northern from southern India. It is clear from their language, called Mundya, and the same as that of Kurkut and Kols generally, that they are Munda. The latter word in Sanskrit means "shaven" or "bald"; and, like most wizards, the Baigas shave the head. But the original meaning is doubtful. (See Colonel Bloomfield, the Deputy Commissioner of the Central Provinces, Baigas Tracts, January 1895, p. 6; and Ethnographical Papers, by Sir G. Campbell). The Baigas include—I. Binjhwars; II. Barotias; and III. Narotias. The first of these groups is extensively Hinduised. They have caste-rules as to forbidden animal food, supposed to be taken from Aryans of the Ganges. But these rules may have been Dravidian, and adopted by Aryans. The chief deities of the Binjhwars are Aryan in name. The first three (Mahadeo or Siva, Narain or Vishnu, and Dulha or Ganesh) preside over the house. Thakur-deo is a god of boundaries; Mai-Dharti is mother earth; Bhimsen is a lord of hosts; Mati-mai is "mother smallpox."
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Suraj-deo is the sun; and Ganes-deo is also invoked, making none in all.

The solar house-god Narain significant for a brother, which indicates an early cult, though the Bajjas do not worship the moon. Thakur and Dulha live in Mahus and Sej trees. The ordinary sacrifices to these gods are pigs, red and white he-goats, black hens to the earth mother, and red he-goats for Dulha, who drives away disease. Thakur, and his relative Kilamatiwa, demand white and red cocks respectively. The Binjwhars burn their dead like most Bajjas, who say that their spirits go to Bhagawain or the “great spirit.” Heaps of earth are raised over great men’s ashes, and an upright stone (bhīri) represents the spirit of the deceased.

Bairāgi. Byrāgi. An ascetic of the Vaishnava, or Sudra caste, following Rāma—rānd, and his great disciple Ramanuja (see that name). They profess to be “free from desire” (Vi-nity in Sanskrit) of all earthly things. Some lower are bad characters, who become Virāg to escape the laws. They as a rule go through terrible penances, and austerities, to win heaven and divine powers (see Yoga). Col. Tod saw a Virāg who had stood upright for 37 years between cross bars. We have also seen one or two whose nails had grown through their hands. They believe that these tortures please Siva as the “great ascetic,” and that they will thereby escape all sorrows hereafter.

Bakr. Arabic: “cow.” The Indian Moslems sacrifice a cow at the Ud el Bakr or “feast of the cow,” which commemorates Abraham’s sacrifice of Ishmael (instead of the Hebrew story of the sacrifice of Isaac and the substituted ram). It is remarkable that this feast is unknown in other Moslem countries; and it naturally gives great offence to Hindus.

Bakkhos. Among Greeks the licentious Dionysos, youthful, beautiful, but vinous—a son of Zeus and Semele. The meaning of the word is very doubtful. The Thelans symbolised him as a pillar or menhir stone: at Corinth, a Pelasgik city, he was worshiped as a phallos of gold six cubits high, with a star on the top. In the Bacchic processions huge phalli were also carried, drawn in a chariot by bulls, and surrounded by shouting youths, maidens, and matrons, with chants and the sound of guitars, and the jingling sistrum. The women carried cornucopias full of flowers and fruits, with golden shields, and feminine emblems (compare Rev. T. Maurice in Indian Antiq., vi, 516). The leading bull wore a frontlet, collar, and crown of gold. Yet, in the mysteries, the followers of this vintage god pledged themselves to a life of virtue, if not of asceticism; and their Lord was said to have healed the sick, prophesied, and wrought miracles.

Pitchers of water left at the temple of Bakkhos were believed to be turned to wine, especially in the island of Andros (Pausanias, vi, 26; Pliny, H.N. ii, 106, xxxi, 13). Diodorus (iii, 66) says that wine used even to well up, at stated times, from the ground in a city claiming to be the birthplace of this god. He (iii, 65) walked on the waters to rejoin followers whom he had left behind; and those who had his cup could divine mysteries. He was also the winter-born child, concealed from evil powers seeking his life; and at the winter equinox (Christmas) his devotees carried a babe in procession, like the Roman Catholics at Bethlehem to-day (see Bambino). He died, or was hidden, visited Hadès, and rose again—legends all probably of Asiatic origin. It is not then remarkable that his Greek symbols I.H.S. (or Ies) came to be applied to Christ, and were rendered as if Latin, “Jesus huminum Salvator.”

The weapon of Bacchus was the thyrso, or pine-apple with streamers—a phallic emblem. Orpheus commanded his son Muses to burn aromatic incense at this deity’s altars, with the following hymn (Taylor’s Orphic Hymn):—

"Bacchus Perikonias hear my prayer.\nWho made the house of Kadmus once thy care,\nWith matchless force his pillar twining round,\nWhen burning thunder shook the solid ground,\nCome blessed Dionysus variously named,\nBull-faced, begot by thunder, Bakkhos famed,\nGrazing end of universal night.\nWhom swords, and blood, and sacred rage delight,\nIn heaven rejoicing: mad loud-sounding god,\nFurious inspirer, bearer of the rol."

Herodotos (iii, 8) recognised Bakkhos in the Arab deity Orotal (Uratal or “light of god”) whose consort Allat (Al-Allat, “the goddess”) he calls Urania or “heaven.” He says that Aithiopians near Meroe on the Nile worshiped no gods but Zeus and Bakkhos (ii, 30). Again (ii, 48) he describes the sacrifice of pigs to Bakkhos in Egypt, and processions in which the Priapus was drawn by women, as in Phcenicia and Greece. This Egyptian Bakkhos with Ceres (Osiris and Isia) ruled in Hadès. Even Mt. Nasu, where Bakkhos sprang from the thigh of Zeus, he puts in Egyptian Aithiopia (ii, 146). The Seythians however dethroned King Skulas according to Hero-
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H. Ballantine, *Midnight through Persia*, 1879, pp. 229-238). Not even persecuting Mediæns had dared to disturb the shrine, or the lone priest who watched over beside "the pale blue lambent jet of fire in the dark circular enclosure" (O'Donovan's *Merv*). Round it were 70 cells for monks and pilgrims. Busy miners for the oil are now living round this divine flame, and have found it everywhere. The fire god has often shown himself as a column of flame 300 feet high, and flows in a viscous stream, with noxious fumes, amid darkness lighted by the lurid flame. Such a stream ancient races imagined in Hell. The old fire altar, at the beginning of the last century, was a platform 16 feet square, with three steps each a foot high leading up. At each angle was a pillar of grey stone 16 feet high, and 7 feet across at the base, to support a simple sloping roof. Originally the shrine was hypethral (compare *Rivers of Life*, ii, p. 268, figs. 253, plates xiii and xvi). In the centre the fire used to burn in a tube; but the flow stopped, and a new mouth to the well was sunk close by. This fire was not kept always alight; but at special festivals a bell was rung, mystic spells muttered, rice and barley scattered round, and the devotees were expected to give gifts, when the flame was lighted by this last of Guebres or fire worshippers.

**Bala**. *Bal'am*. Sanskrit "vigour." The resultant of the seven Deities, or constituent elements of the body (Dr Hoernle, *Bengal Rl. Antiquity Journal*, i, 1, 1891, p. 177). Balan is a "bull" or "boar."

**Bala.** Sanskrit. "A boy," "one ignorant" or "innocent," a "colt," or any young animal. Bālī was a monkey, and a son of Indra.

**Bala-rāma.** The Hindu Herakles (called also Bala-bhadra "the holy strong one," and Bala-deva "the strong god"): he was the half brother of Krishna. They were really the offspring of the same two parents Vásudeva and Devaki; but for safety he was transferred to the womb of Rohini, the other wife of Vásudeva. He is a solar demi-god, and a shepherd. Vaishnavas speak of him as the 8th Avatar of Vishnu, but he seems to be the bright sun of day, while blue black Krishna is, like Osiris, the night sun (see Krishna). Both had to be concealed from the wicked King Kansa: both in youth frolicked, yet showed wisdom, and performed marvellous feats; both loved women and wine, symbolising the creative power of the sun. Both could move cities, and change the course of rivers, by drought or flood. Bala-rāma's "ploughbhare" (the Bala) traced the course of the Yamuna river: his club (Khetus) and his pestle (Musala) were the sources of all creation. He is called Hāla-yudha or "plough armed"; and Hāla-brhit "the plough bearer": Lāngali and Sankasana "the plough man": Musali the "pestle (or club) holder." He is the "secret one" (Gupta-chara, and Kām-pala). He is a fair god
but wears a blue vest, and so is called Nila-vastra. In his youth he destroyed the great Ast-demon (Astira-Dhenuka): apparently opposing some ass-worshiping tribe. In some accounts he is aided and protected by Rama.

**Baldur.** The Apollo of the Scandinavian mythology: the beautiful son of Odin and Frey. Light and warmth issue from his body for all. His name is compared with the Lithuanian Baltais "whiteness," the Slav Biel-bog or "white god." [From the Aryan root Bhel to shine": Baldr being the "light giver."—Ed.] He was the wisest, most amiable, eloquent, just, and gifted of the Aesars or gods (Asmas). He dwelt in Breidablik, the purest spot in heaven; but he came to earth and suffered endless trials, and death, which like other sun gods he foresew. Even the gods shot arrows at him and threw stones, but knew he was really immortal.

The evil god Loki, jealous of Baldur, learned from Frig that he was proof against all assaults except by the mistletoe (winter); and therefore Loki got Hodr (Darkness) to cast at Baldr an arrow of mistletoe; thus "he fell in crimson glory," and was called "the blood covered god." The winter sun set to the sorrow of all creation.

Baldur's corpse (like that of Osiris) was borne away in a ship. His wife Nana, daughter of Nep, threw herself on his pyre with Odin's magic ring. This indicates the Siti rite (Suttee) among Western Aryans; but she becomes the sunset goddess. All gods wept and sought for Baldur; and Hermod, the active son of Odin, traced him as having ridden over Mod-Gudr the golden bridge of Hell. Hela, queen of Hades, agreed that he should be permitted to return, if all the living and dead in the world had bewailed him. Men, animals, earth, wood, stone, and metals, were found to have done so, but not the gigantic Thokt. She proved to be Loki himself disguised for fear of the Aesars; and Loki fled to the river, but Thor shot him up, bound him to a rock, and poured poison over him.

It was then promised that Baldur shall return when the new world and heavens are made: meanwhile Forseti, his son by Nana, presides over spring, summer, and autumn (the three original Aryan seasons) as god of Justice. Hodr or "darkness" can only be slain by Vali—the new year—which Vali ("the strong") can do when one day old. In the Runic calendar of Sweden Vali appears as a babe in swaddling bands at Yule tide; and in Norway on the 25th of January as "Paul the Darter" (originally Veli the Dartet). The Swedish calendar gives him a sword and bow on that day, and the Danish

Bali. A legendary Turanian ruler of India, fully noticed in Rivers of Life (see Index, vol. ii). The Aryans claimed to have overthrown "the great Bali," and so established themselves in N. India, their hero being the 8th Avatar of Vishnu during the Treta-yuga or second age. In this Avatara, or incarnation, Vishnu assumed the form of a dwarf, Yamanas, son of the sun (Kasyapa) by Aditi. To him the monarch Bali showed favour. He is represented on his throne at Mahabili-pur, an ancient city of the Madras coast, where Balis were a strong people (as also in Ceylon) down to our 7th century.

The island of Bali, in the Sunda archipelago, abounds in Indian traditions, and historical remains. Even as late as 1889 a Java newspaper states that, among Balis, on the death of a chief, his three wives and several slaves immolated themselves on his pyre. The Balis number 800,000 souls, and are a manly, diligent, and independent race, superior to those around them; as Lassen wrote, they appear to have come from India about the 1st century A.D.: and their name (see Bali) signifies "strong" in Sanskrit. They observe Indian customs, including Sati (sutee), and have four castes, besides a pariah or low Chandala class. Their faith is a mongrel Hindu Buddhism, with belief in Kalas, or evil spirits, whom they appease by offerings. If these fail they appeal to the Menyepi, or "great sacrificer," like other Indian peoples. Islam has made little progress among Balis, though often now professed for sake of peace. The Balis of Ceylon, and of the Madras coast, speak of Balin, whom Aryans call son of Indra. The island of Bali received an influx from Java on the overthrow of the capital of the latter island (Maja-pahit) by Moslem about 1455 to 1460 A.D. The language, like that of Java, is Malay; but the Bali is more archaic, representing the speech of the 15th century. The alphabets of the two islands are very similar. The Kawi is the old dialect of sacred literature, better understood in Bali than in Java.

**Balk.** Balkh. The name of this Baktrian city according to Vambah (History of Bokhara, 1873, p. 11) is the Turkish Balik, or Balkh, for a "capital city." In Aryan speech Bal and Val also mean "town." The Persians said that Balkh was founded by Kiomars Gil-shah, the first king on earth. The Arabs said it was built by Cain, and pointed out the tomb of Abel (among other sites for the legend) in the plain of Gush-tap. They called Balkh a
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to all. Invasions, and revolutions, and terrible woes, were to precede his own reincarnation born of a Virgin, in the mythical lake of the East. Wars were to continue for a thousand years, till only one infidel was left, angels descending to protect the pious, and those companions of the prophet who, having in them the "fire of immortality," are reborn to aid him. Ahmad-Mandh will then set up his kingdom on earth: devils and idolaters will be destroyed, and the one faith established. This is the end of the "Wolf Cycle," and the beginning of the "Lamb Cycle." These ideas were adopted by Moslems in Persia, and if, as is probable, they were as old as the time of the first Persian kings (6th century B.C.) we have a clear indication of the source whence the Jews, during and after the Captivity, drew their new doctrines as to the Messiah, which appear in the Books of Daniel, Enoch, &c., and in the Revelation where we read of the reign of the "Lamb." [Many of the details in this remarkable work are closely like those in the New Testament book of Revelation, including the Mazdean idea of a heavenly city and tree of life, the account of the woes preceding the return of Zoroaster, and the defeat of Ahiman the Persian Satan. The Mazdean eschatology also supplied many details to Moslems describing the end of the world—as given in the introduction of Sale's Korān. —Ed.]

Bambino. Italian: "babe." A dark image about 2 feet high, carved in olive wood, and adored as il santissimo bambino—"the most holy babe." It is believed to have the "spirit of the Eternal One ever in it," and is kept in the Presepio (or "manger") chapel of the church of Ara Coeli ("altar of heaven") in the Capitòl at Rome. It is only shown twelve days after its new birth—or at Epiphany—when it is robed in swaddling clothes, and wears a gold crown resplendent with diamonds, rubies, and emeralds. It then goes forth in a state chariote in solemn procession, surrounded by tasseled priests chanting hymns, and by musicians and heralds—a survival of paganism, for Bacchus was once so carried as a babe (see Bakkhos). Every knee is bent, and every head uncovered, and soldiers present arms, as it passes, all devoutly praying for blessings.

Sometimes, when all else fails, the power of the Bambino is invoked by those who can pay for the privilege, and great crowds then assemble to await the coming of the god. At Bethlehem, in like manner, every Christmas Eve, a wax infant is carried from the Roman Catholic chapel to the "manger" under the ape of the ancient Greek church, and is there wrapped in swaddling bands, as
the Gospel for the day is intoned just after midnight. The procession with candles is led by the French Consul, as representing the "first son of the Church."

Bamoth. (Assyrian *bamatu*), "high places" or "high things"; plural of the Hebrew Bamah. These were sacred places, stones, or altars, and the word seems to be adopted in Greek, as *Bomon*, for a place of sacrifice, or altar (see 1 Kings xii, 31, xiii, 22; 2 Kings xxiii, 8; Ezekiel xvi, 16). On the Moabite stone the term Bamah appears to mean the stele or monument itself; and sites in Moab, with remarkable menhirs or standing stones, probably represent the old Bamoth Ba'al. Col. Conder in his paper on the "Antiquities of Samuel" (Quarterly Statement Pal. Explor. Fund, October 1889, p. 344) says: "The word Bamah stands often for a monumental stone, and is so used on the Moabite stone"; "it is applicable to Joshua's great stone at Shechem, Jacob's oak and Abraham's altar" at the same site (Gen. xii, 6; Josh. xxiv, 26). In Assyrian *bamatu* is a translation of the Akkadian *zag" upright," "monument, "shrine" (Hermes). The ark appears to have been in or at a Bamah in the city visited by Samuel (1 Sam. ix, 19). The great Bamah was at Gibeon where was an altar (1 Kings iii, 4); 2 Chron. i, 3) and where the Tabernacle is said to have been set up, according to the later accounts. Many of the Levitical cities were apparently also Bamah sites. According to the Rabbis, in the Mishnah "Aboda Zara," Bamoth were lawful till the Temple was built, but unlawful afterwards. They were however the popular local sanctuaries down to the time of the Captivity.—Ed.) The priests of the Bamoth sacrificed to *Seirim* or "hairy ones" (variously rendered goats, owls, satyrs, and kentaurs), and also—at sites like Bethel and Dan—to calf images representing either Yahweh or Ba'al (see Calf).

Banaras. Benares. Kasi. Vara-nasi. The "Rome of India," centre of its Hindu faiths, where the stone god Bihārī rules as supreme as Peter "the stone" in Rome; and in both places the "Tee" is a symbol, to which Banaras adds Thumb, Finger, and Foot (see under these headings). The Ganges here flows north with two affluent streams, from the west, four miles apart. The northern affluent is the Barna, and just south of its mouth is the mound of Kasi. The city stretches along the Ganges west of the river, towards the upper affluent of the Asi. It is thus correctly placed, according to Brahman ideas, at a re-entering angle of the sacred stream; and the same would apply to Rome in their opinion. The mound or ridge of Kasi is called the Rāj-Ghāt, and was the original fort. Kasi was a name of Siva (Bhairava) and signifies "the bright" or "replendent" one. Parvati, wife of Siva, is here called Kāsi-devi (Sherring's Benares Past and Present, p. 118). On the west, at the foot of the mound, stands the emblem of Siva, the revered Bhaiyāra Lāt—an obelisk or Lingam. In the middle ages when Purānas were written the city was called Siva-puri (Siva's town), and said to have been "from all time" the high place of Siva worship (see notes by Prof. Wilson to his Vishnava Purānas). Mr Sherring (p. 288) admits that the antiquity of the city "goes back several thousands of years," one town being built upon another, and the sites occupied shifting from the Āsī river on the south, to beyond the Barna on the north-east. Pedeley calls it Kāsī; and in ancient Sanskrit literature it is called a city of the Kāsī, and Vārānasi; Vishnuvās says that Krishna consumed Kāsī with his solar discus, which indicates Vishnava conquest long before the Buddhist age of 600 B.C.

Banaras is now about three miles long, and one mile broad. Its best architecture is due to the Mahrattas, who covered Surahtra, and Malwa, with great shrines and rock temples in caves. In 1867 the Rev. Mr Sherring counted 1500 Hindu temples, 340 monks, with innumerable small shrines, chapels, holy niches, chaityas, &c. He thought that the number of images actually worshiped here was about 500,000. One Rāja alone is said to have presented 100,000 miniature shrines to the city. It is the delight of the pious personally to manufacture images of their favourite deities, as this aids them, they say, in prayer and meditation. Among the "original" or very ancient, shrines there are 56 to Ganesa, 11 to Siva, 64 to Yoganī goda, 9 to Durga, 12 to the Sun, but 1 only to Vishnun. The city includes three divisions: Banaras Proper is the most ancient site: Kasi, the central division, is next oldest, and includes the greater part of the population, and by far the majority of the shrines and holy objects; the third division to the south is Kedār, sacred to Kedār-nāth, the ascetic Siva, so named from the high Kedār-nāth peak of the Himalayas. From the cold wintry heights of Kedār-nāth the non-Aryan anchorites (Kols, Monga, and Mongols) descended to the sacred stream at Kasi, long before the Aryan Siva called Rudra was known, and wandered begging, as naked ascetics, to bathe in and worship Mother Ganga. Some returned to their beloved mountain home: some went on to preach throughout India. These practices existed 3000 years ago, when the poor Aryan immigrants were beginning to struggle into Bhārata-varna, which was then Kolarian India, where they were amazed—as they confess—at the grandeur of the civilisation that they encountered. But gradually they manufactured legends, accord-
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ing to which their Aryan Brahma established the city of Kasi, and placed over it a divine monarch, Devo-dasa ("god-given"), whom none could tempt to do any wrong. In time he abdicated by advice of Ganesa the wise son of Siva.

This legendary monarch gives his name to the very ancient temple of Devo-das-Iswar, on the banks of the sacred river at Mir-ghat, the emblem of the god—in the central court—being a black lingam (or Krishna), beside a sacred tree, and Kand or "well." This well—the Dhamm Kup—is the holiest spot in this city of holy things. Near the temple door stands Siva symbolised by a lingam, 4 feet high, called the Pancha-nukhi, or "five-faced." Outside is his consort Parvati, the Vaisal-aksli or "large-eyed one." Beyond these Vishnuvas have placed their Krishna, with his consort Radha—an Indian Venus.

Banaras still calls its "Lord Paramount," or governor, the Bish-nath, Bis-Iswar, or Bhairava, who bears sway by the Dand-pan or club sceptre of the city (see Danda). By right of this alone do "princes rule, and kings decree justice" in Banaras, be they native or British, English magistrate or Brahman priest: for only as possessing the Danda can the high-priest of Bhairava or Nau-grah command obedience, and our own magistrates take full cognizance of the Danda-pan, and of its keeper. All rulers, mayors, or Popes, must, it seems, have some mace, or staff, or wand of office. The Dand-pan is a patriarch of lingams, called Kot-ling-Iswar ("lord of a crore of lingams"), a Hercelean club of the Tri-lochan shrine in Banaras. Its throne of honor is placed beside two of the holiest shrines in the city—that of Bhairava "the terrible," and that of Nau-grah, the only true solar shrine in Banaras. They adjoin the Kali-kup, or "well of fate," down to the very fount of which the ray of the sun-god pierces twice a year. Before this Dand-pan lingam (as in the Keltik circles also) magistrates, and other officials, must appear to receive diplomas of office, and orders. Both English and native government orders, referring to anything within the sacred boundaries—the Panch Kosi or ten mile pilgrim circuit—are supposed to issue from the Dand-pan.

Along the well known dusty, pilgrim way, some half million of weary, anxious, pious worshipers pass at the festivals prescribed by their priests. We have watched them plodding along barefooted and nearly naked, under a scorching sun, or even measuring every foot of the rugged, dirty pathway on their bellies, though this is now only done as a rule near some specially holy "station," or in fulfilment of some special vow.

Banaras was never a political capital like Delhi, Kanoj, or

Patna. From the time of its foundation its rites and symbolism developed on Turanian lines, though affected afterwards by those of Aryans and of Buddhists. For early in the 6th century a.c. the great Tathagata, Prince of Oudh, teacher and master—the Buddha—entered it, humble in garb and demeanour, but full of his great purpose (see Buddha). When Hinen-Tsang visited Banaras in our 7th century, to gather materials for the translation of Buddhist scriptures into Chinese, he found only 30 monasteries, with 3000 Buddhist monks; but there were then in the city 100 shrines of Siva, with 10,000 attendants. Its most prized object he describes as a Lāt of Siva, 100 feet in height. A few centuries later Neo-Brahmanism, somewhat purified by Buddhism, caused the erection of costly and beautiful shrines; but from our 13th century the ikonoklastik Moghul (or Mongol) was tearing down Hindu temples, and using the scattered fragments of Buddhist architecture for his mausoleums and mosques. The emperor Ala-ed-Din demolished a thousand Hindu shrines, and his successors were almost equally destructive of holy places. The Hindu divine emblems were flung into the wells—now trebly holy—or buried, or otherwise concealed. The vicegerent of the "False Prophet" (as Hindus and Christians call him) tyrannically proclaimed that only small cells henceforth were allowed for Hindu worship. Thus no large Hindu temple was built between 1200 and 1600 A.C.; and the beliefs of the vast Indian population were scoffed at and suppressed. Only at the close of Moslem supremacy, about 1730 A.C., did Hindus begin to breathe freely again; but a worse enemy to their creeds is now spreading his influence over the land: for the schoolmaster has been abroad for more than one generation in every city and town, and soon will find his way to villages and hamlets, so that, though temples and mosques are still rising, all the gods, their rites and their symbols, are called in question by an ever-spreading skepticism, which no change of rulers could arrest. Temples, churches, and mosques, alike are falling before the indifference of a people scientifically instructed; and, though temples are still built spasmodically and in haste—as usual in the bright flicker of a fading Faith—yet Hinduism must, in time, go the way of the Buddhism that it conquered in India. Still, however, as Sir Edwin Arnold says (India Revisited, 1886), "the divine memory of the founder of Buddhist broods," even over the lands near Banaras. Within the dark adytum where Hindu ladies were adoring a statue of the god from whom they sought offspring, he found the image itself to be really one of "Buddha, with the established inscription, Yod Dharma heta"; and everywhere in holy Varanasi Buddhism had, once, been the estab-
lished faith for eight hundred years. At Sär-nath, three miles north of Bankrás, the disciples who had forsaken him sought pardon of the Buddha; and at Bankrás fifty-four Rájas joined the band of sixty missionaries which he first sent out to conquer the world—"as Mr Sherring says—"in a manner unparalleled in history" (see Benares Past and Present, p. 12).

**Banddhas.** Sanskrit. Skeptiks asking proof of everything.

**Bands.** Like most vestments of priests are originally symbolic, going back to the serpent that wreathes the neck of Lingam gods. Stoles and bands we find even in the earliest pictures in the Christian Catacombs (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 139-140, 222-223, 464, plate xvi, 10). See Stole and Vestments.

**Bangás. Bengälís.** The Moslem term Bangál, introduced into India in our 13th century, almost makes us forget the Turanian origin of the Bangás, who now form a nation of 72 millions, principally Dravidian or Kolarian. These non-Aryans occupied and ruled the wide, rich Ganges valley at least as early as 2500 B.C., finding already in possession earlier Turanians, such as the Kols, with whom they more or less mingled. Only in early Buddhist times did Sanskrit-speaking Aryans arrive in Bangál, attracted chiefly to Orísá, and, about our era, began to exercise power not proportionate to their actual numbers. The Mágadha empire, even when first arose, did not extend far east of its Patna capital, and perhaps did not include the Bangás east of Murshidabad. Beyond that limit all was barbarous and heretical, and Bangádescas was long an outlawing kingdom in so-called Aryan India. The Pandits said that it was named from a prince of the lunar race of Delhi, but more probably from the important trading town Bangál on the Chitagong coast, which disappeared after the Moslem conquest.

About 1206 A.C. the Moghul emperor Kuth-ud-din formed Bangádesa into a province, which his successors gradually brought into subjection by conquests along the Brahmaputra, and Maha-nadi rivers. This organisation we have maintained since the battle of Plassey (23rd June 1757). It now includes the four provinces Behár, Orísá, Chutía-naagpur, and on the east Chitagong. It extends to the borders of Manipur, and on the north to Bhútán, and to the great eastern bend of the Brahmaputra. Its area (including native states) is 187,400 square miles; its population 74 millions (in 1891); this includes 48 million Hindus, 24 million Moslems, the remainder being the wild earlier tribes. There are thus in Bangál (including a
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milion in Calcutta) about 400 persons to the square mile; and Calcutta (Kálti-gáthá) is the second city of the British empire. Bangál contains a third of the total population, and pays a third of the total revenue, of India; but it is only of late that it has been generally recognised that 85 per cent of its population is Dravidian, and 10 per cent Indo-Mongolian, leaving only 5 per cent for Aryans. About 70 per cent speak an old Mágadha dialect (see Prakrit), and 25 per cent. Deshaja or aboriginal dialects (see Mr. Johnstone's paper at the Oriental Congress 1891). The census officers (Imperial Gazetteer of India) state that some 20 millions of the Moslems are only a "mongrel breed of circumcised Bangás," and that, till of late, not one in ten of them could recite the simple Kalma or Creed; that they observed few ceremonies of the faith, and worshiped at ancient shrines, tenaciously adhering to practices abominated by the prophet of Isám, and in fact remaining Bangás. The Turanians, however, were Aryaised to a certain degree by about our era; for Orísá had then come to be called Aya-ya-cha-Dínávar; or the city of "Aryan voice Dáyán." There are, in our own times, no greater sticklers for caste observances than the Bangá-Urias from whom we draw a superior class of servants.

Ethnographically we may regard the population of Bangál as giving 3 Aryans to 800 Dravidians, and to 600 Indo-Mongols, or 470 Turanians to one Aryan. This proportion also represents the religious distinction in 71 millions of the population, the majority holding mixed customs and beliefs, of Dravidian and Indo-Chinese origin. This is Mr Johnstone's conclusion; and, while travelling extensively on duty through the length and breadth of Bangál, living in intimate relations with the people, we came to the same general conclusions, which are too often overlooked by writers on India.

**Banner.** The tribal standard, not always with streamer or flag, but a mere pole or mast, or with symbols like those of Roman standards. They are also extensively carried in the religious processions of all peoples, from Japan to London; by Dervishes in war or in pilgrimage; or by rude tribes in Fiji. The Semitic name Dágáí for such a banner comes from the Babylonian dogala "to look at," being the ensign and rallying point (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 134, fig. 53). In Europe the banner is the emblem of the Ban or Band—Bandiera, being Italian for banner. [The "banner of love"—Song of Solomon ii, 4—"is however perhaps a mistranslation of the original "his look on me is love."—Ed.]

**Baptism.** This rite is far older than the times of Greek or
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Roman domination. The water of rivers, and seas, was always regarded as the element that refreshes all nature. Prophets and holy men, women and children, animals, and even images and symbols of gods, were baptised or anointed, among all early peoples. For union also is a form of baptism, with oil. Some preferred living water, some perfumed liquids, or unguents smeared on the heads of men, or on the sacred symbols—as Jacob poured oil on his stone at Bethel, while Christians used to combine union with baptism. Even the Babylonians purchased holy water from the temple of Sippata for such purpose (see also Australians and Aztecs). The Hindu peasant arranges for water to drip continually over the village lingam stone, and this is rendered more holy by salt, or by priestly consecration. The Brahman baptises himself in the holy river, marking himself with crosses. Such continued or repeated baptisms purify the devotee (as does the holy water in churches), when he leaves the outer world for some "house of god." It serves to drive away the devil—as when the coffin is sprinkled—and it has its roots in the old Aryan rites (see Vana), and the Scandinavian worship of the water gods.

No doubt originally the purpose of such washings was to purify the body, and babies were washed as soon as possible, and often then received a name. Christians received from Jewish ascetics a practice which was also heathen; but they did not baptise babies till about 170 A.C. Fathers of the Church like Tertullian (220 A.C.) remained opposed to infant baptism down to the 4th century, when it came into general use (see Mr W. Stokes on the folk lore connection, Academy, 15th February 1890).

Dr Tyler (Primitive Culture, ii, pp. 430-433) says that primitive tribes baptised their youth to make them brave and fearless, saying that it made them proof against death by any weapon. For this cause the New Zealander used to baptise his son twice; but the Kelts thought that one baptism was enough to enable a warrior "to kill a Connaught man daily." These Kelts named their babies at baptism, like the Romans when performing similar lustrations, or the Aztecs (see Prescott's Conquest of Mexico, pp. 57, 482) as already noticed.

[It is remarkable that in Syria professed Moslems (says Baldensperger) sometimes accept Christian baptism because it is supposed to remove a natural bad smell from the body, and this is especially notable because the same fact is stated, in connection with Syria, in the 13th century. It probably meant no more than purification, but it is one of many instances where Moslems are influenced by the Christian domination of the past in Syria.—Ed.]
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Colonel Ellis narrates the performance of baptismal rites among the Ishi, and Ewe speaking tribes of W. Africa (Yoruba, p. 153, and Ewe, p. 154). The votaries of Pan, Bakkhos, Siva, and other solar gods alike baptised. Baptismal rites seem also indicated in a religious edict of King Piasukhi-ner-Amen (of the 21st dynasty about 1000 B.C.) in Egypt. It was inscribed for his soldiers' guidance at Gebel Barkal in Nubia. "On entering Thebes do so with solemn lustrations. Array yourselves in your best garments, sprinkle yourselves with holy water beside Amen's altar, and prostrate yourselves before his face." Baptism was also perhaps the most important rite connected with the cult of the Phrygian mother goddess, which spread to Italy, Carthage, and Spain (see Kubelled). Her orgies, celebrated on hills, were licentious and savage like the Sakti festivals (see Agapo and Saktas).

Holy wells, supplying holy water, played an important part in such rites. Angels descended into such—as at the Pool of Bethesda; and every Baptistry was a "holy well" to fathers of the Church. The rite was one of immersion down to the 4th century and later, and the initiate had to appear naked in the baptistry or at the tank. The Jewish convert, when baptised, must be so absolutely naked that he must not wear even a hairband or a ring, lest the rite should be imperfect and nugatory (see also Didache). The early Sabians, or "baptising" Christians on the Tigris and Euphrates, were a sect whose centre appears to have been at Ctesiphon, and who were connected with the Essenes; they performed numerous repeated baptisms by immersion. But all Jews and Syrians appear to have held the rite in esteem, and Christ conformed to an established custom. In the Jerusalem temple there was an underground "House of Baptism" north of the fence, where priests purified themselves; and the bath of the High Priest, on the Day of Atonement, was an important ceremony; though purification by half a wine glass of water was enough in other cases. As Christians are sprinkled with holy water on entering a church, so too the Moslem washes feet, hands, and mouth before entering the mosque for prayer; and Hindus descend into their sacred streams for purificatory rites. Rabbi Hermann (see Jewish World, 26th November 1886) writes a book to show that baptism was borrowed from the Jews; and the Rev. Dr C. Taylor (Didache) agrees that Christian baptism was of Jewish origin. He says that "Jewish tradition affirms that baptism existed among Jews from time immemorial." The Hebrew fathers were baptised before the giving of the Law. It was a rite for converts, for "as ye are so shall the stranger be" (see Num. xv, 29, and Tol.
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Bob. Kerithoth). So also Paul says (1 Cor. x, 2) the fathers were baptised unto Moses." Dr Taylor adds "in Jewish baptism the proselyte, if not an infant, performed the act of immersion himself"; and a Gentile was not received into the Synagogue till after baptism and circumcision, though only the latter was required of the born Jew.

The baptismal rite of the Christians, "is a mystery, an illumination, and a seal." Among Abyssinians the neophyte is branded as well as baptised, that his church may claim him through life. It was dangerous to reveal the mysteries to any but the baptised, and the rest were excluded from churches before the Eucharistic rites began. Yet baptism (as in the case of Constantine) used often to be deferred till late in life, because it washed away all previous sins. In the 4th century St Cyril of Jerusalem (in his lectures to the neophytes, at Easter, in the new Cathedral of the Anastasis about 350 A.D.), describes the rite as one of "spiritual circumcision," the sign and seal whereof was the Cross. The initiate was to regard himself as a "new creature, regenerated, and freed from sin," according to Christ's words: "Repent and be baptised; "Except ye be born again ye cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven." They were thus like Brahmins "twice born."

Entire cleansing was symbolised of necessity by complete immersion. The Jewish proselyte must not leave a hair above the surface of his bath. It entailed complete nudity, and no mere dipping or sprinkling then sufficed. Cyril tells us that those about to be baptised assembled in the evenings, in the season between Easter and Pentecost. Turning eastwards they invoked the names of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. They then stripped themselves naked, and stood before the bishop, while a priest anointed them from head to foot with oil—this was the real "christening" orunction. They were led to the water in the dark baptistery (a large tank south of the cathedral), which was hung round with curtains. Women were baptised apart by the deaconesses. They plunged thrice into the water, and on emerging were "anointed with holy oil on the forehead, ears, nostrils, and breast" in the sign of the Cross. This was the "unction of the Holy Ghost" which Christ, they said, received also on coming out of Jordan. The baptised then partook of milk and honey, to remind them that they had crossed their Jordan to a land of Promise. As the nun keeps her veil and orange blossoms, carefully put away till her Lord calls his bride to the kingdom, so the neophyte put by the white alb in which he was now dressed, to be his shroud at death. But the poor to whom "chrism cloths" were lent by the church had to restore them. The chris-

male, or white cloth tied round the head to retain the sacred oil, was worn for a week after baptism. The Armenians, and other Eastern Christians, bound two sacred threads on the neophyte—reminding us of the Brahman thread and the Persian Kosti (see Janivara). The new initiates then partook of the Eucharist; for Baptism and Confirmation were one rite, because the bishop confirmed by the chrism, after catechising.

Tertullian considered Easter the best time for these general baptisms as "most favourable for the preparation of the waters"—which were consecrated for the rite. Others preferred Christmas, because their Lord was then born, and others St John's day. But all these were ancient solar festivals (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 425). So the Buddhists of Barmah bathe at the spring equinox, and throw water over those they hold dear—as do Poles and other Europeans. The Hindus, at fasts and feasts, cast red water over friends and relatives, especially at the Holi fêtes of the spring season. They used also then to offer human victims to the god of fertility; and we have still traces of such sacrifices in Europe, as for instance in Poland, where the beauty of each village (the Helenka or "Sun-Maiden") is cast, with rough play, in all her finery, into the nearest pond (Queen Newspaper, 11th April 1885, "Eastertide in Poland."). There is so much sprinkling at this time that Easter Monday is called "Wet Monday." [In Naples also, at certain seasons, the people cast themselves into the sea in their clothes, which is said to commemorate the miracle of the Pool of Bethesda.—En.]

So efficacious is baptism, even if not performed with religious intention, that Bishop Alexander in the 4th century pronounced for its validity (see the article in Smith's Diety. of Christian Antiquities) when certain boys performed the rite in sport by the seashore—among whom was St Athanasius. Some Christian sects maintained that only "baptism by the spirit and by fire" was true baptism, and placed fire above the water of the baptistery or font. Wine, and milk, are also said to have been sometimes used instead of water. An ancient specimen of Christian art shows us creatures half man half fish swimming about to baptise fish. For Tertullian says: "We small fishes, after the example of our Ichthus ("fish"), are born in water, and only by continuing in water are we safe." The Ichthus was the early monogram signifying "fish" (as shown on Christian seals and buildings, with the text attached), and also meaning "Jesus Christ the Son of God, the Saviour.

Long before Skandinavians knew of Christianity they performed the Ausa Vatni or "water sprinkling" over children whom they
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intended to let live (Du Chaillu, *Viking Age*, ii, p. 30). The Hindus have various dedicatory or purifying baptisms, and daily bathings, like Sabians, and Essenes, among Christians and Jews. The bath which every Knight ("Companion of the Bath") must take, when "dubbed" or "tubbed," had a baptismal significance—as Dean Stanley reminds us (*Christian Institutions*, p. 8). Many Catholics look on unbaptised infants as mere animals, and mothers have refused to succour such as being heathens, while in Ireland they are buried apart in a "childe's" cemetery. "Only at the font," they say, "does natural love arise." The Frank king Clovis was the first royal fish caught in the Christian net north of the Alps—and this by female wise. He obtained a supply of chrism from heaven, which lasted 1300 years (longer than the sacred oil of Hebrews described in Exodus xxx, 31, for that perished at the Captivity). Apparently it should have been the same sacred oil, for "a white dove"—the Holy Ghost—brought it to Clovis in its beak from heaven, in the Ampulla vessel, presenting it to the holy Saint Rémy. It was kept in his tomb at Rheims, and used by all kings of France down to Charles X, in 1825. It is somewhat disrespectfully spoken of as a "gruel thick and slah," which was taken out of the Ampulla on a golden needle, and mixed with oil and balm—some say milk and honey: by this kings were christened and consecrated at coronation, and they had to guard it carefully, for loss or injury would mean death or disease to them (*Notes and Queries*, 6th April 1890). In 1792 a sceptical revolutionist destroyed the Ampulla; but priests (like those who replaced Buddha's lost tooth relic) replaced the oil; for the cure of St Rémy, it appears, had abstracted enough of this heavenly unguent to last down to the time of the later Republic.

So great was the mystery of baptism that sponsors became "Gossips"—that is, God-sib, or spiritually related—and could not marry each other. In later times no office, no public or even private rights, could be claimed by those not baptised, and anointed, communicants. Baptism was not originally a name-giving rite, though those who joined the Church relinquished pagan names, and took new ones. The infant was baptised on account of the doctrine of the Fall. They were, said St Augustine in the 4th century, "little lumps of perdiction," and the Devil must be exorcised out of them by holy water and priestly unction. Yet this "catching of the little fishes" was not regularly adopted till the 5th century, when fonts began to be placed in churches of the west—for the Oriental Churches still demand immersion.

Adult baptism has never ceased to be common among Christians,

though Romanists and Protestants alike have denounced those who hold that Baptism of unconscious babes is useless. The Anabaptists were those who "again baptised," at full age, those baptised before as infants. They now number in England some 370,000 souls (see Dr Angus' *Baptist's Handbook*, Jany. 1898). He gives an account of Baptists between 1527 and 1800 A.D. The oldest Particular Baptist Church was founded at Wapping, in 1633, by Thomas Helwise; and John Smith, in 1608, was the first to write books in defence of Baptists' views. There are now 3842 chapels of the sect in the United Kingdom, according to this report.

**Bar. Par.** An ancient widespread root for "growth." [Akkadian and Turkish *Bar*, "to live," "to be": Semitic *Bir* "create," *Parah* "fructify": Egyptian *Per* "sprout": Aryan *Bhar, Bhar*, "bear," and *Parr* "produce," whence "parent."—*Et.]*

**Barlaam and Joasaph.** The name of a religious romance of our 7th century, Joasaph being otherwise given as Josaphat. The story of Buddha has here been adapted, by a writer well acquainted with the pious Gotama's life. Barlaam and Joasaph were canonised as saints about 1200 years ago. In the Greek and Latin martyrologies their days are the 26th August, and 27th November, respectively. Joasaph is probably a corruption of *Bodhisattva* "perfect wisdom." The Moslem writer El Beruni, and the Portuguese D. de Cento, recognise the connection between the stories of St Josaphat and Buddha. The original Greek Christian author seems to have been a great admirer of Buddha, and of his contemplative monkish life; he wrote to hold up his life, teaching, and parables, as examples to Christian monks.

As this work first appeared among the Greek writings of St John of Damascus—once a Moslem statesman, but afterwards a Christian monk—about 710 A.D., it has been supposed that he was the author. The usual title is "The soul-profiting history, from the inner land of the Aithiopians, called that of the Indians, which was brought to the Holy Land by means of Johannes the monk, a worthy and virtuous man of the monastery of St Saba," to which some MSS. add "wherein is the life of Barlaam and Joasaph." [St John of Damascus died at the Marsaba monastery near Jerusalem, and his tomb is still shown in its chapel.—*Et.*]

The writer describes Josaphat as the long-expected son of an Indian king, Abenna. His birth is heralded by wonders, and he grows up to be the handsomest, most thoughtful, and best of youths, longing only for knowledge, peace, and seclusion. His
father kept from him all knowledge of the sorrows and horrors of life; but in time he sees and realises these; and, when in great despondency, he is visited by Barlaam a Christian hermit of great sanctity, who has been summoned by a divine voice to visit him, coming from the wilderness of Sennaritis (Shinar)—which suggests a Nestorian pilgrim to India. Disguised as a merchant Barlaam gains access to Joasaph, and converts him. Nothing that the king can do shakes the youth; finally he associates his son in the government of his kingdom, and together they rule prosperously till the monarch's death. After setting the state on firm foundations Joasaph now casts aside the world, with its duties and cares, and searches for Barlaam in the desert. He is thwarted and tempted by demons, but at last finds the hermit, and dwells with him till death. After this Joasaph also dies, and both bodies are conveyed to India, where they are worshiped, and are the cause of many profitable miracles.

The story was for centuries one of the most popular in Europe, and it has been translated into many Asiatic and European languages (see the article by our old friend Sir Henry Yule, R.E., in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and an able paper by Mr W. A. Clouston in the Academy, 7th Febry. 1891). Mr Clouston shows that the Greek work is full of Eastern tales borrowed from many sources, going back even to the Mahâbhârata (see XI, v, 6), and taken from the Jâtaka tales, and the Lokesû Vistarâ (or legend of Buddha), the Mahâ-Bhâsa, and the Avadānas of Chinese Buddhists which deal with "the dangers and mysteries of life." The tract furnished much to the Gesta Romanorum collection of tales, and is the nucleus of Boccacio's 7th Day, and of the "Three Caskets" episode of Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice.

The connection with the Mahâbhârata points to the latter having been—as often urged by us—originally a Buddhist work. It also serves to show the acquaintance of Western Asiatics with Gotama's life and teaching. John of Damascus, as a Vizier of the Khalif, had perhaps better opportunities than most of gaining such information; but all that is admirable in the life of Joasaph is attributed here to Christian influence.

Barmah. Burmah. The name of this great Indian state is variously written, but the pure Barman, in speaking, prefers to pronounce it Byama or Bama. Some believe (since the R is easily lost in their pronunciation) that it stands for Brahma. The state borders on China and Assam, and includes Upper and Lower Barmah. The latter extends from the latitude of Thayit-nyu and Toungu to the Straits Settlements, having an area of 38,000 square miles with 41 millions of population. The total area of Barmah was calculated in 1891 to be 171,430 square miles, and its population in 1894 was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faith</th>
<th>Upper Barm.</th>
<th>Lower Barm.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buddhists</td>
<td>7,000,000</td>
<td>4,150,000</td>
<td>11,150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindus</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>146,000</td>
<td>346,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moslems</td>
<td>260,000</td>
<td>225,000</td>
<td>485,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nat worshippers</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>220,000</td>
<td>420,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christians</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>35,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7,680,000</td>
<td>4,756,000</td>
<td>12,436,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus it is pre-eminently a Buddhist land.

Notices of Upper Barmah occur in Chinese records relating to the 10th century B.C. (Prof. De la Coubere 1886), when S.W. China was trading through Assam with India. These traders were Dravidians and Mongolised-Kolarians. In the 8th and 7th centuries B.C. Hindu-Dravidians as Khatriyas (by caste) appear to have claimed sway over the Upper Irâvâdi valley, and there consolidated the first Barmese state of Ta-gang—the Tugma of Ptolemy half-way between Ava and Bhamo. With this state the Chinese of Tsin or Yunnan had relations from the 9th to the 3rd century B.C. According to the Burmane Maha-Raja-Weny or Royal History, the first kingdom of Barmah was founded at Ta-gang on the arrival from India of a great trader Abhi-Raja with a small army, this being supposed to happen not later than 850 B.C., and perhaps much earlier. These Khatriyas (33 kings in all) ruled to about 660 B.C. On the death of Abhi-Raja his two sons, Kan-Raja-gyi, and Kan-Raja-ngo, disputed the throne, but agreed that the one who was the first to build a religious building should succeed—which the younger did: the elder then went south, and established himself at Kyun-kun-luang (the great mountain where the Akyab river rises), finally reaching Arakan about 825 B.C. Hence the Yakains claim, that their monarch descends from the elder branch of this Mrâma family. Rajg-gyi made his son Muddisita ruler over various indigenous Mongolian tribes—Pyy (or Pau), Kannan, Karki-Khyso, and Sak (or Thek)—that is to say the Prone tribes who were all Mrâmas, and are stated (by Mr Bryan Hodgson, Himal. Journal, p. 848, 1853) to belong to Altai, and Indo-Chinese stocks. They had passed S.E.
Barmah

“through the hundred gates of the Himalayas” as shown by comparative study of their languages.

The Mishmi and Aher peoples of higher Assam are racially nearest to the Burmese, and these, with the Sing-pho or Kakyens, speak languages classed by Prof. Max Müller as a Lohitik subdivision of the Bhotiya, or Tibet-Burman. The Tagaung dynasty was no doubt pushed south by Taruks (Turks of Central Asia) who were moving through Yunnan on China. They also pressed on the Tai or Shâns in the eastern mountains, driving them down their great rivers to the fertile deltas of Siam, Cambodia, and Cochín China. These early northerners only invaded the Irâvâdi region about the Christian era, and down to our 8th century.

About 600 B.C. Abhi Râja’s dynasty was succeeded by a second Indian line—an offshoot of that of the Maurian Mâgâula empire, then ruling along the Ganges from Patna. This was during the lifetime of Gotama Buddha; and Tagaung was soon thronged with Buddhist Mâgas, still commonly found in Barmah, and especially in Arakan and Chitagon.

The leader of the new immigrants, Daza Râja, was succeeded by 16 kings all bearing Burmese names, the last being a pious man called Dhamâ, or Râja Meng, who was dethroned, fled and disappeared about 490 B.C. His two sons are said to have been born blind, and were hidden by his queen in the Prome or Pyl-myin hills, where they regained their sight. Their uncle had become king, but chose a hermit’s life, living in a cave. His daughter met her cousins, and married the elder son of Dhamâ, named Thambawa, about 483 B.C. From them sprang the new dynasty of Tha-rê-khetta-ra five miles from Prome to the east—now Yathe-myô or “hermit town.”

The last kings of Barmah claimed descent from this family, and specially revered, as semi-divine, the third king Dwatta-baung, who removed the capital from Prome to Yathe-myô, about 440 B.C. Here it remained till the end of the dynasty in 108 A.D., when a nephew of the 27th king established a new one at Pagan or Pauk-gin (see Pagan). This fourth dynasty (an almost unbroken line of 53 kings) lasted till 1280 A.D., when the Chinese pressed south, and a Shân inroad led to the establishment of a Shân capital at Pin-ya near Ava, with another nearly opposite on the right bank of the Irâvâdi at Saigon. Both these succumbed, about 1364, to a Burman named Thado-meng-bya, descended from the Tagaung family; he established a true Burman monarchy at Ava, which was maintained, with some interludes of Shân supremacy, till 1751, when the dynasty collapsed on the seizure of the king by the Talains of Pegu, who, since 543 B.C. (the date of Buddha’s Nirvâna) had ruled the delta of the Irâvâdi usually from Thâtôn, and who also had sprung from Indian immigrants.

In 1753 appeared at Ava the celebrated Barmah leader Alaungh-pra (“the embryo Buddha”) or Alaungh (rendered Bodhisattwa in Pali). He drove the Talains from Ava, and before his death in 1760 had conquered the Irâvâdi delta: Ava remained the capital till 1837, when it was moved to Amara-para under King Tharíwâl Meng; and in 1853 to Mândalé under King Mengdun Meng, in consequence of British conquests in Lower Burmah, extending from the sea to within six miles of Mândalé.

The Shâns had tried, about 130 B.C., to form a state in Yunnan, where a Chinese general proclaimed himself “King of Te-en”; but a Chinese army destroyed this state about 100 B.C., and another rising was quelled by China in 9 A.D. These events drove many tribes west of the Irâvâdi towards the outlying provinces of India. Hence the Mûs of Arakan and Chitagon, and the Talains, or King, who civilised the deltas of the Irâvâdi, the Menam, and the Mekong rivers, were induced to spread even to the islands of the Índia Archipelago by about the Christian era. Pegu and Thâtôn were Dravidian capitals, where the early Hindu, the Buddhist, and the neo-Brâhman faiths of India were introduced successively. But Barmah has remained till our own time the purest Buddhist country in the world. It received the faith from Ceylon, and from Buddha-ghosa, and the Pâli writings in 214 B.C. By 120 B.C. Buddhism had become the dominant faith, though the lower classes adhered to the worship of Nâs for three centuries more, and adopted the serpent, and phallic symbolism of the Talains, which is notable in the beautiful architecture of Cambodia and Java (see Architecture).

The Pagâ architecture (see Pagâ) shows a transition from the Hindu styles of India to the true Buddhist style of Barmah temples. These probably began to arise about 400 A.C. (see Buddhâ-ghosa). The mixture of Buddhist and Hindu beliefs is exemplified also by the coins of Arakan, as given by Sir A. Pelly. Here the cone, the tri-sal trident, the shank shell, the snake, Siva’s bull, and his triangle, occur with a crab or tortoise—perhaps Kurna (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 196, fig. 77).

In his Archæological Survey of Barmah, in 1893, Dr Führer says that “discovery among the ruins of Tagaung, on the left bank of the Irâvâdi” (which contains the oldest Indian remains in Barmah), has led to the finding of “terra-cotta tablets bearing Sanskrit legends in Gupta characters, and of a large stone slab with a Sanskrit record of Samvat 108” (or 416 A.D.): these “afford a welcome corroboration
of the statements of the native historians that, long before Anawrata's conquest of Thätön in the 11th century A.D., successive waves of emigration from Gangetic India had passed through Manipur to the upper valley of the Irrawaddy, and that these emigrants brought with them letters, religion, and other elements of civilization.” The inscription of a Mahāraja of Hastinapura here records a grant of land and money to a Buddhist monastery, in order to feed the Bhikshus or mendicants, and to maintain lamps in a neighbouring stupa. It relates how Gopala, one of five descendants of the Hastinapura lunar dynasty—on the Ganges—founded a new Hastinapura on the Ilirvadi (see Pagan).

The same writer speaks of remains near Bhamo—megalithic monuments—as follows: “About eighteen miles to the south of Bhamo is an old Chin cemetery, containing five, more or less perfect, stone structures over some graves resembling miniature stone crom- lechs, with a big flat stone on the top. . . . Here are said to be buried the great chieftains of a people who have long since passed away.” He also describes native customs: “Strange superstitions are peculiar to the China and the Chinboks, even to this day. From the grave of a deceased relative, no matter how great the distance, the survivors run fine cotton threads up to their dwellings, in order to guide the spirit of the departed, should it desire to visit its late home. The threads run from bush to bush, often in thick jungle where there is no path. Where two paths diverge, and the road might easily be mistaken by a traveller, these queer people put up, in horizontal position, little square-shaped tunnels of bamboos or sticks, about one foot, or eighteen inches, high, which they call nat paths, pointing along the correct jungle paths, and intended to prevent the spirit of the departed from losing its way.” These people also store the ashes of the dead in a miniature house for two years, and then place them in the cemetery, where a carved post (a distinguishing mark of Chinboks) is set up as a monument.

Buddha is reported, according to Dr Führer (see Academy, 3rd August 1895), to have visited Prome when it was washed by the sea, and to have prophesied an earthquake, and the appearance of a lake, and of a hill, the sea receding from the land. Geological evidence shows that Prome was once under the sea, and Huen Tsang (629 A.D.) makes it a harbour (Beal, Si-yu-ki, ii, 200). An earthquake is said to have happened, in the 5th century A.D., according to Burmese historians, and a hill S. of the town is called the customs hill,” as having once been a station where dues were collected from ships.

Dr Führer further states that “in the western suburbs of Pegu is the Kalyani, an ancient hall of ordination founded by King Dhamma-cheti in A.D. 476, to which Buddhist monks flocked from Ceylon and Siam.” It was so named from the Kalyani river near Colombo (in Ceylon), whence the Mahā-vihāra fraternity came to Pegu, from whom the consecration of monks is accepted. “Close by are ten stone slabs more or less broken, covered with Pali and Talaing inscriptions on both sides, giving details as to the consecrations, and belonging to our 13th century.” It is remarkable that they do not mention Buddha-ghōśa, and this casts some doubt on his history. Near the Kalyani hall is a brick image of Buddha 50 feet high. Glazed terra-cotta tablets lying about give grotesque representations of men and animals—probably to illustrate incidents in the Ramāyana and Mahābhārata poems, as is still the case in the monasteries. They seem to have belonged to a string course round the plinth of an old pagoda. Another interesting ruin is an immense brick tower, called Kyak-pun, formed of four colossal images of Buddha sitting cross-legged back to back, and facing the cardinal points: the height of each image is about 90 feet.” They represent the four Buddhas, Kakusandha, Konagamana, Kassapa, and Gotama. In the ruins of Yathe-myō (“hermit town”) hard by, are burnt clay tablets representing Buddha seated in a Chaitya, with the Buddhist profession of faith in Indian characters of the 6th century A.D.

Near Mandalay (Mandalay) is one of the most remarkable of human monuments—the Kuthdaw, which presents a vast literary monument of 729 large marble slabs, each in a small pagoda of brick. These contain, in Burmese characters, the whole of the Pāli books called Sutta-Vinaya, and Abhidhamma-Pitaka: that is to say virtually the whole of the Buddhist Bible, which (according to Spence Hardy) has 275,250 stanzas of about 8,808,000 syllables (Führer’s Arch. Report, 1898, and Prof. Max Müller’s Oxford Lecture, June 1895).

The Burmese astronomy is Indian: their era dates from March 639 A.D. Their reverence for the white elephant is due to the legend as to Maya mother of Buddha (see Asva-ghōša). Their rules for monks are based on Buddha’s five great discourses. A good monk will not touch money, or look on a woman, and would not even touch his own mother to drag her out of a well. He might allow her, if no other help was possible, to hold his robe or his staff. Such are the extravagancies that have grown up in the Buddhism of later ages.

Bas. Bast. A pair of Egyptian deities. The name of Bast
also occurs as that of a deity in a Phoenician text; and it has been thought that they are Semitic names. In this case Bast may be connected with the Hebrew Beseth, a name of Ba'al (Jeremiah xi, 13), usually rendered "shameful"; and all these words may come from the ancient root בָּשָׁא "to be," used in Assyrian and Sabaean. Bas, or Bes as he is usually called, is represented as a kind of dwarf god with distorted limbs, and a grimming full-faced mask with protruded tongue. He is sometimes supposed to have been a god of laughter, but he was a form of Set the evil god of night; and Bast his wife was a form of Sekhet, goddess of sunset and of fiery heat, the lion-headed wife of Set. The grimming mask seems therefore to recall the Babylonian grimming demons with protruded tongues; and the same mask represents Charon, the infernal deity of the Etruskans (see Miss A. Grenfell, Proc. Bibl. Arch. Soc., Jan. 1902, p. 21, "Iconography of Bes"). Bast is usually represented naked, with the head of a cat or a lioness, and carrying a solar disk. The Greeks, however, identified her with Artemis as a moon goddess. She was borne in procession at Bubastis (Pi-Bast or "the city of Bast") with arks, boats, and phalli (see Hesiodos, ii, 59, and Mr Hilton Price, "Antiquities of Bubastis," Transact. Bibl. Arch. Soc., ix, 1). Bubastis (now Tell Basta near Zagazig) was an important city as early as the time of the 18th dynasty, and very prosperous under the 21st; but its remains include monuments of the time of Pepi-Merina of the 6th, and Usertesen I of the 12th, as well as of Osorkon II of the 23rd dynasty. The latter probably built the great festal hall, where he erased the cartouches of Rameses II. Some of these remain, however, as well as those of Amenophis III (about 1500 B.C.) of the 18th dynasty—a monarch who was intimately connected with Babylonia and W. Asia, and in whose time foreign gods and myths were brought to Egypt by his Asiatic wives. M. Naville, who also explored Bubastis, believed it to trace back to the time of Cheops (3rd dynasty).

The Greeks, says the Rev. H. Tomkins (on Bible Names), called Bas, or Bes, Besa, and regarded him as a "god of fate" (see Proc. Bibl. Arch. Soc., June 1889). The sacred cave-temple of Bast, at Beni Hassan, was called by the Greeks "the cave of Artemis." The serpent, monkey, ram, and hawk, were sacred to her, but especially the cat; and, as Memphis had its mummy-bulls, so Bubastis had its numerous mummmified cats (see Cat).

Bas is a sunset goddess, and so often identified with Nepthys, and at Abydos her son is Anubis (Le Page Renouf, Proc. Bibl. Arch
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The Greeks, says the Rev. H. Tomkins (on Bible Names), called Bas, or Bes, Besa, and regarded him as a "god of fate" (see Proc. Bibl. Arch. Soc., June 1889). The sacred cave-temple of Bast, at Beni Hasan, was called by the Greeks "the cave of Artemis." The serpent, monkey, ram, and hawk, were sacred to her, but especially the cat; and, as Memphis had its mummy-bulls, so Bubastis had its numerous mummmified cats (see Cat).

Bas is a sunset goddess, and so often identified with Nepthys, and at Abydos her son is Anubis (Le Page Renouf, Proc. Bibl. Arch.

Basar

Basar. Hebrew: "flesh," used also of the phallus (Levit. xv, 3; Ezek. xvi, 26).

Basava. A common term in S. India for any emblems of Siva—bull, pillar, post, or lingam. It also means a "boy." The southern Jains, see this Basava in their Vrishabha, or bull Tirthankara—the incarnation of Rishabhanatha. All over Telengana, from Kanara, this Basava represents a rude nature god. At Basava festivals he is held to be incarnate in a handsome bull, which is gaily decked out with Yogi emblems, and Shank shells (Concha Veneris), and led by mendicants for worship by the people, who indulge in loose jests and songs, as at the feasts of Bast in Egypt (Hesiodos, ii, 60). But this Siva has become later the Bhas-kara or "light-maker."

About our 11th century arose a great Linga-ite reformer, calling himself Basava. He was a Brahman of the Bijapur district, and prime-minister of Kalâyana, a kingdom stretching across India from sea to sea. He called on all true believers to wear the lingam on their persons, which as yet only Brahmins had been allowed to do. Telengais, and Tamils, and all who desired social promotion, readily agreed; but the King was a Jaina, and opposed, and at last persecuted, the Linga-ites: his kingdom was ruined, and he himself assassinated in consequence. The revivalists increased in numbers, and developed a considerable literature in their Basava Purâna. Basava (like other popular leaders) performed many marvels, and conferred powers to work miracles on his disciples. He fed multitudes on a few grains of rice, converted corn into pearls, and stones into money, healed the sick, raised the dead, and found hidden treasures. He forsook his royal Jaina master, Bijala, only when he persecuted the Linga-ites, when he withdrew to his residence at Sangam-śivara. Darkness then spread over the capital of Kalâyana, the sun was eclipsed, the earth shook, the bull Basava entered the king's court, going all he met. Holy Lingâtes
Basilisk. A "royal serpent" or cock-headed dragon (sometimes, as a cockatrice, with eight legs), connected with the Gnostik Agatho-daimon or "good spirit," which was both a lion-headed serpent and a cock-headed snake. The basilisk however had an evil eye that turned men to stone. The cockatrice was said to be hatched by a cock from a serpent's egg (see Abraxas).

Basivis. Women dedicated to Vishnu (see Mr F. Faurett's exhaustive paper, *Anthrop. Insti. Journal*, 29th July 1891). This may be summarised as far as its important points are concerned. It is of the highest importance to the Hindu (as it was to the Greek) to have a son to tend his corpse. If he has no son, a daughter may be so dedicated that her sons belong to no other man, but to her father. In the W. parts of the Bellary district of the Madras Presidency, and in portions of Dharwar, and the Mysore province, women of the lower Sudra castes, dedicated to deities, take the place of a son, performing funeral rites for parents, and inheriting their property. They are called Basivis; they do not marry, but live in the father's house (see Arabia), and may take any man they please, their children bearing their family name. "The Boyas or Beders, the old fighting caste, the Kumbhas or shepherds, and a few other castes, including the very lowest, among whom the practice of dedicating girls as Basivis obtains, do not, usually, if the men adopt male children" (dedicate daughters) "in the event of female issue only."

Vows are made by those who have no son, or during sickness, even of the girl herself, or of the parents, or in calamity, to dedicate the daughter, to the home god or goddess, as a Basivi. The vow may be made before or after her birth, and is fulfilled before she reaches maturity. It is usually made to Hanumán, or to Vishnu, or to one of the many village and local goddesses. It is invariably to a Vishnuva deity, or to one worshiped by both Vishnavas and Siva-ites.

On a chosen day the girl is led to the temple, by her parents, with music. She is dressed in new clothes, usually white: gifts, including rice, with five of each kind of dates, cocoanuts, betel nuts, betel leaves; also plantains, saffron, areca nuts, a gold toli, a silver bangle, and two silver toe-rings, are borne on a tray or basket. The idol is adorned: the guru or priest receives his fee, and the basket;

after which the ceremony begins. The priest orders his assistants to "bring God to the girl." She sits on a black blanket, facing east before the god, the right elbow resting on the raised right knee, and the head bent and covered. Other gifts are set round her. The Kankanam—a yellow thread used in Hindu marriages with a betel leaf attached—is fastened on her right wrist by the senior Basivi present. A marriage song is sung by Basivis and matrons (not widows), and yellow rice is thrown over the girl. The bangle is also placed on the right wrist, and the toli is fastened to black beads round her neck: she also puts on the toe-rings. These wedding tokens, which wives wear till a husband's death, the Basivi wears till her own. She is given away by the token of a cane 3 feet long, which she carries as a wand in her right hand, and of a begging basket (Gopalam) slung on the left arm. She is branded on the right shoulder with a chakra wheel emblem, as also on the right breast: on the left shoulder the brand is the shank shell. These are Vishnu's marks: the second shows her to be a virgin. The forehead is then adorned with red Kumkum powder. She is laden with rice, areca nuts, saffron, and dates, and led to kneel before the image. The priest mutters mantras (or charms) in her ear; the parents give alms and pay the fees; and she is bid to be good, and to think of God—Rama-Krishna, or Govindth. For the next five weeks she must beg in the village, shouting Ram Ram Govindth as she approaches each house.

After attaining maturity there is a further ceremony called Hemm. She is given an oil bath, and in the evening the ceremony above described is repeated. A lime is stuck on the point of a sword, which is placed erect beside her on her right. This represents her bridegroom. A tray with a lamp is moved thrice, from right to left, before her. She rises, carrying the sword in her right hand, and places it in the god's shrine. By 9 or 10 P.M all is done.

The Basivi resemble the Muralis of other parts of India, and the Jogines of Kanara. The Muralis carry an image of Kandoba on their heads, in a round basket. They are believed to be possessed by the god, and to have prophetic powers. They earn money by singing his praises at private parties among Bombay Marathi Hindus. Similar rites dedicate a Devadāsi (see Devadāsi).

Three days after the Hemm ceremony the Basivi worships the Water Goddess. Five Basivi carry in procession to a well, or river, a tray with a coconut, rice boiled in ghee, milk and jaggery, Kumkum, camphor, and thread. One bears the tray, the other
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four follow with five earthen pots. The girl adores the water; and after burning incense, breaking the cocoa-nut, offering rice to the water, and to five mud heaps taken from it, the rest of the rice is given to children—boys by preference. The girl, now duly wedded to the god, may choose any man of her own or of some higher caste, but must cleave to him for a month at least.

The Basivi has not many religious duties. Those dedicated to Hanuman must fast on Saturdays, and visit his temple. She may be called to dance, with peacock feathers, before a village goddess, if dedicated to her. At funerals she decks a pot of oil and water with flowers, sings songs to it, and calls on the deceased. But her chief duty is to her father; and she is made a Basivi to give her the privileges of the male sex. She lives at home to bear sons for her father. If brothers are born later she shares equally with them in property, and it passes to her sons who bear her father's name. If she has only a daughter she also must be a Basivi, and so on till a male child is born. She is under some kind of restrictions as to her relations with her lover, or lovers, except in the lowest castes, among whom are “village Basivis” who are held in contempt. She does the best she can, with the object of bearing a son to tend her father at death. Basivis are not held inferior to married women, but rather regarded as superior in position within their caste which remains unchanged. A Peta-Basivi’s child, however, must marry a Peta Basivi. The Basivi’s children are legitimate by caste rules, though each may have a different father. She may also keep house for an unmarried brother. She bears the god’s mark: she can never be a widow; and it is held that, being dedicated to a god, her salvation is secured. In these respects her position is superior. But, where there are many Basivis and little property, they are tempted to make money by their charms. Some contract, for food and clothing, a connection lasting for one year. If worthless to the lover she must refund money received under such contract. There are other penalties, but the contract may be renewed at will by the parties.

This custom may be regarded as connected with the “matrarchate,” or tracing of descent according to the mother’s family (see Amazons), which seems to have been especially a Turanian sporadic custom. But dedication of women to the gods (as well as of men) is an old and world-wide practice, from the priestesses of Apollo, to the wives of the god of Dahomey. The Basivi custom may arise from the Hindu law called that of the “appointed daughter.” In the Institutes of Menu (No. 127) we read: “He who has no son may appoint his daughter in this manner to raise up a son for him, saying,
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the male child who shall be born from thee in wedlock shall be mine, for the purpose of performing my obsequies.” Plato says that “it is the duty of every individual to provide for the continuance of representatives, as ministers of the Deity.” The Hebrews provided for the case when a man had no sons (Numbers xxxvi), the daughters marrying within their father’s family, to keep alive his name. In the Madura district a female likely to be an heiress must not marry an adult; but is wedded to a child, or to some object in her father’s house. Children born to her, as an unmarried woman, inherit the family property. It has often puzzled Madura Collectors that a child of three is called father of a son of ten or twelve. Fathers or such child-bridegrooms have been known to be the real parents. It is natural that Basivis, as a rule, should have few children, and perhaps no sons: for this is a matter of heredity, and they have been made Basivis because of such failure of offspring in their father’s family. Ten Basivis have been recorded to have had in all 14 children; three of them had three each, and three had none. Few of these had any brother or sister when dedicated. In the Vedas it is declared that “a maiden who has no brother comes back to the male ancestors of her own family: returning she becomes their son.” The Roman bride wound thread from her distaff round the doorpost as she entered her husband’s house; and so the Basivi winds thread round some of her paraphernalia (this is the “wedding” or “binding symbolism). Hindu brides and grooms are wound round with thread. The irregular connections of Basivis however lead often to quarrels, and troubles, like other such customs (see Australians).

Basques. Inhabitants of Biscay province, both sides of the Pyrenees, in S. France and N. Spain. They are very distinct from the Latin populations, and are divided into several groups having somewhat different dialects. Philologically they are classed with the Finns; and were probably an early colony from the Uralo-Altaik highlands. But they have (like Finns) been extensively Aryanised, though of Turanian origin. [The Basque language has all the peculiarities of Finnic speech—absence of gender, use of postpositions, and agglutinative grammar. The vocabulary compares with Finnish, and even in some cases—such as urvida “copper,” ur “dog,” &c., with Akkadian. It is however full of words borrowed from Latin, Italian, Spanish, French, and also from Keltic speech, for culture terms, showing early and continuous Aryan influence. It has no connection grammatically, or in vocabulary, with the Berber languages of N. Africa though this has been asserted.—Etc.] The
true Basque of to-day is a small, dark, long-headed man, but with
the straight black hair of Mongolic races. Some however, through
interbreeding with Aryans, are tall and fair. Dr Ripley (Races of
Europe, 1901) speaks of them as a "mixture of a broad headed, and
long headed race." He regards them as "not pure Iberians," though
others suppose them to represent an early Neolithic Mediterranean
race (see Aryans) to which this title has been given. [The Iberian
theory still demands proof, since the type is probably due to admixture
of Latins with Moors and Berbers. — Ed.]

The ancient Basques are called Euskars—perhaps meaning a
"litoral" people, as a Keltik term (aiskdu "water"); most of them
are in Spain, but others in Gascony. As in Keltik lands the Basque
hills abound in megalithic remains, and rude stone monuments;
skeletons and ashes are found in their tumuli, and under their sacred
dolmens. Their holy sites were adopted by Christians, who built
chapel over, or beside, their sacred stones and cromlechs. Basque
Christianity was only a thin veneer, but slightly affecting their
ancient ideas, rites, and symbols. The Rev. W. Webster states that
some Basques have one language for men and one for women—that is
to say that certain words are not used by women, as also among
Australians and Africans. Traces of polygamy, and of the sale of
wives, are said to be noticeable among them, as well as the Covade
custom (found also among Kelts in Bretagne) which is often found
among Turanians, and among Aztecs in America (see Covado). The
father is sent to bed, and carefully tended, for some time after
the birth of a child. They preserved also ancient ideas of law. Criminal
proceedings were taken against vicious animals, or even against a cart-
wheel that had injured anyone. They still maintain "independent
Republican institutions, and free trade principles," with much zeal
and dogmatism in religion.

**Bast.** See Bas. Called by Greeks Pasht.

**Bata.** Egyptian: "earth soul." A great serpent.

**Bath-Kol.** Hebrew: "daughter of the voice," often mentioned
in the Talmud, and in other Rabbinical writings. It signified gener-
ally a divine communication, voice, or whisper, from heaven. Plutarch
also tells us that a heavenly voice proclaimed the death of Pan.

**Batons.** Universal symbols of power (see Rods). The bar, or
baton, sinister (in heraldry) signifies a bastard.

**Bau.** See Baau.

---

**Baubo.** The nurse of Déméter or Ceres (Mother Earth), who
devoured to amuse and distract her when sorrowing for her lost
daughter, Proserpine. This she did by indecent jokes and acts, and
the sad mother laughed and drank wine (Clement of Alexandria,
Cohort, 17; Arnobius, Adv. Gent., v. 175). For a variant of this
Eleusinian legend see that of Askalaphos—the owl. Baubo (or
Babo) appears as identical with Hekate (the moon) in post-Christian
greek papyri. [Bubo may be connected with Bubo "owl."—Ed.]

Hekate was called Phroune or "she-toad," and the Egyptian goddess
Hekt was also frog headed (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1897).
The moon thus consold the earth by night.

**Bazé.** A name for Athene in texts of Romana in Kappadokia.
This site (now Sür) was the Hierapolis or "holy city" of Greeks and
Romans. [The name Ku-ma-na appears to mean the "place of Ma,"
the earth goddess of Asia-Minor, and Ma-zaka, also in Kappadokia,
means "shrine of Ma."—Ed.]

**Beads.** An universal religious symbol (see Rosaries). They
are used by Moslems (to record the names of God), and by Buddhists,
as well as by Christians. The word Bead is probably connected with
beten or bititin, "to pray," "to bid": Beke or Bete is a prayer, and a
"bedesman" is one who prays for another. So in Spanish and
Portuguese Conta is "count" and "pray." Beads generally were
used for counting by the ancients, as in the Abacus, with its rows for
units, tens, &

**Bean.** This vegetable is a symbol in many occult myths and
rites. According to Jewish and Christian legends Seth received
a bean from an angel guarding the gates of Paradise, and put it in the
mouth of the dead Adam; from it sprang a "Tree of Life," that grew
up out of his tomb. This tree (famous in the Gospel of Nicodemus, and
other medieval works) defied the Flood, was cut down for a bridge to
the Temple, and furnished the wood for the cross. The bean has very
generally a phallic meaning, for which reason Egyptian priests and
ascetics might not eat it. Skandinavians, Kelts, Russians, and
Italians, used to place beans inside their cakes or buns at Yule-tide,
or at Epiphan. He who received the bean, when the cake was cut,
became the most honored guest or the king of the "bean-feast."
The Romans flung black beans on altar fires, and gave doles of them
at their May festivals, as also at funerals, in order to propitiate, or to
drive away, the dreaded larva or ghosts.

Pliny (Hist. Nat., iv. 446) says that beans cured diseases of the
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organs of generation. Lucian regards them as erotics; thus Pythagoras would not touch beans, because of their shape—regarded as phallic. Bean soup, according to Pliny, was used at the funeral banquet, and Parentalia. One Christian mystic asserted that the Holy Ghost entered the Virgin's womb as a bean (see many other curious legends in the *Mythology of Plants*, by Prof. A. di Gubernatis, French edition, vol. ii, article "Fève"). The terms "fære la fica e la fava," among Italians, refer to gestures with phallic meaning. In Tuscany the holy fire of St John's Day can only be lighted in a bean field. The Sicilian still eats beans for superstitious reasons, and especially at weddings and funerals.

**Bear.** In mythology the bear is connected with night and winter (see Ainos, and Ursus).

**Beasts.** See Animal Worship, and Bestiaries; also under the names of various beasts.

**Bedawi.** See Bedawi, and also Arabia.

**Bee.** In mythology bees generally appear as the collectors and givers of sweetness, honey, ambrosia, the Soma, and the mead of the gods; and also as typifying the stings of pleasure. Even the moon (Soma) was called the "bee"; and the high priest of Artemis was the "King Bee" (R. Brown, *Academy*, 6th Dec. 1890). Parvati, or dark Durga, in India was called the "ambrosia-loving black bee," or Harihari; and by the upper waters of the holy river Kistna, or Krishna, her shrine—lofty and well endowed—still stands under that name (see Brâmarâ). In Sanskrit mokh-madâs is the "honey fly." The Greeks transformed Môlitta (the Babylonian Môlîdes or "bearing" goddess) into Melissa, the "honey bee." Even Bâ'al-zebub, "lord of flies," may have been a bee god. Vishnu, or Hari, incarnate as Krishna, is also called *Madhava* or "honey bee"; and *Madhava* means to be "intoxicated," or "mad" (with mead). For bees also fertilise plants which otherwise would remain sterile, smearing the pollen while they extract the honey. Krishna is a "blue bee," and hovers as a spirit over, or beside, Vishnu (see also the Nepali legend under Avalokiti-svana).

Christians continued such symbolism, as we see in various liturgies of late date, connected with wax candles, and with Christ as a bee. For the bee produced light. On the other hand, the bow of Kâna (the Indian cupid) is strung with bees; and he sits on the lotus darts forth bee shafts. Hindus say that Brâmarâs, or bees, are "lovers of Chandra" (the moon); and bees are shown on figures of Siva and Krishna, at the Baidya-nâtha shrines of Banaras and Deo-garh (see Deo-garh); as also on the "foot" with various gods—especially on that of Krishna at Sâvatâri (Dr R. Lal Mitra, *Bengal Jnl*. Asiatic Journal, LI, i, ii, 53). All Hindus are unwilling to injure a bee, even when stung; for it is a spirit or soul; so too say Tartars, Russians, and many other Asians. No good Hindu will take the honey without permission of Vishnu—conveyed by the presence of the *Tulsi* plant. Bees were believed to live and make honey in the carcases of animals, such as the bull or the lion—an idea known to Hebrew writers also (Judges xiv, 8) in connection with a solar legend (see Samson).

The Rev. A. Hyslop (*Two Babylon*, 1873) gives us much interesting matter as to bees and wax. Mithra in Persia (see Hyslop, fig. 42, p. 317) carries a bee under an eight-rayed star. The Bee (Hebrew *Débôrah*) became an emblem of the Logos or "Word" (Hebrew *Dâlîr*), being (as among Hindus) the Spirit of God. So Mithra appears as a lion from whose mouth the "good word"—which was incarnated even in the person of historic kings—is issued as a bee. As the old psalmist said that Yahweh "gave honey from the rock," so Christians said that "honey comes from the womb." Hyslop (p. 320) gives us an extract from an old Roman Catholic work, called *The Bee Hive*, containing hymns and "praises of the bee," and prayers connected with consecration of Easter candles, and about bees as blessed makers of wax; also saying that "through the virtue of the herbs they do put forth their young through their mouths—like as Christ proceeded from His Father's mouth." Probably the idea arose from carrying grubs apparently in the mouth. In the Romanist Pancarpium Marianum Christ is called "the Bee," and Mary is the "Paradise of Delight on which the Bee feeds." The bee was an emblem of the Ephesian Artemis also (Müller's *Doriana*, i, pp. 403-404) and was said to be her child. Bee adoration is not to be wondered at when we find wax on all altars of the ancient world. On Easter eve Catholics used to pray thus; "We humbly offer to Thee this sacrifice, a fire not defiled with the fat of flesh, nor polluted with unholy oil or unguent, nor tainted by any profane fire, but—with obedience and devotion—a fire of wrought wax and wick, kindled and made to burn in Thy name."

The Bee or Wasp was a royal and divine emblem among Egyptians, and Delphi had its "honeyed utterance," Greeks, Latins, and Tartars, took up the idea of the Bee as an immortal soul—"the divine part of the mind of god" according to Virgil (see Prof. A. di Gubernatis, *Zool. Mythol.* under Bee). Hebrews said that their great
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The Saebiines Sacae in Egypt—or dung beetle—was a sacred emblem. It has been found even in Assyria, but probably as an Egyptian object. It is known as the "creator-sun." It lays its eggs in the dung of cattle, and rolls this into a ball which it trundles. Thus apparently it was thought to symbolise the creator of a world full of life and fermentation: for the eggs are hatched by the heat of the dung, which also provides food for the larva. They may be seen in hundreds along the Nile, and all over Africa, in Syria, and in Italy.

In Europe also the beetle is conspicuous in mythology. It appears as a rival of the eagle (see Wren). Gubernatis (Zod. Myth. 4) shows its connection with marriage rites; its period of activity being that common to all nature—in the spring. Calabrians call the golden green beetle "the horse of the sun." The "lady bird," red with black spots, or "lady-cow," is by Hindus called "the protected of Indra" (Indra-gops), and the "cow-dung egg one" (go-bar-anda) the Moleson calls it "God's little cow." The Piedmontese name is "the chicken of St. Michael," and among Tuscan it is sacred to Santa Lucia (the goddess of "light"); they present it to girls at the harvest-home festival of 15th September. It is also called "a little dove," and Santo Nicola—St. Nicholas—great patron of boys and youths. Mannhardt (ii, p. 211) says that in German mythology it is the "little horse, cock, or bird, of God": it is also "the cock of Mary"; and German maidens send it to their lovers as a love-token. It is said to fly away in summer so that it (or its house) may not be burned.

The green rose beetle, and the cockchafer, also possess extraordinary virtues. They can play instruments (humming) and save heroes; can make princesses laugh for the first time; and like the cuckoo appear in spring to help the solar hero. Christians adopted the Egyptian idea in making the scarab a "saviour of men." St Augustine speaks of "Bonum ille scarabaeus mens," or "my good scarab" (see also Moore's Epicureans, 1827, p. 313 of 3rd edition). The back of this beetle was said to be marked with the "ankh" or symbol of "life." In another sentence, also attributed to St Augustine, we read "Christus ex cruce vermis et scarabaeus" (Migne's edition of Augustin, v. p. 2039). On May Day Italians collect beetles in cages, and sell them in town or country. They are bought also on Ascension Day (14th May) for good luck. These beliefs may perhaps all go back to the Egyptian scarabaeus emblem.

Begelmir. The Scandinavian Noah, an early giant or fallen deity. When Ymir the frost giant, who destroys both mankind and his own race, flooded the earth with his own blood (whereas the Babylonian Marduk shed his blood to make man), the only ones saved, to re-peopled earth, were Begelmir and his wife, who escaped in a great boat which they had made (Edda).

Behemoth. (Hebrew: "cattle," or "the beast" (as rendered in the Greek translation of Job xi, 15), was apparently in the margin of the Authorized Version) the elephant, to whom the whole account applies better than to the hippopotamus. Elephants existed in the 16th century B.C. on the Euphrates, as well as in Africa, and were known to the Assyrians. Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser) in the 9th century B.C. The Talmudic legends are numerous, representing Behemoth as preserved in the desert to be eaten at the future Messianic feast, and certain gigantic fat geese, seen by a Rabbi, and with wine from gigantic grapes. Irenaeus also speaks of these monster grapes at the Millennium.—Ed.] Behemoth in Job is the pair to the water-monster, Leviathan the crocodile. In later times Behemoth becomes a fiend (as in Milton).

Bel. Bel. Bel. Bel...
also Turnian, going back to the Akkadian Bel for "fire." Hence the male fires (see next article), called also Bon-fires, or Bone-fires, probably from the Danish Zeus a "beacon."

**Bel-tein. Bel-tine. Bel-tane.** Keltik: "sun-fire" (from Bel "sun" and tan "fire"). These must be lighted at solar feasts in spring, midsummer, and autumn, and on "Doubters' Day" (21st December), when the return north of the sun is anxiously expected. The French called it "La Beline," or La Billetenid, which was the fire of the "Fire-tree" day, the Maypole day, and the Christmas-tree day—with its Yule log. Druids secured their tithes by relighting the new sacred fire, especially on May day (see also Aztek). All who were free from sin, and who had paid their priests duly, rushed madly through the fires; but malefactors were burnt between two fires. [In S. Italy those fires are still lighted on St John's Eve; and men leap over them shouting "Bel"—which they only understand as Bello "beautiful." The Lebanon Maronites light fires on this day in autumn.—ED.] The Irish Kelts also celebrated the Bel-tein or "sun-fire" rites. The Holy Fire of the Jerusalem Cathedral (traced as early as 800 A.C.) falls from heaven at Easter. Irish peasants, planting a tree or a bush before the house, preserve still the circumambulatory fire-rites of the old Beltein. On the first of November all fires used to be extinguished, and relighted by Druids, saints, or later priests (Rivers of Life, i, p. 462; and General Vallancey's Col. Hibern., ii, p. 66). Early in August the people laid offerings of summer fruits, and flowers, on sacred rocks and stones; and at Beltine afterwards many strange rites—not yet quite extinct—were performed. "Beides (says Vallancey) married between May-days, must give young people two balls, one covered with gold and the other with silver lace, and adorned with tassels. These they suspend within a hoop richly ornamented with flowers, and walk from house to house in gay procession." Balls, rings, and flowers, belong to the May fire-rites in many places. In Hall's History of Goddessheds (1898) we read: "Up to the end of the 18th century it was the habit of the villagers to assemble at the Cross, before sunrise, on the first day of May (old style), and proceed to the nearest place in the neighbourhood from which a view could be obtained of Williamlaw Hill, known of old as Bel's-cairn." They then watched the lighting of the Beltane fire on the hilltop, where, as elsewhere in Scotland, the old pagan rite was still maintained. The superstitious believed Bel, the sun, to light it. Still later youths and maidens used to wash their faces in the May dew on that day.

**Belgæ.** A Keltik people of Gaul and S. Britain, from whom Belgium is named. The Aryan root Bhaly suggests that they were "fair." The Irish Fir-bolga, or "fair men," the oldest population, said to have ruled 80 years under 9 kings, and to have fought Fomorians and Tuatha-dedanan, may have been Belgæ, and erected—like other Kelts—many stone circles, menhirs, and kist-vaen tombs. In Irish Bel was meant "pale faced" (Joyce on Names, ii, p. 21).

**Bells.** These are not used by Oriental Christians, who clutter the shrines, or metal plate, instead—Shanas, Buddhists, and others, affix bells to poles, and to prayer wheels. They were believed to be potent in scaring demons. They were hung in temples, and placed in dangerous defiles. In Scotland, and in Scandinavia, they were rung before coffins to drive off devils. Bells in Yorkshire were marked with the "Thor's hammer" (the same sign as the Indian Svaatika, found also on dolmens in Cornwall), and were thus protected from thunder storms. In many countries of Europe and Asia they are rung to dissipate storms—caused by demons. There was often an altar in the belfrey, as it was a place much frequented by ghosts and other spirits, who however departed when the bells were rung; for they are consecrated to St Michael, the controller of storms and of demons. Bells date back, however, only to about 1200 A.C. in European churches, though gongs and small bells are ancient in the East (see St Fillan's Bell, Rivers of Life, ii, p. 300, fig. 259).

Mr. E. H. Coleman (Argyll, Dec. 1874) is quoted by Mr. E. Marshall (Notes and Queries, 11th Sept. 1892), as to the consecration of bells. At the casting "all brethren in the monastery were ranged in order round the furnace: the 15th Psalm was sung, and certain prayers offered"; with petitions to the saint to whom the bell was dedicated the molten metal was blessed. The finished bell was christened with a long and important ceremonial: the bells had god-fathers and god-mothers like any other Christian (Southey). A second baptism took place in the church before the whole congregation: the bell was washed inside and out with holy water, and anointed with holy oil, during the singing of the 96th and other psalms. It was then named; and all was repeated five times, with various incensings, anointings, and ringings. This six-fold ceremony for each of the peal must have taken a long time: the priest explained that it enabled the bells to act as protectors against hail, wind, thunder, lightning, and storms; and above all to drive away evil spirits.

Persons were also often brought to take oaths in presence of the bell, especially as regarded property. They were required "to deposit
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money, and take an oath on the bell to return, and not to allow it to be touched until satisfaction was made. The legend of St Mogue (in the 6th century a.c.) relates that his bell floated across water bringing him as an infant to baptism (Notes and Queries, 11th Oct. 1892). Irish legends speak of bells at the bottom of lakes, and others ranging in the sea.

Bellerophon. The Greeks understood this name to mean the "Slayer of Bellerophon." [More probably it is Bel-arpha "the flaming sun" (see Bel and Orpheus).—En.] He was a mythical prince of Corinth, son of Glaukos and Eurimedé, or an incarnation of Poseidón, and a solar hero. He slew his brother Belleros, and fled to Argos, whence he fled again because Antea, queen of King Proitos, required him, like others, to worship her as a deity. After many troubles he was aided by Pegasos the winged horse (some say by Hippia a "horse" goddess) to ascend to heaven, and to slay the Khimaira dragon. [This sun-horse is found in Babylonia, and at Carthage—on coins—as well as among Greeks and Romans: it appears even on a Hittite seal and, as Kalk, among Hindus.—En.] Zeus was jealous, and sent the guilty to sting Pegasos, when the hero fell to earth. The temptation of Bellerophon, and false accusations made against him by Antea, recall the Egyptian tale of the "Two Brothers," and that of Joseph and Potiphar's wife, as well as the story of Pâlëus (see Pausanias, iii, 63, and Bryant, Mythol., ii, p. 547). The footprints of Pegasos were shown, like those of Arthur's horse (see Arthur), and a fountain (Hippophréa) sprang from one of them. The spring of Helikon (a mountain in Boléia), where he drank, was connected with groves of Priapus, and honored by Eleans. The symbols were like the phallics of Kallenes, described by Pausanias (see also Herodotus, ii, 48-50, and Ovid's Fasti, i, 391, 415). Bellerophon, like other sun heroes, was thus connected with phallic symbolism.

Belsta. Wife of the Norse Adam Borr.

Beltane (see Bel, Bel-tein).

Ben. Hebrew: "son," apparently from berah "to make" (see Aben). The Beni-Elothim, or "sons of god," are usually called angels and, like Greek gods, were the fathers of giants and heroes (Gibborim) by human wives, daughters of Adam or man (see Adam).

Ben or Bannu. The Phoenix or sun eagle in Egypt—the soul of Osiris; representing a cycle of 1265 years.

Benares. See Banâras.

Benapa. Birappa. A South Indian deity of Mysore. Cocoa nuts are broken in his honour on the heads of priests, but are said to be cracked first. The root of the word is probably Bhrii "to create."

Beni Hasan. In Egypt: W. of the Nile 180 miles S. of Cairo, celebrated for its painted tombs. These tombs are E. of the river, and the dead were rowed across it: they are cut deep in the rock, with vertical shafts and long passages. A famous wall picture here goes back to the time of the 12th dynasty, and shows the Amu from Seir bringing wives, and children, on asses, with an ibex, and an antelope, as gifts, and one of them plays a ten-stringed harp. They appear to be Semitic nomads (see Amu), allowed by the officials whom they meet to enter the kingdom.

Bertha. Berchta. The Teutonic goddess of spring, otherwise Frya. She had swan's feet (as a swan maiden); and feathers or snow flakes fell from her. [In French mythology she becomes the "Reine Pédauque" or long-footed mother of Charlemagne.—En.] Bertha apparently comes from the Aryan root Bhrii "to burn;" for she was the "bright lady." She is associated with Holida, Wera, and other goddesses of the new year, beginning in spring. Matrons and maids were then exhorted to finish the old year work, and begin new (see Holida). Bertha was bright, Holida a dark, wintry witch, and a washerwoman who threw soap-suds (the melting snow): but others said she was making feather beds. These goddesses were only angry with those whose work was not done by the new year; or who left "old flax on the distaff or the wheel." Both goddesses are large-footed (see Foot): both fly about at Christmas time and Twelfth Night. Bertha will spoil all flax left on the "rock" (distaff); and soup and fish are eaten in her honour—fish especially are sacred to her, as to so many goddesses of fertility from Derketo down.

Beruni. The famous Arab historian and philosopher El Beruni was born at Khiva in Baktria in 973 a.c. and died at Ghazni in 1048 a.c. He wrote about 100 works four of which remain: (1) a Chronology of ancient nations: (2) a Persian work on Astronomy; (3) an Arabic one on Astronomy; (4) an account of all schools of Hindu thought (Sir F. J. Goldsmid, Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, Jan. 1888). This work is translated by Prof. Sachau (1887) and was composed at Ghazni about 1030 a.c. It proves that El Beruni, by aid of Pandits, could translate Sanskrit. He travelled in India, and rendered Hindi (as he calls Sanskrit) into Arabic for the instruction of his own countrymen. He praises
Indian religion, and compares it to Christianity as inculcating good
deeds, and denouncing evil; but, as to turning our cheek to the
smiter, or giving the cloak, or praying for enemies, he says that the
world is full of bad men, and such conduct impracticable. He
found the spirit of Buddhism still influencing India and Baktria.
He sifted Indian literature with a mind trained by study of Plato, and
of other Western philosophers. He was free from superstition, and
from the fanaticism of Islam, and often sympathises and agrees with
Indian philosophers, contrasting their teaching with the pre-Korânik
savagery of the West. He writes on the religions, philosophies,
geography, chronology, astronomy, astrology, customs, and laws of
India, and of states to the N.W., as he observed them in the time of
Malîmid of Ghazni, who was then conquering the Punjab, and pillag-
ing India, destroying its gods and temples in the name of Allah. Her
highly developed civilisation was unintelligible to this rude prince,
and to his hordes, who revelled in her luxuries.

Beruth. Berit. In Phænician (Sanchoniathos, see Cory’s
Ancient Frag.) the wife of Elion (the most high) who is called
in Greek Hupsîstos (most high). The origin of her name is
very doubtful, whether from Berîth covenant, Berî pure, Berô “to create,” or Berô “the Earth.”

Bes. Best. See Bas, Bast, in Greek Bas is Bas.

Bestiaries. These were works on Zoology popular among
Christians between 700 and 1500 A.C. They were said to be
found on the Divine Bestiary of Alexandria in Egypt. [The
Ptolemaic Greeks were much interested in natural history, owing to
the influence of Aristotle. Tombs in S.W. Palestine quite recently
described (1894), belong to this age, and give representations
of strange beasts, such as the rhinoceros, porcupine, &c., with their
names out them in Greek.—Ed.] These works influenced Euro-
pean sculpture, and the influence is still hardly exhausted. (Compare
the mystic figures on the S. gate of the Holy Sepulchre Cathedral
at Jerusalem explained by De Vogüé, which were carved about 1130 A.C.) The beasts represented on Celtic, and Norse, sacred stones are
followed by the designs on church walls in the middle ages when,
says Mr Romilly Allen (Rhind Lectures, 1886) every good library
had its Bestiary. In these the habits, powers, and “views” of
beasts were described—by aid of Aristotle and Pliny—and even
when Paul Belon travelled in the Levant (16th century), to describe
the fauna, he adds flying serpents to his genuine descriptions. Stories

of beasts, like Aesop’s fables or Pilpay’s (founded on the Jâtaka) were
added, with religious morals attached.

The bestial symbolism used by Christian Fathers, as well as by
Jews and Gentiles, is well explained by Mr F. P. Evans (Animal
Symbolism, 1895). The monkish artist was fond of the lion; and
the unicorn was a type of Christ as well, because it was connected
with Virginity, unicorns being amenable only to maidens. The eagle
dipping thrice in water was a type of baptism, as was the fish. The
kentaur was depicted as a symbol of evil. Jews were depicted as
monsters sucking a sow. Such were some of the strange fancies of
ecclesiastical artists and writers in our middle ages.

Animals in these ages were held responsible for their acts
(because they might be possessed by devils): they were tried like
human beings (see Basques), and counsel for the defence allotted to
them. In 1510 the Bishop of Autun cited the rats, but the trial
had to be adjourned as the defendants would not appear: the case
was dismissed on the plea of intimidation by the town cats. Mice,
frogs, fish, worms, and the Devil himself, were excommunicated.
There are judicial records of the trial of oxen and pigs for injuring
men. A cock was tried and condemned to death for laying an
egg; but one court was much concerned how to try a mouse which
had devoured the sacred Host (see Notes and Queries, August 21st,
1897). These absurdities were all based on belief in possession by
demons—justified by the case of the Gadarene swine.

Bêt-edie. “House of Corruption” in Babylonian, the name of
Hades (see Babylon).

Béthel. Hebrew: “house of god.” In the mountains N. of
Jerusalem near Luz (see Almah) Abram built an altar. Jacob
lighted on a “certain place” (Medîn in Hebrew, the Arabic MLBâm
applying to sacred places), and dreamed of the stairs leading to
heaven. He too called it Bethel, and erected a stone from the older
“place” or shrine, which he anointed with oil (see Baptism) and
revisited later. But any holy stone was a Bethel if a spirit dwelt in
it, like the Bétalai or “ambrosial stones” under the sea at Tyre,
shown on coins as a pair of menhirs (see Ambrosia). Such a stone
—baptised or anointed—is the lingam in India, and the Ta-aros in
Polynesia. Some fell from heaven (see Artemis). Even natural
rocks, resembling the lingam, were Betalai (see Pliny, Hist. Nat., xvi,

Bethlehem. Hebrew: “house of bread.” One town so named
Bhabra-Lát

was in Lower Galilee (now Beit-Lahm); but Bethlehem of Judah (Beit-Lahm) is five miles S. of Jerusalem, and contains the famous cave of the "manger," under the apse of the first Christian church in the world, built by Constantine 330 A.C. The pillars of his basilica still remain in the building restored in the 15th century. St Jerome, who lived here for 21 years (383-404 A.C.), translating the Bible, tells us that before the church was built the cave of the manger was in a wood cut down by Constantine, and says, "where Christ once wailed, they now mourn the lover of Venus." It was apparently therefore a Mithraic cave, where Tammuz was mourned (see Adonis). But a cave at Bethlehem, as the stable of the Nativity, is noticed by Justin Martyr and by Origen (in the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.C.); and such rock stables, with rock mangers like that now shown, are found in ruins of the Hebron hills. The other name of the place was Ephraimah (probably meaning "fruitful"), see Quarterly Statement Phil. Expl. Fund, Jan'y, 1883. Some writers connect Lahm with the original pair of Babylonian gods Lāman and Lāmanu ("bread" and "meat"), who were the first created, and seem to typify the whole animal and vegetable world.

Bhabra-Lát. A very important stone, on the Jaipur and Delhi road about two stages from Jaipur, when we saw it, but since removed for safety to Calcutta, in charge of the Bengal Asiatic Society. Local pandits informed us that the inscription was by the Emperor Aśoka, who desired to establish Buddhism as the religion of his empire, about 247 B.C., instead of Jainism, but later researches do not confirm this (see Thomas' Early Āsokā, p. 53). Prof. Wilson reads: "These things (Buddhist scriptures) as declared by the Buddha, I proclaim, and desire to be regarded as the precepts of the law . . . these things I affirm." It appears that the monarch was the first to decree Buddhism, in N. Rājputāna at least, and he here gives up the name Devanam-piýa ("beloved of the gods") which no Buddhist could use. Aśoka had already erected a Lāt in honour of Buddha, in the Lumbini gardens, in 249 B.C., so that the Bhabra-Lát could belong to his 12th year (251 B.C.), as we show in our Short Studies (p. 60); this may be perhaps the first monumental notice of Buddha (see Āsokā, and Lāt).

Bhadra. Sanskrit: "excellent," "propitious," "dear." The Bhadra-Kalpa was the "happy age" when the first Buddha (Krāmp-chanda) appeared—Gotama being the fourth. But of this age only 151 million years have elapsed, and the total is to be 236 million.

Bhāga. Sanskrit: "god," "spirit" (see Bee, and Spiritus). In

the Vedas Bhāga (or Bhāgavān) is classed with the Adityas, and Viśva-devata, and presides over marriage and production generally. Hence come such names as Bhāga-mala (Devi), Bhāga-netra-han (the "god destroying the eye"—Siva) said by later legend to mean "destroying Bhāga's eye"; or again Bhāgavati (Pārvati) bride of Bhāgavat (Siva); and Bhāgavan the Sina of Hindus. The name is found also in the Medik Bag, the Slav Bog, the old Persian Bag, the Russian Boghi, the Teutonic Bog in (Biel-boz and Zernebog, "white god" and "evil god"); and it has come down to us in the early English Bugge, and Bogey for an evil spirit (see Sukabu).

Bhāgavad Gīta. Sanskrit: "the divine song." This forms an episode in the Mahābhārata epik, and its translation occupies volume viii of Sacred Books of the East. It contains a system of Indian philosophy, in the form of a conversation between Krishna and Arjuna, during the wars of the Pandus and Kurus. The result of this contest was to determine the future religion of the world. Krishna here claims adoration as "the all pervading spirit of the universe" (see Pantheism), and declares that faith (Ihakti) and religion, are above all human ties, so that all who oppose it must be fought against. In this book the law of caste is raised to the level of a religious duty, which, with other indications, suggests that the poet is a late interpolation into the epik, and it has been placed as late as the 2nd century A.C. The author was a Vaiśnav Bhārmaṇ, with subtle philosophik views, acquainted with the teaching of Sāṅkhya, Yōga, and Vedānta schools. Krishna is not, as in the epik, an incarnate divine hero fighting in the wars, but a god who is "in all things" (see Introduction by Mr K. T. Telang, Sacred Books of the East, viii, p. 52). The writer's contention may belong to an age when Buddhists were denying both caste and Bhakti. The dialogue gives the following exhortation: "Arjuna said: Seeing these kinsmen, O Krishna, standing there desirous to engage in battle . . . my mind whirs round as it were . . . I do not perceive any good to accrue from killing my kinsmen in battle." The deity answers: "Do engage in battle, O descendant of Bhārata. He who thinks to be killed, and he who thinks to be killed, both know nothing. It (the soul) kills not, is not killed. It is not born nor does it ever die; nor, having existed, does it exist no more. Unborn, everlasting, unchangeable, and primeval, it is not killed when the body is killed. O son of Pritu, how can that man who knows it thus to be indestructible, everlasting, unborn, and inexhaustible—how, and whom, can he kill: whom can he cause to be killed?"
Bhairava. Sanskrit: "the supreme" (Siva), at Kasi (see Banaras), also applied to the lay and spiritual rulers of the city. Bhairava is worshipped by most rude Indian tribes (see Khaïs); before the time of British rule he had human victims, and is still so worshipped by stealth. Not long ago one of his sacred wells at Banaras had to be closed, because a devotee jumped into it to commit suicide in his honour. The piles of human bones round the sacred Ficus tree at Allahabad bear witness to his former cult, when the holy river received his fanatical devotees. Bhairava has sometimes a dog's head, and rides on a dog (Cerberus), recalling the Maclean sacred dog. Bhairava, the terrible, appears in eight grotesque forms. Many mountains, stones, and pillars are called after him, and rivers also. He is "moon-crested" (Chandra-chuda) and "red crested" (Tamra-chuda): he is Ruru "the dog," Kala "the dark," Mahâ "the great." His chief shrine at Banaras is about a mile north of that of Bhisham-îswra; and like the latter it has a sacred well, tree, bull, and many lingas and yonis, in its pillared courts. He is the club bearer (see Danda), and the Danda-pan near his shrine is a stone shaft 4 feet high, with a silver mask and a garland at the top. Before it are three bells, and beside it sits a priest with a magic wand of peacock's feathers, with which (in the name of Danda-pan) he taps the worshipers, for this bird is sacred to Bhairava. His lingam stone is blue-black like that of Krishna, and all the Avatâras of Vishnu are depicted in his shrines. But he is practically identical with Siva (and Bhish-îswar), and he holds the trisul trident, with fiery red prongs. Pointed domes crown these temples, and gilt spires with golden spikes: poles tipped with gold, or carrying gilt tridents, or waving flags, are their emblems.

In all forms he is a Bhatt-îswara, or "god of spirits." He is Bhatt-Bhairy, and also Vishama-Bhairava, who "specially preserves his worshipers from evil spirits." He stopped the entry of the great fiend Pishâch into Banaras, and eight great temples there bear his names; one of the seven divisions of the city, containing 220 temples, is called after him Kâl-Bhairy, and in some of these he is Keîr-îswar. He is associated with Ganesa, Ana-prana, Lakshmi, Nâryânam, and other deities, mostly of Dravidian origin, though now adopted by Brâhmans. About three-quarters of a mile from the Râj-ghat (see Banaras) is the sacred water of the god (Bhairy-ka toli), and close by, in Kasi, is the celebrated Lât (see our article on Banaras in the Agricultural Annual for 1896).


Bhars. Bhârata. When the Arians reached India they called it Bhârata-Varsa, "Land of the Bhâratas," who were mythical heroes. These may have represented the Bhars, now a despoiled race, conquered by Aryan monarchs in our 11th and 12th centuries, and by Moslem Mongols in the 13th. They are still numerous (250,000) in Southern and Eastern Oud, and possess much of the skill and energy which once distinguished them (see Imp. Guz. Indis., and Sherring's Costes). The Raj-Bhars of the Banâras districts are "Hinduised Bhars," called Bhar-patwa. When Buddhism first arose Bhars were rearing serpent shrines with mounds and tanks, as at Majhita, near Nawah-ganj: or the tank at Purnâ near Siddhaur; the Digbi tank at Allahabad, and others, where on "snakes' day" in June milk and rice are offered to serpents. Buddha preached for seven days at the Naga-krad, or "serpent tank" of Ahichhatra; and Asoka worshipped by these mounds about 250 B.C. The fortresses of the Bhars, says the Rev. Mr Sherring, were of vast size, and very numerous along the Jamuna and Ganges and its affluents, while canals and tanks also show their early civilisation: "they are not to be classed among ordinary aborigines, but must be looked upon as a dominant race of considerable civilisation" (Sherring).

In a Hindu temple near Mirzapur Bhars are represented with their peculiar headdress, and long pointed beards. They were connected by Hindus with the divine name Bhâra for "Lord" (Siva or Vishnu). One Aryan tradition stated that an Aryan Bhârata empire had its centre at Takil Bâhi, in the Yûsufzai country, north of Peshawar. Bhârata the hero of the Mahâ-bhârata epik was an early king of N.W. India, noticed in the Rig-Veda. He was an Aryan leader, but probably a Visvamitra. Bharata his consort was the holy river Sarasvati; and Arjuna was "Bhârata-prince of Bhâratas." The war of the epik was traditionally held to occur in 2448 B.C.

Bharad-waja. A Rishi who wrote some Védik hymns, and who taught the Pandus. He lived thrice, and became immortal in
Bhargas. A race of E. India, subdued by Bhima. The name is solar (Aryan Bhur, Akkadian Peer, "shine"); and Bhargavas were "refulgent" deities. [The Semitic Bar-ṣ also means "to gleam."—Ed.]

Bhartri-hari. A Hindu grammarian about the 1st century B.C. He wrote "an hundred epigrams," or stanzas—amatory, ethnical, and religious (French translation 1670, and recent English rendering by P. E. Moro): he is also supposed to be the author of other works; his chief one was the Vākya-padiya, a learned treatise on Sanskrit grammar often called the Harikarika, and esteemed equal to the work of Pāṇini. He was apparently a converted voluptuary, who abandoned the world, against the hollowness of which he inveighed saying:

"I've searched for years earth, air, and sky,
Nor yet one perfect saint has met my eye.
Nor have I heard of one who could restrain
Desire's fierce elephant with reason's chain."

Bhas. Sanskrit: "brightness" (like Bhul and Bhur a secondary Aryan root from Bhru); thus Siva is Bhas-kīra the "light-maker," the destroyer of Andha ("darkness"), worshiped as such especially at Kanara, as usual with a lingam emblem. Venus as Bha is a lesser light.

Bhasad. Sanskrit: the Yoni; also the sun. See Bhas.

Bhastra. Sanskrit: "bellows"; or a great speaker.

Bhats. Non-Aryans, a tribe of bards and story-tellers, in Rājпутāna, who are important on festive occasions: they flatter the nobles, and often attain to great influence—like the old Keltik bards.

Bhata. Sanskrit: "bright." Prabāthā is dawn.

Bhava. Sanskrit: "existence" (see Bhu and Bu). Thus Bhavanas is any creator deity (Siva as Rudra), and Bhavanis is his mate—Durga, or Kāli.

Bhava-bhuti. A Sivaite, and author of the Mahā-vīra-charita, and Malāti-mādhava, about 625 to 685 A.D.: a pupil of Kamārila (see that name) who bitterly attacked Buddhists, and Jainas; and an expounder of the Buddhist Mimāṃsā.

Bherunda. Siva the "formidable," as the creator (Aryan root Bhr); his mate Durgā, as Bherundī, is the "bearer."

Bhikshu. Sanskrit. A mendicant who has renounced the world—the root meaning "ask," "beg." But he asks nothing, and gives no thanks for what he receives: he only passes one night in a village, and not more than five in a town. He may be a Buddhist, or a Brāhmaṇ hermit.

Bhils. An important non-Aryan race, much feared as robbers and murderers in India; named perhaps from Bhil "to frighten." We mixed a great deal with the Bhils, in the hills and jungles of W. Rājputāna, and found them to be much like other people when properly treated, but proud and ready to return blow for blow. Like all rude tribes they dislike constant labour, and will not be taught by natives, or subordinate European engineers: but when instructed and left to themselves they work well, except when they have spent money on drink, in which case they are dangerous. They are affectionate in family life respectful to their chiefs, and they never break their word once given. They are gay, hospitable, and impulsive, jovial and pleasant companions, but as a rule naked and dirty in person and habits. They were all illiterate about 1870 when we knew them, some being Moslems, but the majority professing a bastard Hindu belief. Bhils abounded in all the valleys of the Chambal, Banās, Māhi, Narbada, and Tapti rivers: some ruled even north of the Jamuna (according to the Mahābhārata epik): they claim to be descended from Mahādeva (Siva) by a forest girl; and they say that they were driven from civilisation because their patriarchal ancestor slew his father's Brīṣa or bull. They are quite content to be called "Mahādeva's Thieves"; and they used once openly to levy blackmail, by hanging up a notice in a temple threatening to murder others unless a few hundred rupees were paid. This turbulence was excused by the tyranny of Moslem rulers; but to the British they have become friends, reliable soldiers, and police. We have long lived alone with them in dangerous jungles, far from any aid, studying their rites and customs.

The young Bhil chooses his wife, and after they have ratified their agreement under a sacred tree—usually the Singā—they are publicly married, when a sham fight for the bride takes place. Separation is allowed, in which case the father takes the grown up, and the mother the small children. Polygamy is allowed, but is uncommon. Their religion is a belief in spirits, with phallic symbolism. Their rites are indecent only at great solar festivals, like the Holt in
spring and Dvāli in autumn (see Holi): it is usually described as "nature and elemental" worship. It is horribly gross, where British influence is less felt, at the lunar feasts of Kāli, or Devi; and bloody rites are performed including probably human sacrifices, called in our old registers the "Aghori rites of Durgā" (see Aghores). The usual offerings in public are goats and cocks: these are frequent at little road-side shrines, at cross roads, and in dangerous defiles, or at river fords; also under sacred trees, and in caves: that is to say wherever, Devas, and evil spirits, are wont to dwell. In these rites we have seen all sects, save Buddhists and Jains, joining, and helping to sprinkle warm blood on rocks and trees. The Bhils burn their dead, but usually bury women and children, after which they hold a "wake" which ends in a drunken debauch. Any excuse indeed is sufficient among them for dancing and worse things. [They are said to number 900,000, and are Kolarians, small, slender, very dark, but strong and agile. They are famous for simulating trees when pursued—remaining motionless with a few leaves or boughs in their extended hands (see Hutchinson's Living Races of Mankind, p. 184).—Ed.]

Bhima. Bhima-sena "the terrible" was the Samson of the early Pandus (Mahābhārata epik): he was begotten by Vāyu "the wind," and borne by Kunti "the earth" (see Bhrama). Drona, and Bala-Rama, taught him to use a miraculous club, with which after long warfare he destroyed the Asuras, but married a daughter of one of them. Hanumān as a wind god was his half brother. Bhima was poisoned by Duryodhana, who threw him into the Ganges, but serpents revived him, and he again attacked the Aryan chief at Hastinapura. Drona had then to separate them. He insulted the solar Kaṁsa, who hated the banished Pandus, and saved the latter from being burnt by Duryodhana. When, mainly by his aid, the Pandus were established in Indra-prastha, he attacked the King of Māgadha who refused to recognise the Pandus. When Jayadratha, the lunar king of Sindhu, tried to carry off Draupadi, Bhima and his brother Arjuna seized him and would have slain him but for her interference. They imprisoned him, and made him serve as a slave, till he acknowledged the Pandus. Again the Pandus were exiled from N. India, and took service with Virāṭa, king of Jaipur, ruling N. Rājputāna. Draupadi in disguise, enamoured of the king's brother, Kichaka, was seized by his brother-husbands, and besought the protection of Bhima, who thundered Kichaka into a jelly. She was about to be burnt alive, but Bhima disguised as a Gandharva drove all before him with a tree as his club. In the final battle of Kurus and Pandus, Bhima, as a Heracles, attacked Bhishma, killed the two sons of the king of Māgadha, and fought Drona, his old master, "till the rising of the sun." He finally conquered Duryodhana, breaking his thigh; but this angered Arjuna and Bala-Rama who ordered him off. These heroes would have turned against the Pandus but for Krishna, who substituted for Bhima, when ordered before the blind monarch, an iron statue which the enraged king crushed in his embrace. Bhima lastly slew the sacrificial sun-horse, offered up by Yudishtira on his ascension to the throne. Bhima was probably a non-Aryan hero round whose name legends gathered. He is represented as jovial, gluttonous, abusive, brutal, and truculent—an incarnation of Bish-nit.

Bhish-isvara. Or Vish-isvara (see Siva, and Vishnu).

Bhishma. The son and heir of Śantantu, king of Hastinapura and of the Kurus (see Kurus), "dreadful" by name, but not by nature: for he was wise and considerate, and left throne, and home, that his father might marry a young princess whom Bhishma loved. He secured for his younger brother two daughters of the Rajā of Kāsi (Bundāras), and when they became widows gave them to his half brother Vyasa: their children were the blind Dhrīta-rasṛtha, and pale Pandu. He tried to prevent the Kuru and Pandu war, but finally led the Kurus, though devising rules to mitigate the horror of the contest. He shunned combat with Arjuna for ten days, but finally fell before him pierced by a thousand darts. He even then lived 58 days to pronounce didactic discourses. He was called also Jalu-Ketu from his palm-banner. Such is his legend in the Mahābhārata (see also Bhima).

Bhrigus. A class mentioned in the Vedas, and Brāhmans, referring to the three priestly castes Bhrigus, Angiras and Athavars. Manu calls Bhrigu his son, and a "son of fire." "The wise Bhrigus" were "creators" who "found Agni" (fire), showing that they taught fire rites to the Aryans. As Lunars they adopted Parasu-Rāma, the Bīrīga, as the 6th Avatar (incarnation) of Vishnu. The root of the word appears to be Bhṛng "bright." The Bhrigus were defeated by the Tritus in the upper Panjāb. They appear to be now perhaps represented by Bhars (see Bhar) of whom there are a quarter of a million.

Bhirs. See Bhris.

Bhrāmara. Sanskrit, "bee": Fem Bhrāmari (see Bee). From the Aryan root Bhrat, "to hum."
Bhu. Sanskrit: "to be." See Bu.

Bhu-devi. The earth goddess (see Pritu).

Bhuj. Sanskrit: "the hand"—and joiconally the phallus. A god is often chatur-bhuj, or "four-handed."

Bhum. Sanskrit: "the earth," apparently from Bhu, in the sense of "living" and "dwelling" (whence such names as "Boor" or "dweller" in English), the earth as a "dwelling" place being intended. Situ, as the seed furrow, is called Bhumija.

Bhar. [This Aryan root, meaning "to be bright," "to burn," appears to be ancient and widespread: Akkadian bbr, "bright"; Turkish bbr, "white"; Egyptian bbr, "hot"; Somitic pawar, and fur, "hot," furr, "furnace." It is the root of the Greek Par, and our "fire."—Ed.]

Bhutas. Bhutias. See But.

Bible. The Greek Byblos, or Biblos, was the name of the "papyrus" reed—whence the town of Byblos in Phoenicia (Gebal), where the papyrus grew as well as in Egypt. Hence the Greek Biblos for a papyrus roll, and a book; or Biblion (see Matt. i. 1; Luke iv. 17), and to Biblos, "the books"; with Latin Biblia, "the book." There are in all twelve great Bibles, or "Divine Libraries" (Bibliotheca Divina, as Jerome called his Bible).

1. Egyptian Ritual (charms, hymns) say from 4000 to 1500 B.C.
2. Akkadian and Babylonian Ritual (charms, litanies, hymns, legends) 3000 600
3. Vedas of Aryans (hymns, ritual) 1800 400
4. Zend-Avesta of Persians (charms, hymns, ritual, laws) 1700 500
5. Tao of the Taoists 600 500
6. Li-King of Confucians 600 400
7. Tri-pitaka of Buddhists 550 230
8. Old Testament Canon of Hebrews 500 120
9. Sutras of Jains 300 0
11. Koran of Moslems 620 650
12. Granth of Sikhs 1500 1700

The following gives an idea of the comparative length of some of the more important of these:

Hebrew Old Testament, 383,493 words, 22,214 verses
English Bible, 773,692 31,173
Rig Veda alone, 153,826 10,500
Avesta, 73,020
Tri-pitaka, 4,000,000 275,250

It is remarkable that of these Bibles we have only for the first two anything approaching the originals. The rest are all known from late manuscripts.

The progress of science and education seems to preclude any more Bible making: not that we can say that any of these great works were deliberately made, or written at one time by anyone—god or man—excepting the two last. They are all the growth of ages, and for the most part the utterances of those who were the greatest and best of their age. Let us therefore approach them with that reverent forbearance due to every earnest and pious thought of man—baseless as we may think their often strange superstructures. We may not call any of these Bibles, or resulting religions, "false": for not only had the writers no deliberate intention of deceiving, but all had very evident intentions of guiding and improving their own race; and though errors, of exaggeration, and due to credulity and superstition, abound in all these works, yet the scribes clearly put forth of their best; and we have great reason to be thankful for the various bright lights which reach us through them, piercing the all but impenetrable gloom which enthralled writers but poorly equipped for their task.

Though it is difficult for us to put aside inherited presuppositions, and assumptions as to what was, is, and should be, yet we can avoid that fanatical spirit which "abors all that forms the ground of the faith of millions." The good missionary Dr Carey (see his Life, by Dr G. Smith), when first he read the Indian Mahabharata epic, wrote that "it is one of the first productions of the world, and evinces the greatest effort of human genius."

It has always taken generations, or centuries, before any writing has come to be regarded as "inspired," and yet longer before it has attained to canonical authority as the Vedas, and Srahtras, the Hebrew "Law and Prophets," or the Christian Gospels and Epistles, have done. It seems to require distance to "lend enchantment to the view"; for only after the original speakers, or writers, have long been dead, and the tablets, papyri, hides, parchments, or palm leaves, on which they wrote have perished or disappeared, do their words seem to assume a divine significance, and priests presume to call them "inspired." When so regarded it becomes dangerous
(for time as well as for eternity) to criticise such scriptures, save on the narrow lines laid down by the prejudiced, who have always feared, and detested, criticism however pious and learned, of words which have become dear and familiar. The only comment on New Testament writings permitted by early Churches was such as was thought sound in a superstitious age. It must tend to "harmonise," and to maintain the faith: Paul must agree with Peter: the Book of Kings must be harmonised with Chronicles. The words, and their orthodox explanation, were never to be questioned; but they might be deftly twisted to show agreement between contradictory statements, in accord with the teaching of the Church. It is for the pious commentator to show that his Bible is the "Word"; and that it was "in the beginning with God, and was God." We must explain the harmony of Samuel with Chronicles, when one says that Jehovah made David number the people, and the other that he was tempted by Satan to do so—not indeed would the Hebrew see any discrepancy here. But if Hoshea of Israel acceded in the 20th year of Jotham, King of Judah, and Jotham only reigned 16 years, how could he accede in the 12th year of Ahaz of Judah?—clearly there is something wrong here (2 Kings xv, 30, 33, xvii, 1). Yet such differences are trifling compared with lapses in moral tone, which involve the character of the deity giving commands to worshipers; and these difficulties tend greatly to increase with the ages, and have rapidly developed in the later times of science, and of literary and archaealogical research. In the eyes of the piously orthodox believer in any inspired volume, a relentless, unsympathetic, scientific spirit overthrows all the ancient landmarks, and pushes aside as worthless what has been considered settled in theology, philosophy, and metaphysics. The following are the difficulties which must now be met by any who believe in the "inspiration" of Bibles, Vedas, or other sacred writings.

I. That the writers may not have comprehended the deity—that is their "hearing" (Sanskrit Sruti) may have been imperfect.

II. That they may have erred in memory (Sanskrit Smriti or "tradition"), and have given imperfect expression to the realities of the past, and to the ways of God.

III. That, as Vedas and other scriptures were long orally handed down before being recorded in writing, errors and imperfections are not only probable, but are inevitable. We may not choose between these, discarding some and maintaining others.

IV. That from the first age of alphabetic writing down to that of the discovery of printing—say some 2500 years in all—additions and corruptions, due to ignorance, carelessness, and incapacity, on the part of copyists, and to wilful alterations unduly strengthening, or suppressing, certain words and ideas, were inevitable; because the scribes were always a fanatical, and priest led class, even when skilled and conscientious.

V. The Bible student must allow for changes that occur in time in the force and meaning of words, especially when they have become crystallised as ecclesiastical terms; and again for errors in translation into other tongues, and mistakes—especially in chronology when various eras are used by the author and by his successors, who had to use late and imperfect manuscripts, in scripts which are generally inaccurate in the distinction of similar words.

Able and orthodox writers of high character—both lay and clerical—have from time to time vainly striven to reassure the believer as to these difficulties. In his papers on the "Impeccable Rock" (Good Words, 1890), Mr W. E. Gladstone confesses to "the wide-spread disparagement" of the Christian Bible (he might have said of all Bibles), based on the following grounds: (1) "that the conclusions of science as to natural objects have shaken, or destroyed, the assertions of the early scriptures with respect to the origin and history of the world, and of man its principal inhabitant." (2) That their contents are, in many cases, offensive to the moral sense, and unworthy of an enlightened age. (3) That man made his appearance in the world in a condition but one degree above that of the brute creation, and by slow and painful but continual progress has brought himself up to the present level of his existence. (4) That he has accomplished this by the exercise of his natural powers, and has never received the special teaching, and authoritative guidance, which is signified under the name of Divine Revelation. (5) That the more considerable among the different races and nations of the world have established from time to time their respective religions, and have in many cases accepted the promulgation of sacred books, which are to be considered as essentially of the same character with the Bible. (6) That the books of the Bible in many most important instances, and especially those books of the Old Testament which purport to be the earliest, so far from being contemporary with the events which they record, or with the authors to whom they are ascribed, are comparatively recent compilations from uncertain sources, and therefore without authority.

The combination of history and legend—often so strange—and of the probable with the incredible, in our Bible, caused it long since to be called "the English Epos." Yet some hold that it "maketh music in our memories," for our earliest childish language was fashioned from its words, and childish thoughts nourished by its narratives. But
so is it also with the Hindu and his Vedas, the Buddhist and his "Three Baskets of Light," and not less with the Arab and his Koran. Our beliefs, after all, like our country, are the accidents of our life; and it behoves us as reasonable beings to remember this. Let us put aside heredity, and predispositions, and—as the judge exhorts the jury—forget what we have heard outside, and confine ourselves to the evidence fully placed before us; remembering that commentators, and priests, are on the side of the defence, and that in the past they were like ourselves, though more credulous and less well informed.

Briefly considering the advance that has been made in such matters, we find that many leading ecclesiastics are now supporting the views of the latest German critics as to the Old Testament, and even those of Renan for the New Testament. In 1881, among the Puritan Presbyterians of Scotland, appeared the Rev. Robertson Smith—influenced by an education in Germany—as a supporter of the opinions of Wellhausen, and as Professor of Hebrew at Aberdeen. He wrote from the German point of view in the Encyclopædia Britannica, and thereby lost his chair, but was well received by broad-church scholars at Cambridge, where he became Professor of Arabic; and in spite of his heterodox views he was selected to be editor of the dictionary in which he had first propounded them. Again, in 1888, Dean Ferowne astonished his Church by stating that "the Hexateuch (the Pentateuch and Book of Joshua combined), and other narrative portions of the Old Testament, are an historical romance." He thus followed Renan who, in his History of Israel in 1887, had regarded it as a poetical history of nomadic life, written by three or more unknown persons styled the Yahvist, the Elohist, and the Redactor or Editor. At Oxford Dr Neubauer, as a Hebrew scholar, also asserted (Academy, 11th Feb. 1888) that "Israel as a whole (a judicious reservation) never went into Egypt, and in consequence never came out of it as a compact nation; and the conquest of Palestine never was made as described in the Hexateuch" (see Egypt, and Hebrews).

In Scotland the pious, and far-seeing, have from time to time voiced the alarm generally felt. Thus the Rev. Mr Macaskill (Free Church minister at Dingwall), a severely Calvinistic Highlander, wrote to condemn a quasi-scientific book by the Rev. H. Drummond, of Glasgow (The Ascent of Man), saying (Scotsman, 14th Feb. 1894): "If man, as this work asserted, was born, not made, if he began his career on earth as a savage, and not as the Adam of Divine Revelation created after the likeness of God, then the whole doctrine of sin, and redemption, as taught in the Bible, and in our standards, has no meaning—no foundation in fact." "If Prof. Drummond's theory of creation by
his cradle (like that of Sargona on the Euphrates) floated on the Nile. Only a few scribes could then read in any country. Moses never was in Palestine. He is said to have written certain songs and laws in the desert of Sinait, where he conversed with Yahweh in the bush; but we are not told that he employed any scribes. We have no evidence that his writings were transferred from the kuneiform, and from the dialect of the 15th century B.C., to the alphabet and Hebrew language of the time of the Prophets, or of Ezra. We require more proof than is forthcoming before we can admit that Moses would even have been capable of writing the Pentateuch. The discovery that kuneiform was used by Canaanites, in the 15th century B.C., no more establishes the Mosaic origin of the "Five Books" than do the recovered facts as to ancient towns, or the geographical discoveries of explorers.

A true religion requires a true God, with attributes such as all men could regard as befitting the Omniscient, and the Almighty, Ruler of the Universe. Better evidence is needed than we possess ere we believe that such a God spoke to a Hebrew in the desert of Sinait, giving him a Revelation of Himself. Thus neither "Higher Criticism" nor the discoveries of explorers affect the main question: while research into the nature of Old Testament deities (Elohim, and Jehovah) cuts deep to the root of the matter, rendering idle all enquiry as to ages of patriarchs, or dates of Bible books. These become unimportant questions — of more literary interest — if Elohim, and Jehovah, like Brahma or Zeus, were mythical figures in legends mingled with historical traditions.

To those who accept their Bibles from their Churches, criticism is no doubt as deadly as evolution. Criticism destroys the very essence of the Bible, its claim to divine infallibility. Evolution destroys the dogma of a Fall, the Christian conception of original sin, and the doctrine of Redemption (see Atonement). So thought the Pan-Presbyterian Council, meeting at Glasgow in 1896; and the matter is ably treated by Rev. Dr G. H. B. Wright (Was Israel ever in Egypt? Oxford, 1896). The legends of Creation, Eden, and the Fall, become incredible as teaching man's creation 6000 years ago, when we consider the geological record of millions of years of life on this planet, or the centuries that light requires — as astronomers tell us — to reach us from some of those stars which are so simply said to have been made by Elohim on the fourth day (Gen. i, 16).

Dr Driver, as an exponent of current German opinion, "finds no foundation for the opinion that the canon of the Old Testament was closed by Ezra, or in his time . . . . Josephus adopted the current views of his day . . . . The age and authorship of the books can only be determined, so far as this is possible, upon the basis of the internal evidence supplied by the books themselves . . . no external evidence worthy of credit exists.

The books are all composite structures put together by various compilers and editors—generally with a didactic motive easily traced . . . they excerpt (he thinks) from sources at their disposal, such passages as are suitable to their purpose, and incorporate them in their work, sometimes adding matter of their own, but often (as it seems) introducing only such modifications of form as are necessary for the purpose of fitting them together, or of accommodating them to their plan." We have therefore it seems not a Mosaic work, but a mosaic of shreds and patches. Thus does Canon Driver follow in the steps of the great bishop of Natal, whom his Church had persecuted some thirty years earlier. One author we are taught was a "Jehovist" (J): another an "Elohist" (E), whose work is fused however (J, E) and not easily disentangled. There is again a "Priestly writer" (P) who wrote the ceremonial chapters of Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers, about 500 B.C., and in the fourth place there is the author of most of Deuteronomy and of other chapters (D), with his laws of the "central sanctuary," and of "the kingdom." And after these comes the final compiler of all these materials. Dr Driver "declines to brand Deuteronomy as an invention and a forgery." He follows Kuenen and Wellhausen, and the latest school of German scholars, in supposing P to be the latest of the four writers, but thinks Ezekiel may have been one of this group of priestly authors. He takes what is now an ancient view in dividing Isaiah between a prophet (or prophets) of the time of Hezekiah, and another who wrote after the appearance of Cyrus, and when the Captivity was drawing to a close (xli to lxvi). He says that J "wrote the Book of the Covenant" (Exod. xx, 22 to the end of xxii). Though the "Law of Holiness" (H now separated from P) is equally said to have been received by Moses on Sinai, this document (Levit. xxvi-xlix) was not known, according to these critics, before the time of Ezekiel (570-520 B.C.). It is very clear that the author of Deuteronomy (D) was not Moses, but one living W. of Jordan (i, 1-5, iii, 8), whose tone presents a moral advance on that of older writers (J, E). The Hexateuch is thus made to be a composite work, dating from about 700 down to 400 B.C. Prof Cantiney writes in the British Weekly (March 1892): "I am convinced we must give up the idea of the Bible being infallible—also of the Canon being infallible, and absolutely fixed. If (as seems proved by criticism), Ecclesiastes is not by Solomon, I think it is not inspired, and should not be used as Scripture, and in both Testaments there are doubtful books which should be frankly recognised as such."
Prof. Drummond has given out a Programme of Christianity, and says (p. 10): "Christ did not come into the world to give men religion. He never mentioned the word religion. Religion was in the world before Christ came, and it lives to-day in a million souls who have never heard His name. . . . He gave a new direction to the religious aspirations bursting forth, then as now, and always from the whole world's heart. . . . The religious people of Christ's days did nothing with their religion except attend to its observances. Christ reversed all this—tried to reverse it—for He is only now beginning to succeed." All that we need apparently is, as he says, an aspiration on behalf of sound definite practical good.

The saintly John Wesley was greater than these; but he clung to an inspired Bible as the fundamental doctrine of the faith. "To give up witchcraft," he wrote in his Journal of 1768, "is in effect giving up the Bible"; and he added an undoubted truth: "if but one account of the intercourse of men with spirits be admitted. . . . Deism, Atheism, and Materialism, fall to the ground. Why then suffer this weapon to be taken out of our hands?"

A true history of each book, and section, of the Bibles of the world is a prime necessity before crediting their legends. We must follow a severely historical method, and estimate the culture of each writer separately. The Christian Bible treats of history, and must stand or fall according to the results of historical criticism. Never, before this generation began the work, has this method been brought to bear on the quasi-divine literature. It is therefore only now that the Churches are beginning to see what is the result.

We can believe that—as in the Vedas or in Homer—Hebrew traditions and laws were known before they were reduced to writing; but modern critics reverse the order of the Old Testament, and we have no longer the "Law and the Prophets" but the prophets and the law. "Ezra and the priests," says Dean Perowne, "are the real authors of the so-called Mosaic legislation." This is much what we ourselves wrote thirty years ago. Dr. Ailler, the learned and honoured head of the London Synagogue, long ago told his Jewish brethren that "most of Leviticus, Numbers, and Exodus, was written about the time of Ezra, or 1000 years after the supposed time of Moses—an age submerged in mystery," and that in fact Monotheism was unknown to the Jews "up to and during the period of the early kings." All students know that "authorship under false colors was, in ancient times, adopted without any sense of moral or literary dishonesty." The Rev. P. S. Desprez also said, a generation ago, that "Wisdom and Ecclesiastes, ignorantly ascribed to Solomon, undoubtedly belong to a date subsequent to the Captivity."

Spinosa first called attention about 1650 to the fact of two different narratives of creation in Genesis (i, ii); the French physician Astruc, in 1752, attempted to distinguish the two authors throughout Genesis. The learned Eichhorn, in Germany, strictly investigated and corroborated Astruc's work—though Voltaire thought that the latter was wasting his time on a useless subject. In time Eichhorn was superseded by many others, such as Ewald, Kenen, Graf, and Wellhausen for the Old Testament, while the Tubingen school was eclipsed by Renan in learned treatment of Christian literature. The original contributions of Bishop Colenso must also be recognised, though generally he accepted the current German opinions of his time. [It is worthy of notice however, as showing the difficulties attending the criticism of purely internal evidence, that the greater part of the work which Astruc and Colenso attribute to R is now given to P. Colenso makes the first chapter of Genesis as old as Samuel (1080 B.C. about), and Wellhausen at least 500 years later. The differences of opinion are many and serious. It is also to be recognised that Babylonian literature contains hymns at least as old as 1000 B.C.; and the Babylonians were able to make very faithful copies of such works. It is quite possible to suppose that Hebrews, as early as at least 1000 B.C., might have a sacred literature written in cuneiform on tablets. Such tablets continued to be used in Palestine from 1500 B.C. down to at least to 649 B.C. (see the recent discovery at Gezer of a local agreement on a dated tablet written in cuneiform); but we have no such originals, known to be in existence, of the Old Testament early epistolary narratives. See Col. Conder's First Bible, 1902—Ed.] It is thirty years since François Lenormant in France (Les Origines de l'Histoire) wrote that "all the great peoples of Asia possessed the same traditions (as to the Flood) with slight variations . . . the form in which our Bible gives these has a close family relation to that which we find to-day in Babylonia . . . it is no longer possible to doubt that ours proceed from this source . . . carried in a form, whether written or oral, already fixed by redaction."

The system of Prof. Wellhausen has already been described as adopted by Dr Driver. Wellhausen's contribution to the controversies consisted in substituting the idea of a work "edited," or compiled, from old materials, as contrasted with the older opinion that three or four authors wrote separate "documents." Wellhausen thinks that separate tribes of Israel had separate sanctuaries (see Bæometh) down
to about 620 B.C.: though Solomon's great "central shrine" was erected nearly 400 years earlier. He believes that Amos was the first to proclaim some kind of ethical Monotheism; and that D is an author of the age of King Josiah—a view which is much disputed. The Priestly Code," recast by Ezra, began he thinks to be formed about 570 B.C. during the Captivity. He regards the reference to "every shrine" (by J) as referring to contemporary—not as the Jews hold to successive—sanctuaries, and the later laws of the "mainstock" (Quellen) as unknown to Hebrew kings. He doubts if Psalms existed before the Captivity, or at least before the "elaboration period" of 570 B.C. Other writers place E as early as 1100 to 1000 B.C., and J about 800 B.C.: making D also much earlier than 620 B.C. Recent critics on the other hand give still later dates than those of Wellhausen. The division of J and E passages has, however, always depended on following the modern Hebrew text. If the present Septuagint text were followed the result would be quite different, as the Greek differs widely, throughout, from the Hebrew in its use of the two divine names.—Ed.)

Difficulties occur in the matter of epigraphy, in establishing the early text of the Old Testament (see Alphabeta). No discoveries in Palestine or Syria have established the use of the alphabet earlier than about 1000 or 900 B.C. The Talmudic tradition (Tal. Babyl. Sanhedrin, 22) supposes the square character (Asklari) to have come in with Ezra, replacing the older type (which they call Litoanai); but palaeographers show that it developed gradually from the Aramean, somewhat later. It was an indistinct script as compared with that used in Phoenicia, by the Samaritans, or in the Silean text. Neither alphabet possessed any notation for short vowels before the 4th century B.C. at earliest; and any very early writings would of necessity have been in a non-alphabetic script. Wellhausen (Hist. Israel, 1885) seems to regard little in the Old Testament as pre-exilic, and the "Laws of Moses" as belonging to an age after the destruction of the monarchy. Prof. Max Muller endorses this view (Nineteenth Century Review, May 1891) saying: "The Mosaic traditions in the Hebrew Testament, as we now possess it, cannot be referred to any earlier date than about 500 B.C., and the Samaritan text (its original copy) according to Petermann to the 4th century B.C." This refers to the Pentateuch only, since Samaritans accepted no other Jewish books. The law as to the prohibition of images, according to Prof. Wellhausen, could not apply to Mosaic custom with its brazen serpent, and ark-cherubs, or to Solomon's fane with its bulls and other emblems. The real cultus of the people—with its calf emblems of Jehovah, and

its Bamoth—remained the same down to the captivity [and appears also on Jerusalem seals older than 600 B.C.—Ed.]. Yahveh and Elohim alike, in popular estimation, resembled the Ba'al of Canaan.

Such criticism is destructive both of Jewish, and of Christian dogma. For Christ (according to the Gospel writers) quoted Moses and the Prophets, in support of his Messianic claims, as though divine and infallible. If all these writings were of doubtful authorship the authority for such claims was equally dubious. But Christ's quotations are explained away by those who are anxious to break the full of the Church. We read that he "grew in wisdom"; but as a fact we have only the writings of his disciples. He no doubt shared the beliefs of his age, when the Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch was taught. We learn that he believed in many miraculous powers, in demonology, revelation, angels, and prophecy—nay even in the power of holy men to tread on serpents, and to become immune to poison. Some Christians, it is true, regard their faith as secure even if they discard the infallibility of Old and New Testament alike. They "care not whether Jesus uttered the eschatological sayings recorded in the Gospels, or whether they were put in his mouth by the writers." "If Christ gave them utterance," says the Rev. P. Desprez, "he was himself deceived; if put into his mouth after his death, they have been negatived by the course of events." This would once have been called blasphemy. The faith—that is the belief in the Christian legend—disappears, and only the "man of sorrows" remains. It is becoming clear that the early Christians cared little to record the story of their master, whose immediate return in glory they expected, when the judgment of heaven was to fall on all who had troubled the "chosen people." The little communities of Jewish and Gentile heretics desired only to hear the words of Jesus, and to read the new epistles of his apostles. Only when the first generation began to die out would formal records of their verbal recollections of events—events that perhaps they regarded from the superstitious point of view of Galilean fishermen, who "understood not"—begin to be written down. The Reverend Father Myres, curate of St John's, Keswick (Catholic Thoughts on Bible Theology), says: "Our present text is a growth, improved from various sources, and differing in many thousand words from the texts that were received of old (it is not clear what 'of old' means) . . . There are irreconcilable differences of historic detail between one book and another . . . the Old Testament is clearly edited by some unknown hand, and altered to an extent we cannot define . . . the New Testament is full of indisputable inaccuracies, and dis-
crepancies, which the modern revisers have tried in vain to remedy, although they have altered the Canon in 36,000 places. They have fixed on no one canon or text, showing us that they can find no acceptable original, and have left us without any one principle on which to base a revision. They allude to both Canonical and un-Canonical books, overlooking the fact that numbers of these have been lost. [The moral is that we are to trust to priests of an infallible church to explain the Bible closed to laymen.—En.]

The Revised Version of the New Testament appeared in 1881, and that of the Old Testament in 1885. It was as unwelcome to the majority of Bible readers as was King James the First's version, which we now call the "authorised," and which was long unpopular, although an improvement on former translations because rendered from the Hebrew for the Old Testament. The cultured religious world, however, are grateful for improved translation, though this also is imperfect, and could not be founded on original, or even on very early manuscripts. Speaking of the Authorised Version of 1611 A.D. the revisers said: "The texts relied on are founded, for the most part, on MSS. of late date, few in number, and used with little critical skill... all the more ancient of the documentary authorities have only become known within the last two centuries; some of the most important indeed within the last few years... a revision of the Greek text was the necessary foundation of our work." They claim to have adopted texts, "the evidence for which decidedly preponderated"; and that "different schools of criticism" were duly represented in the revising body. Disputed points were settled by vote, so that the translation of "God's Word" might sometimes depend on the chairman's casting vote. The orthodox views naturally prevailed in such a body.

For the Old Testament the revisers adopted the Masorah or "tradition"—the Authorised Version, we may say, of the Jews, as settled in the 7th century of our era. They had no MSS. (save a few fragments) older than 916 A.D. Their respect for the "vowel points" adopted by the Masoretic scribes has naturally resulted, at times, in the maintenance of Rabbinical errors; and many of their translations have been controverted. For the New Testament they could use the great Uncials of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D.; and the text had already been very carefully studied. Their emendations are thus naturally much more numerous in the New Testament than in the Old, and are also often controverted. Dr. Vance (Nineteenth Century, July 1886) says of the Hebrew text: "At any rate we have no other (better) so we may speak kindly of what we do possess"—

such is the "Word of the Lord" once supposed to have been handed down inviolate; and without belief in which we "must without doubt perish everlastingly." As to the Masorah being adopted he says: "In truth no other course was open to the Old Testament company. The materials for the formation of a new Hebrew text hardly exist, at least in any available form... and even if applied would scarcely yield results worth the labour." Yet it is felt that such a text must be formed, if we are not to remain entirely dependent on the Rabbinical opinion of a late age. The American company were somewhat bolder, and more thorough; and the tables at the end of the Revised Version show some improvements. Thus the Messianic idea properly disappears from Isaiah (vii, 14) in the correct rendering; "Behold the young woman is with child."

The great discrepancies between the present Hebrew and Greek texts in the matter of chronology are well known, but may be here given (see the Oxford History of the Study of the Bible, p. 96). The details of chronology in Kings and Chronicles have become corrupt; but the Assyrian dates—after 840 B.C.—are certain within a year or two, and enable us to calculate backwards to the foundation of Solomon's temple which—within a few years—must have occurred about 1000 B.C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval in Years</th>
<th>Hebrew Masorah</th>
<th>Greek Septuagint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age of Adam at birth of son</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enos</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cainan</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahalaleel</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>182 or 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enoch</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuselah</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamech</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah at Deluge</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two years after Deluge</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of Arphaxad at birth of son</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caiwin (in Septuagint) at birth of a son</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salah</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eber</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peleg</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reu</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serug</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew Years</td>
<td>Greek Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Adam created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1656</td>
<td>2242</td>
<td>Flood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>1307</td>
<td>Abram 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>Jacob in Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>Exodus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Conquest of Pal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>Solomon’s Temple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chronology of Archbishop Ussher, adopted in our Authorised Version, and that of Hales, differ; both being founded on combinations of these two texts.

Adam created | Hales 5411 B.C. | Ussher 4004 B.C.
Flood        | 3155         | 2348         
Exodus       | 1648         | 1491         
Conquest     | 1608         | 1451         

The only possible check on these dates consists in supposing Hammurabi of Babylon to have been the Amraphel of Genesis (xvii), contemporary with Abraham (see Abraham, and Babylon), in which case the latter was living about 2140 B.C. Ussher’s date for Abraham’s entry into Palestine is thus too late (1921 B.C.), as well as that of Hales (2078 B.C.): but the date from the present Hebrew text (2165 or a little later) agrees fairly well with the chronology of the Babylonian Chronicle, and much better than the Greek date—about 1910 B.C. The Rabbinical chronology is again quite different; and De Vignolles (Chronology of Sacred History) states that he collected 200 different calculations, making the creation of Adam range from 3483 to 6984 years before our era—the Jewish reckoning is 3760 years, and the Alexandrian 5508. The interval of exactly 4000 years was not fixed by Archbishop Ussher in 1650, but by Dionysius Exiguus—a Roman abbot of the 6th century—who endeavoured to determine the year of the Nativity of Christ, which is still our era, but which, by general consent, he placed about 4 years too late.

Geology has now something to say as to the story of creation, and even as to later events stated in Genesis. We read for instance that the Vale of Siddim, where were the cities of the Plain, “is the salt sea” (xiv, 3), and Josephus understood that they were at the bottom of the Dead Sea in his own time. But Lartet, Tristram, Conder, and Prof. Hull as a professional geologist, inform us that the Jordan valley is an immense fault, formed in the Miocene period ages before man existed on earth. The remains of salt marshes and raised beaches in this valley, show that the three lakes—the Huleh, the Sea of Galilee, and the Dead Sea—are the remains of a great chain of lakes, which once filled the whole area of the great depression, from near the foot of Hermon, and 150 miles S. Thus in Abraham’s days the Dead Sea certainly existed, and was—if anything—probably larger than it now is. The cities however are said (Gen. xix) to have been destroyed by fire, not overwhelmed by water; and the legend may be due to the presence of volcanic remains, and bituminous rocks, north of the Dead Sea.

As regards the MSS. now available for the Old Testament, those of the Greek Septuagint translation are 600 years older than the Hebrew; but neither in Hebrew nor in Greek have we any originals of the “Word of God” (see our article in the Asiatic Quarterly Review, Oct. 1893). Sir H. H. Howarth (Academy, 16th Sept. 1893) says: “The Hebrew text of the Bible, before which so much infenee has been burnt . . . and which was the sheet anchor of the last Revision, ought to be discarded in favour of the Septuagint. It ought to be discarded not because the Septuagint was the Bible of Christ [which it was not—Ed.], and of the early Christians, but because the Masoretes have not preserved the original text, but one prepared, and edited, by Jews as lately as the 2nd century A.D., for polemical purposes; and because instead of being reliable the Hebrew text has been disarranged, and otherwise tampered with by its promulgators. The appeal is not from Greek translation to the original text of the Bible, but from honest Greek translation (of unknown Hebrew MSS.) to a Bible mutilated by Rabbi Akiba, and his men, for various reasons, some unctirical, others probably sinister.” [This however is rather a one-sided view. The “Septuagint” means
the Greek text of the great Uncials of 4th and 5th centuries; and there are considerable differences between the Vatican and the Alexandrian MSS. Greek readings are often valuable; but the Greek text is as imperfect as the Hebrew, and also often altered for religious reasons; while mistranslations which make no sense frequently occur, with other corruptions. — E. C.

With exception of fragments (including the "unpointed" Harkavy MS. of the Prophets, thought by some to be as old as 800 a.c.) the oldest Hebrew MS. of the Old Testament is that of St Petersburg, dating from 916 a.d. It is substantially the same with the text of the Masoret, though including some interesting readings. But the following were the leading texts used for the Authorised Version: (1) that called the copy of Aaron ben Asher (1054 a.c.), or belonging to the great Maimonides, the "Second Moses" (1200 a.c.), the source of most western MSS.; and (2) that of Jacob ben Naphthali—a copy also of about 11th century, adopted by the eastern Jews.

Dr Kennicott claimed to have "gathered, arranged, and criticised" no less than 630 MSS.; and Rosi of Parma "added various readings from 479 MSS., and 288 printed editions"; leaving us to imagine how many more must be examined in order to determine the exact text of the Word of God.

The canon (or "rule") of the Old Testament was only established in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah (about the 5th century B.C.), receiving additions at least as late as 330 B.C. and about 160 B.C., if not 37 B.C. Rabbi Akiba (135 A.C.) the "divine martyr" killed at Bethera, seems to have rejected Ecclesiastes and the "Song of Solomon." That which comes to grow tires, which changes not brings revolution, which sweeps away the good with the bad. By crystallising the Law of "an infallible and immutable god" religious growth is arrested: laws and rites suitable to a nomadic stage, are imposed on an agricultural and trading community (in the case of Vedas and other Bibles) and the process still tells against the Jew, and the Moslem alike. It is now more than thirty years since scholars generally began to give up the old narrow beliefs as to inspiration; but it faced ill then for those who uttered new views; as when Bishop Colenso showed how impossible it was that a Hebrew population of three millions, with 600,000 fighting men, should have left Egypt in one day, and should have maintained themselves in a desert, establishing an elaborate ritual and an enormous priesthood: how one festival alone would require 150,000 unblemished young rams—or a flock of two million sheep—requiring some half million acres of pasturage. One would suppose that the commander of

600,000 men need not fear any of the great nations round him (the Assyrians only claim to have sent out armies of 100,000 men); and he might have dictated terms to Thebes and Babylon; yet he could not have maintained such an army, by natural means, in Arabia Petraea. Nor can we suppose nomads in the desert to be able to make a magnificent tabernacle, with ark, candlestick (or lamp), lavers, and dishes of gold, jewelry, and rich robes for priests. But enough: all such rites, sacrifices, ritual, and art must have belonged to a settled population. Perhaps a small wandering tribe of nomads hung about the confines of Egypt, and sought work and wages in the settled Delta region, afterwards migrating to the desert, and preying on Palestine in times of confusion. We gather little of the great Levite host from the Book of Judges during four centuries before the first King of Israel; or of priestly regulations and laws: even the ark had a very chequered history, and seems almost to have been forgotten till Solomon's semi-pagan shrine was established. [The priests had been murdered by Saul, and it no longer accompanied his armies. It was for 20 years before that in Kirjathjearim, and was brought first by David, we are told, to the new capital, Eo.] Neither in David's time nor down to that of Hezekiah (8th century B.C.), do we find evidence of general observation of priestly laws and customs. King Josiah (about 624 B.C.) is said to have "rein his clothes" in horror, when told of a "Law of the Lord" which condemned the ordinary worship of his land, and the idol rites of his temple. In fear and trembling (says the later writer of 2 Kings xxiii, 11, xxiv), he is supposed to have ordered the sacred shrine to be dismantled; for it then resembled others in W. Asia generally, being full of priests of Baal worshipping the sun, moon, and stars, and of devotees adoring Asherah, while daughters of Judah wore hangings for her symbol. The prophets (save Ezekiel, Zechariah, and Haggai—in 600 to 400 B.C.) do not allude to the Levitical laws. Even Samuel, about 1070 B.C., reproved the people for desiring a king, though this was supposed later to have been arranged for by Moses (Deut. xvii, 14). It is thus not solely from the account of his death in Deuteronomy that we perceive the whole Pentateuch not to be the writing of Moses himself. The Jews themselves long ago gave up the contention, and spoke of Ezra—as did Jerome also—as the real founder of the Torn.

We must call to mind what Ernest Renan wrote in 1888 in his History of Israel, which should be carefully studied. "The whole (Hebrew Bible) is a multiplicity of collations, never made officially, but in a complex sporadical fashion, without skill or unity. In the
ancient times men had no idea of the identity of a book: everyone wished his own copy to be complete, and added to it all the supplements necessary to keep it up to date. There were not two copies alike, while the number of copies was extremely limited. At that epoch a book was not recopied but remade. When anyone wished to revive an old work, he also reinvigorated it, by combining it with other documents. Every book was composed with absolute irresponsibility, without a title or the author's name: was incessantly transformed; and received endless additions and commentaries . . . A book was a mollusk not a vertebrate. [This dictum however is perhaps too sweeping, if we consider how conscientiously the Assyrians reproduced earlier work—as shown by duplicate copies—and how earlier sources are quoted by chroniclers in the Bible itself.—Ed.]

This historian also shows us that "only about 1000 years a.c., did the Israelite religion, since called Judaism, really exist": that "the religion of David and Solomon did not materially differ from that of the neighbouring peoples in Palestine"; but that about 725 B.C. (the accession of Hezekiah) Judaism arose (Renan, Hist. Israel, II, x, p. 282). "Morality," he adds, "was scarcely born" in the patriarchal age. The world was very small, and heaven was reached by a ladder. Messengers passed constantly from earth to sky; manifestations of the divine presence, and visits of angels, were frequent; dreams were celestial revelations (ii, pp. 178-181). The Rev. Dr Cheyne of Oxford (see Job and Solomon, 1856) holds much the same views. The Rev. Dr Lindsay Alexander (who died in 1887), a highly esteemed and much mourned Professor of Biblical Theology, wrote thus—"We find in the Scriptures statements which no ingenuity can reconcile with what modern research has shown to be the scientific truth . . . the writers of the Scriptures give utterance to feelings which are wholly human, and not always such as are to be commended: as for instance in some of the Psalms, where there is angry invective, and bitter vindictiveness . . . in some of the historical books we come upon statements which are almost contradicted by statements in others of these books . . . In the narrative of our Lord's life, as given by the four Evangelists, there are differences of statement which it is impossible to reconcile." So flows the rising tide of disbelief. Inspiration is too stupendous a miracle to be accepted by writers even of an Oxford "Variorum Bible." The Hebrews were not critics, and they accepted the supposed facts of the universe as the will of their Jehovah. Statius well said "Primus in orbe timor facit deos." Virgil (Georgics, i, 466-483) reminds us of the first gospel (Matt. xxvii) when he describes how, at the death of

Julius Caesar "the sun darkened . . . pale ghosts appeared at midnight, and the earth quaked"—following Apollonius Rhodius (iv, 1280) says Dr Paley (Athenaeum, 26th June 1886). The Reformers, who discarded the Pope and the Roman traditions, set up the Word of God as an infallible guide; but when a young student of Jena forced Darwin to write in 1879, he could only say that he "did not believe there ever has been any Revelation," and that "science has nothing to say, except in as far as the habit of scientific research makes a man cautious in admitting evidence." Next year he admitted to Dr Böckler that "he gave up Christianity when about forty years of age, because he found it was not supported by evidence."

In addition to the Hebrew we have other versions of the Old Testament for comparison, whence we may judge the state of the text. The Septuagint was only one of seven Greek translations in the 3rd century, when Origen wrote his Hexapla, and compared the versions of Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus (see Origen). The term is now applied to the text represented by the Vatican and Alexandrian uncials of the 4th and 5th centuries A.C., though the Law was first rendered into Greek somewhere about 250 B.C. The Peshitto Syriac (or "plain" Syrian version) is believed to be as old as our 2nd century, and was in common use in the East two centuries later. It appears to be influenced by the Septuagint. It omits the Epistles of less general authority (John ii, iii; Peter ii; and Jude) as well as the Revelation. The Harleian Syriac is a revision of the 7th century for the New Testament. The Curetonian-Levis Syriac presents remarkable variations (perhaps of the 10th century), and is allied to the old Latin Version. The Vulgate of Jerome (end of the 4th century) only gained general acceptance as the Latin Bible of Europe in the 10th century, gradually superseding the old Latin. It is rendered valuable by having been made direct from the Hebrew, in Palestine itself, by aid of Rabbin of Tiberias before the tradition of the Masorah had been fixed. But its text was early corrupted by readings from the old Latin, and had to be revised in 1590, while the present (by no means faultless) edition was issued by Clement VIII two years later. The Samaritan (the Pentateuch alone is known only from late MSS.: the oldest one at Shechem (perhaps of the 6th century A.C.) has never been collated. It is full of variant readings, often supporting the Septuagint, and of grammatical, and sometimes sectarian, peculiarities. The other versions or translations are of less importance—such as the Gothic, Armenian, Arabic, Ethiopic, and Coptic, all being secondary products of dates later than the 4th Christian century. The Coptic and Ethiopic agree in omitting
Revelation, and the latter adds the book of Enoch to the Canon. The Greeks also omitted from the New Testament the Second Epistle of Peter, and the Epistles of Hebrews and James.

The following is a list of some of the principal European translations, not including the versification of Genesis and other parts of the Old Testament (printed in 1655) attributed to the Anglo-Saxon Cædmon (550-650 A.C.). According to chroniclers there were many versions before the Reformation.

709 A.C. Aldhelm, Bishop of Sherborne, is said to have rendered the Psalms into Anglo-Saxon verse.

736 A.C. Bede was said to be translating the fourth Gospel into Anglo-Saxon when he died.

901 A.C. King Alfred is said to have died doing the same for the Psalms.

904 A.C. The Vespasian version in Kentish dialect of the Psalms (MS. Cotton, Vespasian A1).

997 A.C. The Pentateuch and Joshua in West Saxon by Ælfric: with Judges added later.

1160 A.C. The French version of Valdus (noticed in the Preface to the Authorised Version).

1343 A.C. A German version by a recluse of Halle.


1360 A.C. A French version under Charles V.

1370 A.C. A Bohemian, German, translation of parts of the Bible, Trépel's version.

1382 A.C. The whole Bible in English, by Wyclif and his followers, Translated from the Latin Vulgate.

1394 A.C. The German Bible of King Wenceslau.

1430 A.C. The Hussite German Bible.

1466 A.C. The Strasburg complete German Bible.

1485 A.C. Kilburne's German Bible.

1488 A.C. The first printed Hebrew Bible.

1514 A.C. The Complutensian Polyglot printed. Including Hebrew, Septuagint, and Vulgate, with the Targum of Onkelos and its translation into Latin.


1530 A.C. Tyndale's Pentateuch.

1535 A.C. Miles Coverdale's Bible. From Luther's, and the Vulgate.

1537 A.C. Matthew's Bible (said to be by J. Rogers). Printed by Royal Permission.

1539 A.C. Tavernier's Bible (founded on the last).

1539 A.C. The Great Bible (or Cranmer's).

1560 A.C. The Geneva printed Bible. First Edition. The most popular of all, for half a century, among Puritans, and called the "Breeches" Bible.

1582 A.C. The Rheims Bible of Roman Catholics, from the Vulgate. New Testament only published at first; and the Old Testament at Douai 1609.

1611 A.C. The so-called Authorised Version, ordained by James I to be read in churches, instead of the Bishop's Bible. Translated from the Greek (N.T.) and Hebrew (O.T.)


1881 A.C. The Revised Old Testament in English.

The suppression of the "Bible in the vulgar tongue" began in the 14th century. The Parliament of Richard II (1370-1399) forbade the use of English Bibles, and in 1408 a Convocation at Oxford decided that none might translate, or read, the Scriptures save with a bishop's permit. Pope Alexander V declared that the disobedient must be burnt at the stake. From 1413 to 1425 fresh Acts of Parliament were passed enacting that "Whosoever read the Bible in his mother tongue was an enemy of God, his King, and country, and should forfeit all his properties, and so also should his heirs." Restrictions, as to reading and comments, continued under Henry VIII even after Matthew's Bible had appeared, in 1557, by the royal sanction. But each martyrdom served only to increase interest in the forbidden Scriptures, and by the middle of the 16th century all Teutons were reading an open Bible. Not however till knowledge of Greek began to spread among the middle class (and only about the middle of the 19th century) did free criticism develop among the people generally. Roman Catholics, early foreseeing the results of such criticism, have ever continued to place severe restrictions on Bible reading. This was also to a certain extent the case among the Jews, for no Scriptures were of "private interpretation"; and, as an orthodox Jew reminds us (Jewish Chronicle, 27th April 1883), "no strictly literal translations of the Scriptures were allowed" (see also Rivers of Life, ii, p. 257). The Rabbis were careful as to the diffusion of what their god had, they believed, said openly. Thus in the Masoreth of Elias Levi (Dr
Ginsburg's translation, p. 194) we find that words considered too gross were veiled, systematically, in accordance with more modern ideas of what was decent. Writing about the Kethib (or actually "written") and the Keri (or publicly "read") the Rabbis said that "the seventh class of corrections embraced evil-sounding, and well-sounding expressions . . . Our Rabbinit of blessed memory say that all words written in our Scriptures of evil sound must be read euphemistically." “Let the rule be that no man utter anything indecent; for Hebrew is a holy language . . . all holy . . . without any indecency in it . . . nor not even names for the male and female organs (Zikr and nebah), nor words for the discharge of the duties of nature, all being expressed by some euphemism.” Hence the words Baoar (see under that head), or Yerekh “thigh” (Gen. xxiv, 2, 8), or Pakhod “fear” (Gen. xxxi, 53), or "feet" (Isaiah vii, 20). Yet in our version there remains much to be expurgated, since Hebrew prophets were often very primitive in their imagery.

The extreme cruelty of many of the punishments noticed in the Law did not shock the ideas of the 16th century—an age when barbarous cruelty and licence existed side by side with art and learning; but these commands are shocking to our present ideas of justice and mercy. The breaking of the Sabbath was punished by death (Exod. xxxv, 2; Num. xxx, 36. See Paul's opinion on such laws, Colos. ii, 16). So too poor Uzzah was punished for trying to prevent the ark falling (see also Num. i, 51, xvii, 12, 13). To compound oil or perfume like that used by priests was death also (Exod. xxx, 23-38). The wizard or the witch, and the blasphemer were slain (Exod. xxii, 18; Levit. xx, 27; xxiv, 11-16), and the disbeliever—even parent or child—was remorselessly put to death (Exod. xxii, 20; Deut. xii, 6-11). Unhappy Amalekites—even mothers and babes—were murdered (1 Sam. xv, 3); and Yahveh himself slew 14,700 persons before Moses could intercede (Num. xvi, 45-50). The cait worshipers' "brother, companion, and neighbour" were destroyed by zealous Levites ere these could be blessed (Exod. xxxii, 27-29) after the slaughter of 3000 (see also Levit. xxii, 17-28). The "death penalties of Jehovah" are enumerated by Laporte as 39 in all, and the crimes include (1) failing to be circumcised, (2) eating leaven at Passover, (3) kidnapping men, (4) keeping a vicious ox, (5) witchcraft, (6) worship of any god but Yahveh, (7) imitating sacred oil, (8) or sacred perfume, (9) work on the Sabbath, (10) picking sticks on the Sabbath, (11) failing to wear a tinkling fringe of bells on entering the shrine—when Jehovah himself might smite the priest, (12) failing to wear drawers (Exod.

xxviii, 43), (13) eating peace offerings, (14) touching unclean things, (15) eating blood, (16) eating fat, (17) eating peace offerings on a wrong day, (18) sacrificing away from the shrine, (19) eating cattle without offering, (20) associating with witches, (21) having a familiar spirit (or making spells) or divining, (22) cursing parents, (23) prostitution of a priest's daughter, (24) not being afflicted on the day of atonement, (25) working on that day, (26) blaspheming, (27) approach to the shrine if a "stranger," (28) or if an Israelite, (29) or approach to priests if a "stranger," (30) or to the shrine from the east if a "stranger," (31) or looking at sacred things, (32) or vessels of the shrine, (33) touching the dead without purification afterwards, (34) false prophecy or false dreaming, (35) prophecy in the name of other gods than Yahveh, (36) disobeying priests, (37) rebellion as a son, (38) changing religion in a city, (39) absence of proofs of virginity, in a bride. [We however now find that the Babylonian punishments—according to the Laws of Hammurabi—were more severe, about 2100 B.C., than those attributed to Moses some 600 years later. Ed.] Nearly all these offences would in our age be regarded either as imaginary, or as demanding only minor punishments. But Hebrews had not advanced beyond the idea of human sacrifice, for we read that "none devoted, which shall be devoted of men, shall be redeemed but shall be surely put to death." (Levit. xxvii, 29). Mr Cotter Morison (Service of Man, p. 33) has well said: "Men's attitude towards current theology is not so much in the region of the understanding as in that of the heart. It is not so much that the Bible, with its miracles, and legends, is felt to be untrue and incredible by our trained reason. A great number of its theological dogmas are felt to be morally repulsive, and horrible, by the more humane conscience of modern times . . . God was an almighty emperor, a transcendentul Diocletian, or Constantine, doing as he list with his own. His edicts ran through all space and time: his punishments were eternal: his justice was not to be questioned: he has mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth' . . . Who art thou that repliest against God . . . hast not the potter power over the clay? All this fall on too fertile soil: for 1500 years the human conscience was not shocked by it . . . There has been a gradual revulsion of feeling, and now it is said the potter has no right to be angry with his pots. If he wanted them different he should have made them different." [So too thought Omar Khayyam (xxxvi) when he besought the potter to be gentle.—Ed.]

Prof. Huxley says the same in these words: "In this nineteenth century, as at the dawn of modern physical science, the cosmogony of
the semi-barbarous Hebraic is the incubus of the philosopher, and the opprobrium of the orthodox. Who shall number the patient, and earnest, seekers after truth, from the days of Galilee to now, whose lives have been emblazoned, and their good name blasted, by the mistaken zeal of Bibliolaters? Who shall count the host of weaker men whose sense of truth has been destroyed in the effort to harmonize impossibilities—whose life has been wasted in the attempt to force the generous new wine of science into the old bottles of Judaism, compelled by the outcry of the same strong party? It is true that, if philosophers have suffered, their cause has been amply avenged. Extinguished theologians lie about the cradle of every science, as the strangled snakes beside that of Hercules; and history records that whenever science and orthodoxy have been fairly opposed, the latter has been forced to retire from the lists, bleeding and crushed, if not annihilated; scathed if not slain. But orthodoxy is the Bourbon of the world of thought. It learns not, neither can forget."

Prof. Max Müller (India: What can it teach us? Lecture VI) presents for our consideration another aspect of the general question when he says: "Indra is praised for saving his people much as Jehovah was praised by Jewish prophets. . . . When Súdás the pious king was pressed in battle by ten kings Indra changed the flood into an easy ford, and thus saved him." The hymn reads "Thou hast restrained the great river . . . making it easy to cross the flood moved in obedience to thee" (see Psalm lxviii, 13). The Védic god stopped not only the sun but the moon also: "Indra lengthened the days into the night, and the sun unharnessed his chariot at midday" (Rig Veda, IV, xxx, 3). In the same work of this learned author (p. 11) we read of the more primitive and natural form of the judgment of Solomon from the Buddhist Tri-pitaka . . . showing a deeper knowledge of human nature and more wisdom than that of Solomon. In the Játaka tales (Buddhist folk-lore) Dr Rhys Davids gives us another such judgment (Buddhist Birth-stories, I, xiii, xiv), and in Chinese scriptures there is another version where the Mandarin leaves the case to his wife. She dressed up a large fish in the clothes of the infant, and flung it into the river: the real mother jumped into the water to rescue it, and so the truth was revealed in a more merciful manner than that adopted by Solomon. Such comparison of legends may be widely extended, and has led to the mythical interpretations of Prof. Goldziher, Strauss, and others. The discovery of the Tell Amarna tablets; of the Laws of Hammurabi; and of other products of ancient Babylonian civilisation, has led the churches—and such scholars as Dr Sayce—to assert that Biblical statements are fully con-

firmed [see Dr Sayce's recent little essay Monument Facts and Higher Critical Fancies, 1904, especially p. 127, where he says: "Was our Lord right or must we rather hearken to the modern critic?" He is assuming of course that the exact words of Christ regarding "them of old time" are to be found in the Gospels; and he quotes Canon Liddon as saying: "How is such a supposition reconcilable with the authority of Him who has so solemnly commended to us the Books of Moses?"—Ed.] Mr Herbert Spencer (Fortnightly Review, July 1895) says that though Egyptian and Assyrian "records lately discovered have indeed confirmed some statements in the Bible, yet this has only tended to verify the natural part of Hebrew story." "If agreements with Assyrian and Egyptian records tend to verify the Hebrew religion then, conversely, it might be held by Assyrians and Egyptians that such agreement verified their religion."

Even orthodox leaders, and living defenders of the faith against the ever increasing Agnostik host, seem to have surrendered the ancient fortresses of inspiration and infallibility. The Rev. Dr Sanday (Oracles of God) seems to give up the oracle, saying: "Of the Bible we are forced to say: its text is not infallible; its science is not infallible; and there is a grave question whether its history is altogether infallible." Dean Farrar endorses this opinion in 1897 (The Bible: Its Meaning and Supremacy). According to his view "inspiration" of Biblical books dates only from the days of the Sanhedrin at Jamnia, near Ekron (after 70 A.C.), and "Divine authority cannot be claimed for them under these circumstances."

Yet though we have no inspired book Lowell wrote:—

"Slowly the Bible of the race is writ,
And not on paper leaves, nor slabs of stone;
Each age, each kindred, adds a verse to it,
Texts of despair or hope, of joy or moan.
While swells the sea, while mists the mountains shroud
While thunder surges burst on cliffs of cloud,
Still at the prophet's feet the nations sit."

We can only follow evidence. Priests command us to believe and be saved, but we must cross-question all assertions as to religions, since they were evolved gradually like other phenomena. The spirit we can reverence, though the letter kills. To dogmatise is to show ignorance, for the wise know how little really is known.

Remembering all this it is interesting here to give some details as to dates jotted down for us, in 1876, by Bishop Colenso. Though
then rejected with horror by the orthodox they still hold the field, as approximations quite as reliable as more modern views.

**HEBREW WRITINGS.**

1050-150. Songs of Deborah, Moses, Jacob, and Psalms.
1000-800. Song of Solomon.
790-780. Prophecy of Amos.
780-740. The "first" Zechariah (ix-xi).
770-725. Prophecy of Micah.
770-650. Prophecy of Hosea; and Samuel, Books I, II.
758-711. The "first" Isaiah (before chap. xi).
709-670. Prophecy of Nahum.
700-660. Proverbs (i to vi).
630-610. Prophecy of Zephaniah.
630-620. Deuteronomy (v, xxvi, xxvii).
630-537. Deuteronomy completed by Jeremiah: Jeremiah's Prophecy (parts belonging to Obadiah later): Exodus (including earlier J, E excerpts); Kings I, II, (completed after 562 B.c.), Genesis, Numbers, Joshua, Judges.
560-598. Prophecy of Habakkuk.
595-590. The "second" Zechariah (xii to xiv).
595-573. Ezekiel's prophecies; and some parts of Leviticus.
588-586. Lamentations (in verse), probably by Jeremiah.
540-538. The "second" Isaiah (xli to lxvi).
526-520. The "third" Zechariah (i to vii) and Haggai.
524-440. Nehemiah (i to vi, and parts of vii and xiv).
500-400. The Book of Jonah and Proverbs (vi and viii).
450-400. The Book of Job. [Perhaps 600 B.C.—Ed.] Parts are later [meaning Ehlut's speeches.—Ed.]
400-430. Prophecy of Malachi.
400-350. Prophecy of Joel.
430-200. Remainder of Proverbs by various hands.
400-300. The greater part of Leviticus.
330-300. The Book of Ezra—including older material; Nehemiah (vii to xiii), remainder of Zechariah.
320-200. Chronicles, Books I, II: i.e. Targums by priests: Esther (a Jewish novel); Ecclesiastes.
168-163. Daniel. [The Aramaic chapters, as to the Roman Empire, perhaps at late as 37 B.C.—Ed.]

These dates, once thought outrageously wrong, may be said now to be accepted by many orthodox writers. They were the outcome of calm and erudite research. Dean Farrar (Minor Prophets, 1890), makes Joel, and parts of Zechariah, date about 400 B.C. Some writers, such as M. E. Havet and Maurice Davia, conjecture that Bible literature did not begin till 400 or even 200 B.C. (see Rev. des deux Mondes, "Hist. des Religions," Aug. 1890). With the fall of the belief in inspiration comes that of Prophecy (see Prophets). Renan distinguishes three stages of growth, (1) Early Prophets, the Book of the Covenant, and the Decalogue; (2) Deuteronomy and Jeremiah, marked by "a touching morality marred by an intense and fanatical pietism"; (3) Ezekiel and Leviticus, "sacerdotal, narrow, utopian, and full of impossibilities."

Painful study of the letter of their Scriptures marks the work of Jewish scribes, and Rabbis; but such curious research is not peculiar to them. On a flyleaf of Haydock's Bible (Dublin, 1813) we find it stated that Dr S. Horner was occupied, for more than thirty years, in calculations as to the English version. He found 299 chapters (O.T.), 260 (N.T.): 23,214 verses (O.T.), 7959 (N.T.): 593,498 words (O.T.), 181,253 (N.T.): 2,728,100 letters (O.T.), 838,580 (N.T.). The middle book is Micah; the middle (and smallest) chapter, Psalm cxvii. The middle line is 2 Chron. iv, 16, and so on. But as regards the Old Testament: out of its 929 chapters, some 300 or more are occupied by lists of names, inventories, and ritual now obsolete; about 100 by denunciation of idolatry among the Hebrews; 38 are unfit to be read in public. The Principal of the Carlton College at Melbourne (Jany. 1883) even says that, "nowhere in the Bible are there 20 consecutive verses which come up to our idea of what a child's reading lesson ought to be." He prefers the "first four Royal Readers." We are reduced to Job and some Psalms, with passages in the prophets, for religious ideas superior to those of contemporary priests and peasants. [The love of Christ has in fact placed Europe at the feet of the Jew.—Ed.]

The New Testament in Greek is studied by aid of the great Uncial MSS., none of which, however, are older than the 4th century a.c. A few fragments of Matthew's gospel (on a papyrus found recently in Egypt) are supposed to be as old as our 2nd century. The earliest evidence of the existence of New Testament books is found in the Muratorian Canon (170 A.C.), and in the citations by the Christian Fathers from Justin Martyr (150 A.C.) downwards. [As to these citations we may quote the very conservative Oxford Helps to the Study of the Bible (p. 15), on Patristic Quotations. "The materials for this branch of evidence are less satisfactory than those of the
MSS. Until the writings of the Fathers have been critically edited (Note that this work has begun for Latin Fathers at Vienna, and is contemplated for the ante-Nicene at Berlin) it will be impossible to place implicit confidence in the alleged testimony of a Father to any particular reading, if it be inferred merely from the appearance of that reading in the common editions of his writings. The value of even the most definite quotation in the Fathers is only corroborative." Archbishop Benson (Life of Cyprian) has shown how the text of this very ecclesiastical writer of the 3rd century has been corrupted by later Roman Catholic editors; and the other patristic books meet the same fate.—Ed.]

There are some 1760 MSS. to be compared; and the various readings (on which the exact text depends) are computed at 150,000. The Revisers confess to 100,000 in the 1500 MSS.; but state that "the large majority are unimportant." The great Uncials, written in Greek capital letters, originally without division of words, or any accents, are to be distinguished from the cursive MSS. of the 10th and later centuries. Probably the best text known, on the whole, is the Alexandrian; and the value of the Sinaitic MS. has been exaggerated.

(1) The Codex Alexandrinus is of our 5th century, and was presented to Charles I in 1628. The greater part of Matthew (to xxv, 6) is now wanting, two leaves are missing from St John, and three from 2nd Corinthians. At the end is the First Epistle of Clement of Rome, with a fragment of the Second Epistle. The table of contents shows that it also included the apocryphal "Psalms of Solomon." The characters used in writing show its Egyptian derivation.

(2) The Codex Sinaiticus is of the 4th or early 5th century. Tischendorf in 1844 picked out 43 leaves from a basket of waste paper in the Convent of St Catherine at Sinai. In 1859 he obtained the rest of what remained. The whole was published 1869. It once included all the Bible in Greek; but most of the Old Testament is wanting. The New Testament is complete, and the Epistle of Barnabas, and part of the Shepherd of Hermas are added. Accents and corrections by a later hand are recognised. But as regards the readings adopted it must be stated that they are often evidently corrupt, and cause confusion in geographical and other matters. Thus (with three other Uncials) it reads that the sun was "eclipsed" at the Crucifixion (Luke xxiii, 44) which is impossible at a full moon; and again it gives (with three other MSS.) Taditha cousm for Taditha cousmi (Mark v, 41), which shows the scribe's ignorance of Aramaic grammar. On the other hand (like the Vatican MS., and Beza's) it reads "his parents" instead of "Joseph and his mother": which is an important indication of later tampering with this verse (Luke ii, 49).—Ed.]

(3) The Codex Vaticanus is the oldest, and belongs to the 4th century. It originally included all the Bible; but parts of Genesis and of the Psalms are missing. It does not give the Books of Maccabees. The New Testament is complete—except the latter part of Hebrews, and the Revelation, added by a later hand in the 15th century. In the 10th or 11th century a scribe re-inked the whole, but left out letters—and even words—which he thought incorrect, and added accents, thus raising the MS.

(4) Codex Ephraemi is a "palimpsest"—that is to say that, in the 12th century, the Greek works of St Ephrem the Syrian were written over the original MS., which includes 64 leaves of the Old Testament, and parts of every book of the New Testament on 145 other leaves. This belongs to the 5th century, and was brought from the East in the 16th century A.D.

(5) Codex Bezae was obtained by Beza from the monastery of St Irenaeus at Lyons in 1562. It was written in the 6th century, and is a bilingual in Greek and Latin. It is a very imperfect MS. of the New Testament, as only 406 pages remain out of an original computed total of 554 pages. It is remarkable for many additions and peculiar readings not elsewhere known—especially in Luke (xxiii, 53); and for an entirely new verse (after Luke vi, 4). "The same day He beheld a man working on the Sabbath, and said to him: Man if thou knowest what thou art doing, blessed art thou; but if thou knowest not thou art accursed and a transgressor of the Law." Some critics regard this as ancient and genuine.

The reader will be able from the above to judge the earliest sources for a New Testament text, and the character of 4th century scribes who thus tampered with their originals. The Sacred Books of the West are as difficult to trace to their origin as are those of the East. The latter indeed seem to have been more carefully preserved. All however are imperfect, though all claim inspiration, and divine care of the revelation, in spite of ages of annotators and copyists. But the masses neither know nor care about these matters. They take their beliefs from their poets, and from their l'arobit or village pandit, or parish priest. Akhshulas well said that poets have been great teachers of faiths, stirring the emotions and waking the heart. To Dante and to Milton modern Europe owes much of its belief in heavens and hells, and other doctrines often not Biblical. Whatever is authoritatively taught is accepted by the busy crowd, until some new and better teacher comes. A learned French writer and critic has
truthfully described the faith of Europe: "Le Christianisme de nos jours a cessé d'être cru. Mais il a été compris et senti. C'est ce qui le prolonge" (M. Troubat, Les cahiers de St Benoît).

In the New Testament Translation from the Original Greek, by Drs Westcott and Hort (though we know not where they found the original Greek), we read: "Patristic quotations (presumably not 'common editions') disclose the striking fact that all the more considerable variations of readings must have arisen before the latter half of the 4th century" (but this assumes the text of the fathers to be unaltered): again they say that, "the earlier the age, the less respect was shown for the original text, and the less scrupulosity in inserting particular phrases, or verses, in support of what was considered good in doctrine, church rites, and traditions." Thus important phrases may be due to the beliefs of the 4th century—for we have so far no earlier evidence, excepting works of the 2nd century (recovered in Egypt), which are not canonical. Dr Sunday (Oracles of God, 1891, pp. 11, 12, 25-26), says: "The Bible has not then been exempted from the fate of other books. It has been copied, and in the process its text has been corrupted: it has been transmitted across centuries of declining knowledge: it has passed through the hands of scribes who were both ignorant and careless, and whose ignorance and carelessness have done so much mischief—as well intentioned but unfortunate attempts at correction." Bishop Lightfoot seems to have thought the same, saying: "The Bible was written among Jews, by Jews, and for Jews." The Reverend J. Martineau, as a veteran, gave his opinion (The Seat of Authority in Religion), thus: "Christianity, as defined or understood in all the churches which formulate it, has been mainly evolved from what is transient and perishable in its sources: from what is unhistorical in its traditions, mythological in its preconceptions, and misapprehended in the oracles of its prophets." All its teachings, from the story of Eden to the last trump, "are the growth of a mythical literature or Messianic dream, or Pharisaic theology, or sacramental superstition, or popular apotheosis; and so nearly do all these vain imaginations pre-occupy the creeds that not a moral or spiritual element finds entrance there except the 'forgiveness of sins.' To consecrate and diffuse, under the name of 'Christianity,' a theory of the world's economy thus made up of illusions from obsolete stages of civilisation, immense resources, material and moral, are expended, with effect no less deplorable in the province of religion than would be, in that of science, hierarchies and missions, for

propagating the Ptolemaic astronomy, and inculcating the rules of necromancy and exorcism. The spreading alienation of the intellectual classes of European society from Christendom, and the detension of the rest in their spiritual culture a level not much above that of the Salvation Army, are social phenomena, which ought to bring home a very solemn appeal to the conscience of stationary churches. For their long arrear of debt to the intelligence of mankind they adroitly seek to make amends by elaborate beauty of ritual art. The apology soothes for a time, but will not last forever" (p. 650).

Considering how much of the New Testament narrative is based on the shifting sands of popular belief, and of tradition, it is really a matter of very secondary importance whether we attribute the gospels to the 1st or 2nd century a.d.—especially if they were at all seriously corrupted by, or in, the 4th century. It is generally admitted that they are all four later than the epistles, wherein we find no allusion to either Virgin Birth, Temptation, Transfiguration, or Ascension, but only to the Resurrection. It is generally supposed that the synoptics drew from some older source, and Luke states that there were many accounts before he wrote (if Luke is author of the third gospel), while in the 2nd century there were certainly many other accounts (see Apokruphal Gospels). The skeptik may still assert that history only knows of what was called a "noxious sect" about 60 to 100 a.d. (Tacitus), named from one executed as a criminal by Pontius Pilatus: and may point out that the accepted gospels differ in such simple—though important—matters as the genealogy, and early life of Christ. The Rev. Dr S. Davidson, says, "though the only source from which we can attain any direct information of him whose name has been given to the faith of Christendom, we have not (in the gospels) a single line of what, in the present state of education may be regarded as direct evidence." Prof. Reis—head of the Theological Faculty of Strasburg (History of the Sacred Scriptures, 1884), says that we can only believe that the Synoptic gospels are based on some earlier documents and oral traditions, which existed in the 1st century; and that "most modern critics agree in rejecting" (as later works) the Epistles of Ephesians, Timothy, and Titus, while many reject Colossians, and the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians. Dr S. Davidson (Introduction to the New Testament, 1882), thinks that Paul wrote the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, the two to the Corinthians, and those to the Galatians, and Romans, possibly also to the Philippians, and part (verses 1 to 14) of that to Philemon; but we know not where this kind of critical selection is to end.
Bidpai

The Canon of the New Testament was fixed (see Apocryphal Gospels) after much dispute, by the Council of Carthage in 379 A.C.—or half a century after the diplomacy of Constantine had produced a compromise between the Church and the world. In the 3rd century various Christian Churches rejected such books as Hebraeus, James, Jude, John, and Peter, while Revelation was repudiated at Alexandria by Dionysius in 265 A.C. On the other hand many Churches accepted the 1st Epistle of Clement of Rome, and that of Barnabas, with the Shepherd of Hermas (an allegory), as has been shown in speaking of the early Uncial MSS. The Canon of Augustine, adopted by the Council of Trent in 1546, included the Jewish Apocrypha (see Apokrypha). The Rev. Dr Lohecher (Apostolic Times, 1886) on the other hand thinks highly of the Epistle of James "as a genuine writing by a Jewish Christian belonging to the earliest time," while rejecting the 2nd Epistle of Peter as "inauthentic, and not expressing Petrine doctrine." Thus Christians now pick out of the Canon what they think best of the "Word of Life." This age of exact science, and historical criticism, demands that each book should stand or fall according to historic canons, and seeks no longer to "harmonise." The beliefs of early Christians are judged from non-canonical works (see Didache). The cultured classes of Europe, still called Christian, evidently consider that the Biblical stories, and doctrines, are only the attempts of good but credulous men to express what they believed true; and that in reality Christ was a true Jew; a true son of Joseph the carpenter; and an humble martyr, done to death by Jewish priests and a Roman governor. The educated begin to see, as some wise writer has said, that "if we are to judge by other peoples' religious, then all religions are unsound: that if we judge others' by our own, then all religions are wrong." The Rev. Dr Burgon, dean of Chichester (Causas of Corruption), in one of the most recent works on the subject discovers that: "there are after all an alarmingly large assortment of textual perturbations which absolutely refuse to fall under any of the heads of classification already enumerated"; and that nearly all these corruptions were made "in the earliest age of all" (as to which we have no documentary evidence). His reviewer (Atheneum, 26th Dec. 1896) says of the dean that: "He imagined that, at a later stage of the Church's history, the Holy Ghost interposed, to purify His work from the stains of the first centuries. But his theory has no historical basis, and is, in fact, about the most improbable that could be suggested" (see Gospels).

Bidpai. Pupil. Corrupted from Bidyas-pati "Lord of Fables":

Bi-en-Ra.

an Asep (also called Badapa and Baidaha) who borrowed largely from the Indian Pancha-tantra, and the Hitopadens, or "good advice." In Arabic his work is known as Kadita un Dimana, translated from Pahlavi in the 8th century A.C. The best Arabic text is that of M. de Sacy (1816). English translations by Rev. W. Knaughton (1818), and Mr K. Falconer (1885), may be consulted. The Jews have a Hebrew version by Rabbi Joel (1550); but Sir R. Burton (Academy, 29th June 1885) says the translations have suppressed various matters considered indecent, which he finds in Indian editions.

Bi-en-Ra. Ba-em-Ra. Egyptian: "Soul of Ra" (that is of the sun). Represented as a kneeling ram (see Ba).


Birch. The Betula alba, which, to the schoolmaster, is the "tree of wisdom," is sacred to Thunar the Norse thunder-god. Its flowers yielded a sacred drink to the Scandinavians, and its leaves cured childish ailments. The Russian peasant evoked Leishe, the spirit of the woods, in a circle of young birches: standing in the centre facing east, and bending down, he looked between his legs, calling "Uncle Leishe come to me, not as a grey wolf, or as a fire; and grant my wishes." The spirit then appears in human form, and bargains for his soul.

Birds. These are important in mythology, mostly as emblems of the soul, or as phallic symbols. The principal birds are noticed under their names in other articles—such as the cock, the cuckoo, the dove, the eagle, the Garuda bird, the owl, the peacock, the phoenix, the raven, the Simurgh, the swallow, the swan, and the wren. Birds (often perched on the lingam) have a phallic meaning, and fly from under the dresses of princesses (see Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., i, p. 176). Golden birds are connected with the sun—represented with wings and tail in Babylonian, Phoenician, and Persian, as well as Carthaginian art; lovers propitiate the nightingale—as in Boccaccio's tale; and the sun "dies up the nightingale" which terrified English maidens, according to the ballad, though they afterwards were pleased by its singing (see Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 239).

Birhors. Birijiyas. A small aboriginal tribe of Kolaras, found in jungles: living on game and natural products: thought to have been cannibals. They worship spirits of earth and air, and lingams called Boru-may, and Dadda-may, with Hanumān: they sacrifice to the sun, once in 4 or 5 years. They have many strange beliefs in ghosts and witches (Bengal Royal Asiatic Soc., i, p. 88).
Bish

Bish. Pish. Bis. Vis. Names for the Indian Siva, as the “grinder”; he is identified with Bhishma by Aryans (see Bhishma).

Bhisniss. Bhishnois. A small non-Aryan tribe whom we have met in Râjputâna, worshipers of Bhishma or Bis-nâth. A few have accepted Jain beliefs, and forbid the destruction of animal life, or even of trees; they abstain from drink, and marry only one wife. They despise those who break such rules, and are therefore themselves disliked. But they are frugal, and save money, and are often owners of large estates (see preceding article).

Bo. See Bu. Bo or Po is also a corruption for Buddha in Chinese Buddhism.

Boar. The boar and sow are important in mythology (see Rivers of Life, ii. p. 221). Vishnu was incarnated as a boar in his 3rd, or Varâha (Latin oursus “boar”); Avatâra: he then raised the earth on his tusks, from the waters and darkness. In the Rig Veda the boar Vishnu is said to penetrate with his sharp golden tusks (or rays) the dark winter, and he is the maker of the cow-clouds: he penetrates even to Hades, and the ghosts flee before him. Boar is said to slay him for stealing the treasures of the gods (guarded by demons and serpents), opening his cave by means of a magic herb. Among Greeks the Arkadian boar of Mount Ermanthos is slain as the third labour of Hêraklès. Aristotle alludes to the savage boar as equal to the fox in Greek fables. The boar ripped with his tusks the tree in which was hidden Morpha, mother of Adonis. The Romans said that Mars (Arès), god of storm, sent the boar to slay Adonis (see Adon) after he had eaten the lettuce. Boars were sacrificed therefore to the Venus of Cyprus, and their bones are found in the ruins of the temple at Kition. Herodotos also speaks of the pigs sacrificed to Osiris in Egypt, and Antiochus Epiphanes (168 B.C.) placed an image of the boar even in the Jerusalem temple. Romans in Germany are said to sleep in the cave, or sty, of the Christmas boar, hoping to dream of good luck. The Swedes said that the boar “killed the Lord Sun in a cave”: for the sun (Mithra or Indra) issues from a cave in many myths. But demons also took the form of boars (and possessed Gadarene swine), thus there are boars of winter and sterility, as well as of fertility, just as there are good and bad serpents; and the boar takes the place of a scape goat (see ‘Anziel), and of the ass called “Souffre douleur.”

The Skandinavians connected the boar with Freyr (see Frey) the third god of the Norse triad: his chariot was drawn by the solar boar named “Golden bristles,” and was said to “rush along with the speed of horses, and to light up night like noontide.” Gillin-bursti (“gold bristles”) runs from east to west, and “loves the Boar and Vanir”—gods of heaven and of the waters, of sunshine and rain, over which Freyr presides: his bristles are “luminous swords” (sunbeams) that smite the Frost Giants, to deliver the beautiful Gerda (Earth), who at first repulses and then embraces him. The Lincolnshire harvest festival still commemorates this boar: men dressed in sacks, with furze bushes to represent the bristles, rush about among the revelers, representing boars (see Notes and Queries, 15th February 1890). At Yule tide in Skandinavia the boar was sacrificed to Freyr. Its flesh appeared on every table, from Yule to Twelfth Night, or Epiphany: tables were then decked with greenery, and with all available fruits, fresh or preserved. The blood of the boar was caught in bowls, and sprinkled with magic wands, on houses and people—as blood was sprinkled at the original Passover, or is by modern Arabs in connection with rites of expiation. A sacred rod was waved thrice over the garnished boar’s head; and the knife of a virtuous man must cut the first slice of its meat. Sometimes (according to Grimm) a live boar was brought into the hall and its head struck off.

At Lasterbach, in 1589, a royal decree required that “farmers should, at Yule tide, furnish a clean golden furrrow hog (gold-førk), but one still sucking.” It was led round the hall and killed, while the company pledged the gods, Woden, Niord, Frey, Freyr, and sometimes Bragi, as also their relatives and friends, in horns of ale and mead: on specially solemn occasions the pledge was made with one foot on a sacred stone—whence our “one foot on the table,” as also our Christmas sucking pigs, and “lucky” pigs. All through “Freyr’s month” bread and cakes must be made in the shape of pigs; and images of boars, large and small, stood on the tables, till seed-time in spring, when they were ground up, mixed with the seed, and given to ploughmen and cattle, to ensure good harvests and fertility. The boar’s head was a crest (“esfor cumbale”) of which families were proud, and which also appeared on Roman standards. An Anglo-Saxon poem applies the term (“esfor cumbale”) even to the Labarum or ensign of Constantine.

Mr Lovell (Nat. Hist., 1661) says that the “genitals of the boar helpheth against the impotency of Venus,” and that sow’s milk mixed with honey “causes conception” while boar’s marrow is good for bleared eyes, and (mixed with burnt hair of a woman) cures “St Antony’s fire” (erysipelas): for this saint’s crest was the “good pig” (see Antony) which is still a device for butchers, who, like the Norse,
took oaths by the boar. Our Inns of Court—possibly founded by butchers—have the pig on their scutcheon, with the text “Put your trust in God and be comforted, for this is the sign of the good sow.” The boar was sacred also to Frey and Venus, and much eaten at wedding feasts (Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 5).

These old rites are still commemorated at the Christmas dinner of Queen’s College, Oxford. The boar’s head is borne in procession with song; it is decked with gilded sprays of bay (representing the gold bristles) with rosemary and herbs; and it is heralded by trumpeters. All may come to see it, for it is a “people’s sacrifice and rejoicing”: the sprays and banners are distributed among them, and the dish is placed on the gaily decked table, opposite the peacock pie (see Peacock). Vows were taken on the boar’s head: he used to be led to the king’s palace, or to the sacred grove; and hands were laid on his head in swearing: or, failing the boar, the oath was taken on his bristles, feet, or snout. The badge of the royal house of York was the boar’s head, with silver tusk and gold bristles. The Earls of Oxford bore the blue boar, and those of Devon the silver boar, as badges, while that of Edward III was a blue boar with members of gold. But the black boar was an emblem of the night, like the black bull. [Thus in Egypt also Set, the god of darkness, was the boar that devoured the “Eye of Horus,” which was the sun. —E. T.]

The boar’s tusk was a plough that opened mother earth. Tusks are favourite phallic charms throughout Asia, and to the present day (says Leland) in Italy, for they aver the evil eye: the amulet of boar and ring secures the health of children (Leland’s Sorcery). Both this writer and Prof. Skeat call attention to the strange connection between the boar and the “conch shell” of Venus, or cowrie of commerce, which also avert the evil eye, and aid love and reproduction (together they are the lingam and yoni): this charm Italians call porcellana, from porcella “a small sow”—a term used for the Yoni.

**Bod**. See Bod.

**Bodhí Tree**. See Anu-rādhā-pār and Gya.

**Bohu**. See Baau.

**Bokika. Bochicha.** The patriarch, and civiliser, of the natives of New Grenada and Columbia. In character he is a Buddha. His consort was Huythaka, the moon: they lived 2000 years, introducing agriculture, and they died at Irika. It appears probable that the legend of this culture hero was based on the visit of a Buddhist missionary (see Azteks, Buddha, Kuetzal-coatl, and Mexico).

**Bolt.** See Delta, Door, Key; and Rivers of Life, ii, p. 462.

**Bon. Pon.** The early religion of Tibet passed through the three stages Joda-bon (see Samans), Khya-bon a mixture of Jainism with nature worship, and thirdly the mongrel Buddhism of the Gyur period (Bengal Bl. Asiatic Soc. Jour., i, iii, 1881). The Bon-pon cult is still common in and near Tibet (see China), and from Bon-za—“a priest” in Mid Asia and Japan—comes the word “Bonze” applied sometimes incorrectly. The Bon religion, according to Babu Sarat Chandra Das in his valuable articles (Bengal Bl. As. Soc. Jour., LI, iii, iv, 1881-2), is based on the Svastika or “wheel of the law,” the emblem being reversed as compared with the Buddhist wheel: for the Bonkor circumambulate shrines from right to left, but Buddhists from left to right (see Svastika). The Babu treats fully of the Tibetan scriptures of 12 books, called Duthbah Selkii Mêla. A Bon in China is a Taoist, descended from a heavenly teacher (or Lo-u-kyun) called Thaishan, who existed from the beginning, and was the “builder” of the world: out of his 81 emanations Buddha was one. He reappeared in human form about the time of Confucius, after a gestation of 82 years. He was consequently born as an old man (see Lao-tze), who received his scriptures in a mountain cave, and called his system the Tiao or “way.” This became later (6th century a.c.) the “spiritual way,” opposing the practical teaching of Confucius. A supreme immaterial being (Sanskrit A-rāja) self-created, formless, invisible, noble, and matchless, presides (say Bon) over many gods, who rule the phenomena of nature, and who must—together with demons—be propitiated, or turned to account by skill, that they may guard persons and temples from evil. Demon guardians are imagined before the shrines (as they were among Hittites and Babylonians also): the monks take vows like Buddhists, and the rites and charms resemble the ruder forms of Hindu religion.

**Bones.** Among savages bones are much used for fetishes and charms (see Africa, and Australians), and in augury by inspection, or by casting lots: especially the humerus or arm bone, and the femur or thigh bone. The bone is regarded as the enduring part of the body, and seat of the immortal soul. The ancient Hebrew expression, used in the Pentateuch, “bone of the day” (“self-same day” in our version) has this connection. The Hebrew words Kanah “stalk” (Mikānah “arm-bone”) ‘Ezem “strength,” “bone,” and Gerem “strong,” “bone,” illustrate the idea; the Sanskrit aṣṭhi (Zend aṣti, Latin os, Greek osteon) signifies solidity. The bone Iza (or os coccygis) is the seed of the resurrection body, according to the Rabbis (see
Bor

Aztecs). The bone relics of Buddha, or of the Christian saints, which, like the bones of Elisha (2 Kings xiii, 21) wrought miracles, are apparently surviving emblems of the old nature worship, and of belief in the connection of bone and soul. Mr Walfhouse, of the Madras Civil Service (writing to the Anthropological Society), has called attention to "leg bones," used as lingams among non-Aryan tribes of the Nilgiri hills. The Scottish cathedral of St Giles, a few centuries ago, possessed a treasured arm-bone of this saint which was handed over at the Reformation to the municipal authorities, who lost it. The cathedral stood probably on the site of an ancient Celtic shrine. St Giles, if he lived as reported in the 6th century, was probably never in Scotland, being a Greek.

The late Lord Bute, writing on the Canary Islanders, gives the well known Guanche oath by "the thigh-bone of him who made me." These islanders were African Berbers: "the human thigh-bone was in fact the emblem of power, carried about by the Tenerifan princes."

Bor. Turkish: "white." See Bhur. Hence Bora is the "white moon" (Hebrew Laban).

Borneo. Much has been written, but comparatively little is really known, as to this large island. It is some 300,000 square miles in extent, with a population estimated at 2 millions. The Chinese say that they traded there in our 7th century; and about 1500 B.C. they seem to have colonised parts of the coast. The Portuguese discovered it in 1520, and Spain had a footing at "Bruni" about 1575. English merchants were there in 1609, and had a settlement in the southern capital (Bajemorsin) till 1733. They now monopolise all the N.W. part of the island.

The most primitive population is that of the Dyaks or Dyaks, who—though mainly Malay by blood—are despised by pure Malayas: yet they are superior morally, and bodily, to the latter: they are more truthful and hospitable, and less suspicious. Borneo contains many remains of Hindu temples, but the Dyaks have neither temples nor priests; they worship ghosts, and spirits of earth and sky, with many strange rites practised over by Manangas or wizards, that is men with a Minos or "spirit," as among Polynesians. The common word for spirit is Antu (see Atun), and such beings must be appeased by offerings of animals and fruits, especially when deaths occur. The Dyak explains that all men and beasts have spirits which survive death for some time—in fact till forgotten. Their belief in a "big father spirit" may be due to European influence. They speak sometimes of "seven souls" (or Samangat), the absence of any one of which from the body causes sickness. [So the Egyptian kings had each seven ka or spirits.—En.] The Antu being unhappy is appeased in ordinary cases by the sacrifice of a pig or fowl—eaten by the petitioner.

Good or bad omens from the crows, or the sudden appearance, of certain birds, and beasts, are the bane of the Dyak's life: these are often the voices of ancestral spirits. A tiger's tooth is a very precious charm; but the touch of a deer paralyses a maiden with fear: to fall into water is to lose one's spirit: only a wizard can restore it, and the process is costly. Dreams are firmly credited, and a wife who dreams that it would endanger her life to bear a child may claim divorce. If famine, drought, or deluge of rain occur some one must be selected as a sacrifice: the victim is generally a criminal. There are two kinds of Manang, or wizard: (1) regular ones called by a spirit in a dream—including Laki "males," Infu "females," and Buli "eunuchs" who wear female costume: those latter are persons of importance yet treated as women; (2) the "self-created" Manang. The Bali may be nominally married to a man, and may severely fine this husband if he is unfaithful. They often are rich (see Mr Ling Roth, Journal Anthropological Soc., Nov. 1891, p. 119).

The Dyak or Dyaks bury their dead, as soon as a coffin is ready, to a depth of two or three feet. The corpse is dressed in the dead man's best clothes, and his weapons and ornaments are placed beside him. Women may not go to the pendan, or cemetery, which is a darkneglected mound in a shady spot, on the side of the river opposite to that where the village is built (see Bridges); the women go as far as the river, waiting till the procession is out of sight; all join later in a quiet mourning feast. Relations wear ulit (mourning bands or garments) till the next annual Gawai Antu, or "festival of spirits," takes place after harvest, when the mourners bring a basket of provisions, made in the shape of some object liked by the deceased. Part of the contents are set aside for spirits, a fowl is waved aloft, each person present bites a piece of iron, and drinks a cup of tuak. All signs of mourning are then laid aside, and feasting, drinking, and riot, follow, as at Keltik wakes.

Dyaks have also an annual Kinah (or festival) called Bunut, which secures general fertility. Both sexes smear themselves with soft boiled rice and mud. After strange worship of the phallic much licence ensues. The Kyans celebrate the harvest festival (or Dangg) by sacrificing a pig, to the great Antu, with dances and other rites which appear to be all decorous. Mr Roth also describes the courting customs: "The young women receive their male visitors at night;
they sleep apart from their parents, sometimes in the room but more often in the loft." The lover presents a betel nut, and if this is accepted may sit and talk; they thus become acquainted, which is impossible by day, as there is then no privacy. A girl will let a man know if she cares for him, but if not no money can win her. Immorality is uncommon: the men marry at the age of 18, and the girls of 16 years. Parents do all they can to promote marriage; but if the lover is unwelcome to them the couple often elope, and though pursued are allowed to escape. Though romping is forbidden to the young, adultery is said to be uncommon. It is punished by divorce, by a fine, or by a thrashing. An adverse omen justifies divorce, and both parties are free to marry again. This is however rare, and those who part in anger sometimes come together again: for divorce is not final till property has been divided, and till the man has given the wife a ring. Polyandry is unknown, and bigamy is rare, not being tolerated. Infanticide results only from shame. Fathers and mothers are treated with great respect. [The strangest custom is that of wearing corsets of cane hoops, loaded with brass rings, often of great weight, which women rarely take off. Beehuana women in S. Africa wear almost equally heavy belts of glass beads.—Ed.]

Boro Budur. A celebrated ancient temple in Java, described in Crawford's *Indian Archipelago*. It was carefully photographed in 1844; and accurate plans and elevations were made in 1847-1852: by 1871 we possessed 393 plates showing its details. Crawford dates it 1344 A.C. Mr J. Ferguson (*Hist. Arch.,* p. 646) thinks it as old as the 7th or 8th century of our era, and Dr Leemann says 8th or 9th century. Probably the name meant originally a "temple of Buddha." It is most remarkably like the Aztec temple of Palenque in Yukatan (see Mr E. P. Vining's *Inglorious Colonists*, p. 603). This is another connection between Azteks and the Buddhists Brahmas, who appear to have reached Mexico about 500 A.C. The architecture would naturally be founded on that of their Asiatic home (see Azteks, Buddha, and Palenque). The Boro Budur temple was dedicated by Moguls in 1400 A.C.; and Buddhism then died out in Java.

**Boseth.** See Bas.

**Bradhna.** Sanskrit: "the sun"; Siva: "a son," also Brihatna.

**Bragi.** The Norse god of poetry, and eloquence.

**Brahm.** Sanskrit. The supreme, self-existent, unconditioned, eternal, all-pervading spirit, or soul, of the universe, from whom all emanate, and to whom all return. He is a neuter, and is not worshiped, though much speculation as to his nature occurs. The *Brahma Sūnāja* (see that heading) pray to Brahman; in the *Satapatha Brahmanas* Brahman or Brahama is identified with Brahmat as an active creator—the Prajapati of Vedas and Brāhmaṇas. The neuter Brahman appears only in the Bhāgavad-gīta about the 2nd century A.C.

**Brahmā. Brāhmans.** The first person of the Hindu Trinity, usually imagined as *tri-murti* or "three formed," is a Janus with three faces, and—like Janus—of pillar or lingam form. The root of the name is the Aryan *Bhrā, Bhra, or Bhṛ, "to bear," or "produce;" as he is a Creator. Brahmi is the godess of knowledge, and also the Yoni as "creative" (see Bar). In the Mahabharata epik Brahmi is said to have sprung from the right side of Mahādeva ("the great god"); but many Vishnuvas claim that both these deities sprang from Vishnu; Mahādeva (or Siva) issuing from his forehead, and Brahmi appearing as a lotus from his navel. As Prajapati Brahmā worshiped the lingam, and drove the chariot of Rudra (Siva) in the form of Arjuna. He traces back, as the lotus, to the waters which were the first scene of his activity as Nārā-yana (from Nāra "water," see Nāra). He "reposed on the abyss of waters" as "Jehovah sitteth on the flood" (Psalm xxix, 10), and as Elohim "moved" on the waters (Gen. i, 2). Prajā-pati threw an egg, or seed, into the depths whence sprang Brahmā, who "raised the earth as a boar"—an expression used also of Vishnu (see Boar). The Vishnuvas also claim Brahmā, as an Avatāra or "incarnation" of Vishnu: but the Linga Purāna says that the fish, tortoise, and boar, were incarnations of Brahmā; which may indicate a non-Aryan origin for these myths.

The throne (*asana*) of Brahmā is still supreme, though he has been eclipsed by Siva and Vishnu, and by their Avatāras: for this throne is the lotus—the spirit of the waters. His original emblem was a lingam, but he was imaged later as four (or three) faced, a red god, with four arms, riding on the Hānas or sacred goose. His usual emblems include the bow, the vase, the key of life, the spoon, or a royal sceptre: also the open book, and rosary of beads—these latter being modern ideas. At Elora he is sculptured as described, seated, and having a rayed tiara. Of the four hands the upper right has the rosary: the lower a sceptre; the upper left a book; and the lower a daisy-like lotus, usual also in Vishnu's lower left hand. He is ruddy faced, but with some azure surroundings denoting the sky. In Southern India he usually sits on a red Hāna goose with a peacock's tail, and a comb gorgeously spotted red and blue. He is the centre of
the solar system, and travels as he wills “without touching earth or
seas, and swift as thought, in a car drawn by swans” (the clouds).
After having created the earth “he wished” then were produced
four sages and four females, from whom sprang gods, giants, men,
and hyenas—the latter were constellations (see Kadrú). From
Brahmá’s arms sprang the Kshatriyas, or soldier caste: from his thighs
the Vaishnavas; from his feet the Sudras or farmers: hence he was
Mahá-pita—the “great father”—a title given him by all sects, and
peculiar to none: for which reason he is usually absent from sectarian
shrines.

Every morning and evening the pious must murmur prayers to
Brahmá, rehearsing his attributes, and powers, and describing his
person. At noon they repeat a Mantra (charm); and offer only a
single choice flower, with some ghosa (or rancid butter), at all his rites.
At the full moon of January he is adored, with Vishnu and Siva to
left and right: next day the three images are cast into the waters of
the Ganges, or of some other holy stream or lake. Young men crowd
to Brahmá’s procession; but no bloody sacrifice is ever offered to him.
The Kási Chándrá of the Skanda Puráṇa speaks of the fall of Brahmá,
and of the rise of Siva and Vishnu. Vishnu acknowledged Mahá-deva
(Siva), but Brahmá refused, and forfeited one of his heads—perhaps
meaning a fourth of his power. But Sivaites say that it was Brahmá
himself who called Siva Mahá-deva (“great god”) when he tore off
one of Prajá-pati’s heads. Brahmá always appears to disavantage in
Puráṇik literature. Originally his throne was shown on the top of
the world-egg and Vishnu and Siva supported its steps. The upper
half of the egg is divided into the seven horizontal sections, of the
seven earths; the lower half into the seven hells, Pátañla being lowest,
darkest, and furthest from Brahmá: round the egg in the centre is
the revolving ring of the 8 constellations and 8 points of the compass,
over which preside respectively (1) Indra East, (2) Varuna West, (3)
Kúvera North, (4) Yáma South, (5) Agni S.E., (6) Váyu N.W., (7)
Isvará or Siva N.E., and (8) Niruta S.W. (see these names). The five-
hooded serpent, Ananta, supports this egg, but—like Brahmá himself
above—he is outside the created universe. The Sivaites say that
Brahmá slumbered over his creation, till Siva in the form of the
Hansa goose awakened him. Mind and matter sprung from Brahmá’s
body; Daksáha from his breath; Dharma from his breast: Angirá
(“memory”) from his head: and lastly, that men might multiply, he
divided his body in two, the right half being male (Svájam-bhuva
(“the first perfect Manu”), the left half female (Sata-rupa “the hundred
formed”), who is Maya or “illusion”). Thus we are all parts of

Brahmá who, before creating us, detached the principle of “anger” as
Indra. This creation took place in Satyalóka, the earth being still
under the waters before Vishnu raised it (on the boar’s tusks), pre-
serving Manu—the first man—and the Vedas from the flood. This
is one of several confused, and contradictory legends. All that is
clear is that all proceeded from the waters (see Vána). The world
created by Brahmá is to endure for one of his days, which is a day
of 2160 million years (or 6 into 6 into 60 millions), after which all
will perish by fire except sages and gods. Brahmá will continue to
recreate and destroy, on each one of his days, till he is 100 years old,
when he himself will expire with all gods, leaving only the constituent
elements of matter.

Modern Bráhmanism has nearly effaced Brahmá. We have only
seen two temples to him in India—one at Banáras, and one
at the Pushkára lake near Ajmére, in Rájputána, where, amid the
wild maze of dust, sand, and palatial temples, we were reminded
how gods—like men their makers—rise to power and fall again.
On an adjoining hill Sarásvatí, spouse of Brahmá, frowns at the
rival shrines, where busy devotees adore Vishnu, Siva, and all the
later pantheon, debasing mind and body to enrich their priests.

Bráhmans are the highest Hindu caste, and descended directly
from Brahmá. Ancient Bráhmanism (as distinguished from Vedik
faith) represented the influence of Dravidian belief on Aryans. Its
myths and customs had existed before the Aryans appeared—a
vast solar and phalik mythological system, sometimes recalling
that of the Turanian Akkadians of Babylonia. Out of this
Bráhmanism was evolved Buddhism, which prevailed for about
a thousand years, and was in time superseded, in India, by a
reformed Neo-Bráhmanism, which however fell back to the sloughs
of modern Hinduism. This Neo-Bráhmanism (after about 400 A.C.)
created the Puránik literature with its still vaster mythology.
Glimpses only of ancient tribes, heroes, gods, and events, are therein
discerned by the diligent student. Brahmá is the beginning of all;
and the table (p. 382) may serve to aid others in tracing the
confused genealogies of the Mahábhárata, and other later
works. It was prepared from the gleanings of many years of
study concerning the subject—gleanings from books, temple texts,
pictures, and explanations by Bráhmans. The modern Hinduism
springs from Vedik studies, which evolved Vedanta philosophies
maturing even in the days of early Buddhist supremacy. The
Puránik philosophy finally drove the latter faith out of India, where
to-day we find a vast Pantheon, and polytheism mingled with some
Brahmā
Brahmā

which has formed so marked a characteristic of the people of India during every period of their history . . . in the conviction that a Religion is possible, desirable, necessary; in the conviction that men are somehow separated from God, and need to be united to him; but especially in the idea universally entertained, that a remedy for all the ills of life, an explanation of its mysteries, and difficulties, and an appointment of a system for seeking God's favour, and rising to a higher life—that is a Revelation—is to be expected . . . nay that one has been given, the only doubt being as to which of the existing Revelations is the true one."

To much of this the learned thinkers and writers of the Darsana philosophies took exception, saying, "You make a false start with an a priori idea. Your wish is father to your thought and to your religion. You assume the necessity for a God and a Revelation, and construct these out of your own imaginations." The wise Buddha, after deep meditation, discarded all such speculation, urging men to the use of thoughts, words, and actions.

The Brāhmaṇas taught that all was derived from the Atman or "Self" of Brahmā—the Param-Atman or Supreme Spirit, superior to the spirit of man. They believed not in an individual consciousness hereafter, but in Sayujya, or complete union with the supreme impersonal Atman. This was the germ of Buddha's doctrine as to Pari-Nirvāna. The older Brāhmaṇas, as well as the Buddhists, Pythagoreans, Essenes, Christians, and Hindus of later times, taught that the flesh was a burden to the spiritually minded man; that all natural desires must be suppressed if we would attain to tranquillity, and escape trial and sorrow; that the world is a vale of tears, its ambitions and joys worthless; and that it is better to hope for peaceful rest—the going out—to Nirvāna. "Observe thy desires," said the ascetics of Buddha's days, "and thou wilt extinguish all evils, and attain to a present rest (Nirvāna), and in an after birth to Supreme (Pari) Nirvāna. From ignorance come consciousness, our present corporeal form, and the six senses"—counting understanding as the sixth. From contact comes sensation: the sense thirst or desire; the sense clinging to existence: the sense being passing through birth, old age, and death, with pains, lamentations, sufferings, anxieties, and often final despair. Such was the teaching in Gotama's days, from which he finally emancipated himself in his second stage (see Buddha).

Brāhmaṇas were once only priests and teachers; but eventually, like Christian abbots and monks, they had to maintain themselves by trade. There are now ten well-marked castes, five in the north and five in the south of India, in the ten great divisions of the continent. These may all eat together (as being all Brāhmaṇas by caste), but may not intermarry.

Brāhmaṇas. Religious commentaries on the Vedas, and especially on the Mantras (charms or prayers) of each Veda. They detail the traditional ritual, explaining dramatically the reasons. They explain also the oldest linguistic terms, and give traditional narratives, and philosophy (see Vedas).

Brahm. See Brahmā. The goddess of knowledge, and the Yoni.

Brahm. See Sanskrit. The alphabet of 46 letters used by Brāhmaṇa Pandits (see Alphabets). Dr. Isaac Taylor (The Alphabet, ii, pp. 320–325) in 1853 derived the South Aśoka alphabet (deciphered by Princep—see the Royal Asiatic Society Journal, vol. vi), from the South Semitic, which he considers to have reached India about 600 B.C. No runiform writing has been as yet found in India (see Balk), but Prof. Bühler and Prof. Mac-Donell agree that alphabetic writing was first brought to that country by western traders, between 800 and 500 B.C. The North Aśoka alphabet is derived from the Aramean, which was in use in Persia before his time: this script (at Kapur-digiri) compares with that of the Baktrian coins of Agathokles (240 B.C.). General Cunningham points out that a coin of Iran (4th century B.C.) gives letters reading from right to left (not, as in modern Sanskrit, from left to right) with the continued horizontal line above—as in Sanskrit—this arrangement pointing to the Semitic origin of the writing. The Kharoshthi (see under that heading) sprang from the Aramean, and was in common use in the N. Panjâb, Afghanistan, and Gandhara, from 400 B.C. to 200 B.C.: and this also read from right to left. From these facts we perceive how late, comparatively, was the date of reducing the Vedas to writing—Persian and Aramean influence first introducing literature from W. Asia, and being again followed by Greek influence, from Baktria, in the 4th century B.C.

Brāhma - Somaj. The "Brāhma church" or assembly worshiping the spiritual Brahm (see Brahmā), a great neuter—yet
called "Father, Mother, Guide, and Friend." The founder of this church was Rājā Rām Mohun Roy, a Bangālī noble, born at Radhā-nagar in 1774, and who died at Bristol on 27th September 1833. He was banished from his father's house, when 16 years old, for heterodoxy. He travelled throughout India and Tibet, and returned to his home in 1796. He then concealed his views, but opposed idolatry, the burning of widows, and other Hindu customs; this reopened the breach with his father; and the wound was never healed. On his father's death in 1804, Mohun Roy became more outspoken, and accepted government employment as a Diwani, or managing agent for native princes, but being a man of considerable wealth he abandoned this position, resigning in 1814. His house near Calcutta then became the centre for social and religious reformers. In 1830 he established a hall for prayer and Brahmo worship; and he then visited England, on a political mission connected with the affairs of a native prince; also with the object of a better study of Christianity. He was warmly received by Theista, broad-churchmen, and the Liberal world.

He was a man of considerable learning, and read into the Vedas and Upanishads (being chiefly acquainted with the latter), a spiritual Monotheism, which they can hardly be held to contain. He considered that all religions were originally Monotheistic; and that the deities of Hebrews and Christians, of the Kūrān and the Vedas, were based on the same idea of a Heavenly Father, as worked out variously by divers minds. Mohun Roy required all who joined his sect to discard idolatry, and to acknowledge one God alone. As regards immortality he held that our future "must rest upon our good and durable work for our fellows: that in this we must look for our highest reward, and not in hope of fame, or in any faith: that we must strive to do work which is undying, lives, and grows." This is the Buddhist idea (see Karma). He had great faith in the continual advance of the human race to perfection. "Right reason," he said, "must in the end prevail": and on such themes he constantly dwelt. On the whole his teaching has been fairly well maintained, and has been carried forward in spite of most unfavourable surroundings, and of persecutions, open or secret, for the carrying out of which the Indian caste system is cruelly adapted. Only the firmness of our Government prevented these from ending in bloodshed. Even Christians ostracised or indifferent to these reformers; for they were content to select from all Bibles equally the good that they contain, and they classed Christ with the Avataras (incarnations) of Indian literature.

On the death of Mohun Roy the material interests of the Brahmo-

Brāhma-Somāj

Sonāj were cared for by a wealthy disciple Dvārka-nāth Tagore: but he too died soon after, also in England, like Mohun Roy. The work was taken up warmly by this disciple's son, Debendra-nāth Tagore (born in 1818), who succeeded to great wealth at the early age of twenty. This able and highly religious youth was gladly accepted as a leader by Indian Theists. He abandoned worldly pursuits, and devoted himself to intellectual and religious research. He founded a society "for the special teaching of all truth (Tattva Bodhin Sabha), and he induced the members of the Brāhma-Somāj to renounce belief in the inspiration of the Vedas, thus leaving them without a Bible, but enabling them to go forward boldly in pursuit of truth. This step was asked by the spread of sound and unsectarian free education, which the Government of India was encouraging from 1840 onwards.

It resulted in the development of two other sects, the Adi-Somāj in Bangāl, and the Ārya-Somāj in the Panjab (see Ārya-Somāj).

A brilliant youth had long sat at the feet of the aged Debendra-nāth. This was Bābu Kishub Chander Sen—a future Paul, who proposed a further advance which the weary old Gamaliel could not sanction. The young Bābu and his school said that "caste, and even national rites and customs, must go, like the Vedas." It was too much to ask from the older leaders: they halted, and stood fast, and still so stand in the Adi-Somāj, which is the "Church of the first Believers." The new school, led by Chander Sen, cast aside all trammels, and their contributions enabled their leaders to dispense with secular employment, and to devote themselves to teaching and proselytising throughout India. To solid learning, sterling worth, and great persuasive powers, Chander Sen added an excellent religious spirit and a friendly disposition; but this did not save him from the fate of all great reformers—the fate of making bitter enemies as well as warm friends. Naturally endowed with wonderful eloquence he could use language of great dignity, beauty, and power, which never failed to sway emotional listeners, or to enlist their sympathies in his cause. But caste, and the dread of social ostracism, terrorised his countrymen: else might his followers have been counted during the first ten years by hundreds instead of by scores. Often have we seen his half-convinced hearers turn away with a sigh, after the most impressive and passionate appeals, unable to take up their cross, because foreseeing the Calvary to which they must go if they embraced the preacher's views. Had Chander Sen lived earlier he might have been a prophet, or a demi-god, and might have founded a new faith and been to-day worshipped as an incarnate god, or at least have rivalled Buddha, Confucius, and Lao-tzu. In later years the strong...
common sense of his youth and middle age, in times when he was in touch with the general society of the outer world, yielded to the influence of heredity, and to the mystical spirit of his race. He then believed himself to be inspired, and commissioned by God to preach a new dispensation, to "Christianize Christianity"; for he had become a greater worshiper of Christ than many educated Christians. He showed weakness also through various temptations of the mind, and especially because his power of eloquent speech enabled him to draw whom he would to himself. His teaching embraced most subjects that scholars, as well as the religious, desired to learn. Religion formed but a small part of his studies, and towards the end he became weaker and more mystic. With the most polished diction he addressed himself to every question of educational and social reform, to every great and good cause, not eschewing politics, which he saw to lie at the base of all that concerned the wants and interests of India.

Chander Sen started the Indian Mirror to aid his propaganda and helped many other papers and magazines, by his powerful influence, his advice and countenance. He was thus able to initiate many good works, and reforms, his generation being one very prolific in such advances, and more so than any other in the history of British India. His father was Ram Komal Sen, a well educated Indian gentleman of the physician class, who was long the secretary of the Bangali Asiatic Society. Kishob Chander Sen was born in Calcutta (19th December 1838), and received the best education that could give him, graduating at its university while attending the Brahmo lectures. While yet in the favour of his earlier Brahmo beliefs, he visited England in 1870, and was received in society, being introduced by Lord Laurence, and Dean Stanley. He was lionised, and interested all religious people, especially those of broad-church views. Queen Victoria presented her books to him, with her autograph; and he returned much strengthened to India, where his sect was soon spreading vigorously. But when in 1880, somewhat spoiled by his success, he proclaimed new doctrines, many left the church; and a new sect was formed called the Sadhbârâ (or "Catholic") Brahmo-Somaj. All Brâhmos continued to hold in the highest respect their old leader. Chander Sen died on Sunday (6th January 1884), and left a devoted disciple—the talented and religious Babû, Pratob Chander Muzzundra—as the freely recognised Brahmo leader. He has widened the sphere of action of Indian Theism, and has travelled all over the old and new world preaching the unity, and spirituality of the faith; and he has succeeded in attracting many adherents gleaned from many folds; thus increasing the number of Indian churches, and making them the centres of much good and progressive thought. But the most influential of Indian Theist sections, since Dayananda died at Ajmere on the 30th of October 1883, is to be found in his Aryan-Somaj (see Arya-Somaj).
known as Brish and Bhrissya (see Bar). This “creator of time,” or “ancient of days,” has a very old shrine at Banaras, which is thronged by the aged praying for health. Probably this temple is the oldest in the sacred city, and it adjoins Kasi, the oldest part of the town (see Banaras). Mr Sherring says (Banaras, p. 94) that “it must be several hundred years old,” which is older than most shrines now left in India. The lingam of Kali here stands in a hollow space, close to the image of Kali his consort, and is usually reddened, and adorned with flowers: close by stands Siva’s bull, and there are here two sacred wells, that of Kali being called the Amrit-Kund, or “well of immortality,” full of putrid sulphurous water, in which the sick wash and are cured, at the summer festival, casting many corruptive offerings therein. Beside it are images of Vishnu and Lakshmi, Párvati, Ganesa, and Hanumán who is here called Mahá-bir.

The cell of Brishá Kala is not unlike that of the Annunciation at Nazareth (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 613). Water is constantly dripping from a brass cistern, through the roof, on to a plain, smooth lingam which stands in an Argha; and Siva appears here as Nágái-Siva (the “serpent god”) in the adjoining court. Another lingam presents the serpent coiled round it; and, in a square space with two sacred Pipal trees, and a Neem tree, is an image of the ancient sun god Markandé-Siva, or Daksá-Siva, whom Siva beheaded when he insulted Párvati with the mythical Asva-Medha, or “horse sacrifice.”

There are also speak of bridges, which span the “great gulf fixed” between heaven and hell—the living and the dead—or which lead from earth to heaven. The living thought that the dead were never safely separated—and might return as ghosts (see Babylon)—unless some Kharon had ferried them over a River Styx, Akhiron, or Kokutos. The Egyptian mourner cried “to the west! to the west the land of the dead!” as they placed the corpse in the boat of Khun-ennu—their Kharon; and, when west of the river, they still sent it either east (see Beni Hassan) or over some Nile tributary, or sacred lake, to the tomb where it was so carefully sealed. The Hindu had his Vaitarani or swift river of hell, flowing with blood and filth, which can only be crossed by holding the cow’s tail. Mr Ayntesey (Indian Antiq., May 1886) found that Hindus of Chamba, in the Panjab, had a bridge over which every corpse must pass on its way to the burning-ghat, beside the river. It was a perilous causeway only 18 inches wide, and without protecting rampart; there was another safe path, but only the bridge could be used.

The Magi of Persia had their sacred Khisvad bridge—the “bridge of the gatherer,” over which the pious pass safely, though it is guarded by the sacred dog, because they are led by the good angel created by their own good thoughts, words, and deeds (Hadokht Násk): it becomes the width of nine javelins for the good, but is sharp as a razor’s edge for the bad, who fall into hell sinking till they reach the depth due to their crimes. Those who are neither pious nor wicked go to the “place of the stationaries,” presumably a Persian Purgatory (see Sacred Books of the East, xviii, and Dr Mills in Asiatic Quarterly, April 1897). This legend of the bridge Moslems have applied to the Sivárt or “path” of the Korán. Their bridge reaches from the Jerusalem temple to Olivet over the “Valley of Hell”: the pious cross, because an angel holds them by the Shishekh or single lock on the head: the wicked, to whom it is sharp as a sword, fall into Wády el Jehanum beneath, which is the “Valley of Hell.” The Jews believe this valley to be the scene of the last judgment, and that any not buried on Olivet, or on the slopes to its west, must find their way there from their graves, passing under ground, opposed by demons and serpents: for which reason Jews in Russia are buried with a fork, to aid them to dig their way—this of course is the old Egyptian idea of the soul’s journey through Amenti.

In the Mishnah also (“Parah”) we read of a certain bridge from the temple to Olivet, by which the high priest passed to perform the “Red Heifer” rites. It was made of cedal, fig, and cypress woods, but does not appear to have actually existed. The legend said that the sun rose over a “tower of holy woods”; and its rays shone direct into the Holy of Holies, whence the bridge led direct. The Red Heifer itself has a mythical meaning, in connection with the dawn. We can trace this bridge—sometimes connected with the rainbow as the bridge from heaven to earth—even in America, as the “owl bridge” or “bridge of souls” among Aztecs (Brinton, Myths of the New World, 1876, p. 168). The Chinese in the island of Formosa, have the same idea. The good pass safe over a narrow bamboo bridge to a Paradise of sensual enjoyment; and the wicked fall thence into a bottomless pit of torment.

The Skandinavians said that the dead passed first the “quaking bog” of Gjoll, or Asbur, and then over the bridge of Bifrost, or Modgudor, which was the rainbow. Their heroes also were placed in boats and sent out to sea, or sunk in rivers, with all their weapons:
such funeral boats have actually been found; and the Japanese also
send out boats laden with gifts for the dead, to go west, and to be
burned at sea. Odin bore the slain in a golden boat to the paradise
of Brñ-hala, or Val-hala, in heaven. In our own islands the "bridge
of the dead" is, in folk-lore, "no broader than a thread." In
Brittany Britain was regarded as the "land of souls," to which the
dead were carried mysteriously in ghostly boats, escorted by a dog.
The Bretons of Thongnel (like the Hindus of Chamba above men-
tioned) conveyed their dead for burial over an arm of the sea, called
the "Passage de l'Enfer," though there was a shorter and safer route
to the cemetery. The Ewok Indians, of N. California, retain the old Aztec
legend; for their souls must pass along a thin, slippery, quivering
pole, spanning the great chasm between earth and the bright sunny
hills of Paradise; good souls are aided by a good spirit, helped by the
green fires kept burning for several nights. The Polynesians have no
river of death, but believe that souls pass through holes in the
beach, and travel under the sea, escorted by a dog, much as in the
Breton legend. [The Babylonian Ea also judged souls under the sea;
and the idea is found even in the Book of Job. (xxvi, 5)—En.]
The bridge idea, however, reached the Andaman Islanders before the Moors
came there (see Anthrop, Instit. Journal, May-June, 1902, p. 140).
The Sikhs still salute you, on receiving alms in the Punjab, with the
words "may father Nanaak-shah take your boat safely over the River
of Life."

Bridget. The Keltik "bright" goddess and saint. Keats said
that Brigit was an "arrow of fire," a goddess of smiths, of poetry,
and of physic—the "daughter of Daga," who became St Bride (see
Petrie's Round Towers, i, pp. 26, 195, 336, 439; and O'Brien's
translation of Villanius's Phenomena Ireland, 1583). By the round
tower of Killaloe was her cell, where her special mass (Afrion, the
Latin Oferenda) was celebrated. The church contained this virgin's
tomb to the left of the altar. She is said, by "the historian Captains
of the 9th century A.C.," to have miraculously enlarged the entrance
to the church itself. But pagan Danes desecrated it about 835 a.c.
Several vaulted cells, 10 to 15 feet high, remain here. In one of
these the "inextinguishable fire" of the old bright goddess was kept
up (says O'Brien, p. 308) till put out, in 1820, by Loundres, Arch-
bishop of Dublin; the "Nuns of St Brigid"—or local sectaries—were
then dispersed. St Bridget is said to have been converted to
Christianity in 467 a.c., though "not forsaking fire worship" (O'Brien,
p. 82). Her shoe, or slipper, was a charm which, like Mary's foot,
was reverenced by Christian and pagan alike (see Foot; and Rivers
of Life, i, p. 360). Petrie says that he had a "brass slipper of
Brighit the Bright." Bede, in his Life of St Othbera, speaks of
many fire cells, or temples, throughout Ireland where, as elsewhere,
pagan shrines were reconsecrated as Christian churches.

Brihas-pati. A name of the eternal god in the character of
the Purûhît priest, who prays for man to the gods. Hence he is
Vaëkas-pati (Lord of the Word), and Gish-pati, as intercessor.
In the Vedas he is "Lord of prayer"; and, like Brahmas-pati, is a
preceptor of gods and men (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 481, fig. 312).
The Bûlas of Ceylon said that he was the planet Jupiter, but adored
him as phallic. He has a large halo of moon and stars, over a
conical head-dress. He holds the phallics in either hand, but elsewhere
usually has a vessel of ambrosia (amrita) in his left, like Kwan-yin in
China (Rivers of Life, ii, p 529). He sometimes leans or sits on a
tiger, with a strange monster—half fish, half human—at his feet.
The body of Brihas-pati is of gold; his legs striped blue; and his ear
(the Niti-ghosts) is drawn by 8 pale coloured steeds. His day of
the week is Thursday, and his zodiacal sign is Sagittarius the Archer,
or Pisces the Fishes. The thunder is his voice, and he shines as light. He
is Angiras child of the Rishi Angiras. His consort is Tàrâ, who
personifies the stars: Soma carried her off—for the moon extinguishes
the starlight—in the divine warfare called Tarikamaya. Indra
and other gods fought for Brihas-pati; but Rudra, with Daityas and
daksas, opposed them; and "earth being shaken to its centre,"
Brahmà restored Tàrâ, who, however, bore a child to Soma, called
Budha—the planet Mercury. The Rishis are said to have milked
the earth through Brihas-pati; for all blessings come from him. By
his aid priests pray; he is at once the suppliant and the sacrifice. Yet
of the sacred Sastras he is reported to have said: "they have three
authors—a bullfinch, a rogue, and a fiend." He was Vîsàs (see that
heading) in the 4th Divâpara age; and a code of laws goes by his
name.
We have no distinct trace of Turanianis in Britain: for even the Picts bear Keltic names in the history of Bede. But Aryans on the Continent mingled with the Finns, and the Finnic Basques; and the Latins with the Turanian Etruscans. The Keltic head—like the Latin—is large and broad: the Saxon was also somewhat short-headed. The so-called Iberians might, however, be true Kelts, and the round-headed people (in a later age when bronze was used), may be early Saxons—before Roman times. Both Kelts and Saxons used, at times, to burn their dead, and slew and buried slaves at the tomb—remains of kistvaens show us, in England, a people who buried many bodies in the tomb of a burnt chief. But many Aryans buried instead of burning. We of course know nothing of th e composition, or of the language, of any of the barrow builders; but we know of two Aryan stocks in Gaul, and in Britain, one fair the other dark. The Brythonic people were red haired, with brown or blue eyes. Th e Goths were pale, with black hair, and dark or blue eyes. [Ed.] All the earlier skulls in Skandinavia are said to be Mongoloid [perhaps semi-Finnic.—Ed.] or Turanian (see Proc. Viking Society, 15th March 1895; Athenaeum, 6th April 1895; and Basques). [Briton probably means "brethren": Hindi Bhrati, Slav Brat, Russian Brate, Dalmatian Broth: from Brir "to bear." See Bar.—Ed.]

Broad Arrow. See Arrows.

Bu. Pu. A widespread root for "growth." It originally meant to "bloom" or "buff"; hence to "booz" or "bellow" (Aryan bo "bull"); and again to "swell out" or "grow." The ideas are found in the Aryan Bhru "live," "be," "dwell," and Pu "blow," "generate" (whence Latin puer "child," Sanskrit pu-tva "son"); Egyptian Pu "child," Pwa "pregnant," Pu "to be": Akkadian ba "make," and pu "long." In Semitic speech we have Pukh "to blow," and Pukh- 

Budh. Budh. These words, easily confused, come from the Aryan root Budh "to pierce," "cleave," "separate," "distinguish." Hence we have on the one hand Bud for a "sharp" thing or "point," as in the English boilkin a "small boll" or dagger (Chaucer says Caesar was struck with "boyldkins"); in Sidney's Arcadia the boilkin is a dagger, as in Hamlet, III, i, 76). On the other hand Budh is to "separate," "distinguish," "show," whence our bode "to show," and the Sanskrit Bodhiki "wisdom," Budha "wise," Buddha "wisdom giver."

Britain. The origin of the name is very obscure. Britain was the land of Britons, or Brythons, who were a branch of the Kelts, found now only in N.W. France (Bretagne), in Devon, and Cornwall, and Wales. They belonged to the people whose names ended in u, such as Latins, Sabines, &c., as distinguished by scholars from races whose names end in k. Their legends spoke of an original Brit, or Brut. Dr Isaac Taylor (Notes and Queries, 29th May 1886) would connect the word with bre or bry for "hill," "promontory," "bank" (Scottish broc). Pliny (Hist. Nat., iv, 31), says that tribes of Britanni were to be found not only in Britain and Gaul, but on the Rhone, and on the shores of the North Sea: but that the mercenary Bruttii, or Britones, in Roman legions were mostly from Gaul, not from Britain nor from Bruttium. Polybius calls these people Brettoii, and their land Bretha. Britons appear in Roman times all over the Continent, ruling long over most of Germany and France, working down to Picardy, Armorica (as Bretons), and Flanders, and crossing to Britain. The S.E. of England was the Roman Britannia Prima, with Britannia Secunda towards the west. Their name is found alike on the Rhine, Elbe, Weser, and Humber rivers; at Breitenburg at the old Rhine mouth; Breitenburg in E. Friesland; and Bretansche-Heide near the lands of Ems. Tacitus speaks of Iberians in Cornwall—whence the theory of an Iberian race in Britain. He perhaps only means Spanish colonists (about 100 B.C.), but there were Iberians also in the Caucasus, near the old Aryan home. The two races of S. Britain are represented respectively by the remains found in the "long barrows," and "round barrows." The first class (supposed Iberians) represent a disputed question. Both races may represent successive Keltic waves. The Britons spoke Keltic dialects of the Brythonic group, marked by such words as pum for "five" (Sanskrit panch, Greek pente, Teutonic funf, English five) instead of the Goidel bink (Latin quinque "five").

on as cheats and robbers; but good government has altered all this, and we found them for years good honest workers, and very fair contractors.
In 1718 M. Renaudet found mothers in India sacrificing female children to Bud, whom we must distinguish alike from Budha—the planet Mercury—and from Buddha. Moslem travellers of the 9th century speak of human victims whom they saw sacrificed to Bud. Every observant traveller—especially in S. India—has seen, close to the village gate (inside or out), or under a tree or in a grove hard by, the little ovate or conical stone, perhaps only a foot high, called the Budu-Kal ("pointed stone"), or the Budu-Kal, "firm" or "standing" stone (see Mr F. Fawcett, Bombay Archæol. Journal, 1882, i, p. 261). Mr Fawcett details all the horrible sacrificial rites therewith connected, which he witnessed on the borders of the Bombay Presidency between Dhārwar, and Bellāry. The victims of these bloody ceremonials are now only bull-buffaloes, and black rams, provided by public subscription. "A Pottāraṣ (or celebrant) bathes before the Budu-Kal; and, presenting the ram in his arms, seizes its throat with his teeth, bites till he kills it, and tearing the bleeding flesh with his teeth holds it in his mouth to the godess." It is finally buried beside the sacrificial booth, and the Pottāraṣ is bathed and decorated by the head-man of the village. Next day are brought sheep, rice, and milk, offered in fulfilment of vows. A buffalo-bull is dragged before the Budu, and its head cut off with shouts of joy: the head is placed before the symbolic stone, with the right foreleg in the mouth, to betoken complete submission. Sixty seers of boiled rice are strewn round the village in completion of the rites. Mr Fawcett is describing rites of village godesses, Mari-ana, Durga, or Wan-ana, who are usually imaged above the Budu-Kal. Bāsva (Siva) is represented by a cono of earth (Kētu) under a sacred tree, and, if possible, over a serpent’s hole.

In reply to our questionings the natives have generally said that their Bud or Bud was Adām, nephew of Siva, called also Budha or Buddha: and Moslems mean by Adām the phallus in India. Bud therefore is clearly the lingam, as the emblem proves equally with the word. In Java Bud is confused with Buddha, and the 400 images of Boro-budur are accompanied by many lingams and yonis, but include no images of Budha.

**Buddha.** The planet Mercury in Hindu astronomy—the son of Soma, the moon (see Brihas-pati).

**Buddha. Buddhism.** There were many Buddhas, but the name specially recalls the "greatest of philosophers and pious teachers, Gotama the Thādāgata or "saint," the Sakya-muni or monk of the Sakya clan, Siddarthha, who when he quitted the sacred grove of Boro-budur, entered under the banyan, and, when he sat there, the Vāna ("forest") of Rāja-grīha for self introspection and meditation, and then spent seven years in study, teaching and comforting all who sought him, till he came to be known as one full of wisdom, a pattern of piety and goodness, a true Muni ("recluse"), and a Bodhisattva (or incarnation of wisdom); one who had laboriously thought out life's problems, with the usual result of departing considerably from the faith of his fathers. He had gathered many followers, and especially five disciples, who at length, with fear and consternation, saw him gradually relinquishing the worship of their sensuous gods, and the rites and sacrifices observed by their people, to devote himself to virtue, and to the general happiness of mankind. All men recognised his philanthropy, and his desire of comforting the heavy laden, and of solving their perplexities. They had sympathised with his youthful aspirations, and with his recognition of the incomprehensible nature of life, and of a Divine government. They agreed that the pious must live the best possible life, and must patiently submit to the inevitable, being as little as possible moved by joy and sorrow, weal or poverty; but they found it (and still find it) hard to follow him further in the second stage of his teaching.

At Budha-gaṇā, after the seven years had been passed in severe discipline which often brought him to death's door, Gotama came to the conclusion that he was wasting his life, and wearing out body and mind to no purpose, selfishly engaged in thinking only of his own soul. Gradually he had formed the higher resolve to go forth and labour, to make others wise and happy and the better for his life and work.

"Enter the path! There are no woes like hates, No pains like passions, no deceits like sense. Enter the path! Far has he gone whose foot Treads upon one foul offence. Enter the path! There spring the healing streams. Enter the path! There grow the immortal flowers, Carpeting all the way with joy—there throng Sweetest and swiftest hours."

[Quoted by Bhikshu Anandha-Maitriya, in his sermon on "Right Life": see The Buddhist, May 1904, p. 16.—Ed.]

It speaks well for our race that, though 24 centuries have passed since that new gospel was taught, nearly a third of the human family still profess allegiance to Budha (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 590), however imperfectly they understand him; and that Europe and America alike appreciate his teaching. Gotama and his disciples shook them-
Buddha

selves free from the evil influences around them—from the fetishes, and phallik gods, and serpont worship, and even from the laws of caste. He gave up in the eyes of Hindus his own salvation to help the outcasts of the race. These "fishers of men" went forth without purse or scrip, having erased the past from their minds and hearts. They tried only to modify, and not to destroy the faith of the millions: to persuade not to persecute. But the effort was too great, the thoughts too high for the age. Gods and goddesses hidden away, while Buddhism first prevailed, in caves and holy wells were brought back twelve centuries later, when Neo-Brahmanism made its way among the masses who loved its rites and symbols (see Brahna). Buddha was confounded with Bud (see Bud), and became the divine incarnation of Bodhi, and the Buddha who was Vishnu. About our 6th century Buddhism was already sick unto death, and decayed slowly for the next 150 years. Some Buddhists were erecting lingams over their graves, and

"Self-abasement paved the way
To villain bonds and despoits away."

Buddhist sculpture then represented angels and gods, demons, paradises, and hells; though Gotama Buddha had confessed that he knew nothing as to any spirit, god, or soul. The Sakya-muni is represented as a Kol or Dravid rather than an Aryan, and with the curling hair of the aboriginal Negrito (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 206, fig. 85—the Tibetan Buddha). He is pictured with the long ear-lobes said to denote goodness, but which belong to non-Aryans. Mr R. Carnac speaks of a Manipuri whose ear-lobes extended two inches beyond his cheeks (see Indian Antiquity, Feb. 1880). Prof. Beal speaks of the Sakya as Scythian Aryana; but the top-knot of Buddha's coiled locks—said to reach to heaven—recalls the conical head-dresses of Turanians from Central Asia (Indian Antiquity, August 1880, and Royal Asiatic Society Journal, XVI, i, 1881): it becomes a pillar of glory in the Amaravati sculptures, but proceeds from the throne of the Hindu Bhagavat, thus belonging to lingam worship, not to Buddha. The deified Buddha is in fact Turanian, not Aryan at all.

Gotama the Buddha, Siddartha, the Sakya-muni, the "lion (Simha) of the Sakya tribe" was born to King Suddhodana, "Lord of the Sakyas," by Maya his queen, at his capital of Kapila-vastu in Ouli, in the year 563 B.C., according to the historians of Ceylon and Kashmir, and he died in 483 B.C. at the age of eighty. The dates given by Tibetans and Chinese vary considerably from these; but this is due to the belief in successive births of the Buddha. The orthodox

Chinese era of Gotama's death answers to 1027 B.C., though they only claim to have possessed his Law in 60 A.C. Huen Tsang, the Chinese traveller in India, in our 7th century, says that most Hindus then believed Buddha's death to have occurred in 630 B.C.; but others said 870, 570, 370, or 270 B.C. Some of our most careful scholars still prefer dates ranging from 483 to 477 B.C.; but Koeppen accepts the more generally adopted date 543 B.C. In our 14th century Burton thought that a fair calculation, from the Hindu Kalachakra, would date the death in 291 B.C.; while Prof. Waslief accepts 376 B.C. (Royal Asiatic Society Journal, January 1890). All these dates precede the reign of Asoka, which is fixed by contemporary reigns of Greek kings. The Tibetans, following the Chinese, calculated the date on astrological grounds, and varied between 2900 and 876 B.C. But this refers to previous Buddhas (as mentioned later), rather than to Gotama. The facts of his life are known, and the accounts vary little. The later legends (see Ava-ghosa, Buddha-Chaarit, and Lalita Vistara), based on the old myths of Asia, will be briefly noticed later, and grew up some 500 years after Gotama's death.

The account given by Dr Peterson (Bombay Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, 23rd August 1892) may be summarised as follows. During the period of meditation Buddha pursued the usual pious course and discipline, and sought rest for his soul in physical austerities, and metaphysical absurdities. He attached himself to two successive spiritual teachers, and gave himself up to practices which he afterwards condemned as idle, and worse... pressing the tongue against the palate... repressing the breath, fasting, and self-inflicted pain": he "was not able to eradicate them from the church he founded, where they have long since risen and choked the seed of the pure doctrine." "He left his teachers unsatisfied, and travelling through the lands of the Magadhas, came to the town of Uruvela, now revered through the whole Buddhist world, under the name of Buddha-gaya. He is said to have felt drawn to the place at first sight. 'Then my disciples,' he is represented as saying, 'I thought within myself: truly this is a charming spot of earth, a beautiful forest: clear flows the river with pleasant bathing places, and fair lie the villages round about to which one can go; here are good quarters for one of high resolve who is in search of salvation.' More than one of the sculptures at Sanchi are illustrative of this description." Here he lived for 5 or 7 years in the severest discipline.

"Five other ascetics joined themselves to him, in the hope that they might be permitted to share in the fruit of penance such as they saw him undergo. His body wasted away, but he found himself no nearer
the goal. Convinced that the path did not lie here he took food freely, and regained his usual strength. The five ascetics ceased to believe in him, and Gotama was left alone. One night truth came to him as he sat under the fig tree in his hermitage at Urupala: he "discerned the causes of things."... Of the forty-four years that followed we possess, again, no continuous record. We have only speeches, dialogues, and parables spoken by Buddha, with short notes of where he spoke and to whom he spoke. The traditional first sermon to the five ascetics represents his chief tenets. "Monks! there are two extremes from which he who leads a religious life should abstain... The one is a life of pleasure devoted to desire and enjoyment: that is base, ignoble, unspiritual, unworthy, unreal. The other is a life of mortification; it is gloomy, unworthy, unreal. He that has attained is removed from both these extremes, and has discovered the way which lies between them—the middle way which enlightens the eyes, enlightens the mind, which leads to peace. And what, O monks, is this middle way? It is the sacred eight fold path, right faith, right resolve, right speech, right action, right living, right effort, right thought, right self-concentration."

The sermon goes on to expound the four great truths, that life is suffering, that the love of life is the cause of suffering, that the loss of the love of life is the only way to get rid of suffering, and that the way thereto lies along the eight fold path. This doctrine of the mean is found also in Buddha's simile of the litre strung neither too tight nor too loose, which was addressed to the young Sona. "Buddha was a practical teacher of righteousness; and the record of his ministry lies in the Order he founded, and in the rule of life to which he called his Order... the three parts of righteousness are, good conduct, self-concentration, and knowledge."

He said that: "he who acts rightly him joy follows, as his shadow which does not leave him." Right conduct in his teaching means not to kill, steal, commit adultery, lie, or drink. "These commandments are for the laity: the monk, and nun, must substitute for the third a vow of absolute chastity." "Step by step, piece by piece, moment by moment, must a wise man cleanse himself from all impurity, as a goldsmith refines silver."

"He who keeps the chariot of his passions under control, him I call the driver of the chariot; he who does not merely holds the reins."... "Hatred in this world does not come to an end through hatred, but through love, this has been the rule from all eternity."... "He who speaks wise words, but does not act upon them is like a fool who counts the crows of others."

Eighty years passed, and Buddha felt that his hour was near. "He journeyed north, we are told, from the country of the

Magadhas with his face set towards Kusinara, now Kasia, east of Gorakhpore, on the Chota Gauda. He crossed the Ganges at the point where men were even then building the great city Pataliputra, over the place of whose site the learned now contend. Near Vesali, in the village of Belua, he dismissed his disciples, meaning to spend the rainy season in seclusion."... "I must not," he said, "enter into rest until I have spoken to those who love me, until I have spoken to the Order I have founded. I will conquer this illness by my power, and hold back the life that is issuing out of me."... "He rose, we are told, and left the house in which he had been lying ill, and, by his own wish, alone. When Ananda his favourite disciple saw that the Master was sitting outside in the shade of the house he went up to him and said, 'Master, I see that you are well. All strength had left me too, sir: I was faint: my senses failed me, because of the sickness of my lord. But I had one ground for hope. The Master, I said to myself, will not enter into rest until he has declared his purpose concerning the body of his followers.' Buddha answered, and said, 'Ananda, what need has the Order of me now? I have preached the truth. If I said I will rule the Order; let it be subject to me; then you might ask me to say what my will with regard to its future is. But this I have at no time said. Why then should I be asked my purpose concerning the Church? I am an old man that has finished his pilgrimage: I am eighty years old. Think not that I am your light or your refuge. Be to yourselves, Ananda, your own light, your own refuge: seek no other refuge. The truth is your light and your refuge: seek no other refuge. And he, Ananda, who either now, or when I am gone, walks in the path of righteousness with the truth for his lamp and shield, he shall be truly my disciple.' To his monks he said again: "He who walks without stumbling, holding fast to the word of truth, will escape from life, with its bonds of death and birth; he will be free. He will reach the further shore."

"Next day Buddha looked back for the last time on the great city of Vesali, whose rich men and whose courtiers had been among his disciples. He may have been standing in the grove of mango trees which the woman Ambapali, 'who was a sinner,' had given to the Order. Accompanied by a great crowd of disciples he set out for Kusinara. On the way the sickness which was to terminate his life attacked him at Pawa. Sick and weary he journeyed on and came to the river Kukuttah... At last he reached the city where it had been given to him to know
the goal. Convinced that the path did not lie here he took food freely, and regained his usual strength. The five ascetics ceased to believe in him, and Gotama was left alone. One night truth came to him as he sat under the fig tree in his hermitage at Uruvela: he 'discerned the causes of things.' . . . Of the forty-four years that followed we possess, again, no continuous record. We have only speeches, dialogues, and parables spoken by Buddha, with short notes of where he spoke and to whom he spoke.' The traditional first sermon to the five ascetics represents his chief tenets. "Monks! there are two extremes from which he who leads a religious life should abstain . . . . The one is a life of pleasure devoted to desire and enjoyment: that is base, ignoble, unspiritual, unworthy, unreal. The other is a life of mortification; it is gloomy, unworthy, unreal. He that has attained is removed from both these extremes, and has discovered the way which lies between them—the middle way which enlightens the eyes, enlightens the mind, which leads to peace. And what, O monks, is this middle way? It is the sacred eight-fold path, right faith, right resolve, right speech, right action, right living, right effort, right thought, right self-concentration." The sermon goes on to expound the four great truths, that life is suffering, that the love of life is the cause of suffering, that the loss of the love of life is the only way to get rid of suffering, and that the way thereto lies along the eight fold path. This doctrine of the mean is found also in Buddha's simile of the lute strong neither too tight nor too loose, which was addressed to the young Soma. "Buddha was a practical teacher of righteousness; and the record of his ministry lies in the Order he founded, and in the rule of life to which he called his Order . . . the three parts of righteousness are, good conduct, self-concentration, and knowledge." He said that: 'he who acts rightly him joy follows, as his shadow which does not leave him.' Right conduct in his teaching means not to kill, steal, commit adultery, lie, or drink. These commandments were for the laity: the monk, and nun, must substitute for the third a vow of absolute chastity. "Step by step, piece by piece, moment by moment, must a wise man cleanse himself from all impurity, as a goldsmith refines silver." "He who keeps the chariot of his passions under control, him I call the driver of the chariot; he who does not merely holds the reins." . . . "Hatred in this world does not come to an end through hatred, but through love, this has been the rule from all eternity." . . . "He who speaks wise words, but does not act upon them is like a fool who counts the crows of others." Eighty years passed, and Buddha felt that his hour was near. "He journeyed north, we are told, from the country of the
that he should die. On the bank of the stream that washed it there was a grove of Sala trees. 'Lay my bed, Ananda, between these two trees, with my head to the north. For I am tired and desire to lie down.' ... Again he said, 'In my honour the trees put forth untimely blossoms, the heavens rain down flowers, and the angels sing. But the honour I desire, and the reward I seek, are not in these things. Whosoever, Ananda, monk or nun, lay-brother or lay-sister, lives in the truth, in things both great and small, lives according to the ordinances and walks in the truth, there is my honour and there is my great reward.' But Ananda went from him and wept, saying, 'I am not free from sin. I have not reached the goal: and my Master who has pity on me is entering into rest.' Buddha called one of his disciples to him and said, 'Go say to Ananda in my name the Master wishes to speak to you, friend Ananda.' And when Ananda came Buddha said to him, 'Weep not for me, Ananda. Have I not often told you that man must leave all he loves and takes pleasure in. All that comes under the law of birth and growth, all that is made, must pass away. It cannot be otherwise. But Ananda, you have long served me in love and kindness, with cheerfulness, loyalty, and unweariedly, in thought, word, and deed. You have done well: strive to the end: soon shall you be free from sin.' As night came on the nobles of the city, with their wives and children, streamed out to salute for the last time the dying teacher. Subhadda, a monk of another sect, came to dispute with him; but won instead a place in the history of the Church as the last of Buddha's own converts. Shortly before his death Buddha said, still speaking to the beloved disciple: 'Ananda, you will perhaps say the word has lost its Master, we have no Master more. Say not so, Ananda. The law and the ordinances I have taught you, let them be your master when I am gone.' Again a short interval, and then the lips that for forty years had called men to do the right spoke for the last time. 'Hearken my disciples, all that is born must pass away, do you strive without ceasing.' And in the morning the nobles of the city burned Buddha's body before the gate.'

Thus happily and peacefully passed away the good old man, after a busy and eventful life spent in the highest interests of the race. Yet his pious, honest character has not escaped the venomous shafts of calumny, any more than that of other prophets. Christ was said to love the company of publicans and sinners. Buddha also was criticised because he went to the garden of Amba-pali and, after her conversion, to her house rather than to those of the princes of Vaiśāli. A woman was once bribed to accuse him of immorality. A missionary (con- demned by Mr Alabaster in his *Wheel of the Law*, p. 233) "said he died of dysentery caused by eating pork": but in the words of the Buddhist Scriptures, "Those who are unrestrained in sensual pleasures, greedy of sweet foods, associated with what is impure . . . all this is what defiles, but not the eating of flesh" (Omala-ñāpā, ii, 5). In the Amangandh Sutta when the Brāhmaṇa says "meats defile," the Buddha answers "nay; nor can fastings, tonsure, wearing matted hair like ascetics, worship, rites, and sacrifices purify any." In this Sutta the refrain "but not the eating of flesh" is repeated seven times, and in the end the vegetarian Brāhmaṇa is converted to more spiritual conceptions (Sacred Books of the East, X, i, pp. 40-42; and Jātaka, No. 240). The ascetic Nathaputa says, "Gotama the monk eats most purposely prepared for him, with his eyes open"; Buddha answers, "So Nathaputa has often said." Again he said, "My monks have permission to eat whatever food it is customary to eat in any place or country, so that it be done without indulgence of the appetite, or evil desire" (Hardy's Manual of Buddhism). It is foolish to gird at Gotama's eating of "boar's flesh"—or as otherwise translated "boar's work."

Gotama rightly began his career by a period of solitary (though perhaps too solitary) meditation; but while he hesitated whether to keep the truth to himself or to enlighten others "the fate of millions trembled in the balance." He judged wisely, and spoke and acted boldly: he founded a faith which causes millions daily to bless his name. "The German Feurbach, and Schopenhauer: the French Comte: the English Lewes: the American Emerson: with hosts of others have all," says Dr Eitel, "drunk more or less of this sweet poison." But is it poison at all? "Contem, as the religion of humanity, is only," he adds, "philosophic Buddhism in a slight disguise to adapt it to our modern civilisation." Coming down to the end of the 19th century we find the learned Canon Liddon in St Paul's Cathedral, admiring without stint the Light of Asia (Liddon's Lectures on Buddha).

As regards the similarities between the legends of Buddha and of Christ—which both sprang from earlier myths—Dr Eitel says that Gotama "came from heaven; was born of a virgin; welcomed by angels; received by an old saint (see Asva-ghosha about Asita) who was endowed with prophetic vision; presented in a temple; baptised with water, and then with fire. He astonished the most learned by his understanding and answers; was led by the spirit into a wilderness,
and tempted by an evil spirit; was the friend of publicans and sinners; was transfigured on a mountain; descended to hell, and ascended to heaven; in short—with the single exception of crucifixion—almost every characteristic incident in Christ's life is also narrated in Buddhist tradition.

This however seems an exaggeration, when we study the details in the Ludda Vistara. The actual careers were very different. Gotama was not persecuted. He was born in luxury and he lived to be honoured in his extreme old age. He is not said to have risen from the dead. The parallels in legend are not due apparently to any literary borrowings; they are found only in late works about 500 years after Gotama's death. Buddha was not born, in the ordinary sense, at all. The parallel really nearest occurs in the apocryphal gospel of the Pseudo-Matthew: the knowledge of the alphabet which he shows, as a schoolboy, has also an exact parallel in the apocryphal account of Christ at school. Most of the other incidents naturally arise from the customs of the age, which were alike in India and elsewhere. Buddha is tempted under a tree by the demon Mara, but his temptations are like those of St Anthony, and not at all those of Christ as a rule, while Zoroaster equally was tempted by the devil. Baptism by fire is only related of Christ in the later legends of the 2nd century. The Transfiguration of Buddha took place also under a tree, not on a mountain. All holy men in India were supposed to shine with celestial light, and the followers of the reincarnate Zoroaster (also virgin born) are said in Persia to possess the fire of immortality in their bodies. Buddha is not said to have descended into hell at the time of his death. He ascended to heaven, as all who had done well on earth were believed in his days to do. Parallels with the story of Krishna, of Bacchus, and of many other gods and heroes, are easily drawn, because the folk lore of Asiatic races has a common origin; but the subject seems not to be one very useful in the private religious history of the world's greatest.—Ed.

Gotama's rejection of the philosophies of his day was due to his strong common sense, which revealed to him their fallacies. They were subtle speculations; but speculations only. Sages of his father's territory taught him the six Darshanas or "demonstrations" (pseudo-logic), but he at length saw the difficulties raised by such philosophies—especially that which he learned at the feet of the great Kapila, author of the Sankhya Darwaza; an Agnostik and a quasi-Atheistik work, written at the capital city Kapilavastū. Gotama saw that first principles must be reconsidered, and all theories—however great—

the repute of their authors—must be called in question (see Agnostiks). If he doubted and feared he had also, we may believe, hope as to the future. He saw that the dread of death was due to man's natural "clinging to life." He turned his thoughts from all such speculation to the practical duties of life, and exhorted the anxious, or the argumentative, to think not about gods but about miserable men and women. Yet even such cautious language thinned his following: for many who saw that he no longer cared for penances, prayers, and hymns, and for the superstitious veneration to be won so easily from the ignorant, themselves preferred the dreamy, indolent life of the hermit's cell which he quitted. He entered fanatical Banaras alone, for every disciple had left him. He was greeted with scorn as one who had turned back after putting his hand to the plough: as one who found the way of salvation through austerity too hard to follow; who loved the things of this world more than those of Brahman: who was an atheist, and a companion of the sinful. Like Christ he was not understood by his own people. But all this suspicion the great teacher was able in his long life to live down. He taught that Religion is not Belief but Karma ("doing"), and Dharma ("duty"): that as we sow so we must reap: that the result of action is as immortal as man's personality. It was blasphemy in the eyes of Brahmanas: for he put aside the gods and their ritual, and he broke the rules of caste. Instead of worship he preached conduct, and taught that the wise man should be silent as to the Atman—soul or personality—which is the great theme of all religions. His own religion was free from all superstitions, though that of his followers was not. But the Brahmanas were engrossed in discussing eternity—the things "beyond" or "above"—and whether all must undergo "transmigration" to other bodies after death: whether if so consciousness remained: whether the "new being" would be quite identical with the old, and if not quite identical would it be another? They were busy also in suppressing the heresies of other philosophers, who had for several centuries then been writing Shāstras and Darsanas.

Buddha was weary of all these conjectures, and turned to the "Path" of Right Life. It might bring a Nirvāna on earth, whatever the Nirvāna of the real "further shore" might be.

The Buddhism of the Buddha 2400 years ago was not the Buddhism, of a few centuries later, developed by Brahmanas of the north: it was not even truly represented by the Dhamma-pada, or the Sutta-nipāta of the south in non-Brahman Ceylon: though the Master's teaching was long there preserved in greater purity. Yet of original Buddhism it is well said by Sir Monier Williams that
scarcely a sentiment exists in the earliest Buddhist literature, which cannot be paralleled in the Laws of Manu, the Epics, or the Niti-Shastras of Sanskrit literature—so soon did philosophy encroach on the simple Path (see *Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal*, April 1886).

Buddha was a Brahman by birth; and a study of the earliest books shows that, in his modesty, he never consciously set himself to upset Brahmanism, or to found a new religion, but only to found a new Order for the service of man. Jesus as a Jew did not ask his followers to give up the Jewish creed. Both masters sought to lead men to the "narrow path," and both respected the religions of their own lands. Brahmanism had produced brotherhoods with vows of celibacy, poverty, and mendicancy, long before the time of Gotama: men were dominated by the idea that life was not worth living either in this world or in the next. Buddha organised the monks and hermits (Sanyāsīs, and Yogi, Mūnīs, Bhikshus, and Chelas) who had always been conspicuous in Brahman systems, but who had lived by no rule beyond those of their individual fancy. Vows of poverty, chastity, silence, and fasting, with self-torture, filth, and nakedness; even the abandonment of caste as well as of family: all these things were common enough. The Yogi sought union with God through meditation. The Yati restrained all passions. The Jitendriya mortified his organs of sense. The Sanyāsī abandoned the world. The Vairagi renounced every worldly desire. The Sriman wore himself out with austerities. The Bhikshu must beg in the rags of other men's dress. Buddha's system embraced them all in one great monastic Order—a brotherhood of equals, leagued for the good of themselves and of others. Yet were their practices not the Path of Buddha. The Order expanded rapidly, but sank soon to the lazy monastic life so different from Buddha's "striving to the end." So too Francis of Assisi, even in his own lifetime, saw the decay of the Order he had created.

As an Agnostic Buddha had nothing in common with the Brahmanādi, who had "found god," and knew the Vedas to be his breathings. Such poets looked on the Buddhist as a Sūnya-vādi, who saw only a blank void where they saw ghosts and spirits. Buddha knew nothing about souls, or spirits, as being independent of matter. He said to his disciples "trouble not yourselves about the gods." He acknowledged five Sākādhās or "constituents": namely Rupa or "form," Veṣālā or "sensation," Sanjñā or "perception," Samākhāra or "forming idea," leading to action, and Vijnāna or "conscious thought": some of his followers made the soul a sixth Sākādha. Yet all held that the Sākādhas perish with the body, while Karma, the result of
extinction of evil, but not the extinction of good, desires. His Nirvāṇa was no selfish annihilation, but a real extinction of selfish desires—a release from pain and trouble when "gone," whether to annihilation (Aputteja) or to blessed repose in a heaven, or to happiness in a new life. The Pari-Nirvāṇa, or "utter going out." of many Buddhists, was only the older Brahman belief in absorption of the individual being into the great impersonal spirit (Brahm); an idea which is still held by many who call themselves Christians. Whether there be Hells or Heavens the Buddha still held that, "a life of virtue even here is better than one of wickedness": therefore "accumulate merit if thou canst": "store up Karma for thy fellows, and for an unborn world, that mankind may be better, and the happier because thou hast lived."

It was needful to be untrammelled by domestic cares if the teacher was to be entirely devoted to such work. Buddha and Paul encouraged celibacy among both priests and laymen, though the married state was honourable in their eyes. But the Dhammika-Sutta (quoted by Sir Monier Williams) goes much further: "a wise man should avoid married life as it were a flaming pit of live coals"—this it frequently is in the East, when fathers and mothers to the third and fourth generation all dwell in patriarchal fashion in a single home, under one troubled roof. Even the monastery is too noisy, and is destructive of long, serious meditation; the ascetic must seek the lonely cave or cell where no voice disturbs him save when once a day the frugal meal is brought by the disciple. Here he can keep account of his own merit, or demerit, and calculate the treasures in store. Like Christians these hermits believed that as they gave it would be given to them (see Miss Gordon Cumming's China, ii, p. 42).

Buddha demanded the most perfect toleration for all faiths; and during the ages of its power Buddhism never persecuted the Brahmins. King Asoka well expressed the views of his great Master when, about 250 B.C., he engraved the 12th edict on his Láit or pillar. "The Beloved of Gods honours all forms of religious faith. . . . Let there be reverence for one's own faith, but no reviling of that of others." No scornful words as to Brahmans ever came from Buddha's lips. He denounced priestly assumptions; but he told men to reverence their superiors, especially any more learned than themselves (such as those of the Brahman caste); thus he is pictured as followed by crowds of Brahmas, as well as of Bhikshus or beggars (Royal Asiatic Soc., Journal, xii, p. 242). Yet he taught that neither they nor the gods could alter the future made for man by his Karma. Brahmas saw in this only a heretical variation from their own doctrines of salvation, for they always insisted that salvation was secured by Karmā—which with them was the "performance" of Vedik rites and sacrifices—as well as by Bhakti ("faith"), and Jñāna ("knowledge"), as laid down in the Upanishads. Buddha retained the words, but converted the "performance" into the service of man. Like Sokrates, or Christ, Gotama has left us no writings; but the earliest Buddhist Bible—the Tri-pitaka, or "three baskets of light," is divided on the same three principles. The first concerns the busy, illiterate classes: the second is for the leisureed classes; the third for the cultivated and thoughtful: they refer to deed, word, and thought; to religious action, faith, and knowledge. No man must be neglected, he taught, and the humblest must have access to Bodhi ("wisdom") if he desires, for this alone can lighten the burdens of life.

Buddhists, especially where Buddhism is purest, in Ceylon and Barmah, preserve the corpses of their Yahanà, or Pongyi, by removing the intestines, and embalming the body. But this is not due to any belief in resurrection of the body; it is only done because of the long Pongyi-byan ceremonies of a monk's funeral. The rites are fully described by Shway-yo (The Berman, chapter xxiv). The sacred Naga snake rears its hood on Buddhist sarcothagi; and a coin of gold or silver is placed between the teeth of poor and rich alike—called the Krodhakâ by the Barmes—whereby the dead man pays his way over the bridge of death (see Bridges). These and other customs survive among Buddhists from pre-Buddhist ages; as does, for instance, the burial with the feet to the east, out of which quarter they say is to arise the new "Sun of Righteousness," the next Buddha Arimadaya: it would be disrespectful they think to place the feet to the west, for that would be towards the holy Bodí-ben or Bódhi tree where Shin Gítama attained to wisdom (Christians too were buried feet to east, that they might rise facing towards the Christ on Olivet.—Ed.)

The Buddhist should enter early on monastic life; and the Barmah usually does so at the age of 12 or 15 years, as a Roygin or probationer. His name is changed, and a sacred one adopted; and he enters on the course of religious instruction under a Shin. The initiatory rite is analogous to Christian Confirmation, for he is now a "believer" (Upadhaka) who may go further and adopt the ascetic's yellow robe, bidding farewell (for a time at least) to all his lay friends and relatives. But the youth does not nowadays remain long secluded. The season for entry is July (when Whk, or Lent, begins): in October he often comes back to the world,
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finding the monastic discipline and servitude too hard. For he must serve all his seniors; nor is this a light service, for monks often punish these youths, freely using a stout bamboo on the naked body of the neophyte: and they pry into their conduct, secular as well as spiritual. The youth must rise early, and devote many hours to striving after holiness, repeating texts and pious aspirations, such as: “O how gracious has the Lord been, in that I may know his laws, and observe them, and thus attain to holiness—nay mayhap to Buddhahood.”

The Barman believes that his Lord said: “three principles will destroy the world. By lust it will perish in fire; by anger it will be drowned in water; while by ignorance it will be scattered in space as by a rushing wind.” Gotama’s dispensation (the fourth age) has lasted 2500 years, and will, they teach, last 5000 in all. The Universe, they imagine, includes the lower hells (Nīrūtā), above which towers the conical Myamo, or Meru, with six blessed abodes of Devas. In sun, moon, and stars, there are gorgeous palaces also, of Nās and other spirits. [Persian ideas in the Bundahish are very similar.—Ed.] The earth itself is a cluster of lands or islands (Dvipas), round the Myamo mountain. Each Dvipa is named after a sacred central tree, and in the Dvipa of the far south is Nībān (Nirvāna or “rest”), the “further shore” to which the dead are ferried over when freed from the trammels of matter—from passion, and its attendant sorrows. The earth at first was peopled by holy men (Bynas, Barman, or Erhmanns) who came from Zahn, where the destructive principle had not come; but their descendants fell from innocence and bliss, to vice; and hence religion with all its laws and rites had to be instituted. The first vice, or crime, was theft, which was due to famine: then came falsehood, reviling, and wars. The appointment of rulers and judges, to govern, and to punish oppressors, followed in time; and tithes were instituted to maintain these, and to perpetuate religious offices and rites.

It is only through knowledge, says the Barmanesque Buddhist, that man is made superior to animals who—if virtuous—may become men in another stage of their existence. Elephants were once, or will be hereafter, good men. Buddha’s first life was passed as a tiny bird, he became a white elephant, a hare, and a pigeon (all these being harmless animals). With knowledge comes virtue, and power, but good works avail little if the five great precepts (already noticed) are neglected, and if we remain in ignorance. Yet Gotama said: “A knowledge of whether this world is finite, or infinite, or whether the perfect live on as here, after death, though interesting is not pro-
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stable.” Speaking to Malukya, a favourite follower, he continued: “Such knowledge does not aid true progress . . . fitting us for Nirvāna . . . Let us seek after attainable truths, such as the origin of suffering and the path towards its cessation . . . Whatever has not been revealed to me that remain unrevealed, and what has been revealed let it be revealed.”

Prof. Oldenberg finds that some Pali writers taught that Nībān (Nirvāna) might be attained to on earth: some said even Puri-Nībān or Perfect Rest. But there is much controversy: for men did not know what they meant, and so differed.

“If any teach Nirvāna is to cease, say unto such they lie. If any teach Nirvāna is to live, say unto such they err.”

Good Pongyis have argued with us thus: “Flame is not annihilated when the lamp goes out: for oil and wick and heat may be renewed: nor is man a dew drop which is lost in the Ocean. But he may be absorbed into the Spirit of the Universe; and, ceasing as an individual, will not again be agitated by the woes inherent in matter: he may fall into a calm and never ending cessation of existence not being born again.” Many modern Buddhists, forgetting their Master’s dislike of dogmatism, expect, like Christians, a heaven of calm, sweet, meditative enjoyment (as their Nirvāna); and some expect to meet again all whom they loved on earth: some even expect sensual enjoyment (The Barman, p. 127). Few expect Nībān to be “nothingness,” for this is unthinkable. Buddhists do not trouble greatly about the “incomprehensible,” but they yearn to escape from an endless whirl of existence into the calm of the first beginning.

Buddhism is a very democratic faith. All are equal: the arch-priest wears the same dress as the humblest Pongyi: though controlling all assemblies of believers, he is only honoured because he is nearer to Nībān. All monks are equal, and distinguished only by greater zeal to learn, greater piety and goodness. The superior is almost worshiped, but acquires no right to control others: each must seek his own salvation, and must study to strengthen himself by following good precepts and examples. The monk is bound to obedience by the vow he takes on entering the monastery, and to maintain the rules of discipline, which are often severe. They must confess their former life, and present faith. They must be free men, perfect in body, healthy, and legitimately born. One of the first questions
asked of the candidate is: "Art thou a man; and free from bodily ailments"? (see Bishop Bigandet's Life of Gotama, and The Barman, pp. 137-144, 243).

The assembled elders instruct the initiate that: "No member of their brotherhood may arrogate to himself extraordinary gifts, or supernatural powers, or perfections: nor give himself out to be a holy man: nor withdraw into holy places; nor, on the pretence of certain ecstasies, like an Ariya, set himself up to teach others any uncommon spiritual attainments"—these rules being aimed against Brähman pretensions. The brotherhood only repoves the outside world (wherein wickedness abounds), by appeals to the better feelings of men. If there be much evil-living, or neglect of religious observances, the monks refuse to go out for their daily alms, or pass the doors with their alms-bowls inverted: this at once causes much sorrow, and brings the most hardened to a sense of sinfulness. No further punishment is attempted, even of a pervert from Buddhism. Wonder and scorn may be expressed that he should leave the fold to follow the priestly fallacies of other creeds. But Buddhists are careful that none should stray through ignorance, though they all hold that "it is presumptuous and unwarrantable in view of the dark secrets which envelope life . . . to set up each his individual opinion, with dogmatic certainty, as the only true form, and the only one that can save" (The Barman, p. 174). No doubt in consequence of the belief that every Buddhist is personally responsible for his own religious state, and the feeling that only he can help himself, these monks seem to have little concern in the spiritual condition of the laity, or in the conversion of strangers. They have been taught from youth that each must judge for himself. They have Gotama as their great example. From childhood they have known that they must follow him. His images are ever with them—not to adore, but to remind them of his good works in hours of temptation. They know that the pure in thought will reach Nibbāna, and that not even the great spirit of evil (Māsā-Nāt) can conquer him who has Kæn, or "surplus merit," surviving from his past life or lives. [The reproach of indifference does not of course apply to those zealous leaders in Barmah, and Ceylon, who are now founding the "Young Man's Buddhist Association," and the "Temperance Associations," which are directed against drink: who are also sending missionaries to Europe and America to teach Right Life. But, as one of their preachers said, "what I have said ill is the product of mine own ignorance"; and the world that respects their good work cannot be expected to be much interested in the story of Buddha's throwing an elephant by the tail for five miles. See rather the sermon on Karuna or Love, by

Upasaka Chas. Silva, in The Buddhist Magazine of May 1904 p. 17.—Ed.]

But in spite of the teaching of Buddha, and of the more enlightened among his immediate disciples, "aspirations" soon became prayers—cries for help to the Tathāgata. They kneel before images in conical shrines, crying "Agatha, Agatha, I worship the Buddha, the Law, and the Assembly, with body, voice, and mind; and, clasping my hands with pious fervour, I pray to be freed from hell, famine, war, and pestilence. Hereewith I offer flowers, incense, and tapers, and seek Nirvāna." Man, truly, is a worshipping being; no logic, or philosophy, will prevent the many from adoring the symbol, the materialised ideal. In vain did Buddha cry to man, "Work out your own salvation; trust not in any god, or prophet, or priest: be good and you will be happy." The Barmese, who are the best Buddhists, are indeed the happiest of races. Young and old, rich and poor, male or female, they are bright, mirthful, and sunny, in temperament; whether when, decked in fine silks and flowers, they throng the processions to the temples; or when pursuing the round of ordinary home duties. They are in contact always with a religion neither gloomy, dreary, nor spiritually hazy as doubtfully resting on questions of ancient history, neither comprehensible nor capable of proof. Buddhism is at once easy to understand, and satisfying; it rules conduct; and makes life worth living for whoever acts well his part. The Hindu, the Moslem, the Christian, are none of them as light-hearted or joyful as the Barmen. The Hindu is sorrowful, the Moslem fanatical, the Christian unfriendly to all whose gods are not his own. The tree is best known by its fruits; and the comparison is best illustrated by the Indian criminal statistics.

Proportion of Population per Criminal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buddhist</th>
<th>Hindu</th>
<th>Moslem</th>
<th>Christian</th>
<th>Christian</th>
<th>European</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3787</td>
<td>1361</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average for Christians is one criminal in 527 persons. The proportion is 6½ times as large as in the case of Buddhists. The Buddhist has no Saviour to bear his sins, but he has no Satan to accuse as a tempter: he has no eternal hell to fear (if he is a true Buddhist); but he has the results of good conduct in which to trust. At worst Nirvāna is delayed by failure in duty. He sees the justice of that; and in his ears ever rings the voice that cries "Be good and you will be happy." He stares rather scornfully at
the teacher who tells him "No virtue of your own can avail without Faith"—that is without belief in certain historical occurrences. He sees no divine justice or mercy in that teaching. So Christianity has no charm for him; and grown-up Buddhists are rarely converted, though they appreciate the good to be recognised in the words of Jesus. They listen willingly to missionaries, and appreciate their self-sacrificing lives; but they disapprove of any teacher accepting a salary, or seeking worldly ease and comfort, or the society of the wealthy and powerful. They think that Christianity—as the younger faith—borrowed much from Buddhism as the elder; and that it even adopted corrupt later customs of their faith—asceticism, Lent, and ritual.

In Rama the Lent season lasts from July to October, and during this all must be particular in religious observances: it is a time of anxiety lest the crops should fail. None are obliged to fast, but there should be no feasts, marriages, or public amusements. When the season is over Yahans or "monks" should receive presents of all the good things of the land—for their "merits" have benefited the nation. In the cool pleasant weather of November an old fire festival (the Tawadentha) begins, corresponding to the Hindu Dīpā-vālī and to the dragon fêtes of China (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 426, Table of Feasts). The pagodas are then hung with colored lanterns, and the cities are for three nights ablaze with fire. Roads, trees, rivers, and shores are beautifully lit up; and stars of light are set adrift on waters sacred—as is whispered—to the old deity Shin U'pago. The old worship of spirits still survives and animism is still the religion of the masses (Shāns, Chins, Karens, and others), in highlands and forest-clad mountains. Only in the plains has Buddhism conquered the ancient superstitions about Nats or spirits, who may be listening from yonder deep pool, weird mountain, or shady tree. Even near monasteries, in wooded nooks near the hamlets, shrines exist where water, food, and secret prayers are offered to Nats; and in the highlands such rites are openly performed, at an altar with its image of some tutelary Nat, which must be hidden however from Pongyi monks, and from all other unbelievers.

The famous Buddhist emblem of man's recurring existences is called the Bhāva-chakra, or ever-revolving "Wheel of Life." It is the symbol of unalterable law, and thus the "Wheel of the Law" that governs matter. The Wheel is held by a terrible monster (as represented at Ajanta and elsewhere) who typifies Nature "red in tooth and claw." It revolves round an axis of stupidity, anger, and passion, represented by a pig, a cock, and a snake, holding each other's tails. There are 12 accompanying groups round it, which are connected with twelve zodiacal signs. They are usually: (1) Ignorance as a blind woman, (2) the potter making perishable pots on his wheel, and labouring for what is worthless, (3) Curiosity as a monkey tasting all fruits, (4) Sickness, (5) the House of the Senses, the five "birth brothers," (6) Contact; as two lovers kissing and a man ploughing. (7) Pain as an arrow in the eye, (8) Thirst or desire as a man drinking, (9) Covetousness as a man gathering fruits, and amassing wealth, (10) the clinging to life and reproduction, as a woman with child, (11) Birth—the result of the preceding, and (12) the corpse as the end.

The wheel itself has six segments in its circular area, representing the six stages of existence: (1) The heaven of the gods: (2) the world of the ungodly: (3) the world of men: (4) the world of beasts: (5) the world of ghosts: (6) hell or Naraka. [A Japanese example, giving Buddha, seated in Nirvana—a white circular centre of the wheel—has only five divisions of life: in Heaven; the beast world: Hell; the world of hungry wandering ghosts; and the world of men (see the Japanese picture in Man, Jany. 1901, by Mr H. W. Thomas.—En.]

On our conduct in any one of these lives, or existences, it depends which of the other worlds we shall reach after death. We may rise to heaven or sink to hell, be born as a beast or remain a wandering ghost, or be again a man in better or worse position than before. All depends on our Karma (the Tibetan Lhas). Yet modern teachers say that charms and ritual help the Karma, for angels and demons record our deeds. [It is this that the Japanese mean when they speak of the "merits" of one whose Karma has made him their emperor.—En.]

In Hell the naked soul is shown his former crimes in a great mirror, as he kneels before the table of the three judges (see Mr Waddell's valuable account, Bengal Bl. Asiatic Soc. Journ., LXXI, i, iii, 1892). Even in Heaven there is no eternal life; gods have births and periods of sorrow, after an immense lapse of time, when "merit" has become exhausted; then the flower crown begins to fade, and the nectar loses its sweetness, and the god goes to be born again into the world of men. In each segment of the wheel the scenes of life are minutely depicted; heaven with its pagodas, trees, and Seraph dragons; or earth with all its trials in childhood, manhood, sickness, old age, and death—twelve scenes in all in this one segment; in Hell we are shown most horrible torments inflicted by devils—pits of flame and of ice. Such mythology is foreign to the true teaching of Gotama, though it may have been that of former Buddhás. Gotama only said that life was a round of troubles—a
poison tree (Samāra) nourished by ignorance (Avidyā); “lessen Avidyā and you will lessen Jati (or births), and sooner reach the end of the journey”—the “further shore,” the centre of the wheel, away from its whirling segments, the peace of being born no more at all. It is your senses that produce your being, your passions, your energies; and the energy causes existence in the states of Rāma, Rūpa, or Āvāpa—“love,” “nature,” or the “abnormal” (see Proc. Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc. iii, March 1892). As regards these developments of Buddhism, and other points much discussed, we may refer to our short article in the Asiatic Quarterly (April 1893) on the “Two Stages of Buddha’s Teaching.” [These have been fully explained in the present article: the first stage was Renunciation of the World, the second was the greater achievement of Renunciation of Self. The latter was the new Path, which at first so deeply shocked Buddha’s friends.—Ed.] Like Christ the Buddha told his disciples “Love your enemies” (Matt. v, 44); like Paul he bade them “rejoice with them that do rejoice: and weep with them that weep” (Romans xii, 14); like the Book of Leviticus (xix, 18) he commanded: “thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.”

“There is no system,” says Mrs Rhys Davids (Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, Jan’y, 1898) “which sees in the evolution of human love a more exalted transcendence. . . There is no doctrine that sees in life . . greater possibilities of perfection . . . (it is) an overflow of superb effort, of abounding will.” “Our mind,” said Gotama (Majjhima Sutta, xxii) “shall not waver. No evil speech will we utter: we will abide tender and compassionate, loving in heart, void of secret malice; and we will be ever suffusing such an one with the rays of our loving thought; and from him forgoing we will be for ever suffusing the whole world with thoughts of love far reaching, grown great, and beyond all measure, void of ill-will and bitterness.” Similar passages in the Sutta Pitaka teach us to “Love one another.” Mrs Rhys Davids shows from original documents how false it is to speak of Buddha’s teaching as Pessimism, Pantheism, Atheism, Nihilism, or Quietism—apateiva: or to compare it with Schopenhauer’s theories. It is not “an Ethik rooted in Egoism, or Eudaimonism,” nor a religion teaching “the suppression of all desire and a moral stultification,” as half-read European scholars have so glibly written. They draw their ideas from faulty translations of some 17 Pāli words connected with “will” and “desire.” Buddha insisted that good desires be nursed and cultivated—not destroyed. He urged all to work, not slothfully but seriously; to strive with an “energetic and sustained struggle” (Viriya: Thama; and Padhāma.)

To say that idle monachism was the object of the faith is utterly to misrepresent and distort the teaching of Gotama’s Path. He reckoned nothing higher in conduct than the supreme effort of the will to regulate our energies. He longed ever for greater power to control himself. Self-knowledge, he said, leads to reform. His Nirvāṇa was not to be attained by meditation (though meditation leads to ardour, according to his teaching); much less by mortifying impulse; but rather through a reasonable discontent, through much anguish and longing. So said Buddha-ghosha nine centuries after Gotama. All Buddhists agreed that passions, and worldly ambitions, must be curbed. Gotama added, “have no cravings, whether for this life or for an hereafter; but be patient, living the best and most useful possible life.” Those who have talked freely with Buddhists will agree with Mrs Rhys Davids that, however calm and subdued their outer men may be, their passions and emotions are not paralysed, but subject to their sense of duty. Buddha must be judged, not by the superstitions of votaries in monasteries or in crowded marts, but by his own teaching, preserved in sacred books. In sylvan Vihāras, or retreats, men hid themselves from temptations, and sorrows of the world, too hard for them to bear. Their Master left his hermit cell for the great world of Bārīna. He praised the calm and studious life, but he never urged any man to leave his work—only, rather, to strive at his calling to the end.

As regards the “Annihilation Theory” ascribed to Buddha, dogma was contrary to the Agnostik character of his teaching: none of the many monks with whom we have conversed believed in it. It implies the postulate of a “soul,” as to the existence and future of which he was silent. All that can be said is found in the discussion between Mrs Rhys Davids and Mr A. Lille (Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, October 1882). The former writer says that the earliest Ceylonese sacred books teach atheism, and annihilation, and explain away the old gods. But in the Suttaas of the 3rd or 4th centuries B.C. we find notice of six Iddhis, or mysterious spirits; and all men are told to seek for Dhyāna or “meditation.” The Nāpali Buddhists, says Hodgson, believe that the Jīva (or ego) is immortal, constantly changing its body, till its Karma produces Bodhi-jñāna or “wise thought.” Mr Spence Hardy says this is also the doctrine of Siamese Buddhists; and having resided 7 years in Barmah, we can confirm the fact as regards both learned and unlearned Buddhists there. Clearly annihilation was not a common doctrine in Ceylon (see Upam’s Buddhism), for there we find depicted many heavens and hells, to be passed ere Nirvāṇa-pūra is reached. The diagram
Buddha shows us 5 heavens of "Jinas," 8 of "formless spirits," 3 of "Brahma-Loka," ere "Tasita," the highest heaven, is reached, and this includes in itself 6 Deva-loka heavens (22 in all), ere Buddha-hood is won.

As regards the Buddhist literature, we are told that, at one of Asoka's councils, "five hundred monks defined, and laboriously authenticated 34 tractates with commentaries"—a literature about four times the length of our Bible. Prof. Max Müller says (Nineteenth Century Review, May 1893) that though he has long doubted whether we can accept the tradition that the Canon of the Tripitaka was the work of an immediate disciple of Buddha, and drawn up at the first council in the year of the Master's death, yet he "has never doubted that a real Canon of sacred texts was settled at the council held under Asoka, in the 3rd century B.C." He adds that this is "now confirmed by inscriptions . . . that some well-known ones by Asoka refer to the Canon . . . that the Bharabut inscriptions of the 3rd century B.C. speak of the man who knows the five Nikayas, that is the five divisions of the Sutta-pitaka . . . so that we are assured that, at that time, the most important part of the Buddhist Canon existed as we now have it, divided into five portions." [This is about 300 years after Buddha's death in 545 B.C.—Ed.] Books written on palm leaves, or hides, could not last long. We have only copies of copies. The oldest Sanskrit text in England dates back to 857 A.D. (Mr. C. Endall, Catalogue of Buddhist MSS); others date from 1008 down to 1478 A.D., after which there is a gap in the history of Nagal. The latest Buddhist king in, or near, India ruled in 1466 A.D., or 600 years after the faith had ceased to be dominant; but in 1450 there were still Buddhist writers in India, such as Kayastha of Thera in Magadh. They used (about 800 A.D.), the Hindu era of Saka and Vikrama-Samvat, while Bangali writers used the regnal years of various kings. No other faith has so good evidence of its early history. The Sauch Tepes near Ujjain were certainly built by Asoka about 250 B.C., and reliquaries dug up have inscriptions said to have been written by Sariputra and Mandal-yayana—names borne by personal disciples of Gotama. Others are of Gotriputra, the teacher of Mandgaliputra who presided over the third Buddhist council (see Ducker's Hist. Ant., iv, p. 538).

Dr. Elys Davies says (Fortnightly Rev., December 1879) that "Buddha's Gospel of the kingdom of righteousness far surpasses that new strange kingdom of heaven founded afterwards in Galilee." The Eightfold Path has already been described, but it was long and narrow and beset, as Buddha tells us, by "Ten Hindrances." These are: (1) Delusion, (2) Doubt, (3) Superstition, (4) Passion, (5) Illwill, (6) Desire of Immortality, (7) Desire of Immortality in the Body, (8) Pride, (9) Self-righteousness, and (10) Ignorance. Thus, though extant before Vedantism or Upanishads (says Mr. Dutt, India Past and Present, p. 58), and perhaps existing (long before Gotama) in the days of the Pandu wars—thought to have been waged by Buddhists—the earlier Buddhism must have died before 900 B.C.; and the "hindrances" caused Gotama's creed to be also overcome by 800 B.C. Fa Hian the traveller wrote, that, about 400 B.C., he found a Buddhist sect that rejected Gotama, and acknowledged a previous Buddha. No Buddhists would deny such previous teachers to have existed, being all rebirths or emanations of Adhi-Buddha, the first incarnation (see Adhi-Buddha).

A few words must here be devoted to the writings of Theosophists, and to "Esoteric Buddhism," which is a somewhat misconceived feature of our Western literature of to-day. Buddhist ascetics who sought communion with God like Christian hermits used fast and torture themselves, like other Yogi, till they fell into trance, or saw visions. Theosophists claim to connect all this with animal magnetism, clairvoyance, and telepathy. To this phase of Buddhism Sir Monier Williams refers (Victoria Institute Lecture, June 1888; and Duff Lecture, March 1888). He admits of course that Buddha himself was strongly opposed to "all such esoteric or mystical teaching, as leading to no intelligible or practical result." We urged Prof. Max Müller several years before 1893 to speak on this subject, while Mme. Blavatsky was still living. He spoke well and boldly (Nineteenth Century Review, May 1893): "It is because I love Buddha, and admire Buddhist morality, that I cannot remain silent when I see his noble figure lowered to the level of religious charlatans, or his teaching misrepresented as esoteric twaddle. . . Whatever was esoteric or secret, was ipso facto not Buddha's teaching . . . If there is any religion entirely free from esoteric doctrines it is Buddha's. . . . That which goes by the name of Rakshasa, or 'secret,' merely means what is not suitable, for the young, or for the ignorant. We have already stated that in Barmah initiates are warned against pretension to mystic powers. The Sârman was "one who toils"; but Buddha became a wizard (Samsa-Gottama) among superstitious Mongoliens. In the Anguttara Nikâya (ii, 3, p. 129) he is stated to have said: "Secrecy belongs to women priests and teachers of false doctrines. The disks of sun, and moon, and the doctrines proclaimed by the perfect one, shine before all the world, and not in secret." In the Mahâ Pâra-Nibbâna Sutta he is recorded to have said when dying: "My disciples, I have preached the truth without making any
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—like spirit and matter—had neither beginning nor end. Buddha had waved aside all this. His teaching (to summarise the words of the Light of Asia) was: "Each man makes his own prison. He who lives to die dies to live well. Man has no fate save past deeds. No Hell but that which he makes for himself. I am but as those who cry unheeded to gods. Yet surely there is help for all." A Buddhist monk of 1892 (in a Japanese journal published by the Shing-on sect) considers the success of Christianity to be due to the moity of truth that it contains, not including Vicarious Sacrifice, Incarnation, or Trinity, but only the doctrine of a creator. "Buddhism," he says, "expounds the attributes of god more minutely, but the strength of Christianity—like that of Confucianism—lies in its practical moral teaching: doing, not knowing only, is its great theme." Thus he brings us back to the Narrow Path common to both these faiths.

This however marks much effacement of the original Buddhism: for Theism, even a generation ago, was not commonly taught by Buddhists. When we were in the East no such views were allowed to be advocated: though here and there an educated Buddhist might whisper a little Theism to us in private. The spirit of this age of culture, and of world-wide travel, is rapidly disintegrating all creeds. Buddhist Sutras were still oral when the Vedas were written down. Mr Dutt (India Past and Present, p. 26) says: "Their fundamental ideas are to be found in the pages of the Mataya, Vishnu, Bhâgavata, Garura, and other Purânas in which also the name of Buddha is mentioned." To these Purânas were written about the time the Vedas were codified (some however place them later). Until Gotama's time no sect had disputed the divine authority of the Vedas or of priests. But Buddhism—though claiming a vastly ancient origin by transmission through 24 Buddhas — was a philosophy without rites or worship. There were ancient discourses (Buddha-vachanas) called "the words of Adi-buddha"; but when these were followed by the Vinayas, or Code of Morals, then it was that Brâhmans declared the new teachers to be Atheists and outcasts. Gotama in his Third Basket of Light—the Abhi Dharma (a system of metaphysics)—was addressing the philosophik class. He won over all the piously inclined, whether they called themselves Theists or Agnostics. But the ideas of his time were far removed from those of the days when two great parties appeared—that of the Mahâyâna or "Greater Vehicle," and that of the Hinâyâna or "Lesser Vehicle." These were the Buddhist High and Low Churches (Phariscees and Sadducees, or Sunnis and Shi'ah). The former, or Mahâyâna school, only appeared in our 1st century teaching high ritual and tradition,
speaking of Bodhi-sattvas, and Paulina-paniâ: the carved caves of Elora are held to illustrate its development.

Dr Oldenberg (Life of Buddha) holds that original Buddhism sprang up among the Eastern pre-Vedik tribes of Kosala, and Mâgadhâ, opposed to the Kurus and Panchâlas of W. India. Gotama found them immersed in metaphysics and useless problems, and in priestly ritual. He said (according to the Tibetan Udâna-vargya, iv, 23) that whose obeyed the moral law "walks in its way, and has a share in the priesthood." The weakness of his first stage is touchingly indicated in the disappointment of his father Suddhodana, when he saw his son return as a Bhikshu: "It is my son's face," he said, "but his heart has fled, or is estranged, or high and lifted up." [But the heart was there, as Buddha showed later.—Ed.] The weakness of Buddhism, like that of Christianity also, lay in retreat from the world—which neither Master really taught—and the experience of Confucius, or of Mûhammad, as statesmen was far different.

The diffusion of Buddhism from its Indian home is traceable from the days of Asoka downwards. On the west it soon reached Syria and Greece: on the east it spread to China by about A.D. 500 B.C. The Manichaean faith in Persia long barred the path west; and "Gaotema the heretic" (Procop. Vist, 16), was denounced by Zoroastrian priests; but the conquests of Alexander the Great (330 B.C.), the victories of Seleucos, and the foundation of Greek power in Baktia, opened the door to the west; and Asoka was in communication with Western Asia, and Greece, just when he was sending out the Buddhist missionaries (about 250 B.C.). The influence of Gotama thus early reached the West (see Asoka).

Till a few years ago direct evidence of the transmission of Buddhism to Syria, and to neighbouring lands was scanty. Clement of Alexandria (see Clement) was known (see Strom. i, xv) to have been acquainted with this faith (about 160 A.D.), and Jerome (380 A.D.) with the legend of Buddha as virgin born (Aput Joviana). Irenæus also speaks of Buddha's relics (see Auto-Nicene Lit., p. 59). General Cunningham has shown that the gymnosophiâ "naked sages" known to the Greeks were Buddhist Sârnâmas (see Prof. Wilson, Religion of Hindus, and Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, xiii, xvi, x). Clement knew of the Brâhmâns and Sârnâmas. As the later Hindus made Buddha an incarnation of Vishnu, so Christians made him a saint (see Barlaam and Josaph, and Beal's Catenae, p. 5). Sir W. Jones long since pointed out that Brâhmans were too proud to learn from Greeks, any more than from later Moslems or Christians—all were Mlechas or "heretics" in their eyes. He says (Aristic Re-

searches, ii, p. 302) that modern Hindu laugh the idea to scorn. But we have very early indications of Indian influence in Greece in the history of Pythagoras—the Budha-guru or "wisdom-teacher" (see Esenenes and Pythagoras). The Thraikian Polistai (perhaps a clerical error for Podistai, in Greek) known to Josephus and Strabo, were ascetics apparently Buddhist, and resembled the Essene hermits who appeared in Syria about 100 B.C., as well as the Therapeutai hermits of Egypt at about the same date. Josephus also quotes Aristotle as to certain "Indian philosophers" called Calami, and in Syria Ioudaioi (see Agap Apion, 1. 22), and speaks of others in the time of the Parthian king Pacorus: "One of these Calami made a trial of our skill in philosophy, and as he had lived with many learned men he communicated to us more information than he received from us... He had great and wonderful fortitude, in his diet and continent way of living," matters which "Clearchus' book can say more about" (see Hardy's Manual of Buddhism, p. 135, quoting Cucma de Korosi's paper, Bengal Bl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, Aug. 1833: Anet. Sanskrit Ed., p. 408: Beal's Buddhism in China, pp. 65, 260, and Life of Buddha, p. 403). These Calami may have come from Kalâ-men, the "black soiled" delta of the Indus, and from the capital so named near Patâla. [The name Ioudaioi in Cale-Syria probably did not mean "Jews," but people of the land of Yasai—near Samals in the extreme N. of Syria, a region mentioned in Samalian texts 730 B.C., and yet earlier in Amarna tablets 15th century B.C.—Ed.] Patâla was the capital of the Ikhahvrikus or "sugar cane" people from whom sprang the Sâkiya race to which Buddha belonged. These Indian settlers seem therefore to have reached Syria by about 330 B.C. It is generally admitted that the later Gnostik sects (especially Manicheans in the 3rd century A.D.) were influenced by Buddhism; and the same is known of the Moslem Süfis or "Sophists," and Fakirs or "beggars," in later times.

Mr A. Lillie (Buddhism in Christendom, 1887) writing after we had first called attention to the above matters, agrees that the monastic settlements on the Jordan and the Nile derived their origin from the East. He quotes Dean Mansel (whose book on the Gnostics is well known) as "boldly maintaining that the philosophy, and rites, of the Therapeutai of Alexandria were due to Buddhist missionaries, who visited Egypt within two generations of the time of Alexander the Great." This is some years earlier than the date at which the Christian Gospels were written, and the communication between India and the West in about 250 B.C. is well established. Prior to the establishment of Stoik philosophy the West was not ready for
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Buddhism, but from Xenophanes (530 B.C.), to Zeno the first Stoik (250 B.C.)—this latter being a Syrian—the teaching, which was too refined for the masses, was gradually becoming more familiar. Prof. Beal (Brit. Asiatic Soc. Journal, April 1884) quotes Bishop Lightfoot as saying that: "The true Stoik essentially followed Buddha: first as to a common belief in the supreme good derived from the practice of virtue; secondly in self-reliance, and the assertion of conscience; and thirdly in the reality of the intentional apprehension of truth." Stoicism was "in fact the earliest offspring of the union between the religious consciousness of the East, and the intellectual culture of the West... Zeno the Phœsinian was a child of the East, and only where his Stoicism had Eastern affinities did it differ seriously from the schools of Greek philosophy; and to these affinities may be attributed the intense moral earnestness which was its characteristic" (Bishop Lightfoot on 2nd Philippians). Pythagoras, according to Diodorus, taught transmigration as early as the 6th century B.C. Strabo shows the resemblance between this philosopher's doctrines and those of British Druids. After Pythagoras followed a galaxy of great thinkers, Xenophanes (550 B.C.), Protagoras "the first Sophist" (460 B.C.), Anaxagoras, and Sokrates (450 B.C.), followed by Plato, Aristotle, Pyrrho, and Epikourus, bringing us down to Zeno in the days of Asoka. Eusebius and Epiphanius tell us that, about this time (250 B.C.), Demetrios, who was the librarian of Ptolemy Philaeophile, urged his master to obtain sacred books in India, as well as those of the Jews.

Alexander the Great was interested in Indian religion, and from his time onwards Western philosophers sought wisdom in the East. Under the Seleucids, who followed the great conqueror on the throne of W. Asia, Greek influence on the other hand spread to the Panjab. [While the influence of Indian asceticism on the West is clear, it is yet a moot point whether the close connection between the philosophies of Aristotle and Plato and those of the Indians of Miletos mentions several Indian cities, indicating European acquaintance with the East in 521 B.C., when Darius Hystaspès acceded in Persia. In 515 B.C. he crossed the Indus; and in 319 B.C. the Panjab was still a Greek province—as it had been the 20th Satrapy of the Persian empire before Alexander came; for Panjab troops were brought to Greece by Xerxes in 486 B.C., while this province yielded 360 talents of gold-dust to the Persian monarch (Herodotus, iii. 94). As Sir W. Hunter says (Encyclop. Brit., "India"), the Buddhist civilisation "received a new impulse from the great kingdom in the Panjab... (Asoka) 'sent forth his missionaries to the utmost limits of the foreign barbarian countries' to mingle among..."
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"doctrine of an infinity of worlds (was) taught by Buddha's contemporaries Anaximander, and Xenophanes; and afterwards by Dionysius of Milotus, 428 B.C., and by Democritus, 361 B.C. as well as by the Stoics" (Manual of Buddhism, pp. 8, 34). The Gnostics of our 2nd century also believed that Buddha taught "an endless series of worlds," and agreed because "it showed that the Godhead could never be unemployed" (p. 35). In Gotama's days (see Rev. T. Foulkes, Indian Antiq., Jany., Feb. 1887) India had "trading ships carrying as many as 700 travellers each... These commonly left the ports of Bengal, Calcutta, Ceylon, and Baroda, for all trans-Indian countries." The Chinese book Si-yu-ki (confirmed by the Dipavamsa) speaks of a princess Vjyoka, about the time of Buddha, as driven W. to the Persian Gulf in a ship with 700 passengers, and there founding a kingdom of women. But communication by land with Asyria is indicated yet earlier, by the elephant, bactrian hounds, and Indian deer, on the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser about 830 B.C. (see also under Balk). Antigones of Macedon (see Asoka) was the patron of Zeno the Stoik (240 B.C.), and besought him to visit his court. There was no caste system among Buddhists to prevent their communicating with the Yavanas, as Indian writers called the Greeks. Asoka himself possibly had Greek blood in his veins, for his grandfather Chandra-gupta is said to have married, in 316 B.C., a daughter of Seleukos whom he recognised as the suzerain of the trans-Indus states. The close connection between India and the west continued down to 150 B.C.; and Dion Chrysostom after 150 B.C. appears to have known the contents of the Mahâ-bhârata, as well as Megasthenes about 300 B.C. (see Prof. Weber's Hist. of Indian Lit., pp. 136, 186). He says also that "the influence that the Sankhya-Yoga philosophy exercised, during our first centuries, upon the development of Gnosticism in Asia-Minor is unmistakable" (pp. 239, 309).

Heckel (India in History and Art) mentions several Indian cities, indicating European acquaintance with the East in 521 B.C., when Darius Hystaspes acceded in Persia. In 515 B.C. he crossed the Indus; and in 319 B.C. the Panjab was still a Greek province—as it had been the 20th Satrapy of the Persian empire before Alexander came; for Panjab troops were brought to Greece by Xerxes in 486 B.C., while this province yielded 360 talents of gold-dust to the Persian monarch (Herodotus, iii. 94). As Sir W. Hunter says (Encyclop. Brit., "India"), the Buddhist civilisation "received a new impulse from the great kingdom in the Panjab... (Asoka) 'sent forth his missionaries to the utmost limits of the foreign barbarian countries' to mingle among..."
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all unbelievers for the spread of religion." But Scythians, and Turanian, swept away the Greeks and the Maurya dynasty of Asoka, and ruled in India till the 3rd century B.C. To them probably was due the development of the Mahayana or ritualistic Buddhist school (see Kanishka). Arrian was able, about 150 B.C., to describe the geography of India, but drew much from Megasthenes and other early Greek sources. Indian embassies reached Rome, under Augustus, about 20 B.C., and many Roman coins are found in India (Royal Asiatic Soc. Journal, July 1886, p. 397). The chain of communication was complete in the 1st century A.D., and had evidently been so since the 4th and 5th centuries B.C. [Augustus also, in the famous Angora bilingual text (see W. J. Hamilton's Researches in Asia Minor, 1842, No. 102), speaks of embassies sent to him by "Kings of India," such as "had never before been seen by Romans."—Ed.] We go back at least to the time when Kananos (or Kulti-nit) visited Alexander the Great in Persia at Perseopolis, and he was apparently not the first Buddhist missionary to the west (see Pythagoras). Philo the Jew (see Bohn's Philo Judaeus, iii, p. 523, iv, p. 219), knew of Kananos as an Indian, and tells us also about Zeno.

Turning to the far East we find Fa-lin (in his Po-tai-lun) stating that Buddhist books were known in China before the time of the Emperor Shê-hwang-ti, or 220 B.C. In this monarch's reign an Indian priest, Li-fang, with 17 companions, brought Buddhist scriptures to China, and the full details of their imprisonment and miraculous deliverance are thought by Prof. Beal to be historic. There is also evidence of Buddhism in China under the Emperor Wu-ti (140-86 B.C.); and it is an historic fact that this faith was a state religion under Ming-ti (58-76 A.D.). Asva-gosha's great poem reached the Chinese as early as 70 B.C.

Christian allusions are not confined to the 3rd century, when Tertullian knew of the Brahmanas and Indian ascetics, on whose system, says Hippolytus, many heresies were founded; or to the 4th century, when Chrysostom knew of a "yellow robed sect of foreigners... heretics believing in transmigration" in the West; for even in the gospel (John ix, 2) we find the disciples of Christ believing in doctrines common to Indian sects about the sin of the man born blind. Buddhism was the first real missionary religion, and it is natural that it should have spread fast, both east and west, after about 500 B.C. We have given many details to show that it did; but elaborate historic proofs are needful. The Jews who were taken to Assyria in 721 B.C., and to Babylon in 607 B.C., are believed to have spread east to the Hari-rud, and to Baktria, even before their temple fell in 70 A.C.; they must inevitably have become acquainted with Buddhism in this region. [They remained in Baktria ever after, and were powerful there from the 4th century B.C.—Ed.]

In connection with the eastern diffusion of the faith, in Mongolic countries, and even in America, we may enumerate the names of the older Buddhas: for the Chinese pilgrims to India speak of monuments in Balkh as dating from Kasyapa, who himself was not the first Buddha. These pre-Gotama teachers (see Prof. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Birth Stories, and Journal R.I. Asiatic Soc., June 1886), were: (1) Kuksi-Chandra, traditionally 3000 B.C., the name being said to mean "he who readily solves doubts." He was son of a priest to the King of Kasha—apparently Mekhala, where he was born. He converted 4000 persons, and the king became a monk. His disciples were commanded to retire from the world after the birth of a son. He attained to Buddhahood after sitting 8 months under a Mârâ tree. (2) Kanaka-muni, traditionally about 2000 B.C.; he bore a name said to signify that his body shone like gold. He was of the same family with the preceding, and born near the sacred Buddhist city of Sarisvati, not far from Gotama's birthplace. Here, like his predecessor, he attained to Parinirvâna. He converted 3000 persons. Kanaka is said to have been of royal race, son of King Sotla-wati; and after the birth of a son he retired to attain Buddhahood under a Dipa, where he had sat for 4 months. (3) Kasyapa, the "swallower of light," lived, apparently, in 1014 B.C., which is the date for Gotama in China also. He was a native of Banâras (see Mr. Hewitt, R.I. Asiatic Soc. Journal, April 1889). He retired, after the birth of a son, to a Banian tree, and sat for 7 years. He also died near Sarisvati; and, though his body was burnt (Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 57), his skeleton remained complete, and a huge stupa was built over it. It was on a hill 7 miles S.W. of Buddha-gya, called the Guru-pâda, or "teacher's foot." Fa-hian says that in his days (400 A.D.), men passed through a cleft, and could see the body, and wash their hands with earth near it, thus curing their diseases. Pilgrims here met ghostly Arhats (see Arhat) at night, who solved their doubts, and then mysteriously disappeared. Each of these Buddhas is called a Tathàgata, as well as Gotama; and the latter is made frequently to refer to his predecessors, and to a group of 24 Buddhas recalling the 24 Jaina saints (see Tirthankaras); but Gotama Buddha alone was of Brahman caste, the others being Kshatriyas, and of course rather legendary characters. In 400 A.D. Fa-hian found
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Baktria, and Central Asia, worshiping these four Buddhas; and at the Sanchi Tapa each has his niche (see under that heading). On the great bell of the Rangoon Pyla (or "shrine"), it is written: "The three divine relics of the three Pyas" are enshrined with the eight hairs of Gotama. On leaving for Anurâra Gotama is said to have sat, in a fourth vacant space, in a shrine of the other three Buddhas (Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 98). All four, as well as Maitri, the expected 5th Buddha, belong to the same "great age of excellence." Maitri ("goodness") is to be a rebirth of a disciple of Gotama, who met him in the Tusita heaven, and named him his successor, after a lapse of 5000 years (p. 70). Fa-hian says he saw an image of Maitri, 120 feet high, and effulgent with light, in one of the Central Asian places: kings and their courts came to offer it gifts; and Fa-hian thought it had been erected 300 years after Gotama's death (in Chinese reckoning this means 700 A.C.). This traveller found "myriads of Buddhists," of the "Lesser Vehicle" sect, in the region N.W. of the Himalayas (see Prof. Legge, Fa-hian, pp. 75, 105). He describes also Buddha's footprint on a rock in the N.W. of India, "which expanded or contracted, according to the ideas of the beholder"; and Buddha's shining shadow, in a cave, which was "exactly like him" at 10 paces distance, but disappeared as you approached nearer: and the Baktrian stupas were then magnificent, and held relics, such as the tooth, or begging bowl of a Buddha: they were visited by many learned "masters of the law." In India itself he was astonished at the civilisation and mild rule of the country, at the fixed salaries, absence of oppression, care of animals, and absence of drunkenness, save among outcasts—Chandálas—who were shunned. All he saw was far different from what existed outside Buddhist India. Near Sarasvati, capital of Kosala, this pilgrim found the first image of Buddha, made by Pra-son-ajit, King of Kosala. The Áryas or "venerable" here met to meditate in the monastery, on the four great subjects, pain, passion, discipline, and the Path. But here also he found 96 sects all differing from Chinese Buddhists. Companies of Deva-lattas here worshiped the first three Buddhas only: for Deva-datta was a wicked brother of Ananda, and Gotama's cousin. The Chinese and Korean texts of this work differ however as to the beliefs of the 96 sects regarding transmigration. We leave them to follow Fa-hian to Ananda's tomb, and to the Vihâra, said to have been built by the woman Amba-pali for Gotama. Again, he says, he saw the place where an infant Buddha had been put (like Moses, or Surya, or Darab) in a wooden box cast into the river. Fa-hian's stories of Buddha's begging-bowl recall those of the "Holy Grail."
and 800 A.C. The sacred footprints, which are such common Buddhist emblems all over Asia, are found also in the American shrines. Wixipo-koka, and Quetzal-koka, in Mexico, left their footprints for adoration (Vining, pp. 72, 653); and there is a "remarkable resemblance," says Mr. Vining, between the customs, and manners, and especially the religious rites, worship, and discipline, the garments of the monks, their vows, and food (and even philologically in monosyllabic words) of Mexico, and the Buddhism of China of the 5th century A.C. (see Aztecs, and Mexico). The Aztek Teo-Kula, or "god-houses," were perhaps only Indian Deo-Kula or "god-monuments"; for they bore a singular resemblance to those of Barmah and Siam; and the ceremonies were analogous to those of Eastern Buddhism (Vining, p. 112). The sculptures of Yukatan fairly represent Indian figures of gods (p. 136); and even Hagu and Chito—the Indian demons who control eclipses—seem to appear at Uxmal (p. 75). Mexican civilization, in short, seems nearer to the E. Asiatic—az is natural—than to any other, even when we include crosses, and baptism, and Virgin mothers; but especially when we compare the Indian Svaastica, and the "lion throne" of Buddha, with Aztek bas-reliefs. The Chinese and Japanese claim to have had historical relations with America in our 9th century, which is not so much later than the time of Hosi-shin (Notes and Queries, 2d April 1887). The Mexicans had their monks who fasted and prayed, as in Buddhist E. Asia generally, and their nuns bound by the usual laws of temperate life, as in Asia. Neither monk nor nun fully appreciated Gotama; but the "House of Nuns" in the Uxmal temple, combined with a warded figure very like that of Buddha in the Elora caves, and in other shrines (Vining, pp. 134-135), enables the European to judge how feeble was the influence, among not only the common mass but also the upper classes in Mexico, of really original Buddhism, yet how close are the resemblances to the rites and beliefs of the Tibetan and Chinese Buddhism of a later age. This must suffice for the present purpose of tracing the spread of Gotama's faith.

Buddha-charita (or carita). A life of Buddha, about 70 to 90 B.C. (see Asva-ghosha).

Buddha-gyā (see Gyā).

Buddha-ghosha. Buddha-gosa. The great Buddhist missionary of Ceylon and Barmah (380-440 A.C.). Much remains uncertain as to his history, and writings, as yet. His original name is unknown, though Prof. Beal gives it (from Fa-hian, 414 A.C.) as Arta-svāmin, or Raddha-svāmi. This pilgrim speaks of him as "an influential old man, a professor of the Mahā-yana" ("Greater Vehicle"), making him a High Church Buddhist. Fa-hian says that this missionary was born at Buddha-gyā, and was a learned Brahman, living at Patala-putra, where he was converted to the Path (about 428 A.C.). His name occurs, with those of kings and great men of India in the Kānheri cave inscriptions near Bombay (according to Dr. Stevenson, Bombay Bl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, July 1853). During the last 50 years of missionary labour (says Fa-hian) "the eyes of all India looked up to him." He went to Ceylon in the reign of the Ceylonese king Mahā-nāma, but the date of accession of this monarch (410 A.C.), does not tally well with Fa-hian's figures. Bishop Bigandet, Mason, Turner, Crawford, Fergusson, Sir A. Phayre, and others, including many writers in the Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, accept 380 to 415 A.C. as the period of Buddha-ghosha's active missionarial labours in Ceylon and Barmah. But Dr. Rhys Davids (Buddhism, p. 236) says that he came to Ceylon about 430 A.C. The name Buddha-ghosha ("Voice of Buddha") had been common since the 1st century B.C.; it occurs in three inscriptions at Mathura; on the Bhiṣa tope, and in the Kānheri Caves in our 1st century. It was a title of honour for missionaries, or was perhaps, as Dr. Rhys Davids says, due to having a thrilling voice like that of Gotama (see Rev. T. Foulkes, Indian Antiq., April 1890). This Ceylonese saint is not mentioned by N. Indian, Chinese, Japanese, or Mongol Buddhist writers. One of the name was, however, evidently a Brahman of Magadha, who retired to a hermitage at Buddha-gyā in his declining years, there ending a long busy life, devoted to following the footsteps of the distinguished Mahina (see Mahina), son of Asoka, who set out with his sister about 260 B.C. to convert Ceylon. This Buddha-ghosha began to translate Mahina's works and life into Pali (say about 430 A.C.); and then crossing to Barmah he established a mission at Thatōn, the capital of Pegu, giving the country—by aid of learned Rāhāns—the Pāli Buddhist scriptures, including the Tri-pitaka. This was fortunate, for in Ceylon the princes of Malabar (1059 to 1071 A.C.) burnt all the precious Buddhist MSS. that they could find; and Barmah, only, preserved the text (see Barmah). Thatōn being a capital of Talaings down to 1058 A.C., was then conquered by Anurāta, who ruled all Upper Barmah. He enforced Buddhism throughout his dominions, and carried off monks, nuns, and Rāhāns with the scriptures to Pagan. Buddhism, as taught by Buddha-ghosha, had taken firm hold in Barmah by 500 A.C., as well as in Siam and the islands of the

Buddha-gosha
Bukabu

Indian Archipelago. Thus, in the 7th century of our era, Buddhaghosha was revered in these regions as Prâh Putha-koen (or Boulbagoos), Prâh, meaning "Lord." Father Carpinus, author of the Barman Alphabets (Rome, 1796) said that the Barmese history (Maha-razen) confirms the fact that a certain "Bogda-gautha" brought Pali scriptures to Pegu about 397 A.C. and that he went home and came to and from Ceylon more than once, bringing additional scriptures. From Buddhaghosha's followers, Siam and Cambodia accepted the faith about 630 A.C.

Buddha-ghosha is the reputed author of original works, as well as translations; such as the Parables (translation by our friend Capt. Rogers, R.E., 1870, with preface by Prof. Max Müller).

Bukabu. Said to be a Cornish invocation. [Probably Boga-bu, the vulgar "bugaboo," which, as a Keltik exclamation, evidently means "god's-life" (see Bhâga and Bu).—Ed.]

Bull. Always an emblem of male strength. See Apis, Dionysos, Mithra, Nanda, Taurus, Trishna.

Bulla. Latin. Any kind of bull or boss, especially one worn round the neck by Roman children of the upper classes, and dedicated in a temple when they attained puberty. It was also a seal, such as the leaden seals whence the Papal "bulls" were named (see Abraxas).

Buns. From the Greek word Bougos "cake," the root meaning to "rise" or "swell up" to be "high": a "hump," and perhaps connected with the Keltik Ben and Pen ("head") applied to mountains. Bread was presented to the goddess at Eleusis in the form of buns (marked with a cross), so that they are connected with the eucharistic cake or wafer (the Egyptian mesa cake, and the Hebrew Masoth, or unleavened cakes—whence perhaps the name of the "Mass"): these buns were specially offered at the festivals of the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, as afterwards at Easter, or the time when the sun rises due east. The "Hot Cross Buns" were intended to be the first food taken at Easter after the Lent fast, and must be eaten with Easter eggs. In vain did Jeremiah (vii, 18; xlv, 17-19) denounce the Kavanin offered to Melkoth-hash-Schem, or "cakes of the Queen of Heaven" (Ba'alath or Ashoreth)—which Jewish peasants continued to offer after 600 B.C. Their name Kavanin signifies either "preparations," or "firm things." [Rabbi Solomon is quoted by Buxtorf as saying that they were stamped with the image of a great star, as though they were "bread of faces" like the show-bread.—Ed.] Delaurie says that in France, in his time, Palm Sunday was called the "Fête des Pâques" ("Run-feast"). Women took home the "pânes" and secreted them, as charms causing fertility: and the same rites belonged to the Fête Dieu or Corpus Christi, the objects being then called "fateaux." The Rev. J. Gregory of Christ Church, Oxford, who died in 1647, wrote: "Our ancestors were not ignorant of the custom alluded to by Jeremiah of offering cakes to the moon... Women made cakes... as soon as a child was born it was baptized in the name of these cakes... which are called by women Babe cakes" (see Notes and Queries, 17th February, 1894).

Bundahish. An important Zoroastrian work (The Original Creation) extant in Pahlevi of the Sassanian age (Sacred Books of the East, iv), and thought to be translated from an original Zend work. [It includes the science of the Persians as well as the legend of Creation. The account of the "World Mountain," the astronomy, the Six Days of Creation, and other details, seem to indicate Babylonian influence, while the language is also full of Semitic words.—Ed.] It is supposed to have formed the Damedad Nask of the original Avesta. It relates the wars of Ahura-Mazdâ, from his heavenly city, against Angro-mainyus (Ormuzd and Ahriman), or of "infinite darkness" against "boundless light"—these knew not each other till light pierced chaos. The "earth soul" (or cow) complained to Ahura-mazdâ of the evil spirit's power, and was promised a deliverer. This is an early Messianic doctrine, the deliverer being the "incarnate word"—Zarathustra-Spitama (the "most pure high priest") or Zoroaster, who, born of a virgin, is to come again. The Mostem Madhili ("guided one") is borrowed from Persia, as were the Jewish legends regarding the Messiah. [In the matter of natural history we read, in the Bundahish, of various typical animals, such as the "three legged ass" (who is distantly related to Behemoth, and to the earth bull), and the Simurgh, a marvellous bird connected with the Hittite and Akkadian two-headed eagle, the Indian Garûda, the Persian and Arab Bukh or Roc.—Ed.]

Bura-penu. Among Gonds and Khonds, in India, is a god of light, whose consort is Tari-penu, goddess of darkness and evil, otherwise the treacherous moon. The pair are also called Bhura and Bhuri (Aryan Bhrur, "burn") or the two lights.

Burial Rites. See Dead.

Burmah. See Barmah.
Busiris. The Greek form of Bu-Amar, Egyptian, "Soul of Osiris."

But. Egyptian: "belly." See Buto, and Put or Puth.

But. Bhuta. Bhutias. The Butas or Bhuts, feared by the Indian peasant, are spirits either good or bad. The Aryan Bhuta means a "being," but the term is probably yet older (see Bu). Brahma himself is called Bhuta, and all Butas or Bhutas are children of Krodha or "nemesis," "anger," "revenge," as now understood. The elemental spirits of earth, fire, water, and air, are Butas.

The Bhutias are the natives of Bhutia—the small independent Himalayan state bordering Tibet—and worship Bhuta-nath. But the name may mean only "dwellers" in the Bhumis or "earth" (dwelling place), like the Teutonic bannas, boers, and boors (from Bhu. "to dwell," "to build," whence our "bover"). The Bhutan Lama is adored as an eternal incarnation of Gotama Buddha—the never dying Dharmaraja ("religious ruler"), who reappears as a new-born infant when he dies, as soon as the divine will is made known, sometimes after the lapse of a year. The babe is the child of some important religious official, and is acknowledged as soon as he is proved (or supposed) to have recognised the cooking utensils of the dead Lama: the sanction of the Chinese Emperor having been obtained he receives the title Raja when of due age. He has never much power either secular or religious (the Lhasa Dalai Lama used never to be allowed to live after 18 years of age): the secular government is entrusted to a Deb-Raja with a council of ministers (Lencchen); but the governors of various fortresses do much as they please, and anarchy is usual—each mountain having its own chief. Sons do not of necessity, by or law, succeed their fathers, and two Rajas are generally nominated as heirs of the secular ruler.

The Bhutias say that they are descended from a tribe of Tephus, or Tibetans, which drove out the aborigines some 200 years ago; the latter were perhaps related to the Tarus of the lower ranges of Napal, or may be congeners of the Kuchis of Behar, who claim to come from the Bhutan highlands. There is also a wild tribe of Bhotis between the Satlaj and Jamuna rivers. The Bhutias of Bhutan are a small sturdy race, resembling Kalnuk Tartars in type and dress. Like most dwellers in cold lofty mountain regions they are averse to washing. They have been well known since about 1860, having, like the Girkhas of Napat, enlisted in the Indian Army: like the latter they have proved brave and faithful; and having no caste prejudices they eat and drink and keep company with British soldiers.

Bhutias however are somewhat immoral. Polyandry exists among them as among other hill tribes of N. India. They are intensely superstitious, and see Buts, or spirits, in all natural phenomena. They worship especially, with fear and trembling, the spirits whom they regard as evil, propitiating them by sacrifices, prayers, and repetitions of the formula "On mani padmi hum." To save trouble they buy sacred texts written on rags, and hang these on trees, by the wayside, and on poles near sacred sites, at the head of a ghat, or at cross roads.

Buto. According to Greeks a name of the Egyptian goddess of Bubastis (see Bas and But).

Butterfly. This insect was originally both a phallic and a funeral emblem, because it was a symbol of the life, or soul, and of transmigration—from its grub, and chrysalis, to its joyous existence as a winged creature. It was the attendant on many goddesses, and was called the "Love-bird of Venus." It was said to bury itself, like Persephone, in earth (where the chrysalis was found) and to rise again. It fitly symbolised the transmigrations of the soul in successive carnal bodies. The Hindus show the butterfly with the sacred Bee, and the seven-stringed lyre of Kama, God of Love, and it hovers over the torch which Cupid offers to Venus (see Rivers of Life, i, fig. 270). Eros among the Greeks often appears with a butterfly in his hand, announcing the new life, new day, or new spring when the butterflies appear first. But when he sat on a dolphin, leading the dead to Elysium, the Westerns said that his butterfly was the dying, or dead, soul that destroyed itself to live in another world (see Prof. A. di Guernery, Zoo1 Mythol., ii, p. 213). Even Burmese Buddhists, who should not believe it possible to know about souls, cling to the belief that the life that moves all is a Leyp-bya, or "butterfly spirit," which may be seen at times in this attractive form esparing, with the last gasp, from the mouth. But after this—says the erring Buddhist—it dies. They think it lives in the blood (for "the blood is the life"); but when the body is asleep it roams about: for which reason no one must be suddenly wakened lest the leyp-bya forget to return in time, or lose its way: the sleeper would then die, or some But (evil spirit) might take the butterfly's place, causing idiosocy or madness. Prof. Sayce says it is an owl, but a butterfly, which appears on tomb sculptures at Mukus (Academy, 25th August 1883).

[A remarkable picture from Pompeii represents a building with a pointed wooden roof, and curtains drawn back. They reveal a skull, beneath which is a butterfly, and under the butterfly a wheel. Here we see symbolised death, the soul, and the wheel of Fortune, almost
suggesting Buddhist influence in Italy in the 1st century A.D. From the roof a spike comes down, piercing the skull; and this recalls the saying of Horace (Odes, III, xix, 5-8): "If fate drives steel nails from the uppermost tops, you cannot free the soul from fear, nor the skull (caput) from the snares of death."—Ed.]

C.

In the Italian alphabets C stands third, in the position of G (see Dr Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, vol. ii, p. 141). In early Latin texts we find Kastorus for Castorus, Kael for Cælius, Kal. for Calend.; and as late as 3rd century B.C the letters C and G are interchanged, as Caius and Caius, Cassus and Genius. The addition of G to the Latin alphabet, as seventh letter in the place of Z, occurred yet later. [Probably the Latin may have followed the same rule as the Italian and Spanish, in pronouncing the C hard with strong vowels and soft with weak vowels—as K with a, o, and u, and as the English CH (church, &c.), with e and i: thus giving Kastor and Chichero for Castor and Cicero.—Ed.] The hard C will, in this Dictionary, be found under K. The guttural CH (in German, and in the Keltik ch or gh, as for example in Loch, Loughe, "lake") will appear under KH. The soft CH (English "church") is found in both Turanian and Aryan languages (such as Turkish and Sanskrit, &c.); and in Semitic vulgar speech the soft K (Kaf) has often this sound, which modifies into J. In N. French dialects such words as chaud and chien become kau and kien (Latin calidus and canis).

Cain. See Kain.

Calf. A favourite symbol of the young sun (see Apis). The Hebrew "golden calf" is called in the Greek Septuagint translation a moschos, and in the Latin vitulus, both meaning "calf." [In Psalm cvi, 20 it is called an "ox" (skor) "that eateth hay."—Ed.] The Hebrew word 'egel comes from a root meaning to be "rounded," whence 'agalah a "wheeled" vehicle, and Magalath a "circular" encampment (1 Sam. xvii, 20). This led Dr C. T. Beke to think that the 'egel was really a cone of molten gold, and not a calf which the Hebrews would not have tolerated, and (see Exod. xxxvii, 4; 19) could not have moulded.

There were two ancient centres of calf worship in Palestine (1 Kings xii, 28; 2 K. x, 29; xvii, 16; Hosea viii, 5; xii, 2. In the last named passage Rashi reads "They that sacrifice men kiss the calves"). One was at Dan near a source of the Jordan (Tell el Kadiy "mound of the judge," and Tell el Ajul "mound of the calf"), where numerous rude megaliths and dolmens were found in 1881. The other was at Bethel (Beitun) on the border between Israel and Judah. Josephus (Ant. VIII, viii, 4) speaks of the former as a shrine of Apis, near Daphne (Tell Dufneh) in the same vicinity, at the junction of the two main sources of Jordan. Col. Conder (see Quarterly Statement Pal. Expl. Fund, October 1882) says that "calf worship still survives about the sources of the Jordan to the present day, and the Druzes preserve the image of a calf in their chapels (Khalweh) on Hermon, though they call it, at least to Europeans, the emblem of Ed-Derahi the heretic." Ed-Derahi called himself el 'Ajlil ("the wise"), but Hamzah the Druze prophet, who rejected him, playing on the word, called him el 'Ajil "the calf." In Jeremiah (xxxiv, 18) we read of passing between the parts of a calf cut in two, as a superstitious practice.

Candles. These are used for holy fire (see Bee). Even Molems have candles in the mosq, flaming the Kiblah niche, and light them especially on the Yom-el-Jum'a ("day of assembly" on Friday), and for many rites (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 336, 340, 436-438). Picart says that no blessing can be asked, or given, till priest and suppliant have lighted their candles. Christian priests blessed the candles, and said that "Christ's soul till then hid in the wax would expand the mold" (Brand's Antiqu., i, pp. 45-48). They were placed in Rood-lofts, as places frequented by evil spirits (Brady's Calendar, ii, p. 147). In many English cathedrals and abbeys the candles reached nearly to the roof: at Durham, and Norwich, they were lighted from trap doors in the roofs of the cathedrals. They were adorned with paintings and garlands, like Indian ingams at vernal and autumnal feasts (see Rivers of Life, i, 47, Elia-ji).

Some of these huge wax columns were square-sided, the better to show the ornament (Feast, Ancient English Holy Week Rites). Some were branched, others were coiled like serpents, and the base was called "Judas." The people of Lincolnshire, in Queen Elizabeth's time, prided themselves on their "Jewes, lights, Paschall post, sepulchre, and mayden's light"—or candles in honour of the Virgin. Among all fire worshippers, ancient or modern, torches and candles must be lighted directly from the sun, whether by burning glasses, flint and steel, or matches (used secretly): for the lighting of new fire is always important—as for instance the Jerusalem Holy Fire at Easter, from which candles are lighted, a rite traced as early as 800 A.C.

Candle-Mass. The festival of 2nd February, called "the
Canticles

Wives' Fête," when torches and candles were borne in processions. Persons and dwellings were then purified (as at our spring cleanings), and the Christmas decorations were removed and burned; the sacred Yule log was removed on the eve of this feast, quenched with water, and put aside for next Christmas. All candles and candlesticks in use were, on the 2nd of February, flung away. The rites ceased in Protestant churches in 1550 a.c. Popes required that each man, high or low, should receive a fresh candle from their hands on the eve of the feast. Herrick says, as to the removal of the Christmas decorations,

"Down with the Rosemary, and so
Down with the bays, and mistletoe,
Down with the holly, ivy, all
Wherewith ye decked the Christmas hall."

The festival originally was in honor of the sleeping Virgin Earth, about to awake again (the sleeping Beauty at the end of winter). The Romans, at this season, celebrated the Lupercalia, and the Lukarian Bacchanalia, in honor of Februa bride of Mars. The feast continued to the 15th of February, which was sacred to June and Jove, or Hercules and Diana. Hindus also then sacrifice to Siva, as destroyer and creator. Torches and candles were supposed to repel storms, hail, frost, and the devil and all his hosts.

Canticles. The Hebrew Shir-hash-Shirim ("song of songs") which is Solomon's (or "for Solomon"). This remarkable amatory work, in which the name of God is never mentioned, recalls early Egyptian and later Arab love-songs, and even those of Babylon (see Babylon). It is of a class common enough among Orientals, and reminds us of many to which we have sat listening, in the open till the small hours of midsummer nights in India; of the Pôs of Burnmah, and the love episodes from the Râmâyana. Singers and hearers in the East would still appreciate such passages as that where the bride rises from sleep to open her door to the beloved (Cant. v. 2-6): with other expressions (i, 13; ii, 5; and vii, viii) not uncommon in eastern poetry. [But i, 13 probably reads "my love, I have a bundle of myrrh lodged between my breasts"; and "all night" is not in the Hebrew.—Ed.]

According to the theory of J. F. Jacobi (1771 a.c.), developed by Renan, Ewald, and others later, and illustrated by Wetzstein's account of wedding customs in Bashan, the song is to be regarded as a drama enacted by Hebrews, at the Passover season. Following the Septuagint reading "Shunamite" (vii, 1) for Shulammite, they suppose that a village maiden of Shunem, N. of Jezreel in lower Galilee (now Séulém), is taken into the harim of Solomon, but remains faithful to a peasant lover: that she dances to amuse the Court ladies; and resists all offers; being finally rescued by her brothers, or allowed to return to her lover.

[There are however objections raised to this explanation. The drama was ancient among Aryans; but we have no instance of it among Hebrews; and the Jews detested the Greek drama. The poem consists of a series of songs sung alternately, by a bride and a bridegroom, with perhaps an occasional refrain in chorus; and it appears to have been so sung at the Passover by choirs of girls and youths. Such songs are by no means confined to Bashan; for, accompanied by sword-dances in the bridal processions, they have been described in other parts of Palestine (by Col. Conder at Nazareth for instance), as well as by Luke in Egypt. The heroine is never mentioned as a maiden, but as a bride, a "prince's daughter" from Lebanon, brought up among queens and concubines in her father's home. There is no notice of her dancing, for the passage apparently refers to the first glimpse caught of her, in her father's camp, by Solomon her future bridegroom (vi, 13): "Turn back, turn back Shulammithi ("peaceful one"): turn back, turn back, that we may look upon thee. What would ye see in a Shulammithi? As it were one for whom two armies might be slain." The poem ends by the bride surrendering to Solomon (viii, 12); and the symbolic language, as to shepherds and vineyards, belonging to a simple age, would be better understood by the composers of Arab love-songs than it is by scholars of the west. The date of the poem is unknown, though the language is apparently early. The word "Paradise," apparently Persian (iv, 18), may be a later clerical error: the song is remarkable for its allusions to the whole scenery of Palestine East and West of the Jordan, and of Syria; and for its love of nature.—Ed.]

The Canonical position of the poem was long disputed by both Jews and Christians. The former admitted it as being an allegory concerning Israel and the future Messiah, but it was not to be read in private. Origen, following a similar method, first explained it as referring to Christ and the Church, according to the interpretation still to be found in the headings of the English chapters of the Authorised Version, which are not given in the Revised Version. Even in our 18th century Christian scholars were still writing for and against the poem—a controversy now recognised to be not worth following. Whiston (in 1710) called it "foolish, lascivious, and idolatrous"; and the clergy of Europe and America, in our
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own times, have regarded it as "an erotic poem without a moral or religious design." It is also adduced against it that neither Christ nor his disciples ever allude to it; and that, if it were allegorical, it would probably have been used as such by Paul, to portray the love of Christ to the Church. It was no doubt accepted by Jews on account of the prominence of Solomon in its story. [It should be noted that the whole is in a rather irregular rhythm, evidently intended for singing or chanting, just as such songs are now sung by choirs of men and women, or by single singers representing bride and bridegroom, during the Arab wedding processions; and that many of the coarse expressions in the poem are due to faulty translations, Greek, Latin, and English.—Ed.]

Carnival. Probably ear-owl, or "flesh eating" (compare the French aseuler "to devour"). A spring festival, preceding Lent, and lasting for a fortnight. It ends on Shrove Tuesday, when men were shaven before sitting in the ashes of Ash Wednesday, which purified them, like the ashes of the cow (see Cow and Lupercalia). On Monte Testaccio, at the Agonalia (see that heading), bulls were slaughtered, and cars with red banners, and live pigs, were driven down to an expectant people. To this season also belonged Fools' Day, when youths dressed as girls ran about beating the girls with bladders full of peas, or beans, or with turnips and carrots (as Roman brides were beaten at the Lupercalia): they masqueraded at night, and great licence was allowed. Dust and flour were flung, as red powder is thrown in India at the Holi festival. Balls were also so thrown (see Balls); but the missiles are now flowers, or comfits, with which the sexes pelt each other; or, as substitutes, the mucocelli and coriandule—plaster pellets which have sometimes been replaced by stones. Sports, and races for men, for Jewish victims, or for riderless horses, belong to the feast; and processions of cars, arks or ships, richly decked with flowers, to denote the revival of Ceres (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 404). All these sports end at sunset on Shrove Tuesday, when each tries to extinguish his neighbour's candle, and to keep alight his own: till, at midnight, the great "Carnivalist" appears—a colossal genius of the season; and the figure is burned, as the Tabit arks are also drowned at other feasts (see Ark). Darkness then reigns, and the jaded revellers are ready for the Lenten rest.

Cat. The cat, from an early age, played an important part in mythologies. It first appears to have been domesticated in Egypt (Felis manulicata); and the "little handmaid," as was its pet name, is not supposed among ourselves to be a descendant of the fierce

wild cat. The Egyptian name mau, like the Chinese miu, is evidently derived from its meowing. Other names however refer to its ranging habits. The Romans gave the name Felis to several animals which were "fowl" to mice, including the weasel; and the Greek gale is both a weasel and—later—a cat. In Old High German Wisula, the little wise one, was called the "love" or "darling"; and the Basques also, with Italians, Germans, and Jews, called the weasel the "little lady," the "little favourite," or in Spain the "god-mother" guarding the house (Rev. Dr Placeet, Transactions, Bib. Arch. Society, IX, 1): the Latin musella, and Sanskrit musha kārati ("mouse") refer to the weasel; [but the Hebrew Ḥaḥlāth, rendered "weasel" in English, is the mole-rat.—Ed.]. The cat appears to have come from Nubia, through Egypt to Syria, and thence to Aryan lands. It did not replace the weasel in the affections of the Jews till about our 3rd or 4th century. It is never represented on the monuments of Babylon, Assyria, Greece, or Rome, and is not mentioned in the Bible: (in Baruch vi, 22, the Greek aion hros has been rendered "cat"); no skeletons of cats have been found even at Pompeii. The name Gale, according to Aesop's fables, means the weasel, and was given to it by Aphrodite: for it had previously been called Nymphē "the maiden" or "bride." Gradually the weasel was superseded by the domestic cat as a slayer of vermin. The Aryan name—Greek Katte, Latin Cattus (not Catus a "whelp".), Italian Gatto, Spanish and Portuguese Gato, Polish Kot, Russian Kota, German Katze, Katt, Ket, Welsh and Cornish Kuth, Basque Cattua, Armenian Gats, and Arabic Kifēk (a loan word), appear to come from the Aryan root ghad "to grasp" or "clutch," applied to the mouser. The ordinary Sanskrit mrgaura, and the German mardar, for "Margery the cat," signify the "slayer," which thus comes in Italy to be associated with Saint Martha by a false etymology. The Turkish and Afghan name Pis-chik ("little pis"), and the Aryan Pusung, and Persian Pook-nak, whence our "Puss," with the Arabic Bussah (also a loan word), may be connected with Bes; since to him and his bride, Bost or Pahit, the cat was sacred in Egypt (see Bas). The Egyptians must have spent centuries in domesticating the cat. It first appears in the time of the 12th dynasty (or about 2500 B.C.) in the Ritual (chapter xvii), and in effigy at Beni Hasan (some two centuries later), with its name Mait (fem. of Maat) beside it (Proc. Bib. Arch. Society, March 1885); and, according to Renouf in Academy, 4th Feb. 1889). The ritual was ancient already when, about this time or earlier, the gloss was added identifying the sun god as the "Great Mau" or cat (Karl Blind, Contemporary Review, October 1881).
Cat

The Chinese had domesticated the cat about 200 to 400 A.D.; and connected it with the moon, calling it mao or mis, and the “woman’s slave.” Images of cats were hung up on the gable-ends of houses to ward off evil (Proc. Berlin Anthrop. Society, 1889). When, about the end of our 3rd century, the cat began to supersede the weasel in Europe it inherited much weasel mythology. It became connected with the moon (being the “night prowler,” as in Sanskrit also); and with witches and orgies. The color and habits had magical significance. Jewish magician of the middle ages specially valued the placenta of a first-born black cat. [It should be remembered that the cat god and goddess of Egypt were infernal deities.—Ed.]. The Paturini of Milan, in our 11th century—like the criminal Ketzerie of Germany—indulged in midnight rites, similar to those of a witches’ Sabbath, in which latter cats and goats have always played a part. They were said to lower a black cat into their dens of infamy when, during the first watch of night, lights were extinguished and general licence succeeded. Till the black cat appeared the Paturini are said to have sung hymns. The charges against them were much like those brought against the Templars, who were also connected with the ashes of a black cat. [We must not forget however that calumny was, and is, the great weapon of priests against the heretical.—Ed.]. Rites connected with cats are important, and usually were indecent in the middle ages (see King’s Gnostics, Knight’s Worship of Priapus, Mill’s History of Crusades). The finest tom cat in a canton, is said to have been exhibited, wrapped in a child’s swaddling bands, in a shrine; and was publicly adored (as in Egypt) with flowers and incense. He seems to have symbolised the rising sun [or perhaps it was only a reversion to the worship of any animal useful to man—such as the cow or dog—which arose from the belief that they were the incarnations of good spirits.—Ed.]. When the sun crossed the line, on 24th June, this cat was put in a wicker basket, and thrown alive into a great bon-fire kindled in the city square, while bishops and priests sang anthems in honour of the sacrifice which was followed by a procession (Hampson’s Medii-ævi Calendarium, as quoted by Dr R. Lewins). This rite was observed at Aix in Provence at the Corpus Christi festival of May.

[The cat was connected with night, and with immoral meetings very naturally. The black cat was a witch’s familiar. The blood was a charm. It was a form in which the devil often appeared. Thus the infernal character of the ancient Bes was not forgotten.—Ed.] The goddess Pashit sits, as a cat, inside the Sistrum of Isis. The Norse goddess Freya had a car drawn by cats “the lynx eyed shining ones.” Even in Roman times it was death to kill a cat in Egypt (Diodorus, i, 83), as in India to kill a cow, for both are sacred as being most useful animals. The cat destroyed vermin, and guarded the grain stores of Egypt. Babastis (the city of Bast) had a great grain trade with desert tribes. Shiploads of mumified cats have been brought from the Fayum, to be used by our farmers for manure. Eastern tales often link the cat with the dog; and by means of a cat with a golden tail the hero wins the ring of a princess (Di Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, pp. 42-56). According to the Targum on Esther (i, 2), a cat and a cock (both unknown till late among Hebrews) stood on the fifth step of Solomon’s throne; and so, among Sicilians, the cat of St Martha is also connected with the cock. The white cat was a beautiful maiden in disguise (nor must we forget the booted cat as a good genius); whereas it was unlucky to meet a black cat, especially in February, when it should be killed; reminding us of the Hungarian proverb: “The woman of spring, and the cat of autumn, are not worth much.”

Cauldrons. These were mystic vessels in temples, as well as among witches—connected also with the great lavers found in Solomon’s temple, and in the Phoenician temple of Amathus in Cyprus—both adorned with images of bulls (see Sea).

Caves. Sacred caverns were natural chapels (see Ark). The sun is also said (in Persia, India, Japan, and elsewhere) to issue from the cave of dawn or winter (see Boar, and Mithra): and again the cave is an emblem of the Yoni, or a natural Yoni. The sacred cave of Loch Derg in Donegal (St Patrick’s Purgatory) resembled the holy Elephanta cave on its islet near Bombay (see Purgatory). The once sacred cave under the Peak in Derbyshire was called the “Cromidishal” or “Devil’s hole”; and the cleft at Delphi was the womb whence the sun god of Parnassus issued (see Faber’s Cabiri, i, pp. 417-423; and Asiatic Res, vi, 502). Siva is “lord of the cave,” and of the “door” of life. The “Nymph’s Grotto” is spiritualised by Porphyry as “a symbol of the world of matter, and though agreeable is obscure to the eye.” [He was perhaps thinking of Plato’s simile of the cave as representing the world.—Ed.] Orphic mystics (see Taylor’s Hymns, p. 133) taught that the cave was the ark of regeneration. Jove issued from the Diktusan cave of Krete, and Jason from that of Kheiron, and like Neptune they were “rock born” (Faber’s Cabiri, ii, pp. 358-361). The ordinary sacred cave of India (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 167, fig. 60) is decked with emblems of Lingams and Yonis—a Nymphs such as Romans reared (pp. 162,
Celsus

369. Mr Upham (Buddhism, p. 68) says that: "Most oracles were over... a sacred cavity in the earth, in order to receive the augury from a supernatural afflatus." Mero or Myano (the world mountain), according to Bélis of Ceylon, was only "a great stone over an abyss or cave"—like the Jewish Stone of Foundation over the abyss, now the Sakkrah "Rock" at Jerusalem, over its cave and "well of spirits." The Buddhists (about 400 B.C.) cut and adorned great caverns, and lived in caves; but the idea is as old as man. It was remarked, as early as the 18th century (Maundrell), that the sacred sites of Palestine are mainly connected with grottoes. Of these the most important are: that of the "manger" once consecrated to Adonis (see Bethlehem); that of Nazareth—the "Holy House" of which half flew to Loreto in Italy; and that of Elijah on Karmel where his wooden statue is adored, and hung with gifts from Christians and Druzes alike (see Karmel and Nazareth).

Celsus. The writings, and all notices concerning this famous opponent of Origen, appear to have been destroyed by the Christians. Origen (186 to 254 A.C.) seems to have survived him some 50 years; though he is mentioned as still alive at the close of the Contra Celsum. In the latter work alone have we extracts—possibly garbled—of the discourses of this Roman philosopher, who was regarded as having been confuted. The name was common, and 17 persons so called are mentioned (Smith's Dicty. of Christian Biog.); but it is generally agreed that the Celsus opposed by Origen was a noble Roman Epicurean, of the age of the Antonines (or 140 to 180 A.C.), a friend of Lucian, and the author of a Logos Anthês ("word of truth") or "real story" of Christianity, which (according to Froude the historian, and the Rev. Baring Gould) would have been written about 170 A.C.; or nearly 30 years before Origen was born. It seems that Celsus had never seen our Gospels. He stated that "no god, or son of god, ever came down from heaven," and he held that no sensible man could believe in Christianity, being repelled by the ignorance of slaves and poor mechanics who, he says, strove secretly to beguile children from the teaching of their parents. According to Basnage (Hist. of Jesus) he upbraided Christians with the supposed Jesus son of Panthras (about 100 to 70 B.C.), as in the Babylonian Talmud (Sabb. 67) about 800 A.C., Miriam, mother of "that man" (Jesus), is called a women's hairdresser, and mistress of the soldier Panthras—calumnies repeated and enlarged on in the mediæval forgery called the Toldoth Jesu, a virulent detailed history of the magic Jesus who, by aid of the name of Jehovah, wrought wonders. Like Cerinthus (as stated by Irenæus) Celsus seems to have "denied the Virgin birth as an impossibility"; and in the new Syriac Gospel found by Mrs Lewis (dating from about the 8th century A.C.), we now read that "Joseph begat Jesus" (see Mr Rendel Harris, Contemporary Review, Nov. 1894), which seems to agree with the conclusions of Celsus. He also wrote a work against magic which was praised by Lucian: but he seems to have been a Platonist rather than an Epicurean, believing in an immortal soul, and in its emanation from and return to God. He also seems to have held that the carnal nature of man was at enmity with the spiritual, and that communion with the Deity was only possible when we raised ourselves above the hell or sensuous nature: whereas if the hell was not overcome we were liable to fall under the influence of enchanters, and of powers opposed to God.

Celsus saw in Christianity only an ignorant belief in legends; and was indignant with those who went about saying "the Lord is coming." Yet Froude calls him: "a clear sighted, honest, and powerfully-minded man... uninterested with the superstitions and follies of the day, and scientific even in our strictest modern sense. He believed in the eternal order of nature, saying that every phenomenon in the moral, and material, world was the sequel of a natural cause." (Froude's Mgr., 1878). Origen wrote to refute Celsus about 200 A.C., and Christians were satisfied that he had done so for ever; but others thought that the biter was bitten; and Origen (who believed in a corporeal soul) was afterwards himself condemned as being heretical on ten points (see Councils, and Origen). In attempting to meet the criticisms, by Celsus, of the Sermon on the Mount, he urged that Christ was speaking allegorically, or mystically, about heaven rather than earth. Celsus also seems to have quoted the epistle of Barnabas, and to have agreed with Paul (1 Cor. iv. 15) as to "ten thousand instructors of Christ." He charged Christ with plagiarising from Plato, Sokrates, and other philosophers, in popular style; "which," replied Origen, "was an advantage, as better understood by the massses, on whom philosophic elegance was wasted." Celsus smiled at Christ's miracles, and (if correctly reported) called him "a vagrant impostor." "But," said Origen, "Numenius, a philosopher of Alexandria, said not so, but considered the whole life of Christ an allegory." This Numenius was probably a Gnostik, believing, like others, in the mysterious spectral Christ as inspiring Jesus, or as existing in a phantom body.

Ceres. The Roman Earth-mother, or Greek Dé-mêté, the
Ceremonies

goddess of vegetation and "produce." She was the chief of the
di-penates or household deities, and was called Cabiria (like the old
Babylonian Kebirri or the "great" gods). Her daughter, Proserpine
(the Greek Persephone) was the seed goddess, and her son was Bacchus,
the God of the Vine (see Bacbo). In a bronze from the Strawberry
Hill collection, Ceres appears with a young bull in her lap.

Ceremonies (see subject index "Rites"). The "ceremonia"
of the Romans were originally sacred relics and symbols.

Ceylon. This "queen of the eastern seas" has always been a
sacred island (see Adam's Peak, and Anu-rādhā-pūr), and is not less
valued now than it was of old. Sanskrit writers called it Tāmra-
dvīpa (in Pāli Tāmra-paṇa): the Romans, and later Greeks, seem to
have called it Taprobane; the word Tāmra appears to come from
Tamba, "copper," but modern explanations have already been noticed.
(The controversy as to the Taprobane of Pliny and Ptolemy still
continues (see Journal of the Asiatic Society, July 1904, p. 559), on the
ground that few of the names noticed by Ptolemy have been recovered
—as Sir H. Yule remarked, though accepting Ceylon as being
Taprobane.—Ed.)

The most important export of Ceylon (see Indian Antiquity,
Feb., 1884) was red sandal wood, sold to the Arab traders, and
imported from S. India, from both the Malabar and the Koromandel
coasts; and the trade of Ceylon with the west was ancient. The old
Vedik name of the island was Lanka (which is confused with Sumatra
by those ignorant of geography); the later Sanskrit Simhala, (whence
our " Ceylon") was derived from the conquering "Lion (Simha) Race";
and this name appears in the Mahābhārata epik and in that of the
wars of Rāma with the demon Rāvana—or perhaps with aborigines of
Tapu-nabana ("Ravana's isle") or Taprobane. Ptolemy speaks of the
Simhas in Sīsai (or Simhala); they were warrior tribes reaching the
island under Vijaya, supposed to have been the first to introduce
Buddhism. Childers says that "the Singhalese were the first Aryan
invaders, and came from Lāla in Māgadhā (N. India) many centuries
before our era"; but he regards Rāma's story as mere legend. The
"Dipavanas" says that Lanka was called "the Lion Isle" (Sihala
from Siha), because a lion nourished two beautiful children, who
escaped at last from its cage—a parallel to Romulus and Remus in
Rome, and to similar legends found among Tartars and Mongols, as
well as in Persia. From these children sprang Vijaya, at the time
when "Sām-Buddha attained Nibbāna," which would be in 543 B.C.
He is otherwise said to have been a Khātiya of Jambu-dvīpa (India),
or a Kabhatriya by caste, who came to Ceylon according to a prophecy
by Buddha. He is thought to have made his capital at Tambu-pani
first, and then at Uruvela (the name of his prime minister, or other-
wise of the town so called in Māgadhā); finally he changed the centre
again to Anu-rādhā-pūr, otherwise Anu-jā-pūr, a site already fully
noticed. His minister, Anurādha fought Nāgas and Yākas; and
Jinn (probably Jains) recovered the capital in Buddha's 5th year
(538 B.C.). The Simha race are also said to have descended from a
king of Banga (Bengal) who married a daughter of the king of
Kasi.
a red cock to their Satan in time of sickness, and bury money and
clothes with the dead, out of respect or else to help the ghost. The
Rodiyas are few, and regarded with horror on account of their dirty
habits.

St Francis Xavier, the Roman Catholic monk, established his
mission in Ceylon before the middle of the 16th century; and, by aid
of Portuguese rulers, claimed some 20,000 converts before he set out
for China and Japan. He died at Macao in 1552. The present
population (1897) gives 396,000 Christians:

| Buddhists | 1,880,000 |
| Hindus    | 620,000  |
| Moslems   | 214,000  |
| Roman Catholics | 250,000 |
| Protestants | 56,000  |

This appears to show an annual falling away, in the proportion of
Christians to the total of 3,020,000 of population.

**Chaitanya.** A great reformer of Vishnuism, son of a Brāhmaṇa,
and born at Nāda, near Krishnagar in Bengal, in 1485 A.D. He
devoted himself to the study of ancient and extant religions and sects.
He early visited Buddhā-gīṛ, and so caught the spirit of Buddha as
to be called a "second Buddha." Forsaking wife and children, at the
age of 24 or 25, he set out as a good Hindu for the shrine of Jagannāth,
and henceforth devoted himself to preaching a loving belief and
trust in Viṣṇu as the supreme god, and in Krishna his son, as his
visible incarnation, by whose grace alone, he said, man can gain
salvation here and hereafter (*Literary History of India*, pp. 350-351).

Chaitanya was a studious youth not addicted to boisterous sports (*Journal
Roy. Asiatic Soc.*., July 1882), but much interested in Sanskrit, and in
works relating to Krishna—especially the Bhāgavat Purāṇa; but he
was opposed to celibacy and asceticism, and appears to have married
again after the death of his first wife. His earnestness and eloquence
converted many to his views; and enemies who came to scoff often
remained to pray, and went out to proclaim boldly his doctrine of a
God of love, which love they said was typified by human love.

Chaitanya insisted that all men were alike in the sight of God; and
that the caste system must be subordinated to Bhaktī or "Faith":
many disciples therefore abandoned caste rules, though those of higher
castes soon fell back, and only manifested their faith by associating
with all men at the Jagu-nāth festival, as our upper classes associate
at the Eucharistik rite. Chaitanya called Krishna the Soul of the

Universe—a god to be spiritually adored, by faith. All the deity's
recorded frivolities had, according to him, a spiritual meaning. He
denounced any worship springing from supposed knowledge of God,
and urged that unreasoning Faith is far more efficacious than works:
that Moslems, and the lowest Chandala castes, and all Gentiles might
be saved, if only they would call on the Saviour Krishna, reiterating
the watchword "Hari! Hari! bole!" He was called a "second
Krishna," and issued a new scripture called the Hari-rāma, based on
the Bhāgavat Purāṇa and its commentaries, and forming the text-book
of the sect. Following Gotama Buddha he taught that "none need
leave their occupation, but must simply believe and not sin" (see
details in Dutt's *India Past and Present*, p. 134).

Chaitanya further showed his Buddhist and Jain leanings by
insisting on the doctrine of *Ahimsa*, which forbids the hurting of any
sentient creature, to which his followers still rigidly adhere in western
India. His system has, however, now degenerated into a generally
amorous and licentious worship of Krishna (among the Epikurean
Vallabhāchāryas), of which Chaitanya himself was absolutely innocent.
He encouraged, it is true, singing, and ecstatic dances in and round
shrines; but was himself strictly pious, and a highly moral teacher,
who believed in a pure and perfect God, and a son of god sent to lead
all to grace and salvation. His weakness lay in the emotionalism
thought to show advance of Faith. Like Muḥammad, Paul, and
others, he was subject to ecstatic trances and visions. He passed
away in a trance at the early age of 42 years, unseen by any, to
seek that Vaikuntha heaven, where, he said, he had seen his Lord,
"on the sparkling sea," from the sacred shores of Puri in Orissa.
Some said that he died in a collapse, after epileptic seizure.

He had heard that his disciple Miṭha-Nanda was to succeed him in
an established hereditary priesthood, and he was depressed by
finding that his followers anticipated his death. He died in 1527
A.D., while Nānak Guru (the Sikh prophet) was preaching the
Theism of Persian Śūdras in India (see Sikhs). The belief in Viṣṇu
was then diminishing, in the light of Iranian and Arab monotheism,
which itself was passing into Agnosticism. But there was room in
India for all, and Chaitanya's teaching has survived for more than
500 years. One of its ablest preachers says that it will last "as long
as man loves God, and the girl her lover." There is unfortunately
too much of the latter sentiment in this system; for Chaitanya, as
the embodiment of Krishna—the God of Love—led his disciples to the
very brink of that precipice over which all who trifle with our tenderest
sentiment, and excite emotions religious or otherwise, are doomed to
Chaitya

fall headlong. In Bengal the rites of Sakta and Tantra (see these headings), were thus encouraged; and at Mathura, where Chaityana had preached purity and the love of God, the love scenes of Krishna and Buddha were still enacted, while, in Rajputana and Surashtra, the Vallabhaśāhīras, and the Gossains, claimed those privileges which Moslems also concede to Fakirs further west—and notably in the Makka Haram—on the plea that the Creator may claim them from the creature. So that at length our civil courts had to interfere, in the ever famous Bombay Maharāja cases.

It is needless to relate the miracles of Chaityana, such as are related of all saints. Whenever he travelled from Dakka to Agra he was adored as an incarnation of Krishna, and his claim to be considered divine was said, by his followers, to be amply attested, by wonders and divine manifestations. An eclipse of the sun announced his birth, and this led holy men to travel from afar to see the babe, and to bring him offerings of gold, silver, spices, fruits, precious stones, and charms.

Chaitya. Jehaiya. Chiti. Common Indian terms for a collection of relics, especially among Buddhists. The Chaitya-Griha is a "relic house." The Chaitya was a station where, says Mr Shimaga (Indian Antiq., Jan. 1888), "sacred rites took place, and the ashes (of sacrifices) were gathered" (in a chita or "collection"), sometimes in the form of a turtle (see Turtle), or at the Garuda sacrifices, in "the form of Vishnu's Eagle, the Garnt-nat." But the commonest arrangement was a cone or lingam (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 374, plate xiv). The Tibetan Chaitya is an Obo heap (see p. 357 of the volume just cited); good Buddhists call the Chitti (which is the first figure in our Rivers of Life), a Dīgoba or "reliquary," placed in the Chaitya or shrine. In corrupt Buddhist writings, however, we read: "He who longs for Svarga (a heaven of which Gotama Buddha knew nothing), should worship the Chaitya." All tombs, altars, or other places where spirits are thought to dwell, are Chaityas; and souls or ghosts themselves are Chaityas. The stupa or tupe (tope) is the Chinese ta or fo-tiu, wherein rests a sa-la or "relic," even if it marks the site of a Buddha's footprint by a surrounding structure, or anything that recalls his memory—such as a hair of his head, or a place where he once halted, or where some image of him stood, in China (which he never visited), as well as in India (see Rev. J. Elkin's Chinese Buddhism, pp. 134-135). It is in short a shrine or station, like those of Christian saints, or like the Moslem Mahām (Hebrew Makōm) or "station." Hindus attach much the same meaning to a Chaitya as do Buddhists, and may be seen worshiping in or near such, throughout India, especially in retired woods and tope groves.

Chakra. Sanskrit: "a wheel," always to be seen in the hand of Vishnu, as representing the disk of the sun, and held also by Siva, and Indra, as sun gods. The god is called therefore a Chakra-vartin; and as such Buddha is expected to return to earth, riding a white steed, and flourishing a sword. It is the wheel of Ixion among Greeks; and becomes the "Wheel of the Law" (see Buddha).

Chakwar. Brahma's sacred goose on which he rides.

Chalukyas. A powerful race in India first recognised (by their coins, and otherwise), as western and eastern Chalukyas, about the middle of our 5th century. Sir W. Elliot (Numismat. Oriental), says that their first historic chief was the "Lion Conqueror" (Jayasimha) who rose to power near Gujerāt. The race finally crossed the Narbada river, and invaded the lands of the Bhattas (Mahā-rattas) and Kadambas. They were headed by the successful leader Pulekesh 1, a king of Western Chalukyas about 490 a.c. It appears, however, that they ruled in Oudh at least as early as 1000 b.c. (see Elliot, in Bencoolen Rl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, i, i, 33, p. 71, and Mr Fleet, in Indian Antiq., Dec. 1890). The history of the Western Chalukyas claims a dynasty of "29 emperors of Ayōrā (Oudh) and 16 kings," ruling the Ganges valley, and Kalings (probably the Jamuna river). They were either driven south or, as they say, were impelled by love of conquest, and were led by a great warrior prince Vijāyāditya, whose successors seized all the Koromandel coast (see Cholas), and Western India to the Narbada. They were known as "Lords of Kuntala" (see Kuntala) from about our 1st to our 9th century. These Oudh monarchs claimed descent from Vishnu through Sōma, and were called Sōmavānas, ruling a great Dravidian people. The Aryans seem to have known these as Andhras about our era, commanding the southern passes of the Himalāyas from the mid-Indian fortress of Andhāra-vengi, and ruling from the Ganges to the Godāvarya along the Telugu coasts nearly to Madras (Indian Antiq., March 1891). In Vengi and Chora their descendants were still ruling, in the south, when Europeans first reached India. Their usual names are compounded with that of Vishnu (such as Vishnu-vardana) and with Chōḍa (as in Vira-chōḍa-deva, and Vikram-chōḍa); the Chōḍas however came to worship Siva, as we see from their beautiful shrines on the Godāvarya river. Western Chalukyas, forced from this valley, became
lords of Kuntala and of Bādāmi. Eastern Chalukyas extended N. from Vengi, having been forced south by the Māgadha rulers. They held most of Eastern India from the S. affluents of the Mahānadi to the Kistna river, and about 650 A.C. moved south again, disturbing the Pāḷava rulers of the kingdom of Kāṇche (Conjeeveram), in concert with the Western Chalukyas. In 785 A.C. they sought a southern capital at Bādāmi near the sources of the Kistna; for, between 785 and 810 A.C., they were hard pressed on the north by the rising power of the Bāttais, and Rāj-puts. The Chalukyas, from about 600 A.C., had begun to embrace Neo-Brahmanism—a development of their own ancient belief. From an unknown period they had adored the "mothers of mankind," as well as Vishnu and Siva, Their goddesses were Brahmī, Māhāvī, Kauṇāra, Vaishnavī, Vārāhī, Indrāni, and Chamundī. All these mothers called Kārtikēya, the war god, their son; and they said that he was fostered by the divine Krittikas or Pleiades. But their subjects, like all Drāvīdians, adored serpents and lingams. The Chalukyas were tolerant, and freely granted lands to Jainas (see Kadambas), regarding Mahāśēru as only a form of their own war god (Elliot, *Namis. Oriental.* p. 66). On the Chalukya coins, found in S. India, Ceylon, and Siam, the chief emblems are the boar, the peacock (sacred to the war god Kārtikēya), the fan-sceptre, the elephant god (Ankūs), the solar wheel (Chakrā), and a dagger-like cross, with—as usual—the serpent.

Both branches of the Chalukyas were engaged in fighting the Pāḷavas, whom they conquered by 1000 A.C. They dominated Cholas and Pandiyas, and adorned their Kāṇche capital with magnificent sculptured shrines: they added other temples (see Mahā-balī-pūr), and embellished those of Ellīpur, Soma-nāth, Ajanta, Elora, Nasik, &c. (as noticed in other articles): nor were they less energetic in home and foreign trade (see Bālis and Telligas).

Chandra. Chanda. Sanskrit: "the white one" or Moon; like Soma and other early lunar gods a male. Chandī the moon goddess was the wife of Siva, and destroyed the Asuras (Aryan gods), or their chief Mahā-Līha (see Kandi).

Charm. See under Eye, Egg, Hand, &c.

Charna. Sanskrit. A sacred footprint (see Fād).

Charitra. Sanskrit: "conduct," "virtue" (see Rīta).

Chauper. Chorten. Chirten. A small shrine or place of sacrifice (see Pagoda), originally an "image or sacred stone" (Wheeler's

Chavara. Sanskrit. The altar on which an image stands—see the preceding.

Chela. Sanskrit: a "disciple" (see Buddha).

Chera, or Kerala. The land of the Cherus, the third great Drāvīdian stock of S. India. The succession of conquest in this great region appears to have been by (1) Pāḷavas and Pandiyas about 1000 B.C., (2) Chalukyas say 200 B.C., (3) Cherus about 300 A.C., (4) Cholas about 400 A.C. But these peoples mingled, and divided the land among them. Thus while Pāḷavas ruled the Dekkan, and part of Central India, in our 4th century, they had Pandiyas and Cholas south of them; the latter drove them from Kāṇche to their 10th century. The Cherus was also driven by the Cholas into the hilly tracts of S.W. India, where we now chiefly find them. They once played an important part in the Indian history. Like other Drāvīdians they claimed descent from Nāgas (serpents): the Kera or Kharvāra, ruling Māgadha till our 12th century, may have been connected, but had Brahman priests Aryanised as Siṅka-dīva (Elliot's Glossary). Cherus have always worshipped sacred trees, and preserve the custom of marriage through other strange arboreal rites (Hewitt, *Rl. Asiatic Soc. Journal,* April 1893).

Chin. See Gan and Jin. Apparently from the ancient root gan for a living being, whence many words for spirits and men (Akkadian ganu, Latin genus for "men"; Persian jin for "spirit"; Semitic kun "to be"; Mongol kūen "man"; Egyptian hamā, Assyrian kinstu, "race").

China. This vast empire contains nearly a third of the population of the world. The student of the comparative history of religions needs therefore to grasp the religious and social progress of this ancient civilisation, and of these thoughtful and pious peoples. It is the result of that of the great Mongol Empire which was won, in 1211, by Genghis (Tehengiz) Khān, who ruled nearly all Asia. It is still only less in extent than the British and Russian Empires, and includes 4,500,000 square miles—of which China itself represents half, with a total population of some 360,000,000 persons. Its languages, or dialects, are reckoned to be about 350 in number; but the population is mainly North Turanian, including Mongols and Manchus dominating earlier stocks, such as the Tartar Khitai;
some Malay admixture, and remains of older Turanian aborigines. Its civilisation, and much of its religion, came to China from the west. The Chinese themselves have been regarded as unemotional and unimaginative, being a very practical race. They are supposed not to have ventured to produce cosmogenies and revelations; and so the student would have to confine his attention to the voluminous histories, which claim to trace back their civilisation some thirty centuries at least. As however the annals compiled by Confucius, in the 6th century B.C., perished in the holocaust of their literature under the Emperor Shih-Hwang-Ti (221-209 B.C.), some doubt must exist as to the date 2697 B.C., to which later compilers assign the reign of the Chinese king Hwang-Ti.

We now possess, in English translation, a great part of what may be regarded as Chinese sacred literature, especially the "Five Sacred Classics": (1) Yih, "the book of changes"; (2) Shu, "history"; (3) Shih, "poetry"; (4) Li-ki, "rites and conduct"; and (5) Kun-khiu, "spring and autumn." The last was by Confucius himself; and about 500 B.C. he commented also on the other four, all of which he greatly revered. The Yih-king was attributed to the Emperor Fuh-hi, about 2830 B.C.; and it is all but untranslatable. The late commentators were Wan-wang in 1150 B.C., and Chow-Kung in 1120 B.C., preceding Confucius. It is supposed to have originally consisted of a series of short sentences attached to geometrical diagrams. Confucius thought so highly of it that it was saved from the above-mentioned holocaust of 221 B.C., out of respect to his opinion (see Sacred Books of the East, and the various researches of Prof. Douglas, Prof. Beal, Dr. Edkins, and others). These classics were often called the "Five King" ("books") and "Four Shu"; the latter were abbreviated, by four philosophers, from voluminous compilations said to date between 2550 and 627 B.C. But as at present extant they are later than 500 B.C. and include (1) the Loo-Yu, discourses of Confucius with his disciples, (2) the works of Mencius, (3) the Hoio or "great learning," (4) the Kung-Yung, or "doctrine of the mean" by T'ai-chen. There has never been any attempt, on the part of the Chinese, to claim for even the oldest of these classics a supernatural character. Mencius said: "it would be better to be without the Shu than to give entire credence to it." But about the 6th century B.C. a strong wave of mysticism—opposing the practical teaching of Confucius—swept over China (see Lozhe), though it was foreign to the general character of the people, and failed as much as this teacher of the Tao or "Path" returned to die in the west. Confucius became the exponent of real Chinese thought, though Taoists continued to oppose him, adding to their incantation of sound ethics an appeal to the ancient superstitious belief in spirits (see further our "Short Texts," pp. 79-80, under "Confucius," 550 to 480 B.C.).

[Chinese is a very primitive language, but not to be classed apart as "monosyllabic": like other Turanian languages it adds to its monosyllabic roots suffixes for nouns and adjectives, and auxiliary syllables to form verbs, with compounds taking the place of gender. Those who study a Mandarin Dictionary, comparatively with one of the old Cantonese dialect, will become aware that many monosyllabic Chinese words have, in the course of time, become worn down from longer forms, thus necessitating the constantly increasing number of "tones," which now distinguish similar words. The early connection of Chinese with the agglutinative Mongol language of the N.W. has been traced; and the Chinese proper is thus remotely connected with Turk and Akkadian speech, agreeing with the ultimate connection of Chinese writing, and Chinese race, with the most ancient Turanian stocks of Western Asia.—Ed.]

Ptolemy the geographer, in our second century, called the capital of China Ch'in. Dr. Edkins (Academy, 29th October 1883) is no doubt right in comparing this with our name China, since the t and th interchange with s, ts and ch in China, as in Annam. There was no soft ch in Greek; and the name may then have been pronounced Siné or Thîne. Prof. Ternier de la Couperie thinks that it arose in Yunnan, before the 4th century B.C., being connected with the Sacred Lake of Tsin or Tien. As we have elsewhere pointed out this again is probably the ancient Tin or Tien for "heaven" (as in Chinese, and in the Etruscan Tîna) a common Turanian term: for China was the "heavenly" land. Those who traded with China for her silks naturally, however, called the country Sîrsa, and its inhabitants Sersa. The medieval Cathay, on the other hand, took its name from the Tartar Khîtai of Central Asia, who ruled N. China (Tang dynasty) about 1000 A.D., and were conquered by the Mongols two centuries later. From the "Periplus of the Erythrean Sea" (which Dr. C. Miller places as early as 80 A.D.), and from Cosmas (Topographia Christiana 545 A.D.), we gather that Southern China then extended to Indo-China, and was independent of the Shan States, and of Barmah. But it is doubtful if any real Chinese Empire existed till still later; and independent princes appear to have ruled even as late as the time of Confucius.

As regards the Chinese script Prof. Terrien de la Couperie (about 1882) regarded the characters as derived from the kuneiform,
and as introduced by the Bak or old Bactrian immigrants—the “Hundred Families,” whom he traced to Susiana, or Western Persia, and to the Caspian. He supposed the old “tortoise shell emblems” to date back to the Emperor Yao (variously placed 2357, and 2145, B.C.)—the age of certain “bamboo annals” (see Williams, Middle Kingdom (1883), i, p. 580, where they are attributed to Hwang-Ti about 3000 to 2700 B.C.). Some writers insist on the historic character of Hwang-Ti: others regard all history before Yao as fabulous. We must remember that the edict of 221 B.C. was still unrepelled in 191 B.C.; and that during this period—a generation—scholars who disobeyed were buried alive; so that Chinese statements are apparently traditional only.

The first writer to propose this derivation for the Chinese characters seems to have been F. Lenormant. The subject has also been treated in detail by Prof. Ball, since it was brought to notice by Prof. Terrien de la Coupérie; but the results have not been generally accepted. The oldest texts in China are certain inscriptions concerning hunting, in the old “seal character.” They are supposed to date about 800 B.C. But these are not the characters used in books, which are later modifications. The oldest source of general information is the Shwok-wan, about 100 A.C., treated of in the Phonetic Shwok-wan of 1833. The earliest forms of the characters have been studied by Dr. J. Chalmers (Structure of Chinese Characters, 1882), and he shows that the total of 24,255 signs given by Kanghi in the Imperial Dictionary; and the yet larger total of 44,449, including variants and obsolete emblems, are all reducible to a primary system of about 300 signs. The original picture meaning, even in the earliest signs of 100 A.C., is often very obscure; but in other cases the forms are recognizable: they bear no resemblance to the later cuneiform. The Akkadians had originally about 150 signs, and the Hittite system about as many. Comparing the old Akkadian of about 2500 B.C.—which is now well known—and the Hittite, with the earliest Chinese, we find that pictorially, in about 40 cases, the emblems are the same; but as regards sound there is similarity to the known Akkadian sounds only in 14 cases. This indicates that the connection must be very remote. The Chinese notation of numerals over four is quite unlike that of the Akkadians and Hittites; and many original Chinese signs never were used in the systems of W. Asia—as for instance the melon, thorn tree, rake, porcupine, lizard, horse, elephant, monkey, rat, moth, tortoise, and dragon. It would seem therefore that there may have been a connection between the first Chinese and the oldest W.

Asiatic system of hieroglyphics, through an original picture writing of which we have now few traces; but that the Chinese developed their system independently, as they became a separate race.—En.]

The popular religion of China has always been, as now, an Animistic belief (see Animism): the official religion is that of the Mongols, among whom the two great gods—father and mother of all—have always been heaven and earth (as among Egyptians, Babylonians, Greeks, and Romans), to whom alone the Emperor offers sacrifice. The highest Chinese conception is that of a supreme being called Tai ("great"), Shang-Tai ("great being"), or Ten-Shang-Tai ("heaven's great being"); but this being is also defined as Yan-yin ("male-female"), and is represented by a vertical stroke, with a circle or dot below, for this reason. Tai is also called Wang or "Lord." The sign for Shang represents a growing plant; that for Tai possibly a man; and that for Ten apparently the support of heaven. It is not easy to trace the old nature cult so represented, since it is hidden under the refinements of an ancient civilization; and Classics tell us little of the old meaning of signs which confronted the learned on every altar of heaven. We have to seek in out of the way nooks, among peasant shrines, and in the writings of modern travellers who, sometimes, have not understood what they saw, or are biased against the Chinese beliefs. A great deal of attention has however been paid to questions of Chinese myths, fables, rites, customs, and emblems (see especially the papers in the N. China Rl. Asiatic Soc., Journal, and others in the Chinese Recorder).

Miss Gordon Cumming, in her excellent volumes (Wanderings in China), gives much information as to the popular beliefs. On the hill at Fu-Chow (see vol. ii, p. 333) she was shown, by a young monk, a monumental stone 12 ft. high, 5 ft. wide, 1½ ft. thick, of polished black marble, raised on a pedestal, and carved all over with dragons—resembling the Indian lingam stones. She tells us again (ii, p. 180) that Yan-yin represents "the dual principle in nature." The sign Yan (in Cantonese; jen in Pekinese) represents a man, while Yin is often symbolised by a square (Pekinese jen "house"). The odd numbers are sacred to Yan, and the even numbers to Yin. Yan is a blue circle (heaven), and Yin is a green one (earth). The terraces surrounding the altars where the Emperor officiates, as High Priest and "Son of Heaven," are colored a golden yellow in the centre, blue to the east, white to the west, black to the north (the unlucky side), and red to the south, recalling the colored terraces of the Babylonian Ziggurats (see Architecture, and Babylou). In the very centre of the imperial quarter at Pekin stands the temple of the god of light,
Kwang-ming-tien. It has two marble terraces, with six flights of
twelve steps each (144 in all); and the circular shrine above is roofed
with blue tiles. The altar of Tai is here again carved over with
dragons. Miss Gordon Cumming describes another temple of the
“Five Rams” near Canton; they are symbolised by five large, roughly
hewn stones, and are said to represent the genii of earth, fire, water,
wood, and metal. From them “came corn, wine, oil, and all the
blessings of heaven.” Here too was “a sacred bell, and a monkey
god” (compare the Egyptian ape of Thoth, and the Indian Hanuman).
Sacrifices and perambulations belong to this as to other sites. The
wishes of the gods were divined by means of the “kapse”—a large
wooden acorn which (vol. i, p. 335) stands on nearly every altar. The
priest passes it through sacred flames, or incense smoke, and tosses it
before the idol. If the two halves fall on the flat sides every deity
rejects the petition. If both fall on the convex surfaces he declines
any answer. The omen is only good if one rolls on the round end, and
the other stands on the flat.

Throughout China and Manchuria the great dragon, Feng-shui,
representing wind, or air, or water, is still, as of old, the most
important figure in mythology. He is the “Great Power” ever
moving over the land, and great care must be taken not to offend
him by raising high walls, or other impediments; for, if his course
is stayed, his blessings will cease and the people will suffer. He is
naturally connected with the sky and the great rivers on which the
irrigation, and prosperity, of the land depend. The Chinese are easily
stirred to bloodshed on this question; and the dragon detests railways
especially.

Miss Gordon Cumming tells us that “the two ruling forces in
China are: fear and reverence for the dead; and this irressible
Feng-Shui,” to which she devotes two chapters. “These rule the
whole social, and domestic, life of the people, and seem inextricably
blended with all earthly and spiritual things and ideas.” The basis
of the old religion of the people is thus the worship of spirits, souls,
and ghosts. The Chinaman tells us that he has three souls (as in
Egypt: see Ba), one of which remains in the tomb, another in the
Ancestral Tablet in hall or temple (the Skin-wi or “spirit place”), while
the third goes to a Hell or Purgatory to work out its salvation. Only
by constant payments to mediating priests, for prayers at the tombs,
can salvation be secured; and they reap a rich harvest by preying on
the purest and most tender feelings of the people. Ancestor worship,
which we should suppose to be a belief less capable of corruption than
any other, becomes the cause of great misery, and one of the worst
forms of superstition. It is a tax of £30,000,000 annually on the
people, says Miss Gordon Cumming (vol. i, p. 321), and costs the
Government £6,000,000 every year. It causes also much waste of
time: for, from childhood to death, daily worship at stated hours
must be performed; and business must often be suspended for weeks
on account of annual rites, which entail hardship and misery. The
Ch'ing-Ming, or “All Souls” festival, occurring in April is, according
to our authoress, “a system of fear,” affecting equally the emperor
and the meanest coolie, and even those who are regarded as Buddhists,
Taoists, or disciples of Confucius. This system paralyses the empire,
and holds its millions “in its icy grasp”: for, as many philosophers
have said, “religion are a fell disease.”

Every Chinaman, like every Hindu or Greek, must have a son
to perform for him the last offices. The wife who has no son often
adopts one, or (like Sarah) presses on her lord a Hagar in her stead
[which we now know to have been a Babylonian custom as early as
2100 B.C.—Ed.]. This applies, says Miss Gordon Cumming (p. 293),
even to Christian converts, and she thinks that “most of the sorrows
of domestic life are traceable to the all-pervading presence of the
malignant dead”—that is to say to ancestral pride, old custom, and
a grasping priesthood. The empire itself has often been endangered
by excessive ancestor worship: its supreme interests have been set
aside by its ablest statesmen at critical moments, because of the death
of some aged grandmother (p. 287): the Emperor himself must lay
state cares aside to wait on ancestral ghosts, and to take part in
tedious and costly processions and rites, especially at the “Com-
munion of the Dead” (p. 290), when he must partake of the
“blessed wine” and “blessed flesh.” Thus China is covered with
tombs of every age and kind; and priests engaged in geomancy
(“earth-magic”) have long vetoed roads, railways, mines, and build-
ings, which might disturb their dragon or their dead. No government
as yet has found itself strong enough to combat the superstitions of
the people. Justice even is affected by fear of the dead, for no office
would be given to any judge or official if it was thought that the
ghosts were offended by him. To ancestor worship also Miss Gordon
Cumming attributes the appalling female infanticide of China, about
which there is no concealment, it being fully sanctioned by public
opinion.” Christian missionaries find it the great obstacle; for the
convert is held to bring on himself, and on his family, the curses of
all dead relatives, with the attendant dangers of their wrath. Many
parents have threatened to commit suicide when a child of theirs
showed a leaning to Christianity: and the Chinese hell, surpassing
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all others in its horrors, is held before the poor credulous masses by priests who find their surest allies among the women.

The original nature-worship of the Chinese was probably free from this exaggerated form of ancestor worship. But the Emperor and his counsellor priests became the judges of what was likely to happen to any ghost in the next world: for he is not only the earthly representative of Shang-Ti, but also the Tien-tze or “Son of Heaven.” [Mongol and Manchu legends alike represent the founders of empire as born of virgins, and proceeding from trees (like Adonis), having Tai as father.—Ed.] It is Tai who sends evil as well as good, like the Hebrew Yahveh, rewarding evil and good rulers according to their merits, sending pestilence and defeat, or prosperity and victory. None can worthily serve him save the virtuous, especially those who honour parents and ancestors, and are obedient to the son of heaven and his priests. The pious (like the Hittites) must bow also before the great spirits of mountains, rivers, seas, and stars, where rest the mighty dead. It was a creed fitted to make obedient children and citizens; and thus of political value. The simple belief of the rude population was approved, not only by priests, but by philosophers like Confucius and Laotze.

Miss Gordon Cumming enlarges on rites and symbols similar to those of Christianity (vol. ii, chaps. 24-34); and we can hardly wonder that (p. 52) the Shanghai mission has only induced 33 Chinese to be baptised in 43 years. She even recognises the “Easter eggs” of Europe, as is natural since the Easter goddess came from the cradle lands common to Turanians and Aryans, on the shores of the Caspian. At the spring equinox the Chinese hang up scarlet wool, or scarlet flags, on door-posts and window-sills, together with a sacred shrub (the hysop and scarlet thread of the Hebrew Law): these symbols avert evil, and cause the angel of death to pass by (Levit. xiv, 4-7; 49-53). At funerals, says Archdeacon Gray, youths in China sprinkle holy water on doors and streets, by a bunch of hyssop, to avert evil. Kests and other Europeans used also to tie sprigs from their sacred rowan trees, beside the horse-shoe, on doors and cattle sheds, and tied such sprigs to the tails of their flocks. The Chinese fix up small swords to their walls, binding them with scarlet thread adorned with coins, or with red paper blessed by a priest, besmearing them also with the blood of a young cock sacrificed for the purpose (Wanderings in China, i, p. 66). Red is the sacred colour, usually connected with male and not female deities (see Colours); but the bride must be carried in a red chair.

by bearers in conical caps with a red feather at the apex. [So too the Arab bride’s dress is red silk.—Ed.] The nuptial knot is symbolised, in China as elsewhere, by tying the couple together with a red scarf; and all wedding gifts must be bound with red thread. Our orange blossoms are represented by the dwarf orange tree, laden with fruit and hung with strings of cash, carried in procession as a type of wealth and offspring at Chinese marriages (i, p. 69. See also Apple). The ploughs, and the Mandarin plougher, in spring, must also be decked with red as typical of the good “Lord of Agriculture.”

The degradation of Buddhism in China is shown by the practice (ii, p. 193) of sending letters to heaven by burning them. The Chinese believe so strongly in the next-world life that they preserve every part of the body, including the limb amputated, or the tooth extracted by the doctor, lest they should enter maimed into heaven. Miss Gordon Cumming proved that teeth were swallowed, and the limb even eaten by the patient, for this reason. Each shrine has its seal, with which the priest stamps papers and cloths as charms; and it is evident that the gods look on, for when the priest desires them not to see what is happening at the shrine he covers their eyes with strips of pink paper (p. 72). But the gods themselves are subject to the Pekin Government, which gravely announces—in the Pekin Gazette—that certain gods, held to have done public service by granting success or rain, have been deeded new privileges and titles of honour (p. 194).

In China (as in India or in Babylon) we have “gods many and lords many” : a god of the Door (connected with the rite of “passing through ” a door as in Japan): a god of the Kitchen: a god of War (Kwang-Tai); and a god of Peace; a god of Rain (Tung-wang), and a god of Health, are among them: the latter is a fat jovial deity (like Ganesa), and a Mercury who must be propitiated by merchants, by those who set out on any undertaking, and by those who desire children. The Chinese Government is tolerant of all gods and creeds; but it allows none of these to interfere with secular authority. The rulers are even taught to distrust, and to refrain from associating with, religious persons and fanatics. For this cause the rulers of China and Japan have always encouraged the animistic beliefs of their subjects, since these do not represent hard and fast creeds, or faiths claiming an inspired literature, and likely to interfere with government on the plea of morals and social duties. Buddhism and Confucianism assume that conduct must be guided by belief (as does Christianity), whereas the statesman of the East (like some of our own) holds that
the religious zealot is unfit to rule the State. For the Chinese, duty is the true religion; just as in India the overseer of a gang of 500 labourers assured us that "his daily duty was an act of worship; and that, when cultivating the earth at his home, he considered that he also cultivated his soul"; and this was said by one who was no atheist.

Consul Simon (La Cité Chinoise) says that the Chinese long objected to be priests, or to attend at temples. He even avers that the Government was obliged to send the prisoners from the jails to worship (but we also enforce such conduct), and that Buddhist monks often call themselves "the condemned," because their yellow robe is the prison garb. The Chinese Government not only provides such worshipers, but controls all gods, rites, and priests, by orders emanating from the "Imperial Board of Worship." These are promulgated in the Pekin Gazette, a well-known yellow official newspaper which is said to date back to 900 a.c., and has been regularly published since 1351 a.c. It is edited by six members of the Han-lin Academy, who set forth the opinions and orders of Government concerning things temporal and spiritual. Nothing that interests any sect or body of Chinese is beneath their notice. All men are regarded as under the care, and guidance, of the Emperor and the governors of states and districts, who rule men and gods, the spirits of wind, rain, war, or pestilence, and the sacred tree, alike. For all are subject to the Son of Heaven, whose smile or frown decides all things in this world or in the next. The Chinese regard the separation of things temporal and spiritual as the subterfuge whereby evil men seek to escape from the supreme rule. The Emperor is not merely a "Defender of the Faith," as he might be in Europe, but supreme over all faiths, and arbiter of the hopes of the humblest, as well as of the highest, of his subjects. When they die, they are condemned, or canonised, by him as they are punished, or rewarded, when living. In his official Gazette he promotes or degrades, praises or rebukes, the dead as well as the living; for the abandonment of a mortal tenement makes no difference in the authority of the Son of Heaven. A god, says Dr Groot (quoted by Sir A. Lyall, Nineteenth Century Review, 1890) is "the soul of one dead"; and gods, no less than ghosts, are the Emperor's subjects. Thus the Pekin Gazette is concerned, on the one hand with the latest scientific invention, and on the other with promotions or degradations of gods, as well as of civil, military, and ecclesiastical authorities; with the establishment of a ferry, a school, or a post office, and the appointment of an Imperial concubine, equally with the regulation of some weird form of primitive worship, and the canonisation of some notable, or notorious, personage. It equally allots lands and rents, to support the dignity conferred, in spiritual and in temporal promotions. No god, demon, man, or even child (such as the Dalai-Lama of Tibet); no temple or holy stone, unsanctioned by Government, can be regarded as lawfully entitled to respect. The unsanctioned cultus is liable to suppression, by decapitation of teachers and listeners, and of the witnesses against them when their evidence has been given. The Emperor presides over the Board of Worship, and admits to his councils ecclesiastics representing alike the national religion, and those of Buddhists, Taoists, and Confucians: in all these, powerful spirits are supposed to dwell. The lists of urban or village deities are revised from time to time by arch-priests, who retain or strike out the names, and fill vacancies with those of deceased Mandarins—sometimes indeed sending to the spirit-land one who is inconvenient here below. In all cases a complete record of evidence must be sent for sanction to the Board of Worship, whose officials hold with Euthuphron in Plato's Dialogue, that "Piety is but the art of doing business together between gods and men." The system is one of sterner discipline than any elaborated by Popes of Rome.

The independence of foreign missionaries is no doubt one reason of the hatred with which they are regarded by the literate class, who (says M. Miche, a writer friendly to missions), "are only the mouth-pieces of popular feeling." Amid the bloodshed of the massacres of 1891, these literates argued the defects and merits of Christianity, and denounced the irritating ways and words of missionaries, and the sincerity of converts. Mr Miche, writing the same year, considers that half a million of conversions were the results of three centuries of propaganda.

Dreams (which are the foundations of belief in all faiths), madness, and trances, are held by the Chinese to prove the existence of spirits. In such cases the soul is held to have wandered away from the body, being prone to visit other spirits in heavens or hells, and being unable at times to find its way back, unless guided by good genii to its mortal tenement. Souls, therefore, are used as messengers to the other world, and rulers have often despatched the worthy but troublesome thither on their errands. The hells are described as presided over by fearful demons and demonesses. The heavens are lovely gardens where grow "Trees of Life." There dwells the Goddess of Mercy (see Kwan-yin), a virgin mother carrying her babe. The deities, who know how busy is the troubled life of their votaries, are not exacting; they accept interjections, or the first word of a prayer, or the continual
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repetition of "Om-mi-to-fe." A paper inscribed with a prayer is chewed and spat out towards the image; or a paper charm is left to revolve in the prayer-mill, or hung on some tree or pole to flutter in the wind. These invocations are sufficient, but the gods love the tinkling of bells, and the hum of many voices, remaining them of their people. Nor has Europe forgotten this, as we know from oft-repeated Pater-Nosters, and Aves, Masses, and ringing of bells. Nor are Trinities lacking in China, where many adore the "Three Pure Ones" — the past, present, and future Buddhas, for whom the Buddhists substitute Buddha, Dharma, and Buddha, Shang-Tai, (the master, the faith, and the order) — though in Saugha reality they are nearer to the Indian triad of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. Even in the severely simple ancestral halls of the seven great stones, in the depths of an adjoining arbor-vitae grove (p. 198), these being the palladium of the present dynasty. Shang-Tai is the tribute of blood; for, though twelve pieces of fine blue silk are first burnt in his honour, a heifer is also offered, with various meats, fruits, vegetables, spices, and three cups of wine. The Emperor as high priest offers these meats with nine prostrations, while 234 blue-robed musicians make melody, and "chant hymns of harmonious peace." After the prayers the Emperor poitsers each of the three cups in succession; while, amid the profound silence of the kneeling congregation, a single voice is heard to chant (as the specially appointed officials present each cup to the Emperor), the words "give the cup of blessing, and the meat of blessing." These, therefore, he offers, prostrating himself slowly twelve times, till his forehead touches the ground. Princes and nobles then partake of this Eucharist, while the choir bursts into the "song of glorious peace."

The Son of Heaven, and his nobles, still also kneel on the marble terraces of mounds placed at the four cardinal points outside his capital city, adoring Yan as heaven, and Yin as earth, with the pillar of Shang-Tai on an altar of pure white marble, beside which are columns, obelisks, and urns, with honorary inscriptions of dead emperors. A learned missionary (the Rev. Canon T. McClatchie) pointed out (Chinese Recorder, November, December, 1872: September, October, 1875), that phallic worship "permeates the whole heathen world, and, in China, represents God under two indecent symbols" (Yan and Yin). He therefore protested against Shang-Tai being used as a term for God, in translating the Bible into Chinese. It is true that Yan and Yin are now, to the learned, merely metaphorical abstractions; and Shang-Tai, being both Yan and Yin, is only the "absolute," and the "great being"; but the controversy raised the whole question of derivation of words connected with gods and spirits. Educated Chinamen define Yan and Yin as "light" and "darkness," manifestations of the divine Shin or "spirit," who created all things through them, being himself "mind-air," or Tai "the great," and Wang "the Lord." Confucians call Shin "nature," or "fate," or "infinite and unalterable law." But Yan, now the "eastern light," and the left half of the circle, is the male Animus; and Yin, the right or dark half, is the female Animas. Together they are the Khe-en-Khwan, the "male female"; and without these neither Shin— the demiurge (or creator of the people), nor Shang-Tai the supreme, can act. Shin, in Chinese theosophy, is called "an Unity; the Indivisible, Omniscient, and Passionless Immaterial Principle: the Soul, Divine Reason, and Spirit of the Universe: yet not a spirit such as those in earthly and heavenly objects, nor like the spirit in men." He "produces the incorporeal earth and heaven," and is called "a Yan and Yin thing, generated by Yan-Yin as air; and a manifestation or incarnation of Shang-Tai." Shin, therefore, as a kind of Logos, called also the "second Shin," animates the Universe, and is "the mind of, or in, all things: of men as well as of beasts and birds." It is the "spirit of the air, and saviour of all life, but not the rational divine soul or first Shin" — that is to say the supreme Shang-Tai. For such ideas we may go back to Plato and to Eleusis. In Chinese writings of the 16th century Tai, or Ti, forms a triad with earth (Zan) and man (Yan); and Tien-Shang-Ti ("the great heavenly being"), is "Lord of Heaven" (see Ti). The earth is the mother, as among most of the ancients. [In Egypt only does the earth appear to be male and heaven female. — Ed.] In the 8th century B.C. Shang-Ti becomes Shang-ku (see Ku). Prof. Legge regards Shang as "spirit," and would use Ling for the Holy Ghost, instead of Fang, meaning
“breath, air, or wind” ; for Fan or Feng-Shui is the great dragon (see Chinese Recorder, November, December, 1882, and Rivers of Life, pp. 530-535); and so the controversy goes on. [Unfortunately Ling, signifying “power” or “essence,” is apparently represented by a very clearly phallic emblem.—Ed.]

Chinese Buddhism is perhaps the most degraded form of that faith, notorious for its dirty temples, and monkish tyrannies. Buddhism was first publicly taught in China (says Dr Edkins) in 217 B.C. reaching Shensi—then the capital. It prevailed under the Han dynasty in 200 B.C. Prof. Terrien de la Coupérie (Babylonian and Oriental Record, May 1891) says that the Emperor Shih-huang sent for holy Sramans during the famine of 222 B.C., and cast gold statues of Budhha: relics were then settled in Shan-tung, and Chihli (Academy, 12th September 1891). In 219 B.C. Hsu-fu, a royal commissioner, was sent forth, with many youths and maidens, apparently to propagate this faith along the coasts, and in the islands, some say as far as Japan. Kwang Kien (130 B.C.), during his reign of ten years among the Huns, found Buddhism prevalent as “the religion of all the regions of the west.” About 200 B.C. Huvisaka, King of Kâbul in Afghanistan, and of Kashmir, is said to have sent an embassy with Buddhist books to the Emperor of China. He was grandson of Kanishka (75 to 98 A.D.) Ming-Ti is said (58 to 75 A.D.) to have seen a golden god-man floating in his palace. The fact seems to be an echo of the Oudh legend that, on the day of Buddha’s birth, a golden halo from the south-west illumined China. Another legend recorded that in the 24th year of the Emperor Chou (about 620 B.C.) he was told that a divine child was born, who would regenerate the empire a thousand years later. The fact was recorded in the royal archives. Buddhists spread all over China by 224 A.D., and were recognized officially in 335 A.D. In 390 A.D. the Emperor Ming-hui-yun-fan of the Han dynasty (1013 A.D.) had a vision, in the 8th year of his reign, of “Buddha as a glorified image of light” approaching his throne from heaven. The royal archives were examined, and it was found that 1010 years had passed since the former vision of the Emperor Chou. Royal messengers were sent to India to search for the details of Gotama’s life, and in time Arhatas (or saints) arrived, with scriptures of the Mahâ-yana or high church Buddhism, together with several portraits and relics carried on a white horse. The pious Emperor travelled south to meet them at Lou-Khyi. The image or portrait was declared to be exactly like the figure he had seen in his dream, and miracles confirmed the faith, which spread among his subjects. The priests of other creeds were alarmed, and demanded a trial by fire: when Buddhist scriptures escaped uninjured. These traditions serve at least to show that the true date of Budhha’s birth was known approximately in China, though not now accepted (see Buddha). But sober study shows that Buddhism spread very gradually. Other sects had paved the way. The Metzi had taught that “every man must devote himself to the welfare of others, even at the sacrifice of his own interests, or even of body and life.” The soul was declared to be “pure and good, but perverted by admixture with impurities produced by evil thoughts and actions.” Li-ye-tai had prophesied that some day a noble sage would arise, and, after meditation, and great deeds, be termed the Buddha. Yu-su had forbidden the destruction of animal life, and had called on all to observe ten moral laws. He said that “your virtues will accumulate, and you will be born as gods to enjoy eternal happiness, but those who do evil will go to a hell of eternal torment if sinning deliberately.” Confucius and his disciples, about 500 B.C., had taught a great system of ethics and philosophy, long before Buddhism entered China, while founding its institutes of asceticism and learning from Baktia to Japan. Yet all these sects may have been influenced by Gotama, or by former Buddhas.

Chinese Buddhists acknowledge the schools found also in India: (1) the Viniâya or Hinâyana; (2) the Mantra or Tantrika; (3) the Mahâ-yana; (4) the Gañdhara Darsana; and (5) the Sarvartha Tantra. The second of these however (though conspicuous in Tibet) made little progress in China, on account of imperial edicts against mysticism. The third was advocated by Thon-sun (a reverend Chinese Buddhist, who sojourned long in India, studied the Sanskrit Darsana, copied the writings of its best exponents, and was called a Mahâ-yana-deva. The fourth school was founded by eminent teachers like Nâgarjuna (see under that heading) and by the famous Ye-solod, who preached the Madhyamika philosophy for 30 years. He was said to have vanquished the Chinese Jove—Kwan-yun-chun, and to have obliged him to defend Buddhism in future. The Chinese are often said to be faithful only to practical skepticism, caring little for the future world. They knew that Confucius and Buddha alike avoided such subjects, and spoke only of Karma, or the result of conduct. Yet High Church Buddhism, gradually corrupted by superstition, made way in China. Even theBon-po (see Bon) prepared the way for Buddhism in the case of the semi-Jaina sect of Khyaar-bons, who are still ruled by a powerful high-priest called the Kuntus-sun-po, an incarnate deity like other grand Lamas.
China looks with some favour also on the Hoi-Hoi or Moslems, whom Mongol emperors tolerated with Nestorian Christians, and Buddhists, in our middle ages. They say that Moslems worship only the Tien-nu or "Lord of Heaven," but are ignorant of philosophically, and foolishly prejudiced against the flesh of pigs. Some say that the gods will hereafter punish the Hoi-Hoi by turning them into pigs. But Buddhism has been more appreciated, as adapted to the feelings of the people by Chinese exponents; and, by "its transcendent philosophy" (Dr Edkins, Cath. Per., August 1882) it "has won the learned; and by metempsychosis the people. By a lofty ascetic morality it has attracted those whose heart is made warm by representations of the beauty of self-denial, and contempt for worldly distinctions." Those who regard Buddhist monks as idle should read the account, by Dr Edkins, of their labours on the engraved stones of a hill near Pekin—the Sian-si-tien, or "Lesser western heaven." Dr Edkins here noted eight caves, closed with massive stone railings, in one of which alone he counted 150 tablets, each of 988 well cut characters, or 148,200 in all. A register, made about 1020 A.D., spoke of 1560 tablets at this site, all engraved between 620, and 639, A.D., by a pious monk Tsing-wan-tang, and his five successors. The work went on regularly for five generations, ceasing about 800 A.D., and recommenced in our 11th century. The first imputus seems to have been due to the return of Fa-hian, and other Chinese pilgrims to India, in our 5th century, and of Huien-Tsang two centuries later (see Buddha). The Liu dynasty (1020-1055 A.D.) allowed the monks of Si-yu-monastery hard by to engrave 360 additional tablets, with an historical text to record the fact. Thus on this one hill alone there are 27300 tablets (equal in length to 32 copies of our New Testament), and of these 2130 were inscribed by six monks only, unpaid, and unaided. Buddhists generally have, in like manner, often recopied their scriptures on stone. The Bible of the Amitabha sect (called the Tsing-tu-wen or Sakhra-rati-vyuna) was written in our 12th century by Wang Ti-huen, a monk whom the Japanese regard as a reformer: for he preached a reformation of character as "a source of happiness to others . . . enabling all to be born again in the peaceful Shit." He held that "though prayers and abstinence are good things, and self-reformation a merit, yet it is a greater merit to reform others, and persuade them to exhort and teach their fellows. This gives honour in life and endless happiness hereafter . . . even the habit of repeating the divine name Amitabha, with desire of enlightenment, will raise up other hearty and wholesome desires, and confer peace" (see Amida).

This doctrine however, took little hold on the practical Chinese, being one of faith rather than of works. Most Buddhists themselves, Dr Edkins thinks (Bl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, Jan. 1881), look to Nirvana only as their goal. But their tombstones express a hope of the heaven of Omito-Fo (Chinese for the Sanskrit Amitabha-Buddha), while theirrender Nirvana by Mie-tu ("destruction and salvation") calling it also "joy and peace." It is the "far-off shore"; and neither in China nor in Japan is the doctrine of transmigration of the soul much held. "Even the body of Buddha has perished, and only his Fa-shin or 'doctrinal self' exists in wisdom and power." Confucius had told them that "What you do not understand consider that you do not know." Among the masses Buddha became a powerful god, as Omito-Fo, "the guide, hearer, and answerer of prayer"; a real saviour to all who believe and call on him," sitting in Tsing-tu, "the pure land," and ever listening to his children's cries. Dr Edkins writes that Chinese Buddhists told him: "the essential point in all religion is virtuous conduct . . . the delusions of your Christians are great in proportion to the definiteness of your conceptions . . . we may not attempt to define a supreme . . . being" (see Babu Das, on Chinese Sacred Literature; Bengal Bl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, 1, ii, p. 106, 1882).

Chinese popular teaching as to a cosmogony, or creation, runs thus. In the beginning, before there was any heaven or earth, Hun-tun, or chaos, generated the virtue called The-ji, or "supreme matter with energy." Thence came Nam-ba, or nature in male and female form, seeds great and small, heavens, gods, and light. This appears to be the Babylonian and Akkadian cosmogony. The Chinese have also their legends of Paradise ("the jewelled peach tree in the west"), of a great flood (of the sacred Yellow River), and of a virgin mother. The Yik-King, or Book of Changes already mentioned, relates the Chinese origins as follows. Pao-li (traditionally of the 29th century B.C.) invented the "Eight Trigrams," with nets for fishing and hunting. A century later Shin-nung made the wooden plough, taught agriculture, and established markets for barter of all produce. The arts of weaving and making clothes were taught by Iwang-ti, Yao, and Shun (27th to 22nd centuries B.C.). Security and good government were then established; trees were hollowed out as boats; oxen were used in carts, and horses in chariots; forts were built; bows and arrows were invented. The people, who so far had lived in caves during the winter and in the open during the summer, now built houses, with ridge poles and over-hanging roofs. They buried the dead under mounds, having previ-
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Based on eclipses calculated as early as 846 B.C. The language of this period, according to Prof. Douglas, was preserved in the Lieu-wen script, supposed to have been invented by She-chou. Dr Edkins thinks that the use of the clepsydra (or water clock), and of the astrolabe, the division of time into twelve hours, and the reckoning by six and ten combined, render "the connection of China and Babylon a certainty" (see Academy, 6th Jan. 1883).

The Shu-King (or classic "history") relates history only as early as the 8th or 9th century B.C. The Bak-king, or "hundred families," on the history of whom Prof. Terrien de la Coupérie relies, do not suffice to account for the progress of a great trans-Asian migration, which must have been gradual. It agrees however with what we know of the presence of the Khitai, and of the Turanian Kleta (or Hitites), in West Asia and subsequently in Mid-Asia, where they were civilised in the 11th century A.C. Driven out of Syria by Sargon (722 B.C.) they may have sent some of their number to the lands east of the Caspian, carrying with them their ancient civilisation, and so, in time, may have reached China. The Yih-King itself is just such a work as the diviners of Babylonia would have produced.

In our 10th century movable type was commonly used in China and Tibet, and reached the Korea as early as the 14th century. Nor were alphabets unknown in China (though never superseding the earlier hieroglyphics) in the middle ages. The Nestorian Christians (after 430 A.D.) carried their Aramaic alphabet with them to Central Asia, as well as to India. Hence came the alphabet of the Uigur Turks, while Indian alphabets reached Mongolia and Tibet with Buddhism, followed by the Moslem Arabic character. From the Uigur came the Manchu alphabet in China, in our 17th century. It was used also by Buriat Mongols; but yet earlier the famous Nestorian tablet of Sin-gan-fu (781 A.D.) which was discovered in 1625, had introduced alphabetic writing to the notice of the Chinese (Dr Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, i, pp. 297-304; ii, pp. 182, 349).

A summary of the chief events of Chinese history (traditional or otherwise) may help the student, though dates are uncertain. After the separation of heaven and earth—the age of the mythical Pa-ku, there were 12 celestial, 11 terrestrial, and 9 human sovereigns, known as the "three august lines," who ruled for 50,000 years. After these came the Wu-ti, five emperors of whom the orthodox history follows, preceding Hwang-Ti. The destruction of literature in 221 B.C., renders the earlier accounts doubtful.
B.C. 3400 Fu-hsi, the founder, wrote part of the Yik-King. His successors were Shang-nang, Hsien-yuan, Kin-tien, and Kao-yang (the five Wu-ti emperors).

2697 Hoang-ti, was only king of Khin, mentioned in the Shu-King. Ancient writings, the cycle of 60 years, and even the mariner's compass are attributed to this age—about 2550 B.C.

2400 The Book of History begun; completed 721 B.C. The zodiac and 28 constellations are to be known. The year had an intercalary month, and star-meridian observations were made (Dr Edkins says).

2357 Ti Yao. Western Turanians on the Hoang Ho River are supposed to have introduced religion.

2255 Shun supposed to be emperor.

2200 Fu is the first of the Hsia dynasty. The first zodiakal chart, and the first use of strong liquor (wine), belong to his reign, ending 2196 B.C. The dynasty lasts till 1767 B.C. Kung-huang (2159-2145), as emperor, writes records. The Shu-King speaks of floods and irrigation works. The "Book of Odes" begins 2000, and ends 300 B.C. Parts of the Yik-King were also now written. An eclipse of the sun was recorded in 2155.

1800 The Book of Poetry supposed to be well known.

1760 Yi-huang founds the Yin or Shang dynasty, which fell in 1123 B.C. Ti-shang died in 1754.

1525 Tsu-yi, emperor till 1507, taught ethics and law.

1400 Pan-kang, emperor till 1374, inculcated morals. Hsiao and Hsiao-Yu (not noticed in the Shu) are placed about 1374-1324 B.C.; a red bull sacrifice is established, and music is encouraged.

1324 Wu-ting. Emperor and high priest till 1264.

1154 Kao-shih, emperor, adds to the Shu-King. Jade stones are offered to deities, and "Foot-prints of God" cure sterility.

1122 Wan-kung, first of the Kau dynasty succeeds; the family lasting till 256 B.C. Wan and his son Kan edit the Yi-King; and Kau writes the Li-ki, or Book of Rites. The Chow Ritual dates from 1120 to 790 B.C.

1115 Khang, emperor till 1079 B.C. Chau-kung, a learned prime minister, studies astronomy in 1100 B.C. Mu (1001 to 947) and Siuen Wang (870) were also great emperors of this dynasty, as was Hsuan (827 to 781 B.C.).
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907 Hwen, of the Western Chin dynasty, rules till 312 B.C. Great troubles in the Empire, and loss of literature.

470 Liang-wi-ti, emperor. Buddhism becomes a state religion.

589 Rise of the Sin dynasty.

618 Rise of the Tang dynasty. These emperors are said to have been atheistic. In 627 they instituted the present system of literary examinations, for all government officials.

620 Tsing-wan-ding engraves stone records near Peking, as already stated in detail.

629 Huien Tsang sets out on his pilgrimage to India lasting 17 years.

654 Thang, emperor. The Imperial edition of the Shu-King begins to be printed—completed 837 A.C.

900 Rise of the Sung dynasty, also said to be atheists.

1000 Tang dynasty. The Khitai or Khata Turko-Mongols now ruled N. China.

1026 Liou dynasty. The Buddhist tablets of the Siou caves are added to in 1038-1058 A.C.

1114 Kin dynasty. The Kin or "Golden" Tartars replace the Khitai in N. China.

1211 Genghiz Khan marches on China conquering both Kins and Khitai.

1368 Ming dynasty lasting till 1644.

1405 Timur (a Turk) after conquering Central Asia marches on China, but dies on 17th Feb.

1640 Rise of the present Manchu dynasty, whose first capital was at Mukden in Manchuria, where are their sacred tombs, and where their portraits were preserved until the Boxer rising, when they were removed. Tai-Tsong, father of the first Manchus Emperor, here rests in a huge mound. [See Times, Sept. 23rd, 1904.—En.] The Manchus were of Tunguse origin, and imposed the Tartar pigtail on the long-haired Chinese.

Chins. Mongol tribes between the Ka-chin, or Ka-khyen, highlands north of our Bhamo frontier station on the Irravady river, and the Chin-dwen hills, throughout Arakan to below Prome. The word is the Chinese jin or yen "man." They call themselves Shu.

Chitta. Sanskrit: "the soul," "intellect," or "thought."

Chiu. Hebrew. Mentioned by Amos (v. 26) with Moloch, and "the star your god," which he sarcastically accuses Hebrews of worshipping, in the desert, in a portable booth. The name is that of the Arab Kiwân for the planet Saturn. See Kiun.

Chod. An ancient Indian literary speech of Chodas, otherwise Chor or Closas.

Cholas. The fourth great Dravidian branch who conquered S. India (see Chalukyas, and Chera), overthrowing Pallavas in our 11th century. Buchanan regards them as Kols (or Kolarian non-Aryans); they spoke Tamil and Telagu dialects like the Pandiyas, and gave a name to the Chola-mandalam or Coromandel coast. In Azarks' texts (250 B.C.) Cholas appear as Chodas or Choras. They are the Chorin of the geographer Ptolemy four centuries later, and are called Cholugas by the traveller Huien-Tsang. Sir W. Elliot describes their coinage as Chola-Chalukyan (820-1150 A.C.); but the Dravidian ch becomes s and the r interchanges with i, so that Cholas are also Somas and Solas, ruling from before our era to 900 A.C. in S. and Central India from the Palar to the Godavery according to this writer (Numismat. Oriental). They built such shrines as Kolidam, on the Colerán. They were mostly worshipers of Siva, but their coins, while ruling in Raja Mandri (Mah-Indra) and Vengi, are marked with the Yoni, the conch shell, the baton, crotzer, bull, fleur-de-lys, and Tri-sul or trident (Elliot, p. 134). Some of the earliest show the tiger, a bow, a fish, suggesting Vishnu worship. The Cholas seized Ceylon, 1071 A.C., expelled king Vikaya-bahu from his capital Ann-nilka-pur, and thus destroyed Buddhism; but his descendants conquered the Tamils and held Lanka for a century (see Ceylon).

Cholula. The "Holy City," once the capital of Tolteks (see Aztecs), on the road from Mexico to Vera Cruz, on the plateau of Puebla. It still has a population of 6000 persons. When Cortez pillaged it and massacred the population, in 1519 A.C., it was the great centre of the worship of Kuetzal-kootl. Bancroft says that this deity's "noble semi-spherical temple stood on the summit of a quadrilateral truncated pyramid, nearly 200 feet high, and ascended by 120 steps . . . now surrounded by the shrines of Our Lady de los Remedios" (Hiety. Mexico, i. p. 237; Vining's Inglorious Colonists, p. 604). The Aztecs said that Quetzal-kootl came from Tula, where his form was hideous, but in Cholula he had a man's body and the head of a bird with a red beak. He was the air god, also represented as a plumed serpent, and is apparently identified with Wixi-pekochea, the civiliser of Tolteks and others (probably the Buddhist "Hwui-shi Bihkshu," see Vining, p. 540). "The triple
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"reign" of this hero, says Mr. Vining, "in Anahuac, at Cholula, and in Yukatan, is the most singular phenomenon in N. American traditions." He came through Panuco from the northern accompanied by "men of good carriage, well dressed in long robes of black linen, open in front, without capes, and cut low at the neck with short sleeves"; but Kuetzal-koad was a "fair, ruddy, long-bearded man" (Bancroft, iii, p. 328). He was well received at Cholula. Humboldt compares him with Bokika (see that heading); and adds that "the pyramidal monuments—House of God—of Teo-i-huakan, Cholula, and Pa-pautla were said by the Aztecs to be of vast antiquity" (p. 363).

The high priests of Cholula came out to meet Cortez, "preceded by numerous musicians, having drums, trumpets, and sea shells," which suggests the shankh or conch shell of Indian priests. The Cholula traditions speak of four suns preceding our present one, meaning "ages" in which mankind were annihilated by inundations, earthquakes, fires, and hurricanes; twenty-seven years elapsed after the four sun or age, before the present one began; man was created in profound darkness ten years before our sun. The Hindus and Greeks alike admit four ages (see Aztecs).

Chrisma. "Uniting" (Greek khrisma). [The famous monogram on the "labarum" or standard of Constantine (either P. or otherwise F) supposed to stand for the name of Christ, cannot have so originated since the emblem occurs on coins of Herod the Great. It probably stands only for khr, as meaning the chrism or "anointing" of kings and emperors.—Ed.]

Christ. Christianity. The Greek khrisioi, "anointed" (answering to the Hebrew word Messiah) comes from the verb khrío, "to smear" or "anoint," akin to the Sanskrit ghri and ghrih, and to the English "grease." The word Christiánía does not occur in the Bible, and Christians are only thrice mentioned (Acts xi, 26; xxvi, 28; 1 Peter iv, 16). Paul never uses the term, and it is difficult to suppose that Agrippa would have done so. The Jews called the new sectaries Nazarenes (Acts xxv, 5), and could not have called them Christians without admitting that Jesus was the Messiah. The people of Antioch—Greeks who are said to have first used the term—were fond of giving nicknames, and may have spoken of Christians as followers of Christ, or have called them Khristoi ("anointed ones"), because they were, as we know, much given to anointing the sick in "extreme unction." A Christian, strictly speaking, means one who believes that Jesus of Nazareth was the Jewish Messiah.

Religion as defined in the Epistle of James is not the Christianity of historical churches. We there read: "Pure religion (Théseia or 'practice') and undefiled, before the God and Father, is this, To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep himself unsotted from the world": the writer immediately adds, "My brethren have not the faith of our Lord Jesus, the Christ of glory, with respect to persons" (Epist. James i, 27—ii, 1). Not so speaks the Catholic (or "general") Church, when demanding baptism, confession to a priest, crosses, and candles. Each of the seven or eight "Catholic" Churches calls itself the only true Church, and denounces all outside the fold as heretics, infidels, or atheists, whom she would gladly destroy. Yet St. Augustine wrote (about 410 A.C.:) "That which is now called the Christian religion existed among the ancients, and was never absent from the beginning of the human race, until Christ himself appeared in the flesh; since when the true religion, which already existed, began to be called Christianity." This is sound history, though the pious father, like others, sometimes we fear forgot it. For there has never been a quite new religion since the world began. All faiths grow according to the universal laws of evolution. All are modified according to locality and surrounding circumstances, depending on the culture of leaders and people, borrowing from and adding to the legendary lore of the past, absorbing ideas, here a little and there a little, here a demi-god, a saint, or a rite, there a custom, doctrine, or emblem. Thus did Christianity also grow gradually in Judea, Syria, Greece, Egypt, Italy and Persia.

[Almost from the first we trace three main lines of variation: for, like Buddhism, the history of the Christian faith is one of wide acceptance in the course of some 300 years, followed by corruption, schism, and decay. In Palestine we find the Jewish Ebionite Christians—especially in Bashan—to whom Jesus was a prophet and a "servant of God" (see Didache). In the west the school of Paul insisted on the resurrection of the Messiah, and on his atoning sacrifice of self. In Asia Minor, and in Egypt, the great Gnostic sects regarded him as a god, virgin born, and with a divine body (see Clement of Alexandria). All alike believed that the world would soon come to an end, and that Jesus would return from heaven, as Messiah and judge.—Ed.]

The Samaritans, as well as the Jews, believed in an "anointed one" (John iv, 25); yet many looked on Jesus as a Hebrew Stoik, resembling Pythagoras, and the Buddhist-like Essenes of Judea (see Essenes). But when we come to consider the place of Jesus in history, we are confronted by the startling fact that we have no contemporary information. The epistles precede the gospels, and the earliest epistles date not earlier than 20 years after the crucifixion.
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Though born in the great literary age of Augustus, Jesus is unnoticed by any Greek or Roman poet or historian (see Mr Moncre Conway's Modern Thought): "There is not a sentence, or a word, on which history can fix as certain evidence that he ever lived at all." Tolstoi regards this as unessential, considering that we possess Christ's words. The same fact characterises the history of Buddhism. In each case the monumenh evidence begins with texts carved 300 years after the death of the Master, when the faith was first recognised by an emperor—Constantine or Asoka. Christian texts of certain date are few and doubtful till 326 A.C., when they suddenly become numerous and definite in Palestine. In the Roman catacombs Christians are hardly distinguishable from the worshippers of Mithra, or of Apollo, before this date. The oldest Christian building known is probably the synagogue of the Marcionites on Mt. Hermon—built in our 3rd century—and the name of Christ even here is concealed by the spelling Khristos.—Ed.

St Ambrose (about 390 A.C.) said that Christians were "anointed ones" (Khristoi). Justin Martyr (about 150 A.C.) said that Christians should not be despised, as they were Khrestoi or "good" (Apol, iv) Tertullian and Lactantius, rather later, inform us that "the common people usually called Christ Khristos," believing him to be good and lovable. Clement of Alexandria, in the same age (Stromata, i, 3), said "all who believe in Christ are called Khristoi, that is good men." Canon Farrar (Early Christianity, i, p. 158) thinks that "they played upon the words ... Christos, the sweet one, and Christos." He adds that "the name Christian was invented by the sneering Antiochians as early as 44 A.D., but did not come into general use before the persecution by Nero" (65 A.C.). Suetonius (see that heading) says "Claudius expelled the Jews from Rome, because they made disturbances at the instigation of Christos." (Smith's Diet. Christians Antig, p. 355) Tacitus says that "the citizens of Antioch were notorious for their wit, and ridicule in giving names." "One of the commonest sepulchral formulae in Greek," says Mr Rouse, "was Khriste-khaire—good friend farewell," and he adds that it is also spelt Khreist (Quarterly Stat. Pol. Expl. Fund, October 1894). In the middle ages, when Greek was unknown, the name Christos was confused with Krista, "a crest," as if Latin; whence many legends arose (Prof. A. di Gubernatis, Zeol Mythol, ii, pp. 274, 284).

The early churches grew up very slowly, preserving and adding many ancient superstitions, notably at Antioch, Ephesus, and Alexandria, the latter city especially being thronged with pietists of all nations and creeds, from India and Baktria to Rome and Europe during the days of her glory between 200 A.C. and 200 A.C. The hardness of militant Rome was softened by the civilisation of Greece. The old coarse Paganism was dying out among the educated, and the grand Greek philosophies—especially that of the Stoics—were taking hold of the Roman world when the travelled and learned Emperor Hadrian (117 to 139 A.C.) acceded. The Jews had long been dispersed through the Roman Empire, and were ever bent on "enlightening the Gentiles." They even composed spurious Sibylline poems in Greek, bringing their Messiah to the notice of Virgil and other Romans. Latin, we are told by Dr Döllinger (Hellenism in History; and collected studies translated into English in 1895), was not used in Christian writings before 250 A.C.: though Tertullian half a century earlier struggled to throw his Greek ideas into Latin speech. According to Dr Döllinger one in twelve of Constantine's eastern subjects, and one in fifteen in the west, had embraced Christianity—some think that half the population of Antioch was then Christian, as shown by the sermons of Chrysostom. The people were already in the iron grip of an organised priesthood, which had developed even by 250 A.C., and which was henceforth to be armed by the secular sword. Statesmen were obliged to recognise facts, and desired to dominate this important sect by securing the appointment of its bishops or "overseers.

In the 4th century Latin speech, and Latin traditions, began to supersede the Greek in the west. In the 5th century, says Dr Döllinger, "the Pope could find no one in Rome able to write Greek" (the language of the New Testament); the city had been thrice devastated within 50 years, and by 450 A.C. not one of its 25 libraries remained. From the 5th to the 15th century "every Christian word (in the west) was in Latin"; all learning and literary culture was suspended in Rome: for 900 years not a single work of literary importance was composed, and the social life was as bad as the intellectual.

From the days of Jerome (400 A.C.) to those of Roger Bacon (1290 A.C.) original study of the Greek Bible ceased, and scarce a Greek Testament was to be found in the monasteries. [See however Mr C. J. B. Gaskoin's Alcuin, 1804; where it appears that Greek was studied in France and England 700 to 800 A.C. Alcuin, who was a Northumbrian at Charlemagne's Court, may have known Greek. The Psalter of King Athelstan contains the Litanu of the Saints, the Pater Noster, and the Creed, in Greek.—Ed.] The clergy were influenced, says Dr Döllinger, by fear more than by ignorance. They feared the Greek classics; and their "Greek Father," Origen,
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had come to be regarded as heterodox. Roger Bacon said:

"There are not five men in Christendom who know Greek, and
Hebrew, and the Arabic grammar. Even Latin has become
degraded and obscured: and some scholars were martyred, in our
10th century, "for preferring the style of Virgil to the Vulgate"
or Jerome's Bible translation. Philosophy and science were pro-
hibited as the work of Satan. In the 4th century began, says
Mosheim, "the unhappy contest between faith and reason, philosophy,
piety, and genius; it increased with succeeding ages, and is prolonged
even to this day with a violence... difficult to conclude" (see
Ecc. Hist., i, p. 59). The 4th Council of Carthage forbade bishops
to read any secular books; Greek schools of medicine were closed;
and in 389 a.c. the fanatical emperor Theodosius, with his arch-
bishop Theophilus, shed the blood of his pagan subjects. Cyril
(see Cyril of Alexandria) destroyed by fire the valuable Serapeum
library and museum, and tortured to death the innocent and learned
Hypatia. At the Councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon (430-451
A.C.) many bishops could not even sign their names; but ignorance
was no bar to preferment. The controversies of the age, according
to Hallam, tended "to divert studious minds from profane literature,
and narrow down the circle of knowledge... there was no middle
line between dissoluteness and fanatical mortifications": it is dif-
cult to say "whether the cultivators, and admirers of useful litera-
ture were less likely to be found among the profligate citizens of
Rome and their barbaric conquerors, or among the melancholy
recluses of the wilderness" (Middle Ages, p. 453).

The sermons of Chrysostom are sufficient evidence that in the
4th century, luxury, licence, and gross superstition, not confined to
pagans, were equally rife at Antioch. Witchcraft especially led to
terrible cruelties. The greatest fathers of the age, Cyril of Jerusalem,
Basil, and the two Gregories, denounced the superstitions of the
ignorant pilgrims. Persecution of pagans, Jews, and heretics, began
under Constantine and archbishop Eusebius; the Christian who
became a Jew, and the Jew who married a Christian, suffered
death. Heretics might not hold assemblies, nor read their sacred
books; especially Arians and Donatists, many of whom were burnt
with their writings (see Lecky's Hist. of Rationalism, ii, 32). In
the 5th century pagans were forbidden to hold any civil office, and their
venerated shrines were levelled with the ground. Vainly they pro-
tested with tears that their temple symbols represented an ever present
god, the solace of their troubles, and the source of their holiest joys:
"the tie that linked them to their revered dead and dearest associ-
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tions." Eusebius eulogised his emperor; Augustine fanned the flames
of persecution; both alike drawing their arguments from the New
and the Hebrew scriptures (see Gibbon, chap. xxx). The Bible
brought on the Christian world a baptism of blood. The dogma of
Transubstantiation cost three or four hundred thousand human lives.
In Greek provinces there fell 100,000 Manichean heretics alone, and
50,000 were slain during the famous image controversy of the 9th
century. The Crusades, says Mosheim (Ecc. Hist., i, p. 257), cost
five million lives in the States of southern and central Europe.

"For centuries," says Mr B. F. Underwood (Dominion Review,
1897-1898), "the fairest regions of the earth were... strewn with
human skulls." The extermination of the Albigenses—heretics of
Languedoc: the expulsion of the Moriscos—the luckless remnant of
Moorish Moslems—from Spain: the expulsion of the Jews also, from
Spain, Portugal, and England, and their terrible persecutions in the
Middle Ages: the famous schism leading to the burning of the learned
Rector Huss, and of Jerome of Prague at Constance in 1491 A.C., with
the Hussite wars (costing 150,000 lives): the destruction of some 12
millions of natives in America by Cortez, and Pizarro, and their priests:
the massacre of St Bartholomew (at least 40,000 being slain): the
slaughter of 50,000 in the Netherlands by the Emperor Charles V,
and of thousands more by his cruel son: the burning of 30,000, and
the torture of 290,000 more, by the Inquisition in Spain alone; the
burning and hanging of thousands, due to the command, "thou shalt
not suffer a witch to live," in England, Scotland, and Ireland: all these
enormities followed the growth and ascendancy, in the west, of Latin
Christianity. Religion was made a curse to man, by the savage conscience
of ignorant priests.

"No single real reform of morals," says Dr Dollinger, "is due to
the Popes; but to them were due the miseries and failures of the
Crusades, and the loss of Constantinople to the Eastern Church."
Though a sincere Romanist, he confesses that, during all these centuries,
the priests were not only grossly ignorant, but simonists, to whom
conciliabules were permitted: that they were responsible for Papal
forgeries, and for the violence which condemned whole towns and
provinces to slavery. The faith, he says, was not only Tri-theistic,
but idolatrous. Europe has to thank the subjects of the great Arab
Kalifs for preserving the ancient learning, and Greek philosophy, and
for opposing Christian priests, interested only in childish legends and
superstitions. They corrupted all that they touched; and whatever
truth reached them they converted into "fabulous monstrosities."

In the great centres of the Roman world Christians at first had
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led the simple Stoic life. But by the end of the 3rd century (as numbers, and the rank and wealth of the converts, increased), priests, like Cyprian of Carthage, began to show the true nature of their aims, and to impose their yoke. The cruel Constantine, whose conversion they hailed, founded a so-called Christian Empire, which presented, says Mr. Lecky (History of Morals), "the most thoroughly base and deplorable form that civilisation has yet assumed." But true civilisation gradually increased. Slavery, infanticide, abortion, and suicide— the ancient crimes of Rome denounced by the first Christian Fathers— were gradually put down. Yet Christian asceticism reproduced all the evils of the Yogi superstitions, which equally overgrew Buddhist ethical teaching. It "drew all the enthusiasm of Christendom," says Mr. Lecky, "to a desert life ... elevated as an ideal the extreme and absolute negation of all patriotism ... a movement which was undoubtedly one cause of the downfall of the Roman Empire ... able men forsook civic life ... for a routine of useless and atrocious self-torture": quailing before the ghastly phantoms of delirious brains, they became the ideal of nations which had known the writings of Plato and Cicero, and the lives of Sokrates and Cato. "The austerities of the saints," says Mr. C. T. Gorham (Literary Guide, July 1896), "were surprising." He describes how one ate only corn that had become rotten; others attempted to live without food: one slept in a marsh; one stood for three years in prayer, never lying down, or tasting any food, save the sacramental elements. The "grazers" lived on grass; never under any roof. St. Antony never washed at all. St. Simeon Stylites, on his pillar near Antioch (in the 5th century), was imitated by many Syrian hermits in the 12th century. The horror of womankind, and the degradation of family ties, by the ascetics, are hardly credible.

Woman, says Mr. Lecky (Hist. of Morals, ii, pp. 338-340), "was represented as the door of hell, and mother of all human ills: she should be ashamed that she is a woman, and live in continual penance on account of the curse she had brought on the world ... she should be ashamed of her dress—the memorial of her fall—and of her beauty, the potent instrument of the demon ... A provincial council of the 6th century forbade her, on account of her impurity, to receive the Eucharist in her naked hands ... Pagan laws during the Empire had been continually repealing the old disabilities of women; but under Christian rule woman must either marry or enter a nunnery, owing to the estrangement of her own property—which was guarded against by Muhammad's laws. "French revolutionists were the first to accord political emancipation to women, giving equal rights of succession to daughters and sons." Yet Maine (Ancient Law, p. 158) says that "no society which preserves any tincture of Christian institutions is likely to restore to married women the personal liberty conferred on them by the Middle-Roman law." Slavery was recognised by Christian (as by Moslem and other) law, till the beginning of the 19th century, though the Essenes condemned it before the Christian era. The age in which Christianity first spread in a civilised empire is, however, regarded by Gibbon (chap. xxii) as the happiest and most prosperous period of man's history, dating from the accession of Nerva in 96 A.C. to the death of Marcus Aurelius in 180 A.C.

Among the worst features of pagan society were the gladiatorial shows which continued even to our 7th century. Chrysostom also speaks of the betting on chariot races in his own time. The best feature was pagan tolerance, and religious liberty; but Christianity, when it attained to secular power, developed persecution, and suppressed all other faiths. The Christian world in the west became full of beggars, and of slothful monks, of whom one small city in Egypt alone boasted 10,000, with 20,000 nuns—according to history. The drunkenness of converts (which even Paul notices) disgraced the Agape, and led not only to their suppression (see Agape), but also necessitated in the 3rd century A.C. the institution of the early fasting communion—a mere symbol of the ancient supper. The Christian festivals, and celebrations at the tombs of saints and martyrs (as Ambrose tells us), led among the rude converts, to scenes of licence. The institution of celibacy among the clergy (on which Pope Hildebrand insisted in the 11th century), resulted in the recognition of sacerdot and concubines. [The Germans at the Council of Trent complained that the tax on concubines was levied even on priests who had none. —Ed.] "The world," says Hallam (Middle Ages, p. 163), "grew accustomed to extreme asceticism and grossness ... especially in Antioch, famous for its hermits." One abbot is mentioned who had 17 illegitimate children in one village; another is said to have had 70 concubines, and the Bishop of Liège to have had 65 children (Lecky, Hist. of Morals, ii, pp. 343-355). Such was the degradation of Christianity in the Middle Ages.

The organisation, rites, and vestments of the Church were, alike, borrowed from Paganism. The ecclesia or "congregation" resembled many societies of the Roman Empire (see Renan's Hist. of Christianity). The "elders" (presbuteroi), and the "overseers" (episkopi), bore civil titles known much earlier to Greek pagans (see Dean Stanley's Christian Institutions, and Principal Cunningham's Cross Lectures, 1866). But the "congregation" was converted into a "church" of ecclesiastics.
and her officers became "priests" and "bishops." The original episcopos, who obtained the power of the purse, "dole out clothes, food, and money to the poor of the Quaker-like fraternity," and neglected not his own calling as a weaver, joiner, or farmer. The linen garments, the tonsure, incense, fasts, and images, the sacred wine and cake of Christian priests, were common to the worship of Isis in our 2nd century, as were the eucharist and mitre to that of Mithra, as Tertullian tells us—in speaking of the Haoma Mithraik rite—in the same age (see Renan's Marcus Aurelius). The primitive congregation knew nothing of a fasting communion, or of an "apostolic succession."

Turning to consider the foundation on which this system of sacerdotal tyranny was based, we must remember that Jesus, as a humble Galilean, knew nothing of beliefs or literature outside his own small circle. [He is stated, in the third gospel, to have been related to a priest, which probably explains his education in the Hebrew scriptures. He spoke Aramaic, and there is nothing to show that he knew Greek. —En.]

The Gentiles who accepted his teaching, or rather that of his disciples, naturally clung to many of their old ideas, and sought to reconcile these with the new doctrines. We see this clearly in the differences which arose between Paul—educated at Tarsus where Greek philosophy flourished—and the strictly Jewish teaching of Peter, as well as in the Alexandrian type of Christianity, or again in the Roman Churches. Christians accepted a theory of vicarious sacrifice very ancient in the world (see 'Azazel); and in the eucharist could still celebrate the sacrifice of the "lamb slain for them," and celebrate the rite as of old on an "altar," decked with flowers and fruits, and served by sacrificing priests. Gnosticism was the amalgamation of Greek philosophy with Christian morals, and with Ebionite asceticism of Buddhist origin. It ranged from mystic philosophies (as in the "Fistis Sophia" or the "Poemandres") to conscious fraud (as among Marcionites); and images of Christ were placed side by side with those of Sokrates and Plato. The Roman Christianity was not accepted (in any age) in Asia; but among the Manicheans, and others, Eusebian mysteries and serpent symbols mingled with Buddhist doctrines, in sects which yet called themselves Christian down to 325 A.C. Eusebius, referring to Philo's description of the pre-Christian Therapeutai in Egypt, says that Philo "describes with the greatest accuracy the lives of our ascetics."

The development of Pauline Christianity retarded the spread of Stoik simplicity in Christendom; and the mediatorial theory discouraged, among the ignorant masses, the healthy moral and intellectual movement that had sprung from Roman learning and civilisation. The doctrine of "imputed righteousness" (which is the Buddhist theory of "merit" beneficial to others), became a terrible obstacle to progress, and (says the Rev. Dr Momerie of the Foundling Church in London), is "a doctrine which is profoundly wicked": for conduct would become a matter of indifference if the future depended only on certain beliefs. Yet it is "specially associated with the name of Luther," and is boldly upheld in a very popular work (The Silence of God, 1897), where we read (p. 205): "Godliness is one of the Devil's devices... he fashioned himself into an angel of light... Among the most dangerous enemies of Christ and Christianity are men who live upright lives, and who preach righteousness... the very elect are deceived by this fraud." The greatest of sins, according to this author (following John iii, 6-8), is unbelief in Christ as an incarnation of God. To have an "independent will"—free to accept all truth of which there is evidence—is sinful. Truly this is a doctrine which naturally leads others to prefer any faith rather than Christianity. We wonder not that the "standards" follow Paul in saying "Blessed is that man to whom God imputeth righteousness without works" (Romans iv, 6). Abraham was saved by faith, and the xiith Article of the Church of England declares: "We are accounted righteous before God only for the merit (a Buddhist term) of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and not for our own work or deserving. Wherefore, that we are justified (which is explained to mean "shown to be right") by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine, and very full of comfort." Yet it is also comforting to know that those who think otherwise cannot now, as a few centuries ago, be burned at the stake. Such doctrine of salvation by Faith alone led naturally to the disparagement of knowledge. Prof. Ramsay (Phrygia, ii) says of Christianity that, "in the fourth century it became, more and more markedly, the opponent of education, and looked on culture, literature, and art, with growing disfavour." Its clergy were so ignorant in these regions, that "in 448 a Phrygian bishop was unable to sign his name, but able to frame canons to bind the whole world at the Council of Constantinople... The Church became identified with the policy of centralised despotism, and the destruction of individual freedom... education sickened and died." Persecutions by the Church were no longer "stupendous folly, but a terrible blow to the world, to civilisation, and humanity." Old and honoured Pagan names were proscribed by the first council in 325 A.C.; and the wise and cultured must have sighed when they thought of the times of Marcus Aurelius and the Stoiks, whom ignorant Asiatics had replaced.

Yet the Church hardly misunderstood its Bible, or its dying
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Lord who spoke to the penitent thief from the cross. It is pleasing to think one may be "justified by faith without the works of the Law" (Romans iii, 28), and accounted righteous for the deeds of another; but such belief does not lead to true progress. The 99 just persons who need no repentance do more to help the world than the single prodigal: though the father may well rejoice at the restoration of the lost and sinful son. It is not true religion to lament just consequences: we need is the constant yearning after moral improvement in ourselves and in others. We may not implicitly follow the teaching of any Bible, still less the texts that are palliated by others (Matt. v, 38-42; x, 14-15; xix, 10-12; 1 Corinthians vii, 1). All faiths are growths, and all borrow from that which went before. To clothe the naked, to feed the hungry, to heal the sick, and to comfort the afflicted, were duties inculcated more than two thousand years before Christ. Early Hindus urged their fellows to return good for evil, and Buddha said "return justice for evil and injustice"; "overcome anger by love, and evil by good"; "be rigid to yourself and gentle to others." "He," said Confucius, "is great who is strongest in the exercise of patience": "Of all noble qualities," said Laozé, "the noblest is loving compassion." Confucius did not think poverty meritorious, but he said "fear not poverty, but fear only missing the truth." Pythagoras also said "whatever men may think of thee, do that only which thou believest to be right."

The later like the older faiths were due to the events of the past, and not to any sudden effort. Christianity absorbed too much from older systems to be able to claim originality. Old ideas as well as old terms clung to it, and very slowly changed their meaning. The words of Christ: "except ye eat my flesh and drink my blood," (though spoken we are told in life), had a special significance to those who believed that only by some such rite could worshiper and deity establish communion (see Sacrifice). Dr Trumbull (Primitive Blood Covenants, p. 128) cites an extreme case: the Huron Indians, in N. America, rushed upon a Jesuit missionary whose qualities they admired: drank the warm blood from his veins; and their chief tore out and devoured the heart. So too the ignorant convert thought of the Christian eucharist. Even the Jews held that it was expedient that one should die for the people—and better Jesus than Barabbas (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 345-350; and Frazer's Golden Bough). From old Pagan rites (said Mr Clodd, Folk Lore Society, Jan. 1896), "arose the doctrine of Transubstantiation" [we trace it in the Hâoma worship of Mithra, and in the mystic philosophy of the Bhâgavad Gita in India.—Ed.]. Legends of virgin birth, and other wonders, naturally belonged to the same system. The world was already weary of being told of endless incarnations—of sun gods who suffered temptations and sorrows, and who died at times for the good of mankind—when the new faith was preached by Paul in Athens (see Wilkinson's Ancient Egyp, i, p. 278). The educated Egyptian spiritualised the legend of the death and resurrection of Osiris, as the Gnostik explained the story of Christ to be allegorical; but, to the masses, these were real divine beings, who would return to establish a heavenly kingdom. Athenagoras, however, owned that "he laughed guilty at the Egyptian absurdity in weeping for the death of their god, rejoicing at his resurrection, and then sacrificing him as a divinity."

As the older faith celebrated the birth of Osiris, and his triumph over the dark Set, so the younger hailed its Christ, born at Bethlehem in the sun god's cave (see Bethlehem), and said that he had conquered Satan (see Perrin's Religion of Philosophy, chap. xvii; Bonwick's Egypt. Beliefs: Clarke's Ten Great Religions, &c.). Among Greeks, Alexander the Great and Plato alike were held to be sons of divine fathers (Rev. F. C. Conybeare, 1895).

The Pagan origin of Christian emblems and vestiments is generally admitted. The cross (see Crosses) is a very ancient sacred sign. The Abbé Huc (Heliott's translation, vol. i, p. 50) was astonished by recognising the cross, the mitre, the dalmatic, and capas, among the Lamas of Tibet; by their services with double choirs, swinging censers, rosaries, benedictory gestures, and chaplets: by their celibacy and spiritual retreats, monastic vows, saint worship, images, processions, and holy water. He saw in the Dalai Lama a "Buddhist Pope," and in the apses of their temples a resemblance to our churches. Father Bury, an earlier missionary, when first he "saw the Chinese Bonzes tonsured, using rosaries, praying in an unknown tongue, and kneeling before images, exclaimed, 'There is not a piece of dress, not a sacramental function, not a ceremony of the court of Rome, which the Devil has not copied in this country'" (Perrin's Relig. of Philosophy, p. 439). The Spaniards in Mexico were equally astonished by similar parallels (see Aztecs). But, as we wrote in 1880 (Rivers of Life, introd.), men under like circumstances evolve similar ideas and rites, and we need not insist on such comparisons as evidence of direct copying, unless as between faiths in countries immediately adjacent. All these symbols, myths, and customs, have apparently a very ancient common origin in Asia. In spite of all attempts on the part of the educated, the masses persist in preserving mitres and croziers, crosses, and spires, in ignorance of what these symbols once meant.

"Apart from the New Testament," says the author of Christiani
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Origins (Antiqua Mater, 1887), "the historical origin of the faith must be sought primarily in Justin Martyr's accepted works" (see Bible). But Patristic literature does not help us much. The Ebionites, in the 2nd century, discarded the two first chapters of Matthew's Gospel, and Marcion discarded the two first chapters of Luke's Gospel, like some of our present Church dignitaries. The famous passage in Josephus (Ant., XVIII, iii, 3), which speaks of Christ, was rejected by Gibbon as it is by modern critics (Eusebius. Brevi. 1881, xiii, 752). "Now there was about this time (18 A.C.) Jesus, a wise man if it be lawful to call him a man. . . . He was the Christ . . . (and) was condemned to the cross." These words come in abruptly, after describing a "sedition" rising due to Pilate's bringing water in an aqueduct to Jerusalem, and they interrupt the narrative so as to be apparently a later interpolation. We are reduced therefore, for early external evidence, to Pliny's letter (103 A.C.) to the Emperor, as to Christians in Pontus; and to the notice in Tacitus (of the same period) concerning the Christians whom Nero martyred in 65 A.C. Irenaeus, the Greek bishop of Gaul in 180 A.C., is the first witness as to the history of the "successors of Paul" in Rome. Tacitus himself was only a child in Nero's time, for he died about 130 A.C. He says that "those vulgarly called Christians derived their name and origin from Christ, who suffered death in the reign of Tiberius . . . this dire superstition, and mischievous sect, spread to Rome . . . they were convicted, not so much for the crime of setting fire to the city, as for their hatred of human kind"—or as Gibbon (ch. xvi) says, "for the hatred all men bear them: for the heaps of insults on them."

[The Mishna, or Hebrew text of the Jewish Talmud, attributed to Rabbi Judah and his school at Tiberias (150 to 200 A.C.), only refers casually to any Christians as Minim or "heretics." The story of Bar-Panthera (see Celsus) is much later, and has no historic value, being only found about 800 A.C.—Ed.]

Belief in a future Saviour was natural to oppressed races; and from the first days of Roman rule down to the present century Jewish Christians, or Messiahians, have been many. Josephus speaks of such popular leaders—prophets and Messiahians—in his own time; but discreet Jews like Philo and himself generally regarded them as dangerous fanatics (see Index to our Short Studies under Messiah). Some 50 false Christs appeared, between Judas the Gaulonite and Bar-Koka (4 B.C. to 14 A.C.), with a Pharisee named Sadak, proclaimed that "they could acknowledge no earthly rulers save the Lord's people." The rebellion came to a climax during the taxing by Cyrenius (6 A.C.)

in the reign of Augustus. In the reign of Tiberius (14 to 33 A.C.) a Messiah appearing on Mt. Gerizim gave much trouble, but was subdued by Pontius Pilate. In the time of the Procurator Judas (45-46 A.C.) Theudas persuaded a multitude to follow him to the Jordan, saying that its waters would be divided, and that the walls of Jerusalem would fall at his approach. But this Messiah's head was taken by the Procurator to Jerusalem, after his adherents had been dispersed. Josephus also alludes to Simon the magician of Cyprus (Acts viii, 9), who claimed to be a divine incarnation according to later accounts. He also says (Ant., XX, viii) that many "impostors arose during the Procuratorship of Felix" (52 to 60 A.C.), who used to "raise the divine standard in the wilderness, perform miracles, and by the providence of God produce heavenly signs in proof of their calling:" but he adds that "they only brought untold misery on the people," to the destruction of the faith. Jesus son of Saphias (about 63 A.C.) appeared near Tiberias, accompanied by robbers and other poor persons (Wars, vi, v). Jesus son of Ananus (65-70 A.C.) was a prophet of the great siege of Jerusalem. "An obscure man . . . sometimes possessed by a divine fury." He cried continually to the besieged, "A voice from East and West, North and South, from the four winds, calls against Jerusalem and the Holy House. Woe! Woe! Woe to thee, O Jerusalem, to thy brides, and bridegrooms. Yea to thy whole people." And at length: "Woe to myself also!" Whereupon he was slain by a sling stone.

In the reign of Hadrian the ruin of the race was due to Bar-Koka ("Son of the Star"), otherwise Bar-Kocheb (from the place now called Kitzurbo, south of Bethlehem); in 134 A.C. the Emperor had to send Julius Severus, one of his best generals, from Britain to quell the revolt. For a year this Messiah—aided by Rabbi Akibah—held out in the fort of Betha (now Beitir, S.W. of Jerusalem): but the city was taken and, after terrible slaughter, the Jews were forbidden to approach Jerusalem, which Hadrian rebuilt as a pagan provincial city. Of Rabbi Akiba it is said that, even when being flayed alive, he continued to repeat the ancient words of the "Shema": "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one God."

Later Messiahians include the following (McClintock and Strong, Cyclopedia, vol. ii, pp. 141-144; and Buck's Theological Dictionary, pp. 590-595). Moses of Crete in the reign of Theodosius II promised (in 434 A.C.) to divide the sea for Cretan Jews: he failed and escaped. Damaus under Justinian (520 A.C.) persecuted Christians in Arabia Felix, and was put to death by an Abyssinian general. Judas, a Samaritan Messiah of the same reign, was executed in
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529 A.D. Severus in Spain appeared in the reign of Leo the Isaurian, Emperor of Constantinople (721 A.D.), but came to nothing. A Messiah in France was put to death in 1137, and another in Persia next year. In 1157 a Messiah at Cordova announced the millennium. David le Roy, about 1160, caused much misery to Jews in Persia. In 1167 another Jewish prophet in Arabia claimed to work miracles, saying, "Cut off my head and I will return to life again." He was taken at his word and executed. David Altmattor (as the name is given), was a great Kabbalist in Moravia in 1176. He claimed to make himself invisible, but was put to death, and the Jews heavily taxed. David of Persia in 1199 was a very learned Jew, and beheaded as claiming to be a Messiah. Ismael Sophus in 1497 deluded Spanish Jews, but soon perished. Pfeifferhorn of Cologne first claimed to be Messiah, then recanted, and is said to have become a Christian. Asher Leimlein, a Rabbi in Germany, claimed in 1502 to be the forerunner of the Messiah, but died suddenly. David Reuben, in the reign of Charles V of Portugal, found favour at Court and was sent as ambassador to Pope Clement VII (1523-1525): his claims were advocated by Solomon Molcho, who was burnt at the stake, the supposed Messiah escaping from prison. Another claimant arose among Jews in the East Indies in 1615. Another of the "family of David" appeared in the Netherlands in 1624. The most famous of all was Sabbatha Zebi in 1666. He had many followers near Smyrna where he was born, but finally saved himself from death by becoming a Moslem. Mordecoi, a German Jew in 1682, had to fly to Poland from Italy to save his life, after making many converts to his claims. Frank, a Polish Jew about 1750, endeavoured to revive the sect of Zebi and Sabbatha Zebi. He flourished later as "Theil Frank," and 800 persons attended his funeral, a cross being set up on his grave. Moses Chayim Lozetta, styled "Jekuthiel," flourished at Amsterdam about 1744—a learned man who believed himself to be the Messiah. Avi Shocher appeared at Sansa's, in S. Arabia, in the 19th century. He claimed to work miracles, and his face is said to have shone like the sun, while the words "Son of David" were written on his hand. He was waylaid and murdered, and though he claimed to be invulnerable, his followers said that he appeared in another form after death. Jekuthiel, King of Israel, appeared in 1872 as a Messiah, at Berlin. His seal bore the words in Zechariah (iv, 6). He suddenly disappeared. The reader interested in this subject of Jewish unconquerable expectation will find all details as to these, and other "Wonder-Rabbis," in the new Jewish Encyclopedia.

Epiphanius, who flourished in 350 A.D., speaks of the name Panthira in connection with the family of Jesus, calling Joseph son of Panthira (Adv. Heres., iii, 68; see Massey's Nat. Gen. ii, p. 489). Ireneus, Bishop of Gaul (180 A.D.) was acquainted with the views of Cerinthus and Carpocrates the great Gnostics, and tells us that Cerinthus denied the virgin birth of Christ as did other Christians of Syria. In various early MSS. of Luke's Gospel (ii, 43), such as the Sinaitic, the Vatican, the Beza Codex, and the later Codex Regius in the National Library of Paris, we read, "his parents," instead of "Joseph and his mother," which agrees with the preceding verse (41), and with the later words, "thy father and I" (verse 48), indicating very clearly not only the paternity of Jesus, but also the manner in which the text was corrupted (see Bible).

In the long list of classic authors from the time of the elder Pliny (25 A.D.), including Philo, Seneca, and Plutarch, Epictetus and Staitius, we find no notice of Jesus; nor any of Christians save by Tacitus and Pliny the younger. Juvenal and Dionysius the younger (120-127 A.D.) are equally silent; but Cherus wrote against the sect in 170 A.D. For Papias (110 A.D.) we depend on Eusebius in the 4th century. Porphyry became a critic of the Scriptures in 230 A.D. The apologists are fully noticed elsewhere, including Aristides, and Athenagoras, Justin Martyr Ireneus, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and the later Origen and Cyprian in our 3rd century. Christianity attracted little attention in the world till about 200 A.D., when Tertullian says that nothing but the temples of the gods were left to pagans. The three synoptic gospels contain much that seems to have been copied from an older source, Matthew and Luke (the only two gospels that relate the birth and childhood of Jesus), while both placing his nativity late in the reign of Herod the Great, differ entirely in their statements; and if we accept the notice of Cyrenius (or Quirinus), and the fact that he must have followed Herod as governor of Palestine, Luke even contradicts himself [but this notice seems evidently interpolated in Luke ii, 2—EN]. In Matthew the wise men (or Magi) arrive shortly after the birth of the babe, who was at once taken to Egypt, to avoid a massacre of infants otherwise unnoticed in history; and he remained there for at least a year. Luke on the other hand speaks of the infant as taken publicly on the eighth day to the Temple at Jerusalem, after which the parents and child at once returned to Nazareth (Luke ii, 39). These contradictions are palpable and familiar. The two gospels give Joseph two different fathers—Jacob and Heil—yet both trace the descent of Jesus from David through
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Joseph, who, as our text now stands, was not the father of Christ. If, as we are told to believe (following the Christian fathers), one genealogy is that of Mary, we must alter the text (Luke iii, 23) to read, "Mary was the daughter of Heli"—for which we have no authority. But Paul cared nothing for these things, and we find no notice of any event in the life of Christ mentioned in his epistles save the Last Supper, the Crucifixion, and the Resurrection—of which events, as far as we know, he was not a personal witness. Only once (1 Cor. xi, 23) does he allude to the betrayal of the Lord Jesus. He "received" certain statements (1 Cor. xv, 3-7), yet his belief in Christ was founded not on teaching by eye-witnesses, but on "revelation" (Galat. i, 11-24). The idea of a virgin birth he never seems to have heard about; and Christian views differed much on the subject, for Clement of Alexandria (180 a.c.) seems to agree with the gospel of the pseudo-Matthew, and with the Armenian Church, according to whom Christ issued from the right side of the Virgin, like Buddha from the right side of Maya (see Asva-Ghona), or as the sun is said to issue from the side of the earth.

The length of Christ's ministry is equally uncertain with the number of his visits to Jerusalem; but it seems clear that his contemporaries were content that he should go about preaching the kingdom to come, in Galilee (like John whose announcement of the Messiah had, as usual, stirred the Jews to general excitement) until the enthusiasm of his disciples led to the fatal entry and riot in the Temple, when, remembering his words as to destroying the Holy House, priests not unnaturally appealed to the civil power. Pilate, desirous of escaping, and of pleasing the Rabbis, told them to act through their Sanhedrin; but they (falsely) accused Jesus of being a rebel against Cæsar; and much against his will Pilate ordered him to be scourged, and gave him over to be crucified. Crucifixion did not of necessity entail death (see Cross); and Pilate marvelling at his death gave the body very willingly to his friends, even ordering a guard—perhaps to protect the followers of Jesus though, as we are told, at the request of the Jews, among whom it was "commonly reported" that the disciples "stole him away." Of the death of Christ we should have no evidence—considering how difficult it is to establish the fact of death in many cases—but for the very definite statement found in a single gospel: for after six hours of crucifixion the thieves were found to be still alive. The death of Christ is attributed to his being speared by a soldier—according to the fourth Gospel; but it is remarkable that nothing about this is found in the other three detailed accounts of the Crucifixion. If we follow these it becomes possible to suppose that some friend may have revived him in the tomb, and may have facilitated his escape—leaving the ceremonies folded in the sepulchre—so that a natural interpretation is afforded of his being afterwards seen at dusk on the road to Emmaus and, at dusk, in a house at Jerusalem, as well as (also at dusk) on the shores of the Lake of Tiberias somewhat later. "We trusted," said the disciples, "that it had been he who should have redeemed Israel. . . . Yet and certain women also of our company made us astonished, which were early at the sepulchre: and when they found not his body they came, saying that they had also seen a vision of angels which said that he was alive; and certain of them that were with us went to the sepulchre, and found it even so as the women had said: but him they saw not" (Luke xxiv, 21-24). The Gospel of Mark, in the oldest MSS. also ends—"and fled from the sepulchre: for they trembled and were amazed: neither said they any thing to any man: for they were afraid" Mark xvi, 8. As regards the Ascension it is unnoticed in three Gospels as the following summary shows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Visitors to</td>
<td>Two Marys</td>
<td>The same ex.</td>
<td>Two Marys</td>
<td>One Mary sees</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the tomb.</td>
<td>see one angel</td>
<td>ones as to see</td>
<td>and others see</td>
<td>two angels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and see Jesus</td>
<td>ing Jesus.</td>
<td>see Jesus.</td>
<td>see Jesus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peter follows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peter and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>John follow.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Where</td>
<td>To Galilee.</td>
<td>The same.</td>
<td>To Jerusalem</td>
<td>To Galilee.</td>
<td>To Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christ went.</td>
<td></td>
<td>at Jerusalem</td>
<td>and Olivet.</td>
<td></td>
<td>and Olivet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and at Bethany.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can but conclude, from such discrepancies, that the traditions current at one time when these various accounts were penned differed considerably in detail, and had long been preserved by separate Churches. Before we discuss the miraculous we need to consider whether the historic evidence is reliable; but to explain away miracles is to do away with Bibles as records of divine interference: wherefore all Fathers, Popes, bishops, and presbyters, as well as all Brehmans, have ever insisted that belief in such marvels is "necessary to salvation." Christ, who forbade his disciples to announce that he was the Messiah, never faltered in his own belief in his divine mission save when he feared, on the cross, that his God had forsaken him—if we are to credit the writings of his followers. He not only believed in devils that possessed men and animals (according to these same accounts), but that he was able to converse with the dead saints of Hebrew history, and to recall the dead to life on earth. Nay that he
himself would shortly return from heaven to judge the world. Like other Jews moreover Jesus no doubt believed “every tittle” of the Hebrew scriptures, which he bade others to revere. He saw in them no difficulties regarding the god of Love and Mercy whom he preached saying: “He maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust” (Matt. v, 45). As Renan says (Vie de Jesus): “he had no knowledge of the general conditions of the world; was unacquainted with science; believed in a great Devil; and that diseases were the work of devils.” He lived in a credulous age, and such beliefs were normal. We must not undervalue the good in the lives of leaders because it is mingled with false beliefs common in their day.

Buddha in India, and Confucius in China, taught the Golden Rule many centuries before Jesus taught it in Palestine. In Chinese scriptures, before the time of Confucius, it was written: “If one strive to treat others as he would be treated by them he will not fail to come near the perfect life.” The Persian Avesta, in the same age (before 500 B.C.) said briefly: “Do as you would be done by.” According to the Mishna (150 A.C.) very early Jewish Rabbis had also said: “Do not to others what you would not have them do to you.” But according to the able Dr Magee (Church Congress, 1888): “Christianity requires faith alike in the conception of God and the universe, and in its plan of salvation—this on the part of everyone who would be a Christian. The faith must be the measure of the reception of truth ... for Christianity is a faith, not a science to be demonstrated ... it is a belief without, or independent of, demonstration.” Christians are to accept its many miracles and occult dogmas, its prophecy of the future of this world, its narratives, often unhistorical and mutually irreconcilable. Want of historical evidence is to be no excuse for unbelieving. In all religions we are hidden to accept every superstition or legend, vision or miracle, found in their Bibles. Having faith we need not trouble to give reasons for our hopes. Pious Christians therefore do not usually attack Agnostics, or Rationalists, who care nothing for “young men’s visions and old men’s dreams.” The young believer, who has studied no religion but his own, cannot understand why “the conclusions of the fathers are not accepted by the sons,” and reproaches his own age for not credit-ting the faith of a past time of ignorance and credulity, because he rests on the “beauty and sublimity” of the teaching that he has learned as a child. Poetic fancies satisfied the reason of our ancestors, who rarely pressed home the logic then thought permissible. Here and there we hear a perplexed whisper as to the possibility of perfect

happiness in an ideal heaven, even though one of the “seraphic beatitude”: or of consciousness without a body. But science has now nearly effaced belief in the resurrection taught by creeds. The personal god of Hebrews is as far removed as Jude, or Brahma, from modern conceptions of a great unknown. Some even reject the mild belief in a “providence” interfering with the course of nature. Cardinal Newman, while still an English cleric, said: “Christianity is a faith which implies a doctrine: and a doctrine propositions ... a yes or no: yes or no differences ... theology is not a series of pious or polemical remarks upon the physical world viewed religiously ... nor the vague thing called ‘Christianity’ ... which I discard for the very reason that it cannot throw itself into a proposition.” That is to say, with Mr Leslie Stephen, “an undogmatic creed is as senseless as a statue without shape ... to be unsectarian means un-Christian.”

Paul, who believed in “one God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and in all” (Ephes. iv, 6), taught that redemption was due to the “grace” (Kharitas or “kindness”) of God (Romans iii, 24; iv, 16); but by the 2nd century the dogma of the “vicarious sacrifice of Christ” had become prevalent, and belief in it was openly taught to be necessary for salvation. Origen indeed even claimed efficacy in the blood of every martyr. “Expiatory sacrifices and incarnations were,” says Prof. Allen (Christian History), “the characteristic ideas of the age.” Justin Martyr said that none should partake of “the mystic symbols” (the bread and wine) unless fully persuaded that these were the flesh and blood of the lamb (compare 1 Cor. xi, 29). Paul also believed that a remnant only would be saved through the “kindness” of God (Romans xi, 5-6; 1 Cor. xv, 10).

Man, according to the 7th article of the Church of England, has no power to do good works unsaid by the grace (or kindness) of God and of Christ. For Christianity is based on the universal belief in spirits, and in a “Prince of the power of the air”—who is equally important in China. In his essay on Marcus Aurelius, Matthew Arnold says: “The Christianity which the emperors aimed at suppressing was, in their conception of it, something philosophically contemptible, politically subversive, and morally abominable. As men they sincerely regarded it much as well conditioned people among us regard Mormonism. As rulers they regarded it very much as our Liberal statesmen regard Jesuits.” Such were the results of the evolution of Christianity by the close of the 2nd century.

Hear then what the old Persian sage—Omar Khayyam—sang in 1050 A.C. —
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“Myself when young did eagerly frequent
Doctor and saint, and heard great argument
About it and about; but evermore
Came out at the same door wherein I went.
There was a door to which I found no key,
There was a veil through which I could not see.
Some little talk awhile of Thee and Me
There was—and then no more of me at thee.”

But religious thought is still advancing. Dr Carpenter, Bishop of Ripon (Bampton Lectures, 1889) says: “The arguments in favour of miracles, prophecy, and inspiration—once so popular—are not now appropriate: these are mines no longer worked, because there is no longer the same demand for the produce.” Like Prof. Clifford the bishop boldly holds that “in the future not the Kingdom of God but that of Man will be the great care and theme of the race… that the pursuance of Religion will be found in Humanity”: for he thinks that “the three great elements Dependence, Fellowship, and Progress, are seen in the three universal religions, Buddhism, Mohammedanism, and Christianity, but especially so in the last.” But is this the Christianity of Calvin, of Rome, of the Broad or of the Ritualistic schools: or is it that of men like Theodore Parker: of Francis Newman: or of the Unitarians: for all of these call themselves Christians? [These among the higher clergy who now deny the dogmas of Virgin Birth and Resurrection might, indeed, be called Nazarenes rather than Christians.—Ed.] Christianity strictly speaking is a historical and book religion, with certain clearly defined, long enacted, and carefully considered doctrines, rites, and symbols: and though good men may be “Christ-like” this does not entitle them to the name of Christian. Christians cannot accept parts of this book-faith, and reject others because they think that their Lord did not speak as he is said to have spoken. All the doctrines alike must be regarded as either reliable or unreliable. The ancient churches, seeing the weakness of the position, demanded faith in themselves; in the “Holy Father,” and in the “Divine Traditions” which, at Trent, were declared to be “equally the Word of God” with the written Bible. It was absolutely necessary to the organisation of the Church that some authoritative statement as to Christ’s life and creed should be maintained. Hence the Catholic Churches maintain that the true authority is found in the living, inspired, and infallible priest, who alone can stand between God and man.

Believing in the immediate coming of a “kingdom of God” Jesus, and his simple followers, provided nothing of all the great ecclesiastical machinery, of rites, ritual, and dogma, which soon absorbed the sole attention of established churches. These found it necessary to harmonise Peter with Paul, and to deal with Christ’s teaching about poverty, while waiting for a Millennium which never seemed to be any nearer, or more likely to come. Many texts must be explained away as Churches grew more numerous and powerful. Christ did not come only to “the lost sheep of the House of Israel”; and his kingdom was “not of this world” (or “age”): they themselves therefore must rule in this present world, and a good organisation must be established to that end. The extravagances of early leaders must be controlled, and the supernatural character of the faith must be jealously maintained. So in time all who rejected the God-Christ were denounced as atheists, and burned here as they would also be burned by Christ hereafter. There was no room, in such an age, for skepticism which admitted the goodness of Jesus, and his “perfect example.” Calvin equally with the Pope believed that the fires of persecution must be kept alight. The Jews it seems were right, and Paul was wrong. He spoke of “the God of Christ”; but Jewish priests said that Jesus made himself equal with God. Dr Stalker (Omniumgam Lectures, 1899) reminds us that Christ (accepting the Book of Daniel) “Himself always figured as the judge.” “If anything was Christian it was the practice of praying to the Son of God.” We are the creatures of our times and circumstances. Buddha, Christ, Muhammad, and Luther, alike stood on the summits of pyramids whose foundations were in the ancient past. Customs, beliefs, ethical discoveries, of long growth must be handled by a master hand, and the meaning of the dumb masses must be expressed by a master voice. The little Churches of Asia were joined by Gnostics, who strove to reconcile philosophy with Christian morals, and who saw that the older faiths of Greece and Rome were dying, and must fall. But, springing as it did from the Judean desert, asceticism became a leading feature of the new faith, and developed a dark pessimism, and a worship in dust and ashes, in spite of Greek and Latin culture. Crowded monasteries and nunneries could yield only doctrines inimical to true progress; and science was only “pagan foolishness” to ignorant pietsists. Not until an established Church grew rich and worldly were her shrines adorned with classic sculpture and glowing canvas. Then only did she begin to appreciate the strength and beauty of cultured thought. But she still shunned the music of the old groves, and the wisdom of Academy, Porch, and Stoa. Yet from these she came in time to borrow (as when Erasmus adopted “free will” from Aristotle), while from the ancient cults she took her rites and mysteries, chants and incense. Her children now seek their highest education in the admired philosophies which Europe first began to learn, in our 13th century, from
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Ural mountains and from Scandinavia to Italy, is to the ancient Paganism which corrupted primitive Christianity. Such books as Stepanish's Russian Paganism (1888), or Mr Leland's Etruscan Roman Remains (1892), make this clear. As Count di Gubernatis told Mr Gladstone, and as Mr Leland found in the Tuscan Romanus, heavenliness counts ten believers to one who is a Catholic. It is the "Vecchia Religione" or Old Religion, something more than sorcery and less than faith—the survival of Etruscan beliefs. A strega (or "witch") who wore, as Mr Leland noticed, the medal of a saint as a charm, denied that this represented her real belief. This she confessed was Stregonia—demonology—in comparison with which, say these Tuscan, Christianity is a thing of yesterday. They even claim that the latter has borrowed from the older faith both rites and symbols. Nor is it very different in Ireland, or in other Roman Catholic countries, where peasant ignorance and superstition are still so prevalent.

Our historians, being Churchmen, have often exaggerated the success of the Church in the early ages of British history (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 198-208). Tertullian speaks of British Christians about 200 A.D., and Jerome in the end of the 4th century; but no great reliance can be placed on our present text of their writings, as regards such casual references. At Silchester, in the south of England, a basilica said to be Christian has been found, and this site was, it is said, abandoned about 400 A.D. The first missions to the north were sent out apparently by the Church of Gaul. Patrick, the nephew of Martin, Bishop of Tours, is said to have been despatched to Ireland, by Pope Celestin, in 432 A.D.; but it is not stated where he remains unnoticed in Bede's Chronicle. When Augustin arrived in Kent in 597 A.D. he found in the Culdees, monks whose tonsure was different from the Roman one, and who celebrated Easter after the Greek instead of the Roman calculation. About the middle of the 5th century there seem to have been a few itinerant Christian preachers in Britain, including a "militant and heretical Bishop Germanus" of whom Bede (i, 17) says that "he visited Britain about 430, when Bishop Palladius (who failed in Ireland) "was in Scotland." On the other hand (see Rhind Lectures, 1883) the soldiers of Roman armies, during their four centuries, adhered to the ancient paganism of Umbrians, Teutons, Gauls, and Saxons; of Angles and Celts. "All were idolaters worshiping Jupiter, Apollo, Minerva and . . . the genius of their camps, and hearths; of rivers, fountains, and mountains." The Roman legions were recalled in 404 A.D., when the Goths invaded Italy. To the last we find in Britain,

as in N. Europe generally, that Romans inscribed their tombstones and altars with dedications to the Divi Manes, and to Jupiter Optimus Maximus; or to the "unconquerable Mithras best and greatest Lord of Ages"; to Scapins and Hercules; or the Divi Matres (or Matrones); to Merkur and Silvanus (see Wright's Celt. Rom. and Sax., chap. x). "Not a trace is found of the religion of the gospel," though most of these texts belong to the latest period of Roman occupation.

In 597 Augustin landed in England. Paulinus followed in 625, St Aidan dates from 635 A.D.; but the effect on the pagan Saxons was inappreciable till about 650 (Canon Isaac Taylor, Academy, 29th November 1890). Chrysostom about 367, and Gildas in 546, had heard of churches in the British Isles; and Bede wrote in 731, about an early building at Canterbury. We must remember however that Pope Gregory I, about 600, directed the missionaries from Rome to consecrate the sacred circles of pagans for Christian rites—a policy which naturally resulted in paganising Christianity. Mr J.R. Allen (Monumental Hist. Brit. Ch.) shows us how slowly the faith spread, and how great were the vicissitudes of its history. About 400 A.D. in York—then the northern Roman capital—a church is said to have existed, dedicated to Helen, the mother of Constantine, who was born we are told at York, where his father Constantius, and the Emperor Severus were buried. Even here, after the legions left, there is no trace of Christianity till King Eadwine and his nobles were converted by Paulinus in 627 A.D. Early in the 7th century the only traces of Christianity were found among a few Celts in the west. The king of Wessex was converted in 625, and the king of Mercia in 655. But the whole west of England, and Scotland N. of Forth and Clyde, with all Ireland, was then Keltik, and but little affected by the teaching of early monks. North of Perth Scotland was full of Picts, retaining their old sun and fire worship (Prof. Rhys, Celtic Britain, iii). Mr Martin (Pagan Ireland, 1895) says that he "has long searched in vain for any cogent proof of the golden age of Irish faith and civilization," loudly vaunted by ecclesiastical writers and patriots. It "is incompatible with the survival of much that is distinctly pagan in the thoughts and practices of the peasantry. In many ancient cemeteries, in connection with the earliest monastic establishments in Ireland, graves formed in pagan fashion are of by no means rare occurrence." In one "belonging to a very early church at St John's Point, County Down, and also in other localities, the cists are arranged in pagan manner in the form of a circle, the feet of the skeletons pointing to the centre of the circle."
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Church historians say that “St Ninus returned from Rome in 450, and resumed a successful propaganda in S.W. Scotland.” “Three bishops from York and Lincoln appeared in the lists of the clergy at the Council of Arles in 314 a.C.; but modern critical historians regard this as an “interpolation,” and equally doubt the presence of British Bishops at the Council of Rimini in 359 A.C. Wright regards the legend of St Alban as a creation of the 6th century, and Dr Burton, writing of Scotch history, comes to similar conclusions (History, i, pp. 43, 68).

On the appearance of Augustin miracles were wrought: the blind saw; the dumb spoke. But blood soon flowed, and Jortin the historian even calls the saint a “sanctified ruffian” (ii, 163). Some thousands of Saxons were converted (see Palladius); and when Ethelbert died in 616 many of the nobles were Christian. His son and successor Ethelred began by “marrying his father’s widow according to Saxon custom”; yet he called himself a Christian. His son “destroyed some pagan idols for the first time in England.” He persecuted all who differed from him, and piously fasted before Easter (Bede). In Yorkshire however, in the reign of Raedwald, “altars were erected in the same church, one to Christ, and the other to the old deities, to whom the king and people prayed in turn, making to one the sign of the Cross, and to the other of the Cross of Thor” (see Notes and Queries, 4th April 1896). East Saxons, and even London citizens, resisted conversion till about 650; and even later an outbreak of fever sent all back to the old gods and shrines for a generation. Bede says that “devils had their altars as well as Christ.” Wales perhaps clung longest to paganism; in 680 Ceddwalla overran England to the Isle of Wight, but later on had to fly his kingdom, and died as a pilgrim in Rome, when the bishops seized the lands which they claimed as gifts from him. When the Saxons had been nominally Christianised, in the beginning of the 9th century, Scandinavian pagan pirates, and the ships of Danish “Vikins” (or bay-dwellers), began to ravage all the coasts; and the confusion was rendered yet greater when all Europe began to expect the appearance of Christ in the year 1000 a.C. Outside the limits of the old Roman Empire the progress of the faith was yet slower. The Germans began to be converted by the English Saint Boniface (742 A.C.); the Hungarians were still pagan in the 10th century; and crusades were undertaken against pagan Prussians as late as the 13th century A.C.

Even now (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 592) Europe can only be called nominally Christian. Cardinal Manning in his “charge”—as early as 1875—said that only two per cent. of the population in

London, and in Berlin, attended any church: while Protestant Glasgow (with 760,000 inhabitants in 1904) has, according to its clergy, only 16 per cent. of church-goers. Things have not changed in favour of the faith since Manning’s time; and all the Churches now complain, not only of non-attendance, but of a dearth of suitable candidates for ordination. Truly, as the good Archbishop of York told his clergy in 1882: “Our Christian Church is now fighting for its very existence.” A report on the social condition of certain parts of Aberdeen was laid before the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1893. It thence appears that, in this district, a very small percentage of the people are members of any Church; most of them are unbaptised, baptism being treated as an old wife’s fable; while “immorality is the bane of the district.” There had been no improvement in the last thirty years, we are told, the causes operating being unchanged. In the Christian Mounlhy (January 1881) Bishop Fraser of Manchester spoke to the same effect. “One of his parishes, with a population of 10,000, had only accommodation for 1700, and a church attendance of 100.” But in Manchester most of the manufacturing class are Non-conformists.—Ed.] It is much the same in America. “In spite of us” (says the Rev. H. R. Davis, Thoughts for the Times, p. 350), “the majestic wave of progress moves on, submerging the worn out beliefs and crumbling superstitions of the past. We deem them wild and living spirits; they care not; they pass us by, and sometimes are full of holy scorn. They speak to their own, and their own receive them; and we may go hence, and mutter threats, and tremble in the darkness and spiritual gloom of our empty churches; but outside our churches the bright light is shining, and the blessed winds of heaven are full of songs from the open gates of Paradise, and men hear them and rejoice. How are we a people—religious people—who never go to church; who despise Christianity ... and yet are living high Christian lives? Thus we begin to see that although man has tried to imprison this glorious and free spirit in his Creeds and Articles, yet he has failed. There is a Christian spirit—be it said to our shame—working outside the Christian Church ... leaving us alone in our orthodox sepulchres, with the bones and ashes of bigotry and formalism.”

The progress of Christian missionary enterprise shows us clearly that only among savages is any success at all attained. In Moslem countries it is death for an Ismā‘īlī to change his creed. In China and India Christianity has never taken real root. The Portuguese, as a Roman Catholic nation, began to proselytise nearly 400 years ago; and Protestants under a Protestant Government have striven in India for nearly 150 years. In 1542 Xavier arrived, and by
1550 he claimed 20,000 converts in Ceylon and Southern India, though there were “frequent apostasies” after he left for China, where he died in 1552. The Dutch, seizing Portuguese possessions (1602-1620 A.D.), suppressed Romanism, and promoted Protestantism. The rate of increase of converts is now calculated to be about 10 per cent. per annum; but India is doubling its population in about 40 years, and according to the census of 1901 this population includes 70 per cent. Hindus, 21 per cent. Moslems, 3 per cent. Buddhists; and, out of the remaining 6 per cent., only 1 per cent. Christians. The total was 287,341,941 persons; and, under the most favourable circumstances, it would appear that it would take about a thousand years to convert this population. The statistics however show that conversions to Buddhism and to Islâm are increasing in a far larger ratio than conversions to Christianity.

The British Government in India officially recognised missionaries in 1813, and by 1830 there were nine societies at work. The nominal Protestants numbered (according to Dr Venn) 81,000 in 1815, and in 1890 (according to Dr Mullins) had risen to 648,643 (Statist., Nov. 1892). Christianity since 1860 has become a communal tie, and a protection against the ills of life, in a manner unknown in the west. Yet between 1722, when the Dutch reckoned 500,000 Christians, and 1862 when they should proportionally have numbered 2 millions, they had sunk to a quarter of a million, while Hinduism had gained 14 millions in 40 years. Between 1871 and 1881 we find an increase of Moslems of about 25 per cent. (91 millions), and Canon Taylor reckons this increase at about half a million a year, in the northern and central provinces. In Persia, Arabia, Syria, and Egypt, conversions to Christianity have been practically nil. The statistics of later years (Canon Isaac Taylor in the Times, Nov. 1887) show Christianity to make only one convert to ten converted to Islâm. The same story is told by Sir H. J. Johnston (Nineteenth Century Review, Nov. 1887) in West Africa, while Canon Taylor finds the record equally disheartening in New Guinea. As representing Government during a great famine in Râjpúrtâna, and during two others in Oudh, we were the means of placing several hundreds thousands on the rolls of missionary societies; but it cannot be said that the so-called “rice Christians” of famine years bear a high character in India, and Christianity so far only affects the lower castes.

The fact is that Europeans in Asia are now by no means as anxious to convert natives as they once were. Education, travel, and wider knowledge of other faiths, have left them less certain as to their native dogmas than they may have been when they first left their parish surroundings at home. They find natives who know more about Theism and Agnosticism than they were ever taught, quite ready to meet their arguments logically and scientifically. To disentangle the Vedas, the Tri-pitâka, or the Korân, is found not to aid the cause of Christianity. As moreover the educated are now ceasing to believe in “inspired books” and miracles, it is clear that they can no longer be expected to be zealous in the missionary cause. Matters have not improved since, in 1890, Dean Farrar told the Church Congress at home that “not five per cent. of the working class come to church, and not ten per cent. cared anything about the Church”—though we must allow in this case for the fact that the “Church” reckons the allegiance of only about half the nation, since the “Free Churches” claim the remainder, excepting a steadily decreasing proportion of Romanists.

In Natal the Rev. E. Carlyle, of the Presbyterian Mission, stated that “the net result of the labours of all missionary bodies” during 50 or 60 years was a gain of some 35,000 communicants. “Africans,” he said, “eagerly communicate,” regarding this mystery in the light of a fetish which “keeps off the evil eye”—just as in Tertullian’s age it was a charm against disease in the belief of ignorant converts. Probably no missions exceeded in success those founded by Drs Moffat and Livingstone among the Bechuana, yet political changes, and European disbelief, have now practically laid this mission in ruins. In East Africa missions have assumed a political aspect, and converts to Romanism and Protestantism till of late called themselves “French” and “English”; but the editor of the Church Missionary quarterly claimed only 20 converts in 29 years. In 1886 Mr J. Thomson, after travelling over much of Africa, said (Phil. Soc. Society Journal, November 1886) that “for every negro that missionaries have influenced by Christianity a thousand have been driven to degradation”—bold language which led to much dispute, but which had a basis in fact. In West Africa proselytism has proceeded for 200 years, the result being 6400 communicants in the most densely populated region of the Dark Continent, where Islâm has made its greatest advance. In 1884 a missionary was still conscientiously obliged to own that, “the old fetish deities are revered, and everywhere consulted by our Christians before they agree to attend our ordinary missionary meetings . . . most of them consider the new Faith a kind of fetish.”

The prospect throughout Central Asia is even worse. The valiant Nestorians gained some success in the middle ages, but the
Christianity

modern result, in regions where there are many Moslems and Buddhists, is practically nil. The philosophic rulers of the 13th century told the good monk Rubruquis that "God had given many ways to men," and they then tolerated equally Christians, Moslems, Buddhists, and Chinese. The attempts of the Russian Church to influence Buddhist Burias led only to revolt. Among the Chinese of Manchuria, "ever ready to doff and don their religious garb for a consideration," says Prof. Keane in reviewing Mr Lovett's volume on the labours of Gilmour "one of the greatest missionaries of the 19th century," there has been some success. Mr Gilmour laboured for 21 years (1870 to 1891), "leading a heroic but wasted life." In 1882 he told his audience in Exeter Hall that "he had not won over a single Mongol." Later on he wrote that he "had baptised some Chinese of Shantung"—his headquarters—"but most of the converts only professed in hopes of getting something . . . none ever wanted to be Christians . . . for spiritual results I have, during all my career, looked in vain." "I travelled 1860 miles, preached to 23,755 persons, treated medically 5717, and distributed 7567 books or tracts." Mr Gilmour says that he was troubled by such questions as: "Is hell eternal? Are all the heathen who have not heard the Gospel damned? If any man lives without sin is he damned? Do all your unbelieving countrymen go to hell? Is a new born babe a sinner? Is one man punished for another man's fault? . . . questions I endeavoured to answer." So too the Japanese girl, when told of the Son of God, asked (as Mac Bird records) "who was God's wife?"

Miss Gordon Cumming (Wanderings in China, ii, p. 242) says that "after the last 50 years of great effort, among the 400 millions of Chinese, there were in 1885 only 22,000 communicants." that during the last 43 years the great Church Missionary Society has only baptised 33 Chinese; and the missionary reports of 1891 show only 36,000 converts in all China, so that 44 to 60 persons are annually converted.

A veteran missionary writes in the Asiatic Quarterly Review (October 1890), to show why Christian missions fail in the East, though successful 1500 years ago there and among the barbarians of western Europe. "Missionary failures" of this age are, he says, due not to want of zeal and culture on the part of missionaries, but to the inherent defects and poorness of what they have to offer, in the presence of the old, organised religions of the East. "Christianity only makes converts where there is no real religion to oppose: it fails where there is a real religion . . . something reasonable to understand, to worship, and to practice." From the East, as he shows, has come all western enlightenment; and in the East, Christianity met opposition, usually quiet and contemptuous, but stronger and more subtle than any in the West. What has Christianity to offer, he asks, to peoples sedate and calm: to venerable civilisations, with letters and arts, poetry and refined thought, which were bestowed on the West? Their religions, he thinks, though not perfect, were sufficient for the culture of the race. He regards Islam as wisely brief in creed, and vigorous in life: Buddhism, Tholsum, Confucianism, as moral systems equal to that which Christians are now trying to inculcate in the West. The East, says the "old missionary," is "sealed against Christianity in the future, as it has been in the past."

In public comments on the Census of 1891 it was said, that in France there were 7 millions who did not even acknowledge the name of Jesus. In Exeter Hall (1893), Father Hyacinthe said that "only three millions of the French were Roman Catholics, while thirty millions were virtually excommunicated, through rejecting the dogmas" (Times, 2nd May 1893). Dr Gilder, Pastor of Berne, told the Basle Conference of 1879 that Switzerland, with 13 million Protestants, and a million of Roman Catholics, had only 3000 communicants; and that "one commonly hear people say: 'no one believes now . . . my heaven is six feet underground . . . I keep Sunday in bed, or in the woods'" (Official Report, Basle Conference, 1880). From the elaborate statistics of 1893 (Rev. R. Howie, Free Church General Assembly), it seems that from 27 to 38 per cent. of the Scotch Christians go to no church at all. What then are we to conclude from all this independent evidence, but that dogmatic Christianity is rapidly decaying, and that the power of the priest is destined to disappear forever?

Christmas

This ancient solar festival (see Rivuens of Life), was called in Rome the "Dies natalis invicti solis," or "birthday of the unconquered sun," and was consecrated to Mithra. The "Sun of Righteousness" (see Malachi iv, 2), rising "with healing in his wings," is thus said to be born at the winter solstice, when the sun begins to run his northern course. The Western Church, having vainly attempted to abolish the feast, gave way when Telephorus, Bishop of Rome (125-136 a.c.), is traditionally stated to have permitted the people to adopt the Saturnalia, as consecrated to the commemoration of the birthday of Christ. It appears, however, from a sermon by Chrysostom, that even late in the 4th century this festival—not kept at Antioch—was regarded as a recent Roman innovation. Clement of Alexandria was a learned man, living in a great centre of civilisation; yet from
his writings (Stromata, i. 21), about 180 to 200 A.D., it would appear that no such decree was known, at all events to the Church in Egypt; for he says that: "There are those who have determined not only the year of our Lord’s birth, but also the day, saying that it took place in the 28th year of Augustus (1 A.D.), and on 25th of Pachons... Others say he was born on the 24th, or 25th, Pharmuthi." [The Egyptian year had 365 days; and each month had 30 days. The exact coincidence with the Julian year is still rather doubtful; but the year began on 1st Thoth, which, in 1 A.D. coincided approximately with 22nd August. The year lost about a day in 4 years. Pharmuthi was the 8th, and Pachons the 9th, month. Thus in 1 A.D. the 24th of Pharmuthi was about the 19th of April, and the 25th of Pachons about the 14th of May.—En.] The pious Father however goes on to "condemn, as over curious, all those who attempt to say the month, or the day, when our Lord was born." He might have said the year too: for this was unsettled till our 6th century, and then fixed in 28th of Augustus (as by Clement), which was found, later, to be about 4 years wrong, if Christ was born before the death of Herod the Great, as the Gospels of Matthew and Luke both state, though this disagrees again with Luke (iii. 1, and 23). The hesitation in settling such an important question as that of dates arose, no doubt, from these contradictions.

Cyril, Bishop of Jerusalem, proposed, soon after the establishment of the Church, to enquire into the Roman custom of keeping Christmas in December, instead of the Eastern practice. There were, however, many objectors, and Pope Julius declared in 340 A.D., after long delay, that the 25th December ought to be commemorated as the nativity, whereas the Eastern Churches maintained that it must be a movable feast, depending on the moon. The real date was quite unknown, though the astronomer Censorinus had (in 239 A.D.) determined the 1st of Thoth to have coincided with the 19th of July, a century before his own time. In the East the Nativity celebration was made to fluctuate between the 21st December and the 7th February; and the old date, approximately about the Vernal Equinox, was discarded. Eusebius (Eccl. Hist, i. 5, 10) said that "Christ was born in the same year that the first census was taken, and Quirinus was governor of Syria; that is in the 37th year after Caesar’s victory over Antony at Actium"; but he then falls into the blunder of stating that Jesus was 30 years old in "the 15th year of the reign of Tiberius." [If Jesus was born 4 B.C.—as usually now supposed—he would be 33 in the 15th of Tiberius (29 A.D.), and 10 years old when Quirinus ruled Syria in 6 A.D.—Ed.] The 37th year after Actium coincides with the Christian era, so that the gospel’s statements give a range of 10 years for the Nativity, between 4 B.C. and 6 A.D. The date of Christ’s birth and death, and the length of his ministry, are equally uncertain; and the Jewish calendar (which was based on observation of the moon, and not on tables), does not enable us to say in what year the Passover would fall on a Thursday night about 30 A.D.

According to the later spurious "decrees" it would appear that Telesphorus, as Bishop of Rome, established many festivals about 180 A.D., settling Lent and Ember days, as well as Christmas. We hear of the Christmas Mass as early as 180 or 190 A.D., but only in Italy; and not till shortly before the death of Bede (735 A.D.) does North Europe appear to have observed Christmas Day. The Catholic Church seems officially to have recognised it only in 431 A.D. at earliest. In 870-880, Alfred the Great restricted the old Yule festivities to 12 days; and the 12th day was chosen by the Church to commemorate the visit of the Magi to Bethlehem (6th January), though according to the Gospel of Luke (ii. 21, 39), Christ would appear to have been born then at Nazareth. Canute, the Dane (1029 A.D.), kept Christmas, on becoming a Christian, at Yuletide to conciliate the conquered Saxons; but he is said to have made it a "murderous feast."

The Jews, after 164 B.C., observed a solstitial feast, calling it the Hanuka, or "Dedication" of the Temple. It was celebrated on the 25th of Kisleu (the 9th month), in December or January (the day depending on the moon); and the coincidence with Christmas often brought troubles on Jews in consequence. At this feast they bring out candelabra, and light three candles which burn for half an hour, and others at stated intervals. Every house must then be illuminated with tapers of pure wax (see Bee). Only one light should be left burning on 25th of Kisleu; two on the 26th; and so on to 8 on the last day of the festival.

The 25th of December was decreed by Julius Caesar to be the day of the winter solstice. At the Saturnalia, celebrated at this season, the altar of the god (whose wife was Vesta or "fire") was covered with lights; just as, in Christian rites, these are re-lighted at midnight on Christmas Eve, when Christ is supposed to be born. In Northern and Central Europe the Yule festival was a time of great rejoicing. Everything was made bright and clean to celebrate the return northwards of the god of light; altars and hearths were decked with the evergreens of the season; the sacred boar of winter (see Boar), and the solar peacock were sacrificed and eaten. The Yule log was solemnly brought into the house and placed on the
hearth, while all sat down on it in silence and wished three wishes, which, if they had faith and kept the wishes secret, were believed to be granted. This log was then lighted from the Yule log of the preceding year. The family feasted on spiced bread, and "a dish of furmety (or frumety), compounded of creed-wheat, milk, spices, and cheese." This was the Christmas "Holderness"; and Wassail ("health") cups of ale were quaffed till they added greatly to the general merriment. None might on any account leave the board, on which all that was needed was placed. On it also burned the great Yule candle; a doll representing an infant was put under the table, and after the while, singing carols to hail the birth of the sun god, carried it round from door to door. The Yule mummers and dancers were gaudily decked with paper and tinsel, and were called "Jul-bokers" or "Christmas bucks" (see Lupercaalia). At Christmas and at New Year all doors must be open, and the house was lucky into which a young man first entered. The doorstep should have a piece of silver placed on it, with bread, salt, coal, and green sprigs, as well as peacecock's feathers. All fires must also be put out, to be relighted by the infant sun god. The Magyars, in Hungary, used on Christmas night to present to any newly-married couple a model of a red bull, decked with cakes, coins, and nuts; a pot of ale, and a sprig of hops. Among them, as also among Romanians, Bohemians, and Transylvania, young men at this season are disguised as bulls and goats, with a prominent horn on the mask, and they pursue the girls; but no youth who has thus acted as a Tur or Ogres (bull or goat), is allowed for six weeks to enter a church (see Mr. Gerard's Lapsus beyond the Forest, p. 271). At this season they suppose cattle to be endowed with speech (as in the Egyptian tale of the "Two Brothers"); but it is not thought wise to listen to them when talking to one another.

On the day after Christmas, the Scandinavians, and Kelts, used to go in procession with lamps and torches singing ditties, and choruses, in honour of the "Bright Star." It was the feast of Stephen or Staffan; "Staffan was an ostler and watered foals— all for the bright star. He rode to the well, scooped water with a horse bell—all for the bright star," and so forth. Priests took advantage of Yule tide, as of all other feasts, to enrich themselves and their churches. Every tradesman was directed (or "expected") to send the best specimen of his wares to the priest. The woodman contributed a Yule log; and the "molder," at Christmas and at Candlemas, his candles (see Candles). The priests lighted new candles when the Christmas Eve devotions were completed: and exhibited an image of the Virgin and Child, made of dough and stuck about with currants. [The Promprio in Italy is still a model of the Nativity—figures at the "manger" including Virgin and Child, Joseph, the Shepherds, and the Magi.—Ed.] Boys and girls sang carols till dawn. The choristers made offerings of red apples (see Apple) speared on a sprig of rosemary. At 9 P.M. on Christmas Eve the Pope celebrates Mass in Rome, and at midnight the Eucharist is taken amid joyful ringing of bells, when all the extinguished lights are relighted. At daybreak another Mass welcomes the newly born Lord (see Bambino).

In Herefordshire, servants, after feasting in their masters' houses, gathered straw, and took candles with a thorn bush which they dragged into a corn field, and danced round it when lighted (Notes and Queries, December 1884). When the blaze died out it was bent into the form of a crown: taken to the farm house; and hung up as a charm till next year's festival. The South English preferred the sacred holly, but Kelta, Scandinavians, and Norsemen, sought for the mistletoe in the oak (see Baldur). All these rites, adopted by the Church, were based on the belief in a new born sun god, and were connected with ideas of renewed fertility.

Chronicles. As we now possess it, this is a very inaccurate record of Hebrew history, compiled about 330 B.C., from known and unknown sources (see Bible and Ezra), according to Bishop Colenso's date (Pent. vii; see Sir G. Cox's Life, i. p. 682). The language is late Hebrew. Renan (History of Israel) pronounces an unfavourable verdict on it as intended to "subserve religious zeal, and national pride." Luther, however, said: "The Books of Kings are no more worthy of credit than the Books of Chronicles."

Chrysippus. Greek Khristippus. A philosopher originally Agnostik, but who embraced Stoicism, under the teaching of Kleantès, 300 B.C., and possibly of his teacher Zeno who died 284 B.C. His Agnosticism seems to have been no more than the indifference of the Academicks; but afterwards he said that "there seemed sufficient foundation for believing in a creating and governing god." He was regarded as the founder of the Theistik Stoicism of the "Porch," and theists considered his decisions final. He strongly condemned the Epicurean system as harmful, and laboured to popularise enquiry into the nature of God, for which Plutarch condemns him. He was ignorant of science, and thus opposed the logic of the school of Aristotle. He called quiet contemplative life mere lazy selfishness; and advocated energetic industry instead. He is said to have written at the rate of 500 lines a day, and to have left 705 works behind
Chrysostom

him. He was considered “profoundly erudite,” but knew nothing of mathematics or of physics. The Stoics generally knew nothing of science till the time of Posidonius, about 100 B.C.

Chrysostom. Greek ὄγειονος or “golden mouthed.”

An eloquent Christian Father, born at Antioch about 347 A.C. He became an enthusiastic preacher, as priest and bishop in his native city. His sermons give a vivid picture of the luxury and vice of the place. He urged that “belief or unbelief rested on ourselves, God giving grace in proportion to our wish to receive it.” He shut himself up first in a monastery, then in a lonely cave, where he committed the whole Bible to memory. His health failed, and he accepted the office of deacon in Antioch in 381 A.C., at the age of about 34 years. Five years later he was a bishop, and in 397 was Patriarch of Constantinople. But he was too stern a moralist to please the Emperor or the Court. He saved for a time the life of the profligate eunuch minister who had appointed him, but began to remove from their cures the immoral among the clergy of all ranks. Within two years he had brought on himself the bitter enmity of Emperor and Empress, though the people always loved him. He was exiled, and secretly carried to a dull town on the Armenian border. Here he set about converting Persians and others. Innocent, Bishop of Rome, interceded in his behalf. He was again removed, and died on the road, in 407 A.C., when 60 years old. A sect named “Johannists,” after his Christian name John, survived till 438 A.C.

He was a sincerely honest and pious, as well as a most eloquent preacher. But he was ignorant of science, and refused to believe that the earth turned on its axis.

Chuang-Tze. Chwong-Dza. A zealous teacher of the mystic doctrines of Lao-tze: (330 to 270 B.C.). Confucianism was then dominant among the upper and middle classes in China, as it was not in Central, China. Chuang-Tze held a small government post in his native Meng province: he is said to have declined the Premiership through zeal for the cause of Lao-tze. Like all Taoists he was angry at the success of the Confucian philosophy, and denounced the great statesman who had taught it, calling his followers materialists who deprived mankind of the poetry of existence, and of idyllic joys here and hereafter. The Taoists being powerless naturally preached doctrines of “Inaction” or Quietism, following Lao-tze who—when weary of a wicked world that laughed at his wisdom and long discourses—had said that: “it was best to leave things alone; that they would right themselves, the weak having a faculty of over-

coming the strong, as plants and water find fissures and are able to break up rocks and mountains.” So too taught Chuang-Tze (see Giles’ Life, 1889); and many learned and independent men agreed with him. Though Mencius called him (and his Master) heresiarchs, he was found later who accepted the writings of Chuang-Tze as sacred Scripture—“the Holy Canon of Nan-hua”—and in them “many found the consolations that they sought hereafter, and comfort amid life’s sore troubles.” We now possess this Canon, as thought to have been abbreviated from a volume of 53 chapters well known about 265 to 420 A.C. (Giles, xii). The greater part perished in the Imperial book-burning of 221 B.C. (see China). During the Han dynasty’s rule (200 B.C.) this original scripture was revived with the Tao-Te-King (see Lao-tze) which however contained “sayings which it is impossible that he (Lao-tze) could have said.” The present text of Chuang-Tze’s Canon contains 33 chapters: of these 7 are “Inside” (esoteric), and 15 “Outside” (exoteric), while 11 are “Miscellaneous.” This reminds us of the division of the Buddhist Tri-pitaka, or “three baskets,” intended for the philosopher, the general reader, and the busy worker respectively. Mr. Giles regards the first 7, and the 29th to the 30th chapters as written by Chuang-Tze, but most of the others show unmistakable traces of the Master’s hand. The Imperial Catalogue describes the first edition of this work as, “Chuang-Tze with Commentary in 10 books, by Kuo-Hsiang’; of the Ch’in dynasty (265 to 426 A.C.) ... stolen from the work of Hsiang-Hsia” (of the Han dynasty or a little later—275 A.C. according to Mayer). The literary and dialectic skill of Chuang-Tze “was such that the best scholars of the age proved unable to refute his destructive criticism of the Confucian and Nihilist schools.” But true Confucians did not trouble about gods or souls, being concerned only with man’s duty on earth. The Taoists regarded this as worldly Materialism, which tended to the perdition of the race.

Chuang-Tze never however mentions the Tao-Te-King, or Tloist Bible, or any work by his master Lao-tze, who was said by the historian Szu-ma-Ch’ien (2nd century B.C.) to have left a “volume of 5000 characters.” But he puts in the mouth of Confucius and others sayings of Lao-tze (in the Tao-Te-King). These masters were agreed as to Ethics, but the strong common-sense rationalism of Confucius always grated on the Taoists. Much that Chuang-Tze relates about the meeting of this master with Lao-tze he probably invented to show the superiority of this latter: for in 517 B.C. Lao-tze was old and living in strict seclusion, finally disappearing. (See further China, and Lao-tze.)

**Church.** (The various Churches are separately noticed, but may here be enumerated. The English word Church (German Kirche, Scotch Kirk) is usually said to come from the Greek Κυριακος ("belonging to the Lord"); but philologically this appears impossible. Mr. J. Ferguson, writing on Architecture, compares it with the Keltic Kerch for "Circle"; and the derivation seems natural since, from the letters of Pope Gregory I (600 A.D.), we learn that he directed the missionaries from Rome to consecrate the Pagan sacred circles, as churches, in N. Europe. The Christians built no churches apparently before 330 A.D., when the great basilicas at Jerusalem and Bethlehem were erected. They were allowed to use the civil buildings called basilicas in Rome shortly after 350 A.D.

The "Church" (Greek Εκκλησία, Latin Ecclesia) is the "congregation," according to the use in the Greek Septuagint referring to the congregation of Israel. It is not solely the clergy, though this is the meaning now attached by many ecclesiastics.

The Christian Churches which call themselves Catholic (or "general") include the Latin or Roman; the Greek (with the Russian); the Armenian which separated in 680 A.D. (with the Georgian); the Copts (with the Abyssinians), separating 431 A.D. as Monophysites (believing in the single nature of Christ); with whom the Syrian—or Jacobite—Church agrees; and finally the Nestorian (or Chaldean) separating in 481 (see Cyril of Alexandria), when Nestorius was condemned for teaching that Jesus was inspired by the Divine Christ. The Mononites (teaching the Monothelite doctrine of "a single will" in Christ) recanted in 1180, and joined the Roman Church. The Asiatic Churches were always influenced by Ebionite and by Gnostik teaching. The schisms (or "splittings") all resulted from the impossibility of defining the nature of the God-Man. None of these other Catholic Churches have ever recognised the supremacy of Rome—Ed.]

**Circles.** See Church, and Stones.

**Circumcision.** A strange ceremony of mutilation among Egyptians, Phoenicians, Hebrews, Arabs, Africans, and Polynesians; unknown among Aryans and Turanians. The Egyptians took it from either Jews (Falasha), Arabs, or Copts. It is characteristic of Jews and Molems, and found also among Zulus and Australians. It appears to be distinctive of Semitic and earlier allied Negrito races. Whether it was a practice of Babylonians and Assyrians is uncertain. The original reason for the rite can only be conjectured, but it seems connected with sacrifice. In the story of Moses (Exod. iv, 24-26) we find it noticed as expiatory; and the son circumcised by his mother is there called a "bridegroom of blood," which is still the Jewish term. The Hebrew word מָד (Mad) signifies "cutting," and the antiquity of the custom is indicated by its having been performed with a flint, or obsidian, knife ("sharp" being rendered "stone" in the Greek translation, Josh. v, 3).

The Rev. L. Fison (Journal Anthrop. Inst., August 1884) describes this rite in Polynesia (see also Australians), and holds it to be propitiatory. He says that youths "of any age" may be called to the Vale-Tambu, or "temple of god," to deliver up the posthe when a kinsman of note is ill (wheras Jews circumcise only on the 8th day after birth, and Moslems in the 12th or 13th year). The foreskin is placed in a split reed; and the High Priest holding this up in his hand "offers it to the ancestral gods, and prays for the recovery of the sick" (see Africa). This agrees with the Hebrew instance as above. In Polynesia the rite is followed by "indescribable revelry. All distinctions of property are for the time being suspended: men and women array themselves in all manner of fantastic garbs"; general licence is tolerated, and relationship is no bar. The initiatory rites (like the Bora, and Kuringal ceremonies of Australia) are of similar character to those of the circumcision festivals. The latter, according to Mr Fison, are performed under strict oaths of secrecy, and are therefore very difficult to study with accuracy. He "cannot for a moment believe that the rites are mere licentious outbreaks, without an underlying meaning and purpose." A native advocate, and magistrate, to whom he wrote begging for "a special enquiry as to the extraordinary licence," sent him "a written statement full of the most incredible tales . . . quite unfit for publication . . . but of great interest as bearing . . . on communal intercourse," of which such customs are held to be a survival. An old Nandi chief whispered to the missionary: "as long as the feast lasts" (usually three days) "we are just like pigs." Dr E. B. Tylor received a manuscript from Mr Fison which justified the conclusion as to communal institutions. "After the fête," writes the missionary, "the ordinary restrictions recur." Brothers and sisters may then not even speak to one another, and marriage institutions are respected. Among Hebrews also circumcision and marriage are closely connected (1 Sam. xviii, 25, 27). The Church of St John Lateran at Rome contains relics of Christ, which are described as follows:
Chud

Chud. Chut. A term in Indian dialects for the Yoni.

Church. [The various Churches are separately noticed, but may here be enumerated. The English word Church (German Kirche, Scotch Kirk) is usually said to come from the Greek Κυριακος ("belonging to the Lord"); but philologically this appears impossible. Mr J. Ferguson, writing on Architecture, compares it with the Keltic Kerek for "Circle"; and the derivation seems natural since, from the letters of Pope Gregory I (600 a.c.), we learn that he directed the missionaries from Rome to consecrate the Pagan sacred circles, as churches, in N. Europe. The Christians built no churches apparently before 330 a.c., when the great basilicas at Jerusalem and Bethlehem were erected. They were allowed to use the civil buildings called basilicas in Rome shortly after 250 a.c.]

The "Church" (Greek Εκκλησία, Latin Ecclesia) is the "congregation," according to the use in the Greek Septuagint referring to the congregation of Israel. It is not solely the clergy, though this is the meaning now attached by many ecclesiastics.

The Christian Churches which call themselves Catholic (or "general") include the Latin or Roman; the Greek (with the Russian); the Armenian which separated in 686 a.c. (with the Georgian); the Kopts (with the Abyssinians), separating 451 a.c. as Monophysites (believing in the single nature of Christ): with whom the Syrian—or Jacobite—Church agrees; and finally the Nestorian (or Chaldean) separating in 431 (see Cyril of Alexandria), when Nestorius was condemned for teaching that Jesus was inspired by the Divine Christ. The Maronites (teaching the Monothelite doctrine of "a single will" in Christ) recanted in 1190, and joined the Roman Church. The Asiatic Churches were always influenced by Ebionite and by Gnostic teaching. The schism (or "splittings") all resulted from the impossibility of defining the nature of the God-Man. None of these other Catholic Churches have ever recognised the supremacy of Rome. [End.]

Circles. See Church, and Stones.

Circumcision. A strange ceremony of mutilation among Egyptians, Phoenicians, Hebrews, Arabs, Africans, and Polynesians; unknown among Aryans and Turanians. The Kopts in Egypt still observe it. The Abyssinians took it from either Jews (Falashas), Arabs, or Kopts. It is characteristic of Jews and Molems, and found also among Zulus and Australians. It appears to be distinctive of Semitic and earlier allied Negro races. Whether it was a practice of Babylonians and Assyrians is uncertain. The original reason for the rite can only be conjectured, but it seems connected with sacrifice. In the story of Moses (Exod. iv. 24-26) we find it noticed as expiatory; and the son circumcised by his mother is there called a "bridgroom of blood," which is still the Jewish term. The Hebrew word "Mip" signifies "cutting," and the antiquity of the custom is indicated by its having been performed with a flint, or obsidian, knife ("sharp" being rendered "stone" in the Greek translation, Josh. v. 3).

The Rev. L. Fison (Journal Anthropol. Inst., August 1884) describes this rite in Polynesia (see also Australians), and holds it to be propitiatory. He says that youths "of any age may be called to the Vale-Tambu, or "temple of god," to deliver up the posthe when a kinsman of note is ill (whereas Jews circumcise only on the 8th day after birth, and Molems in the 12th or 13th year). The foreskin is placed in a split reed; and the High Priest holding this up in his hand "offers it to the ancestral gods, and prays for the recovery of the sick " (see Africa). This agrees with the Hebrew instance as above. In Polynesia the rite is followed by "indescribable revelry. All distinctions of property are for the time being suspended: men and women array themselves in all manner of fantastic garbs"; general licence is tolerated, and relationship is no bar. The initiatory rites (like the Bora, and Kuringal ceremonies of Australia) are of similar character to those of the circumcision festivals. The latter, according to Mr Fison, are performed under strict oaths of secrecy, and are therefore very difficult to study with accuracy. He "cannot for a moment believe that the rites are mere licentious outbreaks, without the antiquity and purpose." A native advocate, and magistrate, to whom he wrote begging for "a special enquiry as to the extraordinary licence," sent him "a written statement full of the most incredible tales . . . quite unfit for publication . . . but of great interest as bearing . . . on communal intercourse," of which such customs are held to be a survival. An old Nandi chief whispered to the missionary: "as long as the feast lasts " (usually three days) "we are just like pigs." Dr E. B. Tylor received a manuscript from Mr Fison which justified the conclusion as to communal institutions. "After the fete," writes the missionary, "the ordinary restrictions recur." Brothers and sisters may then not even speak to one another, and marriage institutions are respected. Among Hebrews also circumcision and marriage are closely connected (1 Sam. xviii, 25, 27). The Church of St John Lateran at Rome contains relics of Christ, which are described as follows:—
Citron. The Jewish twin (see Apple). These citrons [Othrog], borne at the feast of Tabernacles, are noticed by Josephus as in use about 100 a.c.

Clement of Alexandria. A father of the Church who died about 220 a.c. and a philosopher said to have been converted about 180 a.c. He was a presbyter in the Church of Alexandria from about 190 to 202 a.c., when he was forced to fly to Palestine. Some say that he was an Athenian, others an Alexandrian. Dr. S. Davidson believed that he knew the fundamental truths of Christianity, but was above all a philosopher; eclectic and speculative, and often trifling and insipid; and guided by his fancies. It appears that he had been initiated into the Eleusinian mysteries; and, though his allusions are guarded, they are sufficient to show that these mysteries (like those of Australians, Polynesians, or Africans), secretly inculcated the ancient nature-worship (the Chinese Yan-Yin), and had the phallus as the ultimately revealed symbol. To Clement are attributed a "Hortatory address to the Greeks" to prove the superiority of Christianity, with the "Pedagogue" for instruction of neophytes, and the Stromata or miscellanies, in 8 books; but the authorship of the latter is doubted. He was a philosopher Gnostic, and a Theist, looking on Jesus as identical with the Platonic Logos ("reason," "wisdom," or "word" of God). He declared that "the perfect Christian was a Gnostic"—one who knew the hidden gnosia or wisdom. He was a believer in the virgin birth of Christ, and regarded him as having a body which did not require sustenance like that needed by human beings.

Clement was evidently familiar with the religions of Eastern Asia. He speaks of Brahmins and Sramanas, and of one Torebhistus who had been in India, and who was a Bouutta (or Bodhisattva). One of his lost works is said to have been an address to his old friend Alexander, Bishop of Jerusalem, regarding "those who Judaize the Faith"—clearly directed against the Ebionites and Nazarenes, who regarded Jesus not as a divine person, but as a human inspired prophet. His teaching (contrasted with that of Justin Martyr and Irenæus) shows us the wide differences of opinion among the "Fathers" of the 2nd century, who were stated in the 16th century to be "unanimous." His Theism is apparent in his comments on Mark (x, 17-31), emphasizing the saying "there is none good but God." Photius spoke of his "impious opinions." Cassiodorus avowedly altered the writings of the philosophik Clement, in accordance with what the Latin Church thought orthodox, so that we now find in them, according to Dr. Donaldson (Encycl. Brit.), "many opinions which Clement opposed," which shows us how much reliance can be placed on the ordinary text of the Fathers (see Bible) as regards Clement's real opinions on the "anger and other affections of the Deity, the Resurrection and Transmigration of the Soul"—as to which he would seem to have followed Plato. He quoted the "Gospel of the Egyptians," ascribing to Christ the saying, "I am come to destroy the works of the woman" (apparently referring to the story of Eve). Dr. Donaldson says that he quoted from all the Bible books, except Ruth and Canticles in the Old Testament, and the Epistles of James, and of Philemon, with the Second Epistle of Peter, in the New Testament. Yet the modern theologian finds in his works—remarkable for classical allusions—"very little characteristically Christian." He admired Greek philosophy, calling it "a schoolmaster," leading to knowledge of the true Christ. "Plato seemed to him" (as to Philo) "Moses Atticised—one who got his Wisdom from Reason." He did not agree with those who called Greek knowledge "foolishness." He thought that Christ's life and death would "gradually become our salvation, and elevate us to the position of a god"; and that Faith "led to Love, and ended in full and complete knowledge": that one "must be moving up continually, and thus become the true Gnostic, by much contemplation, and the practice of that which is right"—which reminds us of Buddhist ideas of progress towards perfection. Like Buddha, Clement said: "Free thyself from the power of the passions, give up thoughts of pleasure, preferring goodness even in the midst of torture; resist the temptations of the body; keep it under strict control; and with the eye of the soul, undimmed by corporeal impulses, contemplate the Supreme, and live according to Reason (Logos), or the Christ." This Christ, he said, "instructed men from all eternity." He thus viewed the pagan world with a kindly eye; and, favouring every kind of knowledge, he spoke of progress not only here but hereafter "through successive grades." He was, says Dr. Donaldson, "an eclectic belonging to no school of philosophers." In his age the contest between rationalistic Ebionites, and Nazarenes, on the one hand, and the teaching of Latin and Greek Churches on the other, is believed to have been bitter. But Gnostic philosophy stood apart from either side. Professor Wilson (Relat. of Hindus, ii, p. 315) states that Clement must have "had a great knowledge of Buddhists and their ways" (see Royal Asiatic Society Journal, and Strange's Sources of Christianity, 1875).
Clement of Rome

Clement of Rome. A dim figure in the early history of the Western Church. Irenaeus is followed by Eusebius in making him the third Bishop of Rome (70-90 A.C.); and he is supposed to be mentioned by Paul (Philippians iv, 3). Tertullian seems to have regarded him as the first bishop. Paul speaks of Christians in Rome, but expressly states (Galat. ii, 11-12) that Peter, with whom he had a dispute, confined his mission to the Jews. The evidence of Irenaeus, as to the “successors of Paul,” dates a century later than the supposed age of Clement. To Clement are ascribed two epistles, which were held in repute in the 4th century. The Alexandrian Codex of the New Testament ends with the First Epistle of Clement, followed by a fragment of the Second. Eusebius only regarded as genuine the “Epistle to the Corinthians,” among many works then attributed to Clement of Rome. In the seventh century he speaks of the church of Corinth as an ancient church, over which apparently he had no authority, as he refers the disputants to their own leaders. Other writings were attributed to him in later times, including an Epistle to James, Homilies, an Epitome, and the “Clementine Recognitions,” which is described by the author of “Supernatural Religion” as an apocryphal religious romance. Modern learned churchmen agree, very generally, that “there is no possibility of discovering who is the author of the epistle to the Corinthians (by a Clement probably); but that it was written about 230 A.C.—some think even as late as the 4th century.” It contains no exact quotations from the New Testament, but such phrases as “the words of Jesus our Lord” occur. Though fathered on Clement of Rome by tradition, the Latin Church early discarded several of the works mentioned as “unsound Gnostik teaching.”

Bishop Lightfoot (Apostolic Fathers, 1890) makes Clement (like Ignatius and Polycarp) one of the possible associates of the apostles, and Papias a pupil of John the Elder (not the apostle) at Ephesus. The authors of the Epistle of Barnabas and that to Diognetus, on the other hand, had no direct relations he thinks with any apostle. He regards it as “probable” that Ignatius had such intercourse, and conjectures that Clement of Rome was the Clement of the Epistle to the Philippian. The First Epistle of Clement has no particular historical value; the second is interesting as indicating the views of a Roman Christian corresponding with the Church of Corinth. “Though not held to be inspired it was read in some Eastern churches on Sunday.” Clement appears to accept the Trinitarian dogma, as to which F. Maurice wrote “men were baptised in the name of a metaphor, a man and an abstraction.” [But little reliance

can be placed on such allusions; for Roman and Byzantine copists often added them. Even in the Epistles (1st Epistle of John, v, 7) a verse not found in the great Uncials, or in Greek MSS. before the 15th century, was added concerning the Trinity. A Latin translation of the Greek Didache lately discovered, in like manner inserts an allusion to the Trinity not to be found in the Greek MS.; and this is singularly inappropriate as the Didache, or “Teaching of the Apostles,” was an early work of Ebionites, who spoke of Jesus as the “Servant of God.”—Ed.]

The Clementine Recognitions belongs to the ages when schism rent the Churches about 150 A.C., and especially about 220 A.C. The West was then substituting the “Christ of the Gnosis” for the ancient Jewish belief. The question was brought into prominence by the Tubingen school, and by Bauer’s work in 1860. Peter becomes the hero of this legend, pursuing Simon Magus to Rome, and causing him, while flying in the air, to fall into the Tiber. Dr. Donaldson regards the doctrines as “most nearly allied to those considered Ebionite.” The Latin version, by which it is known, was made by Bishop Rufinus, who seems to have found the original in a monastery on the Mount of Olives, about 400 A.C. Baur regards it as a genuine picture of the state of the early Church; and thinks that the Apostolic Constitutions also “undoubtedly give a bona fide account” of what existed earlier than the Recognitions—between 250 and 350 A.C. He argued that the schism began in the dispute between Peter and Paul. [In 1860 however the Didache was still undiscovered, and textual criticism had not established the fact that Latin copyists, especially, garbled their texts, and made large additions in accord with the ideas of their own age. The Constitutions are thus derived from the Didache, with important amplifications, dating as late as 800 A.C. All that seems at all clear as to early Church history (see Archbishop Benson’s Cyprian; and Renan’s History of Christianity) is that, between 200 and 250 A.C., there was great divergence between the Church of Rome and other Churches. The Asiatic bishops wrote to Cyprian as to “ancient tradition” (in the matter of Easter celebration, and in dogmas); and Cyprian in Carthage, equally with these correspondents, resisted all attempts of the Roman bishop to establish his authority outside Italy. It is also clear that the Ebionite views, which regarded Jesus as prophet and Messiah, were, by 300 A.C., considered old fashioned and distasteful, on account of the general tendency towards the deifying of the Christ.—Ed.]
Cobra di Capello

Cobra di Capello. A deadly hooded snake, the Indian Nâga, worshiped throughout Hindustân, under many local names. It was equally adored in Egypt. Hindus, whether Aryans or non-Aryans, delight in taming it, which is easily done, though they generally extract the poison fangs. It is very irritable, but usually gives warning by hissing; gradually raising a third of its body and expanding its hood; its eyes glaring; it darts like lightning on its prey, biting twice or thrice in the raised attitude, and then coiling round its victim. We have seen one, slpped by its keeper for not attending to his music—to which snakes generally are susceptible—rise, dart, and strike, and then rapidly retire as if ashamed. As a rule they rise and sway the body in time with the music. No Hindu will willingly injure a Nâga, even if it has bitten one of the family: it is merely removed to a distance. All animals—even poisonous snakes—die of its bite. It often scratches without biting. The poison fangs are about as large as an almond. It lays 18 to 25 white eggs the size of a pigeon’s egg, leaving them to be hatched by the sun. In Indian symbolism it is connected with the Liaṅgam (see Nâga and Serpents).

Cochin China. (Ku-tein-tsamba.) See Anam, of which it is the southern part.

Cock. Named from the Aryan root Kuk to “cackle,” and called by Teutons Hana (whence “hen”) or the “singer,” like the Latin gallus for “cock” from Kad to “call.” This favourite “herald of the dawn” has a voluminous mythical history. Domestic fowls were unknown however in Egypt, where we find only geese. They are unnoted in the Old Testament, though the cock and hen are mentioned in the Gospels. [They are not represented on monuments, or seals, before the Persian period (or about 500 B.C.) in Western Asia; and the Akkadian word Kus means only a male bird. —Ed.] In the Talmud, and in Arabic, the name Dik however means the cock, which appears to have come from India. In the Avesta he is “the godly voice of dawn, commanding all to rise and drive off the long-haired Devas,” or demons of night, and of sloth. In Greek the cock is called Aëktôr, and appears in Greece about the 6th century. He stands on the staff of Asklepios the Healer. Among Romans Mars is the “bold red cock of dawn”; but the black cock was sacrificed to night and Hades. It was also connected with the “Lapisl Alcestoris,” or “Gemma Alctoria”—an amber charm for women (A. di Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, chap. ix). Sir G. Birdwood (Atheneum, 14th Oct. 1899) thinks that this word was Persian, and connected with Halakâ or the sun, as found in the Bundahish. The cock’s crest appears on the helmet of Athêné, to whom he was sacred, as also to Dêmêster, Lêto, Are, and the Dioskouroi or twins, with Heralks, Hermes, and other gods. In later times the Egyptians sacrificed cocks to Isis, Osiris, Anubis, and Nepthys. A white or yellowish cock was sacrificed to Luna the moon. The Chinese goddess Kwan-yin also holds the cock in one of her many hands.

The cock was extensively sacrificed by Turanians and Aryans alike, further east, and a white cock especially (as still sometimes in Europe) was a defence against demons. In the Rig-Veda other birds beseech the cock not to rob them of their beloved nestlings. Some Christians said that “to kill a cock is like suffocating a father,” and his crest was connected with the name of Christ. Peter’s cock appears on many wayside crucifixes in Italy. Ethnian legend speak of the cock springing from the rock as a golden bird, or when the rock is thrice struck with a rod of gold, or a triple gold rod (the Trisul). It is a natural emblem of the dawn and rising sun; but Pope Gregory I (about 600 A.D.) said that “it was the most suitable emblem of Christianity,” being “the emblem of St Peter.” Hence gradually it began to crown the spires of churches as a weather-cock.

Colors. These naturally became symbolic, in rites and temples. Green is the color of fertility, and is usually sacred to goddesses. Hence it was the sacred color of Arabs at Makka, worshiping their local Venus. The mysterious El Khudr, or “green one” of the Korâin (afterwards connected with St George) was a spirit of the green earth.

Blue is sacred to sky gods, and water gods, like Vishnu; and to goddesses, like Luna; becoming the color of the Virgin Mary who stands on the moon. Vishnu, incarnate as Krishna, is blue-black as representing the deep color of the heavens.

Black is appropriate to gods of night and of Hades. Black Madonnas appear to have been specially sacred in Europe and elsewhere (see Mr Ward, and others, in Notes and Queries, 1st August 1903). It is the color of vigorous animals, and seems often to have been therefore preferred. It is lucky for a black, or a dark-haired man to be first to enter the house (Notes and Queries, 26th March 1898); while on the other hand, throughout the East, blue objects avert the evil eye, which is generally blue or grey belonging to a fair man. In the Isle of Man the Qual-tagh,
Columba

or man with jet-black hair, is highly valued; and, as late as 1890, a fair girl brought an action against persons who had kept her out of the house all night.

Pule, or Yellow, colors may have belonged to fair northern races. The Greeks admired yellow hair and blue eyes. It is the color of the "white sky," and of Siva the "sky-bull."

Gold is the color of the sun, and the solar Brahām is golden, while the tail of the bird (see Hanna) on which he rides is of gold. Orange and gold colors (such as henna) are lucky, as repelling demons, in India. In Persia and Syria white horses have the tail dyed with henna at weddings.

Red was feared by Egyptians as the color of the savage Set. It is the color of fire, blood, sunset, and hell. A red bull, or a ruddy brown ass, were sacrificed to Set. The heifer offered for sin among Hebrews must be red. [But crimson is a color for women's tomb-cloths among Molesms—as at Hebron—and is that of a bride's silk dress among Fulahkin.—Ex.] In Mid-England, and as far as Caithness, the old saying ran—

"The rowan tree and red thred
Hinder witches of their speed,"

for these fear strips of red flannel, or red thread (see China): and a red cinder, in house or cowshed, must be thrown out as connected with witches. Horses also have red ribbons on mane and tail, to defend them against witches.

White among Mongols is the color of day. White horses are sacred, and must not be ridden by women. It is the color of purity; but it is also a mourning color, among Molesms and Australian widows.

Columba. A famous saint in N. Ireland and Scotland; in Iona, Derry, and the Glen of Colun-kil on the W. Donegal coast, full of monumental crosses near his shore cave. He landed in Argyle-shire, according to chroniclers, in 563 A.C., "a tall, gaunt, powerful" man of 42 years of age, flying from the wrath of the Irish Dal-ríada Celts. Zealous biographers said that "like our Lord he had 12 disciples, and was of princely lineage." His great-great-grandfather was Neale of the "nine heritages," king of Ireland. His mother was a Leinster woman. The island of Hy, or I (a Keltik word for "isle"), now called Iona in error (from the Latin, and the Greek accusative case), was given to him by his kinsman Conal, king of Dal-ríada. The Pictish king Brude, who was MacDunelcom (son of Malcolm) according to Bede, confirmed the gift: he is said to have been converted with all his people in Inverness-shire.

The first biography of Columba is believed to have been written by "Cümaine the fair," about two generations after his death, which apparently occurred in Hy in 597 A.C. We can hardly expect that it was very reliable. The second life was by Adamnan, Bishop of Hy, about 680 A.C., who is said to have "conversed as a boy with those who had seen the saint." This, and later works are however full of miraculous legends (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 347-390). They are valuable as representing early Keltik MSS. They say that the name of Columba ("the dove"), before his baptism, was Cristnathan ("the wolf"); but Gaels called him Maol-colum (Columb) "the great dove." Adamnan speaks of four races—Britons, Saxons, Scots, and Picts—speaking different languages; and it appears that Columba required an interpreter among the Picts (who however bore Gaelic names according to Bede): the Britons were then inhabitants of Strath-Clyde, Wales, and Cornwall. Columba also is said to have established a monastery of wooden huts, in the oak woods from which London-derry takes its name. Later authors render the title Colum-kil "dove of the Church," but he was probably so called as a hermit—"Columba of the cell."

Comb. In Greek the word Ktēs, or "comb," is the Yoni. The comb has still a place in European church ceremonies. A rubric in the ritual of the Church of Veviers (dating from 1360 A.C.) requires that "the celebrant's hair be combed by a deacon, not only in the vestry but several times during divine service," apparently to drive away evil spirits who delight to hide in tangled hair—as Paul knew when he said, "because of the angels": for Jewish women still cover up the hair for this reason. The Cathedral of St. Paul's, in London, had several ivory combs, one set with precious stones being the gift of Henry III of England. Another much valued comb, in Sens Cathedral, was carried over with animals, and was said to have belonged to a bishop of the 6th century. Another, from the grave of a Bishop of Durham, was supposed to have belonged to St. Cuthbert. A Roman rubric directs that, at the consecration of a bishop, a sacred comb must be used to arrange his hair, after he has been anointed; and it must be dried with bread.

Conch Shell. See Sankha, and Shells; also under Boar.

Conjeveram, or Kānschi-pitr (see that heading), a once famous capital of S. India, celebrated now for beautiful dancing girls (see Short Studies, Index).
Confucius

Confucius. Chinese K'ung-fu-tze, rendered "the learned K'ung"; but K'ung means "thorough" and was a clan name, while Fu means "man" and tze "small"—the true meaning being thus doubtful. To Confucius we are said to owe the dim ancient history of China. He lived from 551 to 478 B.C., and his ancestors claimed to trace descent down from about 2550 B.C. We have detailed history from 670 B.C. and possibly history as old as 1122 B.C., when the last dynasty of 25 Dukes of Chow began. But though Confucius speaks of Emperors Yao and Shun (see China) he was too cautious to attach much credence to tradition. He was a teacher of practical ethics, and knew nothing of other worlds beside this one. Yet—like Christ, or Muhammad, or the ancient Greeks and Romans—he seems to have seen something in ancient oracles and divinations which we now set aside, though we still bow down to, and ask advice of, spirits of which we know nothing. Confucius preached no religion. It is wise at times, or harmless at least, for the statesman to fall in with popular beliefs; but he thought that "life and death are matters of destiny . . . wealth and honours in the disposition of heaven"—which is the teaching also of Hebrews and Moslems who submit to their lot, and of Christians who believe in Predestination. (See "Allah" in our Short Studies.) Though he said nothing about a personal god, Confucius evidently held that man continues in some kind of life after death; but he refused to speak positively. He would not (says Mr Parker) say the dead are conscious, lest men should waste their substance on sacrifices; nor unconscious, lest none should offer any sacrifice, which he was wont to do. Mr Parker, comparing Confucius with the greatest heroes of the world—military and ecclesiastical, statesmen, philosophers, poets, and lawyers—finds no such perfect character. Yet "he had no belief in a self-existent creator . . . no faith in a promised grace or life hereafter. . . . He held no cold-blooded seneidesmonism, but that . . . 'he who heeds up goodness shall have much happiness'. . . . He maintained the impartiality of moral retribution, and the immortality of good fame. . . . His deportment was in consonance with his teaching. He said 'what you do not wish others to do to you do not to them' . . . study self-control, modesty, forbearance, patience, kindness, orderliness, absence of offensiveness and passion, studiousness, mildness, dutifulness, neighbourliness, fidelity, uprightness, moderation, politeness, ceremoniousness; and cultivate intelligence and alertness, but avoid extremes." He declined to be called a saint, or even a good man. Not till the time of Mencius (200 years after the death of this great man), was Confucius called holy.

Conscience

Yet in the temples of this Agnostik philosopher we now find images, and other indications of Theistik beliefs, placed there by worshipers of Chinese gods, or by so-called Buddhists. The latter, however, refuse to allow images of Confucius himself in shrines; and do Taoists. In other cases literary tablets are placed above his image, which is flanked by representations of scenes in the sage's life, or by statues of his 12 disciples and of Mencius. Philosophik Shannism is perhaps the best descriptive term for such mixed ritual, according to which pigs, sheep, and bulls are sacrificed at his special festivals. These rites are first noticed in 195 B.C.; and so rapid is the growth of superstition that, in time, his descendants also were included with the humble philosopher, as worthy of divine honours (see China).

Conscience. From con and seire, in Latin: "to know with," that is to compare sensations, and thus acquire knowledge. "Consciousness" is the condition of being able so to compare; and "conscience" generally means conduct due to clear consciousness. It is "intuitive" (as Aristotle uses the term) which, in our modern phrase, means "hereditary." But Churchmen (especially since Thomas Aquinas in 1250 A.D.) have corrupted this plain meaning, which applies to the Greek sunvdonism rendered "conscience" in the New Testament Epistles, making it an "inner guard (a sort of Demon as with Sokrates) keeping watch and ward over the hidden sources of the will." Greeks and Romans did not regard "souleidosis," or "conscientia," as words having a religious sense: or conscience as an internal good genius; but simply as meaning experience or ability, whether acquired or inherited—a faculty, as for music or arithmetic, or the laboriously acquired "scientia" of these. But millions have been misled by Paul's words, when he speaks of "weak" conscience (1 Cor. viii, 12), understanding not a less educated moral experience, but rather a bodily organ. For conduct may differ (as in Paul's own case) as conscience changes (see Acts xxiii, 1; xxiv, 16; Romans ii, 15; ix, 1: 1 Cor. viii, 12; x, 25-29; 2 Cor. i, 12; iv, 2; Heb. x, 22; xiii, 18; 1 Pet. iii, 16; and John's Gospel vili, 9; where sunvdonism means only intuitive perception). Even when Christians speak of the "still small voice" without meaning the promptings of some spirit within or without, they still teach, like the good Dr Martineau, that "conscience emanates from a holy hidden corner of the mind or heart, and has an authority foreign to our own personality." But these are vague words. Either there is a Holy Spirit within us, or there is not. Paul appealed to his con-
Conscience

of our youth is not the conscience of mature age, because the experience is wider: that is if memory remains unimpaired. We must be consistent in advancing, though not with the past: for that which does not grow dies; and stagnant water poisons all around it. Emerson said: "A great soul troubles himself not about consistency any more than about his shadow. The body does not exist for the sake of the shadow: nor the character to show consistency"—that is to say stagnation. We exist to further truth, justice, and what is right (or real). Let us be persistent in aiming at these, and symmetry of character will result. The ignorant and vicious are only too often "consistent," and grow not; were they to gather knowledge from every air that blows they might write a new page of their lives. Who is there who cares to hear the preacher say that he has consistently taught the same views for forty or fifty years? In the midst of progress in knowledge he must have stood still in dogmatic adherence to ancient tradition: he must love the old ways, and old teaching made familiar to his mind by time. Is not this the love of darkness, and mental sloth, or mental decay, refusing to accept truth, and boasting of a consistency which is intellectual death? Conscience therefore must be progressive. It is not an entity, or infallible counsellor, due to an infallible intelligence, or god that "changeth not"; but is due to an experience becoming ever more enlightened, and enlightening.

Conscience depends therefore on consciousness: to be without conscience is either madness, or the condition of the babe that has as yet gathered no experience. Conscience is the inherited experience of the race. Prof. Max Müller (Natural Religion) says that: "Nothing is more common than to speak of conscience as the arbiter of right and wrong as the source of all truth, and the highest witness of the existence of God. But all this is philosophical mythology. If we possessed within us a faculty, or an oracle, or a deity, to tell us what is true, and what is right or wrong, how could Pascal have said that good and evil, truth and falsehood, differ within a few degrees of latitude? How could there be that infinite diversity of opinion as to what is true, and what is right or wrong? We must learn that from other sources; and when we have learnt it from our teachers, and by our own experience and judgment, then and then only do we become conscious of having done what is right or wrong"—to the best of our knowledge.

Conscience—like "mind" and "soul"—is a convenient and useful phrase, rather vaguely expressing a reality: one with which we cannot well dispense, but must be careful to define, and not to abuse. Conscience, as Hiebert says, is naturally produced in the cause of
Conscience

humanity by the discovery that it is necessary in a community that man should "do as he would be done by." By continual practice this produces moral sensitiveness, which forms the conscience of the tribe or of the nation. Darwin, and others, give us many instances of incipient conscience in animals, which have been scorned, as destructive of their views, by those who regard man as made in the "image of God," and guided by a spiritual mentor, thus differing not only in degree but in kind from other animals. [A "mentor" after all is a "reminder" of previous experience.—Ed.]

Physiologically, conscience springs from the consciousness which is due to molecular action in the nerve centres of brain and spinal cord—both equally necessary for the storage of connected impressions due to former nerve action. Individuals and nations alike, when unduly excited, lose conscience, or the normal sane action of experienced sensations, calling what is really good (that is real and useful) evil, and evil good; and thus relapsing towards primitive savagery. But the natural law of consequence then comes into play, to teach the biter that he will be bitten, and to prove that justice, honesty, and kindliness (or harmony with kind) are, in reality, our best policy: so that in the end we find that we must "do as we would be done by": that we must deal fairly with others, and join with them in resisting "deceit and violence," evil men and evil ways (selfish dominancy), and should make as many friends and as few foes as possible, if only for our own comfort.

Thus there has grown up on earth (and it was not needful that it should come from the sky) a great and goodly tree, with roots deeply implanted in the past—in man's nature and gradual education—ever growing stronger with hereditary experience, and greater as knowledge and culture make the truths of existence clearer to the understanding. So beautiful has this tree seemed that priests and teachers have called it divine, and have spoken of a slowly accumulated conscience as the "divinity within a man." The best and ablest have laboured to perfect its growth, till it has become man's highest god-idea. But there is no arrest of growth, no immutability: it must either grow or decay. That which slumbers, or seeks rest, must die. The voice of conscience has been one deep and endless cry to the deep, amid battle and struggle, evil men, and evil times, when it seemed destined to be for ever silenced, through the treachery of friends even more than through the open hatred of foes. What was conscience when Moses, the "man of God," sacrificed 3000 lives and called on earth to swallow up ten times as many, to please Yahweh? David remained "a servant of God," and the
daring hero of his people, when he harrowed and burned in kilns unhappy Ammonites (2 Sam. xii, 31). Fathers and mothers have, till our own times, offered their children to their deities on account of a savage conscience. It bids the Equimaux murder his aged parent. Catholic kings, bishops, and Inquisitors, wereidden by their conscience to burn heretics and witches, and to slay nine millions in as many centuries. They thought their conscience was the voice of their god. Wars have been often due not to greed, or lust of conquest, but to conscience, and to patriotism which circumscribes the idea of general co-operation, regarding the stranger as a foe. Who is more entirely dominated by conscience than the murderous fanatic or enthusiast? He is the man of one idea, serving a god before whom he thinks the world should bow. For his god, like his supposed "innate conscience," changes not—as Malachi said of his national deity. Yet even this god changed, as he who contrasts fairly the god of Moses and the god of Jesus must admit. Man, we learn, has as yet understood little of the realities of his life. But it is well that a little leaven can leaven the lump: that "good begetteth good" even more than "evil begetteth evil." It is well that conscience is stronger than beliefs in personal gods, or in religious creeds, and accommodates itself to increased knowledge in the individual and so in the race. Were it not so decay of belief would mean the death of conscience. Whether as single or national conscience it must grow, or else be seared and hardened. But being educated socially, politically, and therefore religiously, it tends to the purest love of kind.

Williams (Ethics) defines conscience as a "moral instinct," slowly developing from many instincts and fed by increasing light. Butler calls it "a principle of reflexion, whereby men distinguish between, approve or disapprove, their own actions": while Shaftesbury and others think of it as an "emotional" faculty. Prof. Bain says that it grows out of the Utilitarian theory. [All these seem to mean the same—namely, that it represents perception, more or less accurate, of reality.—Ed.] The germ of this consciousness—whether hereditary (or as otherwise called "instinctive") or due to individual education—exists not only in man but in other animals as well; we see that beasts even appear to be ashamed, as the dog is when it does what it knows it should not do, even when not punished. This clearly is due to intellectual, not to what we call "moral" faculty. [We should define what we mean by moral, which originally referred only to mores, or "manners" of treating fellow men.—Ed.] All faculties, whether for learning the facts of geology, or those of
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our true relations to other men, are increased by cultivation, and
grow by the renovation of the sensations, becoming more capable of
easy use by repetition of the lesson. Purpose is due to the passage
of a nervous current of sensation to the nerve centres; and such
nerve action follows the line of least resistance like an electric
current. The line is prepared by previous action of the same kind.
Thus conscience becomes stronger as the line of action is repeated;
and it is intuitive instinct when it has, in time, been made the habit
of the race for generations. Hence it becomes “innate,” though
disuse will impair it as much as use will strengthen it (Darwin,
Descent of Mm, i, pp. 32-33); the disused limb or organ shrivels,
and that which is used grows more powerful; and so conscience also
grows or decays in nations or in persons. Darwin says (pp. 98-99)
that “any animal whatever endowed with well marked social instincts,
the parental and filial being here included, would inevitably acquire
a moral sense or conscience, as soon as its intellectual powers had
become as well—or nearly as well—developed as in man.” Instinct
is then originally but the result of purpose, and of the action that
has, in the past, proved most useful to the race or to the indivi-
dual—which is the true meaning of “morals”—and it therefore
develops in society rather than in solitude. We find self-sacrifice,
courage, tenderness, sympathy, and devotion; constancy—even con-
jugal—and obedience to authority; to be habits—which we call
virtues—even among animals. The collie dog shows a deep sense of
responsibility, and of the necessity of obedience. We may say
that this is due to fear of punishment, or to hope of reward;
but looking deeper we find that hope and fear are the causes of all
conduct, of all conscience, and of all religious belief. Many animals
even surpass savage men in recognition of the necessity of common
action and of obedience.

We institute comparisons only between wild men and animals.
“Moral” acts are those conducive to general comfort and happiness, meeting in consequence with social approbation.
“Immoral” acts are selfish ones, meeting therefore with general dis-
approbation as unfair to others. Ethics are social compacts. When
tribes are ever on the brink of starvation, and the old and sick are a
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burden to themselves, and to others, the savage conscience conceives
that they should be slain, as a pious deed on the part of the vigorous
son who can work for self and offspring. Murder and cannibalism
appear to be moral till general social disapprobation forbids them,
when the facts or beliefs which were their sanction disappear. Sati
(Suttee) was a moral duty when the widow believed her loved husband
needed her in another world. Conscience and consciousness have
come to have very different meanings; but conscience is based on the
conception of what are, or appear to be, facts dependent on conscious
perception, and on memory individual and racial. Ancient learned men
thought not only of man or beast as conscious, but of the earth itself,
the stars and elements, according to their animistic beliefs. The
“mystery of conscience” was due simply to belief in “spirit” (or
force) not acting on matter.

Conversions. These crises, especially when due to Revivalism,
are morbid conditions of emotional sensibility, sometimes producing
violent outbursts—a condition of Hypervesthetia, or “over-feeling”,
that is to say, over excitement. They are common in the young, and
they form a feature in all religions. They too often produce strange
and harmful ecstasies or enthusiasm (“rages”), believed to be due to
divine inspirations, but known to physicians as the mark of mental
infirmity; outbursts—outbursts—of the sensitive nature, which acts capriciously,
according to temperament and hereditary bias. The ancient Greeks
held that aisthesis was a “sense” of God, leading to visions and to
communion with deity (see As). It led the worldly and heedless to a
life of new desires and ideas.

Such “changed” or “converted” persons were said to be born
again—a claim made by Brähmans, as “twice born,” a thousand years
before Christ, and by Revivalist converts of to-day. Such zealots
have always separated themselves first in spirit, and then socially, from
their fellows—may even from relatives, and from their dearest friends,
whom they declare to be hindrances in their fancied path to heaven.
Such friends, hoping that time and education may cure this
hypervesthetia, look on with patience, while the poor enthusiast joins
himself to others of like mind, who surround themselves with a magic
circle of superstitious beliefs concerning miracles, and inspirations, and
legendary stories, through which it is impossible to penetrate. They
accept the doctrines of their Bible, according to the text or translation
known to them, in every detail, as coming direct and unchanged from
a Holy Spirit which, once for all time, has declared all that the
Supreme One intends man to know, believe, and do. Its inerrancy in
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every word (and every mistranslation) is never to be questioned; and they cling to texts, and books, as to the history of which they know nothing. They rashly quote sayings which startle the wise, especially about loving God and their Master more than their family (Matt. x. 37-39). We can hardly wonder that good and sensible people stand away from such "converts," and see in their dogmatism only the breaking up of social ties and family affections. Such exaltation, in the past also, caused many sad separations, feuds, and griefs. It is far worse in the East than among ourselves, as we have many a time seen. To such excitement is due the wretched life of the many solitary hermits of the world—Yagis, Sanyais, Fakirs, Sâdhus, Dervishes, and Anchorites; who all alike pride themselves on exclusiveness, saying like Christian converts: "We alone are the called, the elect, the children of God: we alone—his spiritual children—can interpret his spiritual behests"—as contained in Veda, Avesta, Koran, or other scripture.

From such pretensions come pride, self-righteousness, and priest-craft: the dogmas, extravagances, and ecclesiastical tyrannies, of every creed. Learning, knowledge, and common sense, recoil from such enthusiasts. But the converted one brushes aside historical evidence which may affect a sacred writing, or the study of language which may change a favourite text, regarding such research as only showing "want of faith"—that sheet anchor of all priests and obscurantists. Faith is their epithet for belief in the incomprehensible, or in that which is too illegal to be reasoned out. In the misty atmosphere of unquestioning belief in Inspired Scriptures, miracles, holy and unholy spirits, the young Revivalist seeks no evidence to prove marvellous assumptions, as to which the most learned have disputed for thousands of years, filling great libraries with thousands of volumes for and against each conjecture. For the visionary a dream, a "call," an "awakening," a strange coincidence, an ecstasy, is enough for conviction; or the picture conjured up in his mind by the passionate prayer, and of the new strange preacher who charms, by soft or vociferous eloquence, the inexperienced and the ignorant. Enthusiasm replaces reason, evidence, and common sense—the only "sure rock" to which the same mind clings, amid the treachous currents of life's troubled sea. Instead of it the convert trusts—at the most excitable period of life—to frenzied asseverations of a little known preacher, about these deep mysteries concerning which teacher and pupil alike are usually ignorant. However good, affectionate, and heretofore dutiful, the youth may be, he resolves to change his life, conduct, aspirations, and companions: he casts off relatives and true friends,
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with the duties of that society into which he has been born. He possibly deserts his profession, relying passionately on an immature experience, and on imagination.

In mature life hyperesthesia less commonly occurs; but it is equally to be deprecated when the "awakened," worn by sorrow, or distracted by an anxious, weary and useless past, or by remorse perhaps for an evil life, find refuge in welcome words of Buddha or of Christ—"Come unto me all ye who are weary and heavy laden, and ye shall find rest" (see our Short Texts, p. 63). Sudden conversions depend on the power, eloquence, and strong personality, of the Revivalist or Evangelist—as such enthusiastic preachers call themselves among us: on their ability in playing on the "feelings" and "hearts," and not on the brains of their hearers; on a growing profusion for change of life, more especially among young women brought for the first time into friendly serious intimacy with men whom they admire. The energy, and freshness, of the Revivalist fascinate the emotional, even though his pupil be his intellectual superior: moving to tears, or even to madness, by unctuous readings, prayers, and repeated entreaties. The dogmatic teacher is regarded as a "divine medium of grace," uttering the commands, or call, of "an offended but merciful and forgiving God." Yet more so if human emotions mingle with devotion; for the love of God is our highest ideal; and, that it is closely related to human love we are warned equally by the Agapan of the past, and by the Revivals of the present. Science describes the hard facts of the case in these words: "Genetic power is the special property of the subliminal brain." True love is based on senses of sight, hearing, touch, and smell, producing "a sort of electrolysis . . . a great production of nervous energy . . . a beatified countenance." When reason gives way, and no longer controls the action of the connected cells of brain and spinal cord, the results of hyperesthesia become dangerous to life and morals. Not lightly, therefore, do those who have loved and cherished the poor victimised enthusiast regard the responsibility of the fanatic preacher. They see their hopes dashed to the ground: they can feel nothing but just indignation against one who causes all this needless misery, and suffering, due to mistaken piety and neglect of duty. For the weak victims are usually well conducted young persons, needing no such "conversion," but only a quiet education, and suitably attractive occupations.

Such "conversions" have withdrawn from the proper sphere of usefulness, in a busy needy world—from its trials and battlefields—many a good soldier, whose place should have been in the van of the army of progress. The new gospel of the Revivalist has declared such
duties to be beneath the notice of the convert. The "world is sunk
in wickedness"; his eyes must be fixed on a "kingdom above," and on
him who is believed thence to issue inspired commands. He soon
believes, and shows that he thinks, that he has nothing in common
with the "world"—whereby he means not only the depraved, but
those busy workers who are striving to carry on life's duties in their
own professions, or in the higher walks of science, literature, and
art, or yet more in that of religious research, which alone can lead
to the true explanation of those weighty matters on which the devotee
hastens to dogmatize. The convert thinks that these busy "world-
lings" should be looked after, along with the poor and sick, as a
work of mercy—a sacrifice on his own part to please the Lord, and to
add glory to "His saints," as the "awakened" call themselves. At
best these "worldlings" are "neither hot nor cold," for they take their
religion soberly from their pastors, in the moderate devotions of their
churches. They naturally look on these "conversions" (of which they
have perhaps an old experience), and on their "inspirations" and
exciting superstitions, as disruptive forces, and as assertions which it
is best to let alone. The cultivated pass by, looking on these noisy
disturbers of the peace as not superior to the ignorant soldiers of the
Salvation Army.

But we cannot treat such movements as merely visionary.
They represent a real power, liable to lead to violent excesses on
the one hand, or to true religion on the other. The ardent convert,
ready to "spend and be spent," to die if need be in "the Lord's
cause," is the type whence have come not only hosts of impostors,
but also mighty teachers of pious and truth. Abraham, like the
Revivalist, no doubt sincerely believed in his "divine call"; and,
on the evidence of a dream, without hesitation, he rose early and
took his only son to sacrifice him to his god. Samuel in
the darkness heard the voice of Yahweh calling to him. Moses
heard his voice in the thorn-bush. Muhammad heard Gabriel
speaking in the lone weird cave of Mt. Hira, whence came the
grand monotheistic reformation of Asia. The humble Nasak—a
good Hindu—was thus enticed by visions of the creator Vishnu,
and lived to found the Theism of Sikhs or "disciples," the "Pro-
testantism" of Western India. The Apostles had their "call"
at Pentecost, when the Holy Ghost appeared as "cloven tongues of
fire" on their heads, with a "sound from heaven as of a mighty
rushing wind." Saul of Tarsus had an alarming conversion when
he was struck blind to earth. [Buddha and Christ, passing through
their temptations, became—not monks but masters of the world.—Ed.]

But on the other hand, the foundation being false the super-
structure is a phantasm. Many converts develop monomanias, and
worse than suicidal tendencies; they go to recruit the ranks of
Anarchists, Nihilists, regicides, and fanatic murderers: they become
useless hermits, flaky ascetics, monks, or nuns, intent on vain rites,
and false creeds, or hysterical devotions. They continually arrest
the progress of the world in learning and true religion. The noble
and generous Lincoln was murdered by J. W. Booth, who had had a highly
religious education. Guitau, who slew the good President Garfield,
was a specially religious man—insanely so, his friends urged: "Be-
sides attending all church services, and affiliating with Young Men's
Christian Associations, he published a book on the Second Coming of
Christ . . . and to the last he insisted that, in committing his cruel
deed, he acted under Divine Inspiration." Czolgosz, who murdered
the good and enlightened President Mackinley, said that he himself was
no criminal, but an honest, thoughtful and well-behaved Christian. He
did not care for any priestly comfort, but he swore on his Bible and
invoked his god to testify, that he died a martyr to his faith, con-
sumed with love, and pious belief that he had added to the
betterment of the world.

These men died, not only supported by their beliefs but claim-
ing to have seen visions, or to have received commands from God,
in answer to prayer. So too, among Hindus, a recent Madras
newspaper relates the hanging of a pious native (Karuba) who
sacrificed his son with prayer and praises to his god (see Inspiration).
Such murders are among the most poignant miseries that
religions inflict on poor credulous mortals; but no Asiatic ruler
would have hanged this pious father.

Some twenty years ago we wrote (Rivers of Life, ii. p. 241):
"The Revivalist, New-Birth, Conversion, or Regeneration doctrines
of many so-called Evangelical sects, of the Girling, and Moody and
Sankey type, are very old in the histories and practices of religion.
The ancient pietists, of alike East and West, insisted that a 'special
calling,' or supernatural act and endowment, should appear in all
persons who desire to teach, or join the holy men of the tribe"; just
as we still hear those of the Moody and Sankey sects insist
that a supernatural "conversion"—an exhibition of hyperesthesia—
is "the first essential even for the superintendent of a Sunday
school." Still in these enlightened days Revivalists are teaching
that "nineteen-twentieths of the Bible was written for God's ac-
tended children only: that none but they can understand it aright;
and that no scholarship (Moody and Sankey were not scholars), nor
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any other qualification, can take the place of 'conversion.'” Spurgeon wrote: “The Bible does not say you must have new heads to understand it, or that you must seek with your heads, but that you must have new hearts, and seek Him through the heart.”

“To the successful preacher of to-day, as to the medieval saint” (says the author of Sanctity of Feeling), “religion is a form of enthusiasm . . . the purely subjective feelings, and susceptibilities, of the uneducated, the inexperienced, and often of the immature, are accepted as irrefragable evidence.”

So too the old “Pagan,” or “Heathen,” religions taught that finite creatures could only comprehend the Infinite One when in abnormal conditions of mind during ecstasy, vision, trance, or epileptic fits. The “Divine afflatus” was held to boil up as a fountain of living water; and this is the meaning of many terms for prophets such as the Hebrew Nabi. Many good, and many worthless, men used to seek “spiritual illumination” through rigid austerities, and self-mortification, living in desert places amid squalor and filth, enduring privations, mutilations, scourings; or using narcotics and maddening drugs to superinduce this abnormal condition, so as to see God and become holy in his eyes, and in those of men. Buddha abandoned such asceticism for the Path. Like all others he had his “Temptation” in the groves of Buddha-gśā. Christ too had his in the Judean desert. Brahmans and Egyptians, holy men in Chaldea and Iran, Druids among our ancestors, became sacred through such trials. Not only seers and saints, but wizards and witches, must pass through such ordeals.

The Christian Church preserves these ideas, and still holds with Plotinus—the pagan leader of the emotional school (in the 3rd century A.D.) that, “by a miraculous regeneration, or ecstasy, the soul becomes loosened from its material prison, separated from individual consciousness, and absorbed in the infinite intelligence from which it emanated. In this ecstasy it contemplates real existence, and identifies itself with that which it contemplates.” This may be attained, continues the pagan writer, “through the influence of rapturous, and inspiring music, profound and intense thought, the spiritual elevation of pure love, and devotion of prayer.” With such Neo-Platonic teaching a continual sorrow for our present bodily condition was also associated. Plotinus reviled the body, and scowled on friends who asked for his portrait. He is said to have become “regenerate” in his 28th year, falling into a state of extreme anxiety as to religion. In his 39th year his intellect re-asserted itself, through study of Indian and Persian philosophies—which shows that our religion depends on our educational progress. He still maintained very abstemious habits, rarely touching flesh, as he thought it prevented his attaining “great religious insight and spirituality.” His disciple Porphyry said that Plotinus had “then raised his soul to a wonderful contemplation, and realisation of a supreme and personal god; but one who was to him incorporeal, and far beyond man’s thoughts and imagination”—the mind apparently wavering on the border of insanity. “Four times,” continues Porphyry, “did Plotinus rise to a perfect union with God,” whereas poor Porphyry himself, during a life of 68 years, only once attained this elevation. “On his deathbed Plotinus took leave of his best friend saying: ‘Now I seek to lead back the divine principle within me to the god who is all in all.’ Then (says this excited friend), a dragon glided from under the bed, and escaped through an opening in the wall.” So too Origen saw the corporeal souls issue from the mouths of the dying: so the soul of Polycarp fled as a dove; so the weary watchers by our deathbeds at home have seen a pale vanished light.

Corpus-Christi. This Roman Catholic festival falls on Thursday the octave of Ascension day; but has not always been held on the same day. Depending on Easter it could not be later than the 13th of June, or earlier than the 15th of May. In 1812 it was held on the 28th of May. It is connected with the “Precious Blood,” but that festival, always on the 1st Sunday in July, is distinct. Corpus-Christi was sanctioned by Pope Urban IV in 1264 A.D., but was observed in various places 60 or 70 years earlier. Herr Lorelei, a west German correspondent, describes the Corpus-Christi celebration in the summer of 1899. He says that “It is the public glorification of the miracle of transubstantiation, as the culminating rite and faith of the Roman Church . . . authoritatively established as an institution of the Catholic Church by Clement V, at the Council of Vienna in 1311 . . . observed till now with slight variations as to the particular day of celebration—in France it is held the Sunday after Trinity, but in Germany it is more properly celebrated on the Thursday” (see Notes and Queries, 15th May 1886).

Councils. [These being often mentioned may be here enumerated. From the first they were held, not by bishops freely elected by the congregation and presbyters—as was the early custom—but by ecclesiastics who, though nominally so elected, were selected by emperors. They mark the eras of the great schisms. I. Nicaea, 325-6 A.D., leading to the Arian schism (see Arian): II. First of
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Constantinople, 331 A.C., against the Macedonians who denied the equality, with Father and Son, of the Holy Ghost: III. Ephesus, 431 A.C., against Nestorius (see Cyril of Alexandria), leading to the separation of the Chaldean Church: IV. Chalcedon, 451 A.C., against Eutyches, resulting in the separation of the remaining Asiatic Churches: V. Second of Constantinople, 553 A.C., against ten doctrines of Origen: VI. Third of Constantinople, 680 A.C., against the Armenians and Monothelites (see Armenia): VII. Second of Nicea, 787 A.C., against the Iconoclasts who objected to the worship of images. Only two Churches then remained in communion—the Latin and the Greek—their schism beginning with the establishment of Charlemagne’s new empire, and being complete when the Greeks separated in 858 A.C., and began to deny the Roman dogma that the Holy Ghost proceeded from the Father and the Son (see Church, and Creeds). These seven are the great Ecumenical Councils.—Ed.

Couvade. French, from couver “to hatch” (whence our “covey”)—the custom, according to which a father takes to his bed on the birth of a child, taking part in the mother’s cares. It is practised in Asia, Africa, and America, as well as in Europe, and is evidently very ancient. It was known to the Greeks as an Asiatic custom, and is found among Corsicans, Basques, Mongols, Chinese, Kamchatkans, Greenlanders, Japanese, in Yunnan, and throughout California in America. It is noticed by Dio örus, Strabo, and Marco Polo (see Dr. Tylor’s History of Mankind, pp. 286-290). The author of Hudibras had heard of it, and wrote,

“For though the Chinese go to bed
They lie in the ladies’ stead.”

It appears to have been ancient among Turanians, for it prevailed among the Dravidian peoples of Seringapatam and Malabar. The father went to bed for a lunar month, on the birth of his first son borne by the chief wife, and lived on a strictly spare diet of rice. The rite may have come to Kolars and Dravidians from the West, for it was practised by the Tibetans of Pontus in Asia Minor (Tylor, p. 302). The present idea of those practising Couvade is that it shows the child to belong exclusively to the father, whose conduct will influence the infant’s health during early months of life. It has been conjectured to be connected with suckling by the male (see instances in Darwin’s Descent of Men, ch. vi, p. 31, and Mr. C. Tomlinson, Notes and Queries, 7th December 1889). Among Arawak Indians of Central America the father is also fed on special diet. [Among animals generally, of the mammalian class, the young are suckled by the mother. Probably the father had originally to help in keeping warm, and as it were “hatching” the infant.—Ed.]

Cow. The cow is often a symbol for the earth, and sometimes for heaven, in Egypt, Persia, India, &c. The Egyptian sacred cow of Athor (compare Apsis) has stars on its belly. All excretions of the cow were sacred to Indian Aryans (see Prof. A. di Gubernatis Zool. Mythol., i. p. 227). The Jews were purified by the ashes of the Red Heifer: and the Romans by those of a cow that died when its first calf was born. These ashes were placed in the temple of Vesta, surrounded with bean-stalks, and used for expiatory rites. The sacred water from Siloam, used for mixing with the Red Heifer ashes (Mishna Parah) was brought by a child, born in the Temple enclosure, and riding on a cow. The clouds are called the cows of Indra (the rain god) in the Vedas, and were hidden by demons in a cave. Cows were not sacrificed by ancient priests, and in India were regarded as too sacred to be killed. The Mazdeans of Persia forbade the invocation of the earth cow in the presence of any evil power (Zool. Mythol, i. p. 99).

Crab. The Crab (Latin Cancer: Sanskrit karika) is the 4th sign of the present Zodiac, corresponding with June when Aries was March. It marked the sideways movement of the sun’s rising point, at the time of the summer solstice. Herakles, combatting the Hydra of Lernæ, was said to be drawn back by a crab. He is the sun combatting the storm-cloud, and drawn sideways by the crab in June (see Aries).

Cranogs. Keltik lake dwellings (see Cranog).

Creeds. Short summaries of dogmas, intended by priests to define their faith, and to distinguish orthodoxy from heresy. From the ancient pagan mysteries Christians adopted the term “symbol,” applying it to the confession of faith by the neophyte. The Orphik and Eleusinian rites had equally their “symbol” of initiation. Creeds were not meant to unite but to distinguish sects. They became the rallying cries of controversies. The Creed of Nicea excluded the Arians, and that of Pope Sixt IV excludes all Protestants. All creeds alike are supposed to be founded (among Christians) on the Bible, and on the inspired teaching of the Church.

The Apostles’ Creed, founded on that used at the first council of Nices (325 A.C.), was not known in its present form till 750 A.C. (see Dr. Hatch’s Bampton Lectures; Schaff’s Religious Encyclop.; and Dr. Harnack in Nineteenth Century Review, July 1893). The
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medieval legend however asserted that the 12 apostles established this creed at Pentecost. Peter declared that he believed in the Father; Andrew in Jesus His Son; James I in the virgin birth; John in the crucifixion, death, and burial; Thomas in the descent into hell, and resurrection of Christ; James II in the ascension; Philip in the Last Judgment; Bartholomew in the Holy Ghost; Matthew in the Church and the Communion of Saints; Simon in forgiveness of sins; Thaddaeus in the resurrection of the flesh; and Matthias finally added “in the life everlasting.” Dr Harnack however thinks that the creed in its present form may belong to 450 or 470 A.C., and was the Baptismal Confession of the Church of Southern Gaul, which was later adopted by the Franks, and finally reached Rome. About 900 to 1000 A.C. it was still known to other Churches as the “new Roman creed.” Between about 250 and 450 A.C., the Roman Church had used one very similar, but not including the “descent into hell” (taken from the Apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, and the doubtful explanation of 1 Peter iii, 19, as to “spirits in prison”); but the bishops Rufinus and Ambrose (380 A.C.), seem—if their texts have not been corrupted—to have even then attributed it to the Apostles, though it is thought to have been composed by Marcellus, Bishop of Anchyra in Galatia in the 4th century. He had before him the original creed of Nicea, but adopted the present general form as more definite.

The Nicene Creed was not that of the 1st Council of Nicea: “it was rejected in the west till about 585 A.C. (Skeff), but adopted by the Council of Chalcedon (451 A.C.), and by the Council of Toledo (589 A.C.), who added the famous “Filioque” clause (making the Holy Ghost to proceed from the Father “and the Son”), which is now peculiar to the Latin Church and its offshoots. It is thought to be chiefly due to Athanasius about 370 A.C.

The Athanasian Creed was not the work of the great controversylist (see Arian), but appeared in Latin between 860 and 870 A.C., probably at Rheims in France. It was fathered on Athanasius, who is said personally to have abjured creeds as dangers to the Church. It is said to have arisen from a sermon, and a subsequent treatise, addressed to the Church. Europe, however, for more than 900 years, has continued to read it aloud, and to maintain its dammatory clauses. It was declared in 1879, at a convocation of archbishops and bishops, to represent the teaching of the Church of England. The controversy as to its use is still proceeding.

The Creed of Trent, published by Pope Pius IV at the close of the Council in 1564, adds twelve new dogmas, which all Roman Catholics are expected to believe. (1) Apostolic and ecclesiastical tradition, (2) The Scriptures to be received according to the “unanimous consent of the fathers,” (3) Seven Sacraments—those of Baptism, Confirmation, and Orders, not being capable of repetition without sacrilege, (4) The Rites of the Catholic Church, (5) Original Sin, and Justification, as defined by the “Holy Council of Trent,” (6) The Mass a Sacrifice, (7) “The whole of Christ can be received under one kind”—meaning the refusal of the cup to the laity, (8) Invocation of Saints and relics of the same, (9) Purgatory “strenuously maintained,” (10) Images of Christ; of the Ever-Virgin Mother of God; and of Saints to be venerated, (11) Rome the Mother, and Mistress, of all Churches, (12) Canons, Ecclesiastical Councils, and “especially the holy and sacred Council of Trent,” to be obeyed: all opposition to which is heresy.

“Religion,” says Carlyle, “is a continual growth in the living heart—a new light in the seeing eye, and cannot be incarnated, and settled once for all, either in forms of creed or worship.” Principal Tulloch said: “The true rational standpoint as to creeds and formulas is a profound distrust of them. . . . Useful as aids to faith, they are intolerable as limitations of faith.” “Creeds,” wrote the Rev. F. Minton (1888), “are suitable for the ages which hold them, and are gauges of the various stages of human progress. Men outgrow them as they progress, as children outgrow their clothes. What the multitude hold as divine truths, the enlightened think it useful, for their own purposes, to keep alive among the masses. There are no creeds in the Bible, and Tertullian seems to be the first to have drawn up such a “symbol.” Gotama Buddha was wiser in his day, for creeds and tolerance are opposed to one another.

Crosses.

Our word cross, and the Latin crux, appear to be connected with the Teutonic kruke, old English croy, and modern “crutch,” as meaning a “support” by which the crucified one was held up (see Academy, 22nd November 1890). Mr Mayhew denies that it can come, as Dr Skeat supposed, from the root skurk, to be “bent,” or “crooked.” Mr Wharton says that the word is not native Latin at all. The Greek Stauros, used of the cross of Christ, in like manner comes from the root sta “to stand.” Neither word of necessity supposes the existence of a crosspiece, both will apply to a “post,” or “stake” (also from sta); and Christ is said to have been “hanged on the tree” (Greek Xilion), or “wooden” post; the Hebrew Es signifies a “tree,” or a “piece of wood,” on which malefactors were suspended. Thus the Cross is called the “Xilon-
either nailed or tied to tree-trunks, which had been pared flat, to form a regular pale or stauros. They had been speared and hacked by good patriots as they passed by. Some of the culprits however had the arms fastened to boughs, in the form of the St Andrew's Cross; which position Mr. Scott (Shewey Yo) also describes, in cases at Mandalay where crucifixion was common, when dead the victim's body was exposed, in cross attitude, on a high bamboo frame (The Barma, ii, p. 252). The old meaning of the Latin Crux was apparently the same as our rood or "rod"—a stake rather than a cross. Livy calls it the "arbor infelix," or "accursed tree"; but the chief pain consisted in being suspended "before the sun," and in the terrible thirst, which kindly persons allayed by giving drink, or spices and other narcotics to induce a condition of coma, which might be mistaken for death. The cruciform attitude was also symbolic, and the victim was often so offered to the sun, or to the rain god. Hence Krishna appears in this attitude: As a again, bound to the pine tree (see Attus), has the same significance. The Mexicans called the cross the "tree of life," sacred to the rain god, and an emblem of fertility—just as among Kolts the "rain crosses" were believed to bring rain. Baneroff (iii, p. 356) describes a Mexican rite, according to which the priest had to stand with extended arms, in cruciform attitude, and must be covered with the skin of a newly sacrificed woman: this reminds us of Christian monks who made living crosses of themselves. Many rude pottery images, with extended arms, are found in Phomicia and elsewhere, which were no doubt connected with the emblem found as a mark in Carthage, and elsewhere, representing a man with outstretched arms. It occurs in Byzantine art, as a hieroglyphic sign at Boghaz-Keui in Armenia, on a Hittite monument, and is often found in modified form on Hittite texts, finally becoming the Cypriote sign Ru. The connection between the sacrifice of men in the cruciform attitude to the sun, and the punishment of crucifixion, thus connects the Christian crucifix with the symbolism of Asia and America. The Tau, or cross proper, which is noticed in Ezekiel (ix, 4), and in other passages of the Old Testament, as a "sign" or "mark," was indeed a very ancient and wide-spread emblem in Asia and in America. Justin Martyr says "the sign is impressed on all nature... and forms part of man himself." Tertullian, when he denied that Christians worshiped crosses, though admitting that heathens used the sign of the cross, turns the accusation against pagans, and notices deities represented by crosses or stakes. He may refer either to the poles and stakes which were derived from the Asherah (see Aser), or to those...
Crosses

cross-like figures found, as already noted, in Phoenicia as amulets in tombs.

The kunniform sign of the cross has the sound Bar in Akkadian, meaning "family," "begot," "life" (see Bar); and it was apparently the sign of Istar or Ashur. It occurs with other divine emblems on the necklaces of Assyrian kings, in the British Museum. Dr. Schlyman discovered it at Troy, in the form of the "Thor's Cross" (see Svatiska), marking the pelvis of a naked goddess, probably about 1500 B.C. It also occurs as a Hittite hieroglyphic sign, and in Cypriote characters it has the sound Lu—compare the Akkadian Lu "person," (a cross in a square), and lo, meaning "spirit" in Finnic dialects. —Ed.] The cross is not mentioned by Clement of Alexandria as among the signs appropriate for Christian signet rings. It does not appear on early Christian texts. The first dated inscriptions on which it is found are Greek texts in Syria, beginning shortly after the establishment of Christianity in 325 A.D. In the west it appears yet later. There are no early crosses in the Catacombs, and no representations of the Crucifixion before the 9th century A.D. Dean Farrar (Lives of the Fathers) says: "I have not mentioned the cross... the earliest Latin cross is on the tomb of the Empress Galla Placidia" (451 A.D.). Early believers shrank from representing the dead Christ as from an impiety: "To them he was the living not the dead Christ." The crucifix is only found in the 6th century.

The St Andrew's cross is the Greek letter Khi (X), and was an early symbol. It occurs on coins of Alexander Bala in Syria (146 B.C.), and on those of Bactrian kings about 140 to 120 B.C. (see Smith's Dicty. of Christian Antig., under "Money").

The supposed finding of the true cross by Helena, mother of Constantine, is celebrated on 3rd May at the "Feast of the Invention of the Cross," which was supposed to have occurred in 326 A.D. when Helena—aided by the Patriarch of Jerusalem—discovered three crosses, the true one being known by healing a sick woman who touched it. They were under the ruins of a temple of Venus; and, if really found, might have been (according to Tertullian's view) pagan emblems. [The earlier accounts of Helena's visit mention only her pilgrimage to Bethlehem and the Mount of Olives. The story of finding the cross first appears in Rufinus, in 440 A.D. The first pilgrim to Jerusalem, from Gaul about 333 A.D., says nothing of the cross. It is noticed, as distributed over the world, in the lectures of Cyril about 350 A.D., and by Jerome rather later. St. Silvia, about 385, found a fragment adored on the traditional Calvary.—Ed.] In the correspondence with Constantine, and in his Life, by Eusebius, this discovery is unnoticed.

In the Rig-Veda the fire god Agni is symbolised (perhaps as early as 1800 A.C.) by cross sticks, which represent the Pranamtha, or fire drill. The Greeks depicted crosses on the head-band of Dionysos; and in the Etruscan mysteries they were placed on the breast of each initiate. The cross was also the symbol of Jupiter Faunus, the "Lord of the Fawns," in Rome. It took the place of the memorial in Keltic shrines re-consecrated by Christian priests; or in some cases the holy stone itself was marked with a cross. It was a sign used also by Brahmins and Buddhists. Prof. Skeat thinks that the word "cross" came from the Provençal language. It appears in French texts about 1150 A.D., and in England 1200 A.D. The long, or Latin cross was unknown in the East till the time of the 1st Crusade (1100 A.D.).

The Mexicans called the cross the "Tree of Life," sacred to the rain god as an emblem of life and fertility. They cut trees into a cross form, and placed on them an image of baked dough symbolising the god. After certain rites these were taken down, broken up, and eaten—the worshiper thus partaking of the god's body in the form of bread. [The same ceremony of tearing in pieces, and eating, a dough image supposed to represent the divine body of a deity, has also been described among Mongols in Tibet.—Ed.] Vega says that "the garments of Kuetzal-coatl were covered with red crosses"; and "Yukatan worshiped the cross in obedience to the prophet Chilam-Balam" (i, 63; ii, 467). This was some 900 years before Christians reached America. "On the walls of Palenque appears a cross, surmounted by a sacred bird" (see Rivers of Life, i. pp. 62-65; ii, p. 305). Mr. Stephens (Central Americans, ii, pp. 346-349) describes the "central cross" at this temple. The Spaniards were amazed at the use of the cross, combined with a legend of virgin birth (see Aztecs), and exclaimed like Firmicus: "Habet Diabolus Christos suos—"the devil has his Christ too." A great cross stood on the Teo-Kal ("god-house") of Cuzco (see Bradford's Americas Antig., pp. 171, 381). The Patagonians, in the far S. of America, also tattooed their foreheads with crosses.

Crosses are found even on the magic rods of Roman augurs, and in the ruins of Herculaneum. Mr. King (Gnostics) says that the cross is connected with the phallus at Pompei. He probably alludes to a scene (M. Aine's Musée Secret, p. 135, plate xxvii) where a youth and girl are worshipping Priapus, while a raised mound behind the latter is marked with a cross.
Crowns

Huge crosses were drawn in cars in Italy, such as the Crucifix of the Carrocont ("car") of Santo Carlo. Such a cruciform may still be seen in the Cathedral of Milan; and a Santo Carlo crucifix over the tomb of the Borghesi family outside the Porta Volta of the same city (Dr Hardwicke, Agnostic Journal, 1891). The car and its cross were dragged in front of the Italian armies of the middle ages; and Richard I of England in Palestine (1199 A.C.) had such a car with his army also. The Egyptian T cross, with a loop (see Ank), was also a symbol of life known as the "Cruix Anesta." The "Croix Crampopée" is the old Cross of Thor—perhaps a wheel rather than a true cross (see Svan sitka). The cross on early Cypriote coins, and elsewhere, may be merely a letter. But that the cross was a very ancient sacred symbol for "life" is clear. In Chinese it only stands for number "ten."

Crowns. Symbols of power (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 185, fig. 66; ii, p. 454). Godesses carry a tower crown on their heads, both on the Hittite bas relief of Boghaz-Keui in Armenia, and on statues of the goddess of Ephesus (see Quarterly Statement Pol. Expl. Fund, July 1881, p. 174). These crowns are also common on coins of cities. [The Zulu ring of hair is a kind of crown, which might only be worn by married men.—Ed.]

Ctesias. Greek Ktésias. A literary physician of Knidos in Karia (Asia Minor), a city famous as a centre of medical knowledge. Some regard him as a contemporary of Xenophon (540-495 B.C.), and of Herodotes (484-425 B.C.) But these dates appear too early, if Ctesias (see Diodorus, ii. 32; xiv. 46; and Strabo, xiv) was a captive under Artaxerxes II (465-330 B.C.) who made him court physician, and allowed him to return, in 397 B.C., to his native land, after a residence (says Diodorus) of 17 years in Persia. Ctesias wrote the Persica, a history of Persia in 23 books, embracing much of that of the Assyrians, and coming down to the year of his departure. He also wrote the Indica, and other works. Only fragmentary quotations of these interesting works are known.

Cuckoo. This bird appears in mythology as a harbinger of spring, but bears a bad reputation as immoral, laying eggs in the nests of other birds. The name, evidently imitative of its note, is found in many languages. In Plautus exile signifies a clandestine lover. Indra became a Kokila, or cuckoo, when he sent the maid Rambha to seduce Visvanittra. Siva took this form to tempt Sita, "the furrow." Jupiter took refuge from a storm of rain, as a cuckoo, in the lap of Juno (see Prof. A. di Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, on "Birds.") The cuckoo is connected with the nightingale in many myths and stories.

Cup. See Kab. Most religions have holy cups, bowls, and chalice, like the Grail. The oldest rock-cups for libations (see Stones) belong to the age of rude stone monuments.

Cupid. Latin: cupido. From the root Kubh to "desire" (see Eros). The Indian Cupid is Kâma. [In the catacombs Cupid and Psukhê (Psyche) often appear, in tomb frescoes thought to be Christian. He becomes an emblem of love embracing the soul. According to the legend Psyche (the "soul") was not allowed to see Cupid clearly.—Ed.]

Cupra. The Etruscan Juno (see Etruskans).

Cush. See Kus.

Custard-Apple. The fruit and flower are sacred, in Indian mythology, to Sita "the furrow." Hence it is called Sita-phul. It answers to the Pomegranate of the west.

Cybele. Greek: Kükêle. The mother goddess of Asia Minor (see Attis). She is connected with Ma or "mother earth." [The derivation of the name is disputed. It has been supposed to be Semitic, from Gebal "mountain"; or perhaps Gebalith "the Goddess of Gebal" in Syria. There was a very famous temple of Ba'alath, the earth godess, at Gebal (see Adonis).—Ed.] See Kükêle.

Cycles. See Era, Kalpa, Vikram-Âditya, Year, Zodiac.

Cymri. Kelts, or Cimmerians (see Kumri).

Cynics. A class of outdoor preachers, common in Greece in the time of Sokrates (about 400 B.C.). His disciple Antisthenes became the type, if not the founder, of the sect. Sokrates himself was practically the first cynic. About 360 B.C. they were going about with only staff and wallet, as dirty, unkempt preachers against all the pleasures of life. Like Sokrates they stood, or sat, by road-sides, and in public places, denouncing the vanity and hypocrisy of the age. Pleasures they regarded as positive evils, while pains rightly appreciated—whether bodily or mental—were blessings. We should despise, they said, theoretical knowledge, outward circumstances, and all that is artificial in society; and to be independent of these things was true happiness. Philosophy was good and useful only when
showing the way to right conduct; for the pursuit of virtue is the
"sumnum bonum" of life.

These doctrines were urged in accordance with the wisdom, or
the foolishness, of the individual wayside preacher. Antisthenes, like
his master, held them moderately, and wisely. He regarded sensual
pleasures as injurious, but allowed the enjoyment of friendship, learning,
and profitable intercourse. But among cynics (as among other ascetics)
there were some who were debased and brutal, resembling Indian
beggars (see Bārağī); and from these, it is thought, the name of
cynics (from the Greek Κύνη "a dog") came to be used of the sect.
In the time of Sokratēs (who was not over cleanly himself), of
Diogenēs, Kρατēs, and Zenē, the cynics abounded; but little is heard
of them later until our 1st century, when Demetrius took up the
protest against a world full of sin and misery.

Lecky (European Morals) says that the "Romans favoured
street preachers": that they alleviated many social evils, and that
the cynics corresponded to the medieval mendicant friars. "The
cynic devoted his entire life to the instruction of mankind. He must
be unmarried, with no family affections to divert or dilute his energies.
He must wear the meanest dress, sleep on the bare ground, feed on
the simplest food, abstain from all earthly pleasures, and yet exhibit
to the world the example of uniform cheerfulness and content. . . . It
is his mission to go among men as the ambassador of God, rebuking,
in season and out of season, their frivolity, their cowardice, and their
vice. He must stop the rich man in the market-place. He must
preach to the populace in the highway. He must look upon all men
as his sons, and upon all women as his daughters. . . Ill-treatment,
and exile, and death, must have no terrors in his eyes; for the discur-
of his life should emancipate him from every earthly tie; and
when he is beaten he should love those who beat him, for he is at
once the father and the brother of all men." Prof. E. Caird, Master
of Balliol (1902), in his Gifford Lectures, takes a less favourable view
regarding cynics as aiming at a "return to nature," and revolting
generally against society. [But Greek society in this age, judging
from Aristophanes, was very vile.—Ed.] We see again in this case
that light may have come from the East; and the chain—from
Buddhist asceticism to Christian renunciation—is complete.


Cyprian. A Christian Father of the 3rd century. "Little is
known," says the editor of his works (Ante-Nicene Library), "of
Cyprian's life till his intimacy with the Carthaginian presbyter Cæli-
which led to his conversion in 246 A.C." He was probably born
about 200 A.C. Jerome mentions a "Life and Passion of Cyprian,
Bishop and Martyr, by Pontius the deacon—an excellent production."
But Prof. Ramsay says that his life is written in a wild and declama-
tory style, and can only be regarded as having been based on more
solid work. His miracles are not worth noticing. The works attri-
buted to him are found in the Cottonian MSS. of our 9th century.
The various editions show considerable discrepancies; and no attempt
was made, till the time of Erasmus (1520 A.C.), to separate the
genuine from the spurious. He is stated to have been martyred, by
being beheaded, at Carthage in 258 A.C. [Archbishop Benson's
Cyprian took him some 30 years to write, and shows his hero to
have been a zealous ecclesiastic, to whom much of the organisation of
the Church was due. The Archbishop also shows clearly that the
text of his works was garbled by later Romanist scribes. There is
reason to think that Cyprian, who was a man of high rank and
education, was elected bishop on conversion, as also apparently was
Ambrose of Milan more than a century later. At all events he must
have been a neophyte when so consecrated. Such election of a layman
also occurred in the case of Synesius, a Greek who, on conversion, in
409 A.C.—being then a married man with three children,—was at
once made Bishop of Ptolemais in Palestine. Cyprian was a strong
defender of the independence of bishops, as opposed to the pretensions
of Rome.—Ed.]

Cyril. Greek: Kαυρίλλος. Bishop of Jerusalem. He was born
there in 315 A.C.; became a deacon in 335; a priest in 345; and
bishop—under the Patriarch of Cæsarea—in 350 A.C. He had a
troubled career, being thrice exiled—for 16 years in all—but he died
bishop of Jerusalem in 381 A.C. His lectures to candidates for
baptism, preached in the Jerusalem Basilica, contain many interesting
indications (see Baptism and Cross). He was well acquainted with
the Septuagint Greek translation of the Old Testament, and had some
slight knowledge of Hebrew: with dialectics, and other branches of
4th century education, he was also acquainted. He was opposed to
pilgrimages, but not to monasticism. He was at first a "Semi-Aryan"
(see Arius), and led the party of the Astatic Church, opposing Jerome
as favouring Rome. But he finally accepted the orthodoxy of the
Nicene party, and at the First Council of Constantinople (381 A.C.),
shortly before death, was one of the leaders who established the
equality of the Holy Ghost.

Cyril of Alexandria. This Saint was a cruel and intolerant
Cyril of Alexandria

ecclesiastic, whose violence led to the Nestorian schism. He began as a monk in the Nitria desert monastery in Egypt, but was early called by his uncle Theophilos, Patriarch of Alexandria, who was equally turbulent, to preach, and aid in governing the city, which was full of mingled races. Cyril succeeded his uncle in 415 A.D. He attacked the Novatians as heretics, and despoiled their bishop. He then turned on the Jews, who were plundered and appealed to the civil governor Orestes, who took their part. But the fanatic monks of Nitria, coming to the aid of Cyril, nearly murdered Orestes. Cyril denounced the pagan philosophers of Alexandria, and the beautiful and learned Hypatia, teaching in the Serapeum. She was accused of influencing Orestes against the Patriarch; and the savage monks, headed by a certain Peter, seized her in the public street, dragging her from her chariot to the church of St. Athanasius, where she was stripped, murdered, and torn in pieces: her flesh was scraped from the bones with sharp shells, and the body burned, in Lent 415 A.D., to the eternal disgrace of Cyril.

Dean Stanley comes to the conclusion that Cyril was guilty of approving this crime. Dr. Adam Clarke says that "No Christian Father has so disgraced the Christian name . . . (Cyril) was over a brother of disturbances, headstrong, ambitious, haughty, and imperious, and as unfit for a bishop as a violent, bigotted, and unskilful theologian could possibly be" (Smith's Dictionary of Christian Biography). He next issued twelve solemn curses against Nestorius—a learned archbishop—in a formal synodical letter, insisting on "the adoration of Mary as the Mother of God . . . and that whose partook of the consecrated bread and wine took the Lord's body . . . became united with God . . . blended like two portions of melted wax." Nestorius taught that the human Jesus was inspired by the Divine Christ—a relic of ancient Gnostick belief—and Cyril convened a powerful synod in 430 A.D., which condemned Nestorius as a heretic, calling on him to recant what he taught, or was supposed to believe. This led to a fierce struggle, in which the Emperor Theodosius was involved, calling Cyril a "rash and meddlesome priest." He convoked the Third General Council at Ephesus in 431 A.D.; but Cyril presided, and Nestorius therefore declined to appear before his enemy: yet sent propositions, among which was the statement that "he would never admit that a child of two or three months old was God"; for he considered Jesus human before the descent upon him, at baptism, of Divinity. Nestorius was condemned in his absence, which led to the separation of the Church of Kaldes and Persia, which afterwards spread all over Central Asia. John, Patriarch of Antioch, and other

Syrian bishops, endeavoured to get Cyril's deposition approved, accusing him of the heresy of Eunomius (an ultra Arian); but Cyril's party, supported by the legates of the Roman bishop, was too strong to be defeated. Theodosius deposed alike Cyril, Nestorius, and the bishop of Ephesus (Mennan), placing them in confinement: but in the autumn of the same year he released them, directing them to return to their cities, and henceforth to refrain from any interference outside their own benefices. The party of Antioch framed articles condemning Cyril's views, but the two parties were reconciled by Paul, bishop of Emesa, in 432 A.D., on the understanding that Nestorius should be sacrificed. Cyril accepted the arrangement and allowed Paul of Emesa to preach in the cathedral at Alexandria on Christmas day. It was now agreed that: "the Holy Virgin was the Thee-tokes ('parent of God'), the bringer-forth of Emmanuel . . ., the one Son, the one Lord . . . perfect God, and perfect man, born of a virgin according to manhood; of one essence with the Father as to Godhead, and one essence with us as to manhood . . . a union of two natures which we confess to be one." Such were the mysteries of the Catholic Faith, which were acclaimed by the congregations at Alexandria, and which Europe still maintains, though Asia has never accepted these dogmas entirely, her Churches being either Monophysite or Nestorian. Such were the doctrines to which Hypatia was a martyr, and which had so strangely replaced the philosophy of Greece, and of the old Roman world. Such assertions naturally led to constant misunderstandings and evasions; and to opinions called "heresies" by the majority. Twenty years later St Cyril is said to have been condemned by many at the Council of Chalcedon (451 A.D.). He wrote against the "senseless opinion (that) the Eucharistic Consecration lost its efficacy if (the elements were) reserved a day"—an opinion which Rome and the Anglicans never regard as admissible. Cyril died still Patriarch of Alexandria in 444 A.D.

Cyrus

Founder of the Persian empire (see Kuran).

D

Da. A root meaning to "give" or "put," in many tongues of East and West. [Aryan da "give"; Egyptian ta "give"; Akkadian and Mongol to "take," "lay:" Assyrian idu "put": Hebrew yad "hand."

Dabistan. A Persian book treating of schools, of sects, or
manneres (Metzahab), which mentions various older works now lost. The sage Dawir (supposed to have written only a few centuries ago) here says that neither angels nor prophets are superior to the sun god, who is the spirit of spirits, and renewer of nature (English translation in 3 vols., Shea and Troyer, 1844).

Dad: "Father," in many languages (see Ad). The Syrian god Dadu, Didu, or Addu, was the same as Rimmon—god of the air—and the Bible Ha-dad.

Dadicha, or Dadhyanah. A Vedik Rishi, or "sage," son of Athvarvan (the fire priest), who was the eldest son of Brahma, and inspired to write the 4th, or Athvarva Ved. Indra inspired Dadicha, forbidding him to reveal his knowledge, but the Asvins learned it, and cut off his head, which they put on a horse—pointing to the horse mytha of early Aryans (Canon Isaac Taylor, Contemply. Review, August 1890). Indra used horse bones as weapons, finding them in the holy lake Kurukshetra, on the Sarasvati River, in the land of the Tritaus.

Dag. A form of the sun, born of Nott or "night" according to Scandinavians—probably "day" (German Tag). See Nott.

Dagal. Hebrew: "standard." Assyrian diglu, from dagulu "to look at."

Dagoba. See Pagoda. The relic casket of Buddhists, from Dха-gopa, "that which covers over" (see Major Temple, Indian Antiq., Jan. 1893). The common form is that of a bell. It is adorned usually with flags, and stands in the darkest inner recess of Buddhist shrines, on a mound, or on a dais, of 3 or 5 or 7 steps (Rivers of Life, ii, plate xvi, and fig. 253).

Dagon. The name of this deity, usually connected with the Hebrew Dog "fish," is Akkadian and not Semitic (Prof. E. Schroder, Curref. Inser. and O. T., i, p. 170), but he was early adored by Semitic races. [The Akkadian is Da-gasu, probably from Da "prince," and Gan "fish."—Turkish Kaoz "fish."—En.] The ruler of Assyria about 1800 B.C. was named Ismi-dagan ("Dagon heard"); and Sargon in the 8th century B.C. says that "he gave laws for the city of Harran, according to the ordinances of Anu and Dagan." In Semitic speech Dog means to "increase," and Dagon is "corn." Thus Philo of Byblos in Phenicia (following Sanchoniathon) says that Dagon invented bread. He also had a fish's head. From Babylon the worship of Dagon spread to Phenicia and Philistia. In the Tell


Dai-ko-ku. The Japanese god of wealth, of dwarfish form and jovial face, found in houses even of educated skeptics who propitiate him with flowers, incense, and sweet smelling oils. Tradition shows that he once had sacrifices of human adults and babes. He sits on two stuffed money bags, and holds in one hand the hammer, and in the other an open bag, having been originally a phallic deity.

Daimon. Greek: "Demon" (see Spirits). Originally the essence of a deity good or bad, but subsequently a genius inferior to the gods. As the Devas became devils among Zoroastrians so the demons also fell from high estate. Sokrates spoke of his inspiring genius or demon. According to Pindar, Herodoto, and others, anything proceeding from God or Fate was "demonic." A good spirit was called, in later times, the Agatho-daimon; and the demons were also souls or spirits of good men, adopted often as tutelary deities.

Daitya. Sanskrit. A term of reproach for heretics. According to the Vendidad (i) the Iranians from the Volga reached the "good river Daitya" or Aaxes (see Aryans). They may thus have been known to the Eastern Aryans of Sogdiana, Baktia, and India, from whom they separated, as Daityas.

Daj-bog. The Slav Apollo—apparently the "day-god."

Dakini. A female fiend attending Kali, and now the evil witch of the Punjab Dakin, Dayan, or Dain.

Daksha. Sanskrit. The supreme divine wisdom springing from, and begetter, Aditi "the infinite." Hindus called him the "thumb" (or phallus) of Brahma, saying that he sprang from Brahma's thumb when erected, and was the creative agent. He was a Prajaatati ("creating lord"), and an Angiras, and had 51 daughters, Prasati being the mother of 24 of these. These numbers are divisible by 3—"the perfect number." Daksha also signifies "worship," and "the south" or right hand. Siva married his daughter Sati, but made war on him (not having been invited
Dakshina. Sanskrit. Correct worship by walking round an altar keeping it always on the “right hand.” This was Solar worship, and the reverse was Vana-charīm, Lunar worship. The sects (śārīvī) called “right hand” and “left hand” (Dakshina and Vana) were thus Solar and Lunar, male and female. Dakshina came also to mean “right” or “righteousness”—dexterity, and intelligence.

Daktuloi. Dactyli. Greek: “fingers.” Whether on Mt. Ida in Phrygia, or in Crete, these deities were three great metal workers—the Smelter, the Hammer, and the Anvil, and servants of the goddess Rhea under Mt. Ida: or of Zeus on the Kretan Ida. Solon said that the Idaian Daktulos (“finger of Ida”) was a “great red cone like a man’s thumb” (see Thumb). [The snowy peak of Ida at sunset is a rosy pink.—Ed.] Apollonius regards them as southern Druids, saying

“They reared their altars on a rising ground
Of stones that nearest lay, and wide around
Disperse the branches of the sacred oak,
And Dindymus’s deity invoke.
The guardian power of Phrygia’s hills and woods
The venerable mother of the god.”

Dalada. Sanskrit. A small lingam—the so-called tooth of Buddha.

Dalriada. The “dale of Bion,” in County Down and S.E. Antrim in Ireland, whence the Scoti passed to Kaledonia.

Dama-vend. The Greek Jasonion includes the peaks of Elburz, Elwend, and Dama-vend, the latter being the highest, and rising some 12,000 feet above sea level, about 60 miles E.N.E. of Teheran into the capital of Persia. Dama-vend appears to mean “wind mountain” (Persian dáma, Zend dhau “wind”). It flanks the “Kaspiian gates”; and at its foot is the village of Diné, or Wimé. It is part of the sacred “world mountain” of Persians and Akkadians (the Moesian Kaf), and is otherwise called Dunha-vend, apparently “smoky mountain,” being an extinct volcano, which, in historic times, has been connected with frequent earthquakes. Ferdau says that Zobak (see Axi-dahak) was imprisoned in this mountain; and endless traditions and legends are connected with it.

Dam-ki-na. In Akkadian “Lady of the Earth,” the wife of Ea or “Ocean.” In Greek works this becomes Daunikia.

Damo-dara. Krishna, in India, as the Blessed.

Dana. Sanskrit: Pious gifts, charity, the first of the six Para-mitās, or merits winning Nirvāṇa according to Buddhists (see Dā). Founders of monasteries, for those who aid the faith, are called Dāmapatis or “Lords of Charity.”

Danae. Danaos. Dana. The story of Danae and Zeus is a solar myth. She is perhaps Dahana “the dawn.” Her father Akrisios, king of Argos, shut her up in a tower. Zeus (“light”) descended on her in a shower of gold, and she became mother of the sun-hero Perseus. Her father set her afloat in a chest which drifted to the island of Seriphus.

Danaos, son of Belus (“Bel the sun”), was the brother of Aiguptos or Egypt. He had 50 daughters the Danaides, who all (except Hesperidemna) murdered their cousins, sons of Aiguptos, on their bridal night, and were condemned to draw water in leaky vessels in Hades. Danaos was the ancestor of the Danai or Greeks. He had received Libya from his father, while Aiguptos received Arabia. Both were Thetans of Egypt, but Danaos fled to Lindos in Rhodes, where his daughters built a temple to Athēnai. Thence a colony of Danai went to Lerna in the Peloponnesos, which they called Aphabetis. They built the acropolis of Argos, where Danaos long ruled, and founded the temple of Apollo lukios, with statues of Zeus and Artemis. The shield of Danaos was dedicated, some 2000 years later, to Juno by Cesar, and sent to Rome, being decorated it is said with British pearls. Danaos was attacked by the Egyptians, and murdered, though he is said to have slain them all except Lünkkoos (“the lynx”); he was buried in Argos, and his name is connected with an ark called Amphipinnion. The Danai are said to have instructed the Pelagi in the worship of Egyptian and Aithiopian deities, and in the mysteries of Déméter and Thesmophoros. As Danai they colonised Tyrrenhian Italy founding Ardea, Argileum, and other cities, being distinguished builders and artisans. Turnus father of the Tyrrenhians is called Danaus, son of Danae, which the Latin pronounced Taurus (Nebuhr, Lect. on Aest. Hist. xxxii). Agamemnon led the Danai against Troy; and Mr Gladstone (Homeric Age, i. p. 346) regards their name Argives as geographical (see Argos). Dr Isaac Taylor regards the legend of the Danaid nymphs, pouring water from huge amphoras, as referring to rivers (Notes and Queries, Jan. 5th, 1901); and in Aryan speech Tūn signifies “water.”
Danawas

[The Danau are noticed in a text of Rameses III, about 1290 B.C., as invading Egypt in alliance with the Libyans. This may be the historic foundation of the legends. As an Aryan word the name would come from the root Dhun- "to smite." In Turanian speech it would mean "strong."—Ed.]

Danawas. Descendants of Kasyapa—the sun—who warred with Indra. They were descended from the great demon Danu—probably a non-Aryan figure.

Dancing. This was originally an important emblematic rite in all religions. It denoted the ecstatic emotions, and was connected with the passion of love, as when the male bird wows and dances before the hen. Women are still the great attraction in the sacred dances of many nations, while others (like the Greek Purrhik dance) symbolise war. Sophokles makes the phallik Pan the "director of the dances of the gods" (see Huyt). The Nangkus of the Panjab (see Proc. Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc., May 1883) call themselves Unitarians, and denounce adultery, anger, covetousness, and avarice, saying little about their ancient dance-cry "Fish, Flesh, and Wine," but urging the great importance of love and ecstasy (prema and javj.

They assemble and, at first, men and women sit apart and eat sweetmeats specially drugged, or prepared. Rising as the spirit moves them they sing to the music of drums, harps, and cymbals, till, in the ecstasy of the dance, their garments slip off, and their long hair falls down and is wildly tossed. The music peals louder and louder as the dance becomes madder, till at last they fall exhausted, rolling on the floor as if in agony.

The Greeks had their Kuklik dances, and circled singing round sacred stones: the chief rites of the Bacchanalia, and Hymenaeus, were dances, like the sacred Delian dances, and that of the Sali or priests of Mars at Rome. The latter clanged their shields, and sang the Assimena as they wheeled round the deity. They portrayed also the labours of Hercules, and the loves of Venus. Phallik dances are common still among savage peoples, such as were also usual with Tasmanians. The ancient Mexicans danced at festivals especially in the year of the expiration of their cycle, and males and females are shown, on the monuments, dancing outside the temples (Notes and Queries, 5th September 1890). The same writer says that, at certain Spanish cathedrals, the "gigantones," or men inside great pasteboard figures of clothed giants, dance to this day at certain festivals—e.g. at Barbastro on Corpus Christi, at Santo Iago de Compostela on St James' day. The choristers called sizes dance

Dancing

before the high altar of Seville Cathedral at Christmas. At Yaca (Aragon) . . . on the vigil and feast of Santa Orosia—the patrona of the city, and on St Peter's day, there is a procession from the cathedral in which six dancers take part." They were formerly more numerous and of two categories. They are called danzantes de santo Orosia. In 1895 they consisted of two boys, three young men, and one elderly man who had performed the same duty for twenty-nine years. They were dressed in white sandals with black catchets, white stockings, white knickerbockers sustained by pink sashes, white shirts, with red and gold stoles called bandidas, passed over the left shoulder and under the right. They dance bare headed and go backwards, facing the procession cross, but occasionally take a step or two forwards, and spin round like tops. All the time they "click castanuelas or postizas of box-wood, thus spilling the solemn twanging of the ancient six-stringed, long, oblong, coffin-like, salterio of walnut wood, and the notes of the flute covered with snake's skin, which accompany the chanting of the clergy. They begin and stop dancing in the western portico of the church." The dancing rite of Seville Cathedral is further noticed (Notes and Queries, 26th February 1887) as witnessed "within the rails of the high altar; and the praying and chanting was in honour of the Virgin . . . The dance was a slow minuet with castanets . . . much drowned by the grand bursts of the orchestra. . . At the close a Cardinal ascended the high altar, pronounced a blessing, and the curtain fell slowly to veil the holy elements."

The Christian Churches continued religious dances and ball games (see Balla) down to the 17th century in England. Many sects—such as the Russian Malakans in the "Merv Oasis" (O'Donovan, 1, p. 31)—still dance, as did Greeks and Kelts, round holy places. Some danced to please the gods, others (like the Devil Dancers of Nagôl) to propitiate or to frighten demons. Hunters symbolised the chase in their dances, and the peculiarities of animals. Some danced naked, like David before the ark, till they dropped half dead, like the flagelants of Apollo, or the dancers of Phrygia before the altars of Koubêl. Some symbolised the revolution of the planets (as the Mahawiyah or Dancing Dervishes are supposed to do) which we learned while cross-examining a company of religious peripatetics in Central India, who performed strange figures round their camp banner pole. They marked certain dots on the dusty ground which they said were planetary signs; but unfortunately we had no time to get details, and did not again fall in with them. They danced a kind of minuet step, as in some of our Keltic rural dances. After
a piroquette the toe was stretched to touch certain points before or
behind, representing the Pleiades and other constellations.

Our old country dances, "Threading the needle," and the "up
and down and through the loop" in "Sir Roger de Coverley,"
represent phallic ideas now forgotten. The worshipers of Pan
danced round their goats, as the witches danced round the
great Goat Devil at their Sabbath orgies. Mr Busk (Notes
and Queries, 12th January 1884) says that Italians still set
up a horn (see Horns) as a charm against the dancing goat god. The
daughter of Herodias, in Christian legends, is a "Sabbath dancer," and the Church fulminated against many such diabolik rites down to
the 14th century; Sir J. Davies (according to the Encyclop. Brit.)
says however that the Church developed the Pythagorean rite
dancing, to denote all such emotions as love, sympathy, devotion,
anger, humiliation, &c. Dances specially prescribed took place in
nave, or choir, of churches; and bishops (called Priesnites) led the
dance at certain festivals. The Church taught that "the glorious
company of the apostles is really a chorus of dancers," and that
angels danced before the throne of God. But the Church now excites
emotion only by classic music and imposing ritual. The word Hagy
for "festival" in Hebrew (see 1 Sam. xxx. 10), and the Arabic Hajj,
denote "circling round," though now understood as referring to
pilgrimage, for pilgrims usually danced in ecstasy at the shrine when
reached. [Muhammad is described as dancing round the Ka'aba with
his followers, and Syrian Moslems still perform slow stately dances
round the Makkah or chapel of the village Nebi. The dancing of the
Dervishes at Tripoli is described in detail by Colonel Conder (Heth
and Moab, 1883), and by Lane in Egypt (see Dervish). This is a
very solemn and conventionally exact rite. In all cases dances appear
to be pantomimic representations of the desires of the worshipers, or prayers in dumb show, to attract the notice of gods.—Ed.]

Danda. Sanskrit: "staff" or "club" (see Banâras). The
Sivite sects are called Dandakas. Our own corporations have these
maces; and in Tibet the Dor-je, or "gold-staff," is said to be the
creator of the immortal Dalai-Lama representing the "Ineffable Lâh,"
or Âdhi-Buddha.

Danta. In Sanskrit and other Aryan tongues a "tooth," and
hence "ivory." The Indian charms such as teeth, tusks, &c., are
generally of ivory (see Teeth).

Dangars. Danghars. A Dravidian name for the Kurumbas
and Andhras. They are now Bhils in 16 petty states—wild forest
tracts—among Khonds. The main body went south in India, and as
Kurumbas ruled that region about our era. In 1876 the Dang
regions had a population of 31,000, inhabiting jungles and marshes
too unhealthy for other races. They are a wild and hardy people.

Dâni-Devara. A name of Siva among Badagas in S. India.

Daniel. Hebrew: "god-judged." The Book of Daniel is now
generally believed to have been written about 160 B.C. It contains
traditions which may go back to the 6th century B.C., when a Daniel
appears to have been known (Ezekiel xiv, 20). The Jews believed
it to be written in Khabba, parts being in Aramaik. (The Hebrew
parts are Dan. i, 1 to ii, 3, and vii, 1 to xii, 13. These include
the story of Daniel in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, and Belshazzar
—or 607 to 538 B.C.—the vision of the "King of Grecia" (viii, 21),
or Alexander the Great, and of the Messiah (ix, 25), with the detailed
references to the history of the Seleucidae or Greek kings of Asia down
to the death of Antiochus Euphrates (xi, 45) in Persia in 164 B.C.
In the Aramaic chapters we find reference to four kingdoms, of which
the last is usually identified with the Roman rule (ii, 40-43) to be
followed by the Messianic kingdom: also to the four beasts, with a
similar meaning (vii, 2-8, 17-20). These Aramaic chapters may
therefore be as late as the 1st century B.C.—Ed.] The Jews have
never classed this work with their prophets, but only with the
Kethubim or later "writings." It is of more interest to the philolo-
gist than to the student of theology. In his commentary on Daniel
Jerome says that "Porphyry (about 250 A.D.) wrote a volume against
the book of our prophet Daniel, and affirmed that . . . it was not
written by the ancient prophet, but by a later Daniel of the time of
Antiochus Euphrates"—a view which modern critics (see Dr Driver's
Introduction to Lit. of O.T., p. 467) now adopt.

Dâr. Arabic: "a large building." 'Amru son of the Sabean king
of Yaman was called 'Abd ed-Dâr, or "servant of the temple."

Darsana. Sanskrit: "demonstration."—a system of philosophy,
of which Hindus recognise six. These "mirrors of knowledge," as
they are called, include (1) The Nyâya, said to be founded by Gotama
Buddha, being logical; (2) the Vaiśeshika, by Kanâda, physical and
atomic, being supplementary to the preceding; (3) Sâṅkhya, by Kapila,
being Agnostik or Atheistik; (4) Yoga, by Patañjali—which asserts
the existence of individual souls, and of an all pervading soul: (5) Purva-
imanas, by Jaimini, usually called the "Mimamsa": (6) Uttara, by
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habit of scientific investigation makes a man cautious in accepting any proofs. As far as I am concerned I do not believe that any revelation has ever been made. With regard to a future life every one must draw his own conclusions from vague and contradictory probabilities.”

We also find him asking himself such questions as these: “Is it credible, if God were now to make a revelation to the Hindus, that he would connect it with a belief in Vishnu and Siva, as Christianity is connected with the Old Testament?” In 1881 he wrote that the Theistik argument, from the supposed “innate idea of God,” could only have weight if all had the same conviction as to the existence of one and the same deity. “With me,” he writes, “the horrid doubt in regard to a God is, that our convictions are untrustworthy, our minds being but developments from lower animals. How could one trust to the convictions of a monkey?” These doubts appear to have troubled him as early as 1861. In 1881 neither the awful grandeur of earthy and starry scenes, nor the universal existence of law and order in the universe, with its vast complexity—the infinitely great and infinitely small—could sway his logical and scientific mind.

Sublimity, he argued, is no more an argument for the existence of a personal god (apart from the universe) than are the emotions roused by fine music. Natural law does not of necessity imply design or purpose. The law of gravitation applies to a dead moon, not necessarily for purpose any more than in dead organisms. Shortly after publishing the Origin of Species he confesses that his views, as to God’s existence being proved by the complexity of nature, “have very gradually, with many fluctuations, become weaker. … I cannot pretend to throw any light on such abstruse problems. The mystery of the beginning of all things is insoluble, and I for one am content to remain Agnostic.” The argument from pleasure and pain, from him, equally unsatisfactory. He thought it possible that—despite the impossibility of this—there was more happiness than misery.

Pain could not improve us, “for the number of men is as nothing compared to that of other sentient beings, who suffer even more than they, without any moral improvement … there is too much misery in the world. A beneficient and omnipotent God could not designedly have created the Ichneumonidei exactly to feed within the living body of caterpillars, nor design that a cat should play with mice. … I see no necessity for the belief that the eye was expressly designed. … I incline to look at everything as resulting from designed laws, with the details, whether good or bad, left to the working out of what is popularly called chance; not that the notion at all satisfies me.”

See further under Agnostics. [In spite of such doubts the doctrine of evolution teaches a gradual adaptation, and development, which appears to involve a persistent purpose to produce higher forms.—Ed.]

Dāśa. Dāśyu. Sanskrit. Dauhu. Dahyu. Zend. The Indian Dāshyu were “country” people, a dark race whom the Aryans found to be enemies to their faith. The root Dau means “to burn.” The Dāyus were later on the “conquered,” whom the Brāhmans regarded as of Sudra caste when they conformed to their teaching. The word may however be connected with Dosh “land.” In Persia Darius calls himself “King of the Dāshus,” or conquered provinces—which in Sanskrit would be Dās-patī, and in Greek De-[p]otés, while the Greek does meant a “slave.” Aryans had, however, ceased to respect Dāyas, and the word has a better signification than Mechas or barbarians. For Dāyas were civilised Turanians, whom Aryan nomads found ruling in India (see Dutt’s India Past and Present, pp. 7-10, 90, &c.).

Dasara. Any ten-day festival, in India, but usually the great autumn feast about the middle of September (10th Kuēr), called the Durgā-pija or Bijai Dasami. It follows a nine-days’ mourning for the ravages of the buffalo-headed demon Mah-islavara, after whom Mysore is said to be named (see Durga). Another Dasara, at Banaras, is held on 10th Jath, or about 25th May, the birthday of Ganga, when the snows begin to melt, and the fertilising flood rises in the holy river.

Dasaratha. The son of Aja, and father of Rāma who is the 7th incarnation of Vishnu. These were all kings of Ayodhā (Oudh), and founders of Aryan power. Dasaratha was descended from Ikshvāku, ancestor of the Śākya, and of Buḍḍha. He possessed the magic car of Sūrya (the sun); and being childless, though he had three wives, performed the great horse sacrifice (see Asva-mādha), his chief wife Kauśalyā remaining all night by the dead horse; after which she bore Rāma—who partook of half Vishnu’s nature. The second wife bore Bhārata, and the third (Sumitri) bore Lakṣmana and Sutrāṅga. Vishnu appeared in the fire of the sacrifice, and gave to these barren wives the Amrīta drink (see Rāma, Ramā-yana, and Sita).

Daughter. While other Aryan terms for relationship are clear, the meaning of the common Aryan word for daughter (Sanskrit Dukhtar) is obscure. Dr. O. Schrader says “we can never decide whether dukhtar means ‘milkmaid,’ ‘sucking,’ or ‘suckling one.’” The root duk, or Bug, signifies a “text.”
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Davata. The Sanskrit name of the fire goddess, is apparently the Scythian Tahiti, for Vesta, the fire goddess.

David. The "sweet singer of Israel," and "chosen of the Lord," who did right in his eyes (1 Kings iii, 14). The name is not common among Hebrews, but like Dodo (2 Sam. xxiii. 9) signifies "beloved." In the absence of any historic texts the story of David remains a matter of faith. The name Dudo is found in the Tell Amarna texts of the 15th century B.C., as that of a foreigner in Egypt, and is perhaps the same as that of Dido the foundress of Carthage. Meshal, King of Moab (about 900 B.C.), speaks on his monument of the "Aral of Dodo," which he dragged before his god Kemoah, or of the "hero Dodo" (see Aral); and we have also the names Dodoi "loving," and Dodasah "love of Jehovah" (1 Chron. xxxii. 4; 2 Chron. xx. 37). The father of David was Jesse who was descended from the Moabite Ruth (Ruth iv, 18-22), and also according to the gospel (Matt. i, 5) from the Canaanite Rahab. His history is mixed with legends, and the Arabs said that "he imitated the thunders of heaven, the lion's roar, and the note of the nightingale"—perhaps referring to his Psalms. He danced in ecstasy before the ark, to the disgust of his proud wife (2 Sam. vi. 14-16, 20, 22), and appears like other early Asiatic kings to have been a priest as well as a civil ruler. His sons also were priests (Kohlenin, 2 Sam. viii. 18) though not of the tribe of Levi. He employed Kerethites, Pelethites, and Gittiths in his army, who would seem to have been Philistines, unless they were Hebrews dwelling—as he did himself—in Philistia. He assumed also the crown of Milkom, the god of Amnon (2 Sam. xii, 30; 1 Chron. xx, 2). Nothing can be more horrible than the curses which are attributed to him in Psalms like the 109th, which we must hope to be a parody of some later angry prophet: the deeply religious tone of others finds an echo in the hearts of many to-day.

Dawn. See Ahana, Athene Athor, Dahana, Saranya, Usha.

Day. From the Aryan root Di "to shine." The Semitic peoples gave no names to days of the week, and the Babylonians indeed had apparently no week, their Sabbath being the 15th of the month. The Arabs name only the Yom el Jum'ah, or "day of congregation," and the Yom es Sabt or "Sabbath." The Aryan, on the other hand, dedicated each week-day to a god—apparently under Roman influence in the west, while Hindus and Tamils alike have such names in India. The table following see also the illustrations of the planets and days of the ancient Balis of Ceylon, Riveras of

Lyc. ii. p. 481), shows that all alike place the sun first, and the moon second. Tuesday is sacred to Mars and Siva; Wednesday to Mercury or Budha: Thursday to Jove: Friday to Venus, and Sukra, being also the sacred day of Arabs who worshiped the Venus of Makka. Saturday belonged to Saturn, originally the god of agriculture. The colors of the Indian deities were—(1) Surya golden, (2) Vishnu silver, (3) Siva blood-stone or bronze green (4) Budha black, (5) Brihas-pati grey, (6) Sukra tawny red, (7) Sani sapphire blue. All metals and colors had their special gods, and the pyramid of Babylon was in like manner colored in seven stages (see Architecture and Babylon).

The Greek week-days are those of Christian times. The Tibetan planets are connected respectively with light, water, flame, copper, wood, gold, and earth. The Semitic names only mean "first," "second," &c., excepting those above stated—Friday and Saturday.

Dead. The rites of the dead, whether those of burial or those of cremation, have always been solemn among civilized races. It would appear (Rig Veda, x. 11, 18, see Dr R. Mitwa's Indo Aryan, ii, p. 146) that cremation was unusual among Vedik Aryans until the time of the Yajur Veda; and that, before this—say about 1000 B.C.—the dead were buried at sacred sites. We have also ancient Buddhist graves, with small stone lingams over them; and burial was the custom of the Greeks of Mycene—about 1500 B.C. It is clear from the Upanishads (Sacred Books of the East) that the Aryans buried; and burial mounds existed when the Rig Veda was written. Great stones were rolled over the entrance to the tomb, less for the purpose of excluding the living than for that of preventing the dead from coming forth. This indeed seems to have been one original reason for burial and cremation. Bodies were sunk deep in pits, or covered by a huge tumulus; or (as among the Norse) a stream was diverted until a mound had been made in its bed. The monumental stone served at once to warn the living of the presence of a ghost, and to "lay" the spirit beneath it. Sometimes the body was nailed to its coffin, or to the side of the tomb, or the legs were tied, the spine broken, or the corpse actually hacked
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in pieces, lest it should come to life again as the body of some fiend, ghoul, or vampire. The same idea is found among Christians who thrust a stake through the body of a suicide. [In Egypt such mutilated corpses occur, as late as the 16th century B.C., in the ante-chamber of the tomb of Amenophis II.—Ed.]

When the Brahmanas were being written—about 800 to 500 B.C.—the Aryans collected the ashes, after cremating the body on the banks of a sacred stream into which they were flung, while Mantras—or Vedik verses—were being sung. A circle of stones was erected to consecrate the spot, driving death away, or enclosing polluted ground. The wife was then pulled away from the side of her dead lord with the words: “Come to the world of the living ... do thou marry again” ; so that Suttee (see Sati) was a later custom. Asuras, or “ungodly” pre-Aryan, according to an Upanishad, offered neither alms nor sacrifices at death, but decked the corpse in fine garments, with perfumes (like the Jewish manner), just as we still present flowers. The Zoroastrians, on the contrary, allowed no useful or fine apparel to be placed on corpses. The object of the Hindu (Bhag Veda, viii, 8, 5) was “to conquer the world by dispelling this its greatest sorrow” ; for which reason, perhaps, Buddha’s body was sumptuously decked—by his own desire according to his sorrowing disciples. The Kusunagiri Mulas (Dravidiad) are said to have taken to the sacred Sala grove “five hundred suits of apparel for the blessed Tathakgotas, the king of kings, and true Chakra-varta” (Sacred Books of the East, XI, vi, 26, the Book of the Great Decease, translated by Dr Rhys Davids). For six days the mourners paid honours to the body, with sweet incense and decorations, sacred dancings, hymns, and music. They then cremated the corpse, preserving the bones, which were taken to the top of the conical sacred hill of Kusi-nagar, where other rites occupied seven days. The writer of this account represents the customs of the earlier Brahmanas, for in the Ramaayana—written a century or so after Buddha’s death—the Rakshasa slain by Ravana is said to have demanded burial, “according to the immemorial custom of deceased Rakshasis ... so as to go away prosperously and attain to ever enduring worlds.”

The Anglo-Saxon word birgmen means “to hide away,” or “bury.” The dead were to be securely hidden, so as not to disturb the living. Barbarian nomads covered the corpse with earth and leaves, or threw it into a wood, or some deserted spot, or into a river, or dogs, vultures, or fish might devour it. This custom still survives in the Parsi “Towers of Silence.” Earth and water, among Persians, were too sacred to be contaminated by death; hence the body was sus-

pended above earth, to be devoured, and the dog or the vulture was spoken of as one who “cleanses the earth, and dissipates evil spirits” (see Dog). There was a time (nay it is still so, according to Captain Hinde, the Belgian officer who lived among the savages of the Upper Congo in 1890 to 1894—British Association Meeting, September 1894), when men devoured the dead, especially those whose qualities they admired. This writer says: “Our sentries had to be stationed over the cemeteries to prevent body snatching. ... Persons of both sexes were, in some districts, regularly kept for human food, and before being eaten their limbs were sometimes broken, and they were placed in water up to the chin to render the flesh tender. ... The tribes have no horror like us of cannibalism. It is the custom of the country. ... A sentry one night shot a camp prowler, and grinned much that he turned out to be his own father, whom tribe law forbade his eating. He however handed him over to his friends, who then held a great feast. ... In many regions there are no old or infirm, the rule being to eat all on the first signs of decrepitude. ... Persons sentenced to death, or killed, or wounded in war, are at once torn to pieces and eaten; and the savages therefore followed our camps like hungry jackals. ... The flesh was always cooked and preserved by smoking.”

Races in the paleolithic and neolithik stages have left us skeletons in caves, and tumuli—as though believing in souls or ghosts. Cremation would seem to have appeared in Europe during the Bronze age. Etruskans and early Greeks buried long before they burned the dead. In the deserted home there were sometimes riches where stones represented the dead, and were worshiped as the family Lores and Penates. The ashes were kept in urns. The Persians preserved the bones, after the corpse had been picked clean; and the Ossetes of the Caucasus still keep the bones in bags—preserving the old Iranian method of disposal by giving the corpse to vultures. The body was sometimes embalmed, in hope of a future resurrection; but even in Egypt the brain and intestines were removed, and separately kept in “Kanakul” vases. Under no circumstances must the dead come back as ghosts. Thus Egyptians are said to have turned the body round several times on the way to the tomb, so as to make it lose its way. Many Asiatics and Europeans take the corpse out of the house through a hole in the wall, or by a special “death’s door,” which is at once built up. The Siamese threw hot stones at it, as the Teutonik tribes threw cold water. The coast tribes of Africa often cast the dead into the sea. In Dahomey slaves are often killed, and told to go and inform the ghosts of all
that is going on in their old homes, lest they should return to see for themselves. These killed by lightning have displeased the gods,
and the body is hewn in pieces, and must be eaten by priests—a
practice once known in Asia.

The Egyptian antiseptic treatment of the mummy is well
known, as described in detail by Herodotos. The Guanches
of the Canary Islands made similar mummies down to our 16th
century. The Egyptians believed that the soul, or souls (see Ea),
revisited the body in the tomb. Semitic races buried the dead.
Saul and his sons were cremated (1 Sam. xxxi, 13) for a special
reason, and the bones were afterwards buried (2 Sam. xxi, 12).
Not to be buried was a terrible fate (Jer. viii, 1; Ezek. vi, 5); and
to burn bones was a desecration (1 Kings xxi, 2; 2 Kings xxii, 16).
The Hebrews purified themselves after touching the dead; and
showed sorrow by rending their garments—whence the later Jewish
custom of tearing, or cutting off, a piece of the dress on the way
to the grave. [Recent excavations throw much light on burial in
Semitic countries. The Akkadians burned, and feared pollution by
corpses as much as the Jews. The Canaanites—as known from
excavations at Gezer and Taanach in Palestine—buried in the
cramped position—the legs drawn up—as is customary among non-
Aryans of India, and other early races in Egypt and elsewhere.
At Susa bodies are found, in dead pottery coffins, which appear to
have been burned, and at both the sites above named the bones of babes
occur in jars, and appear to have been subject to fire. The Babylonians
burned, but Assyrian tombs are as yet unknown. The former
preserved the body in honey or wax, as did the Palmyrenes, and
as Herod preserved the body of Marianne. The Jews only spread
spices and unguents on the corpse. The Arab tombs in Moab are
decorated by plaits of women's hair, strung between sticks, as a
sign of mourning. The "great burning" (2 Chron. xvi, 14) was not
that of the corpse, but of objects burned at the grave. The Jews
still burn shawls, and other stuffs, at the grave of Joseph in
Shechem, and at that of Rabbi Simeon bar Jochai the Kabbalist
in Upper Galilee. This is a survival of the old offerings to the
dead which, among Scythians and Celts, included living wives,
slaves, and horses, for which the Chinese now substitute paper
images of all that the dead may need in the other world.—Ed.]
The Colchians buried women (perhaps as having no souls),
but hung the corpses of men on trees, that the souls might come
and go as they pleased—a custom also observed among Gonds, Blifs,
and other non-Aryans in India. The Greeks and Romans buried
and burned in different ages; and, like Egyptians or modern
Russians, provided for the journey to be taken by the dead in the
other world "across the river of death." (see Bridges). At Mycenae
every requisite in the tombs; but when the Homeric
poems were written cremation was usual. [Marks of fire were also
observed in the case of the 4th tomb at Mycene, as though the
bodies had been burned in the grave.—compare under Japan, and
see Schliemann's Mycenae (1878), p. 213. In this case the fire
did not destroy the bones; and the bodies found in jars and pottery
coffins, in Susa and Palestine, may have been baked, or charred,
inside their receptacles before burial.—Ed.]

We have a consecutive history of the graves and monuments of
Attika from 700 B.C., which was the "Di-pylon" period, so called
from the numerous di-pylon vases in tombs. These graves were as
deep as our own, but were not filled in to surface level, as sacrifices
and libations used to be offered over the dead. So Odusseus poured
the blood of a black ram into the pit to appease a hero's soul.
 Bones of sacrificed animals are common beside these tombs, but there
are no signs of cremation. The grave was made large enough to
hold, besides the body, all the ordinary utensils, weapons, &c., of
the deceased; the woman's terra-cotta spindle whorl; the man's iron
spear and sword; and all personal ornaments. These were covered
with wood, and earth laid over it, when a large terra-cotta vase was
sunk in the grave, so that the top appeared above the surface. It
had holes in the bottom; and the libations soaked through. In
the 5th and 6th centuries B.C. the tombs of Etruria were splendidly
adorned, and frescoes were painted on the walls. The graves often
were covered by a slab of polished marble. (The early tombs of
Asia Minor, and Phoenicia, contain pottery statuettes of gods and
goddesses, and other representations of objects valued by the person
buried. These served as charms, or as provision for the spiritual life
in Hades, or on the journey thither. In Egypt these offerings are
extremely elaborate, and include all kinds of objects. In Italy
alphabets were buried in the tombs of children.—Ed.]

According to Tacitus the Belges, and Celts, and Teutons, raised
no mounds over the dead. They were burned, and the ashes often
placed in urns near their stone circles, as among non-Aryan Indians of
the day. He says that these North-Western Aryans sacrificed the
widow, and slaves, and horses, and placed beside the urn (in its cist), as the
Scythians also did according to Herodotos. The Lapps used to place flint steel and tinder beside
their dead—to lighten them on the dark road. The Greenlanders
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put a dog beside a dead child, to guide it on its way. The Chipewa Indians keep fires burning beside the grave, for four days, probably with the same intention. The Aztecs provided water for the “thirsty way.”

“Wakes,” or feasts for the Dead, were nominally for their propiti-ation (see Srisidha). Certain shrubs, leaves, and flowers, are funereal, and must always be placed near the dead. Roses are strewn over maidens, and aromatic herbs over the young; but thistles and thorns were put in the graves of bachelors and old maids. Yellow has been the commonest mourning color, but white and black have been usual in Europe since our 12th century, and white is now usual in the East (see Colors). Next to the dire fate of being left unburied was that of not being placed in hallowed ground of the tribe. For the heretic there was no such burial; no bell tolled, as had become customary from about the 9th century; no procession followed the Cross, as was usual since our 4th century. As the pagan emblem of mourning was the funeral cypress, so the Christians symbolised “entering heaven” by strewing evergreens on the grave, and by the palm or olive branch. The earliest efforts of art were devoted to the adornment of the homes of the dead—to mausoleums, cenotaphs, and temples in their honour; which has led some wrongly to conclude that man’s first worship was that of the dead. The pillar stone might become the home of the ghost; the cenotaph enabled it to rejoin those it loved on earth, though the body had not been recovered. The Rev. J. Sibree shows that the rude Malagasi cenotaph is a pillar or post, with an urn at the top, set in an enclosure (Journal Anthrop. Inst., 2nd January 1892).

To wander among the tombs was to commune with the dead. Churches were erected beside the older cemeteries, which they consecrated. The bodies of kings and priests were buried within them, and their spirits became guardians of the holy spots. They were sanctuaries in which even the criminal might not be seized. The early Christian chapels are in catacombs, and present emblems of the faith, with short texts or invocations inviolable to the student, accompanying the symbolic dove, fish, serpent, or palm, to which the “chrism” was added later, while strange invocations of angels are mingled even with the ancient D.M., for “Dias Mambus”—the Pagan manes.

A survival of the old funeral pyres is notable in an entry found in the borough accounts of Sheffield, in 1590, giving compensation “for trees burned down at my Lordes funeral on 26th January 1590.” The ancient Norseman was burned on a bûl or pile of wood; and all his horses, arms and jewels were thrown into the fire; or he was sent out on his burning galley to the Western Sea (see Notes and Queries, April 1st, 1898).

Death. See Immortality. Col. Ingersoll says: “And suppose after all that death ends all. Next to eternal joy, next to being for ever with those we love and those who have loved us, next to that is to be wrapped in the dreamless drapery of eternal peace. Next to eternal life is eternal sleep.”

Declan. He was said to be a bishop at the round tower of Ardmore, in the 5th century. As a canonised saint, Declan was specially honoured in Ireland since 1750 to 1890 A.C. His “pattern” day is the 24th July, or according to others 23rd December (see Hall’s Ireland, i. pp. 282-5; Hardy’s Holy Wells, 1836; and Notes and Queries, February 2nd and 7th, 1895.) St Declan’s rites are severe penances ending, says Mr Ch. Drury, “with disgraceful and drunken debauchery.” The devotees drag themselves under a sacred stone, drink at a holy well, visit the saint’s cell or tomb, near the old cathedral with its round tower, and take home some of the sacred earth. [Such a well, and a holed stone through which persons suffering from rheumatism are dragged, still exists, in 1904, immediately N. of Ennis in Co. Clare.—Ed.]

Delos. Or Asteria, was said to be a floating island, where Latona bore Zeus and Apollo. It is also called Ortagia (“quail island”); and Delia is the sister of Léto, whom Zeus pursued from Olympia till she changed into a quail, which symbolises dawn (see Quail).

Delphi. A name connected with Delphos “the womb,” and a very important solar-phallic shrine in Greece; where Greeks communed with the gods through the poor demented witch-woman, who was stupefied by the mephitic vapours of a chasm, beside the thermal waters. In the cave was an earth-fast conical rock, which they called the Omphalos, or “navel,” of earth. The golden statue of Apollo stood in the sanctuary, near the sacred fire and the treasures of the shrine. Here also in the 7th century B.C. were the iron chair of Pindar, the iron bowl of Glaucus, and the cup of Kulibè. Under the sanctuary was the subterranean vault, and the hot spring with its tripod above it, on which sate the Sibyl or Pythones. Her mutterings were interpreted by priests as best suited themselves, and delivered in verse to the enquirers, who stood in the large hypostyle outer temple, where was an altar of Poseidon, with statues of Zeus, and of Apollo Maragétês the “God of Fate”; also two of Fates (good and bad), and one of Hermione, queen of Kadmos, a beautiful
daughter of Ares and Aphrodite, who introduced the study of music, and (with her husband) became a serpent (see Odyssey, v. 426; and Prof. Middleton, Cambridge Ant. Socy, 5th March 1898).

The topography of Delphi was suggestive to early native worshippers. There was a natural cleft between two great mountains, with bosses, suggesting the earth mother (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 258). The early tribes knew the spot as Lar-nasses or Lar-nos, "the island of the Las" or "master" (as in Kasite and Etruscan speech).

It was a holy place like the Akropolis of Thebes in Boiotia (see Nesos, and Bryant's Mythol., iii, p. 329). Hence came the pillar now at Constantinople (see View of Delphi, Rivers of Life, i, p. 260, fig. 125; and the pillar sketched, i, p. 266, fig. 127). This pillar once stood in front of the cave. [The three-headed serpent supporting it, in the At-Meidan or "horse market" of Constantinople, once belonged to the golden tripod dedicated from Persian spoil about 476 B.C. (Herodotos, ix, 91; Thucyd., i, 132; Pausanias, X, xiii, 9), and disappearing when the Phocceans plundered Delphi in 357 B.C. The inscription on the pillar is a cardinal example of the Greek alphabet of the Peloponnesus in the 5th century B.C. Taylor, Alphabet, ii, pp. 50-51.—Ed.] Near Delphi, said the Greeks, the ark of Deukalion rested at the deluge, and the shrine was sacred to Gaia (mother earth), Themis (law), Phoebes and Phoebé (sun and moon), long before the age of Greek domination. Pausanias calls it the early Puthu (Sanskrit Pitho "oracle") of Poseidon (ocean), and Ge (earth); and Hekataios says it was the oracle of the Hyperboreans or "northerners." But Greeks understood Python to mean "rotting" (Puthinein), as connected with the slaughter of the monster serpent by Apollo, who was also said to have appeared as a dolphin (a play on the word Delphi): the dolphin being said to have guarded Amphitrite for Poseidon, and to predict storms (A. di Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 351).

On the wall of the Pro-nasos was written the famous "know thyself," "nothing too much," &c.; and over the doorway was the mysterious Ε, said to stand for Εἰ ("he is"), about which Pliutarch, "a priest of Apollo," has written much in his Moralia (in the section on the Cassation of Oracles). This symbol has been variously explained; but—in our opinion—it is a ligam, or trident, mark Δ, which finds support in Dr King's statement (Gnostics, p. 199) that the "Delphic Ε" came from India (see Rivers of Life, i, figs. 99, 105). Mr Sewell (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., July 1886) shows that the Trisul or trident of Vishnu is commonly found in W. Asia with the "wheel." A cameo, sketched by the late artist Mr W. Simpson, represents this

Delphi E (compare King's Gnostics, p. 159), with the word Khronos ("of gold") beneath. In this instance it stands sideways and not vertically. It is a common caste mark of Vishnuas (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 228). The Trisul sign is also common in Babylon and Assyria, on sceptre heads, Kasite boundary stones, and as an amulet on the necklaces of kings, being the emblem of Nergal or Baal (see Rawlinson's Ancient Mon., iii, p. 434). Mr Simpson found it as the Sivaik trident, used by priests on the Satelj river (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., 1885), and compares it with the Tibetan Dor-je (see Danda). Dr King (Gnostics, p. 199) says: "It must be remembered that this figure (the Delphic E) was hallowed at Delphi many centuries before that shape of the vowel came into the Greek alphabet, an alteration (to the later uncial form) which dates only from Dionitian's time" (or the end of our first century). He mentions (p. 98) that the emblem was at first of wood, "which decaying was replaced by the Corinthians carved in bronze, and this was again, at a later date, transmuted into gold, by Livia Augusta, as more consistent with the dignity of that god whose offspring her husband boasted himself to be." So that our amulet, with its legend "of gold," belongs to Roman times.

**Delta.** The Greek letter Δ, of triangular form. A favourite female charm (see Triangle). It represents the "door" of life (see Door).

**Demons.** See Daimon, and Spirits.

**Démokritos.** The so-called "Laughing Philosopher" was born in Abdra 460 B.C. The English were taught to appreciate him by Bacon. Few men, according to Lange (Hist. of Materialism), have been more respectfully used in history. He taught—as Tyndall showed in his famous Belfast address of 1877—weightier matters than are to be found in Plato or Aristotle, developing with precision and completeness what Lucretius called the "First Beginnings" in the construction of the Universe—namely the pregnant doctrine of the atoms or molecules. Démokritos visited Athens during his extended travels, while Plato and Sokratés were alive; and of the latter he said: "a man who readily contradicts, and uses many words, cannot learn anything aright." Though the son of a rich man he returned from his travels a poor one; but was supported by his brother, and so able to issue his great work (Diis-Kynam) which the people of Abdra used to assemble to hear read. He is said to have learned the atomic theory from Leukippos of Abdra. He combatted the idea that any
Denderah

Denderah. Tentyra. The capital of an Egyptian province, situated on the Nile 58 miles N. of Thebes, and 425 miles S. of Cairo. It was the city of Atheta, and the name is probably derived from Thi-n-hat-hor "abode of Athor." Her great festival was about the 21st to 24th July, during which there were rude processions, and much "laughing and weeping," as the Solstice past, and the sun beginning to decline to the south. The present famous temple, with its pillars having heads of Athor as capitals, belongs to the time of the Ptolemies and Caesars (3rd to 1st centuries B.C.), when ancient sculptures were effaced and replaced. A vase (No. 333) in the Louvre was found at Denderah, and was dedicated, by King Pepi of the sixth dynasty (perhaps 3000 B.C.), to "Athor the Lady." Renouf (Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., IX. ii, 1893) says that: "A record of the original temple of Denderah, written in archaic characters on skins in the earliest ages, was discovered in the time of Thothmes III" (about 1400 B.C.).

The temple, 1 mile from the W. bank of the Nile, is in fair order, with a fine porch on pillars 50 ft. high, each with a small shrine and image of Athor at the top. There are side chapels to Isis and Osiris, and not far off is one to Sebek the crocodile god. In one of these side chapels Isis appears as the "Mother" holding her babe, while outside in the corridor the fierce Seth monster waits to destroy it. The celebrated circular Zodiacus was in another cell, together with a square one. The former was discovered in the 18th century, and was bought by the French Government for the Imperial Library: the latter still remains in two pieces, decorating the two extremities of the portico. [This Zodiacus is however much too late to have any particular value. —End.] The true history and significance has yet to be traced.

Denys. St Denys is the patron Saint of France; and its war cry used to be "Mont Joye St Denys." He is supposed to have in-

Deo-garh

Deo-garh. Hindi: "God's house," an important and very ancient shrine, now consisting of 22 temples, near the Sontali districts of Bengal. It is about 200 miles from Calcutta, and 60 from Baughulpore, long our headquarters as superintending engineer of a district larger than Portugal. Some 100,000 Aryan Hindus make annual pilgrimages to Deo-garh, though it was originally the Zen of rude Sontalis and other non-Aryans, now called D statues. In the holiest temple stands a well-polished lingam, 4 inches high, but 5 feet in diameter, said to be 400 years old (see details by Dr Ramlal-Mitra, Bengal Bl. Asiatic Journal, i, 1381-2; and III, ii, 1883). We have seldom observed any of the original votaries when visiting Deo-garh during the period of pilgrimages; for they avoid their Aryan masters, and never enter temples with them.

The topography of Deo-garh is very characteristic. It is in a rocky plain dominated by a sacred three-peak mountain—the Trikuta—like Siva's holy triple peak in the Himalayas (see Baidya-natha) and many other triple hills in east and west. The fresh leaves, and the water required at the Deo-garh Baidya-natha must come from the Trishula peaks. Some 300 priests live in and around the former, and in 1883 the town had a resident population of 5000 persons. Very few of the pilgrims remain more than a day, yet "no temple has a higher sanctity than Baidya-natha," says Dr Ramlal-Mitra. The present lingam is said to have been set up by Brahmans, near the sacred lake; and a dark aboriginal non-Aryan named Byju came and insulted it, as an encroachment. This Sontali tried, in absence of the Brahmans, to break it up, when this brahman appeared, and Byju asked him, if a god, to respect the rights of his people. Siva

phenomena arose from caprices of the gods, and laid down: 1st, that "from nothing nothing came"; 2nd, that nothing which exists can be destroyed: 3rd, that all changes are due to combinations and separations of molecules, following fixed laws, and not to chance; the only realities are atoms and empty space: 4th, that the atoms are infinite in number, and various in form; they strike together, and their motions produce all things. Most of these dicta are now truisms of science; but unfortunately the philosopher allowed his feelings to bewilder his intellect, and speaks of a soul as "of fine, smooth, round atoms, like those of fire—very mobile, and by penetration of the whole body producing the phenomena of life."

"from nothing nothing came," and the 1st, that nothing which exists can be destroyed: 3rd, that all changes are due to combinations and separations of molecules, following fixed laws, and not to chance; the only realities are atoms and empty space: 4th, that the atoms are infinite in number, and various in form; they strike together, and their motions produce all things. Most of these dicta are now truisms of science; but unfortunately the philosopher allowed his feelings to bewilder his intellect, and speaks of a soul as "of fine, smooth, round atoms, like those of fire—very mobile, and by penetration of the whole body producing the phenomena of life."

Denderah. Tentyra. The capital of an Egyptian province, situated on the Nile 28 miles N. of Thebes, and 425 miles S. of Cairo. It was the city of Atheta, and the name is probably derived from Thi-n-hat-hor "abode of Athor." Her great festival was about the 21st to 24th July, during which there were rude processions, and much "laughing and weeping," as the Solstice past, and the sun beginning to decline to the south. The present famous temple, with its pillars having heads of Athor as capitals, belongs to the time of the Ptolemies and Caesars (3rd to 1st centuries B.C.), when ancient sculptures were effaced and replaced. A vase (No. 333) in the Louvre was found at Denderah, and was dedicated, by King Pepi of the sixth dynasty (perhaps 3000 B.C.), to "Athor the Lady." Renouf (Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., IX. ii, 1893) says that: "A record of the original temple of Denderah, written in archaic characters on skins in the earliest ages, was discovered in the time of Thothmes III" (about 1600 B.C.).

The temple, 1 mile from the W. bank of the Nile, is in fair order, with a fine porch on pillars 50 ft. high, each with a small shrine and image of Athor at the top. There are side chapels to Isis and Osiris, and not far off is one to Sebek the crocodile god. In one of these side chapels Isis appears as the "Holy Mother" holding her babe, while outside in the corridor the fierce Seth monster waits to destroy it. The celebrated circular Zodiacus was in another cell, together with a square one. The former was discovered in the 18th century, and was bought by the French Government for the Imperial Library: the latter still remains in two pieces, decorating the two extremities of the portico. [This Zodiacus is however much too late to have any particular value. —End.] The true history and significance has yet to be traced.

Denys. St Denys is the patron Saint of France; and its war cry used to be "Mont Joie St Denys." He is supposed to have in-
Deo-garh

then declared that the shrine should ever be called Byijnath (that is Baidya-nath), the story apparently being intended to explain away the adoration of a non-Aryan emblem by Brahmins. The tale admits that when they first arrived they "found nothing but forest, and three great stones which the Dasyus worshipped." The shrine of Deo-garh is thronged by physicians: for the place—like Lourdes—is famous for its miraculous cures.

The rude non-Aryans expressed to us their amazement at strange freaks in the modern worship of their ancient gods—the costly libations, elaborate rituals, and rich gifts of cattle and lands. Documents giving perpetual grants rent-free were written on leaves of the sacred Bel tree, and cast before the shrines. They used often to be found, and were thrown away with the sweepings of the dark adytum; but no monuments on stamped parchment have been more respected than these leafy temple title-deeds.

According to some Puranas, Deo-garh was holy already in the vastly remote cycle of the Satya-Yuga, and throughout the Treta age. Aryans said that Ravana, the demon King of Ceylon, was forced, as he fled through the air from Vishnu and other gods, to drop the lingams he carried, at Deo-garh. The Rakshas, or demons, insisted on disturbing the loves of Siva and Parvati; and by their aid Ravana gained from Siva possession of the Jyotis-lingam, or "phallus of light," as to which Siva said: "take it: it is the essence of all virile power, as effective as my whole person; but mark that wherever it alights there it will remain, fructifying whatever it touches; it can never be transplanted." Ravana vainly attempted to remove this lingam from Deo-garh, and only injured the conical top. Finding it impossible, he devoted himself to its worship, and dug out close by, with his arrow, a holy well for the ablutions of the faithful, which is supplied with water, according to the priests, from all the sacred springs of India. The lingam was one of the "great twelve" (see Lingam); and, according to the Padma-Purana, Bills and Brahmins contended for its possession. General Arya pilgrimages to the spot are traced only to our 10th century; and in the 16th Brahmins from Mithila wheeled the non-Aryans out of their ancient rights, and began to build and rebuild Brahman shrines. Dr Ram-Il-Mitra notices two Buddhist temples among the 22 at Deo-garh. The place has many names, given by Sanskrit writers, such as Harada-pitha ("heart oracle"), and the "holy Pandamus grove," from a flower sacred to Sati. The whole of the Mithila (or Tirhut) province was, and is, devoted to lingam worship. Among women the legend of the pandamus flower is the favourite one; for Sati, daughter of Daksha, took this form in order to dwell near her lord's vāna or "grove." It properly applies only to the "cremation ground," where Sati's heart fell (whence the name Harada-pitha); but she also appears as a flower on the top of the lingams (see Sati).

The terrible suicidal fast, called the Hatya or "killing," which used to be common at Deo-garh, has now been put down by our government. The patient lay near the shrine until either he starved himself to death, or the god proclaimed "Go! thou art cured," or "Go! thy wish is granted." The votaries are now chiefly women who long for offspring. The names of those who are blessed are engraved on the temple pavement, as an inducement to others. The priests, it is said, are often the fathers. Vishvanas have tried hard, at various times, to displace the Sivaites at Deo-garh. They began a grand temple to Lakshmi-Narayana, which was suddenly stopped when it was raised to a height of 51 feet, ostensibly on account of a high-priest's dream. A flat roof was put on, and images of Vishnu here lie rudely propped up. From the top of a temple of Siva as Nila-kantha ("blue throated") a piece of cloth is stretched to the shrine of Pārvati—a distance of 70 feet—symbolising the union of the divine pair.

"During the Durga-puja in October," writes Dr Ram-Il-Mitra, "upwards of a thousand kids are sacrificed in honour of the god and goddess, besides several buffaloes" (see Sacrifice). As Baidya-nath is unwilling to witness such animal sacrifices the priests shut and lock the doors of his shrine. There is another temple to Śūrya (the sun) as Padma-pāni, with an ancient Lāt inscription of 250 A.C. This is probably in sītu, as Aośaka placed his Lāts in all places where men congregated in numbers. But Dr Mitra thinks it came from elsewhere. Temples to Śūrya are now almost as rare in India as temples to Brahma. The monkey god Hamunat, who aided Rama, has also a shrine, with a strange assortment of images. He is called Hanuman-Kabir, and beside him stands Kāla-Brāhaira (a form of Siva), whose image Dr Mitra thinks like Dhyāni Buddha. There is also a temple of Sāndha Devi or Sāvitrī, wife of the sun, whom Buddhists called Tārā-devi: this is thought to have been built in 1692 A.C. Due east of the original site of the three stones is a cell, and a pyramidal shrine above it, sacred to Vaya ("wind") or to Byijn the founder. Deo-garh has, according to Dr Mitra, "an historic past" of at least 2000 years.

Derketo. See Atergatis. The fish goddess. Perhaps originally Dagitu, feminine, from Dag "fish."

Dervish. Darwish. A religious devotee of one of the secret orders of Islam. The name is variously explained. Perhaps from
Dervish

The disciples of the Rifai founder wear black turbans. They eat scorpions and snakes unharmed (compare Mark xvi, 18; Luke x, 19), and charm serpents from their holes. They walk on live coals, and stab themselves with knives. In the Dozeh rite the chief rides over the prostrate bodies of the devotees, who are often thus injured. The Badawiyyeh tread on fire, and eat vipers, and live coals, not always without hurting themselves. The Ahmediyyeh wear red turbans, carry red banners, and (as in the state worship an ass in Egypt) a survival of the old cult of Set (see Oolalia). The Bahamiyyeh are called "green Dervishes." All the sects when attending festivals march in procession with banners, brandishing swords, spears, and staves. Such fanatics are attached, in Persia and elsewhere, to the tombs of Pir, and of their founders, and to the Tekiyyehs of Moslem saints—generally ancient centres of nature worship. These places usually were privileged, with grants of land (waqif) and other endowments, sustaining an idle class of devotees. Needy rulers have seized on such endowments from time to time, and the members of the Dancing and Howling sects have consequently diminished. At Iconium (Konieh) in Asia Minor, the head of the so-called "Howlers" claims to gird the Sultan with the ancestral sword on accession, proclaiming him—though an "Osmanli"—the legitimate successor of the Seljuk family. The Zikr, or "memorial" rite of this sect, consists in the repetition of the cry "Allah-hu-hu" ("God, he, he") until the ecstatic foams at the mouth, and seems to bark like a dog.

Desatir. Arabic: "permissions." An ancient Zoroastrian book, of which only a few fragments remain. It begins by inculcating the worship of one god—Ormazd. It speaks of Moslems as Tazi, descended from a patriarchal Taz, apparently connected with Tassen (see Arabia), from whom Zolah (see Zed-balah) is said in other Persian books (unfriendly to Islam) to have also descended. The Desatir are traditionally ascribed to Zoroaster, Abad, Jamshid, and other Mazdean heroes.

Design. Paley (Evidence), and others, have immortalised the argument for the existence of God drawn from the parallel of the watch and its maker, adaptation being urged to be the proof of a contrivance demanding a designing mind (see Agnostics, Atheism, Hume). But this argument has been abandoned by later reasoners. Even the Greek and Roman schools of thought imagined that they had disposed of this contention (see Academy, Epicure, Stoika, &c.). No doubt Nature does exhibit astonishing tokens of adaptation, for she destroys all that does not adapt itself to its surroundings and
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which, if it does not exclude the possibility of design, at least fails to reveal any trace of it. Organisms are not, he continues, rifle bullets fired straight at a goal, but according to Darwin, "grape shot, of which one hits something, and the rest fall wide of the mark. An organism exists because, out of many of its kind, it is the only one which has been able to persist in the conditions in which it is found." These adaptations," says Felix Adler, "do not resemble the purposeful action of intelligence, working directly and deliberately towards its ends, but appear to be the final fortunate outcome after countless tentative efforts, ending in countless miserable failures." If order, harmony, and adaptation, in a god, are eternal, they must be independent of design. That which never began to exist could not have been produced. If therefore order, harmony, and adaptation, are independent of design in the divine mind, it is certain that these exist, but afford no evidence of a pre-existent designing intelligence "(Underwood). Not being produced by design—that is designedly thought out, alias a growth which the "All Perfect and Eternal, the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever" is incapable of—it is unreasonable and illogical to infer designing intelligence from apparent signs of adaptation, order, and harmony, existing in the Kosmos. The very conditions that the theologian attaches to the "unconditioned one" preclude the idea of a working, designing, and improving world-maker, like man who gains his experience by his failures. If order and adaptation were inherent and eternal in the "spirit of the universe," why not in the matter from which all forms of organic and inorganic nature evolve? Is it unreasonable to suppose (as millions of ancients and moderns have done) that matter and spirit (or God) are alike eternal, and that this Force, called Spirit or Life, is an energy in matter under certain conditions due to molecular arrangements? In treating of this, as in the case of matter, we must either go further, or withdraw from the whole argument on the assumption that whatever exists—whether matter or spirit—must have been without beginning. It is not enough to say with the Hindus: "the tortoise produced matter by churning the ocean." We require to know whence came the tortoise and the ocean. Every effect must have a cause, because cause and effect are indissolubly connected, the two words being meaningless when separated from each other. The syllogism is therefore worthless, whether we consider the effect to be God or the universe. It is only arguing in a circle. What we have to prove is that the universe is the effect of a cause. We know that all forces produce effects, or events that follow their actions, and that they are themselves the effects of causes that preceded them.
we cannot separate, in thought, phenomena from their causes, and the univeral is to us inconceivable. To say that it is God, only leads us to ask what was His cause. Let us therefore be rational, and halt where our evidence stops. For if God could exist without former cause, so could the world, which men once believed to be itself an embodied spirit, or living god. It is easier to imagine that which we actually see before us to have existed from all eternity, than to assume the existence of an unseen and unknown god. [The word "God" is here used, as in other articles, to mean a personality apart from the universe. As regards "Design," the authors quoted seem to assume that every organism should succeed alike in life, if there was a purpose in its existence. But the purposes or designs may be beyond our understanding; all we know is that, in the economy of nature, all appears to be used and nothing wasted. The author goes far deeper than those he quotes; for he does not confine the meaning of the word "life" to organic energies.—Ed.]

De-Suil. Keltik: "sun-wise" (see Dakshina), turning to the right or east from the left or west. Cornishmen still observe the De-Suil movement, especially at funerals, as they carry the corpse round the grave. Such customs also hold good in Caithness, and in many Norm and Skandinaivian districts. "The fowlers of the Flannan isles still so walk round their Flannan temple, before they begin to kill the birds; and London barristers of the Inner Temple dance in a circle 'sun-wise' at their festival, once a year" (Scottish Geog. Mag., February 1887, p. 85).

Deuce. A popular term for the Devil, found in the Latin Dusiis, and in the name of the Keltic demons called Dusiis. It is an instance of a Deva becoming a devil. Prof. Skeat has no doubt that Deuce came from Deus "god," as an old Norman oath, corrupted from good to bad (Engl. Etymol. Diog.). The Dusi of Italians are "very carnally-minded Fotelli" or fairies who are, as youths, feared yet liked by girls (Leland’s Eorouen Romon Remains, p. 184) who go to shady places at eve, hoping yet trembling, to meet them (see Spirits, and St Augustine’s City of God, xv, 23). The Dusi are Fauns, Silvani, or Satyrs, connected in ancient Italy with Cupra, Antilph, and other Latir families. They seduce maid-servants, appearing in fire, or in the Scaldino—a brazier which is held in the lap (see Leland, as above, on the Scaldino; and our article Fors Fortuna). Leland says that in the Tomba Golia, as at Pompei, the fasciunum or phalbus was painted over an oven or fire place, to typify the genius of the fireside. The Dusi often appear in the form of a fasciunum in the fire. Throughout Europe, among Keltis and Slavs, Dusi was a little devil. None might cut the woods where he dwelt, as fertility would then cease. The Sabine Dusi is pictured as a fox (compare under Japan). The Dusio teases girls, and sits as a small cone on their pillows to give them bad dreams (see Spirits).


Deuteronomy. Greek: "the Second Law": the fifth book of the Pentateuch. The Hebrew title consists of the opening words "These be the words" (see Bible). Drs Driver and Cheyne consider that Jeremiah was the chief writer of this book. In Jeremiah (xiii) the people appear desirous to return to Egypt. The Deuteronomist (xvii, 14-20) forbids any Hebrew king to cause them to do so. The nation is here hidden to visit a central shrine, and to give up the Ba moth or local sanctuaries. The writer cannot have lived in the time of Moses, for he speaks of the Law Giver’s death as long past (xxxiv, 6). He lays down rules for the election of a king (xvii), and commands public reading of the Law (xxxiii, 10). Samuel, on the contrary, opposed the idea of royalty, and does not refer to the Law. [The Book of Kings (2 K. xiv, 6) speaks of “that which is written in the Law of Moses,” as to putting the children to death for a father’s crime. The prohibition, so noticed about 830 B.C., occurs only in Deuteronomy xxiv, 16.—Ed.] Mr S. A. Cook (Proc. Socy. of Bib. Arch., January 14th, 1903, p. 35) says that “critics are agreed that Deuteronomy has not come down to us in its original form... it existed in several forms, and our edition was only that favoured by the Jews of Palestine, and the Dispersion... about 460-470 A.D.” (p. 39). The book is undoubtedly a very important writing, and probably one of the oldest parts of the Canonical Scriptures. Mr Benn (Academy, 31st August 1895) says that it is “the pivot on which the whole modern reconstruction of Hebrew literature, and Hebrew history, revolves”; but even the primitive legislation of Exodus xx to xxxii is far from going back to the time of Moses.

Deva. Sanskrit: “bright one,” from the Aryan root di “to shine,” whence the Greek Dios, and Latin Deva. There were 33 Devas for the 11 worlds, who became evil beings in Persian mythology.

Deva-dāsā. Sanskrit: “women given to a god,” or servants of the gods in temples; dancing and singing girls at the shrines—an important feature in Hindu as in earlier systems, due perhaps first
Deva-dāsis

Deva-dāsis is a term for the celibate life of the priests. They are not shy of their charms, but are paid by outsiders. They are proud of their office, to which they have usually been dedicated from infancy, or even before birth. The Deva-dāsi is as much married to the god as the Christian nun is to Christ, who is supposed to stand beside her at the altar. The god is symbolised by a dagger or sword in the case of the Hindu Deva-dāsi. At the ceremony called Shej she is addressed as a Bhavini—one forever holy to Bhavani, and to the rites of the shrine. Mr Fawcett, in his excellent account of the Basavis (see that heading), describes also the dedication of a Deva-dāsi. Both classes are dedicated, but for different reasons. "Among the Kukatias, a sect of weavers in Conjeveram, the eldest daughter is always dedicated to a deity; but she does not thereby attain any superior rights to property. She is taken to a temple with rice, coconuts, sugar, &c. A plain leaf is placed on the ground, and on it some raw rice; and on that a brass vessel containing water; mango leaves and Durva grass are put into the vessel, a coconut and some flowers are placed on the top of it; the water is purified by mantra-m (charms), and the leaves, grass, and water are thrown over the girl. A thread is then tied to her left wrist, and she swallows a pill of the five products of the cow for purification. She is then branded with the chakra on the right shoulder, and with a shenk or charuk on the left, and her forehead is marked with the god's Iramm—the priest prays for her, and she distributes alms and presents. A tattu which has been lying at the god's feet is then placed on her neck by the senior dancing girl—to whom she makes obeisance. She is given rathul to drink; a piece of cloth is tied on her head, she is decked with flowers, and crowned with the god's cap or mitre (shvada soporn); she offers worship through the priest, and is taken home with music. At night she comes to the temple and dances before the idol with bells on her feet. She is not a vestal, but she is the god's, and if not dedicated would soon be cut off from the living: so for her own benefit, and chiefly for the benefit of her family, she is dedicated. To avoid legal complications the public ceremony takes place after puberty."

The Deva-dāsis of S.E. India are popularly known to the Portuguese and Franks as Baysaders, or Balai-ders, and are mere nātī girls or dancers—young women who go about in every district under charge of a directress, and who welcome such officials and travellers as can afford to pay them (like the Egyptian 'Almeha): they appear at all public functions and social fêtes.

In many lands women and youths have been so dedicated. They are mentioned in the Laws of Hammurabi, and were called Kodeshoth among Canaanites—that is "consecrated women" (see especially Gen. xxxviii, 21, Kodeshah; and 1 K. xv, 12, Kodeshkhm as a masculine noun). Herodotus (i, 198; ii, 47-64) describes the temple women of Babylon. They must not be confounded with women who frequent temples for a time when longing for offspring—as in India: for many desire children begotten in a sacred place (see Hewitt, Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., April 1890). The shrine of Aphrodite at Eryx in Sicily was famous for such devotees, and was so much frequented by the great men of Rome that Roman ladies used to visit it, and vied with these professional charmers. The temple of Corinthis claimed to possess 1000 of them, and the Pythoneus, or "Virgins of Apollo" at Delphi, were similarly dedicated. In Egypt they were attached to every temple, and danced naked in those of Athor and Bast. [They existed as late as the 4th century A.C., at Aphëka on Lebanon, at Daphne near Antioch, and at Paphos in Cyprus, where they were dedicated to 'Ashtoreth or Venus, and were finally put down by Constantine. They were not held in contempt any more than modern Deva-dāsis, being regarded as "brides of god."—Ed.]

Devaki. See Krihna.

Deval. The common Dravidian term for a temple or church, Deva-alu, meaning "god's-house" (see Pagoda).

Deva-nagari. Sanskrit: "the divine serpentine" characters used in writing. Mr Sewell agrees with the Chinese pilgrim Huen-Tsang that in 630 A.C. only one character was used in writing in India—namely the Kharoshthi (see Alphabets), after which the alphabets began to differentiate (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., Jan. 1891, p. 138). The oldest specimens of such writing come from Central Asia, such as the Bower MSS. found in 1890-1892 on strips of birch bark, translated by Dr Hoernle (1893) who, with Dr Bühler, and others, calls them "as old as our 4th century, and therefore much older than any Sanskrit MSS. yet discovered." Another MS. in the script, found in 1893 in Central Asia, contains Buddhist charms and medical nostrums (Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc., and Indian Antiquary). Others come from Kashgar. [In 1906 Dr M. A. Stein explored ancient sites 10 miles N.E. of Khotan, and found Sanskrit, and other MSS. in this character, confirming the local tradition of Indian conquests in this region shortly after Asoka's time, or 250 B.C.—Ed.]

Devil. The word is usually derived from the Greek Diabolos "the accuser," equivalent to the Hebrew Satan or "adversary": but practically it means a "little Deva" or demon. The Jews believed in
Devil

many demons whom they called Shedim, Liliths, &c.; and in the Old Testament they are called S'irim or "rough ones." [Variously rendered "he goats" and "satyrs," or "owls," and by Greek translators "kentaur."—En.] But "the Satan" was not one of these. The Saxon Deo-pul, Diabul, Diubhal, the Low German Diuél, the High German Teufel, come probably from the Latin Diabulus.

The question of the redemption of Satan is ancient. Origen maintained it; and, says the Hebrew scholar Dr. Margoliouth: "it has never lacked sympathisers" (see Notes and Queries, 21st Sept. 1901). He gives a story from a Syrian MS., as to a demon who appeared at an Eastern monastery, where he was admitted as a monk, and wrought wonders till the monks said: "If thou art an angel we are not fit to live under the same roof with thee; but if thou art an evil spirit it is not safe for us to harbour thee any longer." The demon told them his true story, and convinced them of his repentance and desire for salvation. After three days of intercession the monks saw him received with rejoicings by angels. This legend is based perhaps on Christ's words as to the joy in heaven over "one sinner that repenteth."

Russian Christians like most Orientals are accustomed to speak politely of Satan, as the Keltas called him the "good man of the croft." He has his corner left in forests, and his pictures in shops and over doors, and is saluted with the words "Good morrow, brother craftsman," just as Irish peasants and others call the fairies whom they fear "the good folk."

The Egyptian devil was Set, who made all evil beasts and plants from his sweat, like Angro Mainyus in Persia (see Ahriman). In Btruria the god of hell was Charûn, represented as a demon. Nergal was a similar hell-god, and lion-headed. The Aryan Zerne-bóg was also a creator of evil, but the Greeks had no devil. The Hebrew prophet exclams "Is there evil in the city and Jehovah hath not done it?"; and Romans depicted Jove pouring good and evil from two vases (see Fors). It was not till our first century that a Jew wrote "God tempts no man." Theodore Parker said to a Calvinist: "The difference between us is simple but radical; for your god is my devil."

Since fear lies at the root of religions (see Fear) bad gods, or devils, have always been more worshiped than good gods, who do not need to be pacified. The Yezidis of Western Asia are called "devil worshipers," but are not peculiar, for Asia is still full of evil deities male and female. Bishop Caldwell reminds us of the devil worship of S. India, where the fiend is politely called Arya-Kavu—"the Aryan guard" (see Ayanar). The Arab devil is Iblis "the evil one"; but

in the Korân he is called Shaitân—a word occurring 52 times, while Iblis only occurs 9 times. He was once (as 'Azazel "the might of God") an angel, but rebelled (see Adam) when man was made (Korân ii, 5, 7, 38); all this legendary story being founded on the Persian myths concerning Ormazi and Ahirimian.

Possession by devils is generally believed in by Orientals; and Christian Churches held the same belief till recently. The English baptismal service in the time of Edward VI included the following exorcism: "I command thee, unclean spirit, in the name of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, that thou come out and depart from these infants, whom our Lord Jesus Christ hath vouchsafed to call to his holy baptism, to be made members of his body and of his holy congregation. Therefore thou cursed spirit remember thy sentence, remember thy judgment, remember the day to be at hand wherein thou shalt burn in fire everlasting prepared for thee, and thy angels. And presume not hereafter to exercise any tyranny towards these infants, whom Christ hath bought with his precious blood, and by holy baptism called to be of his flock."

The present canons of the Church of England (especially iii and lxii) forbid priests "to attempt to expel devils, without the licence of a bishop given under his hand and seal."

Christ, as a pious Hebrew, believed in a personal devil, and in an eternal Hell, and asked his Heavenly Father to deliver him from the "evil one"—as in the Revised Version of the Lord's prayer. The Gospels are full of diabolik possessions; and Christ was tempted by Satan, and sent "legions" of devils into the swine of Gadara. No Christian can well ask "Is there a devil?" unless he also asks "Is there a Son of God?" We may however think that Christ was mistaken, and was a true and good man speaking according to the best of his knowledge, which is the most that any of us can do. Those who believe in hell, may logically believe in its ruling spirit: and hell is a necessary antithesis to heaven. But the New Testament writers did not see that true religion has to do only with conduct and morals, not with such beliefs. To earlier Hebrews "the Satan" was a servant of Jehovah—a recording angel wandering over earth to note down sins, as Nebo noted them in Babylonia.

Dhamma-pada. Pali. A sacred Buddhist book proclaiming the law of "duty" (see our Short Studies under Buddhism; and Sacred Books of the East, x).

Dhanus. Dhanvan. Sanskrit: "one with a bow"; the sign of the archer in the Zodiac, and the god of love (see Kâma). Siva is the lord of all bows, and of the door of life.
Dharma. Sanskrit (Pali, Dhamma): “law,” “duty,” “custom,” “virtue,” “religion,” and hence “sacrifice.”

Dharma-sāstra. The great Śāstra defining canon and civil law, according to the “memory” (Smṛti) of holy Rishis as to what God said. Here the Hindu finds rules to guide his action, in politics and social or public life. From cradle to grave all that is needed is here found, and the rites of his burial also. Here he must seek how to educate his children, and all that concerns law, taxes, and government. For writers of the Dharma-Sastra, of the laws of Manu or of Vishnu, were all alike divinely inspired. There are 18 principal divisions of this law; but some say 42 writers, including especially Manu, and Vajna-valkya (see under these names): each Sāstra is classed under the author’s name, and they are called old, great, and small (or light), according to their authority (see Sacred Books of the East, ii and xiv).

Dhāt-badān. Dhāt-hāmi. “She of the wild goats,” and “She of the Sanctuary.” Goddesses of the Himyarite Arabs of Yaman (see Arabia).

Dhater. Dhatri. Brahma as the creator and preserver.

Dhavja. Sanskrit: “sign,” “banner,” a title of many gods such as Kāma.

Dhrīta-rashtra. Sanskrit. This has been rendered “the firm kingdom,” but was the land of Dhritas, or serpents ruled by the blind monarch Dhrīta “the firm” one. Hence it was a “land of heroes”—the Pandu empire, perhaps so called by early Aryans. Dhriti resigned the monarchy to his eldest son Dur-yodhana, who refused it; and it fell to Pandu, “the pale one,” who also declined it, so that the children of Pandu and of Kuru were left to contend for power on the Upper Ganges (see Brāhma). Dhrīta was one of the children of Kadru, the great many-headed serpent from whom an hundred heroes sprang, in the days of Krishna and Arjuna. He was the son of Dvapiyāna; and his wife was a daughter of Hastinapūr. He was thus one of the Ā-sūras, and an enemy of Aryans, in the Mahābhārata epik.

Dhu. Sanskrit: “to vibrate,” whence Dhava “husband” is said to come.

Dhu. [Arabic—the Aramaik Du—meaning “he” (fem. Dḥāṭ) forming many titles of deities, &c., as Dhu-el-Karnin, “he of the two horns” (in the Korān) meaning Alexander the Great, represented with ram’s horns as the son of Ammon: Dhu-el-Kiṭ “he of the lock”; and Dhu-en-nūn “be of the fish” or Jonah.—Ed.]

Diana. Latin, from the Aryan root Dī, to “shine: the Roman moon goddess. She was “tri-formis,” or with three aspects, as Phoebe in heaven, Hekátē in hell, and Luna on earth. She was the sister of Phoebe Apollo, and the daughter of Latōnā, or “night.” Servius Tullius, the king of Rome, worshiped her on the Aventine hill early in the 6th century B.C. She was the protectress of slaves and plebeians, and she dwelt in groves or forests, by lakes and wells, in which her image was seen. She was ever virgin, and smote with madness any male who entered her presence—or perhaps who slept in her beams. Yet she loved Endymion (Endūmion) Pan, and Orion, and kissed the first named on the Latian hill as he slept. Her chariot was drawn by heifers of varied colors, by horses, by two white stags, or by a lion and a panther, on which a boy god rides (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 82): she walks crescent-crowned in heaven, attended by her dogs and virgins—stars less bright than herself. She has sometimes the three heads of a horse, dog, and boar, denoting seasons or phases. She first demanded human sacrifices, but later was content with bulls, goats, rams, boars, and white kids. She watched over women and beasts in labour, and was invoked as Lucina (“light”) in this aspect. She was called Trivia (“three ways”), and Diana of the Crossways, where her images stood (see Articia). Severe flagellations were rites of Diana Orthia, and of her brother Apollo. She was also called Cynthia (see Artemis), bearing the silver bow or crescent.

Didachē. Greek: Didachē “teaching.” Perhaps the oldest Christian manual known— the “teaching of the Lord to the Twelve Apostles.” A pure Greek text was discovered in 1875 by Archbishop Briennios of Nicomedes, in the Holy Sepulchre monastery at Constantinople, and became known in England in 1883. It is regarded as a genuine work of the 1st century A.D.; but the copy only dates from about 1565 A.D. (Dr Taylor’s Lectures, Cambridge, 1886). Critical writers place it as late as 150 A.D. Our knowledge has since been increased by other discoveries (see Dr J. Offord, Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., March 1904, pp. 105-8); and it has been shown that later scribes corrupted the original text. The newly-found Latin version, called De Duabus Vīsī, or “about the Two Ways,” has additions and variations not found in the shortest version, which is the Sahidic Coptic, translated later into Arabic, and differing from the Greek text of Briennios.
Didachē

The Latin has additions (i, and iv, 9-14; v, 2), not in the Coptic, and omissions (iii, 3). The Coptic omits passages found in the Greek (i, 3-6; and iv, 9-13). Later versions in Latin, and a great expansion in the Apostolic Canons, and Apostolic Constitutions (4th to 9th centuries A.C.), show how unscrupulously the original was treated, especially in the Latin addition of a reference to the Trinity, not found in the Greek of Brixinnios. There is no doubt, as Dr. Offord says, "that the later theological additions, which form the matter of the Apostolic Constitutions and Ecclesiastical Canons (see Clement of Rome), were accretions grouped round the primitive text."—Ed.

The Didachē insists on Baptism and the Eucharist. It contains no allusion to Pauline Epistles, or to Gnosticism. It was known to Justin Martyr; and to the author of the Epistle of Barnabas in the 2nd century A.C. Dr. Taylor calls it “a Church catechism intensely Jewish”; and Jewish writers point out the connection (see Jewish World, 11th June, and 3rd July 1886), between the opening words "There are two ways, one of life and one of death," and those in Deuteronomy (xxx, 15, 19). But this applies also to the gospel passages regarding the "narrow way." The Didachē says: "Now the way of life is this: First, thou shalt love God that made thee; secondly, thy neighbour as thyself. And all things whatsoever thou wouldst should not happen to thee, neither do thou to another." This negative form (says Dr. Taylor) "is older than the gospels, and was current among the Jews before they were composed;" for Hillel is said to have replied to a proselyte, who asked to be taught the whole Law while he stood on one foot: "What to thyself is hateful, to thy neighbour thou shalt not do; this is the whole Law, and the rest is commentary." Paul caught up the ancient refrain when he taught (Romans xiii, 10), "Love worketh no ill to his neighbour, therefore love is the fulfilling of the Law" (see Matt. vii, 12; Luke xi, 31).

In the Didachē the Eucharist is a simple memorial banquet, the rich providing for the poor, and especially for widows, orphans, and the sick. So the Passover ritual says, "the bread of affliction which our fathers ate in Egypt, every one that hungered, or is in need, let him come and eat." There was no mystical meaning (save that the scattered churches are compared, in the Eucharistic prayer, to corn on the mountains that is to be kneaded into one loaf), but a simple Judaic Christianity, with fervent hope of the Lord's return. At the Passover in Christ's time a blessing was invoked on the wine cup; and in the Didachē thanks are given for the vine, and for the immortality brought to light by Jesus, the "servant of God" and "Vine of

Diderot

David." The believers exclaimed "Maranatha ("our Lord comes"), the time is short, the Lord is at hand." We find here no doctrine of the Logos, or of the Paraklete; no "Real Presence"; but a future King Messiah. We may believe that the author was an Ebionite, or Christian of Bashan (see Ebionites). He mentions the "preparing of a table" by a prophet (see Arthur), recalling the vision of Peter (Acts x, 9-16), and the table, with fish and bread, in the catacomb picture. Muhammad spoke also of the table of Christ, and the salt fish which came to life. The name of Jesus Christ occurs four times in the Didachē, and is connected with the Eucharist in the 9th chapter; he is called the servant (pates) of God; and glory is ascribed to God through him; but the communion is not said to be that of the blood of Christ. The original work never mentions the Trinity, or the divinity of Christ. In the three prayers we find the Father made known by Jesus—the holy one of David—with life, knowledge, faith, and immortality. The third chapter seems to be an interpolation, and the Epistle of Barnabas seems to copy almost word for word the xixth and xxth chapters of the Greek version of the Didachē. It was no doubt originally sectarian—a moral teaching on which the later scribes grafted the theology of the 4th and later centuries, with myths and legends of the Christ applied to Jesus. It recalls the Epistle of James, and the account of Christianity in Palestine in Justin Martyr's works.

Diderot. Denis Diderot (1713 to 1784) was a French philosopher to whom we owe much. Poor and despised, forsaken by friends, persecuted and imprisoned for the truths and virtues that he strove to inculcate, he yet worked valiantly and died in peace, at the age of 71—no thanks however to the political and ecclesiastical powers. He vexed his father's heart by forsaking law and medicine to become a "bookseller's hack": he made an imprudent marriage; and wrote much trash up to the age of 53 years, after which many valuable booklets fell from his fertile pen. These began with Philosophic Thought in 1746, followed by the Sufficiency of Natural Religion. He then wrote a series of papers on The Blind which, as Mr John Morley says (Encycl. Brit.), introduced him to the worshipful company of philosophers, and to the Vincennes prison, in 1749. The Church could not brook his ideas that "knowledge depends on our five senses," followed up by an application of the principle of relativity to the conception of a God, which he showed must change with our own development.

In 1750 Diderot started the famous Encyclopedia, being aided by D'Alembert, who however, like Turgot and others, forsook him
Diderot

when it was suppressed in 1759. He completed the writing by 1765, but it was not issued complete to subscribers till 1772, after years of ceaseless labour in his study, and beside the printers and engravers. Throughout this period he was harassed by visits from the police of a government that feared the education of the people. He learned too late, to his dismay, that the publishers had mutilated his work, in many articles which they thought too bold. Diderot, according to Rosenkranz, was a philosopher, “in whom all the contradictions of the time struggled with one another”: “neither a consistent nor a systematic materialist,” though he plunged into controversy as to the nature of matter and the meaning of life. “He was not,” says Mr Morley, “dogmatic like those who followed him”: he thought little of his own writings, and laughed at the idea of these ever being collected and published; yet we now rejoice in them, though filling 20 stout volumes. He drew gradually towards Materialism, writing some of the strongest pages in the work of his friend, Dr Holbach (Système de la Nature). He argued that if, as some think, “matter produces life by spontaneous generation, and if man has no alternative but to obey nature, what remains for God to do?” Whereupon Rousseau (a Theist in 1757) forsook him. Yet the Encyclopaedia (says Mr Morley) contained no Atheism, nor even overt attacks on the terrible abuses of the Churchers, or on their cardinal dogmas and mysteries. Its whole atmosphere was one of tolerance, justice, and freedom. It exalted scientific knowledge, advocated peaceful industry, and urged as the duty of a good government the advancement of the condition of the common people; and this at a time when nobles and ecclesiastics, as the governing classes, ruled in the most despotic manner; when rights of self-government, and education not controlled by priests, had been suppressed; when the tillers of the soil, and artisans in cities, were regarded as serfs and slaves whose duty it was to supply the wants of their superiors; when a noble would ride over a plebeian in the streets, not stopping to enquire about his bruises or his death. Knowledge, said the rulers, was a double-edged weapon, which nobles and clergy must keep to themselves. They taught that to create confusion in the nation would make the monarchy more secure: that morals required no regulation, but military discipline much care: that it might be expedient for one to die for the nation, but that all must be ready to die for the king. The eloquent voice of Diderot was ever raised against such views, and not less against the so-called religion which surrounded him. “The Christian religion,” he said, “is, to my mind, the most absurd and atrocity in its dogmas, the most unintelligible, the most metaphysical, the most puerile and unsociable in its morality, considered, not in what is common to it with universal ethics, but in what is peculiarly its own, and which makes it the most intolerable of all... Nature invites man to love himself and increase his happiness: Religion makes him love a dreadful god, really worthy of hatred, despise himself, and sacrifice to his terrible idol the sweetest and most lawful pleasures. Nature tells him to take reason for his guide: Religion says it is a corrupt and faithless guide, implanted by a treacherous god, to mislead his creatures. Nature calls on him to seek labour and just ambition, and to be brave, active, and industrious: Religion says, ‘be meek and poor in spirit,’ live in retirement, busy thyself with prayers and ceremonies, doing nothing for thyself or others. Blush not even for thy crimes or vices, but go to thy god, or to his priests, and wash away thy sins with prayers and offerings.” The Church tried to suppress such teachers by force, and then by argument. It succeeded for a time, but Truth can only be conquered by brute force; and the world rejoiced at the centenary of this great teacher. The Encyclopaedists started a new era of European thought on true lines—the education of the people; and to-day, after many throes, the religion that they taught is, perhaps, the real religion of the best and most cultivated men and women.

Dido. Elissa. The legendary foundress of Carthage in the 9th century B.C.; but probably the consort of the Syrian god Dad or Hadad [or perhaps from Dido “to wander,” Etr.] She was Elissa or Allita, “the goddess,” descended from the Tyrian Baal; and fled when her brother Gymalmon murdered her husband. Securing her treasures she took 80 maidens from Cyprus, landing at Birsa in N. Africa (Biratus “fortress”), called “the bull’s hide,” from the legend that she purchased a “hide” of land, and enlarged it by cutting the hide into strips to mark the boundaries. Here she built Carthage (Kariath Hadathas, “the new city”), called also Cartha-Ellisa. The older town of Utika (Athish “ancient”) close by, may have been also Phoenician. A bull’s head and a horse’s head, found on the site, presaged the growth of the Punic city. Hierbas, King of the Libyans, offered Dido the choice of war or marriage. She chose death, and stabbed herself on a funeral pyre, for which she was deified. Virgil, making her the contemporary of Æneas from Troy, describes the “venerable grove” of Dido in the centre of Carthage (En. i. 445).

Dilapa. An ancestor of Rama, and a great king.

Dil. Akkadian. An element in star names, such as Dilbat for
Dimir

Venus, and Dilgan, the star of Babylon. In Turanian speech dîl is “tongue,” but in Persian it is “heart.”

Dimir, Dingir. Akkadian: “god” (Turkish tengri). The root means “strong” (as in Akkadian Dingir-mas, Turkish Têngir “iron”): but Dîm means “to form” or “make,” and the word has been rendered Dim-ir “maker,” and Tîn-îr “life maker.” The name is also the Hunsian Tango-li, and Yauci Tango-ara. [Other Akkadian words for god were An (Turkish ânum) “high,” and Khilîb (Turkish chelep) “bright one.”—Ed.]

Dinkard. A Pâhâvi book much revered by the Parsis. It describes four castes, and is thought to be of Indian origin, though of the age of Shahpur II, or 309 A.C.

Dionysos. Dionysus. Greek. The god of Nasa, or Mt. Nisa (see Bakkho). Shiamans of Central Asia still know of a god dwelling in “nusai” or “caverns,” such as that in which Dionysus, and Mithra, were alike born. [See Africa and Australians, for the god who lives in “the great hole in the north.”—Ed.] Diodorus (iii, 64) says there is no difference between Zeus and Dionysos, as shown by the 46th Orphic hymn. He was called “the first born,” “the fire born,” “the many armed,” the “rain giver”; and named Antaûgês, and Nuktéllos. As a god of vegetation he was Antheus (“Bowery”), Karpîos (“fruity”), Demdrîtê (“tree god”): for he bestowed grapes and wine, and was the son of De-mêtér or “mother earth.” He was also lord of Hades and judge of the dead. Over his shrine was the mystic I.H.S., which became the Christian emblem for “Jesus hominum salvator.” In his honour as Zagreus (perhaps the Semitic Zadok “male”) spotted fawns were born in pieces. [The fawn and the deer (Dara), were also the emblems of Ea in Babylonia.—Ed.] According to Prof. Jevons the worship of Dionysos came to the Greeks through Thrakia. Those who did not observe his rites were said to be maddened by him, but cured when they submitted. He was the black goat in Eleutheria, and “black footed” in Argos. He holds the tharros, as Bakkhos, attended by a piping faun or satyr (see Haigh’s Tragic Drama of the Greeks, 1867, for an early representation).

Dipavâli, or Divâli. The “Feast of Lights” among Hindus, in honour of Dutra, at the new year (see Dutra). The festival propitiates Kâli (death), and honours Lakshmi and Sarâvâtî, as goddesses of abundance. All accounts are closed and made up at the houses of new year, with prayers, and often with sacrificial rites. The houses of rich and poor alike must be purified, as well as temples, gardens, and wells, by means of avalis (“rows”) of dipas (“lamps”); and no niche or window is forgotten. Peasants perambulate their agricultural lands strewing flower buds, with prayers for increase, and thanksgivings. The dark night is sacred to the demoness Kali, who is said to bleed and sorrow for having unwittingly trodden on Siva, while rejoicing at the slaughter of the giant. Her image can only be made on the “darkest day,” at the winter solstice, to be worshiped at midnight, and removed before dawn. She holds a bloody sword and the giant’s skull, while her other two hands are extended as though in blessing. She receives sacrifices of goats, rams, buffaloes, and cocks. Butchers smear themselves with the blood, and burn the heads of the victims, with ghee and fat, on an altar of sand. The twinkling lights of Lakshmi (as Loka-mata—the “world mother”) sancton illicit meetings in her shrine (see S. C. Bose, Hindus, 1883). After the puja (or “worship”) of Kîlî her servants go about the houses waving fans (see Fan), and singing “Bad luck out, good luck in”: and Lakshmi is then worshiped before the family rice basket. At this season Vishnu slays the demons Båla-chakra-varti, and Narak—“the scourge of the race.” Fire faggots, and fireworks, and music, are usual at these rites of the Divâli festival, when presents are made to priests and their attendants and to the predatory classes—well-known rogues, robbers, and swindlers. Thugs, and other murderers: for Kali is their patroness. The rites are observed even by Christians, Parsis, Moslems, and Buddhists; and the ceremony of squaring accounts is described by the head of a Parsi firm in Bombay at the Divâli fête of 1891—a kind of “Hogmanay,” as it is called in Scotland.

Dipavâsa. The first part of a Buddhist history of Ceylon (see Mahâ-vansa), by Mahâ-nâma whose personal researches come down to the reign of Mahâsenâ, 502 A.C. (see Buddhaghosa).

Dip-dan. A tower for lights in India, beside temples or tombs—like the Mînakrah or “light place” of mosques.

Dis. Originally “god” (see Deva). Especially Pluto in Hades.

Distaff. The shaft on which the wool hangs, and an emblem of woman as the “spinster” Saxo records the retort of the Corinthian courtesan when blamed for not spinning: “I have already finished three Histoues” (a play on “distaffs” and “sailors.” Strabo, VIII, vi, 20). Sailors were the great supporters of the Venus temple of Corinth.

Diti. The daughter of Daksha and wife of Kâyapa (the sun):
Divali

Divali. See Dīpa-vali.

Dodo. Dodavah. See David.

Dodol. The Slav air god, whose chariot seen aloft is drawn by milk white steeds (clouds): he is still worshiped in the S.E. corner of Europe. Prof. Tittelbach of Belgrade (Graphie, 14th January 1888) describes the “rain dancing” in his honour in Servia. A maidens dressed in greenery and carrying branches personifies Dodol, or his priestess, while others dance round her with twigs and leaves. The bystanders bestow offerings and sprinkle water on her.

Dōdōna. Dōdōne. The shrine of the Pelasgik Zeus, or of his son by Europa—a sea nymph. The will of heaven was here proclaimed by the rustling of the leaves of oak trees. Hesiod calls the place Hellaopia, and says that Deukalion here took refuge in the deluge, as a high spot, founding the temple of Zeus Dōdōneus. Herodotus calls it the most ancient oracle in Greece, connected with that of Ammon in Libya. The Phorcynists brought a Libyan priest to Dōdōna. It was also connected with the dark doves, whose oracular voice was heard in the oaks. The behets of Zeus were written on oak leaves. The priests slept on the ground in the grove, and were called Heli, or Selli; and the seven daughters of Atlas (Atlantides, Pelaicades, Peristerai, (duces) or Dōdōnides) were here active. Dryads, fauns, satyrs, and other spirits were found in the grove of sacred oaks or beeches. Aristotle here mentions two pillars, on one of which hung a bronze kettle or cauldron, and on the other the figure of a boy, with a whip which struck the kettle like a gong. The Etolians destroyed the shrine in 220 B.C.; and, in the struggle of Peneus with Rome, the famous old oak was cut down later, by an Illyrian robber. Delphi being nearer to Athens greatly superseded Dōdōna. There was another site so named in Thessaly, close to Mt. Olympus, where Akhilleus was fabled to have prayed to Zeus.

Dog. The dog as a guardian of heaven and hell is famous in mythology (see Bridges, Kerberos, Sarama, Seriphis, Tantalus, and Vendiddi). The commonest name appears to come from the root Kū (Chinese kū, Circassian khab, Hindi kuta, Hungarian kutya, Mordvin kutka, Vogul kwa, Ketik ku, and con, Welsh cù and caurn, old French cò). Dogs, like vultures, lived as camp or village scavengers. They kept these and the waste lands, and woods, near them clean, when impurities abounded and the corpses of men and beasts lay exposed. Hence the Vendiddi, in Persia, is severe in its rules against any who injured dogs, or did not protect them equally with human beings (Sacred Books of the East, iv). Those who bred dogs are blessed in this ancient book, and instructed in quaint directions for their guidance. Dogs were the friends and comrades of men, guarding the home and flock. They were often said to have human souls, or souls equally precious in the sight of the gods. A dog must gaze on the corpse of every Mazdean on its way to the “Towers of Silence”; and it guards the heavenly bridge. The “four eyed dog” of Parsi funeral rites (a kind of terrier with marks on the eyes), should be of the yellowish color of the primitive wild dog. He leads the procession to the Dakhma (or funeral tower), within 30 paces of which none but the corpse-bearers may go. Here he is brought by the priest to the naked corpse, to which his attention is directed, and the priest feeds him with bread carried in a snow-white napkin. This is called the Sag-dír or “dog-gaze” rite; and the mourners are thus assured that no evil spirit can assail the dead, protected by the dog, during the three days preceding judgment of the soul. The dog leads to the “Bridge of the Gatherer,” but on the way lies the demon Nasus (“decay”), only to be frightened by a yellow dog with four eyes. Thus dogs with the two eye-spots must be secured for the funerals.

The Baktrians, Sogdians, and Parthians, used to throw the dead to their dogs. The Abbé Huc found the Tibetans even cutting up the corpses for the dogs. In 1888 Prejvalsky writes: “Mongols here flinging their dead to dogs, who may be seen waiting about their repast.” Yet these Mongols profess to be Buddhists. At some of the Lāna-seris, a savage breed of dogs is actually kept for the same purpose, for this is deemed “an honourable form of burial,” which only the rich can afford. [Semitic races seem never to have honoured dogs, but Gula, the goddess of earth, is shown on Kassite boundary stones with her dog beside her.—Ed.] Dr Turner says that the dog accompanies the funeral processions of Samoans, and other Polynesians, and is believed to accompany the soul of the dead to the Hades of the race. The dog Kerberos in Greece, and the Latin Cerberus, guarded Hades. The Norse hell was so guarded by the “bloodstained dog Gurnir”; and Siva among non-Aryans in India manifests himself, as we have often been told, as a blood-loving dog. The Algonkins in N. America say that a large dog guards their “Snakebridge” over the “River of Death”; and they have many dog rites.
Dola-Yatri

The Iroquois Indians worship a pure white dog at the New Year festival, and then sacrifice it. They accept him as a messenger from Ha-wen-yu the creator. The creature is gaily decorated, and bound with a belt of wampum. It is nourished till the 5th day then led to a fire altar, and thrown into the flames, with tobacco, spices, and valuables (see a similar rite under Catj). On the next day there are great rejoicings, and the priest removes the ashes of the dog, and calls on all to see that their abodes are clean, urging them to abandon their quarrels, and to put aside their anxieties. Dog charms occur at Pompeii, and Herculaneum, and Nimes (see Perrot’s Antiqu . de Niomcri, and Payne Knight’s Priapuses): these are connected with phalli as amulets. Dogs are first noticed in the Vedas, in the very ancient Sāhitas of the Rig Veda. Yama the god of hell, and of the dead, had two four-eyed brindled watch-dogs, children of Sūrmā, who guarded the road to his abode. They are invoked as protectors against evil spirits, especially in the Kāṣa-bali, or “rice offerings” given to both cows and dogs, and before the midday meal. A set prayer to Yamā’s dogs invokes them as the warders-off of death and evil. Their mother Sūrma was the Sakti, or female form, of Indra, and is even said to have been the author of part of the Vedas. Her children Śanā (from Śanā “dog”), and Sārmaya (“the runner”). She herself is “the dawn,” and “broad of nostril”; who wanders about delighting in the death of all things; for she carries all to Hades. She recovered the cows of Indra (clouds) stolen by the Panis. In the west, Hērakles only can drag the dog Ortōros from his den by aid of Athēnē—the dawn—or of Hermes (“the messenger—whom some connect with Sūrmā “the runner”). Ortōros is killed by the sun-hero Hērakles, who also carried off Kerberos the three headed dog, who like Ekhidna watches at the gates where light and darkness meet (see A. D. Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, under Dog; and Bengal Rl. Asiat. Soc. Journ. May 1881).

Dola-Yatri. From dul “swing.” The Hindu festival on the 14th of the month Falgu—about the end of March, when the cold weather crops have been garnered (see Holi). It was the occasion of the cruel swinging rites (Dolotvāra) when men were swung from a hook passed through the shoulder muscles, as a torture pleasing to the gods.

Doll. A puppet, probably an eikōlon or idol. The Arabs call the small pottery idols found in tombs “dolls.”

Dolmen. A word applied to a rude stone monument with a
Doman

Doms. A small, dark, ancient, non-Aryan race who preceded Dravidians in the upper part of Central India, once extending to the rivers of Oudh, in ancient Kosala and Gondia, but conquered by Gonds. They are still numerous in Oudh, leaving marks of building capacity at Domdha, Doman-garh, and other well-known Dom strongholds, renamed by their successors. Ali-Baksh-Dom, of Ramlahad in Oudh, was a Moslem Dom governor in historic times. The land-owning Bambahs of Bihâr (some 200,000 in all), under the Mahâ-rajah of Banâras are Doms, or Döm-Katara. They were great tree worshipers, like the “Tree Gonds,” or the Bars who held rites under the ëëë or banian tree, the be¹, and mahave trees — the latter prized for sweet flowers and spirit-yielding properties (Elliott's Ehnogr. Glossary, and Hewitt, Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., 1880-1883). Long ages of oppression have degraded the Doms, who are loathed by all decent castes. They are scavengers, and remove the dead; but they may not approach respectable people. They inhabit marshes and jungles, where others cannot live, where theyrear pigs, eat vermin, and live none know how. They are filthy in person and habits, much given to drink, thieves and liars, but perhaps not as bad as they are represented to be. We never found them such when settling them in large work camps; and we had much experience among them, as an engineer and sportman. After a little teaching, with good treatment, they soon learned self-respect, and proved good and faithful workmen, very strong and able when well fed (see Bhils). They were once hardy shepherds, and mountaineers who held the passes and levied black-mail, or robbed those who failed to pay, like Rob Roy or the bold Buceleuchs; but they now bring their forest produce, bamboo baskets and grass mats, selling them to the lowest castes, who pass them on to the higher. The Doms are still nomads, and accompanied the gipsy race of Ñats when they left India, hence the name Romani (for Doman), the gipsy “wife” being a Domani-pani, or Romni-pan, according to Mr Leland. The Doms are very fond of music, and worship their drums like Mongols (see Drums). They play music at marriage feasts of even the highest castes, though none come near them. In Bihâr the sister, or the sister’s son is the family priest, reading

Mantras at funerals (as among Bhuiyas, Tatwas, Pasis, and some Gonds): for all these worship Saktis or female powers. Doms and Gonds have a fish god, whom they call the Dharm-Raja or “king of righteousness” (see Fish).

Door. A very ancient symbol. Siva in India is the Dwârka-nât (“lord of the door”), as was Janus in Etruria. They controlled the “Door of Life” (see Job iii. 10); and the Artemis Prothurnia, or “door-keeper,” of the Greeks was the Diana Lucina of Romans, who was the patroness of women and babes. The Aryan word (Sanskrit dîvâra, Greek thôra, Gothic daur, &c) seems to come from the root dar “to pass.” The symbolic doorways in front of shrines (see Japan and Torii) have a phallic meaning, like the dolmen doors (see Dolmen) through which the sick are passed, to be “reborn” or restored to life. In China this “passing through” a symbolik door is a recognised rite. “A door, or sun-gate, is erected in the middle of a room on the child’s birthday,” and he is carried through it annually by a priest till 16 years old (see Journal Anthropol. Instit., May 1893). The Greeks represented Apollo passing through an embodied gateway (see Rivers of Life, i. pp. 127, 337, figs. 44, 150). But the most distinct survival is found in the Japanese Torii. The Kojiki scriptures of Japan state that “there are three gods of the gate, and that the three are one, though they may be separately worshiped.” The high gateways before temples in China are called Pe-ling (perhaps connected with the Greek pule and yulon, for a gateway); and they are regarded as symbolik of virtues, being decreed in honour of the dead. Such gateways occur on the roads to sacred Mukden in Manchuria, where the tombs of the Manchu dynasty are found. The bride among modern Greek Vlacheys, in Turkey, anoints the doorposts of her home with butter and honey, to drive away witches.

The “Dead’s Door” must not be that of the living (see Dead), and in Java (says Crawford) not even the corpse of a queen was allowed to defile the door of the palace: a hole must be cut in the wall to the right of the doorway, to remove the body to the burning-ghat (see Indian Archipelago, ii, p. 245). Lamas in Tibet allow the bodies of relatives, but not of strangers, to pass out by the door. The stranger’s corpse must go through a window, up a chimney, or at least through a special frame in the door (Indian Antiq., Feb. 1883). The Romans used to lift the bride over the threshold of the husband’s door, as Scots and Skandinavians still did late in the 19th century (Notes and Queries, 30th July 1887). The virgin purity of the
Dor-jé

The sacred mace of Tibet (see Danda), or magic rod of the Dalai Lama (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., Jan. 1895).

Dove. The dove in mythology is connected with mourning, is a phallic emblem, and also that of love, and of the holy spirit. Diodorus says that Syrians worshiped the dove as Semiramis, who was fed by a dove when Derkétu her mother (the fish goddess) exposed her as an infant to die. The shepherd Simas (Simas “the sun”) took her as his own, and when she was grown she flew away to Nineveh, which she saved by heroic actions. Then resuming her dove form she flew away again to join the divine throng. Doves also hatched the heavenly egg which fell into the Euphrates, and was rolled to its bank by fishes. From it came the Dea Syria, and both doves and fish were therefore sacred to ‘Ashthoreth and Venus. The dove that was in the ark, according to both Hebrew and Babylonian versions of the Flood legend, was a sign of good weather—probably the migratory dove found in Syria. Homerik verses often refer to doves; and the priestesses of Dédona were called Fœliai, or “dusky” doves (see Dédona). Doves appear on coins of the Paphian shrine in Cyprus; but tame pigeons are not noticed in Greece before 450 B.C. Aryans said that doves were messengers of Yama or death (the mourning dove); for souls appeared and disappeared as white doves (as in the legend of Polyarp), and the Holy Ghost so appeared on Jordan. From the Nile to the Ganges it is still dangerous to shoot pigeons, and not long ago the Mahá-Rája of Jaipur was powerless to save the life of an European who had killed one of the innumerable doves belonging to the shrines of his city. In ancient Egypt also clouds of doves were found in every temple of Isis.

Till 630 A.D. the wooden pigeon remained suspended to the roof of the Ka’ábah at Makka, as the holy emblem of the Kóreish tribe, custodians of the shrine. Muhammad removed it after his victorious entry in that year. It symbolised the goddess, and shared the fate of 360 other idols. But doves still flock in the courts of Moslem mosques. The turtle doves of the Haram at Jerusalem (still so numerous) wept when Muhammad left them to ascend to heaven. All doves therefore are sacred, and especially those in the cypress trees outside the Aksa mosque of this Haram. Christians say that those doves whose feet are red, stained them in the blood of Christ, at the foot of the cross. When important buildings are founded doves should be let loose (compare Levit. xiv, 53); and they are so loosed in the church at Naples when the miracle of St Januarius is accomplished. Lingams, sceptres, and batons, still are found surmounted by a dove. When St Joseph’s rod budded a dove sat on it, and so indicated the choice of a husband to the Virgin Queen of Heaven, according to the legend (Gospel of Nativ. of Mary, iii and iv). The dove is a messenger of heaven, and a form taken by Agni the fire god. It is an emblem, together with the fish, on Christian graves. In the Samaritan Book of Joshua a dove is the messenger to Nabih (Nobai), King of Gilgal; and Jews accused Samaritans of dove worship on Mt. Gerizim. The votaries of Siva accept the dove as the spirit of the lingam. But Catullus does not speak of holy love when he refers to Cesar’s “little white dove” of Venus. It was believed that doves and thrashes fertilised plants; and the Italian proverb says “the dove that laughs wants the bean” (see Beans). Aphrodité cured Aspasia of a swelling by aid of a dove.

Dragons. The Greek Drakón is usually rendered “keen sighted” (see Serpent). True dragons belong to the age when the earth swarmed with huge saurians; and the Pterodactyl, or “finger winged” flying reptile, with a head like an alligator and long teeth, is nearest to the mythical dragon.

Draupadí. See Drupadi, wife of the Pandus.

Drávids. A general term for non-Aryans who once occupied all India, and were driven, or were moved by desire of conquest, from the Punjab and the Ganges into the central and southern provinces, where they are now found. They at first despised Aryans; but the kindly faith of Buddhists and Jains promoted the amalgamation of the races; and, when superseded in turn by Neo-Bráhmanism, Aryans adopted many Dravidian deities (see Bráhma, Durga, &c.), renaming them in their own languages. Dravidian speech was however a
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Dravids, like many other Turanians, wear long hair, tied in a top-knot (Kondai) and decked with flowers, as among Barmese and Siamese of the same original stock. No Aryan Brahmin could have originated this; and Agathéméro, the Greek geographer, notices this long hair as a peculiarity in India. The word Dravid is thought to be the Dimirice of the Peutinger tables and of Ptolemy (see *Imperial Gazetteer of India, Dravida*; and Mr Senathi, in *Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc*, XIX, iv). The Rev. G. U. Pope, an accomplished Dravidian scholar, rejects the derivation of the word Tamil from the Sanskrit Dravida. Before the Moslem conquest the Hindus were said to speak two great languages, Vada-mori and Tere-mori—" northern " and "southern" speech, representing apparently Sanskrit (Aryan), and Tamil (Dravidian). The Jains, says Mr Pope, fixed the Tamil language; but the northern—Telagus and Kanarese—gradually adopted Sanskrit words and grammar, which the Malayālams in the south never adopted. The Dravids included Chalukyas, Cheras, and Cholis (see under Chera); but the Sanskrit Dravida, or Drāmila, included Māh-rattas, and Gujerāt as far as the delta of the Indus.

We incline to the supposition that the term Dravid has a western trans-Indian origin (see Capt. McMahon, *Journal of Rl. Geographical Soc*, April 1897, and remarks by Col. Holdich, R.E., p. 418): "Dravidian races, driven out of Mesopotamia...swarmed through this country (Persian Baluchistān) to India, leaving behind them curious records on stone...and a considerable remnant of their people" (see Brähma). The dark complexion of Dravids is perhaps due to inter-breeding with aboriginal Indian Negritos, which still continues from Central India to Cape Kumāri. Such stocks include the Bōlis of Ceylon (see Bōla), and other great builders of forts and shrines, who used metals, and had chariots and strange weapons unknown to the simple Aryans. Mr Hewitt (*Journal of Royal Asiatic Soc*, March 1888 and April 1889) regards Drāvis and Kolarians as the peoples noticed in the Big Veda, and Mahā-bharata, preceding Aryans in India: including the 7 snake kings of Nishadha, the 5 snake races of the Vasuki, Takshaka, Iravata, Kauravya, and Dhritarashtra (see Matsya-Purāṇa), as well as the Bhojas ("cattle herds") and the Asvāka ("horse breeders") of Gandhara or Eastern Afghanistan. He holds that the trade of early Babylonians and Arabs was probably not less varied and extensive some thousand of years B.C., than it was when the Greeks visited India; and that this trade implied the existence in India of a civilised and well-governed population who, on the W. coast, spoke, long before the advent of the Aryans, a language allied to the Tamil. These pre-Aryan Dravids seem to have possessed the old Akkadian lunar calendar, and the solar lunar calendar of the Semitic race; while the 33 gods of Hindu mythology are connected with those of Akkadians; and the 27 fortnightly stations of the moon, with the 6 snake gods (the moon and five planets) make up this number.

Prof. G. Oppert of Madras calls the Dravids "the original inhabitants of Bārata-varha, or India," and divides them into two great divisions, one calling a hill Maṭa (as in Ani-mali "the elephant's hills"), the others calling it Ko (as in Koi, Khonds, and Gond), the latter being a Turanian root meaning "high" (see *Madras Journal of Lit.*, 1885); but early Dravids also learned Aryan dialects like Pāli. We have Drāvid texts of the Ganga dynasty of Karli "as old as our 3rd century" (Mr L. Rice, Secretary, Mysore, 1887); and Tamil writings, like the Sanskrit, were clearly older than the time of Pālnini. Dr Caldwell (a great Dravidian scholar) places the time of "Agastya the founder of Tamil grammar" in the 6th century B.C. (see Mr Senathi Rāja in *Journal Rl. Asiatic Society*, October 1887, on the Tamil Bārata of Villipthuram). According to the *Indian Antiquary* (September 1872) Dravail are the first noticed by Sanskrit writers in the Tantra Vartika; but Aryans knew little of their southern colonies, and nothing of those beyond India; yet philologists now find traces of Dravidian speech even among the Maories of New Zealand (Mr A. M. Ferguson, *Indian Antiq.*, February 1881). The Maori roots ko ("hot"), ku ("bent"), ta ("strike"), and ma ("carry"), have, for instance, the same meaning as in Tamil. [This comparison can be greatly extended, as shown by Mr R. P. Greg (*Compar. Philol.*, 1893), and these Turanian roots are for the most part traceable in the ancient Akkadian.—En.] Tamil has for 2000 years been a copious language highly accentuated; and we can speak from personal experience, having written, spoken, and read it freely for several years. Dr Winlow, the Tamil lexicographer, says (Pref. to Dict., p. vii), "In its poetic form Tamil is more polished and exact than the Greek, and in both dialects, with its borrowed treasures, it is more copious than Latin." In one of the most celebrated and earliest Tamil poems (see Tiru-valvār) we find a lovely peasant giving good, mainly advice to princes and commoners as to the responsibilities of power and wealth. Nothing could be better than this author's chapters on "Virtue and Physical Pleasures"; and some scholars date this as early as our 3rd century. The Telagu is not considered as ancient, but it is a highly developed liquid tongue called "the Italian of the East."
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Dr Caldwell shows that Telugu and Kanarese must have separated from Tamil 2000 years ago. (Introduction Compar. Grammar of Dravidian Languages). Dr Burnell (S Indian Palaeography, p. 140) says that Tamil in our 9th century was the same as at present. It then however (says Mr Senathí-Rája) contained words, common to the whole Dravid stock, which are now unknown in the colloquial idiom. This writer regards the Tamil grammar (Tolkappiyam), by a disciple of Agastya, as the oldest grammatical work extant: it mentions—about 600 B.C., perhaps—three dialects, the poetic (Iyai), the dramatic (Nádágam) and the colloquial (Iyai), indicating the age of the Tamil to be already considerable. Some words come however from Sanskrit through the Páli, owing no doubt to the influence of Asoka's Buddhist missionaries. Buddha (according to the Lalita Vistara) knew 64 alphabets, of which Dravida or Tamil was one. By our 3rd century "the soul of the old Dravidian literature had taken its flight with the advent of Sanskrit, while the body only survived with a new life infused into it." The gods kept their characters, but changed their names. The Dravidians knew no caste till Brähmans came among them, but spoke only of patricians and plebeians (Uyarn-tor and Irin-tor) and when caste arose it followed older tribal distinctions among them.

The Dravidians include some 46½ millions of persons, speaking 11 distinct dialects: (1) Tamil in Central and South Madras provinces (16,250,000); (2) Telugu in our "northern Circars" (14,700,000); (3) Malayálam in Malabar, Travancore, and Kochin (4,000,000); (4) Kanarese in Mysore, &c. (9,000,000); (5) Tula in Bangalore and Kurg (470,000); (6) Six dialects of rude tribes (2,530,000), and of aborigines. The latter, though their speech shows traces of a Turanian origin, differ from Aryans and Dravidians alike, in rites and customs, especially as regards marriage, wages, land, profits, &c. (Sir Bartle Frere, Journal Anthop. Instit, February 1882). Many of these were nomads till their carrying trade was destroyed by railways. Their tribal wanderings promoted independence; and the mixed races—engaged in trades, as stone masons and quarrymen—still move in tribal camps, and require all matters of importance to be settled in tribal courts where, in full assembly, all the adult males may speak and vote freely, without appeal. This applies also to the non-Aryans of Central India—Bhils, Sontals, and Kols (see Imp. Gazetteer India, "Dravida"). The Dravid advance took a generally S.E. course from the Narbádá River, and wherever they resided Aryans had to acknowledge their laws and rites, especially those connected with land questions. Neither king nor commoner is secure even on an ancestral throne, or in paternal acres, until he is accepted in the tribal courts of the non-Aryan whom he now despises. In some cases the royal forehead must even be marked with blood from the arm of a non-Aryan—as recently near Calcutta, and in many other cases in Central and N. India. The Brähman often cannot proceed to business till some stupid old non-Aryan has taken the chair at a meeting, and raised his staff to approve matters he cannot understand or speak about. In Travancore (Rev. S. Mateer, "Native Life," Journal Anthop. Instit., February 1883) "all the people, be they Brähmans or Sudras, are of homogeneous descent from a primeval Turanian race" (see Nagas); and Dr Gundert, with Mr W. Taylor, testifies to the mixed race of Malabári Brähmans, who worship the Dravidian spirits, in trees, stones, and circles.
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Dreams. The irregular action of the brain while waking from sleep, or disordered imagination, has given rise in all religions to a belief in spirits that wander from their bodies. But for dreams, or visions, we should not have heard of personal gods like Jehovah, or Allah, or of angels speaking to men; but might have escaped many anxieties as to a future hell. Savages hold dreams to be real events, happening to the soul, which can commune with the dead, and visit other worlds, thus proving the existence of spirits apart from bodies. Not till the time of Hippokratés the "Father of Medicine" (400 B.C.) did physiologists begin to whisper such heresies as that science was able to explain the cause of dreams—namely the action of our organs while (through the retarded flow of blood to the brain) they are without full guidance of the nerves. Aristotle was one of the first to point out that they were phenomena due to natural causes, and requiring no supernatural explanation. Cicero, some two centuries later, supported this view (De Divinatione) with arguments like those of modern physiologists. Among ourselves Hobbes enunciated similar heresies, in his Leviathan in 1700, saying that physiology "full explained dreams." Schopenhauer uses similar arguments, and these are more fully treated by M. A. Maury (Le Sommeil et les Rêves): he sees in dreams "an incipient stage of the mental condition of which somnambulism, insanity, &c., are more fully developed forms." Dryden says:—

"Dreams are but interludes that Fancy makes. When monarch reason sleeps this mimic wakes:
Compounds a medley of disjointed things,
A mob of cobbler's, and a court of kings:
Light fumes are merry, grosser fumes are sad;
Both are the reasonable soul run mad.;"
Drona

Sanskrit. A Brahmān teacher (or Achārya) and a warrior who taught the Pāndu and Kuru cousins to fly. He finally commanded the army of the latter on the death of Bhishma, having been slain by Drupada, King of Panchalas, whom he killed in battle. He himself was treacherously killed while mourning for his son, but some say he ascended to heaven in the form and glory of the sun. He is called Kūtaja “the mountain top;” and Drona (“water jar”) as having been bogotten in a jar by Bhārad-vāja. He was apparently a deity of clouds and sun, like Indra.

Druids. The Romans so called the magicians of the Kelts; and the Goddel Kelts (Gaela, Irish, and Manx) called them Droa, according to Prof. Rhys in his translation of a Manx Ogham stone (Academy, 16th August 1890). He says that in the Isle of Man “they are not yet wanting, though the old name is not in vogue . . . some are still of no little importance in the social economy of the island.” The connection of Druis with the oak, and the mistletoe, led to the idea that they were named from the Druh or “oak”; but the name appears really to come from the root ēdruh, whence the old German Drus—“witches or red-folk” (compare the Zend ēdruh for a “demon”), as meaning “enchanters.” Max Müller prefers a derivation from Dróth, or Draid, a “magician” or “wise man,” from this same root—the Sanskrit ēdruh meaning “mischievous.” In Teutonic dialects Der-mydas (from the root ēdren) is a “seer”—apparently a cognate term. The German Drudes were originally good angels, but seduced by devils and known as “dapple grey mares.”

Cesar and Pliny describe the Druis; and the Romans thought their ideas similar to those of the Persians; for they were in fact the common beliefs of all the Aryan families. They compared the gods of the Druis to the Roman Jove, Mars, Mercury, Minerva, &c. Old inscriptions bear witness to the reality of the Druis—such as the Kileen column in County Kildare which bears, in Roman and in Ogham characters, the words “Ivere Druis,” leaving “no doubt (says Sir S. Ferguson, President of the Royal Irish Academy) as to there having been Druis there.” The Kelts seem only very gradually to have abandoned Druid rites; and—like Irish saints who spoke of “Christ my Druid”—to have regarded Christianity as only a new form of magic.

Lucan (Pharsalia) knew much about the religion of the Kelts, and of the Druis whom he addressed as follows in 65 a.C. “Ye too ye hards, who by your praises perpetuate the memory of the fallen brave, can without hindrance pour forth your strains; and ye, O ye Druis, now that the sword is removed, can resume your barbaric rites and weird solemnities. To you only is given knowledge—or ignorance—of the gods and powers of heaven. You dwell in the lone heart of the forest: from you we learn that the bourn of man’s ghost is not the senseless grave, nor the pale realm of the monarch below: that in another world his spirit survives still: death, if your lore be true, is but the passage to enduring life.” (M. Arnold’s Celtic Lit., p. 51).

In Ionis the Druis are said to have made the flat altar stone called Clachan-nan-Druidean, or “Druis’s stone”—the Stone of Fate or of the Last Day, with round stones fitted into cup hollows on the surface, which the pious pilgrim turns round. The world will end when the stone is worn through. The Celtica monks preserved this monument. The Rev. Duncan M’Callum (History of Celtica) calls the Druis “the philosophers of the Celts, devoted to all knowledge past and present to which they added their own observation and experience.” Dr Wylie (Hist. Scot. Nation) believes that the Druis exercised terrible powers of ex-communication. They inspired the people with contempt for death, promising a future reward for heroism in a “noble ile;” and Valerius Maximus says that the Gauls lent each other money on the condition of repayment in the other world. “Druideal remains,” as rude-stone circles, dolmens and menhirs are popularly called in Ireland and elsewhere, occur all over the world (see Dolmen), and are common in India in the S. Mahatta country, Mysore, and Wynaed (see Mr R. Carnac on Central Indian specimens, Bengal Royal Asiatic Society Journal, ili, 1-3). The non-Aryans loved to erect such monuments by sacred groves and trees, and still regard them as holy, though somewhat uncanny.

Cesar says the Druis were not an hereditary caste: they were exempt from the duties of the masses, and passed through 20 years of probation. They used Greek characters, and elected chiefs. They held that the soul was immortal, and studied astrology, geography, physics, and theology. They had their headquarters in Britain, but British Druis went annually to Dreux in France. Their human victims were criminals. Their great god was Mercury. Cicero (De Divinitat.) notices Druis in Gaul. Lucan (quoted above) speaks of
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Druids as worshipping Teutates, Jesus, and Taranis. Tacitus mentions them in the island of Mona. The chief account is that of Pliny the elder, concerning Gallic Druids. He speaks of their visiting the oak groves, robed in white, to cut the mistletoe with a golden knife. Also of the Selego and Samolus, which were their sacred herbs. They sacrificed white bulls. Their snake's egg (anguineum), one of which he says he had seen, was supposed to be the product of the saliva of a knot of vipers, which was seized by a horseman who escaped from them. The connection between Druids and Persian Magi was probably indirect, the similarities being due to the common heritage of custom and belief, which descended from the common Aryan ancestors before the dispersion of the Eastern and Western branches of the race.

Drums. Anciently these were sacred and mysterious implements of priests and sorcerers; jugglers and diviners still require drums, which the villagers regard with some awe, as things uncanny to touch. Siva is called in India the "holder of the damaru," a double drum, in the shape of an hour glass; like our bells it is connected with birth, marriage, and death. Drums, horns, and the shank (Concha Veneris) with bells, are still used by priests (see Indian Antiq., March 1886; and Mr Rowbotham's Hist. of Music, 1885). This author tells us that: "The great seat of drum worship was South America. Even at the present day it is to be found in full vitality in the interior of Brazil; but, a hundred years ago, it could be said that the drum was the only object of worship from the Orinoco to the La Plata. The precise form of the fetish, though it belongs to the genus drum, is yet of the rattle species. The merruca, as it is called, is a hollow gourd, with small stones, or hard corn seeds inside it, which rattle when shaken. It is fixed on a staff which is stuck in the ground, and the people fall down before it, and worship it. It is supposed to predict the future, and is consulted on all occasions of importance, such as the celebration of festivities, or the eve of a battle; and the actions of the people are regulated by the replies which the rattle makes." Similar cults exist in Central Asia and Tibet. The Lapp builds towers 15 to 20 feet high, on which drums are beaten; or they are hung to sacred trees, to frighten away demons, thunder, and eclipses, and to bring rain. In Polynesia the drum was not only associated with the chief god Tanu, but regarded as his embodiment... it was the god's voice, and the striker was held actually to beat and awaken the god to his duties. It was Kadra or Ilaha—"the awakener" of the drum, and axe, god.

Drupada

This Polynesian drum was often a log 20 to 30 feet long, hollowed out (Dr March, Journal Anthrop. Instit., May 1893). The drum (Topi) is noticed in the Bible (1 Sam. x. 5), as a "tabret" used by prophets, just as it is now used by dervishes—either as a small hand drum, or as a large double drum.

Drupada. Drupadi. The King of Panchala, and his heroine daughter. He was brought up with the Pandus, or "pale ones," his cousins, by the fair Brahman Druna, whom Drupada set aside when coming of age as ruler of the Kurus. Druna stirred up the "pale ones" to attack the dark Drupada, and they drove him from the north, leaving him the lands of the Ganges and Chambali. His son was Dhriti-Dumna; and his daughter Drupadi was called also Krishna—a black beauty. The Aryans spoke of these Dravidians as being black. She was offered to the best archer of good lineage, on coming of age, at a tournament or Swayam-vara. Arjuna, the third Pandu prince, won her, but was rejected by her relatives as not being of Brahman caste. Karna, king of Anga, or Bangal, was then proposed by Dur-yodhana; but Drupadi rejected him as "base born," not knowing that he was the son of Surya "the sun" (see table under Brahma for these names). The five Pandus were told by Kunti that they must share the lovely Drupadi between them, suggesting a very ancient communitarian, or polyandrous, society. The king of Sindhu ran off with Drupadi, but Bhima, and Arjuna rescued her. The brother of Queen Viratā strove to seduce her; and she passed through many vicissitudes, protected by Gandharvas and Pandus, till she returned to Indra's heaven with Yudhishthira, as related elsewhere (see Pandus).

Druses. Drůz. The popular name of a Syrian sect, whose original leader, in our 11th century, was Isma'il ed-Darāzī, a Persian mystic. They however call themselves Muwahibedin or "uniters," striving to unite in one faith Christians, Moelens, Jews, Buddhists, and Mazdeans: (compare Baha'is, and Sikhs). Ed Darāzī, and another Persian mystic Hamzah, son of 'Ali; son of Ahmad, frequented the Court of the 5th Fatemite Khalif at Cairo—El Hākim bi-'Amr-Allah (who acceded in 996 A.C.); he was a half mad tyrant, and was induced by Ed Darāzī to proclaim himself a divine incarnation in 1016 A.C.; but Hamzah superseded Ed Darāzī, driving him from Egypt, and becoming the Khalif's prime minister, in 1019 A.C. He gained a large following as the prophet of the divine Hākim who however was murdered, by order of his own sister, in 1020. Hamzah disappeared for a time, but returned to announce that Hākim would
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soon reappear, to destroy all who did not believe in him. Hamzah preached (from 1045 to 1050 a.d.) the new faith from Cairo to Damascus, still denouncing Ed Darzi (see Cai£). Gradually this system spread to Constantinople, and even to India; and Constantine VIII was urged to believe that the Christian Messiah had come again as Hakim.

The followers of Hamzah appear to have been mainly of Kurdish and Persian extraction. They believe that there are many Druses in China. [To the present day they retain the Iranian type; and the horn of silver which used to be worn, till lately, on the head by Druze women, was also characteristic of certain Circassian tribes. Since the massacre of the Maronite Christians, in 1860, the Druzi have gradually withdrawn from the Lebanon, though there are two villages of them on Mt. Karmel. Their sacred centre is Hermon, called Jebel-esh-Sheikh, or the "mountain of the (Druze) Sheikh"; and they are also numerous in the Jebel ed Druz, or Eastern Hauran. Their statement that "Chinese are unconscious Druses," is based on their secret sceptical philosophy, as compared with the ethics of Confucius.—En.] They even assert that the souls of the virtuous go to China after death, while the wicked become camels or dogs (by transmigration of the soul): this all points to their connection with mid-Asian Turanians. Their professed tenets were described by De Sacy in 1828, including a belief in ten divine incarnations, the latest being Hakim, and in ten accompanying incarnations of the power or wisdom of God, the latest being Hamzah. They name these differently according as they speak to Jews, Christians, Moslems, or others. They are divided into two classes, the 'Akil, or "initiated," and the ordinary believer. Women may be initiated. They meet for worship and instruction in their Khâlews or chapels, especially on Hermon, and have ascetics who retire for meditation to a cave on the summit (see Churchills's Lebanon, 1853). They have much in common with other secret Syrian sects (see Ane§irä).

Secrecy in religious matters is one of the main doctrines of the Druze. Any alien found in possession of their sacred books is to be killed. These were not known till discovered by the French on Hermon in 1860, and many false ideas about this sect have been published in consequence. Col. Churchill says: "There exists a party which indulges in the dark and unscrupulous libertinism of Ed Darzi," who, Hamzah said, was not an 'Akil, but an 'Ajal, or "call," but the accounts given of such orgies (see Mme. Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled, ii, pp. 306-315), are open to doubt. Col. Conder (Quarterly Statement, Pal. Expl. Fund, January 1896), says: "Druzes are an offshoot of the Moslem Banûn

Druses ('esoteric sects) of the 8th and 9th centuries, whose teachings owed much to the Zoroastrians, Sabians, and Manicheans... They hold the Greeks and Chinese in honour, apparently because their system is partly based on Platonism, and partly on the Buddhist Buddhism, which is connected with Platonism. The Druze doctrine as to Christ is Gnostic, regarding the 'eternal Christ' as a true deity, but Jesus as the 'Rival' or enemy of Hamzah. The true Christ was not crucified, they say, but the body of Jesus was stolen and hidden after his crucifixion, by the true Christ, in order to prepare men for his religion. The being who has created the Universe is the 'Rival,' answering exactly to the Demiurge (people-maker) of Gnostics." The Druze believe also in "incarnations" or "emanations" of the soul of the Universe, like Hindu or Gnostic. Five emanations came in humility, and four in glory; and one more—Hamzah with Hakim in glory—is expected, when Gog and Magog will be slain, and the millennium will follow. (This is an ordinary Moslem belief as to the last days, and the Christology is also Moslem.—En.)

Druses neither fast nor pray. They do not drink wine, or eat pork, or smoke. They believe in Free Will, and reject Moslem Fatalism. They have no objection to joining in the rites and customs of their neighbours—whether Christian or Moslem. They take part in Moslem prayers and ablutions, and also sprinkle themselves with holy water in Christian churches, and make vows to the wooden statue of Elijah in the Latin monastery on Carmel. They will even call themselves Moslems, Jews, or Christians, according to the belief of those whom they address (see Mrs Reichhardt's "Life Among Druses," Asiatic Quarterly Review, January 1892). Yet the Drúz hold the seven commandments of Hamzah: (1) Truthful speech among themselves; (2) Care of the brethren; (3) Renunciation of all other religions; (4) Separation from heretics; (5) Confession of the unity of God in all ages; (6) Resignation to his will; (7) Obedience to his commands. They are taught that God is an ineffable, passionless, incomprehensible, and indefinable infinity, who has manifested himself in the ten incarnations. Hakim was "God's final appeal to man, the door kept open for 26 years, and then forever closed." He will reappear at the end of time to rule over a world of Druzes. Hakim is the "impersonated intelligence," or supreme 'Akiil of God. Hamzah is the "a power or archangel ruling over all things in heaven and earth. Under him are four archangels—the soul, the Logos, and the Right and Left Wings, represented by Ed Darzi and three others. Under these are angels or spirits of various rank. The 'Akiils on earth are some 10 to 20 per cent. of the Druses. The rest are Jâhil or "ignorant."
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Both men and women may become 'Akîlî: "all are brethren, and equal; neither Emir, Sheikh, nor 'Akîl having any primacy over his fellows," though on Friday they instruct the ignorant in the common dogmas of the sect. Hospitality is a religious duty, one of the usual Druze sayings being, "God is liberal and all men are brethren." The Mt. Kârmel Druze (some 800 at the villages of Dâlîsh and 'Esfa) sacrifice a goat to Elijah, and so dedicate their children to the deity. At the tomb of Nebî Shâîb (or Jethro), near Harshîn (W. of the Sea of Galilee), they hold festivities, and adore this prophet's footprint, on a block of alabaster which they kiss, and rub cloths on it, saying that it exudes a sweat that gives untold blessings (see Foot). [These strange apparent contradictions are all explained by the discovery of the Book of Concealed Destruction on Hermon, in 1860. It is attributed to Hamzah, and represents the secret teaching of the higher initiation. It discards all religious creeds as equally false, and teaches that there are only two realities—the male and female elements in the universe (see China). It inculcates ethical laws, and tolerates every form of religion as permissible for the ignorant. Hence all their dogmas are intended only for the 'Ajlûn or lower class, and the 'Akîlî is a pure Agnostic. The Druze system is only one of many that arose, under the Khalîfah of Baghdad and the early Seljuks, when Moslem philosophers began to study Plato, and Aristotle, and Buddhism, and became acquainted with surviving Gnostic sects. To the secret teaching of the Bâtanîn (see Arabia) we owe the sектanism of 'Umar Khâyâm, and the creation of the Ismâ'îliyeh or Assassin sect in the reign of Melek Shâh, as well as the Ansrî 'Iyeh syncretic sect. The Druzes were, at one time, the most important of all, uniting men of every creed in Asia as far as India. Believing all creeds to be equally superstitious, yet equally useful as ethical systems, they strove to study religions comparatively—to become Muwâba'din or "uniters," and to put an end to fanatical dissensions. The idea was the same which was revived by Bâba Nânî in the 16th century (see Sikh) and by the Bâb in Persia in the 19th (see Bábî). All such systems attract numbers by proclaiming that men are brothers, and that their differences are due to ignorance, prejudice, and superstition. But the Seljuks stamped out philosophy in Islam, as the Franks also suppressed such sects when possible in Syria. The later rulers, from Saladin to Bîbars, were orthodox Moslems, who hated all such syncretic systems. Thus the Druz are now confined to one small mountain region, and are constantly oppressed by the Turks, and by the fanatical Moslem rulers of Syria, though they retain much of the old independence of their Iranian and Turanian ancestors, and practice the virtues of their

real ethical system. The accusations brought against them by Christians, and Moslems, are as inexplicable of proof as those once levelled against Gnostics, and Templars, and others who in various ages have secretly renounced accepted creeds.—Ed.]

Dûdâîm. Hebrew: "love apples." The Antropa Mandragora or Mandrake (see Gen. xxx., 11-16). The Rabbis say it was like a banana (see Song Sol. vii. 13). The Greeks said that the Mandragara was a "wolf, a dweller in dark or secret places." In the middle ages also it was a magic plant, torn up by tying a dog's tail to it, when it was shrieked, and sometimes caused the death of the dog. According to the Lejard (Culte de Venus) it was used in the licentious rites of the Dea Syria, as an aphrodisiac. It belongs to the potato family of plants, like the deadly nightshade.

Duhitar. See Daughter.

Dûma. Aramaic: "silence." The winged angel of death. In the Babylonian legend of the descent of Istar into Hades, Duma is also the guardian of the 14th gate.

Dunnzi. Akkadian: "child spirit;" the infant sun. See Tamuz.

Durga. The fierce Sakti, or female power, of Siva: otherwise Kali, "death," "fate," or "time." [In Akkadian also dûma is "fixed," "fate" (Turkish fat "remain"), and gal is "to die" (Turkish khul, Fennic kuid, "die").] This goddess is thus probably Turanian.—Ed.] Durga is usually explained to mean "vibrating" or "brandishing." The Durga-pûja, or "worship of Durga," is very ancient; and, till quite recently, the rites included many tortures—men mangling their bodies, swinging from hooks passed through their backs, or arms, and otherwise symbolising the human sacrifices of pre-Aryan times. Durga is the Aryan Bhavânī ("living"), or Bhairavi ("terrible"); and her bloody rites survive, when British authority is lax, in both spring and autumn (see Sakti and Tastra), especially among sects in hill districts and remote coast regions about Lariké. At ordinary fêtes Durga is a nude figure of "Plenty," sometimes with an accompanying figure of a phallic god, which renders it necessary to send notice to villagers at Durga and Holî festivities, if European ladies are likely to be present, when the gaily adorned pole is removed from the figure. Durga is depicted as a full-breasted female (see Rivers of Life, i. p. 251, fig. 119), clothed in yellow, and riding the tiger: often on the banks of a canal, whence "Plenty" comes. She holds in
Durga

her ten arms the implements that her children use in agriculture; and at the Dasara fêtes such implements are cleaned and rest, like man, for two months; they are worshipped with offerings of grain, fruit, and flowers; and Durga is entreated to be propitious. Boundary trees are worshiped also at this time, and processions made by officials and peasants round the lands. But among non-Aryan hillmen the dark bloody Kalé is a form of the Durga of Kalé-ghāta (Calcutta), carried in an ark, and, when flesh eating is allowable, receiving sacrifices still, of buffaloes and sheep. Great and small, arrayed in their best, follow her procession, giving gifts of money and goods, and firing cannon and muskets, with prayers and praises in her honour. Men and women rush into the fields, and pluck the crops unproved, to cast before Durga and to carry home. In one of her left hands she holds a serpent biting the breast of a giant, whom Durga is said to have killed. At her feet are Ganēsa-Kartika, and Lakshmi. She is a demon whom Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, must propitiate, as well as man. The 1st October is the central day of her festival, and for 21 days previously purifications are needed. At this season Rāma is said to attack Rāvana, who has stolen Sita (see Rāma). When the Amabashya, or last dark night of the lunar month, is ended, unripe plantains are cut, and men worship 14 generations of their ancestors. A ghāta, or earthen pot, is placed in a quiet room of the house, and marked with a double triangle (or hour glass) and a single triangle (Yoni charms) representing Siva and Durga united. Priests must now refrain from fishes, fish, and rice, and call on the gods, morning and evening, striking the temple gongs, and prostrating themselves before the ghāta. On the 6th night—sacrificed to Shakti as Devī—her image is made out of a young plantain, with two apples representing the breasts; it is dressed in muslin, and daubed with vermillion, being placed between two ghātas with a figure of Ganēsa. These are adorned with music; nor but Brāhmaṇas may touch the image, which, after fervent prayer, is said to become alive. On the 7th day it is carried in procession to a river, and brought back to Ganēsa, when sacrifices of goats are offered, with fruit and grain. The leaves of the sacred bel tree are scattered round, to protect against the assaults of Rāvana. Hecatombs of goats and sheep (not of cows, for Durga is herself a cow) are offered to her as Bhagavati (Mr. S. C. Bose, Hindus as they Are, p. 105). Prayers before the fire are among the rites. Women often puncture their breasts, offering the blood to Durga, praying that they may never be widows—their most awful curse under the caste system. The Sōma rite is observed on the last day of the feast, with final offerings to the goddess; and priests divide the profits

with unseemly wranglings. The people then indulge in fish, flesh, and wine. The most indecent jests, songs, and actions, are permissible at this Mahā-māyēr-Bākār, or day of revelry; but respectable persons celebrate it in family devotions, and gifts to the poor. Women "wrestle in prayer," says Mr. Bose, for relief from all the ills of life. They scramble for rags of the trappings, or pieces from the sacrificial plasters, when, on the 9th day, the goddess is consigned to the river. Shops are open, and it is a lucky day for making purchases. Throughout the feast the women are busy cooking for the worshipers and poor, and eat nothing till all are served. On the 9th night of the moon there is a great feast, with songs and dances—often licentious. When Mā-Durga has been put in the river all are sprinkled with holy water by Brāhmaṇs, sprigs of green mango leaves being used for the purpose. Young and old, high and low, then greet each other with good wishes of the season, making up quarrels, and drinking healths: for "it is Bīkāya, and drinking even to excess is justifiable." The autumn festival is estimated to cost some millions sterling; and artists, weavers, braziers, and musicians, look forward to the feast, as well as caterers and priests.

Durga, says the Rev. Mr. Sherring, possesses nine of the oldest shrines at Banāras. Her image stands beside that of the goddess Sidhāvārī, and by the well of the Chandra-Kūp or "moon cup." Two of her arms rest on a lion and a buffalo; two others hold the sword, and the lotus; and she is here specially adored at Chait or Easter time. The ten-armed Durga of the Keval Gate (at Banāra) is called the "Queen of Heaven and Earth." A priest here sits swinging images of divers deities before her. In the same city, at the Durgā-Kund, she is adored as consort of Siva, with bloody sacrifices, every Tuesday in Sāvan (15th July to 15th August); and over the high gateway of the shrine a Nāyukat-Khānā holds a drum, beaten thrice a day to remind men that they should approach the "Lion Gate," and kneel before the white marble lingam of Siva, and the obeisance of her son Ganēsa, praying, and counting rosaries like the painted priests. Nor, ere leaving Durga's presence, must they forget the golden faced goddess Bagesvari, in her cell with an iron grating. Her shrine is adorned with gilded spires and domes, and with richly carved columns. She sits, brightly clothed and decked with golden necklaces, and an aureole of brass or silver, while a small lamp burns for ever before a sunken silver bath, round which flowers are strewn. For nine days, in the Chait season, the Nāva-ratī-mēla is held; and about the 7th or 8th day upwards of 10,000 persons offer sheep and goats, beginning the rites at 3 A.M. On the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of Kuṇ (15th to 18th September)
Duryodhana

the Bangalis crowd to the Deśārya-medh-ghāt; and, having made countless images of Durga, carry them in procession and throw them into the sacred Ganges. In the Ram-nagar temple a white marble Durga stands beside a five-headed Siva, arrayed in gold and yellow. A table or altar is placed before her, and a priest ever attends to wave before her sacred fire. Durga, or Kāli, was also the demon goddess in whose service the Thugs murdered unprotected travellers; and heaps of human skulls were her offerings.

Duryodhana. Sanskrit: “hard to conquer.” The eldest son of the blind king Dhrītisena, who led the Kuryas against the Pandus. He was two years in the womb of Gandhari, and was born as a lump of flesh, which the sage Vyasa divided into 101 parts, and placed in 101 jars, whence came Duryodhana with 99 brothers, and a sister Duh-sata. In a fit of anger he threw his cousin Bhima into the Ganges, but the Nāgas saved him.

Dust. Ganesa and other gods are produced from dust (like Adam), driven by the Maruts or winds; and dust whirling round Pārvati produced Krishna.

Dushera. Aramaic: “He that gleams”: the Duses of Greek texts: the Nabathean sun god.

Dutas. The messengers of gods like Siva and Vishnu.

Dvaita and A-dvaita. Sanskrit: “dualism and non-dualism” —questions long fought out in the East, more especially by Mādhava, Ramanuja, Vāllabhaṭārīya (see that heading), and others. Viśisṭha upholds dualism; and Śvāmī (see Śaṅkarāchārya) upholds A-dvaita, and the Vedanta doctrine of one god. The Druṣ (see Druses) believe in two principles (see Advaita).

Dvāra. See Door.

Dvīpa. Sanskrit: “a division” of the world, such as Jambudvyāpa or India: a country or an island. The world is regarded as a lotus, of which the Dvīpas are the leaves. Its centre is the mythical Mt. Meru, the Paradise of gods (see Rivers of Life, i, plate iii). India is the “jewel,” and the Dvīpas radiate from this centre.

Dyāus. Sanskrit: “the bright one”: the Greek Zeus, and the Latin Deus (see Deva): his realm is Dyāvān “the sky.” In the Vedas Dyāus was the supreme god or Aūra, according to Dr. Brandale. Dyāus-pitār is Zeus-pater, or Ju-pater, the “heavenly father.” He is the day god, father of Athêns the dawn, which springs from his fore-

Dyāus

Dyāus is said to send out Agni to stir the waters, as Zeus sends forth lightnings (see Darmesteter, Contemporary Review, October 1879). He was the god of thunder and rain, of the Āthārvān or “fire” priests, and of the fiery Bhirgu or lightning. He dwelt in Varuna (heaven), and was the “heavenly eye,” and the golden winged eagle. He was Śwăr—the spirit of Svarga or heaven, and the name Śwār is still that of the supreme god of Slavs. The Aryan supreme god, according to Darmesteter, included many others; and Dyāus was the clear ether above the humid lower atmosphere, which was Varuna (“the wide”) or Ouranos. Dyāus brooded (like Elohim) over “Dyus, his land watered by five streams.” His architect for creation was Visva-karma; the Marut storm gods were his messengers; and Indra wielded his thunder bolt, and the Vājra, answering to the aegis of Zeus.
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Errata, Vol. II

P. 42, line 16, for "son" read grandson.
567, 57, for "Devagari" read Deva-nagari.
The English E represents various sounds in other languages, such as the long ay and short eh, and the Latin ae (Greek αι). In Arabic this vowel is not marked. Thus Mekka is Makka.

Ea. Akkadian. The ocean god, adopted by Babylonians and Assyrians, and worshiped by Sennacherib on the Persian Gulf. [The word may mean only "spirit" (Turkish ee) or E-α "water spirit."—En.] His wife was Dam-ki-na, "lady of the earth," and their child was the sun. The Akkadians also called him En-ki, "the lord of earth." The Armenian king Dusratta invokes Ea in the 15th century B.C. when writing to Amenophis III. Like Osiris he was judge of the dead, who were led before him, by Tammuz and Istar, under the ocean. He was also Zi-kia ("spirit of earth"), and the Greek Oannes (see Dagon), "the great fish," half man, half fish, according to Berosus (compare Vishnu under Matsya). He thus combined the character of Pluto and Poseidon, and was the wisest of gods. His emblems were the bull, the deer (Dara, which was one of his names as "chief"), the ram's head, and the sea goat (Capricorn), as shown on Kassite boundary stones.

Ea-bani. A friendly minotaur who aided the Babylonian hero Gilgames, and was slain by the gods (see Babylon). He is represented as a kind of bull-satyrr, with bull's legs, horns, and tail. [The name is probably Akkadian, meaning "Ea's spirit," though usually regarded as Semitic for "Ea has made."—Ed.] Eabani was destroyed by a gad-fly, and his ghost came up from Hades to console his mourning comrade the sun hero (see further Gilgames).

Eagle. The Vahana, or vehicle, of Vishnu and many other sun and heaven gods (see Etana), suitably chosen by Christians also, to carry the Logos or Word of Life. It was the emblem of Zeus, bearing his thunderbolt, and that of Indra (the Vajra). It slept on
Earth

The sceptre of Zeus, and placed eggs in his lap, recovering his lost ring, and giving him his darts. It was carried on the standards of Imperial Rome, denoting the sky spirit (see Hawk) and messenger of Jove (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 134, fig. 53). The eagle stole the garments of Aphrodite, in aid of Hermes (a dawn myth), and is connected with the griffin. The marvellous Siena bird of Zoroastrians symbolising wisdom, and the Persian Simurg (in the Bundahish) was "the ever blessed, glorious, and mighty bird whose wings dim the very sunbeams." As Garða it is the power of Vishnu (often two-headed), and the destroyer of serpents. It is also the Arab Rukh (or the Roc), but Skandinavians and Franks, when Christians, regarded it as gloomy and demoniacal. It has a long mythical history among Turanian Hittites, and other tribes from Central Asia, connected with wolves, and Svaata cross (see Academy, 18th August 1883). Christians replaced it in brazen beauty in their churches. [The double-headed eagle surmounts an Akkadian text at Tell Lob. It occurs as a Hittite sign at Boghaz Keui and Eyyük, in Asia Minor, with the Sphynx. It was the ensign of the Seljuk Turks, found in several cases in Armenia, and also the Garða bird on coins of the Arachis in Parthia. The_Hittite double-headed eagle supports a pair of deities, and seems to be the emblem of Tammuz and Istar as the twins of day and night.—Ed.]

Earth. The great mother goddess (Damkina, B'elit, Dé-Métér, Gé, Éra, Terra, Rhea, Hetha, Kublélé, or Parrati). In all ages she is the mother, nurse, and nourisher. In Egypt alone the earth is male (see Sch). The root er apparently means "abode" (Sanskrit: ēra, Greek éra, Old German ero, Old Saxen erdo, Turkish er, Hebrew ero, Arabic arf for "earth"). She was mother of gods and men, of whom heaven was the father (see China).

"Endowed with fertile all destroying force, The all parent, bountiful, whose prolific powers Produce a store of beauteous fruits and flowers. The all-seeing maid, the eternal world's strong base Immortal, blessed, crowned with every grace. From whose wide womb, as from an endless root Fruits many formed mature, and grateful shoot. All flowery daemon, centre of the world, Around thy orb the beauteous stars are hurled."

The poetic Platonist (as rendered by Mr Thomas Taylor) also sings of Rhea as earth.

Easter

"Mother of gods great nurse of all, draw near Divinely honoured; and regard my prayer. Throned on a car, by lions drawn along By bull-destroying lions swift and strong." "The earth is thine, and need ye mortals share Their constant food from thy protecting care. From thee the sea and every river flows. From thee at first both gods and men arose." The prevailing idea of the ancients was that the earth was a pivot round which all revolved, and herself a large, living, gracious being. The earth goddess Ma, in Asia Minor, rode or stood on a lion. She had her right to a small secluded corner of the field, left untilled: though Kelts dedicated this to an earth demon ("the good man of the court) whom they feared to call a devil (see also the Corner of the Field, Levi., xxiii, 22). The earth we now know is not the centre of the universe. It revolves on its axis with a surface speed of 1040 miles an hour, and in its orbit at 66,476 miles an hour; and rushes with the rest of the solar system towards the constellation of Hercules.

Easter. The season of the sun's "eastering," when it rises due east. The date at which Easter should be kept was a bone of contention among Christians down to our 6th century. In 445 a.c. the Easters of Rome and Alexandria differed by 18 days. St Ambrose of Milan says that, in the 4th century, the Gauls kept it on the 21st March (the equinox), but the Italians on the 18th April; and there was a double Easter as late as 651 a.c. The Roman and Greek Easters still differ like their Calendars (see Zodiac, and Rivers of Life, i, Table, p. 424). Grimm calls the Teutonic Eostre "the rising light; on her day (Bal-dag or 'sun's day') she opens heaven to Baldur."

[The original Easter controversy was whether the feast should be held after the full moon, the crucifixion being on the 14th of Nisan; or whether the day of the Resurrection (Sunday) should be celebrated on the Lord's-day following the first full moon after the vernal equinox.—Ed.] In Europe many ancient rites not of Christian origin marked Easter (see Buns, and Eggs); and Brand (Antiq., i, p. 145) says that "small breads were indiscriminately distributed, by being thrown from church steeples," a custom surviving till quite recently at Paddington and Twickenham. In Somerset, according to its "Old Book" (see Notes and Queries, 18th January 1902), the ancient phallic rite of the clippin survived; and "clipping, embracing, kissing," with dances round the steeple of the parish church, are said to be still practised at Easter. Mr Elworthy says it was "a spring performance, in which both sexes took part . . . the essential part
Easter Isle

being the clipping," or worshipful dance round the tower. In the year 1883 the Christian Easter, the Hindu Holi, the Parsi Nao-rúz, and the Jewish Passover, were all celebrated in India on the same day, which might have impressed on the masses the oneness of all religions. The Jews still offer eggs on the Seder night of the Passover, as "emblems of immortality and speedy resurrection"; and their "heaving" or "lifting" rites (the wave-offering) take place at Easter.

A writer in Notes and Queries (3rd August: 1883) describes the "liftings at Durham, a city famous for sundry suggestive maiden rites, water rites, mustard, law, physics, and gospel." These include much play with shoes (see Foot); and on Easter Sunday this writer "saw over half a dozen young women thrown down, others held almost upside down till their boots were dragged off; these were not returned without a forfeit—not too seemly." On the next Tuesday the women seize the men's hats, and levy a forfeit, or "accept some token of amity." At Church-Stretton in Shropshire (Notes and Queries, 22nd September 1883), men force women into gaily decorated chairs on Easter Monday, and brush their feet with a bunch of box. In Staffordshire this was done on Tuesday in Easter week. In the cathedral town of Ripon, lads make a rush for the girls' feet at the end of the Easter service, and keep their shoebuckles till noon next day, unless a forfeit is paid. The women then do the same to the men, keeping their seizures till the Tuesday evening—a day when all wives should beat their husbands (see "Flagellation," in the Index Prohibitorum of 1877), while on the next day husbands beat their wives. During this feast the sexes also steal the clothing of one another, and boys and girls sing, wave branches, and romp together, as at the Roman Terminalia (see Thalia).

The First Council of Nicaea (325 A.D.) fixed Easter by the rule still observed, and so dissociated it from the Passover day. The Western date was revised in 1858 by Pope Gregory XIII (Gregorian calendar), but England only adopted the correction in 1752, and the Greek and Russian Churches retain the old incorrect Julian calendar.

Easter Isle: otherwise Vaihu, or Davis' Isle: off the W. coast of S. America, a little N. of the latitude of New Zealand. It appears to have been a resting-place for races drifting from Polynesia to America. Fornander (Polynesia, i, p. 3) says that the massive masonry here found is like that of the Ladrone (near Formosa on the E. of China), and of neighbouring islands. Capt. Herendeen (Journal Rl. Geogr. Socy., July 1885), describes similar "heavily masonry both above and below present sea level, in Fonape, a small islet of Micronesia (near the Ladrone) ... and other ruins of temples, and forts, built evidently by a superior prehistoric race." Similar structures are found in the islet of Kusaie, in the Eastern Caroline group (S. of the Ladrone), in the line from the Indian Archipelago to Peru. These are all interesting landmarks for the philologist and archaeologist; and native dialects indicate the same track for the Malay (see Short Studies, i and ii; and Mr Christian, Journal Rl. Geogr. Socy., December 1898).

Miss Gordon Cumming found "on Easter Isle, great platforms of cyclopean masonry, with hundreds of stone figures 18 ft. high"; and other travellers speak of intractable trachyte stones cut and inscribed, in other Polynesian islands, some of which Sir T. Brasey brought to Europe. One statue from Easter Island now stands outside the British Museum. Fourteen texts, incised on wooden boards, have been found, in unknown language: the characters on the most celebrated old stone "certainly resemble S. Indian writing" (Prof. T. De la Coupérie. See Journal Rl. Asiatic Socy., July 1885, p. 443). We showed in 1872 and 1897, that the Maia builders cut the rock temples of Central India, and the shrines of Cambodia, and with these the elaborate stone structures of Japan, of the Carolines, Formosa, and Polynesia.

Capt. H. V. Barclay (Pall Mall Magazine, October 1902) describes the ruins of Easter Isle, which are still a striking relic of Indian civilisation. The weird statues, sometimes 50 ft. high, are hewn from single stones, but always terminate at the hips. In some "the back of the head is flattened," with inscriptions down the back. They have all a stern contemptuous expression with deep-sunk eyes. The ears (as among non-Aryan Buddhists: see Buddha) are long, and often adorned with carvings. The flat top of the head had originally a large cylinder of red volcanic stone upon it: numbers of these stones are found near the statues on the ground. The faces of these images are well cut, in grey durable trachyte from quarries close by. They stand on platforms faced with large well-dressed stones, without mortar. Most of the statues lie fallen, many broken at the neck, their downfall being probably due to earthquakes. Some 500 more or less perfect images have been counted. About 100 platforms remain, covered with volcanic scoriæ and grass. Single hewn stones often weigh five tons or more, facing rough walls which are connected by cross walls, at irregular intervals, making small chambers, roofed with flat slabs. There are no visible means of access to these, but they often contain human bones. The statues stand on slabs of hewn stone, and show no connection with the chambers, but are spaced equally along the front of the platform.

Ebenites. Hebrew: Ebion "needy," or otherwise "wishing" (i.e. men of "good will"), a sect of our 1st century described by Eusebius (Eccles. Hist., iii, 27: vi, 17): called "poor," he says, "because cherishing low and mean opinions of Christ." They were only described by their enemies till the discovery of their own manual (see Didache). Epiphanius, as bishop in Cyprus (360 A.D.), said that they were founded by Ebion, a Samaritan, and he apparently follows Tertullian, and Origen. Epiphanius says that Ebion held Christ to have been appointed by God to rule the future, but the devil to rule the present world, and that Jesus was once on whom Christ descended as a dove at the Baptism, forsaking him on the cross (as Gnostics, Moslems, and Druzes, all taught also) on account of the words "my God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me." Jesus, said the Ebenites, was a "plain man of Nazareth," born like other men: and they rejected the account of Virgin birth in the Gospels. They observed the Sabbath, and circumcision. But another kindred sect (called Nazarenes) accepted this dogma, yet refused to recognize Christ as pre-existent, or as the Logos. They both rejected Paul as an enemy, and an apostate from the Jewish law, regarding his writings as heretical. The Gospel of Matthew they held to be alone trustworthy (excepting the first chapters), and Symmachus, an Ebionite, commented on it. Cerinthus and Carpocrates were Ebionite Gnostics (see Gnostics and Irenæus): such Judaic Christians were known to Jews, according to the Talmud, as "Galilean Sādīqīn" or "pious persons" (see Essenes). The Ebionites lived mostly in Bashan (at Pella, Kaukabah, and other sites), and clung to the teaching of Peter, as opposed to that of Paul. The Aramaïk "Gospel of the Hebrews" was perhaps theirs, but is now lost. It spoke of the Jordan as being changed into fire at the Baptism, and of the Holy Ghost as the "mother" of Christ whom it carried by the hair to Tabor—according to quotations in the Christian fathers.

The Gnosticism of Cerinthus and Saturninus, in Syria, was distinct from Egyptian Gnosticism. These teachers were ascetics who forbade the use of flesh and wine, observed abstinence from marriage, and believed in the approaching return of the Messiah, like Essenes and Ebionites. The latter seem, in short, to have been the early Judaic Christians who regarded Jesus only as a human prophet, inspired by God, and as the true Messiah. The Catholics of the 4th century persecuted and destroyed this original sect.

Ecclesiastes. The Hebrew Koheleth, "the preacher." The writer of this Old Testament Book speaks in the character of a "Preacher, the son of David, king in Jerusalem" (i, 1), or "King over Israel in Jerusalem" (i, 13). He says, "better is a poor and a wise child than an old and foolish king, who will no more be admonished. For out of prison he cometh to reign" (iv, 13). "Vanity of vanities" is his refrain; but all was not vanity to Koheleth, who believed in honest work, love, and youth. The Hebrew of this work is often like that even of the Mishnah. Some verses may be later interpolations, such as the last six in the book, thought to be added to counteract the general Gnosticism of its tone. Dr. Delitzsch calls it "a collection of the days of Ptolemy Euergetes" (247 to 222 B.C.): Prof. Graetz thinks it as late as the time of the Herods. The 5th General Council questioned the inspiration of Koheleth and of the Song of Solomon, and it has always been considered doubtful scripture, especially by some Protestants. Dr. Cheyne (in 1885-87) rejects the final six verses, and questions other passages, but maintains (Wisdom of the Old Testament) that: "The author of Koheleth is not atheistic in any vital sense in his philosophical meditations." Dr. Graetz says that "the old text reads for 'thy Creator' (xii, 1), 'thy well' or wife." He explains the passage that follows according to the Rabbinical interpretation of the allegory, as referring to the decay of the body—"keepers of the house" are arms and hands; "strong men," feet and legs; the "grinders" (feminine), teeth; and the voice rises, piping like a sparrow in childish treble, till the silver cord (or string) is loosed (the tongue); and the golden bowl (the brain) is broken (xii, 3-6). The author of Koheleth appears as a Stoïc weary of study, and one who advocates calm enjoyment of all that is really good in life, with patience in sorrow. He passes lightly by dogmas which were so important to others, as vanities with no solid foundation. This writer, who had evidently led a busy, thoughtful life, was weary of thought and of learning. He finds even the order of nature oppressive at times. The ills of life prevent permanent enjoyment: even pleasure is monotonous, and the wise man dies like the fool: we can but live on, and suffer as others have done. Death seems preferable to life, for energy breeds envy, and indolence brings poverty: riches lose us true friends, religion is generally hypocrisy, women usually false. It is well to fear God, and unwise to defy or ignore Him. It is useless to speculate on the future, but a good name is no doubt better than riches. We should strive to do good, and leave alone the great problems.

All religious systems have produced their skeptikal Koheleths, who have attacked alike Vedas and Buddhist Tripitikas, the Christian
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Bible, and the Koran. In our 11th century, when the latter had become the "Eternal Word of God" from Spain to India, the cultured poet-astronomer, Omar Khayyam, wrote (Whinfield's Translation, 1889):—

"I drown in sin, show me thy clemency.
My soul is dark. Make me thy light to see.
A heaven that must be earned by painful works
I call a wage: not a gift fair and free."

"Hypocrites only build on saintly show,
Treating the body as the spirit's foe."

"Your course annoys me, O ye wheeling skies,
Unloose me from thy chain of tyrannies."

"Some look for truth in creeds, and forms, and rules,
Some grope for doubts and dogmas in the schools.
But, from behind the veil, a voice proclaims
Your road lies neither here nor there, O fool."

Again we read in Sanskrit, perhaps 1000 B.C. (Dr Muir's rendering, pp. 17-22), how the Brahman addresses Rama:—

"To us no sacred texts are given
Unerring, perfect, dropped from heaven.
No love inspired, no truth supplied,
From source imperious men to guide,
Have ever reached this world."

In the Mahâ-bharata (perhaps about 500 B.C.):—

"The principles of duty lie
Enveloped deep in mystery.
On what can men their conduct found?
For reasons lack all solid ground.
One text another contradicts,
The Veda with itself conflicts."

Dr E. J. Dillon (Contemporary Review, Feb. 1894) thinks that the text of Koheleth has suffered from transpositions and interpolations, and that the Latin and Syriac versions show clearly that passages have dropped out of the Greek text. He concludes that the book "undoubtedly constitutes the most potent solvent of theological Christian doctrines ever written, by Jew or Christian. It is no harmless work." Christians vainly strove to explain the blunt, clear statements of the Preacher—as when St Augustine says that he really meant the Eucharist when he said that there was nothing better for man than to eat and drink. The teaching, says Dr Dillon, is clearly

"a mixture of the pessimism of Epicureans and Buddhists." [The language of Koheleth is the later Hebrew of the books of Ezra and Nehemiah (3rd cent. B.C.), with words found in use in the Mishnah as late as 200 A.D.; but some terms, like Philemon, "deceit" (viii, 11; Esther i, 20), are not Hebrew, and may be archaic. The author considers it better to listen than to sacrifice in temples (v, 1), yet seems to share with the author of Job a belief in guardian angels (v, 6). Two expressions recall ancient Babylonian ideas (see Babylon); the first being the terrible misfortune of dying without burial, and without a record of one's name (vi, 3; viii, 10); and the other the words, "let thy garments be always white, and let thy head lack no ointment," which are found in the address of Gilgamesh to the god of fate. "Thy belly is full, day and night men are_affrighted. To-day decide to give joy. Day and night there is carrying off and mourning. Let thy robes be white, let thine head be anointed, let water be brought thee. Let the captives of thy hand be free a little. Let them enjoy a breathing time from these things."—Ed.] The title "Ecclesiasticus" is given to a work now known in Hebrew as well as in Greek and Syriak, and properly called the Wisdom of Sirach. This (according to its Preface) was first written in the time of Ptolemy Euergetes (probably I, according 247 B.C.); and Simon the High Priest (probably Simon the Just, about 330 B.C.) is the latest worthy named. This work also belongs to Hebrew "Wisdom" literature.

'Edd. Hebrew: 'witness,' 'token.' The Eloth were "tokens" before the Tablets of the Law or of the 'Eloth (Ex. xxxi, 15) were made, or put (xxv, 16), in the Ark: for the manna was placed before 'Eloth (xxvi, 34) are reaching Sinai. The 'Eloth, or "tokens," were placed on the king at accession (2 Kings xi, 12).

Eddas. These embody ancient Scandinavian traditions, or "mothers' tales." The Elder Edda, consisting of 39 poems, was written out for the first time by priests in Iceland (Aré Frode, and Saemund Frode) about 1120 A.D. The Younger Edda, a century later, was so written by the Christian bishop Snorri Sturlusen (1178 to 1241). Neither was known to Europe before 1643. The hymns in this Younger Edda are called sagas ("saws" or "sayings"), but are not to be confounded with the Norse sagas, which arose in the Vichin (Viking) ages (see Vik). In the Elder Edda we begin with the creation of gods, giants, men, dwarfs, and other creatures, and proceed to the "Last Battle"—the destruction and renewal of the world, as related in the divine "Song of Volva"—a sibyl. Other hymns are devoted to particular gods and heroes, to the Niflunga, and to Sigurd
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who slew the dragon Fafnir. The Volva, seated on a throne, addresses Odin and other gods, telling them about the world before their existence, and of the dread day of Ragnarok, when all will end and Chaos rule supreme. A god Heimdall, disguised as a man, named Rig (or "king"), finds a pair of dwarfs, Afi and Edda ("father and mother"), by the seashore, and gives them power to produce Thralls who dig and burn post, herd swine, and farm land. Rig then finds Afi and Amma (also a "father and mother"), who produce Churla, who plough, use carts, and build houses. Lastly, he comes to Fadir and Moder, who produce the Jarl or free man, who hunts, and uses swords, and runes or writings (which the Norse got from Greek traders, as Dr Isaac Taylor shows), about our 5th century (see Runes). In the "Song of Thrym" we learn how Thor lost his hammer, which the giant refused to return unless Freya was given to him. Thor feigned (see Freya) to be a maiden, in whose lap his hammer is found (a phallic tale). The Younger Edda is in prose, and is Christianised by its author. It consists of five parts. The first begins with an Adam and Eve. The second is about "the delusion of King Gylfi and the giantess Gefion"; also as to the miraculous rise of the island of Zealand, and how Odin led the Æsir (or gods) to settle in Gylfi's land, that is in Sweden. Minute details as to the poetry of Skalds are here given, with lists of their names, and even a philological treatise with rules of grammar for their guidance.

The three oldest MSS. of this work—of which that of Upsala is the most important—date from about 1300 A.C. Hence, perhaps, the allusion to baptism; for Fadir and Moder baptise their child Jarl. The spirit of a dead father, in one tale, appears and urges his son to "righteousness of life." The Elder Edda contains a "Lay of the Sun." Rydberg (Teutonic Mythology) holds that the Younger Edda is not reliable as a key to the Elder, and that neither are true records of the religion of Odin. But they rescue from oblivion many ancient fragments of poetry; and he believes the myths to have a historic foundation.

'Eden. Hebrew: "delight." A garden in the east, with the trees of life and knowledge (see Meru). Dr Delitzsch would place Eden in lower Babylonia, comparing the word Edema for "plain." [He however ignores the fact that the root of this word is spelt with Aleph, not as in 'Eden] with 'Aim—Eden]; but Eden is not noticed in Babylonian records, unless in the later allusions to Sargina's conquest of Su-Edin (perhaps "River of Eden"); and it is placed (Gen. ii, 8-14) at the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates or in Eastern Armenia. [In the legend of Gilgames the magic tree is in a mythical land beyond or beneath the sea. See also Erdiu and Paradise.—Ed.]

Edessa. Now Orfah, an ancient city of N. Mesopotamia, said to be founded by Nimrod, and to be "Ur of the Chaldees" (see Abraham). In our 4th and 5th centuries it was famous for its libraries and learning. Moses of Khoréné (the historian of Armenia), came thither to study, from his home near Darou in Armenia, about 390 A.C. Hence also, according to tradition, came the only portrait of Christ, an event celebrated on the 16th August each year. In the Edessa University also Nestorians studied (see Councils), which led to the suppression of this college about 500 A.C., and to the spread of Nestorian Christianity through Mid-Asia even to China (see Nestorians).

Eel. In mythology a water serpent. The Kelts feared it. Women with child used to say they "came on an eel," by a river or at a well; and "she who had touched the eel was said to have discovered nature's great secret." It was the Madara or Madone, hero or fool, and the Manthana that produces Ambrosia (Prof. A. de Gubernatis' Zool. Mythol., i, p. 36).

Eggs. Plutarch calls the egg Hulíc téne generóca, as containing all elements of life, though not itself capable of motion. "All comes from the egg": all life from the cell (see Dove and Japan). The egg was the symbol of Venus, and of earth goddesses, and therefore found in Bakkhik rites. Plutarch discussed whether the egg or its parent came first. Orpheans claimed priority for the egg, saying that Erebus (Hades or Evening) incubated an egg before anything else existed; save Eros ("desire"), other, night and day. It was the nucleus of crude matter in chaos, or in the abyss. To produce it (see Clementine Homilies, vi, 4-6) required "Time" (Kronos) and "Earth" (Rhea). From it came all things material and spiritual. Orpheans called this Phanes, "because when it appeared the universe shone forth, with the lustre of fire, perfected in water." Life so "appeared" no longer chaotic but orderly, though what some called Pluto remained as crude dead matter in the depths. The Orpheans (see Taylor's Hymns) spoke of "the egg-born one (the Protagonos or first-born), the bull-faced roarer, with golden wings, generator of the blessed immortals, the renowned and holy light, ineffable, occult, the celebrated Erikapoës: Phanes the glory of the pure light, and Príapos, king of dark-faced splendour (i.e. Phraí-isapli, the creator): genial, and ever-varying
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sacred mysteries." Proclus dwells on this Orphic mundane egg, and mundane phallos (the female and male principles in nature). Sir P. le Page Renouf thinks that the Egyptians had no conception of a mundane egg, but only of the "golden egg" which was the sun, and sprang "from the back of Sah" (the goose, and the earth god), and was separate from the earth ("Ritual of Dead." Proc. Bib. Arch. Socr., May 1893). Ra created the egg, and in a magick papyrus some are cursed "because they believe not in Ra's egg"; and we read "O liquid found in earth, substance of the season gods, great in heaven, great in Hades, which is in the nest over the waves, may I liquify thee with water" (Hibbert Lect., iii; Rec. of Past, x, p. 147, in 1892). On Greek and Phoenician coins we find the creative principle as an egg with a serpent twined round it (see Druids, and Rivers of Life, i, p. 248, fig. 250). Phoenician cosmogonies also spoke of the egg whence all nature issued.

In India the egg signifies either sex: for, set with the big end upmost it is Parvati (mother earth), and with small end up it is Siva (the lingam); and this held good in the west also in the Paphian shrine of Venus (Rivers of Life, plates x and xvi, and fig. 233, p. 166). Sir W. Jones gives us, in solemn verse, the high flown language of Hindus as to the egg whence Brahma came (see Brahmas): the "lucid gem," an egg "bright as gold," produced by the seed placed in the waters (Inst. of Mnnrs., vii, 28). Brahma long dwelt in it, meditating on himself, and then divided it equally, and made from it the heavens and the earth. In China (Shih-King) Hsieh was produced from an egg, which fell on a goddess while bathing; as the Dea Syria came from an egg pushed to shore by fishes, when falling into the Euphrates (see Dove). The egg fertilizes all it touches—land, river, or well—and women excused their condition by saying they saw, or touched, an egg by a sacred well. Eggs are marriage emblems (see Indian Antiq., April 1892). They are broken before guests. The mistress of a house (among Hindus and Pariss), brings a tray with eggs, a coconaut, rice, salt, cakes, sugar, and water: she waves an egg over her guest's head, and breaks it at his feet; she does the same with the coconaut, and sprinkles the other gifts about him. Waving her hands she cracks her finger joints on her forehead, and bids him step forward, right foot first, assured that as he leaves, all evil influences have been dissipated. In the case of a bridegroom, the mother-in-law has in her tray a gem-ring, nuts, almonds, a cone of sugar; and she places the ring on his finger, and rice on his forehead; passes her hands over his face and head, and aids the priest to tie the couple together with a thread, or by their garments, before the sacred fire, in addition to the rites above-mentioned. She strews flowers and incense as prayers are chanted, and in these cases the breaking of the egg is considered to be a symbol of sacrifice, since the taking of animal life is abhorrent to Hindus and Pariss alike.

Landseer (Sabaean Res., pp. 81-83) describes a sacred egg in Cyprus as 30 ft. in circumference. The Phoenicians worshiped it, and the sacred bull was sculptured on it. [This however—at Amathus—was apparently a stone "sea," in egg form.—Ed.] Dr Schleemann found an alabaster egg deep down in the ruins of Troy. The Druid glein-na-drest, or "snake stones," among the Welsh, are the Roman "serpent eggs" (see Druids). The procession of Ceres in Rome, says Varro, was preceded by an egg. Christians bear eggs on Palm Sunday also at Rome (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 138, fig. 55). Ostrich eggs were found in the Etruscan cemetery of Vulci, painted with winged camels (see Dennis, "Etruria"), and are noted by Diodorus (i, 27). Pausanias says that, in the temple of Hilekra and Phoibè, the egg of Leda (whence came Helen—the moon, and the twin brothers Castor and Pollux—day and night), hung from the roof wrapped in ribbons. Ostrich eggs are commonly hung also in Moslem mosques, as at Hebron above the tombs of the patriarchs.

Many coarse jokes about eggs belong to the Easter festivities.

[In Italy, Easter eggs are coloured with coffee grounds a dark brown, and then adorned with designs scraped on them by nuns.—Ed.] In Chinese temples, and Christian churches alike, they symbolise resurrection; and in Christian lands texts and mottoes are inscribed on them. The "material of being," as we have seen Plutarch to call the egg, is about to be quickened at this season. "The entwined egg," says Pliny, is "a badge of distinction in Rome." Claudius Cesar put a Roman to death for assuming it. Among modern Syrians eggs are a charm against the evil eye (see Eyes).

Egypt.
The Egyptian gods and beliefs will be found under special articles. The name Aiguptos, as given by Greeks, seems to mean "shore land of Kopta," as a native word. The native name Khemi is rendered "dark"—perhaps better "sun-burnt." The Semitic name Misr, or Mısırın, signifies "guarded places"—perhaps on account of the wall, or chain of forts, separating Egypt from the Asiatic tribes on her east frontier; whence the modern Arabic Misr. The original civilising race came apparently from Asia, before the age of the Pyramids. The carved slates, supposed to be as old as the 1st dynasty (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Socr., May 1900, p. 135; November 1904, p. 262, papers by Mr F. Legge), represent hunting scenes,
and wars with negroes; and the writer regards them as showing invaders from Asia Minor: for they are armed with the double axe (the Labrus), of Karians and Cretans, found also on Hittite monuments, and at Behistan, as well as in Etruria, as used by Turanian. The native language, however, is closest, in grammar and in vocabulary alike, to Semitic speech.—Ed.] At the dawn of monumental history Egypt and Babylonia are equally found to be powerful and civilised. The building race spread from Memphis to Thebes, and yet further south: and Menes (succeeding the mythical age of the 12 great gods), was traditionally the founder of Memphis. But cities and nomes (or provinces) jealously preserved their independence, and their distinct cults. Monotheism proper had no existence; but, in the fusion of various beliefs, Henotheism (the selection of one out of many gods), was usual, as it is to-day in India. Beast worship, according to Brugsch (Hist. Egypt, i, p. 32), appears at the earliest historic period (see Animal Worship); but religious texts are rare till the 12th dynasty. In the 18th century B.C. all the chief Egyptian gods are noticed, and pictured, with their legends, which are rarely mentioned earlier (Maspero, Hist. Egypt, i, p. 124). Beast worship came first, mythology followed with gods both phallic and solar, and philosophy developed later. The people of Lukopolis ("wolf town"), propitiated the wolf that tore their sheep; other shepherds adored the bull and the ram. None ate the flesh of the beast sacred in their town, save on rare occasions of sacrifice. Yet the beasts' head (Amen's ram, Thoth's ibis, etc.), did not of necessity denote a totem of the tribe, but rather the divine attributes of power, fertility, or intelligence: the physical or moral peculiarities of gods.

[The great gods may be classed as follows:—]

- **Heaven**: Nut (Neith), Maut, female.
- **Earth**: Seb, male.
- **Sun**: Horus, Ra, Tum, Amen, Ptah, Osiris.
- **Moon**: Isis, female; Aah, male.
- **Water**: Hapi, the Nile (androgynous).
- **Hell**: Set, Typhon, Bes, Bast, Sekhmet.
- **Air**: Shu, Tefnut.
- **The Messenger**: Thoth, Anubis.
- **Dawn and Sunset**: Hathor and Nephthys.—Ed.]

M. Maspero classifies the deities as (1st) Gods of the Dead—Osiris, Isis, Horus, Nephthys, Sekhmis; (2nd) Elemental gods—Seb, Nut, and others; (3rd) Solar gods—Ra, Amen, Ptah, and others, with their enemies Set, Typhon, etc. The great myth of Osiris relating his fowl with Set is, says Renouf, "as old as Egyptian civilisation," belonging, says Maspero, to the 1st dynasty, though the details are known to us only from much later texts.

The Egyptians, like the Hindus, seem to have scorned ordinary chronology, and spanned time by great astronomical cycles, like the Sothic cycle (1461 years), depending on the "heliacal rising" of the dog star. [It should be remembered that there is no monumental chronology at all in Egypt. All that we know of actual early dates is, that Amenophis IV corresponded with Burnaburies of Babylon about 1430 B.C., that Thothmes III reigned 54 years, and Amenophis III 36 years. The two copies of the Abydos tablet (found in 1818 and 1864), in which 75 kings precede Seti I, and his son Rameses II—the 12th dynasty immediately preceding the 18th—have no dates: nor has the Sakkara list published by Mariette in 1863. The "Turin Papyrus" is a mere fragment, though it once contained a chronology made out in a late age, and attributing reigns of 70 to 96 years to kings of the 1st and 2nd dynasties. All systems of chronology rest on the statements of Manetho (about 250 B.C.), as extant in a hopelessly corrupt condition, according to copies by Eusebius (4th century A.D.), and George the Syneculus (about 800 A.D.), these conflicting as to names and numbers with the Turin papyrus for early kings, and with the list of Eratosthenes (born 276 B.C.), the librarian of Ptolemy Euergetes, for Theban kings. It is uncertain whether early dynasties were successive or contemporary, and Manetho relates mythical stories of the earlier kings, and is hopelessly confused as to the great 18th and 19th dynasties. Mahler's dates rest on an attempted calculation from certain notices of the heliacal rising of Sothis (Sirius), but are vitiated by the fact that the orbit of the earth is not in the same plane with the movement of Sirius, so that the rate of difference in the rising is not constant. The uncertainty in these calculations as to dates about the time of the 18th dynasty amounts to some 200 years, and calculations of the sun's position have also been mistaken (see Aries). Dates therefore are better fixed by aid of Babylonian chronology (see Babylon), than by any calculation of the difference between the Egyptian vague year of 365 days (which was ancient, and, perhaps, continuously retained), and the sidereal year.—Ed.]

By about the 4th century B.C. the ancient Egyptian cults admitted—at Alexandria—the free thought of Greece, the teaching of Grove and Stoic, the positivism as well as the mysticism of Greek rulers. The later accounts of Plutarch are tinged with contemporary foreign colouring, and untrustworthily in consequence.
and the ritual alone are true guides. Agnosticism, Theism, Pantheism, invaded Egypt in Greek and Roman times. The secret rites of the Serapeum superseded Osiris by a foreign god—Serapis—brought from Pontus. The Gnostics framed their systems from ancient Egyptian and later Greek or Jewish philosophers. Buddhism also was known, at least as early as 250 B.C., to the Ptolemies (see Buddha); and the Therapeutai ("healers") appeared as ascetics in Egypt (see Essence), followed by Christian hermits. In study of the religion, as of the history, we are confused rather than helped by Greek accounts.

The date of Menes' accession is very variously estimated, according as the dynasties are considered to have been contemporary or otherwise. The results are as various as those for the date of Adam (see Bible), the best known students being disagreed as follows:—Dr Birch gives 5895 B.C. for Menes; Champollion 5870; Mariette 5004; Lenormant 4915; Petrie 4777; Lepsius 3892; Renouf 3000; Wilkinson 2691 B.C. All we can say is that by 3000 B.C., and perhaps before 5000 B.C., Egypt was a country of settled government and civilised manners, recognising the principles of law and ethics, skilled in metallurgy, architecture, art, and irrigation. Brugsch relates how a medical work on leprosy was found hidden in a writing case, buried under a statue of Anubis at Sakkarah, in the days of Ramesses II; and ethical treatises go back much earlier than this. The dry climate of Egypt has preserved for us mummy cloths, and papyri, some 4000 years old. Compared with their texts all writings, save those of Babylonian tablets, are but as of yesterday. Renouf says of the Pisse papyrius that it was written (like Hammurabi's laws) "centuries before the Hebrew lawgiver was born, by a writer of the 5th dynasty." In the British Museum we can still read the will of Amen-em-het I, of the 12th dynasty. Works on religion, history, medicine, with travels, fiction, and poetry, belong to the 19th and 20th dynasties (1400 to 1200 B.C.). The oldest known book in the world is that of Prince P'tah-hotep, belonging to the reign of Asass in the 5th dynasty. A text in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford belongs to the 2nd dynasty, and Dr Isaac Taylor (Alphabet, i) says of the script that "it was even then an extremely ancient graphic system, with long ages of previous development stretching out behind it, into a distant past of almost inconceivable remoteness, and far older than the pyramids"—or some 7000 to 8000 years ago (pp. 57 to 64). When Plato visited the schools and libraries of Helopolis they were perhaps at least 2000 years old. Egyptian civilisation, about 3000 B.C. or earlier, is considered to have been equal to that of many European countries during the 18th century of our era. Go back as far as we may there is not, says

Renouf, a "vestige of a state of barbarism, or even of patriarchal life, anterior to the monumental period. The earliest monuments present the same fully developed civilisation, and the same religion, as the later. The systems of notation, the decimals, the calendar, the political divisions into nomes—each with its principal deity—most of the gods still known to us, certainly all the great ones; the nature and offices of the priesthood, all are as old as the pyramids. Much of the above belonged to the 1st and 2nd dynasties yet descended to Christian times." [Deductions of recent years from the supposed discovery of the tomb of Menes—which is not generally accepted as proven—and of certain Libyan remains, which—however rude—may yet be contemporary with higher art, cannot be held to modify this statement.—Ed.]

Dr Birch (Introduction to Anc. Hist. of Egypt) says of Egyptian law: "Crimes were punished according to their enormity... Treason, murder, adultery, theft, and the practice of magic, were crimes of the deepest dye, and punished accordingly." In domestic life the Egyptian was attached to his wife and children; and equality of the sexes was well marked, the woman appearing as the equal and companion of her father, brethren, or husband.

The Nufer, or "deity," in Egypt was the "mighty one" who (says Brugsch) is, in some inscriptions, "the only one, and alone; none other is with him. He is the One who has made all." He is "the One alone with many hands," according to the Hymn to Amen, of whom there is "no true image in any temple." But like other ancient peoples the Egyptian was a Monotheist—he selected Amen from many other gods—and by the time of the 19th dynasty the Pantheistic stage was reached. If Amen was the "one" at Thebes, so was Ra at On, or Ptah at Memphis. Vast galleries were cut in solid rock for the mummies of the Apis bulls. Apis was the symbol of the "god of gods," and symbolised also bulls: he was "the second life of Ptah," as the goat of Mendes was the soul of Osiris, of Shu, and of Khepra the creator. To the philosophic "the one" was Ptah, but the masses loved the plurality of solar, lunar, phallic, and fire symbols. The priestly Pantheist preached in vain that, as Renouf says: "All individual things are only the modifications of the One and All—the Eternal and Infinite God-World, and the universal force in Nature, eternal and unchangeable though varied in form." Do the masses among ourselves understand such truths? Yet the priests inscribed on the walls of Amen's temple in the Libyan desert: "The Lord, the Supreme One, reveals himself in all that is; and has names in everything from hill to stream. Each god assumes his
Egypt

aspect. He shines in Ra, Ptah, Shu, Khonsu, and dwells by this Ammonian shrine; being there depicted, as Renouf remarks, "under the type of the ithyphallic god." (Hibbert Lect., p. 235). Amen-Ra was "heaven, earth, fire, water, air, and whatever is in the midst of them. . . He is immanent in all things. . . . He is, as creator, the ram of the sheep, the god of the goats, and the bull of the cows. . . . He strengthens the woman in travail, and gives life to those born from her" (p. 230). Ptah remained to the last, "the ithyphallic soul of the universe"; and Neith the good mother. Ra was the earliest and most universal heavenly father—the sun who was Osiris on earth and in Hades. Popular beliefs and the teaching of the texts conflict, because they are beliefs of distinct classes of Egyptians.

There was in Egypt no metempsychosis (or transmigration of the soul) such as Indians and Greeks taught. The soul during, or after, its journey in Hades could assume such form as the Osiris of the deceased pleased, such as the hawk, the bull, or other emblems of gods (Renouf, Ritual of the Dead, notes to chap. lxxvii; Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., February 1894). By such changes of form the soul escaped various dangers on its way to the judgment hall of Osiris (see Ani), but this is a different idea from that of successive lives on earth as beast, bird, or man. In addition to scenes and texts of the Ritual, the tombs contained jewelry and cosmetics, false hair, and court dresses for heaven, with favourite animals such as dogs and hawks, showing that man expected to live in the other world much as he had done on earth.

The Ritual of the Dead was called in Egyptian the "Per-em-hru," or "going out of day." The soul departed, like the sun, westwards to enter Amenti or Hades, and travelled with the sun at night eastwards, under earth, to meet Osiris. When tried and justified it might enter the "bark of Ra," and float on the waters of heaven with the sun by day, being thus united with Osiris, or Ra. There was apparently no book with a regular sequence of chapters of this Ritual, prior to the 26th, or last native dynasty, about 600 B.C. But texts occur in tombs, on clothes, and on coffins, as early as the days of Teta (1st dynasty), Usas (5th), and Pepi (6th dynasty). They abound on sarcophagi of the 12th dynasty, but are not found on papyri before about 1600 B.C. Renouf finds that, as early as the 10th or 11th dynasty, some texts were already so ancient as to require glosses to explain them. He recognises three periods in the successive growth of the Ritual: (1) previous to the 18th dynasty; (2) the period of Theban kings (1700 to 1000 B.C.); and (3) subsequent additions. About 600 B.C. appeared the complete book, with chapters and sections.
there were more ancient books which were not included in the Ritual; and he accepts the great age of the 64th and 130th chapters above noticed.

Ani, the author of the new text, calls himself “Scribe of the sacred revenues of all the Theban gods, and guardian of the granaries of Abydos.” A picture shows him standing with his wife before a table of offerings, with a hymn to the sun-god which he is supposed to be chanting. This pictorial introduction exhibits the teaching of the Ritual as to the future of the dead. The second picture shows the adoration, at sunrise, of the dog-headed apes—spirits of dawn, with invocation of Osiris as “King of Kings, and Lord of Lords, Ruler of Rulers, who from the womb of Nut (the sky) hath inherited the whole earth, and ruled the world and the under world.” Then comes the weighing of the heart (see Amenti): “there is no iniquity in him; he is not one who cut down the bread in the temples, he was not sordid in his actions, he is not one who set speech going against others as long as he was on earth.” He is therefore permitted to join the followers of Horus, with a permanent allotment of food; the “Devourer” not being allowed to prevail over him. He is led by Horus to Osiris, and passes on to enjoy a renewed existence “as on earth.” He may assume any form he pleases, may join the gods, or may be assimilated to Osiris. The next scene is the burial of the mummy, surrounded by priests, and the widow, with a group of mourning women; and the reception of the same by Anubis as god of the tomb. Afterwards we see Ani in the other world, playing draughts with his wife in a bower, while their souls stand by as human-headed birds. The lion gods of “yesterday and to-day,” and the Bennu bird, stand between them and the bier guarded by Isis and Nephthys (dawn and eve) as two vultures. Other scenes represent the “gates of the tomb,” the meeting of Ra and Osiris in Tattu, the sun-god Mau (the cat) beheading the serpent of darkness, the sun-boat, the seven gates and ten pylons of Amenti; the “opening of the mouth” of the deceased giving him words of power. Short chapters deal with “not dying the second death,” “not turning to corruption,” “reuniting the soul to the dead body,” “living after death,” transformations into a dove, a hawk, a great serpent Seth, a crocodile; or into Ptah, and the soul of Tmu; into a heron, a coot, a lotus, a “god enlightening the darkness.” Finally, we find the soul in the “valley of the shadow of death,” crying, “what is this place to which I have journeyed? For it is without water and without air! It is all abyss, utter darkness, sheer perplexity” (see Times, 25th August 1890. The complete translation was issued in 1895).

The Ritual shows us that the Egyptian standard of morality was very high. “Not one of the Christian virtues,” writes Chabas, “is forgotten in the Egyptian code: piety, charity, gentleness, self-command in word and action; chastity, the protection of the weak, benevolence towards the needy, deference to superiors, respect for property, in its minutest details.” The Ritual includes 15 Books, divided into chapters, each headed by some illustration of the contents. These may be briefly described.

Book I. “The Manifestation of Light,” in 16 chapters, opens with the “Wisdom of Thoth,” the inspiration by Osiris of the “Osiris” of the dead man. We see Hades (Amenti) with the ploughers and sowers of the fields of Aalu, and men drawing water, and transporting the “divine gifts, in the abodes of the blessed.”

Book II. “The Egyptian Faith”—chapters 17 to 20. It treats of mystic matters, and of all the startling phenomena of the sky. The writer saw strange forms in the constellations—as of “seven spirits of God, Osiris, his coffin, his throne,” etc.

Book III. “The Reconstruction of the Deceased”—chapters 21 to 26. It allegorises the various bodily members of Osiris and Isis, and the renewed creation of all things by the sun.

Book IV. “The Preservation of the body in Hades”—chapters 27 to 42. It describes the soul fighting its way through Hades.

Book V. “Protection in Hades”—chapters 43 to 51. This continues the story of the soul’s journey, till it sees Osiris and cries triumphantly: “I am thy son, Osiris, and I die not again. I have escaped the second death.” (Revelat. ii, 11).

Book VI. “The Celestial Diet”—chapters 52 to 63. The Osiris of the deceased is “built up to live forever, and be one with the eternal Lord of Ages.”

Book VII. Chapters 64 to 75. The progress of the soul, its trials, and egress from darkness into light. It is said to “Come forth like the sun, and live forever . . . to be the greatest of created forms, which has opened the doors of heaven and earth . . . and now sees his father face to face.”

Book VIII. “The Metamorphoses”—chapters 76 to 90. The soul (as above noted) takes various forms, suitable for progress in its purification. It seeks to become “pure as the sun, incorruptible, undefiled, and separated from sin.” Thus (chapter 83) it exclaims, “I am the Sun . . . my soul is God. I create perception. I am the Lord of Truth, and dwell in it. Osiris loved and made me as I am, and though created I rule eternity, and have no end.”

Book IX. “Protection of the Soul”—chapters 91 to 117. The soul is seen in the sun-boat, emerging from Hades into space, “the
abode of Osiris." This Elysium is a world like this one, but better. It is a land where corn and wine abound, where wheat and barley grow 7 cubits high, with ears 2 to 4 cubits long. "It is reaped by the glorified ones in presence of the Powers of the East." Chapter 91 is repeated in chapter 108.

Book X. "The going into and out of Hades"—chapters 118 to 124. The soul is born again in a spiritual resurrection. It goes into Hades as a hawk, and comes out as a Bennu—a solar bird or Phoenix.

Book XI. "The Hall of the Two Truths"—chapter 125. The soul pleads before the judges, and cries: "O thou great Lord of Truth I know thee, and the forty-two gods around thy throne; and I am here to receive thy blessings." Each of the 42 personifies a virtue, a moral law, or attribute; and if, in naming each, the soul can claim obedience to it, it is fully justified, and is thenceforth called the Osiris of the deceased. The Hall itself personifies Truth and Justice—punishment and acquittal. Ever since the soul entered the sun-bark it is said "to have fed on Truth, and delighted in all that the gods desire, and that good men have said."

Book XII. "Adoration of the Gods of the Orbit"—chapters 126 to 129. Mysterious addresses to the gods accompanying Osiris to heaven.

Book XIII. "The Day of Osiris"—chapters 130 to 143. The sun's course, from birth to death, corresponding to that of the soul from birth to glorification, when its aspirations are all attained; and it is one with God, and can come and go as it pleases.

Book XIV. "The House of Osiris"—chapters 144 to 161. The house has 21 halls and gates, each with its guardian, symbolising the attributes of Osiris. This was the most popular, if not the most important, book of the Ritual, laying down rules for the temple—that is the body. It is here written that: "None but the king or the priest may see this book . . . no such other is known anywhere, nor will be forever. . . . The spirit for whom it is made has prevailed forever . . . none may add to its words." This book orders the making of the tomb, in which "the body shall lie incorrupt, and produce no forms that live and die." It is to be preserved like Osiris, "who knew no decay." At the portal of the tomb the Osiris cries: "I am, I live, I grow, I wake in peace; my substance knows no decay; it is not dispersed; it neither wastes nor dies in that land." He goes on (chapter 154) to say that he will enjoy everlasting life, because his father Osiris rose from death to be the king of immortality.

---

Book XV. The "Orientation"—chapters 162-3. Mystical passages concerning Amen-Ra. The book ends with the words "it is ended."

The priestly scribe Hu, about 1650 B.C., says: "Thou shalt not recite the book of Un-nefer ('the good god') in the presence of any person. This prohibition is still stronger under the 19th dynasty. This book is a great mystery, to be revealed by the priest only to his son (see Dr. Budge's "Facsimiles of Papyri of Hu-nefer," Athenæum, 16th September 1899). Thus the mysteries were in later times kept secret, as we gather also from Herodota. But, in spite of the usually expressed Egyptian belief in a future life, Agnosticism is found as early as the 17th century B.C. (see Dr. W. Max Müller, "Translat. Harris Papyrus," Egyt. Arch. Report, 1898-9); and death is "treated from an Agnostic point of view, alike in Theban tombs, and in other writings"—including even the Ritual.

The leading facts of Egyptian history may be briefly stated, adopting the moderate chronology of Mariette. [This chronology is based on the numerals given by Manetho, and regards all dynasties as successive, except the 15th, 16th, and 17th, which are made contemporary with each other. Mariette and Brugsch agree in a date about 1700 B.C., for the foundation of the 18th dynasty, and this fits with Babylonian dates. If, however, the four foreign dynasties were (as seems indicated by a text of Rameses III), contemporary with the 18th dynasty ruling Upper Egypt, and if the dynasties of Upper and Lower Egypt were parallel down to the rise of the great conquering 18th dynasty, we should obtain the following results from the numbers given by Manetho:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lower Egypt</th>
<th>Upper Egypt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd dyn. lasted 214 years</td>
<td>3128 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>274 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>200 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>0 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>146 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>409 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>185 B.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The kings of both Upper and Lower Egypt, reigning before 1700 B.C., thus go back to about 3000 B.C. (Renouf's date for the first pyramids); and the Abydos list not only omits the four foreign, or Hyksos, dynasties (14th to 17th), but even seems to ignore the weak 13th dynasty. It gives 75 kings before 1400 B.C., who may have occupied 1000 years, to which some 500 should be added for
the Hyksos period, which again brings us very near to 3000 B.C. as the date for Menes at Abydos, and Nicherophes in Memphis. All dates, however, are speculative before the 18th dynasty, and even then only approximate.—Ed.]

1st dynasty, at This (Khurabat-el-Madijench, “ruins of the buried,” Abydos) say 5000 down to 4750 B.C. The Ritual dates back (chapter 130) to Hesepiti the 5th king. The slate carvings, mentioned above, are believed to be of this dynasty. The great stepped pyramid of Sakkarah is attributed to the 4th king. It is more roughly oriented than those of the 3rd and 6th dynasties. There are Nubian pyramids 139 in number which, if representing 139 successive monarchs, might cover some 3000 years (see Contem- pory Review, Sept. 1881; and Bonwick’s Pyramids, p. 95). Lepsius found 60 royal tombs of the 1st dynasty, as old as the pyramids. Metallurgy, and some elements of mathematics, must have been known to the first pyramid builders. Rudie surgical implements, of flint, existed in the time of Teta the second king, according to the Berlin papyri. The 5th king built the pyramids of Kochome, it is said.

2nd dynasty, at This: about 4750 down to 4450 B.C. Kaka, the second king, appears to have worshiped the Apis of Memphis (Mnevis), and the ram (Ba-en-tattu) of Heliopolis. Nefer-ra-ra, the 7th king, built the Meidum pyramid, between Cairo and Bati´eit. Dr Birch (Rede Lect., 1874) held that Senat was the 1st king, and his monument the oldest known.

3rd dynasty, at Memphis in Lower Egypt: say 4450 to 4255 B.C. The treatise of Pthah-hotep claims to be of this age, but the copies belong to the 5th and 12th dynasties. The author says he was 110 years old when he wrote—i.e., which we may doubt. It inculcates morality, and speaks of God in the singular as judge of all. The second king is said to have written on surgery, and to have performed lithotomy: he was deified as a son of Ptah. The national type in this age, according to Prof. Owen, and Dr Birch, was more like the European than either the African or the Semitic (see Rede Lect., 1876; Trans. Oriental Congress, 1874). Mr S. L. Poole says that “in architecture, and reliefs, the results are immature, but in other respects the art is equal to that of later ages.

4th dynasty, at Memphis: say 4255 down to 3950 B.C. The 3rd king (Khafra or Cheops) built the great pyramid; and the 4th king (Menka-ra) built the third. His coffin is in the British Museum, showing that he adored Uasir (Osiris) as “the Eternal One, ruler of the ages, the bull, the sun.” Papyri, both rolled and folded, belong to this age; and in a medical treatise we have (says Mr Poole) “prescriptions of foreign physicians . . . another indication of relations with civilised countries” (Contemporary Review, September 1881). The usual implements of ancient scribes are also thus early mentioned. The Meidum tombs belong to the beginning of the dynasty; many were found intact (Dr F. Petrie, Oriental Congress, September 1891): some of the pictures occupied an area of 1200 square feet. The skeletons are complete, lying on the left side with the knees drawn up to the trunk, though the coffins are equal to the whole length of the body, and with the heads to the north (see Dead).

5th dynasty, at Memphis (or at Elephant): say 3950 to 3700 B.C. The Turin copy of the Ritual belonged to this age, with various proverbial treatises. “A change in (racial) type now took place,” according to Dr Virchow (Geog. Soc., Berlin, November 1888). The skulls are long, like those of modern Egyptian peasants, whereas those of the first four dynasties are round, suggesting a Turanian race. The wall pictures show us a jovial nation, rejoicing in field sports, and not fearing death. Professor Ebers, and others, believe that a canal from the Mediterranean to the Red Sea was begun at this time, though not completed till a later age—1400 B.C. Treatises of this and the next dynasty suggest a high civilisation (Academy, 8th September 1900), as the passage that follows shows: “As to thy conduct in debate: If the disputant wax warm, and is thy superior in ability, lower thine hands, bend the back, and do not be passionate, or interrupt him, for this shows that thou art unable to be tranquil when contradicted. If thou carry messages from one great man to another, conform thyself exactly to what has been entrusted to thee . . . Whoso perverts his message, by repeating only what may be pleasing to any man, great or small, is detestable. . . . The great man who has plenty can do as pleases himself . . . To order thyself humbly before thy betters is not only wisdom but a religious duty, and good before God. It is the duty of a master to see that his servant knows what is to be done, and does it. Give orders without reserve to those who do wrong and are turbu-

...
harmed even animals; has not wrought fornication, nor borne false witness, nor trespassed on the lands of any; nor has been a tale bearer: that he has lied to no man, nor upheld a lie against the truth. For he knows that God punishes the liar and deceiver." This is a higher code than that of patriarchs like Jacob.

6th dynasty, at Elephantine (Assouan) and at Memphis: say 3700 to 3500 B.C. An important family, which seems to have ruled all over Egypt, at least in some regions. It announces in its texts that "all priestly establishments" of the early pyramid period "are to be duly maintained." The ritual in this age is mingled with other prayers on the coffins. "They are similar in characters to those of the pyramid of Pepi (or Ra-meri) of this dynasty." (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1881). There are constant allusions to the myth of Osiris, and to Nut, Horus, and Seb: to Set, Sothis, and even to Amen. Mariette found a memoir by Una, a great prime minister of this age—a royal secretary for war and public works alike. He describes his services from youth to old age, under the first three kings (Teta III, Pepi I, and Mer-en-ra). The country was invaded, and all—including the priests—were bidden to defend it: while friendly negro tribes were to send contingents. Una says that he defeated the "people of the sands," and of the neighbouring sea coasts. Negroes are here first mentioned in writing, but are represented on the 1st dynasty slates. Negro slaves, and boatmen, and galleys, are noticed supplying Egypt with wood, for ships and camps, which came apparently from forests on the Athara River. Una was governor of Upper Egypt, and is mentioned in texts on five pyramids. The dynasty ended with Queen Nefer-ka-ra (Nitocris), the heroine of many legends. She enlarged the third pyramid (4th dynasty) as a tomb for herself, casing it with red granite from Syene, and naming it "the superior." Dr. Birch regards the 6th dynasty as the actual last age of the Old Empire. But we have a pyramid as late as the 12th dynasty.

7th dynasty, at Memphis (say 3500 B.C.), consisted of 70 kings ruling for only 70 days, according to Manetho; but others give it 5 kings ruling for 70 years. We have little information as to the period (3500 to 3010) of the 7th and to the 11th dynasty.

8th dynasty, at Memphis: say 3500 to 3350 B.C. Dr. Birch says: "After the 6th dynasty a monumental silence announces a national calamity. No tomb, nor pyramid, nor contemporary inscription details its fate, or links it to its successors of the 11th dynasty." (Rede Lect., 1874). Some doubts exist as to this family. [If they were contemporary in lower Egypt with the great 12th dynasty of

Thebes, which dominated the whole country, this silence might be understood perhaps.—Ed.]

9th dynasty, at Heracleopolis (Ahnas-el-Medineth in Lower Egypt); say 3350 to 3240 B.C. These kings also are monumentally obscure.

10th dynasty, at Heracleopolis; say 3240 to 3050 B.C. They were apparently also quiet rulers, in the Nile valley, or Delta.

11th dynasty, at Thebes; say 3050 to 3010 B.C. Manetho gives no names of these kings, any more than for the four preceding dynasties.

12th dynasty, at Thebes, in Upper Egypt; say 3010 to 2850 B.C. This was a powerful family, of whom we know much. They worked the Sinaitic copper and blue-stone mines; and appear to have held Gezer in Philistia, according to scarabs there excavated. Texts of Usertesen I (the 2nd king), occur in Wady el Maghârah ("cave valley"), and Sarbit- el-Khadim ("servant's stone"), in Sinai; and Amen-em-hat II (the 3rd king), raised a temple at the latter site. The story of Sanea begins in the reign of Usertesen I (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., xiv, pp. 452-458, in 1891; Rec. of Past, New Series, ii, p. 19). Sanea fled from Usertesen to Edom, and to shore lands far north, beyond the limits of Egyptian influence; telling a foreign ruler, Ammianus, that the Pharos "did not covet the lands of the north." Lake Moeris and the Labyrinth were constructed in this age. The obelisk of On (Helopolis), and the tombs of Beni-Hasan, are of the same period. Amen-em-hat I, founder of the dynasty, is said to have appeared in a dream to his son Usertesen, giving him good council. It was apparently a golden age of Egyptian prosperity, before the invasion of the Delta by mixed Mongol and Semitic tribes from Syria. The vision (of which six texts are known), urges the monarch to mix with his people, and not merely with his nobles; the glory of a king is to defend the weak and poor (see Mr S. L. Poole, Contemp. Review, Feb. 1879). The will of Amen-em-hat I is in the British Museum. The regulation of frontiers, and relations with Asians, are evidenced by pictures (see Beni-Hasan). The Labyrinth, with its 3000 chambers—serving perhaps as public quarters—was kept in repair henceforth down to the 4th century B.C. Pliny regards it as the parent of the Labyrinth of Crete. Dorians and Ionians probably borrowed their architectural style from the monuments and pillars of this age. Some parts of the ritual appear for the first time on the monuments of the 12th dynasty. The oasis of the Feiûm was filled by Amen-em-hat III (the 6th king), by means of a canal dug for 70 miles from the Nile. It became Lake
Moeris, which covered 150 square miles in area. A secondary lake was made by another channel, running N.W. to el-Kara (“the horn”). Guages were set up on the Nile at the 2nd cataract (Semneh) in Nubia. Here Usertesen III (the 5th king), was worshiped. The obelisk of On raised by Usertesen I (the 2nd king), was described by Strabo, and stands in the ruins of the old sun temple, with its legend: “The Hor of the Sun: the life of those who are born... The son of the sun-god, Rā Usertesen, friend of the spirits of On. The ever-living golden Hor, the good god and dispenser of life for ever more.”

13th dynasty, at Thebes: say 2350 to 2400 B.C. Manetho gives no names of this dynasty, and the Abydos list seems to ignore it. Lenormant considered that the 14th dynasty was contemporary with the 13th. [A text of Rameses III refers to a king of the south, Sokkuna, as contemporary with Apepi, the last king of the 15th dynasty. Probably the 13th dynasty was confined to Thebes by the foreign princes of the Delta, the Hyksos and others; it lasted, says Manetho, 453 years, while the Hyksos age lasted some 500 years in all.—Ed.] A king Sebek-hotep (worshiping the crocodile) is noticed at Tanis (Zoan in the Delta), and is attributed to the 13th dynasty. Nefer-hotep is called the 22nd king in the Turin papyrus, and he records at Philæ that “Anka was the giver of my life.” The Delta was now half Asiatic, and the Theban kings lost power.

14th dynasty, at Xois (Sakha): say 2400 to 2200 B.C. The Turanian fondness for confederacies of tribes instead of kingdoms (seen also among Hittites and Etruscans), appears to suggest several small provincial chiefs, ruling at the same time in various Egyptian nomes. The Hyksos (15th dynasty) seem never to have assumed the crown of either Upper or Lower Egypt. The 14th dynasty was probably contemporary with them, ruling for either 184 or 484 years, according to two statements in Manetho, who gives no names.

15th, 16th, 17th dynasties. In the Delta: say 2200 to 1700 B.C. These were foreign Asiatics, at a time when the 1st dynasty of Babylon was invading Syria (see Babylon). The 15th dynasty were Hyksos (Hyk-shasu, “Nomad Rulers,” according to Brugsch), and ruled, says Manetho, for 284 years: he gives the names of six kings, the last being Apophis (Apepi), whose capital was at Zoan or Tanis (Sàn), where his name is found (see Hyksos). The 17th dynasty were also “shepherds,” ruling for 151 years, so that the total shepherd period was 435 years. The 16th dynasty are called “Greek shepherds,” ruling 518 years (perhaps at Naucratis). Nothing is known of them monumentally. The sphynxes found at Tanis were supposed to be the work of the Hyksos, but later scholars say that Apepi scratched his name on native Egyptian sculptures. The sphynx was, however, both a Hittite and a Babylonian emblem. Apepi (according to Rameses III) worshiped no Egyptian god, but was devoted to Sutekh (or Set, according to Brugsch), who was the Hittite chief deity. The Hyksos called themselves Min (Brugsch, Hist. Eph., i, p. 234), coming from a country east of Syria, and near Assyria. They appear therefore to have been Minni, or Minyans, from near Lake Van; and the Minyans of this region (Matiene or Mitanni), in the 15th century B.C., spoke a Turanian language, being apparently of the same stock with the Kasites of Babylon and the Hittites, which agrees with the worship of Sutekh. [Between the 15th and 16th dynasties also, foreign pottery, like that found in Palestine, Kappadokia, and on the shores of the Aegean Sea, appears in Egypt, and is marked with emblems of the “Asiatic syllabary” which was used by Hittites, Karians, Kretans, and Kuprians. These emblems also recur in the lower strata of the excavations at Lachish and Gezer in Philistia, indicating the probable derivation of this pottery during the Hyksos age. The Hyksos names of kings given by Manetho are not Egyptian, and after their time Semitic and Akkadian loan words appear, in great numbers, in the Egyptian vocabulary.—Ed.]

18th dynasty, at Thebes: about 1700 down to 1400 B.C. The founder of this great conquering dynasty was Ah-mes (“son of the moon”), who first drove the Nubians from Wady Halfa, and afterwards expelled the foreigners from the Delta. He then undertook public works, as recorded by his favourite admiral and general Ah-mes, son of Abna. Egyptian war vessels now appeared on the Nile, with chariots drawn by horses (previously, it seems, unknown to the Egyptians, but already used in Asia). White stone was quarried to repair the temples of Amen at Thebes, and of Ptah at Memphis. Ahmes was succeeded, about 1670, by his son Amenophis I (Amen-hotep), whose throne name was Tasher-ka-ru. He conquered in the south, and enlarged the great Karnak temple of Thebes. About 1660 he was succeeded by his son, Thothmes I (“child of Thoth”), under whom, for the first time, Egyptian armies overran Syria and entered Mesopotamia, where the 2nd dynasty of Babylon was apparently far less powerful than the first had been. He also added Nubia, as far as Dongola to his empire on the south. His eldest son, Thothmes II, succeeded (Nefer-shau), but seems to have been a weak prince. During the minority of the next king, Thothmes III, brother apparently of Thothmes II, Egypt was ruled by his able elder sister, Hatshepsu, who was a great worshiper of Amen-Ra. From the text at Sēr-Bīt-al Khādim, in Sinai, it appears that she was still the actual
ruler in the 16th year of Thothmes III. Including these 16 years he reigned for 54 in all, and began his conquests in Syria in his 22nd year. During 19 years he fought 15 campaigns, and received tribute not only from Palestine and N. Syria, but also from Assyria and Babylon, according to his own records. His last 14 years were apparently peaceful, temples being dedicated in Egypt. Under Hatsau an expedition was sent to bring spices and foreign shrubs from Punt—apparently in Abyssinia or Somaliland. The envoys brought back ebony, apes, leopards, dogs, slaves, gold, silver, and ivory. In the 22nd year Thothmes III (about 1500 B.C.) defeated Hittites and Canaanites near Megiddo, in Central Palestine, and returned laden with spoil. In subsequent campaigns he reached Damascus, and marched thence to Aradus in Phoenicia. In the 32nd year he attacked Sangara the Hittite—probably at Karkemish, where this name was dynastic. He then set up his tablet on the Euphrates, beside that of Thothmes I. The list of conquered towns includes not only Karkemish, but others beyond the Euphrates. He hunted a herd of 120 elephants in this region. He left to his son an empire reaching 1000 miles N. and S., and about 400 miles E. and W. He was brave and determined in war, and equally great in peace. [The names of the conquered cities include 119 in Palestine, and 251 further north. In the south these are all Semitic, but in the north many of the town names survive still in the Turkish nomenclature of N. Syria.—Ed.]

Amenhotop II (Ra-as-Khefru) succeeded his famous father. [His mummy has been recently found in its original tomb, in the outer chamber of which certain mutilated bodies appear to represent slaves sacrificed to accompany him to Hades. See as to this practice under Dead.—Ed.] He is said to have slain seven Syrian kings, and to have hanged up their bodies in Egypt. He built temples also, and made his son priest of Amen. This son, Thothmes IV, appears to have been the first to marry an Asiatic wife. His aid was invoked (according to an extant tablet), by Rimmon Nirari (apparently of Assyria), against the Hittites of Mer'ash in N. Syria. The great sphynx was repaired in his reign, and an altar to Har-makhis placed in a shrine between its paws. The chariot of this king has also recently been discovered. He was succeeded (about 1500 B.C.) by his son Amenophis III, who ruled for 36 years. He married Teie, a princess who seems to have been an Asiatic, and a recent scarab (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1899, p. 156), shows that she was already his queen in the second year of his reign. In the tenth year, according to another scarab (Rec. of Past, Old Series, xii, p. 39)

he married Gilukhepa, daughter of Suttarna, king of Matiene, or Armenia. Thus, for three generations, Semitic and Turanian influence began to reassert itself in Egypt; for Amenophis, son of Amenophis III, married Tadukhepa, granddaughter of Suttarna, and daughter of Dusrratta, while yet crown prince (see Amarna and Aten). Amenophis III (whose crown name was Neb-mat-ra, or Nimmuthiya), visited Armenia himself and there slew 102 lions. During his reign, after Suttarna's death, the Hittites revolted; and Gebal in Syria, was attacked by Abdasherah, the Amorite chief of Lebanon. But this Amorite revolt was not countenanced by Kuri-galzu I of Babylon, who refused to aid the Canaanites; while the Hittites were defeated by Dusrratta of Matiene. About the same time, or later, the wild Habiri, or 'Abiri, overran S. Palestine (see Amarna and Hebrews), and slew the rulers of Gezer, Lachish, Askalon, and other cities of Philistia. Amenophis IV acceded after his father had reigned 36 years; and we know him to have been contemporary with Burnaburiash of Babylon—about 1440 or 1430 B.C. He was the principal builder of Tell Amarna, though the seals and correspondence of his predecessors are found there also. His throne name was Nefer-Kheper-Ea, or Nakkhuriya. He assumed later the name Khu-en-Aten. In his reign certain texts with the names of Amen seem to have been mutilated; but he is addressed by the Asiatic princes as being, like his father, a worshiper of Amen (as well as of Aten), and the Ritual occurs on his coffin. He was no doubt influenced by his Armenian wife, and his foreign mother, Teie. In his time 'Aziru, son of Abdasherah, revolted and captured Semyra, Gebal, Beirűt, Sidon, and probably Tyre; while the Hittites of Kadesh, under Elagias, invaded Bashan in league with Amorites, and attacked Damascus. This second revolt may have been after the death of Dusrratta, to whom a large part of N. Syria—from Harran to Kalkhi (Kinnisura), appears to have been granted under Egyptian suzerainty, at the time of Tadukhepa's marriage to Amenophis IV. The Hittites of Mer'ash were still independent in this region, and those of Kadesh on the Orontes, further S., became so also during this later rebellion. The last-named king of this famous dynasty was Horus (Hor-em-heb: Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., March 1896), of whom little or nothing is known. His throne name was Meri-en-Amen; and he was apparently a worshiper of Amen, Hor, Thoth, Khem, Set, Munt, Athor, Anuk and other native Egyptian gods. He is called "the lion of the land of Kush . . . like to Mentu, lord of the Thebes." His wife was a sister-in-law of Amenophis IV; and he appears to have died about 1460 B.C., or a little earlier. Egyptian chronology is only approximate down to about 800 B.C.
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19th dynasty, at Thebes; about 1400 down to 1200 B.C. The founder Rameses I (Ramessu, enthroned as Men-pehty-ra) appears to have been at war with Sap-lil, the Hittite king of Kadesh, while striving to recover what had, perhaps, been lost during the reign of Amenophis IV. He was succeeded by Meren-ptah, or Seti I, said to have been his son-in-law. This king began by defeating Asiaties at Sharuhen, east of Gaza, and fought with Mautenar, the Hittite king of Kadesh [an inscription with his name was found in 1901 at Tell esh Shehab, in Bashan, by the Rev. John Kelman.—Ed.] His fleets sailed on the Red Sea, but we hear of no naval exploits in the Mediterranean. He began (or continued) a canal from the Mediterranean to the Gulf of Suez, which his son completed; and built temples at Karnak, Thebes, and Abydos. In the “Valley of Kings” he excavated the deepest tomb in the world for himself: the shaft runs 900 feet through solid rock; and here his empty sarcophagus—now in the Sloane Museum—was found by Belzoni in 1817. The mummy, like most of those of the 18th and 19th dynasties, was transferred later to the rocky hiding-place at Deir el Balyeri. This coffin is covered with portions of the Ritual, describing Amenti; the boat of Re; and the punishment of the wicked by Tum and Horus. Seti I calls himself Seti-meri-Ptah (“lover of Ptah”); but, on the gates of temples at Karnak and elsewhere, he appears as a worshiper of Amen, Mentu, Shu, Khem, Khen, Seti (Set), Tefnut, Ank, Maat, and other gods. His miners in the deserts between the Red Sea and the Nile (as shown by the stele of Kuban, near Daka), were perishing for want of water, and (like Moses) he is said to have supplied it: “He spoke to the rock and the water flowed forth.” A shaft was dug for 120 cubits (200 feet); the water at length sprang up to 6 feet above the ground (this being the first known artesian well); and the people cried: “Thou art Re: whatsoever pleaseth thy heart shall happen. If thou seestkest light in the night, it is so. If thou seestest the water come up upon the mountain; lo! the ocean will come forth” (see Rec. of Post, New Series, vol. v.). The tablet of Abydos comes down to Seti I, giving 75 kings before him, from Menes to Nefer-ka-ra (Nitisiris) the last of the 6th dynasty, followed by 18 unknown kings; the 57th name is Mentu-hotep, and that of Seti's father immediately precedes his own. The list differ, however, from that of Sakkara. Seti's wife, Ta'A, is believed to have been a daughter of Amenophis IV. He had three sons, the eldest being Miamun (Rameses II), whom he is said to have associated with himself in the government when only 12 years old.

The reign of Rameses II must have begun about 1330 B.C. He is said in one text to have ruled “when yet in the egg”; and from his mummy (with sparse grey hairs) he appears to have been an old man when he died. Manetho states that he reigned 66 years, so that his son would not succeed till about 1270 B.C. His wars in Syria carried Egyptian arms north of Kadesh on Orontes into the Hittite country, and in later years he made a treaty with the Hittite king Khet-sar on equal terms. He made Tanis (the old Hyksos capital) his chief city in Lower Egypt, calling it Pi-Ramesses (“capital of Rameses”); and his inscriptions are found here, and at TellMaskhutab, or Pithom, in the same district.

The city of Rameses (probably Tanis) could not apparently have been so named before the commencement of the 19th dynasty at earliest (see Gen. xlvi, 11; Ex. i, 11); but to suppose that Joseph lived in this age would cause inextricable confusion, if Israel dwelt 430 years in Egypt: for in that case the Exodus would be brought down to 900 B.C.—a century later than the approximate date of Solomon's accession; whereas we know from the “Black Obelisk” that Jehu was reigning about 840 B.C. Renouf (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Dec. 1893) says that: “Egyptian records know absolutely nothing about Israelites”; and he adds: “We may dissociate Moses and the Exodus from the date of any Rameses, but we cannot so dissociate the writer of the sacred narratives. He did not live before the great Rameses, and he may have lived many centuries later.” The further back the Exodus is placed, the more clear it becomes that the Pentateuch could not have been written by Moses, and the less claim has the narrative to be considered contemporaneous, or even recent, history.”

On the S. wall of the Karnak temple the siege of Ascalon by a Rameses, supposed by Brugsch to be Rameses II, is represented. A rock text at the mouth of the Dog River, N. of Beirut, shows that Rameses II was there with his army in his 4th and 10th years. Other texts of his reign occur at Sidon, and at Sheikh S'ad in Bashan. In his 5th year a great league of northern nations, “from the extreme end of the sea to the land of the Hittites” was formed to oppose him (Brugsch, Hist. Egy., ii, p. 44). The names of the tribes include many that are the subject of learned disputes, but among them we find Hittites, and people of Aradus, and Aleppo, and Gozan, with those of Naharina (Naharaim), gathering under the prince of the Kheta or Hittites (Rec. of Post, Old Series, i, p. 67). Kadesh and Karrenmish are named, with the Maan (Mysians), Pidasa (Pedasos), Leka (Lycians or Lityes), Dardani (Dardanos), and others. [The Kasites were then ruling in Babylon, and the whole Turanian power,
19th dynasty, at Thebes; about 1400 down to 1200 B.C. The founder Rameses I (Ramsesu, enthroned as Men-peti-ra) appears to have been at war with Sap-ili, the Hittite king of Kadesh, while striving to recover what had, perhaps, been lost during the reign of Amenophis IV. He was succeeded by Meren-petak, or Seti I, said to have been his son-in-law. This king began by defeating Asians at Sharuhen, east of Gaza, and fought with Mautenar, the Hittite king of Kadesh [an inscription with his name was found in 1901 at Tell esh Shehah, in Bashan, by the Rev. John Kelman.—En.] His fleets sailed on the Red Sea, but we hear of no naval exploits in the Mediterranean. He began (or continued) a canal from the Mediterranean to the Gulf of Suez, which his son completed; and built temples at Karnak, Thebes, and Abydos. In the "Valley of Kings" he excavated the deepest tomb in the world for himself: the shaft runs 900 feet through solid rock; and here his empty sarcophagus—now in the Sloane Museum—was found by Belzoni in 1817. The mummy, like most of those of the 18th and 19th dynasties, was transferred later to the rocky hiding-place at Deir el Baheiri. This coffin is covered with portions of the Ritual, describing Amenti; the boat of Ra; and the punishment of the wicked by Tum and Horus. Seti I calls himself Seti-meri-Ptah ("lover of Ptah"); but, on the gates of temples at Karnak and elsewhere, he appears as a worshiper of Amen, Mentu, Shu, Khem, Knef, Satii (Seti), Tefnut, Ank, Maut, and other gods. His miners in the deserts between the Red Sea and the Nile (as shown by the stela of Kuban, near Dake), were perishing for want of water, and (like Moses) he is said to have supplied it: "He spoke to the rock and the water flowed forth." A shaft was dug for 120 cubits (200 feet); the water at length sprang up to 6 feet above the ground (this being the first known artesian well); and the people cried: "Thou art Ra; whatsoever pleases thy heart shall happen. If thou seest light in the night, it is so. If thou sayest to the water come up upon the mountain; lo! the ocean will come forth" (see Rec. of Post, New Series, vol. v). The tablet of Abydos comes down to Seti I, giving 75 kings before him, from Menes to Nefer-ka-ra (Nitocris) the last of the 6th dynasty, followed by 18 unknown kings; the 57th name is Mento-hotep, and that of Seti's father immediately precedes his own. The list differs, however, from that of Sakkara. Seti's wife, Taa, is believed to have been a daughter of Amenophis IV. He had three sons, the eldest being Miamun (Rameses II), whom he is said to have associated with himself in the government when only 12 years old.

The reign of Rameses II must have begun about 1330 B.C. He is said in one text to have ruled "when yet in the egg"; and from his mummy (with sparse grey hairs) he appears to have been an old man when he died. Manetho states that he reigned 66 years, so that his son would not succeed till about 1270 B.C. His wars in Syria carried Egyptian arms north of Kadesh on the Orontes into the Hittite country, and in later years he made a treaty with the Hittite king Kheta-sar on equal terms. He made Tanis (the old Hyksos capital) his chief city in Lower Egypt, calling it Pi-Rameses ("capital of Rameses"); and his inscriptions are found here, and at Tell Mekhashab, or Pithom, in the same district.

The city of Rameses (probably Tanis) could not apparently have been so named before the commencement of the 19th dynasty at earliest (see Gen. xlvii, 11; Ex. i, 11); but to suppose that Joseph lived in this age would cause inextricable confusion, if Israel dwelt 430 years in Egypt: for in that case the Exodus would be brought down to 900 B.C.—a century later than the approximate date of Solomon's accession; whereas we know from the "Black Obelisk" that Jehu was reigning about 840 B.C. Renouf (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Dec. 1893) says that: "Egyptian records know absolutely nothing about Israelites"; and he adds: "We may dissociate Moses and the Exodus from the date of any Rameses, but we cannot so dissociate the writer of the sacred narratives. He did not live before the great Rameses, and he may have lived many centuries later. The further back the Exodus is placed, the more clear it becomes that the Pentateuch could not have been written by Moses, and the less claim has the narrative to be considered contemporaneous, or even recent, history."

On the S. wall of the Karnak temple the siege of Ascalon by a Rameses, supposed by Brueghel to be Rameses II, is represented. A rock text at the mouth of the Dog River, N. of Beirut, shows that Rameses II was there with his army in his 4th and 10th years. Other texts of his reign occur at Sidon, and at Sheikh Sîd in Bashan. In his 5th year a great league of northern nations, "from the extreme end of the sea to the land of the Hittites" was formed to oppose him (Brueghel, Hist. Egy., ii, p. 44). The names of the tribes include many that are the subject of learned disputes, but among them we find Hittites, and people of Aradus, and Aleppo, and Gozan, with those of Naharina (Naharinam), gathering under the prince of the Kheta or Hittites (Rec. of Post, Old Series, i, p. 67). Kadesh and Karkemish are named, with the Maau (Mysians), Pidasa (Pedasos), Leka (Lycians or Ligyes), Dardani (Dardanos), and others. (The Kassites were then ruling in Babylon, and the whole Turanian power,}
from Asia Minor and Syria to Mesopotamia—perhaps aided by Aryans (see Rameses III, below)—was leagues against Egypt.—Ed.] In his 8th year Rameses II conquered certain towns in lower Galilee, including Dapar or Tabor and Shalama; [this may be Sūtem (Shunem), to which are added Maranna (Meirānu), Beta Antha (Aīnāta, Beth 'Anath), and Kalopu (perhaps Shelobām), with 'Ain Ananim.—En.]. The conquest of Kadesh on Orontes (Kades) followed the defeat of the league. The army appears (“Third Sallier Papyrus”) to have advanced by Beirut and the valley of the Eleutherus; and Rameses himself narrowly escaped from a Hittite ambush, through which he dashed with his wonted bravery. Eventually he overthrew them; and their king humbly sued for peace. An honourable and friendly treaty was concluded for mutual protection; and, in the 34th year of the reign of Rameses II, King Kheta-iim (of Kades) brought to Egypt his daughter, who was admired by the Pharaoh, and who received the name Ur-ma-nefer-ra. [Up to his 21st year Rameses continued to march and fight for empire in Asia (Brugsch, Hist. Egt., ii, p. 63). Many other learned critics still maintain that the Exodus took place during the active reign of Rameses II. Even in 1896 Dr. E. Mahler published a volume to show that “the flight” was in 1335, the 13th year of Rameses II, which is proved from the Amarna tablets, showing the synchronism of the reigns of Amenophis IV and Barnaburias and Assur-uballi. “The connection is not apparent; and the coincidence of reign certainly does not fix exactly the accession of Rameses (see Babylo.).

[Another valuable record of this reign relates the adventures of an Egyptian in Syria (Rec. of Past., Old Series, i, p. 108). He travelled from the land of the Hittites by Kadesh to Geba, Beirut, Sidon, and Sarepta. He mentions Tyre on its island with a double port; and names many cities of the Galilee, and the Jordan River, with Megiddo. The country was full of robbers; but friendly chiefs gave him camel's flesh. His chariot was repaired at Joppa, whence he returned home by Rehoboth, Gaza, and Raphia.—En.]

Rameses built granaries in the desert near the Delta, and a wall 90 miles long, from Helipolis to Pelusium, to keep out the wandering tribes on the borders of Egypt. The age was one of great literary activity, and we find “writers on history, divinity, practical philosophy, epistolary correspondence, poetry, and morals.” “Pentaur, the epic poet,” wrote the Lay of Rameses Victorious. Enna, the State librarian, was the first novelist, writing the Tale of the Two Brothers, Anpu (Anubis), and Bāta (“the earth soul”), which contains an episode recalling the story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife. [This folk-lore tale describes how Bāta, when accused by his brother's wife, cut off his phallus which a fish swallowed. He heard the cows talking, and fled to the cedar tree in the East, where he left his heart, and met a beautiful witch. The sea carried a scented lock of her hair to Egypt, and the king sent an army to find her. Bāta was slain, and became a Persea tree, a chip of which the witch swallowed, and he was thus reborn a king. The incident of the scented hair occurs in a Hindu tale: and other legends of this age in Egypt recall Aryan myths.—Ed.]

The fragmentary Turin papyrus, giving the dates of kings, also belonged to this age originally. Rameses II was a great builder, and constructed the Ramsesum at Thebes, and the beautiful rock temples of Abu Simbel. He completed the “Hall of Columns” at Karnak; and from its bas reliefs we learn much as to his conquest of Kades and other cities. He died in old age, and his mummy presents a very striking countenance, more Asiatic than Egyptian, with a powerful aquiline nose. He did not however scruple to erase the names of former kings (even it is said of his own father), to substitute his own in records of conquest. He was worshiped in temples as “the just and vigilant one, the son of the sun, of Amen, Ptah, and Horus.” “Resting,” says Dean Stanley, “in awful majesty, after the conquest of all the known world.” He appears to be the Sesostris of the Greeks, whose conquests extended to the shores of the Aegean Sea according to Herodotus, the name being the Egyptian Se-ckpt-ra.

About 1270 B.C. Rameses II was succeeded by his eldest surviving son Merenptah II (the first so named being Seti I), or the Minephth of Manetho. His throne name was Hotep-hi-ma (“he who trusts in truth”); and he maintained the power of Egypt, and the Hittite alliance. The “White Libyans” [apparently Greek colonists from Krēte, in accord with Greek tradition—Ed.], RAIDed the W. borders of Egypt in his reign, in alliance with tribes from the north. They threatened On and Memphis, but the generals of Minephth “defeated the invaders totally and irredeemably” (Rec. of Past., Old Series, i, p. 39); and afterwards it appears that Libyans were found in Egyptian service as “most trusted troops.” [Among the names of tribes allied to the Libyans we find Akausha (supposed to be Achaeans), Tursa or Tusha (people of Tros, Thrace, or Thos), Shartiats (Sardians), and others “of the lands of the sea.” Of Libyans 6359 were killed and of the allies 2370; the Libyan prisoners included 218 women of vanquished chiefs; and 9376 weapons were taken from 9111 men. “They came to the land of Khemi (Egypt) to search for possessions,” but were defeated after “six hours of slaughter.” Minephth also sent to the land of the Pettishu, “which I made to take corn in boats to
from Asia Minor and Syria to Mesopotamia — perhaps aided by Aryans (see Rameses III, below) — was leagued against Egypt. In his 8th year Rameses II conquered certain towns in lower Galilee, including Dapar or Tabor and Shalama: [this may be Sidon (Shuneim), to which are added Marana (Meirin), Batta Anatha (Anata, Beth 'Anath), and Kalopus (perhaps Shelabâm), with 'Ain Ananim — En.]. The conquest of Kadesh on Orontes (Kades) followed the defeat of the league. The army appears ("Third Sallier Papyrus") to have advanced by Beirût and the valley of the Eleutherus; and Rameses himself narrowly escaped from a Hittite ambush, through which he dashed with his wonted bravery. Eventually he overthrew them; and their king humbly sued for peace. An honourable and friendly treaty was concluded for mutual protection; and, in the 34th year of the reign of Rameses II, King Kheta-sir (of Kadesh) brought to Egypt his daughter, who was admired by the Pharaoh, and who received the name Ur-ma-nefer-ra. Up to his 21st year Rameses continued to march and fight for empire in Asia (Brugsch, Hist. Egpt., ii, p. 63). Many otherwise learned critics still maintain that the Exodus took place during the active reign of Rameses II. Even in 1896 Dr E. Mahler published a volume to show that "the flight was in 1335, the 13th year of Rameses II, which is proved from the Amarna tablets, showing the synchronism of the reigns of Amenophis IV and Burnaburies and Assur-uballid." The connection is not apparent; and the coincidence of reign certainly does not fix exactly the accession of Rameses (see Babylon). [Another valuable record of this reign relates the adventures of an Egyptian in Syria (Rec. of Past, Old Series, i, p. 108). He travelled from the land of the Hittites to Kadesh to Gebal, Beirût, Sidon, and Sarepta. He mentions Tyre on its island with a double port; and names many cities of Galilee, and the Jordan River, with Megiddo. The country was full of robbers; but friendly chiefs gave him camel's flesh. His chariot was repaired at Joppa, whence he returned home by Rehoboth, Gaza, and Raphia — En.]

Rameses built granaries in the desert near the Delta, and a wall 90 miles long, from Heliopolis to Pelusium, to keep out the wandering tribes on the borders of Egypt. The age was one of great literary activity, and we find "writers on history, divinity, practical philosophy, epistolary correspondence, poetry, and morals." "Pentaor, the epic poet," wrote the Lay of Rameses Victorious. Enna, the State librarian, was the first novelist, writing the Tale of the Two Brothers, Anpu (Anubis), and Bata ("the earth soul"), which contains an episode recalling the story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife. [This folk-lore tale describes how Bata, when accused by his brother's wife, cut off his phallic which a fish swallowed. He heard the cows talking, and fled to the cedar tree in the East, where he left his heart, and met a beautiful witch. The sea carried a scented lock of her hair to Egypt, and the king sent an army to fetch it. Bata was slain, and became a Persea tree, a chip of which the witch swallowed, and he was thus reborn a king. The incident of the witch occurs in a Hindu tale; and other legends of this age in Egypt recall Aryan myths — En.]

The fragmentary Toria papyrus, giving the dates of kings, also belonged to this age originally. Rameses II was a great builder, and constructed the Ramessum at Thebes, and the beautiful rock temples of Abu Simbel. He completed the "Hall of Columns" at Karnak; and from its bas reliefs we learn much as to his conquest of Kadesh and other cities. He died in old age, and his mummy presents a very striking countenance, more Asiatic than Egyptian, with a powerful aquiline nose. He did not however scruple to erase the names of former kings (even it is said of his own father), to substitute his own in records of conquest. He was worshiped in temples as "the just and vigilant one, the son of the sun, of Amen, Ptah, and Horus." "Resting," says Dean Stanley, "in awful majesty, after the conquest of all the known world." He appears to be the Sesostris of the Greeks, whose conquests extended to the shores of the Aegean Sea according to Herodotus, the name being the Egyptian Se-sop-rt-ra.

About 1270 B.C. Rameses II was succeeded by his eldest surviving son Merenptah II (the first so named being Seti I), or the Minepeth of Manetho. His throne name was Hotep-hi-ma ("he who trusts in truth"); and he maintained the power of Egypt, and the Hittite alliance. The "White Libyans" [apparently Greek colonists from Katre, in accord with Greek tradition — En.], raidied the W. borders of Egypt in his reign, in alliance with tribes from the north. They threatened On and Memphis, but the generals of Minepeth "defeated the invaders totally and irreimidably" (Rec. of Past, Old Series, iii, p. 39); and afterwards it appears that Libyans were found in Egyptian service as "most trusted troops." [Among the names of tribes allied to the Libyans we find Akaousa (supposed to be Achaeans), Tarsha or Tulus (people of Tros, Thrace, or Tlos), Shartana (Sardians), and others of the lands of the sea. Of Libyans 6359 were killed and of the allies 2870; the Libyan prisoners included 218 women of vanquished chiefs; and 9376 weapons were taken from 9111 men. They came to the land of Khemi (Egypt) to search for possessions, but were defeated after six hours of slaughter." Minepeth also sent to the land of the Petdishu, "which I made to take corn in botes to
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give life to the land of the Kheta: for I am he to whom the gods have brought all support: the world is under my power: king of the upper and lower country, Ba-en-ra ('soul of Ra'), beloved of Amen, son of the sun—Meren-ptah."—[Ed.]

In 1896 Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie (Academy, 11th April; Contemporary Review, May) published an account of a granite stela of Amenophis III, found face downwards in a wall, with a later text of Meren-ptah, supposed to be Minephthi. It refers to the victory; and, in the last paragraph, the king says: "Vanquished are the Tahennu (N. Africans): the Kheta (Hittites) are quieted: ravished is Pa-Kanana (noticed by the Mohar of the reign of Rameses II as being near Tyre) with all violence; taken is Askadna: Yenu of the Amu (Yanoah near Tyre) is made as though it had not existed: the people I-si-ra-ilu is spoiled, it has no seed, Syria (Ruten, or Klir) has become as the widows (Khar) of the land of Egypt: all lands together are at peace." This name Isralu has the determinatives of man and woman (Atheneorum, 25th April 1896), evidently applying to a race and not to a city. [The suggestion that we should read "Jezreu" is also objectionable, as the word does not contain the letter s, or the guttural 'ain, in the Egyptian.—Ed.]

If we have here a notice of Israel in Palestine about 1270 to 1260 B.C., we must discard the legend attributed to Manetho, which would place the date of the Exodus in the reign of an Amemoplis, following Rameses II and supposed to be Minephthi. It relates (according to Josephus, who entirely discredits it) that, after a rebellion of a leprous people led by Osarniph they were expelled, and founded Jerusalem. But Renouf (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., 1898) warned us that "no importance should be attached to any of the statements attributed to Manetho, when they cannot be verified by the monuments" (see Hebrews).

Minephthi II was succeeded by his son Seti I, or Minephthi III, who appears to have lived quietly at Thebes. On the rocks of Abu Simbel there is notice of his conquests in Nubia; and Brugsch believes that "his rule was acknowledged in the far north-east" (Hist. Egt., ii, p. 133). There is some doubt as to the successor of this king (Set-nakht, or Miamun II, according to Brugsch; Meri-en-Pth or Siptah according to others); but the great 19th dynasty sank in decay, and anarchy followed about 1290 B.C. According to Rameses III a Syrian or Phoenician named Haris, or Harib, ruled in the Delta during this period. Papyri of the 19th or 20th dynasty, found in 1894, speak of workmen employed in the necropolis of Thebes, with notice of their sickness, bad morals, and revolt for non-payment of their wages; and it was at this time, apparently, that the great Pharaohs were removed from their coffins to the hiding-place at Deir-el-Bahiri, being stolen—some suppose—by the tomb excavators.

20th dynasty, at Thebes; about 1200 down to 1060 B.C.

This age is not yet clearly known. Set-nakht, according to his son Rameses III, "established his authority by prompt and vigorous measures." He seems to have been a relative, if not a son, of Seti II. He was "like the god Khepra-Sutekh in his fury: he put in order the lands that had revolted, executed the rebellious, and purified the throne; set up temples, and prescribed their services and laws." Rameses III is called "the last of the great Pharaohs," and is known to us by the Harris papyri, and by sculptures at Medinet Habu. He appears to have fought in Mt. Seir and the Sinaitic desert, and with the Mediterranean races in the north. From pictures of his reign we know that many of these were light-complexioned peoples, with blue eyes, and long side-locks like those of early Greek statues, wearing also horned helmets such as occur on Mycenaean vases.

The list of tribes who attacked Egypt "by sea and land," and who wanted Aradus and Karkemish, and "camped in the land of the Amorites"—that is to say in the Lebanon—including the Hittites, and the Kati (of Kappadokia), the Amorites, and the Danau (Danai or Greeks), with the Zakkar (of Mt. Zagreus), and the Purosata or Philistia. Rameses III appears to have pursued them to Cilicia and Cyprus, and afterwards deported Shardana (Sardians) to Egypt, and settled the Uashash (Libyans) at the Ramesseum, receiving tribute also from Ruten or Syria (Brugsch, Hist. Egt., ii, p. 140-152). His conquests include (Rec. of Past., New Series, vi, pp. 31-45) a list of 39 towns. [The position of these is disputed in most cases; but they are admitted to include Aleppo and Karkemish in Syria; Adana in Cilicia with Soli; and, in Cyprus, Idalion, Kiton, and Kabyra.—Ed.]

Rameses III made a great reservoir near Suez, and reopened the Sinaitic mines. He suppressed a serious palace plot; and it is recorded that "the weakest woman could travel unmolested wherever she wished, and mercenary soldiers reposed at ease in their cities." With his death the palmy period of Egyptian history closes. He never mentions any Hebrews; and we may suppose that their judges were merely local sheikhs, mainly in the mountains, whose deeds were magnified by later Hebrew writers. We know very little about the later kings of this dynasty, who appear to have borne the name of Rameses as a rule. A king Meri-tum followed Rameses VI; and about 1060 B.C. the dynasty fell into decay, Egypt being then apparently under Assyrian
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23rd dynasty, at Tanis and Thebes; about 840 down to 750 B.C. Four kings are noticed by Manetho, but there are no memorial records of their history.

24th dynasty; a single king Bochoris is noticed by Manetho, and was captured about 744 B.C. by Sabaco.

25th dynasty. These kings appear to have been Ethiopians ruling from Napata (Jebel Barkal), the dynasty (consisting of three kings, Sabaco, Sevechus, and Tarako or Tirhakah, according to Manetho) lasted till 670 B.C., when the latter was taken prisoner by Esarhaddon of Assyria (as represented on a bas relief at Samalis in N. Syria) after the destruction of his palace at Memphis. [According to Sennacherib Egypt had several small kinglets in this age; and if Tirhakah was king of Ethiopia about 702 B.C. (2 Kings xix, 9) he must have reigned some 32 years. Manetho gives him only 18; but his total of 40 for the dynasty appears to be too short to agree with Assyrian dates; for Sevechus was the King So (2 Kings xvii, 4) whose aid Hoshea invoked against Assyria, about 730 B.C.—Ed.] In 670 B.C. Egypt became a satrapy of Assyria under Esarhaddon.

Tirhakah calls himself "King of Khemi, of Tesher (the Red Sea region), and of Kep-Kep or Nubia." He appears, according to a recent discovery, to have pursued the retreating Sennacherib (in 702 B.C.) to Syria, though previously defeated by him in the plains near Joppa, when Sennacherib shut up Hezekiah in Jerusalem, and carried off 200,150 captives from towns of Judah.

26th dynasty. From 670 to 527 B.C., the dates being now controlled by Assyrian records. [On the death of Esarhaddon, in Egypt, Assurbanipal acceded in 668 B.C. Assyria was now suzerain from Elam to Egypt, but the tributary nations were all discontented. In 648 he was involved in a great struggle with his brother at Babylon, and after that in a long Elamite war. On his death the power of Assyria rapidly decayed from about 625 to 610 B.C., when Nineveh, already ruined by the Scythian incursions, was destroyed by the allied Babylonians and Medes. The Babylonians were conquered by Cyrus in 538, and Cambyses conquered Egypt in 527 B.C. Manetho gives 9 kings for the 26th dynasty, of whom the third was Necho I, who, according to Brugsch, was deposed by Assur-bani-pal and taken prisoner to Nineveh, but afterwards re-established as a tributary ruler at Sais and Memphis. His successor, Psammetichus, ruled 54 years, followed by Necho II, who attacked Josiah, king of Judah, about 607 B.C. (2 Kings xxiii, 34). The 7th king was Hophra, and the 8th, Amasis.—Ed.] Psammetichus I was a Libyan who, aided by Gyges, king of Lydia, asserted his independence of

21st dynasty, in Thebes; about 1060 down to 960 B.C. The high priest of Amen in Tanis, Her-hor, was a friend of Rameses XIII, and became king, having, it is believed, married a princess of Nineveh. Egypt was perhaps in friendly relationship with the rising power of Assyria. In this age (see Brugsch, Hist. Egypt., ii, p. 192) we read of a Rameses who married the daughter of Palaskhalnes the great king of Assyria; but Assyrian history is unknown during the 11th century B.C. We hear also of a certain Naromat (perhaps Naram-Addu, "Hadad be exalted") son of "Shehonk (Shishak) great king of Assyria," and himself "great king of Assyria, king of kings," as having been buried at Abydos, where a statue was erected in his honour. He appears to have been the son of an Egyptian princess Meheth-en-nukh. The second king of the dynasty was Pi-ankh; and the third, Pi-netem I, is noticed in Tanis. This dynasty would be contemporary with the reigns of David and Solomon, and it appears that the Egyptians then attacked Gezer in Palestine (1 Kings iii, 1; ix, 16), being allied according to the Bible with the Hebrews. Egypt, however, had not relinquished its claims to suzerainty, as the next episode in its history shows.

22nd dynasty, at Bubastis; about 960 down to 840 B.C. The first King Sheshonk, or Shishak, assembled a great army (2 Chron. xii, 2), and attacked Palestine after the death of Solomon. He was apparently a son of Naromat, and thus an ally of Assyria. He has left us a list of 133 towns in Palestine, extending to Galilee, which he conquered. Rechoobam was only allowed to reign in Judah as a tributary of Egypt, and Jeroboam found refuge in Egypt when fleeing from Solomon. The name Yuda-Malak, in the list of Shishak, is that of a town (perhaps Jehud of Dan) not of a "king of Judah" [which would be bad grammar in Egyptian speech—Ed.]. The second king of the dynasty was Usarkon I: who appears to be the Zera of Ethiopia (2 Chron. xiv, 9) who attacked Asa of Judah. Takelut I (perhaps Tiglath), the 6th king according to Manetho, was succeeded by Usarkon II; and the last three were Sheshonk II, Takelut II, and Sheshonk III. [As far as known, therefore, nearly all the kings of this dynasty seem to have borne names connecting them with Assyria.—Ed.]
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Assyria. His name as an &Ethiopic word is rendered "son of the sun." He introduced Phoenician, Karian, and Greek mercenaries into Egypt, whose rough texts are found at Abu Simbel. He is said to have built a temple to Ptah at Aradus in Phoenicia; but, about 630 B.C., all western Asia was devastated by the Scythians, who advanced to the borders of Egypt from the Caucasus. Psammetichus repaired the Theban temples, and added a great court to that of Ptah at Memphis. He excavated the great Apis mausoleum at Sakkara. In his time also the Phenicians, starting from Suez, circumnavigated Africa.

Necho (Nuku II), the successor of Psammetichus, undertook a ship canal from the Bitter Lakes to Suez, but desisted after losing some 120,000 workmen. In 608 he attacked Palestine, but soon after was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar (Nabu-kudur-usur) of Babylon, at Karkemish on the Euphrates. After his death, and the short reign of Psammetichus II, Apries or Hophra acceded about 590 B.C. (Jer. xliv, 30); he appears to have been killed by Nebuchadnezzar when he invaded Egypt as far as Syene in 568 B.C.: Ahmes or Amasis was then set on the throne, as a Babylonian tributary. He favoured the introduction of foreign art and trade, and established Greeks at Naucratis. When the power of Babylon began to wane, on the death of Nebuchadnezzar, Amasis seized on Cyprus, and demanded tribute from Phoenicia. He imprudently allied himself with Croesus against the rising power of Cyrus, and shortly after his death Cambyses, son of Cyrus, entered Egypt, and Psammetichus III was slain, with some 2000 of his leading men. Thus ended the long line of the Pharaohs, and Egypt became a Persian province.

27th dynasty, from 527 to 405 B.C. This consisted of Persians to the death of Darius II. The temples of Egypt were preserved by the tolerant Persians, and no stranger was allowed to defile them; at Sais Cambyses is described as "the friend of all the gods and guardian of the temples" (Brugsch, Hist. Ept., ii, pp. 294-296). He offered libations to "The Everlasting One," in the temple of Neith, and this title was that given to Osiris by his Egyptian subjects. Darius I (521 to 485 B.C.) also dedicated a temple to Amen near El Khârjeb, and here a text of Darius II (about 424 B.C.) says that it "stands in remembrance of my father the great god Amen-Râ." About 485 B.C., however, Egypt strove to shake off the Persian yoke, when Xerxes (485 to 464 B.C.) succeeded Darius I, and became involved in his great war on Greece: it again revolted in 460 B.C. from Artaxerxes I, with Athenian aid, and was not subdued for five years.

28th dynasty. Amertaus of Sais revolted in 405 B.C. on the accession of Artaxerxes II, or perhaps earlier; and was not subdued for 6 years.

29th dynasty — Mendesians, ruling for 20 years according to Manetho (about 400 to 380 B.C.). During this period Evagoras of Cyprus revolted from Persia (391 to 385 B.C.), and was supported by aid of 50 Egyptian galleys.

30th dynasty — the Sefentyct; consisting of three kings, 380 to 340 B.C. This was the last attempt of the Egyptians to recover their freedom. In 351 B.C. Nectanebo was set up in Egypt as a Pharaoh, supported by the Greeks. The Phenicians drove out their Persian governors from Syria and Cilicia. But Artaxerxes III (Okoios) succeeded in detaching Tennes, king of Sidon, and enlisted 10,000 Greeks from Thebes, Argos, and Asia Minor — enemies of the Athenians and Spartans. The treachery of Tennes led to the ruin of the alliance against Persia, but on his submission, he was put to death. Nectanebo — the last Egyptian king — fled to Ethiopia, and never returned.

31st dynasty. This merely consisted of the last kings of Persia, "Okhos, Ares, and Darius," according to Manetho — from 340 to 332 B.C., when Alexander the Great conquered Egypt. Even as late as this period we find the ancient Egyptian gods still worshiped, including according to inscriptions "Khnum the lord of all gods," and "Tum the great primordial male power, the ram, the begetter" (Brugsch).

Ekash-takâ. The daughter of Prajâ-pati (the creator) and the mother of Indra and Soma.

Ekbatana. Otherwise Agbatâna (Aishkulos). A name given to several fortresses in Greek works, in Media, Persia, and even on Mt. Karmel. The most famous is the palace-citadel of the Median king Darius, supposed to be Hamadan at the foot of Mt. Elvand. Herodotus describes it as having seven surrounding walls, each painted a different color, like the Babylonian Ziggurats (see Architecture).

It is supposed that Akhmeita (Ezra vi, 2), the fort (Bir'âk) of the Medes, was the same (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1893). Persepolis, Isapân, and the Arsacid fortress Eurupus, were so named.

[Probably it is Akkadian, viz. Ak-ba-ta-na, "height of the fort," rendered Iâma-danu, or "strong enclosure," in Semitic speech. — Ep.]

El Elah. Elohim. Hebrew: "strong one." (Assyrian štâu,
Elagabalus

Ilā, ilāni: Arabic Alah. The name for “God” or “Lord” in all Semitic languages. [In Assyrian, and in the Amarna letters, the plural (Ilā, or Elohim) is used as a singular, and as a title for kings. —Ed.] From the same root come names for Elah, Ilāni, “terebinth,” and “oak” (also Elon and Allon); as also perhaps Ail “ram,” Ayil “buck” [from the cognate root Ail “strong” —Ed.]. The Elohim, or Ilāni-im, were gods of trees—see Abraham’s oak-tree shrines at Shechem and Hebron (“the oak of Moreh,” Gen. xii, 6: xxxiii, 20: xxxv, 4: Josh. xxiv, 26: “the oaks of Mamre,” Gen. xiii, 18: xviii, 1, 4: the “oak” of Bethel, Gen. xxxv, 8).

Elagabalus. Otherwise Heliogabalus, The Aramaic Elagabal (“god of the mountain”), a deity worshiped at Emesa (Homs), in Central Syria, as a “large black stone.” Bassianus (commonly called Heliogabalus), the high priest of this shrine, was the son of Julia of Emesa, sister of the Empress Julia Domna, and so became Emperor of Rome at the age of 14 years, by the favour of the legions of Syria in 218 A.C. He assumed the name Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Pius, in memory of his famous Antonine predecessors. He built the great Ba’albek temple, and carried the black stone of Elagabalus to Rome, where it was solemnly married to Venus Urania. After four years of foolish, corrupt, and superstitious rule, he was murdered by his own soldiers, and the body thrown into the Tiber (222 A.C.), whence it was nicknamed Tiberinus.


Elapatra. Sanskrit. A powerful serpent, hero, or deity, son of Kadru, a daughter of Daksha, and of Kasypa (the sun): she produced a thousand many-headed snakes.

Elburz. The mountain chain N. of Teherān (see Damavand and Elvand), rising 18,600 feet above sea level, with many peaks 10,000 feet high. It was the Persian “world mountain,” Hun-barazai, or Hаllа-barājat.

Elektra. Greek. The daughter of Okeanos and Tethys, the “bright one,” wife of Athamas (Tammuz), also a daughter of Iris, the rainbow. She bore Dardanos, and Jason, to Ilies—a sky god; and through grief for the destruction of Troy (Ilios), she was changed into one of the Pleiades.

Eleos. An Athenian god of “mercy.”

Elephant. This revered and royal animal symbolises wisdom in India (see Ganesa), but was not generally worshiped. It was the carrier and symbol of Indra; and Buddha took the form of a white elephant in the womb of Maya, which is the reason why it is sacred in Barmah. The range of the elephant in W. Asia appears to have been considerably wider in earlier ages. Carved ivory figures of elephants are mentioned as offerings even in the reign of Khufu (2nd king of 4th dynasty) in Egypt, and they decorate the coffin of Antef II. About 1580 B.C., Thothmes III hunted 120 wild elephants near Ni (Ninus Vetuus), on the Euphrates; and a picture of his reign shows a Syrian leading a young elephant as a present to Egypt. Ivory is also noticed as part of the tribute from Syria. About 850 B.C. the elephant appears, with apes, Baktrian camels, a buffalo, and a rhinoceros, on the “black obelisk” of Shalmaneser in Assyria. In 702 B.C. Sennacherib received ivory thrones from Hezekiah of Judah, recalling Solomon’s ivory throne. About 490 to 403 B.C., Phidias in Greece used ivory for statues. In China (1700 to 1100 B.C.), the Shang dynasty imported ivory, with apes, peacocks, tortoise-shell, and pearls (Sir George Birdwood, Athenæum, 22nd June 1895). Apes still exist in China, elephants probably came from Barmah. The “horns” of the Am-shi (“bull’s tooth”) hunted by Tiglath Pileser I (1130 B.C.) near the Euphrates, are variously regarded as elephants’ teeth or horns of the wild bull. Ivory (Shen-habīm, “tooth of elephants”), came from Tarshish (Tarsus—Ed.) in Solomon’s time, according to the Bible (1 Kings x, 22). The Hebrew Hab is probably the Sanskrit Iba (used also in Tamil) for “elephant” (Manu, vi, 121, Iba-danta, “elephant’s tooth” or ivory). In India hatti is the “hand-nosed one.” Homer (about 750 B.C. or later) speaks of elephas, for ivory, as do Pindar, Hesiod, Herodotos, and Aristote. Ivory objects are found early at Troy, and in Karia and other parts of Asia Minor, as well as in Syria. Elephants were used by both Persians and Indians against Alexander the Great (330 B.C.), and by the Seleucids in Syria. Ptolemys Philadelphos (283-247 B.C.) organised elephant farms in Abyssinia, or in Somalia, and had 400 African war elephants. Pyrrhus defeated the Romans (280 B.C.) by bringing elephants to Italy; about 250 B.C. they are commonly represented in Indian cave-temples. The Carthaginians apparently tamed the African elephant, and Hannibal (218 B.C.) brought them over the Alps. The Romans called them “Lucanian bulls.” The word elephas, for elephant and ivory (Arabic El-fūl), is the Semitic
Elephantis. See Abu.

Eleusis. The city of the mysteries of Eleusina, or Dé-mêtér, crowned by her great fire shrine, with its huge statue of Zeus. Broadly stated, the rites were those of the worship of the mysterious phenomena of nature, especially as manifested in fertile spring and fruit-laden autumn. M. F. Lenormant (Contemporary Review, 1880) speaks of "... phenomena converted into divine figures, and theological poetry running into Pantheism, and anthropomorphism developing legendary history." In course of time when men became enlightened, and found that the gods and their legends were unreal and their old faith unfounded, they charged their priests with having invented it all for their own benefit—which indeed had long been the case. Theological chaos followed, and true religion would have perished with the gods, but for philosophers like Sokratès, to whom they gave hemlock as poison. The Orphians claimed to have established the Eleusinian rites, in honour of Dé-mêtér and Persephóné. Others said they came from Egypt. The site was one that nature worshipers were likely very early to select. It lies at the foot of the S.E. extremity of a rocky akropolis, guarding the sacred and fertile Rhavian plains. The tribes said that Dé-mêtér here first produced corn; and they used for centuries to reap it for the making of sacrificial cakes. Here they showed the threshing-floor of Triptolemos, and the Holy Mother's well (Kalli-khoron Phraer) where women used to sing and dance, especially when in autumn they celebrated the descent of Persephóné beneath the earth, and garnered its fruits with wild rejoicings. Beside the well stood (as the lingam now still stands by wells in India) the Agelastos Petra, round which they danced, chanting cyclic hymns. It was called the "sad rock" (Triite Saxum), from the legend that here Dé-mêtér (as Arnobius relates) sat in sad misery, mourning her child, till roused by Baubo the naughty nurse (see Baubo). The "sacred way" led from the east, first to the temple of Triptolemos (now the church of St Zacharias), and, by the Propylaea of Artemis and Poseidón, to the great temple of Dé-mêtér—mother earth. Here the ἔστασις, or initiates, contemplated in the dark interior the "mysteries"—the phallus, the sacred egg and serpent, and the kista or ark. Here Zeus was said to have placed the testes cut from the goat in the lap of the goddess (see Thos. Taylor, Eleusinia); for the oldest cult was a coarse nature worship. The services were held in the dark aytum of the rock-cut shrine (see plan, Athenaeum, 22nd August 1885), a pillared hall (50 by 54 metres), with rock-cut seats in tiers 20 feet deep, capable of holding 3000 persons. There were four side entrances, and two from the front colonnade to the S.E. The temple was windowless; but the mysteries were celebrated by night, with rites that Orphians called "Omphalik" (Lenormant, as above, p. 426). They resembled those of Bakkhos (or Zagreos) at Delphi. The phallus was a symbol in the processions; but the spring rites were in honour of the mother of nature, whose daughter Persephóné (the seed) had been buried in Hades or earth, whence arose fear lest she should not rise again. Over the entrance to the shrine were the
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enigmatical words "Kosm Onpax," which were reiterated over the initiated. Above the white marble fane was the colossal statue of Zeus, calm and majestic. On either side of the sacred way was a smiling figure of the loving Mother, greeting novitiates, as they were led, crowned with myrtle, to her doorway. Here they halted, and were baptised with holy water, and asked in a solemnly intoned chant: "Art thou free from crime, pure in word and deed? only if so enter thou here, else will the gods destroy thee, and this portal will be to thee the shadow of death. Though weak and thoughtless, if thou aspire to combat the world, and to perfect thyself, approach the gods, and they will help thee." Baptism was the first, and the most important, rite of Eleusis. The hierophant then relinquished his original name forever, if a priest, receiving a new and holy name, which could only be told, under seal of secrecy, and to initiates (see Rev. ii, 17).

The "Greater Mysteries" were those of the month Boedrómon, lasting nine days at the season of ingathering, in September and October. They began with fasting, and baptism in the sea, with solemn processions, and offerings of fish, fruits, and grain, to the gods — or rather to their priests. Women then carried mystic "cista," or boxes, symbolising the expected fruits to be received from the deities. There were torch-light processions in honour of Iakkhos, son of Déméter, with sacrifices following. The worshippers partook of the Eucharistic cake (see Buns), with fruits, and water mingled with wine. They then broke up, to celebrate games and rejoicings, when universal licence was permitted (see Africa, and Australis). There was (as among savages) need for the oaths of secrecy which were demanded of the initiates: for, according to Lenormant (following ancient writers), they were conducted to a dark chamber to witness the "great sacrifice of nature" performed by a god and a goddess. The lesser mysteries took place in the month Anthestéron, in February, beginning with the sacrifice of a sow, with rites as above, but now lugubrious since fear for the newly buried seed kept the hearts of all in a state of doubt and dread. [Arnobius and Clement of Alexandria appear to have been initiated, and hint plainly at the phallic emblems, revealed to epoets after "many sighings of the seers." That the initiated believed in nothing but the dual principle of nature (see Druses) seems to be indicated by the fact that Alchibades, after initiation, mutilated the statues of Hermes at Athens. Sokrates spoke of the mysteries as giving glorious hopes of immortality. Cicero said that the initiates not only received lessons that made life more agreeable, but that they also drew from them hopes for the moment of death. At Eleusis the wandering mother had offered herself as a nurse for Demophoon, the child of King Celeus, and the parents were alarmed to find her bathing the infant with fire. The passers-by were greeted by the celebrants with rude jests. A posset of barley meal, mint, and water was drunk. The greater mysteries, in autumn, were held as follows: — 1st day, that of assembly; 2nd, of baptism, with the cry "Mistai to the Sea," where they were purified on the shore hard by; 3rd, the fast day; 4th, the day of baskets, holding pomegranates and poppy seeds, and borne on a car, together with the kistai, or chest, carried by women; 5th, the day of lamps and torches; 6th, the great day of Iakchos (Dionysos), with a procession carrying his statue: by night the epoets were initiated; 7th, the day of jests and games; 8th, that of Epidauria, in honour of the healing god Asklepios; 9th, the day of libations, when water was poured out towards the east, and wine towards the west. See F. Lenormant, Eleusis, 1860: Voie Sacrée Eleusinienne, 1864.—Ed.]

Eleuthéria. Rites celebrated at Eleuthera in Boiotia, by tribes claiming descent from Aithousa, a daughter of Poseidon. They adored Dionysos as an incarnation of Helios, the sun, with sacrifices of bulls, and very licentious customs.


Elijah. Elis'ha. Hebrew prophets, of whom there were many mythical tales. Their names mean "Yah is my God," and "God saves." Elijah, among Arabs, is the mysterious El-Khudr — the "green one" (who is also, among Christians, St George), typifying verdant nature (see Green). He is, with Enoch, one of the fabled guardians of paradise. The Jews, from the middle ages downwards, have regarded Elijah as a mysterious being who guards men from birth to death. He beats those who pray behind (or N. of) a synagogue. At weddings a chair is placed for him, as also at the Passover. His father, Sabak, foresaw his birth as a babe wrapped in swaddling bands of fire. Priests foretold that his words should be as fire, and never fail to be fulfilled (De Vita Porphyri). He is the "angel of the covenant," and the "messenger" (Malachi iii, 1). He assumed many forms to bless the faithful, appearing as a nobleman, a reptile, and a harlot (see authorities in Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1886). He will return to earth three days before the coming of the Messiah. He lives in the 5th heaven, under the tree of life, eating its fruit, and drinking the water of life. He lays the head of the Messiah on his
Elohim

Hebrew: "god," and also "gods." See El.

Elora. This site, celebrated for its caves and rock temples, is 150 miles N.E. of Bombay, in the Aurangabad hills, which run N. and S., and curve, in crescent form, on the east of the town of Elur or Velur, which has long been famous for its holy kund, or tank, probably the centre which caused the excavation of the caves (see Capt. Seely's octavo on the site, 1824, p. 311). It is popularly believed that a Raja Eru, or Elu, was healed by its waters, in our 8th century, coming from Ellic-pur; and that he founded the village; but some of the Buddhist caves may be as old as the 2nd century B.C. There are in all 30 caves, or more, literally covered from floor to roof with elaborate carvings, often leaving hardly a span of space between them: every curve and line in the carefully executed figures has some reference to the mythological ideas of Hindus. Capt. Seely says that these caves contain three times as many figures as can be found in the 200 caves of Salsette. An artist deputed by the Bombay Government to draw them said this work would require the labours of 40,000 men for 40 years (Archaeologia, vii, p. 336; Seely, p. 328). The Buddhist caves are to the south, and the Jain caves to the north, of the central Hindu caves. Out of the total of 30 there are 12 still recognisable as Buddhist, and 5 as Jaina, in which one latter is a colossal statue of one of their Tirthankaras, or saints (see plan, Rivere of Life, plate iv). The Ghâni road ascends to the central caves, the Buddhist group being about 1½ miles to the south. All the caves face nearly due west, so that the light of the afternoon sun shines into them. In the oval lake, or kund, is a conical islet, all the features of the site being thus such as ancient nature worshipers usually selected. Hence Sivaite say that this was a place very early recognised as a Sivâ-Tiruvai, or place of pilgrimage.

The caves however, and not the kund, now attract the attention of Brahmans, of whom native princes still maintain a host at Elur, none other being allowed by them to touch the holy waters. Siva no doubt was symbolised by the cone in the lake (a lingam in an Argha) which recalls that of the Davanish, or "god's island," at Enniskillen.

The caves include ten principal ones, in order of importance as follows. The Kailâsa (Siva's Paradise): the Dharma (or "religion's cave"); the Indra-sabha ("Indra's cave"); the Tin-tal (or three storeys); the Visva-Karma Sabha: the Nilakantha (a shrine of "blue-throated" Siva); the Râmâ cave; the Jana-viśā ("nuptial hall"); the Dās-Avinâr cove (of "ten incarnations"); and the shrine of Jaya-nāthâ. The details are fairly described by Capt. Seely, after a fortnight's residence at Elur in 1810 (see also the papers of Sir C. W. Maley in 1794, Asiatic Res., vi; and the works of Ferguson and Burgess). But some features are not understood by those who have not studied the growth of faiths.

Mr Burgess, the archæological surveyor, considers the Kailâsa-Sabha to be purely Dravidian. The kneeling bull guards the entrance, under a pillared canopy, facing the fine central hall beyond which is the Holy of Holies, with its Sri-linga in the Argha; and a great dome with spiral symbolic tassery rises above. The wide area adjoining is occupied by great pillars, and couchant elephants; and two large columns (like Jachin and Boaz) stand in the outer façade. Everywhere near we find figures of Bala-Rama, Bhiema, Vira-Bhadra, and other types of the Hindu Hercules. The latter, the eight-armed son of Siva, rises out of one of the lingams (Asiatic Res., vi, p. 409).
Elohim

bosom, saying, "Be still, for the end is nigh." His body has never tasted death, for Yahveh promised him immortality as the destroyer of the priests of Baal. He is much respected as Eliás by Christians, in W. Asia and Greece, and he has a wooden statue on Karmel. In the Old Testament Elijah the Tishbite appears as a meteor from Gilead, and destroys men with fire. The largest cup is filled to the brim, and set for him on the Passover table (see Hershon, *Talmudic Miscellany*). The voice of Elijah, says Rabbi Yassî (Berakoth), is "like the cooing of a dove"; but he is specially angry with idolators: a small child who, when famishing, pressed an image to its bosom, was killed by him in a horribly cruel manner (Sanhedrin, Hershon, p. 171). He was bold in "charging God with turning Israel's heart to evil" (Tal. Bab. Sanhedrin, 113, B); for he is a "passionate man." He ascended to heaven in the "chariot of Israel," after miraculously dividing Jordan by means of his mantle. In S. Europe the 20th July is his day, but Christians generally dedicate the 14th June to St Eliáś. A double portion of his spirit fell on Elías' who also crossed Jordan dryshod, and raised the dead like Elijah. He fed his followers on miraculous food, and increased the supply of oil for a widow, as did Elijah; he made iron float, and healed the waters; while Elijah was fed by ravens, and tended by an angel. Eliáś's slew the children who mocked him as being bald (or rayless), by aid of the wintry bears. The monastery of Már Elías, between Jerusalem and Bethelhem, marks the spot where Elijah was born (or one of them), and preserves his foot or body mark. Ilías, according to Moslems, "still lives, for he drank of the fountain of life; and will live till the day of judgment."

Elohim. Hebrew: "god," and also "gods." See El.

Elora. This site, celebrated for its caves and rock temples, is 150 miles N.E. of Bombay, in the Aurangâbâd hills, which run N. and S., and curve, in crescent form, on the east of the town of Elur or Velur, which has long been famous for its holy kund, or tank, probably the centre which caused the excavation of the caves (see Capt. Seely's octavo on the site, 1824, p. 311). It is popularly believed that a Râja Edu, or Elu, was healing by its waters, in our 8th century, coming from Ellich-pûr; and that he founded the village; but some of the Buddhist caves may be as old as the 2nd century B.C. There are in all 30 caves, or more, literally covered from floor to roof with elaborate carvings, often leaving hardly a span of space between them: every curve and line in the carefully executed figures has some reference to the mythological ideas of Hindus. Capt. Seely says that these caves contain three times as many figures as can be found in the 200 caves of Salsette. An artist deputed by the Bombay Government to draw them said this would require the labours of 40,000 men for 40 years (Archæological, vi, p. 336; Seely, p. 328). The Buddhist caves are to the south, and the Jain caves to the north, of the central Hindu caves. Out of the total of 30 there are 12 still recognisable as Buddhist, and 5 as Jaina, in one of which latter is a colossal statue of one of their Tirthankaras, or saints (see plan, *Rivera of Life*, plate iv). The Gâth road ascends to the central caves, the Buddhist group being about 1½ miles to the south. All the caves face nearly due west, so that the light of the afternoon sun shines into them. In the oval lake, or kund, is a conical islet, all the features of the site being thus as ancient nature worshipers usually selected. Hence Sivaites say that this was a place very early recognised as a Sîvâ-Tîrut, or place of pilgrimage. The caves however, and not the kund, now attract the attention of Brahmas, of whom native princes still maintain a host at Elur, none other being allowed by them to touch the holy waters. Siva no doubt was symbolised by the cone in the lake (a lingam in an Argia) which recalls that of the Davinish, or "god's island," at Enniskillen.

The caves include ten principal ones, in order of importance as follows. The Kailâsa (Siva's Paradise): the Dharma (or "religion's cave"): the Mûrû-sabha (Indra's cave): the Thînâl (or three storeyed): the Vîvana-Karuna Sâbha: the Nîlakânthâ (a shrine of "blue throated" Siva): the Râmâ: the Jana-vâsa ("nuptial hall"): the Dâ-Avârâ: the Jaya-nâlpa. The details are fairly described by Capt. Seely; after a fortight's residence at Elur in 1810 (see also the papers of Sir C. W. Malet in 1794, *Asiatic Res*, vi; and the works of Ferguson and Burgess). But some features are not understood by those who have not studied the growth of faiths.

Mr Burgess, the archæological surveyor, considers the Kailâsa-Sabha to be purely Drâvîdian. The kneeling bull guards the entrance, under a pillared canopy, facing the fine central hall beyond which is the Holy of Holies, with its Sri-linga in the Argha; and a great dome with spiral symbolic tracery rises above. The wide area adjoining is occupied by great pillars, and couchant elephants; and two large columns (like Jachin and Boaz) stand in the outer façade. Everywhere near we find figures of Bâla-Râma, Bhîmà, Vîma-Blaudio, and other types of the Hindu Hercules. The latter, the eight-armed son of Siva, rises out of one of the lingams (*Asiatic Res*, vi, p. 409).
Elora

In the Jana-vasa also all creation is seen issuing from the lingam of Vishnu; it is the primary Jana, or "birth" of human forms—or perhaps of those apelike beings described in some Puranas; while Siva and Parvati are represented in nuptial embraces, on an entablature supported by the eight-handed, five-headed Vira-Bhadra; two joyous apes peer out of a crevice, pointing to the scene above them, as the means of their coming into existence (plate, p. 396, Asiatic Res.). Vishnu looks on also as an assistant of Mahå-Deva (Siva); but elsewhere he is the principal figure. These caves indeed furnish representations of every legend and doctrine of Vedik, Epi, and Purânik mythology: of Vedik cosmogony as well as of the creation by Brâhma. The presiding deity has usually a solar nimbus, but the assistants have invariably the conical, phallic headdress (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 185).

The symbolic pillars standing in the entrances, or in the principal inner chapels, are now known as Dwipãns, or "light-shafts" (compare the great cones of Savat, and near the Futeipur shrine, Rivers of Life, ii, p. 254, plate xiii). In the Indra-Saßha, says Capt. Seely (p. 243), are two remarkable slender pillars to which magical powers are supposed to be attached, because when struck "they yield a deep hollow sound, which continues for about a quarter of a minute." Here too are huge elephants typifying the wisdom of Indra; and elephants, with lions, are commonly carved on the pillar capitals, with solar discs, which however the fanatical soldiers of Aurungzebe's armies have often destroyed. This great emperor died in the Elora district in 1717 A.C. His tomb, and that of his wife, are the great sights at Aurangabad, not far S.W. of Elora.

Fergusson says that these cave pillars had a "flame" above them (like obelisks), though the artists omit this. He thinks the Kailas cave was carved as it now is by Cheras or Cholas—true phallic worshipers (see those headings). They probably were here dominant about 750 to 950 A.C.; and this would account for the abundance of serpent, and phallic, symbols. The whole designs of this cave, including the sitting bull, seem to belong to a single period which cannot have been one of Buddhist rule. Here we find Bhavâni seated near Anapurna, godess of abundance; and Krishna trampling on the Kalya-Naga of the Jamuna. Beside eternal Brâhma, who has rarely even an altar, we see Vishnu, a rude local Avatarâ of Vishnu, and Bhairava the early phallic Siva. There are chapels to Visva-Karma—the Indian Vulcan who is even said to have made Brâhma (see under these two names). We have also Vishnu on his watery couch with Sesha the serpent above him; and in the

Elvand

Jaga-nâtha cave a frieze represents two serpents entwined as on the Cadorens (Asiatic Res., vi, p. 389). Nude figures of males, and females, with serpents, occur in the Indra-Sâbha (Asiatic Res., p. 392, and Fergusson's Indian Architecture). Cobras, with 3, 5, or 7 hoods and strange half human heads, cover the canopies above the lingams. Some of these stand on 3 steps in their Alighas: others are overshadowed by a cobra's hood. The sacred old numbers 3, 5, 7, and 9, at Elora, are repeated in groups of divine figures, in steps, and in the hoods of the Nagas. Indra and Indrâni, with attendants, sit each under a Tree of Life, that of Indrâni bearing symbolic egg-shaped fruits. She also appears on a lion or a tiger: and she bears her sun-babe in her lap, both mother and child holding up the fore-finger of the right hand (see Eye). Indra rides on his elephant, and four peacocks are perched on his tree (see Fingers, Pád, Peacock). Both deities have as usual the left foot doubled over in front of their lower parts. The "horses of the sun" (2 Kings xxiii, 11) are also carved at Elora, as well as a sun-god with seven horses' heads; and there are many zodiacal emblems, and groups of twelve figures.

In the undoubted Buddhist and Jaina caves we find shrines of Adi-nâth, the primeval deity, and numerous cells for monks, each with a resting place, and a spring of clear water. But the Buddha is strangely associated with emblems of the older Dâl worship (see Bud), no doubt as the later Budha Avatâra of Vishnu. He appears often nude, and always with the thick lips and elongated ears, given to him by non-Aryans (see Buddha). The progress of Neo-Brâhmanism is represented also at Elora, in the Halâl-Kor Sabha, or "low-caste cave"—a name probably given by Brâhmans to a Buddhist's, or "heretic's" shrine.

Kurma, the turtle, only appears once, "standing," says Capt. Seely, "by itself like the sphynx at Kailâ." We have evidently much still to learn as to the symbolism of these and other famous Indian caves.

Elvand. Elvend. This is the Baga-vand, or Boga-vati of ancient Persians (see Damavand and Elburz)—a high conical mountain overlooking Hamadan (see Ebbatana). It is the eastern peak of the range N. of Teherân, to which also belongs further W. the Takt-i-Suleimân.

Elves. In German Elben: plural of elf. Spirits of woods, hills, and streams, usually mischievous, and much feared by our ancestors. They presided specially over metals (see Daktuoi). The name may mean "Alpine" spirits.
`Elión. Phoenician: "the most high." The deity also of Melkisedek (Gen. xiv, 18, 19) whom Abraham is represented to have identified with Yahveh (ver. 22).

Empedoklès. A native of Sicily, about 450 B.C. He was a man of wealth and learning, who embraced the atomic theory of Démokritos (see that heading), and affirmed that all nature evolved under fixed laws, without the interference of the gods. With poetic fancy he spoke of atoms combined or separated through love and hate. He thus anticipated our modern theory, and our discoveries as to attractions and repulsions. He said that unfit combinations endured only for a time, to be succeeded by others, and that matter was but the combination of unalterable and substantial atoms, which he called "the roots of things." He distinguished four elements, fire, air, water, and earth, defined, he said, as Zeus, Hérā, Nastis, and Aidoneus. These he supposed to be simple elementary substances, eternal and unalterable, which united mechanically according to properties of attraction and repulsion. He conceived them to be constituted by spheres of pure existence, offering equal resistance in every direction, and embodying the ideas of pure divinity, united by Love. Like the Eleaṭikα he spoke of a "holy and infinite Spirit passing through the world with rapid thoughts... an eternal power of Necessity" (see Prof. Brandis, Smith's, Diety, Gr. and Rom. Biogr.). Empedoklès insists on good moral conduct, as the best preventive of disease, since all things so follow their natural course. He was extolled as an "avertor of evils," and even as a "controller of storms," his disciples saying that he accomplished this miraculously: that he drained marshes, and quelled noxious winds, and epidemics: that he cured strange malignant diseases, and prolonged lives. He was supposed to desire that men should regard him as an incarnate god. It was an age of varied movements; and Empedoklès was acquainted with Anaxagoras, Parmenides, Pausanias, and the Pythagoreans; he was also said to have visited Magi. He believed in transmigrations of souls; and Aristotle places him among the "Ionik" physiologists, holding that an existence could as little be supposed to pass into non-existence as that the non-existent could pass into existence, since "from nothing nothing comes." Thus a complete final annihilation (of the universe), is, he said, impossible; and life and death are mere questions of mixture and separation.

En. Akkadian: "Lord." See An

Endor. Hebrew 'Ain-Dor, "spring of habitation." Now the

Endūmion. The slumbering beautiful sun, of Karia, and Olumpos, with whom Selēnē (the "shining" moon) fell in love, descending to kiss him in the cave of Mt. Latnos (probably "oblivion" like Lēthē, from the root lat "to hide"); he is the opposite to Hyperion (Huper-iōn), and the setting as contrasted with the rising sun. Endúmion had told like his father Aithiōn, and had wandered with Asterodia (the "starry"). He sank at last to rest below, as the moon rose above him. By her he had fifty daughters, and others by other goddesses. He had loved Hérā; and Zeus cast him into everlasting slumber on Latnos in consequence. He was, like all sun-gods, a shepherd and a hunter. A shrine was erected to him on Olumpos, whence he could be seen sinking into his "grave"—a "glowing western spot" on the hills of Elīs, as seen by those who ran races in his honour in the plain below Olumpos. Pausanias (viii, 1) here found his tomb, where Akkadians, Argives, and Akhāians, daily saw him die.

Enoch. The name both of a mythical hero and of his city—Khānuk in Hebrew, or Hanuk. [This may be the Akkadian Khan-un "great chief" and Un-ug "great city": the latter was Erech, near the mouth of the Euphrates.—Ed.] He is variously called a son of Kain (Gen. iv, 17), and seventh in descent from Adam (Gen. v, 19); he "walked with God" for 365 years (or days), and "was not, for God took him." This "translation," and that of Elijah, established the doctrine of immortality according to the Pharirees; but they forgot that they had not established the reality of either of these mythical events. Enoch was supposed to have invented astronomy and arithmetic; and the authors of the Epistles to the Hebrews and of Jude knew much about him which we do not know (Heb. xi, 5; Jude 14), as for instance his prophecy. Later legends connected him with Behemoth; and he is commemorated as unlike any other man (Eccles. xiii, 14). The Arabs called him Idris (Korlin xix), "exalted by Allah to a high place" (see Elijah). He is perhaps the Anak of a Phrygian legend, who predicted the flood of Deukalion—a Phoenician story.

Enoch—Book of. An important apokaluptik Jewish book, supposed to have been written in the 1st or 2nd century B.C. It seems to be quoted in the Epistles of Jude and Barnabas, and was known to Christians of our first three centuries, including Justin,
Enoch—Book of Enoch

Clement of Alexandria, Irenæus, Tertullian, and Origen. Tertullian (190 to 210 A.D.) called it “a divinely inspired book of the immortal patriarch... which Noah preserved in the Ark... Jews disavowed it because it speaks of Christ.” The credulous African “father” quotes Hebrews (xi, 5) and Jude (14), to prove that it is as holy as any other Hebrew scriptures. Origen, adopting this view, gives it authority equal to that of the Psalms, quoting its doctrine (xl, 8, 9) as to angels; but the bishops of the 4th century rejected it, and it was lost to Europe by the time of Augustine (5th century), though George the Syncellus (800 A.D.) notices fragments of it as still to be found in the East. In 1773 Bruce brought a Coptic version from Abyssinia, presenting one copy to the Paris library, and a second to the Bodleian. Dr. Laurence, Archbishop of Cashel, and Hebrew Professor at Oxford, translated it in 1821; and Dr. Dillman (1853) rendered it into German. This edition was edited by the Rev. R. H. Charles, M.A., at Oxford in 1893, and is probably the best. [There is the usual difference of opinion as to the integrity and age of the text, but it is generally regarded as a work extant in the time of Christ, with corruptions and glosses by Christian copyists. Much of the matter which it contains recalls the Persian literature (see Bundahish) which was apparently known to Pharisees. It has been called the “Semitic Milton”; and Enoch, guided by an angel through the various hells, recalls the vision of Dante. Ewald divides the book into six parts: it begins with an account of the fallen angels and giants (see Gen. vi, 1-4), and of Enoch’s travels through heaven, earth, and hell (i to xxxvi); the second “Vision of Wisdom” relates to angels and the Messiah (xxxvii to lxxi); the third part treats of the sun, moon, stars, four winds, and other matters (lxxii to lxxvi); the fourth includes two visions of the Kingdom of the Messiah (lxxvii to xc); the fifth (xcii to cv) contains various admonitions; the sixth (cv to cviii) includes appendices as to wonders connected with the birth of Noah, and concerning the future of the just and the unjust.—Ed.]

According to Enoch, the Messiah is “a son of God” (cv: called also “son of woman,” lxxii) “whose name was named before the sun, and the signs, were made... who existed secretly from the beginning in presence of God.” Though he is the Elect, Righteous, and Anointed, yet he is the Son of Man, and of Woman (see Logos). Enoch exults in the triumph of “truth and faith”; he peoples the world with legions of angels; he sees “hosts of heaven, and of eternal darkness”; he believes in Satan and in the doom of the wicked, as well as in the glorious kingdom of the Messiah, in the future, when the

pious will enjoy peace and plenty, and have 1000 children each. But the Resurrection (xcvi-cv) will be spiritual, the righteous being as the angels in heaven, whose chants Enoch heard. The book appears to have been written (in Hebrew, or in Aramaik) by a Jew of Palestine. It was translated into Greek and other tongues, receiving additions and emendations through the ages. Archbishop Laurence placed it as late as 36 B.C., or in the early years of Herod the Great. The expansion of the original continued for at least a century. We may trace in it the Buddhist influence on Jewish ascetics (see Essenes). Men are exhorted to walk quietly in the “paths of righteousness,” expecting death without sorrow. Enoch denounces iniquity, injustice, and distrust of his God; he hears a voice from heaven say, “The elect shall inherit the earth... joy and peace... they will sit on thrones of glory, while for those who reject the Lord it were better they had never been born; for an everlasting fire awaits them hereafter”—a direful doctrine eagerly accepted and propagated by Christians, based perhaps on the great Mazdean beliefs, which dominated Western Asia after 300 B.C. and are found to have been known in Asia Minor in Roman times (see Hamilton’s text, No. 193). From Persia Enoch may have gleaned that the righteous would become angels in heaven (li), and that “great punishment follows great iniquity” (xc). The “gates of heaven” (lxxii) seem to be borrowed from the account of Ahura-mazda’s heavenly city. Enoch travelled through the universe with an angel, to study the mysteries of creation; yet, like other simple folk of the age when the book was written, he thought the earth to be the centre of creation, resting on a “corner stone.” He “beheld also four winds,” and the pillars of heaven with those supporting earth (as in Job and the Psalms): yet he admonishes men to “seek for wisdom... the simple will perish in their simplicity... if they listen not to the wise” (xcvii).

En-عزنا. Akkadian: “lord of growth,” a title of Aku, the moon-god (Sinu, in Semitic speech), who was the son of Mulge (or Ea-li), the lord of Hades and of ghosts. The name may also be rendered “lord of wisdom.”

Eon. Greek ἐγεών. The Greek form of the name of a “being” pair to Protagonos (“the first born”), children of the wind (Kopiaia) and of his wife Baau (“the depth”), according to Phoenician mythology. Eon “found food on trees” like Eve.

Eōs. The Greek dawn goddess, with rosy fingers and a crown of light; she was the sister of Hēlios and Selēné (sun and moon), and
Epaphus. According to Greeks the first king of Egypt (see Io), whose daughter's son colonised the Libyan desert. The 2nd king of the 6th dynasty was Pepi, and the last of the Hyksos was Apepi.

Ephod. Hebrew: from a root meaning “to gird.” It is sometimes rendered stôlē or “stole,” in the Greek of the Old Testament. It is generally regarded as being a vest, or tunic, worn by priests and kings when divining in the presence of their tribal god. [If it was a “stole,” to which the breastplate was attached, it may compare with the Talitlith or prayer shawl, worn by Jews over the shoulders, but on the head during prayer. This is of white lamb's wool—not of linen like the ephod—with blue stripes and fringes. The ephod was embroidered (Exod. xxxix, 2), and had a “band for fastening” (verse 5), which was of like work. The breastplate hung from gold chains, fastened by the two onyx stones to the “shoulders” or “sides” of the ephod.—Ed.] The high priest's ephod bore the zodiacal amulet of 12 stones, connected with the 12 tribes of Israel, behind, or in which were the Urim and Thummim (see Urim): so that the whole garment resembled the vestments of Egyptian and other priests: [at Mycenae breastplates of gold were found, and another in an Etruscan tomb—Ed.]. Among our own Druids, who wore white garments like Hebrew priests, the lodha-maran was a “plate of judgment,” or talisman like the Hebrew “breastplate of judgment” (Identity of Hebraic and Druidic, probably by Godfrey Higgins, 1829). The Polynesians even had such emblems of their god Atua. David, as a priest-king, danced before the ark in a linen ephod (2 Sam. vi. 14; 1 Chron. xv. 27). The priest Ahimelech had one at Nob (1 Sam. xxi. 9), and Abiathar his son carried one with him in his hand, when he fled to David—a linen ephod (1 Sam. xxiii. 6, 9) used in enquiring of God. In Saul’s time (after the massacre at Nob) Hebrews did not enquire at the ark (see 1 Chron. xiii. 9), and even before this the Greek translators read “ephod” for “ark” (in 1 Sam. xiv. 18). Samuel wore an ephod at Shiloh before the ark was lost (1 Sam. ii. 18), and it was a regular symbol at any shrine yet earlier (Judges viii. 27; xvii. 5; xviii. 14). Hindus and Buddhists still possess a talismanic breastplate, in the Navā-Ratna or “nine gems” (see Sir G. Birdwood, Journal of Sory. of Arts, 18th March 1887).

Epidauros. One of the earliest religious centres of the Pelopon nées, called “holy Epidauros.” It was said to have been founded by Karrians from Asia Minor, and was as old as Argos, Mukēnē, and Tiryns, if not older. Ionians, and Dorians, followed the Karrians; but the city fell, with others of Argolis, in the 6th century B.C.; though its sanctuaries—especially that of Asklepios some 5 miles inland—were still wealthy and venerated in the 2nd century B.C.; and famous for medical cures, even after they had been robbed by foreigners, in our 1st century. The sacred way at this site (now the village Fidovo) led west from the port to the shrine of Asklepios in the plain enclosed by surrounding mountains. The god was said to have been suckled by a goat like Zeus. The shrines of Apollo and Artemis stood on the hills. The shrine of Asklepios was of white marble, and circular—the “Labyrinthik Tholos,” in which he sat on a throne, staff in hand, resting his left on a serpent, with a dog at his feet. There were temples also of Dionysos, Athēnē, Hērē, Artemis, and Aphrodité, and of Apollo Aiguptios, indicating Egyptian influence. In the shrine of Asklepios none might be born, or die; but rooms for the sick were provided here by. A subterranean passage still leads from a hole in the ruined walls, connected perhaps with an oracle (see Academy, 14th Aug. 1886).

Epikouros. Epicureans. Epikouros was born (342–341 B.C.) at Samos, and began life as a poor boy studying philosophic discipline. He was in Athens for four years from the age of 14, and at the time when Xenokratēs was teaching in the Akadēmy. His father was a petty “klerikos,” or scribe, at Kolophon, on the Ionian coast, where Epikouros next joined him, and read the works of Dēmokritos of Abdera (see Dēmokritos). He mastered the atomic theory of this philosopher, and was amazed at the ignorance of Athenian teachers. In 306 B.C. he was settled in a small garden in Athens, which he watered for a livelihood. Diogenes Laertius says that he was “a man of simple, pure, and temperate habits, a kind
Epikouros

friend, and a patriotic citizen"; but one who avoided politics and devoted himself to philosophy, with the object of showing his fellows how to lead a cheerful independent life. He was an invalid for many years, bearing his sufferings with courage and patience, and showing an affectionate character. Yet few great minds have been as much misunderstood, or maligned, in spite of his voluminous writings. His doctrine of the pursuit of happiness as our chief aim—of the greatest happiness, for the largest number, and for all time—required to be carefully handled, being as hard to define as Plato's god. Men were quite willing to regard happiness as the chief good, but they discarded the other definitions of this good man in regard to true, prolonged, and universal happiness. He went further than Aristippus (see that heading); and spoke lightly of Aristotle's school, proclaiming himself to be self-taught. He came under the lash of powerful sects who called him an atheist, a libertine, and by many other opprobrious epithets. He was feared by the ordinary devout and ignorant citizen, as well as by priests, for he said that the gods were mere images or idols, phantoms of the imagination, in a world of atoms. They might exist in supreme happiness, but they did not interfere, for good or for ill, with the world, or with mankind—a doctrine which took from priests and politicians their power of controlling the masses, through their hopes and fears. Epikouros (like Buddha) said that pleasure rests on continual, pure, and noble, intellectual enjoyment: on 

(a-ta-raxia and áponia, freedom from pain and trouble: on peace, and on the happiness bred by peace of mind. It must not be transient, but rest in quiet—the proswéés which is the "beginning of every good." Rome never honoured Epikouros, nor did Cicero understand him aright, though he strives to represent his views in the arguments of Vellius (De Nat. Doctrum). He paints Epikouros as "dreading nothing so much as seeming to doubt," and "speaking as one only descended from a council of the gods"—many of whom the wise Samian thought to permeate space. Greek Epicureans were devoted to their master, and almost worshiped him after death. They were not few: "exceeding," says Diogenes, "the population of whole towns." By "Nature" Epikouros understood a material entity, moved mechanically by its properties. Strato (300 B.C.) thought the same, but did not enter on the atomic theory of Epicurus, and called the Law of Nature a fluid necessity (see Empedokles and Stoiks). To Epikouros the god of Plato, and the Pnaon of Stoiks, were indefinable phantoms like our "Providence"; and he laughed at the idea that the world was endowed with sense and spirit. His atoms, he thought, came together in a vacuum fortuitously, but were yet attracted by fixed

Epimenidés

laws. He was equally opposed to popular superstition and to Stoik fatalism. Yet he admitted a prolepseis or "preconception," such as mankind generally have felt, in connection with the idea of a God. He saw that men had recourse to the explanation of divine action when unable to account for phenomena, and so made for themselves an awful and eternal master.

Cotta, the old Roman priest, inclined to the Akademik doctrines, is represented (De Nat. Doctrum, 187) as telling the Epicureans that they—only to avoid censure—do not deny the existence of the gods. . . . they believe them to be wholly inactive, and regardless of everything. They had no belief in the miraculous (183), and said that fear of the gods never restrained men actually from evil deeds. Epikouros taught that "he is not godless who rejects the gods of the crowd, but rather he who accepts them." The greatest disciple of Epikouros in later days was Lucretius.

Epimenidés. A Kretan poet and sage of Knossos, the capital of Crete, was a meditative life, which is fabulated (as among Hebrews) to have lasted for 5 or 7 generations. The Athenians carried him to Athens, to stay the plague in 396 B.C. This he did, ordering the city to be cleansed, while sundry rites and sacrifices satisfied people and priests. The only reward he asked was a decree of eternal friendship between Athens and Crete. He was called one of the Seven Sages, but best known as an Orphik bard.

Epiphanius. A writer of Jewish origin, converted to Christianity about 360 A.C., and born about 320 to 310 A.C., near Eleutheropolis (Beit Jibrin) in S. Palestine. He was a monk who burned with zeal for ecclesiastical orthodoxy. He became a bishop in Cyprus, and a famous literary character (356 to 367 A.C.) residing at Salamis or Constantinople. He advocated the great friend Hilarion in establishing monasticism in Syria; and he opposed the Arians, and the Semi-Arians whom most Eastern bishops favoured. He entered warmly into the controversies of the age; and in his great book on Heresies he bade Arabia to accept the dogma of the "perpetual virginity" of Mary. In his Anakuréon, and Panarion (374 to 377 A.C.) he attacks Gnostics, Arians, and followers of Origen, as "corrupt heretics who knew not the true gospels, and taught soul-destroying errors." He said that "only he, Jerome, and Paulinus, knew the gospels." He apparently accepted the doctrines of the 2nd Council—that of Constantinople—in 381 A.C.; and when in Rome lived with Jerome at the house of his patroness Paula. She visited him later at Salamis, and went with him to rejoin Jerome in
Epiphany. The latter called Epiphanius the “father of the episcopate.” He was wont to abuse Origen as the “father of Arian heresies,” and would not permit monks to read the works of that famous writer (see Origen). In spite of old age he set out, in 394 A.C., to denounce the Origenists at Jerusalem, where John, the bishop of the city, allowed him to preach in the Church of the Anastasis. He very ungraciously denounced John, and a violent quarrel followed, the populace taking his side. Even Jerome was not spared as having leanings to Origen’s teaching. On his return home in 399 A.C. he expelled Origenists, and was finally ordered to Constantinople by Chrysostom, with whom he had refused to hold communion. He died on board ship in 403 A.C. He is mainly remembered as an heresiarch, denouncing 80 heresies which arose, he said, between his own time and that of the birth of Christ. His Fanarion was described as a “box containing cures for the bites of the heretical serpents.” Even in his days opinions were still very unsettled. His disquisitions are prolix, and we cannot feel assured that his statements are reliable, for he called those who differed from him wild beasts, vipers, infidels, etc. He is not to be confused with Epiphanius Scholasticus (about 510 A.C.), the chaplain and amanuensis of Cassiodorus, the famous abbot of the Monasterium Vivariense, and a translator of Greek and Latin scriptures, and of other works such as those of the Greek historians Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, as well as of Josephus.

Epiphany. The feast of “manifestation,” 12 days after Christmas, when traditionally the Magi visited Bethlehem. Their names are usually given as Caspar, Melchior, and Balthasar, sons respectively of Shem, Ham, and Japhet. Even to the beginning of the 19th century kings used to offer gold, frankincense, and myrrh, at this feast in memory of these “Three Kings”; and Romans then still flocked to the Ara Coeli altar of heaven” (see Bambino). The vigil of “Twelfth Night” was famous also for the “Twelfth Cake” (see Beans), and for the election of the “Lord (or Abbot) of Mislure,” or of a Fool to lead the well-called “Feast of Fools”—a period of licentious revelry. Farmers and their servants assembled on a mound overlooking the corn fields, lighted 12 fires, shouted, and drank boisterous toasts in cider, and strong ale. Others poured libations in orchards; the young wore masks, and men put on women’s clothes. Some placed the great cake on the horn of an ox to be tossed. If it fell in front it was given to the master, but if behind to the mistress of the house. Women barred themselves in their chambers, admitting only those who guessed what they had on the spit—a choice morsel given to him who guessed aright. Epiphany was called “Little Christmas,” but not recognised as a separate feast till 813 A.C. (see Hone’s Mysteria). Roumanians, Bohemians, and Magyars, celebrate the feast of the “Three Kings,” whose great shrine is Cologne Cathedral.

Epistles. See Bible.

Er. A common root for “man”: The Armenian ayr, Turkish er, and Latin vir (see Ar).

[At the end of the Republic (Book x) Plato tells the legend of Er son of Arménios, in Pamphylia. He came back from the dead, and described what he had seen. In a great plain there were two holes, corresponding with two in heaven above. Souls came up from earth, and down from heaven, to judges who sat in the midst. The subterranean journey might last 1000 years—ten for every year of life on earth before the soul entered Hades. Each soul might choose its next life on earth, and chose by memory of former experience. After 8 days’ journey Er found a beam or pillar of light, and saw the steel spindle of Necessity, belonging to the distaff on her knees, whence the fate of the world is spun. Round it are 8 revolving whorls—eight spheres each uttering a note of its own. Besides it sit the three fates—Lakheis, Klotho, and Atropos (past, present, and future): here the souls make their choice; and a herald proclaims that heaven is guiltless if they choose wrongly. They then go to the plain of forgetfulness, and are born again, appearing from heaven as shooting stars. The spindle is the centre of the world (see Earth); and there seems to be some resemblance to the Buddhist “Wheel of Existence.”—Ed.]

Eras. These are very important for the correct determination of historic dates, but often uncertain—like the Christian era (see Christmas), which came into use only in 529 A.C., in the time of Justinian. The most familiar eras are: The First Olympiad, 776 B.C.; the foundation of Rome, 753-4 B.C. (Varro); the era of the Seleucidae, 26th September 311 B.C.; the Saka era in India, 78 A.C.; the Gupta era in India, 319 A.C.; the Moslem era of the Hejira, 16th July 622 A.C. There is a Burmese era of 639 A.C., and a Napoleonic era of 880 A.C.; also a Parsi and Siamese era, 631 A.C.

Erebus. See Europé.

Eridu. See Euphrates.

Erech. The Akkadian Ur-uk, or “great city.” E. of the
Erekhtheus

Euphrates, near its mouth: now Warka (Gen. x, 10). It is one of the oldest and most important sites in Kaldea.

Erekhtheus. Erikkthionis. Greek. Apparently "man of earth" (see Er). The Greeks regarded the first as a local Attic her. The latter was the child of Athéné and Hephaistos, born as a serpent, and called also Ge-genés ("earth born"). Athéné, the dawn goddess, hid him in an ark, basket, or chest, which was given to Herse (the "dew") and her two sisters, who were prohibited from opening it. Here and Aglauros however did so, and were driven mad, being hurled from the Akropolis of Athens. Erekkthionis had his shrine in this Akropolis (see Athéné).

Er-gal. Akkadian: "great man"—probably the origin of the name given in Greek as Héraklés; in Latin as Hercules; in Kturus as Erêlo.

Erinues. Erinies. The Furies according to the Greeks. They were also, however, called Enmenides, or "well minded," perhaps through fear of their wrath. They were personified curses, and said to be more ancient than Zeus. Neither sacrifice nor tears would stay the Erinues, as they hunted the sinner cursed by a father, or an ancestor. They appealed to Diké—goddess of justice—to aid them in punishing the wicked. They are pictured as black maidens, with serpents in their hair, and blood dripping from their eyes. Black sheep were offered to them, with honey and water, white doves, and the narcussus plant. A cave near the Areopagos was sacred to them, where they had a special day of rites. None dared enter their sacred grove at Kolonos. They were three sisters (Alektro, Megaira, and Taiphônē) borne by earth when the blood of Ouranos fell on her. Their name appears to mean "injury." They stood by the throne of Zeus, but generally abode in Tartaros or Erebos (Hell and Night). Some connect them with Saranu. [This, however, would be Herinues. The Akkadians, and Babylonians, were equally afraid of curses.—Ed.]

Eris. The Greek goddess of discord, and strife, the sister of Arès, god of battle. Heiodod makes she was a daughter of night. Virgil makes Discordia the companion of Mars and of Bellona ("war"). She appeared at the marriage of Peleus and Thétis, and flung the apple marked "for the fairest," which led to the ruin of Troy. She was angry at not being bidden to the feast—like the witch of our folk-tales.

Eros. Greek: "love" or "desire": said to have been worshiped very early, at Thespiai in Boiotia, in the form of a phallic stone. The Athenians placed his statue at the entrance of the grove of the Academy, and in the temple of Aphrodite: they offered to him the cock, ram, and hare. His flower was the rose. Orpheus and Hesiod called him the "first begotten," who arose from chaos to guide the councils of heaven and earth—which truly love, or passion, still does on earth. He was the "father of night, and the splendour of day." Plato called him the oldest of gods, sprung from the mundane egg (see Eggs). He is usually a winged boy, with a golden quiver full of arrows. He had a mother but no father, though later writers called him the child of Zeus and Gaia (sky and earth): he played many tricks on gods and men (see Kama). He loved Psykhé (the breeze—afterwards the soul), and they lived in the cave of Dikté, or Luïtus, till she lit her lamp to see him, when he fled.

Eruthrea. The Erythreans of S. Arabia were the Himyar or Hashyrs race (see Arabia), the Greek, like the Arabic name, meaning "reddy." Erythreans founded Paphos in Cyprus, according to Stephen of Byzantium (see Ceonola's Cyprus, p. 219). The Phoenicians were so called, as coming from the Erythrean Sea or Persian Gulf (see Aeneid, vii). The wife of Mercury was Eruthrea or "reddy," and Héraklés of Askia was Eruthreas, like the horse of Apollo in the Iliad.

Es. A root for "fire," and also for "spirit" (see As).

Esau. Hebrew "Aru, the "hairy," also called S'eir "rough," and Edom "red." The hunter brother of Jacob ("the follower"), who held his heel (Gen. xxv, 25; Hosea xii, 3). He lived in the rough, red, sandstone mountains of S'eir.

Eshel. Hebrew. This is rendered "tree" or "grove" (Gen. xxi, 33; 1 Sam. xxii, 6; xxxi, 10), but it means properly a "tamarisk"—Arabic Ithel.

Eskimo. A name given to the Greenland race by the Cree Indians—namely Wiysk小米wok: "raw flesh eaters." They are said now to number only about 10,000 in all, and are under Danish rule, professing Christianity. Attempts to convert them, in the 11th century, had died away by the 15th; but in 1733 they were taken in hand by Moravian missionaries, chiefly mechanics, who won their esteem in about five years. Before this they were regarded as "godless," but had a supreme god Tornaitsuk ("head of the Tonsuk" or spirits—an old Turanian word): he is now degraded as a kind of
Eskimo

Satan. He used to live within the earth, and “all who had striven after goodness, and suffered for the benefit of their fellows, were to go to him and lead a happy life.” A good life was all that Tornarsuk demanded; but the Danish Eskimo now accept a god in heaven. Dr Rink (Eskimo Tribes, 1887) says (p. 141) that: “the poor Eskimo’s ideas of good and evil, recompense and punishment, are turned to-day.” The old priests and lawgivers—the Angakoks—have become mere wizards. Yet, according to Dr Rink, the results of a century and a half of Christian teaching, are highly unsatisfactory (pp. 148, 153, 155). The soul used to be regarded as “in some way independent of the body . . . probably as ruling it”: (it is called the inuut, or “owner” of the body): for the whole world was held to be “owned and ruled by spirits.” The Eskimo call themselves also Inuitt, or “owners,” of their country. The souls of the dead went to either a lower or an upper world: the former was warm and comfortable, like their own underground houses; the latter was a cold and hungry region, where dwelt the Aarsar-tut, spirits who play ball with the head of a walrus, and so cause the Aurora Borealis. Prayers (serattit, or “charms”) and amulets were used; and Tornarsuk provided Tornaks as guardian angels, to listen to the supplications of his children through their Angakoks. Witchcraft (Kussinek), and sorcery (Iliisnek) were regarded as unlawful means of escaping evil, yet were much practised as appeals to evil powers. The Eskimo had no master-devil, but some bad spirits like “Grandmother Anarkuagak,” who lives at the bottom of the sea, and is apt to draw people down to herself: all mortals must keep on good terms with her, and also with the Kiugtoks, or wandering subterranean demons, generally of evil nature. The Ingersuaks, who frequent the caves, and pointed rocks, on dangerous coasts, must also be propitiated, and some mariners have found them to be benevolent spirits, giving shelter in times of trouble.

The original home of this people, but in very remote times, must have been in N. Asia. Dr Rink (who believes them to be American aborigines) says that “only a few” (the Tuski) are found on the Asiatic side of Behring Straits. He finds the Alaska Eskimo often crossing to Asia. [Baron Nordenskiold says that they are connected with the Chukchis and Koryaks of N.E. Asia. Some regard them as descendants of the early inhabitants of N.W. Europe, where remains of small Lapp-like people occur—as in Auyrgn. They are remarkably long-headed; but Sir W. Flower is strongly of opinion that they are “a branch of the typical North Asiatic Mongols,” who have “gradually developed characters most of which are strongly expressed modifications of those seen in their allies, who still remain on the western side of Behring Straits” (see Mr R. Lydekker, F.R.S., in Hutchinson’s Living Races, p. 506). Donner has also compared Eskimo vocabularies with those of Finns and Lapps.—Ed.] Mr C. Lelland (Algonkin Legends) says that “the old Shaman religion, sorcery . . . and legends of the Eskimo, all point to an early N. Asian cradle”: he finds the same folk-lore “common to Greenlanders, Finns, Lapps, Tunguses, and Northern Tartars.” Among all alike we find laws of primogeniture, and worship of ancestors—an animism like that of Akkadians; nor do they neglect sky gods, such as Glus-kap among the Wabanaki, or N.E. Eskimos: he was worshiped as a friendly power, yet called “the liar,” having vowed an immediate return to earth, like other known deities, which he has neglected to accomplish. Mr Lelland finds the mythology of Eskimos of mixed Algonkin blood (in the East), to recall the Kalevala (see Finns): “but in spirit and meaning entirely unlike anything American.” He calls the demigods, Gluskap and Lax, “the gentleman and Puck”: for Lax is something between Punch and Satan—perhaps connected with the Norse Loki. There is no difficulty in crossing the straits (see Vining, Inglorious Columbus, pp. 6 to 9): for rats cross from island to island. M. de Rosny says: “Fleets of Eskimos annually resort to Russian America from Kamchatka.” On both coasts there are tattooed Eskimos, and their physical type approaches that of the Aleuts, as do their social habits and rites.

The Eskimo language seems to have been stationary. It is still the same from British Labrador, throughout Greenland to Behring Straits, along some 3500 miles of coast. It is quite unlike the Aryan tongues of Europe. [It is called an “incorporating” language, like those of American Indians, as consisting of long compound words, or set phrases regarded as such. This, however, is quite as observable in Mongol speech (see Castren’s Grammar of the Burjat Dialect); and indeed such compounds are common even in German.—Ed.]

Mr Murdoch (Report of the Bureau of Ethnology: Smithsonian Institute, 1887-1888, published 1892) says that the Eskimo are devoid of morality, the married, unmarried, and children joking freely together about sexual matters (p. 419): yet they have discovered the Golden Rule “to avoid doing to anyone what you would not have done to yourself.” Charms are commonly used, especially the canine teeth of bears. The spirits are often heard making a rushing noise, as if of a large bird flying over or under the roof, or even as a singing in the ears (pp. 427 to 432).
Eshmun. Esmun. Phoenician (probably from the root šhaman, “fat,” “rich,” “prosperous”). The Greeks identified this god with Asklepios, the god of health. He was worshiped at Beirut, and at Carthage, with Ashtaroth and Melkarth; and his name is found in Punic texts (see Cox, Aryan Mythol., edit. 1882, p. 281; Brown's Great Dionys. Myth, ii, p. 258).

Esop. Aisōpos. The reputed author of fables, many of which were known to the Greeks in the time of Sokrates. The Assyrians also had fables, such as that of the Horse and Bull, or of the Serpent and Eagle (see Etana), in the 7th century B.C. Esop's fables have been ascribed to many peoples from Egypt to China. Many occur in the Pali Jataka, or “birth” stories of Buddhists, in the Pancha-tantra and Hitpadesa of Hindus, in the Jewish Talmud, in the Kallia wa Dimna of Arabs, in the Anwar-i-Suhail of Persians, and in Urdu Khirad-afroz, and Bait al Pachsieh; and as in the Sanskrit Vetala Pancha-Vinsati, or “Twenty-Five Stories.” The English Esop is mainly taken from the fables of Bidpai or Flapay (see Bidpai)—a mediæval collection first published in 1610—and, as the work of Esop, may be considered spurious. Mr J. Jacobs calls our Esop “Phedrus with trimmings,” for Phedrus made the first Latin collection in 25 A.D. apparently following Demétrius Phalerus (about 320 B.C.); whereas Aristophanes knew of fables by Esop in 425 B.C. Esop was supposed to have lived in the time of Solon (620 B.C.), and to have died about 564 B.C. Samos, Sardis, Thrakia, and Phrygia claimed his birth; and he appears to have been a foreign slave who won freedom by his talents. He refused to distribute the charities of Crassus to the people of Delphi, who flung him from a precipice; but the gods supported him and punished Delphi with plagues. He is often described as having been an ugly and diminutive person, as is also the Arab Esop, Lukmān. Both seem to have been familiar with Eastern traditions and fauna. They allude to monkeys, panthers, peacocks, and other Indian or Asiatic animals, whom they describe as able to talk and reason like the serpent in Eden, or Balaam's ass (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., November 1882). Mr Jacobs thinks that about a dozen of our English fables come from the Jatakas, others are found in the Talmud (but may be borrowed), and others in Libyan fables, in Arabia, in Greek literature, and in Anglo-Saxon mythologies. See Hitpadesa and Pancha-tantra.

Essenes. The name for Jewish ascetics, found in Josephus, Pliny, and Philo; they lived mostly in the deserts of Judea and Jordan, and in caves N.W. of the Dead Sea. The origin of the name is much disputed. [Perhaps the best derivation is from Ḥannah, “to seek refuge,” to “retire,” since they were hermits.—Ed.] Josephus makes them the third great Jewish sect, the others being Pharisees and Sadducees (see Ant., XIII, v, 9: xi, 2: XV, x, 4: Wars, i, ii, 5: ii, vii, 2-13). He describes their customs at length (Ant., XVII, i, 5; and especially in Wars, ii, vii). Philo's account is found in his tract “That all the good are free” (the authenticity of which is disputed), and in a fragment from his Apology for the Jews, preserved by Eusebius (Prep. Eclog., viii, 11). Pliny (H. Nat., v, 17) speaks of their colony by the Dead Sea. We gather that they were generally celibates, who had all things in common, and met in a common establishment. They wore white, and had a novitiate of three years' duration. They forbade oaths, and offered no sacrifices, yet adored angels and the rising sun. There were four grades or castes; and if touched by one of a lower grade they must be purified by water. They kept the Sabbath, and revered Jewish scriptures. They were much venerated as prophets and healers of the sick. Judas in 110 B.C. is the earliest known Essene, but lived in ordinary society according to Josephus. Menahem was a friend of Hillel, and of Herod the Great. One of the gates of Jerusalem was named after them (Wars, V, iv, 2).

Josephus says (Ant., XVIII, i, 5) that they “resembled those Dace who are called Poliastai.” This is perhaps a clerical error for Poliastai or Buddhists. These were the Ktistai of Strabo (6, pp. 453-454, Bohn's transl., 1854). The Puthagorik Dakai are mentioned by Scaliger (Whiston's note on the above passage of Josephus) which connects them with the Indian Buddha-gūrī or “wisdom teacher”; and he says that “these Dace lived alone like monks, in tents and caves,” and Strabo tells us that “the Ktistai were a Thrakian sect who lived without wives.” Their brethren the Mesi “religiously abstained from eating anything that had life, living in a quiet way on honey, milk, and cheese: wherefore considered a religious people, and called Kapnobatai,” that is to say “smokers.” Josephus himself compares the Essenes to the Pythagoreans; they were excused from the oath of allegiance by Herod (Ant., XV, x, 4), who “had them in much honour”; and they “are like those whom the Greeks called Pythagoreans.” The whole region N. of modern Greece, from the Hellespont to the Adriatic—ancient Thrakia and Mesi—abounded in such ascetic sects, whom Strabo and Homer alike call “most just men,” “livers on milk,” “devoid of desire for riches,” “peregrinators of the country,” and otherwise resembling Srāmans and Bhikshus.
De Quincey called them "the first Christians." Bishop Lightfoot (on Colossians) argues that "the first Christians" supplied "just those elements which distinguish the tenets and practices of Essenes from the normal type of Judaism . . . as dualism, sun adoration, invocation of spirits, and worship of angels, magical rites, and intense striving after purity." We can, however, hardly acquit the Jews of having been generally prone to all these beliefs. Hermippus of Smyrna (about 250 B.C.) had "given to the Greeks," says the bishop, "the most detailed account of Zoroastrianism which had ever been laid before them . . . the Magian system then took root in Asia Minor, making itself a second home in Cappadocia . . . Palestine was surrounded by Persian influences." [The cuneiform texts, no less than the historic statements, show us that from the 5th century B.C. to the Christian era, Asia Minor was full of Persians. The worship of Mithras was brought from Pontus, by the soldiers of Pompey, to Rome about 60 B.C.—ED.] But as we show (see Buddha), the Buddhist creed had reached Syria as early as the 3rd century B.C., and was more akin to Essene asceticism than was the Mazdean. Does not this teach us that all is due to evolution, and that there has never been a really new religion since the world began?

During and after the time of Pythagoras the countries N. of Attika and Thesbes were known as Thracia, from Byzantium to the Danube. The Daes, or Dakai, were a Scythik people, N. of the Danube, from which region they had driven the Getae southwards (see Strabo, i). They were Asiatic tribes, who had arrived before the time of Alexander the Great. Mr Gosselin (on Strabo, i, 467) calls them Dusi from Daghistán, east of the Caucasus. The name no doubt is connected with Dush, for "mountain." Thus they appear to have reached Thracia from regions which were already full of Buddhists in the 3rd century B.C., or earlier. Their asceticism, as we have seen, was known to the Jewish historian in our 1st century. Asiatic Buddhism appears to have penetrated not only to Syria, but along the N. shores of the Black Sea to Europe. The ideas of Essenes may have been derived—as regards sun worship, angels, and other matters—from Mazdeans. After the break-up of the Crotona school Pythagoreans were scattered throughout the Greek kingdoms. They gradually became merged in the later Platonists. The Essenes are said to have regarded death as setting free the soul, which they may have learned from either Buddhists or Greeks. They had much sympathy with Greek philosophy and "probably also with Oriental ideas," says Mr Kirkup (Encyclopedia Brit.), who also admits that they "could not have reached these peculiar points of view in perfect isolation from ante-

cedent and contemporary speculation." Philo says that they rejected logic as unnecessary to the acquisition of virtue; and speculation on nature as too lofty for the human intellect; in which respects they agreed with Buddha and Confucius.

The Essenes shunned marriage, and often adopted children to be brought up in their tenets. They regarded pleasure as evil, and distrusted women; some (like Hindus) retired from domestic life after the birth of a son. They lived on fruits and vegetables, and gave thanks before their meals. They drank no wine, and regarded unction with oil as a defilement: so that they were not in sympathy with the idea of a Messiah or "anointed one." They had no servants, but helped one another. They wore old clothes, and were engaged in husbandry. Their officers were elected, and they judged causes among themselves by a council of at least 100 members. They were estimated to number some 4000 in all. The novice received a white robe, an apron, and a symbolic axe. Those convicted of crime were expelled from the society. They bound themselves by a vow of secrecy not to reveal the contents of certain sacred books, or "the names of the angels." They also vowed piety, justice, obedience, and honesty; and they showed active charity to the poor. Philo says that their three rules were, the love of God, of virtue, and of all mankind.

Mr A. Lillie regards Essenes as the predecessors of Christ, who thus appears as no more than an Essene monk. Dean Mansel (Gnostic Heresies, p. 31) comes to the conclusion that "Essenism was due to Buddhist missionaries, who visited Egypt within two generations of the time of Alexander the Great." [The Essenes said that the souls of the just went to a happy land beyond the ocean, where was no rain, nor snow, nor heat, but only a west breeze from the sea. The wicked went to a land of winter, darkness, and torment. It is notable that this is very like Mazdean accounts of the fate of men after death; though the Psalms, and the book of Job, furnish hints as to "gathering," and as to the wicked being blown away to darkness by the wind, which are equally comparable with Persian allegorical language.—Ed.]

Esther. Persian, starra "star." Her Hebrew name was Hadassah, "myrtle," a plant with a white starlike flower. She is the heroine of a Hebrew romance, written in the 3rd—or perhaps 2nd—century B.C., where she is represented as becoming the queen of Xerxes (Ahasuerus, compare Ezra iv, 6), or of Artaxerxes according to Josephus, and the Greek Septuagint. The latter contains long passages which are not in our Hebrew text, including a preface which describes
Etana

Mordecai's vision of two dragons fighting, and of a small spring becoming a great river; also two letters by Artaxerxes (after iii, 13, and vii, 13), with Esther's prayer (after iv, 17), and the final explanation (after x, 3) of the vision, as fulfilled by Mordecai and Haman, as the dragons, and Esther as the river. It also ends with a note which refers to Ptolemy and Lyusimachus, and which cannot be earlier than 307 B.C.

Nothing is more improbable than that a Hebrew maiden could become a queen of the Persian monarch, in an age when these kings only intermarried with certain noble Persian families; or that the king should have taken a Jew as prime minister, giving him permission to arrange for a massacre of 75,000 Persians (ix, 16). The story is connected with the winter feast of Purim in the month Adar. [The word Pur for "lot" is not known in Persian (see Esther ix, 24), yet may come from the Aryan Par whence pari "a part."—Ed.] It is remarkable that Mordecai, though a Jew, should bear a name connected with that of the Babylonian sun god Marduk. We cannot wonder that Esther was regarded as a doubtful book in our 4th century, and by later Protestants, though accepted by the Council of Trent in 1563.

Etana. A Babylonian mythical hero, whose legend is gathered from several broken kuneiform tablets (see Brit. Mus. Catalogue, 1900, p. 74). It recalls that of Ganymede among Greeks. It begins with the story of the serpent who complained to Shamash (the sun) that the eagle had devoured its young, praying him to catch the eagle in his nest. Shamash counsels the serpent to hide in the carcass of an ox, and to catch the eagle himself and clip its wings. The serpent goes to the eagle's mountain, and hides in the body of a wild ox. Birds assemble to devour the carrion, but the eagle says to its young, "Come, let us go, and not trouble as to the flesh of a wild ox." An eagle spies the serpent. Here, unfortunately, there is a gap in the text. We next find Etana praying to Shamash to grant him a son in return for sacrifices offered: "Let the command go forth from thy mouth, and give me the plant that assisteth birth; bring a child to birth, and grant me a son." Shamash bids Etana visit the eagle, and on reaching the mountain he asks again for this plant. A gap follows. The eagle then proposes to carry Etana to heaven, where alone this plant is to be found. He holds on to the eagle's neck, and is borne aloft in three flights to the heaven of Anu. In the first flight earth is seen below as a mountain in the sea; in the second, the sea is a girdle of the land; in the third, ocean appears broader than a garden ditch. The eagle tries to fly yet higher, but is exhausted and falls.

Ethiks (see Morals). Early religions were not ethikal in our sense of the term; and even the good Melanchthon (Schwartzerde) says: "We do not excel in intellect and learning, nay, nor in decency and morals, but in true knowledge and worship of God." "Religion," said Schleiermacher, "belongs neither to the domain of science, nor of morals; it is essentially neither knowledge nor conduct, but emotion only, specific in nature, and inherent in the immediate consciousness of each individual." Only by education does man learn that religion must fail unless ethikally based. Matthew Arnold defined his theistik belief as "morality touched by emotion"; James Martineau regarded his own faith as "the culminating merit of morals."

Etruskans. The first civilisers of Italy are variously called Etruskan, Tuscan, Turseoi, and Tyrhrhenians (Turréni); and were said to be of Lydian origin (Herod., i, 94; Tacitus, Ann., iv, 53), reaching Umbria or N. Italy about 1000 B.C. They appear also to have called themselves Rasena. They ruled Rome itself till 510 B.C., when the Aryan Keltik element began to dominate them. The early population was no doubt much mixed, the Umbrians in the north, and the Osks in the south, speaking, and writing, in Aryan dialects. But Sir H. Rawlinson points out that the Etruskans proper were not Aryans. Even in Lydia there was a mixed population, and Hitite remains occur there. Among the parallels traceable between Etruskans and the non-Aryans of Asia Minor are found: the common use of cyclopean masonry; of similar pottery; of the tunulus or high conical headdress; of the calcines repandus or shoe with a curled toe; of the labrus, or double-headed axe of Kretie, Karia, and Kappadokia, found also on a Hitite monument; of the Gorgon's head, and the sphynx, which is also a Hitite figure. The Lydian seal cylinders show us a double-headed god like the Etruscan Janus, and bear Hitite characters. The Turanian type of the Etruskans, and the Turanian character of their language, are fully treated by Dr Isaac Taylor, Etruscan Researches, 1874, with his pamphlet on the Etruscan Language, 1876. The magnificent Etruscan terra cotta sarcophagus from Care in Etruria (Cervetri), now in the British Museum, shows an Etruscan lady with black hair and yellow face, and sloping Mongol eyes. It bears two Etruscan legends, and is supported on four winged sphynxes. The grinning head of the Etruscan god of Hades—Charun—is very like that of Babylonian
brane. The Etruscan chronology (Varro, quoted by Censorinus, De Dēs Natāle, xvii) goes back to 1000 B.C.—Ed.)

Ovid and Cicero speak of the Etruscan founder Tages, who was ever young, coming from the earth in the land of Tarquinii (the Tarkon of Etruscan inscriptions), and teaching agriculture to Tarquin. He also instructed the Etruscan in auguries preserved in the 12 Books of Tages—perhaps meaning “stone” tables (Akkadian Tug “stone”). The Aryans venerated Etruscan rites, and books, their ritual, and omens by lightning and otherwise: even the word ceremonia for “ceremonies” was said to come from the name of the Etruscan city Cire. The mother of Etruscan cities (Acqua-Larentia) became the nurse of Romulus and Remus (see Aka). The Etruscan cosmogony resembled that of Akkadians as borrowed by Babylonians. The creator formed all things in periods of 1000 years each: 1st, the heavens and the earth; 2nd, the firmament; 3rd, the waters; 4th, sun, moon, and stars; 5th, birds, reptiles, and beasts; and 6th, man. Hellianicus calls the Turseni an aboriginal people, distinct from all others. Dionysius (i, 30) says that their language was “barbarous,” and not related to others known to him. We gather from this language (especially from the known numerals) that they were of Altai, or Turanian, stock, like their Asiatic neighbours the Hittites and Kati. [Among the clearest philological indications are the use of postpositions and agglutination, with words such as Lar, “lord” or “god” (the Kassite lar “master”), Tarkon “chief” (the Hittite Tarkhun, Turkish Tarkhan), Idnu “full moon” (Akkadian idnu, Turkish yele, “moon,” “month”), Lucumo “noble” (Akkadian lu “man,” güm “official”), Puia “child” (Finnic pu), Leine “he lived” (Finnic), Clani “son” (Turkish oğlan “boy”), Avil “life” (Turkish ol “to be”), and Charan (Turkish Khar-un “evil god”), for the demon ruler of Hades, who bears the double-headed axe. Many words attributed—perhaps incorrectly—to Etrusks are, however, Aryan, especially Aesir for “gods,” noticed by Suetoni in the Life of Augustus. Various texts at Lemnos, and in Etruria itself—like the Euborean tablets—are loosely called Etruscan, but appear to be rather Sabine, Umbrian, or Oscan (see Sir W. Betham, Etruria Celtica, 1842, vol. i, p. 89). Sir W. Gell calls the Eugubian texts Umbrian in 8 cases, while 4 in Roman characters are Oscan. The true Etruscan alphabet differs from those of Umbrians and Oskans, and the texts are often written, in alternate lines, from right to left and left to right, as in early inscriptions (Greek and others) in Asia Minor. Mirrors called Etruscan also appear to be of Greek origin, with Greek legends and names. Scarabs found in Etruscan tombs resemble those of Egypt, and Phoenicia, yet are undoubtedly original, and not either copies or imported. Some of the names of Etruscan deities also appear to be Greek, though most of them are non-Aryan.—Ed.)

The Etruscan inscriptions found in tombs are generally very short. The Perugia text is of 46 lines [apparently Umbrian or Oscan—Ed.]. In 1849 an Egyptian mummy of the Ptolemaic age was brought to Europe by an Austrian explorer, and found its way to the Agram museum. Its bandages were found to be covered with alphabetic texts which Prof. Karl, in 1891, states to represent an Etruscan ritual, in a Turanian tongue. An ancient book appears to have been torn up for the purpose of swathing the mummy.

The Etrusks seem to have been at first a ruling class, with serfs tilling the soil, who may have been Pelasgi or other Aryans. Their earliest capitals were at Agulla and Tarquinii. In personal appearance they resembled Hittites and Mongols, with sloping eyes, black hair, high cheek bones, short noses, large heads, and faces generally (but not always) hairless. In figure they were sturdily built. They are believed to have conquered or expelled older inhabitants, probably Umbrians, with whom they also inter-married. A Tarkon (“tribal chief”) was said to have founded their 12 cities, and to have decreed laws and rites. They first introduced the civilization on which that of Rome was based, spreading over Latium, and S. to Campania—where they met Greeks and Phoenicians later. Livy says that even the Rhoeti in the Alps were civilised by them, and retained the Tuscan language. There were Turrenii also in Thrakia, and Pliny and Justin thought that the Bassini (or Baseni) invaded Italy from the Tyrol. The Etruscan power extended from the Po to Capua (Vulturnum), where Müller supposes them to have been settled by 800 B.C. They were hardy sailors; and, in 538 B.C., they joined the Carthaginians, each people supplying 60 galleys, to expel the Phocians from the island of Corsica. The Roman victory at Cannus was the first blow to their power in 474 B.C. In 396 B.C. Rome seized Veii; and in 384 B.C. Dionysius of Syracuse plundered the Tuscan coast, while the Gauls overran their northern province near the Po: yet the Etrusks were still allied to Carthaginians, and others, as late as 307 B.C. Romulus was said to have fought with Veii; but Coles Vibenna, the Etruscan, with his mercenaries settled later on the Cetian hill at Rome, where one quarter was called the Tuscan Vicus. [The word Tus, whence Tuscan, apparently means “south,” as in Turkish dialects.—Ed.] The Etruscan Tarquin I (a Tarkon) was the founder of Roman power, receiving from the
Etruscans

people “a golden crown, an ivory throne and sceptre, a purple robe figured with gold,” and other badges of royalty (Dionys., iii, 57-61). Under the Tarquin dynasty useful works like the Cosa Maxima were begun in Rome; and Etruscan power was at its height about 600 to 500 B.C. The Tarquin being expelled again attacked the city, in alliance with Porsena, the Lar (or “master”) of Clusium, about 510 B.C.; and is said, after a siege, to have granted terms of peace. Further hostilities are unnoticed till 483 B.C.; and the Latins, according to Livy, called the Etruscan capitals “allied cities,” and their own people “Roman colonists in Etruria.” The Etruscans remained more or less distinct, in religion and language, down almost to the Christian era. Even now in Tuscany the names of their gods are remembered, as those of “follerti” or fairies. In 89 B.C. they were admitted to the jealously guarded privileges of the “Roman citizens”; but they sided with the tyrant Marius; and the war of Perusia (Perugia) in 41 B.C., led to their ruin. In the time of Augustus, Etruria was the “seventh region of Italy,” which Constantine incorporated with Umbria. In the Etruscan confederacy of 12 cities each king was independent, and all were allied for war—an universal Turanian custom which we may trace among Hittites, Akkadians, and non-Aryans in India. The cities are variously reckoned, but included Veii and Tarquinii near Rome, Cere or Agulla, Falleri, Volci, Volaterrae, Clusium (taken from Umbrians), Arretium, Cortona, Volaterrae (or Velathri), Populonia, and Vetulonia. [The word Vo. appears to be the Turkish au!; and Akkadian au!, for a “camp” or “city.”—Ed.] This system of government among Turanians proved too weak to resist the empires of united races, whether Semitic or Aryan. In Etruria the leaders were often the priests, as being the best educated magnates (see Livy, v, i), and politicians strengthened their power by accepting sacred offices, and performing the rites of a complicated ritual. The Lacinums (called Principes by Romans), were a sacred aristocracy not in touch with the mixed Umbrian serfs, or Penestai—Aryans who in time asserted their rights and power. Like other Turanians, the Tuscanians, or Etruscans, were highly religious, or, as we should call them, superstitious. Livy calls them “a people who excelled all others in devotion to religions, as well as in the knowledge of worships” ; and they thus became the instructors of Romans, in augury and rites. The Greeks equally owed many of their deities, and early arts, to the congeners of the Tuscanians in Asia Minor. The mythology of Etruria points to an Eastern, and to a Turanian, origin; as we see from the groups of gods on Etruscan mirrors, and from the names written over them, or from the pictures and sarcophagi in Etruscan tombs. [One mirror represents Tina with sceptre and trident, having Apulu on his right, and Turmas, with winged hat and caduceus, on his left. Another shows Tina as Jove, with sceptre and spear, supported by Thalna, while Menerva springs armed from his head, to receive by the goddess Tha . . . r, behind whom on the right is the youthful Sethluns with his hammer. A third represents Herculius aided by a winged Menerva. A fourth shows Therme and Menerva driving a demon down to hell.—En.] The chief triad consisted of Tina, Cypria, and Menerva (answering to Zeus, Hera, and Athene), and these had everywhere three shrines, with three gates. There were also six male and six female deities, whom Latins called Dii Consentes—a heavenly council. The relation of the chief gods was as below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Etruscan</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Latin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heaven</td>
<td>Summano</td>
<td>Ouranos</td>
<td>Uranus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth</td>
<td>Angerona</td>
<td>Poseidón</td>
<td>Ceres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea</td>
<td>Neptunos</td>
<td>Hades</td>
<td>Neptuns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hell</td>
<td>Mantu</td>
<td>Apelel</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Tushna</td>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>Apollo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Lala</td>
<td>Seléné</td>
<td>Diana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>Tina</td>
<td>Zeus</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The herald</td>
<td>Turms</td>
<td>Hermes</td>
<td>Mercurius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The names of the gods of Etruria are explained by Dr Isaac Taylor, and others, by aid of Turanian languages. Tina, the sky spirit (Tartar *Tina*: Chinese *Tien*, “sky,” “heaven”); Summano (Mongol *Summna*, Lapp *Tumana*, “holy”); Usil, the rising sun (Finnic *Usal*, Aesl, “morning”); Tushna, the middle sun (Tartar *Tus* “south”): Janns, the god of creation, and of doors, two-headed or bisexual (Tartar *Jen* “god”: Akkadian Guna “being”): Nethuns or Nepants (probably from *Nep* “to swell,” and *m* “Lord,” as in Akkadian, lord of waves): Mantu (Akkadian Man “chief,” Tu “below”), otherwise Vets or Vedius (perhaps the Akkadian Bat “death”). Pupluns or Fufluns (perhaps *Pulpila-um* “lord of what is grown”; see Bu) answered to Bacchus: Sethluns was Vulcan (from Set or *Siet*, Turcic, “to burn,” “to roast”—Setiu-uns, “lord of what is smelted”): Turnus, or Therme, was the messenger of heaven (Akkadian fur “to travel”): Erkle or Herculius was Hercules (Akkadian Er-gul “great man”): Charun, or Harun, was an infernal deity (Tartar Khur “evil”—Khar-un “lord of evil”): Sancus was a Sabine god (Akkadian Sun, Turkish Sang, “mighty”):Volturnna was a deity of vows (perhaps *Ut-urn-na*, “lord of future doing”—Akkadian): Vertumnus was a god of autumn (perhaps *It-urn-na*, “god of rain giving,”
The churches accepted, from the earliest age, the words of the 4th Gospel (vi, 53), and Ignatius (if his text has not been altered) certainly taught Transubstantiation. The reformers of our 16th century shrank from such materialistic ideas; but the first Canon of the Council of Trent (1563) lays down that: "If any one shall say that Christ, as exhibited in the Eucharist, is only spiritually eaten; and not sacramentally and really, let him be accursed." In the second Canon it is laid down: "In the most holy sacrifice of the Eucharist there is truly, really, and substantially, the body and blood, together with the soul and divinity, of our Lord Jesus Christ... there is made a conversion of the whole substance of the bread into the body, and of the whole substance of the wine into the blood; which conversion the Catholic Church calls Transubstantiation." This is supplemented by the Catechism of the Council of Trent, requiring "Pastors to explain that there is contained (in the elements) not only the true body of Christ, and whatever belongs to a true condition of a body (such as bones and nerves), but also a whole Christ." The Lutherans winced from such definitions (compare Sacrifices), and adopted Consubstantiation, saying that: "there is only a substantial presence of the body of Christ with the bread and wine of the Sacrament." But the partakers equally believed that they absorbed the qualities of their Lord, and thus attained to communion with him—which is the ever-present idea of similar sacrifices among savage peoples. We see it clearly in accounts of ancient Mexican, or of modern Red Indian sacrifices (see Capt. Brooke's Medicine Men of the Apaches, 1892, p. 524; and under Azteks). The Apaches mixed human blood with their unleavened bread, baked from maize, and from various grass seeds on which they live.

Mr Clodd—President of the Folk Lore Society—says that the Christian rite "is a distinct survival of the barbarian idea of eating a god, so as to become a partaker of his divine nature." The Eucharistic feast however, originally, included more than the two elements which were distributed, after thanksgiving, by the Christians who met for a communion (Koinōnia) or meal in common. Cheese, fruits, and even fish, were eaten at this meal, as represented in the Catacomb pictures, or in that of the Capella Grecia two miles outside the Porta Salaria of Rome—said by some to be as early as 170 A.D. The fish is here connected with a cup which the priest offers on the altar (see Baptism).

Euhêmeros. A philosopher of the Kurenaik school, about
Eumenidés

320 B.C., teaching a doctrine at which Herodotus and others had hinted a century earlier, namely, that the gods had been once living heroes, who had usually benefited their race, and invented arts of peace and war: thus being idolized during life, and worshiped after death. These ideas Euhemeros put forward, in popular style, in his Hieroi Anagaphoi of Sacred History, basing his ideas on what he had seen in his extensive travels down the Red Sea to the Indian Ocean; which however, according to others, were conceptions that could have been gathered from temple inscriptions in Greece itself. No doubt his mind was widened by travel, and study, in other lands, which showed him the relations of faiths, and the ideals of men, convincing him that legends concerning gods were based on incidents misunderstood, or exaggerated, in histories which were traditional, and imperfect.

Polybius, Dionysius, and other philosophic historians and writers, more or less accepted Euhemerism as a general rule; and some still offer the same explanations.

Eumenidés. See Erinnae.

Euphrates. The name of this great river in Hebrew is Phereah (Assyrian Puratu), usually explained as “fertile.” [Possibly the Akkadian Puratu, “chief stream.”—Ed.] At its mouth was the city of Eridu (supposed to have been at Abu-Shahrain), which was connected with myths like that of Gilgames: the elysium of the gods being near “the mouth of the rivers” (12th Tablet Gilgames Series). [The mythical, and the actual, city may both be called Eridu or “spacious.” A legend of the “Bride of Hell,” in the Amarna collection, speaks of the gods as dwelling in Eridu—perhaps meaning “in space.”—Ed.]

Europé. This word may be the Semitic ‘Ereb for “sunset,” and “west,” (Arabic gharb “west”), like Erebo, the place of sunset and Hades (from a root “to descend,” as in the Assyrian Erīdu also). Zeus, as a bull, fled with a nymph from the East; and she became Europa in the West. She was the daughter of a Phrygian god (see Agenor), or of Phoinix the Phrygian “palm,” or of Telephassus (“shining”), whom the jealous Artemis pierced with her arrows—she was the wife of Agenor; and Europa’s brother was Kadmos (Kedem “the east”); so that most of the names are Semitic. She was transported to Crete, which thus appears to be the western limit of the legend.

Eusebius. The bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, and the “father of Church history”—an obsequious ecclesiastic, who wrote eulogies of Constantine, the first Christian emperor. He was born in Palestine about 260 A.C.; and became bishop of Laodicea in Phœnicia about 303 A.C.; and of Caesarea a few years later. He was thus 65 at the time of the first Council at Nicaea, about which time he wrote his valuable, though perhaps not quite trustworthy, Ecclesiastical History. Gibbon (Decline and Fall, ii, 79) says that: “Eusebius himself indirectly confesses that he has related that which might rebound to the glory, and suppressed all that could tend to the disgrace, of religion.” Baronius was a sincere Christian, yet he calls Eusebius a “falseiner of history, a wily sycophant, consummate hypocrite, and time-serving persecutor.” Eusebius heads one chapter (Prep. Evang., xii, 31) with the monstrous title, “How far it may be lawful and fitting to use falsehoods, as a medicine for the advantage of those who require such a method.” [It is a question of textual criticism whether he was responsible for such words.—Ed.] Hence arose the theory of “pious fraud,” among those who attempt to justify such language.

We search in vain for reliable chronology in regard to this father of history. Bishop Lightfoot admits that his writings are perplexing and contradictory.” We cannot even prove that he exerted the influence that he claims over the great emperor. Yet we depend mainly on him for the history of Christianity before his time; and without him we should know nothing of Papias, Polycarp, John the Elder, and other early Christian worthies: or of synods and councils down to 325 A.C., which decided for us the creeds, canons, and dogmas of later ages.

Eutychians. Followers of Eutikhés, abbot of a monastery in Constantinople, who denied that Christ had more than one nature. He was condemned by the Council of Chalcedon in 451 A.C.: but in the 6th century his doctrines were further advocated by Jacob Barheus, who convinced the Kopts and the Armenians, as well as the greater part of the Syrian Christians, who were called, after him, “Jacobites.” Thus all the Asiatic Churches—except the Nestorians—became Monophysites, or believers in a single divine nature of Christ, which Greeks and Latins have alike denied since the question was first raised.

Eve. Hebrew Khaïbô, supposed to come from the root Khôb “to live,” Gen. iii, 20 (see Adam). Her grave is shown by Arabs outside the walls of Jeddah, the sea-port of Makka, and, according to Sir R. Burton, is a huge tumulus 300 feet long from head to
Evuna. A non-Aryan deity, especially among the aboriginal Todas of S. India.

Exodus. Greek exodos "going out." In the Hebrew this book is only called after the first words, "These are the names." The Jews early regarded it as having been written by Moses. Amos (about 770 B.C.) speaks (v. 25) of Israel as having passed 40 years in the desert: Hosea (about 750 B.C.) knew of a prophet (ii, 15) who brought Israel out of Egypt; but Micah alone (about 700 B.C.) names Moses, Aaron, and Miriam (vi, 4). The Book of Exodus, however, professes to give an historical account of the growth of a nation of 600,000 fighting men from Jacob's family of 70 men. That a population of 2½ millions should grow up in 215 years (as stated in the Greek version) would represent a marvellous increase, though in 430 years (as stated in the Hebrew text) it might be possible. Bishop Colenso (Pent., part i) showed, however, that this vast host could not have left Egypt in a single day, or have subsisted in the desert. The writer who speaks of the building of Pithom and Raamses (i, 11), cannot have lived earlier than 1400 B.C., and probably wrote much later. The power of Egypt in Palestine remained unshaken till about 1480 B.C. or later (see Amarna, Bible, Egypt, and Hebrew). Manetho (250 B.C.) is credited with a legend of the expulsion of a leprous people, which is "of uncertain origin, and not Egyptian." No monument yet found speaks of Israel in Egypt; but the Hyksos rulers, and their Asiatic subjects, were expelled about 1700 B.C. The only possible allusions to Hebrew history refer to Israel as in Palestine between 1480 and 1270 B.C. Josephus rejects as incredible the accounts of Manetho, and of unknown writers named Cherémon and Lysimachus, saying that they disagree, and regarding their Amenhops (a successor of Raamses) as fictitious. The supposed summary of Egyptian history in this age, by Sextus Julius Africanus—a Libyan who lived in Palestine, and became bishop of Alexandria, in our 3rd century—is known to us only by quotations in the works of George the Synecctus, as late as 800 A.D. Such literature has no value, and the only authority for an Exodus having occurred is the Old Testament tradition.

Ey. In Keltik speech an "island." This is apparently an old word: Egyptian oi; Hebrew ʾai; for an "island," or "shore land"—found also in Turanian speech.

Eye. The English word is from the Aryan root ṛk "to see." In the symbolism of religions the eye is a favourite emblem; and as there is a good and also an evil serpent, so too there is a divine eye, and an evil eye: the soft sweet glance of love, and the withering look of the envious; the eye of Osiris in Egypt, and the evil eye of Akkadian magic texts. All early peoples believed that they saw the soul in the eye, which is the great revealer of the inmost thoughts and passions. The eye of the witch, and of the gipsy, have always been dreaded, like that of the Najir, or Drishta, in India. Many are the charms, Mantras, and fetishes, required to ward off the evil brought by the eye. The Italian still believes that all misfortunes come from the "mal occhio," or evil eye (see Rivers of Life, and the posthumous work by Mr Westropp—for which we wrote a preface in 1885—on Primitive Symbolism).

"The man with the evil eye," says Mr P. B. Joshi, "is not necessarily a cruel man, nor one bearing ill-will towards his victim" (Journal Bombay Anthrop. Instit., i, p. 3). Yet any good and comely thing, or person, is liable to be injured by such a man; the curious eye, according to Bacon, does most harm to the beautiful and prosperous. In Indian villages such evil-eyed persons are known to all, and are shunned like witches, beggars, and strangers. They are said to ruind fields, crops, food, clothes, and implements. Cows are so affected by them that their milk turns to blood; trees drop their fruits or leaves; even walls crack and fall; while gems lose lustre in their presence. Salt should be spread about, and conspicuous objects put in view, to attract the unlucky gaze, such as beads, brass objects, hair, and tiger's claws; or garlic, cloves, and shells. These must be arranged so as to divert the Drishta from the face, or from the vital organs, of man or beast. Thus Neapolitans use a piece of horn, or an image of the Madonna: or propitiating St Antony (patron of animals) by tying a small bag of sea sand and flour, with flowers, to the manes of horses, to defeat the evil eye. In Brand's Antiquities we read of Kelt in the Western Islands who wore nuts or beans, to ward off the eye; as the Indian peasant wears his Drishta-man, the Irish his "seapular," or the Fellah his similar leather case, with a written charm sewn up inside. In the Engadine a mother recently had her only son in girl's clothes, to deceive the evil-eyed one (see Panjab Notes and Queries, i, p. 135). Indian parents do the same, and tie old shoes, horns, skulls, black threads, and necklaces that
have been consecrated by holy men, on trees which overlook their fields or houses, and on cattle, to divert the eye. Keits in the Hebrides pluck the snow-white blossomed "Toranain," and wave it Di-nil wise over anything that they fear to lose, chanting "Eolan," and calling on their old saints, Columba, Orna, or Michael, to aid them. The sick must be given to eat whatever the evil-eyed one has been seen to eat, on the great principle of "similia similibus"—as stones are offered to a stone god, or as the brass serpent of Moses cured the bites of other serpents.

Ancient and modern Jews alike have believed in the evil eye (see Prov. xxiii, 6 : xxviii, 22 ; Matt. xx, 15). Col. Conder (Heh and Moab, chap. ix) gives many Jewish and Syrian superstitions "similar to those of the Persians." For these questions the Talmud, Mishnah, and Haggadah, should, he says, "be read side by side with the Zend-Avesta" (pp. 273, 274). This applies to the Psalms as well (see Zoroaster); and Jews who wish to free themselves from the tyranny of Talmudic prescription "are recommended to compare the Persian scriptures with the Mishnah. In Syria horses' skulls are placed in apple trees, eggs, and bits of blue china are hung on walls, and amulets are worn, to avert the 'Ain Farigh—the "empty (or evil) eye." A red hand is carved and painted over doorways, or on the door, with such marks as "Solomon's seal," or the double triangle ("the Shield of David"), by Jews, Samaritans, and Moslems alike. Yet, according to the Babylonian Talmud, 99 per cent. of all deaths are due to the eye. In both Italy and Syria blue, or grey, eyes are especially dreaded as evil.

Hindus fear the glance of a stranger, or of a heretic, lighting on their food, or on the place where it is cooked. It is not considered lucky by them (or by Italians, or Syrians, either) to praise or admire a child, or any valued object, belonging to another; and curious charms are uttered if this be done (see Journal Bombay Anthrop. Inst.). Jews, and Moslems also, utter special phrases in such cases. Children are purposely left with dirty faces to conceal their natural beauty. In the Hall of Ambassadors, in the Alhambra, we saw in 1858 words to the effect: "I will remove the malice of the evil eye by these five texts," written on the wall. Our judges used to be protected by sprigs of rue from such influences—the Fascinatio of the Romans, in which Greeks and Spaniards also believe. Such superstition still exists throughout Europe, but especially among the ignorant classes of the south. They hang small horns, and phalli, and teeth, rings, and beads, on their children, especially on babies, to divert the eye. Ostrich eggs are infallible charms. Teutonic peasants set up vases, on gable ends, which must be kept bright, as Chinese and Japanese place mirrors on roofs. Horse shoes also avert the dreaded invidia, or curious glance. C. O. Müller says "that the more repulsive and disgusting the object used the more certain is the desired effect." Phalli, human or animal, especially those of the bull and ass, are therefore nailed up over the doors of dwellings.

The eyes of extraordinary persons, learned men, and popes, are much feared. Pius IX was said to have the evil eye. Those with a "cast," or with apparently double pupils, are specially dreaded. The combined cross and phalus is a powerful sign, as seen on the walls of Alatiri. In Naples red coral phalli are worn as charms against the eye. Ferdinand II, and Victor Immanuel, were often seen to make the sign against the eye, which may either be the pointing with the little and the fore finger extended, or the thumb placed between the second and third fingers, or the single raised finger. Knots are also useful (see Sir Walter Scott's Demonology, 1830, p. 329), and Heron writes (ii, p. 228) that "cattle not protected by knotted manes, ribbons, etc., are very apt to suffer" from the eye. Ash trees avert it, and are therefore planted near dwellings. Plutarch (Sympos., v, 9) says that objects affecting witchcraft derive efficiency from fantastic forms. Hence horns, corals, bits of bone, and sticks of strange shape, are strung to the necks of Arabs, Africans, and other savages: or great necklaces of teeth, as in Fiji. More advanced races used texts, enclosed in cases of leather or of metal. In Sardinia these are found with Hebrew lettering of early date. The Babylonian seal-cylinders, worn on the wrist, were similar charms, and Egyptian Arabs wear leather cylinders on the wrist, with cuttings from the Koran inside. Keys, anchors, and crosses, are worn as amulets, and the Bible, with a key, may be found at the bed head still in European homes. The Romanians deck his his and his beasts with red ribbons, and red annel. Greeks and Turks will even spit in the faces of their children if a stranger has admired them. All such customs are due to the eye: to avert which the Divine Eye was carved on the temples of East and West, or on Buddhist stupas. Phoenician and Burmese galleys, and Neapolitan fishing boats, have eyes at the prow, to frighten away the demons of the deep.

Mr Murray Aynsley ("Asiatic Symbolism," in Indian Antiq., November 1886) speaks of the sign of horns—the two extended fingers above mentioned—to counteract the "jettatura," or evil eye, in Italy: "Bonus Eventus" was a youthful god depicted as holding up a horn in his right hand. In ancient Egypt the Ua or "eye" was a symbol of "salvation." It was the "light of the body," the
Eye of Horus, which Set as a black boar swallows by night. The hair
of the eye was a very holy offering to the gods of Peru. Dr Birch
says that symbolic eye charms were commonly used by Egyptian
ladies. The Uta had two drops called at. The right eye was the
sun, and the left eye the moon. Out of 92 samples found by Mr Price
at Bubastis (1886) 43 were right eyes, 34 were double or reversibile,
and 5 were left eyes, and 10 were combinations of two pairs of eyes. These
were of blue porcelain, lapis lazuli, or cornelian, and in the pupil of one
was the figure of the pigmy god, Ptah-Sokaris.

Africans call the evil eye Nazar (perhaps the Semitic nazar to
"watch"), with the meaning of "gazing." Blood feuds sometimes arise
from quarrels as to this gaze. Many races use skulls as charms
against it. The Hindu sets up cattle skulls, daubed with white or
with red, in the rooms occupied by pregnant women, placing them
near an image of Sasthi the goddess of pregnancy. Rue, onions, and
garlic are potent all over the world against the eye. Neapolitan
mothers bind a "cima ruta" or "head of garlic" over the heart of
a new-born child, and strew rue round the mother's bed. The Hindu
father, giving away the bride, puts rue into the sacred fire. In Hamlet
Ophelia says, "There's rue for you, and some for me, we call it Herb o'
Grace o' Sundays." —that is when seeking grace on the Sunday. "Rue
was hung round the neck as an amulet in Aristotle's time" (Brand,
Pop. Antar.). In Italy a little bull's horn of gold or silver or of coral
is worn to avert the jettatura. Mr Aysaeley ("the horn of plenty") is worn to avert the jettatura. Mr Aysaley
heard of a bull being driven into the courtyard of an Italian house, in
order to expel the male eebio. He supposes it to have acted as a
kind of scapegoat (see 'Azazel). Dr Schuyler says that human "sin
bearers" (Iskachi) are found even in Turkestan. Throughout Turkey
shoes are used to counteract the evil eye, though it is an insult to lift,
or cast, a shoe throughout the East. Greeks and Turks hang such
shoes on their dwellings (see Foot). The egg, ring, holed stone,
crescent, and boat, the bell, lotus, rose, lute, and whistle, are female
charms, of which Mr Aysaley gives illustrations from Italy, Norway,
and Switzerland. The Greek mother, making the "horns" sign
with two fingers, exclaims "Garlic!" the Swede cries out "Pepper!" or
"Onion!" The Moslem says "Iron, O accursed one!" All over
Europe a coin or stone with a natural hole in it is lucky. A heavy
necklace of holed stones to keep off the evil eye was found (Notes and
Queries) in a Yorkshire house. Salt is thrown after a bride, or
when some evil person has trodden near a dwelling. Among Mr Aysaley's
talismans we find one with a serpent and a tree from which it issues;
its head resting on a key; between them is an arm holding a horn.

Ezekiel

The heart is a common charm, as in Egypt, and often is transfixed by
a dart, and hangs from a sacred bull (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 316,
plate xiii). The heart is also hung to the waist of children in S. India
(see Rivers of Life, i, p. 237, fig. 109), and is a usual form for a
"bulla" charm in Italy (see Abraxas).

In Smyrna (and indeed all over the East) grey eyes are feared.
Hindus think that black, or dark blue eyes are protective, but a blind
one-eyed man is dangerous. Apparently the unusual colour is regarded
as suspicious. Women make black marks on themselves, and on children, as charms; and kohl, or black eye paint, is useful
against the evil eye, as are stripes and brightly coloured figures on
walls and furniture; for the evil glance is diverted to these. Iron,
and steel-blue objects, are a great protection; thus nails are driven
into trees and walls, as at the Capitol, or at the west wall of the Haram
at Jerusalem where Jews affix them (see Ezra i, 8; Isaiah xxii, 23;
Ecles. xii, 11). Doors are studded with nails, as are the sticks of
collectors and post-runners in the East, who swing post-bags on them,
and believe that wild beasts will be afraid to attack them. Africans
generally believe in the evil eye, and also in the "unlucky foot.

Ezekiel. Hebrew: Yehovah-el, "God strengthens." This prophet
was a zealous priest, and a visionary, who strove to stir up the nation
in captivity, and to reform the Hebrew priesthood, using very vigorous
language and strange symbolic actions. We must, according to Dean
Hammdre (Commentary), regard these as "real, physical, outward acts,
not as dreams, even when (v) his God commands him to lie for 390
days on his left side, and 40 days on his right, beside a tile on which
he has portrayed the siege of Jerusalem, having first baked his barley
cakes on a cow-dung fire. Such austerities are quite in accord with
the ways of modern Yogi, and Sanyasins, in India. In spite of his
coarse language (see xvi and xii) Origen called Ezekiel a type of
Christ—because he was a "Son of Man." His visions continued from
594 to 588 B.C., in the land of captivity, beside the Khabir river
(1, 3). His tomb is shown both near the Euphrates, N. of Baghdad,
and also in Palestine, N.E. of Shechem. The Jewish Sanhedrin long
refused to allow his writings to be read, or included in their canon, on
account of his vivid description of the Merkabe, or cherub-supported
throne of Yahveh, which they regarded as dangerously suggesting
image-worship, and the imagery of Babylon, especially where the
figure of Yahveh himself is described (i, 26) as the "appearance of a
man."

'Ezra. Hebrew: "help." He was "a ready scribe in the law of
Moses" (Ezra vii, 5), who had "prepared his heart to seek the law of Yahweh, and to do it, and to teach in Israel statutes and judgments" (verse 10). But, according to the later Jewish legends, the ancient books were lost (Fourth Book of Esdras xiv, 27-48), and the whole literature was communicated to him by direct inspiration, including 70 books which were not to be revealed. The whole law, however, he is there represented as having dictated to scribes, "to be published openly." Josephus, and others, place Ezra in the reign of Artaxerxes I; but the notice of Darius II (Ezra iv, 24) seems to point to his having lived under Artaxerxes II (see Short Studies, 1897, p. 416; also papers by Sir H. Howarth, Academy, Jan., to April 1893; and more fully in Proc. Bib. Arch. Socy., Novr. 1901 to Octr. 1904.)

This suggestion requires some explanation. It is generally acknowledged that the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, found in the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, originally formed part of Chronicles. Later scribes separated them as distinct books, repeating the closing clauses of Chronicles (see 2 Chron. xxvi, 22, 23; and Ezra i, 1-5). An extended Greek version of Ezra also exists, known as "The First Book of Esdras," and this repeats the account in Chronicles as far back as the time of Josiah (2 Chron. xxv, 1), including also a story of three youths who argued on the proposition, what was the strongest thing in the world (1 Esdras iii, iv). It can hardly be said that this work is historically more reliable than the Hebrew book (rendered into Greek as the "Second Book of Esdras"), considering that it speaks of the "King of Assyrians" (1 Esdras viii, 15) in the reign of Darius I, or nearly 100 years after the fall of Nineveh. The Hebrew books come down, in the final chapters concerning Nehemiah, to the time of Jaddua, who was high priest in the time of Alexander the Great (see Neh. xii, 22); and the expression "Darius the Persian"—referring to Darius III—can hardly have been used till after the Greek conquest of 332 B.C. The Book of Ezra, as found in modern Hebrew and English Bibles, includes three separate documents:—1st, a fragment of autobiography (vii, 27 to ix, 15); 2nd, the compiler's account, also in Hebrew (i, 1 to iv, 6; vi, 19 to vii, 26; x, 1 to 44); and 3rd, a note in Aramaik (iv, 7 to vi, 18), which begins: "The writing of the letter was written in the Aramaik tongue; and the Targum is in the Aramaik tongue"; the Targum in question was perhaps added to the Hebrew compilation of 300 B.C. at a later period.

The visit of Ezra to Jerusalem is supposed by Josephus to have been made in the reign of Artaxerxes I (Ezra vii, 8), or in 458 B.C. This is not contradicted by the Greek 1st Book of Esdras. The theory that it occurred under Artaxerxes II (or in 398 B.C.) rests on a single verse in the Aramaik Targum above mentioned (Ezra iv, 24), where we have a distinct notice of the 2nd year of Darius II, or 423 B.C. It is argued that the Hebrew passage (vii, 1) which begins, "Now after these things," can only apply to the reign of Artaxerxes II. This view has not, however, been received with any general acceptance, for the Aramaik Targum in question may have been incorporated in the original Hebrew work at a late period. The Hebrew (Ezra iv, 1 to 7, and vi, 19 to vii, 26) begins with events under Cyrus; continues the history of various attempts to frustrate the Jews down to the reign of Artaxerxes I; and then returns to the reign of Darius I, and of his successor Artaxerxes I, under whom Ezra reaches Jerusalem. It also contains (vi, 22) the same notice—apparently an anachronism—of the "King of Assyria," which, as already said, is found in the Greek 1st Book of Esdras. The Aramaik note, or Targum, inserted in this connection (Ezra iv, 7 to vi, 18), in like manner follows its subject—the frustration of the Jews—down to the reign of Darius II, or 423 B.C., and then takes up the subject of their success (v, 1), going back to the time of Cyrus, with the words: "and" (not "then" as in the English, where the confusion is palpable) "the prophets, Haggai the prophet, and Zechariah, the son of Iddo, prophesied." The notice of Darius II is important as regards the date of the Aramaic passage; but it does not perhaps affect the date of Ezra himself. There is no doubt that Zerubbabel, and his followers, are represented (in both the Hebrew Ezra and the Greek 1st Book of Esdras) as living in the age of Cyrus and Darius I; since it would be impossible for anyone who had seen the temple destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar, in 588 B.C., to be alive in 398 B.C. (see Haggai ii, 3; Ezra iii, 8, 11); and, if the Aramaik Targum is left aside as a later interpolation, Ezra, in the Hebrew Book of Ezra, appears to follow (without a gap of 117 years) in the reign of Artaxerxes I.—En.]

F

This letter is represented, in English renderings of both Greek and Hebrew, by Ph. It interchanges also with B and V. The Assyrian letter usually represented by P had, in reality (at all events in later times) the sound F (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Socy., March 1902, pp. 108 to 119); and in this respect Assyrian resembled modern Arabic. The Hebrews and the Greeks had both the P and the F sounds. The Latins distinguished B, F, and P; but the Eruskins had no B.
Faflun. A "follettto," or fairy of the N. Italians, answering to the Etruscan Puphilus, and like him a spirit of the vineyards (see Etruskans).

Fā-Hien. A famous Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, who set out with a few friends in 399 A.C. by the usual route from China passing the Lob Nor lake, and the Gobi desert, to Baktria, and through the Afghan passes to India. He travelled to Ceylon, and returned after 15 years, having, as he says, visited some 30 kingdoms. He was born at Wu-yang in China, and became a monk; his object was to study genuine Buddhist books; for though China received Buddhism as early as 60 A.C., yet it had only a few Sutras, and abbreviated "Rules of Discipline," as well as the legendary life of Buddha, receiving these through Tibet. Intercourse with India had ceased between 150 and 250 A.C. on account of the rise of the Turkish "White Huns." Fā-Hien had begun to study Sanskrit and Pali, and was dissatisfied with the corrupt Buddhism of China. He set out towards the end of the year (399 A.C.) from a quiet monastery at Tchangan. His diaries are full of marvels. Near the Lob Nor he found 4000 Buddhist monks; and the faith then flourished in the Pamirs, Yarkand, Siralkol, and the fertile Swat Valley. At Kie-chā, in the Tang Ling, or "onion" range, were large Buddhist establishments; and here the king held five yearly assemblies, "to which Sramans came in crowds." In Udyana there were 50 monasteries, which had all disappeared a century after Fā-Hien's visit. He evidently followed the route from Yarkand to the Gilgit river, and to the country of the Dards; he speaks of Taksha-sira, but apparently saw neither this place nor Mānkiyάla. In Khoten Buddhism was mixed with older nature-worship of lingam pillars. Near Daré he notices a famous wooden image of the future Buddha—Maitreya—from the original seen by the artist in heaven. This perished, and a rock-cut figure stands on the site. He speaks of Buddha's footprint in Udyana, and relates other legends, such as that of Gotama giving his life to appease the hunger of a tigress with whelpes, at Taksha-sila. He saw Kanishka's great stupas (at Peshhawar) over the earthen bowl of Buddha which none could remove; the poor could fill it with a few flowers, but the rich failed with even a thousand measures. At Beghiram, near Jalalabad, he saw as it were the "veritable person of Buddha," shining like gold on the mountain side. This luminous shadow faded as you approached. Kings sent painters to copy it, but none succeeded. Buddha's skull and staff were here, and here he cut his hair, and built a tower as a model of all future stupas.

Bows which once contained perfumed waters, such as he describes in connection with the rites of this skill, have been found in caskets in these ruins (Mr A. M. Clive Bayly, Indian Magazine). At Sahet-Mahet there was a Brahman temple, which could not throw its shadow on the adjoining Buddhist chapel. Here too were Buddhists who denied worship to Gotama, though believing in earlier Buddhas. He remained long at Patna (Pali-bothra), visiting many shrines, and here found a copy of the Vinaya, and of the Rules of Discipline. He copied and translated them, as well as other "original MSS. of the Lord" at Gayā, where on the adjoining hill he saw "the isolated rock near Gīryek," with 42 commandments written by "the finger of Buddha." His diary, in short, is as full of marvels as those of Christian pilgrims to Palestine in the same age. He went south to the famous Sri-Salā monastery, on the Krishna river, and seems to have followed that stream to the sea—sailing thence to Ceylon, where he remained two years, studying Buddhist books, and copying the Vinaya Pitāka of the Mahisasanka school; both versions of the "Rules of Discipline"; and the two Ajānas (see Prof. Beal on Legge's Fa-Hien, Acad., 30th Oct. 1886).

Faidith. Keltik: a diviner or wise one—pronounced Fo or Fai: from the Aryan root Bhidh "to trust."

Faith. From Bhidh "to trust." Greek Pistis, Latin Fides, Sanskrit Bhakti—among the subllest temptations of Buddha under the Bodhi tree.

"And third came she who gives dark creeds their power
Draped fair in many lands as lowly Faith;
Yet ever juggling souls with rites and prayers."

"The Buddha answered "What thou biddest me keep
Is form, which passes; but the free Truth stands.
Get thee into thy darkness."

In S.W. Gaul Ste. Foy is still worshiped as a martyr of 300 A.C. Her image, as Sancta Fides, was of gold, 3 ft. high, with a crown of gems and enamel, on which were represented Jupiter, Mars, Apollo, and Diana; so that this "holy faith" owes its image to a pagan idol, probably of Byzantine workmanship. It came to Conques, on the Garonne, from Agen about 874, and a fine basilica was built for it in 942-984 A.C. which has ever attracted pilgrims. Yet faith is but as the sand in which the ostrich hides its head, awaiting its doom: "We know" means that we dimly feel what we cannot explain. One brother as cardinal is satisfied with the authority of priests and fathers—entangled in the Roman net—the other (Francis Newman)
stands up to seek Truth, and to reason out its problems, content to rest
in hope when he touches on the unknown. Faith, of necessity, be-
lieves in wonders, and fears examination. Buddha shook off Bhakti
when, after studying all faiths and philosophies of his age, he rejected
them all alike as unproved, and attained to the path. He too had
felt a "call," like many another pious youth. Yet some, like Confucius,
have reached wisdom without suffering from the struggle which early
belief makes hard for others. Chaitanya, the Vijnāna reformer,
on the other hand, declared Bhakti to be "more efficacious than
abstraction; than knowledge of the divine nature (on which Brähma-
nians philosophers insisted); than subjugation of the passions; than
the practice of the Yoga (austerities); than charity, virtue, or anything
deemed most meritorious" (Wilson). Faith, said the Christian
(Heb. xi, 1), "is the assurance of things hoped for; the evidence of
things not seen"—of things therefore that can only be imagined.
But the word for "evidence" is not witness (martūria), but only
"statement" (elenkhos). It is faith such as led Abraham to offer up
his son in obedience to a dream; or Sarah to believe, though she
knew the physical laws of nature—and laughed. The walls of
Jericho fell, not to battering rams, or the blowing of trumpets, or
even because of perambulations with the sacred ark, but to faith,
which slaughtered old and young, guilty and innocent alike, in the
doomed city—a fair example of the evils that followed an unreasoning
faith in a "God of Battles." Faith has required bloody sacrifices,
and scorned doubt, and enquiry, by which alone we advance on the road
to truth. Thomas the doubter is condemned, because he would not,
without evidence, believe that the dead had arisen. Faith condones
for many crimes. Even the murderer may go forth safely to his
cruel deed if he has humbly prayed at the Madonna's shrine.

Faith in the past has barred the way against science and philo-
sophy. Even Faraday said (see G. H. Lewes, Problems of Life and
Mind, i, p. 11): "I prostrate my reason before mysteries I am unable
to comprehend"—forgetting that he was accepting assumptions which,
had they referred to science in his laboratory, he would have rejected
as groundless. To change Faith, a new generation, educated anew, is
needed; but we now see on the horizon what Draper perceived 30
years ago: "Faith must render an account of herself to Reason.
Facts must replace asserted mysteries. Religion must abandon the
old tone of authority. Thought must become absolutely free. The
ecclesiastical must restrict himself to his chosen domain, and no longer
hinder the philosopher who, conscious of the strength and purity of
his motives, will no longer brook the interference of priests. Voltaire

was a strong Theist, but he said: "Divine faith, about which so much
has been written, is evidently nothing more than incredulity brought
into subjection: for we certainly have no other faculty than the
understanding by which we can believe; and the objects of faith are
not those of the understanding. We can believe only what appears
to be true; and nothing can appear true but in one of the three
following ways: by intuition or feeling—as, 'I exist, I see the sun';
by an accumulation of probability amounting to certainty—as, 'there
is a city called Constantinople'; or by positive demonstration—as,
'triangles of the same base and height are equal.' Faith, therefore,
being nothing at all of this description, can no more be a belief than
it can be yellow or red. It can be nothing but the annihilation of
reason, a silence of admiration at the contemplation of things absolutely
incomprehensible. Thus, speaking philosophically, no person believes
the Trinity: no person believes that the same body can be in a
thousand places at once; and he who says, 'I believe these mys-
teries,' will see, beyond the possibility of a doubt, if he reflect for
a moment on what passes in his mind, that these words mean no
more than, 'I respect these mysteries.' I submit myself to those
who announce them. For they agree with me that my reason, or
their own reason, believes them not; but it is clear that, if my reason
is not persuaded, I am not persuaded. I am not persuaded by
my reason, and my reason cannot possibly be two different beings.
It is an absolute contradiction that I should receive as true that which my understanding rejects
as false. Faith, therefore, is nothing but submissive, and deferen-
tial, incredulity." For Faith has been defined as the "inactivity of
our reason."

—as in the Lia-fail or "stone of fate." Fäl was a hero whom
Christianised Erse in Ireland identified with Simon Magnus (Prof.
Rhys, Hibbert Lect., 1886, p. 218). He rode on a wheel, the Roth-
fail, or Roth-ramach, "the wheel of light," which was "one of the
four precious things brought to Ireland by the Tantha Dedanan.
Wherever the Lia-fail is taken a Milesian Goidal (or Irishman) will
reign, like Cono at Tára. Under every king whose right it recog-
ised this "stone of fate" gave a scream. From Tára it went to
Stone in Scotland, till Edward I of England seized it; and it now
is fitted beneath the seat of the coronation chair at Westminster.
The legend says that Jeremiah brought it to Tára, when he came to
Ireland with an Irish princess.

Falguna or Phalguna. The Hindu month (15th January to
Fallāh

15th February) when girls must worship Ama ("the mother"), with salt, and long kidney beans (see Beans).

Fallāh, Fellāh. Arabic: "ploughman." This word is often used incorrectly as though applying to a special race.

Faolan. Saint Fillan. Faolan, or "little wolf," was one of St Columba's missionaries, at Strath-filan, where is the famous stone and bell of St Fillan. He had also a charmed crozier (the Quigreach), with a bone relic. We have stood by the weird pool under the steep, karn-crowned cliff, where hundreds used once to be healed, and the possessed were chained to cleats still visible in the rock. Within the memory of living men the place has been visited, and two women were submerged in the pool in 1860. The old rites were connected with the moon, after sunset, in her first quarter. The sick and penitent plunged in, over their heads, in the water; took stones from the bottom; climbed to the three carns on the mound; walked thrice "sun-wise" round them, casting a stone at each. They then walked, or were carried, to the Priory Chapel, now a ruin, and were tied down on the sacred stone slab (a holed stone), wearing their wet clothes; in very bad cases the magic bell was put on the patient's head, but was fortunately not very heavy; in the morning the patient was found to be unbound, which proved that he was cured. The site is still a sacred centre, for a new parish church stands opposite the pool (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 298-304).

Fan. The mystic Vannus, or winnowing fan, was an emblem of Iakkhos, son of De-Mètèr. Fans are often represented on Assyrian bas-reliefs; and with Indian Sanyāsī (beardless tonsured priests) the fan is sacred. Apuleius, in our 2nd century, describes it in the procession of Isis, beside the wine cup, caduceus, and sacred branch and fire: it was piled up with gold. The Greeks also piled up a fan with fruits, and placed it on the bride's head at weddings, as an emblem of fertility—like the rice showers in other cases. At Thebes in Egypt we find fans represented in pictures of the 18th dynasty. Christian churches had special fans, which only tonsured priests might use, and this only when consecrating the sacred elements.

Farid. A celebrated sheik, and a Sūfi freethinker (see Sikhs). His shrine was built round a sacred Pilu tree, at Farid-Kot, consecrated by his touch. It grants fertility to those who flock to the spot. He is called "Farid of the sugar stick"; for sugar sticks, called Faridi, are here given out to girls, from the Shakar-ganj or "sugar place" on Thursdays.

Farj. Arabic: "pleasure"; Faraj is the Yoni.

Far'ūn. Arabic: "Prince," "Tyrant." The word Pharaoh is the same, and, according to Renou, is Semitic. It is not used to mean "king" (Per-aa), in Egypt, before the time of the 18th dynasty, and was apparently a loan word coming in with the Hyksos (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Feb. 1901, p. 73).

Fascinum. Like the Greek Baskanon this meant, in Latin, "bewitching," "fascination." Horace uses the word to mean the phallus (French Fesne). The Synod of Tours forbade the phallic worship of the Fesne in 1336 A.D., unless accompanied with chanting of the Creed and Lord's Prayer. But the Fesne as an amulet is still in use.

Father. See Ab, and Ad, Pa and Papa.

Fatsmu. The Japanese Hercules.

Fear. All nations have had gods of fear. The Greek Phobos was a son of Ares, with a lion's head, as on the shield of Agamemnon, which showed Terror in a lion's skin, sounding a trumpet, and holding a shield on which was the head of the Gorgon Medusa (Turkish gorgo "fear"). Homer also makes Terror a goddess on the Aigis of Athena. Hesiod calls her a daughter of Ares and Aphrodité, placing her on the shield of Héraklēs, and saying that Fear always accompanies Ares—or war. Pausanias says she had a statue at Corinth; others speak of her temple at Sparta, by the palace of the Ephori. Aëkthulos describes seven chiefs as swearing by Fear, and by Ares, before Thebes. The Romans personified her as Favor and Pallor—fear and paleeness—and she was invoked by their generals, as by Themens or Alexander the Great, that she might frighten the foe. All who were engaged in hazardous enterprises prayed to her. On ancient medals, and shields, she appears (as the Gorgon) with scarred aspect, open mouth, and hair standing on end, or turned into snakes. The Hebrew Yahweh was called a God of Fear, and Christians still regard fear of God as the first principle of religion.

Feathers. The feather in Egypt was held in the hand of Tutet, goddess of justice: for a feather would turn the scale, in Amenti, when the soul was judged. But feathers—like the Fleur-de-lis—are often later euphemistic emblems for the phallus, as we see in the three Prince of Wales' feathers. The popes had a similar badge of three ostrich feathers, which was previously adopted by Lorenzo dei Medici (a family whose arms were the
three balls): this was also called the "giglio"—lily or gilly flower—bearing the motto "Semper" ("ever"), the three feathers being green, white, and blue (or red), which the Church said meant Faith, Hope, and Charity (Notes and Queries, 1st May 1886). The feathers appear (Jennings's Roniocentricus), with the moon and the Yoni beneath them—the moon resting on a Fleur-de-lis form—with a lingham. The motto Ich dien "I serve" is thus appropriate, but the date is unknown (see Times' Lit. Supplem., Nov. 14th, 1902, p. 341). The Egyptian gods Amen-Ra and Sebek have long feathers on their crowns, representing probably rays of light.

Feets. See Foot.

Fene. Fin. Fiann. Feinn. The old Irish militia were called Feinn or Fenians, and Fionn, son of Cumbhal, was a famous hero. The Fion-gail or "fair strangers" were contrasted with the Dubh-gail or "black strangers," so that the word comes from the Aryan root bhau "bright" or "white." But Feine is also a sacred place like the Latin Fanum a "fane" (see Fin).

Feralia. A Roman festival, celebrated from the 17th to the 21st of February, or otherwise early in March. The seed being committed to earth the infernal gods must be propitiated, and Ceres was now mournfully seeking Proserpina. The Latins lighted torches to help her in the dark, and worshiped Februa ("heat") as a goddess. The Christians substituted their Virgin (see Candela), but transferred the worship of souls to November, when they lighted up cemeteries, and perambulated the graves with torches, afflicting themselves with flagellations (see Feronia).

Feridun. The son of Jamshid, an early royal hero of Ishpahan (Firdousi's Shab Nameh, 11th century A.D.). A blacksmith (Kaveh) persuaded him to slay Zohak (see Max Muller, Chipp, i, p. 98; and Rivers of Life, ii, p. 24). This is the later form of the legend of Thracetona (the Vedik Tita) slaying Azal-dahakht "the biting snake," as in the Zend Avesta.

Feronia. The goddess of fire, whose altars were on mountains (especially volcanoes) in sacred groves, by thermal springs like that of the Samian city under Mt. Sorakhté ("snow peak"), which was sacred to Etruskans. The Sabines consecrated this to Soranus (from sor to "shine"), who (Virgil, Æn., xi, 785) was a god of fire and light, the Apollo of Sorakhté "guardian of the holy mountain." The name Feronia comes from the Aryan root bhar "to burn" (see Phoroneus).

Fervers. The Fravardin of the Zend Avesta—female genii dwelling in all things, and protecting men.

Festivals. These are detailed under their special names (see subject index).

Fetish. The word "Fetiche" was first used by President de Brosses (Du Culte des Dieux Fétiches, 1760). He says that: "African negroes called material and terrestrial objects of worship Fetiche." The Portuguese have for several centuries used the word "Fetiche" for charms and magic. Fetishism is now the normal worship of natural or manufactured objects or symbols, such as the horns, bones, skulls, or organs, of animals and human beings (see Eye), or stones, corals, serpents, crosses, and idols of all kinds. Holy Scriptures may become—or be used as—fetishes. [The Christians of Antioch in our 4th century, according to Chrysostom, used copies of the gospels as charms tied on to their beds: as the Bible—with the door key—is used by European peasants.—En.] Major Ellis (Iski-speaking peoples of the Gold Coast, 1887) and Professor Keane, in reviewing the same work, deny that any savages originally regarded sticks and stones as supernatural beings, though "fear made the gods." But what savages believed was that spirits could take up their abode in consecrated objects and emblems, such as inam stones and stakes, idols, and symbols. Bede says that the "Falter was carried sun-wise round the Scottish army on the breast of a sinless cleric." The Irish made fetishes of ancient copies of the gospels, on which they swore with fear and trembling: Relics such as Veronica's handkerchief, or the "holy coat" of Treves, denounced as fraudulent by the popes, are as much fetishes as the hairs, tooth, bones, and begging bowl of Buddha.

Fidh. Keltik: "wood," from the Aryan root Bhii "to cleave" (see Bud). It appears to mean a "stake," or any other long pointed object. The round towers were called Fidh-neemdh (the heavenly Fidh), as the Gauls had their Dru-nemet or "holy tree" down to our 8th century (Dulaure, Hist. des Cultes, i, pp. 58 to 60). O'Brien (Round Towers, 1834) regards the Fidh [p. 105] as meaning a phallic. Among many medieval writers the "dry tree" was an emblem of celibacy, and the "green tree" of reproduction—these both growing in a paradise beyond the sea (see Yule's Marco Polo). Cormac, bishop of Cashel in our 9th century, says in a famous edict that ancient hundreds of round towers existed in Ireland, "and that noble judges placed in them
Figs.

The shape of the leaf, and of the fruit, of this tree did not escape the attention of ancient nature worshipers; and the "fig leaf" was an euphemism for the phallic. The aprons of the first pair in Eden were fig leaves, and the form is still used in the amulets of silver, ivory, and bone, which Indian mothers hang from the waists of small girls otherwise naked. Even the Buddhists archbishop of Ceylon signs his name with a fig leaf—as Christian bishops use the cross. To adore the fig leaf (Asvattha) is, according to the Ananda Tantram, to adore the Adho-Mukhā or "inner place" (see Sakta): that is to say, the "fig-leaf shaped Yoni." The Italians, like the ancient Romans, call phalli "figs"; and the latter made a joke of the Ficus, and the Ficaria, Ficetum, and Ficarri. It was under a fig tree—the Ruminalis, named from rumus "a test"—that the wolf suckled Romulus and Remus in the Lupercal cave; and senators sat under the sacred fig in the centre of the Comitium of the Forum, the tree, according to Augurs, having transferred itself from the old site under the Palatine hill to this spot (Pliny, Hist. Nat., xv, 20). The wild fig (Capri-ficus or "goat's fig") was on the site where women sacrificed to Vulcan at the Capriciales. The fig was identified with Romulus himself (Prof. A. di Gubernatis, Mythol. des Planetes, ii, p. 137). Phalli made of fig tree wood were symbols in the rites of Bakhhos; and were kept in sacred arks. Piedmontese peasants say that "figs chase away the wolf" (winter, night, or sterility); and it has its demoniac aspect, as well as that of sweetness and ambrosial juice. Bakhhos was said to create the fig as well as the grape; and Greeks adored Dionysus Saktas, the fig god. Sueces, pursued by Zeus, was changed into a fig tree to please Rhea, the earth mother. The fruit was sacred to Hermes, and to Hera, and interchanges with the apple in popular folk-lore (see Apple); but it is also the "arbor infamia," and the tree of Judas, as betraying innocence. None dare to sleep under it, a superstition also found among Syrians, who say it is "bad for the eyes": for it should not be seen. The expressions "fare la fica," "faire la figue," "dar una figa," in Italian, French, and Spanish, mean "to make the fig," that is the symbol of the thumb between the two middle fingers, a phallic sign (see Eye). Up to our 4th or 5th century the Manichean Gerstiks are said to have observed "detestable ceremonies of figs." Mr. Jibbail (Quarterly Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, July 1889) says that Bruzas still present figs to one another, and Bruza women eat figs after prayers, and have a special "Egg Thursday" in spring (see Eggs). The sign of the fig—above described—is a common amulet in S. Europe; and over the gates of Fort Kumārom is a hand with one finger extended (Notes and Queries, 11th July 1885), which is the gesture called also by Italians "showing a fig"; thus the virgin fortress of Kumāri derides its foes. A Spanish mother, says the Marquis de Custine, meeting a suspicious character, hastily puts her child's hand into the right position, saying "Higo higo haga, usted una figa." Such customs and amulets are common also among Bretons and Basques.

Fiji. This is a group of 200 islands, with a population of about 120,000 persons, who profess some kind of Christianity, mingled with ancient superstitions: for they know only as a rule the leading rites, and are practically still worshippers of demons, fetishes, and stones, though fast forgetting the meaning of their old customs (see Samoans).
Fiji

Mr Coote (Wanderings, 1882) says that their prayers reminded him of Hebrew Psalms. "Let us live; and let those who speak evil of us perish. Let the enemy be clubbed, swept away, utterly destroyed, piled in heaps. Let their teeth be broken. May they fall headlong into a pit. Let us live: let our enemies perish." Akkadians and Babylonians had such prayers, and such words we still repeat with pious reverence in civilised Europe. The Fiji gods include Tanum-banga, Ndauthina, Kumbuhanavua, M'batimona, Ravuravu, Mainata- sar, and others. N'dengei is described as the "supreme impersonation of abstract eternal existence"—which we do not believe any Fijian to have ever been capable of conceiving. He has a serpent's head, or dwells in a serpent, and in a gloomy cavern, with a single priest or Uto. He was "produced by a mother who found two stones at the bottom of a great moat," in which we find a simpler symbol of existence. Fijians worshiped "two stones" (Sir J. Lubbock, Origin of Civi.; see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 140, fig. 253, "Fijian phalli"). The stone worship was extremely sensual, and the emblems included seals, lizards, cels, and other creeping things inhabiting holes. Each tribe had its sacred animal, which never injured any of the tribe that adored it. The small stone called Kavek, or "love," had a gielle round it called Liku; it was sacred to a Venus, and food was offered to it daily at Thokova. Another menhir covered with cup-marks—as in India (the Danda) and among Kelts—was probably a solar symbol. One chief, according to Lubbock, "represented his two wives by two stones"—probably egg-shaped. Fijians also have sacred trees, especially worshiping the ash. Conical and bullet-shaped stones, from Fiji, are in the Christie collection of the British Museum. The dead are buried in caves and tumuli, and it was the duty of the widow's brother to strangle her unless indeed she called on him to do so: for the demon Nanga bars the road to Mabula, or Hades, and tortures male ghosts unaccompanied by wives, whom he allows to pass. When a chief is dying he is taken to the Mabure-Kalous, or "god's house," and his death is concealed as long as possible, since revolutions and general plunder will follow. If women die in child-birth, a banana, wrapped in a child's garment, is laid on the breast. The Fiji gods (as at Samoa) are swathed in mats and robes (as in Japan, or among Romans, or in the case of the Inish-Murray stone), like the Tarao of Tahiti, swathed with straw (see Ta-aroa). Circumcision in Fiji is "a propitiatory rite, as an offering of atonement," for a sick father, by one of his brother's sons, with, as usual, heavy fees to priests to induce the deities to accept the sacrifice. [In 1897 the population had dwindled to 122,000 natives, having diminished by nearly half since 1859, and including a small number of Polynesians. The Fijians proper are a mixed negrito and Malay race, some tall and chocolate coloured with frizzled hair like Papuans, and some nearer to the Malay type. They were cannibals, and one chief is said to have set up 900 stones to represent the men he had eaten. Human sacrifices were common. Fire was made by means of the fire-stick (see Hutchinson's Living Races, p. 1).—Ed.]

Fillan

See Faoalan.

Fin. Fion. See Fene. The Fion-gail, or "fair strangers," formed a small Fenian army under King Cormac about 220 to 230 A.C. He was King of Tara (Dr Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, p. 411), and "the Find or Finn, son of Curnhal, or Cumhail." The traditional site of his palace is at the tall pillar on the hill of Allen, near Kildare, in Ireland. Though he could perform miracles, and was regarded as divine, he was killed by a fisherman in 284 A.C., leaving two sons, Osian the poet, and Oskar. Many legends of the Fin are connected with pillars, bones, and stones: such as the "thumb," which was "an erect bone with the flesh off," and the "tooth of knowledge" (see Bones, Teeth, Thumb). The son of Fion, or Fin, was Diarmed, whose elopement with Graine ("the sun") betrothed to Find, and the courtship of Alibhe, form a well-known Irish epos.

Finns. A very important Turanian group, on the east of the Swedes, and south of the Lapps. They now number about 2 millions; and, having mingled with Skandinavians, they are usually fair, with blue eyes. Their language also is full of Aryan loan words, though in structure and vocabulary it is Turanian (see Basques): the name Finn may itself be Aryan (from the root Bhau "fair"), and they are called in their own tongue "Suoma-leinen," or "swamp-dwellers." They spread early from the valleys of the Volga and the Don to Finland, and Lapland (see Journal Anthrop. Instit., Nov. 1885). Only about 10,000 are now supposed to be pure Finns, and the Lapps number only 30,000 persons, representing perhaps a yet earlier arrival from Central Asia, constituting the Ugro-Finnic group—connected with the early Turkish Ugurs; including also the Ethnians south of Finland (see Japan). These people are called Chudes in Russian, colonising the fen, and lake, regions N. of St. Petersburg. Eastern Finns also extend beyond the Urals into W. Siberia; and Sir H. Rawlinson supposes Finnic populations to have preceded the Aryans throughout Europe; of whom the Basques are an outlying group. The Finnic and the Magyar tongues are the representatives
of Turanian speech in E. Europe, and are connected with that of the Samoyeds in N. Asia. Finnish was first studied scientifically about 1820 A.C., when it was discovered that a rich mythology, with many myths and legends, existed, forming the Kalevälä—a great epik orally preserved, which "equals the Iliad in length and completeness, and is not less beautiful," according to Dr Max Müller. It claims its place as the "fifth national epic of the world" with Homer, the Mahâbhârata, the Shah-nâme, and the Nibelungen-lied. It is named from Kaleva, the "land of plenty and happiness," and begins with the creation of the world, and with the triumph of a divine triad ruling the land of cold and death. We may ask, if these rude Turanians of the far north were thus able to create such literature, why should not others of the stock have done the same in Kaldea or in India?

The Finns had gathered on the Baltic shores before 700 A.C. and accepted Swedish rule by 1200. England first heard of them about 1000 A.C., as "Kwains, living on the White Sea," and as Beormas or Pernians—"wild people knowing neither God nor god order." In the south-east Russians ruled them in 1300; and in 1716 they were subjugated by Peter the Great. Since 1809 they have been all Russian subjects, claiming to be ruled by their own laws—an agreement recently broken (1890 to 1894) by the Tsar. Their myths have been compared by E. Lenormant (La Magie) with those of the Akkadians, and their language compared with Akkadian. Their god of air and winds is Ukko; their wood god is Tapio: their god of water is Ahti. Jumala, "the Lord," is their "Great Father"—now identified with the angel Gabriel; and Perkel (perhaps the Aryan Perkunas) presides over demons. The Lapps are allied to the Finns racially, and are remarkable for their magic drums (Folk-Lore Quarterly, March 1893). The Théremiss and Votiaaks, Permians, Ostiaks, and Voguls, are branches of the same race, between the Caspians and the Samoyeds of W. Siberia; their dialects have been compared by Donner (1886). Prof. Smirnoff (Scott. Geog. Mag., June 1891) says that polygamy, and survivals of communism, still exist among the Théremiss and Votiaaks. Wives are still carried off by force and purchased. Food and drink are still put in coffins, or a bridal dress for a maiden, and a string in a boy's coffin showing his father's height, to which he must grow in the other world. Sacrifices—especially the head and heart of the victim—are offered in groves, and cakes in the shape of horses. The chief gods are those of the sky and of the dawn—mother of the sun, with deities of agriculture, rain, and cattle. Wizards are believed (even among the Finns, who have attained to a high civilization) to control storms and diseases, and to ascend to heaven and descend into hell.

Fingers. These form phallic signs (see also Daktuloi, Eye, and Fig). The finger laid to the mouth (as on gems representing the Egyptian Harpocrates) has this meaning, and is a common Gnostik emblem (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 316, plate xiii), being a charm against the evil eye. Among Romans the hand with the middle finger raised was the "digitus impudicus" or "infamia." Such signs are common at Pompeii and Herculaneum (see Musée Secret, plates 5, 10, 32, 33, 37, 45). The two raised fingers (first and second among Latins, or first and fourth in the East), are a Christian emblem of blessing. We may compare also the "Pardon de St Jean du doigt" or "St John of the Finger" in Bretagne, for surviving phallic symbolism (Wide World Mag., Octr. 1899). To this shrine, on 23rd June, thousands of pilgrims march in procession from Plougansou to adore the sacred symbol, in a precious case on the high altar. It is the finger with which John the Baptist pointed to the Lamb of God. Julian the Apostate—says the legend—ordered it to be burned, but a miraculous fall of rain protected it, and Philip, patriarch of Jerusalem, concealed it. Thecla, a Norman maiden, took it to her home, and built a chapel. In the 16th century, a young Breton archer of Plougansou, in the service of a Norman noble, witnessed the miracles of the "holy finger," and grieved not to be able to take it with him. As he went home the trees bowed to him, and the bushes greeted him, the bells of a Norman village rang for him, and he was cast into prison as a sorcerer. He woke to find himself near home, and as he entered the chapel of St Meriadec, to return thanks, the bells chimed and the candles were lighted by unseen hands. Those who were with him saw the holy finger emerge from the archer's arm and place itself on the altar. Pilgrims then became so numerous that a special chapel was built in 1513, where miracles have ever since occurred.

Fire. The Greek Ψύρ: from the Aryan root Bhur (see Bar). All nations regarded fire as sacred since the discovery of the fire drill (see Ag and Azteks). The Vedas distinguish five elements: 1. Akâs or Ether, which has the property of conveying sound: 2. Air, which has the properties (gunes) of sound and feeling: 3. Fire with sound, feeling, and colour: 4. Water, with these and taste: 5. Earth, with the gunes of sound, feeling, colour, taste, and smell. Skandinavians, who still carry fire to protect them, used to place it in pits dug in new lands to drive away demons, and keep it alight beside babes till baptised (see also Candles). Dr Stewart, minister at Lochaber (Journal Scot.
Fire

Ant. Soc., March 1890) witnessed such rites in Wigtonshire in 1889. Five women of a hamlet, in a remote glen, were passing a sick child through the fire. Two held a blazing hoop, two others passed the child backwards and forwards through it. The mother looked on a little distance away, and when her child was restored to her, the hoop was thrown into a pool hard by. The child was 18 months old, and a weakening, supposed to have been affected by the evil eye. A bunch of bog myrtle was then placed over its bed by an old woman, who directed that it should not be removed till the next new moon.

Kelts still jump round burning cart wheels, while village smiths are welding the tyres, to avert the evil eye (see also Bridget). In Bulgaria sorcerers called Nistinaires leap through fires on May Day (see Beltine), walking on the hot embers to prophecy, bless, and curse; only in May does the fire not hurt them (Mr A. Lang, Contempy. Review, Aug. 1896). We have often witnessed such rites in S. India, and found the feet of the fire walkers only badly scorched. Mr Thomson (South Sea Yarns) gives a photograph of fire treaders in Fiji in 1893, but cannot explain the apparent impunity with which they walk on hot stones and burning embers, as do the Moslem Dervishes. We may probably distinguish the “passing through” the fire to Moloch (Levit. xviii, 21; 2 Kings vi, 3; xxiii, 10; Jer. xxxii, 35) from the burning of children (2 Chron. xxvii, 3; Jer. vii, 31). In Iceland (Edda) a pious Christian hero aided a pagan hero to pass unscathed through the fire, and the “Fire Ordeal” was kept up till 1817. Lockhart (Church Service, 1826) says that a “communion” carried a red hot bar of iron, and walked on a red hot plough-share without sear or scar . . . to the glory of God . . . one of the most extraordinary records . . . of the audacity and weakness of mankind” (“Janus,” quoted by Mr. A. Lang, as above).

The Russians light fires near corpses, or in cemeteries, maintained by watchmen. Australian bush tribes employ old women with fire-sticks to guard the young from evil spirits, as Kelts did for babes and mothers. Fire rites were common in Europe down to the 13th century. Lithuanian Aryans, in Russia, like Hindus and Tartars, still regard fire as a deity. In Rome, down to the first Christian century, the emperor walked behind the sacred fire, and all marriages were solemnised in its presence, bride and bridegroom both touching the holy altar fire, and the holy water beside it. Fire rites survive among the Pueblos of Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado. A visitor to the rites of Taos, near Santa Fe in the United States, says that he found natives—probably of Aztec descent—holding councils beside “the sacred fires of Montezuma,” which are never allowed to go out. These

Etruscan were regular fire temples, under ground, with pits fenced round and jealously guarded. They could only be reached by a ladder, which was hidden when not in use (Macmillan’s Magazine, November 1882). Even Indians supposed to be Christians have fire and serpent rites (Capt. Bourke, Molvis of Arizona), the Moki being offshoots of the Snake Indians (Prof. Keane, Academy, 22nd November 1884), whose lands stretch from Mexico to British Columbia (see Serpent). Mongols, who are Moslems or Buddhists, still venerate fire, never stepping over it, or scattering it, or allowing it to be defiled. A marriage contract is sealed by being committed to the flames, for it is then recorded in heaven—just as Agni of old was the messenger of the gods (see Indian Antiq., July 1882). When a bride is brought to her lord in China her chair is covered over a brazier of live coals (see Apple). Casati says that among the Nam-namias, of Central Africa, an ever burning fire is maintained in its shrine by sacred virgins, in connection with the tombs of chiefs. These poor maidens are immured for life, and their food is brought to them. (Athenaeum, 11th August 1883). The Japanese say of relatives that they “are of the same fire,” as did Greeks and Phenicians (Journal Anthrop. Instit., July 1870, p. 58).

Every Latin village had its round hut for sacred fire, and the temple of the Vestals was also circular. Persian fire-worship survived till recently (see Bakru). In Ireland at Beltine, mothers gave their children the “baptism by fire,” tossing them through the flame to be caught by a man; and Beltine-glasis (the yellow sun-fire) is still known in some parts of Ireland (Mr M. Aynley, Indian Antiq., March, April, 1886). Householders, after the rites are concluded, seize a brand, and rush to their homes to light the fire; it is considered unlucky if they fail to do so. The last year’s brand is burnt, and replaced by the new one, which is placed over the hearth when the fire is lit. The fire of Jehovah’s altar was ever burning till the fatal 9th of Ab in 70 A.C. The fire rites at Easter in Jerusalem, when the fire from heaven falls into, and issues from, the Holy Sepulchre, and when all must light their tapers at it, is traced to 800 A.C. It used, in the 12th century A.C., to appear sometimes in the Templum Domini (the Dome of the Rock), or in the Templum Salomonis (the Aksa mosque hard by), instead of in the cathedral (see Col. Conder, Tent Work in Palestine).

Virgil makes Aruns say (Aen. xi, 784):—

"O patron of Sorcete’s high abodes, Phoebus thou ruling power among the gods
Fish

Whom first we serve, whole woods of unctuous pine
Burn on thy heaps, and to thy glory shine
By thee protected on our naked soles
Through flames unsinged we pass, though treading kindled coals.

The "heap" was the karn emblem of Apollo. The Hirpini ("wolfish ones") in Gaul were his priests, and their fires were sacred to the sun. Fire cures every ill—whence the Hindu ceremony of the Dam-madar, when the worshipers run or jump through sacred flames. The name comes from that of Shah-Madār, a Moslem ruler about 1400 A.D. The Hindu often exclaims "Cure me, O holy Kāli, and I will walk thy fires." He drives his sick cattle between two fires, as Kelts used also to do, a custom forbidden by churches, yet still not quite obsolete. All sacred fires are lighted from the sun, or by the fire stick (see Arāni and Svastika). The fire stick should be of Asvattha (Ficus Religiosa) and Sami (Acacia Suma) usually planted near temples, and thus "married" as Hindus say. The altar fire at Jerusalem was of fig wood, with pine and cedar. The Greeks and Egyptians also used fig wood, and the former called it phalleos-wood: this, with the harder wood of the laurel or thorn as the drill, formed their fire-drill (the Prometheus, or Pramantha); and both Persian Magi, and Eskimos, lighted holy fires by the same means: for fire, "the golden handed one," was the first principle to Mazdeans. The Jews said that their sacred seven-branched lamp burned miraculously, without trimming, till the death of Simon the Just, and from it all other lamps should be lit (see Mishnah Tamid; and Quarterly Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, April 1886, p. 129).

Fish. A very important emblem in mythology. The first Avatār or incarnation of Vishnu, in India, was the fish (see Matsya). The story is related in the Matsya, and in the Bhāgavāta Purāṇas, with some differences. While great Brāhma slept a demon stole the Vedas, and the destruction of the world was thereupon decreed. Vishnu had perceived the theft, and to avert injustice he appeared, as a small fish, to a pious man while he was bathing. The good Satya-Vrata spared the fish, placing it in a vessel for which it soon became too large, then transferring it successively to a larger vessel, to a lake, to the Ganges, and finally to the ocean, where Satya worshiped this great fish as Nāriyāna. Vishnu then told him that the world must perish, ordering him to build a vessel, for himself and the seven Rishis or pious persons, with their families, and for the seeds of plant and animal life. The waters covered the plains, and all men perished save those thus elected. Vishnu appeared again as a huge golden fish, to which the hero (Matsya or Satya-Vrata) made fast his ark, with a serpent tied to the single horn of the fish, which drew the vessel to a high mountain where Satya—afterwards called a demigod and son of Virasvat—was taught all religion and philosophy, for the new world after the Flood (see Floods).

The Matsya-nari, or Indian mermaid, is also connected with Vishnu when issuing from the mouth of the fish—recalling Hercules swallowed by the fish, and the Hebrew legend of Jonah, as well as many folk-tales of the fish that swallows and restores a ring, or a phallic. The recovery of the Vedas by aid of a fish also recalls the Irish mermaid (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 247, fig. 115) as represented at Clonfert, carrying a sacred book. Other fish emblems of the Kelts are found at Cashel, and at Kells in County Meath (Rivers of Life, i, p. 247; fig. 116). The fish was also a favourite emblem among early Christians (see Baptism), representing the "Ikthys"—one Greek letters being supposed to stand for "Jesus Christ, the Son of God Saviour." It is found in Roman catacombs, and on Christian buildings of the 4th century in Syria, and was recommended by Clement of Alexandria as an emblem on Christian signet rings. In Naples however the fish is a phallic emblem. Fish were sacred to Venus, and to Ashtoreth (see Dove): "the fish that laughs" must not be touched by women: the twin, or crossed, fishes are emblems of fertility and of early spring (see Dagon, Derketo, Ea). Asoctiks were not allowed to eat fish; but Christians eat it in Lent, and it once formed part of their communion meal (see Eucharist). The joke of the "poisson d'Avril" was phallic, says Gubernatis (Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 339); and the expression "nuova pesce" in Naples has a similar meaning. Even the water in which fish are boiled will cure sterility. In ancient Egypt Isis is represented with a fish on her head: and fish are common emblems in church architecture, supporting the fleur-de-lis (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 6, plate v). The so-called Vesica Piscis is an euphemism for the Yoni. Egyptian priests shunned fish, as do most African tribes (except the Ba-talping or "fish people" among the Bantuans), while Arabs generally avoid fish, and eels (see Eel) as being quite as unclean food as snakes. Kelts refused to eat eels; Eastern Jews do not eat fish, but at marriages they place one on the ground, and the bride and bridegroom walk round, or step over it seven times as an emblem of fertility, just as Indians circumambulate the linga and yoni (see Lingam; and our letter in Notes and Queries, 16th February 1884, p. 134).

Flamen. A priest of the holy "flame," which he alone might touch, and fan with the "mystic fan" of Bacchus (see Fan).
Fleur-de-lis

flame-colored robes of Flamens are said to have been copied by the Roman cardinals. Their chief was the Pontifex Maximus (a title also adopted by Popes), or "great bridge-maker," who made the bridge from heaven to earth (see Bridges).

Fleur-de-lis. An emblem supposed to represent the iris or gillyflower; but which seems (see Feathers, and Triumphant) to have been often an euphemism for the phallicus. The lilies appear on a Bible presented by Charles II of France, 869 A.D., and the Franks claimed to have used the symbol in Friesland as early as 400 B.C. The white lily is an emblem of the Virgin; and St. Joseph has always a rod with white lilies (on which a dove sat), in connection with the legend of his flowering rod (see Dove), which indicated him as a husband for the Virgin.

Floods. Inundations having been common catastrophes—though never universal as that of Noah was said to be—it is natural that legends of floods should appear in many countries. The Babylonian legend, however, appears to have an astronomical meaning, being connected with the eleventh episode in the labours of the hero Gilgames ("the sun spirit"), and thus terminating before the spring equinox. The dove, the swallow, and the raven in this myth are emblems of the winter months, the dove being migratory like the swallow, and a harbinger of the dry spring weather. The name of the Babylonian Noah, who escaped in a boat with his family and treasures, and the seeds of animal and vegetable creation, and who afterwards sacrificed and was removed by the gods to their paradise land "at the mouth of the rivers," is variously rendered Khasiada (the Xisithros of Berosus) and Tamzi (or Tammus); and by him the story is related to Gilgames, after he has crossed the sea and passed the jewelled tree guarded by a snake (see Gilgames and Hasis-ada). [Critics suppose the Bible account to consist of two narratives blended together. They follow the present Hebrew text in distinguishing a Jehovistic and an Elohist document; but the Greek Septuagint gives these sacred names quite differently in the narrative.—En.] The date at which Noah's flood is supposed to have occurred (2592, or 4217 B.C., according to Hebrew or Greek reckonings—see Bible), is later than the age in which the great civilisations of Western Asia, and of Egypt must now be regarded as having already commenced.

Science declares the idea of an universal deluge to be fraught with impossibilities. Even if we suppose Ararat only (see Ararat) to have been covered by the flood, we should require a rainfall of 217 inches per hour to cover it in 40 days. The idea of a local flood, covering all Mesopotamia, is as impracticable as that of a universal deluge, under the geological conditions of that region within the age of man's existence on earth. No ark or boat could contain specimens of the known fauna of that country, nor does the history of geological evolution point to any such cataclysm. The ancient legends are in hopeless disagreement with scientific facts.

The Greeks borrowed, like the Hebrews, from all the mythology of the early races of West Asia. The Phoenicians had a flood legend, which was preserved in the story of Deukalion ("the lord of the ship," De Kalian), who was a son of Prometheus, and a king at Phthia in lower Thessaly. Warned by his father that Zeus would destroy mankind, being wrath at his treatment by Lukabon, Deukalion built a boat which, after nine days' flood, was stranded on Parnassos. Here he landed with his wife Purpria, and with Megaros, a son of Zeus; cranes and wolves (creatures of winter and spring) guided them to new homes in Thessaly, and a new race sprang from stones that Deukalion, and Purpria, flung behind them. Another legend of a local flood, from which Ogyges escaped, belonged to the low-lying plains of Boiotia, and is described by Pindar, "the lyrical Theban," about 500 B.C. Ogyges, though an "autochthon," or aboriginal inhabitant of Boiotia, was transferred later with his legend to Attika. According to Hesiod also, the Titans (who recall the giants living before the Flood according to the Hebrews), were submerged in Stygian waves after they had piled up their cloud mountains against Zeus in heaven. Iris, the rainbow goddess, hovered over the ocean when Jove swore not to flood earth again, as the bow of Iatar appeared in the Babylonian tale, or the bow of Yahveh in the Hebrew (see Hesiod, Theog., 779, and Rev. O. Faber, Cabiri, i, p. 261).

The Hindus had their flood of Manu (see Fish), and the Chinese their river "Flood of Yu." The Persian legend (in the Vendidad), speaks only of a great winter, and of Yima's Viara or "enclosure," whence birds bade him come forth in spring. There is, however, no distinct flood story in Egypt; nor, when men are destroyed by the wrath of Ra and of Sekhet, they are only drowned in blood. The Ktialeg legend is taken from the Hebrew scriptures, but states that Kosia is destroyed by a certain spring called the Tannur ("oven"), the flood issued from a certain spring called the Tannur ("oven"), which again swallowed the waters. This Tannur is shown in N. Syria (see Col. Conder's Heth and Moab, i), close to an enclosure called "The Ship of the Prophet Noah," not far from Kadesh ("the holy place") on the Orontes; and again at Bambyce (Membej), or at Hierapolis, "the holy city," further north.

In the Skandinavian Eddas we read of a flood, but this is an
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Asiatic echo, and perhaps due to Christian teaching, which also is to be suspected in the Welsh story of the “great lord of waters,” and of those who escaped when lake Llawnировал overflowed (Welsh Triads). Its waters were drawn off by “the oxen of Hu-Gadern,” servant of the demon Afares, which oxen appear to be the bellowing thunder clouds—like Indra’s oxen. The Mexicans seem to have had flood legends, being well acquainted with mighty rivers; but the details recorded are liable to suspicion of Spanish influences, about 1540, in the case of Kox-kox-tli; for Dr Tylor (Gifford Lectures, 1891) says that the original Aztek picture only represents a man in a canoe stranded on an island (see Aztecs). Nata, and Nina his wife, were enclosed in a hollowed cypress tree by the god Titiahuan, and came out after the flood; they roasted fish and were admonished by the deity. The Quiches of Guatemala said that the flood destroyed the first men who were made of wood. The Algonquins said that birds warned Messes, the hunter, of the rising of a great lake, and the wolves guided him to safety; he sent a raven to find land, and the musk rat—whom he married—helped him to make it. The Tupis in Brazil (about 1550) spoke of a stranger who caused a flood, whence few escaped, and of the god Monan, who burned earth with fire, and drowned it with water. The Peruvians believed in successive destructions by famines, and flood (recollecting the Hindu “Kalpa” cycles); and the Aztek flood was the end of the first of four such cycles (Dr D. G. Brinton, Myths of the New World, 1876, pp. 220-229).

What is more natural than that men who observed fossil fish, and shells, on high mountains or in deserts, should conclude that the gods had once dipped the earth under ocean, and had again brought it up from the depths; but that they had also saved some few men and beasts, whence those of later ages were descended? (See also Hawaii.)

Floralia. The fête of Flora, the goddess of flowers, from 28th April to 1st May; a Roman edict of 238 B.C. defined the rites, which were already ancient on the “seven hills” of Rome, going back to the 8th century B.C. among Etruscans. Numa was one of the priests of Flora’s shrine. The rites became so gross that they were prohibited; yet, even in our 2nd or 3rd century, women are said to have celebrated them naked; similar practices continued in some Italian states even to the Middle Ages.

Fo. The common Chinese corruption for the name of Buddha.

Foot. The Vishnūvas in India regard the foot as a symbol of the phallus (see Pañ). The footprints of gods and heroes, of their horses, or of other animals, are regarded as conclusive evidence of the legends attached; see, for instance, the Ceylonese footprint (Adam’s Peak), or the Palestine examples. The latter include that of Christ on Olivet, and another in the Akka Mosque; that of Muhammad—with Gabriel’s finger marks—on the Sakhrah rock; that of Adam at Hebron; vestiges of Elijah at Mar Elias; footsteps of a prophet in the meek at Baalbek; and of a prophetess in Moab, S. of Heshbon. The gigantic footprint of Héraclès was shown in Scythia. Numerous other examples occur all over the world (see Mr Kumaagusu Minakata, “Footprints of Gods,” Notes and Queries, 1st Sept., pp. 163-165; 22nd Sept., pp. 223-226, 1900). The Japanese scholar compares the examples in his native land with those recorded by others, such as the bird-like prints of the great spirit in N. America and Mexico, in Columbia and Peru; the sculptured pair of footprints at Mané-er-Hroég in France, and others of early date in Sweden; those of Christ in Rome and in France; those of the miraculous bitch that aided Clovis at Pas de Dieu; the knees of St Ursicinus at Rome, and of Sta Theocris in the island of Paros. Of St Hyacinth and St Mark foot-steps also are shown. In Egypt we hear of foot-steps of Osiris; and Bechuana Kaffirs show those of the Modimo (“god”) cave, near Lake Ngami. In this case they are the footprints of many animals that were created in, and issued from, the cavern. Footprints of the horses of heroes are also common (see Arthur). The footprint on Adam’s peak—whether of St Thomas, Buddha, Adam, Siva, or the Chinese Panku—holds rain water in which believers wash their faces. In Japan, too, Buddha left footprints (though never visiting the island), and horse prints are shown. In Kosalua a lion’s print, and one of Buddha, are noticed. In Siam we have the prints of elephants and tigers, who escorted Buddha; and in Polynesia those of Titi, made when he was pushing heaven and earth apart. Those of giants, golemues, and priests are numerous in Japan, where also the lightning fiend leaves his claw marks on trees. Horse prints occur in Korea; and in China emperors were begotten by maidens who trod in the footprints of gigantic deities. Laotse has also left footmarks, and others belong to dragons, birds, bulls, horses, tigers, cranes; to a hermit and his deer, to donkeys, and dogs, and fowls, connected with Taoist or Buddhist saints. Lhasas, and Ferghans, furnish other examples. To those thus enumerated we may add many Christian examples, for wherever Christ, or an apostle, or a saint went, rocks became soft and retained marks of their feet or hands.
Fors. Fortuna. The Italian deity of Fate, answering to the Greek Tükê. Dr Max Muller (Biography of Words) shows that the popular derivation from fer ("bear," "carry") is impossible. In the Book of Esther (iii, 7; ix, 26, 32) the word Pur for a "lot" is apparently Persian, though not known as such, and is given a Hebrew plural, whence the name of the festival of Purim. In Aryan speech Pur is "fire" (see Bar), but we need not, in Italy, look only to Aryan speech (see Etruskan); and Fors may have been a Turanian word. [The Aryan root Bhar may be suggested, whence the Latin par "equal," pars "part," porio "portion"; in Akkadian we have bar or par "half"; the idea being that of equal chances—Ed.] The early shrines of Fortuna included that at the Volscian capital of Antium: the temple of the Latinii on Mt Alba; and the Sabine or Samnite shrine of Praeneste, with the Etruscan temple at Cesena. Here the "sortes" or lots were cast, sealing fate. (Cicero, De Div., i, 34: ii, 41, 56; Ovid, Fasti, ii, 477: vi, 93, 217; Virgil, Æn., iv, 346, 377: vii, 679; see Danet, Dict. Ant., and Gibbon, Decline and Fall, vi, 333.) Gibbon derives the Christian "Sortes Sanctorum" from the Sortes of Fortuna. The Augurs delivered the decisions of Fortuna (whether as a male or a female deity) in little sealed packets, sometimes called Sortes Convivales, which survive among us in the modest form of Christmas "crackers" with mottoes to decide our fate, connected as of old with fire rites.

The rites of Fortun were observed by the Roman kings Ancus Martius, and Servius Tullius. Tullius Hostilius, succeeding Numia, in 670 B.C. attacked the Sabines and the Albanians; and destroyed Veii and Tusculum. On this account the gods sent fire and pestilence on Rome, and a voice from the Alban temple of Fortuna, otherwise Jupiter Latialis, foretold the death of Tullius: he besought mercy of Jupiter Elicius, but was destroyed, we read, with all his house, by burning stones from the Alban Mount (Varro, see Smith's Dicty. Gr. and Rom. Bisc.): wherefore Ancus Martius (succeeding in 641 B.C.) erected a temple, on the most sacred hill in Rome, to the Alban Fortuna. Servius Tullius was a favourite of Tanaquil (or Thascuk "the servant of Thana") the Etruscan goddess) wife of Tarquin (Tar-kon), and succeeded this Etruscan monarch, whose daughter he married, on his murder in 576 B.C. According to Ovid and others he must have been an incarnation of Fortuna, for Tanaquil and Orcisia—the mother of Tullius—saw in the sacred flame a phallus (compare under Duce) while worshiping the Lars with "buns" and wine. Orcisia was therefore devoted to Jove (like Babylonian maidens—see

Dura-clasis); and Tullius was born, and even as a babe was seen by Tanaquil a sleeping surrounded by flames. He built a beautiful shrine to the goddess Fortuna Primigenia, and by her he was often visited; she was a deity of Alba and of Praeneste alike; and the temple built by Tullius was in the Capitol. This Fortuna was the daughter, according to Cicero, of Jupiter Latiaris. Tullius was apparently an Etruscan, and his native name was Marnana ("hero of the tribe," Mas-tar-na in Akkadian): he was a comrade of the Etruscan Celes Vibenna, who colonised the Caelian hill at Rome, and being in favour of the Sabines he was murdered, in 535 B.C, by Patrician adherents of the murdered Tarquin, who was of the same race. Thus Fortuna appears to have been an Etruscan deity. The laws of Tullius were set aside, by his successor, Tarquin the proud, and this Etruscan tyrant was expelled in 510 B.C. These and other indications show us that the Etruscans educated the Aryans of Italy—Umbrians, Ostans, Sabines, and Latins—especially in religion, laying the foundation of Roman civilisation (see Etruscan).

The worship of Fortuna, in her beautiful shrine on the Esquiline hill, long survived. In 400 B.C., St Augustine (City of God, iv, 18) inveighs against her, and asks "How can Fortuna be sometimes good and sometimes bad ... give evils as well as blessings?" He argued with his teacher that a fountain cannot send forth bitter water as well as sweet (Epist. of James iii, 11); but he forgot that Yahweh says (Isaiah xlv, 7), "I make peace and create evil," "shall there be evil in a city and Yahweh hath not done it?" (Amos iii, 6; Job ii, 10). At the entrance of the palace of Zeus there are two great vessels, from one of which flow all blessings for men, and from the other misery and misfortune. The Greeks said that the gods themselves are subject to Tükê or Fate. In Athens she was shown with the babe-god Ploutos, or "wealth," in her arms. On medals she appears standing on the round globe which she rules, having in one hand the Horn of Plenty, and in the other the Rudder. Sometimes her hand rests on a wheel, showing the revolving fortunes of the fickle goddess Fortuna—Reduce, the ever changeable.

At Praeneste Fortuna had a wondrous gilt statue. The Romans said that when she came to Rome she threw off her wings, and shoes, determined to remain there for ever. Pausanias calls Tükê an ocean nymph, and one of the blind fates (the Pare). Findar calls her a daughter of Zeus, on whom he bestowed power to aid, or to thwart, the affairs of men. "The ancients," says M. Danet (Dict. Antiq.), "represented Fortuna of both sexes, as they did several other divinities." In her Roman temples she was Fortuna Libera, and Fortuna...
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Parva, worshiped by newly-married women, who dedicated to her their maiden girdles, and prayed to her to make the husband's love continue. She was Mammosa (like Artemis of Ephesus), Publica, Privata, Conservatrix, and Primigenia. The Prænestê shrine was said to be founded by Coceclus ("the little blind one"), son of Vulcan—the fire (Bryant, Mythol., i, pp. 123-128). The boy Jove—the Bonus Puer Phosphor—was the child of Fortuna Primigenia (Graser's Inscriptions, No. lxxvi, 6, 7). Cicero connects him with the casting of lots (De Div., ii), saying "there is still a place religiously fenced off on account of the boy Jove, who being suckled, with Juno, seeking the breast in the lap of Fortuna, is most chastely worshiped by mothers." Prænestê retained its rites and freedom till 351 B.C. (Livy, vi, 10; Diod., xvi, 43). Cicero calls it a Colonia (Cat., i, 3). It stood on a bold spur of the Alban hills, 2400 ft above the sea, 23 miles E. of Rome, facing and towering above Alba and Tusculum. The fate of Fors Fortuna was on the summit of the hill. Sulla destroyed the upper city in 83 B.C., and a new city and shrine were built lower down. In our 5th century it became Palestrina (where a famous Phoenician votive bowl was found). Horace says that, in his time, "still did chaste Sabine wives pile up the sacred fires," of Vesta, and of Fors Fortuna.

Foutin. St Foutin (or Photinus), is supposed to be named from the Latin Fōtum, "fostered," from a root meaning "to warm"—more probably from Phōs "light" in Greek.

Fox. See Japan, Lukos, and Spirits. The fox is in mythology the emblem of craft and deceit, a demon among Japanese and Chinese.

Fravashis. See Feryers. The Fravardin of the Avesta.

Freemasons. French, Franc-maçon; German, Freimaurerei; "mason" being Low Latin (macio for marcio), from "marcus" a hammer. The brotherhoods date only from the 18th century; the first London lodge from the 24th June 1717; that of Paris from 1725; and that of Dublin from 1730. But such associations had been developing during previous centuries, tracing back even to the Middle Ages, and being due to the necessity for self protection, against tyranny in both Church and State. Dr Priestley, commenting on Dupuis (Origin of Religions), compares Freemasons to gypsies, as having rites of initiation, and oaths of fidelity. Such secret societies are ancient in Asia, among Essenes, Gnostics, and Templars, or Moslem Dervishes, Druzes, and others; and especially so among the Chinese. Freemasons devoted themselves especially to John the Baptist (patron of the first Knights Hospitallers), and to John the Divine. They attach mystic value to certain colors, such as white, blue, purple, and crimson, which typify air, water, earth, and fire. They have symbols, many of which are ancient religious or magical emblems. These occur on the masonry of the Crusaders' churches built by Italian Normans, in Palestine, in our 12th century, and are equally found on that of European cathedrals in the 14th and 15th centuries, including the hammer, the trowel, the gavel, the triangle, circle, and square, the sylloids, the fish, and the pentacle or "Solomon's seal," with the double triangle or "shield of David" (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 235, fig. 108). The triangle is an emblem of Deity (see Triangles). Nor is the "luminous ring" overlooked (see Ring), being presented to those initiated into the Order of Noah (see Fellows, Mysteries, chap. v). Mr Fellows says, indeed (p. 234): "There is scarcely a single ceremony in Freemasonry which is not found in the old pagan mysteries." He considers it demonstrable that "Freemasonry was (in its essence) nature and sun worship... see especially the hidden mysteries of our Blue Lodge symbolism." Freemasonry seems to have gleaned much in the East from older secret confraternities. We have been assured ourselves, by Parsi and Jewish Freemasons, that a brother is expected always to assist a brother, and never to prosecute him for debt.

The symbolism of Freemasons is mainly based on the Bible, but includes many astronomical emblems, besides the ark, the pillars, the tables of the law, and the arch. The "Royal Arch" consists of seven stones, marked by the signs of the genial months—the ram, bull, twin, crab (as the keystone), lion, virgin, and scales. The month signs were also carved, in the 12th century, on the arch of the Hospital of the Knights of St John at Jerusalem—[En.]. Above the arch is the sun to the proper right, and the moon to the proper left. Beneath it are the seven Pleiades, round which the universe revolves, and under these the masonic coat of arms—a cross with the bull, lion, eagle, and man, in its 4 quarterings—representing the four evangelists, while the crescents are the horn of plenty, and the compass crossing the gavel (or mason's square), forming the double triangle. Between these is the name of God. These arms stand on the tesselated pavement under the arch, which is supported by a plain pillar to the right, and an entwined one to the left. The two pillars Jachin (strength), and Boaz (stability) are important masonic symbols. Before the arch stands the coffin, in form of two truncated cones, marked by the cross, and indicating that the initiate must die to his old nature, before he passes through the gate (see Door), and is born again: at its foot is
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the "urn of St John"—a box whence a serpent issues, reminding us of the Greek mysteries (see Eleusis, and Ezekiel). This urn has a conical cover—recalling the phallic cones in the temples of the Syrian Venus.

The apron is the characteristic Mason's dress; but the Essene initiate received an apron and a hammer-like axe (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 237, fig. 109); and popes and bishops, like some Brahmanas, wear aprons—as did Adam and Eve. The Tau cross (used also by Gnostiks, and found in Templar churches) is marked on the apron; and Masons say that it "marks the Pythagorean cycle of 666 years." Irenæus (Against Heresies, III. xxxii. 5) says that "Adam put upon himself and Eve a bridle of continence... conformable to his disobedience. At last God mercifully clad them with skins."

In the rites of Mithra the candidate was invested with a tiara, a purple tunic, and a girdle, with a white apron, which is found also on many statues in Egypt, Greece, India, and America, and is indeed used "always and invariably," according to the Royal Masonic Encyclopedia (p. 48). Mr F. Crowe (trans. Ars Quadrur Coronatorum) gives most of the various Masonic aprons, including one "having the appearance of the Highlander's sporran." 10 On one of these the Tau is upside down, beneath a dark circle on a white ground, and the circle is wreathed with flowers (see Mr Simpson's articles in the last-named publication, V, i, Jan. 1892).

In other rites three candles stand at each angle of the triangle of the Trinity, which is Abraxas, or 365—the days of the year. The sacred numbers 3, 5, 7, and 9—making 24 for the 24 elders—are gorgeously colored round the triangle in blue and gold. The number three appears in the three degrees of the lesser and greater mysteries, and Royal Arch, or Arch of the Master Key. The Master Mason stands on the east, while others cluster round him, as planets round the sun (see Derwish).

The mysterious design of the "certificate" belonging to the "Grand Lodge of England," and intended to "certify that the name of (N) is written in the cabalistic stone," appears to give a fairly complete collection of symbols. "Nothing" (it says) "is wanting save the key." (see Hecateur's Secret Societies of All Ages, 1897.) We here find an oval in a square, and a cross made up of 8 squares in the oval, each square bearing the emblems of degrees. On the left (proper right), outside the oval, is a bell at the top, and men dancing round a pillar or obelisk at the bottom, with the legend "Talia St Iun gere possessis"; the sun, and the magic square, are also on this side. Opposite (on the proper left) is the watch (for time) and a scene of tree worship.

with the legend, "Sit tibi scire satis." The crossed circle, and the moon, are on this side. The squares forming the central cross are arranged two to left, two to right, and four beneath each other in the centre. These—beginning with the central top design—appear to represent: 1. The Logos, as described in the Revelation of St John. 2. Jerusalem, with its medieval coat of arms. 3. The fortress of Enoe or Hermes. 4. The pyramid sepulchre, with a serpent: the tower of liberty (Solomon), equality (Moses), and truth (Hermes), with a cross and ladder, above which is the two-headed eagle. The squares to the proper right are: 5. Creation, with the four elements, the central flaming triangle of the Trinity, the cross and other emblems, and the legends, "Chaos," "Open," "Lux ex tensbris." 6. The Brute Stone, with Jachin and Boaz, the pick, the broom, the waving moon, and other emblems. On the proper left we have: 7. The Order of Baldwin (1118 A.C.), the second king of Jerusalem, with the infant Christ on a rainbow spanning the space between a fire tower and a bull tower (Jachin and Boaz), and with the legend, "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." 8. Justice, with the scales, the compasses, the gavel, and the circle divided into degrees. This is called "The Cabilical Stone." All this symbolism, however, as in the case of other sects, may be regarded as belonging rather to the exoteric than to the higher teaching of Masonry.

Masons claim great antiquity for their mysteries, tracing them to a divine origin through Adam, Moses, and Solomon. Hermes was a common name among Gnostik societies. Some trace Masonry to St Alban (709 A.C.), and claim King Athelstan as a Mason. But the medieval Masonic Guilds did not appear in the west till about 1350 A.C. (Ars Quat. Cor., V, i, pp. 41-44), though a "masonic habitation," at York, is spoken of as existing in the 11th or 12th century. In 1677 a royal charter was granted to certain Masons by Charles II. of England. In the 18th century they began to organise their later mysteries of 7 and 33 degrees, and the order of the "black and white eagle," apparently two-headed, and symbolising day and night, as among Hittites (see Eagle). The "luminous ring," and the "blue lodge," appear to borrow from the Templars, and later Rosicrucians. Hiram of Tyre—as a temple builder—is also much spoken of by Masons. Masonry, however, sprang probably from the medieval guilds, which were originally a kind of trades' union, of skilled stone workers and carpenters, employed on the beautiful fames of Norman Europe. These collegia had well-defined rules and customs: some had a common fund; and they were ruled by Arch or Master Masons, who maintained the rights of even the humblest apprentice. They came in time to
regard themselves as religious societies, and in modern times became dissociated from their crafts, and perhaps little more than societies for mutual help; the associates (like Gnostics and others) being known by secret signs, such as the "Mason’s grip" in the palm of the hand. They spoke of their degrees as "holy and solemn sacraments," swearing secrecy on the Bible, with obedience to superiors, and service to God and to the brethren. They protected themselves by guarding the door (looking out through a wicket or window), while the lodge was "tiled." Like other associations (Christian, Gnostic, Templar, or Druid) they have been subject to many calumnious accusations. The Church of Rome, especially, has always denounced a society over which priests have no control, and which is unconcerned with the interests of her system—which rests on belief in a good life, apart from faith, thus bringing down on its members the anathemas and slanders of popes and priests.

Free-will. The teachers of religion deny, ignore, or avoid this question. Neither the word nor the idea are found in the Bible. To the Hebrew, God was the author of good and evil—blessing and punishment—who deceives false prophets as well as inspiring others. Amos (iii, 6) says, "Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not done it." The Moslem agrees with the Christian in saying "Thy will be done." (Luther agreed with Paul (Romans vii, 15-25) as to the struggles of the will. Erasmus, on the other hand, was influenced by Greek ideas. Plato (see Er) taught that God was not to blame if man wrongly decided in face of his own previous experience. Aristotle believed (but does not attempt to prove) that man had Free Choice, and was responsible (Nicom. Ethics, III, ii-v) for conduct; unless through madness, disease, or "impenetrable ignorance," he could be excused. The Council of Trent, in declaring for Free-will, did not even allow "impenetrable ignorance" as an excuse. They feared to charge God with responsibility for human sins, or the Devil either, as that would make him independent of God; but Calvin in teaching Predestination—which Moslems also believe—had no such scruples.—Ed.] Science teaches that there is no freedom of choice, but that all decision is as purely a matter of necessity as is the action of the balance: all must act according to the conditions of existence, and as the influences of heredity and surroundings lead. It is on the strength and continuity of these influences that the training of man or child depends. They have no power to become free from them; and few ever break away from conditions imposed by early training, unless they come under new influences of an enlarged experience. We cannot conceive of the non-conditioned, so that it is practically to us non-existent. A power that was without a law (that is, a consistency of action) would be one that we could not dare to trust, and not a law-giver to man. Such a God, if all knowing and creating sin, must (as the Hebrews taught) be responsible for all evil. The learned Gifford Lecturer of 1892 placed this view before the Aberdeen students in these words: "God purposely created man capable of sinning, because only so could He create a being capable of obedience." But such rhetoric makes God, though He had almighty power for good, the creator of infinite misery, with the object of forcing obedience from slaves, who only in a secondary degree are responsible for errors due to the sins of their fathers, which the best efforts throughout life can seldom amend.

Volition without motive is—according to Mill, Sir W. Hamilton, and other thinkers—quite inconceivable. It supposes man capable of producing uncaused motives—that is of creation out of nothing. Prof. Tyndall recognised that we are not the masters of circumstances, which are made, not by, but for us. Hamilton says that if the power of motive A be as 12, and of motive B as 8, it is inconceivable that action should not be due to motive A—the weight in that scale is the heavier (see Mr A. J. Bell, Why does Man Exist, xlix). The universal and mechanical law is, that force will follow the line of least resistance (see Conscience and Design). Cause and effect have no meaning if conceived of as independent. Yet Hamilton seems to have believed in the freedom of the will, though he says that "the proof of it is impossible, nay inconceivable."

These speculations were familiar to the old philosophers who studied Vedas and Darsanas: to Kapila and Buddha, as well as to the disciples of Plato. They, like Aristotle, saw only one solution in education, as the cure of "invincible ignorance," to which error is to be solely ascribed. We can be trained to pause when influenced by impulses of passion, and to reflect on past experiences of inevitable results, or to listen to wise counsels from those of wider experience than our own. Thus the wise man instead of rising up to smite sites down to think. He learns that there is no more a will (or choice) than there is a soul or ghost: "I will" is as much a vague phrase as "I laugh" or "I jump." We labour to make use of experience, until we gradually change our disposition, and create a new line of least resistance more in accord with the realities of circumstance. We still personify the Will, but "whether we will or no," we are "convincing against our (untrained) will." Free-will in fact is a contradiction in terms. We can, it is true, "do as we like," but we
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must "like" first; and our liking must be consistent unless we have
lost the balance of Reason—that is of action due to experience of
reality. The will is tied by knowledge of consequence, and if we are
ignorant of such experience, our motives are prejudices and untrained
passions. Truly do we say that "D.V. we will do so and so," for an
omnipotent law rules all. Mr Herbert Spencer puts this clearly when
he says: "A body in space, subject to the attraction of a single other
body, moves in a direction that can be accurately predicted. . . . If it
is surrounded by bodies of all sizes, at all distances, its motion will
apparently be uninfluenced by any of them; it will move in some
indefinable varying line, that appears to be self-determined;" but it is
not really so, only we are unable to calculate all the attractions or
repulsions on which it depends. Hobbes roughly declared that the
will was "the last appetite." If the race be uneducated and untrained,
it cannot shake off the evils of heredity and of past racial developments
and circumstances. Believers in "Necessity" hold that all events
follow a natural sequence, according as laws as inevitable as that of
gravity, or of chemical affinity, ruling the organic and the inorganic
world alike. As bad seed, and bad cultivation in bad soil, produce
inferior vegetables, so surely do animal heredity and bad surroundings
produce bad men and women. Our bodies are made up of carbon,
oxgen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, elements which follow the inevitable
laws of their chemical affinities (the causes of which are unknown to
us): thus neither child nor vegetable can accomplish anything
against the bodily conditions of its existence. Beyond the sensations
due to bodily action we can know nothing. Fancy may regroup such
experiences, but it is to be recognised as imagination, apt to run riot,
and not as reality. [Reflection, whether original or due to others,
aims at discovering the realities which should govern our action; it is
careful observation of results. But such training is due to the same
consistent purpose which has developed higher from lower forms, and
life itself from inorganic attractions.—En.] The fact is, as Kant
long ago showed, that: "All human actions are as much under the
control of the universal laws of Nature as any other physical pheno-
mena": "The rational predispositions," he adds, "seem destined to
develop themselves more in the species than in the individual." It
is not every wave that shows the tide, but neither the wave nor
anything else is due to "chance," which is merely a word expressing
our ignorance of the forces that are at work, and our want of pre-
vision of the inevitable consequence. The eternal laws, which move
stars and planets and the elements of animal organisms, are the same;
why not therefore those that control the tiny race of man, on his tiny
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planet, in thought, will, and progress? Voltaire said: "Nothing
happens without a cause . . . an effect without a cause is a sentence
without meaning . . . my will is but a consequence of my judgment,
and the one necessarily follows the other as cause and effect." The
will is as natural to the creature as scent and color are to the
flower; and these we know depend on its heredity, yet can be
influenced by soil and cultivation. Knowing these exactly, we can
predict the result; but in the more complicated question of human
motives we must be content with an Agnostik attitude, though assured
that the law of necessity still holds good.

Frey, Freyr, Fraig, Fro. The Skandinavian god of
reproduction. The name comes from the Aryan root Brhi or Bhar
to produce" or "bear" (see Bar), found in the Latin Prax "fruit."
His female forms are Freya and Frigg. He is represented as the
brother of Freya. At Upsala he was represented by a mehir or
phallos (see Norway. Antiq., i. p. 25). He was drawn through
heaven by the golden boar (see Boar). He is the "Lord of Increase"
whose name is Freyr. In German he is faintly related to the
sun god (Indra), who is the cause of all fertility. Gerda, the earth
goddess, is said to have resisted him though bribed by apples and
rings, till Skirner, his attendant, threatened her with eternal sterility.
Frey ploughed Gerda at the season when Teutona used to carry
their ploughs, in boats or arks, over their fields in spring. Frey and
Freya were children of "Njord the rich," whom the Vanir gave to
Njord (or Njord) was born in Vana-heim ("water home") being the
third As (or "spirit"), ruler of the winds and quencher of the evil
fire of Loki. Fro, among Teutons, was a beneficent form of Frey,
merciful and long-suffering—A god who gives strength and sweetness
to life.

Freyja. The Skandinavian Venus, sister of Frey, is distinguished
from Frigg the Skandinavian Juno, but they are only various aspects
of one goddess of reproduction—the earth mother and virgin earth.
Freyja also is called Sersyrnner "the large wombed" (see Earth), and
was a "goddess of the Vanir delighting in love, song and dance."
She listens to the vows of lovers, and produces general fertility. Loki
("fire") opened her door, loosed her girdle, and crept into her bed as
a flea, by order of Odin (Woden "the blue one") or heaven. By
Odin she had a child called Hnoss, "the treasure" or "delight." Her
car was drawn by cats, and she (like Loki) was clothed in feathers.
She was consecrated by receiving in her lap the hammer of Thor,
Friday

which Thrym, the winter giant, stole. Thor, disguised as a bride, went to Freya in Jotun-heim and there regained the hammer from Thrym. Freya's abode was in the Folk-vang or "people's habitations" (see Sharp's Nor. Myth., i, p. 56). She ever longs for Odin (the ancient pair, heaven and earth, being so represented,) and is intoxicated by his love. Her tears and her ornaments are of gold. She travels abroad and takes many names and forms. To one she gives "the sacred joys of marriage with many children," to another vain longings. She is a wild and joyous Ceres, related to Gerda the earth, and to Skirner the invigorating air. She becomes a cloud rider, a swan maiden, the leader of the Valkyries or silvery clouds—a maid of the mist. The twins Frey and Freya (like Tannuz and Istar) were gods of love, taking the highest rank in Asgard, the abode of spirits.

Friday. The day of Freya and Frigg; and of Venus among Latins. To Moslems, who worshipped a Venus at Makka, it became the holy day (Yóm el Jaumā, "the day of gathering"); and it is the "wife's day" to them, on which the husband may not approach a concubine. She alone, on that day, may light the household fire, and preside at the hearth. Christians now object to weddings on Friday, which is regarded as an unlucky day of fasts and fish eating—the fish being sacred to Venus. Yet in 1871 the census shows that, among Irish Celts, nearly 44 per cent. are married on Friday. The Hindu house-mistress adores her cow on Friday, calling it "Kāmadevi," "goddess of love."

Frigg, Frigga. Frigga. See Frey and Freya. The Skandinavian Juno, wife of Odin or Heaven; goddess of marriage and of earth, and of Hlyn, or mild warmth. Her name signifies "the bearer," and she is the Frau or married, woman (Thorpe, Nor. Antiq., i, p. 231). When Odin, the blue sky, disappeared, and the Aesir despaired of his return, she married his brothers, Ve and Vilir. Her father was Fiorgynn, the male earth, whose consort was Fiorvin or Iorit, otherwise Ertha, the mother also of Thor. Frigg lived in Fenaser, the humid earth, but she is also, like Freya, a feathered goddess or falcon. From Odin and Frigg sprang the Aesir; and Baldur the beautiful (see Baldur) was their lamented son. Fulla or "plenty" waited on Frigg, as did Hlyn "the warm," and Guð the "gentle" breeze. Orion was her rot or distaff. She appears (in winter) as the "white lady," and has flaxen hair. Her legends refer to snow and feathers, milk and cows (see Bertha), all connected with rain and snow. She is the Mother Rose (see Hēēb), the "marriage grass" (Orchis odoratissima), the primrose, the forget-me-not. Stones must be cast on her cairn or heap (as memorials of a visit); and Christians still cast stones into Frigg's cave at Unsberg, on the Burgeiser Alp near Wurtzburg. She watches Odin her lord, being ever anxious lest some misfortune should overtake him. Though silent she is said to know the destinies of all, like Hindu goddesses. She is jealous of Gerda and Gunnlod, the earths of spring and of autumn, whom Odin embraced, receiving from them his "mead" of blood and honey. The mead produced poetry, and art, from its "maddening" influence. Frigga, and Gode daughter of Thor, were worshiped at midsummer. Christians found it hard to put down these fêtes (see Mr M. Conway, Demonology, ii, p. 379).

Fro. Fruija. See Frey.

Frog. This night croaker is called in India the friend of Indra the moon. In Egypt, Hekt, wife of Khnum, is a frog goddess (see Baubo), and moon deity. Bhekas "the frog" (Sanskrit), is the harbinger of rain, and Indra is the "rain dropping" or dewy one. Indra, the rain god, grants what Bhekas croaks for; but the moon is said to kill the frog, silencing him with heavy dews. In spring, under the showers, he sings and calls on men to plough the earth. Italian children (says Prof. A. de Gubernatis) have an instrument—the Canta-Rana or "frog singer"—used to imitate his song in Holy Week. Is the Rig Veda (Hymn 103) we find the praises of the Mandūkas or "cloud-frogs," with those of Indra, who drives the cloud cows from the cave of the Pānī who obstruct rain. One Mandūka is said to bellow like a bull (the bull-frog), others are of yellow-green (harit) color. The cloud frog swells itself out like the cloud bull, and bursts (as in the fable), but also assumes beautiful forms to enchant maidens (see Zool. Mythol., ii, under Frog).

Fu. "Father"; in Chinese. See Bu.

Fufuns. Puphuns. The Etruscan Bakkhos. From the root Pa (see Bu) reduplicated with the passive affix. Pup-pa-lu-uns is "the god of that which is made to grow," connected with the name of the Etruscan city Populonia, and perhaps with the Latin word populāris, "population" or increasing tribes.

Fyl-fot. The Teutonic name of the Svastika or cross with feet, the Greek cymaddion or "crooked" sign (see Count G. D'Alviella, La Migration des Symboles, 1892). This sign, found from Peru to
Cornwall, is called Fidel-fut, Fujel-fot, and Fyl-fot, among Aryans, and identified with Thor's hammer, being found on dolmens in Cornwall, and, as a charm against thunder, on bells in Yorkshire (see Bel). It appears to signify the "fowl's foot" (German Vogel "bird"), or "flying foot," alluding to the whirr of the Svanetika wheel (see Svanetia). It was everywhere a sacred emblem. The Aryan root Hut signifies "to fly." The symbol is also the croix cramponée, or "crook cross," of heraldry.

The third letter of early alphabets (see C), represents both the hard G and the soft J sound, which interchanges with the hard in dialects—such as Syrian compared with Egyptian Arabic. The hard G interchanges with the guttural K, which is sometimes dropped like H. The final G is replaced by the guttural " in Turkish speech, which also stands for M (see Dimir).

Ga. See Ka, and Gan. This root is widely spread as meaning "cry," "live," and "be." [Egyptian khu "to be born"; Aryan ga "beget," gi "live": Mongol ke, kee, "make." Perhaps originally a "mouth" or "hole"; Akkadian khu, gu, "mouth," "call," ga "abyss," ku "eat"; Egyptian kh "food": Aryan gha "gape": Hebrew gau "inside": Chinese kan "mouth": Turkish ag "hole," ag "open."—Ed.]

Gabl. Sanskrit: "mouth" "hole" (see Ga). This is also an ancient root, meaning "hollow," or "cup," and the "hand" or hollow of the hand: hence to "catch" or "hold." [Egyptian kap, kheb, bent: Aryan kap, kuch, "bend" (see Gam): Hebrew gaph, "hollow;" Kabb "domed"; Akkadian gab "breast": Turkish, kob, kub, kon, "hollow": Finnic kap "sphere": Akkadian gub "hand," "hold": Egyptian kheb "fist," kheba "hold": Aryan kap "hold": Hebrew oaph "hollow of the hand": Turkish kap "grip": Chinese cheup "hold," kua "cover." The Aryan kupa "cup" is the Hebrew kob "cup," "helmet."—Ed.]

Gabbar. In Hebrew a root meaning "strong whence the Gibborin, or "very strong men" (heroes), were named (see Gab "to hold," and Ar "man").

Gabriel. Hebrew: "power of God," personified as an angel (Daniel viii, 16; ix, 21; Luke i, 19, 26); he appeared to Daniel as "a man." The Jibril of the Korân inspired Mohammed, and according to Moslem tradition his finger marks appear on the Sakhrab or "rock" at Jerusalem, which he held down to prevent its following Mohammed to heaven. Moslems call him "Ruh el Amin," the "faithful spirit," and he appears usually to be a good spirit helping mankind.

Gad. The name of a deity of good luck, from a widespread root meaning "the right hand." [Akkadian kat "hand": Finnic kat "hand," "luck": Aryan ghad "grasp": Hebrew akhad "take."—Ed.] It is perhaps connected with gud "strong" (see Gut). In Isaiah we read (lxv, 11) that the Hebrews "prepare a table for Gad," and "furnish a drink offering for Meni" (also a deity of "numbers" or "huts"). Baal Gad (Josh. xii, 5) was a Syrian "master of luck." The name was also given to a Hebrew tribe (rendered "troop" in the English), as is made clear by the Greek Septuagint translation Tukke "fortune." He is compared to a lion (see Gen. xxxii, 11; xlix, 19; Deut. xxxiii, 20), and those who increase good luck are blessed.

Gael, Gail. Celtik. Probably like the words Gaul and Galli, it comes from the root gail to be "mighty," "great," "brave." In Ireland the Fion-gail, and the Dubh-gail, are rendered respectively "fair" and "black strangers"—perhaps referring to the Belgae or fair Kelts, and the red-haired Brythons on the one part, and to the Goildels or black-haired Kelts on the other. They were akin to the Gauls who invaded Galacia 279 B.C.; and to the Caledonians who were a fair race in Scotland—the "Gall-dana" or "place of Gaels." Galway and Galloway are also supposed to preserve their name. Caledon however is otherwise explained as meaning "the woods."

Gall. In Akkadian "great" (Turkish khalîn). The eunuch priests of Kablê were called Gali, perhaps from the Akkadian gal-la "great man." In Aryan speech the root means "brave."

Gal. An ancient root meaning "to go in a circle," "to roll"—otherwise kari, as R and L are not distinguished in early languages. In Hebrew gali is "to roll," khol "circle." In Keltic speech gail-gal is a "pebble," or "rolled" stone (see Gilgal). The Hebrew geloth were the "windings" of Jordan; the Aramaic Golotha is a "rounded" skull; Galilee is a region of "rolling" hills.

Galea'd. [See Genesis (xxxii, 48): there is a play on the words Galea'd (probably "rough country") and Gal-eya "heap (or 'circle') of witness," referring to the memorial stone monument erected by Jacob and Laban, called in Aramaic Yegar-Sadahutha ("heap of witness"),
Gam

and according to a gloss Mispeh ("place of watching"): according to the Greek Septuagint the monument consisted of a bower or "bēs", and a stēle or "menhir"; and it is a common early custom to cast stones, as memorials of a visit, at a menhir, which thus gradually becomes covered by a stone pile.—[Ed.] The Scythians and Teutons used to set up a spear or pole in their karns or cairns; and General Vallance says that the central stone of Irish circles was called the "gull or gail." On this stone-heap Jacob and Laban swore oaths, and ate bread together, and it became a border mark between Hebrews and Arameans.

Gam. Gamma. The root gam means "to bend": Akkadian gam, Egyptian hami, Aryan gam, "bend": Turkish kana "round": Chinese kāng "bow." Hence the letter G, was called gamma "crook" or gīmel "crooked." The name of the "camel" is perhaps Turanian gam-e or "hump-beast." [Turkish kam: "humpy," and el "beast."—Ed.] From the same root, in the sense of "inclination" or as we say "a bent," come words for favour, and love. [Akkadian gam "favour": Egyptian kheinent "desire": Aryan koma "love": Hebrew kamaš: "to long for": Arabic jam'ah "to embrace," "to draw together," "to assemble."—Ed.] The Greek γαμεῖν "to marry" means "to embrace." The word "gam" signifies a "bud," or rounded object; and "gemini" or twins are a pair, attached or embracing.

Gan. See Ga. A common root for "growth" or "being" [Akkadian gan, gīn, gan, "to be," "to grow": Aryan gan "to beget": Hebrew kān "to be": Turkish kūn "to do": Chinese kāng "to make." Hence we have Gan "a being," the Arabic jān "spirit," Latin genus "tribe," and Greek γῆ "female being" or "woman." The Etruscan Janus may be from this root.—[Ed.]

Gandha. Sanskrit: "smell"—whether good or bad. Hence ugment (see Gandharvas), sulphur, and a title of Siva.

Gandhāra. A country, and an ancient city, near Atāk, on the Indus, famous for horses, horsemen, and irrigation works. Moslems called it Kandahār later (not the Afghan city so named); the inhabitants of Gandharitae were known to Herodotus as Persian subjects. The population was Turanian (Mr Hewitt, Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., April 1889, p. 216); the Pūrūs and Kurus of this region appear to have had a capital at Hastināpur (near Peshāwār) as early as the age of the Big Veda, and it was the Kūru capital in that of the Mahābhārata epik. These Dravidians, moving S.E. from the western Kandahār, retained their old character as brave horsemen.

Gandharvas

Gandhāri was a princess of Gandhāra, who married the blind king Dīhilā-raṣṭhra, and was the mother of 100 Kurus (see those headings). Hastināpur is now sunk in the Ganges, a little N.W. of Delhi (see Hastināpur).

Gandharvas. The first of these revealed the secrets of heaven to man according to the Vedas. The meaning of the name appears to have been lost; they seem—as horsemen—to have been confused with inhabitants of Gandhāra, and in the Purānas are called "great horsemen." [Possibly it is derived from the same original as the Greek Ḫen-taur.—Ed.] They are said to have been "movers in unguent" (see Gandha) which appears to be a later false etymology for the word. Their wives were the Apsaras, or "water carrying" clouds. In the Athārva Veda they are innumerable, and they minister to the gods, supplying them with Soma, and with songs, and music. The sun itself is "ridden by the fiery Gandharba"; but Chitra-ratha, the name of the chief Gandharba, means "the ear of brightness." He ruled the heavenly nymphs (see Apsaras) and invaded the hell of the Nāgas, or snakes, where he was lost in the great waters. The Purānas say that the Gandharvas sprang from Brahman's nose, which connects them with the winds: they were also children of Muni, one of the wives of Kāṣāyā—the sun—and were marvelous beings inhabiting "mighty cities." They appear to be the thunder clouds whose music is heard in heaven, confused with historical horsemen of Gandhāra, who fought the Nāga tribes. In the Aitareya Brahmāna they are dancers and singers, and "lovers of women." They are described in the Athārva Veda (see Dr Muir, Sanskrit Texts, v. p. 309) as being hairy like dogs or monkeys (or Kentaurs), yet taking beautiful forms to deceive women. They are implored to content themselves with their own wives, the Apsaras or silvery rain clouds. Gubernatis (Zool. Mythol., i. p. 368) connects the Gandharvas, as "perfume movers," with the "Asinus in unguente," and so with the Onokentaurs (see Onolatria), and the famous "three-legged ass" of Persians (described in the Bundahis). The ass that brays in heaven, like the bellowing bull, is connected with the thunder. The Gandharba is a demi-god, yet half a demon, bringing rain and fire. The only weapon of these warriors in heaven is the thunder—the golden horn of Odin. They are swift and invulnerable warriors, walking in perfumes, and changing color at will, being most beautiful in the evening. The Aryan myths seem in this case to be based on a Turanian conception. The jovial spirits of Gandharva-Līka (heaven as the "place of clouds"), are the wild Kentaurs of the
Ganesa

The name of the elephant-headed god of India, rendered "lord of hosts" (gan-isa), or (gana-pati) "master of many." He is a form of Siva, said to have been born by Pārvati to the Maruts ("storms"), or from the dust which they raised from earth. He is also a son of Durga. He is represented as an ogre with the head and trunk of an elephant (Gāja), but with only one task (eṣa-danta or "one-toothed"), the other according to the legend having been cut off by Rāma, but more probably (see Teitä) in connection with the phallus which he displays at the Holi rites. Other legends say that Rāma deprived him of half his power, and that the sun looking on him, to please Pārvati, burned off his head, which Brahma replaced by that of the elephant, typifying sagacity and power. Siva is said to have cut off Gana's head for opposing him when visiting Pārvati. He is the god of wisdom, and of seductive eloquence, called Vinayaka or the "god of difficulties," whom all pious Hindus consult in matters of difficulty and importance. He is ruler of the home, and has a chapel, or a niche, wherever men can offer him daily worship. He is squat, and fat, with four arms; he holds aloft the lotus, or the sacred thread, and the sceptre or Ankus (the elephant good), and beneath these the sacred shell, and the chakra or wheel. He is, like Siva, the Danda-kar "bearing a club"; and is also the Chakra-Rāja or "lord of the wheel." He also carries sometimes the Trisul or trident of Siva, or holds a small tooth. The deep-rooted Durva grass is his emblem (or food), and thus called also Gana-isa. He grants this nourishment of fast-spreading herbage, without which animal life would perish (Nuti and Nutra, "nourishing," are also among his names), for he is the nourisher and "strength of the flocks." Grass was of the first importance to early nomads (see Grass), whence perhaps the Kusa grass became so sacred. The Khasiyas, and other non-Aryan tribes of the Himalayas, worship Gana as Pāsu-pati, or Bhutesa, rude forms of Siva, associating him in their rites with 16 Mātris or "mothers." All household matters, they say, such as cooking, and vessels for food and water, are under his care; and he must be worshiped at weddings with the Jiva-mātris. He is worshiped at births, with prayers that every organ

Ganga

—touched in turn—may receive strength from him. His Sakti or female form, Shasti, with 4 breasts, and 4 arms, wards off every evil. Gana alone can forgive those who kill a serpent, and his image stands at the entrance of gardens, at passes on the road, and at cross-ways. He must be invoked at rites of purification (Punya-vāchānam, or "words spoken on a good day") such as those of bathing (Śaṅgam), when a cone of turmeric powder is offered on a silver tray, by young mothers, 12 days after the birth of a child. The husband may then shave himself, but not before. Gana rides on the rat or mouse, which was sacred to the Sminthian Apollo, to Freya and Holda, and to Odin who, like the "Pied Piper," led an army of rats (see Rev. Baring Gould, Curious Myths of the Middle Ages, p. 407).

In Bānāras there is hardly a temple (see Sherrin's Banaras) where the figure of Gana is not found in some niche, or as the principal deity. He is sprinkled with holy water, and painted with vermilion, having silver head, hands, and feet. When Devodas determined to banish all gods, even Siva could not move him, but the wisdom, and eloquence, of Gana prevailed on him. Gana appears with Surya the sun, and with the Naugrah or planets: with the black ugly goddess Bānarama, in the Tri-lochan shrine of Siva; and beside the Kot-līng-śavār, or deity of a thousand lingas; invariably also where the Pipal tree, and the Nāga snake, of the old sylvan worshipers are found. His special shrine (the Barā-gaṇeša), at Bānāras, is close to that of Jaga-nāth the Bhūt-śavār, or "deity of spirits." He is found near the Chandra-kus or "moon cup," and in the shrines of Śidh-śavār, and Sankātā-Devī, goddesses of the sacred city, with whom he is worshiped on Mondays, especially at Cauit or Easter. He accompanies Siva, alike in Bānāras and in the Himalayas, at Kedār-nāth, as also where the marble foot of Vishnu (Tit-ubhand-śavār), the three Nagas, and the three lingas of Siva, are adored. In all Durga's shrines also her son Gana appears (see Durga). His festival takes place about Christmas-time, when students of Sanskrit in multitudes stand before him, from sunrise to sunset, praying for knowledge. Vāsī, the author of the Ramayana, says that he was inspired by Gana. Valmiki says that Brahma bid him to become a scribe of Gana (see Mr Winteritz, Journal. Bl. Asiatic Soc. April 1889). Gana does not appear in the Vedik Pantheon, but in the Ganesa-Pārana he is superior even to Brahma, though not in the earlier epics. According to Barth, he appeared "early, as the god of arts and letters."

Ganga. The Hindu goddess of fertility (see Gan), and of the sacred
Ganumédes

river sprang from the head of Siva, as Minerva from the head of Jove. She is the Jan-gam or "life mover," and a daughter of Himavat, from whose "snowy" breasts she draws her life. Aryans and aborigines alike adore her, at any stream that they cross. We have often sung silver to her, as we waded, swam, or were ferried over streams and rivers in India—to the delight of our attendants. Siva is the Gangadhara or "giver of Ganga"; and the Hari-dvāra ("door of verdure") is the gate of the Ganges at Hardwar, where she finally leaves her mountain home. To it all Hindu sects make pilgrimage to cleanse body and soul. Siva's child Kartika is the holy son of Ganga (see Kartika), called also Gângâyâ. She is said to be born on the 16th of Jeth, or in the third week of May, when she springs up as Himavat, the "snow born one." She is then adored for ten days at Banaras, all classes bathing in her blood, and making gifts to Brahmins. Girls float on her breast their dolls, as symbols of future progeny, and use no such playthings for the next four months, while the lands are flooded by mother Ganga. She also supplies milk (Dudh) or nourishing waters.

Ganumédes. The boy cup-bearer of Zeus, a son of Tros, who was carried to heaven by the eagle, or by Eos. Zeus presented his father with a pair of divine horses, telling him that his son had been made immortal. In some respects the legend recalls a Babylonian story (see Etana) having a solar connection. [Perhaps the derivation is from Gān "living," and Medha "sacrifice."—see Andromeda.—Ed.]

Gar. (1) An ancient root meaning to "create" or "make." Hence the Creator is called Gar or Gorra, in Irish and other dialects. [Akkadian Gar, Aryan Gar, "cause."—Ed.]

Gar. Kar. Gal. (2) An ancient root meaning "to shine." [Akkadian kîl, Turkish čel, "to beam." "Egyptian kru, "day": Aryan kār, ghār, gīla, "shines," or "glow," whence glad, "bright": Hebrew and Arabic kār, "burn": Turkish karə, "burnt," "black": Mongol gāl, "fire," hair, "gleam": Finnic kar, "burn," koira, "flame," kil, "shine." Also "to see." Turkish kar, Mongol karva. The Persian kār (Cyrus) for "sun" is from this root.—Ed.]

Gar. Kar. (3) An ancient root meaning for "surrounding" and "enclosing," thus "guarding." [Akkadian khar, "round": Egyptian kér, "circle": Aryan gar, "assemble," kār, "round," "roll," "run": Hebrew gar, "turn": Arabic kār, "turn." Hence also many words for "running," such as Mongol kār, "to run": Akkadian kūra, Hindi ghora, "horse": Aryan kār, "to speed": Finnic kara, "to spring." "to run." Words for "circle" and "enclosure" come from this root.—Ed.]

Gāra-pūra, or Gāja-pūra. See Elephanta.


Gard. An inclosure "guarded" or "girded": see Gar (3), as in An-gard, "the fortress of the gods," and the Keltik Garadh, "a sanctuary." The Hebrew Kǐr, Kīrin, "fort," "city," comes from the same root, as does our English "yard."

Garha-patya. Griha-patya. Sanskrit. A class of Pitris or "fathers"—menes of ancestors, "lords of the house": from gar or ger, an "enclosure" or "house" in many languages (see Gar (3), also Mongol ger, "house").

Gārj. Sanskrit: "to thunder" or "roar," from the common root kar or kal, "to call." From this perhaps comes gārya or gāja, "elephant."

Garos. Non-Aryans on the Garo hills, in S.W. Assam, probably named from a common word for "hill" (Kur). They number 80,000 to 100,000 persons. They live in villages, as labourers, foresters, and fishermen; but they are too fond of the strong rice beer that they make. They resent British interference, and include five tribes, Bahais, Kochs, Mechs, Kachars, and Dalus. Neither males nor females cut their hair, but tie it up off their faces. They are of middle height, and dark brown, ugly looking, with prominent cheek bones, thick lips and noses, large ears, and very little beard. They wear many ornaments, but few clothes. Like other tribes of Assam and Barmah they will not touch milk. They have for the most part given up polyandry; but inheritance still passes in the female line, the wife being the head of the house. The husband lives in his mother-in-law's house, and is required to marry her if her husband dies. They burn the dead—believing in a future life—and bury the ashes at the door of the house, sacrificing dogs (see Dog), as they say the dog guides the dead on their way. Their supreme god is Saljāng, an incarnation of the sun, but they also worship the spirits of rivers and forests, with malignant demons to whom bloody sacrifices are offered. Their priests—or Kamals—are diviners, who watch omens, and direct ceremonies. They believe that their spirits pass into wild animals. Saljag, being a good deity, requires no propitiation. Images of the dead are placed in niches in the house. They believe a Garo is always born as soon as a Garo is buried. They preserve
with pride the skulls of those whom they have killed, using them as drinking-cups, and ornaments, or hanging them up in rustic shrines. They claim descent from heaven, and adore mountains, especially Azuk, the heaven mountain. They worship Mahâ-Deva (Siva) and the sun and moon, casting lots, and divining as to which should be adored. They pray to Saljang for good crops, and offer the bull, cock, hog, and dog, to the sun. They faithfully keep promises vowed by placing their heads on a sacred stone representing Rishi-Mahâ-deva, and looking fixedly at a sacred mountain which symbolizes him, while, with the right hand on the stone, they bow towards it. They carry charms, and tie a tiger's nose to the necks of women, to preserve them in childbirth. The dead are kept four days, and when burned a light is kept burning near the ashes for a month or more, which is also the practice of the Bunis who bury the dead. They used to sacrifice a Hindu, or a slave, at funerals, but now substitute a bullock. The "dead lamp" or "dead fire" must be lighted exactly at midnight, and they then dance, drinking, round it. They were once great slave holders. 4 per cent. being Nakals or slaves, who however were greatly cared for, and devoted to their masters. The bachelors live apart, and the women sally out and capture those whom they wish to marry. They have no temples, and can worship Kishi-ji (Siva) in any place.

**Garter.** The "girdler." See Gard. It used to be a custom to tear in pieces the bride's garter, and distribute it among the wedding guests, which is the origin of our "wedding favours." This is still done in Alsace, and points to early communitistic rites (see Africa and Australians). According to tradition the British order of the Garter was founded by Edward III in 1349, A.C., and the allusion in the motto "Honi soit qui mal y pense," or "Shame to him who thinks evil therein," points to the same symbolism as above. The garter is like the kestos or girdle, which only the bridegroom could loose among many ancient races.

**Garûda.** An eagle, or eagle-headed, messenger of Vishnu (see Eagle), the son of Kasyapa (the sun) and of Vinâta: called also Nâga-teka, the "snake killer." [The Assyrian Nimrod was apparently Nisruku, "the eagle-man," represented with an eagle's head.—En.] Garûda was a younger brother of Arûna or of Arjuna (see those headings); and his consort was Sûki. His color is green, and the emerald is the product of his spittle. He was chief of the "Fine Winged" ones (see Snakes) and rests on a heavenly tree, watching earth and swooping down on dragons and snakes. In the Ramiyana he is the grandchild of Çêrya and Çêri, the "hawks" who carried off the

---

**Gas.** An ancient root for "breathing" or "moving" (see Spirits).

**Gath.** The name of a Philistine city, whence the Gittites were so called. It is usually rendered "wine press," but is perhaps a Turkish word Gatu for "place" (Akkadian) or "hill," like the Fennic Kada for "hill." The site commonly supposed to be Gath is on a hill at the mouth of the Valley of Elah, S.W. of Jerusalem (Tell es-Sifâ), where ancient remains have recently been excavated, including a line of rude menhirs, which appear to have belonged to one of the Banoth of the Canaanites (see Banoth).

**Gâtha.** Sanskrit Gaita, "song" or "verse." The Gâthas of the Persian Avesta are supposed to be the oldest part of that literature, on account of their dialects, including five hymns.

**Gauls.** See Gael. The Greek Galloi and Keltoi, the Latin Celti, inhabited Europe from the Rhine to the Pyrenees. They sacked Rome in 388 B.C., and poured into Asia Minor in 279 B.C. Their Druids are described by Roman writers (see Druids), and their gods were compared to those of the Latins. Their name probably comes from Geta, "courage."

**Gau.** Sanskrit: "cow," from an ancient root meaning "to call" or "bellow" (see Ga). The Turkish ong to bellow produces the word umed "cow" (see Oo, "cow").

**Gauri.** The "yellow haired" sky virgin of India—a name of Parvati, and the wife of the Vedic Varuna (see Gar, Kar, Oghar "to shine"). The name applies to hermits, on account of the "yellow" robe. Gauri became Durga (see Sherring's Bandeaux Past and Present, pp. 160-162) on conquering the demon Durg, who had nearly destroyed Indra, Agni, Parvana, and Jala: they prayed to Siva, and (according to the Kâsi-Khanda) he commanded Gauri to slay Durg. She sent Kâli (death) to do so: Durg however seized Kâli, and she only escaped by vomiting flames, and fled back to
Gautama

Gauri in heaven in the form of a ball. Gauri then became incaran
d in a form with a thousand arms reaching from heaven to earth.
Durg was at first enchanted with her, but had to gather his army
fighting for life with his trident (Trisul), sword, bow and arrows. He
cast rocks and mountains on Gauri, nearly killing her, but at length
she struck him to earth, and cut off his head (see Durga), when
heaven rained flowers on earth—evidently a solar and lunar myth.
Gauri's fete precedes that of Durga, and (except at Banaras) it occurs
in the end of August, when the new rice is offered to Parvati; and
wells and serpents are also then adored, as at the Nag-Panchami
feast at the end of July. Throughout July and August women sing
the praises of Gauri, visiting friends to arrange marriages and to
name babies. At the new moon of August they make sweat-mats
in the form of balls, to be eaten on going to bed (Rivers of Life, i,
p. 427). Great efficacy is ascribed to visits paid to wells and shrines
of "our Lady Gauri."

Gautama. See Gotama.

Gayā. See Gyā.

Gaza. Hebrew 'Azaz (Deut. ii, 23) "strong." The most
southerly city of Philistia, a fortress on a mound 100 ft. high near
the sea, on the trade route from Egypt to the north. It is mentioned
as early as the 15th century b.c. (see Amarna). The hillock called
El Munțar ("the watch tower") on its south is the traditional spot
to which Samson—the "sun" hero—took the gates (see Judg. xvi,
Fund, January 1893) shows that, about 1540 B.C., he dedicated a
shrine to Maut, the "mother" goddess, in Gaza. The place was also
famous, down to 400 A.C., for a temple to the eight gods, of whom
the chief was Marna ("our Lord"), a Jupiter whose colossal statue has
been found at Tell el 'Ajul to the south. The Ashthoret of Gaza
is described as represented by a naked phallic statue much as elsewhere.

Ge. Greek: "earth." In the Doric dialect Ga, and otherwise
Gaia. In Sanskrit Gau; in Zend Gau; in Gothic Gavi, mean
earth. The Akkadian Kī, "earth," "place," may be compared. Ge
as a goddess of earth (a "producer," see Ga), is the wife of Ouranos or
heaven (see Earth).

Gebal. Hebrew: "mountain." A Phoenician city of great impor-
tance in the 15th century B.C., lying S. of the Eleutherus River.

Ge-beleizes. A god of the Daci and Gete, to whom human
sacrifices were offered: supposed to be the same as Xalmoxis of the
Scythians. As an Aryan name it may mean "creator of light" (see
Ga and Bel).

Gefion. The Skäandnavian Diana, a guardian of maidens (see
Eklas).

Geis. Keltik: vowels and places where vowels are made (see Rivers
of Life, ii, p. 342).

Gemara. Aramaic: "completion." The name given to the
Aramaic commentary on the Hebrew Mishnah, which together form
the Talmud, or "teaching," of the Jews. There are two Talmuds,
which have the same Mishnah or commentary on the Law, but
different Gemara. The Jerusalem Talmud belongs to the 4th
century A.C.: the Babylonian Talmud is placed as late as 800 A.C.
Both are gradual accretions round the Mishnah of the 2nd century
A.C. Most of the legendary lore of the Talmud is found in the
Gemara, and in other works of the same age. The Mishnah is a dry
commentary which, though it includes many curious superstitions,
does not diverge into legend, fable, and myth, as does especially the
later Babylonian Gemara (see Asmod, Mishnah, Talmad).

speaking these are the pair represented by Tammuz and Istar among
Akkadians, and called in their language Kas or "pair" (Turkish Kes)
"pair") who ruled the "brick making" month (the Semitic Sīwān),
being brother and sister, as well as husband and wife (see also Frey
and Freya). They appear on a Hittite monument (see Eagle).

Genesis. Greek: "origin." The first part of the Hebrew Law,
divided off by later scribes, and relating Hebrew traditions from
Creation to the Descent into Egypt, is called in Hebrew "be-Rashith,
from the opening words "In the beginning." The Hebrew cosmogony,
like that of Babylonians, represents the world to be produced (see
Bar) by the spirit, or wind, of Elohim brooding on chaos. The
primal matter is called Tuhu and Bohu (the Babylonian Tiamat
and Bauh) or "empty" and "void." Science rejects these ancient
cataclysms, as rude early speculations (see Nineteenth Century
Review, January, February 1886); but the Book of Genesis is
invaluable to the student, in spite of its crude "kossnikal" legends, for it gives us glimpses of the beliefs, customs, rites, and legends of an early age comparable with yet older folk-lore of kindred races. The Babylonians, like the Hebrews, represented the Tree of Life and the serpent on seal cylinders, and they believed in gods who appeared and spoke with men.

Critical scholars suppose the Book of Genesis to consist of various documents gathered together by the writer of Deuteronomy, and edited by a priest in or after the Captivity (see Bible). The division of the "Elohist" and the "Jehovist" was first pointed out in the 18th century. [Astruc and his successors base their distinction on the received Hebrew text: the occurrence of the two names, in the ordinary text of the Greek Septuagint, is quite different. Dr Driver regards the two documents as often incapable of separation. Bishop Colenso thought that Samuel was the Elohist: but the first chapter of Genesis, and much that was attributed to the Elohist, are now attributed to P, a priestly editor of about 600 to 500 B.C. Critics have assumed the superior authority of the Jewish Masorethic text, and have no documents earlier than 916 B.C. on which to form their opinions, if they set aside the Greek version.—Ed.] Some idea of the date of the original documents may perhaps be obtained from the geography of Genesis (x), where we find Phœbus represented the "fair" northern race, including the Ionians, and Medes, with Gomer. The Ionians were known to Sargon in the 8th century B.C. The Medes were first met by Assyrians about 820 B.C. Gomer appears on their texts as Gamri, or Gimri, about 670 B.C. [The Persians, who appeared in the west about 560 B.C., are unnoticed. Aryans are noticed by the Egyptians between 1300 and 1200 B.C. (see Egypt).—Ed.]

Science has long rejected the idea of specific creations, and the supposed order of appearance of the various phenomena as described in Genesis, plants and animals having been produced by a very slow and gradual system of evolution. Birds were differentiated from reptiles after the latter had, for long ages, been the only form of vertebrates. The sun was certainly formed before the earth, and the moon after it. It is impossible really to reconcile such knowledge with Biblical ideas. Mankind, we learn, were first made as "male and female" in the likeness of Elohim. This led the Rabbis to speak of Elohim as embracing both the male and the female sex; and as Eve was created from the "side" of Adam, they said that the pair were originally joined together—as in the Persian legend of the first pair (in the Bundahish); but Josephus,

Geology. In studying the history of man, and of his religious beliefs, it is useful to remember the conclusions now drawn from "earth study," and the evidence that man first existed as a river-drift hunter, and subsequently as a cave-dweller; and that the earliest known human remains—in Java or at Neanderthal—are more brutish than those of even the lowest extant savages. In the Miocene age (see Darwin's Descent of Man, p. 199) the hylobates—or man-like monkeys—living in Europe, were often as large as men now are. [We must not forget that the record at present is most imperfect. No bone caves have yet been explored in W. Asia that contain any human remains. In Brazil, out of 800
Geology

The Pleistocene age was a glacial period, when the land sank 500 feet, and Britain became insulated as at present. Dr Geikie (see Scottish Geogr. Mag., Sept. 1897), would place the appearance of Palaolithic man in Europe not later than 20,000 years ago, according to the evidence of the thickness of the strata connected with the “prehistoric peck-shelter” found near Schaffhausen. Dr Hicks (British Assoc., 1886), supposes the earliest worked flint flakes to have been chipped not later than 80,000 years ago. In the quaternary age the remains of man have now been known for half a century, from the caves and river drifts of England, France, and Belgium, in connection with glacial “moraines,” or barriers of boulders, boulder clay, and sub-marine forests. Prof. Whitney in America, and Prof. Capelli in Italy, claim that man existed even in the Pliocene age.

George

The English saint bears a Greek name, signifying the “earth-tiller.” Some say that he was George of Kappadokia, who was martyred by Diocletian on 23rd April 303 A.D. Others identify him with another George of Kappadokia, living 300 to 361 A.D., who, for his last 5 years of life, was an Arian bishop of Alexandria, with a previously disreputable record as an imperial purveyor of bacon (Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xxii). This saint appeared to the first Crusaders, according to later historians, and was seen in vision by Richard I in Palestine, while Edward III recognised him as the Patron of England, Oxford having appointed his festival in 1222 A.D. The Pope acknowledged the martyr, but declined to accept all the legendary miracles—such as that of his war with the dragon, which belongs to St Michael. St George became the successor of many sun-heroes, from Marduk of Babylon to Apollo of Delphi. The same story of the dragon applies to Krishna, Herakles, Buddha, and Daniel, recurring in the Book of Revelation. For Buddha encountered a fiery dragon in the Lumbini garden (Prof. Beal, Journal R. Asiatic Soc., April 1884), according to the Chinese version of his legend; and, like that conquered by Krishna on the Yamuna river, it was a black and poisonous monster that he slew. The dragon of St George guarded a spring while men languished for want of water. The saint is also represented to have freed a princess from the dragon, as in the story of Perses and Andromeda. From the localisation of this legend, on the Syrian coast, the name of St George’s Bay at Beirut arose. The Christians of the East identify Mar Jirjis (or St George), with the mysterious El Khudr (“the green one”), mentioned in the Koran, who is also Elijah, and personifies the spring verdure. He was sought according to the Moslem legend by Moses, and his shrines are as widely dis-
tributed as those of Arthur. Prof. Beal (as above, p. 274), says that he was identified with Phinehas, whose soul migrated into Elijah, and then into the "rider Girgis." He is again connected with Yambilbash, one of the wise men who wrote the "Nabatean book of agriculture"—a work belonging to the Sabians, or "baptisers" of Mesopotamia, and including the legend of Tammuz. St George has his legend also at Potila on the lower Indus, where St Thomas also appears. His tomb again is at Nikomeedia, where he is believed to have been martyred by Diocletian, or otherwise at Lydda (Diospolis), near Jaffa in Palestine. This site was covered by a fine church in the 12th century, and contained a sacred cave. A piece of the true cross was here found for Richard I, in 1192 A.C. Dr Sayce (Academy, 28th March 1885), supposes Mar Girgis to have replaced the Egyptian god Anhur, at Siut in Egypt. The Kopts early adopted this saint, and his Syrian legend (see Cambridge Ant. Soc., 3rd Feb.; and Academy, 15th Feb., 22nd March 1890).

The cultus of St George of Kappadokia, as the patron saint of soldiers, was observed in England during the Norman age. Anglo-Saxon literature abounds with his legends, and his day was fixed on the 23rd April. He was invoked at consecration of Knights of St George, in England, and in France, on account of his appearance to the first Crusaders in Palestine. He became the patron of the Order of the Garter (see Garter), and under Henry V the clergy petitioned that "his festival be considered through all time as the feast of Christmas; and that all be required to go to church on the 23rd April, and pray for St George's patronage." The victory at Agincourt, in 1415, was ascribed to his aid, and he was prayed to at least as late as 1552. The warrior saint thus in a measure took the place of the Prince of Peace. His emblem was the red rose, still worn on St George's day.

Georgia. This country, named from "Christians of St George," otherwise Iberians of the Caucasus, extended between the Black Sea and the Caspian, and these mountains were, from early times, full of mixed tribes, Scythians, Persians, Turks, Arabs, and Jews, flying from oppression. Georgia reaches from the Caucasus to Kars in Eastern Armenia, and to the mouth of the Kur, or Cyrus, river. It includes (according to Prof. Keane, Encyclop. Brit.) about 25,000 square miles, with 700,000 inhabitants, chiefly Georgians and Armenians. [The Georgians (called Grussians by Russians) are tall men with brown or black hair, and dark or grey eyes. The women have a full oval face, with ruddy complexion. The forehead is broad and low, and the nose prominent. The type, though much admired, is somewhat coarse in feature and complexion, and not unlike the Armenian. It is clear that the race is much mixed, this region including both Iranians such as the Iron, and Tartars like the Lazi tribes.—Ed.] The national name for their language is Karth-veli, which has apparently been corrupted, and connected with that of St George by mediaval writers. Karthlos, according to their legend, was the second son of Thargamnos (apparently for Topgarhah), descended from Noah. But Georgia, besides this race which was predominant before the arrival of the Russians, includes Imeritians, Swaniais, Mingrelians, Lazis, and Mosoks. They were all under a king or Mphe, whose capital, till 499 A.C., was at Mzkhel, and afterwards at Tbilis, or Tiphias-Kalaki—"the city of hot springs." Traditionally they trace back to about 2500 B.C., or to Mamazaklej ("lord, chief of the house"), son of Karthlos. In 302-307 B.C. we find them, however, ruled by a Pharnawaz who bore a Persian name: he is said to have freed himself from the governor appointed by Alexander the Great, and to have invented an alphabet. King Mirvan was ruling in 140 B.C., but his son was dethroned by Ardashur I, succeeded by Arshag in 71 B.C., founding an Arsacid Persian dynasty. In 263, Mirian, son of Shah-pur I (a Sassanian) is said to have adopted Christianity, abolishing human sacrifice. About 364 to 379 A.C., a church was erected at Mtzkhel (or Mzkhel), where the cathedral now stands. Tbilis was founded by King Vakhtang in 469, and became the capital, in 499, of King Datcha, when the Georgian Church is said to have separated from the Armenian. Georgia was overrun by Moslems in our 7th century, but obtained some independence in 787 A.C. It was then invaded by Turkish Seljuks of the 11th century, and was allied to Christian kings of Armenia in the 12th and 13th. It still retained a Jewish trading class, going back to the early Karaites, who spread even to the Crimea in the 3rd century, and ruled in the Caucasus as kings over the Khozars Turks rather later. In the 13th and 15th centuries Georgia suffered severely from the incursions of Tchingiz Khan, and Timur. [As regards the Georgian language, which contains an admixture of Persian, Armenian, and Turkish words, it appears clear that it is descended from an early Scythian dialect; the Scythian word Apis, "earth," appears, for instance, to be the Georgian Obis. Brosset (Grammar, 1837) points out the connection with Indian speech; and the Georgian noun possesses the distinctive cases of the Aryan family. The vocabulary is not easily compared, which leads Prof. Keane, and others, to look on Georgian as distinct—following the memoirs of the St Petersburg Academy. It appears to be unconnected with the Ossetic, but has
Gerda. See Frey.

Gezer. An early Amorite city, at the foot of the hills about 17 miles S.E. of Jaffa, in Philistia. It is now Tell Jezur, a large mound with a small modern village. The name signifies "cut off," the site being isolated from the adjoining spurs. Gezer is mentioned in the 15th century B.C. (see Arbera) as held by the Egyptians, and attacked by the Abiri. It was again captured by Egypt about 1000 B.C. (1 Kings ix, 15, 16), and had never been securely held by the tribe of Ephraim (Judg. i, 29). It was an important fortress in the time of the Maccabees (or Iasmonians), and continued to be the scene of contests between Christians and Moslems down to the end of the 12th century. Excavations here undertaken (Quarterly Jot. Pal. Expl. Fund, 1903-1905) have brought to light remains going back to an early period, including scarabs of the 12th Egyptian dynasty, and ancient walls, with other relics of all ages between at least 2000 B.C. and the Christian 5th or 6th century. The earlier interments of some Semitic race present the cramped position of the body common in Egypt, and elsewhere, among primitive peoples. Bodies of children cremated in earthen jars have also been discovered, and a row of rude menhirs running N. and S. (see Gath), on a pavement under one corner of which a brick of gold, worth £500, had purposely been buried. Mr G. Macalister's latest discovery is that of two local cuneiform commercial tablets, dating 649 B.C., which is of interest for the history of writing in Palestine. Here too, as elsewhere, he finds seals cylinders like those of Phoenicia and Babylon, which may represent Canaanite workmanship; and jar handles with short votive texts, in early Hebrew characters, giving the names of local Meleks (or Molochs), apparently Canaanite deities named after towns. The same pottery with Cyproite characters is found at Gezer, and at Lachish, which occurs in Egypt before 1600 B.C. Later pottery resembles that of the Phoenicians and of the Greeks. Weights at the

Ghanta. Sanskrit: "a bell," from the Aryan root Kan "to sound."

Ghana. Sanskrit: "a jar."—the sign Aquarius (see Zodiac). To be distinguished from the Ghat, a landing place with steps at a ferry, and from the Ghata, or burning place for corpses.

Ghebers. Fire worshipers of Persia, perhaps connected with Gaur.

Ghost. See Soul, and Spirits.

Gaur. A Turkish word, used also by Persians, to signify "strangers" and "infidels." It appears to be the Akkadian Kur, "enemy" or "stranger."

Gilbert Island. One of a Melanesian group of islands, midway between New Guinea, and S. America. The inhabitants sacrifice on a single stone inside a stone circle. Their chief god is Tapwar-iki, symbolised by a clam-shell, filled with water and measuring 30 inches by 18 inches: this is found only in temples, the household god being represented by a wooden pillar 4 or 5 feet high, on which, as in India, oil is poured; and offerings usually of fish and cocoa nuts are made to it. The goddesses are represented by stones laid flat, as among the non-Aryan Khasias of India. Stones placed in circles (Malais) are common. Dr Taylor thinks these circles were once covered in to form temples. Dolmens, and flat stone altars, occur near these circles. Erect stones denote male deities, and skulls and bones are set up on mounds.

Giles. The Scottish saint. See Bones, Rood.

Gilgal. "Circle" (see Gal). The name of at least three towns in Palestine, not including one near Mt. Gerizim according to Samaritans. These retain their names as Jiljulieh, but no traces of the circles are known (see Josh. iv, 5-8, 20).

Gilgamas. Gilgames. Dr T. G. Pinches has shown clearly that this is the proper reading of the name of the Chaldean sun-hero, previously read Isdubar, or Gidubar (see Proc. Brit. Arch. Socey,
Gilgamas

May 1903, pp. 198, 199). The usual signs may be read either An Gi-il-ga-mes, or An Ez-du-bur-bar, the prefix An showing that the name is that of a deity; but a tablet discovered in 1890 equates this with the spelling An Gi-il-ga-mes, in signs which cannot be otherwise read. The name is apparently Akkadian, signifying "hero of light" (gil like the Turkish chief meaning "to beam") so that Gilgamas is a sun hero. The name of Gilgamas is mentioned by .Elian (see Hist. Anim., xii, 2; Rec. of Post (1891), v), and his legend makes him the child of a daughter of Sakkthora king of Babylon, who was warned by diviners that his grandson would slay him. He shut up his daughter (like Danae) in a high tower, to which, however, a peasant found access. Gilgamas was then born, and cast out on a high mountain, but an eagle carried the babe to a garden, and the gardener nourished it till at last the prophecy was fulfilled, and Gilgamas ruled in Babylon. The story recalls not only that so common among Aryans, of the maiden on a tower, but also an Egyptian legend of a foreign horseman who climbed up a tower to win a princess. It also seems connected with the Babylonian story of Etana (see Etana). Gilgamas is equivalent to Perseus in Greece, who slew his grandfather Akrisos, accidentally, with a quot. He was born to Danae in her tower, and cast away in an ark on the sea (see Danae and Perseus). There is a similar tale in the Jewish Midrash, relating how Solomon shut up a beautiful daughter who wished to marry a low-born Jew. The weary youth crept into the carcass of a cow, which a great bird carried up to the top of the tower where he married the princess.

The Babylonian epik of Gilgamas consisted of 12 tablets, full of legends which often recall those of Greece—such as the stories of Actaion and Adonis, Deukalion and Theseus—not less than those of Semitic races. The twelve episodes are twelve labours of the Akkadian Herakles. The first tablet—which may have included the story found in .Elian—is missing. In the second Gilgamas is ruler in Erech (Warka) or in S. Kaldes. He dreams that the star fell on him from heaven; and that a demon with lion's claws and a terrible face stands over him. None can interpret the dream, so Saidu ("the hunter") is sent to fetch the wise bull-satyrs Ea-bani, who understands visions and portents. This being lived in the woods, being human but with the legs, tail, and horns of a bull: no man could catch or tame him. He dwelt with the cattle by day, and with the gazelles by night: he ate his food with the cattle by day, and drank his drink with the gazelles by night, and rejoined his heart with creeping things of the waters. In the third tablet we learn how, all else having failed, Gilgamas sends the two sister handmaids of Istar to lure Ea-bani. Their names were Samkat ("gladness") and Harimat ("devotion"), and by them the intoxicated Minotaur is induced to come to Erech, bringing a panther to test the courage of Gilgamas, of whom, when so conquered, he became the inseparable companion. The fourth and fifth tablets are lost: the sixth belongs to the month preceding the autumn equinox (August-September) when the sun is at its hottest. Istar is here represented to be wooing Gilgamas, who rejects her. She promises him riches and power, and a chariot of crystal, silver, and gold, with tribute from all kings of the earth. He reproaches her with the fates of her former lovers, including Tammuz, who bewails his enchantment, the eagle whose wings she broke, the horse whose speed and strength she destroyed, the shepherd Tabul (compare Tubal, Gen. iv, 22) who sacrificed to her till she was weary of him and changed him into a jackal, so that his kinsmen drove him out, and his own dogs (as in the story of Actaion) tore him in pieces. She had also loved Isiluwa (perhaps the "tamarisk") who was a gardener, and changed him into the sand whirlwind of autumn ("the wanderer"): "If I yield to thee," said Gilgamas, "I shall be even as one of these." The enraged Istar flies to Anu and Anatu, god and goddess of heaven, and appeals to them to avenge the slight. They send a monster in the shape of a winged bull to destroy Erech, but this foe is conquered by Gilgamas aided by Ea-bani. The Babylonian seal cylinders often represent these two heroes as slaying a monster wild bull; and Gilgamas is often represented killing a lion like Herakles, or robed in lion's skin, which episode may have been described in the missing tablets.

But as the autumn goes on Gilgamas becomes leprous and feeble, and sets out to seek immortality, in the eighth tablet. He journeys west, and finds an enchanted garden (like the Greek Hesperides or garden of "sunset") where is a tree, covered with jewelled fruit and frequented by beautiful birds. It is guarded by scorpion men, and by giants whose feet are in Sheol, and their heads in heaven. From them he learns that Tamzi only can cure him. Evidently we have reached the month of thunder clouds, and of the scorpion archer Sagittarius represented on a Kasite boundary stone. In the 9th tablet Gilgamas is found fighting a giant, who lived in the dark pine forests in Elam (the East), and was named Hum-baba—probably "the father of darkness." The 10th tablet includes the dirge of Ea-bani, who is slain by the Tambukki (supposed to be a "gad fly") by order of the gods. Gilgamas goes over the sea to find him, and to
recover from his leprosy: for his long hair has fallen off (as Samson’s
was shaved), and he is now weak and ill. He is ferried over the
waters of death by Ur-Ea (“the servant of Ea,” the ocean god), and
reaches the abode of Tamzi, “the sun-spirit.”

The 11th tablet contains that famous flood legend which so
closely resembles the Hebrew story in many details. Tamzi relates
how he came to be taken away to the “mouth of the
rivers.” Baal had decreed the flood, and Tamzi was warned by
Ea to make a ship, in which he was to take his treasures, and the
“seeds” of living things. The flood is poetically described, and
Tamzi sends out a dove, a swallow, and a raven, finally emerging
from his ship, which is stranded on the mountains of Ninurta, in Gutun
(Jebel Jüdi), when these spring migrants show him that the winter
flood is over. Baal is angry at his escape, and the gods take him
and his wife away from earth. This part of the epik is clearly as mythical
as the rest. Gilgamos is now bathed (like Istar in Babylonia) with the
“water of life”; for the winter solstice is past; his skin is healed,
and his locks (or rays) grow again. The 12th tablet is unfortunately
broken but (judging from other fragments—see Babylon), Gilgamos
crosses the desert still mourning for Ea-bani, and calling on the god
of fate to restore him. The faithful Minotaur, or his ghost, appears,
and Gilgamos comes up from Hades once more reaching Erech. (A
seal cylinder in the British Museum (see Guide, 1900, plate xviii,
No. 3) perhaps refers to this episode. Ea-bani and Gilgamos are seen
ascending out of a well, leading from the lower world. Above them
are Anu, the sky god, with his bow, Istar with wings, the eagle, Ea
(with the ocean stream full of fishes), treading on the bull; and a
double-headed god: while a lion stands behind Anu on the left.
This “seal of Adda the scribe” is early, and probably Akkadian. It
is also notable that the story of a friendly Minotaur, who is found at
a well, survives in Tartar folk-tales to the present day (see Gen-
natias, Zool. Mythol., i, p. 129).—Ed.) This legend is told in the Semitic
language of Babylonia, and the existing copies are only of about the
7th century B.C. But the names are Akkad, and the myth is no
doubt of Turanian origin.

Gipsies. Our English word is a corruption of “Egyptian”; but the race by type, custom, and language, is shown to be of N.
Indian origin. They are mixed tribes, mainly Jats who entered
Europe in our Middle Ages. The Jats prefer a wandering life in
tents and jungles, dancing, conjuring, stealing, and fortune-telling,
to any settled occupation. They are workers in copper, tin, bronze, and
iron; smiths (Lohari) and makers of ladders and mats, always ready
for a predatory life. They are popularly identified with the Dom or
Rom tribes (whence perhaps the gipsy name Romani, or “ Rom
people”) and with the Brinjari. The Jats, Zutis, and Luris ap-
ppeared in Persia about our 3rd or 4th century. The dialects of such
tribes are Aryan dialects of the Panjab, Sind, and Baluchistán.
The gipsy language, in structure and vocabulary, belongs to the same
stock, though much mixed with loans from Greek, Latin, Arabic,
Armenian, Bulgarian, Slav, Magyar, and Keltik, according to the
countries reached by these migrants. [The Palestine gipsy women
carry the child on the hip like Hindu women, whereas all Arab
women carry it on the shoulder.—Ed.] Firdausi (Shah-Náme, about
1000 A.C.) speaks of the Lurs (probably Loharí, or “smiths”) as
nomads in or near Persia, who roamed about stealing by day and
night, and associating with dogs, and wolves. The Lurs in Baluchistán
are still notorious for stealing children and cattle, drinking, dancing,
pilfering, and leading about performing bears and monkeys. They
have a king and queen like gipsies, and migrated to the wilds of
Kurdish, where they became more settled.

It appears that a horde of 12,000 magicians and minstrels was
sent in 420 A.C. by Shan-Kal (as the Persian account calls him) the
Máha Rája of Kauajj, to Persia, at the request of a Sassanian prince
who gave them land and cattle, but could not induce them to settle
down. They, however, are unknown in Persia later, when in the 7th
century the Moslems swept over W. Asia; but wandering tribes fled
in our 7th and 8th centuries to Armenia. In the 9th century there
was a Jat quarter in Antioch, and they rose in 810 A.C. and were
massacred amid the marshes of Khusítán by the people of Baghdad
in 834 A.C. Mahmud of Ghazni persecuted all such tribes who would
not embrace Islam, from 998 till his death in 1030, and the Jats fled
E and W. from the Indus, and beyond the Oxus to the Caspian and
Black seas, where their black tents were found among the Tartars.
About 1250 they were so numerous in Poland that King Boleslas V
granted them a charter: they were called Szalati or “tented ones”;
and were enumerated by tents. In 1260 also special laws were
passed in Hungary concerning them. In the 14th century they
became known all round the shores of the Mediterranean. From
1346 to 1380 they held a fief in the island of Corfu under the name
of Cingani, and in 1387 the prince of Corfu regranted the forty tents
of the tribe to a monastery. They were protected by charter in the
Peloponnesus in 1398, but lost all rights after the Turkish conquest
of Greece. They were thus driven further west: and in 1422 were
...
numerous in Italy (where they are now called Zingari); while in 1427 they were found living round Paris. Bavaria included many groups of these gipsies in 1453, and S. and Mid Europe knew of a Zindl “king” in 1438. They swarmed on the Baltic coast where they were called Guptia (Kopts), and were led by chiefs popularly called “Egyptian dukes.” They were outlawed in many countries, as they refused to obey laws and led notorious lives. They were often legally “shot down like wild beasts.” The Turks regarded them as spies and destroyed them. The laws of Elizabeth, in the 16th century, made it a “felony, without benefit of clergy,” to be seen a month in their company. In 1561 the Orleans government declared “fire and sword” against them. In Italy they were forbidden to remain two nights in one place. In Spain they were persecuted, and accused of stealing and eating Christian children. They found peace only as civilisation advanced in Protestant countries, settling in England and America, where they are fast becoming merged in the general population.

The Germans of the 15th century called the gipsies Zigeuner: the Venetians, Sugani—the older Cingani (see Dr Miklosich’s learned work), other Europeans called them Sintes or Sindes, no doubt from their old home in Sind (Scinde) or Sindhu on the Indus. The word “tinker” applied to gipsies is probably from Zingar or Tchango, a Jat tribe of the Panjāb, which the Turks converted into Chenguins. They were popularly regarded as Egyptians, and some may have come thence, as they are still found among Arabs in Syria. The gipsies held many strange beliefs which Europe could not understand, but are even said to have spoken of “an incomprehensible governor of the universe.” They retained their ancient symbols and customs, conjuring with serpents, and holding superstitions as to the pine, birch, and hawthorn (see Mr Groome, Encycl. Brit.), they also retain lunar and fire rites, with “a survival of phallic worship.” Their moon god Alako is connected with witchcraft. On the 1st of May they draw water from rivers or from the sea, sprinkling it on little altars or shrines, and invoking the local deity as they drink mysterious potions.

The Archduke Joseph, commander of the Hungarian army, was much interested in gipsies about 1889, and knew their language. He agreed with Grellmann as to its Hindi origin. According to these authorities the gipsies call earth phno, saying it has existed from eternity. They call God devel (see Deva), and the Devil is beng: they drive away demons by throwing brandy, or water, on the corpse or the grave. They swear by the dead, and speak of Beng-ipe as the abode of the devil. They pass children over the fire (like early Aryans—see Fire), even when subsequently baptized as Christians. They are married by the chief, even when afterwards wedded in church; and he can also punish adulterers by beatings, and pronounce divorce. The father has absolute authority, but a group of families will elect a rajda or “friend” as their magistrate. In Hungary they number about 76,000 souls. The total number in Europe, Asiatic Russia, and Turkey, is estimated at some 2,000,000 persons. They are most numerous in Roumania (250,000), Transylvania (70,000), and Spain (40,000), being few in France and Britain. In Russia and Poland they are variously estimated. In Asia we find some 67,000 in Persia and Turkey, and there are said to be 16,000 still in Egypt.

Girdh. Keltik. A “kist-vaen,” or stone box for ashes and bones, in a mound—an “enclosure” (see Gard).

Giri. Girya. A name of Parvati as mistress of the “house” or “enclosure” (see Gar).

Girvan. Parvati’s mountain abode (see Giri).

Gisdhubar. Izdubar. See Gilgamas.

Glam. Glamr. The Skandinavian name of the moon in the Edda, from the Aryan root gla “to shine.” Thus “glamour” is moonshine—deceptive and dim light.

Glastonbury. “The bough of the green dune”—from the Keltik glos “green”—a famous islet in Somersetshire, with a sacred thorn tree, and a holm oak called Glastenie. The island is surrounded by the marshes of the winding river Brue. The oldest shrine on it was said to be a chapel, and cells, of wattled ovens, built by Joseph of Aminathas, who was sent by St Philip to convert the natives, bringing with him the Holy Grail—the cup or dish of the Last Supper. The miraculous thorn tree was said to blossom at Christmas, “mindful of our Lord” (Tennyson). A larger abbey is said to have been enriched by Saxon kings, despoiled by Danes, and restored by St Dunstan. The present ruins date from 1186, St Joseph’s chapel being on its ancient site. It was despoiled by Henry VIII, and the sacred tree was cut down to the root by a Puritan in the reign of Elizabeth. It was at Glastonbury that King Arthur was buried, after his last battle with Mordred in Cornwall (see Arthur). The Tor, or mound, was probably a sacred place of Keltik Druids, afterwards consecrated by early monks. The fertile land below was called the Isle of Avalon, or Aval-yn, “the apple isle.” The sacred mistletoe
Gled

is still here abundant. To Avalon the three fairy queens are said to have taken Arthur in a boat, to heal his wounds, and it was a magic land of eternal summer—the apple being that of the Greek Hesperides garden. In 1191, we are told (Notes and Queries, 12th March 1887), a coffin marked with the cross was found, bearing the text—cut in the lead—“Hic jacet sepulitus, inclytus rex Arturius, in insula Avalonia.” The Tor, rising 500 feet above this Keltik Eden, is conspicuous in the great valley bounded by the Polden, and Mendip hills, on which the remains of many dolmens, menhirs, and circles are still visible: the mound is called Werral (perhaps from Var “enclosure”): the holy thorn was said to have sprung from the staff of St Joseph. It suffered from Puritans in the reign of Charles 1, but the stump was still visible in 1715, and a stone was then placed over it (Notes and Queries, 25th January 1890). The desecrator of course came to a bad end, losing his eyes and limbs. The present holly tree which replaces it is still superstitiously regarded. We are told that it “becomes covered with an abundance of large leaves of a tender tone of golden green, in December and January, and flowers richly at Christmas, retaining the ripe red berries, and brown dead leaves of the preceding year, with the new ones and the brilliant white flowers,” being a double holly (Peroxoa), a variety of the Quercus oxyacantha. It is said to be capable of growing out of nothing as a state, or hanging on a hedge without root, such a specimen having been exhibited before a horticultural society in 1834, and said to produce leaves, flowers, and berries every year. On Saturday, 5th January 1884 (being old Christmas Eve), crowds of believers came from Weymouth and other places, and saw it burst suddenly into leaf and blossom. It had budded during the day, and was in full flower by midnight (Notes and Queries, 2nd February 1884). Such marvels are sufficient to account for its being still sacred.

Gled. Anglo-Saxon; as in Gled-how, “the mound of sacrifice.” From the Aryan root kal to “kill.”

Gluskap. See Eskimo. A good deity of the Algonkin Indians, and Eskimo.

Gnostiks. Greek Gnostikoi, “knowing ones,” from gnosis, “knowledge” or “wisdom”—the Aryan gna, “to know.” They were the Christian philosophers of our first three centuries, who, being learned in the current religions and supposed scientific ideas of the age, sought to reconcile the primitive Jewish Christianity with Greek philosophy, and the ideas of Eleusis, of Persia, of Egypt, and of Buddhism, as then understood in the West. Gnostik systems ranged from mystic philosophy and Platonism to the lowest demonology of Babylon, Syria, and Egypt: from subtle thought to conscious fraud. Gnostiks were attracted by the dualism of the Mazdaean creed, and taught that the Hebrew Yahveh was a being inferior to the Supreme God—a Demiurge, or “people-maker,” author of evil. According to Tertullian they appear to have regarded the Gospel stories as only fit for women and children, representing an exotic creed, suitable for the masses but not for the wise and initiated (see Col. Conder in Asiatic Review, January 1888). Certain terms much used by Gnostiks—such as Pleroma, or “totality,” Aion for “age” or “emanation,” and others, are used by Paul in his Epistles; and the later “harmonisers” attempted to reconcile his philosophy with the earlier purely Jewish views of the followers of Peter. But the Gnostiks embraced all kinds of enthusiasts and impostors. Thus the Celts worshipped Judas Iscariot—apparently as having been the instrument through whom prophecy was fulfilled—and are said to have named a gospel after him. The Alamites (see that heading) worshiped naked. The Marcionists placed the bust of Christ beside that of Plato with others; and their leader claimed to change the sacramental wine miraculously, by aid of Kharis or “grace”; for, when poured from a small into a larger cup, it effervesced. This Markos was a great deceiver of rich women. The extravagancies of these sects are detailed by Ireneus, Tertullian, Theodoret, and Epiphanius. But the true Gnostik aimed at attaining the inner or ecstatic wisdom, and the ecstatic state in which he might be able to lay hold on the spiritual Kir诗意, or “good one,” rather than on the Kiristroi or “anointed one.” They held that the Logos, Wisdom of God, had appeared in a phantom form in Palestine, not of human flesh and blood, and not really suffering death on the cross—a spiritual body such as Paul believed to be the Resurrection body, perhaps of Jesus Himself (1 Cor. xiv. 35–54). The definite statements in the Fourth Gospel, as to Christ’s body and death, are said to have been written in direct contradiction of this theory.

The great centre of Gnosticism was Alexandria, where many Gnostik works were penned in Greek, including such Gnostik gospels as that “of the Egyptians,” full of mystic epigrams. But other leading Gnostiks were Samaritans, followers of Dositheus, and of his pupil Simon Magus, the “father of Gnostiks,” whose home was W. of Shechem. Among these were Menander, Cleobius, Corinthus, and Saturninus. Most Gnostiks believed in miracles and sorcery, and mingled the philosophy of Alexandrian Greeks with the mysticism
and demonology of the East. Simon Magus, we are told (Acts vii, 9-24), bewitched the Samaritans, and was regarded as the "great power (Dunamis) of God." He was baptised as a Christian, but proclaimed himself a divine incarnation, or Messiah, and Jerome (in Matt. xxiv, 5) states that he said: "I am the Word of God; I am the beautiful; I am the Paraclete; I am the Almighty; I am all the things of God"—which Christians naturally regarded as blasphemy. Simon's consort Helena was the Enochio, or "Divine Intelligences." Later legends say that Simon went to Rome, where Peter opposed him, but where a statue was erected to "Simoni Deo Sancto." He appears to have been confounded with the Etruscan Sansus, and a text found in the Tiber is dedicated to "Deo Sancto." Cerinthus was an active Syrian Gnostik, who is said to have met St. John in the baths at Ephesus, but we know no more of him than of the Apoktes from any contemporary records. He appears to have believed, like others (including Muhammad) that Christ was a man born like other men, on whom the Holy Spirit descended at baptism, leaving him as the cross when Jesus cried, "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me"; and that Jesus died, and will not rise again till the last day. Many Gnostiks denied the resurrection of any of the dead, saying that Matter is evil and a delusion, and cannot dwell with God. The Son of God must, like God, be a spirit, and had therefore only a spiritual body.

The Gnostiks regarded Jewish beliefs as very crude. Some entirely rejected the Old Testament as in error regarding the "Supreme and Ineffable God," being only inspired by Yahveh, whom they called Hdielah (El-il-baloth, "God of the Abyss"), an evil creator of Matter, which is also evil, and a spirit "ignorant" of the true God, as Ahriman in Persia is "ignorant" of the designs of Ahura-Mazda. Yahveh from the first opposed the "divine serpent" of knowledge and wisdom. He was a fiend rather than a God, and only one of the Aions, or emanations of the Pleroma, which constituted true deity. Thus Gnosticism was opposed alike to Judaism, and to the Judic Christianity, which in its earliest form spoke of Jesus only as a "Servant of God," and made no mystery of the memorial supper (see Didache). But among the wilder sects the search for the "cause of causes" gave place to immoral indulgences (if we may believe Christian accounts), and the dangerous doctrine (revived later by some Puritan fanatics) was taught, that those born of the spirit could not be defiled by the deeds of the flesh, any more than gold is defiled by being covered with mud. Crime indeed was permitted (we are told) on the plea that, by experience of all weaknesses of the body, the spirit would escape from any further probation in future incarnations. These sects celebrated "spiritual marriages," which seem to have been similar to the rites of Indian Sakti worshipers and Tantrists (see these headings). The naked worship of Adamites, and Prodicians, survived among the Beghards, or "Brethren of the Free Spirit," even in our 13th century. The Gnostik Kharios, or "kindness," recalls practices of hospitality among Turks, Tartars, and Chinese, as well as among non-Aryans in India, who offer their wives to guests and strangers. Such practices are described by Arab writers in our 14th century, and still survive. "Such were the depths of degradations," says Col. Conder, "to which Gnostiks sunk from the purer philosophy of Valentinus."

We must not forget that the gospels and literature of the Gnostiks (excepting a few works such as the Poenambres, or "Shepherd of Men," and the Pistis Sophia or "wise belief") were destroyed by the triumphant Catholics of the 4th century, so that it is hardly possible to obtain more than an incomplete and fragmentary conception of this once powerful and popular movement." Clement of Alexandria, though believing in the spiritual body of Christ—not feeding nourishment by food—was a bitter enemy of Gnostiks. He accuses one sect of holding their wives in common, saying that social laws were commanded only by an evil deity. The "Revealer" at Gnostik ceremonies was the same phallophor that had been revealed to Clement as an initiate at Elesia, according to Tertullian. The serpent also was connected, and was a prominent Gnostik symbol. Hdielah and Abraxas were serpents, with the head of a lion surrounded by rays, as we see on Gnostik gems. Jerome says that Abraxas (mysteriously 365), the "supreme" among Gnostiks, was Mithras and Khreistos. He was also Adoni, "the Lord," Samas-Alam or "the sun of eternity," Elohim, and Iao-Sabaoth (or Yahveh-Sabaoth), "the Lord of Hosts." He appears as Harpocrates, the child Horus, on the lotus with his finger to his mouth (see Finger). He again has the head of an ass on gems and on a Syrian terra-cotta (see Onolatria); and Irenamus himself says that "the ass mentioned in the Gospels is a type of Christ."; Epiphanius calls it the emblem of Sabaoth, and Plutarch tells us that Set in Egypt was ass-headed. The "supreme one" was also the Agatho-daimon, or "good spirit"—the serpent with the rayed head accompanying the names Iao and Khmanis. Such gems were used as amulets, like many others that have been classed as Gnostik, but only those with well-known Gnostik names attached can be so described. The serpent worshipping Gnostiks included Sethians, Feratte, Nicolaitans, and Nabasim or Ophites ("ser-
Gnostiks

Gnostiks describes the Manicheans as still favouring communism as regards wives, and holding midnight orgies, when the Eucharist was consecrated with the blood of a babe, or infants sacrificed and eaten. Markosians and others prepared love philters, and many dark rites were celebrated, like those of witches and others in the Middle Ages (see Ancient Worship of Priapus, Chiswick Press, 1965).

But Basilides, the great Gnostic philosopher (100 to 140 A.C.), was a learned and earnest Christian—a Syrian taught at Alexandria, deeply imbued with Platonic ideas, and founding a great school. His writings showed knowledge of Manichean, and of other Eastern doctrines. He called the Supreme God “the unnameable,” known only through his emanations or energies—these Aions of Pleroma including Christ, and the Demiurge. He regarded evil (like Buddha) as being imperfect, and believed in transmigration, but not in resurrection of the body. His system personalizes various virtues as qualities of the “unknown and unborn father.” The Demiurge (“people maker”) was an emanation in the lower heaven, the Arkhon or “ruler” of the world, whom Jews called Yahveh, the creator of earth, but not of wisdom, justice, or piety. Basilides was a follower of Basilides (105 to 165 A.C.), who taught philosophy among Christians in Rome about 140 A.C. He created a great system of 15 pairs of Aions, constituting Pleroma, or “The All.” Col. Conder (Ariastic Rev., Jan. 1888) summarises the list of the Aions as follows: “From Depth and Silence sprang Mind and Truth: from Word and Life came Man and the Church: from these the Comforter, and Faith: whence the Father’s Hope and the Mother’s Love: thence Eternal Wisdom, Light, and Blessing; Eucharistic Knowledge, Depth and Mingling, Endless Union, Self-born Temperance, the Only-begotten Unity, and Endless Pleasure: such is the reading of the famous riddle of the thirty Aions.” Irenæus and other fathers, from the 2nd to the 4th century, were ignorant of the meanings often concealed by Gnostics in Semitic words, and unable to tell us the truth as to these heresies—as they called them—or leaders of “individual opinions.”

Valentinus said that, from the passionate striving of the latest Aion “wisdom” (Sophia) for union with “depth” or “insight” (Bathûs), there arose a germ being outside the Pleroma—or “all”—who communicated the germ of life to matter, and so produced the Demiurge or creator (see Brâhma). Then, according to some Valentinians, arose two Aions, namely Christ and the Holy Spirit, to restore the lost balance of the Pleroma; and finally from all the Aions Jesus as the Saviour (Sôrûr) was produced, and united at baptism with the Messiah promised by the Demiurges. Such mystic symbolism is of little importance in the
Goats

The sea-goat is an emblem of the ocean god (see Ea). The robes of priests were made of goat-skin; and the Babylonian gods seem also to have worn such hairy garments as represented on bas-reliefs and seal cylinders. Capella the goat star was highly important to sailors. The Norsemen said that goats drew the car of "Thor the stormy charioteer"—for black goats represent the flocks of dark clouds, so that Dionysos himself in autumn is Melan-aigis, or clothed in black goatskins (Pausanias, ii, 35). In the Rig Veda (iii, 4) Pushán, "the primeval one," guides a car drawn by goats, and is himself Agas "the goat." The sacred goat Olené suckled Zeus, she being the sign of "rainy Capella" (Ovid, Fasti, v, 113). The demon goat, on the other hand, is ridden by witches; and Satan takes this form at the Witches' Sabbath in connection with phallic rites.

Gobhan. Govan. A seer and poet among Kelts in Ireland, supposed to have lived before the Christian era, and noticed on the Clon Macnoise Cross. He is connected with tower building, but was an artisan and smith, apparently an early Keltic Veulane, like the English Weyland Smith.

God. It is remarkable that philologists are unable to decide the origin of this familiar Teutonic word. They are agreed that it cannot be directly connected with the word "good." The Teutonic Gáthas (English God, German Gott) is nearer to the name Goth (see Go), and probably signifies "great" or "strong." Most names for God in ancient languages signify either "spirit" or "power" (see As, Dimir, El, Yahveh, Nutera, etc.), and sometimes "life" or "light" (see Bu, Bagha, Deva). Early gods are terrible rather than good (see Fear). Nothing can be more important (as we urged in 1896, see Short Studies, vii) to the student of religions than to understand the radical meaning of the names of gods, which otherwise would convey no sense of reverence, unless lisped from childhood. The gods were spirits or phantasms, immortal and powerful, and dwelling in all things (see Animism). But the pious and experienced John Wesley convicts the world of natural Atheism when he says: "After all so plausibly written concerning the innate idea of God . . . that this is common to all men in all ages and nations, it does not appear that man has naturally any more idea of God than any beast of the field. Man has no knowledge or fear of God at all, nor is God in all his thoughts . . . Whatever change is wrought by grace, or education, man is by nature an Atheist." But Dryden's view is found in the lines,

"The priest continues what the nurse began,
And thus the child imposes on the man."
Gold

So great is the terror of offending a god that Greek and Jew alike dared not touch the holy emblems. Uzzah was slain for touching the Ark, even to prevent its falling, and the touch of a sacred elk brings evil on the Omaha Indian in America (Frazer, Golden Bough, ii, p. 56). Only the consecrated may touch holy things. But gradually, as the idea of a god grew more noble, justice, and mercy, took the place of wrath. "When I attempt," says Prof. Tyrwhitt (Fragmenta), "to give the power which I see manifested in the universe an objective form, personal or otherwise, it slips away from me, declining all intellectual manipulation. I dare not, save poetically, use the pronoun 'He' regarding it. I dare not call it a 'mind': I refuse to call it even a 'cause.' Its mystery overshadows me, but it remains a mystery, while the objective frames which my neighbours try to make it fit, simply distort and desecrate it."

The God of Ezekiel slays all who do not bear his mark (ix, 4-6): the God of a later prophet is the only Saviour (Isaiah xliii, 11). The knowledge of God is too wonderful for man (Psalm cxviii, 6), but he pervades the universe (verses 7 to 18) as Paul also taught (Ephesians iv, 6). These allusions serve to show us the gradual evolution of thought as to God, from the early times when Yahweh came down to see the tower (Gen. xi, 5), to the later age when God becomes our Father in Heaven, and when God is Love (1 John iv, 8-16).

Gold. The use of gold throughout western Asia, and in Egypt, or even as far west as Mycene, in the 15th century B.C., was common at a time when Europe was still in the Neo-lithic stage. Gold had been known to the Akkadians much earlier, as kū-gin "precious Gin"—the Tartar kin for "gold." The Greeks adopted a Semitic word in khrusos (from khrôs "shining" metal), and according to their legends it was brought from the Caspian. Herodotus speaks of gold-fields east of the Caspian, and the supply may have been from the Altai mountains, but the Egyptians obtained gold dust from Abyssinia. The eastern Aryans knew it (Sanscrit Hiranya: Zend Zarangyu) as the "yellow" metal, and such is the derivation of the Teutonic guath.

Gonds. A widespread race of Kolarian origin in N. India—akin to Dravidians—now numbering perhaps 124,000 persons only. Their first home was Gondia or Kosala, along and N. of the rivers of Oudh, but they are now rude forest tribes of Gondwâna in Central India. The name is probably derived from Koh or Gô "a hill" (the common ancient word kô "high"), which is the base of Kôds "mountain"—a word found in all the languages of the Kolarians. The pure Gond calls himself a Kô-tar, or Kô-tan or "hill-dweller." The Gonds came from Central Asia, and Mr Hislop, who was learned in the dialects of Orissa, says that "their features are decidedly Mongolic." They are darker than most Hindus, round headed, wide-nosed, with thick lips and flat nose, and lank black hair which they shave, leaving one look as a top-knot like Arabs. Like Mongols, they have little hair on the face. They tattoo their bodies, and the women disfigure their faces like the Kakyens of Barnah, as do most Kols and Muns. They wear shells and charms, and when the climate permits, the Gonds go naked. They eat rats, mice, snakes, and ants, and are filthy in person and habits, licentious, and fond of drink. Their coarse phallic deities are incarnations of Tari and Buru-panu, including Boda, Bodil, Baum, and Budu-Kol (see Bedu). Like Muns, Kosis, and other Kolarians, they are great tree worshippers, holding festivals in forest clearings, under ancient trees which are surrounded with stone circles. They there erect little cairns or Chaitayas, especially at the foot of trees sacred to Vital or Betal (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 193, figs. 74, 75). Each group of hamlets has its holy tree with its quaint charms, stones, and small lingams and Yonis; or with figures of Mâmoji as a horse, with phallicus, usually daubed with sandleb red paint. At the beginning of the longed-for rainy season they propitiate the water god, by the "sacrifice of the holy Karma tree," which rite is preceded by fasting—a very unusual practice among poor and rude tribes. The young of both sexes then go (as in our May rites) to cut down a young Karma tree in the forest, and bring this, or a branch, home, with music, song, and dance. It is planted on the village green among the ancestral trees, and is consecrated by a Pahu or priest: after certain rites the whole night is spent in dancing round it, and in revelry. It is freshly festooned next day, and loaded with charms, resembling our Christmas tree. The daughters of the village patriarch reverently adorn it with "Varuna's corn," which is specially grown for the purpose, and the yellow pink petals of its flowers are distributed, to be worn by all. Wild dances follow, and finally the tree god is taken to a stream or pool, and thrown in as an offering to the water god. This boisterous festival is usual at the New Year (see Vana).

The Gonds claim to have been the first colonisers of India, and say that they came from the far north: after dwelling long by Devalâ-giri, one of the highest peaks of the Himalayas, and thence descending to Kosala along the Gogra and other streams, they pushed further south; but continued within historic times to bury the dead
with their feet towards Devala-giri, which they still remember lovingly, with their Linga-wan-gad at the foot of which they long to rest. The Gonds are noticed in the Rig Veda as typical aborigines—Daivas or country folk—which also points to their northern origin. The Naga-Bansi Gonds call themselves offspring of Delhi Nagas; another body of them came from the swamps of the lower Indus, through the Bihl country; but most Gonds came from Kolaria, and from Assam or the East, especially the Baiga hunters of game, who are sorcerers consulted in all difficulties as to land (see the Settlement Reports, 1867-1869). Mr Hewitt, in 1869, speaks of Gond traditions as to their coming from Scythia about 600 B.C., settling as Tagas, or Takshaks, at Taxila and in other Naga states. These probably brought with them the worship of the sword or spear common among Kaur Gonds; for Attila's Huns belonged to a kindred stock, and placed a sword or spear on a mound in their encampments. This sword cultus, noticed early in Scythia, is also common among Dravidians of the Travancor coast. The chief Gond gods, however, are now known by Aryan names adopted in Gond speech, such as Bhuma-ji, the "earth god," and Thakur-Deo or Bhaga-wan-ji, who is Siva or Linga, dwelling on Linga-wan-gad, but often symbolised as a small egg-shaped stone set on a cubical altar. He is Buda-deva, the source of life, called also Phara-sen in the neighbourhood of Chanda, according to Mr Hislop. He is commonly represented by a spherical block of wood, with a small shaft 3 inches long stuck into it." There are some 15 gods in all, of whom only half the number are commonly mentioned. They are symbolised by cairns, menhir stones, and posts daubed with vermilion and worshiped with libations and offerings, sometimes of cows but usually of pigs, goats, fowls, fruits, and ardent spirits, without full use of which no ceremony can proceed. At marriages and burials general licence is permitted as among other savages (Hislop, in Appendices to Sir Richard Temple's Reports): the old communistic customs are thus retained on special occasions.

The attributes of the Pensa, or gods, do not vary much throughout the vast extent of the basins of the Narbada and Godavary rivers, and also that of the Krishna. The Buda and Kodo who are great Gond deities, are the Bura and Kati of the Khonds. Brâhmanism is fast converting these wild races, and some few have accepted Islam, or Christianity. As a race they love a wild life, and are skilful with bow and gun, though gradually settling down to agriculture, and becoming sharp traders, especially the two higher classes of Gôles and Koitaus, who are considered too nearly related to

allow of intermarriage. North India, invaded by stronger and more civilised races, was no place for such broken and primitive tribes: they were driven to the southern hills and forest fastnesses, forming a highland population of some two millions, including Gonds, Khonds, and others. They were grievously persecuted, especially about 360 to 635 A.C., and were Hinduised to some extent through Buddhist influence, as well as by later Brâhmins who have converted the "Raj-Gonds."

**Gondophares. Gundofores. Gondafares.** A king of "India," according to Christian legends of St Thomas; but in such literature "India" means any country E. of Mesopotamia. According to the Legenda Aurea, he ruled about 60 A.C., when Kanishka (10 A.C. to 78 A.C.) reigned in India and Afghanistan. Gondophares more probably was king in Baktria, or further west. Coins bearing this name have been found in Seisân, Kâbul, and Kandahâr, in Sind and the S. Panjâb, according to which, the first Gondophares would appear to have preceded Kanishka. His exploits are noticed on a stone in the Lahore Museum, and he appears to have been of the Sakya dynasty. Another text of a Gondofores is in the Woking Museum. The Legenda Aurea asserts, on the authority of St Gaudentius, "in his Martyrology," that St Thomas "slept in the city Calamina, which is in India," and here he is said to have built a palace for Gondophares. "The Lord told Thomas that Gondophares wanted masons: that he was to go as one and convert all India, and come to Him by the crown of martyrdom." Thomas obeying, was torn in pieces by dogs, "because he refused to eat and drink like others." Prof. G. Bühler, in describing the latest Jain inscriptions of Mathûra (see Academy, 2d May 1896), places the reign of Gondophares about 30 to 50 A.C. (see Max Muller, India, p. 293 ; Beal, Buddhist in China, p. 135; and Gen. Cunningham, Arch. Survey of India, ii, p. 59).

**Goose.** In Egypt Sob—"the earth"—is a goose, "the great mackerel" who lays the gold egg—the sun. The goose was early tamed by Egyptians, though they had neither ducks nor fowls as domestic birds. In India Brâhma rides the goose (see Hansa), and in mythology it is often confused with the swan, which is the great emblem of white, and snow, clouds. The goose is an emblem of Fray, and the swan of Freya, among the Norse. The swan was sacred to the sea god Njord. Russian folk-lore abounds with tales of goose, swans, and ducks. Wedding gifts always include goose, which are symbolic of conjugal fidelity. A goose is carried before the bridegroom's procession to fetch home the bride. She is borne over "a
brazier of fire” (see Fire), and worships the goose with her bridegroom (Notes and Queries, 6th August 1886). Dr. Morrison (Diety, under Marriages) says that “wild goose have in every age been an emblem of conjugal fidelity in China.” In the Shi-King classic we read: “The wild goose cackles in response; day breaks and mourning commences; the bridegroom has gone to bring home his wife ere approaching spring shall have melted the ice.”

From the swan egg were born Helen—the moon—and the two brethren—day and night—children of the swan Zeus, who thus answers in the legend to Seb the goose that lays the sun-egg. Leda, who lays the egg, is apparently the darkness (like Latōna and Letē, from lēt “to hide”), and in the Veda also the Asvins have a car drawn by swans. Cygnus (Cignus “the swan”) is the brother of Phaeton; and swans and goose were choristers of Apollo in spring, when the wild goose come from the south. The swan sang also at Delos, when Apollo was born by Latōna (see Callimachus, Hymns Delos, 1111; Dr. Bryant’s Mythol., i, p. 307; ii, p. 360).

Gopā. Sanskrit: “cow nourisher”—a title of Krishna. The Gopis or milkmaids are the nymphs with whom Krishna sports.

Gor. Gaur. In Skandinavian, the harvest month. Compare Gauri “the fair one.”

Ghora. Persian: “horse,” an emblem of the sun. The old Akkadian kurrus is “horse,” as the beast that runs (Mongol kur “to gallop”).

Gorgo. Gorgons. In the Odyssey only one Gorgo is named, as a frightful phantom in Hades. She is one-eyed—darkness with the shining moon. [The name is perhaps Turanian—Turkish gorge “fear,” which she typifies: see Fear—Ed.] Hesiod mentions three Gorgons, of whom two were immortal and terrifying—namely Stheno (“strong”) and Eri-ualē (“far howling”); while the third was mortal and called Medoussa or “mad” fear. Medoussa consorted with Poseidon in a temple of Athēnē (Fear, Ocean, and the Dawn), and Athēnē being enraged, decreed that whoever should look on this maddened Gorgon should be turned to stone by fear. Hence Persians, the sun, slew her without seeing her—cutting off her head. In the earliest representations she has a round face and protruded tongue. The Gorgonian head appears on Etruscan and Greek shields, intended to frighten the foe, and is worn also by Athēnē.

Gosain. Gossain. These are saintly followers of the Vishnūva Brahman (see Chaitanya) who proclaimed the religion of love; but the term is applied to any Hindu ascetic of Brahmna caste, and Gauśia Brahmans are many. A Gossain may be, or may not be, a celibate and ascetic. The notorious Vairabhāchārya of the “Bombay Mahārāṇī” trials (see Hist. of Mahārāṇī, 1865), were Gosains. Some are learned and wealthy; all are notorious for sensual lives; some claim rights regarding women that are also admitted in the case of Dervishes among Moslems. As brides were offered to Irish chiefs (or French nobles), so too the old communistic right is claimed by Gosains. Usually in India they go about as mendicants (like Sanyāsī), often naked save for a dirty yellow loin cloth. Their hair is long and matted, their bodies are covered with vermin; thousands of such Brahmans are scattered over India; and even educated Hindus pester them to take their daughters, even in nominal marriage. They say that Krishna, as the Lord of Love, has given to them rights over all females, since he is the Gopā and the lord of Gopī nymphs (see Gurus).

Gospels. The English word “God-spell,” meaning “God’s news,” is a rendering of the Greek “Eu-angelion,” or “good message” (see Bible, and Christ). We possess no text of the four Canonical Gospels older than the 4th century, and no really reliable notice of their existence before about 175 A.C. (the Muratorian Canon giving a list of New Testament Books): for quotations in the “Fathers” are admitted to be untrustworthy, owing to corruptions in the texts of Patriotic literature. In the Canonical Epistles—that is to say as late, at least, as 63 A.C.—we do not find any allusion to written accounts of the life of Christ, or of his teaching. The traditional views as to the origin of the Gospels rest on statements made by Eusebius, in our 4th century, which may or may not be reliable; and there is no earlier evidence, save a fragment of Matthew’s Gospel found in Egypt, on papyrus, which is attributed to the 2nd or 3rd century. By the end of the 3rd century there were many gospels, and collections of Logia or “sayings” of Christ (see Apokruphal Gospels); but Celsus objected that there was no true account. Papias is quoted by Eusebius as an authority; but even he “never saw the Lord.” Justin Martyr does not speak of four Gospels, though he is supposed to have quoted them. Irenæus is the first (as his text stands) to mention the four. It is admitted, by those who are aware of textual studies, that certain passages in our text are very doubtful (Luke xxi, 43, 44; John v, 4; vii, 11-11) as not occurring in the oldest MSS.; and the same
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applicates to the last verses of Mark (xvi, 9-20); while those in Matthew (xxviii, 16-20) seem also to be a later addition to the original book. [Such interpolations naturally gave rise to the view that the Gospels were written late. It is clear that the concluding passage in the Fourth Gospel (John xxi, 24, 25) could not have been written by John the Apostle, even if we could admit that a Galilean fisherman was likely to become able to write Greek, and to understand the philosophy of Plato and Philo. On the other hand, the expectation of Christ's return during the lifetime of His own generation (Matt, xxiv, 34; Mark xiii, 30; Luke xxi, 32) could hardly have been put in writing after it had been falsified by the death of the latest survivors. The passages quoted speak so clearly of the siege of Jerusalem that they may be supposed later than 70 A.C.; but they are hardly likely to be much later than 100 A.C. The date of "Luke" is not really fixed (as earlier than 65 A.C.) by the preface of Acts; because, though the two works may be by the same author, who inserts passages in the first person taken apparently from the memoirs of a companion of Paul, yet we have no evidence of the date when he wrote, or of his having been named Luke. The tradition quoted by Eusebius, as derived from Papias, says that Matthew wrote in Hebrew, and that "every one interpreted as he was able." We have no such Hebrew work; and the passages quoted by the Fathers, from a "Gospel of the Hebrews" which has not been recovered, are not in Matthew, since they include a fiery baptism in Jordan, and the carrying of Christ to Mt Tabor by his "mother" the Holy Ghost. The idea that Mark wrote in Rome is probably founded on a single allusion (Coloss. iv, 10); Papias says that Mark was "an interpreter of Peter (who) wrote down accurately, though not in order, the things that were said and done by Christ." The allusion to "John the Elder" by Papias is also a similar deduction (see 2 John verse 1); and Dionysius of Alexandria (248-265 A.C.) was the first to remark that the Gospel, and Epistles, attributed to John were in a style so different from that of the Revelation that the same author could hardly have written both. It is quite possible that Mark and Matthew were gospels used by the Palestine Church: Luke by that of Antioch; and John by that either of Ephesus or of Alexandria, after about 100 A.C. The Fourth Gospel was written by one who knew Palestine, and who correctly calls the inhabitants of Jerusalem Joudaioi (which we render "Jews") since they belonged to the tribe of Judah; but the work was penned especially to oppose Gnosticism (see Gnostics), and claims only to rest on the authority of a beloved disciple, who appears to have been John. The writer knew Hebrew; but whether he was a Jew is less certain. Luke also was apparently a Gentile; and it was natural that the Gospels should be written in Greek—the great literary language of the age, used also by Josephus—as being addressed to the Roman world. All we can find through comparative study is, that Matthew and Luke agree generally as to matters mentioned by Mark, but disagree whenever they add what is not there given; while the Fourth Gospel is an entirely independent work, conflicting with the other accounts, and of equally uncertain date.—Ed.)

The disciples of Christ (excluding Judas Iscariot who came from Samaria) were Galileans, and mostly fisherman. They were Hebrews, and knew nothing of Greek, being no doubt strongly opposed to all foreigners whether Greek or Roman. Galilee was a region (according to the Rabbis) remarkable for its ignorance; and the Galilean dialect was not that of Jerusalem, as we know from the Gospels. Peter and his companions had little sympathy with the views of Paul, who was acquainted with the semi-Greek philosophy of the Jews—as represented by Philo. The Gospel of Mark, and that of Matthew, appear to have been written by Galilean Hebrews; but Luke was apparently a Greek companion of Paul, while the author of the Gospel "after" (or "according to") John was more probably an Alexandrian Jew. If these Gospels had been known to the writers of the New Testament Epistles they would probably have quoted them; but they do not even mention any of the "Logia" therein recorded as spoken by Christ. Dr Davidson (on the Canon of the Fathers) remarks that none of the bishops knew "either the authors of the Gospels, or the date of the writings they canonized." These gospel writers make no claim to have been inspired; and would probably have been amazed by the idea that their tractates were written by dictation of the Holy Ghost. Canon Westcott (Faith and Reason, 1895) said that "the canon of the New Testament cannot be proved by appeal to the Patristic writings . . . these allude only to the substance—not authenticity—of the Gospels;" that is to say that they do not vouch for their being contemporary records. The views of Dionysius the Areopagite, though accepted by Thomas Aquinas, are admitted by Westcott to be those of an unknown person at Edessa about 480 to 520 A.C.

According to the latest critics (Encyclopedia Bib., 1899) Matthew was penned in 105 A.C.; and the Fourth Gospel by "John the Presbyter" (or Elder); while Luke could not have been written by any companion of Paul. Dr Davidson supposed that, from Hebrew Logia, and from a primitive form of Hebrew gospel, came that of Mark,
on which those "according to" Matthew and Luke depended, being contemporary with the Didaché. In Acts (xx, 35) Paul is reported to have quoted Christ's words, "It is more blessed to give than to receive" —a Logion which does not occur in any of the four Gospels. Clement of Rome, and Justin Martyr, laid great stress on the "sayings of Jesus"; but the "Gospel of Peter" is held by many to be quite as early (about 115 a.c.) as the canonical gospels, though expressing the views of the Docetæ, who did not believe in the material nature of Christ. [We do not even know whether Paul agreed with those who taught that Jesus rose from the dead in his material body, or with those who held that he rose in a spiritual body (see 1 Cor. xv, 35-54).—Ed.] The miracles recorded in the "Gospel of Peter" are like those of medieval legends; the stone rolls itself aside; the cross speaks in answer to voices from the sky; angels whose heads are lost in the clouds attend on Jesus, whose head also rises till lost in the heavens. Reasonable men in the past rejected these marvels, but those of the canonical gospels are not less incredible.

Prof. Ludwig Paul, as an advocate of the Fourth Gospel, revives Baur's old theory, placing the synoptics as late as 130 to 150 a.c. He thinks that "Justin (Martyr) had no acquaintance with any of the synoptics." Dr Davidson, however, thought that the Fourth Gospel was "written in 150 a.c. by some unknown author"; and another writer (Encyclop. Brit., 1881) says, "by some Ephesian elder who knew St John... It is certainly not John's composition." According to the synoptics the ministry of Jesus lasted only one year, but according to the Fourth Gospel it must have lasted three or four. The former authorities speak of his death as occurring on the day after the Passover, but the latter writer as taking place before the Passover was eaten. None of the former mention the raising of Lazarus, on which the Fourth Gospel insists, or the speaking of Christ by a soldier, which, according to the Fourth Gospel, proved that he died. The long mystical discourses in the Fourth Gospel present us Jesus as the incarnate Logos, and have no counterpart in the synoptics, where Jesus is recorded to have uttered short logics and parables. These discourses remind us of the philosophy and mysticism of Paul, and of the Gnostics. The Archon of the world (John xii, 31) was the Hebrew Yahweh according to the Gnostics, an evil deity, like the devil whom Christ called the father of the Jews (John viii, 44). But all these writers alike believed sincerely in miracles attributed to Jesus, which are as difficult to believe as any others attributed to other gods or heroes. The difficulty in accepting these, felt by those who have received a scientific education, is so insurmountable that they serve to discredit the whole narrative:

and the ethical teaching which it includes is thus obscured (see Miracles). Christ is represented as believing that Moses wrote the Pentateuch, and David even Psalms in which he is addressed by some other poet. [Jesus, however, often is made to refer only to "those of old time." The documentary evidence shows that later scribes sometimes inserted the name of a writer where the older text of the Gospel only quotes "the prophet"; and they did this incorrectly (see Matt. xxvii, 9; Zech. xi, 13).—Ed.] No doubt the writers held the ordinary views of Jews in that age on these questions; and Christ may have quoted the words "Yahweh said to my Adon" (Psalm cx, 1) as if spoken by David (Matt. xxii, 43); but we have no contemporary record of anything that he said. The general opinion of to-day seems to be that the authors of the Gospels shared the common beliefs and superstitions of their age, and repeated oral traditions, and the contents of earlier writings by unknown authors, which are no longer known to exist.

Setting aside all apocryphal writings, and the Gnostik mysticism of the Fourth Gospel, we may suppose that a residuum of fact remains, which even historical purists can admit as such; that about the commencement of our era a pious Jewish teacher lived in Palestine, and went about teaching ethical truths which Hillel and others also taught, and following the mode of life that was customary among the Essenes, and the Jordan baptists. His forerunner had proclaimed that One among them, whom they knew not, was the expected Messiah; and the followers of Jesus proclaimed him to be such, although he had forbidden them to do so openly. They brought him, as Messiah, triumphantly into Jerusalem, where he was arrested by the frightened priests, accused of blasphemy and sedition, and given over by the Roman governor, very unwillingly, to be crucified. His followers believed that he died on the cross (see Crosses), and they found the rock tomb in which he was laid open and empty. He was said to have appeared to them afterwards, both in Jerusalem and in Galilee; and Paul, though apparently not an eye-witness of any of the events of this time, believed that he had so been seen (1 Cor. xv, 3-7). He also believed Jesus to have instituted a memorial rite symbolic of his martyrdom (1 Cor. x, 16, 17; xi, 17-24), which already, within a generation, had become a "communion" giving rise to disorders among the converts. The believers continued, for at least a century, in the East, to expect the return of their Master at the end of the world: for he had said "My kingdom is not of this world," and had himself predicted such a return in the clouds of heaven, accompanied by thousands of angels. But this belief died away among the Greek
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and Roman Gnostic Christians; and even in Paul’s lifetime Christians denied the resurrection of the dead (1 Cor. xv, 12).

After about 100 A.D., a great many accounts of Jesus and collections of his sayings were written, as the first generation of witnesses died out, and oral traditions began to be set down in writing. Some of these followed the purely Jewish ideas of the original disciples; others followed Paul, in whose belief Jesus was the pre-existent Logos; others went further and regarded him as either a divine phantom, or as a holy man possessed by the Holy Ghost. We learn from the four Gospels themselves (Luke i, 1; John xxi, 25) that many had already written accounts of what was believed before they were penned; but by about 170 or 180 A.D., these four had attained to peculiar estimation; and nearly 500 years after the Crucifixion they were declared to be the “only authentic Apostolic records of the Lord,” in opposition to all Gnostic doctrines. They were added to the collection of Epistles by Paul and other teachers, forming the new Bible of Christian churches. Finally they came to be ascribed to the four authors on whose authority they were believed to rest (see Dr. Harnack’s History of Dogma; and Renan’s History of Christianity). To those who regard the traditions as incredible it is a matter of very little importance whether they were written in the 1st or 2nd century. We have no more certainty as to the original text of these writings than we have in the case of Old Testament books. We know that small, but often important, alterations were made in the wording by scribes of our 4th and 5th centuries. An additional copy (supposed to belong to the 8th century) was found by Mrs. Lewis in 1892, at the Sinai Monastery, and transcribed in 1893 by Dr. Bensley. It is written in Syriac, on vellum, having been effaced in 779 A.D. in order to reuse the parchment to record the legend of a martyr. From this copy we learn that Jesus was the first-born son of Joseph—as indeed appears from the third Gospel (Luke ii, 41, 43, 48) according to the oldest MSS., though later scribes substituted (in verse 43) the words “Joseph and his mother” for the words “his parents” (see Bible). Prof. Huxley said truly that: “The question of the age and authorship of the Gospels is not of much importance, for the simple reason that even the reports of eye-witnesses would not suffice to justify belief in a large essential part of their contents; on the contrary these reports would discredit the witnesses.”

An interesting discovery was made in 1897, at Oxyrhynchus, on the border of the Libyan desert, about 120 miles S. of Cairo. It is a leaf from a papyrus book, containing eight Logia or “sayings” attributed to Jesus. It is written in the Greek characters in use perhaps as early as 150 A.D., though it may be as late as 300 A.D. The writer is thought to show the influence of the tract On the Contemplative Life ascribed to Philo (30 to 50 B.C.), and of the Jewish Essenes (see Athenæum, July 1897). There were many such Logia (as Papias is said to have called them), besides those in the four Gospels, some of which however are evidently of Gnostic origin, like those in the “Gospel of the Egyptians.” No less than 61 such sayings (many of very doubtful authenticity) have been carefully collected (see Rev. Dr. B. Pick, Ph.D., in the Chicago Open Court, September 1897); and they have been studied with great scientific and literary minuteness. The collection suggests the existence of primitive Gospels now lost, out of which our four Gospels grew.

We have no authentic accounts of the history of any of the New Testament writers, or of the later actions of Peter and other disciples. There are legends to be found in Syriak and Ethiopic fragments (see Dr. Wallace Budge, History of the Twelve Apostles); but these narratives all bear the stamp of romance. The Mariolatry which characterises such accounts is itself evidence that they are not older than our 5th century. As regards both these and the four Gospels, the foundations of the faith are based solely on tradition. From the Gospels themselves we gather that the first disciples were very often unable to understand what their Master said. We see dimly, in the accounts that we possess, a beautiful and loving figure of one who had compassion on the poor and ignorant, and who laid down his life for his friends: who knew the Hebrew Scripture from boyhood, and strove to free the spirit of its noblest conceptions from the dead letter of Rabbinic formalism. The power of early Christianity lay in this deep sympathy with human hopes and sorrows; but, to the writers of gospels, the wonders in which all men then believed seemed more important, as evidence of truth, than the loving words of Jesus.—Ed.

Gotama. Gautama. Buddha is commonly known as Gotama the Muni (“teacher”) of the Sakya race, but his family name was Siddartha (see Buddha). Gotama appears to have been a clan name. In Tibet it becomes Geontan, in Mongolia Gadam, in Siam Kedon, and in China Chi-tan. A Gotama is said to have founded the Nyāya school of philosophy, and to have been the author of the Dhārma Sāstra—a wise hermit who, according to his legend, married Ahalya a daughter of Brāhma. Durga is also called Gotami; and one of the 12 great lingams of India was named Gotam-Iswara.

Goths. The name of this Teutonic race is rendered “noble”
Govan-Dana

(Mr Bradley, Grafton) or "mighty" (see Gurt). They are found S. of the Baltic Sea, and East of the River Vistula, from the 4th century B.C. (Pythias) to the 1st century A.D. (Tactitus), and the 2nd (Ptolemy): they were widely spread, the Visigoths (or "west Goths") being led to oppose the Romans by "bad" things, or "bad" kings, and the Ostrogoths (or "east Goths") by Amalians or "mighty ones." Their great deity was Tiw or Ten—the equivalent of Deva—who was a war god; while Helya was their goddess of the lower world. They were served by priests and priestesses. Authentic history of the Goths begins in 245 A.C., when they invaded Moesia and Thrakia. They slew the Roman Emperor Decius, and Gallus his successor had to buy them off. Their invasion of Greece (253 to 268) led to the sack of Athens. Constantine twice defeated them, but in 330 A.C. they, in turn, defeated his armies and signed a peace for 30 years. After 350 A.C. they were driven W. and S. by the Huns from Central Asia; and these Turkish armies harassed them till the death of Attila in 453 A.C. The east Goths were then spread all over Dacia (now Hungary), and in 410 A.C. Alaric, their leader, sacked Rome. The west Goths followed the Vandals into Gaul and Spain in 412 A.C.; and for 32 years the great Theodoric ruled the greater part of S.W. Europe. In 476 the western Empire of Rome was destroyed by Odencar; and the Catholic Church would probably have succumbed but for the Frankish victories—Clovis (480 A.C.) driving the Goths to Spain, where they mingled with other populations, disappearing as a distinct race about 650 A.C.

The Goths received Greek civilization from the traders of Olbia, near Kiev, perhaps as early as the 6th century B.C. Their "Runes" were Greek letters (see Dr Isaac Taylor, Alphabet, ii, p. 215). They took the side of Arius in the great schism of 325 A.C., having been converted to Christianity by the Greeks. Thus they became persecutors of the Popes in Italy; and the triumph of Latin Christianity in W. Europe was due to the Franks, who opposed the Goths and protected the Popes.

Govan-dana. The sacred hill near Mathura, overlooking the Janna River, where Krishna sported with the Gopi nymphs. Human sacrifices were once here offered, but now only milk, rice, and flowers, with prayers.

Govinda. Krishna was so called, after his war with Indra, as the leader of the Gopis.

Grail. Graal. Greal. Terms in old French for a dish or a flat bowl, from the Low Latin grætella whence grædale and grænale, diminutives of cræter, "a cup" or bowl. The Holy Grail was supposed to be the dish (or otherwise the cup) of the Last Supper, and its legends are akin to those of Buddha's begging bowl in India. Among the Celts a cairene was a large wooden bowl, such as are found in bogs in Ireland. In the legend of the battle of Magh-rath (Moyra, the "great fort") in 637 A.C., the sons of the King of Scotland pray the Prince of Ulster for his "Caire Ainsiun," which "gives to each his just share, and sends none empty away." Whatever was put in it, it boiled just enough for the assembled company according to their rank. Caíreines were bowls for milk and mead, and magic cups (see Century Mag., April 1890, p. 897). According to the legend (Prof. Skeat on New Testament legends) Joseph of Arimathea collected the blood of Christ in the Grail. Hence arose, in the Middle Ages, the false etymology which converted the Sane-grail into the "sang-real" or "true blood," which healed sickness and wounds, made the old young, and bestowed rest and ineffable delight on the pious. Like the Soma worship this cultus sprang originally from the consecration of intoxicating wine. The Grail disappeared in days of unbelief, but when Arthur and his knights established Christianity it was seen again, and became the object of their "quest," being found in the safe keeping of King Peles, or of "brother Pelis." The Scandinavians had a similar legend of the "dwarf's cup," which, like the Soma cup of the Vedas, was the source of poetry and wisdom: for wine "cheereth the Elohim and man." (Judg. ix. 13). The term Grail, according to Mr Surtees (Notes and Queries, 9th April 1887), came to be applied, as a general term, to any holy thing.

Grain. Grian. Keltik: "shining," "yellow," "green," the "sun," "Grian," personified (as among Germans) as a female. In Pāṇjābi Gārāṇ is the sun (Sanskrit Gāravāṇ), and the Greeks had an Apollo Grunaioς, the sacred river Grunaios also flowing from Mt Ida. Dolmens in Ireland are called "beds of Diarmed and Grain," and the legend of their eloquence (see Fin) speaks of 365 such beds, one for each day of the year, connecting the Dolmens with solar worship.

Granth. The Sikh Bible (see Sikhs). It includes the Adi-Granth of Nānak the founder, about 1540 A.C., and the second Granth of Govind-Singh, his 9th successor (1675 to 1708 A.C.). Nānak strove to unite Moslems and Hindus as brothers; and it is related of him that a Moslem kicked him for presuming to lie with his feet towards Makka and the "House of God," but only elicited the mild reply: "Pray turn them in any direction in which the House of God
Graphiel

is not." The second Granth, which deports considerably from Nanak's teaching, is called the "Dasam Padshah-ka Granth" or "Bible of the tenth ruler." It includes an impassioned account of the trials, faith, and battles of the Sikhs or "disciples" who, under Govind, became Singhs (from Simha) or "lions." No other scriptures were to be allowed, yet Nanak had said: "I implore you to read other scriptures as well as your own; but remember that all reading is useless without obedience: for God decrees that none shall be saved except he perform good works. He will not ask what is your tribe or belief, but 'What good have you done?' Put on armour which will harm none. Let thy coat of mail be understanding. Covet thine enemies into friends; fight valiantly, but with no weapon save the Word of God."

In the time of Govind-Singh, Nanak was worshiped as he still is, but this Tenth Guru said: "Whoever shall call me Param-oo-warn (the Supreme) shall sink into hell. . . . I announce what God speaks . . . to establish virtue and to exalt piety was I sent into this world; but also to exterminate vice, and wicked irreligion." "Wherever five Sikhs (or "disciples") are assembled there also shall I be present" (see Malcolm's Sikhs). "Singhs must not keep company with heretics, schismatics, or sectaries who intrigue against the faith; yet they must be gentle and polite to all, and endeavour to attain to the excellences of their Guru." Temples were to be reverently approached, and that at Amritsa especially to be visited in order to secure the unity of the Khalsa State, the interests of which are superior to any others, and even to life itself. Prayer, and the reading of God's Word, are the first morning, and the last evening, duties of the Sikh.


Grass. Many ancient rites are connected with grass. The Kusa grass was early sacred to Aryans (see Ag). Grass was the support of the flocks and herds of the nomads. It used also to be connected with Manx rites (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 441, 442), and many grass rites occur among American Indians (see Capt. Bourke, Medicine Men of the Apaches, p. 527). Rushes, as covering for rude shelters, have similar importance. The married pair are seated, and covered with fresh grass as an emblem of productiveness (Grihya Sutras). The Aztecs and Apaches believed that they sprang from rushes, over which their god Napatékuti presides. They scatter the pollen of flowering rushes at birth and marriage festivals, and at the Eucharistic rites of Tlalok.

Greeks. The "Graikoi" (see Grote, History of Greece, ii, 11) were an Illyrian people whose name meant "mountaineers"; and the Romans, coming first into contact with these Greci, extended the title to all the Hellenic races, known originally as Danni, Akhaioi, Hellenes, Dorians, and others. These tribes all came from the N.E., following Thracians, Pelasgi, and other early Slav or Kelto-Latin races. All were equally rude, and learned Asiatic civilisation from the Turanian races of Asia Minor, and from Babylonian and Phoenician traders; borrowing also no doubt from Egyptians about 1300 B.C. (see Egypt). At Troy and at Mycena, about 1500 B.C., we find an Asiatic culture among a people who apparently were unable to write. (The Greeks obtained their syllabaries and alphabets, their early arts, their weights and measures, and many legends and names of gods, from Asia Minor (see Edin. Review, July 1901, pp. 29-43, "Greece and Asia"). In her great age (500 to 300 B.C.) the Greeks had far surpassed their early teachers, and their influence and language spread over Asia, and dominated the Seleucid and Ptolemaic empires as far as India and Upper Egypt, for two centuries more; but the basis of this civilisation is found in Babylonia.—Ed.] As the Greeks reached the coasts of the Œgean, and passed over into Ionia, they came in contact with arts then quite unknown in Europe. Only about 800 to 700 B.C. did their bards begin to weave legendary histories, mythologies, and poetry, out of the oral traditions of their own race, and the myths of Asia. The Greeks adopted the Asinian syllabary, and the early alphabets of Karians, Lycians, and Phoenicians. Dated Greek texts in alphabetic writing go back only to about 600 B.C. The early Œgean pottery, marked sometimes with syllabic signs, is similar to that of Kappadokia and of Palestine (see Journal Rl. Asiatic Socly., 1890, p. 213). There is no evidence of Aryan speech in alphabetic characters E of Phrygia before about 700 B.C. But in Asia Minor the European Aryans met the Iranian current (Medes and later Persians) which flowed W. to the shores of the Œgean. Almost every Hellenic State, as Dr Isaac Taylor tells us (Alphabet, ii, pp. 4, 110), had its own alphabet, borrowed from Phoenicians or others; but the great Ionian alphabet included five final letters which are not Phoenician, but are used by early Karians, Lycians, and Phrygians, and are traceable to the older "Asinian syllabary."

The modern Greeks, like their ancestors, are a mixed Aryan race, having much Slav blood in their veins. [The pale, dark-eyed, dark-haired Greek of to-day is very different from the golden-haired, blue-eyed Hellén, or the red-haired and hazel-eyed type that is represented by the early painted statues of gods at Athens.—Ed.] They retain
much of their ancient mythology—especially in the Greek islands—in the form of popular folk-lore, mingled with Christian legends. St. Nicholas has inherited the worship of sailors from Poseidon. St. Demetrius takes the place of De-mêter or the “earth mother.” Artemis is succeeded by the unknown St. Artemidios (see Bent’s Insular Greek Customs). The rites and superstitions, among even fairly educated Greeks, are as numerous as of old. As in the days of Herodotus, the handsomest man must be the first to kiss the babe, and the wisest woman the first to suckle it. The most beautiful woman among the Spartans had been the ugliest babe, till her nurse took her to the temple of Helen. In Karpathos the child’s patron saint and name are determined by the candle bearing it being the last alight: the “Father of Fate” is invoked to bless the child, with an offering of bread and honey in a bowl. Greeks go up the mountains to call on the Fates, and hang charms on their children’s necks to ward off the evil eye. They avoid the use of unpropitious words, and call colic “sweetness,” smallpox “praise,” and minor ailments “unintentional.” A naughty child is said to have Charon for a sponsor, and a Nereid for dam; but these spirits may be appeased by spreading a tablecloth on a cliff, or by a river where they live, putting on it bread, honey, wine, and knife and fork, with a new candle and an incense censer. In the island of Keos weakly babes are brought to St. Artemidios, to be healed at his hillside shrine. Throughout the islands Charon has become a Satan—“the lord of hel”—a giant with flaming eyes, riding a black horse, and gathering the dead. Sometimes as a beast, or bird, he darts on his victims, whom he ferries over to Hades, where his palace is decked with human bones. He gives the dead the water of Lethé, so that they forget the past (see Er); and the “obolus” for Charon is still placed in the hand or mouth of the corpse; while priests place in the coffin wax candles, with the letters I. X. N. (“Jesus Christ conquers”). St. Elias has taken the place of Helios—the sun (see Elijah), and is a giant who requires food and worship. He devours his own parents and children, and Elias, who is the virgin opening the red gate for the Lord of Glory to come forth. Eclipses, according to these Greeks, are of evil omen (as in China), and brass kettles should be then beaten, and guns fired, to drive away the demons. The winds are still personified. The hated N. wind escapes from its Thrakian caves, and Michael the archangel binds the sons of Boreas in their tombs with a great stone over them—as Héraklès slew Zetes and Kalais, sons of Boreas. All winds assemble at certain times to dance together on mountain tops.

The twelve months, the islanders say, are twelve handsome youths, but one is fickle and untrustworthy—a secret friend of Charon. The agriculturist must roast goats and fowls, and pour out wine, before the first sod is turned in ploughing. At Naxos St. Dionysius must be honoured if the vineyard is to prosper. In Paros this Dionysius has become “the drunken St. George;” and orgies occur in his honour, with the sanction of priests, on 3rd November. No seed is sown till some of it has been presented with flowers (especially the rose) at a church. Sir Charles Wilson (Asia) says: “The superstitions of the Greeks and the Turks are the same ... both sects reverence the skeleton of St. Gregory ... the Christians and Moslems own a church in common, and hold in equal veneration a box of bones, said by some to be bones of St. Mamas, and by others of Christ ... these superstitions have far more influence over the daily life of the Greeks than their religion, for they do not understand a word of the church services, and look upon them as mere forms, which have to be gone through, to ensure salvation.” Good deities do not need to be propitiated, but at noon and at dusk the evil Lamia, and Strigla (the Latin Strix) are to be feared, while Pan and Charon rage in the noonday heat and in the darkness.

Greek Church. [This Church is the second in importance as regards the numbers of its adherents, in Christendom; for the tenets of the Russian Church, under the Tsar, are the same as those of the Greek Orthodox and Catholic Church. The Greeks definitely separated from the Latins in 858 A.C., when Photius was made Patriarch of Constantinople by the Greek Emperor Michael III. The two Churches had differed as to the question whether the Holy Ghost proceeded only from the Father, or, as Latins said, from the Father and the Son, and as to the use of images, other than pictures, in churches; but the separation coincides with the appearance of the new western empire of Charlemagne and his successors, which was inimical to the Greeks, and which protected the Roman Pope. The breach widened when Latin clergy superseded Greeks in Palestine after the first crusade, and became incurable in the 13th century, when the Normans established a dynasty in Constantinople. No council of all Catholic Churches was possible after 451 A.C., nor of combined Greeks and Latins after 787 A.C., when the Iconoclasts were condemned.—Ed.]. If we take the total number of Christians not to exceed 500 millions, the Church of Rome claims some 240 millions or nearly half. Protestants may be reckoned as not exceeding 100 millions, and the Oriental Churches include only about 10 millions.
Greek Church

The Greek Church cannot therefore include more than 150 millions of nominal adherents, and in 1880 it numbered less than 90 millions, against 239 millions of Roman Catholics.

The Greek Church differs from the Latin in various points, besides the "Filioque Clause" as to the Procession of the Holy Ghost. It has the same seven sacraments—baptism, confirmation, penance, the Eucharist, matrimoniy, extremum unction, and holy orders. It teaches transubstantiation, the invocation of saints, and prayer for the dead, as do the Latins. But it rejects later Roman dogmas, such as Purgatory, works of supererogation, and Papal infallibility, with the immaculate conception of the Virgin. It does not insist on celibacy of the clergy, for it allows all priests to marry before ordination. It celebrates the Eucharist with leavened bread, and with warm water mixed with the wine. Baptism it administers in the more ancient manner by immersion, and not by sprinkling. It allows priests to grow their beards; and its bishops wear crowns instead of mitres. At no time in history did the Greek Church, as a whole, ever admit the claim to supremacy over all Catholics which the bishops of Rome advanced from the times when Christian Rome was still the capital of an undivided empire. The Greek monks follow for the most part the "Rule of St. Basil," and from them alone are bishops selected. They live in seclusion and gross idleness in their monasteries, engaged in an endless round of prayers and meditations, like those of Buddhist ascetics. According to Von Maurer (see Mr. J. Brown, Greek Church), "Out of 1000 priests only 10 could write in 1832," and few know anything of the great doctrines which have divided the Churches. To the laity religion is a mere round of fasts and festivals, which have a semi-magical importance. Dean Stanley says that for a thousand years the Eastern Church has never moved, as regards either theology or philosophy. It is notorious, among all who really know the Levant, that the grossest immorality, corruption, and simony characterise the Greek clergy. Ecclesiastical rank is bought and sold almost openly, and for two centuries patriarchs have rarely held office for more than about three years. Jew and Turk alike are leagued with the more powerful ecclesiastics, in intrigues for dismissing and retaining holders of sacred offices—poor ignorant men concerned only in earning their daily bread by endless services and visitations, for which they receive fees, filling their flocks for non-attendance, and other sins. They frighten them with threats of excommunication, social ostracism, and hell fire, much as the Roman clergy also do. The church service, as far as the laity are concerned, consists in listening and looking on, lighting candles, and repeating again and again "Have mercy, Lord, have mercy"—often emphasised by striking the head on the church flagstones so violently as to be heard from far off. The liturgy is in a language which even priests no longer understand; and the reading of saintly legends takes the place of any attempt to educate the ignorant, who are kept on their knees before pictures, and relics, for 226 days in the year. The churches are full of untold wealth, in the useless forms of jewelled lamps and vestments, and pictures overlaid with gold. At least 200 millions sterling is annually subscribed by the laity, to support this system, yet the Greek priests are both hated and despised.

Green. This is the color of youth, spring, and verdure (see Colors). The mysterious "el Khudr" (the "green one") was sent (according to Moslem legends) to fetch the Water of Life from Paradise, by Dhu-el-Karnein ("be of the two horns"), or Alexander the Great. After much toil he found the "Fount of Youth" in the "Land of Darkness," and drank some of it. But the fountain disappeared for ever, leaving el Khudr immortal and—according to the Koran—a friend of Moslems. So also Varuna, lord of rainy skies in the Veda, rides a green crocodile; Surya the sun has green attendants, and rides a green peacock. Nearly all the Saktis—or female counterparts of the gods—are colored green (see Mr. Rodriguez, Hindu Pantheon, 1841-1845, colored plates). Kama the love god is green, and shoots arrows at Siva and at his green consort. Green is the color of Nats and spirits, of elves, fays, and dwarfs; Satan even is sometimes painted green by Christians; and Christ wears a green robe when rising at the vernal Easter. To Celts and Scandinavians green is unlucky, as the color of jealousy and of "green-eyed monsters." The cloak of death is green, and bad women wear green stockings in Hell (Notes and Queries, 24th February 1900). The "green faction" of Delphi was able to place Claudius on the imperial throne, and became powerful in Constantinople. In the 12th century the Knights of St. Lazarus at Jerusalem bore a green cross—a symbol still used in 1889 in secret rites of Swabia and Westphalia.

Griha. Sanskrit: "house." See Gar. The Griha-Devas are the "household gods" or manes, in niches or beside altars (see Salagrama).

Gritta. Grydat. Two wives of Odin (see Gar "to shine").

Groves. See Asdr. The worship of groves is intimately con-
Gubarra

Gubarra. Probably gubara “powerful,” but otherwise read Dibbara, or Ura, the Babylonian plague god. The legend is found on broken tablets which originally numbered five in all (see Brit. Mus. Guide, 1900, p. 74). Gubara slew many in Babylon and Erech. Marduk was angry and Istar wept; for good and bad were alike sacrificed to him. He was pacified by praises, and promised to spare all who adored him. Amulets with this legend were hung up in houses at Nineveh; and a scribe informs us that such an amulet made the house safe from pestilence.

Gud. See Gut.

Gugga. A name for God (Baghavān) in N.W. India, and elsewhere—perhaps “the mighty” as a Turanian word. Also the name of a holy man, who is said to have lived in our 10th century, worshipped by the humbler classes (Indian Antiq., February 1882), and supposed to be an Avatāra or incarnate deity.

Guha. Sanskrit: “secret”—a name of Kartikeya, the “mysterious one,” of Siva, and of other gods, just as Amen was the “hidden one” in Egypt. It probably comes from guha, a “cave” or secret place; and Mithra with many other gods issues from the cave.

Gul. Keltik: “a round thing” (see Gal). The Irish called the round towers Gul, as also the eye, and hence the sun. It also means second sight, second sight, and the month of August.

Gula. An Akkadian and Babylonian goddess. She appears as one of the brides of Samas, but is distinguished from Istar, and appears to be the mother and the earth. She is represented, on Kassite boundary stones of the 11th century B.C., seated and accompanied by a dog. She was one of the most important goddesses of Babylonia.

Guller. Gyler. In Skandinavian mythology, the guardian of the horses of the sun.

Gūnē. Greek: “woman” (see Gan).

Guptas. A Royal dynasty of W. India (see Mr V. Smith, Journal Royal Asiatic Society, January 1889). Chandra-Gupta (315-291 B.C.) may have been of this family. The coins, and the texts such as that of the Allahabad Lst, or pūjā, show the first Gupta

Mahārāja to have reigned about 300 to 315 a.C.; and Skanda-Gupta from 452 to 480 a.C. A seal from Ghazipūr brings Gupta rule down to 550 a.C., extending from the E. border of Napūl to the Gulf of Kutch. The kingdom was broken up by invasions of Hūnas, or Huns, who overcame Buddha-Gupta son of Skanda-Gupta, about 500 a.C. The eastern kingdom was held by Krishna-Gupta, and ten descendants, from 500 to 720 a.C. The Gupta capital was Pāṭaliputra (Patna), and afterwards, till 500 a.C., Kanōj.

Gūru. Sanskrit: “venerable one,” applied however not only to teachers (as among Sikhs) but also to a Pandāram or religious mendicant. They rank in nearly all Hindu sects much like medieval abbots, their decisions on religious, social, and even political questions being final. But the Gūru is not a priest, and worships in temples like others. He makes progresses in almost regal state, throughout the region where his disciples live, to confirm faith, to initiate, and to decide causes, or points of doctrine. A Saiva Gūru distributes sacred ashes. These Mahārājjas, as they are called, claim the same privileges as Gūrs in regard to women. We have seen young wives going to the palace of the Mahārāja of Kangwāli in Bājputāna, and the motives attributed to them were piety, the desire to receive a sacred son, and probably old tribal rights. The Gūrus live in Maths or monasteries as celibates, and are rarely seen except seated on the Simhasāna or “lion throne”; or on a gorgeously caparisoned elephant, surrounded—in native states—by cavalry, infantry, musicians, and dancing girls. A herald proclaims the approach of the demigod, before whom all fall prostrate. The Gūru is often really worshiped, and decked with the same garlands and ornaments as the temple idol.

We have, however, known learned Gūrus—pious men who accepted the Siddhanta creed of Saivites, accomplishing severe ascetic exercises with perfect sincerity. Some become, in the eyes of their disciples, Jīvan-muktas, “still in the flesh,” but already in mystical union with God. Such Gūrus require no further transmigrations before the soul enters bliss. Dr G. U. Pope, the respected missionary and Dravidian scholar, has described (Indian Antiq., Dec. 1894), a pious Gūru whose friendship he valued, finding him “a model of accurate, painstaking, self-denying, and conscientious adherence to the letter of his religion . . . a man of saintly and enlightened devotion, full of repose, and gladly awaiting his call home.” He believed the soul to come from, and return to, Siva after many incarnations. The Gūru who has attained to this reunion is worshiped as the image of God on earth.
Gubarra

Connected with that of single trees, but the word as a translation of Asherah in Hebrew is incorrect.

Gubarra. Probably *gubara* "powerful," but otherwise read Dibbara, or Urâ, the Babylonian plague god. The legend is found on broken tablets which originally numbered five in all (see Brit. Mus. Guide, 1900, p. 74). Gubara slew many in Babylon and Erech. Marduk was angry and Istar wept; for good and bad were alike sacrificed to him. He was pacified by praises, and promised to spare all who adored him. Amulets with this legend were hung up in houses at Nineveh; and a scribe informs us that such an amulet made the house safe from pestilence.

Gud. See Gut.

Gugga. A name for God (Baghavân) in N.W. India, and elsewhere—perhaps "the mighty" as a Turanian word. Also the name of a holy man, who is said to have lived in our 10th century, worshiped by the humbler classes (Indian Antiq., February 1882), and supposed to be an Avatâr or incarnate deity.

Guha. Sanskrit: "secret"—a name of Kartikeya, the "mysterious one," of Siva, and of other gods, just as Amen was the "hidden one" in Egypt. It probably comes from *gutha*, a "cave" or secret place; and Mithra with many other gods issues from the cave.

Gul. Keltik: "a round thing" (see Gal). The Irish called the round towers Gul, as also the eye, and hence the sun. It also means sorcery, second sight, and the month of August.

Gula. An Akkadian and Babylonian goddess. She appears as one of the brides of Samas, but is distinguished from Istar, and appears to be the mother and the earth. She is represented, on Kassite boundary stones of the 11th century a.c., seated and accompanied by a dog. She was one of the most important goddesses of Babylonia.

Guller. Gyler. In Skandinavian mythology, the guardian of the horns of the sun.

Güne. Greek: "woman" (see Gan).

Guptas. A Royal dynasty of W. India (see Mr V. Smith, Journal Royal Asiatic Society, January 1889). Chandra-Gupta (315-291 B.C.) may have been of this family. The coins, and the texts such as that of the Allahabâd Lît, or pillar, show the first Gupta Maharâja to have reigned about 300 to 315 a.c.; and Skanda-Gupta from 452 to 480 a.c. A seal from Ghazîpur brings Gupta rule down to 550 a.c., extending from the E. border of Nâlî to the Gulf of Katch. The kingdom was broken up by invasions of Hûnas, or Huns, who overcame Buddha-Gupta son of Skanda-Gupta, about 500 a.c. The eastern kingdom was held by Krishna-Gupta, and ten descendants, from 500 to 720 a.c. The Gupta capital was Patalaputra (Patna), and afterwards, till 500 a.c., Kanôj.

Guru. Sanskrit: "venerable one," applied however not only to teachers (as among Sikhs) but also to a Pandâran or religious mendicant. They rank in nearly all Hindu sects much like medieval abbots, their decisions on religious, social, and even political questions being final. But the Guru is not a priest, and worships in temples like others. He makes progresses in almost regal state, throughout the region where his disciples live, to confirm faith, to initiate, and to decide causes, or points of doctrine. A Saiva Guru distributes sacred ashes. These Maharâjas, as they are called, claim the same privileges as Gosains in regard to women. We have seen young wives going to the palace of the Maharâja of Kangwâli in Bâjipûta, and the motives attributed to them were pious, the desire to receive a sacred son, and probably old tribal rights. The Gurus live in Maths or monasteries as celibates, and are rarely seen except seated on the Simhasâna or "lion throne"; or on a gorgeously caparisoned elephant, surrounded—in native states—by cavalry, infantry, musicians, and dancing girls. A herald proclaims the approach of the demigod, before whom all fall prostrate. The Guru is often really worshiped, and decked with the same garlands and ornaments as the temple idol.

We have, however, known learned Gurus—pious men who adopted the Siddhânta creed of Saivites, accomplishing severe ascetic exercises with perfect sincerity. Some become, in the eyes of their disciples, Jivan-muktas, "still in the flesh," but already in mystical union with God. Such Gurus require no further transmigrations before the soul enters bliss. Dr G. U. Pope, the respected missionary and Drâvidian scholar, has described (Indian Antiq., Dec. 1894), a pious Guru whose friendship he valued, finding him a "model of accurate, painstaking, self-denying, and conscientious adherence to the letter of his religion ... a man of saintly and enlightened devotion, full of repose, and gladly awaiting his call home." He believed the soul to come from, and return to, Siva after many incarnations. The Guru who has attained to this reunion is worshipped as the image of God on earth.
Gushtasp. Kustaspi. The Hystaspes of the Greeks, ancestor of the first kings of Persia, and father of Darius I, who acceded 531 B.C. He is a leading figure in the later legends of the Shah-namesh.

Gut. Gud. Akkadian: "mighty one," "bull": Turkish Küt "mighty"; perhaps connected with the Indian Khudu, and Teutonic Gott "God"; as also with the name of the Goths.

Gyā, or Buddha-Gayā. The most sacred spot in India, where Buddha took up his station under the Pipál, or Ficus Religiosa, in the forest of Rāj-griha in the Bihar province of Bangál, some 55 miles S. of Patna. Here he attained to enlightenment, and to the Path. The tree is about 5 miles from the town of Gyā, near which is the shrine of the foot of Vishnu. Gyā (see Vāyu Purāna) is said to have been a demon, clothed in elephant's hide, whom Vishnu captured. He was covered with a stone, but would not lie quiet till the gods granted that any who worshiped on the spot should escape hell. There are no less than 45 sacred "stations" to be visited is 38 shrines, which it needs 13 days, and much money, to visit. In Buddha's time the forests were here full of Nāga tribes, and serpent symbolism still survives here. In the adytum of the Buddhist temple itself a great lingam stone shows the decay of the pure faith preached by the gentle ascetic. Here Hindus, scowling or scoffing, will now even spit on pious Buddhists, who come from the steppes of Mongolia, the forests of Barmah and Siam, or the cities of China and Japan, to worship at the holy spot (Dr Waddell, Journal Rl. Bengal Asiatic Soc., i, 1892). The temple, the last king of Barmah, here built a rest house for his people. Japan sent later a valued image of the Master, which roused the jealous ire of the Mahants, or Hindu ruing priests, worshipping the footprint, and the phallic lingam in the Ārgha. The Lāmas of Darjiling believe that the holy staff of Bod (Buddha) has now rested 2400 years at Gyā, being their Darji or mace (see Dar-ji).

Hiuen Tsang, the Chinese pilgrim, described Gyā in 637 A.D. He found the holy Bodhi tree ("tree of wisdom") in a corner of a square platform raised to its N.E. The trunk and branches are now daubed with red ochre, as is usual among most Hindu sects. The Pipál tree is now in sad decay, and its vicinity was occupied when Sir Edwin Arnold saw it (see Daily Telegraph, letter in February 1893) by a Brahman and his disciples. He describes the temple, which rises as a pyramid flanked by four lesser ones, as occupying an area equal to that of Belford Square, the site being full of terraces, stone images, and shrines. From the great plinth on which the pyramids stand the central tower rises nine storeys. All the exterior of the temple is profusely carved. The great pyramid is crowned with a pinnacle, on which the gold finial represents an anuvadīr fruit. Over the E. porch is a triangular opening which admits the rays of the morning sun, striking on the gilded image of Buddha. This shrine, according to a Barmese inscription, is the most holy of "the 84,000 stupas" erected by King Asoka 218 years after the Lord Buddha's Nirvāna." This shrine the Mahā-Bodhi society of India, Barmah, and Japan, were then arranging to purchase; for the dark pointed leaves of the Pipál could only be obtained by a gratuity to Birmahan attendants chanting the praises of Siva, or of Vishnu, or engaged in rolling little pdnās ("buns") which they bake and bless as holy bread. Yet the great railing bears the inscription of Asoka (250 B.C.) marking the palmy age of Buddhism; the text in the Mahants College (written in Barmese) as above noticed (attributing 84,000 stupas to Asoka) does not, however, agree with the usual date (543 B.C.) for Buddha's Nirvāna. It says that on this spot he "tasted milk and honey." The seven years of meditation which Gotama here passed through "moulded" (says Sir Edwin Arnold) the life and religions of Asia, and modified a hundred Asiatic histories." What site in India, so rich with monuments and shrines, can be compared for imperishable associations with this, by the little fig tree at Buddha Gayā (India Revis, xiv, 1886).

At every important Buddhist site there is always a representa- tive "Bodhi tree," but this Pipál near the former village of Uruvela is the great original, and its monastery the greatest in the Buddhist world, the Mahā-Bodhi Sanghārāma. The stupa, or pyramid, was repaired and plastered by the Bangál government in 1879-81. It is 170 feet high and 50 feet square at the base, marking, we are told, the exact spot where Buddha sat under the original Bodhi or Bó tree. The original temple is not later than the 1st century B.C., but it was extensively repaired by Barmese monarchs in our 14th century, and again in 1876. It is of burnt bricks, laid in mud and covered with a stone facing at the doors and angles, like many temples of Upper Barmah. The level of the whole site has been raised, by the accumulation of debris, some 20 feet above the natural level of Buddha's time. From this debris memorials of various ages are constantly exhumed. The fine stone railing of Asoka was among these. He here erected the first Vihāra or monastery, with Lāts, or pillars, bearing his wise counsels engraved upon them. The second
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The English letter H represents both the soft H (Hebrew 'Heh) which interchanges with S (as in the Sanskrit 'Soma' and Zend 'Haoma,' or the Hebrew 'Yud' and Assyrian 'Su' for "He"), and also the hard H (Hebrew 'Kheth'), which interchanges with strong gutturals.

Hab' al. Hobal. The principal male deity of Makka and Arabia. The name originally appears to have been Ha-'Fal, "the Baal" or lord, perhaps confused later with Habal—that is Abel—the son of Adam. The statue of Habal stood outside the K'bah shrine, with the 360 Anšib or erect stones, which probably formed a circle round it. On his triumphal return to Makkah in 632 A.C., Muhammad and his followers, in accordance with the ancient rite (see Dancing), solemnly circumambulated these stones seven times, and on the last round he is said to have exclaimed: "The Truth is come," and to have pushed over the statue of Habal. The deity's consorts in the Hajj were Allāt ("the goddess"), and Al-'Ozzah ("the mighty one"); his statue stood apparently close to the Zem-zem (or murmuring) sacred well (as stated by Sprenger), behind the K'bah or "square" temple of Allāt. Habal was the special patron of the Koreish tribe, to which Muḥammad belonged, as they were the guardians of the Makkah Haram. They claimed that their ancestor Khmissa first adopted Habal, preferring him to the older gods, Khašša ("purity"). NaJIkh, and Mu'tām ("decider"). 'Amar of the 'Amru clan is said to have brought the statue from the Belka region, which is the country E. of Jordan, in the 3rd century a.C. He was especially revered as sending rain, and was a god of fate. The statue was of red stone, but the right hand was of gold, and held the seven headless "arrows of fate" used in casting lots, and called Aţārām Kēḏdah, or "arrows of divination." There was a similar deity at Tebhala who was consulted by Aţām, and whom Muhammad also destroyed; but he was there called Dhu el Khašša, or "he of purity." Habal was represented as an old man with a long beard. Sir W. Muir (Life of Muḥammad, iv. p. 126) says that Abraham was represented on the wall of the K'bah in the act of divining with arrows. Probably this statement of later Arab writers really points to a picture of Habal.

Hadad. In Hebrew, for Ha-dađ ("the father") see Dad. This Syrian god, called Addu in kuneiform texts as early as the 15th century B.C., was the chief deity, otherwise called Rimmon ("the most high"), a god of air and storm, and a thunderer. The kings of Damascus who bore the name Ben-Hadad ("son of Hadad") were named after him, and the king of Gebal in the 15th century B.C. (see Amarna) was named Rib-Adda ("child of Hadad," Rib in Aramaic signifying a child—Ed.). According to Macrobius (Saturnal, i. 23), he was "the one," the god of light, fire, and sun, resembling Reseph (a thunder god), and Zeus.

Hadramaut. Arabic. "The enclosure of death" or desert E. of Yaman (see Arabia), the Hebrew Ḥašar-maveth (Gen. x. 26). In this region some of the Babylonian gods were worshiped, and stepped pyramids like those of Babylonia were made (see Arabia).

Hāg. A demon, or screech owl, in Teutonic mythology, answering to the Latin "fury" (see Erinyes); whence the English "hag," and old English hagges. The Teutonic Hagdæsen were Truds (see Druids) or "wizards,"

Hagгадah. Hebrew: "narrative." That part of the Misrash, or "teaching" concerning the Jewish scriptures, which deals with the legendary history of their heroes, as contrasted with the Halaka or "exposition" of the law. The Jews regard the Haggadah as "a comfort and blessing," its stories being regarded as allegories often with a moral.

Haidas. A race found in the Queen Charlotte islands, and in some 200 islands of this Melanesian group E. of Australia. They were first known in 1790, and are considered to have drifted from the S.E. of Asia. They believe in two great gods of a generally good character, rulers of the upper and lower world. Shanungetta-gidas is their Zeus, and Hegtawulan is their Pluto, who loves darkness, peace, and slumber. The first named, or light god, quarrelled with the latter, and cast him out of heaven, which became full of other gods—mostly hurtful to man, as producing fever and other ailments,
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and requiring therefore to be propitiated with offerings of fish and fruits. Such offerings are cast to the good sea god, who is asked to intercede for men. The descending cloud spirit, also called the "cannibal god," devours men, first drawing out their spirits, and then seizing the bodies as they go in quest of the lost souls. He is even known to eat souls. The wicked souls are given over to him, and are sent to Hetwange, or Hades, the region of their Pluto beneath ocean. There they live forever naked and cold, amid storms, darkness, and misery. The light god is invoked to grant blessings through the mediation of the sun, or of the ocean god. The dark god is invoked to send curses on foes, with offerings of fish. Those who have been good on earth go up at last to Shatuge, or heaven—a land of the blessed, and of light, where there is no more hunger or thirst, but plenty, and rest among friends: there all love each other, and enjoy feasts and dancing.

The greatest sin man can commit, according to the artful Saagas or priests, is to disregard the wishes of those by whose intercession alone welfare can be obtained, and whose curse condemns a man to hell. The soul remains with the cloud spirit, or with death, for 12 months, and learns many mysteries. If good it becomes the essence of pure light, and so acceptable to the light god, who is assured, by the spirit of death, that it no longer is a part of the depraved earthly body. But the soul has the power of revisiting friends on earth. There is no possible salvation, or atonement, for the wicked. To increase their punishment they are kept within sight of their earthly friends, and they are ever longing to speak with them. Some wicked souls do revisit earth, but they are visible only to the Saagas, who caution the living to hide, lest by seeing such a ghost disease, or death, should ensue. Very wicked souls are sent into the bodies of animals and fish, to be there tortured, by disease and death. They are found in bears, and in the whale which upsets boats, also in mice which destroy food; and they are the cause of bowel, and liver diseases.

The islands peopled by the Haidas are believed to have been created by Yetith the raven god, sent by the dark god to see what the light god was doing. The raven formed clouds by beating the water with his wings, and afterwards rocks and earth; and then woman, as his slave, was made out of clam shells. Women complained of their lone condition, and so man was made out of a limpet. There are many legends of the raven, and of the eagle that stole the sun-child and the firestick by which all warmth in heavens and earth is created. These the eagle, being pursued, dropped into the sea, but recovered them, and was kindly allowed by the light god to keep
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them, others being made for heaven which were purer. The sun-lake grew into a handsome man, and ran off with the raven's wife, hiding in the bush where she concealed him with the firestick in a cedar box—clearly a phallic myth.

Haihayas. Haihai-bunsi. Gonds of the Panjab and of Oudh (see Gonds). Haya is a "horse." They are said, in the Mahabharata, to be descended from Ila, grandson of Nabhusha—a snake deity, who had contended with Indra—which suggests a connection with the Semitic Haiyah "snake." In early hymns of the Rig Veda the Haihayas or Irivatas, appear as a busy people on the Satlej and Iravati rivers. [The word Haiyah, from the root "to live," is used in Arabic to mean "a tribe" or "clan."—Ed.] They are called children of Ila or Ira—their god who founded the shrine of Soma-nath. This site is identified with Veravali or Ila-pur, where the Pahlava prince Krishna built a fort and shrine in 720 B.C. which "astonished the immortals." It stands on a headland washed by the sea, and overlooked by the sacred hills of Râvatak. In the Mahâbhârata we read that Râma slew the Haihayas, who made war on Indra and annoyed Indrani. They were driven S. by the Kuras into Central India, where we find Haihayas dynasties ruling till the Mahratta conquest of 1741; and both Dravid and Aryan chiefs in S. Bangâl still hold fiefs from Haihaya Gonds.

Hair. From the earliest times hair was an offering to the fire, or by fire to the sun, and to other gods. It was a symbol of self-sacrifice. Men shaved in fulfilment of a vow. The Japanese still shave the head when mourning, and Arab women hang plaits of their hair on graves. Even in the 12th century the hair of Frank maidens was cut off and offered, in the Cathedral of the Holy Sepulchre, during the siege of Jerusalem by Saladin. The nun's hair is so cut off by Roman Catholics. In the 16th century B.C. we see Phoenicians with shaven heads represented among tribute bearers to Egypt. Absalom cut off his hair and weighed it (2 Sam. xiv, 26), the weight being about 4 lbs. It was usual to make an offering, or to give alms, on shaving the head, to the amount of the weight of hair. The hair of the head and of the feet (or phallus), with the beard, was shaved in deep mourning (Isaiah vii, 20) by men and women (Jer. vii, 29). Jewish women shave, or carefully conceal, the hair of the head after marriage, "because of the angels," and of the Shedim, or demons, who sit in the tangles of women's hair (see 1 Cor. xi, 10). The Nazirite (or "separated one") preserved his hair untouched, until shaving it in accomplishment of
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his vow. No Samaritan can, or could, be made a priest if his hair had been cut, after which they cut it every fortnight. The Modem (like the Gond) shaves the head, leaving only the Shitaleh or "top knot," by which the angel Gabriel is to hold him as he crosses the narrow Sirat bridge to heaven (see Bridges). Virgil says that the hair of the head was sacred to the infernal gods. Greeks of both sexes used to cut off their hair a few days before marriage, and wore the hair of those they loved. Christian Greeks cut three locks from the babe's head, devoting them to the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, by placing them in the font at baptism. Hair was also torn in signs of mourning by many races. The monk or the priest is marked by his tonsure; and St. Augustine in England disapproved of the shape of the Culdee tonsure, which was probably like that of the Greek, and not of the Roman, Church. St. Gregory of Tours said that a king in France would only cut his son's hair if he intended to exclude him from the succession; for the early Frankish kings were long haired. The Chinese suffered martyrdom rather than cut their hair, when ordered by the Manchu conquerors to adopt the Tartar pigtail. The Celts equally objected to shave like Christian Normans, and could only be induced to sacrifice their beards as late as 1100 A.D. In the Middle Ages a godfather only, or an honoured friend, was allowed to cut the child's first hair, "after which it must forever be beholden to him." The Emperor Constantine, father of Heracles, sent his son's hair to the Pope. Among the Malagasy the first cutting of hair is an important festive rite. They, and the Siamese, do not allow children to be educated till the hair is cut (see Academy, 24th November 1877; Journal Anthrop. Instit., August, November 1881).

Many Indian tribes associate the first cutting of the child's hair with the naming rite. The Chinese consider it the most sacred rite of infancy, occurring when the infant is three months old. Nero consecrated his youthful beard to Jupiter Capitolinus (according to Suetonius), depositing it in the Capitol in a gold box set with gems. In the 16th century gentlemen wore their beards in gold leaf as a sign of mourning. At the funeral of Patroclus (according to Homer), Achilles cut off his golden locks, which his father had dedicated to the river god, and threw them into the stream. Lucian says that the hair of youths and maidens was offered to the Dea Syria. The young men let it grow till reaching manhood, and placed it in the temple in a gold or silver vase, inscribed with the worshipper's name, as says Lucian, "I myself did when young." In Polynesia the Sandwich Islanders—though professing Christianity—still cut off their hair, to offer it to Pele and other fire gods (Miss Gordon Cumming, Fire Fountains, pp. 7, 8). Just so Queen Berenice (320 B.C.) sacrificed her hair to Venus, praying for victory for her husband. The three are said to have been taken by Zeus, and formed the constellation of Berenice's Lock. At the Liberalia, in Rome, a procession passed through the streets at the vernal equinox, ascending by the Forum to the Capitol with songs; and the young then offered their hair in connection with the assumption of the Toga Virilis (see Smith's Dict. of Antig., articles "Impubes" and "Toga"). The growth of hair was the sign of maturity. The Arabs of Edom still offer to ancient deities the hair of babes, with blood of circumcision (see Rev. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage, p. 159).

It is generally considered unlucky to leave hair, or nail parings, on the ground: for demons get hold of them. The hair is also used by witches, in making images of persons who are to be tortured by maitreating the wax effigy, which may be melted or stuck full with pins (an ancient form of sorcery in Egypt): for some part of the victim's body—a hair or nail paring—must be in the effigy to give it reality. Jewesses also hide nail parings in cracks of the wall, and put a hair or two of their own in the husband's pudding, to be eaten by him, and so secure his love. The Flamen Dialis, in Rome, saw that hair and nail parings were burned under a lucky tree. The Parsees have a formal ritual at burials in this connection (Vendidad).

In mythology the hair of gods is a symbol of rays of light (see Gilgamesh); and the infant Horus in Egypt wears a single side lock, as did the Libyans. The strength of Samson (Shamash, "the sun") was in his locks, which were at last shaved when he became blind, but grew again, when his strength returned. Among the holy men of India none are more sacred than those with long hair. Camping in the jungles we have often passed days in company with filthy Ygis while enquiring, with youthful zeal for information, as to their ideas, and were told that they had "the power of their god on their heads" in the uncut hair, never having cut their matted locks, but continually anointing these, and their malodorous bodies, which they were proud to show us alive with vermin.

Hajj. Hajj. Arabic: "a going round" or "visiting," and "circumambulation," commonly understood to mean a "pilgrimage" to Makkah, like the Hebrew Hegg applied to the great festivals of the Jewish year in the Old Testament.

Hajr-el-Aswad. "The black stone" at Makkah, built into the wall of the Kaba at one corner—a small fragment of an ancient lignum stone, sacred in the time of Muhammad according to later
writers, and supposed to have been worshiped for 400 years on the Persian Gulf (see Makk).

**Hakm.** In Hebrew and Arabic, signifies "wise." Hebrew Ḥokm (divine) "wisdom." Arabic Ḥakīm, a "wise man" or doctor, Ḥokm "wise decision," and "government." Hakim-bi-Amr-Allah was a mad Khalifah worshiped as an incarnation of God (see Druses).

**Hala.** Sanskrit: "ploughing." Hālā is "ploughed earth." Hali is Sita "the furrow," or Indian Proserpine. Siva is also Hālā the "plougher," and Bālā-Rāma is Hal-dār the "plough holder." The ploughshare was a mark of Indian chiefs.

**Halaka.** Hebrew: "exposition." That part of the Jewish Midrash, or "teaching," which is concerned with exposition of the law. It is of three kinds—Peshat or "extension," that is to say comment; Děrāš "lesson" or application; and Ḡol "hidden," or esoteric mystical meaning.

**Haldis. Alde.** An Armenian god noticed near lake Van, by Sargon of Assyria, about 713 B.C. [The language of the region was apparently Mede, and the name may be from the Aryan root Hōl "shining."—Ed.]

**Hallow-Even.** A popular British festival on the eve of the 31st October, when new fires should be lighted, by chiefs or priests. The Church made it the feast of All Souls. Among Irish Kelts it was the feast of Samh-suin or "the end of summer." Torch-light processions were made, and new fires lighted, the sacred ashes of the old fires being carefully gathered and strewn on fields. A feast followed, and after it apples were floated in large tubs of water, or hung on string, to be caught in the mouth without using the hands. This is still the custom at the season in Ireland, and large numbers of apples are required by the party. The revelers sought to discover their future fortunes by various "sorts," or means of divination, casting lots by nuts and crackers. Maidens went into gardens to seek for cabbage stalks symbolising future husbands. In Scotland (as Burns describes) they went in the dark to barns, and other outbuildings, where the future husband would appear. The rites often were not less savage than those of Australians (see Journ. Anthrop. Instit., Nov. 1894). The great sun-image of the Krom-kruach was specially worshipped at this season, as were boats, ploughs, and farm implements: these were sprinkled with "fire-spoken water" (Brand, Pop. Antiq.), or water consecrated by passing it over fire. The Kelts near the sea coast went, says Brand, "at the Paulan-tide and sacrificed to the sea-god Shony" (as Neapolitans, and natives of Bombay and Madras alike, worship the sea in autumn); and the people of St Kilda used to eat a triangular cake on the seashore, in honour of their ocean goddess Shony.

**Ham.** The ancestor of a race in W. Asia and in Egypt (Gen. x, 6), which apparently included the Akkadians of Kaldia and other Turanians. It is usually rendered "black," as his son Kush is supposed to mean "dark," but is perhaps better rendered "hot" or "sunburnt." From the same root (Hamn) comes the name of the Hammurīm or "sun images" (Levit. xxvi, 30; Isa. xxvii, 9). It has also been compared with the name of the Egyptian god Khem, and with Khemi the name of Egypt itself. [Possibly it is a Turanian word from the root Kham "to move," to "push forward," as a conquering people.—Ed.]

**Hamar.** Arabic: "ruddy brown." The Hanyar, Himyar, or Homenites of S. Arabia were thence named (see Arabia).

**Hamath.** Hebrew: "fortress," "sanctuary." The chief city of central Syria, where the first Hittite texts were found (see Khita).

**Hammer.** This emblem, originally phallic, is the weapon of Thor among Scandinavians, often represented by the Fyl-fot, or Cruix Anasta, and also as a three-legged object (see Sir G. Cox, Aryan Mythol., i, p. 115), or simply as a stone axe, being the "thunderbolt." It awakens maidens to become the brides of kings (Aryan Mythol., i, p. 265) being akin to the Akmôn or "anvil" of Zeus (p. 359). Thor's hammer remained nine months in the earth, and then returned to him in Asgard, or heaven. It is variously described as a hammer, spear, arrow, or club, which when cast returned to him; or as a rock hurled at giants in cloudland (p. 380). It was found with the maiden Freya (see Freya) when held by the giant, being brought out "to consecrate the bride." Miolner (the hammer) "lay on the maiden's lap." The Japanese god Dai-ko-ku, the patron of wealth, also holds the "hammer which contains seven precious things." It is also the weapon of the Vedik Maruts or "storm" gods, "the crushers" (see Hephaistos and Svastika).

**Hammurabi.** 'Ammurabi. Ammurapi. The sixth king of Babylon, and the first to found an empire independent of Elamite suzerainty. He acceded probably in 2139 B.C., and ruled for 43 or
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45 years. Recent discoveries have added much to our knowledge of this king, especially that of the stele of laws found at Susa E of the Tigris. We have some texts by him in Akkadian, one referring to his Elamite conquests, another—a bilingual—recording his victories in poetical form (No. 73, Brit. Mus., Cut. 1900, p. 89). His chronicle is unfortunately much damaged, in the Babylonian chronicle of the 1st dynasty, which is also written in Akkadian. His great canal, we learn, was dug in the 9th year of his reign, and his contest with Elam appears to have begun in his 30th year. We possess also 47 letters which he wrote to Sín-ilinannu, a subordinate ruler in S. Babylonia. These show the most elaborate system of civilised and centralised power. Amurabi gives orders as to all kinds of arrangements for trade, irrigation, taxation, local government, the calendar, farming, and grazing, punishment of officials for taking bribes, accounts, navigation, rents, debts, religion, slaves, trials, and appeals; they indicate that Assyria as well as Babylonia was under his rule. From the opening clauses of the Susa law tablet we learn also that he ruled over Babylon, Ur, Sippur, Ereh, Erech, Borippa, Zirgul, Agade, and many other cities, including Ninus or Nineveh. The bas-relief above this text represents him worshipping the sun god. He wears a round cap like that worn by the Akkadian prince Gudea, at Zirgul, yet earlier. He is bearded, but the features, with short nose and round head, are not all distinctively Semitic.

There is some dispute as to the nationality of this great ruler. He used both the Akkadian and the Semitic Babylonian in his texts. There is no reason for supposing that he was an Arab, and the dynasty according to Berosus was Medic, and according to some scholars was Kassite. The name has been found by Dr T. G. Finches (see Proc Bibl Arch. Soc., May 1901, p. 191) spelt Am-nu-ri-pi, which would not be a Semitic title. The later Babylonians translated it by Kimm-ri-qa-tam ("my family is large"), which suggests that it is a Turanian name, Am "family," ni in "my," ri-qi "increases." The nationality of the monarch is, however, not very important, as it is clear that he ruled a mixed Turanian and Semitic population. We have as yet no reliable account of any conquests made by him in countries W. of the Euphrates, two supposed records of his reign being admitted, by specialists, to have been erroneously translated, one being a tablet of the 7th century B.C., and the other (a letter by Hamurabi) containing no real historical allusions. But, as his predecessors and successors invaded Syria, it is probable that so victorious a ruler did the same (see Abraham).

The celebrated laws of Hamurabi have been translated by Father Schiel (see also The Oldest Code of Laws in the World, by Rev. C. H. W. Johns, M.A., 1903). They have been eagerly compared with the laws of the Pentateuch, to which they often present marked similarities. They also serve, in several cases, to explain the customs of the Patriarchs—Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—according to Genesis, suggesting familiarity with Babylonian laws on the part of the Hebrew writer; and these laws we find in existence more than 600 years before the age of Moses. The laws number about 280 in all, and are special cases, not general propositions; they do not contain any Ten Commandments, or any universal principles. They are concerned with cases of witchcraft, the bribing of witnesses, theft, slaves, robbers, royal officials, tenants, irrigation, trespass by animals, gardens, merchants' agents, women who kept wineries, debts, and storage of property. They define the duties of wives, husbands, and children; divorce is regulated, and the rights of women; breach of promised marriage, wills, inheritance, and adoption. They then treat of assaults, of doctors, of rent, and builders' liabilities, of boat-hire, damage to cattle or by cattle, loans to cultivators, the duties and liabilities of herdsmen, and the wages payable to such, and to labourers.

In no case is there any evidence that Hebrew literature directly borrowed the wording of any law of Hamurabi. The influence of the ancient code on Hebrews is, on the other hand, very evident, suggesting that the Hebrews were Babylonian subjects; and probably that, as their own traditions stated, they came from Babylonia about the time of Ammuru. The penalties of the Babylonian code are much more severe than those of the Hebrew Law, and are usually different. Most of the laws deal with conditions of trade and of settled government, unknown to early Hebrews of the desert. None of the merciful provisions of Deuteronomy, or of other passages in the Pentateuch, have any parallel in Hamurabi's laws, which are all intended to safeguard property, and to keep slaves and the poor in subjection. In about 60 cases only, out of 280 laws, is there any parallel between the Babylonian and the Hebrew codes. In 16 other cases the Babylonian law is different from, or opposite to, the Hebrew. In all cases the punishment is barbarously severe in Hamurabi's code. The sanction of his laws was the formula "As God (or a God) has commanded," which has some resemblance to the often repeated Hebrew heading "Yahveh spake to Moses"; but it is abundantly shown by the list of temples which, in the Susa law-tablet itself, Ammuru claims to have built for various deities, that he was—like all other Babylonian kings—a polytheist. Much has been written as to the comparative study of this remarkable code, but the facts are...
as above summarised; showing only a family likeness between its enactments and those of the Pentateuch.—Ed.] The letters to Sin- idinam (see Mr L. W. King, *Inscriptions of Hammurabi*, 1899) show that Prof. Sayce, Prof. Hommel, and even Dr Pinches, have “misread the tablets,” and that the kings noticed with Amraphel (Gen. xiv) are never mentioned in any text of this Babylonian monarch. [Patrick Schiel had read, in one of Ammuru’s letters to this official or king, the words *Un Ku-dur-la-akh-gamir*, and supposed it to mean “the day of Chedorinomer.” But the third syllable is *tur*, not *dur*, and the fourth is *nu*, not *la*: nor is there any reason to suppose that a personal name is to be here recognised. The letter salutes Sin- idinam, wishing him success against some foe through the protection of deities, and the words *Un kultur nu-akh gamir* apparently mean “now that rest (peace), which was expected, is come to an end.”—Ed.]

**Han.** Egyptian: the phallus, “strength” (see An “to be”).

**Hand.** The hand, in hieroglyphic systems, stands for “power,” “taking,” “giving,” and “attribution.” It is a sign very commonly found on door posts or doors, and indicating a god’s power to bless or to smite. In Moslem literature “God’s hand” means the divine “essence” (see Rev. T. Hughes, *Dictionary of Islam* under “Standards”). Most solar gods are symbolised by a hand, often of gold (see Habil), or of silver, as on the cross of Clon MacNois (compare *Rivers of Life*, ii, p. 434, fig. 288); and Savitar, in the Vedas, is the “golden handed” sun. Zoroaster is also “golden handed” in Persia; and Horace speaks of the “red right hand.” The fingers and thumb had phallic significance (see those headings), and the hand is a common luck mark on ancient monuments and amulets, especially on votive texts at Carthage. Among Hebrews also the *Yad* or “hand” meant a memorial monument. Saul “set him up a hand, and went round, and passed over, and went down to Gilgal” (1 Sam. xvi, 12), meaning apparently that he perambulated this monument near Karmel of Judah, S. of Hebron. Absalom also “set himself up an erect stone,” which was called “Absalom’s hand” (2 Sam. xvii, 18). Modern Jews suppose this to be the tomb called “Absalom’s tomb” in the valley E. of the Jerusalem temple, and cast stones at it in consequence; but this monument is not older than Greek or Roman times. Yahveh also is said to have sworn the destruction of Amalek (Exod. xvii, 16) by *Yad al Kes*, usually rendered “hand on throne”: *Kes*, however, in Arabic, is a common term for the phallus, or the Kteis, as meaning “concealed” or pudenda; and this recalls similar oaths in the Bible (Gen. xxiv, 2).

**Hand.**

The hand and the foot are still common symbols in Palestine (see *Quarterly Stat. Pol. Expl. Fund*, July 1882; July 1883). Col. Couder finding the red hand on, and over, doors of Jews, Samaritans, and Moslems. The Jews call this “Yad-he-Khazak” or the “Hand of Might”; and the “strong hand” is the emblem of the Irish King Brian Boru, and of his descendants the O’Brien’s. Syrian Christians have also the emblem *Keif Miriam*, or “Mary’s palm,” the hand of the Virgin. The Jews (Mishnah, ‘Abodah Zarah, see Her-Shon’s *Treasures of Talmud*, p. 163) destroyed all pagan monuments, but not such as had a hand on them “for all worship these,” including as we see ourselves. The hand however often accompanies, or is interchanged with, the phallus as an emblem of strength. It is a common amulet at Pompeii; and coral hands are worn in S. Italy, as charms against the evil eye (see Eye). Youths are often punished, in India, for having made certain gestures of the hand which are insulting when understood. On the pillar at St Sophia, in Constantinople, a red hand is painted as an auspicious sign.

Stevens (*Yucatan*) says: “the Red Hand stared us in the face over all the ruins of the country”; and Leslie says: “the sacred hand is a favourite subject of art in most of the old shrines of America.” It is also used in Central Asia all along the Oxus; and the “Silver Hand” is a charm in Persia, whence it has become the crest of one of our Punjabi regiments in India. The red hand is also the badge of baronets at home. It is common in Central and Southern India, in Arakan, Barmah, and Java, as well as in Siam (see our paper in *Journal R. Asiatic Soc.* 1883), and Mr Vining notices it in Mexico (see also *Journal R. Geogr. Soc.* 1884, p. 504). Grimm says that the Teutonic deity Tyr is powerless when the wintry wolf has bitten off his hand. Siva’s blood-red hand is found on temple doors in India, for he is the “Lord of the door” (see Door). The “Red Hand of Erin” is the same (*Journal, Ulster Archæol. Soc.*, title-page). The “golden hand of Ash” was placed on the pyramid of Bel in Babylon; the Romans used the hand on standards; and the Spaniards marked it in the courts of Grenada. The “Hand of ‘Ali” was an emblem of Persian Moslems; and the “Hand of Fatimah,” his wife, is found at the sacred city of Kairwan, and elsewhere in Tunisia, originating in Egypt and “common throughout the Moslem world” (Sir R. Burton, *Travels in Tunisia*, 1838, title-page). In the Persian mask of Mesh-hed ‘Ali, the “Hand of ‘Ali” is on the keystone of the entrance gate. It is found with the key in the “Hall of Justice” of the Alhambra, or “red” palace of Spanish
Hansa. The sacred goose, swan, or duck of Brahman (see Goose) on which he rides. It was sent by Siva and Vishnu to awake him to creative work when he slept. The eggs of the Hansa, in Sanskrit literature, are said to be full of ambrosia. They swim on the waters, and the Hansa is said to be "drunk with love." He is the goose that lays the gold and silver eggs (sun and moon), and also a "messenger of love." The goose betokens conjugal fidelity.

Hanumān. The Hindu monkey god, child of the wind. He is sometimes red, sometimes golden. He could tear up trees, or even the Himalayas, and spring over the sea lashing its waves to fury. He set Lanka (Ceylon) on fire with his burning tail, and commanded his monkeys to build the bridge for Rāma to reach the island. He is sometimes a giant, sometimes "only the size of a thumb," and the friend of Bhārata or India. He was the son of Vāvana ("the breeze"), and of the Virgin Anjanā, who was married to the monkey Kesārī. As a babe he playfully seized the chariot of the sun, but fell to earth disfiguring himself and breaking his jaw. He aided to recover Sīta—the Indian Proserpine. He is a joyous and popular demi-god, round whose shrine the paschali eggs to dance and sing.

Haoma. See Homa.

Hapi. Egyptian. The primary meaning of such names as Hapi, Apis, and Hapu (the Nile), according to Renouf, is "of overspread." Hapi is the child of Horus, the overshadowing spirit of creation. He carries the ankh or emblem of life, and is bull-headed with a conical head-dress. The sky, and the Nile, alike spread over earth. The Nile god is represented as androgynous—male and female at once: he is Hapi or Hapu, a somewhat corpulent red deity, who pours water from his vase.

Haran. Harran. A city of Mesopotamia, the home of Abraham, where the worship of Sinu the moon god survived till the time of Greek writers, with that of Baalshemin "the god of the heavens," as mentioned by St James of Seriū about 500 A.D.

Hermes was here adored as a conical stone, surmounted by a star. The name is probably the Akkadian Khuwaru "road," for the city was on the great trade route to the Euphrates at Karkemish (Jerâbhus), the Hittite capital.

Hare. In mythology the hare is usually the moon, and is also a common form for witches. The Aryan name Sasin, Sasa, or Hase, means "the swift." It is also found in Finnic speech; and the Akkadian Kasa means the "hare," from the old root Kas "to run." The gods gave hare's flesh to Indra, as it was supposed to arouse love and passion; and loose women in India are called "hares." Among many primitive tribes (as among the Hebrews) the hare is not eaten, apparently because it is a timid animal, and the qualities of food are reproduced in the eater. Some only allowed it to women. In Hindu literature the hare is said to dwell in the lake of the moon; and Vingaya-datta, the funeral god, is the "Hare King," living in the lunar disk. In China also Yu, the hare or rabbit, is the moon. Neither Saxons, nor Scottish or Irish Celts, would proceed on a journey if a hare crossed the path (Pïl-Îore Reviïn, Decr. 1892, p. 462). The hare is "uncanny" because it is a witch, or warlock, and Russians, like N. American Indians, see in hares "accursed spirits, and sitting white ghosts." Spectral and three-legged hares," which can never be caught when hunted, have been the terror of Europe, being either "ghosts of the damned," or dangerous spirits of mountain, stream, forest, or corn field, where they hide till the last "corner of the field" is reaped. At Easter however the hare was placed on sacrificial cakes or buns; and Teutons say that the hare lays the Paschal eggs, so that German peasants still make a nest for it at Easter. For this reason perhaps the hare was sacred food, forbidden to all Celts, Germans, and Lapps—in fact from Greenland to Egypt and Arabia, and among the Jews and Chinese alike. Yet Finns, and the ancient Irish kings of Tara, highly esteemed the flesh. The Kaffirs in Africa call it "the timid and alert, crafty little swift one"—the guardian of children—pointing to the conclusion that its timidity renders it unfit for food. The Russians and Chinese connect it with the "water of life" (the dew from the moon); for Soma (the moon) is the holder of divine ambrosia. The hare is said to outwit the wisest and strongest of beasts—the elephant, and the lion, whom it entrap into a well. The "Soma Leperinus," among Latins, was sleep with open eyes, like a hare, when the upper lids were too short to close. The Greeks called such persons "hare-eyed." In China the hare sits in a bush,
with the moon above. The Japanese also make the moon a hare, or rabbit, pounding rice in a mortar. The moon and hare are stamped on cakes also in Central Asia.

Dr Brinton (Myths of the New World, p. 179) finds this hare in Manibogh, or Michabo, "The Great Hare,"—"a sort of wizard, half simpleton, and full of pranks and wiles." Originally he was the "highest divinity, in power and beneficence." His house is at the eastern horizon. To the Chipeway Indians he is Manito-wabos, "the divine hare," and Wapaus "the dawn." The goddess Eostre (the east) was changed (among Teutons) from a bird into a hare: hence hares lay eggs, as above shown, at Easter (Folk-Lore Journal, i, p. 121, in 1885). In Egyptian Un is the "hare," and Un-nut, or the "sky hare," is the goddess of Denderah. The hare was sacred to Thoth, and appears as a mummy god like Osiris (Renouf, Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., April 1886). For Un means "to spring up," and hence the rising sun was Un or On, which is the name of the sun city, Heliopolis.

**Har-hut.** "Abode of Horus." The symbol of Horus in Egypt—the winged disk of the sun with its Urei snakes.

**Hari.** Sanskrit: "green," "verdant." Siva and Agni are Hari, Vishnu is Hari, all being yellow, or light green, gods of fertility and light. The Haris are the horses of the sun. The sun and moon are Hari and Hari; and Hari is the ass-lion on which Indra rode (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., i, p. 376; ii, p. 98). The Hari-dvāra or "gate of verdure," is the gate of the Ganges where it leaves the mountains.

**Haris-Chandra.** A devotee of Siva who is called "the Hindu Job" (on account of his troubles), and the Rākṣātṛiya Rāja. In return for marvellous and long-continued austerities Varuna ("heaven") promised him a son, on condition that the son should be sacrificed to Varuna when attaining manhood. This son Rohita was claimed in due time; but Haris-Chandra excused himself, as Rohita had fled beyond his control. After six years Rohita returned, his father having been smitten by Varuna with disease, and brought the son of a Rishi (see Suna-sepha) as his substitute. The poor Brāhmaṇa had been paid 100 cows to consent, and Varuna, accepting the substitute, ordered him to bind his son Suna-sepha. The Rishi demanded 100 more cows, and yet 100 more if he was himself to slay his son. By prayers to all the gods Varuna was induced to save the life of Suna-sepha. The trials of Haris-Chandra continued, on account of disputes among the gods. He had a house-priest named Visva-Mitra. The god Indra was asking

Vahishtha—a famous Brāhmaṇa—whether he knew a single man who had never lusted or lied; and, on Vahishtha naming Haris-Chandra as such, Visva-Mitra laughed. Vahishtha retorted that he would forfeit all his merits if Haris-Chandra the Rāja had failed in a single instance. The gods then decreed his temptation. He was the trustee of enormous wealth belonging to the Rishi, which he was now called on to restore with compound interest. He had to sell his kingdom province by province, to sell his wife Saiya, his only son Rohita, and himself as a slave. He was degraded to become a burner of corpses. His son died and he had to burn him, while his wife had to carry the corpse. He recognised her by her marriage Tali, or badge, which she had refused to give up. She was seized by royal messengers, and accused of stealing a young prince. She was condemned to death, and Haris-Chandra was ordered to behead her. But his sword was changed into a flower, and his son sprang up again alive: his kingdom was restored to him, and he and his were taken up to heaven. They fell again through pride, but repented as they fell: and Hindus say they often see Haris-Chandra's city in the air. He is commended for his righteousness by Mann the Lawgiver as follows:—

> "Our Virtue is the only friend that follows us in death,
> All other ties, and friendships, end with departing breath.
> Nor father, mother, wife, nor son beside us then can stay,
> Nor kinsfolk. Virtue is the one companion of our way,
> Alone each creature sees the sun: alone the world he leaves—
> Alone of actions wrong or right the recompense receives.
> Like log or clod, beneath the sod, their lifeless kinmen laid
> Friends turn round and quit the ground. But Virtue tends the dead
> Have then a hoard of Virtue stored, to help the day of doom,
> By Virtue led we cross the dread immeasurable gloom."

**Har-makhis.** Egyptian. "Horus on the horizon"—symbolised by the Sphinx, which was old even in the time of the 4th dynasty. Thothmes III built a temple between its paws (see Egypt).

**Harp.** The harp was well known in Egypt, and the Beni Hasan picture shows Edomite Asiatics, one with a ten-stringed lyre. In mythology the harp is the wind. Apollo is the great harper in heaven, like Odin, as a god of vernal weather; and Siva is also a harper in India. Harps of 14 strings, and lyres of 17 strings, are as old as the 18th dynasty in Egypt.

**Har-pa-krut.** Harpocrates. The child Horus in Egypt, usually seated on a lotus with its finger to its mouth (see Fingers). It wears the side lock (see Hair). He is represented also as surrounded
by dangers in the form of monsters. He stands on two crocodiles (those of E. and W.), and Bēs (see Bas) holds snakes over him. He is the sun in Hades, or among the winter clouds, still weak before the equinox. He also carries a goose under his left arm, and grapes in his right, or the staff and cornucopia, as the vernal sun, child of Osiris and Isis. The festival of Harpocrates, as Hermès Trismegistus, was forbidden at Rome on account of its licentious character. For the child Horus became a Cupid.

**Harpies.** The Harpies were "snatchers" or robbers, represented on a Lydian tomb (about 500 to 400 B.C.) as vultures, with the heads and breasts of women. The soul was a human-headed bird in Egypt, and the Harpies apparently ghosts of the evil dead who caused tempests.—En. The names of the three Harpies were Aello ("howling"), Calalino ("crying"), and Okupeté ("fast flying"): they emitted evil odours, and defiled everything when they appeared. But Hesiod speaks only of two (Calalino and Okupeté) who were fair-haired winged maidens, swifter than winds or birds. Aiskhulos makes them vulture-like women, with bear's ears, long claws, and faces pale with hunger. They carried off the daughters of King Pandareus, whom they gave as slaves to the furies (see Erines). The gods sent them to torment Phineus ("the fair"), who was the blind king of Arkadia in Greece, because he had revealed the secrets of Zeus. They stole his food, and defiled his table. But the sons of Boreas (the N. wind), aiding Isaeus, drove them away. Hesiod calls them daughters of Phaumâs ("wonder," or Tammuz) by the ocean nymph, the "bright" Elektra. They were also daughters of Neptunus and Terra ("sea" and "land"), whose home was in Thrakia. In Egypt the evil winds of May (the Khatsmat, or "fifty day" hot E wind) were called Harops, bringing flies and locusts.

**Harshâ.** The Susebâin moon (see Ursâl, Ursula).

**Harshâ.** Sanskrit: "joy"; the son of Kâma ("love") and Nândi ("pleasure"). This was the name also of the Buddhist monarch said to have established the Samvat era of 56-57 a.c. He is also called Śri-harsha, Śilâditya, Vijam-Aditya, and Harsh-Varshâna; and he was famed for patronage of learning. Hiuen Tsang visited his court (629 to 645 a.C.), and says he found there the Nava-ratna, or "nine gems" of literature. His history is obscure by romance, but he appears to have ruled in Than-esvar (or Stan-Isvar) in the Panîjâb, as early as 607 a.C., and afterwards at Kanîj as emperor of N. India. He fell in battle (in 648 a.C.) fighting Sâlvahana, king of the south (Dakshin), having failed to conquer Maha-

**Harshâ-Ast.** Though son of King Gârdhâ-billa, he is said to have been only a Vâlaya, and ruled when Buddhism was fast waning in India. His conqueror is said to have founded the Saka era of 78 a.c.

**Harshâ-Ast. Harshâ-Amen.** Names of Horus, son of Isis and Amen (see Har-pa-krut).

**Haruspices.** The Aro-apex was the diviner by entrails of beasts and birds, the most famous of these soothsayers being Etruscan. The Arvix is said to have been a sacrificed ram.

**Harvest.** All nations, in temperate climates, have celebrated harvest festivals in late summer, or autumn, and in hotter countries as early as March or April. In Rome the young colonists assembled at the Capitol in August, and the Pontifex Maximus purified them with incense, and smoking torches (Pâke) as they knelt—a custom retained by Christians. Dressed in white, crowned with flowers, and carrying in their hands wheat, barley, beans, and first fruits, they went up to the temples of Jupiter, Apollo, and Diana, on the Aventine mount, chanting hymns, and adoring the images everywhere exposed for worship. Three nights were devoted to worship especially of infernal powers: a black bul was sacrificed to Pluto, and a black cow to Proserpina. Holy fires were lighted throughout the city, and consuls, with priests, slew three lambs beside the Tiber, and sprinkled all present with the blood. On the second day a white bull was sacrificed to Jupiter, and a white heifer to Juno, with music and rejoicings; and theatrical entertainments were given at the Capitol, in honour of Apollo and Diana. Games at the circus, and gladiatorial shows followed: at night prayers were offered to the terrible Parce or "fates" (see Fori), whose victims were sheep, and a black goat. On the third day the women went with songs to the temples, and prayed for the nation's prosperity. The Parce, with Juno, and Lucina, were besought to aid them in child birth. Games followed, and a black hog and black sow were offered to Tellus "the earth" (see Durga, Holî, Kâli).

**Hasan. Hosein.** The two sons of Fatimah only daughter of Muhammad, wife of Ali the 4th Khâlfah ("successor"), cousin of the prophet, ruling a rebellious Islam in 35 to 40 after the Hijira. 'Ali was murdered by means of a poisoned sword in 669 a.C., at Kufa, while at war with Muawiya, the son of Muhammad's old enemy Abu Sofâm, who established the independent Khâlifate of the Omeyyâ family at Damascus. (The political seism was that of the two parties Arab and Persian, following Muawiya and 'Ali respectively;
and the religious schism that of Sunni or purely Semitic Islam, and of the Shi'ah ("sectarians") influenced by the old Mazdean faith of Persia.—Ed.] Tradition has entirely departed from true history, and gives a mystic character to 'Ali, Hasan, and Hosein, the first martyrs and Saiyids ("masters"), as the descendants of 'Ali are called in Persia. The two brothers are mourned with rites like those of Tammuz, and symbolised by the sacred Ta'bul arks borne in procession. Plays are acted representing the tragedy of the fatal field of Karbala, and the execution of Hosein by Shāmer, the demon with boar's teeth. But, as a fact, Hasan succeeded his father as Khalīfah in Persia, and abdicatcd six months later in favour of Mu'awiya (in 661 A.C.). He lived in retirement, and was poisoned (in 667 A.C.) by his wife, at the instigation of Yazid the son of Mu'awiya; but he left 15 sons, and 5 daughters, from whom many Saiyids are descended. His brother Hosein (born in 626 A.C.) fell in battle against Yazid at Karbala ("anguish"), on the 10th day of Muharram, in the 61st year of the Hijra (680 A.C.), so that he was not a boy as the legend represents. The Muharram festival celebrates his death. It is even observed in the docks where, the Ta'bul arks can be seen at the rite called "Hobson Jobson"—a corruption of "Hasan wa Hosein." Karbala has become a sacred city to Persian Moslems, who make pilgrimages to its ruined tombs, and are buried there, or take thence earth for their graves. It is a sanctuary for criminals and for the oppressed.

The "miracle play" celebrating the death of Hosein (see Sir R. Pelly's translation, 1879) excites the most extraordinary hysterical emotion among the spectators as they cry "Ya 'Ali! Ai Hasan! Ai Hosein! Hosein Shah!" beating their breasts, with tears and groans. It occupies the first 10 days of the month (Muharram or "most consecrated"), and each day the excitement increases. The life of a Sunni would be unsafe, and fanatics rush out of the processions to attack the police. Naked men, painted as tigers, leap about and brandish swords, clubs, and spears, amid the general lamentations of the crowd.

Hāsis-adra. This is one reading for the name of the Babylonian Noah (see Gilgamesh) and supposed to be the Xisuthrus of the Greek version of the legend. [It is otherwise read Um-napitum as a Semitic name, and Tam-Zi ("sun spirit") as an Akkadian term: the latter seems the most probable.—Ed.] This mythical personage relates the Flood legend to the Babylonian Heracles. He was living in a city on the Euphrates, called Suripak, and was warned by the ocean god Es that the great gods Anu, Adar, and Bel were displeased and about to drown mankind. As commanded he built a ship 600 cubits long and 60 cubits broad and high, to contain his family and slaves, his silver and gold, seeds of all kinds, cattle and beasts of the field: it was smeared over with bitumen within and without. Tamzi entered and shut the door, and a pilot took charge when the rain began. The pilot is called "the servant of the great spirit" (probably to be read Ur-Es): at dawn a black cloud came up. Nimmon thundered, Neo and Marduk went before it, Uragal ("the great hero") tore up the anchor, Adar (or Ninip) led the storm, and the "earth spirits" flashed torches. The gods cowered like hounds in the heaven of Anu. Istar wept for her children, who filled the sea like the spawn of fishes. On the 7th day the tempest was spent, and the sea became calm. Tamzi looked out on the waters, and called aloud; but no man was left: he wept, for there was no land visible. On the 12th day land appeared, and the ship struck on the mountain of Ninur: after 7 days more he sent out a dove which found no resting place and returned: then he sent a swallow which in like manner came back: and then a raven which did not return. Tamzi then came out of his ship on to the mountain, and offered sacrifice. The gods swarmed round it "like flies." Istar wept, and said that it was the doing of Es; and Es reproved Bel for general destruction, saying: "On the sinner lay his sin, and on the transgressor his transgression, but let not all be destroyed." He ordained that beasts, famine, and pestilence should in future slay mankind, but not any flood in future. Bel forgave Tamzi and his wife, saying: "Let (them) be as we who are gods; and let them dwell (now) at the mouth of the rivers."

This legend, in the 11th tablet of Gilgamesh, is known from a copy in the library of Assur-bani-pal at Nineveh (about 650 B.C.). It is preserved in Semitic Babylonian language, but the original was probably Akkadian. It is quite possible that large vessels were built very early, and caulked with bitumen from Hit on the Euphrates. River floods in the valley are also common, and the Tigris often rises 20 to 30 feet causing great inundations, so that nothing could be seen save water, and the high range of Ninur (Jebel Jādi) on the E.B. But the story forms part of a purely mythical cycle. The later legends, recorded by Herodotus in Greek in the 4th century B.C., exaggerate the wonders of the original. The ark is made five stadia
Hastina-pūr

in length, and was said to be still extant on the Gordian mountains (see Floods).

Hastina-pūr. The capital of the Kurus, the “city of eight” subject cities, or otherwise of the sun (Genl. Cunningham, Journal R.I. Asiatic Soc., April 1889, pp. 217, 338). This capital is recognised at Hastinagar on the Swat river (India). A second Hastina-pūr, in the old bed of the Ganges in the Mirāt district, is found still in ruins.

Hat-hor. See Athor. The Egyptian dawn goddess enshrined beside Isis in the pyramid of Cheops.

Hatē. The Skandinavian winter wolf, which pursues goddesses, and (as Skoll) pursues the sun.

Haubas. The male sun among Hanyar tribes of Arabia.

Haug. Hawr. Haugr. In Skandinavian, a “howe” or high place, mound or barrow (see Stones).

Hawaii. The main island of the Sandwich group, west of the coast of Mexico. The inhabitants (called Kanakas) are Polynesians —of mixed Negrito and Malay stocks. A century ago they are said to have numbered 300,000, but are reduced to 40,000, suffering from leprosy and from diseases introduced by Europeans. Their legends often recall those of Hebrews and other Asiaties, including the creation of light and darkness, of animals and men, and the story of a great flood. Foraner considers that these stories had a common origin, and reached Hawaii after our 1st or 2nd century, when the Malays invaded Polynesia. The Kanakas reached this island in our 5th or 6th century passing through Samoa; but they are little known before the 11th century. Their supreme god Kane (see Gan) is symbolised by a rude mehir, engraved with a trident like the Triukal of India. They have also a sea god, and believe in departed spirits. The creation was due to Lono and Lol, “gods of heaven and earth.” They were lovers, and Lono is ever dashing kisses (rays) at Lol. Both warred with the evil spirit of night called Atua. Wan, the sea god, wows Lol in the absence of Lono, casting gems, pearls, gold, silver, and corals before her; but she leaves them lying scattered. He then tries to submerge her, but she builds ramparts which resist his waves. He deceives her in a calm night by wearing the mantle of Lono, who suddenly appears and drives Wan back to the sea, white with rage and fear. Lol is salamed and sinks into the depths. All men would have been drowned, but

Hawk

Paunakea, a friend of Lono, saves some in a great canoe. Lol then bears her firstborn Hawaii, red and glowing, who is the flaming volcano (Maunua-lea) 14,000 feet high—a peak of Mauna Kea which rises 18,700 feet, and is covered with clouds and snow. It was here that the survivors of the flood landed, and spread thence over Polynesia.

The Kanaka Trinity consists of Kane, Ku, and Lono, who made light, and inhabited three heavens, being said to have “sat with earth for their footstool.” They next created the sun, moon, and stars, with other spirits, and lastly man in the likeness of Kane, all three gods breathing life into him. They then took from him a bone (laiophalako), and made it into a woman. This pair would have been immortal, but the foolish angel Kanaloa also made a man and could not vivify him: he therefore cursed the race created by Kane, so that all must in time die. Men have two souls, one of which roams about and is immortal, but the other dies forever with the body.

In 1819 the severities of the religious Tahis, on which the Kanaka priests insisted, drove the young king and his strong-minded queen with their nobles to revolt, and the gods were set at defiance. Their Heians, or temples, their images and property, were burned and destroyed. The influence of European sailors had something to do with this, but they unfortunately also introduced drink and vice. The priests and their followers rose in rebellion, but in 1820 American missionaries appeared, and by aid of sailors and fire-arms the old religion was crushed out, and Christianity established. The Kanakas seem only to miss their ancient Pu-uhonua, or “sanctuaries of refuge,” where the oppressed and the criminal were safe, being defended by priests who after a time sent them forth, free and washed from sin.

Hawk. In Egypt the hawk (Bak) is the emblem of Horus, the rising sun (see Eagle). The chariot of the Vedik Asvais (the twins), is drawn by hawks. Parvati takes the form of falcons, vultures, and griffons; and Indra as a hawk stole the thunderbolts of heaven, and the “luminous virgin Amrita” (the ambrosial drink). This Amrita fell from the hawk, and was swallowed by the fish (Arika or Girkah) of the Jamuna river (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, pp. 181, 182). The N. American Indians value the dust in which a hawk is seen to bathe itself (like fowls and sparrows); for when tied to the body in a linen cloth, with red string, it cures fevers, and other evils (Capt. Bourke, Medicine Men of the Apaches, 1892). Similar ideas of the life-giving power of hawks are found in ancient Europe
Hayti

(Brand's Pop. Antiq.). Among the Greeks the hawk was the spy of Apollo, and the migratory hawk betokened spring (Aristotle, Birds, 502). It sat on the sacred Mt Ida, as the hawk or eagle of Skandnavians sat on the branches of the world-tree Yggdrasil, and the Persian Simurgh on the summit of Elburz, waiting (like the Garuda) to swoop down on serpents and demons, and to bear behests of heaven to men.

Hayti. See Voduns.

Head. The head in mythology is the sun (Kephalos), and also the top of the phallos. The foundations of any city could be rendered secure by either a head or a phallos (Mr D. Ferguson, Indian Antiq, Feb. 1884); and those who may doubt the connection should see the Vatican bronze of the cock-crested head (Payne Knight, Essays on Ancient Worship, 1865, p. 10, plate ii). The torso of this figure bears the Greek words Soter Kosmon, “the saviour of the world.”

Heart. The Egyptians had a heart emblem (see Ait. and Abraxas), which hung from the sacred bull. It is a common symbol of passion. In the temple of Prometheus (“fire”), above its gateway, were carved an eagle and a heart. The latter apparently (Ait) was the hieroglyphic for Aetos, “the eagle” (Bryant, Mythol., i, p. 18). The Egyptian names Ab, and Hot, for the heart signified (says Renouf) that which leaps or throb, as do the Aryan names from the root Krud “to quiver” (Greek Kardia, Latin Cardia, Sanskrit Hrid, Zend Zarathushtra, Teut. Haurto, Kelt. Ordoe: see Proc. Socy. Bib. Arch., May 1887: Rivers of Life, i, p. 500; ii, p. 516). The heart charm is still common, and the “sacred heart,” with its flames bursting out from above, is a Roman Catholic symbol (see Agnostic Journal, 14th Oct. 1899). Irish bishops distribute a written prayer illustrated with this heart in which are the Virgin and a kneeling man and woman: this is “to be attached to the inner door of houses in order that the inmates may be preserved from cholera, and all other misfortunes.” In the prayer the Virgin is besought, by her immaculate conception, to save the house from “pestilence, cholera, fire, water, thunder, tempests, earthquakes, thieves, schisms, heresies, and sudden death.” In ancient Egypt it is the heart that is weighed in the balances (see Amonti). The heart of Siva, in India, is called the Nadi-chakra, the “vital spirit which drives life through the tubes” (or Nadis). The heart resting on the sun is also a sacred symbol in ancient sculptures; and snakes issue from the heart, while three hearts form a trinity, or a wheel, in medieval symbolism (see Rivers of Life, ii, plate ii, fig. 2).

Heaven

The heart plays an important part in the mysticism of the “philosopher’s stone” (see De Lapide Sulph. Practica, 1618, by Father B. Valentine, a Benedictine monk). In Clavis IV a queen holds a heart before an altar, and from it spring 7 roses, while a rampant lion and the sun are combined with this figure; and Cupid shoots at the heart in front, while a satyrs-like man stands behind, blowing fire at the queen with a bellows. In Clavis V a “still” beside the queen is drawn from a furnace, fed by a man with a trident; and a double Janus head blows into another opposite. Above these are the sun, the moon, and a swan. In Clavis VI two women ride lions whose jaws are inter-locked, and hold hearts whence spring the sun and moon. Venus reclines under a tree: a Cupid on her arm points at her; and two others support a heart. The interpretation of all this is clearly intended to refer to passion.

Heaven. The heaven idea is the logical outcome of the speculative doctrine that men—if not all animals—have immortal souls; an idea now commonly believed to be born of dreams, the untutored savage observing that when the body lay, as it were dead, in sleep his spirit, mind, or intelligence was active, and often wandered amid strange scenes. Bad souls then naturally went down into darkness or Sheol, and good souls upwards to dwell with the “spirits of life” in heaven—speculations which ignored the hard facts as to a rapidly revolving and advancing little globe.

The idea of going to heaven is however modern, compared with the long past of man, and is a weak and varied growth. The ancients hardly recognised it, and in the Hebrew scriptures no such after life is formulated, or apparently longed for. The Hebrew deity dwelt above a “firmament” over the waters, to which Hebrews thought that Babylonians strove to build a tower. From the windows of this firmament came rains and a great flood, and from it God talked with patriarchs and prophets.

An early Christian saw this heaven opened, and Jesus standing at God’s right hand (Acts vii, 55, 56). As it must have been made, a creator was also pre-supposed—a lord of souls or spirits who must provide them for his whole world. He is the Lord of Heaven, and the enemy of the “Prince of the Power of the Air,” who ruled hosts of spirits in Hades or Sheol—another logical, though fanciful creation. But many wise teachers called on the ignorant to remember that these great conceptions were based on our hopes and fears, on dreams and insufficient reasonings. So our immortal bard seems to have thought when he said: “We are such stuff as dreams are made of, and our little life is rounded with a sleep.”
Nevertheless these ideas of Heavens and Hells assumed a grossly materialistic aspect, and were more or less accepted by Egyptians and Babylonians some 5000 years ago, by writers of Vedas, and Zoroastrians, about 3000 years ago, and by Greeks and W. Asians as early as the age of Pythagoras and Sophokles, as also by Hebrew Psalmists. Vainly have spiritualists, whether Mazdean, Hindu, or Christian, condemned materialism: man can grasp no phenomenon, whether god or ghost, heaven or hell, save through material conceptions born of consciousness, or knowledge gained through his five senses. The more devout the priest or pietist the more materialistic do we find his ideas to be. Heaven becomes a very real Mt. Meru, with an Olympian Zeus in the circling skies—the Hebrew Shemhim or "heights," the Chinese Tien round which the sun makes his diurnal journey. It is the Vedic Varuna and Greek Ouranos ("the covering"), and the Latin Cæsura or Kymrik Kamulos, "the arch" or "vault."

Our English word heaven (Anglo-Saxon Hebben; German Himmel) is evidently connected with the idea of "that which is lifted, heaved, or heaped up": for many rude races believed the sky was forced up from the earth, when the darkness ceased and the Demi or "bright ones" arose to rule in heaven. [These Aryan words are also from the same root Kam "to bend," found as above in Kamulos.—Ed.] Other words also mean "swelling up" (Russian Nebo; Polish Nebo; Bohemian Nebé), or "bright" (Livonian debes; Hindi dibhi). The Babylonian Semam means "heights;" the Akkadian E-anna "the abode on high."; the Kassite Tur-ku, "the high abode," and in Finnic Tarom is heaven.

The Asiatic ideas of transmigration, and expiation in future lives, were not recognised by Egyptians, Babylonians, or Hebrews. In Sheol (the "hollow"), according to Hebrew ideas about 700 B.C., dwelt both the holy and the unholy. Samuel ascends from Sheol (1 Sam. xxi), 13, 14, 15, 19). Yet the Psalmist says (Psalm xvi, 10) "Thou wilt not leave my soul (or self) for Sheol, nor suffer thy pious ones to see destruction"—a text whence Hebrews and Christians alike have concluded that the body is to be resurrected. Sheol (or Ahabdon, that is "destruction") became later a "bottomless pit," into which Yahweh cast his erring angel, once a visitor to heaven (Job i, ii), but chained—or otherwise he might still be falling forever more.

The early beliefs of Christians, as to heaven and hell, are seen in writings attributed to Peter and Niconemus. Christ is said (1 Peter iii, 19) to have "preached to the spirits in safe keeping" (phulakê): Niconemus devotes ten chapters to describing Christ's visit to Hell: for two of the dead (Karinarus and Leucius) were induced, when they rose from their graves after the Crucifixion, to write what they had seen. This unfortunately is lost, but perhaps we should not have believed them (see Er). These legends recall the descent of Gilgamesh (the sun) and of Istar (the moon) into Sheol. The Greeks had similar tales, perhaps from the same source, as to the diurnal and annual descent of the sun into Hades.

The heaven life of the Egyptians was a glorified existence as on earth. The pious ate the choicest viands at the table of Osiris (see Egypt), the climate was exquisite, and there was only such healthy labour as was necessary to sweeten repose: men ploughed, sowed, and reaped the fields of Aalu, which yielded crops never seen on earth (see Amenti). These descriptions were even exaggerated by Rabbis and by early Christian Fathers. The corn grew seven cubits long, the grapes were two cubits across. The Egyptians said that the Osiris of the dead man, or saint, could at will transform himself into beast, bird, or flower, or even into a god, and so traverse the universe. But the heaven of Paul is indefinite: he quotes (1 Cor. ii, 9) the saying: "Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of man" to conceive the future of those who love God, though seers were supposed to have seen heaven. The Satan could once enter it (Job i, 6; ii, 1): it was opened when the Holy Ghost descended (Mark i, 10); and Stephen saw it open also (Acts vii, 56), in spite of the swift revolution of this little globe, which makes such words meaningless, and destroys belief in inspiration. Hebrew seers saw Yahweh on his throne in heaven, with its hosts standing before him (1 Kings xxii, 19; 2 Chron. xviii, 18), and Jesus said that the spirits of little ones do always behold the face of God (Matt. xviii, 10).

The Hebrews, nevertheless, seem to have believed, like Jesus (John iii, 13), that no man has ascended into heaven; not even the pious David so ascended (Acts ii, 34), which is confusing when we recall Enoch and Elijah. Some texts point to the throne of God as "enduring forever": but Job said that man does not rise till "the heavens be no more" (xiv, 12). In the second Epistle attributed to Peter we read that: "the heavens being on fire shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat." Ezekiel (i, 22-28) saw a firmament (or platform) supported on "living creatures," which was like crystal, having on it a sapphire throne, on which sat the "likeness of a man" with rainbow colours. The author of Revelation is equally definite. His idea is that of an Eastern court or of a gorgeous cathedral in full worship. The door of heaven was opened, and immediately he was in the spirit (Rev. iv), and saw one seated on a throne, who was "like a jasper and a sardine stone, and a rainbow
round about the throne in sight like an emerald" (verse 2, 3). Before the throne were the seats of 24 elders, clothed in white, with gold crowns, and seven burning lamps with a crystal sea, and "four beasts full of eyes." The whole description seems to be of Mazdean origin (compare the city of Ahuramazda as described in the Pahlavi Bundahish). The lamb with seven horns and seven eyes takes a book with seven seals from "him that sat on the throne" (v, 6, 7). There is, moreover, a temple or tabernacle (Rev. xiv, 17; xv, 5; xvi, 17), and an altar (vi, 9) in this heaven. But the conceptions of the 6th century B.C., and of the 1st century A.D., expand also into the vision of "Abraham's bosom" (Luke xvi, 22), which was in sight of Sheol—a subject on which many Rabbis wrote. [The Babylonians had a place of rest "under a bright sky" in Sheol for the pious—like the Greek Elysium adjoining Hades among the Greeks.—Ed.] Christians accepted heaven as a palace in cloud-land, which poets like Dante or Milton have described as a sweet, dreamy abode of byrning and chanting, where no increased powers, knowledge, or virtues can be of future use. Paul pictures a heaven, not for flesh and blood, where we shall be "all changed," yet "know even as we are known"—idees seemingly incongruous of which he is "fully persuaded" in his own mind, from feeling that Christ's resurrection, and ascension, were historical facts. Nay, men were assured that within that generation Christ would come down again, "in like manner as ye saw him ascend," which involves his being yet in his lazerated body—materialistic ideaes common to all religions.

Paul insisted on resurrection to an eternal hell, as well as to an eternal heaven (2 Thess. i, 8, 9). To the majority of the future life is "resurrection to damnation" (John v, 29; Jude 7). The gospels fully warrant this, and Churches have preached it for 18 centuries (Matt. xiii, 42; xviii, 8; xxv, 46; Mark iii, 29; ix, 44-47), for Christ is made to insist that the wicked are cast into everlasting fire, and that the good inherit eternal life. These are mutual complements, and fundamental tenets of the faith, for if there be no damnation why did God's only Son die? Why preach "atonement" by a Saviour who never savor! No explaining away of the Gai-Hinnom ("valley of groans"—the Moslem Jehovah or hell) as a place where the refuse of Jerusalem was burned, will satisfy believers in the fall of Adam, and in salvation by the son of David. The Greeks believed that Herakles descended into Hades to visit the "mighty dead," like Odysseus; but Achilles (according to Homer) would rather have been a hireling on earth than a king in the world of ghosts. Adam in Sheol had not only the Satan as his companion, but Samuel also, apparently in unchanged earthly form; and Christians at first held similar beliefs. Only Christ and his apostles, with the few who were the "salt of the earth," would go to heaven, though at the millenium the pious were to dwell in the heavenly Jerusalem let down from heaven. A poetic vagueness pervades these descriptions, and the Churches were wise at first in not insisting (as Irenæus shows) on the millenium, or on the doctrines now current as to immortal life, which Mr. Gladstone, as a learned theologian, held to be only certain for the good believer in Christ.

Yet, many centuries before Christ, shrewd and pious metaphysicians in the East had thought out, and for the most part had rejected, the legendary joys of all popular heavens. Their speculations as to the eternal rest, after toils on earth followed by sundry transmigrations, or other states of existence necessary for the attainment of purity, are fairly summed up in the story of the pious sage Mugdala, as found in the Mahā-bhārata. Owing to his holy life, good works, and wise words, and after severe trials of temper, and patient endurance of all that the gods decreed to test his faith, they declared that he must ascend to heaven in a celestial car: but Mugdala hesitated. He asked first that the "holy ones" should make clear to him the advantages of heaven over earth where he was so busy in good and useful works. A long debate ensued (see Muir's Orig. Sàstraspit Texts, v, 342-346), and heaven was described as the blest abode where there is no hunger, thirst, weariness, heat, or cold; no desire, labour, suffering, pleasure, or pain; no passion good or evil: no fear or joy; but "rest in a perfect celestial repose, amid gardens' glorious and delightful, fragrant and unfading, near golden Meru with its silvery cascades." There free from troubles the glorified ethereal "bodies of the blessed" move, on aerial cars, amid scenes of perfect purity, feeding on the divine ambrosia with the eternal gods.

"To such a place," said the divine messengers, "do the gods invite thee, O Mugdala, as a reward for thy faith and good deeds. No more faith or works are required of thee—nay, none can be wrought; for no reward can spring from any, all being perfection." To this the sage gravely answered: "Then I desire no such heaven. It cuts off at the root all sources of true happiness—the blessing of working and of doing good, and all those high gratifications of heart and mind which, in a thousand ways, rise theretion. Go blessed ones, and leave me in the daily practice of virtue. I desire to remain, as far as possible, indifferent to praise or blame, till my Nirvāna shall come—the time for absorption into the essence of Brahm."

The epic writer continues, in the same trenchant manner, to
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criticise popular ideas of heaven. Yudishthira arrived at the celestial gates, but his faithful friends, and dog, were forbidden to approach and consigned to hell. One by one wife and brothers had sunk down in the weary pilgrimage on earth, and now found heaven indifferent to their cries. The "eternal one" at the gate welcomed Yudishthira only. But this good man and true looked back on his fallen friends, and exclaimed in anguish: "Nay, not so, thou thousand-eyed one, god of gods! Let my brothers come with me: without them I seek not even to enter heaven." After much debate, and equivocal arguments by the gods, Yudishthira was assured that his friends were already in heaven. Then, gazing on his faithful dog, he urged that this dumb companion of his joys and weary wanderings must also accompany him wherever he went. "Not so," was the stern reply, "this is no place for dogs." The good sage (more merciful than the gods) turned aside murmuring that duty forbade him to forsake even a dumb friend: and the reproach pricked the conscience of heaven: great Indra appeared and urged that, as he had left his brothers by the way, so now he might consent to leave his dog at the gates of heaven. To this Yudishthira haughtily replied: "I had no power to bring them back to life: how can there be abandonment of those who no longer live?" At last the capricious deity and the just man are reconciled, the former finding that the dog is a saint in disguise, and even the father of a righteous prince—a celestial equivocation needful to reconcile justice and mercy. But when man and dog enter heaven another difficulty arises: no brothers are found, and Yudishthira sees them, to his horror, enduring torments in hell below. Incensed at the deceitfulness of heaven he insists to be permitted to go to his brothers, and to share their misery. This is too much for the gods, whose principles are changed to accord with the eternal laws of justice, truth, and loving kindness. And so doubtless will a new heaven again be evolved as our culture advances, one full of science, art, music, and song—better perhaps than the old one, but quite as fanciful: while our Hades will fade into a sublimated Purgatory.

To the Moslem as to the Hindu, heaven was a garden. "Whoever," said Muhammad, "performs good works and believes, men, and women as well, shall enter paradise" (Korán, xl, 43; see also xlii, 23; xvi, 99; lxviii, 5): and in its tents the modest Hûris hide—the Valkyries of the Moslem. We have said above that the idea of heaven is based on that of the soul's immortality—both soothing to the fears of humanity. Such fancies have slowly grown to be part of our heredity, and have thus been almost unquestioned throughout many ages. Wise and pious thinkers have argued that the very gods must be thought upon unless they hereafter recompense goodness, and compensate us for the miseries and inequalities of life: unless there be reward for virtue and punishment for vice—crude ideas truly, which cut at the roots of moral action (see Conscience).

In spite of science, in spite of actual inward belief, men cry as of old, in crowded churches, "I believe in the resurrection of the body," well knowing that it crumbles to dust, and is eaten by worms, that it is converted into earth nourishing vegetation, and dissolved in gases in the air. No educated man of science now asserts that any soul exists apart from some form of matter: in spite of creeds, and solemn chants, the old belief which enabled the martyrs to endure the fiery stake, or to face the devouring lion, has all but vanished away in Europe and America. Life is perhaps more dear, and more endurable, than it was of old, though no angel voices are now heard calling; no crown of glory, palaces of gems and crystal, or streets of gold, await us. Ireneus said that, at the millenium "the vines have each ten thousand branches, each with ten thousand lesser branches, each with ten thousand twigs; and every twig has ten thousand clusters of grapes, every one of which yields 275 measures of fine wine." Yet hear the wise old Persian 'Omar the Tentmaker, who calls

"Heaven but the vision of fulfilled desire
And Hell the shadow of a soul on fire,
Cast on the darkness into which ourselves
So late emerged from shall so soon expire."

Hébé. Greek: the "downy" representative of youth and of tender herbage, a daughter of Hêrê or "earth," and of Zeus or "heaven," and sister of Ares the "storm" of spring. She is the Zend Yâwâ "young" (Sanskrit āyêna, Latin juvenis). She could restore youth and vigour with Ambrosia, and so became cup-bearer to the gods, and is even called Ganumêdêa (see Ganumêdas). She was wedded to Hêrákles the sun, and bore to him Alexi-áres ("the most powerful") and A-nikêtos ("the unconquerable"), harbingers of spring.

Hebrews. Hebrew: 'Ehirîm, or "those who have crossed" some river, whether Tigris, Euphrates, or Jordan. The term applies to others besides the tribes who entered Palestine (Gen. x, 24; xi, 15): Arabs called those N.E. of the Euphrates 'Ehirîm, before they crossed S.W. It is a geographical not a racial name. As far as the evidence of texts, and monuments, is concerned we know scarcely anything of Hebrews before the 9th century B.C., if we
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except the disputed identification of the 'Abiri invaders of the 15th century B.C. (see Amarna), and the notice of Israel in Palestine about 1260 B.C. (see Egypt); for the first Hebrew king mentioned by the Assyrians is Jehu, who gave tribute to Shalmaneser II in 840 B.C.; after whom we read of Menahem, Pekah, and Hoshea of Samaria, and of Azariah, Ahaz, Hezekiah, and Manasseh of Judah as tributaries in the 8th and 7th centuries. [The most definite notice is that by Sennacherib in 702 B.C. "As for Hezekiah of Judah, who did not submit to my yoke: forty-six of his cities, strong forts, and villages of their region which were unnamed, I took... I made spoil of 200,150 people small and great, male and female; of horses, mules, camels, oxen, and flocks innumerable. He shut himself up like a bird in a snare in Jerusalem, his royal city; he raised ramparts for himself; he was forced to close the gate of his town. I cut off the cities I sacked from his fortress. I gave them to Mitinti King of Ashdod; to Padi King of Ekron; and to Shil-bel King of Gaza. I made his land small. Beyond the former tribute—their yearly gift—I imposed on them an additional gift of submission to my government. Fear of the glory of my rule overcame Hezekiah. The priests, the trusty warriors whom he had brought in to defend Jerusalem, his royal city, gave tribute. Thirty talents of gold, 800 talents of molten silver, many rubies and sapphires, chairs of ivory, high thrones of ivory, skins of wild bulls, weapons of all kinds—a mighty treasure—and women of his palace, slaves and handmaids, he caused to be sent after me to Nineveh, my royal city, giving tribute; and he sent his envoy to make submission."—Ed.]

Cuneiform tablets were used in Palestine as early as the 15th century B.C., and down to 649 B.C. (see Gezer); and we know that the Hebrews used tablets in writing in the same age. But we have no allusion to their having written in cuneiform characters; and the earliest alphabetic text is the Moabite Stone, about 900 B.C., in a dialect very like Hebrew. In this, Yahweh appears as the tribal god of Israel. The Siloam text (about 700 B.C. according to Dr Isaac Taylor) is written in a variety of the same Phoenician letters used by the Moabites, and in pure Hebrew. We also possess weights of about the same age, which are inscribed, and represent the Hebrew shekel of about 320 grains imperial. We have seals said to come from Jerusalem, which are equally early, bearing names compounded with that of Yahweh; and one of these has on it a winged sun. We have also many handles of pitchers, bearing the same characters in texts which dedicate them to the Melek or Moloch of various

S. Palestine towns, and to "Melek-Mamshah." [Probably the deity presiding over "what is drawn forth"—that is to say the water in the pitcher.—En.] After the Captivity we have many seals, with Hebrew names compounded with Yah or Yahveh. We have a complete series of coins at least as early as the time of Simon the brother of Judas Maccabaeus, and down to the reign of Herod the Great. We have texts at Gezer probably as old as the age of the Maccabees; and one at 'Arrak el Emir (E. of Jordan) of about 176 B.C. We have a boundary stone of Herod's Temple in Greek; and, about 50 B.C., the square Hebrew appears at Jerusalem on the tomb of the Beni Hezir priests. De Saulcy also found a sarcophagus of a "Queen Sarah" in the tomb of the kings of Adiabene, N. of Jerusalem, probably of the same age. The supposed "coins of the revolts" are forgeries, imitating those of Simon, on defaced Roman coins; but we have Hebrew texts on the Galilean synagogues of the 2nd century A.D.; and Col. Conder notices one at Umm ez Zin'at on Karmel, which bears the name of "El'azer Bar 'Azariah," which is that of a well-known Rabbi about 135 A.D. A semi-Phoenician text, found by M. Clermont-Ganneau in the village of Siloam, appears to be ancient and perhaps important, but it is illegible; and another at Joppa is doubted as perhaps not genuine. These are all the texts at present known, in Syria, which are of Hebrew or Jewish origin down to our 2nd century.

The dispersion of the race is witnessed by Karaite tombstones, in the Kermes, of probably the 2nd century A.D.; and a fragment of a papyrus from Egypt, with the Ten Commandments (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc'y., Jan'y. 1903, pp. 39 to 56), is supposed, by Mr Stanley A. Cook, to belong to about the same age, being the oldest known text of any part of the Old Testament in existence. The mosaic on the tomb of Gallia Pueida (built 432 to 440 A.D.) is the oldest known Jewish text in the West (see Journal of the Asiatic Soc'y., May 1882). The oldest Samaritan MS. at Shechem (never collated) cannot be older than our 6th century, the characters being apparently the same used in a text on a stone of the old Samaritan synagogue at the same site, which belongs to that period (about the time of Justinian).

As regards language, we have no evidence before 700 B.C.; and the Moabite dialect in the 9th century B.C. is not pure Hebrew. We have Aramaic texts (on a Jerusalem tomb and in Bashan) older than the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D.; and there is no doubt that, in the time of Christ, Hebrew was a dead language only known to priests, and Aramaic (as we see also in the Gospels) the ordinary language of Jews, to many of whom however Greek was also known.
Greek texts of the period being common in Bashan, though rare in other parts of Palestine. None of these Hebrew and Aramaic texts have any "points"; nor were such used before our 6th century; so that as Dr. Isaac Taylor says (Alphabet, i, p. 282) "it is to be feared that the old pronunciation is now lost beyond recovery." [All that we know is that the present pronunciation of words, in the Old Testament, is not the same as that represented by the Greek Septuagint translators in the case of proper names and other nouns.—En.]

Hebrew was not perfectly known to the Greek translators for (as Dr. E. Delitzsch says) "the Jewish writers of those days failed to grasp the meaning of difficult passages, and for 200 years even the most learned Jews wrote in Aramaic. . . . The Greek Septuagint, some portions of which were written in the 3rd century B.C., shows similar defective knowledge of Hebrew, and the translators often only guess at the meaning." From the 2nd or 3rd century a.d., learned Jews at Tiberias laboured to create a standard text of their Bible; but their knowledge of the true pronunciation of "unpointed" texts was imperfect, and their conclusions were often very manifestly wrong. "There is ample room," says Dr. Ginsburg, "for many readings, for the words are not always distinctly separated, nor the characters properly formed."

As regards literature, besides the Bible the Jews possess a vast number of works ranging from about 150 to 800 A.D., and later. These include the Midrash or Commentary (see Haggadah, Halaka, and Midrash): the various Targums (from our 4th century downward) or Aramaic paraphrases of Bible books; the vast Talmud with its Hebrew text (Mishnah), and two commentaries thereon (see Gemara); and the Kabbala or mystic, and sometimes magical literature, supposed to have originated in our 2nd century, but only extant in medieval works which pretend to greater antiquity. All these valuable writings require study by any who would wish really to understand the ideas, customs, and legends, of the Jews, from the time of their final dispersion (after 135 a.d.) down to our Middle Ages.

With respect to the earlier religion of the Hebrews, Kuenen (Religion of Israel, i, p. 223) says: "The polytheism of the Hebrew masses cannot be regarded as a subsequent innovation. On the contrary everything is in favour of its originality." It was only by very slow degrees, during and after their captivity in Babylon, that they began to adopt the Monotheism of their prophets and psalmists. To Mesha, king of Moab, Yahweh was only the god of Israel, who was conquered by Chemosh the god of Moab. The whole nation, like those around it, was steeped in superstition though, about the time of Alexander, great skeptics like Koheleth appeared among Jews (see Ecclesiastes). How far such views have now advanced we may judge from a passage recently published in the Jewish World, in London. "The substantial difference between Judaism and Christianity is, that the one desires to teach us how to live, and the other how to die; Judaism discourses of the excellence of temporal pleasure and length of days, whilst Christianity emphasises the excellence of sorrow and the divinity of death." "Judaism now cares not for the results of Old Testament exegesis one iota, if the Old Testament records be proved false from beginning to end, the Bible personages veritable sun myths, and the exodus from Egypt an astronomical allegory. . . . Judaism knows nothing of faith, and requires from its adherents no form of belief. . . . It only notices what man does. . . . Jews had no words even to express our present ideas 'faith' and 'belief.' All true religion must be independent of the authority of any set of books" (Jewish World, January 1885). This however is, as yet, only the opinion of the highly educated Jews.

In regard to the legendary account of the sojourn of the Hebrews in Egypt, and of their Exodus thence (see Exodus) long and close study of the subject has convinced the author that no reliance can be placed on the Hebrew narrative, whether that residence extended only to three generations, or to 400 years. We cannot reject such parts of the story as do not appear to fit with actual history, and accept such portions as seem more probable. We cannot ignore all the miracles and plagues, in Egypt and in the desert, or the assertion that a population of some three millions—men, women, and children—left the country in a single night. It is very generally acknowledged now that the story consists merely of traditions mingled with myths. Hebrew prophets of the 8th century B.C. (Amos v, 26; Hosea ii, 15; Micah vi, 4) believed, it is true, that their ancestors were led by Moses and Aaron from Egypt into the wilderness, where they lived for forty years; but they wrote eight centuries later. The difficulties are such as to lead scholars to ask, with the Rev. G. H. Bateson Wright, D.D., "Was Israel ever in Egypt?" and, in his work bearing this title, he says that: "there is no true history of Israel till David's time"; "the patriarchal traditions are due to conjectural etymologies of the names of places and persons"—a view which he illustrates as follows, in accordance with the simple style common to many early histories. "Now King Cetus took to himself a wife Belga, and she bore him three daughters, Hibernia, Caledonia, and Britannia; and the sons of Hibernia were these: Ulster, Munster, Leinster, and Connaught; and Leinster was the father of Dublin. . . . Now the sons of Teuton were
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these: Anglus, Saxo, Juta, Danus, and Horsa. And to Saxo were born four sons, Essex, Middlesex, Wessex, and Sussex." Such a parallel easily explains the genealogies of the 10th chapter of Genesis, referring to early tribes of W. Asia.

Neither later statements of the prophets, nor the Egyptian records of any age, including the reign of Merenptah (Meneptah) about 1270 B.C., serve in any way to confirm the marvils of the Exodus story. It is clear from the Bible chronology that Moses was supposed to live about 1500 B.C., in the time of the 18th dynasty of Egypt. But Egyptian history could not have been entirely silent as to the existence of two or three millions of Hebrews in the Delta, while noticing so many much smaller foreign tribes (see Egypt). Egyptian residents, and merchants, in the 15th century B.C., were found everywhere from Nahr-Aim and the Taurus to Philistia, Edom, and the Sinaic peninsula. In their correspondence we find no allusions to great plagues and disasters; nor any in Egyptian records at all. They speak it is true of certain Habiri or 'Abiri in the S. of Palestine, whom some scholars regard as Hebrews (about 1480 B.C. or later), and others as Hebronites, or as "confederates": [the word is geographical, for "the country of the 'Abiri" is noticed (see Amarna)—Ed.); but they never say that these marauders, who killed many Canaanite chiefs at Gezer, Lachish, Askalon, and other places, came from Egypt. It is difficult to believe that Hebrews could have gone into the Sinaic desert: for it contained the precious mines of copper and bluestone (muffs), which were protected, according to the texts extant on the spot, by a guard of Egyptian soldiers. These mines were known in the time of Senefru (3rd or 4th dynasty), and worked in the time of the 12th dynasty. We have a text of Queen Hatasu, of the 18th dynasty, in this region; and the mines were also worked under Rameses III, of the 20th dynasty, about 1200 B.C. [There are however no texts known in this region in the time of Thothmes IV, of Amenophis IV, or of Amenophis IV.—Ed.] Wherever the Hebrews went in Palestine they must have encountered the Egyptians; though we see from the Amarna tablets that there was rebellion, and a weakening of Egyptian rule, in the days of Amenophis III and Amenophis IV, when raids on Philistia by the Habiri occurred. It is of course possible that border tribes of Beni Israel may, like the Edomites in the time of the 12th dynasty, have entered the Nile delta, under Hyksos rule, in time of famine, and may have worked as slaves, and have again fled to the desert, pursued by Egyptian troops; and it is possible that out of such events the wondrous legend of the Exodus grew up in time. If Moses lived—as represented in the Old Testament—about 1500 B.C., and the Hebrew records were edited by scribes like Ezra in the Persian age, the small nucleus of fact might have had ample time to grow into these portentous developments of Hebrew tradition. A writer in the Jewish World (1st March 1883) said sadly: "In vain do we look for some record of the 400 years our ancestors are said to have dwelt in Egypt. It is a long period in the history of a nation, and surely, during so long a stay, some reference to Hebrews must have been made on papyrus, tomb, stele, or monument. At present we know of none. The history of Israel in Egypt is simply a blank"—and so it remains up to the present time. Some have, in the past, seen in the pictures of the Beni Hasan tombs a "representation of Joseph and his brethren" (see Beni Hasan); but the inhabitants of Seir there represented arrived in the time of Amen-em-hat II, of the 12th dynasty—a thousand years before the date when Joseph is supposed to have been in Egypt. Some have supposed the names Jacob-el, and Joseph-el to occur as those of deified patriarchs in the reign of Thothmes III, but these words are the names of towns in Philistia. [The correct readings, given by Mariette, are Jophar (Saphir) and 'Akbar (now 'Oskur) places very well known in this region.—Ed.]

Such suggestions have never been accepted by impartial scholars. [The notice of Israel as a people in Palestine under Meneptah, while it shows us that he could not have been the Pharaoh of the Exodus, is not difficult to reconcile with the history of the Hebrews under their Judges; but it does not prove that Israel ever was in Egypt. In the ancient song of Deborah the Hebrew opening verse (Judg. v. 2) reads: "Praise ye Yahveh: for the Pharaohs tyrannised (bi phara Phara'ath) in Israel, when the people devoted themselves"; and this indicates contact with Egypt after the time of Joshua's raids through Palestine.—Ed.]

In the 12th century B.C., the decay of Egyptian power allowed the Hebrew chiefs to shake themselves free, and to become independent in their mountains, even raiding the Philistine plain from about 1150 to 960 B.C. Egypt had too many home anxieties to allow of her troubling about Judea, and probably felt it an advantage that an allied buffer state should exist, as a protection against Assyria; but even in Solomon's reign a Pharaoh, to whom he was allied by marriage, is said to have burned Gezer (see Gezer). On his death Shishak, of the 22nd dynasty, attacked the weak Rehoboam, and claims victories over 133 towns of Judea and Galilee (see Egypt). The king of Judah was glad to become an Egyptian vassal; and a rival at Samaria was supported. From that time down to 670 B.C. the kings of Israel, and Judah, constantly sought Egyptian aid against the growing power of Assyria.
The discrepancies in our present text of the Book of Kings are such that scholars are unable to fix their dates within 20 years. Dr. J. Oppert (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Jan., 1898), in his recent attempt to settle definitely this chronology, is obliged to suppose a break in the Assyrian canon; alterations of the Old Testament statements; an interregnum of ten years in the history of Israel; two 'Azariahs, and two Menahems, unnoticed in Scripture. This chronology, from the time of Jehu's tribute to Assyria in 840 B.C., must be settled by reference to Assyrian ascertained dates (see Col. Conder, Bible and the East, p. 161); and the limits of error do not appear to exceed about 20 years. Jewish history and beliefs are now weighed in the balance of actual historic records; and the results were placed before the learned, ten years ago, by Mr. Cust, a distinguished Indian administrator (Oriental Congress at Geneva, 1894), who says, "It must be borne in mind that, for long centuries, Judaism has had the monopoly in the mind of Europeans. . . . It has now been reduced to its proper position, as only one of the factors in the composition of the dominant religious conceptions. . . . An importance, during centuries of European ignorance, has been attributed to the Hebrews, which they never deserved. Compare their tiny geographical area, and few millions of population, with India and China. . . . Their sovereigns were never more than petty Rajas, at the mercy of the rulers of the Nile, and the Euphrates. . . . Hebrew literature came into existence between the 9th and the 5th centuries B.C. . . . Up to the 9th century the Hebrew was a monolator, rather than a monothist, for he seems to have admitted the existence of other gods for other tribes. . . . No moral condemnation can be severer than that which their own prophets poured on Hebrews. At the beginning of our era the spirituality of the Hebrew conception had all but disappeared. It has been the great misfortune of Europe that, for 17 centuries, it had but one type presented to it of an ancient religion: one only volume was available. . . . of an Asiatic conception of the relation between God and man. Athenian philosophy had destroyed the Greco-Roman conceptions. The wisdom of Egypt was buried in tombs . . . and of Persians, and the sages of India and China, nothing was known." Nor, we may add, of Babylon, Assyria, or Syria.

Since the fall of the Jewish temple in 70 B.C., the Jews have everywhere suffered persecution. More civilized nations hated and despoiled them, scorned their circumcision, and detested their exclusiveness, and their assertion that they were a "chosen people." The Jews naturally retaliated when they were able. In Cyprus, in 117 B.C., they were said to have massacred 250,000 persons; upwards of a million of them are supposed to have perished during the war against Vespasian, and half a million in the revolt under Bar-Kokheba in 135 A.D. They had been banished from Rome by Claudius, and now they were forbidden to enter Jerusalem, even to weep over their ruined temple. In our 5th century they were banished from Egypt, and in the 6th a Jewish revolt in the East cost another half million of lives. Some of their fiercest persecutors were those who believed in their Yahveh, and called a Jewess the "Mother of God." Throughout the Middle Ages their history is one of wrong and massacre in all parts of Europe, and of undying belief in the appearance of Messiah (see under Christ). They were plundered and banished; and some states—such as France—recalled them and again robbed and expelled them, when they became rich. In Spain a million were forced to become renegades, and three quarters of a million, including helpless women and children, were driven out, having no land to which to flee. Dr. Goldschmidt (History of Jews in England, 1886) thinks that they entered Britain before the Norman Conquest, some even in Roman times. Many French Jews came with William of Normandy, and Henry II allowed them a burial ground. They were "the King's Jews"; but a Jewish oath or deed was not valid against Christians. They were however protected, and even friendly to the monks of Canterbury besieged by the sheriff, until the accession of Richard I (1189 A.D.), when terrible massacres followed false accusations, and excitement about his crusade. Greed and fanaticism embittered their fate, till they were banished by Edward I, and only again allowed to settle freely in England by Cromwell. For some generations now the abatement of ecclesiastical tyranny, and increased education, have led to greater tolerance towards English Jews; and since December 1847 they have been allowed all rights of British subjects. Alien marriages have consequently increased, and are increasing; and the advance of thought among educated Jews shows us that, when left to themselves, they produce many amiable humanitarians, moralists, and theists; though Renan bitterly says of them that: "they who gave God to a world now believe in him least."

[The history of the Jews in other countries shows that they early prospered among all races save those who were Christians. About the Christian era they were divided into Sadducees ("pious") who held the old Semitic beliefs as to temporal rewards for piety, and endless life in Sheol, and Pharisees (Perushim, "separators") whose traditions were deeply tinged with Mosaic beliefs in the resurrection of the just and the coming of a divine king. But only part of the
Hebrews, Epistle to

Hebrews, Epistle to. This Epistle, which is remarkable for allegorising the Old Testament (vii), and for belief in the pre-existent Messiah (i), was not generally accepted by the Eastern Churches till about 250 A.C. It was written apparently before the Temple services had ceased (viii, 4), and while Levites still received tithes (vii, 9). It represents Jesus as learning obedience, and being so made perfect (v, 9, 2; many Christians rejected it as late as 370 A.C.). It has been attributed to Paul, Apollos, Clement, and Barnabas. Origen thought that it represented Paul’s views though not written by him. Luther called it “an Epistle of straw, which Apollos seems to have written.” It appears to belong to the school of Philo, the Jewish philosopher of Alexandria. Dr Davidson says: “the eleventh chapter (on Faith) is almost verbatim from Philo.” (Westminster Rev., July 1868). Dr Overbeck (Prof. of Theol., Basel) says that it was forced into the Canon as Pauline, with amendments (Academy, 5th Feby., 1881). It is very difficult to suppose that Paul would have written the appeal to “them that heard Christ (Heb. ii. 3; see Gal. i. 15-23; ii. 1-13). The Pauline authorship was rejected by Irenæus, Hippolytus, and Tertullian. Eusebius had doubts as to its being admitted into the Canon. Dr Westcott (Epistle of Heb., 1889) is certain that neither Paul nor Apollos wrote it; and Dr Sanday (Academy, 15th March 1890) thinks that perhaps Barnabas was the author.

Hebrides, New. A group of islands, E. of Australia, covering 5000 square miles, with a population of 70,000 persons; discovered by Captain Cook in 1774. Little is known of these Melanesian islands, on account of the ferocity, treachery, and cannibalism of the inhabitants; but they are said now to include 1000 Christians. The Rev. J. Lawrie (Scottish Geog. Mag., June 1892) says that they are a mixture of Papuans, coffee-coloured with frizzled hair, and of Western Polynesians. Some are pure Polynesians with straight hair, and the light tint showing their Malay admixture. They have little shrines, and stone circles called Marums (see Maoris); and erect stones of all sizes, some engraved with figures of the sun and moon, the fish and turtle. Smooth stones of various sizes stand under sacred trees. “Priests and sorcerers harangué their flocks in peripatetic fashion, walking from the circumference to the centre of the circles, emphasising their words, which are chanted, by flourishing a club.” These sorcerers can produce rain, wind, and fruits of the earth; and can prevent sickness and death. But they have no real gods, believing only in spirits; and no symbols except the Marums. On the N. side of Oneitum is a basalt stone “25 ft. long and 18 ft. high,” sacred to the sun and moon as husband and
Hebron

wife: it is covered with emblems “like yams and bread-fruit” which were carved by “no one knows whom.”

[The inhabitants have mock combats at weddings, and after due resistance the bride is drugged by female friends to the bridegroom’s house—Ed.]: on the death of their chief widows and servants are strangled, and a fire is lighted that they may comfortably reach Ummats, the abode of the dead, near the setting sun. The people speak of Inhuجاز، as the chief spirit, “the discoverer, but not the creator, of the islands.” None may pronounce his holy name (as in the case of Yahveh among Jews): he has many spirits under him whom sorcerers invoke. There are shrines in sacred caves, the sides of which are carved with figures, and there are huge wooden figures of men, and altars on which pigs are sacrificed.

Hebron. Hebrew: “the confederacy” : said in Genesis (xiv, 13; xxiii, 3) to have been inhabited by both Amorites and Hittites, as well as ‘Anakim (Num. xiii, 22); being built seven years before Zoan in Egypt. It was also a city of Aru’a (Josh. xiv, 15); a son of ‘Anak, and facing it, in Mamre (“the fat” land) with its oak trees (or terebinths), under one of which Abraham pitched his tent—Gen. xiii, 18: xviii, 4—was the cave of Makpelah (“the double” or “the locked”) in a field with trees, where the patriarch purchased a tomb. Thus Hebron counts with Jerusalem, Tiberias, and Safed, as one of the four sacred cities of modern Jews. Kaleb (“the priest”) of the tribe of Judah, received it as his lot after expelling the sons of ‘Anak. The Arabs now call it El Kahlil—“the friend” of God—after Abraham. It was famous for its grapes, and still has good vineyards. The King of Hebron was one of those leagues together as Amorites against Joshua (Josh. x, 5). The city is on the mountains 20 miles S. of Jerusalem. “Abraham’s oak,” the most famous tree in Palestine, is now shown W. of the city, at “Ballut Sahla,” the “oak of rest”—an ancient oak tree now fast decaying. [In the 4th century this oak was shown at Beit el Kahlil (“Abraham’s house”) close to Ramet el Kahlil (“Abraham’s tank”) N. of Hebron. Jerome says that the stump was visible when he was a boy, but Constantine cut the tree down, because it was adored by the peasantry. Josephus places the site, in his time, nearer apparently to the town than either of these two traditional sites. The present tree was flourishing some twenty years ago, but in the 14th century it was a “dry tree.” So we see that this tree has often been renewed in different positions.—Ed.]

The Jews said that Adam lived and died at Hebron, after expulsion from Eden. In the Middle Ages Christian pilgrims here ate the red earth of which he was made. In the Hebron Haram enclosure his footprint is still shown. Christians however (according to Origen) said that he was buried at Golgotha. The Haram is a very sacred enclosure, of large masonry exactly like that of Herod’s temple ramparts at Jerusalem. Under it is a rock cave, in which Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Sarah, Rebekah, and Leah, were said to be buried. Benjamin of Tudela says he went into the tomb about 1160 A.C.; but no one has been in it since. In the 12th century the Crusaders built a church in the Haram; later, Moslems turned it into a mosque, which few Europeans have ever entered.

Heel. See Fud. The “heels” appear to be an euphemism for the phallus (Jer. xxii, 22), like “feet” (Isa. vii, 20). Many gods and heroes are wounded in the heel—such as Akhilleus, Heraclés, Krishna.

Hegesippus. A writer whom Eusebius claims as a Christian, thought to have been a Hebrew living about 180 A.C. He is quoted (Hist. Eccles., iv, 11) as an authority for bishops of Rome, from Peter and Paul to Anicetus, “who had a deacon Eleutherus” as his successor in 175 A.C., under whom Ireneus, bishop of Lyons, wrote “his extant work.” Hegesippus is said to have written five books of commentaries; but the quotations by Eusebius refer to context not now extant, in his account of Ireneus (Bishop Dunelm., Academy, 21st May 1877). Hippolytus, writing on the same subjects, never mentions him; and Hegesippus apparently makes all his Roman bishops rule 12 years each.

Heifer. The sacrifice of the Red Heifer (Num. xix, 2-13) was of the utmost importance to the Jews, since its ashes alone could purify from defilement by the dead; so that, since the supply failed, all Israel has remained unclean. The Romans used ashes of a heifer sacrificed to Vesta for purifications. The Mishna (2nd century A.C.) declares a whole tract to the Parah or “Heifer.” Boys born in the Temple rode on cows to Siloam—carefully avoiding contact with defiled ground, or passing over a hidden tomb—to fetch water which was mixed with the ashes. A wooden bridge led straight E. (see Bridges) from the Holy House to Olivet, where a pyre of cypress and fig wood, was erected. The high priest here burnt the heifer (on a few historic occasions) at dawn, on the summit of the Mount of Olives. Hysop bunches, tied with red wool, were used to sprinkle the blood and ashes (see Hysop), as holy water and “barson” twigs were used by Mazdeans. It is however doubtful if this account is historical.

Hekatē. Greek. One of the phases of the moon (see Baubo).
In Sanskrit Ekata is called "the watery one," who rose from sacrificial ashes which Agni threw into the waters. She is a "queen of night," daughter of Asteria (the "starry" sky), and connected with dogs who howl—or bay at the moon. She is an aspect of the "Tri-form" Diana, giving peace or war, and watching (at night) over men and flocks. She holds the torch, but is cold, spectral, and mysterious. She has the three heads of serpent, horse, and dog, issuing from the cave of darkness. She witnessed the rape of Proserpine by Pluto, and was the sister of Hekatês, being originally a Thracian deity, and a Titan (Artemis-Hekatê) whose strange rites, at Samothrace, were performed by Kuretês, and by Kabeiroi ("great ones"), including the sacrifice of black female lambs, and dogs, with honey. Her statue stood at cross roads, in gardens, and before houses.

**Hel. Hell.** The root Hel, or Hol, in Teutonic speech, means "to hide" (Latin celare); and Hell was the "hole" or "hollow," like the Hebrew Sheol "hollow," hidden under earth. Hel, or Hela, was the Scandinavian "goddess of hell," described as a hideous, old, black woman, riding the "Hell horse." She was the daughter of Loki the evil "fire," and had two brothers, Fenrir, the winter wolf, and the serpent of Ifing. The world tree Yggdrasil has its roots in Hell; its trunk grows up above Mid-Gard, or earth, round which is the river Ifing (the ocean) in which the serpent lives: this is never frozen; and to reach Asgard (heaven) one must cross it by the "quaking bridge" Bifrost (the rainbow), which is of three colours, and is guarded by the virgin spirit Mod-gudhr. As-gard is the home of God, above the tree on which sits the divine hawk. Loki and his children were cast out of As-gard, to the dark under-world, at the roots of Yggdrasil, called Nifl or Nebel ("dark," like the Greek nepheles, whence the Nibelungs—children of the underground dwarf—are also named): in Nifl-heim, "the home of darkness," all "those dying of age or sickness" were doomed to remain: for Norsemen despised such deaths. Here Hel, "the queen of death," ruled. "Her dish was Hunger, her knife Stavration, her bed Disease draped with misery." Those who crossed the bridge of hell to her abode came not back; even Baldr, the "light giving" sun, hardly escaped (see Baldrus): it was separated from this world by a dark forest, high peaked mountains, and a river or lake. It was a land of darkness, ice, and fire, like Dante's Hell. But (as with Pluto and Ploutus) its caves were places whence came riches, arts, magic, cunning work, and wizards. Its lord was a subtle craftsman, and smith, who wrought in the fire. Thus Hell had its Elysium, as among Kelts: the "isle of birds"—of St Brandan—was near the icy rock where Judas is punished—a Hesperides, like the "Land of Cockayn," where all was feasting and hospitality. Even Christians long retained this belief, which recalls the Greek Erebos and Latin Erebos ("the west"), including both Tartarus and Elysium—the Egyptian Amenti with its pits of flame and demons, and its "fields of Aalu"; or the Babylonian Sheol (Saulhu) where there was also a place of rest "under a bright sky." Good and bad went alike to the underworld, whence heroes—Norse or Greek—were carried up to heaven. All must be judged, and cross the river of hell (the Styx); and from the border river Hraunn they passed to Nifl-heim, over the rugged forest-clad mountains. It became the Holle or Hohle, of Germans; "the hole" or grave into which men sink at death.

[The Akkadians called this underworld Ki-gal "the dead land" (Turkish Khul: Finnic Kud, "to die"); and Nu-ga "no return." Its lord was Ner-gal ("prince death"), Ir-Kalla ("the strong one of death," called by Babylonians "the great devourer"), En-ge "lord below," or En-lil "the chief ghost." He was lion-headed (see Bas), and his consort was Nin-ki-gal "lady of dead-land," who also was lion-headed, and suckled lion cubs. She is represented, on a bronze plaque from Palmyra, kneeling on the "hell horse" or "death horse"—as among the Norse—in her boat on the infernal river, approaching offerings on the bank.—Ed.]

The Babylonians knew this dark abode of Irkalla (see Babylon), with its feathered ghosts. Gilgames (like Odysseus, or Eneas, or Herakles) visited it. The story of Istar's descent is an evident lunar myth. She entered successively its seven gates, at each of which a porter despoiled her: at the 1st of her crown by order of the hell queen—for she had threatened to break it open, and to let free the dead to devour the living if not admitted—at the 2nd of her earrings, at the 3rd of her necklace, at the 4th of her diadem, at the 5th of her girdle, at the 6th of her bracelets and anklets, and at the 7th of her garment. These were the presents she received from Tammuz on her wedding day—the lights of a waning moon—and so she stood before the hell queen, who smote her with disease. Yet afterwards (the dark nights past) she was washed in the water of life, and issued again through the seven gates, receiving back at each her ornaments, till she shone once more a full moon, in heaven.

(In another legend (from the Amarna collection) we find the sister of the gods as the "bride of hell," tortured by her lord Ner-gal in flames, but saved by the gods, who besiege the hell gates until he grants her desire to return, for a time, to heaven. In another it is
the sun who lingers in this Hades, fed with poisoned food, till the prayers of men cause heaven to restore him. This Sheol was reached by passing under the ocean, where Ea judges men. One of his names is Tar-tar (“he who causes judgment,” in Akkadian) perhaps the origin of Tartaros for hell, in Greek, used also once in the Epistle (2 Peter ii, 4). The pious man is led by the sun god, and by Istar, before this judge. So also in Job we read (xxvi, 5), “Ghosts sit under the waters where they dwell”; and again (xxxvi, 30, 31), “He hides the depths of the waters, for in them judgeth he the tribes.” The Persian legends are also comparable with Bible ideas. The soul sits three nights in the grave till the good angel, created by good words, thoughts and deeds, comes to take him to the “bridge of the gatherer”; but the evil soul is blown to darkness by a foul wind—ideas borrowed in the Talmud, and in Moslem legends as to the trial of the soul, in its grave, by the angels Munkar and Nakir (“heuer and hewing”); while the Korán is full of the horrors of many pits of flame and boiling water, and of the “bitter tree” in hell. So in Job the wicked is not “gathered,” but “blown away by a tempest” (Job xxvii, 19: see Psalm i, 4); but all these are later ideas.—Ed.

The Hebrew Sheol was not originally a place of torment (see Heaven), but only the dark world of the grave where men might rest (Job iii, 17-19). Life—as one of the Rephaim “weak ones” or shades—was eternal but hopeless. None praised God in Sheol, or— in the first ages—hoped for any release therefrom, save in special cases. It was not till the later days of the Pharisees that Sheol was called Ge-Hinnom (“valley of groans”—whence the Gehenna of the New Testament) in memory of the old worship of Moloch in that valley (Josh. xv, 8). Sheol was a prison-house to which the dead king of Babylon goes down, to find other kings lying on their couches as Rephaim (a term used also, of ghosts, on the Phenician coffins of Eshmun’azar of Sidon in the 3rd century B.C.); and they salute him saying, “Art thou become weak as we?” (Isaiah xiv, 9-11). Here the dead lie with their swords beneath their heads (Ezek. xxxii, 18-31). Samuel was wroth when called up from his rest in this underworld (1 Sam. xxxviii, 15). The Pharisees, borrowing the Persian conception of a hell of torment, quoted a later prophet (Isaiah lxvi, 24): “For their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched” (see Mark ix, 44, 48). Sheol was only eternally hopeless (Job xiv, 12), and insatiable (Isaiah v, 14; Habak. ii, 5). The terrors of hell increased with time, till now Christians shrink from an idea which they cannot reconcile with that of a loving Father in Heaven. Yet Christ, we are told, drew the picture of a hell of torment where even a drop of water was to be denied to him who was “tormented in this flame” (Luke xvi, 28). Dante and Milton alike drew from sources other than the Bible (from Asia and from the Norse Hel) their terrible pictures, as when the former reads on Hell gates: “Through me men pass to a city of woe . . . before me nothing was save the eternal things; and I endure for ever.”

"Lasciate ogni speranza voi che entrete"
"Leave every hope, O ye who enter in."

Can we wonder then that men should now say with Mr Ross (The Bottomless Pit) that “Many of the noblest and trustiest have had their lives blighted . . . to the sincere and sensitive hell has, for long painful centuries, been a cancer of fire that has, as life advanced, eaten deeper and deeper into the heart . . . it is not the worst that hell has affected, but the best.” The pious Agnostik Ingersol said, shortly before his death, “I insist that if there be another life, the basest soul that finds its way to that dark, or radiant, shore will have the everlasting chance of doing right. Nothing but the most cruel ignorance . . . ever imagined that the few days of human life spent here . . . fixed to all eternity the condition of the human race.” So among Hindus and Brahman, many and terrible as are their hells, they are not more eternal than their heavens; and there is escape from them for those who strive to do better. Infinite punishment is not discipline, but savage and useless revenge. The savage saw the flames in the west at sunset, and thought that a great furnace under earth or sea produced them. Even later Rabbis said these fiery lights were flames from hell, as the blush of dawn was that of the roses of Eden. “The whole idea of hell was born of ignorance, brutality, fear, cowardice, and revenge.” Such cruel dogmas were very ancient. Yâma, according to Hindus, was the first of mortals, and thus the first to enter the dread land, tended by his dogs (see Dog), to become the lord of death. In later Purânas this Vedik idea is enlarged, and men were told “that there existed for all a capacious hell, with walls a hundred miles thick, wherein they would lie to all eternity, ever suffering new and indescribable torments.”

Luther and Calvin accepted the picture that they found in the Gospels; but the majority of Christians were glad to find refuge in that mitigation of horror presented to them by the Romanist doctrine of Purgatory, though the Protestants rightly said it was “unscriptural.” Broad Churchmen waxed bolder in denial when, in 1863, Canon Farrar (who quotes Psalms vi, 5; lxxviii, 10-12, as representing the older ideas) called “God to witness that, so far from regretting
Hel. [An ancient root "to shine," as in the Greek Hélioς "sun." Hebrew Hélel "bright" (star or moon), and Finn Hél "bright." The soft H interchanges with S; and in other languages Sal, or Síl, is the same: Latin Sól "sun": Akkadian and Turkish Sül "shines." This root gives several names that follow, such as Helenæ, and Seléné—Ed.]

Helé. A title ("brilliant," "noble") of the Scandinavian Norns, and Valkyries—fates and clouds—who chose those worthy of Asgard or heaven.


Helené. Greek: "the bright" or "fair" Helen, heroine of the Trojan war. Até having thrown down the apple which Paris presented to Aphrodité, that goddess promised him the fairest of women. Paris, son of King Priam of Troy, was a beautiful youth, but—as his name indicates (see Bar)—was a firebrand, and a dissolute seducer. He became the guest of Menelaos, king of Argos, to whom the beautiful Helen was married; she and Paris were aided by Aphrodité to flee together. Helen was the daughter of Zeus and Leda, born from the swan’s egg, and sister of the divine twins, and of Clotemnestra; she had one daughter Hermione. Menelaos and his allies besieged Troy, and Paris—called also Alexander ("the choicest of men")—after escaping from the wronged husband in a cloud spread over him by Aphrodité, was finally slain by the arrow of Héraklès.

Helen is said to have then married his elder brother Deiphobus; but, after the fall of Troy, she was taken back by Menelaos to his palace at Argos, which "shone in splendour like the sun and moon." Paris indeed is equally a mythical deity of light with Helen. Like other sun-heroes he had been exposed (on Mt Ida) and nourished by a she-bear and a shepherd.

L.progress (in Eurípides) say that Paris and Helen were driven by storms to Egypt, on their way to Troy; that she was here held by the king, and afterwards recovered by Menelaos when returning from Troy, he also being driven to Egypt by storms: so that only a spectral Helen actually accompanied Paris to Troy. Helen is also said to have been carried to Attika (or otherwise to Hades) by Theseus, and to have been rescued by her brothers—which recalls Babylonian myths (see Hel) and the Keltik Diarmuid and Graine. Again she is made the mother of Iphigenia, whom the Taurians sacrificed to Artemis when Helen went there. But the tombs of
Helenos

Helen and Menelaos were shown at Therapne, a little to the N. of Argos. Helen in Hades is married to Akhilleus (Achilles), another solar figure. Helenē was a name for the moon. At Rhænum she was worshiped as daughter of Nemesis (Fate; or dawn according to Kuhn): at Argos as deity of the temple of Iliuthia, presiding over child birth; and at Sparta in connection with a sacred tree.

Helenos. A son of Priam and of the Phrygian Hekabē, called also Helenos, and Skamandritos from the river Skamander. He, like his sister Kassandra, was able to prophesy—a magic serpent having licked his ears as a babe. He was wounded by Menelos, and retired to the shrine of Apollo on Mount Ida, refusing to fight after the murder of Hektor, whose widow Andromakē he married. He ruled in Epeiros, where he entertained Αἶα, and was buried in Argos. The legend is that of a sun oracle and priest.

Heliadēs. Descendants of Phaëton, or of Apollo, by Rhodē ("rose"), daughter of Poseidōn (that is of the sun, and the dawn rising from the deep). They were "seven bright ones"—the seven planets.

Hélios. Hēlios. Greek: the "shining" sun god (see Helios): he was the son of Huperion, the "rising" sun, and of Theia ("divine"), or Euruphasēa ("far enlightening"), and he sails in a golden boat, or drives a golden car, in heaven. To him (in times of trouble) children were sacrificed, but usually white rams and white bulls, and especially—in later times—white cocks. He also walks the water, and is born of Léto ("darkness") in the island of Delos, his mother embracing the palm. Thetis gave him ambrosia to drink, and his golden locks were never shorn (see Hair). He guided the ark of Deukalion to Delphi, and his son Apollo was the first to spring ashore after the Flood. When his cattle were stolen (like those of Indra), he threatened Zeus that he would leave the heavens, and shine only on the dead in Hades. He had many loves among cloud maidens, and those of dawn and sunset.

Hellē. See Hel.

Helle. The "bright" daughter of Athamas (Tammuz) and Nephele ("cloud"), sister of Phrixos ("the beaming"), with whom she was condemned to be a sacrifice, but fled with him on the magic ram of Hermes ("the wind"); recalling many stories given by Grimm from Teutonic folk-lore, where the sister and brother fly from the witch. Helle fell from the ram, into the sea called after her the Hellespont, or "sea of Helle." Phrixos reached Kolkhis, and sacrificed the golden ram to Zeus, while its skin—the golden fleece—was fastened to a sacred tree, in the grove of Ares the storm god. These myths belong to the uncertain April days.

Hellēn. Greek: "bright" or "fair": the father of the fair Hellēnik race, as distinguished from the Pelasgi who preceded them in Hellēnik states. Hellen was the son of Deukalion and Porpha, and succeeded his father as king of Phthia in Thessaly. His son Aiōlos ("the wind") was born by Orseis, a mountain nymph. Some called Hellēn the son of Zeus and Dorippē, others of Prometheus and Klēmēnē, which makes him the brother of Deukalion. But the historic Hellēnes included several Aryan tribes, in and round Attika, coming from the north, and first civilized by contact with Asia Minor (see Greeks).

Henir, Hænir. The second of the Skænðinavian triad, with Odin and Lodur: these three were "air, water, and fire." Henir was given as hostage to the Vanir, or water gods (see Vana), in exchange for Niord. Odin gave breath, Henir gave reason, and Lodur blood and fair color to man. Henir reconciled the Vanir with the gods: he never spoke save when prompted by Minir or "memory." He is represented by Vili, who sets matter in motion; and offerings will be made to him in the world to come, so that apparently worship is to continue in the Norse heaven.

Heno-theism. A useful term introduced by Prof. Max Müller to signify belief not in a sole but in a single god, one of many, worshiped as supreme, either always or in turn with others. This is a feature of Egyptian, and of Vedik, faiths. When Indra is adored as supreme Agni seems forgotten; or Varuna and Mitra, though unnoticed, may be understood (see Prof. Whitney, Indian Antiquity, 1882), as the Father and the Holy Ghost may be, when praying to the Son as God. But in the Veda we read, in an address to the Maruts: "There is none that is small, that is young; all are great indeed"; and this is the true and primitive polytheism whence Henotheism, or Kæthenoism, arose, slowly changing into Monotheism and Pantheism.

Heos. A prince who fought at Troy, called Rhododaktulos or "rosy fingered." He is apparently connected with Eos ("dawn") mother of Memnon, since he was an Aithiopian.

Hēphaistōs. The Greek Vulcan, god of fire and of smiths, represented as a bearded man (sometimes stunted, as on Etruscan vases), holding a hammer (see Thoraktri). He was the son of Zeus and Hērē ("heaven" and "earth"), and split the head of Zeus with
his hammer when Athéné—the dawn—sprang from it. He was also the subterranean fire that splits the volcanic mountains. Zeus flung him as fire from heaven, and he fell, becoming a lame god like all fire deities (see Azmodeus); he lighted on volcanic Lemnos, and earth was glad to receive him. He held Hérë in a golden chair, cunningly made, demanding to know his father's name; but Dionysos released her. He returned to heaven to build a brilliant palace (the auron), and aided the gods to reconcile Zeus and Hérë—for he is like Agni the sacrificial flame. Small uncouth images of this lame stunted god were placed in houses, beside the sacred fire, among Greeks. Héphaiostos wedded Aphrodite, the dawn, who was false to him when Ares—the storm cloud—wooded her. But he himself was sickle in his loves, and hates, pleasing and offending both gods and men. He is represented with the conical hat—the cone being a fire emblem.

Her. Herr. A Teutonic root, to be distinguished from her "bright" (see Ar), and connected with the Armenian Ayir, and Latin Vir, as meaning a "powerful" man. These two roots are much confused: Her-man in Teutonic speech is the "noble man"; but Her-man-sul is a sun deity.

Héra. Héré. Greek. The sister and bride of Zeus, and, as such, the queen or consort of heaven. The origin of the name is disputed. [Probably the "earth" who is the great goddess, and wife of heaven, in all other mythologies (see Earth). She watches heaven jealously, because of changing weather; and heaven sets Argus—the "shining" star sky to watch her at night, Argus being fitly represented by the dark-blue peacock's tail, with its many bright eyes.—En.] Hérë presides over marriage and birth, and other earthly matters, and punishes those who desecrate marriage, and forget their vows, and the fees payable to her priests at weddings. She is jealous and quarrelsome—a daughter of Kronos and Rhea ("time" and "earth"); and is said to have been swallowed by her father, but restored. The Arkadians said that Temenos, son of Pelasgos, nourished her in childhood. When she married Zeus, Gé ("earth") gave her a tree with golden apples, guarded by the nymphs of the Hesperides garden, and by Ladón the dragon (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 143, fig. 51). Hérë herself was symbolised by a pear in Argo—a heart shaped fruit (see Heart). She is sometimes virgin, and childless; but also the mother of Hëbë (the young grass), Héphaiostos (the underground fire), and Ares (the storm); in statuary she appears robed, or veiled, with diadem, and sceptre, and peacock beside her. Ixion tempted her, but embraced Nephelé, and was bound to the fiery wheel in hell. She has been called the night sky, being mistress of heaven; but was especially the mother and bride.

Héraklës. Herculês. The Greek and Latin names of the sun-hero. As an Aryan name it may be rendered "the admirable man" (see Her), many Greek names ending in "kës" (see Greek Kallos, "fine," "beautiful," "admirable," and Kleos, "glory"). But possibly it is a borrowed name, from the Akkadian Ér-gal ("big man"), since the hero, in his lion-skin, is found in Babylonian, and his myth is very similar to those of Gilgames and Samson. The Turanian Etruskans had their Erkel (see Etruskans); and from them, rather than from the Greeks, the Latins may have taken their legends. According to Fisk (Myth., p. 117), Hércules was not a sun god, but "a peaceful domestic deity, watching over households, and enclosures, and nearly akin to Terminus." He was the emblem of strength to Romans. The Italian legends came from Asia Minor, and included a variant of that of Héraklës and Geryôn. Cacus (supposed to be Kakos "bad," or Coccus "blind") was son of Vulcan, and a three-headed monster in a cave. He stole the cows of Hércules (as the Paris stole those of Indra) from their pasture in the Forum Boarium, or "cow market," near the Porta Trigemina, and carried them to his cavern on the Aventine, dragging them backwards by their tails. Hércules heard them lowing (as thunderclaps), and broke into the cave killing Cacus. The Latins then erected the shrine of Jupiter Inventor ("the finder"), whom Sabines called Sancus ("the strong"—see Etruskans); for Héraklës was also known to the Greeks as Alexi-kakos, an averer of evil.

There were many gods and heroes who bore the name Héraklës. Diodorus speaks of 3, Cicero of 6, and others of 43 in all. But the legend of the Theban hero is the best known. He was the son of Zeus ("sky"), by Alkméne ("the brightening one"), wife of Amphi-triton ("the very trusting"), king of Tiryns, an exile at Thebes, in Greece. The daylight ceased for three days and nights when Héraklës was begotten. The jealous Hérë, sitting cross-legged at the gate, prolonged the mother's labour, so that Eurystheus, the enemy of Héraklës, was born before him, and became a cruel king who imposed "12 labours" on the sun-hero, by permission of Zeus; till at length on Mt. Étna in Euboea the flaming pyre was kindled, in which Héraklës sacrificed himself, after he had worn the poisoned garment of Nêsos the kentaur (see Kentaur) or cloud. Héraklës, like Akhilleus and other heroes, is also wounded in the foot (see Heel), and so loses power (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 461, fig. 178).

The basis of the myths of Hercules is found in the Babylonian
Héraclès

legends of the 12 labours of Gilgames; and it compares with those of
Samson, and with episodes in the Vedik myths of India. When he
died, Juno (Héra) was reconciled, and his new life begins in Hades
where he weds Hélé, the emblem of spring. Josephus refers to the
festival of Héraclès at Tyre; and he appears on Tyrian coins, with
the two ambrosial stones—the pillars of Hercules (see Bethel). His
Phoenician name, at Tyre and Carthage, was Melkarth. [The spelling,
as on Carthaginian votive texts, seems to render the usual explanation
Melék-Karíath, or “city-king,” impossible. The word may be
Akkadian originally, as Muš-Karna, “the shining lord”; in Greek it
became Melikertes.—En.] The “Pillars of Hercules” were in the
far west, being the two pillars between which Samson dies, and the
two “ambrosial stones” under the sea at Tyre. [One of these was
Atlas (“not to be shaken”); and Héraclès here supports heaven like
the giant—see Atlas—whose place he took when going to the western
garden.—En.] Like Samson he slays a lion, and is deluded by a
false woman, breaks through gates, and is stronger than all others.
Herodotus says that his Tyrian temple—as Melkarth—was built about
2750 b.c. (ii, 45). He is also a harper, who calls up the soft Asiatic
winds, and is called Ogmion, being eloquent, and a patron of music.
Neither women nor boars might enter his Tyrian shrine, for he
suffered from both. He is often crowned with white poplar, his
favourite tree. Earth is subject to fits of fury, destroying all that he
produces, and killing with his fiery arrows, if darts. His two stones
or two pillars, are the signs of his strength (see Rivers of Life, i,
p. 279, fig. 131). His weapon is the club (see Danda); and his
symbols the apple, and the cornucopia, alike phallic. He wears
the lion’s skin, as Rudra (the violent Siva) is also Krith-vasa or “he
with the skin.” In India Dala-Rama is the local Héraclès, connected
also with skin coverings, and dogs. His dauntless with Omphale—
the Lydian queen—recalls that of Samson with Dallah, and his
seizing the Kestos of the Amazons has also a phallic meaning.
Héraclès was the solar energy, never wearied or really dying, but
sinking at times into ocean or Hades, to rise again, producing, slaying,
and healing; triumphant over darkness and sterility. Eurystheus, the
tyrant (“the wide founded”), who opposes him is an immovable
power of opposition, and Nessos (Nasa, “illness”) is his foe in winter,
whom he pierced with his arrow in summer.

His twelve famous labours were: I. Killing the lion of Nemea
or of Kithairon (“the harp mountain”)—as Gilgames and Samson
slew the lion, whence came ambrosia; for Héraclès was then tending
cow clouds, whence come rains. II. Killing the Lernaean Hydra

(“water”), with 3 or 7 heads, as Marduk slew the dragon of Chaos.
III. Capturing the swift hind or stag of Arkadia (“light”), the
Hebrew “hind of dawn,” which has golden horns (rays) and brazen
hoofs. IV. Slaying the boar of Erumants or of Kalados (see Boar).
V. Cleaning the Augan stable—the winey mud of the cloud cows.
VI. Slaying the flesh-eating birds of Lake Stymphalos, also cloud
emblems. VII. Catching the wild bull of Krete, as Gilgames also
slew the winged bull—a yet stronger power of darkness. VIII. Taming
the wild man-eating mares of Diomédè, in Thrakia, connected
with Kentaurs, whom he also slew. IX. Taking off the girdle of
Hippoliti (”horse slain”), the Amazon queen whom he welded.
X. Slaying Geryones (”the old man”) of Gades (“the holy place”)
defended by the two-headed dog (see Dog), when he brought back to
Argos the cows that fed on human flesh. XI. Visiting the garden of
the Hesperides (“the west”), in his boat, to slay the dragon and pluck
the golden apples—like Gilgames. XII. Dragging from Hades the
three-headed dog Kerberos, the demon of darkness, when he set free
Perihous and Théseus, sun-heroes who were his friends.

He freed Thebes from tribute, wearing the armour of Athéné
(dawn), the sword of Hermes (the wind), the golden coat of mail and
bronze club of Héphaistos (flame), and the bow and arrows of Apollo
the sun god. Yet Héra (earth) made him mad, and he slew his
children by Magars (the earth mother): for the summer heats destroy
the children of earth. He is called Alkides (“brilliant by race”), as
son of Alkalos, son of Perseus, himself a sun god. He is also voracious
in appetite, eating an ox at a single meal, when sacrificed. He was
father of the Thespiadé by the 50 daughters of Thespios. [Perhaps
the Kasite Tezub for the sun in clouds.—En.] He was naturally a
patron of hot springs, where he was said to rest. Among Sabines he
abolished human sacrifice (only needful when he was wroth), and was
known as Recaranus to whom—as a fire god—round temples were
built, like that between the Circus Maximus and the Tiber. He was
called Victor, and his Sabine priests Cæpuni. Diodorus said he lived
10,000 years before the Trojan war, and the Thébans said 17,000
before Amasis of Egypt. He is ever a benefactor of men, and his foes
are winter and storm. The Boéotians called him Kharou (”seizer”),
and erected a shrine on the spot where he rose dragging Kerberos after
him. The Hyperoreans—or northerners—called him Khyronós, and
said that he walked on the waters, and was seen in boats, and
swallowed by a fish like Jonah (see Fish), being again cast out. (See
Faber’s Cabinet, i. p. 266.) His pillars were Abula in Africa and
Kalpé in Spain: Héraclés (or Tartessus) being near the latter. At
Hermes

The Greek god of stones, stoneheaps, and boundaries, also the swift messenger. [Like the Vedic Sarama—the messenger dog—the word seems to come from ear "to go," "to issue," and hence an "extent" or boundary.—Ed.] The original Hermes was a heap or kum of stones, or an erect stone around which a kum was made by visitors, each leaving a stone as a memorial (see Gal•ed). He answered to the Latin Mercurius, and to other messenger gods such as Nelo, and had the winged hat and winged sandals, with the cadduceus or snake rod, and the scrotum or bag, as he appears on a vase found by M. Clermont-Ganneau at Jerusalem (Quarterly Stat. Pal. Exptl. Fund., October 1874). He was naturally worshiped by all messengers and travellers, commercial agents, and those who went by sea. For he was the swift wind, and so the thief who stole light things, and thus the patron of thieves, holding the bag or purse. He is said to have been the thief Cacus (see Hérakles), and as the wind he was also a harper, having found the shell of a turtle whence he made the lyre. He is the soft breeze, and plays his lyre as he goes. But the Latins called him "the universal column supporting all things." He answered, according to them, to the Teutonic Tainko (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 219, 384; figs. 237, 281). He also appears as Hermes Kriophoros, "the ram bearing Hermes"; for on his golden ram the twins fled (see Hérakles); and as such he became the type of Christ bearing the lamb, in catacomb pictures.

Hertha.

The Teutonic earth goddess specially worshiped at Shrave-ride when the ploughs were carried in procession (see Bertha). She was the mother of the gods (see Earth); and Tacitus visited her shrine in groves by the ocean (see Sir G. Cox, Art. Mythol., p. 355; and Grimm, Deutsch. Mythol.). Euripides makes Alcestis pray to the earth-mother: "O goddess, mistress of the house, for the last time I bow before thee; to thee I pray as I am about to descend to the house of the dead. Watch over my motherless children: give my son a tender wife, my daughter a noble husband. Let them not die before their time like me, but enjoy life and happiness" (see Héra).

Hesi. Egyptian. Hes. or Mau•hes "the lion Hes." was a son of Ra and of Bast (see Bas) with a feline head. He carries a sword, and wears three plumes, with Uræi or serpents (see As).

Hesiod. The Greek poet of Boiotia born about 700 B.C. (Fisk, Reconstructed Hesiod). His father migrated from Kümê in Aiôlia, to Boiotia, and Hesiod died at Orkhomenos, being born at Askra near Mt. Helikon. His poems are among the earliest sources for Greek Teutonic mythology, with some sprinkling of myths from Egypt, Asia Minor, Syria, and Babylon. They include the Theogony or "birth of gods"; and the "Works and Days" describing the year. But the one is said to be in the sacred dialect of Delphi, and the other in the Aiôlik of Kümê. He also wrote on "Justice," and the "Five Ages." His work was edited by later Ionians of the 6th century B.C. He is said to have claimed descent from Apollo, through Orpheus, and Linos; and his bones were worshiped and wrought miracles. In "Works and Days" we read—

"O kings who battle in war,
Make straight your edicts in a timely hour,
For Zeus all-seeing, and all-knowing eye,
Beholds at pleasure things that hidden lie,
Fiercely the walls which gird the city in,
And on the seat of judgment blasts the sin."

Hesperides. The garden, in the west, of the four daughters of Hesperus (Vesperus) or "sunset," who were called the Hesperides. They were sweet singers, watching the tree with golden apples guarded by the serpent, or dragon, Ladôn ("the hider"). The garden lay
Héstia

Greek. The Latin Vesta (from the Aryan root *wes "to shine," "burn"), she is the goddess of the hearth-fire, said to have been the first born of Rhea—the earth (see Agora). Her fire was sacred, and must never be allowed to go out. Zeus, Poseidon, and Hestia, form a triad ("air," "water" and "fire"), and she—like Agni—was a messenger of the gods. Vesta was adored in Alba where four Vestals presided, before Servius Tullius raised the number to six, and established her famous shrine in Rome, which still remained sacred down to our 4th century. These vestals were ruled by the Virgo Vesta Maxima, but they were all under the Pontifex Maximus. The vestal abbess had a great position, and her influence was appealed to as the last hope of peace, in revolution or civil war (see Sig. R. Lanciani, Academy, 2nd Feb. 1884). A remarkable object, said to be a mill, was found in the Atrium Vesta at Rome, which seems very much like an Indian, "lingam in an argha," perhaps a symbol of the fire drill.

Het. Egyptian. The goddess of fire.

Hijirah. Arabic: "flight." The "Hejira Era," as it is usually called, dates from the night of the 16th of July 622 A.C. (see Muhammad).

Hillel. Hebrew: "brilliant." A celebrated Rabbi of the sect of the Pharisees, whose teaching made light the Law—being liberal and merciful—in contrast with the severity of the school of Shammai (also a Pharisee), who "made the Law heavy." He came from Babylon to Jerusalem when 40 years old, and was regarded as a second Ezra. He said that "the true Pharisee is he who does the will of his Father in Heaven because he loves him." Gamaliel, at whose feet Paul sat, was the grandson of Hillel, who is said to have "instructed 500 in the wisdom of the Greeks, and 500 in the Law." He suffered greatly from poverty in youth, and one tradition says that he was found insensible, covered with snow, outside the window of a school, listening to the lessons which he could not pay for inside it. Another story says that an unbeliever asked to be taught the whole Law while he stood on one foot, and Hillel epitomised it in the golden rule. "Do nothing to other than thou wouldst not have done to thee." Yet Hillel was a great supporter of the Law, and of all the tenets of his race that he could find thereby justified. He died about 10 A.C., and some have attempted to identify him with the Simeon of the 3rd Gospel. The prayers of the synagogue in Hillel's time—according to later accounts—must have contained much that is supposed characteristic of the New Testament only. "Our Father who art in Heaven proclaim the unity of thy name, and establish thy kingdom forever. Let us not fall into sin ... lead us not into temptation. Thine is greatness and power ... Thy will be done in heaven ... Give us bread to eat and rain to put on ... Forgive all who have offended thee" (Prof. Toy's Quotations, New Testament).

Hima. Sanskrit: "cold," "snow," whence the Himalayas or "snowy" mountains. These were the sacred abode of Párvati, the mountain mother, consort of Siva, and the Parnassos of India. Himají the pearly (Párvati, or the lotus) was the consort of Himavát, the cold white hill, who was husband also of Mená, who bore him Umá ("the mother"), and Gangá; for the rivers are born of snow. Himavát in an early Bráhmana is India, but in the Puránas is usually Siva, the lord of Mt Kalíaka, where dwells also Kívera, the lord of riches, at his abode called Gana-párvata (the spirit mountain), or Bájáśádri—a silver mountain by the sacred lake Mánasa. Mr Everest (29,000 feet), the highest mountain in the world, appears to be the Hindu Gaurí-sankar, Siva's virgin wife (see Kunchin-janga) and "Lady of the World."

Himyar. See Arabia.

Hindi. Hindíra. The goddess Durga, and a pomegranate, as her emblem in the character of Ceres.

Hindi. The Hindi dialect of Bangáli is descended from the Magadha and Bihárí dialects (Prákrit) of the Sanskrit family. Mr Grierson (Indian Antiq., July 1885) says that it took 1000 years to develop this into the form assumed under the Sána dynasty of 1066 A.C. (see Prákrit), while after the Moslem victory over these kings, in 1203 A.C., it became fully developed. [The grammar is Aryan and the foundation is Sanskrit, but it is full of foreign words—Persian and Arabic —introduced by the conquerors.—En.] Mr Grierson (Journal R. Asiatic Soc., April 1886) calls it "an offspring of the Braj-básha (Braj, "speech") the language of Western Bánásáwári." "The book Hindi of to-day did not exist till the English conquest, and was really manufactured by order of Government, out
of Urdu, by the substitution of Sanskrit for Arabic and Persian words.

. . . Nowhere is it a vernacular, and it is radically different from
Bihari, the language of East Baiswari.”

Hindus. Hinduism. See Brahma, India, Vedas. The present
Hindu faith is that Neo-Brahmanism which arose out of
Buddhism (see Buddha) about the 7th to the 12th century A.C. It
embraced the Vedic faith and philosophy purified by Gotama, but
incorporated the older nature worship of non-Aryan India. The growth
of literature and art, and the writing of medieval Puránas, crystal-
ised the oral legends which they somewhat refined, and filled
the temples with statues and carved symbols, or reliefs representing
mythical scenes. The faith became hydra-headed, and knit up with
caste usages, sanctioned by codes like that of Manu, restoring all that
Buddha had upset. Eighteen sacred books, of various date, included
all the myths of India, and the oral teaching of earlier Bráhmans
superseding the little known Vedas. The great epics (Mahá-bhärata
and Ramáyana) retained their hold on the affections of the Hindus.
Gods like Krishna may be traced to Vedas, others like Bhagaván
were Aryanised conceptions based on older Turanian Bhuts and
spirits. As we first wrote in 1880 the Aryans appropriated the
legends of Turanian rulers, who did not, as Prof. Oppert (Bháráta-
Varnáha, 1893) supposes, “gain access to the Aryan pale,” for they
were not likely to care much for the ideas of uncivilised nomads (see
Aryans). The mixed system attracted the earlier natives of India ;
and the bonds of caste became ever more rigid, until only some 60
or 70 out of 300 millions of Indian Turanians remain now non-
Hindus. Hinduism is not the work of any single founder of a
religion: it is the name given by us to the beliefs of those dwelling
on, and cast of, the Sindhu or Indus river: it includes the faiths of
all India, save Moslem, Christian, and Parsi creeds, or the superstitions
of the castes tribes not yet Hinduised. It is (like our constitution)
growth, patched, enlarged, and inlaid, with a great variety of ideas,
without unity of design, but marked by considerable tolerance and
receptivity, insisting only on the rules of caste. The old figures of
Turanian nature worship it regards as divine incarnations or attributes,
which it assimilates, knowing the words to be only descriptive titles.
Gotama denied the gods and inspired writings of his day, and Bráhmans
consequently persecuted his disciples. But India had always favoured
the ascetic idea of retirement from an evil world for communion with
God; and this lies at the root of all later Hindu philosophy and
mysticism, however pantheistic or fatalistic.

The Rev. Dr. Pope—professor of Dravidian languages at Oxford
—showed that the fundamental Indian idea is, that all action and
energy are evil: external phenomena being mere illusions; and
that liberation from such illusions is thought only possible through
profound abstract meditation, with suppression of every passion and
affection. It is still believed—as it was 2400 years or more ago—that the
“chief good” is the attainment of non-existence, or self-extinction,
by re-absorption with the eternal, impersonal, and universal. Hence
pessimism is the undertone throughout—a belief in the vanity of all
things that belong to the Bháva-chakra, or “wheel of existence,” or
the endless recurrence of decay and reproduction. Like some
Christians, the Hindus often despise the body, regarding it as a
hinderance to freedom of the soul. Hence history and chronology
did not interest Indians, as Babylonians were interested, and
patriotism had no meaning to Hindus, who were looking for a
better land, having no abiding city here. The ever-present idea
among the Hindu priests is sacrifice of self, of time, money, and all
comforts, in order to please the gods, or to propitiate some evil
power which, like their own sins, weights them down continually.
We have often heard the Hindu marvelling at our idea of a good
and almighty God creating and maintaining this world, with all its
sins and sorrows, crime and injustice. He thinks it vain to ask
why these things are, and believes that we worship mainly through
fear, or to please powers over which we have no control.

Hinduism very early embraced the idea of Metempsychosis, or
transmigration of the soul from one body to another—the Atma or
“self” remaining an individuality, through a series of births de-
pending on conduct in preceding lives. Sivaites philosophers look on
the universe as including: 1st. Siva—the Life or Great Soul whence
all comes, and to which all returns; 2nd, the aggregate of souls; and
3rd, the bond—Matter or Delusion—which surrounds them, and
which creates the need of Karma or “conduct,” whereby all will
be judged. At the beginning of a Kalpa, or world-age, these three
are separate, and souls are then burdened with matter, each becoming
responsible, by the deeds of the body, for its Karma or conduct
whether good or evil. Until this Karma is accepted, or the
results of former Karma are cancelled by improved action, the
Atma or “self” cannot return to the Mahá-Atma or “great soul,”
the Father of Life, who is Siva; for this is not a Vishnú
doctrine. But Siva, through love for his creatures, gives grace
through his Sakti or power, the compassionate female aspect of his
being; and she, as a spirit of knowledge (the Gnostik Sophia) gives
Hindus

desire and energy, so that dead souls are awakened, and the universe of phenomena is evolved, for good purposes. All living creatures, demons, and vegetables, play their allotted parts, under the supreme power, and can all work out their own salvation through Karma. The sooner this entanglement with matter ends the better for the soul, and it is the desire—not always the practice—of the pious Hindu, as of some Christians, to escape from the world, the flesh, and the devil, in order to obtain union with God, and to escape from a prolonged series of re-incarnations. Long life means a long period of struggle to create merit by Karma or "deeds"—a purgatorial preparation for atonement, or reconciliation with God. Thus Buddha was not heretical in his teaching as to Karma.

No people are more regular and devoted in religious observances than the Hindus, none carry religion more into the daily duties of life, none are more docile, courteous, or respectful to age, to parents, to rulers, or to the learned, more faithful in domestic service—as we knew well during thirty-three years in their midst, in solitary places and in dangerous exigencies during the long trying period of the Mutiny in 1857-8. A Hindu writes in an English journal: "Hindus are superior in goodness, godliness, and happiness to Christians. Your poorer classes, from Italy to Britain, and especially in towns, are infinitely more wretched, godless, vicious, degraded, and barbarous than Indians." Perhaps he is right; but at any rate, in face of the promise to those who do justly and love mercy, it is wrong for Christians to disturb the religious beliefs of Hindus.

The thoughtful Hindu, like the thoughtful Christian, passes through the barriers of faith, and, discarding his evil gods, loves to imagine a single great and good God in whose presence he may dwell, or into whom he may be absorbed. He sees no way to approach him, or to lead others to him, except that of the rites and customs of his people. He advocates the conservative policy of not breaking with the past, for the sake of his children and for his own sake. So the most skeptical Brahmins have often argued, in conversation with us, when we deprecated their teaching their children the old rites and dogmas which, to the parents, have become mere superstitious: "the young," they plead, "must find out the truth by following the same paths their fathers have trodden"—a false plea if advance in truth is ever to be made. We must, they say, be practical, and since reason does not influence the masses they must be attracted by symbols and images of deity, by ritual, and by exciting fear and love: the devout must be comforted in trial and sorrow, and the wicked must be restrained—it is

Hindus

the old argument of Greek philosophers, Gnostics, and all others who disbelieve, but do not hope that men in general should ever understand.

Hinduism has never laid stress on any definite creed, or belief in a founder. It has no Christ, and no Muhammad. It relies on the teachings of many Rishis said to have been inspired, and of ancient discourses attributed to incarnate heroes, or gods, like Krishna. Thus it is ready to absorb all views, and to agree with all local cults, as did the ancient world before the three faiths claiming universality appeared. The pantheon is ever increasing, for Hinduism is essentially pantheistic, seeing God in all things whether organic or inorganic. It permits to the rudest tribes their tutelary gods, stocks, and stones, recognizing the Creator in every creative agent.

But while it welcomes every attempt of man to know and serve the Unknowable One, its intelligent votaries freely acknowledge that the deity is not to be conciliated by sacrifices, nor do they believe that sins can be washed out by the merits of a Saviour, or by the intercessions of a priest. Indeed neo-Hinduism knows nothing of priest or sacrifice, but only of gifts and rites betokening piety, or creating a piou frame of mind to which they—like Christians—think that their ordinances conduce, so reconciling us with God. They are outward and visible signs of feelings which the uninitiated cannot otherwise express. To the many the image is the form actually possessed by an indwelling divine spirit, but to the instructed it becomes only a symbol of the highest ideal that the poor nature-worshiper can grasp. Dr Pope—himself long a missionary—showed that we must not suppose all Hindus to be gross idolaters. They believe that God is found wherever Awhanam ("consecration") has been duly performed, for this is the "bringing in" to the image, of the god whom it represents; and it is he—not the image—who is adored. Henceforth the symbol, or the idol, is ever regarded as the token of the divine presence, and is therefore enshrined, and adored with costly jewels. This in no way differs from the ideas of Christians who use images. In the dead of night voices, they say, are heard coming from the image, or a hand of it may be sometimes extended to receive an offered flower, the devout worshiper being greeted with a smile. The offered gifts of fruit or food are, they believe, actually consumed, and in return, rich gifts are sometimes found in the worshiper's home when he returns from the temple. Always the divinity—Siva the Blessed—is surely there to help in time of trouble. "I believe," said one Hindu to Dr Pope, "all that you believe, but I also trust that he who fills and pervades . . . all space . . . condescends also to abide
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with me in this form. I worship him as dwelling here." What is this but to say as we also say—

"Come to me, come to me, O my God,
Come to me everywhere.
Let the trees mean Pines, and the grassy sod,
And the water, and the air."

The Indian hymns are full of such ideas, as Dr Pope has shown from the early Tamil literature. The sincerity and devout thought of the people are shown by their austerities, as are their longings for purity, and the fears of offending deities to whom they believe they owe many blessings. Hinduism includes a transcendental belief, profound and subtle enough to attract the intellectual and the spiritually-minded, and a Pantheism which satisfies the philosophical. No subtler system exists than that of the "divine lay" (Bhāgavata-gīta) or the discourses of Vishnu ("Laws of Vishnu" in Sacred Books of the East), and the educated Hindu finds here the highest code of ethics, and can put aside the accompanying myths as of no consequence. Hinduism receives, but does not seek for, converts: if they consent to attend the rites and hear the priests, they are admitted to the lower castes and can in time climb to the higher. Various sects must make mutual concessions, and that which survives, if not perhaps the best, is at least that which best meets the wants of the people and the circumstances of the time. Old ideas and rites die hard, and even among ourselves there are many strange survivals which we now regard as popular "folk-lore."

Leading Brāhmans, Gūras, and ascetics may claim to be incarnations of deity, but those who have most influence over Hindus are their Pujāris or Purushits—the family priests, who are, as a rule, unfortunately too ignorant to understand the thought and teaching of Rishis and Pandits, to be found in great schools and temples. In all troubles and anxieties the people go to these priests (though less so as education spreads), who are immersed in the routine of endless rites; and have neither time nor inclination to study the advanced thought of their age and people—just like so many of our Christian pastors. Their chief duty is to ward off the evils due to demons and evil deities. They teach that safety and happiness depend on due performance of rites, and on preservation of ancient customs, especially as regards caste, marriage, and birth and death: for through these customs priests live—or starve—both at home and in India. The old Vedik ritual, and sacrifices, are no longer observed, but festivals, pilgrimages, gifts to priests and shrines are still insisted on as indis-
Hittites

Book of Ecclesiastes. The present compilation dates from our 5th century. The Pancha-Tantra portions are of great antiquity, and include some Buddhist Jataka or "birth" tales. The Hitopadesa was originally written in Sanskrit, including quotations from the Vedas and Mahábhárata. The Emperor Nushirván, in our 6th century, caused it to be translated into Persian; it appeared in Arabic in 850 A.D., and shortly afterwards in Hebrew and Greek. The Emperor Akbar used to translate it to his prime minister 'Abd-ul-Fadl, and called it the "Criterion of Wisdom," often quoting such proverbs as: "Learning changes not the wicked, nor will bitter pasture destroy the cow's milk."

Hittites. See Kheta.

Hiukê. Yukê. The Skandinavian moon god (see Agu). From the root Ak "bright."

H'nos. The Norse Venus, daughter of Freya.

Habal. See Habal.

Höd. Höðhr. The Norse god of winter, the "hider" of the sun, a strong, blind, son of Odin (heaven), who slew the fair Baldur ("light giver"), and was slain by his youngest brother, Vali the archer, when Vali was only a day old, at the new year in spring (see Baldur). Höd shot at Baldur, with the mistletoe shot by Loki, and killed him. But both Höð and Baldur are to live in Odin's hall hereafter, and talk over the past.

Hoeg. See Haug, a sacred mound or "height."

Hogmanay. New Year's Eve in Scotland. [Perhaps "mid-winter commemoration," from hokus and mnae.—En.]

Holda. Hulda. Hulle. The "bright" moon among the Skandinavians (see Hel, Helleiné), who has also (like Hekate) an evil aspect. She commands the completion of work at the end of the old year (see Bertha), and used to be burned on the eve, or day, of Epiphany, at the feast once called Berchen-nacht (Bertha's night), when the good Bertha expels the wicked old Holda, the winter, and the old moon. Hulda was feared as a sorceress, and was a washerwoman whose soapsuds were the melting snow. She flies with all her myrmidons through trackless wastes, in the cold night and blackness. She is slighted by her children, yet charms them when angry gods are scowling. When the moon shines she is said to be combing her hair, when snow falls she is making her feather-bed. She loves lakes and fountains, where she can see her face; and through them mortals can reach her dwelling. She is borne through heaven on a car whence chips of gold drop down; but she is ugly, long-toothed, with shaggy hair; and unbaptised babies are taken by Odin and Holda.

Holi. The great Hindu spring festival: see Dola-Yatri. The cruel swinging rites belong to this fête, which is held in honour of Krishna, as the spring sun god. It begins at the full moon of March, and lasts nine days. It is also called Dol, whence pious Hindus regard it as a duty to "swing" from a book passed through the muscles of the back: this is called Chakrapúja or "the wheel rite." The season is sacred especially to Káma-ji, or Káma-deva, the god of love; and loose talk, songs, and jests, are interchanged by the sexes, leading to drunkenness and licence, especially among the well-to-do city crowds. Respectable heads of families begin the season with prayer, fasting, and the lighting and worship of new fires, adoring small images of Krishna which must, together with themselves and their families, be sprinkled with abhrá, a red powder, or a pink liquid, typifying fertility, which is personified as a woman called Doli or Holi, about whom there are many legends, intended to explain the reason of the rites. According to one legend the rejoicings are because the Rákshasaas, or "demons," of winter are overthrown; and, in N. India, winter is personified as the female Rakshasi, Dúndhas—"the destroyer of many," associated with the giant Mag-dúnr, "who disturbs the prayers and praises of gods and men." Another legend relates that Práhláda, the son of Híranya-Kasipa, deserted the worship of Síva for that of Víshnu, which so enraged his father (sometimes called Haranâkas), who was a Dáitya to whom Síva had granted the sovereignty of the three worlds, that with aid from his sister Holi he persecuted and tortured Práhláda, till Víshnu issued from a fiery iron pillar—some say as a "man-lion"—and tore in pieces the father. Holi then tried to burn Práhláda and herself; but neither fire, snake poison, nor anything else, could scathe him. Holi had tried previously to poison the babe Krishna by giving her deadly nipples to suck, so that she was a goddess of winter.

As a centre for the games and other rites of Holi-tide, a stout high pole, or a branch of a large tree, is erected—like our maypole (see also Gonds); and it is decked with flags, and has a sugar cone at the top, with fruits and sometimes coins. Venturesome youths try to climb up, and are belaboured by women while so doing. Near this pole is always placed an image of the winter demon, made of sticks and straw (like Guy Fawkes); and this, in due time, is burned with joyous shouts and music. The story relates that so Krishna burned
Holi
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the giant bend for the salvation of men. The remaining emblems are those denoting fertility, often grossly phallic, including huge lingams on which women hang garlands, and which they anoint. This is the symbol of Kāma-ji, Lal-ji, Putani, and Holika; of the god of love and spring. Much romping between the young of both sexes accompanies their songs and jests, and they behaive each other with hands and sticks, and often wrestle and roll in the dusty road or in the bare field. All night, and long after sunrise, this goes on, followed by bathing and worship. Mr Crooks (Popular Religion of Northern India, 1894, p. 392) says that there is reason to believe that human sacrifice, and promiscuous intercourse, were necessary parts of the worship of the spring deities. "The compulsory entry of the local priest into the sacred fire," on which the people still insist, at Holi rites, and those of Eclipse (Ketu), is, Mr Crooks thinks, a survival of human sacrifice; and the "unchecked profliy which prevails at the spring Holi, and the Kajali in autumn," may, he thinks, be intended to aid in repelling failure of harvests, and of fertility. So, too, when rain is wanted, nude, indecent dances by women are prescribed, and are carried out joyfully. The great phallic poles being erected at cross roads, or on the village green, in tope or grove, or by a gateway, sacred fires are lighted, and all dance round the pole laughing, jesting, and adorning it with additional ornaments. The elderly and staid may be seen wheeling in the giddy maze, while reciting mantras, prayers, and confessions, such as: "I am consumed, O Lord, by thy fires. O Kāma, in memory of thee I sprinkle over myself, and my family, my flocks, and all my possessions, the abhis (red powder), and I pray thee to exert thy manifold powers, in loving increase of family, flocks, and crops."

Groups of small villages and hamlets usually combine to take a field which has yielded an abundant crop, in order there to celebrate Holi. The sacred fire, the pole, and the other figures, are placed in the centre, and many sally out to collect valuables to cast into the fire. They often seize costly articles of furniture; and once these are brought to the sacred pile none may withdraw them, for they are consecrated. Pole, and other ball games, are played; tin balls are collected around the fire, and when they burst, sprinkle the players with red powder. The scene becomes at times a pandemonium (see Carnival), and the dresses of the revelers are grotesque, and gaily colored, and smeared with red. Embers from the holy fire are wildly flung about—as at Italian candle-feasts—and balls of mock comfits which break and discharge liquids. The unwary are doused with disgustmg fluids, or sent on bootless messages, like April fools in Europe. The Holika images and poles, with all their gay trappings, are finally committed to the sacred flames; and all rush frantically to secure embers, as at the Jerusalem fire feast of Easter. Indian women at this season are apt to play practical jokes on lone males in lone places, as we had once reason to know; and stripping is regarded as a permissible assault, for all is now merriment, and all is done "for the love of Kāma." The Khalsa tribes (says Mr Atkinson, Journal Bengal Rs. Asissic Socie, Jany. 1884), affix the phallic Triel, or trident of Siva, to the Holi poles, praying to them especially for offspring born, or expected, during the past year; and priests go round to affix a special Tilka, or mark, on the foreheads of donors to these rites. Mr Atkinson regards these as pre-Vedik. In Bangl the Vinshivas and the Sakti worshipers who celebrate the licentious rites of Durga and Kāli, are among the most ardent Holi worshipers; and this fête is the greatest of the year at Jagannāth. Siva then offers to forego all his merits for love of Lakshimi, and even Brāhma burns with passion. Such are the excesses which, in many lands, accompany emotional faith.

The Holi corresponds to the Roman Liberalia, with worship of Venus Hilaria, and of Fortuna Virilis: or the old Christian rites of the "abbot of unreason," and "Feast of Fools," our April Fool's Day and the "gowds' day" of Kelts (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 425). It was also Cuckoo's Day according to Sir Walter Scott (see Cuckoo). The follies and extravagancies of the season are endless. We have seen Hindus, Moslems, and Christians, alike racing down a hill in the early morning to "catch the sun." Native Christians said that this was done "in imitation of Peter and John" racing to the sepulchre of Christ on Easter day. For it is the season when the sun god leaves his cave of death and again appears in the world.

Holy. This word originally means "whole," " wholesome, hence " perfect," and so " sacred" (Rivers of Life, i, p. 36).

Homa. Haoma. Zend. This answers to the Sanskrit Soma, the sacred drink which is the essence of Krishna (Bhagavad Gita), a mystic sacrifice to Vedik deities (see Soma). The rites of Homa require the use of five sacred woods, and of Kusa grass (or Barson twigs in Persia), and should precede marriage and the investiture with the sacred Kosti necklace. [The drink is now made from the Astragalus Acidus, and a few drops suffice for each. There is dispute as to the original drink, but Prof. Max Müller, comparing the extant customs of Ossetics in the Caucasus, thinks the original Soma was a kind of dark beer or porter.—Ed.]
Homer. The blind bard of Khios, like Hesiod the shepherd poet of Mt Helikon, is important to all who study early Aryan mythology (see Hesiod). Homer appears to have preceded Hesiod by a generation or more. The one is the epik poet, singing heroic deeds of a young race; the other is the Greek Virgil, singing the praises of rural life and religion. As many ages have claimed the Homeric poems, as cities claimed "great Homer dead." It is enough for our purpose that these poems were written about 800 to 600 B.C. But the picture they present accords with the civilisation of Troy and Mycenae, recovered in remains supposed to be sometimes as old as 1500 B.C.; and the conclusions of former critics are now modified, in part, by the discoveries of Schliemann.

Honix. A name of Vili the brother of Odin.

Honover. Pahlavi—the Zend Ahuna Vairya, or word of Ahura- Mazda, which was incarnate in King Gushthasp and others, as the Logos was incarnate according to the 4th Gospel.

Hor. Horus. Har. The Egyptian god of the rising sun, a name connected with Heru "day." He is exactly equivalent, says Renouf, to the Greek Huperion, the "rising" sun. He is the son of Osiris and Isis, the avenger of his father, and conqueror of Set the dark god. But Set, as a black boar, swallows the "eye of Horus," and the double-headed figure Set-Hor represents the brothers day and night. The hawk is the chief emblem of Horus (see Hawk).

Horns. These are universal emblems of power (see Bryant, Mythol., ii, p. 530). The sun, the moon, and all river gods have horns, like Dionysus, or like Moses. They stood for rays; but the horn is also the phallic, and the "horn of plenty" is the Yoni. Apollo Karnicos is thought to mean "the horned Apollo," from the Greek Keratos "horn." His festival was the Kereneia, or Karnesia; his priest was Karnas, he is the Latin Granus and Keltic Graine (but see Graine). The altar of Yahveh had horns; and he fills, exalts, or anoints the horns of those he favours. The temple of Diana, on the Aventine, was hung round with horns of bulls and cows, and these sometimes declared divine behets, as when Marcellus defeated Hannibal, or Scipio subdued Spain; for the sound of the horn is prophetic. From Thrakia to Egypt we find wine drunk from bull's horns, at weddings, and other feasts—they were the earliest cups of man. From Italy to India we find women setting up horns, as charms against the evil eye, with horse shoes, and eggs, on doors, and wells, and at cross roads. In Babylonia Anu, and other gods, wore horned head-dresses—seen also on Akkadian seal cylinders—and at Ibreez, near Tyana, in Asia Minor, the giant figure of a horned god, bearing corn and grapes, is accompanied by Hittite texts. Horned helmets are also represented in Egyptian pictures and Egean vases, as worn by the Danau, and other fair faced tribes of the north. Horned figures are very common in ruins excavated both in W. Asia and in Europe. The witch dances used to take place round horns, or horn in hand, round rams, goats, and cocks. The "sacred horn of Tibet" (Graphic, 19th May 1888) is only a lingam. Many such symbols have we seen, beside circles at woodland shrines, together with small terra-cotta lingams, and eggs (see Rivers of Life, i, fig. 1). Dr N. W. Taylor (Arch. Journal, December 1887) describes the like beside the barrows of Wynad in India.

Strange horn rites were, till quite recently, celebrated at the "Horn Church" of Charlton, near London; and "horn dances" are still practised among us (Folk-Lore Journal, April 1895). The vicar of Abbot's Bromley is quoted as saying that, for a century, the vicars had known "horn dances" still surviving on the day after Wake's Sunday—the Sunday next to the 4th September—a period when harvest homes were celebrated (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 427). Mr Ordish says that the Abbot's Bromley dances, for 200 years, had taken place in the churchyard after morning service. Such dances were common in Staffordshire at the beginning of the 19th century: they had peculiar figures and tunes. The Bromley church still possesses "six pairs of horns, a bow and arrow, hobby-horse frame, and curious old pots with a wooden handle, in which money was collected from the dancers by a kind of Maid Marian." The under jaw of the hobby-horse was loose, and clanked in time with the music. The lad with the bow was a rude jester, accompanied by six men each with a pair of goads (deer horns): ten performers in all danced a traditional measure. The hobby-horse, even now, is said to figure in May-Day festivities; and evidently old Norse rites are preserved. There is even a tradition that the hobby-horse is Odin's Sleipner, one of the steeds of Asgard (see also Mr Elworthy's Horns of Honour, 1900). The horn among Hebrews was "exalted" in prosperity: it also betokened strength and light (Exod. xxv, 29; Deut. xxxiii, 17; Hab. iii, 4). In the first-cited passage the Hebrew reads (as the Latin Vulgate understands) that "Moses wist not that the skin of his face was a horn": see Michael Angelo's horned Moses. In the poetic psalm of Habakkuk the Hebrew also reads "His brightness was as light; horns from his hands." The horn of Odin among the Norse is wind, or thunder.
Horse. See Asvin and Hippios. [The horse was called kurna (Mongol Kar “to gallop”) by the Akkadians; and the horse and chariot were used before 1500 B.C. in W. Asia. The old Semitic name was Sus, and the Egyptians borrowed this and other Semitic names for the horse, as well as the Semitic Merkebey for “chariot” ; for they apparently had no horses before they were introduced into Egypt during the Hyksos period, just as they had no camels, which they also knew by the Semitic name Kamal. Asia Minor was a great centre for horse dealing, and the horse is still found wild in E. Turkestan.—Ed.] To Hindus the horse, like the bull, was sacred. But they will drink out of a horse-trough, yet not where a sacred bull or cow has drunk. The great sacrifice was that of the horse (see Asva-medha), and it was performed when the birth of a son was desired. The horse drew the chariot of the sun, and sacred horses were kept in temples. Miss North (Recollections of a Happy Life, i, p. 217, 1892) found one of these at Kobe in Japan, in a temple shrine: it was piebald, with blue eyes, and a pink nose, and “always stood there in case the deity came down.” A stuffed horse also stood in a shed near, lest the living horse should die. To touch a stallion caused maidens to bear children, and the Asvins were great riders had sacred horses. The head of the horse also produces ambrosia, and the Indian Manoji is a phallic stallion. The horses of Frey and Sigurd are famous among Skandinavians. The neighing of the horse is its “laughter.” [In Job we read “Hast thou endowed his throat with a thunder-noise,” xxxix, 19.—Ed.]; and it is (as when the “bull speaks”) an emblem of thunder, like the braying of Indra’s ass in heaven (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 346). The son of Dronas is said, in the Mahābhārata, “to laugh, and have strength in his horse, which neighed as soon as it was born.” Herodotus relates the legend of Darius whose horse gave him power. [Riding on horses is only noticed much later; we have figures of riders in Assyria in the 7th century B.C., and in Lydia a century or so later; but all the older monuments merely show the horse as driven in a chariot. The Hittite king of Kadesh (1380 B.C.) had a wild horse, but all Syrians were using chariots like the Akkadians, earlier than the Egyptians. The horse of Caesar also foretold his fortunes. The “death-horse” is an ancient symbol long before the “pale horse” of Revelation; for Nin-kgal, the queen of hell, is represented kneeling on a horse (see Hel): it was a well-known Norse and Danish figure; and Grimm gives the story of the horse’s head over a gate, which warns the heroine of the future. The winged horse, Pegasus, is found at Nineveh, and on coins of Carthage. Its hoof mark was shown in

Horsel. See Ursel, Ursula. The Swabian moon goddess.

Hospitals. These, as practical indications of ethical ideas, require notice. It is a common error to suppose that the first hospitals were Christian. Western Europe in this, and many other such matters, was far behind Asia. Indeed it would seem that Christ needed no hospitals, nor his church as long as they claimed to heal the sick miraculously, or by anointing them, with prayers (Mark xvi, 18; James v, 14). The medical art was very ancient in Egypt (see Egypt), and seems to have been publicly organised by 1100 B.C. [The Babylonians sought to cure disease by charms, as the result of demonic possession; but the laws of Hammurabi (Nos. 215 to 225) lay down the scale of fees for doctors, and their responsibilities. If a freeman died from an operation (Law 218) the doctor’s hand was cut off.—Ed.] Among Greeks there were hospices for the sick close to the temple of Asklepios (see that heading); and, in the 5th century B.C., Greek physicians were elected and paid by the citizens; but even earlier we read of public hospices for the sick, with other charities. In India rest-houses on the roads existed as early as 500 or 400 B.C., where the sick and weary were charitably received; and in Ceylon, at the great Naga capital Anurâdhâ-pur, a charitable establishment for the sick is said to have adjoined the palace of Pandu-kabhay: in 350 B.C., before Asoka’s missionaries arrived a century later, a king called Buddha-dasa is said to have studied medicine, and to have granted lands throughout his Ceylonese dominions for medical charities. Asoka (about 250 B.C.) in his inscriptions says: “Is any sick, the physician is his father. Is he well, his friend. Is his health restored, his guardian” (see “Pre-Christian Hospitals,” Westminster Review, Oct. 1877). Sir Monier Williams concludes that “the first hospitals for diseased persons of which we have historic record, were those of Buddhists, where also dumb animals were treated medically and kindly nourished.” These were maintained as late as 700 A.C. To the same source we probably may trace the charitable institutions of the Mexican monasteries. Prescott says that the Spaniards “found hospitals established in the principal cities for the cure of the sick, and as permanent refuges for disabled soldiers . . . superintended by experienced surgeons and nurses, established by the Government, but supported by the rich and charitable” (Bancroft’s Native Races, ii, pp. 595-597).
Hotra

Tacitus says that when 50,000 persons were killed and maimed by the fall of the amphitheatre at Fidenae, the doors of the great were opened, and medicines and necessaries were supplied, as was usual also after the battles of the Empire (Ann., iv. 65). From early times Roman governors appointed physicians in every city in proportion to population, and these were paid from the public treasury. The Greek Nosokomeia had nothing to do with Xenodochikia or "rest houses," Ptochotropheia or "poor houses," Gerontokoneia or "alms houses" for the aged. They were "sick houses" or hospitals. As regards Christian buildings of the kind, Jerome says that Paula his friend "first of all established a Nosokomeion" in Rome, and "submitted to the humiliating penance of ministering to the sick with her own hands." The Emperor Julian was a fellow-student of St Basil in Greece, and speaking of such establishments said they were founded "by impious Galileans, who thus gave themselves to this kind of humanity: as men allure children with a cake so they, starting from what they call love... bring in converts to their impiety." So that the idea of Medical Missions is not modern. But Basil's establishment at Cesarea in Cappadocia was only called a Ptochotropheia or "poor house," connected with the good bishop's own house. The poor and sick were cared for, and lepers treated by Therapeutai, who had to investigate their disease. Basil himself came of a family of physicians, and suffered from ill-health during his lifetime. Justinian in the 6th century established a hospital for sick pilgrims at his church of the Virgin in Jerusalem. The hospice of Charlemagne (800 A.D.) in the same city became a Dominican hospital, and in it sick pilgrims were also treated. In the 12th century the Order of St Lazarus was founded by the Norman kings of Palestine to tend lepers.—Ed.] Mr Locky says that the Christian asylum for the insane at Grenada, in 1400 A.D., was founded 700 years after one established by Moislens. A great institution for the sick was founded by other Moislens at Fez in 1504 A.D. But Europe remained intensely ignorant of medical art, and of public hospitals, till after the Crusades.

Hotra. Sanskrit: a "burnt offering." The priest who offers such is a Hotri.

Houri. Arabic: Ḥūrīyah. The nymphs of paradise mentioned in the Koran. They are the Persian Huriti Behisht—heavenly maidens like the Vedik Apsaras. They welcome the heroes slain in battle, like the Valkyries of the Norsemen; and, together with the "swan-maidens" of European folktale, they were originally beautiful white clouds.

Hu. A very early Egyptian god.

Huakas. Guacas. Ancient deities in Peru called "the gods who speak." The sun was Huakas, and his high priest (see Kusko) was the Huaka-villak or "converser" (see Hübner, Lotta, 1884; and Bradford, Amer. Antiq., p. 356). The Huaka-kool was a "Huaka stone," and the Peruvians laid such in private houses which they called Kanopas. Every Dravidian village in India has its koil, or lingam stone, which points to the probable derivation of Peruvian speech from languages of S. India, with which also the Polynesian dialects are now known to be connected. The Huaka of Rimak was celebrated as the "revealer of secrets," and was a god older than the time of the sun worshipping Inkas in Peru, respected by them, while Huaka-villak ranked above all priests next to the Inka himself. The great temple of the mountain lake Titikaka, probably the oldest shrine in Peru, was named after Deo-Huakas, or Tio-Huanaka. It is a stupendous ruin at a height of 13,000 feet; one of its stones measures 38 feet in length. It had statues of the mother and child, and the buildings cover a space as large as that on which Westminster Abbey and the Houses of Parliament stand. The ground is strewn with debris of the temple for a mile round, and with fragments weighing 140 to 200 tons, the nearest quarry being 15 miles distant. The massive doors are carved with human forms, birds, and serpents. There are no remains of any temple roof (see Mr Inwaris, Temples of the Andes). Garcilasso says the Peruvians worshiped a serpent which grows to a length of 30 feet.

Huiztli-poktli. Huiztli-Mexitli. The Aztec god of war in Mexico. He was born after his mother, Koalli-kue, had placed in her bosom a glittering ball of feathers which floated in the air. He had a tuft of green feathers on his head, a spear in his right hand, and a shield in his left. Banercole calls his mother the goddess of plant life, and his three great festivals were in the middle of May, the middle of August, and at the end of December. The Huiztli is a "thorny plant:" and the Mozi is the valued agave whence MEXICO was named: pochiti signifies a "youth," and the name so explained by Mr Vining is more probable than any connection with a "humming bird" (see Inglorious Columbus, p. 380). The worshipers of this god dressed in green; the king wore a dark green tunic and a green veil ornamented with skulls and bones; he also wore green sandals (see Colors). The May festival followed that of the god's brother Tezcatlito-poka, when the silk of the year was spun from cocoons, and the harvesting of the agave and preparation of its fibres took place.
Two days before his feast an image of Huitzilo-pochtli was made out of corn-meal and honey, reminding us of Tibetan practices (see also Azteks and Coss).  

Huli. See Holi.

Hume. The great Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711 to 1776) strove in his own solid and perfunctory manner to do for Britain what Diderot was doing for France more brilliantly, and perhaps more effectively, as he more openly appealed to the masses. Diderot was not unknown to Hume who was the friend of the more timid encyclopedists D'Alembert, and Turgot, while in Paris from 1763 to 1766, as secretary of the British ambassador Lord Hertford. The philosopher was well connected by birth on both sides of his family, and from youth was a calm student and severe metaphysician, ambitious only of excelling in literature and study of the old Stoics and of human nature. He was intended for the law, but settled on account of bad health at La Flèche in 1737; and at this place, where Descartes had shone, he issued—before he was 25 years old—his Treatise on Human Nature, perhaps the most unavailable of his works. It was fresh and vigorous, but too scholarly and severely logical to be a popular success. He was disappointed by its failure, but he never in after writings abandoned the views it contained, or added much to them. In 1741 he published his famous Essay, being then at Nive-wells. Butler "highly recommended" them, though Hume therein says that: "a rational view of the existence of God can only be vaguely described as an a priori view of conscience ... resting on ethical grounds." In 1744 he was all but elected to the chair of Moral Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh, but his opponents accused him of "heresy, deism, scepticism, and atheism." He then accepted the post of tutor to the Marquis of Armandale, and afterwards went as secretary with General St Clair to Vienna and Turin. In 1748 he issued his Inquiry Concerning the Human Understanding, and returning home next year settled down for twelve years at Edinburgh, writing his Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, which were not published till 1779. In 1751 he became librarian to the Advocates' Library, and was very popular with literary ladies. He studied political economy, then a popular subject as set forth in the Wealth of Nations by his friend Adam Smith. In 1753 he began his History of England from the time of James I. He was then in very poor circumstances, yet "very contented though assailed with reproach, and even detestation." But 450 copies of the first volume of the history sold in a few weeks, and by 1755 his comforts increased. The second volume, and further developments of Natural Religion occupied him in 1756, and the history was finished in 1761. It was "the first attempt at depicting the literary aspects of a nation's life" (Prof. Adamson). He alarmed the orthodox by declaring Polytheism to be the first stage in the natural development of religions, and Deism or Theism a product of reflection on experience. In 1763 he went, as above explained, to Paris for three years, after which he was secretary to General Conway in London for two. Finally he returned to Edin-burgh at the age of 57 years, with an income of £1000 a year. He had renounced high Tory views, and the pessimism of his attacks on Society in 1756, with his dislike of the English. But he still denounced a hollow and licentious society, and the stupidity and ignorance of the nation.

He insisted on perfect freedom of thought, and his influence in uprooting the foundations of Faith was very great. Yet his eloquence, gaiety, gentle nature, and cordial manner, endeared him to all in spite of natural awkwardness, and a somewhat obese and grotesque figure. He came to be considered a patriarch of literature, and his house was the centre where learned men and women met. He enjoyed life, but especially the Nirvana of calm retirement in his study. He bore a serious illness in 1775 with cheerful fortitude, and died peacefully on the 25th of August 1776, maintaining to the last his views as to the deity.

The orthodox belief in God was in his days regarded as the safest bulwark against infidelity, but he upset it by showing that our finite faculties cannot grasp the incomprehensible nature of any "unconditioned" being. The deists of the school of Locke, who relied on the argument from Design, fared no better at his hands, as he concluded that no proof of God's existence was possible (see Atheism and Design). Prof. Adamson says that the philosopher of J. S. Mill is not further advanced than that of Hume, and posthumous works of the former follow exactly Hume's lines of argument. Hume was not only the first, but the most severely logical and powerful exponent of such philosophy—a Pyrrhonist, but greater than Pyrrho. He feared not to write all that he felt honestly to be true. Yet he never sneered at solemn creeds. His style was colorless and cold perhaps, but lucid and clear. He nursed no pleasant illusions, but sought Truth, not terrified by any gulf of night. He raised the banner of Descartes; and free-thinkers of the 18th century, following him, established his ideas more firmly. He believed in a spiritual force (or substance) as well as in matter, but not in memory surviving death. He entirely denied the credibility of any "miracles," regarding
the accounts of such traditions belonging to times of ignorance and credulity.

**Huns.** A Turkish race of Mid-Asia who burst into Europe more than once, and attacked India (200 A.C.) and China, overrunning Persia. They were absorbed by the old Säkya stock in India, but in our 5th century they invaded Hung-ar ("Hun-land") or Hungary under Attila (At-ila "high chief"), and threatened the Byzantine empire (see Goths). They were at length defeated, in 451 A.C., by the Franks near Chalons; but later Hungarian troubles of Europe were of the same stock. The excavation of Huns' graves in Hungary suggests a greater civilisation among them than is credited to them by historians (see Gibbon's account of Attila's court, from Ammianus, Jordanis, and Priscus).

**Hûr.** Hebrew: "hole." The caves whence Horites were named.

**Hura-kan.** The mysterious creator among the Quiche Rool Indians: the Huastoli of Choktaws: he is the "stormy wind" adored in Peru by kissing the air: the Spanish hurricane or "hurricane."

**Hyksos.** The foreign rulers of Egypt belonging to the 16th dynasty (see Egypt). The name is supposed to be Ḥik-hasu in Egyptian, or "Chief of Nomads," and they are the "shepherd kings" of Greeks. [Josephus makes them rule 511 years (Auge. Apion, i, 14, 15), and gives six names of their first kings during 260 years. The present text of Manetho gives the names differently, and the period as 284 years in all. These names are not Egyptian, nor are they Semitic, but may be Turanian, including Saites (Salaitis), Beon, Pakhan (Aapkhas), Staa, Arkhis, Apophis, and according to Josephus, after him Ianius and Asiius.—Ed.] The Apophis of these lists is mentioned in Egyptian history as a worshiper of the Hittite god Sutekh.

**Hypnotism.** From the Greek ἡπνος "sleep," a state of unconsciousness which is easily produced, in nervous subjects, by gazing on some object close to the eyes. The Indian Yûgis hypnotise themselves by gazing at the tip of their noses, as some Christian hermits did by staring at their navels till they saw the "light of Tabor" issue thence. The patient can be assisted by an operator of strong personality, who rubs the forehead, or makes passes with his hands, and suggests the condition, till closing his eyes the hypnotic subject answers questions in apparent unconsciousness, according to suggestion. The Magi in Persia, and the Eastern Christians down to

the 11th century, had "mysteries" due to hypnotic trance. Between 1600 and 1670, Maxwell in Scotland, and Santanelli in Italy, became famous as hypnotisers. In 1670, Mesmer of Vienna interested Europe, but mingled his facts with deceits or delusions as to "animal magnetism," using magnets as objects to stare at. His magic powers consisted only in the action of a strong will aided by the ancient methods.

Dr Braid of Manchester in 1841 began the scientific examination of the question, and other physiologists on the Continent soon dispelled the popular illusions as to "spirits" and "vital force." Science found no "occult influences," or any inexplicable forces. Hypnotism is only a cerebral condition induced by straining the sight till the optic nerve is affected and the brain partially paralysed, when the patient becomes a fit subject for suggestions generally involving contact. Man is not peculiar in this respect, for, when the attention is strained, rabbits and snakes appear to be easily hypnotised, as birds are also by serpents. The Indian juggler will gently stroke the neck of the snake with a wand, and the creature becomes rigid like the mesmeric patient in his trance.

In 1866 M. Liebault started what is called the Nancy or the "suggestion" system—a school still extant, teaching many errors with foundations in facts capable of explanation. In 1878 M. Charcot exhibited, in theatrical fashion, phenomena of hypnotic influence on trained and untrained patients, in the Paris hospital of the Salpêtrière similar to those with which itinerant hypnotists long ago have made us familiar. Charcotists relied entirely on some small bright object held close to the eyes; but Nancyists relied on passing the hands and on urgent suggestion, such as the "thought-reader" receives from his guide. Braidists said—as do the Indian Yûgis who are self-hypnotisers—that a small dull object is quite as effective as a bright one: the same result is obtained—that of straining the vision, and paralysing the optic nerve: a revolving mirror, and even a banging noise, suffice to induce the hypnotic condition. The important point is to concentrate vision, and attention, on some one object. Idiots, who cannot so concentrate attention, scepticks, and unwilling subjects, or persons of strong will, can rarely be hypnotised, while the weak, hysterical, diseased, or emotional are good subjects. Terror hypnotises when birds or rabbits gaze on the dreaded snake. Three conditions are distinguishable—the cataleptic, lethargic, and somnambulistic; but in the last only, according to M. Charcot, does the patient remember what he has done during the mesmeric sleep. It was once hoped that hypnotism would be useful for the performance of painful operations; and the author, while Superintending Engineer at Calcutta, was called
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on by the Government of Bangl to build a mesmeric ward for the city hospital. But it was soon found that no reliance could be placed on the continuance of the trance, and that only a few could be hypnotised.

Since 1865 the police have watched, and have sometimes prevented, hypnotism; for the practice is liable to become criminal, advantage being taken of it to influence the making of wills, and even to suggest shooting at relatives. It was thought that hypnotism might be used for the detection of crime, and the discovery of unknown facts; but the unwilling cannot be influenced, nor can the replies go beyond the knowledge, or fancies, of the suggesting agent. Nancyites claim to have cured inebriates, and morbid tendencies; and we can believe that hypnotism may, by suggestion, influence nervous subjects, whose diseases are due to fears and self-suggestion. But the action on the brain is dangerous, causing disturbances as yet not well understood (but similar to the phenomena of epilepsy), and loss of brain power from such causes. Hypnotism has been of some service in connection with excitement due to sleeplessness or monomania. Dr Clouston, in an annual report on the Edinburgh Asylum for the Insane, considered the phenomena often similar to those of certain forms of insanity. Dr Robertson, after visiting Paris, and Nancy, found that in Scotland results such as French physicians claimed were not attainable, the patients being less excitable than the French—especially hysterical Frenchwomen in Paris. Epilepsy, he reported, was not cured, though the headache and confused feeling of which epileptics complain could be removed by hypnotic suggestion. The greatest blessing so obtainable is sound sleep, and in one case a calm slumber for six hours was obtained when the most powerful narcotics had failed. But it is clear that hypnotism is no cure for insanity due to brain lesions. Far from its being necessary that the patient should be of weak will, he reports "that a power of steady attention, a vivid imagination, and a readiness to receive impressions, are important qualifications for success. It is also necessary to have confidence in the power of the hypnotiser." Many persons have delusions about mysterious and occult powers, such as thought-reading, magnetism, telephones, and electricity. . . . (and) believe that a headache, that a pain in the elbow, or noises in the ears, have been produced in them, through the agency of mesmerism, by some one having an ill-will towards them." Hypnotism shows the influence of the mind—or of another mind—upon the body, and clearly indicates that, in the waking state also, every mental suggestion towards recovery assists in the cure of a patient.

Hyssop

Hebrew Azôb: Arabic Ad bánh. The plant which has always been supposed to be intended (Exodus xii, 22: 1 Kings iv, 33) is still used in Palestine for sprinkling and purification as of old. It is a kind of Origanum (Origanum Aemum) called Miriam by Syrian Christians—a labiate with hairy leaves—which grows from ruined walls, and is sold in markets. It was tied with red wool into bunches, and used to sprinkle the blood of the Passover Lamb, and of the Red Heifer (see Heifer). Its use answered to that of the Barson twigs in ceremonies of the Mazdean ritual.

I

The English I is both short and long, and stands for the Greek 
A & E, as well as for the sound in other languages.

I : "shore." See Ey. Apparently an ancient word, found in Keltik speech for "island."

I or Ya: "bright." [Akkadian i "bright": yâ "brilliant" (see A).—Ed.]

lal. Ier. See Ayânâr. This god is said to be a son of Siva by Mohina—a feminine Visnus—and is called Hari Hara-putra, or "Visnus son of Siva." He has the symbols of both gods—the lingam of Siva, and the yoni of Visnus.

Iao. Iaeuo. The name of Yahweh, or Jehovah, in Greek letters on Gnostik gems, giving some indication of the pronunciation of the name in the 1st or 2nd century B.C. (see Jehovah).

Iberês. Iverni. Hibernia. An Aryan tribal term, generally supposed to mean "the Westerns." The Iberês of the Caucasus were Georgians, W. of the mountains. In Italy the Iberês were on the W., and in Sicily. Spain was Iberia to the Italian tribes. Tacitus speaks of Iberês in the W. of England (Cornwall), who may have come from Spain; but the term seems to be geographical rather than racial. The Iverni were "westerns," and Ivernias, or Hibernia (Ireland), was a western island (see Ireland).

The Iberês of Spain, on the river Ebro, were connected with the Ligurians of N.W. and W. Italy (see Ligurians); Iberia included N.E. Spain and S. Gaul to the Rhone eastwards; the race being that of neolithic times in Europe, about 3000 to 1500 B.C. Iberês followed the valley of the Danube, and also entered Thrakia. They reached
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Sicily long before the Siculoi (see Sikani); and Thucydides says that the Western Iberians expelled the Sikani, "from the river Sikanos in Iberia." [But it has to be proved that the term is racial (see Britain)—Ed.] They appear geographically on the lower Volga and Don about 200 B.C.

Ibis. A sacred bird in Egypt (Ibis religiosus), with white plumage and black head, neck, and legs. It migrates from lower Egypt as the Nile falls, and thus becomes a sign of coming fertilisation by the river. It was regarded as a friend, destroying snakes and scorpions, and was the bird of Thoth the god of literature and of wisdom, represented with the head and long bill of the ibis (see Benoit, Hubert Lecta., 1879).

Ibn Batàta. A great Moslem traveller (1304-1378 A.D.), whose journeys lasted 28 years, and extended over 75,000 miles, from Spain to China and from Mid-Asia to the E. coast of Africa. He describes the Chinese traffic in the Red Sea, which was already ancient in his time.

Ida. A name often interchanging with Ira and Ila, and applying to mountains in Phrygia and Kreta, which were sacred. Idasos was a son of Dardan and of Khusi, who migrated to Samothrace with his father, and established the mysteries of the Phrygian Kubéle. His consort Idaia became the goddess of Idalion in Cyprus. The Romans obtained the sacred "black stone" of Ida from Attalos, king of Pergamon, in 205 B.C. (Livy, XXIX, x, 11); and Kubéle herself was called Idaia or Idaia, being connected with many mountains. On Ida, in Kreta, Zeus was nurtured by the nymphs, and guarded by Idalion Daktuloi, or Koutès, in the Diktaiain cave (see Kreté). In the Vedas Ida and Ira are names for the earth goddess, the wife of Budha or Mercury. She trespassed in a grove sacred to Pârvati, and Siva decreed that Ida, or Ilâ, should be male and female in alternate months. As a male Ida had three sons, and as a female was the mother of the Purus. In the Rig Veda Ida is connected with food, worship, and speech, as a child of Mitra-Varuna.

Idol. Greek Eídolon, "image" (see Doll). The representation of a deity by a form usually leads to the adoration of the image, as being the abode of a divine spirit. The Hindu speaks of the sun as the Murti ("body" or "image") of the supreme deity, and would consider it blasphemous to make an image of the supreme Brahman, the "absolute, ineffable, and eternal," as Hebrews consider it blasphemous to represent Yahveh. The name of Brahm may only be whispered, and he is not even to be directly invoked. With closed eyes and ears, and with hands upraised to heaven, the worshiper—without moving the tongue, and after subduing every worldly thought—may only say inwardly, "Om. I am Brahma"; for the soul truly is part of the Supreme (see Wilford, Journal Ed. Asiatic Socy., xi, 125). In this sense the Hindu is no more an idolater than the Christian or the Hebrew.

Iês. A name or title of Bakhchos—the "living one." The three letters were afterwards taken as initials for Iêsous (Jesus), or for "Jesu Hominum Salvator" in Latin.

Ifa. A god of the Yorubas in W. Africa, the name signifying "fire" (see Yorubas).

Ignatius. An early Christian father supposed to have seen the apostles; but all legends and epistles connected with him are untrustworthy, being of late origin, or at best works that have been garbled by late writers. He is mentioned in the Epistle of Polycarp, but two references in Origen's works may be interpolations. Eusebius (Chronicon) makes him bishop of Antioch in 71 A.D., and a martyr in 109 A.D., but elsewhere (Hist. Eccles.) says "as the story goes." Eight of his supposed epistles are acknowledged forgeries, seven others appear in Syriac, Greek, and Latin, in various discordant recensions; and the earliest allusion to these seven is in Eusebius. Bishop Lightfoot expended much learning on the defence of these letters. Dr Killen concludes that they are "forgeries, and the arguments of Polycarp and Ireneus thereon weak and inconclusive." The intention of the writers, and of the later interpolators, was the maintenance of sacerdotal pretensions.

Ig尼斯. Latin: "fire" (see Ag). Ignis was the son of Manus or "man," the mythical father of the Vedas. The Kabeirei were called Ignties, and Vulean was Igni-potens, to Romans.

Ijdahá. Sanskrit Aja-gar, "goat-eater": a great python enemy of gods and men—a term applied in N. India to various dreaded serpents.

Ikshvákù. The "sugar-cane people," or ruling family of the Sakyavas in Oudh (see Brahma). The first king was "son of Manuvatse, son of the sun," who sprang from the nostril of Manu. He lived in the second Yugas, or world age, and had 100 sons, the eldest being Vikuukha, whose son Nimi founded Mithila or Tirhut. The Rig Veda once mentions the Ikshvákù race as "a people on the lower
Ganges, which indicates a late age for the written (as distinguished from the oral) Vedas. One of the Ikshvaku kings, "Triarunna, son of Trivishnau," was accused of murdering a Brahman youth, but pleaded that the family priest Vrishā accidentally drove over him. Vrishā displeased the Ikshvākus by restoring the Brahman to life, since he had not so treated those of lower caste. Their fires then lost power, till Agni pardoned them. This story is in the Sātīyāyana Brāhmaṇa, supposed to be as old as Buddha's time (6th century B.C.), indicating objections to caste in that age. The sister of the first Ikshvāku (Ilā) married a Buddha (or Buda—that is Mercury), the child of Sūma the moon, and of Tāra the star. The Ikshvāku king sided with Viṣvamitra in the long war between priests and warriors (see Sūnaspha) as described by Muir (Sanskrit Texts, 1, p. 426).


Ilā. See Ilā. We doubt however if these two are the same. Ilā was the ancestral snake-god of Kolarians, who are the Ilā-putras, or Elapathas of the Rig Veda, founders of Ela-pūr, or Soma-nāth, in the peninsula of Balabhi—the sacred centre of Krishna worship in Surat. Ilā or Ela is the Siva of Ela-pūr, and of Elora (see Elora).

Ilion. The fortress of Troy, supposed to be named from Ilos (see Trojans).

Imaka. A god of the Himyarites of S. Arabia, probably "the smiter."

Ilos. Son of Tros, and founder of Ilion, on the hill where a speckled heifer which he followed rested, and where a sacred stone was dropped from heaven by Zeus. In the Greek version of Phoenician mythology Ilos stands for Ilu, the Babylonian god of heaven (see El).

Ilvas. Eulvas. A widespread Indian race, including Parias, or Paravas, Nulias, Thandas, Shānārs, and other degraded tribes. In Travankōr there are half a million of Ilvas, incorrectly called Ilvas since r is the plural. They are supposed to have come thither from Ceylon, bringing with them the cocoa-nut and other palms which the Shānārs cultivate. They worship the spirits of woods, groves, gardens, or single trees, as well as serpents, and a fierce form of the goddess Kāli. They erect stones and pillars, and make niches for holy lights which must never be allowed to go out. Karnataka (or stone heaps) over graves are sacred, especially those marking the spot where a virgin died, or on the scene of a murder—where a ghost is to be feared. Members of the same Ilam, or clan, may not intermarry. The Ilvas use caste-marks, and recognise various Hindu gods. The dot and horizontal line of Siva's devotees is marked on their foreheads and cheeks. We have known instances of human sacrifice reported among them, and youths circumambulate their shrines gashing themselves with sharp irons, which they run through muscles in the side, and afterwards insert pieces of cane into the wound (see Rev. S. Mateer, Travancore, p. 93).

Im. One of the Akkadian names of the god of storms, called Rimmon by Semitic races.

Immortality. Primitive peoples do not appear to have had any conception of what we now call "Immortality," namely the eternal life of an individual spirit. Their gods even, like themselves, were born, lived and died, though later poets called them immortal. Byron, pondering on ruined nations, says:

"Even gods must yield : religions take their turn:
Toas Jove's: 'tis Mahomet's, and other creeds
Will rise with other years, till man shall learn
Vainly his incense soars, his victim bleeds,
Poor child of doubt and death, whose hope is built on reeds."

The belief in a soul, spirit, or self, surviving the body is involved in this doctrine of immortality. Miss Naden, in her "Song of Immortality," expresses the more modern idea:

"Though thou shalt die, these the immortal forces
That meet to form thee, live for ever more.
They hold the suns in their eternal courses
And shape the long sand-grasses on the shore.
Be calmly glad, thine own true kindred being,
In fire and storm, in flowers with dew empearled.
Rejoice in thine imperishable being,
One with the essence of the boundless world."

To the ancients the soul after death dwelt forever in the world of ghosts (see Hel). They did not look forward with any pleasure to such a future. Akhilleus, in the Odyssey, would rather be a slave on earth than a king in Hades. The Hebrew philosopher (Eccles. ix, 4, 5) says: "It is better to be a living dog than a dead lion, for the living know that they shall die; but the dead know not anything, neither have they any more a reward, for the memory of them is forgotten," or: "their 'memorial is forgotten'" (Ec.). This is the
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Hebrew creed from the first, and down to the latest books of the Old Testament: “Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return” (Gen. iii, 19); “All go unto one place, all are of dust and all turn to dust again” (Eccles. iii, 20). “While I live,” says the Psalmist, “I will praise Yahveh” (Psalm cxlii, 2), for there is no remembrance of him after death. The Jew of to-day (see Jewish World, 8th May 1885) recognises this: “Judaism knows no belief in reference to the state of the soul hereafter. It has no dogmas in respect to any life after the body is committed to the grave. . . . Its sages have but speculated and pondered, like the votaries of all creeds, on the conditions of Divine judgment; and Rabbinical views have never been other than speculations. . . . The question has been considered a morbid one, and of no practical importance. . . . The euseptic man is likely, hereafter, to deride as ludicrous such speculative discussions as ‘Is salvation possible after death?’ These can tend to no earthly good; are wholly and solely visionary and incapable of the least proof; and often lead to mischievous results such as spiritualism in all its vagaries, which, with like religious teachings, have unhinged the mind of scores of unfortunate people.” These remarks are in the same tone that characterised the teaching of Buddha 2400 years ago. The Pharisees however became acquainted with Persian ideas, according to which the pious followers of a reincarnate prophet, having in them “the fire of life,” were to be in future reborn on earth, as his companions in a millenium. The Sadducees, representing the better educated upper class, never accepted this belief, and remained content with the teaching of their ancient scriptures in the matter.

The Hebrew who saw no certainty that the soul of man differed from that of a beast (Eccles. iii, 21) would have agreed with Bishop Butler that immortality must be supposed to apply to all living things, if logically possible. Francis Newman declares that “the argument breaks with its own weight when thus carried to completeness, and gives very imperfect relief to the terrible strain on our faith caused by the many miseries of life.” But the strain is here due to the assumptions of this good Theist. Even the Pharisee, though he held (according to the Mishnah) that “all Israel” had a portion in the “life to come,” never included any of the Gentiles: for they were “like the beasts that perish.”

Speculation on Immortality always gives way before imminent crises of human life, and has thus had but small influence on the actions of either savage or civilised man; the latter—especially if educated in science—puts aside the question, as dependent on the unanswered problem of the soul. The savage equally expresses ignorance, as Sir C. Lyall makes the Indian woodman say to the missionary:—

“Thou sayest, I have a soul that never will die. If He was content when I was not, why not when I pass by?”

“Past and future alike,” says Tylor (Prim. Cult.), “fade into utter vagueness as the savage mind quits the pursuit. The measure of months and years breaks down even within the narrow span of human life, and the busy survivors thought that the soul of the departed dwindled and disappeared with the personal memory that kept it alive. . . . Even among those who accept the doctrine of a surviving soul this acceptance is not unanimous. . . . In savage as in civilised life, dull and careless natures ignore a world to come as too far off, whilst sceptical intellects are apt to reject it as wanting in proof.”

But though we may not build up creeds on dreams and assumptions, we may still hope. We may rejoice while we confess with Hezekiah (Isaiah xxviii, 18): “The grave cannot praise Thee, death cannot celebrate Thee, they that go down into the pit cannot hope for Thy truth.” Hezekiah lived some 700 years B.C., and the writer of this passage held the ordinary Hebrew belief expressed by the “Preacher” (Eccles. ix, 10): “For there is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sheol whither thou goest.” Isaiah makes even the gods—other than Yahveh—to perish (Isaiah xxvi, 13, 14); and Job says: “The cloud is consumed and vanisheth away; so he that goeth down to Sheol shall come up no more” (Job vii, 9). The Hebrew scriptures make no allusion to general immortality, and the Jews expected rewards and punishments to be bestowed by God on men, in this life, according to conduct. We find the doctrine of a future life only in the later work of the 2nd century B.C., ascribed to Daniel (Dan. xii, 2): “Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame, and everlasting contempt.” Yet Isaiah (xxvi, 19) wrote to his nation: “Thy dead shall live: the corpses shall arise. Awake and sing dwellers in dust. Thy dew is as dew on herbs, and earth shall cast out the ghosts.” (Rephatim). We cannot, however, quote the Psalmist (xvi, 10), as believing in immortality when he says: “Thou wilt not leave my soul for Sheol, nor suffer thine holy ones to see destruction”; for he is only speaking of continued protection in life, and of “long enduring pleasures” on earth. The slow growth of such ideas had, by the time of Christ, developed belief in a Hell of torment. They were born of Hope and Fear;
but Paul rejoiced in belief that "Light and Immortality" had been brought to men by Christ: for he rested in faith on the resurrection of Jesus (either in his actual or in some spiritual body), confirming the Pharisaic dogmas.

Our own great genius of the Avon (Tempest, iv, 1), does not delude us when he says:—

"The cloud capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,
Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff
As dreams are made on; and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep."

Or again he sums up his thoughts as Hamlet (iii, 1).

"To die—to sleep
No more—and by a sleep to say we end
The heart-ache, and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to—tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished. To die—to sleep.
To sleep: perchance to dream:—ay, there's the rub:
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause. There's the respect
That makes calamity of so long life;
... the dread of something after death—
The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns—puzzles the will."

Col. Ingersoll (born 11th August 1833, and dying 21st July 1899), said at the grave of his beloved brother in 1886: "Life is a narrow vale between the cold and barren peaks of the two eternities. We strive in vain to look beyond the heights. We cry aloud and the only answer is the echo of our wailing cry. From the voiceless lips of the unreplying dead there comes no word. But in the night of death Hope sees a star, and listening love can hear the rustle of a wing... We have no fear of death... Our religion is Help for the living, and Hope for the dead." Again he writes: "All hope to meet again the loved and lost. In every heart there grows this sacred flower. Immortality is a word that Hope, through all the ages, has been whispering to Love. Like a sea it has ebbed and flowed in the human heart, with its countless waves of hope and fear, beating against the shores and rocks of time and fate. It was not born of any book, nor of any creed, nor of any religion, but was

Immortality
born of human affection, and it will continue to ebb and flow, beneath the mists and clouds of doubt and darkness, as long as love kisses the lips of death... We do not know, nor can we say, whether death is a wall or a door; the beginning or the end of a day; the spreading of pinions to soar, or the folding for ever of wings: the rise or the set of a sun, or an endless life that brings the capture of love to every one... Our myths were born of hopes and fears, of tears and smiles, touched and colored by all there is of joy and grief between the rosy dawn of birth, and death's sad night. They clothed even the stars with passion, and gave to gods the virtues, faults, and frailties of the sons of men... few there are who do not long for a dawn beyond the night. And this longing is born of, and nourished by the heart. Love wrapped in shadow, bending with tear-filled eyes above the dead, convulsively claps the outstretched hand of Hope."

Seven weeks before his own death, in his poem called "The Declaration of the Free," the same writer in the last stanza says:—

"Is there beyond the silent night
An endless day?
Is death a door that leads to light?
We cannot say.
The tongueless secret locked in fate
We do not know. We hope and wait."

Such are the humble thoughts of Agnostiks, which are now moulding those of this cultured and religious age. No apology is needed for presenting them to thoughtful readers.

The Egyptian, perhaps, was the first to crystallise as dogma the vague beliefs of his age (see Egypt), and to conceive of a heaven where the good dwelt with God (see Heaven). Savage races, as well as civilised ones, have however been found to believe at times in immortality; and the cold philosophic metaphysician as well as the fervid Theist. It was the interest of savage "medicine men" to point to portals before which they stood as well-paid sentinels. But, in all ages, thoughtful men have stood apart from the multitude, as they still do, in silence, because unable to affirm, and unwilling to deny, an idea that brings comfort to their fellows; yet doubting how the individual soul or life can exist apart from the individual brain and body. They found no parallel in the case of the insect emerging from its chrysalis: no argument in the indestructibility of matter; but recognised that the general longing for immortality has given birth to our various beliefs thereon. Granted that there is "an energy behind the phenomena," man has neither the power nor the knowledge to say
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one word more; no inspiration can teach us what we cannot understand; and the wise think of a soul as only a complex group of activities and memories, a product of matter and of sensations imparted by outside forces—not (like Kant) as an unity with an objective and independent existence. The higher and more complex the organism, the more probable appears to be its resolution into its elements. Indestructibility of matter, or of energy, does not imply indestructibility of individuality. But belief in such a "self" or "ego" is the basis of belief in its immortality, without which, Theism falls back on the Sadducean doctrine of reward and punishment on earth.

The teaching of Gotama Buddha, and of the Eleusians, 2400 years ago (see Skeptiks and Sophists) was purely Agnostik. Gotama shunned discussion, but apparently had no belief in a soul independent of the body. He regarded animals and vegetables alike, as mere bubbles in a stream, floating for a short time, and again absorbed or dried up by the sun. Such ideas have contented millions of mankind for thousands of years, when they do not strive against the inevitable; and we cannot, therefore, think of belief in immortality as a necessary feature of religion or of ethics. The Buddhist urges us to be practical, and not to waste our time in vain striving after the unattainable, or discussion of what can never be more than a hope. Buddhist priests, in reply to the author's anxious arguments on the subject, answered calmly—and with amusement: "Why do you Christians agitate yourselves so much about the hidden future, if, indeed, such future there be? Go forth to your duties, assured that while acting up to the light that your minds can perceive, and while leading the best life that you can, your goodness (karma or deeds) will be diffused in the world, to renovate it, and perchance to secure some happy future for all." Renan, in 1883, in the fulness of intellectual vigour, wrote: "The infinite goodness I have experienced in this world inspires me with the conviction that eternity is pervaded with a goodness not less infinite." Like the Agnostik, however, he was content to wait, and more or less to trust, careful only of the present, and not to deal with the future. Some are willing to say with Cicero—in opposition to the spiritual teaching of Plato—that: "If my soul existed previously—as to which I know and care nothing—why should I care about its supposed life hereafter, when my individualism is also gone?" Cato, Seneca, Epicurites, Socrates, Sulpicius, Marcus Aurelius, all, like the Hebrews, spoke of death as the final end, and offered to the bereaved no comfort save the idea of "eternal rest." They had no belief in either the Tartarus, or the Elyssian fields, of popular religion, any more than the educated of our own day who cast aside the heaven and hell of the Bible.

Immortality

Euripides denounced the desire of immortality as a "foolish aspiration." Prof. F. Newman says that "it is the fruitful and fatal verifier of the sense of duty, by which alone theology becomes beneficial" (Theol. Rev., Jan. 1879). He adds that "the result of all my studies devoted to these subjects, during a long life, convinces me that immortality has been to the Christian Church, either a nostrum doctrine or a dead faith." In 1886 (Paludanid—Life after Death) he writes: "I always regarded as trash Plato's arguments for immortality, as, I make no doubt, Cicero did. Therefore, as soon as I ceased to trust the Scriptures of the New Testament as a divine revelation, my acceptance of a future life as a dogma at once fell away. But knowing so many holy souls had devoutly believed it, and that ostensibly it had ennobled their devoted lives, I held it with a loose hand, feeling assured that if the Supreme Lord judged it better for them, or for me, I would bestow a second life without our asking; but if, on the contrary, for good reasons of his own, he did not grant it, then I was sure that that was best for us. . . . For me to be anxious as to my state after death I felt was wrong if I believed myself a child of God. In this spirit I write the closing chapter of my book on The Soul, and on that simple basis I continue to rest. It entirely satisfies me."

Only the Lord of Lords "hath immortality" according to one Christian writer (1 Tim. vi, 16); and general immortality seems not to have been expected by Paul, being only with difficulty "attained" (Philip. ili, 11). Christ and Paul alike (Luke xx, 36; I Cor. xv, 40-54) taught that the future life would be one in "spiritual bodies"; and in the early ages of the Church men freely discussed the possibility of three futures for men, namely, Annihilation, Restoration, and Retribution. The first of these was termed, in our 3rd century, "Conditional Immortality"—to be "attained," as Paul had said: good and believing men would live again through God's grace and Christ's death. The second condition was that of those who had fallen, yet could be restored to righteousness by Christ, and who—after purgation—might attain to eternal bliss. The third condition was that of the impenitent wicked, condemned to an eternal hell. Athanasius said that mortal man differed only from the brutes by being in the image of God, and only attained to immortality by the grace (or kindness) of God, having lost his original immortality by sin. The Church never regarded immortality as an inherent property of the soul. Mr W. E. Gladstone (see Reminiscences by Mr W. E. Russell) shortly before his death "stated his belief that the human soul is not necessarily indestructible, but that immortality is the gift
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of God in Christ to the believer"; which belief gives little hope for the majority of mankind who have never heard of Christ at all. Goethe was wiser when he said that Immortality is only a subject for the well-to-do, and for "women who have nothing to do, to chat about."

Seneca, the wise tutor of Nero, said, "Death puts an end to our misery. Beyond that our misfortunes go not. That places us in the same tranquility as before birth. If anyone would grieve for those who are dead he ought to do so for the unborn. Athanasius and others asserted—like Brähmans and Buddhists—that eventually man "loses his life in God"; but Paul said that we are even now in God, through whom we live. The idea of a resurrection of the dead body is discarded by all cultivated men educated in modern science, though it is still daily asserted in creeds, with other things in which men have no real belief. Man still however clings to the idea of the immortality of a self, or Ego, ever at war with the body during life. Yet—according to the famous Finsbury lecture of Sir G. Stokes, President of the Royal Society, delivered in 1890—this "has always been rather a philosophic than a Christian doctrine." The orthodox President sees indications in Scripture of "an energy which may lie deeper down than even the manifestations of life and thought," and confines himself to "the immortality of this energy"; which seems to prove only the "Conservation of Forces" which no man of science disputes. Such energy, whether latent or otherwise, is however common to man and to the "beasts that perish"—nay matter, even inorganic, is also full of such energy. "Life and thought," says Sir G. Stokes, "are the results of interaction between the fundamental individualised energy and the organism"; which would apply equally to all organisms—to a tree or a mollusk: for the words mean no more than that the living thing is alive. He argues that as this energy remains even when the body faints or sleeps, so it may remain when the body is dissolved. The old familiar name soul, or spirit, might just as well be used as the term "individualised energy," but there seems to be a clear distinction between the interruption of action on the motor nerves during sleep or faint, and the persistence of an individual mind when the body has ceased to exist, and the stored memories of the brain-cells no longer can be set again in action. The President, and the learned bishops who supported him, clearly argued under a heavy burden of traditional assumptions. They remembered Paul's words (1 Cor. xv, 12), "Now if Christ be preached that he rose from the dead, how say some among you that there is no resurrection of the dead!" Paul's answer is unmistakable, though he had never apparently verified the assertion on which he staked his faith. "If Christ be not raised your faith is vain . . . if in this life only we have hope in Christ we are of all men most miserable." The President and the bishops, abandoning belief in a resurrection of the body, and silent as to an immortal soul, yet suppose the immortality of "something . . . with a continuity of consciousness." This assumes the very point in dispute; but as to the body Paul himself proclaims a "mystery. We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed . . . this mortal must put on immortality" (1 Cor. xv, 51). There is no uncertainty in his mind, but it seems clear that he never expected the heathen to rise, either to immortal bliss or for eternal damnation.

Plato thought that every living being had an eternal spirit, in which case the oyster becomes co-eternal with God. Yet if the soul had formerly inhabited some other body this detracts—as Prof. F. Newman remarked—from the moral importance of immortality, and suggests that the soul might have no more remembrance of its human life than of those preceding—as Cicero seems to have also thought. Plato said the soul must be immortal because sin did not destroy it; but Cicero thought that Plato did not always clearly know what he meant himself (see Academy). Jewish philosophers taught (see Kabbala) that the soul was divisible into male and female elements, which sought each other during earthly life. Most transmigration theories guard against the objection that the soul loses individuality, by asserting that it is always conscious of the memories of its former lives. This is clear in the Indian Jatakas, and in mediaeval or other legends of dogs, hares, and doves who reminded their persecutors of kindness shown to them in former lives by their present victims. The writer of the fourth Gospel seems to have held the belief, then common, in previous existences (ix, 2), which Sokrates shared with other Greeks. If this theory were true we must suppose ourselves surrounded by multitudes of spirits, incarnate not only in man, but in "all existing species of all creatures that have ever lived." We must account for the "individualised energy" of the fossils in Laurentian rocks, and in the ocean sludge, buried millions of years ago in the crust of earth. The soul of every nautilus that spread its sails on Silurian seas must, somewhere, continue its immortal existence in some other body (see Soul). Physical science sees no breach of continuity between man and beast; and analogy suggests that (as Koheleth thought) there is no difference between them in death. "Analogy," says Prof. Newman, "must prevail till very solidly disproved . . . . The physical reasoner insists that a disembodied spirit is a chimera—a form of existence of which we have no specimen, and no proof: therefore we cannot, with any sound logic,
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introduce it into a hypothesis for the satisfaction of our moral aspirations." Even if we supposed a divine spirit which "animates all matter" to exist apart from matter, he (or it) would not be a specimen of disembodied soul—being unique—and a "divine energy." Without matter in which to act is equally inconceivable. Universal belief in souls is no logical argument in favour of their existence, for we know that the masses are usually wrong in their conceptions, their minds being swayed by hopes, fears, and ancient custom. Physical laws—such as that of gravitation—are known to be true, though most men never understand them. We have shown also (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 591) that some 56 per cent of the whole population of the world may be regarded as Agnostic concerning any future life.

It is again argued that belief in immortality produces a good life, through expectation of future reward or punishment, and affords consolation under sorrow. This indeed is the foundation of the whole fabric; yet mankind tacitly acknowledge, in the actual presence of death, how little as a rule they are influenced by any expectation of immortality. We do our best to live, and we bewail the dead who have left us. We fear, in fact, the unknown future. Between the finite and the infinite there could be no real communion, for "absorption in deity" can only mean individual annihilation, and also implies that we are, as individuals, not such as "live and move and have our being" in the Infinite Power. [Even when the Buddhist speaks of the "drop absorbed in the ocean," he seems to have no clear conception: since the matter of which the drop consists is indestructible, though it may be redistributed, and is as much in the ocean now as in future.—Ed.]

The ancient Egyptians variously believed in souls that might return to the mummy, or migrate into other forms, or dwell with (or in) Osiris. But none of those beliefs, any more than those of Eleatic, Epicurean, or Stoic philosophers, or of the Sadducees, or of Hebrew psalmists and philosophers, in any way countenance the idea of a disembodied immortal spirit. Those who choose to rely on the vast systems of ancient and modern theologies, or on their "feelings," and imaginations, will find ample support in the fancies of every age. Emerson says: "there is a hint of immortality in that happy state of mind which loves life, and exclaims, 'What is good let it endure,' and in our inceaseless desire to learn and know... we feel in a manner wronged if there is to be nothing more." Goethe exclaims: "Nature is bound to give me another term." But who is she—the awful destroyer of life organic and non-organic—that we should trust her? How is this new life to begin, and are we to conceive it, as

Emerson asks, as "a fête champêtre, or an evangelical pic-nic whose prizes will be delivered to virtuous peasants?" [Yet if Seneca is right we have no cause to fear: the woes of 50 or 70 years are hardly worth lamenting; and punishment is not vengeance, but only the rod that guides us for a few short years on earth.—Ed.] Harriet Martineau looked forward to annihilation, and longed to sleep; but her opinions were influenced by long years of sickness. The hard facts of the deathbed do not countenance the tales of joyful anticipation on the part of the dying; as a rule they are fond illusions of the mourner, and their minds are generally occupied by their immediate physical wants. When the strong sane judgment of mature healthy life is ebbing away, we must not think that any weak death-bed words of repentance, or of reparation, can efface the good or the evil done in the past, or the consequences that follow therefrom. According as we have lived we have left our mark, for good or for evil. The law is stern but right. There is no recall: no Elisha whose bones can bring back the dead to life (2 Kings iii., 21): no Jesus to bid us "come forth" like Lazarus: none to roll away the stone from our tomb: all these things are legends, like those of Greek heroes, or like Plato's Er son of Arminius, belonging to ages of credulity and ignorance. Equally must we question the mystic who dreams of being "absorbed into deity"—the "great unknown from whom we came": for that, were it true, means not new life, but—to the individual—eternal death, with the loss of every fond or sad memory of the past. Pessimistic Buddhists have indeed regarded this as the highest future bliss. The cry of the weary in Europe is much the same: "If from Thee we came, then to Thee let us return": but this absorption, whether into a person, a God or into Infinity—into a timeless, spaceless, unconditioned state, without memories, fears, or hopes—presents little comfort to most men. This only we know: that no theories of ours will affect the inevitable; and that fear of the future has no foundation in the realities of existence—it is only the instinct of self-preservation, which we see to be necessary in nature. Let us then face the inevitable as best we may, with hope and trust. Let us not shrink from enquiry, or fear research into those horrors which the minds of priests, in all ages, have conjured up. Truth may be bitter and hard to digest, but it is always better than delusion: better than the fictions and fancies of ignorant monks and anchorites, or the threats of priests scheming to gain power over the timid through their tenderest affections. All truth is safe and sacred; and he who keeps truth back from men, through motives of expediency, is either a coward or a criminal.
"Why soothe one with vain words when after coming light
May prove them to be false. Truth is forever right."

Wise men must do the thinking of the world. They must never—even if they do not tell the whole truth—utter an untrue word. Truth is usually the contrary of that which is generally believed. The wise man does not hasten to decide, but must be content with his horizon. He must doubt and ponder, even though told.

"Faith never murmurs 'Why'!
For to think is to be tempted: to reason is to die."

In. En. Hen. Words in various languages signifying "one," "individual," "he," from the old root An "to exist." In Akkadian N and M are demonstrative pronouns (see An).

Incubi. Latin: "liars over." See Deuce, and Spirits. The idea of Incubi (male) and Succube (female) is part of the general belief in spirits that seek intercourse—like the Hebrew Beni-Elohim—with human beings, and is connected with the dread of "nightmares" and evil dreams. The fairy wives and husbands of Keltik folk-lore belong to the same order of ideas.

India. Hind. Sind. The populations and religions of India are the subjects of special articles (see Hindus), and we here deal generally with the earlier ethnological and religious questions, concerning Hindustan or the "Land of Hindus." The earliest name of upper and central India was Kolārīa or the land of the Kols, and the term India properly refers to regions near the Indus river. The Kols have generally been supposed to have preceded the Dravid races, entering India from the N.E., and not like Dravids from the N.W.; but this view presents difficulties in regard to the ancient Kolarian kingdom of Kosāla (see Kols). Little trust can be placed in the claims to Aryan blood and belief by the non-Aryans of the present time, though they have mingled with Aryan stocks. It is evident, from the 10th chapter of the Manu-Sustra, supposed to have been written about the time of our era, that Aryans and non-Aryans were then already coalescing, and for the tightening of caste rules, which the laws of Manu prescribe, the two races—Aryan and Turanian—might now be hardly distinguishable. Thus, for instance, the Kughis, Raj-Bhanis, and Bhangs-Kshatriyas of Banglā, in spite of Aryan titles, preserve the rites and customs of an ancient Turanian people.

The question of race is best illustrated by the anthropometric researches undertaken by the Government of India (see Mr H. H. Risley, K.C.S.I., Journal Anthop. Instit., Feby. 1891). The anthropological survey began with the census of 1881, and leads Mr. Risley, after ten years of study, to regard the measurement of the nose as the best racial indication, such measurements having been taken throughout the three governments of Banglā, the N.W. Provinces, and the Panjab, all in N. India. The Paujāb Aryans (Brāhmans, Kāyasts, and Rajputs) are the most leptorhine or "thin nosed"; and the social position of a caste varies inversely as its nasal index—that is to say that those with the most delicate noses are of the purest Aryan stock, and of the highest social position—just as among Arabs, the purest blood, and the aquiline nose, belong to the families of ruling chiefs. The proportion of width—outside the nostrils at the base of the nose—to height measured at the bridge, is expressed by a percentage; and the population studied is divided into four classes, as follows:

(1) Ultra-Leptorhine 40 or less
   Hyper-
   40 to 55
   (High caste Brāhmans, Rajputs, and Kāyasts, Aryans.)

(2) Leptorhine 55 to 70
   Mesorhine 70 to 85
   (Oogus, Lepchas, Pathans, Sikhs, Brāhmans, Sikhs, and Tibet tribes.)

(3) Platorhine 85 to 100
   (Hill Mālis, Santāls, Mundas, Kols, Kharwars.)

(4) Hyper-Platorhine 100 to 115
   Ultra-
   115 and over
   (Mughis, Lepchas, Bhutānis, Nawars, Mundas, Orans, Bhumis, Kaks, Kharwars, Buniyas, Khatris, Mālis, Santāls, Belichis, Pathans, and some Sikhs.)

This classification indicates the various fusions of Aryan, Turanian, and original Negrito stocks. The nasal measurement being taken into consideration with the usual measurements of the head, and with the color of the complexion, Mr. Risley remarked (1) that the Leptorhine peoples (40 to 70 nasal percentage) are tall, fair, and long-headed men, with a high facial angle, and are found especially in the Panjab, where the exogamous groups (that is those marrying out of the tribe) bear still the names of Vedik heroes; (2) the Mesorhine people (70 to 90 nasal index) are of the middle height, broad-headed, sturdy, and of yellowish complexion, with a low facial angle; they are Mongoloid tribes of the N. and E. frontiers of Banglā, who have never advanced far into the interior; (3) the Platorhine class (95 to 100 nasal index) are thickset, and of low stature, long-headed, very dark, and with a low facial angle, representing the Kolsarian type of Banglā and Central
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India; (4) the remainder with the broadest noses, and usually darkest
ccomplexions, are mingled with Aborigines (see Dravidis). The 3rd
class are usually called Dravidis, but Mr Risley says that the difference
between Dravidis and Kolrians is one of language, and that the two
stocks are really of one origin—a view which explains difficulties as
to the occurrence of Kolrian names in the Panjāb (see Malis). The
two languages themselves are both Turanian, being classed as forming
the “Himalic” division of Turanian speech. The succession of races
begins with—(1) Aborigines, such as Vedals, etc.; (2) Kolrians;
(3) Dravidians; (4) Vedik Aryans; (5) Persians; (6) Greeks; (7)
Huns, Tartars, and Sakas; (8) Arabs and Turks; (9) Mongols; all
entering India from the north between 2000 B.C. and 1400 A.C.—
with exception of the Aborigines, and perhaps of the Kolrians, who
came yet earlier.

[The actual history of India—if we except the legendary wars
of Kurus and Pandus—is not traceable earlier than the age of Persian
empire. No cuneiform or other hieroglyphic character seems to have
been ever used in India, and the oldest script was derived from the
Aramean alphabet of the Persian age. The art and architecture of
India are also acknowledged to owe much to Persian and Greek
influences; and claims to very early civilisation are as unproven in
India as they are in China. The leading dates of Indian chronology
may be here tabulated, as serving to explain more clearly the general
definations of the author from racial, linguistic, and religious data.
—Ed.]

Gotama Buddha ..... 623-543 B.C.
Persian Satraps, N.W. India ..... 520-327 B.C.
Alexander crosses the Indus ..... 327 B.C.
Maurya dynasty of Magadha ..... 316-292 B.C.
Megalithic is sent by Seleucus to form alliance with
Chandra-gupta of the Maurya family ..... 306-296 B.C.
Asoka, of this dynasty, emperor of India, Buddhism
of the “lesser vehicle” type prevails. ..... 263-225 B.C.
Invasion by Yue-chi Tartars ..... 165 B.C.
Kushan dynasty ..... 165-226 A.C.
Su Tartars conquer Baktria, and invade the Panjāb ..... 126 B.C.
Sanskār era. Vikramaditya of Ujjain defeats Scy-
thians ..... 56 B.C.
Kanishka, emperor. Buddhism of the “greater
vehicle” type prevails, about ..... 10-78 A.C.
Invasion by Jats, or Getas ..... 75 B.C.

Saka era ..... 78 A.C.
Gupta era ..... 320 A.C.
Guptas overthrown by White Huns ..... 465-500 A.C.
Valabhi dynasty in Kutch, N.W. of Bombay. Cha-
lukyas powerful in Gujarāt, about ..... 480 A.C.
Sakas and Huns expelled from N. India ..... 544 A.C.
Valabhīs overthrown by Arab Moslem invaders ..... 664 A.C.
Muhammad Kāsim, under the Khalīf Wahhīd I,
conquers Scinde ..... 711 A.C.
Expulsion of the Moslems ..... 750 A.C.
Muhammad of Ghazni ascends ..... 998 A.C.
Seventeen campaigns follow, till the victory in the
Peshāwār Valley, leaving the Panjāb Moslem
till now ..... 1001 A.C.
Death of Muhammad of Ghazni ..... 1036 A.C.
Ghor Afghans rule Ghazni ..... 1122 A.C.
Two Bahūpūr States at Kanjor and Delhi established.
Muhammad Ghorī invades N. India ..... 1172-1206 A.C.
Khūth-ed-Dīn, a slave of Muhammad Ghorī, estab-
lishes the “slave dynasty” of Delhi ..... 1206-1288 A.C.
Slave dynasty conquered by Ala-ed-Dīn Khilji, in
Delhi, who expels the Bahūpurīs, and plunders
Mahrattas, and Central India, the Dekkan and
Gujerāt ..... 1294-1315 A.C.
Tughlak establishes a Turkish dynasty in the Panjāb ..... 1321-1398 A.C.
Timur, a Turkish Moslem ruling Mongols of Central
Asia, takes Delhi ..... 1398 A.C.
Dynasty of Sayid emperors ..... 1398-1450 A.C.
Baber, descended from Timur, emperor ..... 1525-1530 A.C.
Akbar, grandson of Baber, emperor ..... 1556-1605 A.C.
Jahanīr, emperor ..... 1605-1627 A.C.
Shah Jahan, emperor ..... 1627-1658 A.C.
Aurangzēb, emperor ..... 1658-1707 A.C.
Decay of the Mughal dynasty, Shah Alam I, emperor ..... 1707-1738 A.C.
Nadir-Shah the Persian, emperor ..... 1739
Battle of Panipat, fall of Delhi to British ..... 1761 A.C.

It is at present impossible to say when Aryan nomads first began
to drop into India; but, on the assumption that Vedik hymns are purely
Aryan, and are as old as usually stated, we may suppose the singers
to have appeared near Takṣila about 1600 B.C. and that Aryans
gradually increased in numbers in the extreme N.W. of India during
the next thousand years. Their religion was akin to that of the Persian Mazdeans of Iran, though distinct. They were fire worshipers who gradually adopted, in India, the older tree, stone, and serpent rites of Turanian Nāga tribes, whom they found established in India. But if they gradually became de-Aryanised they also, to some extent, Aryanised the older populations. The Aryan element was also reinfused in the 6th century B.C. under the rule of Darius I of Persia, and again when the Yavana (Ionian) hosts of Alexander the Great crossed the Indus, and the Greek empire of Seleucus (312 to 286 B.C.) was established in Baktria, on the N. borders of the Panjāb. They then became rulers of the Ganges Valley, and the first Sākya, or Maurya (“peacock”) dynasty—represented by Chandra-gupta, who successfully maintained his independence—bore Aryan names, though probably not of pure Aryan blood. To this Sākya or Scythic race (probably of mixed Aryan and Turanian stock, the two races having then long lived together in Baktria) Gotama Buddha, the Sākya Muni, is said to have belonged. It is a recognised fact that, in our own times, the European Aryan cannot long maintain his family in India; and Dr Isaac Taylor (Origin of Aryans) says that “the Dravidian types have now almost swallowed up the Aryans throughout India.”

The Sākyas, Skuthi, Huns, and Tartars, had indeed probably been invading and colonising India from Central Asia long before Vedik Aryans arrived, or at least before the appearance of Persians, Jats, and others, on the Indus in the 6th century B.C. These Turanians possessed a rude civilisation derived originally from the Akkadianians of Babylonia. They continued to pour in, between the 5th and 15th centuries A.C. as Huns, Turks, and Mongols. The “slave dynasty” of Delhi (1206-1288 A.C.) was of Turkish origin, and the great Mughal emperors (1398-1738) were Turko-Mongols. They were however nearly annihilated by the valour of Aryan Mah-mattas, at the close of the reign of Aurangzeb. In spite of all these inroads of Turanians, Aryans, and Arabs, little effect has been produced on the great non-Aryan masses of Indian population; and neither Islam nor Christianity has prevailed over the mixed system of native religion described under “Hindus.” This native system has indeed developed and advanced wonderfully, under the tolerant and sympathetic rule of the British race.

The Turanians, we must remember, from the dawn of history were rulers of Western and Central Asia; and to our own days they rule all over Eastern Asia, dominate Semitic and Aryan races throughout the Turkish empire, and are now showing their superiority of civilisation in the victories of purely Turanian Japanese over Russian Aryans. From monarch to village chief, high and low in India still boast of their Turanian blood, in spite of Brāhmans and other Aryans proud of Iranian descent. The Aryans are few, and their great influence in the north is, in a measure, due to our own racial connection with the Vedik races. In ancient days these gradually encroached, till the old Turanian Nāga-pūr (“snake city”) became Indra-partha and the later Delhi. The Aryan hordes of the Panjāb princes first perhaps saw the “Holy Ganges” about 800 B.C., and began to spread in Kanōj and other cities of Panchala—capitals of those Turanians whom they called Abi-Kahatras, or “serpent kings.” A period of comparative peace followed, as the ideas of Buddhism, and the influence of India’s great apostle Gotama, tended to the amalgamation of races, and the discouragement of caste distinctions, about 500 B.C. The researches of scholars as to Medie population round lake Van show that Aryan influence in Persia, and in Armenia, is not traceable much before 800 B.C.; and we find no indication of any Aryans on the Ganges before about the same period. To the Vedik bards this great river was unknown, though the Aryan immigrants seem to have taken sides in the wars of Kuru and Pandus, perhaps as early as 1200 or 1000 B.C., according to the later literature of the epics written in Aryan speech. To this age we may attribute the gradual education of Aryan nomads by the Turanian and Semitic races of Asia. They did not begin to commit their hymns and legends to writing till about Gotama’s time, and then borrowed alphabets of Semitic origin, as did the Western Aryans also. No doubt they learned much in India itself, from the Turano-Dravid ruling race, in the upper valley of the Ganges. Their literature became classic through the labours of such scholars as Pāṇini (5th century B.C.), and Pātanājala (2nd or 3rd century B.C.), and other Aryan grammarians. Both Aryans and Turanians, while spreading from Central Asia, must early have been aware of the ancient civilisations of the West; but the Vedik Aryans were evidently rude nomads whose earliest hymns (like the early Vendidad of Persians) include no mention of coin, but refer only to the barter of cattle, sheep, goats, and horses, their earliest beliefs including the worship of elemental deities and especially of fire. In the Vedas we have no allusions to writing, pens, or paper, and no notice of caste. Cows were then eaten, and ardent spirits were drunk, quite as much by Aryans as by the thrifty Turanian Mālis and Kols of to-day. The Aryan hymns allude to these as Takchas, Āsuras (“godless ones”), Bhūjas (“cattle owners”), Bhaṣas, Kṣatas, and Yadus, holding the lands of India where they had built great fortresses of stone or even, it is said, of “iron,” and possessing weapons of iron and brass, and chariots
of wood, often adorned with gold. Their valour and civilisation struck the ruder Aryans with awe. They are described as merchants, sailors, travellers by land and sea, and by rivers which the Aryans found thronged with vessels, including probably those of Sabean Arabs. They were worshipers of trees, and of snakes, of sun and moon, as the names Aki, Naga, or Bár, given to them by the Aryans, denote.

The Aryans Bhārata-varṣha seems then only to have extended to the Yamuna or Jumna, and the invaders must have passed through many severe struggles before reaching Indra-praṣṭha or Delhi. They found it held by Nāga worshipers called Nīṣhādhas; and everywhere they encountered Kōlārian and Drāvīdian races—Takas at Taksila, Madras and Kathia on the Cheniāk river, Māla on the Irāvati (Rāpti), Tugras on the Sutlej, and Kāmbojas on the Indus. These Panjāb races opposed Alexander on the last named river: and, in spite of his victories on the Jhelam and at Sangala, they forced him to abandon the conquest of India. Arrian says that at Sangala the Kāthai lost 17,000 slain, and 30,000 prisoners, and they were not the strongest Indian nation. The task that was beyond the great Macedonian could hardly have been performed by any Vedik heroes. India, already civilised and possessing written records in the 4th century B.C., was still in the main Drāvīdian or Turanian.

In the map of India (Rivers of Life, vol. ii) we have shown the old races and their chief seats of power; but we have still to learn the history of non-Aryan Kolāria. Modern authorities have been educated—as we also were—in the belief that there is nothing worth knowing about pre-Aryan India: that the Aryans conquered it all about 1200 or even 2000 B.C., and gave to the country civilisation and religion, though we have no knowledge of any native Aryan civilisation in the West. Nothing could really be more wide of the mark, as a study of other articles in this work shows. India was Kolārian down to about 1500 B.C.; and was then Drāvīdian and may indeed still be called so from the highlands S. of the Ganges to Cape Kumārī. But long before the advent of either Aryan or Turanian strangers it contained a yet earlier population, now represented by the Veddahs of Ceylon, and by the savages of the Panjāb and other forests of S.W. India, who are connected with the Negritos of the Polynesian archipelago, and with the Australians, by anthropologists—a Negrito race of wild men, like those whom the Malays called Ourang-ītān or “men of the woods.” They are now very scarce, but as a young surgeon the author made acquaintance with them in their forests about 1846 to 1850. They were poor, small, naked, untameable creatures, living none knew where in densely wooded hilly tracts, sleeping, we were told, in caves and holes, or in summer on manjāus or platforms lightly made in thick lofty trees. We were only occasionally able to get within 30 or 40 yards of them, after sending away the Aryan officials whom they justly feared, for the Hindus used to shoot them as they would not shoot monkeys, fearing to be contaminated. The author took bread, fruits, and gaily coloured clothes with him, when alone, waving these at them, laying them down in the path, and then retiring: the wild men then used cautiously to approach, jabbering suspiciously like monkeys. One of them was captured by our Drāvīdian chainman, and was sent to a German mission on the Cochin coast; but he was found, after long trial, to be quite incapable of instruction beyond learning the alphabet, and the reading of a few easy sentences, and eventually he escaped to his native fastnesses. Most continents and islands have legends or traditions of such aborigines, who may be recognised also perhaps in the bushmen, and dwarf races, of Africa. The Veddahs of Ceylon are now recognised as a branch of the Continental aborigines from the S.W. of India. In Madagascar the Behosees, and Vizambas, are similar wild peoples, of whom traces are also found in China, even as late as the time of the Han dynasty in the 2nd century B.C. Wallace and other men of science suppose that a great Lemurian continent once occupied part of the Indian seas; Madagascar on the west, with the Maldives, Ceylon, Java, and on the east Papuan Now Guineas, being the present remains of it above sea level. This may have been the original home of the Negrito races of Asia and Africa, which racially and by language show some remote connection. Ceylon, in that age, would have been connected with India by the isthmus now represented by “Adam’s Bridge,” as the S. Arab sailors called it. Indian legends seem to refer to such a period, in connection with fairy continents and islands, near Cape Kumārī, which no longer exist.

With this Negrito stock the early Mongoloid populations—Kolārian and Drāvīdian—mingled, and the dark color of the Himalasic Turanians, together with much in their languages which connects them with Polynesia and Australia, may be regarded as due to such admixture. The Aryans thrust out all the weaker mixed tribes to the extremities of their empire, as the early Kelts were thrust westwards by stronger races in Britain. The Kolārians were the first rude superior race of India, followed by the Takas, Madras, Kathia, and others above noticed, who descended from the N.W., and are classed as Drāvidians. These again were followed by the Yue-chi, Sū, and other Turko-Mongols of Central Asia. The non-Aryans are mentioned in special articles (see especially under Māla):
in all cases the trend was first towards the lower Ganges, and afterwards to the south, until—in our own times—the Madras provinces contain a population of some 46,000,000 Dravidians, while many millions of Kolarians still people the forests and uplands of Central India. Mr Hewitt ("Early India," Journal R. Asiatic Society, 1888-1889) traces the Dravidis evan from Babylonia, by their rites, architecture, and customs. They came from the highlands of Karmainass, Arakhoosa, Baktria, and Rogdiana, to the plains of the Indus; and linguistically they were connected with the early non-Aryan, non-Semitic tribes of Susiana, whose speech Darius I preserved at Behistun, showing its ultimate connection with the Akkadian. The tree worship of the Bārs (see Bhars), in the land of Bhārata, was characteristic of this population, and is common also in W. Asia, as is the snake worship of the Kolarians (see Kola): the wars of Pandus, or "pale faces," with Kuras may represent the early history of such races in Aryan literature. The wilder tribes were driven from the N.W. while others like the Bhojas settled down to become rich, as herdmen and agriculturists. They followed the pasture lands of the great rivers, and the fertile valleys at the foot of the mountains, where the wild men found refuge in forests. Others, like the Abhirs (see Ophir), reaching the western river-mouths became merchants, and traded with the Arabs and Assyrians. Strabo speaks of the Kaṅ-Bhojas or Siva-Bhojas (Sibai) on the upper Indus, between Mālī-tna and Takṣaša, as one of 18 tribes; and their congener were the Bhōjas of the Surtej—the Tugras of the Rīg-Veda. They established the kingdom of Kaṅ-Bhojas, stretching from the Indus to the gulf of Kambay which was named from them, and as far as the Narbuda or Munda river.

The race of the Sākas or Sīkyas, from whom sprang Chandragupta in the time of Seleucus, ruled the lower Indus and founded the kingdom of Magadha, conquering Kosala, and fixing their capital at Sāketa in Oudh. The Sīkya emperor, Śākka (3rd century B.C.), speaks, in his 5th edict, of Yona-kambhoja-ganabhitam as his neighbours, meaning perhaps by Yona only "foreigners," and not Yavanas or Greeks. The Aryans spoke of Danu as the mother of Vritthra, the serpent of drought whom Indra conquered; and the Danavas were said to be ruled by a great serpent king (Salya or Ajaka) the lord of the Takṣas. These non-Aryan serpent-worshipping Danavas were the sculptors of the Ellora caves (see Ellor), and of other rock-temples, full of phallic and serpent symbolism which was detestable to Aryan Brāhmans. The Kolarian and Dravidian tongues still show a marked affinity, in both vocabulary and grammar, to the Turanian languages of Central Asia, though borrowing in later times from both Aryan and Semitic speech. The mixture of these distinct classes of language is seen in the dialects of the Panjāb, Sinde, and Gujerat, and even—as is now recognised—in Bangulī (see Bangāl). But time has not effaced the physical or mental distinctions which separate the pure fair Aryan from the tawny southern Dravid. The sacred Sanskrit, and the later Pāli, became the languages of literature; but, in the empire of the Nandas (in Magadh), the Pāli was used by a dynasty of Dravidian origin.

In reading ancient accounts, from Herodotos down to Eusebius or Chrysostom, it is necessary to remember that the name of India is very vaguely used to mean countries beyond Persia, including Afghanistan. The first known use of the name is in Aiakhulos (about the 5th century B.C.), and even in Herodotos the lands beyond the Indus are not of necessity intended in his account of the Persian empire. He speaks, however, of the Aithiopos, or "dusky faced" race of Asia, as distinguished from the Aithiopos of Africa by having straight hair, and this lank black hair still characterises the Kolarians and Dravidos of India. St Thomas visiting India (see Gondophares) or Paytanos about 200 A.C. (Eusebius, Hist. Eccles., v, 10), may only have reached Eastern Persia. Neither Irenaeus nor Tertullian speak of India as Christian in their enumeration of nations. Augustus (Angora inscription) speaks of embassies from Indian kings; but the Romans knew little of India, in spite of Roman coins there found, for the trade was mainly in the hands of the Sabean Arabs. Arrian relied on earlier Greek accounts, and many marvellous tales, as to Central Asia and India, grew up after the Parthians had closed the way to the Romans.

We may now attempt to recapitulate the main periods of early Indian racial and religious history, including: I. The Kolarian-Dravid age—say from 5000 to 1500 B.C., when Turanian tribes dominated India, coming first from Assām and Tibet, as Mongoloid Kols, Gonds, Khonds, Mālis, Munda, Mons, or Mughas, described under these heads. They settled on the lower Ganges in Gandwāna, or Mālli-desa, and spread west down the Indus, and over the Panjāb. They went south from the Jumna to Malwa, driven down by stronger Turanians from the N.W., including Dravidian Kois, Khasyas, Taksas, Bhojas, Madras, Sauras, Kathis, Yadavas, and Kalingas, who swept across the Indus, and advanced chiefly through Gandhara and Hastināpir. These people found apparently only the small wild Veddah negroes to oppose them as they moved gradually to the south. II. The Vedik-Brāhmān age (about 1500 to 600 B.C.)
when the Aryans followed the Dravidians across the Indus, bringing hymns and rites of their own, but possessing no native alphabet or script, though Western Asia and China had already then become civilised. A period of struggle ensued, represented by the wars of Kuru and Pandus. The growth of philosophy in India marks the close of this age. III. The Buddhist age (600 B.C. to 800 A.C.) marked by revolt from the growing tyranny of Brāhmaṇ law, and of caste restrictions. The advent of the Greeks, and the establishment of their rule in Baktria, added to the forces in favour of the Aryan supremacy; and the influence of Greek ideas became traceable in architecture, writing, and perhaps philosophy. They drove the Turanians from the Indus, and Aryan prevailed to the Ganges and Jumna. Much new civilisation was diffused even in Central and Southern India, Barmah, and the Indian Archipelago, through Buddhist influences. IV. The Neo-Brāhmaṇ or Purāṇik age, from 800 A.C. onwards, represents the decay and corruption of Buddhism, and reaction to the mixed Vedik-Purāṇik superstitions and mythologies. Slotful monks had forgotten the ancient philosophy, and left the masses a prey to the gross nature-worship represented by Purāṇik legends, and by the art of the cave temples of India. Indra, Varuna, Brāhma, Vishnu, and Siva, resumed their sway; and Krishna, or even the self-denying Buddha, were converted into divine Avatāras or incarnations. In time the influence of Islam added to the elements of new thought, and the appearance of the Portuguese and English brought Christianity to notice. Progress in liberal thought was perhaps most marked about 1860 (see Ārya-Somāj and Brahma-Somāj), but the inter-action of religions which produced the Sikh faith under Nanak, continues to modulate the history of Indian religions to the present day. Theism, Agnosticism, indifference, the loosening of caste restrictions, and a tendency to Materialism, contrast with the superstitions of the masses, who remain content with the coarse old phallic symbolism, and are ignorant of the ancient philosophic speculations on which that symbolism often depends. Christianity spreads only among the lower orders: Moslem belief advances rapidly; but Brāhmaṇism, founded on the Vedas, makes yet greater progress (see Christ). Yet the ancient belief in the Vedas is sapped, and, like the holy city of Sāravati, it is disappearing under the sands of time. The proportions in 1890 were as follows, including Ceylon, Barmah, and the Andamans:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindus</td>
<td>206,732,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhists and Jains</td>
<td>13,373,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moslems</td>
<td>55,184,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikhs</td>
<td>1,009,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to the scripts used in India, the Sabean Arabs (see Arabia) are believed to have introduced their alphabet about 600 B.C., from which what is called the “South Aśoka” script developed. It appears that Nearkho—the admiral of Alexander the Great—found Indians writing on cloth, in some non-Greek script, about 327 B.C. The North Aśoka script of the next century was an Indo-Baktrian character, originally derived from the old Aramean characters adopted by Persians. It is found on Aśoka’s edicts (264-232 B.C.) at Kapurdi-giri, and on coins of the princes of Ariana and India down to 126 B.C., as well as on Sikya coins from 120 B.C. to 79 A.C. Mauyra coins, from 319 B.C., exhibit Greek types, and those of the Sah Kings of Gujerat have even Greek legends. The alphabet was gradually developed to include symbols for Gh, Dh, and Bha, needed in Sanskrit, and increased from 22 to upwards of 40 letters in time. The three original types, whence all Indian alphabets have grown, were the Nagari used for Sanskrit, and the later forms employed for Pali, and for Dravidian. Dr Isaac Taylor recognises seven families, including the Maurya script (250 B.C.), the Turushka (Indo-Scythian) of the Panjab, that of the Sah Kings on the W. Coast, that of the Guptas (319 A.C.) in Magadha, the Valabhis (490 A.D.) in Kathiawar, the Chera or Vengu on the Kistna and Godaverry rivers, and the Chalukya script (490 A.D.) in the Deccan (Alphabet, ii, pp. 258-234). To India we owe the great invention of ciphers, or numerals, which is popularly ascribed to the Arabs, who brought these signs westwards in our 8th century. Dr Burnell showed that they resembled those used in texts of the Venghi dynasty (4th and 5th centuries A.D.), and Dr Taylor (Academy, 28th Jan., 1882) proved that these signs were the initials for the Indian Aryan names of the numbers (see Alphabet, ii, p. 263). “The distinct alphabets of India,” says Dr Taylor, “outnumber all the other alphabets of the world, and many are among the most elaborate ever devised.” Yet the absence of all notice in the Vedas, and in their commentaries of earlier date, of any form of writing, of books, pens, ink, pencils, or engraving styli, shows how late the use of any script must have reached the Aryans. The Persians by 533 B.C. already knew of the kuneiform character, and probably of the Aramean alphabet; but kuneiform emblems seem never to have reached India. The earliest monumental texts consist, as Dr Taylor says (Alph., ii, p. 289), of “a magnificent series of primitive inscriptions...” (the alphabet) of Aśoka and others standing unrivalled in the alphabets of
the world. ... Not even modern phonologists have ever proposed an alphabet so ingenious, exact, and comprehensive." This is found on the six pillar edicts, and on many rocks, caves, and boulders, such as the Girnar rock in Gujerat, where the writing extends 75 feet along the boulder, the lines occupying a height of 12 feet. Five edicts belong to 296 B.C., and fourteen others to 251 B.C. This Girnar text was written by a Su satrap named Skanda-gupta (see Indra-putra) under Turuksha, a Persian ruler of the Panjâb, of a family that held its own till the 3rd century A.C. The laws of Manu refer apparently to Turuk-shas (or Turk shabs), as "out castes" and "long-bearded warriors" (Kshatriyas), "children of fortune"—apparently of the mixed Turko-Aryan race of Parthia—who sprang from the tail, or from the breath, of Vahishtâ's cow—that is from earth.

[As regards the languages involved in this study, the question as to whether Sanskrit was a spoken language has recently been raised by Mr. E. J. Rapson (Journal R.I. Asiatic Soc., July 1904, pp. 435-456), the general result of the discussion being apparently that it may be compared thus: (1) Vedik Sanskrit to the English of Wyclif's Bible; (2) Classic Sanskrit to Johnonian English; (3) Pâli to our colloquial; and (4) the Prakrits to our own "dialects." The alphabets in like manner all become more curious as the language becomes later, in its forms and sounds.—En.]

We have yet to discover the historic records of the great Valabhi or Balâbbi kings of Kathiavâr, and the lower Indus (480 to 664 A.C.), whom the first Moel invader attacked, and who succeeded the Ikshvâku or "sugar-cane" race. With exception of coins, however, we are equally ignorant of Parthian history, as we remarked previously (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 189), and as Canon Rawlinson says in his history: "For historic texts are still wanting. Kshatriyas, or "warrior" satraps of Persian rulers might have been either worshipers of Krishna, or Buddhists, or Jains, and the holiest shrine of Siva was built near Drâika, "the door" of India on the N.W. (by which its conquerors entered), at Elapir, on the south slope of the beautiful hills of Junagâr. This region became the home of three sects, Vishnûvas worshiping Vishnu and his incarnation as Krishna, Râdhâ-Valâbbhis adoring Râdha his wife, and Krishna-Râdhás who adored both deities.

A very powerful Dravida dynasty—the Chera or Venghi—ruled Eastern India from the Godavâry to the Kistna river, till subdued about our 5th century by the Chalukyas (see that heading). The western origin of the Venghis is shown by their use of the "western-cave character," as found at Elora. The Chalukyas, who founded Mahrâshtra—the home of later Mârathas, or Mâh-rattas, had formed two branches by this time, and were absorbing all weaker tribes, from the Godâvery river to the Mysore highlands. They were at first Buddhists or Jains, and afterwards Purâni Hindus by religion. Their texts are found in the Buddhist ruins of Amâvatâ, written in what is now called the Kistna alphabet, which is however very similar to that of the western caves. In the inscription of Vaiśali, which he wrote at Kutâla—the very cradle of Buddhism—we find another ancient character which is known as Barelī. Among other non-Aryan tribes we may mention those of the Brahma-putra river in Assâm, which are noticed under their names elsewhere. These include Nâgas, Garos, Khâsias, Mikirs, Bors or Abors, Mishmis, Singphos, Kukis or Kuchis, Kamptis, Kurmis, Kachchris, and Muns. The first five occupy the river valley, and the remainder are in the surrounding hills, with an aboriginal race claiming descent from the Shan or Tâi rulers (see Assâm). The Muns or Mughs worked south to Arakan (see Barmah), and Assâm may be said to be dominated by Nâga, or "serpent" tribes. Although Tibet is said to have had a cursive script by our 9th century in common with Assâm, the Passep or K'chab writing which thence developed, and in which much valuable Buddhist literature is preserved, is not traced earlier than our 13th century. The earlier Buddhists—appealing to the populace—used the familiar Pâli language, and the Deva-nagâri characters (see Deva-nagâri, and Kharoshthi). But Âsâka did not confine himself to any dialect or script, desiring to be understood by the people of all parts of his empire (see Âsâka).

Philo logically Indian languages may be classed as follows, a population of about 300 millions in 1890 speaking 76 languages; and out of this 103 millions speak Dravid tongues; 105 millions use various Prakrits ("dialects"); 10 millions speak Mongolian tongues; another 10 millions Urdu, Persian, and Arabic; and 77 millions the Hindi language, which is Aryan with admixture of Turanian and Semitic words. The Aryan and Turanian classes of language are divided as below—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Aryans</th>
<th>Dravidians, etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>77 millions</td>
<td>Telugu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Bangâli</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Mahrathî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prakrits</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Pasajî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uriya</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tamil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urdu</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gujerâtî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barmese</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kannâres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shân</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Malayâlam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 197 millions. Total 108 millions.
The language used does not however imply the purity of the race; S. and Central India, racially, is dominated by Turanians, and the Aryan or Aryansied Pekritis are confined in great measure to the N.W. Vedik writers, and later historians alike, seem to have known little of the history of the Dravidians further south, or of the kingdoms even of S.E. Bangal. Only about the time of Seleucus do the Aryans seem to have attained power, when Chandra-gupta (the Sandita-cottus of classic writers) usurped, in 315 B.C., the throne of the old Nanda dynasty of Magadha. Asoka himself appears to have been partly a Greek, since Seleucus gave a daughter to his ally (see Asoka). Yet Chandra-gupta claimed also to be connected with the Mali dynasty, having married a Mali princess, which seems to indicate an admixture of non-Aryan blood. The actual history of India, as learned from her monuments, begins with Asoka, and her influence on the world dates from the time that his Buddhist missionaries were sent out east, and west, and south. With the allusions to contemporary rulers of the West, in his texts, we first come into the full light of history in India.

Indra. Indra. Sanskrit: "the rainer," and his wife; from Indra a "drop." They are the sky gods of Aryans. Indra is the son of Dyaus or "day," and the ruler of the thunder, clouds, and rain—a Jupiter Pluvius, the guide and guardian of sun, moon, and stars, according to his pleasure, and with due regard to his children on earth, the herdsman, to whom rain was so important. But he was not a model parent, and was a fiery and jealous god. Gradually he relapsed into the second rank, as Dyaus ("the bright"), and Varuna (the "wide" heaven) superseded him as supreme. Indra, says Mr Grierson (Indian Antiq. Jany. 1889), does not belong to the original Aryan pantheon; some Orientalists connect the name with inidh "to be clear," as representing the first light of dawn before the spread of the aurora, when the stars are still in the sky and harass his chariot. Light and darkness are then struggling together, and Indra conquers Sushma the demon who holds the light imprisoned (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., i. pp. 18, 59). Indra is also called Soma-patam, "the drinker of Soma," which he sprinkles on all creation. He is the owner of the cow clouds (see Heraclés) which the Panis stole and hid in a cave, as in the Greek and Roman legends. He strikes the cows with the triple Vajra (the thunder bolt) to make them yield their milk—as the Germans still strike cows with rods to make them fruitful. He was a Mid-Asian deity, but in the Mahayan system of Persia he becomes a demon, with other Divas of the Vedik Aryans. The legend of Indra's slaughter of the serpent Ahi (or Vritra) compares evidently with the Persian legend of Thraetōn and the serpent Asta-daksh, as well as with that of Apollo, or Marduk, or any of the other dragon slayers, including Krishna who slays Kāla the "deadly" snake of the Jamuna. Indra dwells among the waters, and is borne by Airāvata—an elephant, which was the first being created from the chaotic ocean, and apparently symbolises a cloud. One of Indra's symbols is thus the Abara or elephant god. He also carried a lance or dart, a ray of light or flash of lightening. He is constantly connected with the peacock, symbolising the dark blue sky (Argus) with all its luminaries, and is thus called Mayur-I'svara, a name also given to Siva, Kēma, and Skanda. The Ceylon Bāliya said that Indra was Sakra, a god ruling the hosts of heaven, and all fairies and demons.

Indra indeed assumes many forms, and became the hero Kāyavukana. His struggles and "labours" were numerous. He is a wanderer seeking his lost cows, a hunter, and a god who pours water on dry places, and makes the wilderness rejoice (see Sir G. Cox, Aryan Mythol., i. p. 339). Indra Shatar answers to Jupiter Stator, who was symbolised by the erect stone. A Pandit of the Gorakh-pār district (Proc. Bombay Anthrop. Socy., 28th October 1896) describes his worship in connection with an obelisk, 24 ft. high, near the village of Majhauti. The Behlman Bhadrā-Som who erected it, inscribed it saying that he offered sacrifices to this great god of rain, and "has set up five images of Indra as high as mountains," meaning five lofty stones, one being at the foot of the Himālayas not far from Kapilavastu, one at Bhāgal-pār, and the others at Sara, Benuja, and Kāhāwa-gālon.

Indra is said to chase the dawn-maiden Ahāna, and to shatter the chariot of Ushas, breaking up the aurora. He seduced Ahālyā, the first-born daughter of Brāhma, and wife of the Rishi Gotama: she was a "goddess of the shades of night." (Max Müller, Science of Lang., p. 502). The moon as a cock or peacock, Krika-vaka, roused Gotama for his devotions, and Indra took his place in Ahālyā's couch. They were discovered, and Gotama turned the false wife into stone, while Indra was marked all over with the Yoni mark, and therefore called Sa-Yoni. But these marks the pitting gods turned into eyes, and his lost phallus was replaced by that of a ram—an ancient nature myth with very primitive symbolism. He is therefore often invoked to restore lost powers (Zool. Mythol., ii. pp. 155, 280). In the Rig Veda, on the other hand, Indra is said thrice to purify the maid Ahālyā with his chakra or "wheel"—the sun appearing from the darkness. The Rig Veda is full of praises of Indra, and records his
prowess and glories, as "begotten of a vigorous god and of a heroic
grandchild." From Indra sprang Arjuna the "shining" Apollo of India,
for whom he stole the divine coat of mail from Karna; and Arjuna
was called Aindrâ, while his son by Utvûpi (the serpent princess) was
Indrâvat, perhaps connected with Aindrâvata, or Indra's elephant. The
arms of Indra reach all over the earth, and his Protean forms are end-
less. He is a "rudy god" drawn by two ruddy or tawny horses, with
flowing manes and tails—apparently clouds tinged with the colors of
dawn. He alone can conquer Abhi—-the cloud snake which causes
dearth by swallowing the rains. He has also a book, and a net in
which he entangles his enemies—as Mara was caught in Vulture's net.
He defeats the Asuras, or ungody, and the Panis; and "broken down
the high stone-built cities" of these foes. He goes forth drunk with
Soma, or Amrita, an armed warrior at whose beck hosts of Maruts
("crushers" or winds) spring up. Vishûnu is his "comrade" in the
Vedas, but supersedes him later. The great triad of the Rig Veda is
that of Indra, Agni, and Sûrya ("sun, fire, and sun"), while the legend
of Ashâlîyâ, which discreditâs Indra, belongs to the later age of the epics,
in which also Râvana—-the Ekkhasa or demon—inva-des the heaven
of Indra, and is so called Indra-jit, "the conqueror of Indra," till him-
self conquered by Râma. He refused to release Indra until Brahma
promised immortality to the Daivya, which indicates a non-Aryan con-
nection. In the Mahâ-bhârata Indra is a drunken and licentious god,
as Nâbhûsha pleaded when trying to gain Indra's wife. In the
Purânas Indra is the successful rival of Indra, who subdued the
pastoral Vrajás with rain till Krishna raised them over them, for protection,
the mountain Govardhana. The two gods met and fought when Krishna
tried to carry off the sacred tree Pârijâta from Indra's Paradise—Indra-
loka. Krishna conquered, and bore it away—an incident celebrated
at the festival called the Sakra-dhvaj-thauna, or "raising of Indra's stan-
dard" (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 154). The Daityas also con-
quered Indra and reduced him to begging, but through over confidence
allowed the "thunderer" to regain all his power.

Indrâni, Sachi, or Aindrî, "the ever blooming," was the wife of
Indra, and the Queen of Heaven. She is pictured in the Indrâni
cave at Ellora seated on the tiger. Like Devaki, mother of Krishna,
she carries on her knee the infant son of Indra—Arjuna "the bright,"
who became the heroic friend of Krishna. He is usually known as
Chitrâ-putra "the son of brightness," and Jayâ or Jayanta who is
said to have been born of a cow: for Indrâni herself is ever virgin,
and a virgin mother. Yet she had also a daughter, Deva-sena or
Tâvîsha, otherwise called Jayâni or Jayantî. Indrâni is not a

prominent figure in the Vedas, and is decidedly a phallic deity at
Ellora (see Asiatic Res., vi, p. 393).

Indra stopped the chariot of the sun like Joshua, and divided
the sea like inos, but the more spiritual idea of a god who reads
the thoughts of the heart attached, not to Indra, but to Varuna.

Indra-putra. Sanskrit: "Indra's child." An ancient city, now
a mound measuring 850 feet N. and S., by 1250 feet E. and W.,
having on it a small village, Indor or Ind-Khera. A copper plate
here discovered determines the date of a Skanda-gupta (see India), as
either 146 or 224 A.C.

Indriya. Aindrîya. Sanskrit: "sap," "power." The palm,
sacred to Siva, is called the Trinâ Indriya.

Indhu. Indhu. Sindhu. Sanskrit. A name of the full moon,
as the "shining one," connected also with inddu for "drop," as the
moon was the cup which held the ambrosial dew or Soma.

Infallibility. See Bible, Inspiration, Miracles, Prophecy.

Innish-Muir. Inish Murray. A sacred islet off the W.
Sligo coast, also called Inish-Koa. It is about 5 miles from the land,
and contains a remarkable temple (see Muri).

Ino. The nurse of Dionysos, and a sea goddess. Near the
Phoenician Kuthera there was an ancient temple and oracle of Ino,
beside a sacred rock that overhangs the sea; and from this rock she
was said to have leapt. She appears to be connected with Juno-
Matuta, as carrying the infant son Dionysos.

Inspiration. "In-breathing": the suggestion by a god to
some holy man. All Bibles have been regarded at some time or
other, by their readers, as due to inspiration. Sometimes the prophet
or poet claims to speak in the god's name, or to relate a divine vision.
Even Hammurabi prefaces his laws with the formula, "as God has
commanded." Sometimes the writing has only come to be regarded as
inspired long after the author's death, or the writer refers to a
traditional past in such words as "The Lord spoke to Moses." According
to Hindus, inspiration is of two kinds, Sruti ("heard") or
Smriti ("remembered"): that is to say, that they agree with the
Council of Trent that "tradition is equally the Word of God." But
all inspiration is usually regarded as the revelation by God of
infallible truth; and it is only in quite recent times that the word
has been more loosely used, as when we call a poet "inspired." It
Inspiration

is clear, however, that no deity could so inspire any man as to cause him to understand, or to utter, things past human understanding; so that Ezra can only publish the law (see Ezra), and Daniel must seal the book (Dan. xii, 4), while the sayings of the seven thunders are not to be written (Rev. x, 4). Yet in speaking of Christianity Tolstoi now tells us: "It is necessary, in reading the Christian Gospels, to remember that they have passed through a multiplicity of compilations, translations, and transcriptions, and were composed 18 centuries ago, by poorly educated and superstitious persons." "They are no infallible expressions of divine truth, but the work of many minds and hands, and full of errors. . . . Let us respect the truth by correcting the errors we find in them."

A great change has come over the attitude of learned men after long study of an open Bible. But if infallibility is no longer claimed, it is difficult to understand what they now mean by inspiration. The revelation of error by God cannot be supposed; and if the Scripture is corrupted it is no longer a revelation of perfect truth. The boldest and most virile of our churches is known as the "United Free Church of Scotland"; and their opponents—the conservative "Free Church"—have been at pains to collect various dicta of the more advanced school, under the title "What is the Doctrine of the New Church?" A few of these may be considered.

Dr Ross Taylor as Moderator declares that "evolution holds on its way with upward impulse and beneficient result . . . a restless, uneasy, uncertain feeling in regard to religious truth is abroad. . . . The whole trouble arises from a mistaken assumption that the opening chapter of Genesis was meant to be an authoritative account of the method, and order, of the creative work—it is not prose, but poetry; the great Creation hymn." Prof. Denney (Studies in Theology), says: "The plain truth—and we have no reason to hide it—is that we do not know the beginnings of man's life, of his history, of his sin: we do not know them historically on historical evidence, and we should be content to let them remain in the dark, till science throws what light it can on them." Prof. Martin (The Authority of the Bible) says: "All human ingenuity could not clear the Bible of mistakes on points of science, history, and morals—such as the scriptural account of creation, the making of woman, and the Fall . . . all good things were of God . . . in that indirect sense the Bible was the Word of God." Prof. Marcus Dods (sermon, "What is a Christian?" 29th Sept. 1890) says again: "We need not be seriously disturbed in spirit if we find we cannot accept what is known as the orthodox theory of the Atonement . . . we must not too hastily conclude that even a belief in Christ's divinity is essential to the true Christian." As regards the Book of Jonah, Prof. C. A. Smith explains: "How long, O Lord, must Thy poetry suffer from those who can only treat it as prose—pedants, quenchers of the spiritual, creators of unbelief." Yet Christ is represented in the Gospels as having believed Jonah to have been three days in the belly of the fish. Prof. A. B. Bruce writes: "Cannot we see for ourselves, without voices from heaven, that Jesus of Nazareth, as revealed in His recorded works and acts, is a Son of God, if not in the metaphysical sense of theology, at least in the ethical sense of possessing a God-like spirit."

A similar movement has now begun to be manifest even in the Church of England, due no doubt to the influence of Renan, and of such German writers as Harnack. The Rev. Dr G. A. Smith (Modern Criticism, 1901) says: "The religion of Israel was polytheistic until the age of the prophets . . . the writings that follow are to a large extent derived from Babylonian myth and legend, whilst the patriarchal narratives are of a fanciful and parabolic character": "the Messianic prophecies are treated (by himself, as he says) in a naturalistic manner"; and he goes on to question "the whole Old Testament sacrificial system, and the nature of vicarious suffering even in its relation to the substitutionary sacrifice of Christ." [Such views attracted little attention a quarter of a century ago when Rivers of Life and Bible Folk-Lore were written.—Ed.] We cannot wonder that other churches should hold this to be "subversive of the history and truthfulness of large portions of Holy Scripture, its authority, and inspiration,"

But if these views are correct, as far as they go, it is surely time to drop the ancient dogmas of infallibility and inspiration altogether, not quibbling over words, or attempting to give them new meanings. Such adjustments have always misled ancients and moderns, diverting their thoughts into a thousand paths that lead nowhere. The meaning of the ancients is clear. Abraham believed in his call when he prepared to sacrifice Isaac, as the Hindu Kuruba did in 1901 (see Sacrifice) when he cut off his child's head in the temple saying, "I offer this to the bestower of all blessings: may he give them to me, and restore my boy." Kuruba died a willing martyr to the faith that was in him. He believed himself inspired as truly as any convert of Scotland or Wales (see Conversion). Inspiration has always been taught by priests, and has always been accepted by the masses, who are ever willing to follow them. Ignorance and impatience are always seeking short cuts to truth. The majority of mankind live in a daily
atmosphere of miracles, and infallibility is a mighty weapon in the hands of those who desire to rule them. It enables the interpreters of the Word of God to threaten the thunders of heaven. "By Thy terror, O God, do we persuade men." "Fear Him who hath power to cast into hell." "It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of God." The people are ever crying, "Tell us what to believe, what the Lord demands of us: we will obey, and will listen to no other god or teacher." But even apart from fear, men love dogma; they hate doubt; and they are averse to sustained thought and enquiry. They are ever ready to listen to the man who speaks with confidence and eloquence. If men, searching for truth and fairly educated, could calmly and reasonably choose their leader, as they would choose an adviser in the ordinary affairs of life, they would perceive that neither church nor man can establish the reality of infallible inspiration. If indeed any could prove himself, or another, to be so inspired, then all Bibles might equally be accepted. Our faith is only a geographical accident, due to the history of races. Faith in all lands is strong among those who know nothing of the history of their Bibles, or of the difficulties and complexities which special study of them reveals.

Man's craving for a "Word from Heaven" has long been intense, and the cry has produced the answer, much to the detriment of our intellectual progress. Falling an infallible book men create for themselves infallible men—Shâmas in Tartary, the Lâma at Lhâsa, the Pope at Rome. The dark history of the past shows us that the results are discord, misery, and bloody persecutions. The belief in inspiration, and in infallibility, has been a fatal nightmare, and has produced every form of mental and physical slavery. It has deluged the world with blood, and fostered cruelty and sorrow. It is a sword which is set between parents and children, tribes and nations. Christ, we would fain believe, never intended to send it on earth, though he is said to have foreseen it. The belief is due partly to fear, partly to thirst for truth such as should always inspire us; but it has quenched truth in blood, and has darkened counsel. Advance is impossible until this cardinal error in our views about ancient priests, and their writings, has been recognised. He who thinks that the truth he has attained is complete, and final, knows nothing about his subject—nay is in most grievous bonds of ignorance, and very far from the road that leads to the heaven of Truth. He must go back to Doubt; he must question first principles: he must learn the ways of science—that is of real knowledge. He must seek Truth not once but continually, without bias, and severely investigating every statement placed before him, being assured only of his own ignorance, and deeming neither himself nor any other man infallible on any subject. Let him be ever ready to test, again and again, all that he has hitherto taken for granted as proven, as his insight becomes deeper. Let him keep in memory the bias which he has inherited, through birth and education, or through circumstances—the saddling bands wound round him in infancy, and the affections and memories to which he clings. Let him follow every sign of Truth, though he knows not where it will lead him, remembering that "the wisest are those who know that they know not." Let him pause when he can find no firm ground on which to tread, but not even then rest content: for what we know to-day is but a small part of that which we have still to learn, especially as regards the dark ways of the Unknown, who is perhaps unknowable. Divine communications, whether through man or by book, we cannot establish as realities: nor may we trust the assertions of those who thus strive to solve all problems, not even when they refer us to "ages of Faith," or to "millions of believers": for we everywhere see that the blind, through blindness or through self-interest and prejudice, have led the blind, especially in matters of superstition and supernatural wonders.

The idea of inspiration was taken up by the Jews from the time of Ezra; and they became acquainted in the East with others who claimed inspiration for the Vedas, or the Avesta. No words were more common in the mouths of priests and prophets than "Thus saith the Lord." But all ancient scriptures claim, or have been claimed, to be inspired, in spite of all their irreconcilable statements and contradictions. It was in vain that the Christian wrote of the Hebrew Bible (2 Tim. iii, 16), "all scripture is given by inspiration of God." He was not including his own or any other work of the New Testament, for the claim that these were inspired is unnoticed till more than a century afterwards. It was not till after 70 A.D. that the Rabbis of Jamnia, or of Tiberias, settled their canon and finally declared it complete and infallible. The old conventional "thus saith the Lord," then obtained a new meaning, such as we attach to the idea of inspiration; and Christians followed the Jewish example a century or so later. None of the New Testament writers claim to be inspired themselves; and Paul when giving advice to converts only "thinks" he is led by God so to do. The misquotations of these writers are now explained by scholars as probably due to different recensions of the Scriptures that they quote; they often appear to be the blunders of later scribes, who added to the words of their originals; but we have shown (Short Studies, chapter ix) that no correct version now exists. An inspired writer (1 Cor. x, 8) would hardly have differed from his
authority (Num. xxv, 9) in a simple question of numbers. Canon Driver (in 1900), addressing the New College at Hampstead, is reduced by conscience to say that, though “the writers of all sacred books were in a sense inspired—that is, had a divine afflatus or illuminative spirit—yet our Biblical writers had this gift in a special and miraculous measure, though not so as to confer upon them immunity from error.” He concludes, therefore, that the Hebrew and Christian Bible “is not strictly the Word of God, but only contains the Word of God.” We are thus left to pick our way in painful uncertainty, with a very fallible guide—a book which has continually become more full of errors in passing through the hands of generations of compilers, and of copyists more or less ignorant and prejudiced. This was not what the Christian writer meant when he said (2 Peter i, 21) that: “Holy men of God spoke as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.” Dr Driver says that “the historical books are now seen to be no longer the works of Moses, Joshua, or Samuel . . . some of the principal stories are fabulous.” Yet it is recorded of Christ (Luke xxiv, 27) that “beginning at Moses, and all the prophets, He expounded unto them, in all the Scriptures, the things concerning Himself.” To give this up is to give up the Bible, and Christianity as popularly believed.

Inverness. See Stones, as to the Klach-na-kúdè.

I. A cow goddess and bride of Zeus, said to have been chained to an olive tree by Hérō at Mukénai. Hermes, guided by Zeus in the form of a bird, slew Argus who watched her, and she wandered in Arkadian, Euboea, and Egypt. The name may mean “bright” (see 1, and A). She was a daughter of Inakhos the first king of Argos, and became a white heifer. Juno sent a gadfly to torment her, but she found rest on the Nile where her son Epaphus was born.

Ionia. Eiönes. The colonists of Ionia—the shores E. of the Aigian Sea—were Greeks from the W.; and Attika itself was originally called Ionia. The Yavan of the Assyrians, the Yavan of the Hebrews, and the Yavana of Hindu tradition, were Ioniens. [The name may perhaps come from Í or Aí “shore,” as meaning “shore-dwellers.”—En.] According to Greek tradition Kodros, King of Athens, sent his younger sons Neleus and Androklos, to Ionia about 1050 B.C. Ionia was conquered by the Medes and Persians under Harpagus in 545 B.C.

Ior. Welsh: the sun.

Iord. Skandinavian. The earth, daughter of Nott or night.

Irāvata. Irāvathi. The base of this word is the Sanskrit ir- “to go”; and Irāvati is a stream or river. [In Turanian speech the meaning is the same, ir and vi signifying to “go” or “flow.” Akkadian a-ria “water-flow,” or river; Turkish irnak “river.”—En.] Irāvatī, or Arāvatī, is the cloud elephant of Indra; and a great Nāga tribe of Kolarāis was known as Irāvata. Irāvatī was also the son of Arjuna (see Indra). The Haihayas, or Gonds, were especially called Irāvata on the river Irāvatī, now called Raptī, or Erāpatha in Pali speech. The western Irāvatī river (our Ravi) was the “river of Puruṣa.”

Ireland. The Ierne of Aristotle, and of Claudian, the Hibernia of Caesar, Tacitus, and Pliny, probably “western” (see Ibére), and locally known as Innis-fuol (“the island of woods”), or Ir-fala (“green land”), was also called Iberrin, Irénē, Journe, and Erin. It was never conquered by Rome, and we have no evidence that it was ever visited by Phoenicians, or ever inhabited by non-Aryans. Place names are however said to indicate an early Eastern language (Prof. MacKinnon, and Mr. J. Stadling in Contemp. Review, January 1901). [Irish legendary history is preserved in later works of Christian times, and is often influenced by Biblical teachings. The Irish claim early civilisation on the evidence of their famous MSS.; but these belong to our 8th century, while Augustine brought the civilisation of Rome to the Saxons before 600 A.D. Ireland is said to have received Christianity from Patrick, a nephew of St Martin of Tours, in 432 A.D. He is popularly regarded as an Irishman, which is entirely wrong if his usual history be accepted. It is remarkable that he is never mentioned in Bede’s history. Tacitus and Claudian say the island was colonised by Britons. Camden thinks by Gauls, Germans, and Spaniards. The Erse, or Irish language, is full of loan words from Christian Low-Latin, Norman French, and even from Teutonic languages, showing that the Irish Celts were civilised by these nations. The population, from early times, has been very mixed, including, besides the Goideal Celts, Danes, Frisians, Norwegians, Swedes, and Livonians, as early as our 9th century. It still includes mixed races: Danes in the islands and on the shores: semi-Teutonic Scots in the north; and a Spanish element of the 16th century A.D. in the south; together with some Dutch, Walloon, and similar stocks, even in the far west; as also a Norman element since the arrival of Strongbow in 1170. The round towers for which Ireland is famous were then in existence (see Fidh), but perhaps not very old. The Ogham characters—used also by Celts in Wales and Cornwall in Roman times—are
perhaps the earliest indications of rude civilisation, connected with
menhirs and dolmens of Keltic origin. The Irish legends begin with
Partolan (otherwise Bartholewem) and his followers, who fought the
Fomorian giants (perhaps “big beings”), followed (according to
Gerald of Cambrai, writing in 1190 A.C.) by Cessair the grand-
daughter of Noah, and by Nemed from Spain, who also fought
their way after the first immigrants had died of plague. About
the 9th century A.C. the Fianna and Duh-gaill were “fair
strangers” and “black strangers.” The Firbolgs under 9 chiefs, ruling
for 80 years, were also “fair men”—perhaps Belgae (see Celts). The
Tuatha Dedanaan were an unknown, and semi-mythical people some-
times supposed to have been Danes. The Milesian Scots, sometimes said
to have also come from Spain, migrated from N. Ireland to the Scottish
lowlands. Their two leaders, Heber and Heremon, were brothers :
the latter survived and defeated Picts and Britons. The first shadowy
king of Ireland is Olam Fodla, whose wife Hugony was French, and
his capital the famous hill of Tara. The later history includes the
election of Malachi King of Meath in 846 A.C. as King of all Ireland,
and the war of Hugh VI with Danes in 863, when new Skandinavian
colonies were settling in Dublin, Waterford, and Limerick. The Danish
Kings of Limerick gained power over most of the south of Ireland.
The wars and dissensions continued till the accession of Brian Boru
(Boirumba) in 1002 A.C. and till long after the conquest of the
eastern provinces by England in 1170. The character used in
writing Irish is equally indicative of foreign influences. It is not
of Keltic origin, but derived from the Latin minuscule alphabet of
the 5th century, brought in by the missionaries from Gaul and
Rome. — En.]

IRENAEUS. Greek Εἰρηναῖος, “peaceful.” A Christian father
who wrote a work of which the original Greek text is known only
through quotations of the first book. In 1526 Erasmus edited a
barbarous Latin translation, using three MSS. which have since been
lost. Tertullian thought that Irenæus lived as late as 220 A.C., and
calls him “a person most accurate in all doctrines,” but does not call
him a bishop. Eusebius (Hist. Eccles., v, 20) supposed him to have
been a native of Smyrna, born about 120 to 140 A.C., and dying about
202 A.C. He was a mediator between the Roman bishop and those of
Asia, in the question of the celebration of Easter (Hist. Eccles., v, 1),
when Pope Victor nearly caused a schism. He also suffered in the
persecution by Marcus Aurelius about 177 A.C. (Hist. Eccles., v, 24),
and is supposed to have known Polycarp. Some say he was only 14

when he accompanied Pothinus as a missionary to Gaul; and on the
death of the latter in 177 A.C. he is supposed to have succeeded him
as bishop of Lyons—the early Christianity of Gaul being thus derived
from Ephesus (or Smyrna), and not from Rome, which accounts for the
differences between Augustine and the Culdee monks of Britain (see
Ki), since they were sent originally by the Church of Gaul, and
followed the rites of the Oriental churches.

Irenæus is chiefly known as the author of a work in five books,
directed against the Ebionites and Gnosticks, and especially against the
Valentianics; but his very existence has been doubted by Judge
Strange and others; and the attribution of the work, as we now have
it, may be considered uncertain. The writer, whoever he was, was an
humble minded and somewhat ignorant man, who believed Christ to
have lived to the age of 50 years. He says (according to the Latin
text): “It is not possible that the Gospels can be either more or fewer
in number than they are: for there are four quarters of the earth, and
four winds; and therefore there should be four pillars and grounds of
truth. . . . the living creatures are four-formed.” He knew appar-
ently of four Gospels, with the Acts, 13 Epistles of Paul, the 1st
Epistle of John, the Apocalypse, and other works such as the gospel
of the Hebrews and the Shepherd of Hermas. Irenæus is also the
authority for the names of bishops of Rome, “successors of Paul,”
down to Eleutherus. Cyriac knew of him apparently in the 3rd
century; but Tatian, Athenagoras, and other early writers, do not mention
him: so that he appears to have been known in the West earlier than
in the East. He shared the belief of the pseudo-Petrine Gospel and
Epistle, saying that Christ “descended to preach forgiveness of sins,
and to lozen the chains of the righteous. . . . prophets and patriarchs
lying in Hell” (Adv. Heres., IV, xxvii, 2).

IRISH-KI-GAL. See Hel, Hell.


ISAC. The legendary son of Abraham, the Hebrew Is-šak ("he
laughed"), named from the laughter of the parents when his birth was
foretold (Gen. xvii, 17 : xviii, 12, 13, 15). He is said to have married
his cousin Rebekah at the age of 40, but to have been 60 when his
two sons were born (Gen. xx, 20, 26). The legend of Sarah and
Abraham in Egypt is very similar to that of Rebekah and Isaac at
Gerar in Philistia (Gen. xii and xxvi). The story of Abraham’s sacrifice
of Isaac is, by Eusebius, compared with the Phoenician myth (see
Isaiah. Hebrew: "Yah saves"; the famous son of Amos (Amoe), living late in the 8th century B.C.; of whom we however know nothing but what we are told in the Bible. The book which bears his name, we are now informed by Prof. Duhm and Dr. Cheyne, not only includes the work of two or more authors, but also "interpolations going down to the close of the 2nd century B.C."

The learned and cautious Dr. A. B. Davidson (Temple Bible, 1901) says: "Only the first part of this book is written by Isaiah... nor is the editing of these writings his work, but that of scribes—collectors and arrangers of the scattered fragments of the sacred literature of their day... Chapters xi to lxvi cannot be by Isaiah, but mostly belong to the time of the exile." This is by no means a new view, and it was held a century ago by Gesenius and others. Prof. Davidson cannot say who is intended by the "servant of Jehovah," who is a well-known figure in the later chapters, and apparently discards the explanation in the Gospel applying the words to Christ. The references to Cyrus, and to the Hebrews as in captivity and just about to return to Jerusalem, in the second part of the book, were brought to the notice of Europe only in 1790. But the discussion as to the Virgin Mother is traced back to the 2nd century, when Trypho (Rabbi Tarphion) discarded the opinion of Justin Martyr as to the correct translation, on the same grounds that modern critics urge. Prof. Duhm (Das Buch Jesia, 1892) thinks that chapter lx was the close of the composite book about 540 B.C., and that chapters lixi to lxvi were added later by three different writers, while the "Deutero-Isaiah" was an author living near the Lebanon, and responsible for chapters xi to lv inclusive of later insertions. The poetical passages (xli, 1-4; xlix, 1-6; li, 4-9; lii, 13; liii, 1-12) with respect to the persecuted "Servant of Yahweh" are by this Deutero-Isaiah of 540 B.C.; while chapters lixi to lx are (by Duhm) thought to have been written in Jerusalem about 430 B.C. Even the first thirty-five chapters contain corrupt additions by some later writer of the 2nd century B.C.

These speculations, like others, may however be considered as uncertain as the views of older critics which they aim at superseding. Dr. Davidson's more generally accepted views have long been those held by educated scholars; but in detail critical assumptions have sometimes been proved to be unfounded. Thus chapter xiii was supposed once to be late because it notices (verse 17) the Medes whom we now know to have been encountered by the Assyrians as early as 840 B.C.; and the destruction of Babylon in 698 B.C. (chapter xiv), is also now historically established by the records of Sennacherib (see also xxii, 2, 9). The early part of Isaiah (to chapter xxxix inclusive) is full of political allusions, now illustrated by the monumental notices between 720 and 700 B.C.—Ed.] It is well known that the word 'Almah (vii, 14) does not mean a "virgin" in Hebrew; but it is clear that, during ages of oppression, the Hebrews looked forward to a Messiah or an "anointed king"—a "branch" of the stem of Jesse, and a descendant of David (Isaiah iv, 2; xi, 1; Jeremiah xxxii, 5; Hosea iii, 5; Ezekiel xxxvii, 24, 25; Zechar. iii, 8; vi, 12). The "Servant of Yahweh" (Isaiah xlv, 5, 6) appears to be the writer himself. The Messiah could not have been expected to be a "man of sorrows" despised and rejected (lii, 3), and the figure stands apparently for Israel generally (xlii, 1). The writer refers to the "former things" as having been fulfilled (xiii, 1-9); apparently with reference to the older chapters, then known for nearly 200 years. The application of such passages to the history of Christ's death is forced and difficult. He was not blind (xiii, 19), nor was he "taken from prison and from judgment" (lii, 8), neither had he any sons (verse 10), nor were his days "prolonged." He did not even himself claim (as far as we are told) to die, or to be smitten, for the sins of others. The epithets applied to the expected Messiah (ix, 6) are all applicable to a human prince, since the words "mighty God," and "everlasting Father" may be better rendered: "[his name shall be called Wonderful, counselled by God, hero, father of ages, lord of peace."—Ed.] The predictions of the first part of the book refer to events just about to happen in the 8th century B.C. Isaiah was wroth with his people for their cowardice and corruption, and they resented or laughed at his denunciations. The whole work, as Dr. Davidson remarks, is based on the belief that Yahweh the God of Israel is the only true God, but one declaring vengeance against the Hebrew nation, for their sins and neglect of his service, and even commanding the prophet (vi, 10): "Make the heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart, and convert and be healed."
No doubt a historic Isaiah may have seen visions and had moments of ecstasy, believing that he saw what he describes. He often gives utterance to noble thoughts in beautiful language; but these things are familiar to those who have witnessed the exaltation of living nabîs or "prophets" in the East. They wander still all over Asia, and frequent the holy places of India, clad in sackcloth, or even quite naked when this is permitted. They are still religious politicians, and prophets whose predictions are not always fulfilled. They have caused us much trouble in India, and in Egypt alike. The reports of their miracles and visions spread far and wide among the masses, and they have often incited Messiahs and Mahdis ("guided ones") to their own destruction after terrible bloodshed (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 597).

Like most of them Isaiah believed only in his own inspiration, and condemned others who wore hairy garments and deceived the people, speaking falsely in the name of Yahveh, that priests might bear rule. Unable to decide between the opposite predictions of such prophets the Hebrews rejected them all, as we should do. But the noble language of Isaiah has caused his words to remain, while others are forgotten.

Isdhubar. See Gilgamas.

Isernia, an ancient Italian city 45 miles S.E. of Naples, where phallic rites were described as late as 1791 by Sir William Hamilton, then British Minister at Naples. He describes charms still worn (see Ewe) including the hand and phallic. The priests were then endeavouring to suppress these emblems, and the Priapian cultus. At the fête of Saint Cosmo and Saint Damian they, however, still blessed phallic emblems, to be set up in gardens under the name of "St Cosmo's toe"; and women presented ex-votos to this saint of phallic significance. Any affected organ was uncovered that the priest might anoint it with "St Cosmo's oil."

Isis. Egyptian Âsî or Usâ, probably "the spirit" (see As); the feminine of As-Âr or Usâr (Osiris) the male spirit. She is also Mâst "the mother," and the goddess of the moon, of the ark, and of water. Isis and Nephthys, the two wives between whom Osiris stands, are regarded by Reouf as goddesses of dawn and sunset. Isis is the mother of Horus the rising sun.

Islam. Arabic; from the root Salam meaning "to be safe," "peaceful," "healthy." Muhammad instructed his followers to call themselves Muslîm (plural Muslîmûn), and said that Abraham was a Muslim. [The correct rendering of Islam appears to be "salvation," and the Muslim is one "saved." But it is usually rendered "submissive," or "at peace" with God. — Ed.]

Israel. Hebrew: "God commanded." In Genesis (xxiii, 28) there is a play on the word, making it to mean "he commanded God," as applied to Jacob (see Hebrews).

Israfîl. Israphel. The angel who, according to Moslems, is to blow the trumpet at doomsday. The word signifies the Seraph, or "burning one," of God.

Istar. Akkadian: "light maker" (see 'Astar). The moon goddess, bride and sister of Tam-zi ("sun spirit"), was adopted by Semitic Babylonians as Istaru, and by Phoenicians, Cannaanes, and many Hebrews, as 'Ashtoreth. On the Moabite stone we find a dual god 'Astar-Kamush. Among Arabs, however, the sun was sometimes female (as with Germans), and 'Atthar became a male god. Istar was also a Venus, represented—from Nineveh to Ionia—as a naked goddess, holding her breasts whence she nourishes creation. These early figures of ivory and pottery, are generally grossly phallic; and 'Ashtoreth was so represented at Gaza down to 400 a.c. Sex is a matter of no moment among primeval deities; Istar is called in Semitic texts "the daughter of Sinu" (the male moon); but devotees—recognising the original meaning of the name—would find no difficulty in a male Venus. She bore many other names in Akkadian (or Turanian) speech, such as Nin-ka-zi ("lady horn-face"), Nin-si-anna ("lady eye-of-heaven"), Nin-ke-zi-da ("lady of the (temple) house of the spirit"), Nin-kharak ("mountain lady"), and Nin-khar-sagga ("lady of the mountain top"), being also among Assyrians a fiery goddess of war, armed with the bow. She is probably also Nina or Nana "the mother," represented with the infant sun god in her arms. The Greeks identified her with Artemis, and Athénè, as well as with Aphrodite.

 Esto. The Teutonic patriarchal deity, son of Manus, who was son of Tuisko.

Isvana. Sanskrit. A form of the sun or fire (see As); from the old root Is, Us, to "burn" or "shine," common to Aryan, Turanian, and Semitic speech.

Isvara. Sanskrit; "being" (see As).


Israel. Hebrew: "God commanded." In Genesis (xxiii, 28) there is a play on the word, making it to mean "he commanded God," as applied to Jacob (see Hebrews).
Italy

The ethnical and religious questions connected with the peninsula are treated in special articles (see Etruscans, Fors, Iberès Oskans, Rome, Sabines, and Umbri). The meaning of the name is very doubtful; some connect it with Talos as meaning "sunny land," some with Ili or Vetul for "cattle" (Latin vitulus "ox"); Diodorus says that Sannini, or S. Sabellia, was called Talum or Itulum; and in the Times of Plato Italy is called "the land of cattle." These ancient etymologies seem however doubtful, and I-tal may simply mean, as an Aryan or a Turanian word, "the long shore-land."

---

The ancient names of Italy included Saturnia, Ausonia, Opicia, Argessa, Jancula, Tyrrenia, and Oinotria or the land of "wine makers." The country has always been populated either from the north by land, or from the south by sea. Thus, in addition to the Turanian Etruscan and the Pelasgic, it was invaded by Keltic Umbrians and Oskans from the north; and Greek colonies were early established in Magna Grecia on the south. The Aryan tribes whose names end in *N*, including Sabini, Latini, and others, are believed to have formed a distinct stock, though akin to Celts and Greeks. The Latin race owed its civilization partly to the Etruscans and partly to early Greeks. The Etruscans encountered not only Pelasgic tribes, but the Ligurians, whose capital was at Pisa, and whom Roman authors call "one of the most ancient nations of Italy." They had conquered the Iberian coasts, the island of Kurnus (Corinca), and apparently Sardinia, with Sicania and Latium; some regard them as ancestors of Latins, and the Umbri as forefathers of the Romans; but all the various races were no doubt much mixed. The Sabellians occupied provinces E. and S. of Etruria, and bore an Aryan name. They were gradually driven south by the stronger races about 1200 B.C., or later. The Ligurians also appear to have been driven south by tribes from the Alps, called Taurini (near Turin), Rhétus, and Eugani, who (according to Livy) "were once great and powerful over all the country from the Alps to the sea." These tribes may have been descended from the neo-lithic uncivilised people whose "lake dwellings" (about 3000 to 1500 B.C.) are found along the rivers and coasts in the "terra-mare" of N. Italy. These Aryan savages received metals and pottery, in the later ages (1500 B.C. and onwards), from Phoenician and Greek traders. The Veneti, or Ouenetii, were "fog-dwellers" or unknown race, in the vicinity of Venice, who were opposed to the Keltic tribes to their north—such as the Carini—and they seem to have been an Istrian or Dalmatian race, probably also Aryan.

Ivashti

When the Romans, in the 6th century B.C., began to become a nation, of mixed Latin and Etruscan origin, N. Italy was constantly receiving Teutonic immigrants and Gauls. About 500 B.C., we find Greeks occupying Calabria, and extending to the gulf of Tarento. Ippagia was not then known as Italy, and was the true Oinotria, or "wine-makers" land, west of the Appenines. The Greeks said that the early inhabitants of this region were Pelasgi, who came from Epirus and Arkadia; and Pausanias regarded these as "the first colonisers of Italy." They may have been the Oesi and Opici. The Oesi occupied Apulia, Sanninium, Campania, and Latium, having Lucanians to their south. This was before the establishment of Umbrian and Sabine kingdoms. Italy received all its alphabets from the Turanians and the Greeks of Ionia. The migrants from this region would be acquainted with the great island of Euboea, which was then called Italika. [Dr Isaac Taylor (Alphabet, ii) describes the various alphabets—Etruscan, Oscan, Umbrian, and Latin—from extant texts of the 8th and later centuries B.C. The Cere alphabet is Etruscan, and distinct from the Latin which originated in Chalcis. The Cuma colony was Euboean, and that of Syracuse was Corinthian. In addition to these immigrants, Lenormant supposes that the Phoenicians of Tyre had founded settlements on the coasts, and in the islands of Italy, long before the Carthaginians entered Sicily.---End.]

Ixion. Iksion. Greek, from the root *Ik* or *Ag*, and the secondary *Als*, meaning "burn" or "shine." He was the son of Ares or of Filegus, by Dia the daughter of Dionysos. He threw his mother into a pit of fire. Zeus favoured him till he attempted to seduce Hera, when a cloud was substituted for her, whence the Kentaur was born. Hermes (the wind) chained Ixion to a wheel which was sent rolling through space; and, in confession of his ingratitude, he was condemned to cry in Hades, "Benefactors should be honoured." We have here the usual mythical figures of sun, dawn, wind, earth, and cloud. At Rhodes, Ixion was identified with Apollo, and his fiery wheel is a common sun emblem in Asia. The Hindus said that Dyáush snatched it from the grasp of night. It had usually four spokes, but the three-legged symbol of Sicily, and of the Isle of Man, is the same as the yfflot or "flying foot" (see Yfflot and Swastika). The torments of Ixion are the labours of Herakles, and akin to that of Sisyphus, who rolls the great stone to the mouth, only to see it fall back to Hades by night.
The English J sound is the same as in Syrian Arabic and in Sanskrit, but the symbol was originally used for long I, as it still is in German. Hence Y'akob in our Bible is written Jacob, and Yoseph is written Joseph. The J sound interchanges with G.

Ja. Sanskrit, “conquering”; from the Aryan root gi or ga, to “bend” or “subdue.” Hence Jaya-nāt, “the conquering lord”—a title of Jaga-nāt.

Jacob. Hebrew: Y'akob, “he followed.” The son of Isaac. The craft of Jacob, according to our modern ethics, makes him a despicable character; but the author who records his history regarded him as specially favoured by God (see Heel).

Jacobites. The Syrian Christians are so called, as followers of Jacob Baradzeus, a Syrian monk of the 6th century, who maintained the doctrines of Euthyches (condemned at Chalcedon in 451 B.C.), attributing a single divine nature to Christ. He influenced not only the Syrian, but the Koptik, and Armenian churches, which, though distinct, agree in this Monophysite doctrine. Most of the Syrians, though accepting the decisions of previous councils (see Councils), rejected that of Chalcedon, and continued ever after to form a separate church. The minority were called Melchites, or those of the “royal” party, agreeing with the Greeks who taught the double nature of Christ, and with the Emperor. The Syrians are now few, having a patriarch of their own in Jerusalem (at the monastery of St. Thomas), and ancient monasteries in the Lebanon where, and in 4 neighbouring villages, the old Syriak language—which was that of the Syrian church in the 4th century—is still spoken.

Jaga-nāt. Sanskrit: “lord of creation,” a title of Krishna, who is also Jaya-nāt, “the conquering lord.” His great shrine in Orissa has become world famous; and the region is called Utakala-deor, or the land that “effaces sin,” being sacred for 20 miles round the shrine. Brahmans traverse all India to urge pilgrimage to this temple, where “the granter of all wishes,” bestows offerings, and heals every ailment. To bathe in the sacred waters of Puri, and to pray on its sandy shores, is to obtain remission of the most dire sins. Pervent piety, human and divine love, have here been manifested by myriads of pilgrims. The Rev. T. Maurice tells us that Capt. Hamilton found the symbol of this shrine to be “a pyramidal black stone.” The two chief festivals at the site are the Snāna-yatra, or “bathing” of the god, in the end of May, and the Ratha-yatra or “chariot festival” in June, when the deity, accompanied by his brother Bāλī-nām and his sister Su-bhadra, is dragged in a huge car by hundreds of devotees, from his temple to one adjoining it, and back again. The Snāna fête is a baptismal ceremony for the god and his worshippers, in preparation for the later ceremony. The legend says that Krishna died in a distant land, slain by Jāra (“cold”); and his body lay uncared for, and wasted away ere pious persons gathered the bones in an ark. Vishnū directed the good king Indra-dyūma to make an image of Jaga-nāt, and to place the bones in it. Visvакarma (or Hēphaistos) undertook to make the image if left undisturbed, but after 15 days the king visited him before he had finished the hands and feet; he therefore left the image in this unfinished state, and Jaga-nāt is now so represented; but Brahmans consented to make it famous, and himself to act as priest at its consecration, when he bestowed on it eyes and a soul.

The shrine is very ancient, and caste distinctions are there ignored. All are equal in the eyes of the creator, and though Hindus there attempt to preserve caste at the fêtes, all are supposed to eat from the same dish, and the sexes mingle only too freely during the hot nights when pilgrims lie in the open, on the sands, or in the low jungle scrub round the shrines. The “World Mother,” Jaga-nāt, is Devi (or Himavat), wife of Siva, whose second name points to the home of Krishna in the north. In May and June 200,000 to 400,000 pilgrims assemble on the Puri river, and 3000 or 4000 priestly families minister to them, while probably as many missionaries are sent out all over India, in the spring months, urging the sick, the sorrowful, and the barren, to perform this pilgrimage. The area of 650 square feet occupied by the shrine is specially sacred. A tower 184 feet high (28 feet square) covers the shrine where the three images stand. The shrines are all pyramidal, and older than 1200 A.D. They are covered with elaborate carving, the figures being very indecent: at the entrance rises a basilan block 35 feet high, with 16 faces, highly ornamented and set on a pedestal—this being the lingam of the site, in front of the ark or shrine; as the pillar of Zeus stood before the symbolic cave of Delphi. Various statues surround this pillar, in the quadrangle which includes the shrines. These represent heroes of the Mahabharata and Ramayana epics. The rite of dragging the car over prostrate devotees has now been suppressed. Similar car rites belong to all temples of Jaga-nāt in every part of India.
Jaga-isvar. Sanskrit: “spirit of the universe.” This is one of Siva's most beautiful shrines in Banaras, where rich and poor, ignorant and literary, alike worship, beating their heads on the threshold, and prostrating themselves on the temple floor, or wearily perambulating holy objects. In the central porch sits the sacred bull (Nanda), and within the shrine is a lingam of polished black stone, 6 feet high, and 12 feet in circumference; water trickles on it perpetually from the roof, as at Tilubbhand-isvar, where the bull kneels before a lingam 4½ feet high, and 15 feet in circumference.

Jahveh. The German spelling for Yahveh, which they suppose to be the correct sound of the name (see Jehovah).

Jains. See Yati, and Short Studies, i and ii. [The name Jān comes from Jīn “being,” as they are believers in 24 Jinas (called also Tirthankars) or successive ancient saints. The Jains are followers of Mahā-vīra (or Yathā-māna) the contemporary of Gotama Buddha, whose predecessor they recognise in Parāvaha, probably about 700 B.C. They include (1) Digāmbaras, “sky-clad,” or naked ascetics, called Niganthas in Buddhist Pāśka, and in the edicts of Āśoka; and (2) Śvetāmbaras or “white-robed” ones, who date from our 6th century. The Jinās are always naked when represented by statues, and Nigantha means “free from bonds.” But, among modern Jains, only the Yati ascetics are naked, and the laity (Śrāvakas or “disciples”) are clothed. The Jain scriptures include 45 Agamas in Jain dialect, namely, 11 Angas, 12 Upangas, 10 Pakinnakas, 6 Chedas, 4 Mula-sūtras, and 2 other books. The Jains aim at Nirvāṇa, but now worship spirits and have caste distinctions: their charity extends to the creation of hospitals even for animals. Mahā-vīra, however, was a metaphysician rather than a practical philanthropist such as Gotama became in the second stage of his career, and Jains have not gone beyond what he also taught in his first stage (see Encyclop. Brit.).—Ed.]

Jambu. Sanskrit. The name of a tree of life and knowledge, which grows in the centre of Jambu-divpas, the Hindu paradise (see Meru). The Jambu fruits were elephants, which fell on the moun-
tains. Goddesses became productive through eating these apples. The elephant (see Indra) here represents the cloud which fertilises the earth.

Jamiya. The Persian fire-stick, or candle of Agni.

James. A corruption of the Greek Iakōbos, and Hebrew Yaḵob.

James, Epistle of. Since our 4th century this tractate has been supposed to have been written by James the brother of Christ, of whom however the author only calls himself a servant. The author of the 4th Gospel (John vii, 5) says that the brethren of Jesus (that is James, Joses, Judah, and Simon) did not believe in him. Jesus is twice mentioned in the Epistle of James (i, 1; ii, 1) as the Messiah, and the Messiah of glory: and it is addressed to the 12 scattered tribes, or Jews out of Palestine. The unknown author writes an epistle such as Hillel might, in other respects, have penned. He was a pious Jew, who believed (v, 17) that Elias or Elijah had been able to restrain the rains by his prayers. James the brother of John, and son of Zebedee, was slain by a Herod probably about 44 A.C. (Acts xii, 1); and James the son of Alpheus (Matt. x, 2) was an apostle. The name was naturally very common among Jews. But the Churches believed in the 4th century that James, the brother of Jesus, who was alive about 39 A.C. or later (Gal. i, 19), became bishop of Jerusalem. Eusebius, quoting Hegesippus, relates doubtful traditions about his being thrown from a pinnacle of the temple: and a passage in Josephus (perhaps a later interpolation) would make this happen about 64 A.C. Hebrew Christians seem to have looked on James as little inferior to his brother. Hegesippus is said to have recorded that “he has been surnamed the Just by all, from the days of our Lord till now. . . . He was consecrated from his mother's womb . . . he drank neither wine nor strong drink, and abstained from animal food. No razor ever came on his head. He was never anointed with oil, nor used a bath. He was in the habit of entering the sanctuary alone, and was often found on his knees, interceding for the people. . . . In consequence of his exceeding great righteousness he was called the Righteous, and the protector of the people” (Euseb., Hist. Eccles., ii, 25). He appears to have been a Nazarene; and many passages in the Epistle of James suggest an Essene or Ebionite writer. He inculcates peace (i, 19), and speaks of the piety of the poor (ii, 5-8): the wisdom from above is gentle he says (iii, 17, 18), and he forbids evil speaking (iv, 11). The rich will suffer hereafter (v, 1-3), and the Christians must not swear, but confess sins mutually, while elders are to anoint the sick with oil (v, 12-16). Some early writers place this Epistle in the reign of Domitian (81-96 A.C.), yet tradition makes James older than Jesus, and (if he be the author) it may be earlier than 70 A.C., supposing that the son of a Hebrew carpenter is likely to have been able to write Greek which, according to Bishop Alford, is "too pure, and too free from Hebrew, and Aramaic, words to have been written by any Palestinian": or our present version may be a translation. Origen,
Jan

according to Dr Mayor, is "the first who cites the Epistle as scripture, and as written by James"; but critics say (Athenaeum, 27th May 1893) that: "There is really no information of a trustworthy nature, regarding the Epistle, which can be assigned to the first three centuries." Eusebius in the 4th century says that it was then used "in a few churches, but was held by many to be spurious" (Hist. Eccles., ii, 23; iii, 25), probably because it was too Ebionite in tendency to be accepted by the Nicene, or High Church, party.

The Epistle nevertheless was evidently written by a good and sensible man, in the hope that his brethren to rely on good works rather than on faith alone—an ethical teaching superior to most of that found in the Hebrew or Christian scriptures, and equally advocated in the same age by Buddhists and Stoics, as it had been in Jewish books such as Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom. The Church of the 4th century was not in sympathy with this purely ethical tone (see i, 27), or with the secondary position assigned to faith—"the devils also believe" (ii, 19). But the spirit of Christ's address to the poor, as recorded in the Gospels, is found in this Epistle of James.

Jan. Jin. Common words for "being" (see Ga, Gaa), as in the Chinese Nan-jân, and Na-jân for male and female life, and the Arabic Jin (plural Jân) for a spirit (see Jîn).

Janaka. The patriarch of Mithila (Tirhut in India), and a common name for its princes, meaning the one "unborn," or "without a father." The legend says that Janaka was produced from the body of his predecessor by rubbing, and by the prayers of sages, twenty generations before Sita, the wife of Râma, whose father was Janaka; and she was called Janaki. Janaka was also the ploughshare which scratches the soil, and so connected with Sita the "seed" in the furrow. The plains of India were bestowed on Janaka, and by him on Râma as the strongest (see Dowson's Hinde Mythol., p. 138).

Janams. The name given to priests who wear the lingam, as well as to shrines of Siva. Such priests may be seen driving the Nandas, or sacred bulls, which are covered with bells and shells; the tinkling sounds serving to attract the gods, and to drive away the demons.

Jani-vâra, or Janvi. The sacred cord of Brâhmans, which symbolises "new birth," given to the young Hindu at the rite of Upa-nyaana. It consists of a certain number of cotton threads twisted together (like the Persian Kosti), the cotton being plucked and woven only by high caste Brâhmans. It passes over the left shoulder and

rests on the right thigh. It is put on on the 12th birthday of a Brâhman boy, when a wafer of cummin seed and sugar is stuck to the forehead, and the boy (like Siva) then becomes, mentally and physically, the Upa-nyaana, or "extra-eyed." Until this is done he is classed only as of Sudra caste (Indians Antiq., June 1892). (See Upa-nyaana.)

Janus. The Etruscan god of gates, adopted by Romans, the name probably coming from the Turanian gan or gun "to be." Ovid (Fasti) says:

"Why irst that though I other gods adore
I first must Janus' deity implore?
Because he holds the door by which access
Is had to any god you would address."

The Etruscans called Janus the father of the twelve great gods, whose 12 altars belonged to 12 months. He was the sun, and Jana his consort, was the moon. Macrobius (400 A.C.) calls him the "god of gods." He was bisexual like other creators, and represented as two-headed. The Latins compared Janus and Jana to Dionysus and Diana (sun and moon); he was also Patulcius and Clusius—the "opener" and the "shutter"—and bore in one hand the rod or litus (crozier), and in the other the key. For he was the master of the door of life (see Door), which he could shut or open at will. The doors of his temple were closed in peace time, and opened in war time. He is thus called Deus Clavigerus, and "Celestis janitor aulae," or "doorkeeper of the celestial hall," or of Paradise. All doors, caves, and passages, were sacred to him, and symbolised Jana. She was the "queen of secret," and (like Hekate) of witches, or Januars. Siva in India, in like manner, is Dwârka-nâth, "the Lord of the door."

The first month of the year was called January after Janus, for he—like Siva—is Kâla or "time," and is denoted by the 365 days. The cock was sacred to Janus as a bird of dawn. Many of his legends were transferred to Peter by the Roman Christians, and Peter's symbols include the cock and the key. The Janiculum hill W. of the Tiber (the Etruscan side) was named from Janus. The doors of the temple were closed only for the third time, by Augustus, in 29 B.C. Ovid says: "Thou alone, O two-headed Janus—origin of the year—canst see thine own back." But two-headed figures are found also in Lydia, and in Egypt, and the Indian Brâhman has four heads.

Japan. The Japanese empire extends over 162,655 square miles, including the four large islands, and a total of 4238 islands in all. The Kurile group was annexed as late as 1875. The popula-
Japan

The Japanese account of the Creation appears to be derived from that of the Mongols, as found in China. In China the original chaos included the male and female elements (Yun-Yin : see China) as yet undistinguished; and so in Japan these elements, $O$ and $M$, were conjoined with water, earth, and air, but were separable to the eye of wisdom, as the yolk is distinguished from the white of an egg. In time the earth sank down, and the water surrounded it, while air floated in immeasurable space. In China we hear that P'an-Koo, the first man, then appeared, whom the Japanese call Pan-ko-i. The name Pan (as in Greece, or in Italy where we find Faunus and the Penates) appears to come—like the Mongol bani—from an ancient word meaning a "spirit" or "being." The Japanese legend describes the world as having been "a fine soft mud, like oil, floating on the water"; and out of this, in due time, sprang up "a rush called Asi," from which came forth the "earth-former"—a god—and after him a goddess, who together kneaded mud and sand into a paste. These two were called Iza-na-gi and Iza-na-mi—from gi "male" and mi "female." The divine pair, resting on a bridge or a ship, caused the dry land to appear as continents and islands, and then descended on a lovely region, where they gave themselves up to love (a passion of which Japanese poetry is full): they met at the "Imperial Column" (a strange term, unexplained but suggestive); and a child was born to them which had to be hidden away, because (says the legend of the Ko-zi-ki or Ko-ji-ki) the goddess was the first to speak. It was "set adrift in an ark of reeds" (like Sargina of Agadé, or Moses in Egypt, or any other of the heroes), and was regarded as "of evil presage" (see Mr Tatui Babes—a Japanese writer on the Ko-zi-ki—as followed by Dr Tylor, Journal Anthorp. Inst., 28th March 1876).

The Japanese, like Arabs, Teutons, and others, make the sun a female; and the moon according to them was her sister. They had a very troublesome brother, Soosana-ono-mikoto "the god of winds," who is generally mild and gentle, with tears in his eyes, but who if thwarted becomes furiously destructive of all the beauties of earth. His breath moisture and fire ruin the work of the two sisters, Ama-terasu-no-kami the sun, and Tsuki-no-kami the moon. The original parent deities had condemned the storm god to Hades, after he had blasted the fruits and flowers of earth. As he departed he trampled on, and blew about, the new seed that the kind sister sun (called also Ten-shu-tai-in "the heaven-enlightening great spirit") had planted.

Like his Egyptian prototype Set, the Japanese storm god returned from Hades, and his sun sister was forced to take refuge in "a cavern in the sky," where she closed the opening with a great stone, leaving the world in darkness. "Distressed at this" (says Dr Tylor, still quoting the Ko-zi-ki) "the 800,000 gods devised means to bring her out: they light a fire outside." Various joyous proceedings, such as all early peoples observed to usher in the spring, then followed, including dances, singing, processions, with jewelled banners and emblems such as "the sacred mirror, and peculiarly cut pieces of paper," with torches and colored lights. The sun goddess was induced to listen at the door of her cave, wondering why men and birds were so mirthful, and could sing and dance in a world which she had left dark. Her curiosity led her slowly to "push the great stone a little on one side, and to peep out." The god on guard then opened the door, by completely removing the stone. All then joined in persuasive plaints, regretting the tyranny of the storm god, who was sent back to Hades. The sun goddess issued forth, and the joyous worshippers "stretched a cord across the cave's mouth" to prevent her...
again escaping from their sight. The whole legend is very clearly a myth of summer and winter. The wind god is however not always evil, for we read that he “descends to earth, and slays the eight headed and eight tailed serpent (Oroti) who is about to destroy the lady of the young rice”; by which we may understand the February winds drying up the floods. The heavenly mother goddess, Isu-na-mi (already noticed), “falls from her high estate,” and descends to Hades, where she tastes food (like Proserpine) and is unable, or unwilling, to return; she is followed by her lord Isu-na-gi who seeks to bring her back, but to him she says “Thou art too late, for I have eaten of the food of this world”—an idea held also by New Zealanders (Tylor, Journal Anthrop. Inst., VI, i, 57-59). In Babylonian myths also the sun is said to eat poison in Hades, which delays his reappearance, whereas Istar in Hades drinks water of life and is restored. The cut paper above mentioned (Go-hei), and the mirror (Kami), will be noticed again. They serve to connect Chinese and Japanese symbolism; and the mirror is regarded as a defence against demons in China. The Go-hei papers are diamond shaped, and are often built up in a pyramidal form at praying places.

The Japanese took their written characters also from China; but simplified the system of innumerable emblems into two syllabaries, apparently about our 9th or 10th century. The Kana-kou syllabary is cursive, and is derived from the Chinese Kyai-shu, or “model character.” The Hiragana syllabary is derived from the Tsau-shu or “grass character” of China (see Dr Isaac Taylor, Alphabet, i, p. 14). The sacred Japanese writings include the Kojiki (or Ko-zi-ki), completed in 711 A.C.; and the Nihon-ki, completed in 720 A.C. They will never rank with older Bibles, though not more full of mythical matter. They are both almost unreadable, the phonetic characters used being said to have been introduced into Japan in the reign of Ojin about 270 to 310 A.C. The first of these books seems to have been preserved orally for some time, through “a woman of extraordinary memory who repeated all the old traditions” (Reed’s Japan, i, p. 22). In the Nihon-ki we find patriarchs living 140, and in one case 350, years. The Kojiki mentions “three gods of the gate”; but “the three are one”; whereas now, at the Mikado’s Court, two separate gods of the gate are venerated. These ancient annals are known from Mr Chamberlain’s translation, and from essays by Sir E. Satow (see Shin-to).

Religious toleration prevails in Japan; and, in addition to the national Shin-to (“way of the gods” or “divine rites”), the race has been influenced by Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, and (in a lesser degree) by Christianity. The religion of the peasant and that of the educated differ as much in Japan as elsewhere, and Shin-to beliefs permeate Buddhist ritual. The most distinctive features of Japanese religion belong to the original Animistic beliefs, to which the name Shin-to is given. Mr Brownell (Heart of Japan, 1903) separates the deities usually adored into two classes, (1) the Kami or Shin-to gods, worshipped in a Miya temple; and (2) the Hotake or Buddhist deities, in a Tera or monastery. These temples are approached through avenues, with huge symbolic gateways, recalling the gate which is used in China (see Door) for “passing through” to cure sickness. According to the Japanese Buddhists of Ise the creator produced Amaterasu (the sun) from his left eye, and Susan-no (the wind) from his right eye, after his return from pursuing his wife to Hades.

Among other gods (according to Mr Brownell) are to be mentioned: (1) Marushiten, an eight-armed goddess, thought to be of Indian origin, who guides the sun and moon from her throne in the constellation of the Great Bear; (2) Kisho-Bojin, a sweet-faced lady, the protectress of children, whose lap is full of dolls, bibs, and caps, offered by women whose children she has called away. She has become a Buddhist deity; for, according to her legend, she had determined to destroy Buddha, but was turned into a dragon or serpent, and then produced 500 children, whom it was decreed by heaven she should eat—one every day: but Buddha had mercy on her, and restored her to womanhood, whereupon she became a nun, and now sits in monasteries with a pomegranate in her hand; (3) Sama-biki-Zaru is a trine monkey god, who presides over Kojin—the earth or kitchen deity; for the three monkeys are Izo-Zaru who is dumb with hand to mouth, Kita-Zaru who is deaf holding his ears, and Mi-Zaru who is blind with hands over his eyes; these three refuse to speak, hear, or see, any evil; (4) Kompurin (or Kotokira) is a god of sailors, worshiped by Buddhists for 12 centuries till recently, in a temple at the foot of Zosu-an-shi-koku; his form is that of a huge crocodile 1000 feet long, with 1000 limbs and 1000 heads; his fete was on the 11th October; but when the Shin-to worshipers obtained power, some 30 years ago, his Terra was pulled down, and a Miya shrine built over him instead, the sectaries saying that “he had been their god from old”; (5) Fudo (Buddha) is the god of wisdom, with a fierce ugly countenance, usually seated on a fiery throne, holding a sword in his right hand, and a noose in his left; he binds the wicked and ignorant, handing them over to (6) Emma-o or “wise wisdom,” the regent of the hells, who judges them; his scribe records their deeds.
and punishment is decreed accordingly; but Emma-o was once a great Chinese general, and a lover of truth wiser than heaven, to whom also Chinamen sacrifice a cock when taking vows. Finally there are, besides these gods, seven pleasant-looking deities of good luck, called Shichi-Fuku-ji.

The late Mrs Bishop (Miss Bird), in her interesting account of the wilder parts of Japan, describes the Aino worship (see Aino), and the Gohei paper emblems, which are attached to a white rod, forming a kind of Thyrsus (like that of Baphko) very similar to the Tario emblem of Polynesia (see Rivers of Life, p. 231, fig. 244). The Ainos offer libations of Saki to this emblem, and drink it also in honor of the god, who is often thus too much worshiped. The cult of sun and moon seems gradually to have replaced an older worship of beasts, birds, and snakes—especially of the bear. Even the Ainos have now rude temples, and Miss Bird was taken to a wooden shrine, and told on no account to tell the Japanese anything about it. It was a dismal cell containing—as she understood—the image of a revered Japanese leader, Yoshit-suni, who had been kind to the Ainos. It was built on an almost inaccessible hill, and contained also some Gohei rods, brass candlesticks, and a Chinese picture of a junk. When asked about a future life these Ainos replied: "How can we know! No one ever came back to tell us"; and when told that one God made us all they refused to believe it, saying: "How is it then that you are so different—you so rich and we so poor'? These are words we all might well take to heart. The Japanese, according to this author, have sacred fox-images of Inari: they say these beasts pursue men, and, taking the form of beautiful women, steal their senses; while badgers in the form of "lovable men" also seduce the affections of women (Miss Bird's Japon, i, pp. 71, 381; ii, p. 95). The fox is also a great figure in early Chinese mythology.

Other details of belief and custom may be found in the account by Mr Hearn (Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan), though the ethnics which he attributes to the Shin-to faith appear more properly to be derived from Buddhism, and the teaching of Confucius. He notices Uchi-no-Kami as a god of the house or home, whose shrine (or Kami-dana) is a "god-shelf" facing S. or E. or S.E. and never N. or W. which is the direction for female deities (p. 400). The dead are buried facing N., and all that is connected with death is impure. Fire also is subject to impurity, and must be renewed with flint and steel, or from the sun's rays, in order to purify houses. A sacred lamp must always burn beside the Kami-dana, or if poverty forbids this, must at least be lighted on the 1st, 15th, and 28th of each month, specially sacred to the gods. The lesser gods, or spirits of the dead, are worshiped in a separate chamber called the Mitamaru, or "spirit chamber," or—by Buddhists—the Butsu-dan or family shrine (p. 404). The Buddhists and Shin-toists often worship together; and even the Shin-shu sect, which adores Amida-Buddha, respects the family Lures and Penates. The first duty at dawn is to place a cup of tea before the Butsu-ns, or Butsu-dan; and on the 7th of March, at the "all-souls" festival (Bonku), special offerings must be made. Ancestor-worship is foreign to true Buddhism, but both in China and Japan Buddhists pray that their ancestors may help them (pp. 415-415). Phallic worship appears to have belonged to the Shin-to-system, and was put down after the revolution, some 20 or 30 years ago, by the Imperial orders. Mr Hearn (ii, p. 348) found everywhere sacred stones, believed to be haunted and to possess miraculous powers, or variously called the woman's stone, nodding stone, death stone, wealth stone, etc. The Shin-to worshiping masses still cling to their very ancient rites and symbols. Mr Hearn (i, p. 392) quotes Sir E. Satow (on the Revival of Pure Shin-to) as saying: "all moral ideas are (believed to be) implanted by the gods, and are of the same nature as the instinct to eat or drink."

Japanese customs depend on such beliefs. Marriages are celebrated in a tent on a mound, where is the bride's idol, with eight lamps. She ascends the hill from one side, and the bridgroom with his relations from the other. The pair hold torches, lighted from altar fires, in their hands. A Bonzi blesses and unites them, amid joyful shoutings; and grain is thrown over them. The bride's play-things are then burned, and a spinning wheel with flax is presented to her. She is led home; and two oxen with some sheep are sacrificed in honour of a god with a dog's head. The Japanese burn the dead (i, p. 930), setting up the corpse in the attitude of prayer, clothed in white, with a paper pasted on giving the name of the deity worshiped by the deceased. The pit in which the body is placed is filled with wood, and covered with a cloth. Tables, with meats dressed in blood, and with perfumes, are set round: the friends touch the corpse, and invoke its god: the Bonzi waves a lighted torch, and throws it away: the nearest relatives seize it, and stand east and west of the body, finally lighting the pyre which is drenched with oils and perfumed essences. Letters are often burned, and answers are expected from the other world. On the following day the ashes are collected, and placed in the family chamber. Mourning continues for seven days, and the remains are then buried in a cemetery outside the town, and over them a monument is erected.
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The gods in Japan are often represented by beautiful images, such as that of Slikuni, who is covered with stars, and seated on a lotus, holding a scimitar, a rosary, a child, and a crescent; or the god Jene, with 4 arms, and 4 heads under a seven-rayed glory. The Japanese say that sun-worship came to them from China and Siam (M. Aymonier, Royal Asiatic Society Journal, October 1894); and at the great temple in Sakai is a dedication to “all the deities of Arakan, Pegu, Cambodia, Java, Cochin-China, Siam, Borneo, the Philippine Islands, Korea, and China.”

Among very ancient customs is that of devoting girls (Geishas) to the service of Venus (like the Kodeshoth of Hebrews, Phoenicians, and Babylonians, or the Deva-dásis of India), and at such temples phallic emblems are found (Capt. De Fonblanque, Nippon, p. 141, published in 1862). The great centre of pilgrimage is the “shrine of the gods” on Fuji-yama, the sacred mountain (12,370 feet above the sea), with a crater 1800 feet deep. But the last festival here was celebrated in 1861. The Japanese god of wealth (Dai-ko-ku) has a hammer as his chief weapon, which lies on his lap, with balls of rice and seven precious things. This again has probably a phallic connection, like the symbolic gateways (see Tori). The Japanese emblem of the Tortoise (as in China and India) signifies “longevity and happiness” (Mrs Solwey, Asiatic Quarterly, October 1894), and is called Kame (see Tortile). The butterfly is also an important emblem (see Butterfly) called Cho, and representing the soul: it is connected with the fan (Ogi) which symbolises air; and also with a crystal ball or disk—the jewel Hojin-no-tama, which typifies the soul, and is suspended over the dead. A group of these stones “denotes eternity” (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 167). The mirror is as important as it was in W. Asia and Egypt, and is the emblem of woman—the Kagami—while the “accusing mirror” occurs in the Hell of Japanese Buddhists, as a record of sins. The Lotus also is as much revered as in India, or in ancient Egypt. The Kam-no-Hara, as this flower is called, is (according to Mrs Solwey) “creative power, and world growth . . . eternity, and a trinity . . . symbol of Spirit and Form”; for its calyx is a triangle, whose base is a circle (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 47). The Chinese Yan and Yin (male and female) appear, according to this account, to answer to Yoi and Ye, “represented as two colossal red and green figures at temple entrances. . . . They typify the two elements of life, male and female, and are also emblems of perfect strength.”

The three emblems of national importance in Japan—forming the Palladium of the empire—are the Mirror: the Sword of Miya: and the stone Maga-Tama, of which we have no description, but which is otherwise a “ball,” perhaps typifying the mundane egg, or the soul (Hojin-no-tama) as already noticed. The Maga-Tama was the most revered object in Japan for more than 2500 years, down to the Revolution of 1868, and was always in the keeping of the Mikado. The three objects so described were in the royal palace till the time of the great Mikado Sugin in 97 B.C.; after which the Mirror and the Sword were placed in special temples. In 3 B.C. the Mirror was finally placed at Ise, in the Aji temple of the sun god, which has repeatedly been rebuilt every ten years in scrupulous imitation of the original shrine. The Sword is placed in the famous Atsuuru shrine of the city Nagoa, and can be seen; but the original Mirror is never shown to anyone: for in Shin-to temples (says Sir E. Reed) “there are no visible objects of worship”: though at Naku, “the representation of the deity is in the hidden sacred mirror.” The spirit of deity is, in general, enshrined in some concealed object known as the “august spirit,” or “God’s seed” (Reed’s Japan, ii, pp. 248-256). Even the chief priest himself “does not for years together even see the case containing the sacred Mirror, and no other priests are admitted into the building without good cause.” The sacred Sword is called Kussagani-no-metsurugi—“the grass mowing sword”; three veils before this emblem are looped up to allow worshipers to see it, whereas the veils in front of the casket of the sacred Mirror are never raised. The Sword (says Sir E. Reed) is “the object of veneration to millions, who have come day and night to bow before it” (11, p. 267): it was produced from the tail of the serpent defeated by the wind god, as already described: it accompanied the monarch to war, and to quell a conflagration—perhaps meaning a revolution. It was so withdrawn from its first shrine in the 2nd century A.D.; and, after victory, was replaced and has never since been moved.

The Chinese goddess Kwan-yin (see Avalokit-Ivara) is worshiped as Kwan-on in Japan, and described by Miss Bird as “a rude block of rock shaped like a junk.” Sir E. Reed states that she is bisexual (as elsewhere), and has 1000 arms, being honored alike in Shin-to and Buddhist temples. She is especially “Our Lady of the sea and of seafarers” (like the Roman Virgin, Stella-maria), and on one occasion she warned a prince of a coming flood, whereby he escaped while all others perished. A fine bronze statue of this deity was erected on the spot, and is still to be seen on a high conical granite hill under which runs the high road round Fujiyama. Buddhists and Shin-to worshippers alike adore Kwan-on.

Shin-to is called Kami-no-michi or “the way of the superior ones” (Kami), and is described by Mr Bates (Assistant Secretary of
the Royal Geographical Society—see _Journal_, vol. v) as "a sort of politico-moral faith, combined with the worship of ancestors."

The chief deity is the great ancestress of the emperor, the goddess Ama-terasu (or the sun): the most important of Shin-to festivals (or _Matsuri_) takes place in the 6th month, when young and old, rich and poor, attend. It is on this occasion that the offerings to the dead are sent out in boats to be burned at sea (see _Bridges_). The Shin-to priests are believed to hold communion with the deity, but images are not commonly used, while the ethical teaching inculcates purity of thought, word, and deed, and honesty in dealing with others. The persistence with which nations adhere to their ancient ideas is illustrated by the national coinage of the "third year of peace and enlightenment" (1870). In the centre of the reverse is the mirror, above which is the "wheel" with six divisions, and below the Kiri tree, while the sun appears on a standard to the right, and the moon on one to the left: the whole is surrounded by wreaths of chrysanthemums and Kiri leaves: the obverse bears a dragon, and the legend "Great Nipon"—that is "east" or "rising sun."

About 250 B.C. Buddhism began to spread beyond India, and was established in China by 60 A.C. (see _China_; and Reed's _Japan_, i, p. 75): but it was not preached in Japan till about 550 A.C., or a thousand years after the death of the founder Gautama the Sakyamuni (see _Buddha_), who is called Shaka by the Japanese. They date him (like the Chinese) as early as 543 B.C., whereas 949 B.C. is the generally accepted date of his death. The semi-barbarous Koreans received a corrupt form of Buddhism, and sent to the Japanese monarch Kimei some statues, banners, and altars. The new faith took root, but at first every epidemic was attributed to it. By 605 A.C., royal edicts appear to have been issued under Buddhist influence; and a little later a Japanese empress gave up hunting, as being contrary to the Buddhist scruples as to taking animal life. Within a generation or two, beautiful shrines began to be erected all over the islands; and in our 8th century every province was ordered to maintain a Buddhist temple, while endowments were increased, and monasteries and nunneries established. The master stroke of the creed came in the 9th century, when Kobo—a learned Japanese priest—declared that, as a result of foreign travel, he found the old gods of Japan to be manifestations of Buddha. Patriotism and piety were thus united, and the old Shin-to beliefs paled before the rising sun of Buddhism, which had its "golden age" in our 13th century. Intoxicated by power Buddhists then forgot their ancient humility and unworldliness: the priests defiled their hands with gold; and, as in India, the faith decayed. Its rites and temples, in Japan, can now hardly be distinguished from those of Shin-to worship, and in its highest form it becomes only a kind of emotional Confucianism. The extremely logical character of the teaching of Confucius has impressed the educated classes, especially as taught by the Chinese philosopher Chu-ku. Thus Miss Bird found Buddhist temples deserted, and falling into ruins (though this is not always the case, even in 1900 A.C.). Once freed from dompa, and belief in the supernatural, the course of thought becomes rapid, especially when the results of science have been studied; and Japanese students now prefer the teaching of Mill, Huxley, and Herbert Spencer, to Buddhism or Confucianism.

Since the great Reformation of 1568, and the calm consideration of Christianity, the Japanese Government has decided on a neutral attitude, tolerating all creeds, and nominally accepting the ancient Shin-to system which suits the social and political traditions of the reigning family. Confucianism pursues its ancient path (see Confucius), as a rational system, glad to accept all who are true to reason and good conduct, standing apart from the wayward, or the excessively religious. Miss Bird (_Japan_, i, p. 9) thought that the educated upper class accepted the Buddhist ideals as distinguished from the religious development which has become corrupt, and she regarded them as materialistic and sceptical, while the masses were still influenced by Shin-to beliefs tinged with Buddhist (Mahayana) doctrines. The more advanced, "though tired of the old religions, did not want a new one" (p. 378): "the throne of the gods," they said, "was in the heart (or brain) of the righteous man." When Miss Bird asked the directors of the Educational Department at Kobe, in W. Japan, if they taught religion they replied: "We have no religion, and all your learned men know that religion is false" (p. 306), meaning thereby the legends to which the name religion is given. [The religion of the _Bushiki_ in Japan, in 1904, is an ethical system in some respects not unlike the ideal of chivalry, or of our own upper class.—Ed.]

Buddhism, however, even when corrupt, as in Japan, instils teaching which precludes the acceptance of the Christian dogma that "without shedding of blood there can be no remission of sin" (Miss Bird's _Japan_, i, pp. 208-211). The people refuse to believe in "original sin"; and not only do they not fear to die (as we have seen in 1904), but they even exclaim "if you hate a man let him live": [as the Guanches of the Canary Islands also said "let him live and feel the evils of fate"—Ed.]. They have ever before them the teaching of the great Master, and the practical ethics of China: and Miss
In this sermon a very practical lesson is taught, as to the necessity that our Yes be yea and our Nay nay; the preacher concluding with the words, “Peace in a household is like joyous music.” Miss Bird complains that Japanese children pose Christian missionaries by such questions as: “What was the name of God’s wife?” “When Christ was God on earth, to whom did men pray?” “If Jesus did not understand prophecy why was the meaning not sought; what could be the use of it if hidden so long from so many godly persons?”

Buddhism has its High, its Broad, and its Evangelical schools, like Christianity: its extreme Protestants; and its Ranter. Sir E. Reed describes the Nichiren sect as numerous, powerful, violent, and noisy in their rites; intolerant and dogmatic in all things; much given to pilgrimage, revivals, proselytism, and frantic exactions. Their founder was Nichiren (“the Sun-Lotus”) who was miraculously conceived by the sun goddess. He was dissatisfied with Chinese and Japanese Buddhism; and, after much study of Chinese and Sanskrit, he discarded the prayer (or “aspiration after” the eternal Buddha) in favour of a mere exclamation; “Hail to the salvation-bringing Book of the Law.” He is said to have attacked bitterly all other sects, and to have been condemned to death: the sun however interfered, blinding the eyes, and shivering the sword, of the executioner. So that Nichiren died finally in peace, protesting that only through his teaching, and by his book, could salvation be secured.

The followers of Nichiren devote themselves to the making of converts; and they revile and proscribe other sects: yet Sir E. Reed attributes their success to their exclusive teaching, and directness of speech. Though persecuted at first this sect has “produced a great number of brilliant intellects; uncompromising zealots; and unquailing martyrs; as well as of relentless persecutors.” In the Nichiren sect (our author adds) we find a spirit “not by any means alien to some bodies of Christians, and, in common with them, they appear to esteem a Book, or a Bible, before and above everything.” The census returns of 1872 showed 128,123 Shin-to temples, and 89,914 Buddhist shrines, in Japan, giving some idea of the proportionate numbers of the two creeds—the total of 218,037 places of worship being served by 225,000 priests, generally ignorant and confused. When allowing Christian missions in the west of the country the officials said that

they would “find the land sunk in Buddhism”; and they might have added “and Buddhism sunk in Shin-to” (see Miss Bird’s Japan, i. p. 199).

In his report on the shell mounds of Japan, in 1879, Prof. E. S. Morse states that the early inhabitants were cannibals. Human bones were found in the Omori mound, with those of deer, bears, wolves, monkeys, and dogs, all equally scratched, cut, split, and fractured, in order to obtain the marrow. These remains show the presence of man long before Japanese history begins about 25 centuries ago. The Japanese themselves speak of the aborigines as having been a wild hairy people (like the Ainoo), speaking a jargon which no one else could understand. Modern Japanese is a tongue distinctively Turanian, being agglutinative. [It is distinguished from Chinese by possessing the letter r, but not l; whereas the latter has the l, but no r sound.—Ed.]. The Japanese era dates from the 11th February 660 B.C.: the first Emperor Jimmu-Tennu—a fifth in descent from the sun godness—then came from heaven on to Mount Kiri-Shima (in the S. Island of Kiushiu), being in his 50th year of age. He conquered the country, and fixed his capital near Kioto. The present Mikado (born on 3rd November 1852, and ascending on 15th February 1867) is the 125th successor of Jimmu; but really authentic history is supposed not to go back further than about 400 B.C.

After Jimmu, the first famous emperor was Ojin (270 to 310 A.C.)—the “Mars of the Morning Land.” His mother, the warrior empress Jingi, is said to have delayed his birth a long time till she had finished the war with Korea, begun by her husband Chouai in 199 B.C. The legend adds that she brought back books and writings to Japan, and promoted learning. Ojin introduced Chinese literature; but a script had already been brought from Korea by Okara in 157 B.C., during the reign of Tenu Kaiku: on his death, in 97 B.C., writing was further encouraged through the visit of a Korean prince to Japan, and continued to be studied ever after. Jimmu, and Ojin, are now deified in temples, and their history obscured by myths—Ojin being regarded as an incarnation of Buddha. His tutor Ajiki (or Anaki), according to some was an envoy from the Korean king, and brought over with him weavers, sestripenses, and brewers, with weapons, horses, and mirrors, so introducing civilisation. He also brought the “Confucian Analects and Thousand Characters,” so that the foundation of Japanese philosophy was laid about 300 A.C. Japan was first made known to Europe by Marco Polo in the 13th century. He calls it Zipango, which, to the Chinese and Portuguese was
Japan

Jih-pon or "sun-source" (the East): the Portuguese reached it after establishing themselves in India, first appearing in 1543; and they were followed by Xavier as missionary in 1550. The Christians were expelled again in 1588. The Dutch in turn established a factory, and two centuries of Japanese ill-fortune—during which time Europeans are said to have extracted 100 millions in gold from the country—culminated in 1853, when an American fleet appeared in the harbour of Yedo and extorted a treaty.

Europe then became aware that the Mikado was a sacred and secluded monarch, deified and worshiped after death, according to the Shin-to creed. The rise of the Tai-kūn (or "great chief") to the position of actual ruler appears to have been originally due to a Mikado in 85 B.C., who appointed one of his sons Shigun, or commander in chief. In our 12th century the Mikado Koniei attempted to curb the increasing power of the Daimios or nobles, whom the common people called "lords of our heads." The Tai-kūn however still attained to the temporal headship, and the Mikado was secluded until the great reform of 1868. The "Era of Meiji" then commenced, the youthful Mikado recovering liberty of action, as leader of the Samurai, or gentle class, which had long groaned under the tyranny of the Tai-kūn, and of the feudal nobles, who were now obliged to relinquish their privileges. The Mikado had been always regarded as the source of honour, and had a nominal veto over the Tai-kūn or Shigun, whom he used to honour by an annual visit: for the two rulers lived 300 miles apart. The rapid increase in prosperity which followed this reformation is represented by the statistics of 1903, when Japan had £5,000,000 of imports, and £26,000,000 of exports, a small surplus of revenue over expenditure, and (in spite of war) a debt of only £55,000,000. In the same year Mr Okakura's book, Ideals of the East, became known in England (see Athenaeum, 21st March 1903); and this Japanese scholar gives reasons for the advance made by his country in the last 30 years. The reviewer says that "this work of the President of the Bijutu In (Academy of Fine Arts) is in many ways a remarkable and significant book." The author traces the reforms to the influence of the Confucianism of the early Tokugawa period, and to that of Mōtōri, who revived Shin-to, and to whom Confucianism was an abomination. He feared the Western encroachments witnessed in India and China; while the clans of the south and west had long hated the Eastern Tokugawa (Tai-kūn) power. Loyalty to the Mikado became the keynote of the new system, and a protection against Western invasion. The writer is no lover of democracy or of foreigners. "It must be from Asia itself," he says,

"along the ancient roadways of the race, that the great voice shall be heard, Victory from within or a mighty death without." [The results of this loyal patriotism we are now witnessing; and Europe, ignorant of the native culture due to Confucian ethics, which teach obedience and patriotism, sees with astonishment the daring of a race who believe themselves to be ruled by one whose "merits," in this and in former lives, give victory and prosperity to his country—a race that fears not death, since the result of duty done will be a future life happier than the present. Japan, while adopting the science and inventions studied for many years in Europe, is attracted not by our creeds but only by our philosophy. She is indifferent to Christianity, but appreciates Darwin and Herbert Spencer. She is not to be schooled by those whom she regards as less advanced in thought than herself; but she is ready to absorb all new ideas that commend themselves as useful to her statesmen and soldiers.—Ed.]

When Francis Xavier reached Japan in 1550 A.D. (see Venn's Life of Xavier) he was pained with such questions as this: "If we have souls, have they power of utterance: will they return to this world and tell us all things—what they saw, and what we should do?" But out of nine religious sects Xavier found only one that denied the immortality of the soul. All alike had deeply meditated about the future, but they had learned from Buddha, and from Confucius, to regard such speculations as "vain and unprofitable." The Rev. Father Venn says: "It is strange to find Xavier rejoicing over his prospects in Japan because all told him he would find the Japanese willing to accept and obey Reason" (p. 168). It was Faith not Reason that he required. "A convert told him, if he trusted to Reason, the people from king to commoner would cling to the new prophet (Christ): for all follow Reason." But he could only offer them rites, symbols, pictures of saints, crosses, virgins and babes, which some accepted as charms. Theological discussions and sermons fell on deaf ears. The Bonzes however were alarmed, and appealed to the Government. Xavier and his friends were ordered to leave Japan, and bloodshed followed (see Dr Kempter's Japan, published in 1797). Kempter wrote about 1700 A.D., after a two years' residence in the country, half a century after all Christians had been exterminated. He says: "This new religion, and the great number of persons of all ranks who were converts, occasioned considerable alterations in the churches, prejudicial in the highest degree to the heathen clergy." Mosheim (Church History) says that: "An incredible number of Christians were found in Japan towards the beginning of the 17th century, and the Government feared a repetition of the misery and bloodshed and
rebellion that Xavier and others had previously caused. It was remembered that after proclamations were issued in 1586 persecutions began, which for a time caused an increase of Christians. After thousands had been put to death, and the churches had been closed or destroyed in 1592, say the Jesuits, the converts had risen to 12,000 in number.” In 1616 the young emperor Fide Jou was put to death by his tutor Iejias, who usurped the throne, and was suspected of being a Christian; and Japanese writers own that his court and solders profess Christianty (Venn, p. 297). Much cruelty was inflicted on these converts during the ensuing struggles. In 1635 the Dutch captured letters from a Captain Moro, leader of the Portuguese in Japan—a native who was a zealous Christian: these being traitorous were sent to the emperor, and “in 1637 an imperial proclamation was issued by which Japan was shut to foreigners. Five hundred pounds were offered for a priest, and for every Christian in proportion: ‘All persons who propagate the doctrines of the Christians, or bear this scandalous name, shall be imprisoned in the common jail of the town: the whole race of the Portuguese, with their mothers, nurses, and whatever belongs to them, shall be exiled to Macao.’” Some 40,000 Christians held a fortress near Simahara, but were bombarded by the Dutch as allies of the Japanese emperor: for they were Romanists, and hateful to the Protestant Hollanders. The place was taken by assault, and the defenders barbarously put to death. “The name of Christ became an object of shame and terror throughout Japan . . . its very mention would bate the breath, blanch the cheek, and smite with fear as with an earthquake shock. It was the synonym of sorcery and sedition, and all that was hostile to the purity of home, and the peace of society.” The “Jashiu-Mou” signified “corruption,” and the “Kirishitan” faith was “an awful scar on the national memory.” The only results of a century of Christianity and of foreign intercourse were, according to Mr Griffis (The Mikado’s Empire)—the introduction of gunpowder, tobacco, sponge cakes, and a few foreign words and new diseases, with “one scourge that must be nameless” (see Reed’s Japan, i, p. 229).

Recent missionary labours, according to Mr Hearn (Out of the East, 1894), include those of 500 Protestants, 95 Roman Catholics, and 3 Greeks, expending £200,000 a year. The result is a population of 50,000 Protestants, and 50,000 Romanists, or less than 3 per cent. of the population. The Japanese Government ordered, not long ago, an inquiry by a Commission charged to report on the value of Christianity, and its influence as a check on crime at home or abroad. But the report was entirely unfavourable. The Commission decided against all faiths of the West, as unsuit to the East, and as ethically inferior to the Japanese standard. The early Romanist missionaries had succeeded, it is said, in converting 600,000 persons—mainly by approximating their language to that of Buddhism (according to Mr Griffis); but Christianity has now no better prospect in Japan than in China or India.

The Marquis Ito, Prime Minister of Japan, said in 1896: “The educated Japanese prefer to live by reason, science, and the evidence of their senses: I have secured absolute toleration for all religions, and to a certain extent I would encourage a spirit of religion; but I regard religion itself as quite unnecessary for a nation’s life. . . . Science is far above superstition, and what is any religion but superstition, and . . . therefore a source of weakness to a nation? . . . I do not regret the tendency to free thought and Atheism, which is almost universal in Japan, because I do not regard it as a source of danger to the community: so long as they are educated they will be moral; and Shintoism, which for centuries has been the religion of the upper classes, has always taught that right living will secure the protection of the gods without prayer to them.”

“For modes of faith let senseless bigots fight, His can’t be wrong whose life is in the right.”

(See Shin-shu and Shin-to.)

Jarâ-Sandha. “The ancient joiner,” or first king of Mágadha, who welded the Magh people with the Kusika or tortoise Aryan tribe. Brihad-ratha, father of Jarâ-Sandha, had according to the legend two queens, who each bore half a boy, through the influence of Chandrâ-Kusika of the Gotama clan of the “cow.” Brihad-ratha, aided by an old Bâkâhâ or female demon, joined the pieces; and the boy became strong, and was aided by Siva to conquer many kings. He attacked Krishna 18 times, and made him fly from Mathura to Dwârka, the “door of India.” Krishna came back with Bhima and Arjuna, and Jarâ-Sandha, fighting Bhima, was slain.

Jasher. Hebrew: Yasher “upright.” The Book Ha-Yasher is sometimes supposed to mean Ha-Shir (“of the song”), and to be the “book of the odes” noticed in the Greek Septuagint (1 Kings viii, 53). It was an ancient collection of songs, apparently not older than the time of David or of Solomon, and quoted as authority in Hebrew books of the Bible (Joshua x, 13: 2 Sam. i, 18). Rabbi Levi ben Gershom asserted that it was lost during the captivity. The word Yasher has
also been compared with Yeshuron (Yeshuron "the upright") a title applied to Israel.

Two books called Yashere were written by Rabbis in 1394 and 1544 A.C., and a third (supposed to have been written by a Spanish Jew about 1250) appeared in 1625 A.C. But the best known work of the name Yasher was that of Flaccus Albinus Alcinius, British abbot of Canterbury: it was supposed to come from Gaza, or from Ghana (in Persia), apparently Ghana. It was printed in 1751; and it mentions the name of "Wycliffe" — perhaps the reformer of about 1380 —- in a note. He "approves it as a piece of great antiquity and curiosity, but cannot assert that it should be made part of the canon of Scripture." Alcius died in 804 A.C. He was induced by Charlemagne to go to France, and is regarded as the founder of the University of Paris.

This Jasher is noticed in an edition of his works printed in Paris in 1600. He had been three years in Persia, we are told, with Thomas of Malmebury and John of Huntingdon, and first heard of this Jasher at Kabin, near Bagdad. It appears to be a Jewish paraphrase of Old Testament history, Jasher receiving information "from Caleb his father, Hiren his grandfather, and Azubah his mother." It begins with the creation, and goes down to his own time. Before death Jasher commanded all the records of Israel to be placed in an Ark. This work is however now pronounced to have been forged by the printer. (See Notes and Queries, 19th Jan. 1869.)

Jason. Greek Jason (from the old root ase, is, is, or es, "to shine" or "burn"), a sun hero who—like others—underwent persecution. Pelias, king of Iolkos, was warned against a "one-sandalled" man; and Jason so appearing at his city he sent him to Kolkhis (at the E. end of the Black Sea), to fetch the "golden fleece" of the ram of Hermes (see Helié). Jason is famed to have set out from Pegasae in the ship Argo, with many other heroes as Argonauts. The ram is also said to have been the offspring of Poseidon and Theophane — the ocean and the east. The ship, or ark, was guided by a dove through straits with moving rocks (icebergs); and in Kolkhis (Colchis) King Aietès exposed Jason to all the terrors of dragon men and fierce bulls, which guarded the fleece (see Gilgames); but he was aided by the king's daughter, the witch princess Medea. The accounts of the return journey are confused and various (see Faber's Cabiri, i, 70, 122-154, 140), some saying that the Argo was wrecked on the African coast, others that it was carried by river, and dragged by land, to the Northern Ocean. The heroes were repelled from Kretë by Talos the brazen man, but finally reached Pegasae once more. Strabo speaks of

Jātaka. A name of Siva as the "hairy" one.

Jātā. Cast or "birth." From the root āta "to be born."

Jātakās. Sanskrit: "birth" stories. Fables connected with the theory of transmigration of the soul, and its successive incarnations (see Esop). It is a Buddhist collection of 550 stories, in the Khuddak-Nikaya, a part of the Sutta-Pitaka. By this series of parables Gotama appears to have attempted to enforce good morals, piety, and self-sacrifice for others. Hindus believed that the tales represented actual facts, and belonged to a former Kalpa, or world age. The Dhamma-pada commentaries, of about our 4th century, include 423 Jātaka stories; others are found earlier in the Chinese version of the Lalita Vistara, or legend of Buddha. These tales spread all over Asia and Europe. Prof. Faunsboll of Copenhagen spent twenty years (1877-1897) in translating them, and produced 7 volumes. The Ceylon Buddhists claim that some go back to the remote age of the Kassapa, or even to the Dipam-kara period, yet the morals are applicable still.

The Jātaka-thavan-nama, as we now have it, belongs to our 5th century. Some incidents however are represented in the early sculptures of Bhārabhut, and Sanchi, in the 3rd century B.C. They represent conditions preceding the foundation of the Magadha empire. They were included in the Buddhist canon settled by the Council of Vaisali in 377 B.C., and were written in Pāli. Some attribute them to Pārva, the Jain saint of about 700 B.C. Mahinda, son of Aśoka, appears to have brought them to Ceylon; and they reappear in the work of Buddha-Ghosha later. His text, given by Dr Faunsboll, is the oldest we have; but a selection of 34 such stories in Sanskrit (Prof. Speyer, Cambridge Univ. Press) goes back to our 1st century. I-tsing, the Chinese pilgrim of our 7th century, saw some of them dramatised on the stage in Java. They include one fable known to Plato ("the ass in the lion's skin"), and one known to Esop — the two birds."
leading idea of the collection is the *Karma-Marga* or "path of deeds": but rites and sacrifices are noticed, pointing to Jain beliefs. The Jātakas describe the customs, follies, and festivals, of early India, the Sūra libations, the worship of demons, and trees: they describe kings' palaces as built only of wood; but they refer also to private and official correspondence, legal and forged letters, tablets of metal and wood, bonds to be paid on the banks of the Ganges, and other civilized ideas. They exhort men not to commit suicide as Yogis and Sanyāsīs used to do: and Buddha also forbade this (in the 6th century B.C.) according to the Pārśīka section of the Tripiṭaka, while Jains did so perhaps yet earlier.

**Jāts.** A large non-Aryan population of N. India. One of the 5 divisions of the Yadus (see Gipsies). They were nomads without caste, fond of animals, especially horses, goats, and snakes. They now devote themselves to the work of farriers, to the mending of iron pots, and the making of baskets, like gipsies; and also like them to fortune-telling, cheiromancy, dancing, drinking, and stealing. They are strong and clever, and light colored for Indians, with long black hair. They are unchaste, and care nothing about what they eat, whether carrion or not. They are good tanners, and slay and carry corpses like the Doms, Kanjars, and Nats; and thus become indispensable in towns. They are the Yati-dhanas of the Rig Veda, classed with "the godless Daivas, and Rākṣasās... prayerless, fierce, inhuman, eaters of horse flesh, with superhuman powers."

**Jāva.** See Boro Budur.

**Jehovah.** See Bible, Christianity, Hebrews. [As regards the pronunciation of the name now reading *Yehovah* in Hebrew, scholars usually prefer *Yahweh*, and consider that the "points," or short vowels, of the name Adonis (which is always read by Jews instead of the written Jehovah) have been given to the original. But we do not know that ancient Hebrew had a V sound at all, any more than modern Arabic has, and *Yehovah* would perhaps be better. We know for certain (Taylor cylinder) that the Assyrians pronounced the name *Yahu*, which is nearer to the "Iao" of Gnostik gems. The root means "to breathe," as in the Arabic have *ba-ezn* "breath" (Babylonian ana "wind"); and Jehovah means "he is," or the "spirit." Mesopotamia is instructed to pronounce the name *Abiak* ("I am") to the people (Exod iii, 14), which apparently (vi, 3) was the older form. In cuneiform the signs used can sometimes be read either *Aku* or *Yahu*. —Ed.] This Semitic name has no connection with the Akkadian *An*

---

**Jemshid.** An Iranian hero of the Shah-nameh, written about 1000 B.C. (see Yima).

**Jerahmeel.** Hebrew *Yerahmeel*, or "God has pity." The brother of Ram, and son of Hezron of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron. ii, 9). The Jerahmeelites lived in the "south" (Negeb or "dry land") near the Kenites (1 Sam. xxvii, 10). Dr Cheyne would make them a pre-Israelite N. Arab people, but they are not otherwise noticed.

**Jeremiah.** Hebrew *Yeremiyah* "Jehovah raises up." This prophet of the 6th century B.C. is sometimes regarded as the 4th author of the Pentateuch, and the writer of parts of Deuteronomy. He is supposed to have lived from about 630 to 587 B.C., being the son of Hilkiah the High Priest, and a native of Anathoth (now 'Anātā) near Jerusalem on the N.E. He is also supposed to have compiled the Books of Kings. The text of his prophecies in the Greek Septuagint Version differs greatly, in arrangement of the chapters, from the Hebrew, and nearly a third of the Hebrew work is missing in the Greek. He declared to his people that Jehovah had commanded them not so much to offer sacrifices, as to obey his voice, when he brought them out of Egypt (Jer. xi, 4): and though a priest he seems to have either known nothing of the Levitical laws, or to have cared little for them. We know nothing of him except what is found in his writings. He appears to have been a visionary from childhood (i, 6). He was regarded as a traitor, because he exhorted the people of Jerusalem not to oppose the Babylonian conqueror, and predicted their failure. His name as a prophet was established long after his death, when he was believed to have accurately predicted captivity for "seventy years"—from 607 to 538 B.C. (see Jer. xxxv, 11: Dan. ix, 2). He went abroad with a yoke on his neck (Jer. xxvii, 9; xxxix, 10-12) like many a modern Fakir, or Yogi, some of whom wear a halter and ask men to pull it tight. Jeremiah says that self-made prophets are mad (xxix, 26). He went in danger of his life in 559 B.C. (xxxvii, 13) yet four years later he withstood Hananiah, who predicted Babylonian defeat within two years (xxxviii, 1-17). He was set free by the Babylonians, whose friend he was, and endeavoured to persuade the remnant of Judah to stay quietly in their land; but after
the murder of the Babylonian governor they were afraid to do so, and
seem to have carried Jeremiah with them to Egypt (xi.ii, 7-9; xlv, 1).
Some traditions say he was stoned at Tahanah in Egypt, but Josephus
is silent, and other Jewish accounts would make him live, with his
friend Baruch, to a good age in Babylon. These stories however are
probably guesses founded on the Bible statements. One legend
(2 Macc. ii. 4-7) says that he carried the ark, tabernacle, sacred fire,
and incense altar, to the mountain where Moses “talked with God”—
either Sinai or Nebo—and hid them in a cave, the way to which
could never after be found, though the cave mouth was “stopped up
by the altar of incense.” His prophecies were concerned with the
events of his time. Some Jews, in later ages, expected his return as
a forerunner of the Messiah; and Christ was believed to be his
reincarnation (Matt. xvi, 14), among other views of his personality.

Jerome. Eusebius Hieronymus, now known as St. Jerome, was
a monk of Dalmatia, who was born about 346 or 350 A.C., and died
at Bethlehem on 30th Sept. 420 A.C. His parents lived at Stridon,
in easy circumstances—that is probably at Aquileia at the head of
the Adriatic; and as a boy he went to Rome, and studied Latin,
Greeek, and classic philosophy as a pupil of Donatus: he was there
baptised, the parents also being Christians, and he afterwards travelled
in Gaul. He remained at Treves some time to copy commentaries on
the Psalms by Hilarius. In 370 he wrote his first theological essay
at Aquileia, and in 373 he went to Antioch, where he saw visions,
and felt his “call.” He put aside secular studies, and, in 374, became
a hermit at Calchis (Kinesrin), east of Antioch. For four years he
diligently studied Hebrew, and annotated the Scriptures: he also
took part in the fierce theological disputes of the age, and in 379 he
returned to Antioch to advocate the views of the Western Church.
For three years after this he was in Constantinople, and, in 384, became
himself in Greek, enjoying the society of Gregory of Nazianzen. He
translated the chronicles and other works of Eusebius, and was
selected as secretary of the Papal Council at Rome, where he
devoted to quiet the disputes as to Paulinus, and became a friend
of Pope Damasus, who set him the grand reforming the Latin
version of the Bible. He became popular, and was very jealously
regarded by other ecclesiastics. In 384 A.C. Pope Damasus died,
and his successor Siricius was less favourable to Jerome, who in his
own works draws a terrible picture of the pride and luxury of the
Roman Church. Writing afterwards at Bethlehem (Epiv. Paula) he
does not scruple to apply to that Church the title of the “Scarlet
Woman.” He was assailed with calumnies in public, and in disgust
he left for Antioch, where he was joined later by Paula, a rich and
pious widow, and by her daughter Eustochium. With these and
others he travelled all over Palestine, and in 386 A.C. they settled at
Bethlehem, where Paula built three nunneries. Paula died in 1404,
but Jerome continued to live in Bethlehem (in a cave it is said), and
to labour at his translation of the Bible till death. His later years
were distracted by Pelagian heresy, and by the violence of the Greeks
and Latins (see Epiphanius): his controversial tone is violent, and he
quarrelled with his old friend Augustine about Peter and Paul. His
monastery was attacked in 1416 A.C., and he had to flee to a
mountain cave or other hiding place for two years (see Prof. Ramsay,
Smith’s Dict. of Christian Biogr.). Jerome’s great work was the
Latin Vulgate (see Bible), which was only accepted by the Church
after 1000 A.C. He appealed to the Jewish authorities as to the
correctness of his Old Testament version, and received instruction
from Rabbis of Judea, and of Tiberias. This version is specially
interesting, because it is earlier than the time when the Masorah was
finally settled. Many of his renderings are valuable, and he had a
minute knowledge of Palestine, while he was one of the best Latin
writers and linguistic scholars of his day.

Jerusalem. The name as spelt in the Amarna tablets of the
15th century B.C. is Urusalim, “the city of safety.” It was also called
Yebus “(Jerus)” by its early inhabitants. [Perhaps the Akkadian
E-bus “house of safety.”—En.] Its population consisted of Amorites and
Hittites (Exek. xvi, 3, and 455). The Jebusites held their own
till the time of David; for armies with chariots avoided the moun
tains. Yet an Egyptian force of bowmen appears to have been
stationed at Jerusalem in the time of Amenophis III. The
inhabitants derided the Hebrew chief, setting the lame and the
blind on the walls. Even after taking the upper city by assault
David appears to have left Jebusites undisturbed, and purchased the
site for his altar on the eastern hill from their king Aranah or
Ornan. From the Tell Amarna correspondence we learn that the
Egyptian hold on Palestine was loosened in the reigns of Amenophis
III and Amenophis IV, and Joshua then probably led the ‘Abir or
 Nahiri, as Col. Conder supposes (Letters 139, 141, Berlin collection)
from the ‘Abirim or mountains of Moab, into southern Palestine.
But he was unable to take so strong a city as Jerusalem. The name
of the Amorite king in Urusalim is variously rendered Arad-Khubs
and ‘Abd-‘adak, and he appeals to Egypt for help, the garrison having
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been withdrawn, and describes the general havoc wrought by the 'Abiri in the surrounding country. There seem to have been then no Egyptian stations in the Hebron and Jerusalem mountains, nor do the letters mention any towns of Central Palestine, except Zabuba and Megiddo in the plains of lower Galilee.

The building of a temple by Solomon, on the ridge E. of the city, was carried out by aid of Phoenician masons; this altered the whole character of the city, necessitating the extension of its walls to the east so as to enclose this sanctuary. It became the political capital of Palestine and of S. Syria; and Solomon allied himself by marriage with the Pharaoh. But on his death Shishak plundered the city of the wealth accumulated during Solomon's reign; and Sennacherib in 702 B.C. also exacted a heavy toll (see Hebrews) from Hezekiah—facts which are established by monumental evidence. The sacred centre of the city was that "Eben-hash-Shatiyeh," or "stone of foundation," on which the temple was built. It was known about 330 B.C. as the "Lapis Pertusus" or "holed stone," and is now called the Sakkrah or "Rock," under the Dome of the Rock. This rock has in it a cave, and is "pierced" by a kind of chimney in the roof of the cave, while below the marble floor there is said to be a well called Bir el Arimah ("well of spirits") leading to Hades. Jewish legends as to the rock have been adopted by Moslems, who believe it to float without foundation over the abyss, and to be an original "Rock of Paradise" (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 181, fig. 64). Arab writers say that, in the future, "Paradise is to be brought to this holy place." The Ka'aba, with its black stone, will come as a bride to the Sakkrah. Dr Adler says that the latter is "believed to be suspended in air, but touching a palm tree, below which is the Well of Souls, where all souls rest till the Resurrection." Medieval writers wrongly connected the site with the stone of Jacob at Bethel. Muhammad is fabled to have prayed in the cave, and to have ascended through the shaft in its roof to heaven. His footprint is shown on it (but in the 12th century Christians called this a footprint of Christ); with the finger marks of Gabriel, who held down the Sakkrah when it would have followed the prophet to the skies. To its north is a flagstone with nails driven into it, and when all these have dropped through the stone, into the abyss, the world will come to an end. Many other sacred sites are found here—the praying places of Abraham and David in the cave, and the "Dome of the Chain" to the E, where a magic chain from heaven once decided cases of dispute. Further south, in the enclosure of the Haram or Sanctuary, is the Jam'i el Aksa or "distant monk," traditionally supposed to be noticed in the Koran. But the whole legend of Muhammad's "night journey" is unnoticed in any of his writings. Here we find the "footstep of Christ," the tomb of the sons of Aaron (an old Templar's monument), the shield of Hamash (a beautiful Persian shield once shown in the Dome of the Rock), the pillars between which men must squeeze if they would go to Paradise, the black slab in the porch, to touch which with closed eyes gives the same bliss, and the "Well of the Leaf," down which a Moslem is said to have descended, finding himself in the Garden of Paradise. On the east wall of the Haram enclosure we find the "Cradle of Christ"—an old Roman niche for a statue in the vault at the S.E. corner—the pillar whence the "Bridge" will stretch to Olivet (see Bridges); and the "Throne of Solomon" further north, where his dead body was seated, so that the demons thought him still alive, till the staff supporting it decayed. In another shrine is preserved the "fragment of the Sakkrah" which is like the original (Herr K. Schick, Quarterly Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, April 1897). The holy rock itself has a pillar projecting southwards, called its "tongue," wherewith to speak in the future.

Solomon's temple was a comparatively small shrine, standing on this sacred site. It was only about 80 or 90 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 40 or 50 feet high. Its ornamentation with metal, and its cedar roof, resembled the description of Babylonian temples, in texts of Nebuchadnezzar and of yet earlier times. Nothing is known about its outer courts; for Herod removed the ancient foundations, and doubled the area of the surrounding enclosure (Josephus, Wars, i, xxi, 1; ii, 1 V, v); and the masonry at the base of the present ramparts is his. The style is that of Greek masonry, and a few letters (as mason's marks) occur on the foundation stones, being in the character of his time. The stones are of great size, but they are only half the dimensions of the largest stones hewn by Romans in the 3rd century A.C. at Ba'albek. The style generally resembles that of the Palace of Hyrcanus (Arîk el Emîr) in Gilead, built about 176 B.C. The enclosure now includes 35 acres, but the N.E. part seems to be later than Herod's time. In 1871 M. Clermont Ganneau discovered a Greek text forbidding Gentiles to enter the inner courts (see Ant, Xv, xi, 5; Wars, V, v, 2). Herod's temple had no ark in it; but the table of shewbread, and the altar of incense, became the spoil of the Romans in 70 A.D., and are represented, with the trumpets of Jubilee, on the arch of Titus. The Jews (not accepting the legend noticed under "Jeremiah"), believe the Ark to be hidden somewhere in the sacred enclosure. Dr Adler (Lecture, Jews' College, Jan.
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1886) quotes the Mishnah (Yoma, see also 2 Chron. xxxv, 3) as to the hollows which were made under the ark, and other sacred spots, to secure purity from any contamination by a "tomb of the depth," or hidden grave; whereas the altar must stand on bare rock according to the Law. He relates also the Talmudic legend of a priest who looked into a cavity under a loose flagstone, and fell dead before he could reveal the secret of what he saw; but others concluded that here the ark lay buried.

The sacred water for the temple (see Heifer) came from the Pool of Siloam to the south, where in 1880 was discovered (in the rock aqueduct leading to the pool from the spring of Gihon to the north) the only ancient Hebrew text as yet known, dating probably about 703 B.C.

The temple site remained in ruins after 70 A.C., and no building was erected over the Rock itself till 692 A.C. (72 A.H.), when the Damascus Khalif 'Abd el Melek built the present "Dome of the Rock," to which chapel additions were made later; and in the 12th century it became the Templar chapel till recovered and purified by Saladin in 1187. Justinian however, about 530 A.C. restored the outer enclosure, built the Aksa Mosque as a Church of the Virgin (which was enlarged by the Templars whose Hospice adjoined it), and erected a small chapel of St Sophia still existing in the Barracks on the site of Antonia, which bounds the Haram on N.W. The "golden gate" on the E. wall belongs to this period. Other ancient gates on the S. and W. date back to Herod.

The question of the exact site of the "City of David" has been much discussed. Some scholars would place it on the small ridge of Ophel (some 20 acres only in extent) S. of the Temple, but Josephus very clearly states that the S.W. hill of the Upper City was that enclosed by David and Solomon (Wars, V, iv, 1), and describes Akra —or the lower city—as lying to the north. These represented the original town. Solomon's palace (see 1 Kings iii, 1; ix, 24) including that of his queen, was not in the City of David but apparently (Neh. iii, 25) on Ophel, and from its dimensions must have covered the greater part of that spur. The "Tombs of the Kings" (Neh. iii, 16), or some of them, were in the valley close to Siloam beneath this palace. The city at its largest occupied about 300 acres, and the present walled town 200 acres. The detailed account of the temple from the Mishnah, and from later Jewish sources, such as the "Beth-ha-bekhereh," or "chosen house," of Maimonides has been carefully worked out by Dr T. Chaplin (Quarterly Stat. Pol. Expl. Fund, 1885). The question of the "Holy Sepulchre" remains one of controversy, some accepting Constantine's site covered by the present cathedral—though there is no evidence of any tradition having existed to be found in writings earlier than 326 A.C., while others accept the site for Calvary N. of the city, at the Jewish traditional site of the Beth-ha-Sakilah, or "place of stoning," a remarkable knoll in which is the cave now called the "Grotto of Jeremiah." Recent excavations on the S. side of the city have added only a few coins and engraved signet rings to our materials for history. The old walls seem here to have been destroyed, and only those of the 5th century A.C. and of the Crusaders, remain; but the rock scars indicate the ancient lines of defence. In the time of Hadrian (135 A.C.) Jerusalem was rebuilt as a Roman colony, and a temple to Venus is said to have then covered the site now occupied by the "Church of the Resurrection." The temple rock was then adorned with a statue of Jove and one of the Emperor, which Jerome appears to have seen. The inscription of this statue (in Latin) is built upside down in the S. wall of the Haram, and the head of Hadrian's statue was picked up by a peasant in 1874 on the stony road N. of Jerusalem.

Jesus

Greek Jesus, corrupted from the Hebrew Yeshu'ah "Jehovah has saved," a common Jewish name. Jesus was the eldest son of Joseph the carpenter of Nazareth, and of Mary his wife, and had four brothers (Matt. xii, 46; xiii, 55) who did not believe in him (John vii, 3–5). Jesus (according to the Gospels) said that he did nothing of himself: that the end for which he was born was to bear witness to the Truth: that no one was good but God, who was a Spirit whom no man had seen. He also upbraided the Jews for seeking to kill him—"a man who hath told you the truth which I have heard of God" (John viii, 40). His message to the world was that we should believe in God, and love one another. [An unfinished article (see Christ and Gospels).—Ed.]

Jezreel. Hebrew: yer'ee-l, "God sowed." An ancient town on the N.W. slope of Mt. Gilboa's, in lower Galilee, one of the royal residences of Ahab and his successors, and a centre of Ba'al worship under the influence of Jezebel (Azabel) the Tyrian daughter of Edom, and wife of Ahab. Some scholars have proposed to read Jezreel instead of Israel in the famous text of Minepiel (see Egypt and Hebrews), which refers however to a "people." [The Egyptian spelling does not favour this.—Ed.]

Jews. See Hebrews. The Greek Ioudaioi represents the...
Jin

Arabic: jinni, plural jann, feminine jinniyeh, pl. jinniyat, a word perhaps borrowed from non-Semitic speech (see Gan and Jan). Jins are spirits male and female, with airy bodies, half human in nature, half spiritual, and able to change their shapes, and to become diminutive or gigantic. Some are pious Moslems, and good spirits, some are evil. Some have married mortals, like the Beni Elohim (Gen. vi, 2). They live in the air or underground, frequent ovens, and lie under thresholds: they eat food and have children. They often rush into houses after morning prayer, but will not go near salt, and are afraid of iron (see Lane's *Mod. Egyp.*). They include Efritos or evil ghosts, Ghouls (Turkish "sind") who live in caves and eat corpses, and Keruds, "monkeys" or "goblins." A man possessed by a Jin is said to be Majnuin in Arabic, which is usually rendered "mad." Moslems have many tales (taken from the Talmud) about the Jins who obeyed Solomon.

Jingo. Basque: jincos "god" (see Gan and Jan).

Jisti. Sanskrit. The father of the androgynous being first created (see Arda-nar-ivara).

Jiv. Sanskrit: "life" (see Ga). Siva is called Jiva-dar "the life-giver."


Job. Hebrew: Ayob "afflicted." The beautiful legend of Job is perhaps very ancient. His name was known about 600 B.C. (Ezekiel xiv, 14): but there is much controversy as to the date and the integrity of the "Book of Job." Renan says "the 7th century B.C.," and Dr. Cheyne (in 1886) supposes it to be written by a Hebrew about 550 B.C. Job and his friends (except Elihu of the family of Ram—a clan of Judah) are represented as Edomites. The book refers to no law, or temple, or Hebrew ritual. It mentions the Kassidim or Babylonians, as raiders in a time of great trouble. [This perhaps points to a period about 607 to 588 B.C. as that intended.—En.] Modern critics suppose the prose story to be distinct from the poetic chapters, especially as using the name Yahweh not used in the poem: [this however does not apply to the Greek version—En.], and regard the speeches of Elihu also as later additions. [Some of the latest critical writers however accept the integrity of the book. It is the most admired in the Old Testament, and perhaps the worst translated. The Greek translators were often unable to understand it. The idiom is very terse; and the language, though comparing with the Hebrew of Amos, is full of Aramaic words—recalling the dialect of the "Moabite stone"—with others which Jerome called Arabic, probably Nabatean. The problem of the book is that of the righteous man in affliction, and the argument is simple. God determines (after the report of the Satan or accusing angel) to try Job's sincerity, and all his children and wealth are destroyed, while he is smitten with disease. His friends are convinced that he has sinned; but Job knows his own innocence, and refuses to be a hypocrite. Elihu suggests that he is being tried. Yahweh finally speaks to him from the cloud, neither revealing the cause of his affliction nor even alluding to it, but pointing to Providence in nature as reason for trust in God's wisdom and goodness. Job is humbled and convinced, saying "I uttered that I understood not: things too wonderful for me which I knew not" (xxii, 3), and on his interceding for his friends his trial is ended. The poem is both beautiful and thoughtful, and its descriptions apply with exactness to the scenery of Edom; but some details are much obscured by bad translation.—En.]

The book attempts to solve the insoluble problem of misery, and expresses the revolt from trite dogmas of the age. Job's friends are shocked by what they consider to be his blasphemous irrevocation, and even Elihu reproves him. But the famous exclamations "though he slay me yet will I trust him," and "I know that my redeemer liveth," are questioned by the modern critical scholar. [The word goel in Hebrew means both a "redeemer" and an "avenger," and the passage (xxi, 25-27) appears to read, "I know my goel is living, and one hereafter will rise over the dust; and, after these things have destroyed my body, from my flesh I shall see God—and not a foe."—En.] Job has no hope of any future resurrection on earth. The tree, he says, may sprout again when it is pruned, but man lies down to rise no more (xiv, 15). He attributes to God the destruction of good and bad alike, and denies that evil is punished in this world, or that the wicked will care if the punishment falls on his children (xxi). He is confident that with a fair trial his innocence could be proved, but he can see God nowhere (xxiii, 8, 9) and does not know who has accused him or why (xxx, 35). God is able, and he thinks determined, to make him appear guilty, and he wonders if his name will in future be a by-word. He cannot understand why God is bringing general misery on the nation, and allows robbers and wicked persons to go unpunished. Elihu says it is because the time for
punishment has not yet come. Job questions the whole moral government of the world; and while admitting that God is powerful, he doubts if he is just. Christian legends placed Job's country in Bashan, where an old monument of Rameses II is still shown as "Job's stone"; but scholars generally agree that the scene is laid in Edom.

**John.** Hebrew Yohanan, "He has caused mercy": Arabic Yohanna: Greek Ioannes. The festival of St John (23rd June) represents the survival of ancient fire fêtes of pre-Christian ages. In Bretagne youths still adorn themselves with green wheat, and maidens with flax blossoms, dancing with songs and jests round menhirs and dolmens, and seeking to divine their married lot. Within 30 miles of Paris (see *Academy*, 5th July 1884) they celebrate the "Saint Jean" on the borders of Normandy, gathering at early dawn the blue corn flowers from the wheat, with poppies, to adorn "St John's Tree," "a slim young poplar," uprooted and replanted in the "place" of the village. In the evening faggots were piled round it, and the village elders "with bared heads formed a circle, and the head man stepped forward and applied a lighted torch; and when the fire burned up they paced slowly round and round, in solemn silence, and the women joined in widening circles." This is the Pradakshina of the Hindu, and the cyclic dance of the Greeks. "As the flames darted and leapt up the Normandy mothers made a feast of swinging their babes through the smoke . . . to ward off disease, or misfortune." Youths took flying leaps through the fire, and as it subsided the snatched glowing brands which each strove to carry off, in order to relight the fires" in the village dwellings: "every piece of charred wood was carefully treasured till the next eve of St John. Near Rome, and Naples, similar rites accompany the "blessing of the pink flowers" in the sacristy of San Giovanni of the Lateran (*Queen newspaper*, 1881). "The pinks dried, and arranged in small packets, are ranged on a table on each side of a white cushion, before a crucifix under a miniature baldachino. A curious paper carpet laid down has, in the centre, a picture of the Madonna and Child, on a white Maltese cross on a blue ground, surrounded by heraldic devices, with a border of variegated flowers gummed on different shades of color. Round this carpet the priests range themselves, while the officiating cardinal (Cardinal Chigi), supported by two bishops, chants the benediction previous to sprinkling with holy water, and incensing, the flowers."

On the 29th June also girls called "Amanoles" march in procession through this church of St John, "loosely clothed, and with hooded robes, covered at the waist but enveloping the whole person, and stuck all over with pins." Pure white veils cover them, and they are blessed as they pass the altar. The Host is elevated, and they receive a gift in a white silk purse, with a candle. In the evening they gather in the square, which glows with colored lanterns and torches, to indulge in revelry till daybreak. The crowd camps in booths, or sleeps on the church steps, and feasts on figs, and snacks seasoned with garlic, decked with carnations and lavender. They dance and sing, and make music with pipes, and trumpets, and drums, to drive away evil spirits, and witches, who are feared at this season when the summer has passed. Many carry lights on their heads, and scatter rice and salt, for witches must pick up and count the grains. Mothers whisper prayers into the ears of infants, and black cats are hunted. It is the old festival of Concordia, and the 25th of June was that of Ceres—the "Ambarvalia" or pantherolation of the fields, when the sacrifice of a bull, sheep, or cow was known as the "ambarvalis hostia," offered to the twelve brothers Arvalis, descended from Aeaca-Larentia the Etruscan nurse of Romulus.

The holy fire (see Beltein) should at this season be lighted, as in Charlemagne's days, and peasant dwellings still show the holes in door posts, into which a stick was thrust and whirled by a rope till tow was lighted by this fire drill of the house, barn, or stable. Bonfires, torches, and trusses of hay, were thenos lighted, and fire was carried round the houses and the cattle in the fields, or floated down rivers to drive away evil beings (*Notes and Queries*, 26th January 1895). An English visitor to Rome in 1899 describes again the feast of San Giovanni on the 23rd June, as one of general jollity, when bells were worn, and the stems of seeding garlic carried, with which men touched women and girls, without rebuke. With various wines they washed down the viands—fish, and pork or the "sacred pig of midsummer." (*Le Soir*). The whole fire partook of the character of the ancient licentious Bacchalian.

The 29th June is also St Peter's day, when, as Brand says, "boats each with a mast gaily garnished, and prows painted, are carried about the fields, and sprinkled with good liquor." French youths at this season sing:

"Quo de feux brulans dans les aers,
Qu'ils font une douce harmonie.
Redoubles cette melodie,
Par nos danses, par nos concerts."

St Antony of Padua has also been connected with St John's day as
the “Protector of Fires,” and domestic animals are blessed at this season (Academy, 26th July, 16th August 1884). In some countries maidens stripped and ran naked in the woods like Bacchinals to seek love tokens in plants and flowers, such as the arum (the French “vis de chien”), and the “dog (or goat) stones” called “couillon de prêtre,” Fern seed, and maiden-hair, were equally lucky (see Ancient Worship, 1865). In Venice such festivals were held after 1577 on the 3rd Sunday in July, called the “Festa del Bacchini des Redentore”; the “Redeemer” being so connected with the “Bacchinals.” The Venetians then feasted in arbours decked with lamps throughout the night, and at sunrise rushed naked into the sea with shouts of joy—a rite also found at Naples (see Baptism).

John, Gospel of. See Gospels. Dr Martineau was of opinion, like German critics, that it is not older than about 140 A.D. The Rev. C. Hargrove thought it had three sources, (1) a theological work similar to the 1st Epistle of John, (2) certain discourses of Jesus, and (3) a traditional narrative of Christ’s life and miracles. Dr Samuel Davidson (Intro. to New Test.) says: “It is remarkable that a legendary account of the gospel’s origin should have come into existence soon after the production itself, suggesting to us the idea of the slow acceptance which the gospel met with... any attempt to bring out of it even a nucleus of real history must be conjectural.” Dr Martineau thus discusses it: “That a constant companion of the ministry of Jesus should shift it almost wholly to a new theatre; should never come across a demoniac, and never tell a parable; should remember nothing about the ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ and the ‘Coming of the Son of Man’; should have forgotten the last Passover of the ‘little flock,’ with its institution of the Communion, and have occupied those festival hours with the crucifixion instead; should have lost the Master’s terse maxims and sweet images of life, thrown out in homely dialogue, and have fancied in their place elaborate monologues, darkened with harsh and mystic paradox, is so utterly against nature as to forfeit the rank of an admissible hypothesis.” [Yet, if this be the work of the author of John’s epistles, we must not forget that the writer especially dwells on the love of one another which was the Master’s great doctrine.—Ed.]

The existence of this gospel shows us that, in the 2nd century, there existed a mass of mystical, and legendary material unrepresented by the Judaean synoptics. The writer speaks of a witness, and of “we” who can attest his authority, with an “I” who adds the last word—unless this be the note of a later scribe (see xix, 35; xxi, 24, 25). The text of the oldest MSS. does not contain all that we now have (y, 4; viii, 2-11) and in some versions the latter episode is found in Luke instead. Mr Hargrove thinks that the absence of the common particle oun in chapters xiv to xvii serves to distinguish these later discourses from other parts of the work, and to connect them with the 1st Epistle of John (Socr. Hist. Theol., 17th Nov. 1892). According to this gospel Christ calls Andrew and Peter at Bethabara, not by the sea of Galilee, and travels by Cana and Capernaum to Jerusalem, teaching before, not after, John the Baptist was thrown into prison. The synoptics appear to represent Jesus as never entering Jerusalem before the last fatal visit. John and the synoptics are at variance as to the day of the crucifixion—whether after the Passover or before it. In John’s gospel Jesus is still in the judgment hall in the sixth hour (xix, 14), whereas Mark says he was crucified in the third hour (xv, 25). John’s account of the Resurrection is also quite different (see Christ and Gospels), and the raising of Lazarus, like the spearing of Christ on the cross, is not mentioned in the synoptic gospels.

Jonah. Hebrew: Yonah “dove.” The son of Amittai, a native of Gath-Hepher (now El Mesh-hed) in Galilee, is said to have lived in the reign of Joash king of Judah (2 Kings xiv, 23) about 800 B.C.; but the Book of Jonah is probably a late work of Ezra’s age. Christ is said to have believed in the legend of Jonah and the fish (Matt. xii, 40; Luke xi, 29) which reminds us of that of Herakles swallowed by a whale, or of Arelion saved by a dolphin. Vishnu in India is represented issuing from the fish’s mouth, and Kama also was swallowed by a fish: the Red Indian Hiawatha again, is swallowed by a sturgeon whose heart he stabs: it floats to shore, and birds picking the bones release the hero. Jonah composed a psalm in the fish’s belly, and was vomited out. The remaining miracles are equally incredible. The expression “God of heaven” (i, 9) is one that appears never to have been used before the captivity.

Joseph. Hebrew: Yosaph “he increases” (Gen. xxx, 24), otherwise Yehosaph (Psalm lxxx, 5) or Yahveh increases.” The son of Jacob, a dreamer as a boy, is a diviner by a magic cup when a man. His story is a beautiful and pathetic one—a legend with a moral; and the writer is thought to have acquaintance with Egypt by certain words, as well as by the personal names which he gives. The story of Joseph and Potiphar’s wife reminds us of that of Peleus, of Bellerophon, or of Hippolito and the wife of Theseus. The same incident occurs in the Tale of the Two Brothers in Egypt (see Egypt), but the remainder
of that story is a fantastic myth, having no relation to the Hebrew story of Joseph.

Joseph. The father of Jesus Christ, son of Heli (or otherwise of a Jacob) of the tribe of Judah. The descent of Christ from David is, in both Matthew and Luke, traced through Joseph. He is thought to have died before the Crucifixion. Legends about him are numerous, especially in the Gospel of the Nativity of Mary, a work of about our 5th century (see Jesus).

Josephus. It has been said that without the aid of this learned Jewish historian we should have no history of New Testament times. Great importance has also been attached to short allusions, now found in his text, to Jesus, James, and John the Baptist (see Christ). But these are now generally regarded as corrupt interpolations. Dr Edersheim (Smith's Bib. Dict.) reminds us that our text is traceable only to our middle ages, and has been “extensively corrupted, corrected, and interpolated.”

Josephus was born about 37 to 39 A.C, and died about 100 A.C. He called himself Flavius, after the Flavian emperors who befriended him, but was the son of Matthias the priest, of the High Priests' family, and so connected with the Sadducees. Matthias was the grandson of Annas, High Priest in 6 to 15 A.C.; and by his mother's side Josephus was descended from the royal Hasmonæan house. He learned Greek, and also studied the tenets of the Essenes and of the Pharisees. He joined a band of desert adventurers, the age of 16 years, and three years later returned to Jerusalem. In 63 or 64 A.C. he visited Rome, to plead for priestly friends sent prisoners there by the Procurator Felix; he was wrecked on the way, and so made acquaintance with a friend of the Empress Poppea wife of Nero, procuring through her the release of the captives, and receiving from her valuable presents. On the outbreak of the Jewish revolt, in 66 A.C., he was placed in command in Galilee; and in his Life he gives a detailed account of his attempts to persuade the Romans noticing many towns and villages easily traced, but not noticed by other writers. He put down risings in Tiberias, and elsewhere, of those who desired to make peace, but was taken prisoner when Jotapata—a strong hill fortress of Galilee which he defended—was taken by Vespasian; and he says that he prophesied to the latter his approaching election as emperor. He then gave up the cause of the Jews as hopeless, and when taken by Titus to Jerusalem tried to persuade the fanatical defenders of the city to save it by yielding to Rome. His wife and parents were made prisoners by the zealots. He took as a second wife a Jewish captive in the camp, but she left him, when he took a third whom he divorced, and then a fourth—a rich Jewess of Crete by whom he had two sons. When Jerusalem fell to Titus, in August 70 A.C., Josephus was granted the lives of some 50 friends, and also the Temple copy of the Scriptures which he sent as a present to Vespasian, who had become emperor in July 69 A.C. He was granted lands in Palestine, and made a Roman citizen, prospering under Titus and Domitian. He is last heard of in the 3rd year of Trajan, 100 A.C.

His history of the Wars was written in Aramaic, and translated into Greek. It is said to have been corrected by Vespasian, Titus, and Agrippa, and is of high value. His later work the Antiquities was written probably in Rome about 93 A.C., and dedicated to a courtier named Epaphroditus. In this work he adopts the standpoint of a Jewish philosopher, and explains away some of the Hebrew legends—like Philo—as being allegorical. He says that “Moses speaks philosophically” about the serpent in Eden. But like Jesus, and all other Jews, he believed in demoniacal possession and other superstitions (see Wars, VII, vi, 3). His latest works included the interesting tractates Against Apion, and his own Life, in which he vindicates his conduct.

Whiston's translation is defective, and taken from corrupt MSS. of the 16th century. In all such matters as numbers, dates, distances, weights and measures, the chief passages have been garbled so that they are now discordant. Yet there is only one short allusion to Christ, which Dean Farrar reluctantly discards as an interpolation. It is first noticed by Eusebius about 330 A.C.; but Chrysostom (347-407 A.C.) though often quoting Josephus does not mention it, nor does Photius, Patriarch of Constantinople (9th century), though thrice noticing Josephus. Indeed in speaking of “Justus of Tiberias” this author says that the Jewish historian “has not taken the least notice of Christ.” Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, never appeal to this testimony. Origen says that Josephus mentioned John the Baptist, but did not acknowledge Christ (Apol. Cel. I., xxxv). The other two allusions, to John the Baptist (Ant. XVIII, v, 2), and to James “the Lord's brother” (Ant., XX, ix, 1) were unfortunately in that part of the Palatine Codex (9th or 10th century) which is missing; but Dr Edersheim remarks that the sentences are Christian and not Jewish in tone, besides interrupting the context.

In relating Bible history Josephus appears to follow the Septuagint Greek version, or at all events one more like it than our present Hebrew text. He adds some curious passages, such as his account of
the campaign of Moses as an Egyptian general in Nubia. He speaks highly of Philo, and of his useful mission to Caligula in 40 B.C. He
imitates him also in allegorising the Pentateuch, calling the Tabernacle
the symbol of the world, and connecting the shebrew with the 12
months, and the golden candlestick with the 7 planets. The God in
whom he (like Paul) believed was a pure Essence, permeating the
whole world—much as Plato and the Stoics taught; and he does not
object to the Platonic Logos, which Philo also accepted. Yet he says
that 22 books of his Bible contain "the full and accurate account of all
past time, and are justly to be believed divine . . . since written by
prophets who learned what was original and most ancient by inspiration
of God, and chronicled what happened in their own time." The
five books of the Pentateuch were, he says, "written by Moses even to
his death, and embrace a period of 3000 years (that is 4500 to 1500
B.C.); . . . the Prophets wrote what was done in their days in 13 books
. . . and the remaining 4 books contain hymns to God and rules of
life for man. . . . from the Egyptians to our own time the same authority
does not attach to the books" (Aegst. Apiani, ii, 8). He speaks of the
writers as "being seized by the divine, so that they could not be
silent." Prophecy ceased, he thought, some two centuries before he
was born; yet some Essenes, he says, prophesied much later, and he
even claims to have prophesied himself.

Joshua. Hebrew: Yeḥoshuā, "Yahweh has saved." The son
of Nun (Assyrian Nūnu "prince"), of the tribe of Ephraim. He was
a great raider, and a worshiper at stone circles (see Gilgal), according
to the account of his wars written not earlier than the time of Solomon
(see Josher) or of Rehoboam—that is some 500 years after this
Hebrew hero lived. The conquest of the hills might take place when
Egyptian power was weakened (see Amarna, Egypt, Hebrews, Jerusalem),
but this does not substantiate the drying-up of the Jordan, or the
standing still of the sun and moon, at Joshua's command.

Josaphat. See Barlaam; apparently a corruption for Bodasaph
(Bodhisattva), the Budha-sap of the Chronicle of Ancient Nations,
by El Birini, noticed by Sir H. Yule. Thus Buddha became a Christian
saint, as the Portuguese historian D. de Couto recognised three centuries
ago, when he was told that the Salsete caves were cut by the father
of St Jehoasaphat, who was a great Indian king. "It may well be," he
says, "that he was the very Budha of whom they relate such marvels"
(see Academy, 1st Sept., 1883; Indian Antiqu., Oct., 1883). We
have much to learn of the influence of Buddhism on Christianity (see
the author’s articles, Open Court, August and Sept., 1887).

Jude. The short Epistle of Jude claims to be by the brother of
James (see James), and shows apparent acquaintance (verse 14) with
the Book of Enoch (see Enoch): it denounces the scandals due to the
"feasts of charity" (verse 12). See Apoc.

Judges. A fragmentary continuation of the Book of Joshua (see
Joshua), which includes the solar legends of Samson (see Samson), as
well as the story of Jepthah's daughter, which shows human sacrifice
among Hebrews, and reminds us of the Greek legend of Iphigenia
(see Hebrews).

Jupiter. Latin. The Sanskrit Dyas-pitār, and Greek Dio-
patēr, or Zeu-Patēr, the "father of light" (see Dyas, and Zeus).

Justification. This word means properly "showing to be right";
and the Egyptians spoke of those who passed the ordeal of the balance
(see Amenti) as "justified," according to Mariette and Naville, as
early as the time of the 6th dynasty (see Bonwick's Egn. Belief,
p. 408).

Justin Martyr. The existence of this father, and the authen-
ticity of his writings, have been questioned by Judge Strange and
other writers. He is said to have been the son of Priscus, son of
Bacchus, born near Shechem in Palestine (Apol., I, i), and converted
by witnessing Christian constancy under persecution (Apol., II, xii),
and by the influence of a stranger (Trypho, ii). He had been a Stoik,
a Peripatetik, a Pythagorean, and a Platonist. His dispute with
Trypho (thought to be Rabbi Tarphion) is traditionally supposed to have
occurred at Ephesus; and his quarrel with Crescens the Cyne at Rome
led (as Eusebius asserts or guesses) to his martyrdom. He makes
Christ to be the Son of God and the Logos, and gives an interesting
account of the simple rites of Christians in Palestine, which then
involved neither a priesthood nor a ritual. His conversion is supposed
to have occurred in 132 A.C., and his martyrdom under Antoninus
Pius in 157 A.C. Yet he is supposed to have addressed his 2nd
Apologet to Marcus Aurelius, saying that "now the pious are per-
suaded as they never were before," which perhaps disproves of earlier
persecutions (see Donaldson's History of Christian Literature, ii, p. 230).
Dr Sanday says that "not one half of the writings attributed to him
are genuine." He is said to have converted Tatian (see Tatian), and
he believed that Christ was born in a cave (see Bethlehem). He
received a good education in Greek and Latin, and is said to make
100 citations from the New Testament; yet, as now known, only
seven of these agree with our text, and only two are identical according
Ka

In Semitic speech two K sounds are distinguished. The soft K (Hebrew, Caph) interchanges with the soft Ch (as in “church”); and the guttural K (Hebrew, Koppah) with hard G; it is the Latin Q, and the Greek Kappa, which soon dropped out of Greek alphabets. In Turkish the nasal K has the sound ng. The KH is a guttural (the German ch, and the Greek khi) which interchanges with the guttural gh, and the Hard H.


Ka. “Being.” See Gu. From this root comes the relative pronoun [Akkadian ka, Egyptian akh, Aryan ka, ki, “who.”] Turkish ki “that which”: Hebrew ki “as”—Ed.]. In Egypt the Ka is the genius or spirit which resides in the statue placed in the outer chamber of the tomb. The sign represents two arms raised to heaven (see Ka “to cry”); but the “determinative,” or pictorial key to the meaning, placed beneath these when the Ka spirit is intended, is a phallus—showing the meaning to be “life” (see M. Revillout, Trans. Bib. Arch. Soys., VIII, i; Brugsch’s Diet., 1436). Miss A. B. Edwards (Academy, 5th May 1888) says that “she fails to fathom the full meaning of the Ka,” “usually in close association with the Ankh,” or symbol of life (see Ank); “it answers to the vital principle, and like the Ankh stands for life.” The bull in Egyptian is also called Ka [see ka “call,” gu “bellow,” whence the Aryan kau “cow” —En]. “The Egyptian,” says Renouf, “gave to man’s personality a purely material form which exactly corresponded to the man.” In countless representations, subsequent to 1800 B.C., we see the king in presence of the gods, while behind him stands his Ka, as a little man with the ruler’s own features. “About 1500 B.C.” they had completely separated the personality from the person, and we see the king appear before his own personality which carries the ruler’s staff and emblem of life.” The king prays to his Ka or genius, and has sometimes 7 Kas. The word Ka also, in Egyptian, is an affix of personality as in other languages (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soys., March 1884). “There are numerous representations of the king propitiating his own Ka, and it was customary to swear by the Ka of the king, or by the Kas of kings, as Romans swore by the genius of the Emperor” (see Gau). The Hebrews also swore by the Yerek or phallus (Gen. xxiv, 2). “Even the Egyptian gods themselves, and local societies, had their favourite Kas. From the time of Rameses II victory, wealth, and other divine gifts, were personified and worshipped under the name of the 14 Kas.” Dr Birch says that these facts explain “the abstract idea, and mystical meaning, of the Ka in the Ritual of the Dead” (Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., VI, ii). In the Ritual the Ka is “the ever living,” yet an object to which offerings are made. The phallic emblem of the Ka is called “the embodied soul” (see Ba).

In a Georgian dialect we find Ka, Ke, or Khe, for God as an invocation heading letters and documents, like the Arab Alef (see A).


Kab. Ka’aba. Arabic: “square.” The cubical cell of the Haram, or “sanctuary,” at Makka in Arabia. It was already ancient when it was rebuilt, and the “black stone” replaced in its wall, in the youth of Muhammad. The shrine was surrounded by 366 menhirs, and the statue of the god of fate stood near it (see Ha‘al). The well Zemzem (“murmuring”) was hard by. Tradition said that here Ishmael thirsted, and here he was prepared as a sacrifice by Abraham whose stepping-stone was shown near the “black stone” (see Hajr el Aswad), the surface of which was worn by the kisses of devotees, like St Peter’s toe at Rome. The Mustajib (“wonder working”) was another upright red stone, in the S.W. angle of the Ka’aba, and was also much reverenced. The building was already covered by a Kisweh (“veil”), which appears to have been red, in the time of Muhammad—this being the Moslem female color, and belonging to Allât the Venus of Makka—and the Kisweh, now renewed annually, is known as the “holy carpet.”

Kab. Cabbala. Hebrew: “reception” or “tradition,” a mystic philosophy of the later Jews (see Dr Ginsburg’s Kabbala, 1865). It is distinguished as including the Figurative, Speculative, Practical,
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and Dogmatical Kabbalas; and the word is used to mean divining by numbers and magic squares. The Figurative Kabbala attaches mystic values to the 22 letters of the alphabet, and to their numerical meanings: they are classed under three "mother letters," seven double letters, and twelve single. From words, numerical values (and also anagrams) are thus derived. The Practical Kabbala teaches the art of preparing talismans—magic figures with letters. The Dogmatic Kabbala is concerned with the story of creation, with good and evil spirits, and with the magical power of the "ineffable name" of Yahveh. It also teaches the 32 ways of Wisdom, and the 50 gates of Prudence. The oldest Kabbalists appear to have taught (as in the Talmud) the doctrine of metempsychosis, or transmigration of the soul, which Muhammad also adopted from the Rabbis. The title "God of the spirits of all flesh" was believed "intimate that metempsychosis takes place in all flesh, in beasts, fowls, and reptiles." Dr Gaster (Lecture, Jew's College, London, March 1886) says that the Kabbala claims to be "a philosophy and a science, which has systematized and solved the eternal question of life, and penetrated into the inner mystery of that mechanism by which all things material are bound together, as well as shown their relation to a higher world." But the world in general does not believe such a Kabbala to have been handed down from Adam by patriarchs. It seems to have arisen in the time of Maimonides (13th century A.C.), when the Midrash was almost as sacred as the Scriptures, and when the marvels of the latter were explained allegorically by rationalists. The Kabbalists held that God was the AIN-SUPH ("without limit"), from whom the universe emanated, these emanations, or modes, being the Sephiroth ("orders" or "numbers"), which were his qualities.

This philosophy is contained in two works, Yeireiah ("creation") and Zohar ("light"), of the Middle Ages, which were claimed as representing the teaching of Rabbi Simeon bar Yochai (70 to 110 A.C.), whose tomb at Meirin in upper Galilee is visited annually in spring by Jews who burn shawls and other objects of value as offerings. The Kabbala seems to have been systematized in the south of France. The book Zohar is the more important; and, as it contains references to events occurring in 579, 1099, 1187, 1264, and 1306 A.C., its late date is very evident. We here learn that the Ain-Suph, or "Infinite," produced a prototype of creation, a bisexual being (as in India or China) having 10 Sephiroth or qualities: (1) The Crown; (2) the head: Wisdom; (3) Intelligence; (4 and 5) the two hands; Love to the left being female, and Justice to the right male, proceeding from 2 and 3: (6) Beauty, the breast, from 4 and 5; (7 and

Kabeiroi. Kabiri. Greek Kabeiroi. The Babylonian Kabiri or "great ones" is a term applied in texts to the principal gods. In Greco-Philenician mythology (Sanchoniathon; see Cory's Frag.) there were 7 Kabeiroi, with Eshmun as the 8th; or otherwise 15 of these chief deities. Hephaistos (Her) was the father of all Kabeiroi according to some Greeks, his son Kadmos (Kedem “old” or “eastern”) being the first, and a guardian of flocks, herds, and sailors. In Krete the Kabeiroi, or Daktuloi, were symbolised by an iron-colored (red) stone "like a man's thumb" (Littleton, Lat. Dict.). Varro and others say that Dardanos transported these gods from Samothrace to Troy; and Æneas carried off these Penates for Lalvinium, including the statues of Neptune, Apollo, and Jupiter, Vesta, and other gods and goddesses (see Bryant, Mythol., ii, pp. 342, 451).

There are other accounts according to which the "great gods" were two only—the Twins of Day and Night, Kastor and Pollux (see Arvina) who are incarnate in the "St Elmo's Fire," seen on the masts of ships, and were adored in Lemnos, Imbros, Samothrace, and Troy, during the ages of the Persians and of the Romans. The parents of Alexander the Great, and later Greeks and Romans, were initiated into the mysteries of Samothrace. Arsinoë (276-247 B.C.) founded there an asylum for fugitives, and the site was explored by the Austrian expedition of 1874. Such rites at Lemnos lasted 9 days
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(Kabir, ch. 437). Camillus, or Casimilus, a son of Héphaistos, is also father of Kabir, connected with the Kouloutes, Korubantes, and Daktoioli. The names of the Kabir are again as Axieros, Axiokeras, Axiokeros, and Kadimos or Kasinos. They are sometimes three—Dardanos (or Poséidon or Orosos), Jason (or Apollo, or Ge, "the earth"), and Harmonia their sister who married Kadmos. These appear to be of Phoenician origin. The Etruskans recognised the pair of brothers with a sister (the Kouloutes or "children" of the Greeks) answering to Kastor, Pollux, and their sister Helen, born of the egg of Leda (see Helene). They were usually gods who wielded thunder and connected with fire.

Kabir. A pious weaver of Banarás, a Moslem whose mother was a Brahmani woman. He was the most famous of the disciples of Rámándu, who taught in 1380-1420 A.C. (see Rámándu), and aimed at reconciling Islam with Vishnuva belief. His headquarters were at the well-known Kabir-Chaure at Banarás, and he traveled all over the mid-Ganges region to preach. He became the teacher of Nanak (see Sikhs), whom he met while yet only a Fakir or Sanyasi. Kabir taught that the god of Moslems and Hindus was the same, "The Inner," whether invoked as Ali or as Rama (Ali being deified by Persian Moslems); and in the "Vijak," by one of Kabir's disciples named Bhagodas (see Imp. Gazetteer, India), we read that "to Ali and Rama we owe our life... that tenderness should be shown to all that lives... it avails not to count beads or bath in holy streams... bow at temples, mutter prayers, and go pilgrimages, while in the heart remains any deceit or evil.... The Hindu fasts every elevenday, and the Moslem in Ramadhan; but why so? Who made it? the other months and days? If the Creator dwells in tabernacles, whose dwelling is the universe? Who has ever seen Rama among images or pilgrim shrines? Every person that has ever been born is of the same nature as yourself; and He is One, my guide and my priest." Religious differences are only Maya or "illusion," and emancipation is gained by meditating on the Supreme, and on the holy names of Hari, Ram, Govind.

The best known of Kabir's writings are the Sukh-nidhan and the Sabda-bali, or "Thousand Sayings," showing the emancipation from caste and from superstition attained in India about 1400 A.C.; with the revival of Vedanta doctrines, and of Jain or Buddhist philantropy; and with the Vishnuite monotheism first preached by Kamadila and Ramañja, in the 6th and 7th centuries A.C.

Kabyles. Arabic: Kabulah "a clan." A mingled race in N.W.

Kachcha-pa

Africa, so called by Arabs; fair haired and blue-eyed—a cross between Berbers (akin to Kopts), Phoinicians, Greeks, Romans, Vandals, and Arabs, congregated E. of Algiers and S. of Cherchel. Their language is much mixed, but of Berber origin akin to ancient Egyptian (see Prof. Francis Newman's Grammar, 1836, and the later researches of French scholars).

Kachcha-pa. Sanscrit: "the feeder on the seashore" (see Turtle). The Mahâ-Kachcha is the ocean shore, or Varuna, "expans.

Kachins. Kakins. Kakhyens. "The male beings" (see Ka and Gan). A wild race E. and N.E. of the British Barmah frontier, called Sings, or Sinphos, in Assam—a loose tribal confederacy in mountain regions, between Bhamo on the Irrawadi river and the N.E. Assam frontier. They dislodged the Shâns in our 11th century, forcing them from Magau in their Pong states to the Salween, Menam, and Mekong, thus creating new states of Laos and Siamese. As Chins, or Shus, the Kachins spread down the broad valley of the Chin-dwen (or Kyan-dwen) to its junction with the Irrawadi near Ava, and along the Yoma range of Arakan, beyond Prome, where the author became well acquainted with them as road-makers. Though feared by the Barmese we found them steady, honest workmen, if left to their own devices. They are very independent, and fierce fighters when roused, having hardly passed beyond the raiding stage. They burn the forests in the hot season, and sow maize, and hardy cereals. After the crops are reaped and hidden, they proceed to plunder the Barmese and the rich Shân traders. The many dialects of their language have not yet been reduced to writing. Each independent tribe has its tutelary deity. They say that they sprang from 101 eggs, laid by Hâi the supreme deity: the last egg produced a man and woman, but the man preferred a bitch, and Hâi had to help the woman to drive her away, when she married her brother the man.

The dog is conspicuous in Kachin rites, and is sacrificed to Hâi, who listens to the plaints of his children through the angel Ngâ-Thein, or Moung-Sein, who reports to Hâi, and so obtains happiness or misery for all living creatures. The Kachins make agreements by killing a buffalo, and dipping their arms in the blood mixed with spirits, vowing vengeance against any who go back from the oath then made. It is very difficult to deal with them, as the chiefs can only influence them by example, and each man expects to be dealt with separately in making oaths.

The Kakins, Kakhyens, or Ching-paws (Sinphos) near Bhamo,
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between upper Assam and China, are of the Karen stock (Dr Anderson, Mandalay to Momien—a narrative of Sir E. Sladen's Expedition of 1868). They include the Mari, Lataung, Lepie, Karine, and Maran clans, with the N'kun who are perhaps the strongest tribe. They own communal lands, under chiefs called Tsaubwas, who are paid in kind; and they cultivate rice, maize, cotton, indigo, and opium, trading also in indiarubber, amber, and minerals. They wear little clothing except in the hills, or in winter, but are adorned with nose-rings, ear-rings, bracelets, and anklets. They bury the dead, excepting those killed by shot or steel, and women who die in child-birth. The latter are thrust away in the jungle. Those who die naturally are clad in their best, cleaned, and laid in coffins, which are hollowed out of tree stems, and consecrated by the blood of a cock, or a bear, or (for women) of a sow, or hen. Food, spirits, and a coin to pay the ferry-man at crossings of rivers, are laid by the body, which is buried 3 feet deep. A shed is raised over the grave, and a trench about 2 feet deep is dug round, with a diameter of 30 or 40 feet. The mourners dance round, and eat part of the sacrifice, drinking spirits to propitiate the Náts or Munias (spirits), and the Tuhais (ghosts), which are the fear of their lives; while the needful Tumass, or witch doctors, are a constant burden on the existence of Kakhyens.

Though they believe in spirits they have no idea of immortality, or of God, such as we hold; yet there is a "very big Ná"—Shingrawa—over the innumerable ghosts and spirits in which they have faith. He is thought to have created all things; "the good dead go to a place called Tsjoja; and the bad, with those who die violent deaths, generally go to Marai, but of these places they know nothing." Sinai, the sky spirit, gives or withholds rain and corn, and the kindly Kring-woan watches over agriculture; but malignant Náts—such as Masu, and Kajat—must be propitiated when sowing crops, or clearing forests, by sacrifices of buffaloes, pigs, and fowls. The sun (Chan or Sán) and the moon (Sada, or Shita) are worshipped as great male and female Náts, especially at harvest and clearing seasons. The offerings include fowls (red cocks for Sán), fish, eggs, boiled rice, bread, liquor, and garments (of men to Sán, and of women to Sada). The earth Nát (Ngka, or Bumi-ná) is adored by the whole village, when ground is first tilled or annually sown. No work may then be done for 4 days, and the same rule applies to the rites of Sharuvua, and Modai-prongas, the "king and queen of the gods," and to those of the Nun-shan Náts, or village genii. The Kakhyens also worship Ngkhun-Nát a god of the home, and of ancestors, invoked in sickness, and before migration. Ndongo-Nát is a god of the outside, a protector against outside dangers, war, flood, and wild beasts. There are many other spirits of the air, mountains, fields, and gardens, forests, rice, etc. Mo-Nát ("the heaven spirit") is called the "chief" (Tsaubwa), to be met after death.

Kadambas. An important dynasty of Hindu Brahmins, or Jains, one of whom (Mayum-Sarman) seized Kanchi (Conjeveram) from its Pailava rulers about 150 B.C. He was called a Sarman, and his son Kaupa took the title of Varman. A poet named Kubha wrote, in high flown Kávy, a text preserved on stone, dating about 420 B.C., in honour of Kakustha-Varman, who gave a tank to a temple of Siva at Sthána-Kundara, which his son Sánti-Varman completed; and this gives the Kadamba history. They were Brähmans of the Mánaraya clan, and the poet says they were named from a sacred tree near their home—the Kadamba of Mt. Meru, which yields the drink of the gods. Various land grants point to Kadambas as Jains by creed, but others adored Siva who was always worshiped in Kanchei-pír (see Dr Bühler, Journal R. Asiatic Society, October 1895).

Kadesh. Kedesh. Hebrew: "holy." The name of 4 cities in Palestine, two—Kadesh-Barnaa ("of wanderings") and Kadesh further W.—in the south; Kedesh in the plain of Issachar; and Kedesh Naphthali; besides Kadesh on the Orontes (Kades) occupied by Hittites at least as early as the 15th century B.C. (see Egypt). The Kadashim, and Kadesshoth, of Canaanites and Hebrews, were "consecrated" persons of either sex, the latter resembling the Deva-dáisi, or temple women of India. They were devotees of the licentious 'Ashoreth, who were found as late as our 4th century at Aphek in Lebanon (see Adonis), at Daphne near Antioch, and at Aphrodis in Cyprus. Herodotus mentions them at Babylon; and the "Sica Veneria," or "booths of 'Ashtoreth" at Carthage, like the Sucoth-Benoth ("booths of girls") in the Bible, were places where they congregated. They are found in China and Japan, and all over Asia (see Asiatic Res., i, p. 166; and Inman's Ancient Faiths, ii, p. 168). In Deuteronomy (xxiii, 17, 18) such Kodeshoth are denounced, and connected with Kôlâm rendered "dogs," but more properly "priests." They are noticed in the laws of 'Ammurabi, and were regarded as being consecrated, or brides of gods—as in India (see also Gen. xxxviii, 21). In Egypt a goddess called Kadesh (a foreign importation) is represented naked, with an Egyptian ithyphallic god to her right, and the Semitic Reseph (the god of rain and thunder) to her left.
Kadmos. Cadmus. Hebrew: Kōdem “the east”; a Phoenician mythical hero adopted by the Greeks, and said to have taught them writing, and other arts. He was the brother of Europa “the west” (see Europe).

Kadru. The daughter of Daksha, wife of Kasyapa, and mother of serpents such as Sesa, and Vasuki.

Kāfīr. Arabic: “villager,” used with the same signification as the Latin Pagānus, “peasant” or “pagan.” The Caffres of S. Africa were so called by the Arabs, as Kufār or “pagans.” In the N.W. corner of India, from the Swat valley westwards to the Hindu Kush, the tribes called Kāfūrs, by Afgān Moslems, have retained ancient superstitions of an Indo-Aryan character. They have rude square temples with sacred stones and images; their chief god, or Deo-ga, being called Imbra. They offer cows and goats to him, to “keep them from fever, increase their stores, kill the Moslems, and take all Dards (as they call themselves) to Paradise.” They fear to enter temples except when robed in dark garments, whence they are called Sāk-paša. These temples are dark cells built of heavy timbers, little used save at funerals: for all coffins must be brought to them, and sacrifices then offered. These Dards are usually jovial robbers and murderers, who sing, drink, and dance, and requite the murderous cruelty of Moslems when they can. Some tribes however are Shī’a (Persian Moslems). Their language is akin to Persian.

Kāhān. Arabic: “a wizard.” It is the Hebrew Kōhen “priest,” but by the time of Muhammad denoted a degraded class of magicians in Arabia, supposed to be possessed by spirits usually evil.

Kailāsā. The great primeval lingam of Indra, and the heaven of Siva, from which eleven other lingams proceeded. The Greeks called it Kolos; and, like the Latin Colus, it may mean “the vault.” Kuvera god of riches dwelt there, and all prosperity came thence. The actual peak is in the Himalayas, near the sources of the Indus and Sutlej. The summit of the cone was said to be a table-altar like a lotus, marked with a triangle—tyingpāt. It was said to radiate light all over India.

Kāin. Cain. The eldest son of Adam. As a Semitic word it means “spear,” and the Kenites were probably “spear men.” But Eve said at Cain’s birth (Gen. iv, 1) “I have gotten a man from Yahveh,” so that it may be the Akkadian Gīm “man” (see Gan), representing a non-Semitic race, as Abel (Ablū “son” in Assyrian) denotes the Semitic race. Cain was a tiller of the soil, and Abel a shepherd. Cain is driven out to the land of Nod (“exile”), and founds a city Un-ug (see Enoch). The “mark” set on Cain, according to the Rabbis, was a horn (verse 15. See Bereshith, Rabbi, 22), and he is supposed to have been slain by Lamech. His descendant Tubal-Kain is a smith, and the race appears to have originated civilisation, as did the Akkadians.

Kakos. Cacus. Son of Vulcan and Medusa, a three-headed monster living on men’s bones and filth, in the cave of the Aventine at Rome (see Hērakleás). Kakud. Sanskrit. The hump of the sacred bull, which is adored and anointed, as symbolising Daksha (see Daksha); and it was the seat of Indra. The Kakud-stha is sacred to Siva, Vishnu, and Krishna; and any hilly place, or rounded object, is a Kakunda.


Kāla. Sanskrit: “time,” “fate,” “death,” “black,” a name of Yama the “Restrainer,” and “god of the dead with whom dwell the spirits of the departed.” He is not a devil though much dreaded, for Yama (the Persian Yima) was the first man, and hence the first to die. He may have been first called Kāla as ruling in “darkness,” or as lord of fate, or a man’s “time”; he is Antaka (Death), and the judge of the dead. He ruled all worlds till Brahma drew them from chaos. Māha-Kāla, and his bride Kāli, are the destructive powers of nature (see Kāli); and Siva is Kāla, in his destructive mood, and “Lord of all”: being also (by Satā-ḥradā) the father of the man-eating Rākṣaya demon Virūhā. Kāla was also one of the eleven Rudras, or primeval deities; and Vishnuvas call him “Time without end or beginning,” uniting matter with life.

Kalah. Calah. Hebrew: “ancient”—an Assyrian city (Gen. x, 11-12) now Nimsūrī near Nineveh on the S.E. It was rebuilt by Shalmaneser I about 1500 B.C.; and again by Assur-nāṣir-pal about 885 B.C., and had temples of Assur and of Marduk, on a platform by the city wall. The famous “Black Obelisk” of Shalmaneser II (858-820 B.C.), comes from Kalah, recording victories in Syria and Palestine (including the tribute of Jehu), and tribute from the East, of the elephant, rhinoceroses, and Bactrian hounds and camels, with monkeys, indicating trade with India.

Kaldea. Chaldea. The inhabitants of S. Babylonia, from the 9th century B.C., are mentioned in Assyrian texts as Kāldi. The
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word Chaldeans in the English Bible represents the Hebrew Kasdim, rendered Khaledaioi in the Greek version. Herodotos, and later classic writers, called the Babylonians generally Khaledaios; but, on account of their reputation as magicians and astronomers, the term came to be applied to Babylonian priests and diviners. There were other Khaledaios in Armenia (according to Lenormant, Lettres Aegyptiologiques), who may be named from the Vanic deity Kahlia. But this has no connection with the Kaldi, or with the Kasdim (see Abraham, and Kasdim). Strabo calls the Khaledaios "teachers of religion and astronomy" (xvii, 1). Herodotos makes them also warriors (viii, 63), and Diodorus Siculus compares them to Egyptian priests. Later Byzantine writers only follow these notices, and the Greek text of the Bible; but no monumental notice of the Kasdim exists to show that they were Kaldi.

Kaledonia. Caledonia. Classic writers grouped the Caledonii (apparently a fair Celtic people with red or yellow hair) with Belgae, Parisi, Attrebates, and Canti—the latter in Kent, and the Parisii near Petuaria on the Humber: a township in Lincolnshire was known as Paris as late as our 13th century. The Caledonians are thought to have been "woodmen," or tree worshipers (Irish and Gaelic Coill, Cuilean; Welsh and Cornish Celynn; Armoric Kelen; "wood"). Coil-daoin signifying "wood-people"; but the subject is difficult, and other explanations are proposed connecting Caledonians with Gauls, Gaecls, gillies, and gallants, as "brave men." Scotland north of the Forth and Clyde was Albin ("the Alpine land") and Kaledonia; and the Greek Kaludon may have been also a "forest" region where the boar was hunted.

Káli. Sanskrit: "black" (see Káli). The "blue-black one," a cruel and gross goddess, wife of Siva, represented (see Diváli) dancing on his white body, with a long tongue dripping blood, her hair of serpents; while like Siva she wears a necklace of skulls, and has four arms. She is also Durga or "fate" (see Durga), and is marked on the forehead with the Yoni, and the crescent. She presides over death and funeral pyres, and sometimes dances with a babe in her arms. She delights in bloody sacrifices which, among wild non-Aryan tribes, are still sometimes of human victims. Calcutta (Káli-gháti) is named after her, and she is known also as Bhavâní ("creatures"), though an infant goddess to whom the Thugs dedicated their victims, representing Káli with claws, snake locks, and skull ornaments.

Káli-dása. The famous Indian poet and dramatist, whom
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Lassen places about 170 a.c., but Prof. Peterson in our 1st century (Journal Rc. Asiatic Soc., April 1891). Dr Daji, and Mr V. Smith think he lived several centuries later. Mr Pathak, B.A. (Bombay Rc. Asiatic Soc., April 1894), shows that the mention of the "White Huns" by Káli-dása, as ruling in the Panjáb and Kashmir, points to about 530 a.c.; and tradition in Ceylon makes him the contemporary of King Kumára-dása about 515 a.c. He is not mentioned in Indian literature before about 600, and was famous in 684 a.c., as shown by the Aiholi inscription. He is said to have been one of the "nine gems that adorned the Court of Vikram-Aditya"; which however shows popular confusion according to Mr Pathak. Káli-dása is immortalised by his Sakuntala ("The Lost Ring"), a maiden who became mother of Bharata. Later writers often borrowed his name.

Kalil. Kalil. Tamil: see Kala "stone"—a natural lingham on a sacred hill six miles E. of Cochin in Travankór. The shrine is like that of the Kaiktyo mountain in Barmah (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 314, fig. 266). A conical shrine in both cases is built on a conical rock; the Barmese rock being marked by a Yoni emblem, and that at Kalil by a "figure of Brahma" (Mr N. Sunkuni, Indian Antiq., March 1892). Pilgrims to Kalil must be careful not to see Devi Siva in the shrine, or they will die before the moon changes; they therefore often go blind-folded, and never in the evening when prayers and offerings are accepted at the house of the Pisharotis (temple servants), at the foot of the hill. They must worship very early, and sleep therefore near the shrine, especially on the eve of the New Year, in April, when the good or evil fortunes of the year is determined. The sacred rock, thought hardly to rest on earth (see Jerusalem, where this legend applies to the Sakhrah), has according to living elders been known to soar upwards when its walls were touched by intruders, beasts or birds.

Kalinda. Probably "Káli's River," as an old name of the Jumna. Kalindí is a daughter of Kalkin, a form of Vishnu.

Kálinga. The land of the Trilingas (see Tellingsas), a race ruled by a King Kálinga of warrior caste (see Dr Wilson, Strakérit Ldt., p. 57). India, from the mouth of the Ganges to the Ganges, was ruled by Kalinga people (Telagus), mingled with Bangas, Angas, Sunbas, and Pundras. Ptolemys calls the mid region of the Indian E. coast "Regio Calingarum," its capital being Kalingapatnam. The Klings of Barmah, and throughout the E. archipelago,
Kalisto

Kalisto. Greek (probably "most fair"). A form of Artemis, and a huntress, symbolized by a bear; daughter of the Lukaian Zeus, and mother of Arkas, and Arkadias, her mother being Maya. [Perhaps Arktos "bear" was popularly confused with Arg "to shine."—Ed.] She was defied as Arktos "the bear," and said to have been accidentally shot as such by Artemis. Pausanias says that Artemis, as Kalisto, had a tomb and temple by the fountain of Kruni, and that the tomb of Arkas, near Juno's temple, was called "the altar of the sun" (II, viii, 9, 36). Kalisto also appeared at Delphi in a bear's skin. Müller makes her the constellation of the "great bear."

Kāliya. Sanskrit: "the killer." A five-headed serpent, slain by Krishna, in a "deep pool of the Yamuna. It "laid waste the country, vomiting fire and smoke," and would have strangled Krishna in its folds but for his strong brother Bāla-Bāma. It is the usual legend of the solar dragon slayer.

Kal-iyuga. The present age of the world, which began 3101-3102 B.C., and is to last 432,000 years from that date according to Hindus, or 1200 divine years—each being 360 human years, representing multiples of 60 (the Babylonian unit). The four Yugas, or ages, are of 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 years respectively, each with a "twilight" of a tenth, added before and after, making our age 1200 divine years (see Kalpa). The Vishṇuvas make the present Yuga to begin 400 years after Bāma's conquest of Ceylon, or in 1370 B.C. (Avatāric Res., x, p. 83). Righteousness will only survive for a quarter of the Kali-yuga, and Veda rites will gradually be neglected as goodness decays. Dire calamities, disease, and famines will then prevail, though many will still seek to acquire merits, and will reap the reward. This prediction seems to belong to an age when commerce was spreading, and the usual evils due to hastening to become rich accompanied it. Kali is personified, by Hindus, as the spirit of bad luck—the black ace in dice, the cause of all mischief and quarrels. He possessed the body of Nala as the spirit of gambling till expelled, when he took refuge in the Vīshālaka berries, which none touch lest Kali should attack them—see the story of Nala and Damayanti in the Mahā-bhārata. After Nala's death Kali remained so imprisoned during the age of Krishna, but ventured out in that of King Pari-kṣīrṣṭa, a grandson of the Pandus who, however, nearly

destroyed him, mother earth having discovered his presence in the spread of injustice, cruelty, and vice. Kali was then assigned certain places of abode by this king, namely battle fields and other places of slaughter, harlot's houses, and abodes of drinkers and gamblers. He was also, at his own request, allowed to abide in gold: and all these abodes of Kali must be avoided by any who wish for peace and happiness. The Kali-yuga began on the death of Pari-kṣīrṣṭa, bringing strife, poverty, famine, war, and vice, which must remain till Kalki (the 10th incarnation of Vishnu) appears. The "time of trouble" is also found in the eschatology (or "latter day" predictions), of Persians, Jews, and Christians.

Kalisto. See Kalisto.

Kalki. The future 10th Avatāra of Vishnu will descend in fire from heaven, riding a winged white horse, and bearing a flaming sword wherewith to destroy the sinners of the Kali-yuga (see above), establishing a kingdom of righteousness over which this Hindu Messiah will rule. He will purify and strengthen the good, and teach them all things past or to come. His name means the "Conqueror of Kali"—the Hindu devil.

Kalneh. This ancient city (Gen. x, 10) according to Rabbinical writers was Nipīr, where many ancient Akkadian texts of the first age of Babylonian civilisation, and later records of the Kassites, have been unearthed by American explorers (see Babylon and Nipīr).

Kalpa. Sanskrit: "a measure" or "rule," as in the Kalpa-Śūtra (one of the Vedāngas) which is a string of precepts or "ceremonial rubric." As a measure of time a Kalpa is a "day of Brahma," which is 1000 years, or a divine year of 360 human years. There are 4 Kalpas, at the end of which the world is destroyed by water, wind, earthquake, and fire. [Peruvians had two such ages with destruction by famine and flood: the Maya of Yukatan spoke of two destructions by plague, one by hurricane, and a fourth by flood. The Azteks knew of four such ages before the present one, when the world was destroyed by water, wind, fire, and famine (see Brinton's Myths of the New World, p. 229).—En.]. Each Kalpa is worse than the preceding one, and shorter in its duration. The Krita age was 4800 divine years; the Treta was 3600; the Dvāpara 2400; and the present Kalpa, or Kali-yuga, is to be 1200 divine years to the coming of Kalki (see Kali-yuga, and Kalki). The total Hindu astronomical cycle consists of 4,320,000 human years, based on multiples of the Babylonian unit of 60, and on the
Kalpa-Vriksha

coincidence of lunar and solar years (see Sir R. Phillips, Million of Facts). The lunation is thus made to be 29 days, 12 hours, 44', 22", 47', 36"; and the solar year 365 days, 5 hours, 31', 31", 24''. The four Kalpas, being in the proportion of 4, 3, 2, and 1, constitute this Mahâ-yuga or "great age," each divine year being 360 human years: for (4800 + 3600 + 2400 + 1200) 360 = 4,320,000.

Kalpa-Vriksha, or Mûla-Vriksha. The sky tree of paradise, of knowledge, and of life, sometimes represented with wings (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 168). At Siva's request Brâhma sent it to earth (see Janbu) as the tree of Ganesa (see Dripsa, and Trees).

Kam. Kham. An ancient root for fire. [Egyptian khent "fire," kem, khem, "black": Akkadian gun "bright": Hebrew Haman "burning": Assyrian kamsu "to burn": Turkish kum, gun "bright," sun, "fire": Chinese lam "dawn."—En.] In Gipsy language Kam is the sun, and Kem the moon (see Kemi in Japan).

Kâma. The Indian Cupid (see Gam) who has a bow strung with bees, and arrows pointed with flowers, and who rides on the love-bird or lory, a kind of parrot called the Kâmeri. He imparts the Madan which falls from heaven to earth, or which issues as a parrot from the lingam (Indian Antiq., October 1882, p. 290), namely, the dew of life. Kâma is the son of Vishnu, and of Maya ("delusion"), or of Rudrîmi, a form of Lakshmi. Kâma is also said to issue from a Brâhma's heart. The word signifies "love," "inclination," "kindness": but the lingam is called the "love-bird," and the Kamarî ("youthful") fairies carry Kâma's banner—a fish on a red ground. His five arrows appear to be the five senses. Kâma disturbed Siva's meditations, and was reduced to ashes, but revived as a son of Krishna. The Italian Camillus was a god of love, whose name comes from the same root. The material significance of the original idea of Kâma as "desire," or "passion," or "fire," has been eclipsed, as poetry, the love of beauty, religion, and ethics have played round his figure. All that is lovely in nature, and in religion itself, has been vivified by the touch of love; till gods of fear became the saviours of men, and man was taught kindly sympathy; till men learned, from the scriptures of Buddha, Confucius, and Christ, that "Love is the fulfilling of the Law," and that "God is Love." This is a departure from the idea of love among the ancients; and the ancient Agape have become spiritualized. The ancient Greeks pictured their

dieties in the most beautiful of human forms, and learned to love what was noble and fair in man and in woman. Love filled the home with melody, and the whole world with joy. It changed worthless things into delights, and first dreamed of immortality. Passion became devotion, duty, humble-heartedness, and patience—the perfume of the heart.

Kâma-dhenu. A common image of the earth-cow in Indian bazaars.

Kâma-latâ. The "bindweed of love"—the phallus, according to Prof. Angelo de Gubernatis (Mythol. des Plantes, i, p. 132), one of many shrubs and flowers sacred to Kâma.

Kamâon. The Almora district, in the Himalayas in N.W. India, full of the rude-stone monuments and serpent shrines of Khasias and other non-Aryanas.

Kamârîla. A teacher of Vedas, a Bhatta Brâhman of Behâr. Huen-Tsang in our 7th century called him a "dangerous Brâhman enemy of Buddhists." Mr Justice Telang places him about 590 to 650 A.C.; and Mr Fleet makes his contemporary Sankâr-acharya to live 635 to 655 A.C., but Mr Pathak places him later (see Journal Bombay Bl. Asiatic Society, 1892, xlii). He is said to have persecuted Jains, and Buddhists, from the Himalayas to Adam's Bridge, or throughout India (see Subandha): they revoluted against the Mimânas system, and the neo-Brâhmanism of the age, but the persecution was not an actual war of soldiers. Mr Pathak points out that Kamârîla (in his Tantra Vartika) often quotes Bhartari-hari (author of the Vâkyapadîya) who died in 650 A.C., and was famous as a grammarian a century later. The question of date is important in the history of the decline of Buddhism, and Mr Pathak thinks that both Kamârîla, and Sankâr-acharya lived about 700 to 750 A.C.; and Surishvara 750 to 838 A.C. Sir W. Hunter (Imp. Gaz. India, iv, 298) says that Kamârîla journeyed in S. India "in the 8th century" A.C., and "commanded princes and people to worship one God." This is the earliest notice of Theism, coming from the great source of Hindu learning—the uplands of Mathila or N. Behâr. Tradition magnified into general persecution the attack on the Jains by Kamârîla, in Siva's town or Badra-pûr, as seen in the 8th or 9th century in Sankara literature. In Hindu theology Kamârîla "figures as a teacher of the later Mimânsa philosophy, which ascribes the universe to a divine act of creation, and assumes an all-powerful God as the cause of the existence, continuance, and dissolution of the world."
Kāma-rupa. Kamrup. Now Gauhati with its surrounding province, at the foot of the Bhūtnik mountains: an Indo-Mongolian state full of non-Aryan and of Hindu shrines, the principal of these being Hājo, and Sāl-kusa (see Kusa-nagar). Tibetans, misled by the latter name, thought that here Buddha died. It is the seat of Tantra and Sakti worship (see those headings) between the Brahma-putra near Gauhati, and the Khasi country (see Journal Bengal Rs, Asiatic Socy, 1892, i). On the summit of the cone of Hājo is a shrine of Siva called Kedār-nath, with a dark pool—"Siva's pool"—where he brewed an aphrodisiac potion by aid of a snake. The great image is here called a Buddha by Tibetans, and the Mādhūbī by Brahmins. There are other figures of the Tibetan Hung, and of Sambhava as the "holder of the Dorje," or sacred mace of Tibet.

Kamatta. Sanskrit. See Vishnu and Turtle.

Kamban. The author of a Tamil epik "relating the immortal story of Kama, and Sita, in language which none of our European poets have ever surpassed" (Rev. G. U. Pope, Indian M. Mag. Sept. 1838). The poem translated by this scholar belongs to our 7th or 8th century.

Kamilla, Camilla. In Virgil's Aeneid this Amazon is the counterpart of Atalanta, in the wars of Æneas and Theseus. She was dedicated to Diana, by her father the prince of the Volscians. M. E. Maury regards her as a Gallic goddess. The name may come from the root Kama "fire" [or, as the Latin C was at first a G, from Gam "conquering," Gamn "to run," or Garna "love"—Ed.]. She is the feminine of Camillus or Camulus. The Camillie were virgin priestesses of Diana (see next article).

Kamillus, Camillus. An Italian deity. He is called a son of Hēphaistos or "fire" (see Kamilia). The Flamen-dialis in Rome was also called a Camillus, and Servius says that the Roman Camilli were "the priests of the great gods."

Kamrup. See Kāma-rupa.

Kamsa. See Krishna.

Kana'an, Canaan. Hebrew: from Kana'a "to be low." The lowlands of Syria and Palestine, including the sea plains and the Jordan Valley. The Amarna tablets (15th century B.C.) call the inhabitants Kan'rai. In later times the word Canaanite came to mean "merchant," as the plains were the mercantile regions. The religion of Canaan is treated in articles on the gods, such as Ba'al, Ba'alath, Tammuz (Adonis), Istar (Ashtoreth), Dagon, Hadad (Rimmon), Reseph, Eshmun, the Patarei (see under Bas), and Asherah. The population, from the 17th century B.C., is known to have been a mixed Turanian and Semitic race, of which the Hittites and Amorites are the chief tribes noticed on the monuments.

Kanaka-Muni. The second Buddha (see under Buddha). His body was "of pure gold." He is called Konāgamanaka in Pali, and Konak-mune at Bharahut. As "men, in his day, lived 30,000 years . . . he converted many." He was "born in a town less than a yojana (8 miles) N. of Napei-kē, the birthplace of the first Buddha Kraku-chandra (Beal's Fa-kien)." In Ceylon he is generally placed about 2000 or 1300 years before Gotama Buddha. Major Forbes says about 2009 B.C. The tradition is of Aśoka's age (Hardy, Eastern Monachism, p. 274), Kraku-chandra being placed about 3100 B.C., and Krāyaṇa the third Buddha about 1014 B.C. Kanaka-muni was one of the 24 Jinas, or saints of the Jains. The three Buddhas preceding Gotama appear in the sculptures at Bharahut, at the Bhilsa tope, and on the Sanchi Gates (see Rev. Spence Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, chap. iv: and Major Forbes, Journal Rs, Asiatic Socy, June 1836, p. 89). Buddhists say that Konāgama-muni, in a previous existence as "King of Parwata," said of Gotama in one of his previous lives: "this person will become a supreme Buddha" (Manual of Buddhism, p. 98). Konāgama-muni's chief disciples were Sambaluna and Uutara; his attendant was Sorthī-ja, and his female disciples Sāmuddā and Uttarā. His "water dipper" is a sacred relix buried under the Shwe-dagon pagoda at Rangoon (Hardy's Eastern Monach., p. 219: Asiatic Res., xvi, Manual of Buddhism, p. 199). Dr Führer, archeologist to the Indian Government, writes in 1896 that: "Konāgama-muni's magnificent tomb is at the village of Nijila in the sub-Himalayan borders of Nagāl. It is . . . surrounded with vast brick ruins of monasteries, half a mile in extent . . . in the centre of which stands an Aśoka pillar still erect with an inscription to commemorate the Buddha" (see Kapila-vastu).

Kanchin-janga. The third highest mountain in the world (28,176 feet) on the borders of Tibet—"The Virgin," or according
to Tibetans Kang-chen-dzongu, "the five treasure chests of snow." In this chain Hindus adore Gauri-sankar as "Siva's Virgin"; but the dome of Choma-kankar, the "Lord of snows," is the most holy to Tibetans—the Lep-chey of Buddhists, and the Napalse Jomo-kangkar, or "Lady of the white glacier." Dr. Waddell says that this chain of holy mountains is known as Lap-chi-kang.

**Kanchi-pür.** The old sacred capital of the Pälasas, now Conjeveram, about 35 miles S.W. of Madras. Its temples exhibit the finest examples of Dravidian architecture, and it is famous for its beautiful temple girls, Devadasis, Kancheeswara, or Pallakis. The Pälasas thence ruled S. India, from about the Christian era till the 11th century, but lost territory to the Chalukyas in our 5th century. Hisen-Tsang, in July 639 A.C., found in Kanchi-pür 300 Buddhist monks on pilgrimage from Ceylon; but neo-Brahman stone temples were then arising (see *Journal Bl. Asiatic Soc.,* Jany. 1884).

**Kandāra.** Sanskrit: "a cave" or hollow. One who dwells in a cave is a Kandarp (see Kand.)

**Kandāsa.** Hindi. A lingam.

**Kandi.** Kandra. Chandra. Sanskrit: the moon as the "white" light. The Ceylon Balis said that Kandi carried a cornucopeia to be filled by her lord Brahas-pati; and Kandi-kumāra ("young Kandi") is a male light-god of this people, bearing a sword (see Chandra).

**Kane.** Tané. The chief light god of Hawai in Polynesia. He ascended into heaven, leaving the rainbow as a token of his everlasting remembrance of mankind. "The east is his highway, and the west his great road of death"—the Hades into which he sinks to slumber. He dwells in sun and moon, and in all things, and is symbolised as a flying bird, and adored in stone circles, or Mariès, as the sun god Lā or Bā (Fornander, *Polyn.,* i, pp. 42, 62). His brother Oro, Olo, or Koro, is the war god of the Society Islands. The Hawaiian triad (see Hawaii) includes Kane, Ku, and Lono, who are equal but distinct. Ku-kau-akapi ("Ku who stands alone") is conjoined with Kane-o-i-o ("Kane the supreme") in whose image man was created, of red earth and the spittle of Kane, the head of white clay being provided by Lono. The triad together breathed life into his nostrils, and woman was made of his bone. According to other legends Tu-mata-unga (see Tu) was the progenitor of man.

**Kanishka.** The best known and probably the first pure Sākyas to ascend to the heaven, leaving the rainbow as a token of his everlasting remembrance of mankind. The chief light god of Hawai in Polynesia. He ascended into heaven, leaving the rainbow as a token of his everlasting remembrance of mankind. "The east is his highway, and the west his great road of death"—the Hades into which he sinks to slumber. He dwells in sun and moon, and in all things, and is symbolised as a flying bird, and adored in stone circles, or Mariès, as the sun god Lā or Bā (Fornander, *Polyn.,* i, pp. 42, 62). His brother Oro, Olo, or Koro, is the war god of the Society Islands. The Hawaiian triad (see Hawaii) includes Kane, Ku, and Lono, who are equal but distinct. Ku-kau-akapi ("Ku who stands alone") is conjoined with Kane-o-i-o ("Kane the supreme") in whose image man was created, of red earth and the spittle of Kane, the head of white clay being provided by Lono. The triad together breathed life into his nostrils, and woman was made of his bone. According to other legends Tu-mata-unga (see Tu) was the progenitor of man.

**Kanishka.** The best known and probably the first pure Sākyas to ascend to the heaven, leaving the rainbow as a token of his everlasting remembrance of mankind. The chief light god of Hawai in Polynesia. He ascended into heaven, leaving the rainbow as a token of his everlasting remembrance of mankind. "The east is his highway, and the west his great road of death"—the Hades into which he sinks to slumber. He dwells in sun and moon, and in all things, and is symbolised as a flying bird, and adored in stone circles, or Mariès, as the sun god Lā or Bā (Fornander, *Polyn.,* i, pp. 42, 62). His brother Oro, Olo, or Koro, is the war god of the Society Islands. The Hawaiian triad (see Hawaii) includes Kane, Ku, and Lono, who are equal but distinct. Ku-kau-akapi ("Ku who stands alone") is conjoined with Kane-o-i-o ("Kane the supreme") in whose image man was created, of red earth and the spittle of Kane, the head of white clay being provided by Lono. The triad together breathed life into his nostrils, and woman was made of his bone. According to other legends Tu-mata-unga (see Tu) was the progenitor of man.
Kanjars

Ooeshki with Shao, or Shaoamoshao ("king," or "king of kings") on the reverse, according to M. Stein (Academy, 10th Sept. 1887). These facts indicate the date, and the Persian connection of the Sikya dynasty, established in N. India about 24 B.C., and having its imperial era in 78 A.C.

Kanjars. A low-caste nomadic Indian race, like the Jats, who work baskets of bamboo and grass.

Kanōji. An ancient Indian capital, called in the Purānas Kanya-kuliba ("crooked maid"), and by Ptolemy (140 A.C.) Kanojiza. Fa-hien (400 A.C.) calls it a "great city on the Ganges," and Huen-Tsang (634 A.C.) gives it a river frontage of 3 ½ miles, its width being ½ of a mile within the ditch and walls. It lay at the junction of the Kalindri and Ganges, but has now been swallowed up by the latter. From 606 to 648 A.C. it was the E. capital of the N. Indian empire, and it was "unequalled in strength" as late as 1016 according to Muhammad of Ghazni.

Kanōpos. The pilot of Menelaos as a Greek hero. The Canopic vases in Egypt were the four in which the viscera, brain, etc., of the corpse were preserved. The star Canopus was also observed in Egypt.

Kant. Immanuel Kant the celebrated philosopher (1724 to 1804) was the son of a saddler at Königsburg, where he spent his life. His grandfather was a Scotman, the family name being originally Cant, and he was brought up among the evangelicals of the E. Prussian capital. He was at first a writer on science, and took to metaphysics about 1781, when he published his Kritik of Pure Reason, he had then risen high in public estimation, and was greatly valued in the best society for his knowledge and conversational powers. Students flocked to the class-room of this thin diminutive teacher, who used to ask others to suggest to him—even to his last hour—any good action left undone. He was persecuted in an age when Prussia dreaded the results of the French Revolution, and, in 1798, King Frederic William II was induced to forbid his writing or lecturing on any subject affecting religion. On the king's death Kant held himself to be freed from the undertaking, in 1799; but it was too late to resume academical teaching, from which he retired.

Kant held that practical study of science, and of the universe, could only be founded on the accumulation of facts. He regarded knowledge as furnished partly by the subject and partly by the intellect itself. He believed in a non-sensuous intuition, as distinguished from actual phenomena; but as regards a supreme reality (or God) he thought that we have no power to reach conclusions: "so far as human knowledge is concerned such a god must remain a mere transcendental idea." He was equally explicit as regards immortality, free-will, and the soul or spirit, as ideas "perhaps useful in practical life but certainly not warranted." He declared certain antinomies, or contradictions, as arising in the attempt to investigate facts beyond human experience—as for instance (Theism, i) "that the universe has a beginning in time, and is also enclosed within limits of space," or "that the universe has no beginning, and no limits in space: it is eternal in time and infinite in space." [Kant's weakness, as indicated by Fichte and others, lies in his tacit assumption of a personal unity, or Ego, independent of the body. He is said to confuse the description of the machinery by which thoughts are communicated to the mind, or brain, with proof of the existence of such an individuality, which he never regards as the result of the received and repeated impressions from the outside world. He in fact accepts Aristotle's assumption of innate ideas.—Ed.]

Kantaka. Sanskrit: "a thorn," a wicked person. Kantakita ("bristling") is connected with the thorn god, and the sting of passion.

Kantha. Sanskrit: "throat"—as in Nila-Kantha "the blue-throated" (see Siva).

Kanya. Sanskrit: "virgin." Kanyak a is the Ganges.

Kappadokia. The Kto-pa-

Kapālin. Sanskrit. Siva as bearer of the Kapala (Greek Kephalaos) or "skull."

Kapila. A celebrated Indian Rishi and philosopher, living about 700 to 600 B.C. after whom Kapila-vastū, the home of Buddha, was named. He is specially identified with the Sankhya philosophy (see Darsanas) as a writer of aphorisms, and of the Pra-vāchans ("preface") which defined "the chief end of man": he recognised spirit and
Kapila

matter in the Universe but no Supreme Spirit, as contrasted with Theistic opinions (see Patanjali). According to the Hari-vansa, Kapila was the son of a royal sage Vitatha, but he was regarded as an incarnation of Agni ("fire") or of Vishnu. In the legend of Sagara’s Asva-medha ("horse sacrifice") King Sagara sends his youngest son to Kapila who gives him the missing horse. The elder brothers had found him irradiating Pātāla (hell) in deep meditation, and rushed on him as the thief, when they were at once reduced to ashes. In writings of Kapila there is no allusion to Buddhism, though the ideas recall those of Buddha’s "Second Stage" of doctrine (see Max Müller, Chips, i, p. 328). Kapila’s moral teaching is good, though he sets aside the religion of his age in favour of "highly matured knowledge."

There is no reason to doubt that he was the author of the "Preface" above noticed, which was one of the earliest philosophical attempts to account for the order of the Universe, and to describe the misery and happiness, evils and virtues, of life. This feature of Kapila’s teaching attracted the kindly Gotama as a young prince, but he declined finally to follow this master in speculation as to man’s origin and destiny, being intent rather on practical alleviation of sorrow. India has produced no more powerful expositions than those of Kapila and his school; but, as in other cases, they are based on the assumption of the existence of souls, though the existence of a supreme spirit was not directly asserted. From Prakriti ("matter") spring 23 Tatvas (atoms or entities) according to the Sankhya system, as milk from the cow and cream from milk: "into these Tatvas Purusha (a soul) is instilled," of the production of which we have no cognizance. Buddha wisely declined to be led into such a maze, especially when the philosophers went on to say that "the soul and matter develop 3 gunas or qualities, 5 principles, 8 producers, and 16 products, from 11 organs."

Kapila was not an Atheist in the sense of denying the existence of a Supreme Being; he only discarded the popular deities—especially Isvara the lord of the Yogins or mystics, because they claimed actually to see God in truce. He said the Supreme was either absolute (Māksa) or conditioned (Buddha, "bound"), but if absolute then free from the conditions, and progressive desires, of a Creator. Even orthodox Vedantists admitted such argument, though believing in the Vedas as the "instruments of knowledge." But Buddha threw over all "Revelation" and speculation alike. Kapila said that "the universe must be an emanation from a Brahma who was all, and in all" (as Paul also said later); and that "our ideas of phenomena betrayed ignorance, which we should perceive when the spirit became

free, since they are but passing impressions produced by nature on spirit." He urged that if we no longer believed in a soul, we had no right to speak of higher aims to man (Chips, i, p. 229). The Brahmins so revered Kapila as to assert that the gods had named after him a hill in Meru (Paradise), a serpent king, a sacred river, and a sacred city.

Kapila-vastū. Kapila-nagar. See Kapila and Asoka.

Till 1896 this "city of Kapila," near which Buddha was born in the Lumbini garden, was placed on the borders of the Chandra-tal or "moon-lake" (see Short Studies, p. 11), but it is now found near Nijliva on the border of Nâpi in the N.W. corner of Kosâla or Oudh, beside the tomb of Konâ-gana, the 2nd Buddha. The previously accepted site was fixed by General Cunningham, from the itineraries of the Chinese pilgrims whose accounts of distance and direction prove to be inaccurate, according to the testimony of Asoka’s inscription at the true site. The author visited Chandra-tal in 1875, but this site (see Introduction to our Short Studies) must now be given up (p. xvii), though Hiuen-Tsang describes the ruins of the palace of Suddhodana and his statue with that of his queen Mâyā—Buddha’s mother—as 800 li S.E. of Sarasvati, instead of far away to the N.E. by east. Kapila-vastū was the capital of the Sâkya dynasty, built by King Virudhâ (or Vaidûryâ), son of King Prasenjit, who was Buddha’s friend (Beal’s Fa-hien, pp. 63, 64). In 410 a.d. Fa-hien found it in ruins, with only two poor families on the spot. The name had been tortured to mean “city of beautiful virtue," as Buddha’s birthplace, and the name of the Lumbini garden to mean “place of liberation," by the "Rohini stream," as connected with Buddha’s words on crossing the stream when he fled from his palace: ‘Father, though I love thee a fear possesses me, I may not stay." Buddha’s mother visited the Lumbini garden or grove for quiet rest, or to visit her parents at the village of Kolt; and Fa-hien says: "She walked out of the garden task (which still exists) on the north side about twenty paces, and grasping hold of the branch of a tree, having her face to the east, gave birth to the heir . . . he immediately walked seven paces, when celestial dragons took him, and washed his body with the holy and heavenly waters." Fa-hien noticed several "wells here, to which the pious came from far and near to be purified by their waters . . . but the country was a vast solitude infested with wild animals." He found many images of Buddha and of his mother Mâyâ, with stupas connected with episodes in Gotama’s life, after this birth in the "hall of impregnation.
of the immaculate virgin," from whom he was born as a white elephant (Beal, Po-hien, pp. 64, 65; Huien-Tsang, p. 95). Maya had no other son. She was the daughter of Anu-Sâkya, Râja of Koli, and of Yasodhâra the aunt of Suddhodana her husband. The Akoka pillar, fixing the site where she bore Gotama in the garden, was found in 1897 (Mr Vincent Smith, Times, 12th April 1898), as already stated (see Akoka): "The pillar stands on the western edge of a mound about a hundred yards in diameter; and on the south side of this mound is the tank in which the child's mother bathed." Another discovery which was made in a stupa, or brick tumulus, a relic of the British frontier, is that of relics of Buddha himself.

Kaptoor. The region whence the Philistines came originally (Gen. x, 14; Deut. ii, 23; 1 Chron. i, 12; Amos ix, 7). In Egyptian kib was the "north," and the Kaft or Keft were the Phoenicians, perhaps connected with the Gubit or Kopts, from whom Egypt was named. [The Greek Septuagint translators render it "Kappaedokia"; and Kaft-ar may mean the "seaside Kaft." The Philistine god Dagon was worshipped in both Phoenicia and Babylonia, and the Philistines probably came from N. Syria.—Ed.]

Kar. An ancient root "to do" or "make" (see Gar). In Barmah and Pegu koro is "man," like the Dravid kuvi in India.

Karabos. Greek: "crab." The sign Cancer (see Zodiac).

Karaites. Hebrew: from kara "to read." Readers of the Scriptures (see Dr Neubauer's Lecture, London Jews' College, Novr. 1886). Dr Neubauer says that Karaites authors deny the derivation of the sect from the Sadducees, and that we have no authentic account of its origin, which, however, is said to date back to the 1st century B.C., before the time of Hillel. The Karaites reached the Crimea, where their tombs were found, by our 2nd century. They are historically supposed however to date from the days of Hanan ben David (750 A.C.), according to their own account, confirmed by Rabbinical chronicles, and from Arabic sources. Hanan's favourite saying was, "search diligently in the Law," whence a better exegesis, based on study of grammar and words, was to be derived than that of Pharisic schools. The Karaites are very strict in Sabbath observance, and the prohibition of fire, or artificial light, on that day makes their teaching unbearable in cold climates. They do not observe Rabbinic customs in the use of Tefillim, Zizith, or the Mezuah (phylacteries, fringes, and the charms attached to doors), none of which are distinctly inculcated in the Law. In the time of Christ phylacteries were evidently as yet uncommon. Karaites say that they remained in Babylonia, few going to Palestine (with Ezra), and had little intercourse with that country for some centuries. In 1874 there were some 6000 of them in S. Russia. They, in common with the Sadducees, entirely reject the traditions and non-Hebrew customs of the Pharisees, and are in fact a sect that relies on the words of the Law only.

Karas. Egyptian: "to anoint." The Karast was the mummy, or embalmed body.

Kardama. Sanskrit: a hero or patriarch who was the son of Brâhna, marrying Deyahuti daughter of Daksha.

Kar-dunias. A name for Babylonia among the Kassites: "the region (or city) of the god Dunias."

Karens. Tribes of the Mongolic stock (see Siam) in and round Barmah, very distinct from other stocks in both appearance and character. They are divided into Red (Sagan) and White (Pyn) Karens. The latter have for ages been a down-trodden people, who have gladly accepted the rule and faith of Christians; yet they were once a terror to their neighbours (see Prof. T. de la Coupère; and Mr H. S. Hallet, Proc. Royal Geog. Soc'y, November 1883). They are Nat ("spirit ") worshipers, who used to occupy S.W. China, ruling in Yuse-chang and part of Kambodia in our 4th century, but driven out by Mongols and Chinese. The Sagan Karens, and the Khyans, prey on the settled population, and on Shan traders still, but the White Karens are a quiet and timid race whom the Christian missionaries are educating. The Red Karens have sacred legends very like those of Christians and Jews, and may have been influenced by early Nestorian missionaries after 500 A.C. Their supreme god is Yuvah, to whom they sing hymns, but they are afraid (as were the Jews in relation to the sacred name Yahveh) to use this name, and they call him Kutra, or "creator," and Pu or "father." They say that "his countenance shines like the sun, and his glory lights the heavens." He existed before the world, and is unchangeable, eternal, and all-knowing, ever ready to hear those who cry to him. He created sun, moon, and stars, and man out of earth, woman also from the rib of man. He breathed his life into them, and created all animal and vegetable life for their sustenance. He placed them in a garden with seven kinds of fruit, one of which—"the Yellow Fruit of Trial"—they were warned not to eat, lest they should grow old and die. The
Karkas

The Hittite capital at the fords of the Euphrates, where many of their monuments occur, called later Hierapolis whence the modern name Jerablus. [The name is perhaps Kar-gamis "city of conquest," or Kar-kumis "capital city," in Turanian or Hittite speech. It is often connected with Komosh the god of Moab, whose name is supposed to mean "subduer."—Ed.]

Karkemish. The celebrated Buddhist cave here looks down, from the high mountain crest, on the plains of Bembay, near Poona. An inscription on the base of the fine "lion pillar," in the porch, ascribes the excavation to Mahâ-Bhuti, or Deva-Bhuti, who according to the Purânas reigned in 78 B.C. It is a hall of pillars with a Dagoba or relic shrine. A prayer-wheel is thought to have been once placed over the four lions of the "lion pillar."

Karma. Sanskrit: "doing," "conduct," "result." A virtuous person is a Karma-dharma, or one who recognizes the "duty of deeds." Griha-karma is "household work," and Grama-karma is sensuous conduct. In Pâli it becomes Kama (see Buddha, and Hindus). The idea is bound up with that of transmigration, though Gotama probably never taught this. All who are not yet fit to become Arahats must, according to later Buddhists, be born once more, in another state or world, in accordance with their Karma or conduct here on earth. The result of a good or bad action is inevitable, though it may be delayed. We can only escape from rebirth by escaping its cause, and by entering the "four paths." Some Buddhists regard misfortune and suffering as gain, because the penalty of an evil Karma in the past has thus been paid. The idea of Karma includes heredity, and is thus at variance with that of personal responsibility, as taught by Buddhism and Christianity. The Karma (or the Á-karma) of ancestors makes us what we are, and ages are needed to efface the effect of such Karma on millions of descendants. Karma and Transmigration were derived by Jains, and Buddhists, from Vedanta philosophy, which taught that no act was indifferent, as leading to or preventing union with Brahma—which was not Buddha's doctrine. One fancy created another, and Hindus went on to teach that "even those passing through animal forms remembered their former existences... that the flame of life did not expire, but merely passed on, as it were, to a new lamp... Bodies are but torches which burn out, while the living flame passes throughout the organic series unextinguished." These are the wild ideas which modern Theosophists strive to revive (see Evolution of Sex, by Goddles and Thomson). Hinduism is full of the doctrine of "merit and demerit" (Kusala and Á-kusala), ever at work in all that lives, and tending on the whole to improvement, to man's greater happiness though the unfit must fail. All inherit the past, and aid to make the future of the race, for the blended Karms of all forever move on. The son may resemble the father, but gradually the law of heredity works itself out, and the resemblance is fainter as generations pass. The tendency of nature unguided by mind is to weeds and degeneration—reversion, as we call it, to the wild state. So the East has long taught; and so the West now thinks, as we see in C. Meyer's Chorus of the Dead.

"We dead, yea we dead, greater armies we be
Than you on the land, and than you on the sea.
With our actions we dead have ploughed the earth's plain
And all we completed and all we've begun
Still feeds yonder fountains that flash in the sun.
And lo! all our love, our hatred, and pain
Still pulses and throbs in each live mortal vein
And what we laid down erst, as valid and right
Still binds mortal men with immutable might."

The ordinary Buddhist however cannot throw off his individuality, and the practical result was not contemplated by Buddha. The good Barmese mother tries to find out the history of her babe in the unknown past, believing the future to depend thereon. She attributes bad habits to former demerits, and therefore feels excused from correcting them, lest she should anger the Nats (or spirits), and cross the decrees of Nature. Yet, they are light hearted as they repeat their Lord's words: "Perform good deeds if you would lay up merit, and weave a link in the chain of immortality... Saw alike thoughts
and deeds that will not die." This nevertheless has the commercial tone of other religions, teaching the doing of good for selfish reasons, which idea Buddha abhorred. The object should be to spare sufferings to others here and hereafter. Not, to be good for our own sakes, but for the eventual happiness of all, is the true doctrine of Karma. It is one that almost destroys personality: we are the result of past deeds, and must suffer for the faults of the dead, and those following may suffer for ours. Goethe wrote: "Nothing may perish: though here for a day... we stamp on the clay a part of ourselves that may never die." But there is much in these speculations of which Gotama Buddha would not have approved.

Karmel. Hebrew: "vineyard of God." The name of a town S. of Hebron, and of a mountain ridge projecting into the sea S. of Acre. Tacitus says that the name also applied to the god worshiped, as well as to the mountain itself. It was the scene of Elijah's slaughter of the priests of Baal; and a monastery stands over his supposed cave on the promontory, the scene of his sacrifice being at the other end of the ridge, 15 miles S.E., at the cliff now called El Mashrika, "the place of burning." The 20th July is the feast of Elijah, when pilgrims both Christian and Druze visit the cave, and the wooden statue of Elijah in the chapel. The rites begin at midnight, conducted by the Carmelite monks, who are Roman Catholics mostly from Italy. Dancing, and the firing of guns, continues till 9 A.M. Jamblichus regarded the mountain as sacred, and as the abode of Pythagoras. Monks settled here in the 4th century, and the present order in the 12th, all the Latin Carmelites being massacred by Muslims in 1238 A.C. To the S. of the monastery is the ruined convent of St Margaret, near which are shown "Elijah's melons," petrified, and called by geologists "geodes." The legend says Elijah turned them to stone to punish a curdishing peasant, who refused to let him eat his melons. Elijah's "olives" are fossil spines of the echinus, and his "apples" are the shells of the Cidaris Glandifera. The Druzes (see Druz) venerate Elijah's statue, and live in two villages on the mountain (see Laurence Oliphant, Haija, p. 9). [This author has copied the account of Carmelite history from Col. Conder's Tent Work in Palestine.—En.] According to Tacitus Vespasian visited Carmel to consult the oracle of its god.

Karn. Cairn. See Gar "circle." A round or pyramidal heap of stones, among Celts and other Aryans, such as are common memorials all over the world.

Karna. Sanskrit: "ear." The leader of the Kurus though half-

Karnak. The great temple site W. of the Nile, at Thebes in Upper Egypt, opposite the islet of Philae—the tomb of Osiris. The Karnak of Brittany in France is famous for its rude-stone monuments, dolmens, circles, and alignments of memhirs or standing stones, mostly of the granite found on the coasts. The dolmens here (as in the island of Guernsey) appear to be tombs: ashes, bones, vases, and stone axes, have been found in or near them. They may have been re-used for such purpose by a later race than that of the builders; but all early peoples have buried or burned the dead near sacred sites.

Kartika. Kartikeya. The Hindu month (about 15th Oct. to 15th Nov.) named from the Indian Mars, who was "produced without a mother" by Rudra and the Ganges. Kartikeya was found in the reeds by the sacred river, and fostered by the Krikitas, daughters of King Kritika, who were the Pleiades. His reed cradle was called Sara-bhu; he became a champion of those suffering from the Daitya tyrant named Taraka. He is pictured as riding a peacock, and holding a bow and arrow. He is called the Sakti-dhara, and was twelve-handed; he is also Kumara "the youthful," Guha "the mysterious," and Mahâ-sena the "great leader"; or Siddha-sena as "leader of the heavenly host." He has sometimes only six hands, and he spends two months in turn with each of his nurses—the six Pleiades. He is a celibate god, and a favourite deity of the Devadasis, or temple women of India, as So-brähmânya. His day is Tuesday, as with the Teutonic and Latin Mars.

Karubars. See Kurumbas.

Kas. An ancient root meaning "to divide." [Akkadian Kas "two"; Turkish Kösh "pair"; Aryan Ghas "cleave," "wound,"—
Kasandra

En. Hence perhaps the Arabic and Hebrew Kus for the pudenda [usually supposed to mean "covered".—Ed.]

Kasandra, Cassandra. See Helenos. She and her brother were both diviners. She was also called Alexandra, the fairest daughter of Priam and Hekabé. She resisted Apollo, whose priestess she was, and he cursed her with the gift of prophecy never credited by those who heard her. Even Priam shut her up as mad. She was seized by Ajax at the foot of Athéne's statue when Troy fell, and carried by Agamemnon to Mêkênaí, where she was murdered by his queen Klêtemnestra, together with himself.

Kasdim. Hebrew. [See the Assyrian Kudashu "to conquer."—Ed.] This is rendered "Chaldeans" in our Bible, following the Greek (see Kaldea). The term applies in the Bible to the conquering Babylonians. In the Book of Daniel it has the same meaning (I, 4; v, 39; ix, 1); but the Aramaic form KasdAI is also used in that book to mean Babylonian diviners, much as the word Khaldaioi was used by Greek writers. The Kasdim are not noticed on any monumental texts yet found.

Kasi, Kassi. The Kassites of Babylonia, whose language was Akkadian (see Babylon). Many of their texts occur at Nipûr, and they erected boundary stones in the 12th and 11th centuries B.C., which give valuable historic notices. The later Kassites used the Semitic Babylonian language. They were the Kassioi of Greek historians. [The Kassite name lists (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Jany, 1881) as well as the Nipûr texts determine the language, and give us the names of some of their gods, including Kit (the sun), Varus (Bû'al), Khali (Gula), Iskharu (Istar), Sumu (apparently Rimmon), and others.—En.]

Kásyapa. Sanskrit. A name of the sun, and of the tortoise (see Turtle), a form of Brâhma as the creator (see Prâjá-pati), also a son or a grandson of Brâhma by Mârdîti. In later Aryan mythology he becomes a Râksha, or demon, son of Târaka, killed by Râma. Kásyapa, or Kasasa, also appears as "the father of gods and men," and the patriarch of Kâsyâ-pûr in N.W. Gandhâra. He is said to have married the 13 daughters of Daksha (13 lunar months) or otherwise Aditi ("the boundless heaven"). His children were the 12 Adityas, including Indra, Vîvasvat, Mûnû, and the "dwarf" Vishnu. His descendants were the first smiths and potters. He also (as the nocturnal sun) produced demons, and leathen creatures. He was the tortoise who stirred up the waters of chaos at creation (see Vishnu);

and a wise sage originating agriculture; his children being Kuchis in E. Bangâl, and Châsas near Orissa.

Kâsyapa. The third Buddha immediately preceding Gotama. traditionally about 1000 to 1620 B.C. He is possibly the 23rd Jain saint, Parwa (sometimes placed 700 B.C.). He seems to have belonged to the Mongolic province of Khandan (Khoten), of which the capital was Wu-then (or Lualdin, or Noden, the Aryan Pancha-vati). He was buried beside the chorton of Gumasala, at Lyul, by the sacred lake of Kansa-dessa, which dried up when Gotama visited it (Mr. S. Chandra-das, Journal Bengal Rs. Asiatic Soc., 1886 : LV, i and iii). Fa-hien, and Indian Buddhists, say that Kâsyapa was born at Tu-wei, 50 li (400 miles) N.W. of Sâhrâ-mahat (Saravati), which General Cuningham places at Tadwa, 9 miles W. of Saravati; but he is popularly supposed to have been born at Banâras, called Kâsi and thus connected with Kâsa-pa. His name is usually rendered "swallow of light"—one who fed on light or wisdom. He was buried under the great mountains N. of Saravati, and Âsoka is said to have reared a tower "over his entire skeleton." His father is said to have been a Brahmadatta, and his mother a Dharma-vati (in Pali dialect): his queen was Senandâ, and his son Wi-jîu-senâ. His sacred tree—the banyan—is represented with him in the Buddhist sculptures. His chief disciples were Tissa and Bharad-vâja, and his female disciples Uruveta and Urula (see Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, pp. 95 to 99; Beal, Fabien, p. 51; Rhys Davids, Birth Stories, p. 51). Stupas (or topes) were erected to mark the spots where Kâsyapa met his father, and where he attained to Parinirvâna, as in the case of other Buddhas. The legend relates that, though cremated, the skeleton of Kâsyapa was untouched by the fire, which burned only the flesh, and the Jains who worshipped round the pyre. The Saint is believed still to be represented by this perfect skeleton (see Buddha).

Kâti. A people of Kappadokia (Kat-pâd-uks), invaded by Assyrian kings in 1130 and 850 B.C. They are mentioned in a tablet found by M. Chantre in Kappadokia (see Col. Conder, Times, 10th Oct., 1899), which was addressed from the "Royal city Arinass" (probably Irene, W. of Mazaka in Kappadokia) "against the Governor who bears sway—a stranger in this place, an Assyrian," to various Aîmus (Turkish Aim, "tribe") apparently in N. Syria at Ezâk, Ain Tab, Ekib, and Taskarlu, etc., "cities far off of the Kati," by tribes of Tokat, Alatis, Amaucus, Tenhib, Zemibus, and Tell Allin: thus the letter seems to represent a Turanian league against Assyria, perhaps as late as 850 B.C. M. Chantre found in all 12 kuneiform texts in this
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non-Semitic language as translated in the same communication to the Times. The name Kati seems to come from Kat for "left hand" or North: other tribes of the same stock included the names Su ("south" or "right hand"), Kit-tu ("westerns"), Khattinai ("easterns"), Kui ("highlanders"), and Kiti ("lowlanders"), all apparently speaking a language like the Kasite and Akkadian. Dr Sayce (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1899) regards the Kati as akin to the Khatti or Hittites. [They might be the Ketaioi of Homer (Odys. xi, 516-521); but the latter had a chief with the apparently Aryan name Eupullos, or "broad spear."—Ed.]

Kātis, and Kathi-awār. The Kātis or Kāthıs gave their name to Katch; and Kathi-awār was the ancient Surāshtra (see Rivers of Life, Map of India). The region is full of shrines, ruins, and sculptured caves, with inscribed rocks like that of Girkār (see India). The Indo-Skthas are believed to have conquered it about 190 to 144 B.C., and the Kāthis, who had some of the same blood, overran it about 500 or 600 years ago, and settled down three centuries ago in villages, though still preferring nomadic life as rearers of cattle, goats, and horses. They worship the sun, but are not very religious, and do not pray. They have priests who conduct funeral rites and give omens. Marriage is still connected with sham fights for the bride, which often entail dangerous trials of strength. The widows remarry, and they have the custom of the Levirate (like Jews), the brother being obliged to marry the widow of a deceased elder brother.

Katso. In old English the phallus. Spanish Gazoo.

Kaukasia. Caucasus. [The Scythian name, according to Pliney (Hist. Nat., vi, 17), was Graecus, and meant "white with snow."—Ed.] Perhaps Koh-Kas as "Mount of the Kas." We have still a great deal to learn regarding the remnants of races in this ancient cradle-land. The rites and beliefs of the modern inhabitants are often very ancient, and Iranian peoples (such as the Ossetes and Iron) are mingled with Turanians (such as the Láz Tartars), while the mountains have been the refuge of Christians and Jews who fled from the Macedeans, and Moslems. The Ossetes believe in ancient pagan gods (see Athenæum, 30th June 1883, on the work of the Russians) whom they confound with Christian heroes. The thunder god Ut is connected with Elijah, and when he strikes any one the body must be placed in a cart drawn by two young bullocks, and buried wherever they may stop, by day and not at night, for Barastyr—the god of the dead—shuts his door at sunset.

Kaumari

This god visits and releases souls tormented by devils. Félsvar is the Ossete protector of sheep. Tuyur is the patron of wolves. Aminou—once a robber—is a hag who sits on the single plank by which the dead pass, and by a blow on the lips she hurlst the wicked thence into hell (see Bridges). Kurdašik is the Ossete Vulcan. Sāfā is invoked by fathers on the birth of a child, when they grasp the chain over the fireplace. Doubetyr rules over the waters. Airaly is the god of smallpox. Madv Mairām (Mother Mary) is the protectress of women, whose symbol is a large stone to which all brides are brought to offer sticks and stones with prayers for offspring. [The Iron tribes, or Iranians, offer the Soma or Haoma in the form of beer, and expose the dead (see Dead), afterwards preserving the bones in bags, which agrees with the Persian custom as described by Herodotus.—Ed.]

Kaumari. Kumari. A fierce Sakti, or female energy, of Siva as Bhairava, from whom the Cape of India is named (see Kumāri).

Kausambi. Kusamba. An ancient city built by Kusa, a descendant of Rāma.

Kausikas. Kusikas. Descendants of Visva-Mitra. The Kausika-gotra is a royal Brähman caste, and Kausiki is said to have been the mother of many ancient tribes, Kusis or Kasis (see Kusa).

Ked. Ket. The Ceres of the Kelts, a mother goddess also-called Annis, to whom caves were dedicated, and human victims offered, as to the Greek Dē-mēter or "mother earth." Ket lurked in woods, clefts of rocks, and caves, to catch children and suck their blood (see English Country Folk-Lore, 1895, i. p. 7).

Kekt. Egyptian. A god of darkness, enemy of the gods of light. [In Akkadian also Gīg means "evil" and "dark."—Ed.]


Kelts. Under this name are usually included the two divisions of the Goidel and Brython Gaelic races, the Gaels, Kaledonians, Beige, and Cymri; the Cymbri, and the Gaels, as well as the Erse or Irish. The Greeks and Romans spoke loosely of Kelti, or Celti, as Aryan hordes such as Gauls and Gaels. The meaning of the word is disputed. Prof. Rhys connects it with the Teutonic Held "hero," but notices the Lithuanian Kalti "to hammer" or "strike," whence perhaps the stone axe came to be called a celt. Another possible derivation is the Keltic word Cēl or Cēl "a wood," the Kelts being dwellers in.
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forests; as the Goïds also may be named from the Welsh Koel "a wood." In our islands (see Britain) these invaders from the east, and south, came under different names at different periods. The cradle-land, on the Volga, was the same for Íbera in Cornwall (according to Tacitus), and Cumnm or "comrades" in Wales (see the Íbera and Kunm), or for Picts (Pecht "small") N. of the Tay, whose chiefs bore Aryan names according to Bede. The Gaels—according to the Irish language—were "strangers" (see Gaels).

The monuments and legends of these Keltai still survive among us, as at Druid-gird, by the Clach-brath or "stone of judgment." Mr Mackay describes some of the ancient customs in the parish of Urquhart and Glen-moriston, in Scotland, where charms and incantations, the Bible, or an iron bar, protect the young mother and babe from elves; and the rowan or ash tree is still a protection. Oblations of milk were, till quite recently, poured out at "fairy knowes," and half a century ago a cock was buried alive at Lewistown as a peace-offering to the spirit of epilepsy. Lambs used to be buried at the thresholds of houses and cow-huts, as a protection against demons; and corn was guarded from evil by carrying blazing torches through it on the eve of St John the Baptist (see John). The holy wells of the Temple, and of St Columba, cured pilgrims and protected them against the devil. The hand-bell was rung; seventy years ago, before the coffin at funerals to frighten demons, which was regarded as a relic of Popery, but was older than the Pope, or than Christianity itself. [Legends common to Wales and Ireland might be added, such as that of the fairy cow disappearing into a lake with all its calves, when ill-treated—still told near Berehaven in Kerry, and near Aberdovey in Wales. The old Ogham character, used by Keltai in Roman times, is also common to Cornwall, Wales, and Ireland.—Ed.]

Pliny, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Ptolemaeus, and other classic writers, call the Sabinas and Umbri Celtes (see Italy). Celt-Iberia was Hispantia Citerior, between the Ebro and the Tagus, where coins in a very ancient character occur (see Krete). The Keltai were also a Danubian people. The Cimri were said to have founded the oracle of Cume in Italy (Elian. Var. Hist., iii. 1); and the Gauls who plundered Delphi are called Cimri by Appian, while Zonaras calls them Germani or Cimmerians. Askulhus (450 B.C.) makes the Cimri or Cimmerians live along the S. shores of Russia. Rome was terrified in 111 B.C. by 300,000 Cimri and Gauls, whose chief told her "that what she had won by the sword she must hold by the sword." These tribes passed through Upper Thracia, and into Gaul, probably about 2000 B.C., and must have reached Britain by about 1500 B.C. In

503 A.C. the Irish Scots invaded Argyleshire under Fergus who settled at Kintyre, and his brother Angus who settled in Ilay and Lorne. The region was soon known as Dal-riad which (see Prof. Mac-Kiinon, Lect., Oct. 1897) dates back to Caibre-Pighfada the "tain cell" of the 2nd century A.C., before the Piets were driven from the Sirtls of Clyde and Moray and Kenneth became first king of Scotland. Dr Skene recognises Brythonic Keltai from Wales on the Clyde (see Arthur, and Columba) besides the Goild Gaels, and Irish Scots. There was no distinction in custom or belief between these two great branches of the Keltic race. They adored sun, moon, and fire, sacred trees and stones. In Anglesea, and in parts of Derbyshire, there is a stone shrine to every 8 or 9 square miles. The number known in Wales and Ireland is probably yet greater in any given area. The Keltic languages however are divided (see Britain) into the Goïds or K dialects (using kink for "five"), and the Brython P dialects (in which pemp is "five"), more as the Latins (who said quinque for five) are distinguished from the Greeks (among whom pente is "five"), the rule running through many other original words of each dialect, as kenail "the head" in Gaelic for pen-guaid as the same Roman wall was called (according to Bede in 700 A.C.) by the Piets, who preceded the Scots—Scath or Scotch "warriors" (O'Devoren, Glossary).

The Greeks first heard of the Kaisterides, or "tin islands," from the Carthaginians, and from Herodotus, about 450 B.C. Aristotle in 345 B.C. mentions "Ablion and Terne lying beyond the Kenti," by which he means Gaul. Polybius (about 160 B.C.) is familiar with the subject. Pythias of Marseilles had reached the Baltic by the time of Alexander (about 330 B.C.), and apparently describes the islanders as "good agriculturists, with plenty of wheat, and good beer." Dio-Dorius, writing at the time of Caesar's invasion of Britain (1st century B.C.) calls the Druids Saracides, and mentions in Britain war-chariots, good ships, arms of bronze and stone, axes, spears, hammers, spades, shields, swords, arrows, and trumpets, fortified earthenworks, and burial mounds with sacred stone circles. The Belge, from N.E. Gaul, had then settled in S.E. Britain; and Caesar, arriving in 55 B.C., speaks wof this people (see Druids), and of their philosophy. The Druids taught the immortality of the soul and its migration through several bodies, and the destruction of the world by fire and water (see Kalpa and Kárma). The Britons had an extensive trade with Gaul, and a metallic currency. They were all kinds of jewelry, but were only clad in skins, tattooing the body, or painting it with wood. The Carrites or French Keltai, at Chartres, held a feast of the "Virgo Paritura"; and the winter solstice was the Frankish Noel feast, the
Kemôsh. Kemosh. The Hebrew Kemosh; the name of the god of Moab. On the Moabite stone, about 900 B.C., we find "Astar-Kemôsh" as the national deity—perhaps a divine pair. Gesenius connects Kemosh with Keboš, "trampling" or "conquering," as a Semitic word. [As however Astar is Istar—an Akkadian word—Kemosh may stand for the Akkadian Game-um "Lord of Victory,"—Ed.] Karkemish is sometimes connected, as meaning "the city of Kemosh." (see Karkemish).

Ken. Egyptian. The naked Venus called also Kadasch, who stands on a lion and holds serpents and the budding lotus (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 521) a foreign goddess (see Kadasch). The name may be from the root Gân.

Kentaure. A very ancient word, probably Turanian, from Gas "man" and Tor "beast," as in Finnish and in Akkadian speech, according to Colonel Conder. The Kentaure was akin to the Gandharva (see that heading) and was the offspring of Irîôn (the sun) and the cloud. They were armed with bows, having a horse's body (if a Hippo-Kentaure) or that of an ass (if an Omo-Kentaure), with the head, arms, and trunk, of a man in front. The most famous Kentaure was Kheîrôn. Nessus a Kentaure was slain by the sun (see Hêrácles), and in mythology they seem clearly to represent clouds.

Kephalos. Greek: "the head." A sun hero who was the son of Hermes ("the wind"), and of Hêrê ("the dew"); loved and pursued by Eos ("the dawn"); after slaying Prokrîs "the dewy" (see Eos) he leapt into the sea, in sorrow, from Cape Leukos ("light"). See Prokrîs.

Kerala. The ancient name of a great part of S. India, inhabited by the Cherus (see Cheru).

Keresâsp. Kârasâsp. The Iranian Hêrákles as to whose entry into heaven there are many legends (see Sacred Books of the East, xviii; and Mills, Imp. Asiatic Quarterly, April 1897). Ahûrâ-Mazdâ thrice rejected his soul saying "Stand off; thou shouldest be hideous in my sight, because the fire, my son, was put out by thee, and no care taken of it." "Nay," pleaded Kerešâsp's soul, "forgive, and grant me Garôdan (the highest heaven), for I slew the serpent Srobar... else had all thy creatures been annihilated. I slew Gandarep, who devoured thy twelve provinces, killed my horses, seized my wife, father, and nurse... yet I brought back all from the sea: and had I not, Ahûrâ would surely have got the upper hand of thee." Still Ahûrâ refused, and the Fire (Agni) cried "I will not let him enter heaven." But at length Ahûrâ relented, and told Zoroaster, "that but for Keressâsp none of you all, whom I created, would have remained."

Kerberos. Kerberus. Pluto's dog guarding the gate of Acheron ("the west," or "the hereafter"), that is of Hades. He was usually three-headed, though Hesiod gives him 50 heads. He had a mane of snakes, and a serpent for a tail. He is a son of Typhon (Sephon "the dark" or north) and of Ekhidna ("the seizer"). He answers to Indra's or Yama's dog (see Dog), but Yama has two (Savalâ the "speckled" and Syama "the dark") commonly called "Day and Night." Both sun and moon are called "heavenly dogs" (Divyah-sra), but Kerberos is infernal. [The name apparently is from an Aryan root, and means "gripper" or "grabber."—Ed.]

Ker-neter. Egyptian: "the land of the gods," including Hades and the Egyptian Paradise.

Kerûb. Cherub. This word is explained by the Assyrian Kirûdû, applying to the great man-headed and winged bulls of Nineveh. It means "a guardian," and applies to other figures that guard the Assyrian Asherah, or tree of life. Some are bearded angels, some eagle-headed men (Nisr-ukû), others are griffons. Yahveh rides on the Kerûb, as an Assyrian god (Rimmû) stands on the winged bull, while Persians said that Ahûrâ-Mazdâ "rode on the winged bull" (Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., VI, ii, p. 586, and Proc., May 1884). In Egypt also the ark is flanked by winged guardians (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 587, fig. 338). The "ancient Kerûb that protects" (Ezek. xxvi, 13, 14) and that walks in Eden the garden of God (as also in Gen. iii, 24), is called the "King of Tyre"; and such Kerûbs are common on Phoenician seals flanking the tree of life. They are connected with those seen by Ezekiel (i, x) four of which stood under the "firmament," or wheeled platform of Yahveh's throne, each having four heads, and wings. They, like the wheels, were "full of eyes" [or of "colors"] according to a common meaning of Ḫên in Hebrew: that is of prismatic colors.—Ed.) All temples appear to have had such guardians before or in the shrine, whether in Egypt, Palestine, Babylonia, India, or Japan; terrible demons being sometimes represented.
Kestos. Cestus. Greek: "girdle." Herakles is said to have taken off the magic Kestos of Hippolytê queen of the Amazons, and the Kestos of Aphrodite enchanted the gods. It may be connected with the Persian Kosti, or sacred girdle, and so with the Brãhmana's thread (see Jani-vara), which betokens his being "born again." The Latin Cûsta was applied to one whose virgin girdle had not been loosed by a husband, and she became in-cincta or "ungirt." The Kestos in fact is an euphemism for the Yoni.

Ket-ket. Egyptian: The seven spirits of the creator.

Key. The opener of the door (see Door, and Janus). Perseus, the unconquerable huntress, in Orphic poetry, is called "the world's keybearer," her lord Perseus being the sun, the source of life. The key is often the phallus, but the keys of heaven were taken by Peter and the Popes from Janus. The older meaning attaches to the Italian Chìave ("key"), and to the Hindu Chāve, which is fastened to the shroud of the dead (S. C. Bose, Hindus, p. 260). In the Alhambra at Granada 'Abd-er-Râjman, the first Khalif in Spain, placed a key and a hand as symbols over a horse-shoe shaped arch, in his "gate of Justice." The above is confirmed by the meaning of the Italian "chaivaro" (see Leland, Etruscan Roman Romances, p. 304). The same imagery occurs in the Song of Solomon (Cont. v, 5).

Kha. Egyptian. The mummy.

Khaîrôn. A son of Apollo who founded the Khaîrineia (see Kheîrôn).

Khaîlaidoi. See Kaldai. The Khaîlaidoi of Armenia have no connection with either Babylon or Kaldai; but, if their existence is accepted, were named rather after Kaldai (or Aldia) a god noticed in the kuneiform tablets of Lake Van, with Teisbas and Ardinis (Dr Sayce, Journal Rî. Asiatic Soc., July 1882). Sargon speaks of Kaldai and Bâgvaru as gods whom he carried away from this region. The latter name ("god of the city") is clearly Aryan, and the Medes had been known in this region more than a century before Sargon. [The Vannic texts appear to be Aryan (see Bhâga), as are the names of Vannic kings.—Ed.]

Khaîlîshah. Arabic: "successor"—that is of Muhammâd. The Shi'âh ("sectaries") or Persian Moslems do not recognise Abu Bekr, 'Amr, and 'Othmân, the first three Khalifs, but only 'Aîn the fourth. His son (see Hassan) abided in favour of the family of Muâwiya.

who ruled in Damascus. The office was not hereditary, but due to election by the faithful. Any prince elected to rule Islam by the general consent of Moslems, especially of the Sherif, or "noble" religious leader of Makka, would be a true Khalîshah, even if not an Arab, and especially if he is the practical "Hamî el Haramîn" ("guardian of the two sanctuaries"—Makka and Jerusalem); but from the first the succession was not unanimously recognised, and Khalîshahs ruled at the same time in different countries. The Osmani Sultans claim to have been recognised, as leaders of Islam, by the last of the Egyptian Khalîshahs of the 15th century A.D.

Khaîlîsh. "Purity." The Arab goddess so named appears to have also been adored at Khalîshah (Elusa) in the desert S. of Beersheba (Quart. Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, July 1883). Pococke (Hist. Arab., p. 106) speaks of her temple at Tabala in Yaman, which was so famous as to be called the "Ka'âba of Yaman" (or S.W. Arabia). She had also a stone at Makka between the hills Safa and Marwah.

Kharis. Greek: "grace," "kindness"—the Latin gratia. The three Kharitès, or Grâties, were the daughters of Zeus and Hêrê, or of Apollo and Aigî. They had their festivals and rites, especially in Boîotia. Their names were Euphroûnê, Aiglaî, and Thalaiîa. Hêphaiasôs is also said to have wedded Kharis, who was often identified with Aphrodite.

Kharîyâs. A small tribe of Kols, mainly found in the S.W. corner of the Loharda district of S. K. Bangal. Some in the Sinj-bhîm districts are pure savages. Their traditions point to their being outcasts of the Bhils and Mundas. They worship spirits of the sun, air, hills, rivers, and those of ancestors. They pay attention only to evil or dangerous spirits. Their Pahâmâs, Baigîs, or priests, are continually sacrificing goats, pigs, fowls, and buffaloes, which they all eat, though seldom eating the cow. Some wear the Jandu or "thread" (see Jani-vara). All must marry in their own tribe, but in a different gotor (gotra or "clan"), and if the wife is barren, or becomes lame, or blind, her sister is taken as second wife.

Kharôn. Charon. The aged ferryman who carried the dead over the river Styx (see Bridges and Etruscan).

Kharoštî. See Deva-Nâgârî. This script is the second in antiquity of Indian alphabets, and was used in Afghanistan, N. Panjáb, and Gandhâra, from about 400 B.C. to 200 A.C. It was
Kharvars

written from right to left, which shows its derivation from the Aramean alphabet coming through Persia, as early as Darius I, or 500 B.C. (see Alphabets, Arabia, India). The early Greco-Indian coins, and the texts of Asoka's N. alphabet, show that this alphabet was already ancient in 550 B.C., and had then developed as many as 19 divergent forms, according to Prof. Bühler (see Athenaeum, 27th April 1901). The Brāhmi character, from left to right, like modern Sanskrit, was due no doubt to Greek influence, as all Asiatic scripts were originally written from right to left (including the earliest kuneiform), the Greeks alone using an alphabetic script written from left to right—though later kuneiform syllabic writing follows the same rule. The Aramean alphabet is supposed, by some scholars, to have reached Baktria as early as 800 B.C.; and the S. Arab characters reached India by 600 B.C. (developing into the S. Asoka script) in the opinion of Dr Isaac Taylor.

Kharvars. Khorawās. An ancient race probably Kurumbas, spreading from Chutta-Nagpūr to Rewa in Central India, through Sontali. They are now a dark, short people, wild, and somewhat lazy, but once a busy building race. They worship trees, and sacrifice buffaloes and goats to Kālī, having also phallic rites connected with Mother Kuria. In other parts of India they are called Koravas or Kairvars. The name may come from Kuru "a sheep."

Khasis. Kosis. A race that long held the upper waters of the Brāhma-pītra, Ganges, Jamuna, and Gogra rivers. In the Manusāstra the Khasas are said to be of Khatyra rank (the soldier caste), but the race adheres to its ancient tree, and serpent, cults; and every year they celebrate horrible orgies (see Sakta). They have a dog instead of a "scapegoat" (see 'Aziz). Mr Atkinson (on "Religions of the Himalayas," see Bengal R. Asiatic Soc. Journal, 1884,) regards them as being the Dāysus of the Vedas who sacrificed men and animals, and ate fish and flesh and drank wine, indulging also in licentious orgies. The upper grade of the Khasis now claim Bājpat blood, but they all are of Mongolic type, especially in the north. They adore Pāsu-pati, "lord of flocks," and Bhutīsas, "lord of Bhuts" (spirits), and place lingams under the sacred bar or banian trees. Col. Godwin Austen says that their upright stones symbolise the male principle, and flat stones beside them the female. They have also musmari or "oath stones," before which they worship (Journal, Anthrop. Inst., 1871, p. 122): their sacrifices are offered at the solar seasons. They have no Vedik rites or regular castes, but offer to Siva, and to Kālī, young buffaloes, male kids, and cows. They would still sacrifice youths and maidens, if permitted by Government, in spring and autumn to Bhairava, Nāga-rāj, Bhagavat, or Durga. Their great Sāiva-Sakti fêtes are in the months Chait and Asoj, and their Nāga, or lingam, feasts (Dusara and Nāga-panchami) in Jēth (see Zodiak).

The Khasia hills (popularly called Cossiyah) abound in ancient and modern rude stone monuments. They know a supreme spirit, but worship spirits of hills, forests, and rivers, who require much propitiation, and they study omens and practice divination. Missionary efforts, including the introduction of the Roman alphabet, have not been successful in converting them to the Calvinism of Wales and of Scotland; they have preferred Islam and Hinduism which has at least benefited them in the matter of cleanliness. The Khasis are of medium height, dark in complexion, lazy, yet brave and athletic, a martial and jovial race, usually moderate in eating and drinking and well conducted: like the Barmans they will not eat butter or drink milk. The customs of the E. Khasis point to their being an offshoot of the Kamāk Khasis. The marriage tie is very loose, polyandry was once very common, and inheritance goes by sister's children. They burn the dead, and put the ashes under large stones or dolmens; and at funerals they bow, feast, dance, and fight, as the Irish once did at wakes. They love a nomad life in the woods, as herdsmen or sportsmen, and ask only for a black blanket, a little rice, or an old musket, in addition to their bows and arrows. They are recognised by anthropologists as belonging to the Tibeto-Burmese, or Mongolic stock.

Khasis-adora. See Hasisadora, and Gilgamas.

Kheiron. The instructor of heroes such as Akhilleus, Hēraklēs, and Peleus—a Kentaur and immortal, becoming a constellation. He was the son of Apollo and Artemis, the foster father of Asklepios, a harper, and a surgeon: others called him a son of Kronos, and of Phulūra, daughter of Ocean, who was changed into a mare on account of her persecution by Ihsah wife of Kronos. He was father of Menippus "the moon mare." He taught Jason, and other Argonauts, as youths, in his cave on Mt. Pelion. At the wedding of Peleus and Thēsīs he gave the former his lance; he was wounded by an arrow in the foot by himself, or by Hēraklēs. [Like other Kentours he is connected with the wind and cloud.—Ed.] His name suggests a derivation from kheir a "hand," as he was skilful in handicrafts. The horse's body denoted his swiftness: [compare khoru "horse" in non-Aryan speech—Ed.]; and he was wise as well as strong, having a human head. In the Vedas the twin brothers who are horsemen
written from right to left, which shows its derivation from the Aramean alphabet coming through Persia, as early as Darius I, or 500 B.C. (see Alphabets, Arabia, India). The early Greco-Indian coins, and the texts of Asoka’s N. alphabet, show that this alphabet was already ancient in 250 B.C. and had then developed as many as 19 divergent forms, according to Prof. Bühler (see Athenaeum, 27th April 1901). The Brahmi character, from left to right, like modern Sanskrit, was due no doubt to Greek influence, as all Asiatic scripts were originally written from right to left (including the earliest kuneiform), the Greeks alone using an alphabetic script written from left to right—though later kuneiform syllabic writing follows the same rule. The Aramean alphabet is supposed, by some scholars, to have reached Baktria as early as 800 B.C.; and the S. Arab characters reached India by 600 B.C. (developing into the S. Asoka script) in the opinion of Dr Isaac Taylor.

Kharvars. Khorawars. An ancient race probably Kurumbas, spreading from Chutia-Nagpir to Rewa in Central India, through Sontali. They are now a dark, short people, wild, and somewhat lazy, but once a busy building race. They worship trees, and sacrifice buffaloes and goats to Kālī, having also phallic rites connected with Mother Kuria. In other parts of India they are called Koravas or Kairvars. The name may come from Kuru “sheep.”

Khasis. Kosis. A race that long held the upper waters of the Brahmapûtra, Ganges, Jamuna, and Gogra rivers. In the Manusûtra the Khasas are said to be of Khatrya rank (the soldier caste), but the race adheres to its ancient tree, and serpent, cults; and every year they celebrate horrible orgies (see Saktas). They have a dog instead of a “scapegoat” (see Azazel). Mr Atkinson (in “Religions of the Himalayas,” see Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc’y. Journal, 1884, i) regards them as being the Daïyus of the Vedas who sacrificed men and animals, and ate fish and flesh and drank wine, indulging also in licentious orgies. The upper grade of the Khasia now claim Rājput blood, but they all are of Mongolic type, especially in the north. They adore Pāśu-pati, “lord of flocks,” and Bhutesa, “lord of Bhutes” (spirits), and place lingams under the sacred bar or banian trees. Col. Godwin Austen says that their upright stones symbolise the male principle, and flat stones beside them the female. They have also mukumai or “oath stones,” before which they worship (Journal, Anthrop. Inst., 1871, p. 122): their sacrifices are offered at the solar seasons. They have no Vedik rites or regular castes, but offer to Siva, and to Kālī, young buffaloes, male kids, and cooks. They

Khasis-adra. See Hasiasdra, and Gilghamas.

Kheiron. The instructor of heroes such as Akhilleus, Hēraklēs, and Pelēus—a Kentaur and immortal, becoming a constellation. He was the son of Apollo and Artemis, the foster father of Asklepios, a harper, and a surgeon: others called him a son of Kronos, and of Phīlura, daughter of Ocean, who was changed into a mare on account of her persecution by Rhaia wife of Kronos. He was father of Menippa “the moon mare.” He taught Jason, and other Argonauts, as youths, in his cave on Mt. Pelion. At the wedding of Pelēus and Thetis he gave the former his lance; he was wounded by an arrow in the foot by himself, or by Hēraklēs. [Like other Kentauræ he is connected with the wind and cloud.—En.] His name suggests a derivation from kheir “a hand,” as he was skilful in handicrafts. The horse’s body denoted his swiftness: [compare khora “horse” in non-Aryan speech—En.]; and he was wise as well as strong, having a human head. In the Vedas the twin brothers who are homemen

would still sacrifice youths and maidens, if permitted by Government, in spring and autumn to Bhairava, Nāga-rāj, Bhagavant, or Durga. Their great Sāiva-Sakti fêtes are in the months Chait and Asoj, and their Nāga, or lingam, feasts (Dasara and Nāga-panchami) in Jeth (see Zodiac). The Khasia hills (popularly called Cosiyah) abound in ancient and modern rude stone monuments. They know of a supreme spirit, but worship spirits of hills, forests, and rivers, who require much propitiation, and they study omens and practice divination. Missionary efforts, including the introduction of the Roman alphabet, have not been successful in converting them to the Calvinism of Wales and of Scotland; they have preferred Islam and Hinduism which has at least benefited them in the matter of cleanliness. The Khasia are of medium height, dark in complexion, lazy, yet brave and athletic; a martial and jovial race, usually moderate in eating and drinking and well conducted: like the Barnams they will not eat butter or drink milk. The customs of the E. Khasia point to their being an offshoot of the Kamik Khasia. The marriage tie is very loose, polyandry was once very common, and inheritance goes by sister’s children. They burn the dead, and put the ashes under large stones or dolmens; and at funerals they howl, feast, dance, and fight, as the Irish once did at wakes. They love a nomad life in the woods, as herdsmen or sportsmen, and ask only for a black blanket, a little rice, or an old musket, in addition to their bows and arrows. They are recognised by anthropologists as belonging to the Tibeto-Barmese, or Mongolic stock.
Khem

(see Asvins) are said to have been, like Khiron, surgeons of the gods. He was also an archer, and hunter; and the Kentaurs all shot arrows (hail or lightning) on earth.

Khem. Egyptian: "dark" (see Kam). A god represented as a mummy yet representing the male power in nature: called also Min, and rendered "ruler." He carries a scourage and a crook (for the evil and the pious respectively) and was the god of Koptos—a form of Amen according to Prof. Tiele, as the "hidden one."

Kheper-ra. Egyptian: "the creator sun" or midday sun whose emblem is kheper the scarabaeus (see Beetle).

Kheta. The name given by Egyptians to a Syrian people, called Heth in Hebrew, and Khatti by Assyrians, or Hittites in the English version of the Bible. This name perhaps survived in that of the Khitai of central Asia—a Turkic-Mongolian people very powerful in our 9th century, and after whom China came to be called Cathay by medieval travellers. The Chinese are still Khitai in Russian speech. These Khitai are said to have ruled Manchuria till conquered by the Kins ("gold") Tartars about 1100 A.C. The Kara-khitai ("black Khitai"), further W. in central Asia, were the tribe of Yung-khan (Prester John) who was defeated by Tchenglis-khan the Mongol about 1200 A.C. They joined the latter (whose son married a daughter of Yung-khan) in attacking China in 1220 A.C. Chinese accounts make their monarch to have been then named Yelin-linko, whose army of 100,000 men covered 100 Chinese square miles with tents (see Sir H. Howarth, Indiam Antiq., May 1883): this monarch ratified his oath to Tchenglis-khan by breaking an arrow, and sacrificing a white cow and a horse. The Khitai king (or sirin, "commander") was then established by the suzerain at the capital Chung-king ("central city").

In 1877 we suggested (Rivers of Life) that these Chinese Khitai were connected with the Kheta of W. Asia. Other accounts speak of them as civilised in our 9th century, having war chariots, and a written character. Scholars have since confirmed the view that China received its earliest civilisation from Babylonia (see China). It is now very generally admitted that the Kheta were not a Semite people, though from the Bible we may conclude that, in S. Palestine, they had mingled extensively with the Semitic population. [The origin of the name is unknown. As a Semitic word Heth means "fear"; but as a Turanian name khad is either "sunsrise" (the east) or else "joined," "related," "confederate."—Ed.] The Kheta or

Kharti appear in history as early as 1600 B.C. (see Egypt) being then established in Syria. They became independent during the revolts of the time of Amenophis III and of his son, and—though defeated by Rameses II—finally made peace on equal terms. They were reduced to subjection by Sargon about 711 B.C.; yet we hear of Khatti princes in the time of Nebuchadnezzar as late as 600 B.C. In the account of the treaty inscribed on a silver plate, which was accepted by Rameses II in Egypt from Kheta-sar ("the Kheta-king") ruler of Kadesh on the Orontes, the Kheta are said to have worshipped Istar and Set (or Sutekh), with gods of hills and rivers, the sea, the wind, and the clouds—Set being "the great ruler of heaven" (see Records of the Past, Old Series, iv, p. 25). The great Kheta cities were Hamath, Kadesh, and Karkemish, in Syria. In the Bible the Hittites appear as far south as Hebron and as early as about 2150 B.C. (see Gen. x, 15; Gen. xvi, 3-18; Josh. i, 4; Judg. i, 26; 1 Kings ix, 20; x, 29; 2 Kings vii, 6). In Assyrian texts we find notice of "twelve kings of the Khatti"; and they appear to have formed confederacies in Syria like those of the Etruskans (see Etruskans and Kati), and of other Turanian races. On Egyptian monuments they are represented as a light-colored people, with black hair worn in a pigtail (a Tartar custom), slanting eyes, hairless chins, and a Tartar physiognomy. They wore conical hats like those worn by Turks till quite recent times, and they possessed war-chariots and serpents. The remarkable script of N. Syria and Asia Minor, with its archaic accompanying sculptures, is now generally called "Hittite." The accompanying emblems of the sphynx, the double-headed eagle, and the winged sun, are all found in use in Babylonia, and in connection with Akkadian texts. The first clue to their language was found in the bilingual text of "Tarkutumma, king of the land of Erime," on a silver sceptre-head discovered at Smyrna about 1859. It has now disappeared, but an electotype exists in the British Museum. The text is in kuneiform and in Hittite characters. A seal in the Ashmolean Museum also bears four Hittite emblems and an early kuneiform text, stating it to be that of "Indilimna, son of Sirdamu, worshiper of Iskara." This goddess is known to have been adored also by Kassites, who spoke Akkadian (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., March 1899, pp. 117-131). The inscriptions on rocks, stones, and seals, in this character now number about 80 in all, two having been found in Babylon. It is agreed that the writing represents a syllabary of about 160 emblems, and that these (like the Akkadian) are arranged under each other—two or three within the line—while the lines read alternately from right to left and from left to right, the
emblems being reversed in alternate lines. The Hittite monuments occur chiefly in N. Syria and Kappadokia, but specimens are found in Armenia and at Nineveh, in Ionis to the west, and as far south as Lachish in Philistia. [The author’s suggestion that the Kheta were Turanians agrees with the opinions of Rawlinson, Birch, and other scholars. Dr. Sayce calls them “Mongols” in his short popular account of this people: see Col. Conder’s Hittites and their Language, 1898. The reasons for regarding the texts as written in a dialect similar to the Akkadian of Babylonia, to the later Kasite, to the language of Mišan in Armenia (15th century B.C.), and to that of the Kati of Kappadokia (about 1100 B.C., or later), are very simple. Dr. Isaac Taylor (Alphabet, i. p. 114) showed in 1883 that the “Asiatic Syllabary” used by the Greeks in Cyprus and Kret, was derived from Hittite emblems. Col. Conder in 1887 remarked that the sounds so recovered for about 60 emblems were the Akkadian names of the emblems, and he further compared these emblems with the oldest forms of Akkadian hieroglyphics, thus obtaining further sounds. This system also satisfies the bilinguals, and it is confirmed by the language of a letter in kuneiform, written to the Pharnak in the 15th century B.C., by Tarkhundara, king of the Hittites, which is admitted to show marked connection with the Akkadian. The later work of Drs Sayce, Hommel, and Jensen, has (according to Col. Conder’s view) done little to advance the question. These three scholars are entirely at variance, and they have neither defined the language which they suppose to be used, nor have they made any use of the comparative method, or of the sounds actually known through the decipherment, by G. Smith, of the Greek texts written in Cypriote characters. The discovery of a Hittite monument in situ in Babylon agrees with the supposition that the Khatti came from this region.—Ed.]

Khnun. See Kneph.

Khonds. Khondas. A wild Dravidian race (see Dravidians) in the Günsur highlands of India. The word is supposed to mean “mountaineers” (from ko or go “hill”: see Gonds). They call themselves Kui or “men” (see Akkadian uk “man”: Finnic ku), but they worship the Khanda or “spear,” whence perhaps their name Khand. We have seen the spear, or sword, stuck up on cairns and mounds, in Chutia-nagpur, as Herodotus describes the sword worship of the Skuths, or Scythians (see Mr. Hewitt, Journal of Asiatic Soc., April 1898): the spear is, with them as with Scythians, the emblem of the war god, creator of this warrior race (see Sword). The Khonds are a division of the Gond family, and are also called Koi-tor or “hillmen.” Their chief deities are Bura-penu, and Tāri-penu (or Tado-pennor), answering to “heaven” and “earth.” To them they used to sacrifice human victims at the Meriah rites. These were captured, or bought, and cherished carefully (as in Peru also) till the day of sacrifice. They were then intoxicated, and beaten or pierced till dead, or fixed to huge revolving wooden elephants and hacked in pieces, the flesh being distributed over the lands. The votaries cut off this flesh even before death, to bury in the bosom of Tāri-penu or earth (see Gend. Campbell, Wild Tribes of Khondiatān, 1864). This officer was employed for nearly twenty years (1835 to 1854) in suppressing these horrible rites, which led to two, or three, small wars. The Khonds are found in the hills above the fertile plains, from the Godavery to the Mahāanadi river. Much careful diplomacy was needed in dealing with them, as interference with religious rites was apt to produce sympathy, and active help, throughout Central India among Gonds. Finally they were persuaded to sacrifice swine, or goats, instead of the Meriah (about 1845 to 1850), but they continued long after to propagate their deities in the old way.

These rites of human sacrifice are thus described. A pit was dug near a sacred stone, or “sacrificial post,” or beside three erect stones called Zakār-penu. A priest (or Janni) then sacrificed a hog, the blood running into the pit. A well fed youth—a Khond or Zumba—was led forward, decked with garlands, and more or less intoxicated, and was tied to the post, the devotees dancing and praying round him. His head was thrust down into the bloody pit, and he was so suffocated. The yelling crowd hacked off his flesh even before death. The victim’s cries were drowned by noisy music. The post itself denoted Bura (the male heaven), and the pit Tāri (the female earth). Capt. MacVicar (engaged in suppressing these rites in 1845) sees in the Durga fêtes of Hindus a survival of the same customs, though a goat has taken the place of the Meriah.
Khonds

Khond mothers, says General Campbell (p. 199), used to view "with pride and satisfaction the sacrifice of their offspring ... as selections by the gods," but when once the spell was broken maternal courage was devoted to saving the children.

The Khonds are divided into two sects, one chiefly adoring Bura and the other Tari. The former say that Bura-penu, as a sun god, created Tari-penu the earth goddess as his consort, but she sinned and created evil men, and is held in constant constraint by Bura. From him alone they say can any good come; but Tari, and other gods, may be associated with him in worship. According as Bura or Tari is invoked the Meriah victim is a youth or a maiden. The ritual of this ghastly sacrifice is long and elaborate, and even beautiful and pathetic in parts (Ludlow, Brit. Indus, 1858): the author says that it "bears unconscious witness to the heart-truth of Christ's gospel that there is no redemption for mankind but in the sacrifice of man." This is still the belief of all Gond-wana, among Bhils, Mairs, and others (see Sacrifice).

After the ordinary sacrifices the Khond priest exclaims: "O Bura-penu, O Tari-penu, and ye other gods, hear our cries, Thou, O Bura, who hast created us with attributes of hunger, making fields and corn a necessity to us, and hast bestowed these on us, and hast instructed us in ploughing and sowing (else could we not worship thee) grant that when we rise in the darkness to labour we stumble not; and be the tiger, and the snake, kept from our paths. May our seed appear to be stones to the denizens of earth and air. May the grain spring up quickly, and be abundant as a golden sea, so that, when we have reaped, enough may remain in earth to cover it again with another year's harvest. We have lived by thy favour. Continue it to us, remembering that increase of our produce gives increase for thy worship."

Capt. Macpherson (Journal R. Asiatic Soc'y., 1852, xiii) gives interesting details. The Khond priest says: "The ancestors of the Khonds at first knew only the form of worship necessary for themselves, not that necessary for the whole worship ... the whole burden of worship has lain upon us, and we discharge it: the world was thus made happy, and the relations of father and mother, wife and child, with the bonds between ruler and subject, arose. Then came cattle, trees, hills, and pastures, fields and seeds, suitable for all, iron and ploughshares, arrows and axes, the juice of the palm, and love which formed new households. And hence arose the sacrificial rites. It is necessary therefore," he adds, turning to the victim, "that the earth godless, and the whole world should have sacrifices: the tiger rages, the snake poisons, fevers afflict the people: shall this victim—one pampered and cared for long—alone be exempt from ill? When he shall have given repose to the world he will become a god."

The victim then, according to Mr Ludlow, asks whether his people have no enemies, or "no useless or dangerous members to sacrifice in his stead. He is told that such sacrifices would be of no avail: the souls of such would never become gods. His parents gave him as freely as one gives light from a fire: let him blame them. 'Did he share the price?' he asks. 'Did he agree to the sale? ... O my fathers do not destroy me!' The village chief, or his representative, now answers: 'This usage is delivered down to us from the first people of the first time. They practised it. The people of the middle time omitted it. The earth became soft. An order re-established the rite. O child we must destroy you. Forgive us. You will become a god!' The victim declares that he knew nothing of their intention"; and pleads in vain, at last cursing the priest. The dialogue continues between the Janni or priest and the victim.

The Janni. "The deity created the world, and everything that lives; and I am his minister and representative. God made you: the Mulliks (village chiefs) bought you: and I sacrifice you. The virtue of your death is not yours, but mine, but it will be attributed to you through me."

The Victim. "My curse be on the man who, while he did not share in my price is first at my death. Let the world even be on one side, while he is on the other. Let him, destitute and without stored food, hope to live only through the distress of others. Let him be the poorest wretch alive. Let his wife and children think him foul. I am dying. I call on all—upon those who bought me, on those whose food I have eaten, on those who are strangers here, on all who will now share my flesh, let all curse the Janni to the gods."

The Janni. "Dying creature do you contend with me? I shall not allow you a place among the gods."

The Victim. "I in dying shall become a god, and then you will know whom you serve."

The form of sacrifice here described is equally awful. The victim's throat is held in the rift of a branch, cut green and cleft for several feet. He is fixed to a short post between four larger ones. The cleft is bound round with cords; and the priest, with one or two elders, pull them tight, to close it at the open end. The priest then wounds the victim slightly with his axe, and the crowd throws itself on the sacrifice, stripping the flesh from the bones; for a strip of such
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flesh ensures participation in the merits of the rite. Tāri-pennu is then invoked as follows.

"You have afflicted us greatly, you have brought death to our children and our bullocks, and failure to our corn—but we do not complain of this. It is your desire only to compel us to perform your due rites, and then to raise up and enrich us. Do you now enrich us? Let our herds be so numerous that they cannot be housed; let children so abound that the care of them shall overcome their parents, as shall be seen by their burned hands; let our heads ever strike against the brass pots innumerable, hanging from our roofs: let the rats form their nests of shreds of scarlet cloth and silk: let all the kites in the country be seen in the trees of our village, from beasts being killed there every day. We are ignorant of what it is good to ask for. You know what is good for us. Give it to us."

Since our officers have become known to the Khonds they have begun to distrust their priests, and to worship gods of peace, such as Zaro-pennu the sun, with the moon and other spirit. Unfortunately they now drink spirits stronger than the beer they brewed from the fragrant Mahān, and other trees; and, though still faithful to their promises, they are drunken, unchaste, and wild, leading a hunter's life. The young of either sex live apart in rude barracks, away from the eyes of their elders (see Africa). Marriage is by a sham seizure of the bride, all the girls pelting and abusing the abductor till he reaches the future home. Divorce is easy if the husband can pay, and it is no disgrace to an unmarried woman to have a child.

The Khonds are fairer in complexion than the Gonds, and of a yellow hue. Among themselves they usually go naked, especially in the hot months. They are dirty, and often abominable, in their habits. The women wear only a petticoat to the knees, but delight in beads, shells, and massive metal armlets, and anklets. Schools have been introduced among them by Government, in which the Uriya character is used. The various clans have "totems" or badges, such as the peacock, serpent, bamboo, or a tree. They acknowledge Gonds, Sowahs, Kolis, and other non-Aryans, as of the same original stock with themselves; they use the word matlih for a "hill" tract, which is the Nair mali, connecting the N. and S. non-Aryans as related originally (see Māli). They used to destroy—perhaps as sacrifices—their female infants, like Arabs or even Aryans; but few tribes did so to male infants (General Campbell, Wild Tribes of Khondistan, p. 147). They depend greatly on the prognostications
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of the Deaury, or Astrologer: he sticks a bone stylus into a leaf covered with hieroglyphics, and the fate of the babe depends on the indication given by the sign to which the stylus points, much after the fashion once prevailing of divining by the Bible. As yet we know little about Khond mythology; but each village has its sacred tree under which, in sheds, are images of which neither people nor priests have given any intelligible account. [Capt. Macpherson says that their creed denounces 9 great sins: inhospitality; breaking an oath; lying, save to protect a guest; breaking a pledge of friendship; or an ancient law or custom; incest; debt which ruins the tribe who have collective responsibility; cowardice; betraying a public secret (see Hutchinson's Living Races, p. 192).—Ed.]

Khonsu. Egyptian. A name of the male moon god, a form of Amen and of Ptah. In the triad of Thebes, Amen and Mau (the mother), appear with Khonsu their son. He is called Nefer-Hotep, the deity of "good repose, who originally reigned over the souls of the dead, the revealer of the will of the hidden god of night." He was carried in an ark, and is a youthful god bearing the lunar disk. He is only once noticed in the Egyptian Ritual. He is also Khun, "the glory of the rising sun"; and Khonsu-Ptah appears as a mummy form (like Khem, or Osiris) wearing the great feathers of Amen on his head, and holding (like Khem) a scourge, and a sceptre. Rameses XII built a magnificent temple of Khonsu at Thebes.


Khu. An Egyptian amulet. The root in many languages signifies "bright" or "illustrious." [Egyptian khe, "glory," "noble": Akkadian kha, khan, ku, khun, ku, kun, "prince," "illustrious": Turkish khan "prince": Chinese chu, ku "prince": Zend kai "prince": Ugric ko, kha "illustrious."—Ed.]

Kī. Akkadian: "place," "earth." Compare the Greek ge "earth"; see Kissamos.

Kiblah. Arabic: "in front." The direction in which to face in prayer among Moslems: now that in which they face towards Makká. Muhammad attached no importance to the matter. It was probably an old custom in his time. He is said to have first ordered his followers to face towards Jerusalem, and afterwards towards Makkā. The Kiblah in mosks is marked by a small apse or recess, usually flanked by candlesticks.

Kil. In Irish is derived from the Latin cella, a "cell," and has
Kimbri

Kimbri. See Kumri. We are told to distinguish the Kimbri from the Cimmerians and from Gomer, though Strabo appears to regard them as of the same stock; we however consider that the ancient authorities were right, and that the Welsh Gymri, and the Kelts of Cumberland were also the same as the Kimbri who attacked Italy (see Kelts). Prof. Rhys connects the name of the Gymri with a Keltic word meaning "kinsman," like the English "cousin" for "comrade." We are however not satisfied with this derivation for the Kimbri; and the word may rather be derived from *cumun* or *combe*, the Keltic term for a "valley." In early times of trouble (as for instance about 620 B.C.) wild Kel-to-Asiatic tribes issued from the Caucasus, attacking the Medes and spreading over W. Asia, after the death of Assur-bani-pal, being known as Cimmerians or Gimirri (the Gomer of the Old Testament who are derived from Japheth, representing Aryan races of Armenia and Asia Minor), and they are connected, by M. F. Lenormant and others, with the Kinari, or Kimbri.

Their great invasion, which led to the fall of Nineveh to the Medes and Babylonians some years later, was only checked on the borders of Egypt; but Gymri or Gimirri had been defeated by Esarhaddon, on the N. borders of Assyria, as early as 675 B.C. In the middle of the 7th century they had established themselves at Sardis in Lydia, but were unable to take its citadel. Kalimakhos calls them "milkers of mares," and they moved about with tents and herds like other Sakys or Scythians. Herodotus says that the Kimmerians were driven from their homes between the Tanais and the Borysthenes (or Don and Dniester rivers) by other tribes, and they thus reached the delta of the Ister or Daunube. Herodotus also speaks of the tombs of Kimrik kings on the Taurus or Daistei: they passed through Thrakia, and in the 2nd century B.C. they defeated six Roman armies, and were only repelled by crushing defeat in 101 B.C. This led apparently to their migration into Gaul and Britain, where we find them in Wales holding the W. coasts, up to the Firth of Clyde, as Brythonic Kelts. They were finally separated from their kinsmen of Cumberland (or "Vale land") by Danish and Teutonic populations, the Welsh Cymri thus dividing from the Cumbrians and Cambrians, after the great slaughter of 613 B.C. In the 8th century they were yet further restricted by the dyke of King Offa reaching from the Dee to the Wye. They were always worshipers of elemental gods, whether in Thrakia or in Wales. Plutarch speaks of their carrying with them a brazen bull as an emblem of the sun (see Britain, Kelts, and Skuthas).

King. The Teutonic *Kuning*, or *Konig*, is perhaps to be connected with the old root *Ku*, *Kun*, "high" or "illustrious" (in Akkadian). See Khu.

Kingfisher. The Haleyon (Aeledo), in mythology builds its nest on the calm sea. The blue color (see Colors), may have suggested it as an emblem of fair weather.

Kin-naras. Sanskrit: "Kin men" who were the Indian Kentaurs, represented as human forms with horses' heads, or sometimes with horses' legs (see Kentaurs).

Kinuras. A son of Venus and Pygmalion (see Kupros) otherwise the grandfather of Adonis. [He was apparently a Phoenician hero, and the name might be connected with the Kinur or "harp" (see Hermes).—En.]

Kira. Sanskrit: "worm," whence perhaps the name of the Kirates or low castes.

Kirana. Sanskrit: "a ray of light." Hence probably the name of the Karian Apollo.


Kissaros. In the Greco-Phoenician myths of Sanchoniathon and Philo of Byblos (Cory's Ancient Freq.), preserved by Eusebius, Kissaros and Assaros—children of Apason and Tauthe (Bahu and Tamti) according to Berosos of Babylon—are represented by Aiôn and Protagonos, children of Kölpios ("the voice of the wind"), and Bæau (Bahu), who were the Phoenician Eve and Adam. Kissaros and Assaros are now known, from the Babylonian Creation legend, as
**Kitu**

*Ki-mar* and *An-sor*, the "host" or the "ruler" of "earth," and of "heaven" respectively—the first children of the great gods. *Ki-mar* (see *Ki*), may also, as an Etruscan word, be the true origin of the Latin *Cesar*, meaning a "ruler of the place," or "of earth." These two names appear to be Akkadian, and not Semitic.

**Kitu.** Sanskrit: "mark," "banner," "tail." (see Rahu). He was symbolised by the palm, Talu-ketu (see *Rivers of Life*, ii, p. 481, fig. 314).

**Kit-tu.** Akkadian: "sun-down," the west (see Kati).

**Kiün.** Chiu. Hebrew. Arabic *Kiya* the planet Saturn. Amos (v, 26), says that Israel, who worshiped Yahveh for 40 years in the desert, also adored this deity: "and ye have borne the booths of your Moloch, and Kiün—your idols: the star your god, which ye made for yourselves." The Greek Septuagint translation is however different, reading: "the tent of Moloch, and the star of your god Raiphan, the idols of these that ye made for yourselves." Among Kopts *Kann* is thus identified with Raiphan or Remphan. In the Zend-Avesta Cheyan is Saturn. [The word is perhaps originally Akkadian, *Ki-um* "earth lord."—Ed.]

**Kla.** In Ashantee speech, in W. Africa, means "soul, life, or breath." The male Kla is a demon, the female Kla persuades to goodness. The Kla survives the death of the body, and is then called the Siss.

**Klacban.** Gaelic for a stone circle: from the old *Kal*, or *Gal*, for "stone" (see Gal and Kala).

**Klogha.** Gaelic: "bell." The word is a loan from Latin, like our "clock," and the round towers of Ireland (see *Fidh*), are called Clogher as having—it is supposed—been used as bell towers.

**Kneph.** See Knuphis. A Greek form of the Egyptian *Khem* or Khnum, also confused with Kanōpos (see Kanōpos, and Khem).

**Knoves.** These are important in folk-lore, both as the "love-knot," and the knots tied as protections against witches, who must untie them and are so delayed.

**Knuphis.** *Khnoubes. Khnouis.* See Kneph. This name on Unistik gems accompanies the figure of the Agathoa-daimôn ("good spirit"), represented as a serpent, with a lion's head surrounded by rays of light: the name Abraxas often applies to the same good serpent. Khnuv, Khnum, or Khnuf, was the spirit of Amen (see Khem) in Egypt, ram-headed and crowned.

---

**Koeh.** See Kuehia.

**Koed.** Welsh: "forest" (see Kelts).

**Kols. Kollaris.** See India. This is a widespread Turanian race in India including Bhils, Gonds, Malis, Mugs, Muns, etc., as noticed in the articles on these tribes. The word (from the root *Ko*), appears to mean "men," whence Kūils (cooleys), are labouring men. About half a million of the Kols live in Chutia-nākpūr—the hill region of S.W. Bangāl, including the valleys of the Mahā-nadi and Dānnuḍa rivers. Kolaria seems to have been one of the oldest names of India. Mr Hewitt, who was a commissioner in the Kol region, agrees with Col. Dalton that they are "Mongoloid tribes of Malayan affinities, who entered India from the East"; and he distinguishes them from the Drāvidas, to whom Polynesians and Australians are supposed to be akin, and who came from the N.W. The Kols appear to have been the first to reach India, from central Tibet. Their earliest capital was at Sarakvati, whence they worked S, and S.E., to Videha, with a capital at Vaisali overlooking the Ganges. Even Chandra-gupta's descendants (after 300 B.C.), had Kol blood in their veins as he married a Mali maiden. In Koosla they mingled with Drāvidas and with Aryans (see *Journal Bl. Asiatic Soc.,* April 1889, p. 236). The Kols are now cooleys and bawers of wood or drawers of water, in Aryan towns, but still roam their jungles as a tall, manly, and independent race—a brave people whom we have often watched striding fearlessly through dense and dangerous forests, even alone and naked, but armed with bows and arrows, and with sharp knives. They are easily excited, and rather sensitive to rebuke, but for the most part generous, and rarely deceitful, ever ready to confess, but resenting injustice. They are good hearted, and fond of dancing; but become indecent in word and act when drinking to excess. They choose their own wives, and are rarely polygamous. The bride is taken to the bridegroom's house, and seated on a bag of rice; oil is poured on her head, and the couple drink together, and then dance with their friends in the sacred grove of the village. After three days the bride tests the affections of her lord by running away, but is recaptured as though by force. When installed as house mistress she proves the harder worker of the pair, for the Kol men are lazy, and unclean, as we had reason to know. Both sexes are fond of wearing heavy metal ornaments, and charms. They have no caste prejudices as to food, but often feign Hinduism, when they refuse offers of meat, especially beef, and throw away food if a stranger's shadow rests on it. They call their solar god Sing-Bonga, and say...
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that the moon is his wife, and the stars his children. The Sarma is their sacred grove or tree, and tree spirits are said to intercede with the powers of heaven. The favour of Sing-Bong (or Sri-bong), is attained by being true and just to all on earth. [Col. Dalton describes the Kols as copper-colored, with very black straight hair, They include the Santals, Munda, Khana, Mal-paharia, Juang, Gadaha, Korwa, Kurku, Mehta, Savaru, and Bhils (Hutchinson, Living Races, pp. 177, 183, 184).—Ed.]

Konsus. Consus. The god invoked by Romulus when stealing the Sabine women (see Gan).

Kopts. Copts. The native race of Egypt which was the Ai-guptis or “shore land of the Gupt” (see Raptor). They now only number about 600,000, out of 7 millions of Egyptian population. They have been Christians from an early period, and the Abuna (Arabic “our father”) or patriarch is chosen by 8 or 9 monks of the desert monastery of St Anthony. They have an era (284 A.C.) which they call the “Era of Martyrs,” when Diocletian established paganism for a time. After 451 they separated from the Western Christians (see Councils) as Monophysites. They were conquered by Islam in 630 A.C., but from 642 to 790 A.C. they enjoyed religious freedom, since which date Moslem laws have been made from time to time to restrict their liberty, and they suffered in the revolts of 722 and 1354 against Moslem rule.

The Kopt alphabet was taken from the Greek, including 24 letters. To this they added 7, for Sh, P, O, H, J, Tsh, and Ti. The last is the Semitic Tsz, though differentiated from T. The remaining six are said to come from the old Egyptian Demotic character, but are more probably from the Arabic. Koptik literature is preserved in five dialects, Achmeneic, Sahidic, Memphitic, Fayoumian, and Boheiric. Of these the second and fifth are the most important. Koptik is the descendant of the popular Egyptian language of the time of the 26th dynasty, or 7th century B.C., when many Semitic words had entered the old Egyptian language. Greek terms also were added in and after the 3rd century B.C., and especially in early Christian times.

Korán. Arabic: “reading” (see Muhammad).

Korea. Europe became first acquainted with this peninsula E. of China in 1653 A.C., when shipwrecked Dutchmen found a fellow countryman who had been imprisoned for 25 years. But at the end of the 16th century a Spanish missionary had accompanied an invading Japanese army to Korea. Christians became numerous between 1777 and 1835 through the Roman Catholic missions in China. In 1866, three out of their five bishops, and nine out of sixteen missionaries, with thousands of converts were massacred. France failed in the attempt to avenge them, and the United States failed in 1871 to open up intercourse with the people, with whom, however, Japan entered into treaty relations in 1876, followed by Britain, Germany, Russia, and Italy (Vice-Consul Carles, Proc. Brit. Geog. Socy., May 1886). The population was then 8 millions in 90,000 square miles.

There are historical proofs that Korea was inhabited in the 12th century B.C., when a Chinese noble Ki-tzsi, of the royal dynasty of Shang-yu, established himself as king, and named the country Tchao-Sien, or “Morning Serenity,” popularly the land of the “Morning Sun.” The name Korea (Kao-li) was that of the N.W. province. The following are the chief events of Korean history:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tchao-Sien ruled by King Ki-tzsi</td>
<td>1200 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea pays tribute to China</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean king independent</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribute imposed by China</td>
<td>32 A.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Buddhism spreading</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden movable type in use, according to native historians</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chinese invasion under the Emperor Yang repelled</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relics gathered in Korean monasteries. Confucianism and Taoism taught</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea accepts Chinese suzerainty</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An alphabet of 14 consonants and 14 vowels reaches Korea from India through Anam and Java</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The T'ang dynasty of China desolate Korea about</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Buddhist priest chosen as king becomes independent, and moves the capital from Ping-yang to Kai-chow</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moveable copper type used for printing in Korea: the Chinese having used such type (of porcelain) some centuries earlier</td>
<td>1317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Mao assassinated by an official named Li-chang-gwi, who founded the present dynasty at Seoul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present king is
Korea

said to be the 24th of the dynasty.

Buddhism fell into disrepute . . . 1392 A.C.

Japan wastes Korea, but obtains new ideas of art and civilisation . . . 1892

Japan makes a treaty with Korea . . . 1876

War of Russia and Japan in Korea . . . 1904

Little is as yet known of the aborigines of Korea; but the race resembles the Manchu Mongols, mingled with other Asiatics. Travellers say that: "there is often found here the English face, with round cheeks, small aquiline nose, well cut mouth and chin, even bright blue eyes, and hair by no means invariably black." Koreans are devoted to the worship of spirits; Shintoism, Taoism, and a very corrupt Buddhism, are mingled with some little Confucian philosophy. Little shrines to the spirits of mountains, rivers, and forests, are everywhere numerous, with small rude stone piles, and cones like the Tartar Obos, on lone paths and strange rocks, or by sacred streams. There are many stone circles, dolmens, and menhirs, round which lie quaint charms, of shells and fossils, to which wayfarers add continually. Bits of white paper float as streamers from bamboo near all sacred spots; or from straw ropes stretched across dangerous paths, to ward off the evil influences; these are called Shimo-nawa. Smooth stones, and little carved figures, called Syou-sal-maki, are set up on mounds, or in hollow tree trunks, on rocks or in caves, all these being tended by Taoist priests. Buddhists are forbidden the capital, and are liable elsewhere to penalties. Yet their temples and rest-houses abound on beautiful hills, in secluded vales, or in woods, where monks—popularely regarded as not very moral—dream away useless lives. Their great centre is in the Kang-Shang or "Diamond Mountain," where a temple of Chang-an-Sa is said to date from 520 A.C., and to hold relics of the Taung period (618-907 A.C.), see Mr Campbell's account (Proc. Rl. Geog. Socy., March 1892), and Mr Sanderson (Journal Anthrop. Inst., Feb'y, 1895). This mountain contains "some 40 shrines tended by 300 or 400 monks, a few nuns, and a host of lay servitors. . . . Few know much of their religion or history, and none could explain the purport of the books used at their services, which were most perfumy. . . . The debased existence they mostly lead was a constant topic among Korean." The monasteries contain generally a large figure of Buddha; or on some rock hard by he is carved, in a trinity with Manjusri and Samanta-bhadra. This, according to Mr Sanderson, betokens the Ten-dai-shu form of Buddhism, favouring also in China and Japan. Figures of
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Indian type, without altars, were also supposed to represent Dharma and Kwan-yin.

Other strange half-length human figures are carved in stone, one at Un-jin being 62 ft. high. It is like a Buddhist idol, but a cap 10 ft. high supports a flat oblong slab, whence rises a small column covered by a smaller slab: the cap may be either round or square, typhifying respectively, according to Mr Aston, the male and female elements, or Heaven and Earth. Prof. T. de la Coupérie regards these "Miriye" figures as relics of a former religion (Journal Rl. Asiatic Socy., Octbr. 1887). The Un-jin figure stands between a Ziyat, or open prayer house, and a temple cell in front of a cave; Miri-ye means "a stone man." Buddhism has prevailed at Un-jin, Ko-yang, and Pha-ju (all in the Pek-tai province) since our 5th century (420 to 478 A.C.), and maritime communication between Japan and Indo-China is traced to our 3rd century.

The Dutch, in 1670, found Korea prosperous, and as civilised as it is to-day. The people believed in transmigration of the soul, and bodies were sealed in coffins for 3 years before burial. Marriage was by free choice, and women walked about unveiled. This is not now the case, women being little considered and (it is said) having no names. They only venture out between 5 P.M. and 3 A.M., when men are forbidden to be abroad. Girls are shut up in the women's apartments, from 8 years of age till married about 16 or 17, after which the wife never sees any man but her husband. The bridgroom goes to the bride's house with a goose, as a symbol of fidelity (see Goose), the idea originating in the use of geese as guards of the house, instead of watch dogs. The pair bow several times to each other over the goose, and all present drink the loving cup. The bride is then led to her new prison house. In Korea (as in China) public works, mining, and art, are hindered by fear of offending the spirit of Pung-siu (Chineso Feng-shu) "the dragon" presiding over wind and water. A structure once erected must, for the same reason, not be destroyed.

Koreish. Arabic. The tribe who were guardians of the Ka'aba at Makka, and from whom the prophet was descended (see Mahammad).

Koromandel. The narrow strip of E. coast in India, named from Cheras or Cholas, as the Cheraovandalum (see Chera).

Korubantes. Corybantes. The Greek plural of Koruba. [As they are connected with Kubel and the Kabeiroi, they may be of Semitic origin; and Corybans may mean "guardian" (see Kerub).]
Kos

Kos. Koze. Josephus notices Koze as an Idumean deity; and among Nabateans we find, in various inscriptions, the names Kos-nata, Kos-malak, Kos-gur, and Kos-gabri. The word Kos means a "bow" in Arabic. Kosab was a deity of the Arabs of Makka.

Kos. Kosala. The Kosis held two great states called Kosala, one including modern Oudh, and having its capital at Sarasvati near the lower spurs of the Himalayas; the second, or Mahakosala kingdom, being Central India. The capital of the latter was at Kosasatili (or Kosavati), said to have been built by Kosas, son of Rama—perhaps 1000 or 1200 B.C. He was a descendant of the Vedik hero Pururavas, and his son forced Indra by his austerities to become incarnate as Gadh, son of Kusambo (see Visva-mitra). Kusadhvaja was an old king of Banarasa, uncle of Sita, Rama's wife. Prasenjot, king of Kosala, was related to Bimbasar, king of Magadha—of Naga race. Kosas appear, according to Sir H. Elliot, to have been Dravidians; and their land was Naga-pur (see Kola) or "snake region." These indications are important in connection with the story of the Indian epics.

Kosmas. Saints Kosmas (Cosmo) and Damian seem to have been two Arabian brother physicians, who worked miracles without any mercenary motives about 300 A.D. They are said to have been martyred at Legea, and their feast is the 27th September. This festival is described by Sir W. Hamilton (see Isernia) in 1781 (R. Payne Knight, Worship of Priapus, 1865); and phallic rites survived in connection with their shrine.

Kotus.

Kotus. Kotutto. Cotsys. A Thracian Goddess with licentious rites. The devotees were called Bapta ("baptised"). See Dulaure (Hist. des Cultes, i. p. 427).

Kouretes. Greek: "youths." Persephoné is called Koré ("girl"). They were connected with the twins (Kastor and Pollux), and with the Korubantes, as dancers and singers (see Korubantes). They are invoked in Orphic hymns (Mr T. Taylor, Hymns of Orpheus, 1787, pp. 156, 168).

"Leaping Kouretes, who with dancing feet,
And circling measures, arm'd footsteps beat,
Whose bosoms mad fanatic transports fire,
Who move in rhythm to the sounding lyre,
Kouretes, Korubantes, ruling kings,
Whose praise the land of Sanothikia sings
From Jove descended . . . .
Aerial formed, much praised, in heaven ye shine
Two fold in heaven, all lucid and divine.
Blowing serpents, from whom abundance springs
Nurses of seasons, fruit-producing kings.

Kok-kok. The Aztec Noah (see Floods), called also Teo-kipaktli, or the "sea god." He stood for Capricorn in the Aztek zodiac.

Krahu-chandra. In Pali Kaku-chanda. The first of the three Buddhhas before Gotama (see Buddha): with him began the Bhadra-Kalpa or "age of excellence." He is traditionally placed therefore in 3100 B.C. Kraku ("he who solves doubts") had his niche in the Bhima Topa, according to General Cunningham, with his successors Kosga, Kayapa, and Gotama, each of the four guarding one of the cardinal points. The names are inscribed at Barnhut where the four Buddhhas appear, each with his sacred tree (Bhima Topes, p. 122: Barnhut, pp. 19, 20). Fa-hien says that Kraku-chandra was born at Nabhiga, about 84 miles S.E. of Sarasvati in N. India (otherwise Mekhala; or, according to Eitel, Gan-ho). In his time men lived to a great age, and he himself to the length of 40,000 years (Boa's Fa-hien).

Kranog. From the Keltic Kron "tree" : a lake-dwelling, on piles in an island. The logs and fascines were weighted with stones and gravel. The Kranog is also sometimes said to float. Such
habitations are still built by fisher races. They were common in N. Italy, and in Armenian lakes.

Krathis. A river in Akhaias, sacred to the earth goddess who had a famous temple and wooden statue, with Vestals who underwent bloody ordeals. In her shrine (Pūrūsā) on Mt. Krathis an everlasting fire burned.

Kratu. Sanskrit: "power," "sacrifice" (Greek Kratos). Also a creator (Praja-pati), and a mind-born son of Brahma. Indra is called Vara-Kratu.

Krētē. Crete. The great island off Greece, where Zeus was fostered by the goat in the Diktaiian cave; where Minos son of Zeus ruled; and where Theseus slew the Minotaur or "man-bull," in the Labyrinth. It is about 160 miles long, and 10 to 30 broad, and Mt. Ida rises 8000 feet above the sea. The early inhabitants were "barbarians," Pelasgi and Ethikrētēs (Odys., xix, 175), followed by Akhaians, and by Dorians; and Kretan early sent colonies to Cyrene on the N. African coast. The modern name of Candia applied originally to the Turkish capital, called Khandak ("the fosse" or "ditch"), as transformed by the Venetians to mean "white." The inhabitants had an evil reputation (Titus, i, 12), and were great pirates, aiding Mithridates against Rome, and conquered by Metellus in 67 B.C. The Moslem conquest dated from 823 A.D. The Venetians ruled from 1204 to 1669 A.D., when the Turks finally established their power in Crete. The Kretan social customs, including that of eating in common at public tables, resembled those of Sparta.

The discoveries of Mr A. Evans at Knossos, since 1893, have cast much light on the early civilization of the island (which is similar in its character to that of Mycene and Troy), especially in his recovery of clay tablets—once enclosed in wooden sealed boxes—belonging to the later age of the palace (which was destroyed by fire), and inscribed with characters which he recognises to be akin to those used (as late as 900 B.C.) by the Greeks in Cyprus, and which were derived from Hittite symbols (see Kha). Mr Evans found seals and amulets, some with the same characters on them, others with early local forms whence they were derived. The art and mythology appear to be Greek; but the type represented in frescoes on the palace walls, though apparently Aryan, represents a dark haired people. In addition to the Knossos palace other sites have been explored, and the Diktaiian cave has been excavated by Mr Hogarth, in 1900. In it were found votive axe-heads (such as Kassites also dedicated in Babylonia); and the "Labarys," or double axe, is a Kretan emblem of Zeus, found also in Karia on coins, and yet earlier on the Hittite monument of Boghaz Keui in Pontus. An early Egyptian statue, and an inscribed libation table like those of Egypt, and of Phoenicia, were also found in this cave.

The characters of the Kretan script not only agree with those of the "Asiatic syllabary," found in Cyprus, Asia Minor, and Myenue, but also with letters of the Lycian and Karian alphabets, and with those of the Kelt-Iberian coinage of Spain. These characters survived very late in Cyprus. The Kretan masonry is better squared than at Myenue, and the representation of the peacock on a fresco suggests a somewhat later period. Col. Conder (Times, 3rd April and 16th April 1901) translates an ancient text in early Greek characters from Frescos, and some of the clay tablets also, as written from left to right in Greek. The early statues resemble archaic examples at Athens and elsewhere. The broken text on the libation table may read Hē tou topon Hiera, "the holy one (goddess or priestess) of the place." The tablets appear often to contain lists and numerals, and the word Basileus (Greek "king") is written just as in Cyprus. One tablet gives a very rude sketch of a chariot and horse, the text perhaps reading Evaristos M. xw. "Twenty minas to Evaristos," which (if of silver) represents about £100. The materials, and the designs, of the gems found indicate a foreign trade; and the camel, which is not found in the island, is represented—indicating an Asiatic connection, as this animal seems not to have been known early in Egypt.—Eo.

Krish. Sanskrit: "to plunge," "tear," "crush." The rising sun is said to Kriš when it pierces the earth on the horizon.

Krishna. The Indian sun god: the 8th Avatāra, or incarnation, of Vishnu, and the 8th child of Vasu-deva and of Devaki. The name signifies "dark," and by his mother's side he was a cousin of Kanva, king of the Bhogas ("cattle herds") of Mathūra, who were Malis and not Aryans. His father was a son of Sura, descended from the Yadavas who were of mixed Aryan and Dravid race (Mr Hewitt, "Early India," Journal R. Asiatic Soc., 1888-1889). Krishna appears to have been a dark ruler of the dark Yadus, at their N. capital of Mathūra, but brought up according to his legend, by cowherds—Nanda and his wife Yasōđa. In the Vishnu Purāṇa we read: "Who shall enumerate the tens of ten thousands, and hundreds of hundred thousands, of the Yadava race?" Krishna—the incarnation of the dark blue Vishnu—became "King of all Yadus,"
at Mathura, after the slaying of King Kansa the tyrant. His dark
court is Durga, or Krishnā; but his name may have another
meaning (see Krīṣhṇa), for a Krīṣṇakā is a "ploughman." Rāma
in like manner (another solar hero) was the "plougher," and his
wife Sitā was the "sown" grain in the furrow. Krishna, and his
son Samba, are said to have made pilgrimages to the "sun grove,"
of Multān, where Samba (like Gilgames in Babylon) was cured of
leprosy. In old Iran we find Creeshna as a name for the sun;
and sun legends thus gathered round the figure of a Kolarian,
or Dravidian, hero. The Linga-Purāṇa is full of praises of Krishna,
and Aryans extolled him as the victor over their foe "the tyrant Kansa."
But we must remember that his history is the growth of a long
period.

The chief source for his legend is the Mahā-bhārata epik,
in which the Bhagavad-gītā ("Song of Godhead") is included, giving
the later philosophy connected with his name. He appears also later,
in the Bhagavat and Vishnu Purāṇas. In the Gitā above noticed
Krishna is the charioteer of Arjuna ("the bright"), with whom he
discourses on philosophy, religion, and ethics, Theism and Pantheism.
The Purānic legends often recall those of the Gospels.

Vasu-deva had eight sons including Krishna, who filled all India
with offspring. The "wicked King Kansa" slew the first six, but
Krishna afterwards recovered them by descending into Hell. Kansa
had been told by a diviner that one of Devaki's children would slay
him, and he watched her jealously. The 7th child was Bālā-Rāma,
conceived by Devaki, but borne by Rohini the second wife of Vasu-
deva. Again at midnight Devaki bore a black babe, and Vasu-deva
fled with him from Mathura, and gave him to the care of Nanda
and Yasodā, to whom a child had just been born (see Kuras). The
changing was carried back instead, and Devaki was released by the
tyrant, who however—discovering the escape of the infant Krishna—
ordered a massacre of "every strong-looking male child." The escape
of father and child had been favoured by the gods, who overpowered
the guards with sleep, and opened the doors of the prison in which
the babe was born. They marked its breast with the Sri-vatasa, or
looped cross (see Riverrr of Life, i; plate ii, 2). Krishna was born
at the vernal equinox, and celestial choirs sang hymns of joy, while
many moons shone in the four quarters of the midnight sky. All
hearts were filled with delight. The winds were hushed, and the
waters flowed softly, when the "god-man" appeared, and all nature
adored, while the stars deviated in their courses to greet him. The
Gandhārvas, or heavenly musicians, hovered over the babe; and sages

who had longed for him recognised him by the Sri-vatasa mark above
mentioned. As a boy he argued with learned Rishis, and when a
youth he slew demons, such as Kāliya the snake, or Arishtha the bull-
fiend, or Keshin the horse demon. He sported too with the Gopi milk-
maids (see Govan-dana). But he was at last wounded in the heel
by Jara (cold, or old age), who he forgave as "not knowing what he
did," and whom he sent to heaven in his own chariot. He died in
the far west, and his bones were carried far east by command of Vishnu,
when King Indradyumna ensnared them by the sands of Puri, where
all India now adores him (see Jaga-nāth).

The Mahā-bhārata is acknowledged to be "not later than the 5th
century B.C." in the main (Sir Monier Williams), and Prof. Weber
supposes that, as we now have it, it is as early as the 1st century
B.C. Krishna also is noticed in the Khāndegya Upanishad on the
Samśa-Veda (see Sacred Books of the East, i, p. 52), which commentary
is older than the Christian era. "Krishna son of Devaki" is
here said to have been instructed by Ghora-Angerass. He appears
also in the Vrihad Aranyakā of the White Yagur Veda, and Prof.
Weber (Hist. Indian Lit.) regards him as a military chief, deified
in connection with Indra. The Uddh (Hari) of Ptolemy, at "Matura
Deorum" ("Mathura of Gods"), appears to be Krishna or Vishnu;
and yet earlier Megasthenes (3rd century B.C.) spoke of an Indian
Hēraklēs whose only daughter was Pandais (connected with the
Pandus), which again suggests that Krishna—who was engaged in
the Pandu war—is meant. It is clear therefore that any resemblances
between the legend of Krishna and those of Christians cannot be due
to borrowing on the part of the Indian epics. A Buddhist pillar
inscription, supposed by Sir William Jones to date 67 a.c. (see
Wilkins in Asiatic Res., i, p. 131), mentions "the adopted of
Yasodā," and that Krishna was early worshipped by Dravidians, as
Kar-Uppan "the dark one," among the S. Indian pastoral tribe of
the Mullai-mak: being himself a pastoral deity. He thinks that the
absence of Krishna's name in the Vedas is due to his not
being originally an Aryan god. He is however mentioned by
Pāṇini (IV, iii, 87) not later than the 4th century B.C.; and Barth (Religions of India, pp. 218-223) with Dr Muir (Metrical Trans., p. 145) and Sir Monier Williams (Indian Wisdom, p. 153) are quoted in favour of the priority of Krishna’s legend to the Gospels; though Prof. Weber says that “he declines” to believe this “without additional evidence” [the Purānic accounts being late—Ern].

The Rev. T. Maurice, in 1798, startled his brethren by comparing the story of Krishna with that of Christ, though not very correctly, Mr Higgins in 1836 (Christianity before Christ, and Crusadelands) pursued the subject. Both these authors were imperfectly acquainted with Sanskrit literature; and the legend of Krishna’s crucifixion has not been substantiated, though Dr Oldfield found figures of Indra with outstretched arms erected round Kathmandri, the capital of Nepal, at the festival of autumn (September): see Sketches in Nepal (1880, ii, p. 314). Looking broadly at the coincidences of legend (not of doctrine), and remembering others in the story of Gotama (see Buddha), we see that they represent ideas common to many faiths, and legends such as gather round the names of all divine heroes. They include the birth of a god-man in fulfilment of prophecy: his greeting by herald angels: his recognition by wise men: his persecution by a tyrant: and the massacre of infants whence he escapes by aid of deities. He is called a “saviour of the world,” and descends into hell to return once more incarnate in the future. The parallels, as Prof. Weber remarks (Lecture at Berlin, March 1854), are often most marked in the writings of Gnostics who (especially the Manichæans) were well acquainted with Buddhism. Krishna in the lap of Devaki resembles not only the Christian virgin and child, but many other figures of the mother goddess, in Egypt or Babylonia, or among the Hittites in Syria, as well as in Rome and in Peru (see Rivers of Life, plate xiv and (for Indrani) iv; figs 101, 167-170, 192, 210, 265): so also Ḫerē, or Juno, is represented suckling the infant Dionysos, or Jove (see Eos). The sun god is everywhere born in a dark cave, persecuted, abandoned, nourished by shepherds, or by poor persons, and nursed by a goat, a bitch, or a wolf (see Kurus and Romulus), but finally triumphs over demons and foes. Cyrus is even said by Diodorus to have been crucified in Scythia. Similar tales relate to the birth of Asklepios, and of our own Arthur. Poseidon was hidden away by Rhoea, and was nursed among the flocks. Mithra issues from the cave (compare Bethlehem), and the stable of the Gospels finds its parallel in the Go-kula, or “cattle-stall,” where Krishna was born according to one legend. Dionysos is called Likinitês from the “basket” in which he was cradled like Ereklethos; and Christ appears in a

basket in the cattle-stall, as shown on a well known bas-relief of the 4th century from Rome. Sun heroes are always connected with cattle, as is Indra in the Vedas, or Ḫeraklès, or Hermes. The Egyptian picture represents Thoth, as messenger of the gods, announcing to a maid the approaching birth of the deified King Amenophis III. Kneph, as the creator, is his father, and priests hold up to the infant the holy cross, emblem of life. The Messiah was to eat “butter and honey,” and on such ambrosia Themis fed Apollo, though the “milk and butter” of the “myth of infants” were suppressed by the Council of Carthage in 691 A.C. as belonging to a pagan rite (see also Baptism). The legend of Krishna’s being carried as an infant over the river has been also compared with the legend of St Christopher—the “Christ-bearer”—who by night carries the divine child over a river.

Like other sun gods Krishna is said, in the Padma and Bhāgavat Purāṇas, to have descended into the abyss of the western ocean, and to “the infernal city Yama-pūr.” Kaaya, the wife of his Guru (“teacher”) besought him to restore her children, and Yama with his dogs was terrified by the sound of Krishna’s conch shell, and yielded them up (Moor, Hindu Pantheon). So Ḫeraklès brought back the dead heroes from Hades, and Orpheus recovered Euridike. Christ and Osiris alike visited hell, as did the Baldur of the Norse. Krishna is also a dragon slayer (see Kalya), and dances among the “living creatures,” as Apollo charms them with his harp. They are the zodiacal beasts of heaven. He appears in the Hindu Rasi-jatra among the Gopi nymphs, as Zeus is nursed by nympha; and the Vishnu Purāña gives him 16,000 wives, and 180,000 sons. His “milk maids” surround their dancing shepherd lover, who is transfigured gloriously on the mountain. He is Govinda, son of Nanda (the shepherd child of the bull), incarnate in seven preceding forms of his father Harih-Nârâyana, and even as Rudra. The parallels, as Davies says (Bhāgavat Gitâ), are “coincidences which occur in all religions,” so that it matters little whether this “Divine song” be later than the rest of the Mahā-bhārata epik. It is inserted to prove that the Incarnate Word—the God who is in all—existed from the beginning of the world, and dwelt for a time among men (see Bhāgavat-Gita). The Rig Veda was recited some 5000 years ago, and in it we read: “Thou art ours, and we are thine . . . Light of Light, and Far from Darkness, is thy name . . . O Indra we wise ones have been in thee . . . We O gods are in you . . . These worlds would perish if I did not work my work.” In the Gitâ Krishna says: “Those who worship me are in me, and I in them . . . Repose thy mind and understanding on me, and thou shalt hereafter dwell
Krita

with me” (see John v, 17; xv, 7 : 1 John i, 5). So Lao-tze in China
said, “I am the way, the way of life,” before Christ. Krishna
(Bhâgavad Gita) says also: “Foolish men despise me as in human
form, being ignorant that I am the lord of all beings ... on me the
universe is woven as gems on a string ... Imperceptibly I pervade
all things. I am the flavour in water, the light in the sun.” Even
Buddhist writers (Lalita Vistara) speak of Krishna as combining the
attributes of Indra, Surya, Chandra, Kâma, Rudra, Kuvena, Vaisrâvena,
and other gods; and in one gâthâ (“song”) as Mahat Sâka, “capable
of great things”—a phrase also in the Mahâ-bhârata (see Academy,
28th Aug. 1889).

The story of Krishna and Kansa was known to Patanjali (Mahâ-
bhashya) about 200 B.C., and Prof. Weber confesses that his worship
“must be put much further back than hitherto deemed admissible”
(Ind. Studien, xiii, pp. 354-357; and Prof. Bhondarkar, Indian
Antiq., iii, 16). Even if the Gita belongs to our 1st or 2nd century
—or yet later—the legend of Krishna is ancient, and it takes a long
time for such stories to grow up round a hero’s name, till he becomes
—like Krishna—“the one without a second, the self-existent, and
eternal,” as in the Gita. Each generation added to his stories, and to
his allegoric representations. He conquers Indra (see Indra), and
steals the Pârâjâta or tree of life from Paradise. We do not usually
say that Hindus borrowed from Phrygians the legends which compare
with their own, nor did they borrow those of Krishna, or their Pan-
thetic Gita, from Christians.

Krita. See Kalpa.

Kritanta. A name of Yama, god of the dead. His messengers
are said to hover over the dying, waiting to take them to Pâtâla or
Hadès.

Krittika. Sanskrit: a lunar mansion. The great equinox
occurs when the moon is in the 4th Visâkha, and the sun in this
mansion. The Krittikas, or Pleiades, were the six nurses of Kârti-
keya (see Kartika).

Kroda. Sanskrit. Saturn, who is also Ara, Kona, and Saura.

Krom-kruach. A celebrated old Irish idol, in the Magh-aleacht
or “field of adoration,” in the Mc Govern territory of Tullyhaw. It
was said to be a gilt or silvered figure, beside 12 stones (General
Vallancy, Col. Hibern, iii, p. 457). St Patrick is said to have
destroyed it in the reign of King Leary. The word krom meant
apparently the “sun” (from the root Gar “to shine”), and Kruth or
Cruidh was a deity to whom all the first-born were offered.

Krom-lech. Keltik: “sun stone” or “round stone.” The
term Cromlech is often applied to a Dolmen, but appears to signify a
stone circle also.

Kronos. Kronos, a primeval Greek deity. The name
Kronos, according to Kuhn, comes from Krâna “creating” (see Gar,
and Karma), and he was a god of “sowing” seed (Proc. Bih. Arch.
Soc., February 1887). He was identified with the Roman Saturn
(“sower”) and, as a god of time, became Kronos (“time”) or the
“Ancient of Days.” Peller also connects his name, as a harvest god,
with the Greek Kruathrus. He carries the sickle; and like Agni or the
sun, he devours his own children. Early savage legends attach to him
among Greeks, and in the Greco-Phoenician mythology of Philo of
Byblos (Cory. Ancient Frag.), the ideas perhaps reaching the Aryans
from Turnian or Semitic sources (Mr Lang, Academy, 5th January
1884). He swallowed a stone instead of his son Zeus; and, as a
horse, he pursued the cloud-mares (see Kheirôn). Among bushmen
even, there is a “devourer,” Kwaí-Henam, who swallows the mantis
god; and similar ideas are found among Zulus, or Australians, who say
that the moon swallowed his creator the eagle god. So Set swallows the
eye of Horus in Egypt, and the stars are swallowed by the daylight.

Kshatriya. The Hindu second caste—royal and military—
springing from the breast or heart of Brahma (compare the Persian
Kshatriya “royal”). Soldiers, charioeteers, and guards, still belong
to this caste in India. Brahmans, Kshatriyas, and Vaisyas, were all
considered “twice born” or “regenerate”; but the latter two are now
regarded as Varna-Sanskra, or mixed. Fierce wars were waged in
the past by Kshatriyas opposing Brahman pretensions.

Kteis. Greek: “comb.” The Yoni (see Comb).

Ku. An old root meaning “high” and “bright” (see Khu).

Ku. In Hawaii, the second god of the triad Kane, Ku, and Lono
(see Hawaii). He is god of light, and called also Ka-pao (Fornander,
Polyn., i, 71, 72), and Atea (see Journal RL. Asiatic Soc., January
1885).

Kua. Akkadian. A name of Marduk, or of his oracle. The
symbol also reads Kha “fish,” “prince” (see Ku).

Kubēlé. See Cybēlé. This great Phrygian goddess was perhaps
Kuchs

Semitic. She was also called Mā, as mother earth, and was represented riding a lion. She is called "the altar of the heavens and earth," and was the Greek Démêter, the Thrakian Bendis, and Rhia wife of Kronos (see Earth). She taught mysteries to Dionysus in Phrygia, and in Kretē where she had a great shrine at Knossos. She bore Zeus in the Diktania Cave (see Kretē); and, at Pessinus in Galatia, her image—like the Palladium of Troy—was said to have fallen from heaven, as was that of Artemis at Ephesus. The Romans captured this idol (see Idas) and placed it on the Palatine, regarding her as "Ops the mother of Jove." Romulus and Numa built a temple to Ops, between the Palatine and the Capitoline hills. She wears the tower crown, and carries corn ears in her right hand, and a key in her left. She is often seated, carrying a kind of drum. Her many-colored robe denoted the flowers on earth. She unites the qualities of many other goddesses, such as Ceres, Juno, Minerva, Thétis, Diana, Venus, Hékatê, and Pora (see Piénemie's Lîvy, Hist., XXIX, x, 14). She protected children, and the sick, and taught music, and the dance. She is "mother of the gods," and "the great mother," presiding over the spring games in March, or in early April. She was brought to Rome from Pessinus as early as 160 or 205 B.C. Her priests were called Galli (see Gallis), and were eunuchs, or otherwise Kornubastes (see Atus). She is also called mother of Sabazius, a title of Dionysus. Her image appears on Phrygian coins, and the oak was sacred as her emblem. She was adored by night in dark groves, in Lemnos and other islands. At Tegae, in Arkadia, she had sad or joyful rites according to the season, like Démêter. She was a "child of the mountain"—as her name perhaps means—like the Indian Pârvati. Diôdorûs Sicûls calls her daughter of Meon, King of Phrygia, and of Dundy, nourished by a lioness on Mt. Kublē, where she met the luckless shepherd Attus. Her statues have lions and leopards at the base; and Roman ladies used to dance round her idol (Augustine, City of God, ii, 4), till the licentious rites of the Matralias, and Hilaria, were suppressed. Some of her devotees gashed themselves, and the Galli sprinkled the blood. At Boghaz Keui (Pterium), on the W. border of Pontus, the chief goddess stands erect on a lioness, and probably represents Ma or Kublē—this bas-relief being of Hittite or of Kâti origin. The Egyptian goddess Ken, and others in Babylonia, also stand erect on the lion.

Kuchs. Kochs. Cachär. An important Indo-Chinese stock, at the base of the Himalayas from Kuch-Behār to Kamārpūr in Assām, extending S into Cachär, and appearing as Kuki in Arakan, where they number about half a million (see Kuki). It is rare to meet the primitive Pani-Kuchs, as they keep in deep jungles, much resembling the Garos in their customs (see Garos). Those in the plains are agriculturists as a rule, and (like the Chinese) they rear swine. They claim descent from Hirâ wife of a patriarch Hājī. She was beloved by Sīva, to whom she bore Biāva-Sinh, the first king of Kuch-Behār (or Nîj-Behār). The second king, Nar-Nârayan, extended his rule into Bhūtān, and Assām, about 1550 A.D., and built shrines to Sīva. His independence was not admitted by the Moghul emperors of India. We now recognise their Rāja in Kuch-Behār, and he is still called Nārayan, or "divine lord," and has peculiar rights to all women of the tribe (see Gosains). The Kuchs serve (like Jacob) for their wives, and do not marry them till about 15 years old. The men live as bachelors in barracks (see Khouts), and the girls often propose to them. We have seen the women laying out walls, and terraces, on the hills, while the men carried the stones. They allow no land to lie waste if capable of terracing and irrigation, which is again a Chinese trait of character. (See Mr C. Johnston, "Yellow Men of India," in Asiatic Quarterly, January 1893.) The race is distinguished by the slanting Mongolian eye, broad flat face, high cheek bones, short wide nose, and large ears, thus resembling many of the Kols. They however desire to be called Rāj-bānis, and profess to be Hindus, or Moslems. Ages of mixture with Drāvids and Aryans have affected the type. They are usually worshipers of spirits; and traces of corrupt Buddhism may be recognised among them; but they eat most kinds of flesh, and drink spirits to excess. They acknowledge an all-powerful spirit, Puthen—a deity who deputes power to his son and son's wife. They believe in spells, witchcraft, and the exorcism of diseases; in charms, and sacrifices of buffaloes, goats, pigs, and fowls, the flesh of which they devour. They make frequent offerings to the Śrīma-devas, or "household gods." They think of heaven as a happy hunting ground, with fine lands, plenty of male and female slaves, and power to kill enemies. They bury or burn the dead, sometimes keeping them in sheds till the fixed annual day of burial, and they set fruits and clothes beside the corpse, with other food, as a mark of respect to the soul, or to lay the ghosts which they think are mischievous. They regard Hindu gods, like Vishnu and Sīva, as emanations of the older Behāra, as are mountains and streams, and nature generally. The Kuch's promise is inviolable, and we used to fear offending him by asking any confirmation in writing.

Kuetzal-Koatl. The Mexican "green feathered serpent"; a
The Kuetzal-Koatl is a bird with an enormously long green tail, and about the size of a small dove (Trogon Paradiseus); green was the color of life and vegetation. The god was represented as an aged white man, with fair or black hair, and a well-trimmed bushy beard; with large eyes and forehead. His long white garments were strewed with black flowers, and his outer robe with black or red crosses. Venerated chiefs were named after the Kuetzal, such as Bochicha, whom the Tolteks knew about 800 A.C., and whose name appears to be the Sanskrit Pach-cheka (or Upâ-Seka) “for a sage.” (Vining, Inglorius Columbus, chap. xxx, xxxi). This deity among Tolteks received only offerings of fruit and flowers, and shut his ears to the idea of war. He appears to have commended moderation, and to have inculcated prayer and fasting. His priests vowed perpetual chastity, and their priestesses were nuns. The priests practised painful rites (like those of Siva in India), piercing the tongue and drawing through it a barbed cord. The original ascetic thus represented seems to have brought four others to Mexico, having separated (Inglor. Columbus, p. 543) from Hoei-Shin, the Buddhist traveller who came to Mexico from Fu-Sang in 450 A.C., and returned to China (pp. 28, 61) in 499 A.C., claiming to have converted the Mexicans who then adored only gods of dawn and evening, and no longer waged war. Kuetzal-Koatl and his followers, according to the Tolteks, reached Mexico from the East, having apparently come by land from Alaska, the other party coming by sea from the West. He is confused with Wixi-pekocha, whom Mr Vining thinks to be “Hoei-Shin the Bhikshu.” Similar features are found in the Virakocha of Peru, and among Muyaxcas gods of the Bogota plateau; or in Payzone, who appears to be the Buddha of Brazil. Bochicha was understood to mean a “divine white man” (Bradford, American Antig., pp. 301, 396), though probably an Uplaska, which is now at Madura, a class of “Scripture readers,” or lay brethren, who wear white, and not yellow as do Bhikshus. The Muyaxcas have traditions of the “visits of a white stranger”; and Humboldt noticed among them “the Japanese cycle of 60 years, and institutions analogous to those of Japanese Buddhas” in S. America. Japanese words still exist in their language (Inglor. Columbus, pp. 60-63, 560). The largest Cholula pyramid (see Cholula) is sacred to Kuetzal-Koatl, round whose name many sun myths have gathered. He was symbolised by the Chal-chi-huitl, a sacred stone in Mexico, as green jade is sacred in China (Inglor. Columbus, p. 416). Chal is a “stone” (see Gal), and chi-huitl is “turquoise,” and also the name of a plant. The god represents both “air” and wisdom: he taught agriculture, religion, laws, metallurgy, and other arts, the seasons and the calendar, and he “cleared the way for water” (Bradford, Antig., p. 375). Heart symbols of green stone were placed under the upper lips of the dead, as his emblems; and he was also one of a trinity, resembling the three-headed Bochicha of the Muyasakas, or the “three-crowned” god at Palenque (Bradford, Antig., p. 382) who recall the Indian Tri-murti, or “three-formed” triad. In his Mexican shrines Kuetzal-Koatl is connected with serpents, tigers, eagles, and mystic birds (see Baudelier, Mexican Explorations, Arch. Inst. of America). Not only did Buddhist figures thus appear in America, and the “lion throne” of Buddhist art, but Humboldt finds the “ancient cult of Kali” in the Mexican goddess of hell — Mik-tlan-chi-huitl (Inglor. Columbus, p. 545). Col. Stolberg compares the rites of Peru with those of Vishnu and Siva; and M. Viollet le Duc compares the ideas of the Popul-Vuh, or Bible of the Quiches in Central America, with those of Brahmanas. The images of Kuetzal-Koatl resemble those of the Buddhists seated cross-legged, with solar aureoles on the faces, and having remarkably long ears (see Buddha), as shown by Vining in Mexico (Inglor. Columbus, p. 595). A statue in the “House of the Monks” at Uxmal (p. 594) with others (see Uxmal) is Hindu in character. At Tula however this god has a hideous aspect. At Cholula he has a man’s body and the head of a red-beaked bird. The figure is probably Toltek, as the cruel Aztecs preferred Tez-kati-poka, the god of war, worshiped with bloody rites. Elsewhere the god of peace is a bird (symbolising the air); and in the south a serpent (Inglor. Columbus, p. 198). His sacred footprint (see Foot) was shown in many places. His shrines were round, domed buildings, whereas (p. 604) other Mexican temples were quadrangular. The palace of Kuetzal-Koatl, according to Mexican tradition, had four halls facing the four cardinal points: one of gold to E.; of emerald and turquoise to W.; of silver and bright sea shells to S.; and of red jasper and shells to N. Another temple was adorned with feathers: the E. hall yellow; the W. hall blue; the S. white; the N. red (p. 616), recalling the use of colors in the temples of China and Japan (see Colors).

Kukis. See Kuchis. The Kukis, Kungyes, or Khojains, are a branch of the Kuch race, in the hills of E. Kuchar, and N.E. Tipera, S.W. of Manipur and in the Lushai hills. They say they came from the “far far north,” and they include many tribes, ruled by Pudhams. They have neither temples nor priests, but make prayers, and sacrifices of goats, to Shen-sak, who mediates with the supreme god Futhen or
Kukus. A very strict sect of Sikhs, followers of Ram-Singh of Ludiana, a carpenter who worked in our arsenal at Feroze in 1861, and gave much trouble to Government down to 1872. He was born in 1815, and served in the Sikh army (1844-1846), then becoming the disciple of Udial—a hermit—at Rawal. He began to proselytise in 1858, and became leader in 1866, when his spiritual instructor died; but he continued to work at his trade. His divine mission was attested when a beam, in a house on which he was engaged, lengthened itself by a foot to suit its place; and in a single day he found himself the leader of 500 devoted followers, who called themselves Kukus from the “whisper” of faith; or Kukus, as “crying” out in ecstasy. They attacked the Moslems as “beef eaters” in 1872; and some 8000 men were needed to quell the outbreak. Ram-Singh was deposed to Barmah. His is only one instance of many religious leaders who constantly appear in the East (see Journal R. Asiatic Soc., 1869, pp. 93-97).

Kulai. A divine name in Yaman or S.W. Arabia. Probably meaning “the voice of God.”

Kula-devas. Tribal or family deities of the Hindus, like the Italian Lares and Penates.

Kuli. See Kola. In Tamil a “laborer” (compare the Turkish kul “slave”); but in Sanskrit “a heretic” or “a pig” (koli). Hence our word “coolie.”

Kulins. Kullens. One of the wildest Dravidian hordes in S. India, thieves, hunters, and desperadoes, who levied blackmail on traders till lately, unless some of them were engaged as guards. They are hard workers, and intelligent when employed. The men paint the red and white mark of Vishnu (the trident or trident) on their foreheads, breasts, and arms; but women only wear bangles and the Tali (see Tali). They settle all family and tribal disputes among themselves, and accept the decisions of European officers in other cases; but they prefer important matters to be arranged by a court of several persons, for they say that “God is then present.” The witnesses when swearing must hold up his child in both hands. At weddings a Kulin official plants a sacred tree at midnight, or sets up a large branch (usually of the Margosa) before the bridegroom, and with his cloth ties it to a rice mortar. The bridegroom, when the bride reaches his hut, is expected to pull up this tree or branch, and is laughed at if he fails. Even after 20 years of British rule in Madura (see Mr. Fawcett, Folk-Lore Quarterly, March 1894) “a Kulin, entering the house of a farmer, demanded a meal and his host’s wife; and so great is the fear of this tribe that he was not refused.” Kulins are polygamous, and even polyandrous; and divorce is easy, while widows may remarry. The W. Kulins circumcise boys between 7 and 12 years of age, this being the only Indian instance of the rite among non-Moslems; for Kulins resent the imputation of such influence, being—as their indelible marks (above described) show—worshipers of Vishnu.
Kulins. A small high caste sect of Bangāl Brāhmins. The title Ku-liṇya was first conferred on 5 Kanōj Brāhmins, distinguished for learning and piety, by Ardiṣu, king of Bangāl. King Bullāl-sen (1066 to 1106 a.C.) found 56 Kulin families, and selected from them 8 persons as possessing the required qualifications: (1) good conduct, (2) meekness, (3) learning, (4) good repute, (5) many pilgrimages made, (6) faith in God, (7) good marriage connections (Abritīti), (8) contemplativeness, and (9) charitableness. Originally, however, it is said, peaceful conduct stood in place of (7) Abritīti, and the latter gradually gave occasion for unbounded licence (see Gosains), all parents desiring for their daughters such lords, while the Kulins sold their consent, and did not live with, or support, such wives. Any who could pay the price could however obtain such a nominal, and divine, son-in-law. The selected 8 were to be called “pure Kulins,” the remaining families “Srotryas and Gosnas,” or inferior Kulins. They are still represented by Banarjis, Chātērjas, Mukerjis, and others.

In the 16th century Devi-barā tried to classify Kulins again, but selected those of high birth, requiring them to marry only in their own rank, which reduced them in time to poverty, when all the evils of the Abritīti system reappeared. Various Kulins are now found who have from 3 to 85 wives in different villages, and they have become worthless libelises as a rule.

Kulmu. The Etruscan god of tombs, who carries shears and torches. In Finnic speech *kulu* means “to die” (see Etruskans).

Kumara. Sanskrit: “a youth,” a title of Skanda (Mars) and Agni (Fire); in the Vishnu Purāna 4 Kumaras are “mind-born” sons of Brāhman, who remained ever innocent boys. Kumārī was Sīta, or Durga, as a maiden, whence the name of Cape Comorin. The Panch-Kumar (“five youths”) is a 5-faced lingam of Siva, at Mangēr in Behār on the hill of his temple.

Kumbha-karna or Kumbha-pati. Indra as the drowsy giant, whom Rāvana strove to rouse. Bāma cut off the head of Kumbha. The modern Kumbha-pati sect of rude theists worship Alakh (see Alakh).

Kumri. See Kimri. The Welsh Cywyry were “kinsfolk” (Prof. Rhys, Celt. Britain, p. 275), as the Brythons were “brothers” (see Britain). Prof. Rhys thinks the name unconnected with that of the Kimri, or with that of the Cimmerians.

Kund. In many Indian languages a “hollow,” “cave,” or “well” (see Kunti).

Kuneiform. Cuneiform. The name given to the script of Babylonia and Assyria, derived from the original “linear” hieroglyphs of the Akkadians. These were sketched on clay by the later scribes, with a stylus which produced “wedge shaped” strokes. [See Babylon. The original characters read from right to left, with two or three emblem below each other in the line. There were about 150 emblems—natural objects or human inventions—which were combined, making 300 including the compounds. The later Semitic scribes increased the number of compound signs, making a total of about 550. The clay tablets were read sideways, and thus gradually from left to right. The kuneiform shapes were reproduced on stone in Assyria, and placed horizontally instead of vertically; but in Babylon the older linear shapes continued to be used down to 600 a.c. The characters were still in use in Babylon at 81 a.c. The original hieroglyphs often resemble those of the Hittites (see Khetas); and there is a gradual change in the conventional signs (as in Egypt also), the number of strokes being continually reduced. The age of texts on clay can thus now be judged roughly by the character.—Ed.]

Kundala. Ancient central India from the highlands of Nasik, Ajanta, and Chanda, to the latitude of the lower Krishna river: including Lata, and Mahā-nāthra on W.; Tellingāna and Andra-desa; with N. Karnatīka. It was ruled by many Drāvid races: the W. Chalukyas called themselves (1st to 6th centuries a.C.) the “Lords of Kundala” (see Chalukyas). Kurumbas, Pālavas, Rattas, and Yadavas, also ruled in Kundala.


Kunti. Sanskrit: “woman” (see Kunti). The wife of the Pandus (see Brāhman). She was the bride of many gods; and “ever virgin.” Pṛithu, son of Venu, was also her lord. Madri (also “ever virgin”) was Pandu’s second wife, and bore Nakula, and Saha-deva, to the Asvins. She burned herself on her husband’s funeral pyre; and Kunti cherished the children till herself burned in a forest fire. The two are perhaps originally the same. Kunti was “mother earth,” and otherwise a daughter of Sun (perhaps Surya, “the sun”), called a king of the Yadavas of Sun-sena. He is also said to have been brought up by Kunti-Bhāj, and reigned in Mathūra.


Kupria. Aphroditē as the “Cypriam.” [The name Ku-por in
Kupros

Akkadian means "bright white," or "bright color," and may be the origin of that of Cyprus—a white limestone country. *Ku-bar* is also "copper" in this language.—En.

Kupros. Cyprus. The nearest island to the Phoenician coast, where the population included Semitic Phoenicians, Egyptians, and Greeks, and perhaps earlier Turanians. [It is about 4000 square miles in area. Its history is little known. It appears to have been conquered by the 18th dynasty of Egypt. The Greeks said that Salamis in Cyprus was founded by Teucer and Ajax. Sargon (722-705 B.C.) set up a stele at Idalion, now in the British Museum. Esarhaddon; about 670, mentions Itu-dagon of Paphos, apparently a Phoenician, with other kings in Cyprus evidently Greeks, such as Aiqidathos of Idalion, Phanagoras of Kition, Eunaios of Soli, and Damassus of Kurion. Cyprus was conquered by Amasis of Egypt in the 6th century B.C. (Herodotos, ii, 182); but the Cyprians revolted, and became tributaries of Persia in 525 B.C. In 500 B.C., they however took part in the Ionian revolt against Persia, and were reduced 10 years later (Herod., vi, 90). Evagoras of Salamis was independent after the peace of 387 B.C.; and the Cyprian kings declared for Alexander in 333 B.C. Poltemy was driven out of the island by Demetrius, son of Antiochus, in 306, but recovered it in 295 B.C.; and it remained under Egypt till occupied by the Romans about 60 B.C. The great Jewish revolt (see Hebrews) occurred in 117 B.C. The Moesians conquered Cyprus in 646 A.C., but the Greeks recovered it two years later. Harim or Rashid held it about 802 A.C.; Isaac Commenos seized it in 1184, and Richard of England in 1191, when it was given to Guy the deposed king of Jerusalem. It remained under the Lusignan kings till it was purchased by Venetians in 1487, and finally conquered by the Turks, under Selim II, in 1571 A.C. Many Greek statues, with texts in the "Cyriote characters" (see Kheta), have been found, including a bronze in Phoenician and Greek (320 B.C.), and others of Melektiachon, and of his son Puniathon (ruling 332 to 312 B.C. according to Athenaeus, iv, 63). The latest Phoenician text dates from 254 B.C.—Ed.)

Paphos is said to have been the first colony in Cyprus; and, according to Ovid, it was founded by a son of Venus (see Kinuras). The symbol of Aphrodite in this temple—as shown on coins—was a cone. The island is called Kition (Chittim) in the Bible [probably Kit-im, "west region," as an Akkadian term—Ed.]; it seems to have been subject to Tyre about 700 B.C. according to Isaiah (xxiii, 8, 12). The Phoenician kings of Kition and Idalion included the
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following, according to Mr Pierides of Larнакa (Academy, 7th May 1887): Ba'al-malak (about 450 to 420 B.C.), 'Az-Ba'al (till 400), Ba'al-rim (till 380), Malak-iathon (till 350), Puniathon (till 312 B.C.). There are remarkable holed stones to be still found in the island (Cemota, pp. 189, 214), some of which appear to have belonged to oil mills. They are connected with superstitions, as in other lands, and maidens place in them their earrings and jewelry with candles, praying for lovers. The arch-priest of Paphos, who claimed descent from Kinuras, was said to have brought rites and mysteries from "Aithiopia of Asia" (see Kur).

Kur. In old Persian "the sun" (see Gar "bright").

Kurars. Cyrus. Probably named from Kur the "sun," as solar myths have invaded his history. According to the legend Astyages (Istuwegu) King of Media dreamed that his daughter, Mandane, would bear a child who would destroy his kingdom. He married her to Cambyses (Kambujija), a Persian of low birth; and he ordered his general Harpagos to kill her child. But Harpagos gave the infant to Mithras-data the herdsman to be destroyed, and the latter with his wife substituted their own dead child: the wife's name was Spaka ("the bitch") in Mede speech, and she nourished the infant Cyrus—as the wolf nourished Romulus, a story also found among Tartar legends. The boy displayed his great qualities, becoming the "king" of the boys in the village, who were punished for not obeying him. He thus came to the notice of Astyages, and his birth was discovered. Harpagos was punished by being made to eat the flesh of his own child—which he avenged later by deserting to Cyrus. The magi held that the prophecy had been fulfilled by the "boy king," but Cyrus returned to Persia (Herod., i, 95). According to Diodorus, Cyrus was finally crucified after being defeated, in Scythia, by the Amazon queen Tomyris of the Massagetae. The legend of Cyrus thus presents parallels to others related of sun heroes (see Mr J. Robertson, Christ and Krishna, 1890).

The actual history of Kuras, or Kurars, as recovered from his own records and from those of Nabu-nahid (Nabonidus), the last king of Babylon, is very different. Cyrus was king of Anzan (Susiana) and a Persian, a son of Kambujija (Cambyses), a grandson of a Kurars, and a great grandson of Teispes, being thus of the same royal family from which Darius I records himself to have descended. He attacked Isin-vagn of Media about 552 B.C. A Babylonian text says: "Marduk, who journeys among all peoples wherever found, visited the men of Sumir and Akkad (Babylonia) whom he loves as himself. He
granted pardon to all peoples; he rejoiced and fed them. He appointed also a prince who should guide aright the wish of heart which his hand upholds—even Kuras the king of the city of Anzal.

He has proclaimed his title: for the sovereignty of all the world he remembered his name. To his city of Babylon he summoned his march. Like a friend, and a comrade, he went at his side. The weapons of his vast army, whose numbers—as wheels of a river—could not be known, were marshalled in order, spread at his side. Without fighting, or battle, Marduk caused him to enter Babylonia. He spared his city Babylon. He gave to his hand, from a hiding place, Nabo-nahid, who revered him not.

The account, by Nabo-nahid himself, of the earlier history may be contrasted: "Marduk communed with me, Nabo-nahid, King of Babylon, saying, 'Come up with thy horses and chariots, and build the walls of the glorious temple, and raise up in it the whole city of Shinar the great lord.' I spoke reverently to the lord of gods: 'This temple will I build. Terrible is the power of the Mandan (or Median) host.' Marduk said to me: 'The Mandan host, of whom thou hast spoken, shall cease to be, and the kings marching with it.' In the third year (542 B.C.), in its course, he sent forth Kuras, king of Anzal, his little servant, with his strong army. He swept away the Mandan host. He captured Isutvega, king of the Mandan host. He took the treasures of his land.

After the conquest of Media was complete, Kuras, "King of the Parsu," crossed the Tigris below Arabia in 549 B.C. According to Herodotus he first attacked Creesus, king of Lydia, whom he defeated at Pterium, and crossing the river Halys, marched to the Lydian capital of Sardis, which he took in 546 B.C. His general, Harpagus, was left to subdue Ionia, Lycia, and Kuris. The arms of Cyrus were then turned to the East, and he conquered Partia, Sagdiana, and Arakhesia. According to Pliny he burned Kapisa, thought to be Kafshan on the upper Indus. He then turned to the conquest of Babylon: crossing the Tigris at Opis in 539 B.C., he took Sippas without fighting, and Nabo-nahid fled to Borsippa, the royal suburb of Babylon. On the 16th Tammuz Gubaru (or Gobrias) of Gutium (in Media) arrived at Babylon with the invading army, and Nabo-nahid was taken prisoner at Borsippa.

On the 14th of Marchesvan Gubaru made an assault, and slew the "king's son" (Bel-sar-usur), who thus appears to have been besieged by Gubaru for nearly 4 months in Babylon. Cambyse, the son of Cyrus, was made king of Babylon, under his father as "King of Kings." Various accounts of the death of Cyrus, after this victory, which occurred in 538 B.C., are given by classic writers, but it appears that he fell in war in Scythia, being succeeded by Cambyse about 530 B.C.

The dates given on commercial tablets found in Babylonia (especially those of the Elamite merchant family) show clearly that Cyrus succeeded Nabonahid immediately. [The succession of the kings of Babylon (counting the "succession years" which are additional to the "first" year of a reign), is clear, from the accession of Nebuchadnezzar, in 607 B.C., to the 17th of Nabonahid in 538 B.C.—Ed.] There was never an independent "Empire of the Medes"; and, after the fall of Ninsvar about 610 B.C., the W. of Asia was divided between Medes, Lydians, and babylonians. Cyrus was the first to establish a non-Semitic empire, and he was a Persian and not a Mede. This is important in connection with the criticism of the Book of Daniel. Cyrus was not apparently a Mazdean, or at all events he tolerated other religions. Darius I, in his texts, speaks of Ahura-mazda as the Supreme God; but the Babylonian tablet of Cyrus represents him as a worshiper of Marduk, Bel, and Nebo; the Egyptian texts speak of Persian kings as adoring Egyptian gods; and the Jews, who were permitted to return to Jerusalem in the first year of Cyrus (537 B.C.), profited by this general tolerance, and regarded Cyrus as "anointed" by Yahweh (Isaiah xlv. 1), and as his "shepherd." [This notice is now regarded as fixing the date of the passage in question—unless the name "Cyrus" is an interpolation by some later copyist: the reference seems clearly to be to a non-Hebrew Messia, as appears (verse 5) in the words "Though thou hast not known me."—Ed.]

Kuras. Latin Quiris "spear": the symbol of the war god from Scythia to India, as well as at Rome, where the Quirites were worshipers of Mars (see Khonds).

Kurs. Korkus. Coorgs. A branch of the Indo-Mongol race (see Kola). From personal knowledge of the Korkus, and Korwas, of the Sat-pura and Maikul hills, and Tapti valleys, in Central India, we can confirm Mr Driver's account (Journal R. Bengal Antiq. Soc., 1892, lxi). They are of a coppery yellow hue, and now peaceable cultivators, herdsmen, and woodsmen. They are fond of jingling ornaments, beads, and amulets, as they believe their gods to be also. They have adopted caste customs from the Hindus. They serve (like Jacob) for their wives, if unable to buy them, and they have the Levirate custom (like Hebrews), the younger brother marrying the widow of the elder. They regard Sunday (sacred to Gomor) and Friday (the day
Kurma

of Venus) as most propitious for marriage. A week after a birth they hold a feast with sacrifices and dances, naming the infant after some ancestor, or ghost, whom the parent has seen in a dream. They believe in many spirits, of whom the sun and moon, and Kāla-Bhairam, are the greatest. They sacrifice goats to the great gods, and cocks, eggs, and fruits to the lesser; all deities being apparently represented by stones and by posts (Maulas) erected over graves, and carved over with suns, and moons, and horses. Before these they sacrifice, with music and dances.

The race wandered south in prehistoric times, settling in the S.W. highlands which overlook the Kānanur coast. They divided the lands into twelve provinces (like Etruskans), ruled by Nayaks, or independent chiefs, who were in time united under a Lingāyat leader (of the Haleri Pothars), whose dynasty was expelled by the British in 1834. The words Kurug and Kolugu signify “mountaineer” (Akka-
dian and Mongol Kuv “hill”); but the upper class (Imp. Gazetteer of India) claim Kāhatriya caste, and speak of a holy land in the far north—the Kuruka-Kahatra, which was the cradle of the Bhārata race. They appear to be of the Mah-ratta stock. The Kurks as a race are tall, strong, and broad chested; very manly and independent; they wear a picturesque costume like that of Keltic Highlanders; and, like them, they erect karnas, dolmens, mounds, circles, menhirs, and kist-vaens or chambered tumuli, on which, and on sacred rocks, their Lingāyat symbols are carved. Out of 200,000 Kurks 180,000 new observe Hindu rites, 140,000 being Siva worshipers (see Kurus).

Kurum. See Turtle.

Kurmis. Non-Aryan Kols in India, no doubt named as worshipers of Kurma the “turtle.” We have met them in S. Oudh, Central India, Behār, and S.W. Bangal, especially near the Dommuda in the land of the Munda. They are generally quiet cultivators of the soil, and tree worshipers. They are regarded as a branch of the Kumbhis, of Gujerāt and Mahārāshtra; they are numerous about Jabal-pūr, and Sāgor, along the Narbada, and in Māwla. Some tribes are very dark, and some are fair. They are recorded to have moved S. from the Dubh about 1620 A.C. Like ancient Italians, Tartars, and others, they claim descent from virgin trees (as Adonis was also born, and the ancestor of Manchu emperors): they worship in sacred groves (see Col. Dalton, Ethnog. Gloss. of Bengal, 1); and the bride and bridegroom are each separately married, early in the morning, to mahwa, and mango, trees (see also Basim); they are decked with garlands from the tree—the mango for the man, and the mahwa for the bride—and they walk seven or nine times round the tree, and sit at its foot, when a relation binds the right hand and ear to it, and they chew its leaves: lights are then lighted, and all present worship the tree.

Kural. The great Tamil poem. See Tirunattuvar.

Kurumbar. The singular is Kurumba, and the plural Kurumbar. The Drāvidian name of a pastoral Yadu race, on the lower Indus, in the Abiria region of Ptolemy the geographer (see Elliot’s Numism. Orient.). They covered most of the S. region of Drāvidia (called sometimes Kurumba-bhūmi, or “Kurumba land”) from central Kuntala to the Malabar coast, as energetic traders, mostly Jains by faith. Till recently a Kālkut state was ruled by a Kūruma, and a Taluk of Malabar is called by this name. The Kurumbas are numerous in the plains of S.W. India, and in its mountains, as foresters, and Yadus or herdsmen. They are expert potters, weavers, and agriculturists, but much despised by Hindus and Moslems, though remarkably truthful. We saw much of them in remote parts of Tamil provinces, and Sir W. Elliot says that they go occasionally to Madras to sell garden produce. Throughout Maisur a Kurumba is required to turn the first furrow in the fields in spring: “the proud Toda, who exacts tribute from all other classes, presents an offering of first fruits to the despised and hated hill Kurumba. He dreads his magical powers, and sometimes inflicts on him secretly a bloody retribution for visitations of cholera, and small pox,” which are attributed to Kurumba spells. The Kurumba is important at the festival of the village Grama-deva, or household god, the older race then taking precedence of its social superiors. Caste is ignored, for the rites are older than the Vedas; and Brāhmans may be seen humbly following the dreaded Pariah, Kurumba, or Dhangar, who join in the bloody sacrifices, but who next day revert to their usual social status.

The rulers of the Vijaya-nagar state claimed Kurumba descent (1334 to 1488 A.C.); and, in our 4th century, a Kurumba Raja declared himself independent when the extreme S.W. of India (Kera) threw off the Chera yoke. The Kurumbas once held the E. coast, N. of the Palar river, “some hundred years before our 7th century” (Elliot, Numism. Orient., p. 36). They were diligent traders, with ships, mines, and colonies, but were persecuted as Jains. They were the literary class (according to Dr. Caldwell), whose statues of the Tirthankars, or saints, wonderfully carved in polished basalt, still amaze the traveller: they included many Hindu gods as Digambara figures. Sir W. Elliot (Internat. Prehistoric Congress, p. 252),
attributes the rude-stone monuments of the Shidai mountains to Kurumbas, Todas, and Badagas, who say that the lingam stones represent "Kuru gods" (Mr Walhouse, "Stone Mon.," Journal Anthropol. Inst., Aug. 1877, p. 23; Fergusson, Rude-stone Mon., p. 476). The degradation of the race accompanied the corruption of Jainism by ancient nature worship; but the proud Aryan still seeks the poor Kurumba in his forest, and makes him come to bless his fields. Mr Walhouse says that: "the aborigine then comes and seats himself at nightfall on the capstone of a dolmen, with heels and hands drawn together, andchin on knees; and there awaits the dawn." He is usually a poor starved dwarfish outcast. They now mark the grave by small smooth stones long or ovate (for the lingam, or for the yoni), which they place in caves or mounds, and call Pándu-Kulis. A dolmen at Melkunda was found by Mr Walhouse "filled up to the capstone with such pebbles—the accumulation of generations"; which recalls the memorial pebble cairns of our own ancestors, and those of Jews and Arabs in Syria, where each visitor adds his stone. So also, at Bráhman funerals, the chief mourner decorates three stones (one for the deceased, one for Yama, and one for Rudra) on the 3rd day, at the burning ghat. They are adorned with flowers, and sacrifices are offered to them: they are taken home, and the rite is repeated on the 10th day after the death, when the mourner walks to his neck in the river, and facing the sun prays that, under the form of these three lingas (or "essences"), the deceased may be received in heaven. The three stones are then cast behind the back of the worshipper, in conclusion of the mourning rites. This clearly shows the Indian beliefs as to such symbols (see Fetish and Stones).

The Iriulas, or Kurumbas of the Nilgiri hills, are called "children of darkness." [They are extremely degraded according to Mr King, Aboriginal Tribes of Nilgiris, 1876.—Ed.] They worship Râng-sawâmi—a form of Vishnu—in shrines on the summits of the mountains, in "circles of stones each enclosing one upright stone representing the deity. One circle is of recent date" (Mr Walhouse, Stone Mon., p. 32). This deity (see Vetal) is solar, and is called "the healer of the nations." (See Rivers of Life, i, p. 384; ii, p. 274). We have seen the blood of goats and cocks drenched on many such stones, and on rocks, by the wilder Indian tribes, in lieu of human blood; which is a full answer to the views of Mr Fergusson (Rude-stone Mon., p. 468). Sir W. Hunter (Origens, i, p. 95), says that every hamlet still has its shapeless phallic stone, adored with simple rites, by the civilised Aryan and the wild Dravid alike. Survivals of such rites are common also in Europe.

**Kurus**

The race that ruled in Hastinapúr, after expelling their "pale" cousins the Pandus, according to the Mahá-bhárata (see Bráhma). They are not noticed in the Vedas. Their Panjáb capital still stands at Kuru-khetar. Kuru was descended from Nahusha, grandson of Soma; and Gandhari was the mother of Kuru (see Gandhára).

**Kus. Koos.** A very fierce and wild race in the N. of Arakan, who are naked save when wearing war armour of split cases, painted red. They drink blood from the pierced sides of the Gyal or wild ox, and will eat anything they can get.

**Kus. Kush.** This name applies in the Bible both to the race of Babylon and Armenia (Gen. ii, 13; x, 7), of which Nimrod was the hero; and also to Upper Egypt or Aithiopia. (It is usually rendered "dark," as a Semitic word; but on Babylonian tablets Kus is Kappadokia, and the term may be only the Akkadian Kus, for "sunset" and the"west," which would apply equally to Asia Minor and to Egypt.—Ed.) The Kosis of N. India (see Kosa) may have been of this "Cushite" stock from Babylon, which appears to answer historically to the Akkadians (see Akad). We are content to see that scholars are coming round to the opinions which forced themselves on us more than 25 years ago, when studying Aryan and Turanian questions connected with Kus. The language of the Kasites, Kosseans, or Kissians (see Kasites), was Turanian. This name however seems to be distinct, being always spelt Kasu in Semitic texts.—Ed.]

**Kusa.** Sanskrit. The sacred grass of India, sweet-scented and medicinal (Poa cynomoroides). It is thought to destroy malaria. It has a long leaf with a sharp point, and is a clever person is said to be "like a point of Kusa." It is used in most sacrificial rites in India (see Ag), and is revered even by Buddhists, since Gotama is said to have sat on it under the Bodhi tree, and because it covered his sacred corpse, at Kusa-nagar (see Grass). The Kuskas, or Kuskhus, is the grass used for tatis, or blinds, in India (Calamus Aromaticus). The Kasa is another fragrant grass (Saccharum Spontaneum). These words may have the same origin.

**Kusa-nagar:** or Kasinārā in Pali speech. The scene of Buddha's death. The site is still doubtful. General Cunningham, following the geography of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims, fixes on Kasya (see our Short Studies, map, p. 11) between the great and little Gandak rivers, about 120 miles N.E. of Benáras. He found this, in
Kushán. See India. Mr Vincent Smith, the Indian numismatic (Lecture, Feb. 1902) states that this Indo-Seythian dynasty ruled from 165 B.C. to 320 A.D. preceding the Gupta dynasty. The Kushán dates are referable to the Laukiya era, not then confined to Kashmir; and 70 dated Kushán texts thus range from 128 to 223 A.D.

Kisko. Cusco. A sacred city of Peruvían Inkas. The name, according to Prescott, meant "golden wedge": [compare the Akkadian Kusskur "gold," and Ku "pyramid."--Ed.]: a golden cone such as was sacred to the sun (see Mako-ko-pak).

Kut. Kuta. In Tamil a "spike" or "peak," an emblem of Siva. The Mahâ-kuta is a group of cave temples in the Badâma hills of Bijânpur (Indian Antiq., Jan., 1890) where Chalukyan monarchs adored the "Lord of the great peak." The inscription on a pillar here says that the king "desired to erect a pillar on the Ganges, to record the conquests of his race over Vanga, Anga, Kalinga, Vathura (Mathura), Magadha, Ganga, and Chola" (see Cholokyas).

Kutha. Cutha. An ancient city W. of the Tigris, and N.E. of Babylon (see 2 Kings xxvii, 30), where Nergal was worshiped.

Kuvera. The Hindu Pluto and Pluto, god of Hades, and of wealth: the son of Pulusaty, and the father of Visravas. In N. India he carries a club, and has an ornamental crown, but is a deformed white figure with 3 legs and 8 teeth. He lives in Alakā, part of Siva's paradise of Kailas, near Mt. Meru, and is attended by Kentaurus (see Kinnara). He is never worshiped, but all who die in the pursuit of gain are said to be absorbed in Kuvera, or in Ku-tana a "vile body." In S. India he is called "the 7th guardian of the world," a "king of men," a "friend of Siva," and "regent of the north." He has 8 kinds of wealth (Lakshmi), and 9 treasures (Vidhi). The self-moving car (Push-paka) was given him by Brahma; and, in S. India, he is a golden youth on a grey horse, brandishing a scimitar (like Kalki), and adorned with flowers. He was driven from Lanka (Ceylon) by Câvana.

Kwan-yin. Kwan-yon. See Avalokit-Iswara: a deity both male and female. As a goddess she is sometimes, according to Dr Kaemfler, covered with babies growing from her hands, and forming an aureole round her head. She is the merciful mother (see Rivers of Life, plate xvii), and holds the Chakra wheel of Vishnu, the Book of Brahma, the bud, the cock, and the hare, with the vase of ambrosia. Prof. Beal shows that the Chinese Kwan-she-yin was adopted, even by Buddhists, as the "god who looks down" in mercy from the Sumâna-kuta or heavenly peak, even at Adam's Peak in Ceylon. The Chinese, about our era, adored Kwan-yin as "the compassionate," and "healer of prayer" (see Amida), like Ardhvishurs Anahita (in Persia) the "high, pure, and strong." He or she is said to have proclaimed to a Chinese Buddhist adorer: "Never will I seek individual salvation or enter final peace alone, but ever and everywhere will I strive for the redemption of every creature throughout the worlds until all are delivered. I will not leave the world of sin and sorrow, but remain where I am."

Kwetzal-koatl or Quetzal-cohuatl. See Kuetzal-koatl.

L

The letter L in Semitic and Aryan tongues interchanges with N. In Egyptian and African speech, and in the E. Turanian languages, L and R are interchanged, and with D or T as well. Thus in African Bantu dialects L, R, and D are indistinguishable; and the Turkic T stands for the Finnic L. There is no R in Chinese, and no L in Japanese.

La. The Aryan roots la and los mean "to love." Hence the Lycian ladd, "loved," for "wife." La or Lha in Tibet is the name of Amitabha-Buddha (Journal R. Asiatic Soc., January 1891, p. 188). See Tibet.

Labarum. See Christus. The standard of Constantine, on which was the monogram said to be that of Christ. Later legends 2 n
Labrus. Labrys. The two-headed axe, a sacred symbol in Krete, Karia, and Lydia (see Kreté).

Laburinthos. Labyrinth. A rock-cut cave with complicated passages, in Krete, where the Mino-taur ("man-bull") lived. The word is probably connected with Labrus, "axe," and with the name of the Karian Zeus Labranda ("axe bearer"), as meaning a "hewn" excavation.

Lad. Lud. An ancient root meaning "to grow." [Egyptian lut "flourish": Aryan budh "grow," lad "growing": Hebrew yadal "produce": Assyrian batta "offspring": Arabic veled "boy."—ED.]

Lada. A Roumanian god worshiped at the Koleda, or Kolinda, fêtes at Christmas time.

Lagamar. An Elamite deity noticed, by Assur-bani-pal of Assyria, as conquered with others at Susa (Shushan) in the 7th century B.C.

Lakish. Lachish. A city of Philistia, represented, on a bas-relief of Sennacherib (702 B.C.), as near rocky ground with trees and vines. The name means "impregnable." The site was fixed in 1875 by Col. Conder at Tell el Hezy ("mound of pebbles") between Hebron and Gaza. In the Amarna letters the name of Zimrida occurs as that of the governor appointed by the Pharaoh at Lakish in the 15th century B.C., who was afterwards murdered by slaves. At Tell el Hezy a kuneiform tablet was found by Dr. Bliss, which is addressed to this Zimrida from Egypt. The identification, which rested on the description of position by Eusebius (Onomasticon), is thus confirmed. The city was raised by Joshua (Josh. xii. 30), and taken by Sennacherib (2 Kings xix. 8), being then a chieftain city (Micah i. 13). It was re-occupied by Jews in Nehemiah's time (Neh. xi. 30), and was still a ville or "town" in our 4th century A.D. Excavations at the site (see Quarterly Stat. Pal. Explor. Fund, 1893) by Dr. F. Petrie and Mr. Bliss have brought to light remains dating from about 2000 B.C. down to the 4th century A.D. Besides the tablet already noticed, seals of Queen Teje, wife of Amenophis III, were found low down in the mound; and one which appears to bear Hittite and Egyptian emblems together. At higher levels were found Greek pottery and a Greek inscription probably of the Byzantine age.

Lakhu. According to the Assyrian creation tablets: "The gods were made: the god Labrus; the god Lakhmu were created" (see S. S. S. H., Onomasticon, p. 2). These, the first of gods, appear to signify "flesh and food"—the animal and vegetable kingdoms: Hebrew, lehem, "bread" or "food," labham, "flesh."

Laksha. Sanskrit: a "luck mark": Laksmana a "lucky sign."

Lakshmana. The half-brother, and special friend, of Rāma-chandra. He was Rāma's comrade in all his trials, and finally sacrificed himself in stopping Rāma's final conference with Tīme, who was sent to summon him to heaven. The two brothers ascended together from the holy Sarayu, or Gogra, river. Lakshmana was son of Dāna-ma the king, by Sumitri, his twin brother being Sutragna. Otherwise he was an incarnation of the serpent Sesa, and had one-eighth of the nature of Vishnu. He protected Sīta, Rāma's wife, and disguised a Rākshasi, or female demon, who tried to supplant her in Rāma's affections. He married Urmila, Sīta's sister. His son Angada ruled near the Himalayas, and his second son, Chandra-ketu, was a serpent eclipsing the moon (see Rāhu).

Lakṣmi. The consort of Vishnu: the "lucky one," presiding over wealth and prosperity (see Lakshana). The word Lakṣmi is used in the Rig Veda for "good luck": in the Atharva Veda there are two Lakṣmīs, for good and bad luck. Aditiya (the sun) had two wives (see Taittiriya Sanhita), Lakṣmi and Śrī ("excellence"), the latter issuing from Prajā-pati (the Creator) according to the Satapatha Brāhmaṇa. These become one (Śrī-Lakṣmi) in later literature, and she is the mother of Rāma or Love. She rose from the "Sea of Milk" at Vishnu's creation, on the 12th day of the month Kartika (end of October), on the Padma or lotus. She was Kamalā, the flower of love, when Vishnu was the dwarf (Vamana); and was the fair Rākṣāni when he was Krishna. She hid in the calyx of the lotus when the giants led by Bali fought for her with the gods. She is robed in yellow or gold, and is offered the corn measure filled and adorned with flowers. She holds the rosary, and the sacred cord (pāśa): Indra is said to have worshiped her "water-pot," and she appeared on the Kahiropā and Pāri-jātā trees as a flower (see Trees). Before Vishnu, as a boar, raised earth on his tusks, she was the consort of Vahni (or Agni), and bore him the "three Aṇgis" (or three fires). When Vishnu is spiritualised as Righteousness and Understanding she becomes Devotion and Intellect. But she is also Lala, or "seduction," and a sickle goddess of "luck."
Lalan. The Etruscan Mars—otherwise Laran (see Lars). [Perhaps “spirited” (see Lilith).—Ed.] Represented as a bold armed youth.

Lalita-Vistara. Sanskrit: “cherished details.” The legendary life of Gotama Buddha. The Chinese version, supposed to date from about 100 B.C., is translated by Prof. Beal; and a Tibetan version of about our 6th century by M. Foucaux. Huien-Tsang appears to refer a Pali original to the Council of Kanishka in 1st century A.D. Many books of this kind seem then to have existed (Dr Rhys Davids, Hibbert Lect., 1881). It consists of gathas, or “songs,” inserted into a later prose work, and is written in fulsome praise of Buddha, including a series of incredible legends. The legend of Gotama’s birth resembles that of Krishna (see Buddha), and the infant visits temples where the gods bow to him: he has miraculous knowledge of 64 alphabets, and of the mystic meaning of each letter (as in the apocryphal “Gospel of the Infancy,” see Christ). The shadow of the tree under which he sits never moves; he is tempted and transfigured, and heavenly spirits attend him from the moment of birth when a stream of heavenly water descends to wash the babe. The Chinese version also contains Jataka tales and fables with a moral. Dr R Mitra (Bib. Indica, 1877) maintains the orthodox view, according to which the Lalita-Vistara was written during Gotama’s lifetime, or (in some parts) 150 years after his death.

Lamas. Lamaism. The monks of Tibet, who teach a form of Buddhism corrupted by the ancient Shaman superstitions of Mongol paganism, are popularly called Lamas, and their chief is the Dalai Lama, or “Universal Lama”—a spiritual and secular ruler, supposed never to die but to renew his youth when he disappears, in a babe chosen by the College of Lamas. Till of late the unhappy Dalai Lama has usually been murdered before he was 18 years old, to prevent his ever becoming a political leader. The office is confirmed each time by the Chinese Emperor (see Tibet). The Lamas are the old priests (see Bon), and their religion is demon worship (Dr L. A. Waddell, Asiatic Quarterly, January 1894). Dr Waddell, after studying the subject among the monks on the borders of Tibet, says that no one seems to have realised that Lamaism is essentially a “demonolatry,” with a thiu varnish of Buddhism. Even the purer sect (Ge-leg-pa, or “yellow caps”) are devil-worshippers, and value the Mahâ-yana (or High Church) Buddhism as giving them power over the malignant demons of disease and disaster. Such a Lama when waking in the morning must, before he leaves his room, assume the spiritual guise of the demon king—his fearful guardian—named Vâjra-Dhairava, or

Sambhara, who is coerced in investing the Lama with his own dreadful form by certain Mantras (charms), from the legendary sayings of Buddha in the Mahâyana Tantras. Thus inferior demons are afraid to assault the Lama so disguised. Dark sorcery forms the bulk of Lamaism. There are two orders of Lamas, the Nying-ma-pa (“red caps”), and the Ge-leg-pa (“yellow caps”), who were non-Buddhists down to 630 A.D., when Srong-tsan-gampa, an energetic Tibetan ruler, made war on China and Nâpâl, and married princesses of their royal houses. They induced the prince to bring Buddhist teachers and books from India, and the Mahâyana doctrine was nominally accepted, with all its philosophy, asceticism, speculative Theism, and good words rather than good deeds: with its meditations and visions, instead of the practical teaching of Gotama.

The word Lama, according to Dr Waddell, means a “superior,” and strictly speaking applies only to the abbots of the monasteries; but the title is given by courtesy to all the priests. Buddhism, in 630 A.D., was represented by only a few monks from India, China, and Nâpâl, and by a few small shrines. But Indian characters being employed to reduce the Tibetan language to writing, King Thirsong-de-tsan really established the faith in 747 A.D. His Chinese mother, when he was only 13 years old, obtained (while regent) from the Indian Buddhist schools of Nâlana, a Lo-pon, or tutor, named Padma-sam-bhava, the “lotus-born,” for her son. This wizard priest, as Dr Waddell calls him, was born in Udiya (between Kashmir and Ghazni) and became a Tantric Yogi (or mystic): he was said to have miraculously vanquished all the devils in Tibet, thereby attracting the Shamas. The king, aided by another Indian monk named Santarakshita, built the first Tibetan monastery, and made the Lo-pon the first Lama. The Tantra and Sakta mysticism, or nature worship, had existed in India for more than 800 years, and found a ready footing in Tibet. In 809 A.D., King Lang-darma tried to suppress it, burning Buddhist monasteries and books; but he was at once murdered by a Lama, and a priestly government was established at Lhâsa. The Dalai-Lama then became second only to Adi-Buddha—the “ancient wise one,” or creator, called “the supreme soul” in the Kah-gyur or Tibetan canon. This deity, as Kâla-shakra (“wheel of time”), belongs to a Tantric system which “attempts,” says Dr Waddell, “to explain creation, or the secret powers of nature, by the union of the terrible Kâli not only with Dhyani Buddhas, but even with Adi-Buddha. . . .

He evolves a procreative energy by which Sambhara, and other dreadful Dëkkhini fiendesses . . . obtain spouses as fearful as themselves, yet reflexions of Adi-Buddha, and of the Dhyani Buddhas.” These
beings, called by the Aryan names Kâlasâkha, Heruka, Achala, Vajra, etc., having powers not inferior to those of the celestial Buddhas, must be conciliated by worship of themselves, and of their demon consorts, or female energies, with charms, offerings, and spells, in magic circles.

In 1038 A.C., Atisha—an Indian Buddhist monk—while still clinging to Yoga and Tantra rites, attempted a reformation or return to purer Mahâyâna Buddhism, enforcing celibacy, and higher morality, and discouraging diabolic arts. New sects arose, and scholarly Lamas taught and translated the Buddhist canon and its commentaries. Under Tsong-kha-pa however, about 1400 A.C., they became less ascetic, and more ritualistic, being then known as Ge-lug-pa (“yellow caps”), and having been ever since the dominant sect.

The older school (“red caps”) kept to the old ways, teaching Ter-ma, or “hidden revelations” of the “great Guru” (or teacher), said to have been discovered in caves to the number of 30 books. The Ter-

ma (“ revealer”) Lamas, who probably composed the Ter-ma, professed to be re-incarnations of this Guru’s 25 disciples, and said that there were 108 Ter-mas in all, treating of Bon-pa, and other demoniac Lama rites. Their various sects, in time, each adopted some special image in their temples to the deified founder whom they acknowledged, while the “yellow caps” also set up images of Tsong-kha-pa. These latter were intended to observe the 235 rules of the Vinaya discipline, and were known in time as Dru-va Lamas, who wore patched yellow robes, and carried the begging bowl (called Zla-gam or “moon symbol”), with a prayer carpet. Besides these, and the “red caps” (or older sect), the Bon-pa Lamas—who are still earlier—wear black caps. The “yellow caps” call Adi-Buddha the Dorje-dharm, or “holder of the mace” (see Dor-je), but their tutelary Buddha is Vajra-Bhairava, which is the old name of a fierce form of Siva. They claim to possess inspiration from Maitreya (the future Buddha) through their founder Atisha. In 1640 the Dalai-Lama obtained temporal as well as spiritual power under the Chinese emperor, and the fifth of these had his royal palace on the steep hill of Potala, above Lhasa. He was regarded as the incarnation of Avalokiteshvara (the god who “looks down” in mercy), otherwise Kwan-yin in Chinese. Before this dread judge, at Potala, all must appear after death. Potala is the name of Pârvati’s hill in Indian sacred sites, which connects the semi-Buddhism of Tibet with India, the rise of Lamaism coinciding with the triumph of Siva worship (1070 to 1370 A.C.) over Buddhism in India. From this account it will be seen that Lamaism has little to do with the pure Buddhism of Ceylon and Barmah, nor is the Dalai-Lama recognised by true Buddhists.

Lambâ. A demon daughter of Daksha.

Lambans. Wild migratory tribes like Brinjâris in India. They are very dirty, and have scant clothing. They wear bone ornaments, shells, and flowers, with balls hanging from their matted locks.

Lamb-mass. Lamas. The feast of 1st August, when the flocks used to be blessed (as they still are in Italy) in the churches.

Lamech. A Hebrew patriarch (Gen. iv, 19; v, 25) who had two wives Adah (“ornament”), and Silah (“shade”). His father was Methuselah (“ sent forth”), son of Enoch (or otherwise a descendant only), but the name Lamek is apparently not Semitic, but means either “strong” (Akkadian lam), or perhaps “ploughman,” from the Akkadian lam “plough” (see Enoch, which is also Akkadian).

Lamia. Lamia. Akkadian: lamma “strong,” “giant”: otherwise called An-dan “strong god.” In Assyrian the lamma becomes lamassu. The word appears to be the Chinese lêng “strong”; and the tung is the dragon who represents the refreshing wind. From this source perhaps came the name of the Lamia among the Greeks—a monster said to tear children to pieces, and to devour the raw flesh. The female Lamia was a serpent, dragon, or demon. In Krete Lamia and Aukhesia were said to be two virgins from Troizenê, adored with Eleusinian rites. The Epidaurians were commanded by an oracle to raise statues to them during a dearth. Homer speaks of Lamia as giants, children of Poseidon and of Lamia, queen of Lybia, Lamia, beloved of Zeus, became the mother of the sibyl Héroïphile; and as Skulla (Scylla, the demon of the rock) she is also the daughter of Belos. The Lamii were represented as goats with horse’s hoofs, and Lamia had the head and breasts of a woman, with a serpent’s body and tail, in Africa. The Lamizie allured strangers (and hence came the legend of Melusina and her human lover), but finally devoured those whom they deluded. The Latin Vulgate (Isaiah xxxiv, 14) renders the Hebrew Lilith by Lamia, as a female monster (see Lilith), and among Christians the Lamia was a witch, and Diana herself was a Lamia.

Languages. The question of language is discussed in each case under the country or race concerned. [The author’s view of the origin of languages is also shown by the study of monosyllabic roots—see Subject Index—and the comparisons have been carried by Mr. Greg, and other scholars, into the African, American, and Polynesian languages. The African languages, in grammar and vocabulary, are
Lanka. See Ceylon. The name perhaps is connected with that of the Langa\-las or palm trees.

Lao-tze. See China, and our article in Short Studies (v, pp. 275-300). As in the cases of Buddha, Christ, or Muhammad, we depend on late accounts for our information as to this "old teacher" (as his name signifies), author of the Tao-teh-king (Book of the Right Way), and founder of the third greatest religion of China. He is said to have belonged to the Barmese tribe of Lë; and was born of poor parents in Tsu (Honan), under the Emperor Ting of the Kau dynasty, the usual date being 605 B.C. Buddhists say that he was taught by Gotama, which seems improbable, though he may have learned from the teaching of the Jain Mahâ-vîra (598 to 528 B.C.). He was well educated and filled important offices in the Record Department. He was first a philosopher, and then—disgusted with the world—became a pessimist. In 539 B.C., he resigned his work, and retired to a monastery, dying (perhaps in 515 B.C.) in an unknown place. He is said to have once met Confucius (in 517 B.C.), who—as a younger man—listened with respect, but was not convinced by his mystic doctrines. It is difficult to judge what is his, and what the work of later disciples, in his book, which was sacred from an early period in N. and Central China: for it was burned, like all other writings, in 220 B.C., and reappeared under the Han dynasty. Its great exponent was Chuang-tzu (350 to 300 B.C.).

The system of the Tao, or "way," attracted many who were unsatisfied by the dry logic of Confucius, on account of its mysticism. Temples to Lao-tze were erected by the Emperor Hiwan (147-168 A.D.), and by Tai-ho (477-500 A.D.); but Wu (566-578 A.D.) finally classed Taoism as third, after Confucianism and Buddhism. Many legends, miracles, and gods, were added by later Taoists; and the faith developed a ritual, with images and monasteries, temples, and sacrifices, beliefs in purgatory, heaven, and hell, in "pills of immortality," and alchemy.

Lao-tze claimed (see Dr Legge, Sacred Books of East, xxxix) three precious things (Tao-teh, chap. lixii)—Compassion, Thrift, and Humility. Yet he said, "I am the way of life." Tao is the mystic name for the Unconditioned, not a personal god, but answering to the idea of the Logos of Plato, as the "cause" of all. Union with Tao is the aim of contemplation. Tao is the "way," truth, and light; it is heaven (Tien), and before heaven it existed. It is the Eira of Vedas, and the Asha of the Avesta. We must imitate Tao, and act without thought (chap. lxiii). We must not resist evil (chap. xlix), a doctrine which Confucius combated, saying we should meet evil by justice. Lao-tze denounces the wisdom of those who seek justice, benevolence, integrity, and "propriety" (that is to say, Confucian ethics), and insists on personal salvation by contemplation (see Hypo\-netism). He taught that all things sprang from a formless essence—but this was not Tao; and he was Agnostic as to the means of such creation (chap. xix-x), speaking however of Tao as the "great mother." The Tao-teh-king was first translated into Latin in 1788, and has since been studied by several great scholars. See details in our Short Studies.

Laps. Lapps. Lapland is now the N. coast of Sweden, adjoining Finland which lies S.E. of it. The Lapps are Turanians like the Finns (see Japan), coming probably in pre-historic times from Central Asia. They are now said to number only 27,000 to 30,000, and are more mixed with Finns and Aryans. The pure Lapp is short legged, rather dark, and with a very short head, high cheek bones, deep-set small eyes, and scanty but glossy waving hair. They are classed as fisher, mountain, and forest Lapps. They do not, however, use this name, which is Swedish for "enchanter," but call themselves Same-lats, and their country Same—perhaps the Finnish Suome for "swamp." They came, according to their own tradition, from the East, and they may be Samoyeds; they have rude legends of conflicts with the Norsemen on the W., and the Karelians on the E. [The early Neolithik race of Auvergne in France resembled the Lapps, and like them had tamed the reindeer and probably the dog.—Eb.] The word lapph signifies a "cave," and they have been regarded as pre-historic cave men: but lappi means "the end," and they were a people who had reached the land's end in Europe. Their civilisation was mainly derived from the Scandinavians. Christianity was pressed on them in our 13th century, and they are now reckoned as Lutherans, being under Sweden. The Lapp language is of the same stock with Finnish, and like it has become full of Aryan loan words, while retaining its Turanian grammar. It was reduced to writing in our 17th century, when the songs and sagas of the Lapps were found to be much like those of the Finns. In one saga (or; "saying") about "Fishman son of Peshan" there is said to be a distinct reference to
"Lake Baikal and the Altai mountains" (see Encyclop. Brit.). The Lapps have always been famous as enchanters, holding ecstatic meetings like other Asiatics, and using the Kána or divining drum (see Drums). This has been adopted by Finns (see Folk-Lore Quarterly, March 1893): it is square shaped, and hung with charms, tufts of wool, teeth, and claws. The surface is divided into three parts, celestial, terrestrial, and human. The sun is represented by a square; and Thor (borrowed from the Aryans) by two crossed banners. The figures of Christ, the Virgin, and the Holy Ghost, are now added. An Arpo, or divining rod, is laid on a definite part of this drum, which is then struck with Thor's hammer. Any grown person may strike the drum, when desiring to divine. The Lapps worship earth as Madu (Akkadian Madu "earth"), and have many other deities good and evil, such as the wise god of the meadows (Gied-degoen-galago), and the foolish but beautiful Ngivas-udne, who was deceived by Hakis: she was the daughter of the sun, and her story is connected with the taming of the reindeer.

**Lar. Lars. Lares.** In Etruscan Lars (from the root Lar) meant "Lord"; and the Roman Lares, or ancestral spirits, were of Etruscan origin. (In the Kassite texts the Akkadian word lar is rendered *kudum*, "lord" in Sumerian speech.—Ed.) The Etruscan language was Turanian, and Acca-Lorentia (see Aka) thus signifies "mother of Lar," or "noble mother," being the name of the nurse of Romulus. The Lares were represented by small human images (Teraphim) such as are equally common in W. and E., and still used in many death rites: they may be seen in niches in Hindu houses, especially near the hearth, as images of household gods. They are usually of baked clay (like those found in Babylonian and Phoenician tombs) and are brought out, and cleaned for worship, at festivals of Siva. Maia in Etruria was also mother of Lares, and of the Manes. The puppy was a common offering to the Lares, and sacred to Venus. They were also "children of Mercury" (see Hermes and Mercury) the god of the stone. In Rome the Sacellum Larum or "Lar shrine" adjoined the Comitum on the Via Sacra; and the Lar images stood in every important street and market place, just as in India to-day. They were classed as Lares-Viales (in roadways), Lares-Comitales (in meeting places), Lares Rurales (in fields), and Lares Urbanis (in towns), everywhere connected with the Penates. The Lares Familiares were household gods connected with the Lemures (see Lumin), or good ghosts, as distinguished from Larva or evil spectres. The name of the Penates is usually derived from Penes (Penitus "within"), or

might come from Penis: but, like Lar, it may have a Turanian origin (Pen "spirit": see Penates). Lalara ("the babbler") was popularly said to have borne the Lares to Zeus, who deprived her of speech (Orid's Fasti, ii, 600). Macrobius calls Janus the Lar presiding over roads and doors (see Janus): Diana and Mercury are also called Lares. The Etruskans no doubt brought their Lares from their home in Lydia (see Lud), and the eldest son of every Etruscan family was called a Lar. Their god Mars was also Laran (Akkadian Lar-an or "Lord God"), and royal cities were named Laranda and Larissa.

**Las. Laz.** Lasa Rakuneta is the title of Etruscan deities who accompanied the dead, bearing cosmetics and writing materials. [Probably from the Akkadian la to "present," and Rak or Rik "value," meaning "presenters of valuable things."—Ed.] Laz is a deity mentioned by Tiglath Pileser II of Assyria in the 8th century B.C.

**Lāt.** In Sanskrit, and Pali, is a "staff," "pillar," or lingam: an obelisk for inscriptions (see Asoka). In addition to the important Asoka Lātās of the 3rd century B.C., there are others of much interest in India. The Iron Lāt at Delhi is 22 ft. high, but is said to be sunk to an equal depth below the surface (44 ft. in all), and till recently had its guard of honour as the Palladium of empire. The original short inscription says that it was erected by King Dava, a worshiper of Vishnu, in 317 B.C., to commemorate a victory. On the heights close by is the beautiful Kutub Minar ("Kutub's tower") a relic of the worship of Turanian Moslem conquerors, one of whom placed the Firuz-Shah Lāt, named after him, but made by Asoka, on the top of his palace as the Savālīk-Lāt, brought from the Savālīk range—above the Jamuna—at great expense, and erected as a lingam between two domes (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 237, fig. 186): in its western temple it had been known as Minar-Zārin, or "tower of gold," but Timur stripped off the gold plates that covered it: it is a cylindrical column of hard red sandstone, 37 ft. high, tapering from a base 10 ft. 4 in. in circumference. On it are several texts besides the original one, the latest being written in Sanskrit characters, and dated 9th April 1164 A.C., to record how the Rājput king Visala-deva had "exterminated all Mlechhas," or "heretics," meaning Moghuls or Turanian Mongols. The inscription on the Pālian Bāoli Lāt, dating from 1393 A.C., again records the history of Delhi, as anciently called Hari-Yanaka, and ruled by Tomaras, and then by Chahamānas led by Visala-deva; and it speaks of the conquest of the city by the Ghiorian dynasty (see India).
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Anglo-Saxon: *Hlæwe* "mound," or "dune," as in the Ringing-Law, or "mound of the circle."

Laz. See Ls.

Le. See Li and Lu. In Akkadian, and in Hittite, the emblem le is a bull's head symbolic of "power."

Leach. Lech. Keltik: a "stone." It is still used of shingle (leek) in Scotland.

Lemures. See Lamia, and Lar.

Lent. The name of this fast in spring comes from the Anglo-Saxon *Lenten* (German *Lanz*; Dutch *Lente*) for "spring," when the days begin to "lengthen." The fast begins with Ash Wednesday (the day when men repented in the ashes), and ends with Easter (see *Rivers of Life*, i, pp. 436 to 444). The carnival (see that heading) ends with Shrove Tuesday, when men are "shriven" of their sins, as Lent begins with penitence next day, in sackcloth and ashes, and with abstinence for 40 days from all flesh save fish. The old custom of the "Jack o' Lent," round which Christians danced before throwing it into a pond, resembled the Roman Lupercalsi, when little leather figures of men were thrown from the Milvian bridge into the Tiber—a relic of human sacrifices to the river. The Jack o' Lent, or Jack in the Green, was called Judas Iscariot by priests; and his figure is still exploded with fireworks in the Easter rites of Greek Christians, in Cyprus and elsewhere, or is cast into a river (see Quares, *Shepherd's Oracles*, 1646, p. 188; *Notes and Queries*, 4th August, 1st September 1888). In S. Italy scarecrows are hung up at cross-roads, and in streets, adorned with six black feathers and sundry white ones. A white and a black feather are pulled out each Sunday in Lent, and one white one on Easter Sunday. The evil thing is then blown up with gunpowder. Lenten sports, as late as the time of George I in England, included "cock-fighting, cock-crowing, and cock-throwing." The cock was tied to a stake, and youths and maidens pelted it, while others went about crowing like cocks (Brady, *Calendaria*).

The custom of mourning in ash was common in the East (as mentioned in the Bible), and the sprinkling of ashes in India, on Wednesday, as the day of the ascetic ash-covered Siva, still is practised. Ash Wednesday was established by Pope Gregory in 1091 A.D., as the Dies Cinerum ("day of ashes"), when all men were ordered to sprinkle ashes and to repent. Sundays in Lent were not to be counted in the East, to which Pope Felix, in 487 a.C., therefore added four days. If fasting is advantageous to health it should be recommended by the physician, and not by the priest. It is not for the latter to grant "indulgences" to those who are sick, or weak, and unfit for fasting; though even Church of England priests now grant such indulgences, on the understanding that so many penitential psalms are read, or church rites attended, forgetting that the fast originated in pagan days, when men were afraid lest the sun should not recover its powers, and endeavoured to pacify the gods by their austerities.

Lesbos. A triangular island S. of Troy, close to the W. coast of Mysia, anciently known as Issa, Pelagia, or Aithiopé. Since the Middle Ages it has been called Metelino or Mytilène. Diodorus believed that the inhabitants had written laws 200 years before the Trojan War, or about 1400 B.C. It was peopled by the Pelasgi, and famous from early times for wines, beautiful women, music, and religion. Phallic worship is denoted by Lesbian coins (Payne Knight, *Priapus*, p. 105).

Lethem. An Etruscan god appearing with Tina and Menerva. [Perhaps from the Akkadian *Lat* "mountain": Finnic *Lada* "peak," or from Akkadian *Lit* "moon": Mongolic *Lah*.—Ed.]

Leviathan. Hebrew: "the coiling monster." In Job the crocodile is so called (xii, 1-32), and Leviathan appears to be also a mythical dragon (iii, 8): for Job, cursing his birthday, says: "Let them speak evil of it who curse a day, who shout at Leviathan"; as the Chinese and others try to frighten the dragon about to devour the sun or moon in an eclipse (see Isaiah xxvii, 1).

Levi. Levites. The root in Hebrew means "to join," to "bind" (see Lui-than "snaky-monster"), as understood by the author who speaks of Levi, son of Jacob (Gen. xxix, 34). In a Minean Arab text, however (Dr Sayce, *Contemny Review*, Dec. 1890), the *Ladha* appear as early priests or magicians; and Goldziher regards the Levites as originally serpent priests, like modern Dervishes who charm snakes. The serpent Nezushan ("snake monster") was worshiped in the Jerusalem temple (2 Kings xviii, 4) with incense, and was traditionally said, about 726 B.C., to be the copper, or bronze, serpent-symbol made by Moses in the desert: Moses himself being a Levite. [The word Levi may also signify a "band" or "order" of priests.—Ed.] We are told (Num. iii, 6-10) that the Levites were "wholly given" to Aaron as assistants (viii, 19), and they were thus consecrated as *Nethinim* or "given ones," instead of the first born,
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who were “redeemed” (Exod. xiii, 13) from the fate of sacrifice (verse 13): they were “wholly given” (Num. viii, 16) for this purpose, according to the later legislation. In the awful chapter on the fate of Midian (Num. xxxi), we learn that 32 persons, “the Lord’s tribute,” were “given” to Eleazar the priest (verses 40, 41). But the Levites were helped by Hivite “hewers of wood and drawers of water” (Josh. ix, 27); and, after the captivity, by certain subordinate Nethinim, who superseded these (Neh. x, 28), who lived in Ophel, “the knoll” south of the temple (iii, 26); and who were then believed to have been appointed by David (Ezra vii, 20).

Leviticus. This division of the Pentateuch in the Hebrew is named from the words “and He (the Lord) called”: it is devoted to the rites of the Levites, and is now generally regarded as containing laws framed during and after the captivity: “a writing of Ezra’s time—a law framed by priests and matured during exile, and in which the ethical teaching of the prophets, though not contradicted, is overlaid with ritual.” The so-called “Law of Holiness” (xvii-xxiv inclusive) is believed to be rather earlier than the time of Ezekiel (600 B.C.), but the book as a whole belongs to the Babylonian “ghetto,” being a priestly manual, as Genesis was the compiled account of national traditions. No poor desert wanderers could have elaborated so complex a system of rites, when they were wandering among the stony wadies near Sinai. They originated rather in Babylonian ritual, as known to Ezra, whose book Dr Driver puts “after, rather than before 300 B.C.” (see our Short Studies, p. 345). In Leviticus we find all details of the bloody sacrifices required by Yahweh. [Such is the ordinary critical view. But Dr Hommel, and other scholars, point out that the language of this book is not that of Ezra’s age, nor of 300 B.C.; but, like the rites described, such as the charms (xiv, 52); the scapegoat (xvi, 20); Moloch worship (xviii, 21), and the booths (xviii, 34; Hosea xii, 9), represents ancient conditions, such as may have been prevalent under Solomon. It seems unlikely that Hebrews would have elaborated a ritual when they had no temple; and the Assyrian tablets show the early existence of similar rites and customs. These laws were known only to priests, and were, apparently, never generally observed by the Hebrews in any age.—Ed.]

Lhäßa. The sacred capital of Tibet (see Lamas). [During the British expedition of 1904 this city was reached, and the great Potala monastery, on the hill above the town and its sacred parks, was visited. Perhaps the most remarkable discovery was that of a precipice beside the river (described by the Times correspondent), on which are some 20,000 images of Buddha—votive offerings of all sizes.—Ed.] See Tibet.

Li. The phallus in Barmese speech: Chinese lik (see Le).

Liberalia. Roman “libertine” festivals, in March and in October, when men and women rejoiced in unseemly fashion. The rites were those of Bacchus, and the phallus was then borne in procession by naked men to the temple of Venus, outside the Colline gate, where women met it with songs and dances.

Libra. The “balance”; in the Greek zodiac this was represented by the “claws” of Scorpio (see Zodiac).

Libraries. The unlettered adherents of young and uncultured faiths have never liked a more ancient literature. Christians called Greek learning “foolishness”: for God had revealed to babes what was hidden from the wise and prudent. Muhammad was “unlearned,” though he loved to listen to other religious teachings than those of the ignorant Koreish. It is improbable, however, that the Khalif 'Omar actually ordered the burning of the Alexandrian library. The Ptolemaic library of the Serapeum was accidentally destroyed in 47 B.C. by fire, when Julius Caesar conquered the city. 'Amr, the Moslem general, who won it for the Khalif 'Omar in 641 A.D., is said, by the historian Ibn Khaldun, to have given orders as to the books of the library then extant, saying: “Throw them into the water. If they contain anything which can guide men to the truth, we have received from God what will guide us much better. If they contain errors we shall be rid of them, thank God” (see Quarterly, July 1895; Fortnightly Review, Oct. 1895). 'Amr’s destruction is such as we might expect from an ignorant Arab of the age; and, in like manner, the first Crusaders in 1109 A.D. destroyed the valuable library of later Moslems at Tripoli. The Christians of the age of Hypatia (412 A.D.) also tore up every Greek philosophic work on which they could lay hands.

Libu. Libyans. The Libu known to the Egyptians (see Egypt) included fair tribes akin to the Aryans of Asia Minor and Greece (see Kretans), who were probably colonists, like these Dorians whom Batti, about 640 B.C., afterwards led to Cyrene (Pindar, Pythian Ode, v, 69-98). The Romans penetrated into Libya as far as the sources of the Niger River, which they named. Recent explorations show, in Libya, a civilisation similar to that of Egypt.

Ligues. Ligurians. The Ligures are noticed, by Roman
writers, on the Gulf of Genoa or Ligusticus Sinus (see Italy, Rome, Umbrii): they were a maritime people dominating the W. coasts of Italy, as far as Massilia (Marseilles) in Gaul, and the islands as far as Sicily, before the Siculi arrived. They were perhaps akin to the Lingones who, even in Roman times, held all the S. bank of the lower Po from the Adriatic to Mantua, and who appear to have been Celts. They fraternised in historic times with the Taurini of Turin, and along the Ticinus (Ticino River); but fought the Rhasi, Engones, and other Alpine tribes. Strabo says that they were neither Iberi nor Gauls; but neither he, Dionysius, nor Cato, knew who they were, though they were regarded as “one of the most ancient people of Italy.” Herodotus speaks of Lingus with Scythians and Althiopis. They may have been akin to the Ligues of the Taurus in Kappadokia. In an Amarna tablet of the 15th century B.C., the Laki appear near Alasya (Elishah or Cilicia), and the Leku are noticed in the same region in later Egyptian texts; being apparently the Ligues of Herodotus (vi, 72) who, according to Col. Conder (Tell Amarna Tablets), bordered on Matiene the kingdom of the Turanian King Dusratta. They were known to Thothmes III, and to Rameses II; and Herodotus speaks of them as “adjoining the Matienians.” They may also have been connected with the Lukanis or Lycians. [This name has been supposed to come from Lukos “wolf”; and in Akkadian lit is “dog” (as also in some American languages); but perhaps a better derivation is from the Arany root Log “to lie,” “to be low,” whence the Keltik lagos, “low land.”—Ed.]

Lilith. A female monster in Hebrew, and in later Jewish, tradition. The word is usually connected with the Semitic litel “night”; but the Assyrian lilitu is borrowed from the Akkadian lit (Vogul Iil, Hungarian lilak, Esthonian liel, Livonian lidol), meaning “spirit” or “ghost.” The Latin Vulgate (see Lamia) connects this word rendered “screech owl” (Isaiah xxxiv, 14) with such spirits, though the Greek reads only “omencourtas.” Lilith is the terror of parents; and modern Jews write the words “avant Lilith” on the walls of a room where there is a new born babe. If the infant smiles in its sleep Lilith is present, and the child must be smitten thrice on the nose, with the words “Away cursed Lilith, thou hast no place here.” According to Talmudists, Lilith sinned in refusing to be submissive to man, saying that she was created with Adam, and that he should not rule her. She learned the holy “name” (of Yahveh), and so obtained wings, and flew from Paradise: angels found her hovering over the Red Sea. She refused to return to Adam, and the curse on her was pronounced to be that every child she bore should die in infancy. She tried to destroy herself, and God then granted her power over all infants till 8 days old, save those protected by the angels Sanoi, Sansenoi, and Sanmangalsaph. The Jews therefore hang to the necks of infants amulets marked “Sen, Sam, San,” that Lilith may make no mistakes. She has special powers over illegitimate children, and over all babes on the 1st of the month, and on Sabbath evenings. She causes youths with amorous kisses, giving them pleasant dreams, but (as with the Lamia, and the Succuba) they die afterwards of pain longings. Lilith became the consort of Samson (see Khabala), and together they are “the Beast,” and the producers of evil beings. She appears as the richly robed bride of this evil angel, captivating men with her sparkling eyes of love, and her beauty, and making the home unhappy. Hence she is called “the harlot,” and she was the spirit of jealousy, hating Adam, and his meek consort Eve, and introducing the apple of discord. She appeared on the tree of life—as a human headed serpent—in medieval missals (Conway, Demonol., ii, pp. 96, 301).

Lily. See Fleur-de-lys. Lilies flowered on the staff of St Joseph when he became the Virgin’s husband (see Gospel of the Nativity of Mary), as Aaron’s rod also budded.

Lingam. Sanskrit ling “essence”: “pith”: the “phallus.” No idea of indecency attached to its worship in India: for the Saivites, and Siva himself, are strict ascetics, unlike the Vishnu worshipers of the Yoni. In Sanskrit grammar the word lingam is used for gender in nouns, and Hindu scriptures speak of the worship of this emblem as “spiritual and mystical, and the object is liberation from carnal passions,” though austerities like those of Sanyasis and Yogis. Lingam shrines are built in groups of 6, 8, or 12, or in multiples of these numbers, such as the 108 built by the Raja of Barwán, at Kalma. They are all much alike, with a square cell having a symbolic pyramidal roof, adorned by a sloping flagstaff with streamers. A small lamp burns in the cell, and before the lingam of white or grey stone or of marble for Siva, or of blue black adorned with gold lines, for Krishna. The lingam may rise from an Argha, called Bhaga-Sakti (“the female power of God”), or Adhara-Sakti (see Argha); and a serpent is often carved in the Argha (see Rivers of Life, p. 123, fig. 42). A specimen of such a “Lingam in Yoni” has been sketched by the author from the outside of a mission school near Lucknow, to which emblem the children bowed, and offered flowers as they passed. Such gifts are laid on, and round,
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the Argha which is also called Bhavanî ("female existence"—a consort of Siva) as the receptive principle of nature. The Argha is usually filled with ghee (melted butter), spices, flowers, grains, and holy water, which drip from its spout, before which knees often the sacred Nandi bull, carved to represent "power." The worshipers anoint themselves with this exudation. The lingam itself is anointed, or water is allowed to trickle over it from above. Such anointed stones were used also by Hebrews (see Bethel). Gorius (Ehruscoii Antiq., ii. p. 144) figures two phalli very like those of India. The "Ruber Porrectus" of Horace was imitated by the phalli of red leather worn by clowns, and actors (according to Suidas who calls them "ithyphallic") much as they are worn by Hindus at the Holi fêtes to-day. Those desiring offspring anoint their own phalli from the Argha.

There are many "stations" round lingam shrines—as in Christian holy places—including sacred wells, footprints, etc. The pious Siva-worshiping pilgrims must visit them all. At Banâras there are 47 main objects of devotion, with hundreds of others, constituting the "lesser," and the "greater round" (see Banâras). The Tri-linga, or "three-lingas," typifies the Triune Siva, as creator, preserver, and destroyer. The lingam is also the "pillar of fire," and the "tree of life"; and all tree stems are sacred to Siva. Lingaite prefer indeed "natural lingaum," such as trees, or pointed rocks and stones, to those made artificially. Ancient graves also, like those of modern Moslems, or even of Buddhists at Buddha-gya, or beside the Kamaon temple, or the great Nâga shrine of Banâras, where priests were buried, and not burned, are marked by a lingam. Poles and pillars outside temples have the same significance; and to these even Vishnu's and Buddhists kneel (especially when praying for offspring) as specimens of the "Dvaja Stambh," or "holy pillar" which is found in every shrine. We have seen women lying stark naked before such a pillar in the Chandra-gutha temple in N.W. Mysore. Mr Nara-simmiyay-gar (Indian Antiq., May 1882) describes such worship, often leading to immorality. At Deogarh (see that heading) we were assured that women anxious for offspring sometimes strip in their homes, and smearing themselves with pigments go, in troops, naked to the shrines, lying before the sacred pillars and poles till priests and attendants give them an ablation, and garments in which they rise to worship. This rite is a form of "sitting Dharma," or self "murder" (Hatya), since they die if neglected, when punishment is inflicted by Government on all concerned. The reputation of a temple suffers if such devotions do not result in the desired boon, and priests do their best to avoid this.

When the Tartars, and the Moslems, invaded India they despoiled the rich lingam shrines, and especially the "Twelve great Lings," after the three greatest of which the Tri-linga, or Telagu land was named. Some of these symbols were very large (see Banâras), and in this sacred city, at the Baidya-nâth temple, some 300,000 persons will assemble on "Siva's night" (14th of Phalgun), to celebrate his "enlargement" when he became an infinite column (see Bengal Il. Asiatic Soc. Journal, LII, 1; and Rivers of Life, ii. p. 475). The twelve great lingams of India are noticed in the Kedâra Kalpa (of the Nandi Upa-Pura), in which Siva says, "I am omnipresent, but especially in these 12 forms, and places":—

2. Mallikârjuna, in Srisaila ("Mount Sri") on the upper Krishna river.
3. Mahâ-kâla, at Ujjain. Taken to Delhi, but destroyed in 1231 A.C. by the Emperor Almamsh.
4. Om-kâra, said to be at Om-kâla-mandâta, perhaps Amarnâta in Ujjain.
5. Kedâra-nâtha, in the Himalayas, a natural lingam, or shapeless mass of rock.
8. Triambaku, on the banks of the Gotami, called also Tri-aksha or "three eyed."
9. Vaidya-nâtha: "lord of physicians," at Deogarh; a stone only 4 inches high and 5 feet across.
11. Râm-svarâ, "the being of Râma," at Setu-bândha, in the island of Râm-îm, or Râma, near Ceylon, said to have been set up by Râma.

When once a lingam is established on mother earth it must never be removed for any non-religious reason. The author had to make expensive devotions of roads and canals, to avoid some tiny lingam, or fragment of a lingam, all the more sacred for its antiquity, however neglected the shrine may appear. He once offered in vain to build a far more sumptuous house for the god, in order to save such a devotion: he was told that it would be sacrilege; and inspired writings were quoted as denouncing any who removed this lingam.
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None were to worship it if the shrine were removed, and it must be cast into some holy tank, or river. It is commendable to restore or enlarge such a temple, but no part must be pulled down. This objection was however overlooked when Aurangzêb desecrated the Visv-êvara, and Mahmûd of Ghazni that at Soma-nâth, because of the great renown of these lingams, though their desecrations were lamented. There is no objection to the removal of an image to a new temple; but a lingam is immovable.

The lingam and the Yoni are indispensable emblems at weddings, especially in S. India (see Rev. S. Mateer, Journal Anthorp. Instit., February 1883, p. 294), and they are marked on the ground before the couple. Some lingam stones are naturalistic in design, others are conventional, like the "five faced" type (Rivers of Life, i, p. 464, fig. 14, plate xvi), or that of Uchah near Banda, also "five faced" (Journal B. Asiatic Soc., xvii, pp. 177-198; livi, October 1882). Indian lingams are of all sizes and shapes, the four commonest being: (1) the Human, (2) the Horse, as at Elora where Indra is the seven-headed horse of the sun, (3) the Bull, and (4) the Ovate lingam as at Elora also. A smooth stone from the brook (see Isaiah lvi, 6) makes a temporary lingam for the daily offering of meal or rice by the hamlet, such egg stones being usually set with the pointed end downwards. In the Buddhist age lingams were disguised as tusks or teeth, like the Tooth of the Sabette caves, or that at Dunata-pûra on the Krishna river; or others at Puri, and in Ceylon. Linga worshipers wear teeth (usually of tigers) as charms, and the smaller the lingam the more sacred it seems to be, as in the case of the so called "toe of Siva" (see Abu) which he graciously stretched out to steady the quaking earth, in a region still subject to earthquakes. The height and diameter have no prescribed proportions: the Deo-Garh lingam is 5 feet in diameter, but only 4 inches high above the Argha base. The Delhi lingam is tooth-like; this we were never able to see as it was secreted by ladies of the Moslem court. The last emperor, as the author’s state prisoner in Barmah, confessed in prison that he had never seen it, though he had often heard of it among the ladies. It was a gem, studded with diamonds and rubies, seized by Kutub-ed-Din when he plundered Delhi in 1193 A.D., having been adored in its temple for a thousand years, as a sure cure of sterility. It was sold later to Means Phillips in London (Times, 6th December, 1888) and is described as a cat’s-eye fixed in a topaz, and mounted on a pyramidal base studded with precious stones, and made of solid gold. The base is 2½ inches high, and at the point of the pyramid—which is set with diamonds—is a topaz about 2 inches by ½ inch in measurement: this forms a horse-shoe or Argha, in which the cats-eye stands, being nearly an inch in height, shaped like a pear, and of a dark brown color with an opalescent light in it. The gems on the base include a diamond, a ruby, a sapphire, a cats-eye, a coral, a pearl, a hyacinth garnet, a yellow sapphire, and an emerald—nine in all, besides those at the base of the pyramid itself. Such was the remarkable lingam-jewel seized by Moelms when Kutub-ed-Din destroyed 27 Hindu shrines.

All Saivites wear lingam symbols of stone, bone, ivory, or silver, secreted on their persons; but Vaik-Saivites especially, as an ascetic sect, wear it in a gold or silver case on the neck or arm. They say it symbolises the invisible world. Badagas wear a small black cone concealed, and will not touch meat. Such Lingaites need no priest, but claim direct intercourse with deity. Coins struck by the Lingaite rulers of Kallakuru date from 1160 A.D., having the lingam on one side with a snake coiled on it; and on the other the Lingam in Yoni (Dr Bidie, Bengal B. Asiatic Soc. Journal, Jan. 1883). The lingam was given to the lower castes in the 11th or 12th century (see Basava).

Linga-pûja. Sanskrit: “lingam worship” (see Lingam). The lingam is adored, like any other image, as being the abode of a god: on certain occasions eyes, nose, and mouth are marked on its summit, with the favourite local tilakas or “caste marks.” This adornment is done by a priest behind a curtain, none being allowed to see the lingam touched: the marks are made with sandal wood paste, and spices, by the second and fourth fingers of the priest’s right hand. The service then begins at sun-rise, when the Shank or conch shell is blown, and the temple bells are rung. Trumpets and drums are also used on special occasions. The shrine is opened for the priests: the lamps are lit: food for the day is given out, including a large quantity for poor worshipers, or for those who come from afar, and cannot cook for themselves. The priest on duty for the day prays unceasingly before the curtain, or the closed door concealing the lingam, praying for pardon and grace. He washes the shrine with holy water, brought in a gold or silver vessel by an attendant. It has been brought from the Gauges, or from some holy stream or well, on a camel or elephant. Hymns and texts are next chanted with equal reverence, and after this the doors are opened to the public, the musicians and dancing girls play their parts, and the priest cries: “Awake, Lord of the Universe, the world’s joy, giver of all good; and accept our daily service of song and praise.” Priests and attendants meanwhile prepare incense, and offer fruits, ghee, honey, curds, rice, sugar, tobacco, and leaves of the
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betel nut: they purify sacred vessels; and they perform strange rites with the Dūh, or Durva, grass, the roots of which are specially protected by Siva, as without it cattle in India could not live through the hot season. Strands of this grass are reverently placed by the lingam, or "waved" before it—as Hebrews and Babylonians waved offerings. Gum benzoïn, and other sweet essences and herbs, are waved in like manner. The temple floor, the vessels, offerings, and sacred Nandi (the image of the bull that kneels before the lingam), are respectfully incensed with a swinging censer, as well as the foremost worshipers, just as in Roman Catholic churches: sticks of camphor are often placed in these censers. Leaves of the Bēl, and of other sacred trees, are used for incinations, and are spread with garlands round the lingam and its Argha: but nothing is placed on the lingam itself unless the doors have been first closed. A small portion of each offering is placed before the god. The worshipers lie prostrate, with joined palms, repeating the prayers they hear, or uttering ejaculations on their own behalf. Various prayers and chants are peculiar to each offering (as among Christians), with various rites. The floors are often adorned with beautifully colored diagrams; and when grain is strewn it is carefully arranged in the forms of marigolds, daisies, roses, etc., combined with leaves and flowers of the mango, and with Kusa grass, or Dūb grass, the attendants singing joyfully meantime, and ever and again clapping their hands, and turning their eyes to the deity.

Many of the temple vessels—especially the prava or bell—are also worshiped, with all symbols that can drive away evil spirits (see Bells). A mystical rite is connected with the Pancha-praya or "five cow products": these are placed in cups—milk in the centre, cow's urine to the north, ghee or butter to the south, curds to the east, and cow-dung to the west. Each of the five is invoked, the priest turning in the direction required. There are also special rites for the offering of rice, grain, and various flowers. Scrupulous cleanliness of person, and frequent changes of garments, are required; and when approaching the deity the breathing must be repressed, and the mouth, nostrils, and ears incensed and covered over. The meaning of the lingam is well understood by all, and we have seen respectable elderly women, before joining in the worship, salute the phallic of a sacred naked mendicant in a temple porch. The same rite has been described in Egypt among modern Moslems (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Janu. 1886, p. 78). But neither the Hindus nor their lawgivers see anything offensive or obscene in this worship of sex (see Sir W. Jones, Works, ii, p. 311), and both men and women see in the lingam only the symbol of an universal creative power, not connecting it with any licentious ideas at any time,

and horrified that common names, and vulgar language, should be used about the sacred emblem. Saivites are ascetics, and the lingam is Śvēyam-bhū “the self-existent,” or A-mūrti “without beginning.” It is the “Pillar of Fire” that burns but is never consumed (Śiva Purāṇa, i).

The elaborate and ornate rites require holy water, holy fire, fruits, flowers, songs, music, dances, prayers, and prostrations, to produce illusion. After such rites a voice was heard crying “Om, Om, Om!” and Śiva burst out of the temple pillar as a column of fire (Śiva Purāṇa, ch. 16).

Liod. Anglo-Saxon: “people” (see Lad).

Lion. In mythology the lion is an emblem of the sun in full strength at midsummer. It is a frequent symbol on early Hittite monuments; and the pillar flanked by two lions is found at Mycene, and also at eight other sites in Asia Minor. The Akkadian Nergal was lion-headed, and the Babylonian Gilgamas conquered the lion like Hēraklēs or Samson, and wore its skin. Bees and Bast in Egypt are also lion-headed. The lion still existed as far N.W. as Thrace in the time of Herodotos. It is the type of the fierce sun that slays his own children. But he is also the “waterer,” because he fills the rivers with melted snow: hence honey issues from the lion (see Bees), and a lion’s head is considered appropriate at a fountain, the water issuing—like the bee—from its mouth. The lion is also an emblem of sterility, the lioness being supposed to bear only one cub, and the fierce summer heat drying up the waters. The crowing of cocks was thought to frighten lions, and they could not endure garlic, which is a charm against the evil eye. In the Florentine Gallery the lion may be seen sculptured as bearing the mundane phallos, hung round with types of animal creation. The lion is also a Christian emblem for both Christ and Satan.

Lodur. A form of Loki among Skandinavians; otherwise Hīldr or Lodder, a fire god, represented helmeted and sword in hand. He imparts blood and ruddy complexion to mankind, aiding Odin and Hevirn in their creation. Lodur will also finally consume the world with fire.

Logos. Greek “word,” “reason,” “method,” “cause.” It answers to the Hebrew Dibōr, "word," “method,” “act.” In the Zendavesta (see Bee) Honover is the personified word of God, which was incarnate in Gushātap. This term, as used in the New Testament, came to educated Jews from Greek philosophy; and the Logos
answered to their conception of wisdom (Hokmah), as uttered by God, and existing in God from the beginning. The author of the fourth Gospel was a Jew acquainted with Palestine; but, whether writing from Ephesus or from Alexandria, was also acquainted with Platonic philosophy. He begins his gospel by a philosophic paraphrase of the first chapter of Genesis, seeking (like Philo or Josephus) to reconcile Jewish and Greek conceptions, and identifying his Lord as the Incarnate Cause, Word, or Wisdom of God. Philo had already called the Logos an element of the Eternal; Thought, Expression, the Energy of Wisdom; a manifestation of intelligence, secret, remote, and wonderful; a pure influence flowing from the glory of the eternal: Brightness and everlasting Light: the unspotted mirror of the power of God, and the image of his goodness: the divined spirit (or spirituality): and the companion and propitiatior.

The Logos was in fact the Holy Ghost who inspired Jesus (see further Spirit).

Pythagoras spoke of a spirit, light, or life, pervading all things; a god vivifying the universe—a light of heaven, and father of all, producing, and giving motion to his own immensity. Parmenides (500 B.C.) speaks of the Logos as a deification of Reason, in which he urged men to trust rather than in the senses or the imagination (Prof. L Mills, Rl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, Oct. 1905). Anaxagoras (460 B.C.) is said by the Greeks to have been the first to recognize the Logos. Herakleitos of Ephesus (450 B.C.), and others, spoke of the Logos as a powerful and eternal heat or fire, without which there is no life or motion. He regarded it as the Reason, and eternal Law, of motion in the strife of the elements, dividing and uniting. By such strife alone life becomes possible. The Logos as Cause, Fate, Creator, or Reason, directs all such conflict. The term was familiarized by the writings of Plato about 350 B.C.: and his philosophy was adopted by Philo (50 B.C.) the Alexandrian Jew. Philo knew the idea of an Incarnate Divine One (see Philo) who would mediate between God and man. The head and sum of propitiation, he said, resides in the holy Logos, in which one dwells, one does not directly reach the Infinite God, as he is in essence, but one sees him as from afar. The divine Logos, manifesting itself on a sudden, brings an unexpected joy, as being about to become way-companion to the desolate soul. Just so does a Christian canon say Christ is one with God—the companion and friend of man. Philo adds: “The man who follows God does of necessity enjoy, as the companion of his way, the words (Logoi) which are his attendants, whom we are wont to call angels. . . . Those who are unable to bear the sight of God regard his image—his Messenger or Logos—as himself.”

These teachings then shed light on the opening paragraph of the fourth Gospel (John 1, 1-15). “In the beginning was the Cause (Logos), and the Cause was with God, and God was the Cause. This was first with God. All things were made by it, and without it nothing that was, was made. In it was life, and the life was the light of men; and the light shone in the darkness, and the darkness did not surround it.” The word Logos occurs 194 times in the four Gospels and Acts, generally meaning “word,” but in some cases “reason,” or “cause,” or “method.” Tyndale in his preface to the fourth Gospel said, in our 16th century: “The Word or Thing was at the beginning. . . . It was made flesh: that is to say became very man, and dwelt among us, and we saw his glory.”

Zeno (in the 3rd century B.C.) wrote about the “Logos through all things”; and Virgil (Aen., vi, 724) believed in an animus-mundi, or soul of the world, of which (says Dr Bryce in his notes, p. 146) “the human soul was held to be an emanation—a spark from the parent fire.” Inasmuch as the Logos was thus regarded as a fire, or a light (the fire of immortality which, according to the Persian scriptures, brings the pious dead again to life) it is perhaps not remarkable that our own ancestors appear to have confused the Logos (brought to them by Greek monks) with their own deity Loki, the god of fire and light; and, according to the Earl of Southesk, the “Priest of Lug” on the Newton stone represents this confusion (Soc. of Antiq. Scotland Proc., 1885, p. 33). “The revived Druidism,” he adds, “which appears in its final struggle . . . after the withdrawal of the Roman legions (in 400 A.D.) as set forth in the Poems of Taliesin of the 7th century, is a religion offering, in many points, a wonderful analogy to the ancient Persian tenets.”

Mr A. Lang (Longman’s Mag., December 1901, p. 191), gives a peculiar instance of these mixed ideas. A north Lincolnshire farmer used, when a boy, to be sent by his mother to dispense quinine to rheumatic neighbours (about the middle of the 19th century); but one old dame rejected it for her grandson with scorn, and showed him her own prescription at the foot of the bed. “On the bottom board were fixed three horseshoes—points upwards, with a hammer laid ‘shoelways’ over them. Taking it in her hand she said—

Feyther, Son, an’ Holy Ghost
Nasil t’owd divelv tow this post.
Thrice I strokis with holy crook.
With this noll I thrice do knock.
One for God
An’ one for Wod
An’ one for Lok.”
Mr Lang says that this is "an extraordinary mingle-mangle of old Norse Paganism and Christianity—Thor’s Mell (or hammer), and Christ’s Cross; the Christian Trinity, and Thor, Woden, and Loki." [The author supposes that Lok may here refer to the Logos, a word derived from the Aryan root *Lug* "to call": since the Logos was also the fire, heat, and light, of the world; while Loki is from the Aryan root *lok*, whence "light," and the Latin *lux* or *lux.*—Ed.]

The Jews of the 3rd century B.C., identified the Wisdom of the Book of Proverbs, and Job, with the Logos, as we see in the "Wisdom of Jesus Ben Sirah," where we read (ix, 1), that God made all in his Logos—or wisdom—and that wisdom made man. Jerome believed this work to have been written by Philo (which is hardly confirmed by the discovery of the Semitic original); but even the earliest date is later than the time when Buddha said that wisdom divides darkness from light. The Logos was a masculine noun, whereas Wisdom was feminine in both Hebrew and Greek (see *Contemporary Review*, May 1876); but the Holy Ghost is represented as either masculine or feminine (see Spirits). In the Talmud the Logos (Dàbâr or "word"), becomes a "tower of light" (see Minra); and Wisdom (see Adam Kadmon), is one of the emaciations of Deity (Franks, *La Cabale*, p. 178). The Alexandrians—Greek and Jewish—knew much that is now lost to us as to this symbolism; and Paul, like the author of the fourth Gospel, might gather much from the philosophers of Tarsus, and Ephesus, or from Philo. The comparison between the views of this Jewish philosopher and the language of the New Testament has been clearly stated by the Rev. J. W. Lake; and according to Baur the writers of the Targums (4th century A.D. and later), identified the "word of Yahveh" with the Shekina or "presence" of God.

**Phil.**

The Logos is the most ancient of beings. The first born of all creation. Col. i, 15.

The first begotten of God. The first begotten. Heb. i, 6.

The image and likeness of God. The image of the invisible God. Col. i, 15.

Better than the angels. Heb. i, 4.

By whom also he made the worlds. Heb. ii, 1 (1 Cor. viii, 6).

**New Testament.**


The Logos only can see God. He bath seen the Father. John vi, 40.

The Logos is esteemed the same as God. The Logos was God. John i, 1 (see Heb. i, 8).

The Logos, in short, was the Jewish philosophical conception which harmonised their idea of divine wisdom with the Greek idea of a reason or cause.

**Loh.** The ruined city of *Tell Loh* ("tablet mound"), represents the ancient Zirgul, the name of which survives hard by in the village of Zirghul. It stands on the Shât el Hai, between the Tigris and the Euphrates, S.E. of Babylon. It was excavated by M. de Sarzec in and after 1887; and the fine granite statues of Gudea, covered with Akkadian texts of historic value, were brought thence to the Louvre. Door sockets of diorite, statues of alabaster, tablets, and other remains, were also found in the ruins, which include the remains of a great Ziggurat, or stepped pyramid, of burnt brick like the Bûr Nimrûd at Borsippa, outside Babylon.

According to the Babylonians of the 6th century B.C., Dungi, King of Ur, lived about 2800 B.C. The Zirgul texts show that Gudea was his contemporary, being a Patesi, or subordinate ruler, the office being apparently hereditary, and probably given to princes of the royal house: for Urbau, father of Dungi, appears both as a Patesi and also as a king of Ur. Other names of princes—or perhaps titles—occur at Zirgul, at Nipûr, and at Susa, which have been supposed to represent an ancient dynasty; but the dates and succession of these are at present uncertain, as no list resembling that of the Babylonian kings is known to exist. [These names or titles include Ur-ninâ ("servant of Nîna"), A-kur-gal ("son of the great Lord"), Bar-da ("the one who causes work"), Urukagina ("hero of the world"), En-tub (["lord of the shrine"), En-anadu ("heaven-sent prince"), Tuttu ("of heroic appearance"), Urbau ("worshipper of Bau"), Gudes ("spirit of power"), and Ur-ninâ—the servant of the god called Adaku by Babylonians. As in the case of Manistus (mentioned at Susa and elsewhere), it is often doubtful if these names are to be considered personal.—Ed.] Fragments from a temple of E-anadu ("the house sent from heaven"), exist in the Louvre, on which texts A-kur-gal appears as the name of the king. The Zirgul texts
are treated by Col. Conder (Quarterly Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, April 1893), and they show that, in the reign of Dungi, the power of Ur extended over N. Syria, while granite was brought from Mägan (probably Sinait) in ships, and gold dust from Melukhkha (probably Upper Egypt): Gudea prince of Zirgul represents himself as ruling from the "sea of the high land" (A-ôbbû Šúrum-â), to the "lower sea" (A-ôbbû Šýgû), perhaps meaning from the Caspian to the Persian Gulf; or otherwise "from the sea of Elam to the sea of sunset," which would be from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean. The granite of his statues is the same diorite found in Sinai.

Urbau and his son Dungi built, at Zirgul, a temple to Nin-gir-su (or Ningirsû), a title of doubtful meaning: [perhaps "lord of the pyramid," or perhaps "lord of the long sword"—En.]. The dedication tablet is to "Nin-gir-su the mighty power, king of the deep. I the faithful servant of Ninsu, receiving power from Ningirsu: I the Fatesi favoured by Aku and Istar (moon deities), by the lady of the tree of life, the lady of the mountain top, the lady of the silver bow, the home-blesser, by Dumzi (the sun), by the lady of sunset (inscription this), to En-lil," that is to the "spiritual lord," usually identified with Ba'ali. Prince Gudea, in other texts, records the bringing of cedars from Lebanon, gold from Mount Khalkhum, hard stone from Mägan, gold dust from Melukhkha, building stone from the Minya mountains, marble from the west, copper and silver from Kû-gal-adda, which seems, from the Sassa texts, to have been in Elam. His ships must have circumnavigated Arabia, and the artistic and building capacity of these Turanians is clearly indicated. The hairless faces, high cheek bones, and slanting eyes, on statues and bas-reliefs, show the Mongol character of the race equally with the language of the texts, in an age when Semite tribes had not as yet attained to power in Babylon. Gudea also relates his vision, his founding of the temple on soil not rendered impure by any tomb, and the endowments which he established for the maintenance of the shrine (see M. Amiand's translations, Rec. of Past, New Series, ii, pp. 73-109). One statue has, on the lap of the seated figure, a plan of the city, with a scale attached, which was no doubt intended as a standard. This scale probably gives the length of the cubit used by the Akkadians, which the Babylonians may have adopted, and of their foot of 10¾ inches.

Loka. Sanskrit: "the world" (see Latin locum "place"). Every Hindu god has his Para-loka or heaven.

Loki. The Skandinavian god of fire. [From the old root Luk.

Lokmân. The third of the Polynesian triad—Kane, Ku, and Lono (see Hawaii): he controls thunder, rain, and darkness. In 1778 Capt. Cook found him to be symbolised, at Hawaii, by a pole with a knob at the top, placed on a mound.

Losna. A form of Luna, "the moon," in ancient Italy. Probably from the same root Luk (see Loki). Otherwise Lucina.

Lotus. See Padma.

Love. See Kama.

Lok. A deity of American Indians (see Eekino).

Lu. An ancient term for "man." Akkadian lu, Barmese lu "man": Mongol ulut "people." Perhaps connected with the Turkish root of "to be." In Etruscan also, lu-sumo means a "noble" [Akkadian lu "man," gurn "ruler."—En.]

Lucina. Latin: "bright." A goddess who is now represented by Santa Lucia. She protected the blind, and brought babes to light. Her festival was on the 13th of December, but that of Sta. Lucia is now held about the 20th December. She is represented holding a lute, and she was a form of Juno, and of Diana. Santa Lucia also has a day on the 15th of September, when none must work at night, or their work will be found undone again in the morning. The red "lady bird" is her emblem (see Beetie), and also sacred to St Nicholas (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., i, pp. 212-214).

Lucretius. The famous Roman philosopher, T. Lucretius Carus, was born, according to later accounts, about 94 B.C.; but earlier if he was 44 when he died from the effects of a love philtre, administered to him apparently about 55 B.C. He is known as the founder of the
"atomic theory," which however was known earlier about 420 B.C. in Greece (see Démokritos), and to the "laughing philosopher" (see Empedokles), and the "poor schoolmaster of Samos" (see Epicouros). The great poem of Lucretius ("De Rerum Natura," or "On the Nature of Things") was written 200 years after the death of Epicouros. It urges the abandonment of superstition, and reliance on the laws that govern all things. Lucretius insists that "ex nihilo nihil fit," or "nothing is the only product of nothing," and that what is once existent can never become nothing. All things consist of atoms which are indestructible, which form, separate, and reform according to affinities governed by laws. Prof. Tyndall (at Belfast in 1874) said that Lucretius "combatted the notion that the constitution of nature has been in any way determined by intelligent design," believing that infinite time alone was needful to render every kind of combination possible, as far as the affinities allow; and that all things come about spontaneously, or mechanically, without the interference either of gods or of chance. "His vaguely grand conception of atoms falling eternally through space suggested the nebular hypothesis to Kant, its first propounder. He recognised no forces separate from matter, and was thus a Monist, regarding "mind" as a function of matter, but denying any conscious continuity unconnected with cellular individuality, in passing from life to death. He said:

"This All consists of Body and of Space.
This moves, and that affords the movement place.
But some dull souls think matter cannot move
Into fit shapes without the Powers above.
And therefore fancy that the gods did make,
And rule this All. How great is their mistake!"

"'Tis death alone dissolves and breaks the chain.
Scattering all things to their first seeds again.
'Tis plain that souls and minds are born and grow,
And all, by age or accident, decay as bodies do."

Lucus. Latin: "a wood." The origin of the word is uncertain (see Lu "to be," and Lod or Ludh "to grow").

Lud. Lydia. The Ludim of the Old Testament (Gen. x, 13) were probably inhabitants of Luden or Ruten, the Egyptian name for Palestine and Syria, but Lud (verse 22) appears to be Lydia, on the E. shores of the Aégæan Sea, opposite Greece. The Lydian kings (called Héракlidai) claimed descent from Ninus son of Bel (Herod., i, 7), which suggests a Babylonian origin, such as is supposed for Lud in the Bible. Yet, earlier, the Etrusks set out from Lydia (i, 94), and many rude Hitite pieces and Hitite seal cylinders are found in Lydia (see Etrusks). The Lydians also had temple women (i, 98) like the Babylonians (see Kadesh), and used brick. Their later coins (of electrum, or gold mixed with silver) were commensurate with Babylonian weights; and votive double axes are found in Lydia, as well as in Karia, in Krete, and among Hitites (see Krete). Lydian history, however, begins with the Aryan dynasty of Gyges, who is mentioned by Assur-bani-pal of Assyria about 660 B.C. as Gug of the Ludi, who was a tributary of Assyria. Lydian power increased with the decay of Nineveh; and Gyges was followed by Ardys, Sadyattes, Alyattes, and finally by Croesus, who was famous for his wealth and power, meeting Cyrus on the Halys river in 546 B.C., when he was defeated, having till then ruled over nearly the whole of Asia Minor (see Kuras). The population of Lydia seems to have been first Turanian (as represented also by the "short-headed" skull in the lowest strata at Troy), and afterwards partly Semitic. Some Lydian words are non-Aryan, and apparently Turanian, others are Aryan, and the later kings worshipped the Phrygian Attys (see Atus).

Luk. An ancient root for "light" (see Loki).

Lukaios. Lycaeus. A title of Apollo, and of Pan, worshiped on sacred Lukaiian hills. [The root may be Luk "light," or otherwise connected with Lucus a "grove."—Ed.] Those who entered the cave-shrine of Pan must remain a year, or were stoned and hunted as stags. They were said to lose their shadows, which connects the name with the idea of "light."

Lukaios. Lycaon. A son of Pelagors, or of Argeus, at Lukosouré, changed into a wolf (lukos), because he offered human flesh to Zeus. From him sprang the Titan enemies of the gods.

Lukastos. A son of Minos and Itoné in Krete. He was said to have married Mt. Ida, and Lukastos in Krete is connected with his name, which may come from the root Luk for "light."

Luke, Gospel of. The Greek Loukás. He is traditionally the author of the third gospel, "according to Loukas," and identified with Loukios of Kuréne (Acts xiii, 1), a companion of Paul (Rom. xvi, 21), and with Loukas (Colos. iv, 14) "the beloved physician," also a comrade of Paul (2 Tim. iv, 11; Phil. 24). The writer who addresses Theophilos in the first verses of Acts, and of the third gospel, does not give his name; and if the two books be by the same author, yet the
inclusion in Acts of passages written by a companion of Paul would not suffice to settle the date of either composition. The writer does not claim either inspiration or early date: he says that as "many have taken in hand to set forth in order a declaration of those things which are most surely believed among us, even as they delivered them unto us, which, from the beginning, were eye-witnesses, and ministers of the word; it seemed good to me also, having had perfect understanding of all things from the very first, to write to thee in order" (Luke i, 1, 2). He appears therefore to wish to sift the traditions, and to state those most commonly believed (see Gospels).

It is waste of time to consider legends common to many rude peoples, and which educated persons, as Bacon said, "only believe that they believe." Luke and Matthew agree best when stating matters to be found in Mark. They both believed in the Virgin birth of Christ, but their traditions are contradictory. In Luke we find the story of the shepherds and other legends—like those of the Annunciation and of the walk to Emmaus—peculiar to this gospel. Marcion, however, seems to have had a copy which did not include the first chapter—perhaps a later addition conflicting with other passages (ii, 41; iii, 23). The legend of Virgin birth attaches to Zoroaster, Buddha, Plato, Alexander, and many other heroes, as well as to Christ, and is abandoned even by dignitaries of the Church of England (see Times, 3rd to 23rd November 1902).

St Luke has the bull as his emblem, and at Chariton, near London, a "horn fair" is still held on St Luke's day. (See Marcion.)

Luké. Lycé. A child of Artemis Lukeis, to whom Hippolitós, son of Théseus, built a mountain shrine at Troizenë in Argolis (see Loki).

Lukia. Lycia. A small promontory in the S.W. of Asia-Minor, well sheltered on the land side by almost inaccessible mountains, and suited for a brave race extending its commerce seaward. Herodotos speaks of the original inhabitants as Mílui, with legends of a Lukos and a Sarpedon. These were replaced by the Tremilae or Termilae, mentioned also in the great inscription of Xanthos—their seaport—written about 400 B.C. Homer speaks of Lukians with Solumoi, and with Bellerophon. They are thought to have been originally Semitic (see Lud). The region is famous for its rock-cut tombs, and its bas-reliefs of Greek type, including the "Harpy tomb" near Xanthos. The Kuklopes (or "round faced" people) from Lycia were said to have built the walls of Mycenæ, which are of that "cyclopean" (unsquared) masonry, found also in Etruria and through-

out Asia Minor and Syria, and still in use even in Roman times: Apollo, and his mother Leto, had a great shrine at Xanthos; and Greeks borrowed much from the Lycians. The Lycian custom of tracing descent from the mother, instead of the father, is one found chiefly among Turanians, in India and elsewhere. The character of their later art may be seen from the remains in the British Museum. The Chimera, with its three heads of goat, dog, and lion, is conspicuous in Lycian mythology. The language of the Tremilae is discussed by Col. Conder (Journal R. Asiatic Soc., October 1891), who establishes, by comparative study of grammar, inflexions, and vocabulary, and by aid of Greek bilinguals, the fact that it is an Iranian dialect. He compares it with the Vanni, Medic, and Persian; establishing the Aryan affinities of the race, which was mingled with the Greeks before the conquest of Lycia by Harpagos (see Kuras). [The meaning of the name Lukia is uncertain. Possibly "low lying" (see Ligues).—Ed.]

Lukos. Lycus. Lupus. A "wolf," in Greek and in Latin. There is often a confusion between this word and words for "light" and for "grove" (see Loki and Lucus), or else a play on the resemblances of sound. [Lukos may be connected with the Akkadian Lag, "dog," from the old root meaning "to lick": and Lupus from Lab "to lol"; both referring to the distinctive lolling tongue of canine species.—Ed.] In classic mythology wolves are both good and bad. The she-wolf of the Lupercal cave nourished the twins Romulus and Remus, and the legend is told of Tartar heroes, while Cyrus also is nourished by a bitch. In India the belief in wolf-nourished children still survives. An iron wolf stood before the altar (called Lukoreia) of Apollo at Delphi, and Deukalion founded the shrine, being guided by the howling of wolves (see Floods). More usually the wolf is an emblem of darkness, winter, and hunger. His ears loom on dark horizons; his shadow is fatal to women with child. Horace records that the wolf's glance turned men to stone (with terror); and the wolf was a favourite form taken by wizards and evil spirits. Hence arose the dread of the "lyanthrope," or "wolf-man," common in Europe in the Middle Ages, and especially in the 16th century in France. [Italian peasants still believe in the "uomo-cane," or "man-dog," with a shining forehead, whom dogs howl at by night. But in the Norman tale of "William and the Wolf," about 1200 A.C., the "were-wolf" is beneficent to the hero.—Ed.] The fox, and jackal, are allied to the wolf, all hating the dog who is man's friend. The Norse Edda relates that two wolves vowed to devour
the sun and moon, and were pacified only by the gift of the sun's daughter. Wolves will take the forms of sheep, of shepherds, of priests, or of penitents. The wolf in the old woman's house deceives and devours "Red Riding Hood," who is however rescued from its belly—a myth of darkness and of the aurora. The priests of Ceres were called wolves; and pious wolves, in the Middle Ages, aided the Inquisition by devouring heretics. They could be exercised and would then go about singing psalms, and shepherding the flocks. Strong heroes were proven by resisting the wolf's bite, and the Aurora was said to clothe herself in the wolf's skin. A bad woman was called "lupe" or "she-wolf," and everywhere the wolf was the type of treachery and violence.

**Lukumo.** See Lu.

**Luna. Lunus.** The female and male moon, in Latin, from the root *Luk* (see Loki) : for Lucna, see Losna.

**Lupercalia.** The great Italian festival first of Pan, afterwards of Jove, Apollo, or Lucius. It began (in the middle of February, at the season of the first ploughing). The Luperci priests then sacrificed goats to Apollo, and smeared the blood on the faces of young men to make them strong. The elders next gave them wool dipped in the blood, and in milk, with thongs of hide; and the youths ran stark naked through town and country, whipping all the women they met—brides especially were pleased, as the beating was supposed to ensure offspring. The women then offered sacrifices to Juno, and to Lupercus, the goddess of pregnancy. Cicero accused Antony of so running naked when he was a consul; and Augustus forbade any lad over 14 years of age to perform these rites.

**Luizi.** The Persian name for Gipsies, first given to wandering minstrels and conjurers who were sent (according to Firdusi) from India about 420 A.C., as a present to Shah Behram Gaur (see Gipsies).

**Luther.** Martin Luther, the famous son of a miner, was born at Eisleben in Thuringia, 10th November 1483, and became a student at Erfurt in 1501. Shocked by a comrade's death he retired to an Augustine monastery, in 1505. Studying the Bible he found it impossible to get a complete copy. In 1507 he was made a Professor in the new Wittenberg University, and his lectures became famous. Visiting Rome he was disgusted with the greed, immorality, ignorance, and tyranny, of the Roman Church of which all Europe was then complaining. In 1512 he received the degree of Doctor of Divinity. His study of the Latin Bible had led him to the belief that the Christian faith had become corrupted. In 1517 Leo X, intent on building the great cathedral of St Peter, issued indulgences which were sold in Germany by Tetzel, a shameless mountebank, and a Dominican. Luther denounced the traffic in a thesis which received very general popular approval, though condemned by the emperor and the clergy. Leo X—a highly educated Medici of liberal views, who had caused the Psalms to be translated—did not understand the critical conditions of German thought as to Church scandals. He ordered Luther to Rome; but the bold monk refused to enter the lion's den, and compared Leo himself to "Daniel among the lions." At Augsburg, in 1518, Luther was charged not only with opposing the indulgences, but also with declaring that obedience without Faith was not enough to secure the benefits of the communion. The Bull issued against him in Rome, on the 15th of June, was publicly burned by Luther at Wittenberg on the 10th December 1520. He was summoned before the Diet of Worms in January 1521, under safe conduct from the Emperor Charles V. [Luther's contention is clearly explained in the last words of his Latin speech at Worms. "I cannot submit my faith to either Pope or Councils, since it is as clear as day that they have fallen into error, and even into great contradictions with themselves. If then I am not convinced by testimonies of scripture, or by evident reasons: if I am not persuaded by the very passages I have cited: and if my conscience is not made captive by the Word of God; I can and will retract nothing. For it is not safe for a Christian to speak against his conscience." To this he added in German: "Here I stand. I can no otherwise. God help me. Amen."—Ep.]

The emperor denounced him, as the Pope had done, calling him "not a man but Satan himself." On leaving Worms he was carried away to a castle of the friendly Elector of Saxony. He appeared in a year's time at Wittenberg, with a complete translation of the Bible into German. He had been accused, at Worms, of denying not only the Pope's authority, but also the Papal doctrine of Free-will; and Erasmus—the friend of princes—controverted his view in 1524 (see Free-will). On 11th June 1525 he married Catherine von Bora, an escaped nun, to the horror of priests. The great "Protest" dates from 1526, and the "Confession of Augsburg" was drawn up by his peaceable friend Melancthon (Schwartz-erde) in 1530. In 1535 Luther's German Bible was published, and Protestantism was tolerated at the Diet of Spires in 1544, when the emperor was in sore need of
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Protestant aid against the invading Turks, Pope Leo's attempt to rouse a Crusade having entirely failed. Luther lived to see the calling of a Council which he had always demanded, and died on 18th February 1546. But the Council was not representative of anything but Roman Christianity. Neither Protestants nor any Eastern Christians were represented. It met at Trent on 18th December 1545, and it lingered on till 4th December 1563, when it endorsed Papal dogmas (see Creeds), thus stereotyping Roman teaching. (Don Francisco Vargas, a good Catholic, wrote to a bishop about this Council as follows: "Words and persuasions do signify but little in this place, and I suppose are not of much greater force at Rome; these people having shut their eyes, with a resolution, notwithstanding all things should go rack, not to understand anything that does not suit with their interests."—ED.)

Luther set up an infallible Bible against an infallible Pope. He insisted on Faith because Works had come to mean taxation. He agreed with Paul that the Will was enslaved by sin, while Aristotle—who said that it was free—was followed by Erasmus and the Pope. He distrusted Reason, and even said it should be destroyed in every Christian. He believed in miracles and in devils, and threw his ink bottle at Satan on one occasion when he saw him. He was dogmatic as a theologian, and violent in language; and he had, naturally enough, no knowledge of true science. But he fought on the side of freedom. Cardinal Newman on the other hand said to his flock: "Avoid inquiry, it will lead you where there is no light, no peace, no hope... only into the black pit where is perpetual desolation." Mrs Besant said to Dr Pusey: "I must find out for myself what is true"; and his reply was: "It is not your duty to ascertain the truth. The responsibility is not yours, so long as you accept what the Church has laid down." (But see Church.)

M

The letter M interchanges with N, L, and V: and when joined to these is often not sounded.

Ma. See Am. An ancient word for "mother" and "being."

Ma. A name of Kubelé, or "mother earth": Akkadian M, Finnish ma, "abode," "earth."

Mace. See Danda, Dor-jé, Roda. A club, originally carried by those who guarded officials: the club of Hercules is often an euphemism for the phallus. French mache, musée: Latin matea "mallet."

Madagascar. See Malagasia.

Madai. Medes. See Ekbātana, and Kura. The Medes are noticed N. of Assyria, by Shalmaneser II, as early as 840 B.C. (see Gen. x, 2: Isa. xiii, 17). We know little of them, except that Mede names are Aryan, as are Medic words such as Boy "God," and Spaka "bitch." They are said to have been very luxurious, and to have painted their faces. They already held the lands S.W. of the Kaspian in the reign of Tigrath Pileser II of Assyria, about 735 B.C. In this region however Darius I set up his Behistun text in three languages, Persian, Semitic, and Turanian. Hence Dr Oppert supposes the "Proto-Medes" to have been a Turanian race, akin to the old population of Susa further south, and to the Akkadians. They never appear to have formed any empire, or to have ruled outside Media; for Cyrus was a Persian.

Mādhava-chārya. This great Brahman was a Vishnūva reformer about 1200 A.D.; he was born at Udupi, 60 miles N. of Mangalore, and there educated by priests of Anant-ivarana. He opposed the Pantheistic doctrine of A-dvaita ("not dual"), then taught by the great Vedik scholars Vyāsa, and Sankarāchārya: he called Vishnu the "supreme," and regarded man's soul as part of that of God. He was long prime-minister of the Rāja of Vijaya-nagar, and had a distinguished brother who shared his views. They opposed the Saivite sects, and some of their views were so near to Christian doctrines as to be thought derived from the West: but both wrote commentaries on the Vedas, and studied the Hindu philosophies of the 6th and 7th centuries B.C.

Madava. Sanskrit: "mad," a title often of Siva and Kāli.

Madhava. Krishna as slayer of a demon Madhu.

Mādhīneh. Arabic: "place for hearing." The proper term for a Minār, "light-tower" or minaret, as being the place whence the Mukhdāfin ("he who causes to hear") chants the call to prayer for Moslems (see Minaret).

Madra. A familiar Drāvid name for Siva, or for one of his four sons, whence the name of Madras.

Mag. An ancient word for "great." (Akkadian Makh "great;
Māgadha

Turkish makh "noble"; Aryan magh "great"; Hebrew makh "noble"; Assyrian makkhu "great."—Ed.) Herodotus speaks of Magoi as a Medic tribe; but in the great inscription of Darius the Magi appear as priests. Darmesteter, in his introduction to the Zend Avesta (Sacred Books of East, iv), says that the word Magus is connected with the Vedik Magha, and with godliness, whence Magos in Greek meant a priest.

Māgadha. The land of the Iksvaku or "sugar-cane" dynasty from Pātalā on the Indus, in 315 or 312 B.C. The main events connected with this region are fairly ascertained as follows:—

Accession of Pālaka in Gujarāt, and death of Mahā-Vira the Jain saint 527 B.C.

Death of Pālaka, who was followed by nine Nanda princes (155 years) 467 "

Accession of Chandra-gupta the Maurya 316 "

Accession of Āsoka, grandson of the last 263 "

End of the Mauryas 207 "

Puşpa-Mitra, Bala-Mitra, and Nara-Vāpana, kings of Gujarāt and the West, for 130 years till 74 "

Death of Garda-bhilla, successor of Nara-Vāpana. Scythians enter India 61 "

Samvat Era. Kramādiya expels the Saka or Scythians 56 "

Kramādiya, King of Ujjain, is succeeded by his son 29 A.C.

Sāka Era. Kanishka, emperor 78 "

Bala-Mitra "the pious" accedes 128 "

The Chaurns attain to power 228 "

Chalukyas attain power first under King Mula-rāja (who reigned 55 years) 941 "

Chalukyas move South 1241 "

Māgadha was a Buddhist empire from 260 B.C. till our 9th century. This was indeed still the state religion of Mahi-Pāla in 1026 A.C.; or till the Moslem conquest according to General Cunningham (see India). In 1199 "the monasteries were destroyed, and the monks put to death." Buddhist texts in medival characters attest this view (see Arch. Survey Report, iii, p. 119; and Dr Waddell, Beng. Royal Asiatic Socy. Journal, Jan. 1892). Local tradition at Uren, near Mungir, attributes the destruction of the temples to Pathān soldiers in 1195. Behār traditions point to the dominance of non-Aryan Cherus in Māgadha in the same age (Mr Edgar, Fortnightly Rev., June 1890).

Mā-gan. Akkadian: "ship enclosure." Apparently a port whence Gulea, about 2800 B.C., brought granite to Zurgul (see Leb). In later Assyrian texts, of the 7th century B.C., it is placed on the borders of Egypt, and may have been at Suez.

Magpie. In mythology a bird of omen, whence the common saying: "One's joy: two's grief: three's a wedding: four's death." Tentons regarded it as a bird of evil omen, to be killed between Christmas and Epiphany. Pliny (Hist. Nat., ii) says that they sometimes die if they are unable to speak; and Italians call the bird guesa, as the "publisher" of secrets. They were sacred to Bacchus.

Mah. Mas. The moon as "measurer" in Aryan speech.

Mahā. Sanskrit: "great" (see Mag).

Mahā-bāli-pūr. "Great Bāli town" (Mr Chambers in Asiatic Res., i: Muir's Sanskrit Texts, iv, p. 133: Indian Antiq., Feb. 1881). A city connected with the war of Visnū in his 5th Avatāra against Bāli, and noticed in the Ramāyana, and in the Bhagavat Purāṇa. It is now best known as the "Seven Pagodas," having remains of celebrated rock-cut temples. It lies 35 miles S. of Madras. It was a sacred place down to our 2nd century, traditionally founded by Ban-Āsura, son of Bāli. Siva guarded the gates of this monarch's capital when war was caused by the seduction of Bāli's daughter by the grandson of Kṛishṇa. But Kṛishṇa cut off "the thousand arms of great Bāli, all save two," and he died at Dvārā, while prince Malī-Čheren seized Mahā-Bāli-pūr, and restored its magnificence. It was independent till conquered by the Pālavaś in our 7th century. The chief Jain and Buddhist shrines belong, according to Mr Ferguson, to about this period, the inscriptions being in Sanskrit, and not in Tamil, as they would have been later. The peculiarly long apses of these temples connect them with those of Barhut, as early as the 2nd century B.C. One bas-relief is covered with Nāga serpents, and measures 90 feet in length by 40 feet in height. The later name Mā-mala-pur—if not merely a corruptions—may mean "great Māla town" (see Rev. W. Taylor, Madras Govt. Publications, Historical Papers, 1889—the Seven Pagodas, pp. 111-117). The Mālas came S. in 503 A.C. (see Māla).

Mahā-Bhārata. "Great Bhārata." The Hindu epic, named
after Bhārata, ruler of Bhārata-Varsa or India. In addition to the fierce wars described, it presents—as we now have it—a picture of social and political life, with profound religious speculations (see Bhagavad-Gita, and Krishna). It is a great source for history, tradition, and folk-lore. Bhārata was an incarnation of Visva-Mitra, a warrior (Kshatriya) who "worked his way up to Brāhmaṇhood." The epic is mentioned in the Asvata-Yama Sūtra, and in the writings of Panini—or about the 5th or 6th century B.C.; and is called "the Fifth Veda." Dr John Muir says that: "The date of the ancient epic... cannot be determined with certainty, and it is no doubt, in its present form, made up of materials dating from very different periods. Prof. Lassen is of opinion (Indische Alterthums Kunde, i, 539, 2nd ed.) that, with the exception of pure interpolations, which have no real connection with the substance of the work, we have the old story of the Mahā-bhārata before us in its essential elements, as it existed in the pre-Buddhist period, i.e. several centuries before Christ. The subsequent additions he considers to have reference chiefly to the exclusive worship of Vishnu, and the deification of Krishna, as an incarnation of that deity (p. 580). ... Prof. Goldstücker (Chamber's Cyclopedia) has the following remarks: 'That this huge composition was not the work of one single individual, but a production of successive ages, clearly results from the multifariousness of its contents, from the difference of style which characterises its various parts, and even from contradictions which disturb its harmony.'

Hindus believe that it was known in 3000 B.C., and represents the India of that time. The language, like that of the earliest Ramāyana, is said to be that of Veda writings—but these also were not written down till about 500 B.C. No exhaustive study has however been yet scientifically carried out of its contents. Throughout the epic a strong tone of priestly prejudice and of dogmatic Brāhmaṇism is to be noted, inculcating restraints especially as regards food, drink, and female freedom. The old polyandry is condemned; for though Draupadi marries the five Pandu princes, it is against her will, as she is lauded for virtue and wisdom. It is however clear from the last book (Hari-Vansa) that the sexes mixed freely in public; they feasted, and danced, and bathed together; they ate buffalo meat, if not cow's flesh, as well as venison and birds; and drank strong drink. Communal feasts resembled those of Sparta and Kretan, and such conditions of society were quite unknown in the time of Buddha. Yet in other parts of the work we find accounts of a superior civilisation on the plains of the Ganges and Jamuna, with study of philosophy and mystical religious speculation. The supposed author (or compiler)

Maḥā-Deva

Vyāsā, says that he gleaned from ancient and later discourses, tales, and legends. He introduces, with King Indra-prastha, a sage who teaches logic and philosophy from six treatises. We need not then wonder at Vyāsā's having accomplished a poem of 215,000 lines—a work 20 times the length of Milton's Paradise Lost, or 7 times as long as the Iliad.

The hero of the poem is Hari, incarnate as Krishna; and Hari was known to Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador, about 300 B.C. The 9th, or Buddha, incarnation of Vishnu is never noticed. Brāhmaṇism throughout exalts itself above other castes, whereas in Buddha's age it aimed only at piety and good life. The latest critic, Dr Dahlmann (1895), places the composition of the epic as late as the 5th century B.C. The Bhāgavad Gīta is regarded as still later. Krishna, after much metaphysical discourse, is made to prophecy that "in the latter days Truth will fail: Atheists will abound: the life of man will be shortened, class rising against class, father against son, and wives against their husbands: that the temples will be ruined: that low castes will preach, and Brāhmaṇs be their followers; but that when sin, ignorance, and misery prevail there will be floods, signs in the heavens, and then a mighty fire will consume all, and on the ruins a new world will arise, and Kalki appear on his white horse" (see Kalki). This recalls the beliefs of Persians and Jews about 500 B.C., or later, but in some respects may be ancient, tracing to a common Aryan belief (see Loki).

Maḥā-Devā. "Great god," a name of Siva.

Maḥā-nāma. A king of Ceylon (410 to 432 A.D., according to Turnour) very celebrated in Buddhist history (see Maḥā-vansa and Buddha-gosha).

Maḥā-rājas. See Gosains and Vallabhaḥcharya.

Maḥā-rattas. See Rattas.

Maḥā-sena. "Great leader": a name of Siva's warrior son Karthikeya: also of a king of Ceylon (275 to 302 A.D.) famous in Buddhist history (see Max Müller, Buddha-gosha's Parables, Introd., xi). See Maḥā-vansa.

Maḥā-at. Mahat. Sanskrit: "the great one," Brāhma; and a form of the first divine man (see Purūsha).

Mahā-vansa. Sanskrit: "great genealogy," a Buddhist sacred history in Pāli speech. The first part, down to the reign of Maha-sena (275 to 302 A.D.), was written by Mahā-nāmas, King of Ceylon (410 to 432 A.D.), beginning with the first known king of the island in 540 B.C. (see Anurāda-pūr). The second part was begun by order of King Pra-krama-bahu in 1266 A.D., and continued down to 1728 A.D., when Buddhist history in Ceylon ceases. The epic (as Prof. Weber calls it) opens with the landing of Prince Vijaya with 700 men in Lanka—or Ceylon—having been banished by his father, Siha-bahu, King of Lanka. Vishnu appeared to him sitting under a tree, as Upala-vāka, the deity of Ceylon, in the form of an ascetic, who baptised the prince and his followers with water from his own pitcher, and then vanished, after tying thread, as charms, round their arms. The followers of Vijaya however were beguiled by Yaksah (or Nāga) females, who shut them up in a cave; for Kuvera then ruled Lanka (see Kuvera): the prince obtained their release by aid of Vishnu, and married the beautiful chief Yakshini, and also a daughter of Pandava, king of Madura, whom the Yakshini slew.

Mahā-vāli-pūr. See Mahā-Bāli-pūr.

Mahā-vira. "The great man": the last of the Jain Tirthankaras (see Jain), whose real name was apparently Vardhamana. He is frequently mentioned with Gotama Buddha in Gaura Sanskrit inscriptions of caves sacred to Nāg-Arjuna, which date from about 150 B.C. to the 2nd century A.D. The Jain legend represents his soul to have passed through six lives, being born finally of the virgin Trisalī, a prince of Ravana. He would appear to have been born (about 598 B.C.) near Vaisali, the capital of Videha, and to have been related through his mother to the ruling dynasty of Māgadha. He appears to have lived at home till the death of his parents, when his elder brother, Nandi-Vardhaman, succeeded as a prince. At the age of 28 he became an ascetic, and led a life full of austerities for 12 years under a Sāl tree on the bank of the Riju-paliku river, where he maintained complete silence for the first 9 years, and after the first went completely naked. Thus he attained to Kevala, or "perfect knowledge," and then wandered as a teacher of Jain philosophy even among the wild tribes of the land of Radha. He was regarded as omniscient, and called a Jina or a Mahā-vira, titles also given to Gotama Buddha. He exhorted all to purity of heart and life, and suppression of all passions. He bade them not to hurt anything that has life, whether beast, bird, fish, insect, or even plant; not to resist evil or to retort abuse, but to overcome evil with good. He was believed to have fasted for several months, sitting in silence with his eyes fixed on his nose (see Hypnotism): during this time Indra posted a Yaksah, or angel, beside him to watch over his safety and to speak for him. He disapproved of self-torture, but was willing to submit to tortures inflicted on him by others. After many years Indra, and Sakra, visited him under the tree, and set a pulpit there from which he might preach, a model of which appears in several Jain temples. He called the world an ocean, into the depths of which our bodies (Jiva) are continually sinking, because of our ignorance and impurity: our spirits however can ascend if we are assiduous in virtuous life, harmless, and cherishing others rather than ourselves.

Mahā-vira was in fact a Jain Buddha, and is mentioned in Buddhist works, under his well-known name of Nata-putta, as the head of Jains or Nirgranthas (Pāli Nigantas), and as a rival of his contemporary Gotama Buddha. Like Gotama he combated the Brahmans of Māgadha, or won them to his teaching. The canonical books of the Jains mention his victory over Gosala, son of Makkhali, and call the place where he died, at the age of 70 years, Pāpa—a small town. He spent the rainy seasons in Māgadha, but travelled as far as Parmawata, and to the foot of the Himalayas. The names of the 11 Ganadharsas, or apostles of the faith, are given in the Kalpa Sūtra. The legend says that Sakra, and other deities, performed his funeral rites burning his body; and that they built the shrine where his disciples placed his ashes, bones, and teeth. At his death many miracles occurred, and his whole life is transformed into a legend. We have often tried to ascertain real facts from learned Jains, about this fanatical but no doubt good Yogi. He is called the last and greatest of the 24 Jinas, or Tirthankaras, but we learn nothing about the others. In the Ramāyana, Rāma-Chandra stigmatises the precepts of Rāahi Jabalī, as those of Ārha or Jainas (see Arjumand-i-Panjāb Journal, 21st Aug. 1885) which may indicate a date before 500 B.C.; and, in the Bhagavata, Rishabhadeva, the first Jina is said to have been an incarnation of deity respected by all Hindus. Buddha himself seems to have come under Jain influence, though he advanced beyond their ideas. Both Jains and Buddhists believe in the approach to a divine life through abstraction, and intense thought (see Yoga). The complete legend of Mahā-vira is given in the Mahā-bīr-charita, answering to the Buddhist Lalita-Vistara. Both masters founded ascetic orders, but Jains never attained to the second stage of Buddha's teaching (see Pref., Sacred Books of the East, xxii, by Dr Hermann Jacobi). The Jains believe
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that Siddartha—father of Mahā-vira—was a powerful monarch, but he appears to have been no more than a provincial ruler, allied to Chetaka, King of Vaisali, by his marriage. The later extension of the empire of Magadha permitted the rapid spread of both the Jain and the Buddhist systems (about 260 B.C.), and Asoka in early edicts proclaims toleration of all sects. Mahā-vira's followers were specially numerous in Vaisali, which is equally famous in the history of Buddha. But we must remember that Jain books may have incorporated Buddhist traditions.

Mahā-yana. Pali: "great vehicle." The later High Church Buddhism of the reign of Kanishka (10 to 78 A.C.), when the original simplicity was corrupted, by ritualism and pegan superstition. Tibetan Buddhists of this school teach that neither matter, spirit, nor conduct (Karma) is self-created; they are all properties of the One and unchangeable being, the living force being never separated from a form of matter. They speak of countless Buddhas who have become Tathāgatas ("gone on the way"), and have attained "perfect purity," which is one meaning of Nirvāna (see Buddha).

Mahdi. Arabic: "guided one." The name of the religious guide—a Moslem Messiah—who is expected to appear in the last days, and will be "guided" by God.

Mah-Endrā. Mahā-Indrā. Names for the Sakti (female power, or consort) of Indra, delighting in sacrifices of blood, and in wine, thus indicating the influence of older nature worship on the cultus of the Velik Indra.


Mah-ēshvara. Mahā-Mandala: "great spirit." Titles of Siva as Creator. Near Serampur we have mingled with 100,000 of his devotees at the Jaga-nāth festivals; but Asoka is said to have made 40,000 converts to Buddhism at his temple in Mahā-mandala, the ancient capital on the Narbada river.

Mah. Sanskrit: "great one" (feminine): the "great mother," or earth.

Mahila. Sanskrit: the "great round one"; a title of Pārvati, wife of Siva.

Mahina. The son of the Emperor Asoka, and the first great Buddhist missionary (see Asoka), is said to have gone with his sister Sangha-mitta ("friendly to the order") to Ceylon in 260 B.C., converting princes and peoples, and translating into the Ceylon language the scriptures of northern Buddhists. Mahina's principal work was the At-tha Kathā, or "Commentaries"; and he is said to have planted the Bo tree of Ceylon (see Anurādha-pûr). He was probably converted as a child in Ujjain, when his father was as yet only a Viceroy: with him he went to the court, at Patalliputra, when 10 years old, and at 20 he joined the Sangha or "order" of Buddha, leaving shortly after for Ceylon as an ascetic (Beal, Bud. Lit., p. 46). The faith seems to have been already known in the island (Oldenberg, Bud., p. 75). This prince was severely ascetic; and magnificently carved caves are believed to have been hewn for him by the king and nobles of Ceylon.

Maia. A name for Kubēlē as "mother earth" (see Ma). She is also variously called, in classic mythology, a mother or a daughter of Hermes, a wife of Hēphaistos, and one of the Pleiades beloved by Zeus (see Maya).

Maimonides. The Greek form for Ben-Maimon, the name of the great Jewish rabbi and philosopher Rabbïnu ("our lord"), or Rambam, Moshe, son of Maimon. He is called "the second Moses," and the "second Ezra"; he was born at Cordova in Spain (then a great centre of Moslem learning) in 1135 A.C. (30th March): and he died at Cairo in Egypt in 1204 (12th Dec.). He is also known as had-Daφyān or "the judge." Maimonides is said to have professed Islam at one time, to avoid persecution: he was a very broad minded man, and a philosopher of the school of Philo or Josephus (as regards the allegorical treatment of Bible miracles and legends), greatly influencing the schools of the Kabbala in the 13th century. He was a mathematician and an astronomer, as well as a physician of great repute, and author of several medical works. This led to his receiving a lucrative appointment as physician to the court of Saladin in Egypt about 1170 A.C. Even while studying medicine, at the age of 22 years, he is said to have brought out an elaborate work on the calendar. He was a great linguist, and wrote about Greek, and Arab philosophy, and on "technical terms of logic." He commented on the Hebrew Mīnah in Arabic; and his Guide for the Perplexed (Moreh-han-Nebukhim) is an attempt to reconcile Scripture with philosophy.

His great work was the Mīnah-Torah, a commentary on the Hebrew Scriptures, embracing all that could be found in the Talmud, and in other earlier works of repute among the Rabbis. Jewish
scholars constantly quote "Rambam," especially those of Yaman or Arabia, and it is still a mark of erudition to refer to his opinion as to any difficulty in either the Torah or the Mishnah. In the Guide for the Perplexed, Maimonides (like the school of Avroos) speaks so highly of Aristotle that many Jews were disgusted, and even burnt the book, saying that Aristotle was made greater than Moses by the author. Yet it is an immortal work, which still aids the Jew who comes in collision with other systems of religion: Maimonides therein treats fully of the Moslem Kalam (or theology as to the "Word," or Logos); and the whole is regarded as a marvel of pious scholarship for its age (Prof. Friedlander's translation, 1885). Followers of Rambam were, however, often excommunicated, in the 13th and 14th centuries, for maintaining that the early scriptural history was merely allegoric. While Christian churches were disputing as to the nature of their Trinity, Maimonides was teaching that "the idea of deity was altogether inconceivable by the human intellect," which indeed is the teaching of every creed that calls God the Incomprehensible, or the Unknowable.

M'ain. Arabic: "place of springs" (see Arabia).


Maitri-Varuna. These two deities (sun and sky) produced the sage so named (or Agastya) as a small fish (mâna) in a water jar, and he is said to have written many hymns of the Rig Veda, as the great Rishi Agasti.

Maitri. Sanskrit: "love," "kindness." The god Mithra ("the friend") is named from the same root.

Maitri. Maitreya. The Buddha who is yet to come, and the last of five. When Gotama was dying he is said to have given his yellow robe to a favourite disciple Mahâ-kâtaya, that he might hereafter become Maitri (Beal, Buddhâm, ii, p. 142): he was fabled to have met this disciple in a former life in the Tushita heaven, where Maitri is now awaiting his future return to earth; in which happy age a thousand thrones are to be made ready for all the Buddhas. Gotama related Maitri's history in a discourse called the Anâgatavanssa. He is the incarnation of love, pity, and maternal tenderness, now in Tushita "the joyful place."

Maka. Makka. The capital of Islam 45 miles east of the
Makara

The marine monster on which Vishnu rides—his Vahana or "beholder." It has the head and forelegs of a deer, and the body and tail of a fish [as also on Cassite boundary stones in Babylon —Ed.], being the Capricornus of the Hindu zodiac. It is also called "black teeth," "water form," and Kantika.

Mala. Sanskrit: "strong," "excellent," applied to a cup, a woman, and a rossy. From this root may come Malum (Latin), Melon (Greek), for "apple," Malus "mast" (Latin), Malus "evil," "violent" (Latin), and Mali the Polynesian god (Journ. Anthropol. Inst., Aug., Nov. 1898).

Mala-bar. The "Mala coast," a word of Arab origin (bara "outland"), for the coast of the Malis in India.

Malagasi. The inhabitants of the island of Madagascar, which is the third largest in the world, extending some 980 miles N. and S., by 350 miles at its greatest width, or 230,000 square miles in all. The population is probably of 3 1/2 million persons. Madagascar appears in the geography of Ptolemy (2nd century A.C.), and Arab traders reached it perhaps as early; but to Europe it was unknown till 1506 A.C., when the Portuguese discovered it. English traders reached it in the 17th century but abandoned their settlement on the N.W. coast after a few years. The inhabitants are of African, Arab, and Malay origin: the first colonists being probably the Sakalavas now found on the N.W., who appear to have belonged to the African pigmy (or bushman) race, resembling the Wazambas of the Congo, and called Vazimbas. They were probably driven before the Malay Hovas, and are now only found in a few villages. The Hovas first established a regular government in the central granite highlands of Imérino, from their capital of Antananarivo. In 1880 they claimed to rule the whole island. Hovas (now subject to France) are divided into three classes; Andriana, or nobles; Hovas, or commoners; and Andevos, or slaves, who are usually captives or criminals. All speak the Hova language which is Malagasy (as shown very clearly by the numerals, which are always a very distinctive feature of any speech) including some Indian and Arab words. It is said that, in the 16th century A.C., they possessed some form of pictorial script; but in 1820 English missionaries introduced the European alphabet. The religion of the island is a form of Fetishism, with charms, divination, and stone emblems. The Hovas believe in one "great spirit," called Andria-ma-nitra, who is the Zanahary or "creator." The Rev. J. Sibree says that before 1868 thousands of victims, mostly innocent, perished every year, by poison ordeal. Sacrifices propitiatory, or as thanksgivings, consist of cattle, sheep, and fowls, offered at sacred stones, and tombs, which it is customary to anoint with blood and fat. These include tombs of the Vazimbas who claimed rule over the island till the 19th century: their graves still represent the abode of the ancestral spirits of the island. Circumcision used to be a Malagasi rite before the introduction of Christianity. Cattle were only killed for religious rites.

The great fete is that of the new year, when all bathe ceremonially, whence it is called Fandrosoa, or "bath." The circumcision rites are licentious (see Australians), occurring every few years, and ending in drunkenness and immorality: yet as a rule the Malagasi are as truthful, kind, and hospitable as other peoples. From 1820 to 1835 Christianity was tolerated, but the Hova queen Rana-Valona then declared it illegal, dismissing the missionaries and killing about 200 Hova Christians; others were degraded, fined, and imprisoned. On her death in 1861 her son Radama I tolerated all religions and traders, which probably led to his assassination in 1861. His queen ruled till 1868, when her cousin became Rana-Valona II, and this queen was baptised with her husband, the native shrines and idols being then destroyed.

Since 1868 the Hovas have advanced in civilisation round the
Malak. Polygamy and licence have been repressed: education and literature have improved; laws have become less arbitrary; and divorce less easy. Judges and officers received salaries (before the French conquest) and Hova power was extended.

The island abounds in rude-stone monuments (Rev. J. Sibree, Journal Anthropol. Inst., February 1892): these vary from 10 to 20 ft. in height of the stones, which are called Vatolahy ("male stones"); and the shape of the stones may indicate phallic worship: they are also called Teza, or "firm upright things." Those near Imério are of blue undressed rock, and those in Betsilo of fine white granite—resembling the dark lingams of Krishna, and the white ones of Siva, in India. Malagasy words, such as Rana for "queen," (Hindu Rani), also suggest Hindu influence, and the sacred tree of the Malagasy grows out of a rude-stone altar as among Hindus and Buddhists. Cattle also are sacred (as in India) and the stones are adorned with heads, and horns, of bulls: the king too was called Ombelahy or "bull." Mr. Sibree figures ornaments like those of India, and a sacred stone surrounded by four lesser ones (see Khonds) is surmounted with vases of budding flowers. [Malays are not exclusively found (in this part of the world) in Madagascar. Moslem Malays are numerous at the Cape, and the Hottentots appear, by type and by mythology and customs, to represent a mingled Malay-Bushman stock. The Hovas have a list of at least 35 kings, so that their arrival may date back to 700 A.C. The language is said to compare with early Malay speech, having few Sanskrit loan words—according to Prof. Keane—but, on the other hand, the Hova type is not pure Malay, and indicates not only African admixture but very clearly also a Hindu strain. The Hovas were among the adventurous Malay sailors who sailed all over Polynesia and the western ocean, and the Hova kings, it is said, used to be buried in a silver canoe (like the canoe coffin of the Sakalavas) which points to their maritime character.—Ed.]

Malak. Moloch. Milcom. The Hebrew Melek means "an adviser," "ruler," or "king," and from it the names of Moloch, and Milcom, are usually derived. In Amos (v. 26) we read of the "booths" of Moloch, resembling the shrines in which Assyrian deities were carried abroad. [Moloch was a Ba'el, or god of earth and hell, and the name may—as Lenormant thought—come from the Akkadian Mul-ge or "lord below."—Ed.] According to Rabbinical accounts Moloch was represented as bull-headed, with outstretched arms. The body of this brazen idol was hollow, with seven divisions, one for each of the seven planets. It was made hot and filled—the 1st division with fine flour: the 2nd with bones: the 3rd with a sheep: the 4th with a ram: the 5th with a calf: the 6th with an ox: while in the 7th a child—the peculiar victim of Ba'el and Moloch—was offered as a burnt offering. In Yukan the Americans in like manner (especially the Itzaek tribe) immolated human beings in conical cases of metal, and the Celts down to Christian times burned men inside huge oyster idols. Babes cremated in jars, in Palestine, are thought to have been so offered (see Gezer) at shrines where the name of Moloch occurs in the dedicatory texts of pottery vessels.

In Carthage as many as 200 children were offered at one time to Melkarth (see Héraklès). The valley of Tophet (Isa. xxx, 33) was an ancient shrine of Moloch ("the king" in our version) where these horrible rites were performed just S. of Jerusalem, and the name is supposed to mean "a pyre." Milcom is noticed in a Phcenician text in Cyprus, and David apparently took the crown of Milcom from such an idol (2 Sam. xii, 30), at Rabbath 'Ammon.

Malays. See Mali. The Malays are of Turanian stock, and include Malays proper, and others in Java, the Celebes, the Philippines, Formosa, and Madagascar (see Malagasy). They are connected with the Dravidians, and widely spread, even to Easter Island and Peru. They are the great civilisers of the Eastern Archipelago, and include (1) Orang Benuu, "men of the soil," (2) Orang Laut, "men of the sea," and (3) Orang Outan, "men of the woods," who are however Negritos chiefly. [It is worthy of notice that two distinctive Malay customs—head-hunting, and the use of the blow-pipe for shooting—are found widely spread in the regions thus indicated as reached by Malays. Thus the use of jade, and of the blow-pipe, is found among Papuans, and the latter also in S. America with the "Couvade" custom, which is also Turanian. Polynesian and Australian languages also compare with the Malay very closely.—Ed.] The Malays seem evidently connected with the Mali non-Aryans of India. The Malay annals (Sejara Malayu, Raffles, History of Java, ii, pp. 108-112) begin by tracing the Malay of regions E. of India, as descendants of Alexander the Great by the daughter of the great Rāja-Kideh-Hindi. This account however, according to Sir Stamford Raffles, dates only from our 17th century. The princess had, we are told, a son Arista- Shāh, whose dynasty endured about 600 years, or to 260 A.C., when the ruling Rāja-Suren set out to subdue China, marching down the Ganges and then S. to the land of the "Kiang Kins" (probably Khings), and settling at Bis-Nagar—no doubt our Vijra-nagar. These
Malays were probably the E. Chalukyas, who reached Tellingana about the same time. Rāja Suren's eldest son, Bechatrow, was dissatisfied with his share of the empire, and on his father's death fitted out a fleet of twenty vessels, determined to carve out a kingdom for himself E. of India. A storm scattered the ships; but, with a few followers, he reached Palembang, where he found an Indian prince who, with his people, did him honour. This prince's daughter he married, and succeeded him probably about 340 B.C., ruling long in Java and elsewhere, and known as a descendant of "Sultân Sekander," or Alexander the Great. This tradition serves at least to connect the Malays with N.W. India, according to their own account.

The Malays appear to have been always unsettled and piratical, as they still are, being bold sailors who explored all the Pacific Ocean. They established a state at Singa-pūr ("Lion-town") in 1160 B.C., and preyed thence on the maritime traders, until Majā-pāhit, a powerful King of Jāva, drove out their king Sri-sin-derga (whose name is clearly Indian), and founded the Malay state of Mala-ka, or Malacca. In 1276 the race accepted Islam through Arab influence; but, till recently, they knew very little of its tenets. In features, complexion, and temper, the Malay shows his Mongolic origin, though with Hindu and Arab admixture, and (in some regions) a Negrito strain, due to inter-breeding with Melanesians such as the Papuans. Custom, religion, and language, tell the same story. He has been the virtual ruler of the S. Archipelago since at least our 4th century. Though he seems to have had no literature till our Middle Ages, his language has been the common speech of all these widely scattered regions for at least 1500 years. He brought with him the worship of trees, serpents, and lingams. Other Gujarat races from N.W. India followed, and the Sabean traders of S.W. Arabia traded with them from the Roman age, followed by Arab Moslems, who introduced a religion which has always appealed to Malays on account of its simplicity. The Malays of Cape Town adorn their tomstones with Arab Moslem inscriptions. Mr Crawfurd (Eastern Archipelago, ii, p. 267) describes, however, Malay Moslems who did not even know the name of Muhammad. They retain their early superstitions; and charms, or idols, are hung in cages, or shrines, from the centre of the house roofs, these shrines representing small canoes, and sakits (mukkoth or "booths," as among Hebrews) in which the spirits are said to dwell, or to move about. These charms avert the evil eye, and appease spirits of whom heaven, earth, seas, rivers, trees, and rocks are said to be full, most of them being ill-disposed beings. For this reason small altars are erected, and food, wine, and tobacco offered on them to the spirits, with prayers to the good beings. These altars occur in groves, and under shady trees, and the shrines are sometimes hung up, while little ladders of coconaut fibre are stretched from the tree, that angels may ascend and descend as they did on Jacob's ladder at Bethel. But the Sakits, or shrines, are places dangerous to man, only to be approached with awe and reverence. Souls of men and animals are believed to quit the sleeping body, or to leave it at death, and must be captured by wizard priests well paid. Sometimes the soul returns at once when the priest sings, whistles, or dances, or if he waves attractive colored cloths. If this fails the cloth is put on a spear, and a sacred image above it; the enchantor waves it madly as he rushes about, till the high priest—by a mystic sign—declares the soul to be in the image. A priestess then stealthily approaches, and wraps it in the colored cloth, placing it over the patient's head, and anxiously awaiting the result. If after a time he does not recover consciousness he is abandoned, because the soul has gone to his forefathers; and elaborate funeral rites then follow. Angry spirits are enticed into the Sakits by offerings of goats, fowls, or pigeons; and the shrines are then removed, weighted with stones, and sunk in deep water. Sometimes the ghosts may be seen rowing about in small vessels; and food should then if possible be sent to them, to keep them away. When great epidemics prevail special boats, gaily garnished, and well provisioned, are pushed out to sea, with clamour and shouts, bidding the spirits to "go away to another land"; and the noise is kept up, day and night, till the poor ghosts can endure it no longer, but board the boats and sail away. Men, women, and children, then bathe, and return to their homes with confidence. Some diseases require that a white cock should peck the body of the patient; other rites are phallic or solar.

Māli. Malla. The Malis, or Mālavas, are a widespread Turanian race, entering India from the N.W. and N. through the passes of the Himalayas. The word is often rendered "men," but may come from the Dravidian term māla "mountain"; for the Malayals are still a considerable people in the central highlands of India. Mala tribes mingled with the Kolaris (see Kols), and settled by the 4th century B.C., at the "Mons Malleus" of Latin writers (Parisāth). Thence some established Māli states in the valley of the Ganges, and on the Mālini or Mali River, the sources of both being near each other; they extended over Behar and to Banaras, and over Rohil-kand, the Māla kingdom thus embracing some 60,000 square miles. From Delhi they proceeded to Māli-vāna (Mālān),
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or bone, and be conveyed to any thing, person, or spirit, disembodied, or supernatural." "The Melanesian religion consists in getting this mana for one's self... this is the object of all sacrifices, prayers, and rites." [In the Turanian languages mana also means "first," or "principal," as in the Akkadian mana = "king," and Turkish manap = "chief."—Ed.]

The connection of the moon (Lydian men, Phrygian maneros) with the idea of measurement may go back (like Meni the deity of "number," and of "fate") to the older idea of "that which is"—the reality; and the idea of the "mind" is again founded on that of life and existence, created by the mana or living sperm, and symbolized by the mana or erect stone.

**Manaf.** An Arabian sun god. [Probably the "fierce."—Ed.]

**Manak-meya.** The name of an ancient sacred book, in Java, describing the creation of the first man. The supreme god, Sangyang, created an egg or sphere (see Eggs), whence issued the sun, moon, and man (Fornander, *Polyzn.*, i. p. 213).

**Manasa.** A name of Vishnu as "lord of water." He is especially the deity of the Kulin Brahmans of Dakka; but all castes in lower Bengal worship him on the 5th and 20th days of the four rainy months—from mid June to mid October—especially at the Nag-Panchami, or snake feast of the latter half of August (see Nag).

**Manasarawar.** An ancient Paradise near Mt. Meru at the sources of four rivers. Thence the Brahna-piutra flows east, the sacred Sarasu (or Cogra) and the Malinda (or "Mala river") break through the Svarasti gorge to central Oudh, and the mighty Indus goes forth 1800 miles westwards (see Meru). The four rivers of this Eden are said to issue from the mouth of a cow, a horse, an elephant, and a tiger respectively (see Prof. Beal, *Records of Western Countries*, i. p. 12; *Asiatic Res.*, vi. p. 488).

**Manchos.** A branch of the Tunguse (see Tunguse), occupying Manchuria, a region which stretches from China to the Amur river, embracing 400,000 square miles. They became distinguishable in our 13th century, organisation various rude nomad tribes who are first noticed in the time of the Chinese Kao dynasty (1122-1225 B.C.) as Sushin (Tunguse proper), Yih-jo, Nielchin, Ketan, etc. Before 1100 B.C. the Sushin were attaining power in N.W. China. In the 1st century B.C. the Chinese conquered Mukden, the Manchurian capital, and Korea, and in 265 and 291 A.D. Tunguse ambassadors were sent to the Ts'in emperor at Nanking. The Chinese

only drove back these Tartars from their lands about 470 B.C., and the historian Tso says that they were the strongest race in Tartary in the 6th century B.C. The K'ets established their dynasty in N. China about 290 B.C. (see Kheta), and this lasted 200 years till overthrown by the Nii-chin Tunguse, who are the direct ancestors of Manchus. They founded the Kin or "gold" dynasty (see China), and after the Mongol conquest the Manchus recovered power, finally founding the present dynasty. The Manchus use a form of the Mongol alphabet, which is derived from that of the early Uigur Turks, who learned the use of letters from the Nestorian missionaries. It is thus traceable to the Syriac (Dr Isaac Taylor, *Alphabet*, i, pp. 297-304).

**Manda.** Sanskrit. A temple or shrine, also called Mandir, and signifying a "core" or "essence," and also a "bower."

**Manda.** See Kuras.

**Mandeans.** A Gnostik sect in Babylonia, who included—as late as the 17th century—some 20,000 families, now reduced to 800 or less. They were Sabians or "baptisers" (the Sabiun noticed as "people of a book" in the Koran) called consecutively in the Middle Ages "Christians of St John," and also Nazarenes, being descended from the early sect, so called, of Judaic Christians (see Ebionites). They are more properly called Mandaeans, after the celebrated Gnostik (see Manda), or from their god Mana-raha "the great intelligence," the "god of life and light," or "Mána-raha-di-ékára," the "great mind of glory." He is the first of three great Aións, the second being Pera or Pir "the old," and the third Ayarziva "the shining ether."

The Mandeans, or Mandaites, also say that this god Mána had a female emanation called Damutha ("appearance" or "likeness"). His "messenger of life" was the Aión named Yu-Shamán ("Yahveh of the heavens"), who strove for mastery over Mána (as the Gnostics taught also regarding the Jewish Yahveh and their Supreme God), and was consequently degraded to the "world of inferior light." Mána was himself incarnate as Abel (Hibel), Seth, Eno, and John the Baptist. The Mandite creator of matter—or Demiurge—is called Ptah-il ("the sculpturing god"), who answers to the Gnostik Il-de-ba-th ("god of the depths"). The Mandaites, according to Prof. Kessler, "represent the older type of Gnostik Ophites or Nahassenes" (serpent worshipers), but preserve Christian rites including repeated baptisms in running water, and an eucharist of bread and wine. They have six annual festivals, and they sacrifice doves at the consecrations in their churches. The Mandaites have an Aramean alphabet, and their
Mandala

sacred language is Aramaic, like that of the Talmud. In this they preserve the Sabian Book of Adam (see Sabians).

Mandala. Mander. S. Tamil words for a cairn, or sacrificial circle (see Manda).

Mandara. The great stone or mountain with which Vishnu churned the “sea of milk” (see Vishnu), by means of the Vasůka, or serpent rope (see Journal Bl. Asiatic Soc., xi, p. 133).

Mandrakes. See Dûdaim.

Manes. The founder of the Manichean sect. [See Gnostics. This was one of the most important attempts to found an universal religion, and to reconcile the Christian, Buddhist, and Mazdean, with the Greek philosophy. It presented the same syncretic ideas found later among Moslem Druzes, and among Sikhs. It failed in the East because Islam presented a much simpler system, and in the West because Christianity was already developing, in the time of Manes, a religion which aimed at reconciling the paganism of Italy and of Gaul with the ethics of Christ, thus presenting a simpler and more familiar faith.—Ed.] Manes was a notable philosopher and religious teacher, born about 216 A.C.; and he was crucified and flayed alive by the Persian Magi, under Bahram I, in 277 A.C. His Persian name was Shu-raik, rendered Cubricus in Latin. He was of high birth, and a native of Ekbatana; he became a great traveller, and a voluminous writer, having studied the religions of Trans-Oxiana, India, and W. China. He was carefully educated by his learned and pious father, at Ctesiphon; and they appear to have belonged to the Sabian or “baptising” sect of Mesopotamia (see Mandeans). He was thus well acquainted with Gnostik Christianity. As a boy he seems to have seen visions, and to have early shown a keenly critical spirit. In 243 A.C. he proclaimed a new religion at the court of Sapor I (see Prof. Harnack, Encyclop. Brit.). His “Acta Archelai” became the Manichean Bible, with sundry added epistles. He taught the Mazdaean dualism of the powers of light and darkness, as representing good and evil beings, and an asceticism which aimed at the control of all passions. The spirit of God is Light, according to Manes, radiant with the virtues of love, faith, fidelity, high mindedness, wisdom, meekness, knowledge, understanding, mystery, and insight. The first man was armed with five pure elements (apparently the five senses), but deceived by Satan, and falling into the abyss, till God redeemed him and set him in the sun. The second Adam was begotten by Satan in his own image (or, as Gnostics said, by the Demiurge, who is the father of Satan, and also the Hebrew Yahveh); and Adam therefore was full of passion and sin, and seduced by Eve. But good spirits, or Aións, were set to guard the race, and became incarnations of God: among these Christ was one, and sent to aid man in resisting sensual sin, and to teach the true Gnosis, or knowledge of God and of nature. This Christ—as Jesus—was not truly incarnate, but a phantom “impassible,” and never suffering or dying when on the cross—a Gnostik belief which Muhammad appears also to have taken from the Sabians. Jesus was succeeded by Máni (Manes) himself, as the last and greatest of prophets, and of divine emanations—the Paraklete or “advocate,” and the ambassador of Light. Without such a redeemer none can see light, yet he too must be purified after death.

Severe asceticism, fasts, and prayers, were enjoined by Manes, who established two orders, one of the Elect or perfect (the initiated), and the other of Hearsers or probationers—the masses who had no time or ability to perfect themselves. The aim of all was self-salvation. All pleasures were forbidden; and marriage even was prohibited: nor might the life of any being be taken. The Manichean Church had its festivals, rites, and symbols, its priests and bishops, whose duty it was to teach the Hearsers. Sunday was devoted to prayer, fasting, and ceremonies. The Elect were half-worshipped by the Hearsers: in March (on the day on which Manes was crucified) his later followers established a commemorative rite of the Bôma or teacher’s chair. This was placed on a platform with five steps, and after long fasting all were permitted to kneel before it, in adoration of the unseen Master. Baptism and the Eucharist were celebrated in spring. Manes repudiated Judaism, and (like the Gnostics) regarded Yahveh as an evil god. There can be no doubt that he was acquainted with Buddhism, and he speaks of “Buddas” by name. The Manicheans were more feared and hated by Catholic Christians than any other early sect. They were still in existence, in spite of constant persecution, as late as our 10th century; and their influence was felt from China to Spain and Gaul: it still lingered in Asia; and, among the “Christians of St Thomas” in Madras, it survived till the 15th century. St Augustine had listened for nine years to Manes; but the Roman empire felt the force of this system chiefly in 280 A.C. The Romans knew it in 330 A.C.; and Faustus became its missionary among them. Many clung to the Manichean belief till 440 A.C., when Leo the Great found that he must stamp it out, if the Roman creed was not to be extinguished. It was the basis of Paulician heresy, and of that of the Albigenses, in the S. of France, which was only quenched by blood in the 15th century.

Manetho, or Men-Thoth, the celebrated Egyptian historian, was a priest at Heliopolis about 270 B.C., in the reign of Ptolemy II. He compiled his account from earlier materials (such as the Turin historical papyrus), but his authorities are so far unknown to us beyond a few fragments. Extracts from Manetho are found in Josephus, Julius Africanus, Eusebius, and George the Syncellus (or monk), from the 1st to the 9th centuries A.D.; but our present text in each case is corrupt. Renouf (Hibbert Lect., 1880) says: "There is not the slightest reason for questioning the fact that Manetho had access to authentic historical records." But Dr. Hinks has pointed out a series of deliberate falsifications of the lists. [The names and numerals are often entirely in discord with those of the Turin Papyrus.—Ed.]

Mani. Sanskrit. A great serpent borne by Kadru, daughter of Daksha, identified with Kanda the moon god of Bâlis, in Ceylon. The name is connected with that of the "moon" (see Daksha, Kadru, and Man).

Mania. See Etruskans. A moon goddess, and among Greeks the daughter of night, evoked from Tartaros, and sprung from the blood of Celes (heaven); whom Juno converted into a Gorgon. Among the Etruskans she was the honoured mother of Lares and Manes. But she was a maddening goddess, probably to those who were "moon struck" by sleeping in moonlight; and the heads of children were offered to Mania till the time of Junius Brutus, when the sleep-giving poppy was substituted as an offering.

Manicheans. See Manes.

Manko-kapak. Manco-capac. The Peruvian divine teacher of religion, agriculture, weaving, and civilisation. His sacred capital was at Kusko (see Peru), and he became the deity of the four quarters of earth. Some said that he was the eldest of two brothers, and two sisters, who came out of a rock at Kusko; and with his sister-wife, Mama-Oello, he was guided by a "golden wedge" (like the Persian Yima's gold wedge), which stuck fast in the earth, in the valley of the Yuka river, where the city of Kusko was founded.

Manna. This mysterious food from heaven (Exod. xvi, 15) bore a name (man) which the writer apparently did not understand, as he renders it mën-hu ("what is it?"). [The name is applied now to the product of an insect like the cochineal insect (Occlus manniiferus), which punctures the tamarisk bush (Tamarix mannifera), causing a gummy secretion which hardens and drops, being collected for sale. —En.] It is described as like white coriander seed, tasting like a honeyed wafer. In Egypt a substance called men was used for incense. The mythical manna appears to be the dew, which disappears when the sun becomes hot. It is thus connected with the Arabic word mann for "spunw"; and Talmudic legends state that a rain of manna will fertilise the bone Luz (Os cocygis) for those who are to rise in new bodies at the last day.

Manth. Sanskrit: "the borer" (see Arâni, Mandara, Pramatha, and Prometheus).

Mantra. Sanskrit: a "charm," hymn, or prayer, which "reminds" the deity (see Man).

Manu. The "man." Hindus say that 14 Manus preside over every Kalpa or age. The present age is that of the 7th Manu (see Kalpa). Manu was saved from the flood by Vishnu (see Floods). The first Manu was the "self-existent," when Brâhma divided himself (see Brâhma) calling up Ida as his consort from the waters, and producing the ten Praja-patis, or creators.

Manu-shastra. The "Laws of Manu": attributed to a mythical legislator, like the Hebrew Law. The age of the code is equally doubtful in both cases, both having been manipulated by later priests, and modernised to suit later ideas. Sir William Jones, the first translator of the code of Manu, thought that it originally belonged to the Vedik age about 1200 B.C. Later writers suppose that, as it now exists, it belongs to the 4th century A.D. Many of the laws appear to have been known to early Buddhists, and Indian philosophers. Others, like Dr Max Müller, and Dr Burnell, place it as a whole about the Christian era (see Sacred Books of the East, xxv). Megasthenes, in the 4th century B.C., said that no written laws were known in India. But many British rulers pass half a lifetime in India knowing nothing of such literature, nor are the laws of Manu recognised by Dravid races in the south. The authors were Manava Brâhmans of N. India, who formed the Dharma Sutra or "book of duty," whence the code of Manu is supposed to have arisen. Their great authority was the Black Yajur Veda. Half at least of the work is late, but the older part is noticed in the Mahâ-bhârata epic, or at least some laws of the kind. The Manu code never mentions Sati (Suttee) or the self-immolation of the widow, but on the contrary (ix, 4) directs the son to protect the widowed mother. There are
many allusions to torments in hell; and the wife occupies a subordinate, or enslaved, condition, women being regarded as quite untrustworthy. These indications seem to point to early ages. Our legislators, unfortunately, have appealed to many of the disgracefully tyrannous laws of the code, exalting the power of Brāhmans. The author himself commanded part of a large force which surrounded the gibbet on which a Brāhman murderer was hanged; but our rulers, influenced by the Laws of Manu, have not always dared such a deed. In this code Brāhmans are called "lords of the world"; the Kshatriya or warrior caste is to defend them; the Vaiśya caste to collect wealth for them; the Sudra caste to perform for them menial offices. Kings are only useful as conferring gifts on Brāhmans. The great epics are unnoticed in these laws, as are the gods Siva and Vishnu, Vedic deities alone being noticed. The account of the four castes resembles that in Sutras of the Yajur Veda, compiled perhaps as early as 500 B.C. The Manu Shastras is described (Soutman, Dec. 1884) as recording the creation of the world, the origin of the four castes, the duties of the householder, student, and ascetic; family relations, laws of property, rules for kings, and the sins and crimes of all classes, with their punishments, and means of expiation. "There is nothing omitted from this remarkable code—from birth to marriage, on to death; from hell to heaven; from the breaking of the moral law down to the breaking of the axle of a cart; from the beginning of time till the absorption in the universal essence. The Brāhman—who proceeded from the mouth of God—is the lord of all castes... for him life is easier, privileges are greater, punishments are lighter—as the nobleman in France before the Revolution. If a Sudra—the lowest order—speak violently against any of the higher castes his tongue is cut out; while if a Brāhman insults a Sudra he pays no penalty at all, and only 50 paras if he insults one of the caste nearest his own. The highest posts on earth, the highest places in heaven, are his... There is no distinction between moral sins and ceremonial crimes—it bears with as heavy a hand on the man who overturns a pot of ghee as on him who murders and slanders... The Brāhman practices the same penance for killing a dog, a frog, or a lizard, as for killing a Sudra. We find in these laws a spirit, and practice, of savage unproportioned cruelty, difficult to harmonise with traces of a high civilisation, and elevated ideas of ethics. Every part of life, every attitude, every act of existence however slight, is the subject of these inquisitorial laws... It is difficult to see how a Brāhman could walk, eat, sit, or lie down, without falling into some sin or breaking some minute law. How these laws arose is a strange problem. [But
referring to the cause of the rainbow, of the phases of the moon, eclipses, river beds, the material nature of the sky, and how ocean water becomes rain. The teacher in reply often goes beyond his depth. As to the end of the world he says: "Near to the time of the Renovation the bodily existences desist from eating, and live without food; and the offspring who are born from them are immortal, for they possess durable and bloodless bodies. Such are they who are the bodily existing men that are in the world when men passed away, rise, and live again." Regarding the evil power of the fiend we learn that the creator allows it only for a time, and that it is certain that he will prevail over this devil, by the aid of his army of angels. Mr. West, in his Introduction to the three Epistles translated in the volume above cited, says: "The reader will search in vain for any confirmation of the foreign notion that Mazdâ worship is decidedly more dualistic than Christianity is usually shown to be by orthodox writers, or for any allusion to the descent of the good and evil spirits from a personification of 'boundless time,' as asserted by strangers to the faith. No attempt is made to account for either spirit; but the temporary character of the power of the evil one, and of the punishment in hell, is distinctly asserted."

Comparing the older books of the Zend Avesta we find that these doctrines were in existence probably as early as 500 B.C., in Persia. Mânî-skîhâr's epistles were due to complaints from Mazdéans of Sîrkân, directed against his own younger brother Zâd-spâram, who was a high priest, but regarded as heretical in matters of ritual. The first epistle is addressed to these Mazdéans, the second to the brother, and the third to all the faithful. The brother is mildly, but firmly condemned, as Mr West says: "with the moderation and tact of a statesman, the burning zeal of a well-informed priest, and the affection of a brother."

Mâo. Mâonh. Mâh. The moon among the Mazdéans is Persia, and in Baktria where the word occurs on the Canârî coinage of Hushka, about 65 to 15 B.C. In the Yasna, Mâo is said to guard the "seed of Mithra" (the god of light), as Soma—the Hindu moon—guards the ambrosia, or dew.

Mâol. Maulagh. Keltic: "a hill" or "high place" (see Mali), like the Indian mala "hill."

Mâoris. Mârae. The Maories are New Zealanders; and among Polynesians generally Mârae means a "stone circle." Mâori worshipers are differentiated from the Negrito Pâpuas or Pâpa-langis, who are regarded by the former as foreigners, and pagans, being earlier inhabitants of Melanesia. In the island of Oora (Fornander, ii, pp. 31, 32), the Mârâe circles were dedicated to Oro, and Mâori may mean "the people of Oro." "A mârâe dedicated to Lono was a solid pile of stones 40 by 20 feet base, and 14 feet high, with a flat summit for sacrifice, all railed round," and comparable (see Fornander, ii, p. 174), to the sacrificial pyramids of Canadian Indians (see Stones). Mr Ellis (see Miss Gordon Cumming, Fire Fountains), noticed such a shrine at Kawaihau, in the Hawaii group of islands, the base measuring 224 by 100 feet, and the enclosing wall being 12 feet thick and 20 feet high: it was erected by King Kamehameha to the war god Tairi. Here sacrifices were offered in security, in presence of idols—which are usually of wood and adorned with feathers (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 230, fig. 31), being placed in inner chapels or courts. On the altars of the chief gods human victims were offered as well as hogs, dogs, grain, fruit, and flowers; and diviners foretold future events by inspection of the victim's entrails, uttering oracles from beneath a pyramidal frame work. The human victims were usually prisoners, or sinners who had broken the laws of Tapu (or Tabu) "custom," as established by priests.

At Run-pua the Mâre, or Heian, was 150 by 70 feet, and at Pakihia 270 by 21 feet, at the base; many such shrines were in sacred groves; and one 200 feet square was in a sacred pond, used for ablutions and baptisms. All were made of huge well-carved blocks of lava, and they are attributed to "a very ancient race who came from the west"—no doubt Malays or Mâlas (see Short Studies, i), as the Polynesian race is a mixed Malay-negrito stock. Pâpuans here and there resisted the invaders, and refused to marry the brown men, but they conquered New Zealand and all the Chatham group of islands, 500 miles further east, spreading all over the Pacific. The comparison of Polynesian and Malay speech agrees philologically with the evidence of racial type. The New Zealand Mâori affirms that Tonga grew out of a sacred stone, which "his ancestors brought in a canoe, and fixed there, in the beginning of time." All agree that these ancestors came from Hawai'i—otherwise Arawa—which is perhaps a name connected with that of Hawaii in the Sandwich group, far away N.E. Tonga is the chief island of the Friendly group, N. of New Zealand. (The populations of the Pacific are divided by anthropologists into three classes: (1) Malays on the W.; (2) Melanese further S. and E.; (3) Polynesians, as far as New Zealand on S., and the Sandwich Islands in the far N.E.: of these the Melanesians are much more purely negrito (including the Australians) than are the 'brown Poly-
The Maoris speak of their "Hawaiki father," or "Tonga parent," as Tāpui or "holy" (Mr K. Nicholls, Journal Anthropl. Inst., Novr. 1885). The time at which the Maoris invaded the earlier Melanesians of New Zealand has been variously supposed to be 3000, or only 600, years ago. Tradition says that a chief named Ngahue was driven from Hawaiki, and discovered the N. island of New Zealand. He went back, taking with him jade, and bones of the now extinct Moa ostrich, and induced many to emigrate, in canoes filled with seeds of sweet potatoes, gourds, berries, dogs, parrots, rats, and sacred red paint.

The Maori religion is animistic, with fire, water, serpent, and phallic rites. All beings, including sun, moon, stars, and wind, have Atua or "spirits," some being Atua, or divine souls who must be propitiated by sacrifices and religious services. "The great spirit is said to haunt the forest depths, and mountain tops: he floats in the air, in rivers and lakes; rides in the storm; and works all good and evil." Only the Tohunga high-priest, or his ministers, can treat with this spirit. Two stone Atua were brought from the fatherland in a canoe, the chief one being Matua Tonga ("the Tonga father"), whose symbol was recently dug up on the island of Mokoia, by the lake Rotoraia, representing a man squatting on his haunches with the knees drawn up against the breast, on which rests the palm of one hand, while the other supports his chin. The whole figure is about 4 feet high, and 6 feet in girth. Mr Nicholls gives the names of other Maori gods. Matua turned the world upside down: Maui fished up the N. island from the sea: Papa is god of sea and rivers, and Ra of lakes, rivers, and earthquakes: Kanika placed "the seed of fire" in trees: Maru is god of the great Whanganui river: Irawaru of dogs, rats, and reptiles; Patiki protects infants: Tangaroa is the fish god: Tane god of birds: Tolé of sudden death: Tu of the wind: Tapotiki is the creator of sun, moon, and stars: Rehua is god of the sick, and ever demanding prayers and sacrifices: Rongomu is god of war, and the chief deity of Taupo.

The first man Tiki also became a deity. There is no lack of evil demons called Taniwhas—fierce monsters usually of lizard or serpent form, frequenting dark caves, waters, lone mountains, or dangerous rivers, and ever seeking to devour mankind. The gods are satisfied with Mata, or first fruits, or by an occasional cock; but the Taniwha demand burnt offerings and bloody sacrifices. Yet even among Maoris unbelievers are said to have always existed, who thought only of "fat pork and potatoes." Lingam worship is clearly indicated (Taylor, New Zealand, p. 75) by a small image about 18 inches long, resembling a carved head, with a fillet of red parrots' feathers under the god's chin, held by a bandage of sunnet tied in a peculiar way. "The Atua, or divine spirit, is believed to enter into this image when it is stuck into the ground; and the Karakia—a powerful prayer—is then offered up; and the symbol vibrates, a sitting priest having hold of a string attached to the neck. The jerking is supposed to arrest the god's attention." "This god made use of the priest's tongue in giving replies, and the divine afflatus (atua) was only supposed to enter the image for the occasion; it was not always worshiped, and only used as a mode of approaching the deity."

The Maoris say that they knew, before Christianity reached them, of a superior being presiding over their destinies, and of a beautiful and peaceful heaven (Reinga), the gate of which is at the N. cape of the N. island. Here all ghosts assemble, and float peacefully away to a home where there is no war, or trouble, or want, but sunshine, joy, and rest. Maoris lament the dead, and have a sacred dance (Tanji) over the grave. After a time they disinter the corpse, and place the bones in caves which are strictly Tāpui, or holy. Christianity was first introduced among them in 1814. In 1864 they are described as chanting, shouting, and ejaculating as they circumambulated an upright pole reared in the centre of a circle. The Maoris, like the Malays, are skilled designers, carvers, and builders; and they had schools of art before Europeans knew them (Hamilton, New Zealand Instr., 1827-8). Such exquisite taste as is shown by their delicate, and elaborate, work is now mainly devoted to the adornment of the figureheads and sternposts of canoes, to door posts, porches, and agricultural instruments, usually in illustration of popular mythology. Mr Hamilton says that "some of the subjects must have taken years, if not generations, to complete, and . . . though peculiar to New Zealand they agree in many features with South Sea and Polynesian art in general." Many Maoris are still in the communistic stage, but they are exogamous, though having no name for family. They speak only of the offspring of a tribe or islet; but they pay most respect to the first born, regarding such as often possessing supernatural powers (see Mr Best, Journal Anthropl. Inst., Jany.-June 1902, p. 184).

Mar. [Two roots are to be distinguished: (1) Mar "to shine," Aryan mar: Assyr. amar "see" (also Ar., Var, and Barz); (2) Mar to "crumble" or "decay": Egyptian Mer "die": Aryan mar, mal, "to rot," "melt," "die" (also Mat), whence perhaps the Egyptian mer, and Latin mare, for "sea," as being putrid: Hebrew mār "bitter."—Ed.]
Māra. Sanskrit “death” (Latin Mors), a mighty demon, or devil, who tempted Buddha under the tree (see Lalita Vistara).

Marcion. A very influential heretic of our 2nd century, mentioned by Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and Tertullian. He was a Pauline (as contrasted with the Judaic) Christian. His father is said to have been a bishop at Sinope in Pontus, where he was born about 130 A.C.—or earlier, as he visited Rome about 140 A.C., where he was taught by Cerdo the Syrian, whom Judean Christians regarded as a heretic. Polycarp is said to have regarded Marcion with horror. He made use only of the third Gospel, but of a text apparently not including the first chapter about the virgin birth of Christ. He died about 165 or 180 A.C., and was acquainted with the Pauline epistles (Supernat. Relig., ii, p. 81), including that to Philemon, but not those to Timothy and Titus. We however only hear of his gospel from the accounts of his enemies, and later Marcionites attributed it to Paul. His sect spread from Italy to W. Asia and Egypt, and was numerous down to 250 A.C., surviving even till the 5th century, when it was stamped out by the Catholic emperors of Byzantium.

Marcion—like many Gnostiks—believed in two gods (see Mandaeans), the creator of man, from kūlē (“matter”), being a god of justice and wrath. The higher god was “love,” unknown until he sent his son—a divine phantom—to earth, where he was crucified by the Demiurge, or god of wrath. Christ being glorified compelled this god to deliver up the souls of the higher god.

The Marcionites were severe ascetics, who refrained from meat and wine, and who forbade marriage. They would not baptise any married person, or accept them as pupils; they said that they did this for love of the God of Love, whom they desired to resemble (see Essenes and Gnostiks). Marcion celebrated the Eucharist without wine; he allowed fish to be eaten: and he fasted on the Jewish Sabbath, observing the next day as the Lord’s day of rest. He did not attempt to reconcile Jewish law with the teaching of Paul. He held that there was no resurrection of the dead body; but the soul returned to the true God. The idea that “God is Love,” or the command “love your enemies,” he thought to be quite inconsistent with the character of the Hebrew Yahveh—the Demiurge—a deity of limited intelligence as shown by his asking Adam, “Where art thou?” He did not deny the truth of Hebrew prophecy, but saw no connection between the son of the true God and the Hebrew Messiah. There were many angels ministering to the Demiurge, and beneath all was Hūlē (“matter”), a female principle through which creation became possible. Hūlē made man, and the Creator breathed his spirit into him, forbidding him to touch Hūlē. She then in wrath produced many gods and many devils. Adam fell, and was cast into hell, but was redeemed 3000 years later by the son of the true God, who however saved Kain, Esau, Korah, and others, whom the Demiurge hated, but not the saints who await the spiritual resurrection in Hades. Marcion observed the old rite of baptism with unction (see Baptism), and held that it ought to be repeated after any had fallen into some great sin. If the catechumen died before baptism some other person might be baptised in his stead (see 1 Cor. xv, 29). Such variations of belief did not interest the early philosophers: for Cicero said that “mankind are mostly fools, and their general opinions folly.”

Marduk. Merodach. The Babylonian name of the sun god, apparently from the Akkadian Amur-uluk, or “sun disk.” He is the son of the ocean god Ea, represented as the creator, and as the champion who defeated Tiamat the demon goddess of chaos. He is armed with lightning and a sickle (see Babylon).

Mari. Sanskrit: “death” (feminine. See Māra). Mari-ama, or “mother death” is the goddess of diseases, especially infectious ones. She is usually represented as deities, or in hills and woods, with four hands, and holding the tri-sul, or “trident” of Siva as god of death, with a skull, a rope, and a drum-like object—the Damaru. Her festival lasts eight days, with dances and rejoicings intended to please or pacify her.

Mari. Maree. Mouri. An ancient Keltic deity adored in the N.W. of Scotland in connection with sacred wells, trees, and stones; and enshrined in the islet of Maree (Loch Maree, or as Highlanders pronounce it, Mouri; see Folk-Lore Quarterly, Decr. 1893). Miss Godden gives in this serial an interesting account of the later worship of Saint Mulrubha, who came from Ulster about 670 to 680 A.C.; and Mr Hartland, of the “pins and rags” which were affixed to an oak, or thrown into the well of Maree, as emblems of visits by devotees. The well, now neglected, is only a hole overgrown with vegetation; but the “wishing oak” is a bare trunk the clefts in which are full of coins and bits of iron still brought, though the priests and Presbytery of Dingwall began “to utter bitter anathemas against the worship from the middle of the 10th century.” Till the close of the 17th century bulls were here sacrificed, with processions and libations of milk, near small kilts (chapels) and sacred stones:
Mari

some of the latter had in them holes, into which the sick, and lovers, or those desiring offspring, thrust their heads. The margin of the well used to be smeared with red paint—as, in India, the Yoni stones of Pārvati are still painted. The site was famous along 50 miles of coast, as consecrated to Rufus Mul-rubha (Mulray), whose day was the 28th of August, or otherwise the 21st of April. He was said to have been martyred by Norsemen in 722 A.C., and buried in a mound (Claudh Mari), the earth of which cured many ills. Till the 17th century lunatics used to be rowed round the sacred island, and were thrown, with a rope round them, into the holy water at intervals. The well dried up because desecrated by a mad dog. Queen Victoria wrote (Life in Highlands, 1884, p. 352) that: “After scrambling through thickets we came upon the well—nearly dry (Sepr. 1875), celebrated for the cure of insanity. We hammered some pennies into the old oak tree which stands close to the well, for it has been the custom from time immemorial to insert copper coins into the bark as a sort of offering to the Saint Maol-rubha, Mulray, who lived here in the 8th century.” Rags and ribbons are also tied to the tree, just as to so many sacred trees in Asia.

Mari. Latin (mas, gen. marius) a grown person (compare Ar), whence the maritus or bridgegroom, and the marita or bride. Dr Westermarck says (History of Human Marriage, 1891) that the institution is derived from the pairing of animals which is necessary for preservation of the young. Marriage is still temporary among many rude peoples. The preference for wives outside the family is believed to be due to the desire to preserve the purity of family life, but may also be founded on observation of the evils of inbreeding. Among Australians and Maoris no such objections were felt. The rites which are classed as the survival of “marriage by capture”—or the raiding for wives on other tribes—are sometimes better explained (as among Arabs) by the reluctance which is considered modest by brides (see Badawi).—Ed.

Maricha. A Daityā who, in the disguise of a gazelle, tempted Rāma to pursue him, while Rāvana was carrying away Sita. He was a form of Mara, or the Hindu Satan.

Mark. Eusebius says that the “gospel according to Mark” was written by Marcus a Latin, who was the “interpreter of Peter.” He is supposed to have gone to Rome—apparently because of a single allusion (2 Tim. iv, 11), and of a forced identification of Rome with Babylon (1 Pet. v, 13). He is otherwise represented as a Hebrew

Markand

(Acts xii, 12; xiii, 5, 13), who left Paul and afterwards rejoined him (Col. iv, 10), his native name being John. The final passage in this gospel (xvi, 9-20) is absent from the earliest known MSS. which end with the words “they were afraid.” Mr Bent found a highly prized codex of Mark in the monastery of St John at Patmos, but this is yet more imperfect (ending with xv, 22). This gospel begins with the baptism, and has no allusion to the birth of Christ. The Greek is rude, and it can scarcely be called a book, but rather a collection of graphic anecdotes” (Rev. Dr Abbott, Eneleps Brit.). Luke and Matthew are most in accord when they relate details found in Mark, and the second gospel is very generally regarded as being nearest to the common source of synoptic tradition (see Gospels). The Church dedicates the 25th April to St Mark, a season when animals are said to converse, and foretell the future, as at Christmas also. The emblem of the saint is a lion.

Markand. A fine group of temples on the banks of the Wain-ganga, in Central India.

Markata. A name of the sun (Amen-ra) in Egypt.

Markulim. Apparently a corrupt pronunciation of the Latin Marcurius among the Jews of our 2nd century. In the Mishna (Abodah Zarah—“strange worship”—iv, 1). Markulim is symbolised by three stones—apparently a dolmen; and an image of this idol was found at Sidon under a tree, by a gall or stone heap (see Hermes), where the idolatrous object was declared to be the image, and not the tree (see Col. Conder, Quart. Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund., April 1882, p. 84). Stone heaps (see Makkas) are commonly connected with Arab and Jewish superstition. Jerome finds the custom mentioned in the Bible (Prov. xxvi, 8) where the Vulgate reads “as one who casts a stone on the stone heap.” The cairns were often gradually formed round a central Hermes or mænæ.

Maronites. The Christians of the Lebanon, followers of a patriarch John Marûn (680 to 707 A.C.). They were Monothelites believing in the “single will” of Christ, but in 1182, when the power of the Latins was at its greatest height in Syria, they renounced this tenet, and were reconciled with Rome, the Pope conceding to them the right to retain a married clergy, the priests (as among the Greeks) being married before ordination. They claim a yet earlier origin as disciples of Mar Marûn, a hermit of the 6th century A.C. His celebrated hermitage—a labyrinth of rock-cut caves, immediately E. of the main sources of the Orontes, as described by Col. Conder
Mars (Heth and Moab)—is still much revered though deserted. The Maronites were massacred by the Druzes in 1860, which led to the establishment of the Christian "Province of the Lebanon" where they now form the large majority of the population (see Druzes). In 1584 a Maronite college was established at Rome. It is said that some 8000 of the Maronites (or 1 in 30 of the population) are either priests, monks, or nuns. The slopes of Lebanon are covered with their monasteries and churches. After legal enquiry in 1766 (see Mr Bliss, Quart. Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, April 1892) the Romans reported "infamous scenes of debauchery, and horrid cruelties" in this region. The Church now owns a sixth of the lands, and the monks lead a useless and idle life, while the priests are little esteemed by the laity. Many curious superstitions, charms, and legends, survive among Maronites, in connection with St Antony, and Mar Marun. They light fires on the hillsides in autumn (see John) as a religious custom.

Mars. Latin. See Ares, Mar, and Maruts. He is the "crusher," and god of war and of storm, among Romans.

Martan, Martand, Matan. A lingam temple near Isânum, at the foot of the Takt-i-Suleiman ("Solomon's throne") which overlooks Srî-nagar. On the summit of the mountain (or throne of Solomon) is a square platform, with a pillar at each angle, and a lingam in a Yoni in the centre, all these being of rock. The temple of Martand is roofless, but the central lingam is covered by a dome, and is daily anointed. Arab inscriptions speak of Mughal worship at the site. Gen. Cunningham thinks that the shrine is as old as about 370 a.C. It stands in a quadrangle measuring 220 by 124 feet, and the black marble pillars are fluted, and carved with quaint figures.

Martu. Akkadian: "way down," or "west." The name of a deity who presided over the west. The word was rendered Akarna ("west") in Semitic speech, and the god was identified with the Semitic Rimmon, as deity of the west wind, and of storms.

Maruts. Sanskrit: "the crushers" or "pounders" (see Mars), who were stormy winds (see Ganesa): they were sons of Kâryapa (the sun), and of Diti—moist air. They were separated in the womb by Indra, and aided him in his wars (see Viśrtra) armed with lightning. They are also called "Rodras, fierce impetuous rain gods, sons of ocean and earth." Siva is said to have found them as "shapeless births of Diti," and—at the request of Pârvati—to have changed them into comely boys, and worshipers of Agni.

Mary. Miriam. As a Semitic name this has no true derivation, though it has been connected with Marah "bitter." [As Egyptian, however, Meri-amu may mean "mother's love," and Miriam the sister of Moses, after whom Mary was called, has been thought to bear an Egyptian name.—Ed.] St Jerome (who was fond of playing on words) calls her "Stella Maris" or "star of the sea." Roman Catholics, delighting in mysticism, call her the "gate of heaven," and the "mystic rose." (see the Glories of Mary; and Waterton's Pictorial Martana Britannica, 1879). She stands on the crescent moon, and treads on the serpent (Gen. iii, 13; Rev. xii, 1). She carries the infant deity (like so many pagan mother-deities); and, in a famous picture, Christ offers her the apple, no longer that of sin but of holy fruit (Waterton, p. 231). The mother and child are often shown within the Vesica Piscis or oval nimbus—which at York Minster is supported by four angels. In Fowndhope church (Waterton, p. 237) she rises like Aphrodite from a shell, and is "known as the new Eve when on a globe, a boat, or a crescent moon." (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 292, fig. 81). She rests one foot on earth, and the other on a tortoise, and appears crowned with stars. St Bridget heard Christ say that Mary could obtain God's grace even for the devil. Niconphorus assured the faithful that God might refuse our direct prayers to himself, but would grant them on the intercession of Mary. St Damian said that "God would not have become man without Mary's consent" (Glories of Mary, pp. 95, 106). But, like Ceres, Mary is the Mater Dolorosa, mourning her child, as Ashur-teuth also was the "mournful Venus" of Aphexa on Lebanon. The legend of virgin birth was at least as old as the 2nd century a.C. among Christians; but Buddha, Zoroaster, Plato, Alexander, and even Tartar emperors and Pharaohs, were called the children of virgins by some god, as well as Christ. [Muhammad—following the Gnostics—supposed Miriam, mother of Aisa, to be a reincarnation of Miriam, sister of Moses. The legend of the Virgin's life is chiefly taken from the apocryphal "Gospel of the Nativity of Mary," famous in the 5th century, which tells how she span scarlet and purple in the temple, and how Joseph was chosen as her husband because his rod flowered with lilies, and a dove sat on it. —Ed.] Dr Dollinger says that "the adoration of Mary only began to take root in the Middle Ages." But she was called the Theotokos, or "mother of God," in the east by the 5th century; and the doctrine of her "perpetual virginity" was doubtfully held by Clement of Alexandria in the 2nd (Strom., vii, 16). According to Brady (Clar. Col., ii, p. 305), "public prayers were offered up to, and through her," at Antioch and Constantinople, by order of Bishop Gnaeus, in 480 a.c.
The Colyridian Christians in Arabia were so named from the twisted cake (Kollaris) which they offered to Mary, as the Hebrews offered cakes to the "Queen of Heaven" (see Buns). In Europe the Virgin was very frequently represented by a black image; and mystics who connected the Song of Solomon with Christ's love for the church, quoted the words "I am black but comely." So also Isis, Ishtar, Artemis at Ephesus, or in Rome, Juno, Metis, Ceres, or Kubbê, were represented by images of black basalt. Thousands still flock to adore the black Virgin of Loreto, in S.W. Italy. In the Cathedral of Moulines, at Augsburg, Genoa, Pisa, Madrid, in the Borghese chapel of Santa Maria Maggiore; in the Pantheon; and in a small chapel at St Peter's in Rome, there were other black virgins; but yet further east, at Moscow, the huge black Madonna is borne to the dying, by black horses, and a black escort. "Black Madonnas swarm in all countries of the Eastern Church, and are included in the holy eikon (images) in every place where the Russian and Greek images are sold." (Notes and Queries, 12th and 15th Nov. 1898). Some of these, however, are paintings which have become black with age. In the Cardiff Museum is preserved a black Madonna whose infant has negro features and woolly hair, the painting being apparently Abyssinian. Pilgrims who wear an oval emblem (the Venus Picta) visit the black Virgin of Amadou in France (Dr Inman, Ancient Faith, ii, pp. 262-266); and 100,000 persons, annually, are said to worship the black babe in the abbey on Lake Zurich. Notre Dame at Paris was the shrine of an ancient black Isis.

Many emblems of the ancient goddesses have become those of Mary. The "lady-bird" was once Freya's (see Beetle); the Speculum Veneris is "Our Lady's glass"; the Pecten Veneris is "Mary's comb." Even the milk of the Virgin is supposed to have tinged the walls of the "milk grotto" at Bethlehem, and the chalk rock is sold as a charm.

As the mother of God it became needful to suppose for Mary also an "Immaculate Conception," and this feast was found about 1100 A.C. on the 8th of December, though the dogma was not fully authorised till the 19th century: Mary's birthday on the 8th of September was however kept as early as 695, and regularly established in 1244 A.C. The 15th of August is the date of her death, or rather of her Assumption or Ascension (according to the spurious legend): for her body remained on earth in its tomb till 40 days later. The Assumption festival dates from the 8th century, and was decreed in 813 A.C. Other feasts connected with Mary include those of the Annunciation on 25th March, of the Visitation (the meeting of Mary and Elisabeth) on the 2nd July, and of the Nativity on the 25th of December, on which the others depend. As regards the true history of Miriam, or Mariam, wife of Joseph, we know nothing beyond the gospel notices and legends, for she is never mentioned in the Epistles (see Joseph).

Mar. See Makkas.

Mas. Akkadian: rendered "warrior" and "bull" in Assyrian. A name for certain spirits, and heroes, and an element in Hittite proper names.

Mâsa. Sanskrit: "moon." Persian mas or mah, from a root meaning to "shine" (see Mithra).

Mass. The "offering of the mass" is that of the Hostia, "host," or "victim" (see Eucharist). Rev. W. C. King (Gnostics, p. 53) says that it is "absurd in the extreme" to think that Mass stands for missa ("dismissed"); and that "the object sacrificed gives its name to the rite." Whether the Latin words "Its missa est" ("Go thou away, it is dismissal") end the rite, or should occur before it when the unbaptized were sent out of the church, the orthodox explanation is equally unsatisfactory. The missa might be the "cake" (from maseris "to knead"); or more probably the word is the Hebrew masah for the " unleavened cake" of the Passover. In Egypt the "wheat cakes offered to Osiris were similar emblems of the god of corn and bread. They were also offered to Mithras, with the sacred Haoma drink. The mass in fact is a "mass" of paste. The celebration of Mass in England is first noticed in 680 A.C., and in 1201 A.C. all were required to prostrate themselves when the Host was elevated—which properly speaking is done only at consecration, while the sun is still not past the zenith. No priest should celebrate it more than once a day, and this not after midday, though he may begin at midnight at feasts such as Christmas, or Easter, provided that the wine, and the wafer, are not touched till after midnight. But any number of celebrations may go on, at different altars in the same church, at one time.

Massabah. Hebrew: "a monument" or erect stone (see Hamah): otherwise Nêshab "post."

Massorah. Masorah. Hebrew: "tradition," the orthodox exposition of the Old Testament by the Massoretic scholars, who were Rabbis of Tiberias on the Sea of Galilee, through whose labours the received canon and text were finally established about 550 to 650 A.C.
Mast

The traditional pronunciation of the Hebrew was then marked by “points”—that is dots and lines to represent the short vowels and other grammatical niceties. Such points had been used as early as 370 A.C.; but the Masoretic system dates only from the end of our 6th century (Dr. Isaac Taylor, Alphabet, i, p. 280); and the variations of the Greek Septuagint (as seen in personal names) show that there was much difference of opinion as to the precise sound of many words; while it is clear, from the blunders of the Masoretes, that the original meaning had at times ceased to be intelligible to these erudite Rabbis. They divided the books into portions convenient for reading; but the present Hebrew chapters—independent of these sections—are not always the same as ours, and the Samaritans divide Genesis into 150 sections (see Bible). Dr. Ginsburg, in his edition of the Masorah, founds himself mainly on the labors of Jacob ben Chayim (1524 A.C.), while collecting all available Masoretic commentaries. It is becoming clear, however, that actual progress in the critical study of the Old Testament cannot be reconciled with the assumption that the authority of the Masorah is to be taken as indisputable.

Mast. See Arks, and Rivers of Life, i, p. 361.

Māt. Egyptian: “justice,” represented by a feather in the scale (see Amenti).

Māt. Maut. Egyptian: “mother.” A name of Isis. The symbol of Maut is the vulture. [Compare the Arabic Raṣaḥ for “pity,” “womb,” and “vulture.”—Ed.]

Materialism. This word, often misused to mean either a non-belief in the existence of anything but Matter, or again to denote love of material pleasures, and selfishness, means properly the recognition that no perceptible phenomena exist apart from matter, and that we commonly call “spirit” is force or movement in matter. Goethe claimed to be a Theist, but he said: “There is no spirit without matter, and no matter without spirit,” evidently meaning by “spirit” a power inherent in organic and inorganic matter alike, though, in the former, men confuse it with the idea of some unknown “soul”—the individuality being created by the fact that the organism is limited and distinct. This imaginary “soul” has ever rendered unsound the arguments of the past, and has stood in the way of scientific research. Plato wandered among the stars, following the imaginations of Anaximander (570 B.C.), but Aristotle attempts to qualify his teaching, and to define the nature of the mind. The older philosophers sought to explain life by study of “elements” Thales (600 B.C.) thought that water was the origin of all matter: Herakleitos said air (495 B.C.); and others added earth and fire. [We still talk of “elements,” forgetting that water is a chemical compound, air a mechanical mixture of gases, earth a yet ruder mixture of chemical modes of matter, and fire not matter at all, but a force in matter.—Ed.] But such speculation brings us to the old Hindu question: “If earth be supported on an elephant, on what does the elephant stand?” The old mystery was embodied in the ancient statue of Isis (Plutarch, Isis and Osiris) with its inscription: “Behold! I am everything that has been, that is, and that shall be: nor has any mortal been able to discover what is under my veil.” She remains to us, as to the Hindu, “Maya” or “illusion,” ever described anew yet without any true approach to reality. Matter is the Sanskrit Prakriti, the “all receptive,” never dying, but instinct with universal energy also imperishable, and ever producing new forms or combinations. Matter not only exists in visible outward phenomena, but equally controls what we call “mental” phenomena, and “emotions”; the effects of material heredity; and every action and thought. Hence early philosophers thought of the earth, and of all heavenly bodies, as beings living things. The poverty of language, and scientific ignorance, have prevented mankind from expressing, or recognizing, the infinitely delicate modes of material motion; but we no longer think of matter as dead because inorganic, knowing it to be full of sensibility, such as we may study in chemical attractions and repulsions. For matter is never stable or unchangeable—like the gods, or sometimes like the ideas of man. She is in ceaseless motion, ever creating not only new forms but new forces of thought, by the repetition of former sensations or movements. It is the complexity of her action which puzzles us, especially in our rude classification of the organic and inorganic.

The minutest cell, or even the white corpuscle of the blood, has purpose in it when it rejects or selects matter that presents itself from without. It is in vain that we attempt to separate the action of mind or thought from that of matter: all within her is forever wrestling for new life and varied modes of being. Hence Materialism is better named Monism—the recognition of “singleness” in ever moving matter—the denial of any faith or philosophy that seeks to establish a dualism of spirit and matter, or which regards force and spirit, as in some sense another kind of matter.

Yet though we cannot acknowledge any such separation as a scientific possibility, we may accept as a poetic term—necessitated by the rudeness of human language—the idea of the “soul-force,” which even Goethe imagines (though laying down the axiom, “No matter no
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who thinks the reflexion in the mirror to be a man, or a god, on the other side of the glass. Materialism is only a term used in contrast to ordinary ideals as to spirits, just as Monism is opposed to Dualism, or Naturalism to Supernaturalism. It is not the name of a creed, or of a science, or of any attempt to solve the problem of matter. The term will die out when the philosophy of science is more generally understood; and, having been given a bad meaning by those opposed to progress in knowledge, it is now better replaced by the term Monism. Neither science nor any "ism" can fully explain the facts of the universe, and true knowledge knows neither creed nor finality. Those who are led by faith, fears, or priests, ignore the dry facts of nature, and they describe the beginning and end of all things, disregarding the eternity of matter and of force. Ontology (the study of being) thus becomes, as Mr. Justice Stephen well says, "a barren region haunted by shadowy chimeras—spectres which have not life enough in them even to be wrong... nonentities veiled under dexterously woven masses of verbiage" (Science and Ethics, p. 447). Those who believe like Paley in virtue, truth, and goodness, and also in such chimeras, resort as this writer says to "the driving wheel of material torment." They are forced to materialise, and seek to lead men by hope and fear. They create a "posthumous prison" answering to those of earth, and Paley appeals—as do earlier religions—to selfish motives, to "a thoroughly-going egoism, or disbelief in the efficacy, or reality, of unselfish motives." If we are not quite sure of retribution in this world we must be made quite sure of it in the next.

Only through the five senses—the material organs and their impressions—do we attain to memory of experiences, and thus to thought. The wise man pauses, being diffident as to the unexperienced: how much more then should those who have little or no scientific education, or accurate knowledge, pause in the attempt to solve problems of the spiritual world. If we understand not what we experience, how can we understand what we have never experienced at all? The enquirer should have no preconceived theory to support, whether philosophical or religious. We have not discovered the origin of life, nor do we know what follows when it ceases to animate the body. It represents the operation of some inscrutable power but, as Prof. Tyndall says: "So far as the eye of science has hitherto ranged through nature, no intrusion of a purely creative power into any series of phenomena has ever been observed." [In other words no inconsistency or caprice.—Ed.] Arbitrary action—mere display of power—is contrary to all our ideas of a great, uniform, unchangeable, Law Giver. For the present at least we must accept the fact that we are not capable of comprehending what is evidently behind appearances in the coming and going of life. Yet we need not sit idle with folded hands, though it is well to be silent, rather than incur the danger of misleading the ignorant. The truth of Materialism is founded on facts patent to all, nor need it raise a shudder in the most timid. Nature is matter in ever rhythmic motion, forming ever new life from that which has gone before, and not "creating out of nothing." That which is indestructible can never have been made or created, and we know of no power apart from matter, nor could we perceive such if it existed. We only repeat vain words when we speak of the "incomprehensible," "the unknown," the "first cause"; for though there is much, no doubt, that is incomprehensible and unknown, we are only in fact seeking to understand the ultimate nature of matter—though Mr. Herbert Spencer declares that this is "absolutely inconceivable" (First Principles, I, iii, 16).

By matter we now understand only that of which we have cognisance through perceived phenomena. We cannot understand infinity, of either matter, space, or time, or any matter not perceptible by our organs of sense. We cannot think of any existence apart from matter, since existence means the action of something—that is of some matter. We only think that we define a cause when we separate such existence from matter, but if we suppose a First Cause we still require to know how it arose, and what preceded its appearance; all this being far beyond our powers of thought as being outside any phenomena known to our experiences; and even these we fail to understand correctly except by aid of a very high culture. The spirit is like the yeast that stirs the dough, but it is only by the action of matter on matter that the highest forms of life, and of thought, are produced. There are dark mountains on our path, but the light is increasing; some heights we have already scaled; and in the end men may perhaps understand how it was that life first appeared in a world of strange and terrible forces, amid stormy thermal conditions. We are told that "there are properties inherent in the elements of protoplasm which, under certain special circumstances, will not only combine, but that the products of their combination will live" (Archbishop Temple, Religion of Science, p. 198); but this means only that life is inherent in matter, and that the gap between what was once called living, and dead matter—a gap not always very marked—has yet to be bridged. There is an ultimate affinity between the formation of the crystal, and that of the cell, both producing
Materialism

definite forms through natural action. But the nature of the cell nucleus still escapes us. The ultimate unit of consciousness has been called a "shock or tremor," like the shock of heat or light. All we really know is that the two parent cells bestow on the cell that springs from their union—whether animal or vegetable—an indescribable energy and power of growth. Thus "man's soul is derived from an hereditary source"; and his power of understanding depends on the energy which forms a brain more or less deeply convoluted. We can only conclude that his intelligence is inseparable from matter. Apart from some such connection no experience, or thought based on knowledge, is conceivable. When Kapila argued that God must be either absolute or conditioned (see Kapila), we see that like us he thought of a material deity; but as our vision widens the gods retire into the unknown, where alone they can range at will. The chemistry of protoplasm shows us that organic life is peculiar to a combination of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, and carbon, ever present in what we call living matter. No other material produces organisms, any more than a piece of glass becomes a magnet. But we can as little conceive life without matter, as magnetism without a magnetic substance. If we could understand the nature of this power in the cell nucleus we might be able to create life, as we can create chemical compounds. We do not attribute a supernatural origin to that which we can ourselves create. But we are yet hardly understand more of the causes that act so invariably in the formation of crystals than we do of those which act in the yeast plant, or in the amoeba. We do not speak of a "bile spirit," as controlling the action of the hepatic cells (as a savage might do), or of a "brain spirit" ruling the brain. The how we may trace; the cause is unknown; and the cause of life may remain for ever unintelligible to our limited understanding. The Theist speaks of two existences—bodily and disembodied—which is a speculative belief. The Realist—called a Materialist—speaks of one, namely of ever moving matter. Both refer to the same phenomenon—the unknown thing which is only perceptible through our material organs. Reason asks for a basis to connect all phenomena, but it does not demand two bases: it is satisfied by the two aspects of the single thing, as explaining both what is objective—or outside the individual organism—and what is subjective or internal to that organism: while that which is unknown—or unperceived—cannot really be divided into two. We are but parts of an infinite being, and were that being limited it must be limited by some other. Whether we call it God or Nature the Infinite must be single. We must leave it to those who, like Cardinal Newman, seek rest in the old faiths and assumptions, to prove the contrary: for it is evident that unless proof of some reality unconnected with matter can be adduced the ancient religions will die out. Only through the healthy action of the nerve centres can realities be perceived by any, and when this fails madness, delusion, and inconsequence, are the only real results. Even in health we are not fully conscious of reality, when the brain cells act imperfectly through the slower circulation of the blood. Hence, at the moment of reawakened consciousness, we see visions and dream dreams which, to the ancients, seemed as real as the facts of waking life. Our love and hate, our fear and expectation, depend on nervous action; our mind, soul, or life, depends on our body. [Jewish philosophers conceived the idea (see Kabbala) that our individuality may be but part of one that existed before: so that we seek its complement on earth, and may be reunited therewith after death.—En.]

Sir Noel Paton, in his picture "Faith and Reason," portrays the latter as a man fully armed, testing the ground under his feet as he moves slowly forward, holding back his star gazing sister who, heedless of the pitfalls dug by ages of error, attempts a flight into the unknown.

Matsya. See Vishnu and Fish.

Matthew. The first gospel—that "according to Matthew"—is traditionally ascribed to the "publican," or tax-gatherer, who was an apostle (Matt. x, 3). The Greek Matthaios represents the Hebrew Mattithiah (1 Chron. xxv, 3, 21) "given by Yahveh"; but the story of his call (Matt. ix, 9) is elsewhere told of Levi, son of Alphaeus (Mark ii, 14: Luke v, 27). Eusebius, in our 4th century, says that Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, said, in the 2nd century, that "Matthew composed the oracles in the Hebrew tongue, and that everyone interpreted them as he was able." Irenæus also says the gospel was originally in Hebrew; and other fathers—Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Jerome, and Epiphanius, said the same, if we may trust the text of their writings. But the canonical Greek Matthew is not thought to show any traces of having been translated from Hebrew (or from Aramaic) on which we can rely; and the quotations from a "gospel of the Hebrews," preserved by the Christian Fathers, show at least that it contained things not in the Greek Matthew (see Gospels). Jerome speaks of this as: "The Gospel according to the Hebrews which I recently translated into Greek and Latin" (Agst. Poliglottus, iii, 1), and again he says (on Matt. xii, 18): "In the gospel which the Nazarenes and Ebionites use, which I lately
translated from Hebrew into Greek, and which is called by very many the original Gospel of Matthew, the man with the withered hand is described as a mason. Epiphanius, in 376, says (Her., xxx, 13) that the Ebionite gospel, "called the Gospel according to Matthew," was falsified and mutilated, and called by them the Hebrew Gospel. Origen (230 A.C.) asserts that, in the Hebrew Gospel, the brethren of Jesus (Matt. xiii, 55) were said to be sons of Joseph by a former marriage. Clement of Alexandria (200 A.C.) says (Strom., II, ix): "So also in the Gospel of the Hebrews it is written." Irenaeus states (185 A.C., Her., i, 26) that the Ebionites "use the Gospel of Matthew only, and repudiate Paul": and again (Her., v, 1, 3) that these Jewish Christians "asserted that Jesus was begotten by Joseph," and "do not choose to understand that the Holy Ghost came upon Mary." Even Eusebius relates (Hist. Eccles., iii, 39) that Papias "also gives a story of a woman who was accused of many sins before the Lord, which is to be found in the Gospel according to the Hebrews." It seems that the Hebrew Gospel included also the statements that Christ was baptised with fire in Jordan, and that his "mother the Holy Ghost" carried him by a lock of his hair to Mt. Tabor. Hence it appears that the Hebrew Gospel (whether in Hebrew or Aramaic) contained no account of the Virgin Birth of Christ, and was not identical with our text of the Gospel according to Matthew in Greek. Jerome was a sound scholar, but evidently regarded the Hebrew Gospel as uncanonical. Some scholars are now disposed to agree, not with Epiphanius, but with the Ebionites, and to regard the first two chapters of the Greek Matthew as later additions. The genealogy of Christ in this gospel is quite different from that in the third Gospel, though both trace his descent from David through Joseph. Nothing is known of Matthew beyond what is to be found in the Gospels and Acts, and we have no text (save a short fragment of our 2nd century on a papyrus in Egypt) that dates earlier than our 4th century, so that the question of text and language remains in great doubt. The account of Christ's childhood disagrees with that in Luke, and that of the Resurrection is equally different. In Matthew alone do we hear that the graves then opened and the dead came out (xxvi, 52), and here only are the Logia or sayings of Christ arranged as a single "Sermon on the Mount." The old Syrian version recently recovered reads (i, 16): "Jacob begat Joseph, and Joseph begat Jesus, by Mary a virgin."

Matuta. A title of Juno, apparently as goddess of "morning." King Servius (579 to 535 B.C.) erected a temple to her, which the

Mau. Egyptian: "cat" (see Bas).

Māu. The god of sky and light among Polynesians and New Zealand Māoris. He was baptised in the waters, but was vulnerable like other sun gods, and died in the lap of his ancestress Hine-nī-tepo, the "woman of night." Another ancestress, Mori-rangā-whennā, gave him a jawbone as a weapon, wherewith he wounded the "great man sun," making him move slowly; he also fished up with it the island of New Zealand, which is still called Te-ikan-a-Mau, or "Māu's fish." He once grasped fire and sprang into the sea, when the world became dark; but at dawn he rose again like a fish. He burns in the volcanoes, and brought new fire to earth; at the request of his mother Mahuika, or Ta-ranga. His father made an error in the baptismal prayer, which is the cause of most of the evils in the world. He was the youngest of four brothers, each of whom is called a Māui. He hid himself till night, seeing his mother rise at dawn; and then crept out and closed every crevice, so that Ta-ranga slept till he was high in heaven. When Māu (or Māui) was very little he was aided by Ru—the dawn—to lift the sky, or the covering of darkness, off the earth: when this was partly done he killed Ru, and scattered his bones, which are found in the hills and vales of Mangaiā. The murdered Ru was his father (Gill, Polyn. Myths., p. 71).

Maut. See Mat.

May. May-poles. This month, regarded as unlucky for marriage, was called "the month of bastards," in consequence of the liberties which were then allowed between the sexes. It was sacred to Flora; and the Floralia or "flower feast" was held by Romans at the season when flowers were in bloom. The first of May was a great day also among Celts and other Europeans (see Bel-tein); and in this month Romulus, the Roman hero, was said to have performed rites to appease the manes of his murdered brother Remus, so that it became a funereal month, and as such unlucky. The nights of the 9th, 11th, and 13th, were celebrated in silence and mourning. On the 9th the devotees walked barefoot, and flung 9 beans behind their backs to ghosts (see Beans): on the 11th they held games in honour of Mars: on the 13th they flung
May

little ozier mannikins from the Pons Sublacii into the Tiber, in
honour of Mercury whose shrine was as old as 500 B.C. Throughout
the month none might marry for fear of the Lemures (or ghosts),
but all must choose mates in the next month, which was sacred to June
the goddess of marriage. This probably was due to the necessity of
providing for the results of May licence of which we find evidence
elsewhere. Ovid describes the Lemures of the 9th to 13th May
above noticed (Fasti, v. 489-490), and says that “the vulgar say
May is a bad month in which to marry,” probably because prudent
maidens then held aloof, but professedly because the ghosts must
then be adored. She who married in May would, it was thought,
either die early or be divorced.

In every British village the May-pole used to stand on the green,
with its surrounding ring, and its adornments of fruit and flowers,
streamers and other symbols. It was also erected on the Mut-hill, or
in glades, or by sacred wells such as the “mapple well” (Country
Folk-Lore, 1895, p. 29): such tree emblems were not however
peculiar to Europe (see Gouds), being even described in America
among natives (Bancroft, Nat. Races, ii, pp. 329-331, 713, 714;
see Notes and Queries, 4th January 1890). At the beginning of
the month, when the fête of the fire god was celebrated in Mexico,
certain priests went to the mountain and selected the tallest and
straightest tree they could find. This was cut down, and dragged on
rollers to the temple, where it was set up. After twenty days it was
lowered, and dressed smooth, the branches being left at the top,
below which a long cross-yard was fixed. It was adorned with
colored papers, and on the summit was placed the image of the fire
god, made of a dough of amaranth seeds, robed, and bound with a
sash of paper. In its head were inserted three rods, on each of which
was spitted a tamale or native magpie. The pole was then again
raised erect. Those about to sacrifice captives appeared dancing with
them, and grotesquely dressed and painted. The dance ceased at
sunset: the captives were delivered over at midnight; and at dawn
were stripped of dress and ornaments by the priests. They were
dragged to the foot of the temple steps, partly stupefied by a powder
thrown into their faces, carried to the top of the temple, and burned
nearly to death. Each was then thrown on the stone of sacrifice, and
the heart torn out. The skulls were spitted on poles, and the people
then came together to dance and sing in the temple court-yard.
The youths raced to climb the great pole, and the first at the top
scattered the dough image, and its ornaments, on the applauding
crowd below, and became the hero of the day. The pole was next
dragged down with rejoicings by the multitude. The Tepanees—
according to Duran—had a similar custom, offering incense to a tree
set at the entrance of the town—for a month before the fête. It
was then raised, with a dough bird on the top. Food and wine
were offered, warriors and women in their finest dresses danced
round it, holding small dough idols, and youths struggled to reach
and to knock down the bird image, the pole being afterwards
overthrown.

Miniature poles decked with flowers are still carried (in Dorset
and in other parts of England) by children on old May-Day. In 1902
the Vicar of Billesdon, we are told, dismissed the head master of his
school, on the plea that he refused to maintain a May-pole, which he
said was an old symbol (Truth, 11th December 1902). On
April 30th, at midnight, youths and maidens used to visit the woods
in couples to ‘find the May-dew.’ The May-pole was decked next
morning, and borne in joyous procession, being dragged by gaily
caparisoned oxen, on a car, with dances, songs, and music (Notes and
Queries, May and August 1883; March 1891). Men and maidens in
Cornwall still dance and sing round the May-pole at Landrake and
Tresyn. Till recently these poles were preserved in Yorkshire, Berkshire,
Worcestershire, Wilts, and Gloucestershire. The May-pole was part of
the church furniture (see Peacock, Church Furniture), and the
clergy taught that ‘these were pleasing ancient rites.’ But Dr
Stubbes (Anatomy of Abuses, 1595) said: “As regards the May-Day
eve and morn rites in woods and groves . . . not one-third of the
maidens who entered them returned as they went.” We wonder not
therefore that the Puritans decreed (6th April 1644) that May-poles
should be abolished, as “heathen vanities full of superstition and
wickedness.” The May-poles were restored by Charles II; and it is
recorded that “the great Strand May-pole” was brought on May-Day,
1661, from Scotland Yard, with music and rejoicings, by sailors sent
by the Duke of York; and it was erected opposite Somerset House,
in “May-pole alley,” as a “type of golden days.” This pole was of
cedar, and 134 ft. high, having three golden crowns, and other rich
ornaments. It appears in a picture as late as 1713, but it was sold
four years later to Sir Isaac Newton, for use in connection with his
great telescope (see Pennant, and Chambers’s Book of Days). Its
original position was on the E. of the “ancient cross” opposite Chester
Island, W. of Catherine Street. Another May-pole was near a sacred well
in “Holywell Street, Strand,” no doubt near the “May-pole Tavern.”
The London parish of Under-shaft was named from the “great shaft
of Cornhill,” mentioned by Chaucer. Stow says that this “was set
Maya

up every May-Day morn ... in midstreet, before the S. door of the church, and was higher than the steeple." It was kept in "Shaft Alley," and was destroyed by Puritans in 1549 A.D. Another in Basing Lane, near St Paul's, was called the "giant's staff," and set up at "Gerard's Hall." A new May-pole was set up at Fenchurch in 1552. Parishes vied in the height of these great fir trees, which were hung with bells and charms. May-poles can still be seen at Hemswell in Lincolnshire, and at Wellford, near Stratford-on-Avon, near Donington Wood in Shropshire, and in Pendleton churchyard, Manchester, this latter being surmounted by a cock.

On "Yellow May-Day" the need-fire was lighted, and the May-poles were painted black and yellow. The Morris-dancers then wore black dresses with yellow hoods in England. The 1st of May was the day of Robin Hood, and Maid Marian, Friar Tuck, and Little John. The Fool wore a green hood (Scotsman, 7th April 1885). The May Queen was the goddess of the rite, represented by a maiden of good repute robed in white; but she also appeared in Malkin, or Mad Moll, the Bon Dea of Rome. In this month also a bull with gilt horns, and decorated with flowers, used to be led to the Temple at Jerusalem for sacrifice, by the later Jews (see Jewish World, 15th May 1885).

Maya. Sanskrit: "illusion," represented as a woman. It is also the name of Buddha's mother; and Mahâ-Mayâ, or Maya-devi, is the goddess Durga in India. Maya-vati, the wife of a demon, reared a son of Krishna, and an incarnation of Kâma (love), whom she recovered from the ocean and wedded. Krishna then recognised her as a virtuous wife, and an incarnation of Rati or "passion." Durga Maya is thus called "a daughter of vice" (Â-dharma), and "of falsehood" (An-rîta), sweet in springtime, but bringing troubles in autumn.

Mayas. An early race of Central America (see Aztecs). They preserved an alphabet supposed to be connected with Aztek hieroglyphics. Five brief chronicles of Yukatán, in the agglutinative Maya language, carry back their history many centuries before the Spanish conquest, soon after which they were written. A history of the conquest was also written by a Maya chief in 1562 (Dr D. G. Brinton, Maya Chronicles). The Mayas were conquered by the Aztecs. The language belongs to the same class with others in America, which present similarities of both grammar and vocabulary with Mongolian speech.

Mazar. Arabic. From zor "to visit," or "go round": a shrine

visited," or circumambulated, often called a Mukâm or "station." These little cubical domed shrines, in Syrian villages, are the real peasant temples, named after some prophet, or hero of Islam, who is the local saint. Sometimes Christian shrines of St Paul, St George, and others, have been taken. Sacrifices are still offered at them in times of sickness, and the elders of the village dance solemnly round them. The interior contains the saint's tomb, and a Mihrab niche in the direction of Makkah. They have been specially described with their legends by Col. Conder (Mem. of Survey of W. Pales., and Tent Work in Palestine).

Mazbah. Hebrew: "altar"—Arabic Medkhâ—"a place of slaying." The Hebrews were to have altars "on the ground," without any steps (Exod. xx, 24, 25), and if not of rock or earth they must at least not be of hewn stone.

Mazdean. A common term for the Persian religion, from the name of Ahura-mazdâ, "the being of great knowledge" (see that heading).

Me. Japanese. The mother goddess (see Japan).

Me. Mi. Barmese: "fire." Akkadian muu "burn."

Mean. An Etruscan spirit of comfort like Lasa. She carries palms in her hands. [Probably "mother goddess." Akkadian eme-an. —En.]

Mecca. See Makka.

Medes. See Madai.

Medha. Sanskrit: "sacrifice" (see Andromeda, Asva-medha, and Ganuméda).

Megasthenes. A friend of Seleukos Nikâtor, sent as ambassador to Chandra-gupta in N.W. India (315 to 294 B.C.): he appears to have lived at the Magadha court from 306 to 298 B.C., and to have concluded an alliance between the Greek and Indian emperors in 302 B.C. Arrian speaks of his having accompanied Alexander to India (327 B.C.), and says that he lived with Sibyrtius, the Satrap of Arachosia and Gedrosia, in 323 B.C. (Max Miller, Indica, p. 297). Megasthenes wrote Ta-Indika ("the Indian matters") in the Attik dialect, and is said to have been surprised by the honesty and truthfulness of Indians. Buddhism was then the prevailing religion. There was, we learn, no slavery in the Magadha empire,
Mehtar

"the women are chaste, and the men excel all Asians in courage, honour, truth, and virtue; are highly esteemed . . . the doors have no locks, yet theft is rare, and no Indian is ever known to tell a lie. The people are sober and industrious, good farmers, and skillful artizans; they scarcely ever go to law, and live peaceably under their chiefs." The laws were, he says, unwritten; but Nearkhos (the admiral of Alexander the Great) is quoted as saying "they write on cotton cloth." As yet we have no texts in India earlier than about 250 B.C., but the antiquity of writing—back to 500 or 600 B.C.—is not doubted (see Alphabets, Deva-nagari, Kharoshthi). Megasthenes is known by the quotations in works of Pliny, Strabo, Diodorus, and Arrian.

Mehtar. Originally this meant "great one," but the word has gradually come to be applied to the lowest Parish, or sweeper caste, who are scavengers, living in a village near any town, and properly called Pachpiya: the name of their patron deity or saint is Baleshah, or Ghazi Miyàn. His son Jivan was converted by the Guru Govind (see Sikhs), and founded the Sikh sweeper caste called Mazabis. Jivan is said to have had 7 sons who founded 7 sub-castes: one being Moslem, and the other six Hindu or Sikh. Some of these sub-castes will not inter-marry. The degradation of the Mehtars was no doubt the result of conquest and persecution. They consider themselves of high caste, and have a high priest at Banaras who possesses their scriptures and traditions, and prescribes social and religious regulations. They meet at night, and hand round a pipe to be smoked by each in turn (see Knights of the Brown, by Mr Greven, B.C.S., Banaras, 1894). The sub-caste of Helas will not touch dogs, though these are usually in charge of Mehtars. All the caste consider their duties sacred, as symbolising spiritual cleanliness. They say that their royal founder Jivan swept roads, and sprinkled water, on account of his humility of heart, and was therefore raised to heaven which he now cleanses of the filth of Satan. When this labour is completed a millennium of purity, holiness, peace, and chastity will begin: the prophets of all ages will reappear on earth—the Balmik of Mehtars first, and after him the Hindus Márkaṇ-deva, the Christian Christ, and the Moslem Mahdi.

Melanesia. Greek: "black isles." A modern name for the islands N.E. and E. of Australia, the largest being Papua or New Guinea, and the furthest east the Fiji group. It includes the Admiralty, Solomon, Banks, and Loyalty isles, with New Ireland, New Hebrides, and New Caledonia. The inhabitants belong to the Papuan negro race, with frizzled hair and hideous features, akin to Australians and Tasmanians, and having a less infusion of Malay blood than the brown Polynesians and Māoris. Their languages are supposed to be akin to those of the aborigines of India, and to the Dravidian, with some Malay terms. The area occupied stretches some 3500 miles in a S.E. direction from New Guinea. Though sometimes sharp traders, and often skilful carvers, the Melanesians, who have received the rudiments of their civilisation from the Malays, are still cannibals, and without any organisation. Their religion is mere Fetishism, and they regard every object as possessing a spirit or Mana, including rocks and trees as well as animals and men. The Mana can go anywhere, and enter into any person or thing, traversing water and air. The Vui is a non-human spirit, as powerful as the Mana. The Tindalo is a ghost, which becomes very active and mischievous when it loses its human body. They may be seen at shrines, and at tombs, but soon sink into oblivion as the dead are forgotten. All must strive to keep the Mana, which lives after death in Panol or Elysium. Suretupa is the place of good ghosts, and Surelumagar of those who die young. It is a beautiful world of sweet flowers, fruits, song, and dance.

Memnon. A deity, or hero, whom the Greeks connected with Egypt. He was a son of the sun and dawn, and built a Memnonium in the city founded by his father Tithónos. The two gigantic statues at Luxor in Egypt, now known as representing Amonophis III, were connected with Memnon by the Greeks; and many Greek, Karian, and Phœnician names are scratched (since about 600 B.C.) on the legs. Memnon's father Tithónos was the half-brother of Priam—sons of Laomedon. At the siege of Troy Memnon slew Antilokhos, and was slain by Akhilleus. He could travel through air, and could cross seas and rivers dry shod. He died in many places and ways; Ajax also killed him, and Eos (the dawn mother) wept dew drops for him. Zeus made him immortal; Pallas gathered his ashes at Phaphos in Cyprus. His tomb was shown on the Belus river near 'Akka in Palestine. Héphaistos made "bright armour and a magic sword" for Memnon, and all wept his death, while from his funeral pile birds (or souls) flew out, but fell back again after fighting each other. Virgil (Aen., i, 493) speaks of "the weapons of black Memnon," and in Egypt no doubt his statues were of black basalt. The Memnon statue at Luxor was said to utter a note at sunrise, which has been supposed to have been due to the sudden heating of the stone by the rays of the rising sun: but after Septimus Severus repaired the statue about 196 A.C. it ceased to be a "vocal Memnon." (see Prof. Goldziher,
Memphis

Memphis. An ancient capital of Egypt S. of Cairo, near the mouth of the Nile before the formation of its delta. The name is thought to have been originally Men-nefr, or "Fair-haven" as the Greeks understood it. The whole nome or district was sacred to the triad of Osiris with his son and his wife. Memphis was one of the largest of ancient cities, and the reputed capital of the first king Menes; but little now remains, and even in the time of Strabo (about 50 B.C.) it had become ruinous, though still flourishing under the Ptolemies. *Abl-el-Latif (about 1100 A.C.)* speaks of its great size, and of the many marvels, and innumerable buildings and images, still to be seen. Diodorus found its palaces in ruins, but its temples still kept up with some of the old magnificence. Seventy pyramids on the plains of Memphis range in antiquity from Senefru to Amen-emhat III (3rd to 12th dynasties), and hard by is the rock-cut Serapeum, with the tombs of the sacred Apis bulls (see Egypt) a vast vault 600 feet long, containing black granite sarcophagi, in separate chambers, well polished, and weighing 60 tons each. The divine bulls—symbols of the sun god—were here preserved (as discovered by Mariette) from the time of the 18th dynasty down to about 50 B.C., under the Ptolemies—a period of 1600 years.


Mena. See Makk.

Menat. The third goddess of the Arab triad, with Allat and 'Uzza. She was the goddess of "numbers" or "fate" (see Man), typified by the stone monument in the Valley of Mena, and by similar stones at Taif and elsewhere.

Mencius. The Latin form for the Chinese Mang-tse, or "Mang the teacher." He is the great exponent of Confucian philosophy (371 to 288 B.C.), making the welfare of the people his constant theme. For this, he said, kings ruled; and, if they waged war, and sacrificed their subjects, they were inexusable, unless the general happiness of the nation was involved (see Dr. Edkins, * Asiatic Quarterly*, Octr. 1886). Mencius courted argument, and laid down definite political axioms. He was born in Shan-tung, 14 miles S.E. of the home of his master. Both discarded any sectarian title, but Mencius became the founder of the literary class, the Ju school who said—following Confucius—that the king's power came from heaven (Tien), and must resemble that of heaven in rectitude and goodness. They held that the will of heaven was to be discovered by the study of events—historical, meteorological, oracular, or retributory, and thus required knowledge of antiquity. The emperor who did not win the hearts of his people was unworthy to rule; for the human heart possesses in itself the germs of perfect virtue and wisdom." Mencius thought that if Duty, Love, and Morality were supreme, armies might be disbanded, and their vast cost saved: so that land taxes, and frontier dues, would not be needed. Men, he held, were naturally inclined to goodness, reverence, love, and pity; to prudence and courtesy; and only the pangs of hunger, and the instinct of self-preservation, prevented their attaining to such a happy state. This opinion was strongly opposed by many in China, both before and after the time of Mencius. Among the earliest disputants was Si-un-king, who said: "Man is clay which the potter must work up for use and beauty—a horse that requires a good rider armed with whip and spur, bit and bridle: that requires to be trained early and always; for then there is no limit to its capacity for good." But Yang-Chu, the bitter Taoist contemporary of Mencius, said: "The world and mankind are utter and hopeless failures; let us keep to ourselves, as well as we can, and leave the world alone; if by plucking out a hair of my head I could confer benefit on the whole world of men I would not do it." Mencius, on the other hand, followed Mitzi (450 to 500 B.C.), who said (see Mete): "Love all men equally; do all for love, and seek the good of the whole world, not limiting your love to those who can claim it on special grounds, but extending it to those who have no claim on you. Befriend the widow, the orphan, the friendless and lonely; feed the hungry, clothe the naked, nurse the sick, and bury the dead." Mencius, however, says that "this is too much to expect of any. It is unpractical, and therefore an unbecoming teaching for a statesman, and likely to be destructive of filial piety, if not also of loyalty to kings and rulers." "There is," he said, "a nobility of heaven and also of men. Benevolence, righteousness, self-consecration, and fidelity, with unwearied
Mendaites. See Mandaeans.

Méné. Greek: "moon." Supposed to come from an Aryan root Mih "to shine" (see Man).

Menes. The first king of Egypt according to Manetho (see Egypt). Dr Borchardt (see Times, 22nd Novr. 1897) claimed to read the name of King Menes on a tomb at Nagada found by M. de Morgan. It is, however, a matter in dispute whether the text is rightly understood, or the tomb of a king.


Meni. Hebrew: "number" or "fate" (see Man).

Mennonites. An American sect, chiefly in Pennsylvania, who in 1891 numbered about 40,000 persons. Many joined them from Russia, and they have gradually developed half a dozen sub-sects. In the census return Dr Carroll tells us that Menno Simons, a native of Friesland in Holland, was born in 1492, and educated as a Roman Catholic priest; he became a Waldensian pastor in 1536, but soon began to preach the doctrine of non-resistance to evil, and against infant baptism. In 1683, attracted by the success of Penn's colony, Mennonites crossed the ocean and settled in German-town. They forbade marriage outside their sect, as well as any resistance to violence, or the taking of oaths. They inculcated the washing of saints' feet, and the kiss of peace, seeking to establish a Christianity in strict accord with the Gospels. Their ministers are chosen out of the congregations they are to serve; and if the election, over which the bishop presides, is not unanimous, some of the Russian congregations accept a majority vote, but others take as many books as there are proposed candidates, and place a slip of paper in one, on which is written, "Herewith God has called thee to the ministry of the Gospel." The candidates take a book each, and by such divination the minister is selected, the books being all just like each other. Disputes are settled by arbitration, and Mennonites accept no public offices except such as are connected with the management of schools. Their Eucharist is celebrated twice a year, and is followed by the washing of feet, women washing those of women, and men those of men. The same ceremony is still also observed by both Greeks and Romanists at Easter.

Mentu. The Egyptian Mars, a form of Amen-Ra, hawk-headed, with a winged solar disk above his head, and carrying a sword.

Mer. Akkadian: "wind" (see Mar, and Marut).

Mer. Mera. Egyptian: "sea" (see Mar). The Nile deity was Mera, and the word is found in the names of Lake Moeris (see Egypt), and of Lake Maraca, as also at Meroe.

Meriah. See Khonds.

Mercury. The Latin god of "marks," boundaries, coins, and merchants (see Hermes). Caesar recognised a Keltik Mercury. Dulaure says (Hist. des Cultes, i. p. 359) that Mercury "stole the sceptre of Jupiter, the hammer of Vulcan, the trident of Neptune, the sword of Mars, the arrows and crows of Apollo, and the girdle of Venus," being natural appropriations for a phallic deity.

Mermaid. Merman. See Nix.

Merodach. See Marduk.

Meropis. A very ancient people according to the Greeks. [Probably "bright eyed" (see Mar).—Ep.] They lived in innocent happiness to a great age, under a King Merops who saved them from a deluge (see M. F. Lenormant, Contemp. Review, Sept. 1881). The island of Kos was called Meropis, and Siphnos was Meropis, the inhabitants being said to be very licentious, but to live to the age of 120 years. Strabo, quoting Theopompos, says that Merops was a king of the Aithiopes, and ruled the Hyperboreans (or Northerners), the "dusky faced" subjects being perhaps contrasted with a "bright" ruler.
delight in these virtues, constitute the nobility of heaven... the great man is one who does not lose his child-heart. Respect others and they will respect you. Love both life and righteousness; but if thou must choose between them, choose the latter. Respect the old, and be kind to the young, not forgetful of strangers and travellers. The great charge is the charge of one's self. He who knows well his own nature knows that of heaven. He who delights in heaven will affect a whole empire by his love and protection. When heaven is about to confer a great charge on a man it first exercises his mind with toil and suffering, his body with hunger and poverty... thus to stimulate his nature, and to supply his incompletenesses... Therefore let us reflect that happiness often springs from misery." The Taoists (see Lao-tse) were powerful, in the time of Mencius, as mystics; and of them he says: "Let their stories spread, if only they contain sound principles." The seed of philosophy fell at the time on receptive soil, and his system only became famous long after his death.

Mendaites. See Mandaeans.

Méné. Greek: "moon." Supposed to come from an Aryan root Meh "to shine" (see Man).

Menes. The first king of Egypt according to Manetho (see Egypt). Dr Borchardt (see Times, 22nd Novr. 1897) claimed to read the name of King Menes on a tomb at Nagada found by M. de Morgan. It is, however, a matter in dispute whether the text is rightly understood, or the tomb that of a king.


Meni. Hebrew: "number" or "fate" (see Man).

Mennonites. An American sect, chiefly in Pennsylvania, who in 1891 numbered about 40,000 persons. Many joined them from Russia, and they have gradually developed half a dozen sub-sects. In the census return Dr Carroll tells us that Menno Simons, a native of Friesland in Holland, was born in 1492, and educated as a Roman Catholic priest; he became a Waldensee pastor in 1536, but soon began to preach the doctrine of non-resistance to evil, and against infant baptism. In 1583, attracted by the success of Penn's colony, Mennonites crossed the ocean and settled in German-town. They forbade marriage outside their sect, as well as any resistance to violence, or the taking of oaths. They inculcated the washing of saints' feet, and the kiss of peace, seeking to establish a Christianity in strict accord with the Gospels. Their ministers are chosen out of the congregation they are to serve; and if the election, over which the bishop presides, is not unanimous, some of the Russian congregations accept a majority vote, but others take as many books as there are proposed candidates, and place a slip of paper in one, on which it is written, "Herewith God has called thee to the ministry of the Gospel." The candidates take a book each, and by such divination the minister is selected, the books being all just like each other. Disputes are settled by arbitration, and Mennonites accept no public offices except such as are connected with the management of schools. Their Eucharist is celebrated twice a year, and is followed by the washing of feet, women washing those of women, and men those of men. The same ceremony is still also observed by both Greeks and Romanists at Easter.

Mentu. The Egyptian Mars, a form of Amen-Ra, hawk-headed, with a winged solar disk above his head, and carrying a sword.

Mer. Akkadian: "wind" (see Mar, and Maruts).

Mer. Mēra. Egyptian: "sea" (see Mar). The Nile deity was Mera, and the word is found in the names of Lake Moeris (see Egypt), and of Lake Mareotis, as also at Meroe.

Meriah. See Khonds.

Mercury. The Latin god of "marks," boundaries, coins, and merchants (see Hermes). Cæsar recognised a Keltik Mercury. Dulaure says (Histoire des Cultes, i. p. 359) that Mercury "stole the sceptre of Jupiter, the hammer of Vulcan, the trident of Neptune, the sword of Mars, the arrows and crows of Apollo, and the girdle of Venus," being natural appropriations for a phallic deity.

Mermaid. Merman. See Nix.

Merodach. See Marduk.

Meropés. A very ancient people according to the Greeks. [Probably "bright eyed" (see Mar).—Ed.] They lived in innocent happiness to a great age, under a King Merops who saved them from a deluge (see M. F. Lenormant, Contempory Review, Sept. 1881). The island of Kos was called Merops, and Siphnos was Meropia, the inhabitants being said to be very licentious, but to live to the age of 120 years. Strabo, quoting Theopompos, says that Merops was a king of the Aithiopes, and ruled the Hyperboreans (or Northerners), the "dusky faced" subjects being perhaps contrasted with a "bright" ruler.
Merti. Milt. An Egyptian deity carrying lotus flowers or papyrus.

Meru. The great Hindu mountain of Paradise, the name perhaps meaning "bright" (see Mar). It has one sacred river only, called Manda-Sini, and is identified with the triple peaks of the Himalayas called Ila-vutta, the home of Bhiktha; Ila-kant of Vishnu; and Kailasa of Siva. But the site of the heaven mountain was variously pointed out, for it rose from the centre of the Madhya-dvipa, or "sweet region," a heaven of untold joys. It is the abode of Ila mother of all, and daughter of Manu—"mother earth." Its rivers are also said to water four continents (see Mountains). Meru is not mentioned in the Rig Veda, but seems first to appear in the Ramayana epic. It is compared to a bell-shaped Dhatuva fruit, which is sweet to taste and produces slumber, and to a lotus—the gem of the Jambe-Dvipa, or region of the golden apple tree of life, placed also in the centre of the "Jewel India."

Meryeks. Miryeks. See Korea.

Meshio and Meshia. The Persian Adam and Eve (see the Pahlavi Bundahish), who grew united out of a sacred rhubarb tree (as in Talmudic legends of Adam and Eve, which make them to have been originally united as a single being); they were created by Ahura-Mazda; but Meshia mistook Angro-mainyus (or Ahriman) for the creator, and ate fruit by the advice of this Satan. The pair discovered fire, and made an axe and a hut, but quarrelled and wounded each other, and lived a long time apart.

Messiah. Hebrew: "anointed" (see Christ). In early times both priests and kings were anointed. In Exodus (xxv, 22-30) the anointing of the Hebrew High Priest, and of other priests, is described; but the earliest notice of anointing is that of Jacob's stone at Bethel (Gen. xxvi, 18). Hebrew kings were anointed from the time of Saul downwards, and David did not dare to touch "the Lord's anointed," though we are told he had already been anointed himself. The "anointed ones" (Psalm cv, 15) is apparently a term for the early patriarchs; and the pagan Cyrus is also a Messiah (Isaiah lxi, 1). When we read of the Messiah in Daniel (ix, 25, 26), as a prince who is "cut off," we cannot suppose that he is the "branch," or human successor of David, of whom the earlier Hebrew prophets speak (see Isaiah) as a future king. [The allusion seems to be to the destruction of Hasmonean priest-princes by Herod after 37 B.C.—Ed.]; but the belief in a mysterious Son of God and Messiah was arising among the

Metempsychosis

Metempsychosis, or Transmigration. The Greek term signifies the passage of the soul to another body; and the Latin its "migration." The belief common to most early peoples was however very hasty. Our forefathers believed that old women could change into cats or hares (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 281), and this idea, which lies at the base of much Greek and Indian philosophy, is found in its earliest crude forms in the beast worship of Egypt, and in what is commonly called Totemism in Africa, Australia, and America (see Animal Worship), savages supposing that chiefs and ancestors, after a human life, transmitted their souls into the bodies of beasts or of plants. There is no allusion to this belief in Vedik hymns, but it appears later among Vedanta scholars as part of the doctrine of Immortality.

Transmigration was anciently regarded as purgatorial, which is an advance on the savage theory, and involves a belief in the moral government of the universe. Early Hindus taught that there were three futures possible for anyone: (1) in heaven with the gods, after a life of virtue on earth; (2) on earth, a continuance of anxious weary lives, for those who have lived the ordinary busy worldly life; (3) on earth in animal forms, more or less degraded according to the degree of wickedness in the previous human life. Each of these three phases was again subdivided into three: and these nine classes were known to Plato, whose doctrine is explained at the end of the Republic (see Br). Prof. Max Müller says (Vedanta Lectures, 1894) that: "If a man feels that what—without any fault of his own—he suffers in this life can only be the result of some of his
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former acts, he will bear his sufferings with more resignation, like a debtor who is paying off an old debt. And, if he knows besides that, in this life, he may be suffering not only to pay off his old debts, but actually to lay by moral capital for the future, he has a motive for goodness which is not more selfish than it ought to be." [This is the Catholic doctrine of "works of super-erogation."—Ed.] But this assumes that we carry into future lives a consciousness of personal identity, and a memory of the past, with many other assumptions (see Soul).

Sir Le Page Renouf warns us against supposing the metempsychosis of Indians and Greeks to be discoverable in Egyptian allusions to transformations (see Egypt). These are "expressly said to be entirely voluntary: the nature of them depends upon the will and pleasure of the glorified personage" (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1893): the unglorified suffered the "second death," being given over to the "devourer," a monster shown awaiting his prey in the hall of Judgment. All medieval Europe believed in such transformations, and that the soul could leave the body during sleep. Endless legends occur (as also in Arab tales) about such changes of shape; and souls were seen stealing from the mouths of sleepers in the form of mice. Men were cautioned not to go to sleep thirsty, for if the soul—to stealing out to drink—was chased away it might never find its way back. The Teutonic goddess Holda, who was the guardian of souls, was symbolised as a mouse, and scared evil mice from sleeping maidens and children. With her, as the White Lady, departed souls spend the first night, and the second with St Michael, leaving for their future home on the third. Dryden alludes to such beliefs when he says—

"Here and there the unembodied spirit flies
And lodges where it lights in man or beast."

Thus no existence was thought to cease, but only to undergo a metamorphosis or "change of form." Even Buddhists accepted the theories of the Vedanta and Darsana schools on this subject. Kapila said that: "Joy, fear, and grief, arise to him that is born, through return to his memory of things previously experienced": so that Gotama remarked that: "If joy arises before causes for joy are experienced, the child must have existed in a previous life." This doctrine was known to the Jews, but is set aside by Christ (John iix, 2, 3). The Nyāya school (see Darsanas) argued that the soul "must be eternal: if otherwise it would be mortal: for whatever has a beginning has of necessity an end." In the Bhāgavat-gīta

Krishna is made to say: "One cannot say of the soul it has been, or is about to be, or is to be hereafter; it is a thing without birth." Plato also (Phaedrus) says that the soul "is deathless. Evil may attack or corrupt it, but cannot waste its substance: it is one thing, not composite, and must therefore live for ever." The logic and the assertion alike may be disputed; but the idea was yet earlier brought to the West by Pythagoras, who begged that a dog might not be beaten, lest it should have in it the soul of some former friend. The followers of Swedenborg (18th century A.C.) said that the cunning would become foxes, and the timid hares, and this idea is everywhere traceable from savage ages. The Rig Veda speaks of the dead as "being glorified, and putting on a body," for "the good man shall be born in the next world with his entire body" (Veda.109.14). This is nearer to the belief of Christ and of Paul as to a spiritual body. Origen was condemned for speaking of the soul as corporeal, asserting that it had been seen issuing from the mouth of the dying in the form of a child. He wrote that: "Corporeal matter, in whatsoever quality (or form) it is placed, is necessary to the soul, now indeed carnal, though hereafter it will become subtle, and purer, and what is termed spiritual."

In the Buddhist Jātaka (or "birth") tales, Gotama is made to describe the transmigrations of himself and of other sages. But Buddhist philosophy is concerned with the surviving effect of conduct (see Karma), not with the immortality of an individual identity or soul. Buddhists teach the existence of a definite number of beings, which exist in various conditions (see Buddhism), and this number is only occasionally diminished when some one being attains to Nirvāna, and is born no more. The Buddhists thus attempt to avoid two extremes, that of belief in a soul, and that of disbelief in retribution. They believed that "if a man reaps sorrow, disappointment, and pain, he himself—and no other—must at some time have sown folly, error, and sin; and if not in this life, then in some former birth." Metempsychosis was a prominent feature of neo-Platonic teaching at Alexandria. Prof. Knight tells us that: "Philo of the first century (A.C.) held it: Plotinus and Porphyry in the third (A.C.): Jamblichus in the fourth: Hierocles, and Probus in the 5th century." It was a Gnostik, and especially a Manichaean, dogma: "It was held by Nemesius who emphatically declared that all Greeks believing in immortality believed in (metempsychosis); and we have hints of it in Boethius." The 2nd Council of Constantinople (553 A.C.) condemned it as held by Origen, but the idea survived late among the Christian schoolmen. It found an earnest advocate in Lessing:
Herder maintained it, and it fascinated the minds of Fourier and Leroux. Soame Jenyns, Chevalier Ramsay, and Mr Cox, have written in its defence. It appears as a belief in Mexico, and Tibet, among the Negroes, and in the Sandwich Islands, among ancient Druids and extinct Tasmanians. If the truth of a belief depended on its being of general acceptance "ever, everywhere, and among all," then Metempsychosis would be true.

The advocates of the theory deny that "if we cannot remember our past lives it is all the same as if they never were ours." This was Cicero's view; but on the other hand it is argued that we forget even the events of our present existence. The doctrine of Metempsychosis is so far scientific that it recognizes the indestructibility of force, and supposes only a change of form. Prof. Knight says that according to this theory: "Every creature in which there is the faintest adumbration of intelligence ... the intelligence of the dog, the beaver, the bee, and the ant, which does not perish everlastingly, is conserved somewhere after the dissolution of their bodies." It may be admitted that, if we reject the idea of dissolution of the forces which animate a body, there is more to be said in favour of Metempsychosis than in favour of the idea of continual creation of new additional souls out of nothing. [But if evolution teaches us that there is a purpose and a unity in the universe, though we may not understand it, we can rest in confidence about the future, while admitting our limited powers of comprehension, whether the life be preserved as a single force, or otherwise.—Ed.] The idea that a personal creator is compelled to furnish a new soul for every new body, which soul must last forever after, is ancient but crude. The theory of Transmission implies that every soul has two sources, being derived from those of its parents.

Métis. A daughter of Okeanos and Thetis, who, to Orphic mystics, personified the power of creation, but whom the Greeks called "Prudence," the first love of Zeus. She was the mother of Athéné (the dawn and the later abstract personification of Wisdom), and before Athéné was born Zeus swallowed Métis, so that Athéné sprang from his head. It was Métis also who caused Kronos (as Kronos or "time") to disgorge his own children (see Kronos).

Metsc. Mitzi. A great Chinese teacher about 500 to 460 B.C. (see Confucius and Mencius). He advocated prayer and sacrifice which, he said, God or heaven (Tien) accepts from men for their good. He blamed Confucius for encouraging singing and dancing as alleviations of the sorrows of life, saying that the time would be better spent in helping the miserable. He was himself a maker and inventor of weapons and machines for use by land and sea; he urged the necessity of building comfortable houses for the people, and also forts with improved armaments for their protection. He advocated justice, and respect towards foes as well as friends, and kindness towards the people, as the best way of ruling them. He said that love "without distinction should be the guiding principle of sage and statesman alike; and governments should only levy taxes (li) in order to execute, and aid all works which are a benefit to the people." He thought that the school of Confucius was wrong in holding back from the people a teaching about things spiritual, and in their ideas about fate: that they did not sufficiently point out how happiness is the natural consequence of good, and misery of bad actions. Yet Mitzi has been called "the exponent of the doctrine of expediency" by Dr Edkins.

Mexico. See Aztecs. The city of Mexico (Te-mix-titlan) had four quarters, the chief one being the Teo-pan or "god-place." The later Aztecs called it Mexi-ko, after Mashi (or Mixi), their god of the sun and of war; whence the Spanish Mejico. It was also called the "central place of the Maguey"—the invaluable agave or aloe used for so many purposes, including the manufacture of a kind of paper. Mexico was known in China in the 6th and 7th centuries as Ve-shi-ko, Bu-shi-ko, and Fu-sang-ko (Vining, Inglorious Columbus). In 1520 A.D. the Spaniards found the Aztecs in possession of the city, and understood that they had conquered the earlier Tolteks about 1050 to 1150 A.D., occupying the whole kingdom of Anahuac. The Tolteks were supposed to be traceable as early as 650 A.D., as writers of hieroglyphics using the Nahustl language, and as having erected the pyramids of Cholula, Teo-ti-huakan, and others. The Spanish conquest was effected between 1519 and 1525, but the last descendant of the Aztec emperors died in 1820 A.D. Cortez entered the city of Mexico as a conqueror in 1519, and called it Vera Cruz ("true cross"); all Yukatan was finally annexed as "New Spain" in 1540. The Asiatic derivation of Mexican civilisation is indicated by the resemblance of their astronomical ideas to those of India and Tibet, as Mr Vining shows (pp. 144-154, 553); and it appears to have reached Mexico from the N.E. of Asia. [See for instance the comparison of the Manchu and Aztek cycle of years.]
In thus comparing we must remember that there were no hogs, oxen, horses, or goats in Mexico, so that other signs had, in those cases, to be adopted. The Mexicans, however, had a distinct system of dividing the year into 18 months of 20 days, with 5 additional days, or 365 in all. This was revised to suit the solar seasons in 1091 a.d.—En.]

Father John René, a missionary on the Yukon in Alaska (Daily Mail, 11th October 1901), discovered that the language of the Nulato Indians who live within the Arctic circle, and that of the Apaches of New Mexico, is the same. [Such comparisons had however been pointed out earlier—see Compar. Philol., H. P. Greg, 1893—and the resemblance of vocabulary between the American and Tartar languages is very close, and extends through hundreds of words.—En.] The Chevalier de Parvey reported to the French Academy of Sciences, as early as 1840, that: "On an island of the Colorado river was a sanctuary, and a Lama like one of Tibet, called Quatu-zaka—i.e. who never eats—meaning (thinks the Chevalier) the Sakya Buddha of Cathay": zaku however is probably the Chinese shi-koia, applied to "persons who abstain from flesh, eat only three or four kinds of fruits, and never wage war." Whenever this Lama arrived, this presence illustrates what may easily have happened in earlier times: and even the Chama-naui, or "peaceful ones" of the Toltecs (Inglorious Columbus, p. 74) may have been Buddhist Shamans. American antiquaries have again and again pointed out the resemblances between the old western native tribes and the N. Asian Tartars and Mongols. The Denes, in N.W. America, show (says Father Morice of British Columbia) their Asiatic origin in marriage and divorce customs, mode of dressing the hair, washing hands and face; in the forms of their buildings, amusements, banquets, and articles of food, as well as in customs connected with births and with women (see Proc. Canadian Instit., October 1889).
spite of this terrible belief (see May): they were celibates and ascetics, and taught a high morality. They had a goddess of love like many other nations, and her votaries were not few. Yet they taught purity and benevolence, and established hospitals for the sick. They inculcated confession of sins, and taught men thus: “Clothe the naked, and feed the hungry, whatever privations it may cost thee: for remember that their flesh is like thine, and they are men like thee: cherish the sick for they are the image of God.” Yet the penitent is commanded (as Mr. J. Robertson says) to procure a slave for sacrifice to the deity. This is but the priestly idea that “without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sins”: neither the penitent nor the State could be saved unless these hateful services were performed with a willing heart (see Khonds). They sacrificed victims specially fed and pampered to Tezkatli-poka, the soul of the universe, an ever-young god, and to Centeotl the corn goddess, a beautiful maiden. The victim (a youth or a maiden respectively) was accorded—as among Khonds—the honours of a god, and clad in gorgeous garments, carried in procession in a car or barge, and eaten sacramentally by the congregation (see Hibbert Lectures, 1884). The life of a foreigner, or of a captive taken in war, was less valuable to Mexicans than that of an animal. In the atonement (or reconciliation) of Centeotl, the skin of the maiden victim was flayed off that the worshiping priest might be therewith robbed (Bancroft, Native Races, iii, p. 355). The gods numbered some 200, of whom the sun, and his 12 attendants, were the greatest.

The Mexicans practised infant baptism, and Centeotl was then specially invoked. But the rain god Tlalok demanded infant victims (like Moloch), who were either purchased or dedicated as a return for benefits received or expected: the greater the weeping of infants and mothers, in the great processions for babe-sacrifice, the more certainly would Tlalok send rain on the thirsty land. Uit (or Huitzilo-poktil) was the god of winds and of the State. Uitzilin, the humming bird, was an emblem of this god, and of the spring sun who became a war god, battling by aid of winds in spring time. Huitzilo-poktil also became incarnate for the salvation of mankind, being born of the virgin Koatlikue, who played with a ball of bright feathers; and his wintry brother Tezkatli-poka (Réville, Hibbert Lect., 1884) was “the shining stone,” or mirror, able to produce greenness even in the woodpecker (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 268). Hue-huetol, or “the god of days,” was also Zinhte-kutli the “lord of fire.” He was adored as the dough image (see Cross and May), which was also the emblem of Tlalok the “rain god,” torn in pieces and eaten as an eucharistic rite, just as the dough image of a god is torn and eaten by Tibetans, who call themselves Buddhists. His cross was called “the tree of our life,” and the dough image was kneaded with blood (see Eucharist). The Aztek Venus was the consort of Tlalok, carried off by the wintry Tezkatli-poka. Teo-tl (“the god”) was the sun, depicted with a large mouth and a protruded tongue, which (says Réville) was an emblem of life (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 454, fig. 303). The pedestal of the statue of Teo-tl was colored blue, and had serpents carved at the corners. His shrine was the Teo-calli or “god’s house.”

The Mexican pyramid shrines were correctly oriented. Two of these at St Juan (Teo-ti-huakans), in the plain of Otumba, are each 682 feet square at the base, and rise 180 feet, being nearly as large as the Egyptian great pyramid. [The pyramids of Babylon—reproduced in India—are however the true prototypes of both Egyptian and Mexican examples.—Ed.] On the top of each of these pyramids was a shrine 75 feet square, for sun and moon respectively. The whole was built of hard basalt or trachyte. Round such shrines are found weapons of stone, knives and arrows of obsidian (a material found in Asia Minor also, and used in Kretes), with terra-cotta heads, masks, and beads, representing grotesque deities: or such a mysterious object as the candelero (“candlestick”), with rows of holes in a square stone.

The Spaniards ruled Mexico till 1810, when revolution broke out. In 1823 a Republic was established: in 1863 the unhappy Archduke Maximilian was made emperor, and, abandoned by France, was executed in 1867. For the third time, Juarez became president, and Mexico is still a Republic, with a mixed population of some 2 million Europeans, 4 million American Indians, and 5 million mixed tribes.

Michael. The Christian soldier angel (see Dan. x, 13, 21; xii, 1). Fürst regards the usual etymology as doubtful. [Hebrew Mi-k-i-al “who is like God?” the name, if unpointed, is merely M-i-k-o-l, and may signify “he who strikes for God.”—Ed.] He is one of four angels, with Raphael (“the highness of God”), Suriel (“God’s command”), and Uriel (“God’s light”). He fought with Satan for the body of Moses (Jude 9), and is ever warring with the dragon (Rev. xii. 7). Moslems rank him with Israfil and Jibrail. He was the patron saint of France after St Denys failed to overcome St George (see Denys), for “by the power of St Michael,” did Charles V, in 1425, overcome those who had seized the Abbey of St Denys in
Mid-gard

1419. The shrines of St Michael are usually on steep rocks, as at St Michael's Mount in Cornwall, at Mont St Michel opposite it on the French coast, and at St Malo. He is symbolised as a lion, and like St George he tramples on a serpent and dragon, being always in full armour. He was pursued as a bull to the cave of Monte Gargano, but the arrows of the pursuers flew back to the archers, who fell trembling on their knees, and after three days (early in May) the arch-angel appeared to a bishop by night, and commanded the erection of a shrine. This miracle dates about 492 to 536 A.D. As the sun in the cave is connected with autumn, so St Michael is worshiped in the end of September, when the goose is his victim at Michael-mass. The feast was appointed in 813 A.D. by the Council of Mentz, and in England by Ethelred III in 1000 A.D. From Monday till Wednesday all must then go barefoot to church, on pain of being flogged. According to the annals of Eutychius the bishop, about 900 A.D., Alexander, Patriarch of Alexandria, was unable to stop the worship of Serapis in Egypt, till he substituted that of St Michael, and induced the Egyptians to destroy their older idol. Pope Gregory the Great saw Michael sheathing his sword where the tower of St Angelo still stands. In Wales the lofty summit of Cadair Idris is St Michael's "chair"; another shrine of St Michael is found at Le Pouy, in the Haute Loire department, S.W. of Lyons, a rock reached by 271 steps near the town gate; and a small church of St Michael, on a vertical cliff, overlooks Torbay in Devonshire. On Arran Isle, at the foot of Goat Fell, is the Kil-vighal or "Michael's cell," where Mr Carmichael saw naked dances round the shrine (Scottish Geogr. Mag., Feb., 18817) celebrated in the end of September.

Mid-gard. Norse: "the central region" or earth (see Hel and Yggdrasil).

Midian. [This is apparently a geographical and not an ethnical name; it applies to the country E. of Jordan, including Moab and Edom. Its inhabitants were descendants of Abraham, Lot, and Ishmael, according to the Hebrew Scriptures. The meaning of the word is not known—possibly Mad-je'en, as in Assyrian, meaning "land of no one," or "of nothing." This region is still called the Belka or "empty" land.—Ed.] The great Midianite god, worshiped near Mt. Nebo and in the Jordan plains at Shittim, was the phallic deity (see Ba'al-Pe'or).

Midrash. The Jewish "teaching," or commentary on the Scriptures (see Haggadah, Halakah, Hebrew). The Midrashim (Rabbah

Miktlan

and Pesikta) became known in Europe about 700 to 1100 A.D. The first of these comments on the law, the latter on the festivals. The various Midrashim are founded on the Hebrew canon, on the Mishna, and on the Jerusalem and Babylonian Talmuds. They include both the "decisions" on legal points (Halakah) and the "stories" (Haggadah) in illustration or enlargement of Bible legends, with those referring to the future Messiah. Thus the Jews say: "In adversity we hang on the consolations of the Haggadah, and in prosperity cling to the law of the Halakah."

Miktlan. Mitla. The ancient capital of Salvador, on the Pacific, S. of the Gulf of Honduras, where the god of Hades was known as Miktlan-teuktli (or Miktlan-tecutli), the "Lord of Miktlan," transformed into St Michael (Miguel) by the Spanish (Vining, Inglorious Columbus, pp. 411, 546). His consort was Miktlan-chuantli, resembling the Indian Kali in character. Nothing but shapeless ruins here remain, but the high priest of Miktlan was once second only to the king. He bore a sceptre, and had a diadem of feathers, and a long blue robe (Bancroft, Native Races, iii, p. 489).

The founders of Miktlan, according to the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg, were followers of the god of peace (see Kuetzal-Koatl).

Melinda. Pali for the Greek Menander (see Naga-sena).

Miccom. Milkom. See Malak.

Milukha. Melukkha. The name of a region near Sinai (Magan) and Egypt, noticed both in the 14th century B.C. and also in the 7th. It appears to have been part of Nubia, or of Ethiopia. [Probably the Akkadian Mi-lukha, "land of slaves."—Ed.]

Mimansa. See Darsana. A school of Hindu philosophy. The Purva is the oldest work of this system, and is attributed to Jaimini, a celebrated disciple of Vyas'a founder of Vedanta philosophy. Some however attribute the second (or Uttra), Mimansa to Vyas'a himself. These works uphold the inspiration of the Vedas; they permit images, but hold that rites are matters of indifference, the important question being the state of the heart, whence vice or virtue comes; and religion is a matter of creating the greatest happiness for all. Jaimini held that the universe had no beginning and no end: that God is the omnipotent, and omnipresent cause, the supporter, and the destroyer of all things; and that creation is the manifestation of his will and action.

Mimir. The Scandinavian giant of "memory," or wisdom, who sits under the World Tree (see Odin and Yggdrasil).
Mimra. Aramaik: "spoken" or "ordered"; the later Jewish word for the Logos or "reason" of God (see Logos), which heals all (Wisdom of Sol., xvi, 12) and leaps from the throne of God in heaven (xviii, 15).

Minaret. Arabic Minârah, or "place of fire," applied to a lighthouse. The term is incorrectly used by Europeans of the towers of a Mosk, which are called Mâdhneh, or "place of hearing," the call to prayer (see Mâdhneh).

Minas. A tribe of Râjputâna, in Meywar, Jeypûr, Bundi, and Katâ, including 340 clans, or about 430,000 persons (Journal Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc., 1886: i, i-iii). They worship spirits, especially Sîva and his consorts, and certain warrior ancestors such as Mâlîjû, or Mânjâtî, who was conquered because his wife, Bhatyan, betrayed his vulnerable point—the foot—which reminds us of Akhilleus, Krishna, and Hêphaistos.

Mind. See Man.

Minerva. The Roman goddess of wisdom, who is identified with the Greek Athêné. She is the Etruskan Menerva (see Etruskans).

Minos. The son of Zeus and Europa, born in Crete. He had two brothers Sarpedon and Rhadamanthos, and was said to have succeeded Æstérior ("the starry"), as King of Knossos. Poseidon gave him a bull from the sea, which he was to sacrifice; but he failed to do so. His queen Paâsiaphâi ("all shining") was changed into a cow, and from this bull and cow was born the Minotaur or "man bull," a monster. Minos was said to have received laws from Zeus on the summit of Mt. Ida, and after death became a judge in Hades with Aiakos, and Rhadamanthos.

Minotaur. "The man bull" (see Minos). This monster dwelt in the labyrinth (see Crete), and devoured youths and maidens—who were probably human sacrifices to the bull form of Minos. [As there were good and bad wolves (see Lukos) so there were good and bad man bulls (see Eu-bani).—Ed.]

Minyans. These are not connected with the Arab Mineans (see Arabia), nor certainly with the Minyans known to the Greeks, but were a people living near Lake Van in Armenia ("the land of Minyans"), and noticed as early as the 15th century B.C., as well as by Jeremiah (li, 27). The Minuai of the Greeks dwelt in Boîôita,

Miracles. See Agnostists, Atheism, Bible, Christianity, Gospels. A miracle was a "wonder," usually supposed due to divine action with the intent of striking awe, or of showing special favour. Education is now gradually convincing even the most religious that the miracles of the ancients were stories due to general ignorance, and belief in spirits ever busy in interfering with natural events. The Asiatic peasant is still as firmly convinced of the constant occurrence of such miracles as were his ignorant ancestors. Those who recorded such miracles no doubt believed in them, though they usually speak of them as occurring in times earlier than those in which they lived. The assertion of miracles weakens our confidence in their own statements on historical questions. Monumental inscriptions may confirm what they say as to natural events, but we do not find in them any allusion to contemporary miracles. Cardinal Newman, referring to miracles attributed to Christian saints, says quite truly: "If the miracles in our church history cannot be defended by the arguments of Leslie, Paley, etc., how many scripture miracles can satisfy these conditions?" (Miracles, Ecles. Hist., p. 107). Professor Huxley (Nineteenth Cent., June 1889), answers "none," adding: "from the levitation of the axe at one end of a period of 3000 years (2 Kings vi, 6), to the levitation of present spiritualists at the other end, there is a complete continuity of the miraculous, with every gradation from the childish to the stupendous; from the gratification of a caprice to the illustration of a sublime truth. There is no drawing a line in the series... If one is true all may be true; if one is false all may be false." Cardinal Newman saw the force of the argument, and therefore said "to be deep in history (that is in
eclesiastical tradition) is to cease to be a Protestant... the multiplication of the pieces of the True Cross with which, said Bishop Cyril of Jerusalem, the whole world is filled is no more wonderful than that of the leaves and fishes... [But Cyril, in his lecture, does not call this a miracle—he only uses a hyperbolic expression.—Ed.]

All religions have in like manner created legends and miraculous stories, even when the founders did not desire to do so, as in the cases of Buddha and Confucius. These wonders arose from fear of the mysterious and unknown, and from the belief in spirits. Mr. Lecky (Hist. of European Morals, i., pp. 397, 412) says that “Christianity was floated into the Roman empire on a wave of creulity that brought with it a long train of superstitions, fears, and prophecies. It proclaimed with thrilling horror the immediate destruction of the globe; the damnation of all who opposed Christians; and the glory that awaited these; and such beliefs continued ever and again to stir up Europe down to Reformation times, however much the educated smiled.” It is apparently enough answer to satisfy the masses that they should object that science is not able to explain all the phenomena of the universe; but this is not to prove the historical occurrence of any miracle.

We hear even more of miracles in our 4th and 5th centuries than in the time of Christ. It was an age of ignorance in Europe, and the monks encouraged and shared such superstitious beliefs (like Christianity) until the Reformation. Holy persons were believed (as they still are) to be able to rise in the air, like Indian Rishis, or Jewish Babbis, who fly to heaven. Many believed they saw Christ, the Virgin, or a saint, during their devotions. Sacred statues and crucifixes sweated, or the hair grew on them and was regularly shorn: relics cured disease, or restored amputated limbs: the fishes came to shore to hear St. Antony preach; and pious persons falling from heights were supported in the air. The diffusion of knowledge has not only led all the most ignorant now to discredit such superstitions, but has also softened our hearts, and has made us hate cruel gods as well as cruel men. The horrors of a priestly hell, in which “infants a span long” were said to roast, no longer terrify. The miraculous is a name for the unknown, and misunderstood, and its home is amid the myths and legends of the past.

**Mirror.** A sacred emblem not only in Japan but in Egypt, Phoenicia, Etruria, and elsewhere, as we see from the figures engraved on the ancient mirrors of bronze. It is the emblem of Venus, and of a woman: of Maya or “illusion,” and of light. The Egyptians offered mirrors and combs (see Kteis) to goddesses, and metal mirrors are found beside idols in America. In China mirrors on house roofs scare away demons. Buddhists and Shinto worshippers alike use them (see Japan).

**Miri.** The Polynesian queen of Hell—perhaps the same as Māri in India. See Mar, Māra, and Mari.

**Mishnah.** The Jewish collection of the rules and sayings of famous Rabbis, some of whom lived before the Jerusalem temple was destroyed. It is written in Hebrew, and was compiled by Rabbi Judah, and others, at Tiberias about 150 to 200 B.C., after the Sanhedrin had retired from Jamnia, S. of Joppa, to Galilee, on the death of Rabbi Akibah in the revolt of 135 A.C. The Talmud includes the Mishnah as text, with the commentary either of Jerusalem (about 390 A.C.) or of Babylon (365 to 427 A.C. or, in part, perhaps as late as 800 B.C.); these two commentaries being in Aramaic (see E. Deutsch, Litig. Remains, p. 40). The Babylonian Gemara (“completion”) is four times as long as that of Jerusalem (see Hebrews).

The word Mishna (or Mishnah) signifies “repetition,” or “tradition” (like the Moslem Sunna, or comment on the Korān); the subject is the study of the law, with decisions (Halaka) on disputed details. The older decisions were those of the schools of Hillel and Shammai (see Hillel), followed by Gamaliel, whose son, Rabbi Simon, about 166 A.C. began to collect all existing materials for study of the law, the work being continued by Rabbi Judah han-Nasi, down to 219 A.C.

[The language of the Mishnah is late Hebrew, and remarkable for the inclusion of many Greek and of some Latin loan words (see Col. Conder, Quart. St. Pal. Expl. Panel, October 1894, pp. 310-326).—Ed.] The tracts of the Mishnah are divided into six “orders”: (1) Zera‘im “seeds,” or agriculture—11 tracts; (2) Mo‘ed “festivals” —12 tracts; (3) Nezikin “women”—7 tracts; (4) Nezikin “damages”—10 tracts; (5) Kodashim “holi things”—11 tracts; (6) Tahoroth “purifications”—12 tracts; or 63 tracts in all. Among the more important of these may be noticed those on Blessings, the Sabbath, the Red Heifer, the Passover, the Sanhedrin, the Temple measurements, the New Year, the Day of Atonement, and Strange Worship. These inform us of the later Jewish rites and customs, superstitions and Rabbinical regulations, from the Herodian period down to that of the great Antonine emperors of Rome. But the legends of the Talmud are mostly found in the Babylonian Gemara.
In time the Mishnah or "oral law" became second only to the Torah, or law of Moses, in Jewish estimation; and it was claimed that the traditions had been also (orally) delivered to Moses during forty days on Sinai. The Rabbis themselves were also said often to hear a Bath Kol ("daughter of speech"), or divine voice from heaven, announcing the decision of the Holy Spirit.

**Misor.** A figure in the legendary genealogy of the Phoenicians, as recorded by Sanchonathan, and Philo of Byblos (see Cory's Ancient Fragments), answering to the Hebrew Misraim (see Egypt).

**Mista. Nista.** Norse Fates who supplied the gods with mead or ambrosia.

**Mistletoe.** The sacred *Vicus album*, a parasitic plant growing on the oak, whence the Druids prepared a magic drink. It was called the "all heal," and the viscous juice of the white berries was rubbed on the bark of fruit trees, such as the apple. It was also the "spectrum wand" which enabled the holder to see ghosts, and to force them to speak. The juice imparted fertility according to Pliny, and made cattle fat, if they survived the purgations it caused; it was also an antidote to all poisons. The Druids cut it only on the 4th and 6th days of the moon. They went in procession to the sacred oak, and on an altar covered with grass (see Grass) they inscribed the names of gods, and offered sacrifices. Two white bulls were bound to the tree by their horns, and a priest ascended it, and cut the mistletoe with a golden sickle, letting it drop into a white consecrated cloth held by another priest; for it must not be defiled by touching the earth which was the abode of demons. It was dipped in holy water; and the bulls—with human sacrifices at times in addition—were offered, after which the pieces of the mistletoe were distributed among the worshipers, who therewith consecrated their homes, flocks, and fields (see Arcia). No woman caught under it could refuse an embrace; and still, if not so kissed, she will not be married during the year. With every kiss a berry should be plucked, and for this reason none liked to be the last to pass under it. Especially at Christmas was this rite observed, as it still is in places. In later times men were sent to gather it.

"For to the woods must merry men go
To gather in the mistletoe."

If they failed to do so their trousers were stolen, and hung up instead of it.

---

It was by the mistletoe alone that the sun god Baldur could be slain (see Baldur).

**Mithra.** **Mitra. Mihir.** The god of "light" among Aryans, especially in Persia. The name comes from the Aryan root *Mah* or *Mih* "to shine" (as seen in the Pahlavi form *Mihir*), but was understood later to mean "friend." The "two Mithras" ("shiners" or "friends") were the sun and moon. In India, Mitra is the "friend" of Varuna (or heaven), but the root is seen also in the Latin *micare* "to sparkle" (see Mr. Grierson, *Indian Antiquities*, Jan. 1889). In Persia, Mithra was only one of 28 Izeds, spirits, or angels, surrounding the throne of Ahura Mazda in heaven. He rises from a paradise in the East, and has ten thousand eyes and ears; nothing escapes his notice; he hates darkness, deceit, and lies; and demons flee before his light; he knows our secret thoughts, and watches over family life.

[Mithra, however, was introduced into Rome by the soldiers of Pompey about 60 B.C., from Pontus where—and indeed all over Asia Minor—Mithra appears to have been the supreme god of the Persian population. A bas-relief of Mithra in the Phrygian cap, accompanied by the sacred dog, still exists at Hamanili on the Hermus river in Phrygia; and a text of the 1st century B.C., at Apollonia a little further S., gives, in Greek, the name of Mithradates ("Mithra-given") as "archpriest of Asia" (see W. J. Hamilton, *Researches in Asia Minor*, 1842, vol. i, text No. 160; vol. ii, p. 140). The worship of Mithra in cave chapels included certain ordeals; and cakes were offered to him with the sacred Haoma drink, whence Tertullian regards the rites as a parody of the Christian Eucharist. The tombs of Mithra worshipers occur in the Roman catacombs, mingled with those of Christians. The chief design on Mithraic bas-reliefs represents the god as a youth with a Phrygian cap, stabbing the bull which represents the original Gayo-mard, or "bull-mortal," who was slain that the world might be fertilised by its blood, according to Persian mythology.—Ed.] Mithra as the sun is able to cross rivers dry shod, and Mithra in the Indian Puranas is one of the 12 Adityas or "boundless ones." Mithmic worship became so important in Rome that it seemed for a time destined to be the only faith of the empire. It presented mystery, and also an ethikal system (for truth was the great characteristic of Mithra, who hates all lies); and it had its "baptism of blood" in the horrible Taurorooba, when the penitent in a cave, or hole beneath, was drenched with the blood of the slain bull. An altar erected in the 3rd Consulate of Trajan in honour of Mithra.
Mithra

bore the title "Deo Solis invicto," or "to the unconquered sun god," whose birthday was said to be the 23rd of December (see Christmas); his chariot was drawn by four horses.

Temples to Mithra are found in all parts of the Roman Empire in Europe. The old church of St Clement in Rome is built over a Mithreum, or cave chapel of Mithra. He had a grotto in Milan, and a temple in Naples, the pillars of which are now in Santa Maria a Capella. Socrates, the historian of our 5th century, says that in his time the Christians of Alexandria found many human skulls in an old Mithreum. The mysteries were supposed to be terrible, as noticed by Tertullian, Jerome, and Augustine. On the threshold of the cave-tunnel the candidate found a drawn sword, from which—if he pressed on—he received more than one wound. He had then to pass through flames, and to endure a long fast—some said of 50 days—being obliged to remain far away from human habitations, and to eat only a little coarse food. He was beaten with rods for two whole days; and, for twenty days in conclusion of the ordeal, was buried to the neck in snow. When he had triumphed, a golden serpent was placed in his bosom, as a symbol of regeneration. These accounts are however perhaps not very reliable. The serpent, the dog, and the crow, together with other emblems, constantly accompany his figure. The bull is represented with a tail ending in a wheat ear—being the earth bull—and attacked by the dog, the serpent, and the scorpion, who aid Mithra to slay it. Two attendant genii bear torches, one erect the other reversed—for dawn and sunset, or spring and autumn. He is connected with the tree of life (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 461), and appears on the white marble bas-relief of the Villa Albani at Rome, as well as in the Torso at Arles in France; his statue was found between the Viminal and Quirinal hills in the 16th century, in one of his usual circular temples. He there appears as a lion-headed man, with a serpent twined round his body; thus standing on a globe, he presses two keys to his breast, and lamps were hung round this figure (Mr Murray Amsley, Etruscan Art, March, April, 1886; Sig. Gatti excavated a fine Mithreum at Ostia (see Athenaeum, 6th Nov. 1886), having a serpentine avenue of approach: this passage led from the refectory of a Roman villa to a half hidden flight of steps, descending to a square chapel, with seats along its walls, and a little shrine at the further end. Figures on the wall have respectively a lamp and upturned face, and a reversed torch and downcast countenance—representing spring and autumn as before. Stars and zodiacal signs also occur on the walls, and on the pavement of black tesserae on a white ground.

Mithraic tablets are to be found in the British Museum, and in those of the Louvre, Vatican, and at Metz. (See Open Court, Dec. 1903.) The Vatican Mithra (No. 1412) shows him killing the bull, with aid from the dog, serpent, and scorpion. The London group is the same, with two torch-bearers added. The Aquilea tablet gives instead figures of the sun and moon in chariots, with the central group as before, the bull's tail having a corn ear at the end. The Borghese group gives four horses to the sun chariot, and two to that of the moon. In another case a crab is said to take the place of the scorpion, and a fish and urn appear in one example. At Mayence Mithra bears a bow. The fine statue at Naples came from the celebrated cave temple of Mithra in the island of Capri. Several of the symbols, such as the scorpion, crab, fish, and urn, may be zodiacal. St Augustine, in describing the mysteries, says that the assistants represented eagles, crows, doves, and lions—according to Sig. A. D. Grimaldi.

Mitzraim. Misraim. See Egypt.

Mlakulch. Malakuka. An Etruscan Venus, consort of Herocles. [Perhaps Mul-Akuka "moon lady," as in Akkadian, From Mul and Aku, the final ku being the case ending.—Ed.]

Mlechas. Mlechchas. Sanskrit: "outcasts," excommunicated persons, or heretics, not allowed to hear the Vedas read, a term applying generally to non-Aryans.

Mnevis. The black bull of Lower Egypt, which, at Heliopolis, bears the sun-disk on its horns, with feathers, and uraei or snakes (see Apis).

Moab. The region E. of the Dead Sea, between the Arnon and the "waters of Nimrim," from which however the Moabites were expelled by the Amorites before the Hebrew conquest. According to the legend of Lot and his daughters (Gen. xix. 37) the Moabites were allied to the Hebrews by race, though they opposed their advance from Edom. Solomon married Moabite women, and worshiped their god Kemosh. Moab rebelled from Israel in the 9th century B.C., after the death of Ahab; and the Hebrew prophets denounced Moab, whereas in the Pentateuch the relationship of the nation to the Hebrews is often admitted. The famous inscription of Mesha, king of Moab (see 2 Kings iii, 4) was discovered by the Rev. F. Klein in 1868, at Dibon (Dhibân) on the Arnon river. Unfortunately the monument was broken up by the Arabs before it was secured.
and part of the text—about 4th in all—was lost. The remains are now in the Louvre, the stone being 3 feet 10 inches high, 2 feet wide, and 1 foot 2 inches thick. There are 34 lines of text, in alphabetic writing from right to left. It dates from about 890 B.C. and is the oldest dated text in alphabetic writing in the world.

The language is very similar to Hebrew, but presents some Aramaic features in grammar and vocabulary alike. The words are carefully divided by dots. The various translators are in general accord, except as to the meaning of the words דְּדָה (Dedah) and אַרַּלְתִּיו (Aralti) (see Aral). The latest translation is that of Dr Smend, and Dr Socin, in 1886. King Mesha calls the stone a bemah (see Bamoth) and says that his father Kemosh melek was oppressed by "Omri, King of Israel," for a long time; and "his son," in the time of Mesha, desired to oppress, but during this reign—or at least in Mesha's time—"Israel perished forever." Omri occupied Medeba (Mōdeba as now called), and his reign, with that of his son (called Ahab in the Bible), lasted 40 years in Moab. Mesha built Baal-meon (M'ā'in), and Kiriathaim (Kūrīeleiān).

The king of Israel built 'A'taroth (Aṭārāt), where "men of God" had once dwelt (see Num. xxxii, 3), but Mesha took it, and "slew all the people of the city in sight of Kemosh and Moab." He adds (line 12), "I brought thence the Aral of Dedah, and dragged it (or him) before Kemosh in Kiriath, and I settled there the men of Scharne ('the plain'), and the men of Mokhrath." He next took Nebi (Jebel Neba), and slew 7000 men, boys, women, girls, and (other) females: "for I devoted them to 'Astar Kemosh; and 1 took thence the Aral of Yahveh, and dragged them before Kemosh." Jahaz (Yahah) was next conquered by 200 chief men of Moab, and subjected to Dibon. Walls were built at Kirkah with a palace and reservoir, and wells ordered to be dug in each house of the city. The fosse of this place—an uncertain site—was dug "by prisoners of Israel"; [or "as a check to Israel"]—Ed.]; and Mesha also built Arer (Arotārā), the road over Arnon (Wādy Mōjib), Beth Bamos, and Bezer, Beth Diblathaim, and Beth Baal Me'on (M'ū'in). The broken part continues to describe a victory at Horonaim.

The geography is easily understood, representing a gradual extension of Mesha's rule northwards: it agrees with that of the Old Testament, and the sites for the most part still retain their names. The general history is also in accord, and the whole would read like a chapter out of the Bible if we substituted the name of Yahweh for that of Kemosh. For Mesha on two occasions says (lines 14, 32) "Kemosh said to me go," and he was as fully persuaded of the favour of his god as he was of the failure of Yahweh to help Israel.

Mehini. A female form assumed by Vishnu, exciting Siva to the creation of Hanumān (see Hanumān).

Moirai. The Greek fates, daughters of night and sunset (Ereboi), or of Zeus and Thémis according to Hesiod (see Erinnus). They are named Klítho, Lakhesis, and Atropos, presiding over birth, life, and death. The gods are subject to the fates. They sit in hell, or star-crowned in heaven. They are three old women with fillets of wool: with the first a distaff, the second with a spindle, the third with shears to cut the thread. Homer spoke of one fate, and at Delphi there were two—good and evil.


Moloch. See Malak.

Monachism. Monk. From the Greek μόνος "alone." It originally meant a hermit living alone. The ancient Egyptians, Babylonians, and Hebrews, had no monks: they were neither celibate nor ascetic in their ideas. The ascetic first seems to have appeared in India, before the time of Gotama Buddha; and, as Dr Isaac Taylor (Ancient Christianity) has said, the monastic idea was brought to the west by Buddhists, and spread by them (we may add) far east as well, in China, Mexico, and Peru (see Buddha, Esseen, Mexico). The intention of Gotama was to unite the various anchorites and hermits of India, and to convert them into an order busy in practical work for the help of the suffering. Christian monachism, founded in Egypt on the asceticism of the Therapeuti, and in Palestine on that of the Essenes, only began to become common in the 3rd century A.C. The disciples who gathered round some famous hermits—such as Antony in Egypt, or Hilary in the Beersheba desert—gradually instituted a system of communal life whence sprang monasteries and nunneries. Tertullian however, about 220 A.C., says: "We are not Indian Brahman or gymnosophici, dwellers in woods and exiles from life . . . we sojourn with you in the world" (Apol., xlii). The first Christians had "all things in common," but this was not monachism, nor were their widows nuns. The "dwellers alone" appeared in Egypt (see Antony), and both monks and nuns were very numerous in Palestine after 326 A.C., as Jerome records. Asceticism was a common feature of Gnostik sects, such as the Montanists of Phrygia (see Mandamus, and Manes). After the Decian persecution (250 A.C.) the movement received a great impetus, and retreat to the desert was due (1) to persecution, (2) to the doctrine
that matter is impure and the body vile. So the Indian Yogis also had long preached; and they claimed, like the Christian sects, to lay up merit by their austerities. Paul, a native of the Lower Thebaid in Egypt, was a man of good family and wealth, who retired to a cave (290 to 340 A.C.); and his example was followed by the more celebrated Antony, these were true "monachi," or "lonely ones." The second stage was reached when ascetics gathered round the hermits' caves, and formed groups of cave dwellers. Pachomius was born about 292, and joined the hermit Palestem, about 320 A.C., in his cell on the island of Tabennae in the Nile. He instituted the true system of Conobites (Greek Koivos "common" and bioi "life"), who were called monks, as dwelling apart from the world. Cells were erected, and the brethren were called Synecili ("celled together"), having a Laura, or common room for meals, near their caves, which in time grew into a large establishment with a church. At the Laura of St. Saba, S.E. of Jerusalem, the caves still line the precipice within the fortress walls of the Laura. Rules as to dress, food, and worship naturally developed—much as among Buddhists. Holy women sought the anchorites, and lived near the monks for protection. Pachomius induced his sister to found a nunnery; and, when he died (348 or 360 A.C.), his rules were accepted by 7000 monks, of whom 1500 lived at his own cenobium. From this centre monachism proper spread to Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Armenia. The rule, slightly altered by the great Basil, was adopted in Pontus and Cappadocia in our 4th century. Athanasius (in 340) brought such a rule to Italy, and by the 6th century there were 100,000 celibates—three-quarters of them being men—in Egypt. Jerome (about 400 A.C.) speaks of 50,000 monks. Their life gradually became one of sloth and ignorance, as the first zeal died out. The Roman orders date mostly from the Middle Ages. The good Francis of Assisi (1182 to 1226) aimed at creating a new order, not of monks, but of "little brethren of the poor," who were to have no house or property, to live on alms, and to aid the wretched. He was coldly regarded at first by the Church, and when the movement became popular it fell into the hands of others, so that before his death he saw with sorrow that these Minorites, or Franciscans, were settling down to life in a monastery like other monks.

Monfras. A great god of Celts and Britons, still remembered in Cornwall. The name occurs in many dedicatory inscriptions, on stones, in caves, and on the wall of Hadrian.

Mongols. A Turanian people N. of China and Tibet, and E. of the Turks of Central Asia. The name Mon-gul signifies "heavenly race"; and, according to their legends, their ancestor was born of a tree, or a virgin transformed into a tree, at their capital of Karakorum, the father being a god—as in the legend of Adonis born of the tree virgin Myrrha. The Chinese called them Mun-ku or "braves," and in Persian the word became Mughal. They were also called "sons of the blue wolf" (the northern heaven), and are noticed as early as the Tang dynasty (618 to 690 A.C.), but did not become a dominant race till the end of the 12th century, under Yesukai, who claimed to be the 8th in descent from Bodant-Sar, the first great leader of Mongols in our 8th century. Yesukai had a son called Timurji ("the hardy"), afterwards known as Tchengan-Khan, "the strong king." He was born in 1154 (see Vambéry, Hist. of Bokhara, p. 119), and first became famous in 1202 by the defeat of Ung-Khan, who was the chief of the Kara-Khitai Turks (see Kheta) W. of the Mongols. He was the historical "Prester John" of the West, and appears to have been a Nestorian Christian. Even down to 1272 the Europeans believed the Mongols to be Christians generally, but Tchengan-Khan and his successors were skeptical philosophers, who tolerated both Buddhism and Islam, as well as Nestorian Christianity, and the Shaman superstitions of Mongols. Tchengan married his son to the daughter of Ung-Khan, who had claimed to be a Gur-Khan ("world king"), or suzerain of Central Asia. From these Khitai the Mongols learned civilization, and adopted the alphabet of the Uigr Turks, which had been taught to the Khitai by Nestorians. They wrote in vertical lines—a custom common in the Syriac inscriptions—and the Nestorian alphabet was of Syriac origin.

The conquests of Tchengan-Khan extended eastwards over Honan and China, to Shan-tung. In 1214 only Pekin remained to the Kin Emperor, and the dynasty terminated in 1233. On the west this same great leader reconciled the E Uigurs, and defeated the W. Uigurs and other Turkish tribes. His power spread over Kashgar, Khoten, and Kharezm. He took Bokhâra in 1220, when he called himself the "sorcier of God," and tore up all the Korâns. Samarkand, Balkh, and Merv fell before him, and a bloody massacre revenged the revolt of Herât. In 1222 the Mongols invaded Georgia, and raided S. Russia. Tchengan-Khan died in 1226, while attacking Tanghit rebels, being over 70 years of age. The empire, thus embracing Central and N.E. Asia, was maintained and enlarged for three-quarters of a century, and revived again in our 14th century by Timur. Tchengan-Khan had four sons, of whom Oktai succeeded him, though only second by birth (1227 to 1241). Under his rule the western
Mongol

Mongol armies reached Moscow in 1238, Pesth and Poland in 1241.
Kuyuk, son of Oktai, followed (1241 to 1250), and was succeeded by
Mangu Khan, nephew of Oktai (1251 to 1259). His court is
described by the Franciscan friar Rubruquis, whom St Louis of France
sent from Palestine in 1250, as far as Karakorum in Mongolia, to find
out if the Khan was a Christian. The empire rose to its greatest
prosperity in Panjab, to becheck the ambition of the
Yissun dynasty. When Tamerlane (Tamerlane, the
powerful ruler of the Tartars, and also to the Chinese,
showed no such tolerance of Nestorians. Buyantu, nephew of
Kulik, was a patron of Chinese literature (1291 to 1296), and rescued
from destruction the ancient “stone drums” with texts of the Kaan
dynasty (1122 to 256 B.C.), placing them in the temple of Confucius
at Pekin, where they still are. Buyantu was succeeded by his son
Gegen (1320 to 1323), who was the first Mongol emperor to die by
assassination, for the family had ruled with strict justice and con-
sideration for their subjects, though savage in the treatment of enemies.
Yissun Timur was a good emperor in China, but retired to a monastery
when Timur the Tartar usurped power.

Timur himself was not a Mongol but a Turk. He was
employed under the Mongol emperor, and was called in Persia
Timur-lenq (Tamerlane, or “Timur the lame”), having been lamed
by a wound in the foot. He was born in 1336, and at 18 was dis-
tinguished as a student of the Koran, and a pious Moslem. He
was made prince of Kesh by the Mongol ruler of W. Turkestan,
and fought his way to independence by 1359, fixing his capital at
Samarkand. He was an emperor from 1363 to 1405 A.D., and is chiefly
remembered in Europe for the massacre of Christians and Moslems in
Georgia, Armenia, and Asia Minor. But his court at Samarkand
was a centre of Moslem civilisation, literature, and art, and he traded
not only with the Italian republics but also with Hanseatic towns,

through Moscow. Under him the “white horde” regained its power
in Asia. In 1386 he ruled Afghanistan to Herat, and in 1392 he
began a five years’ war in the West. His troops swam the Tigris, and
Baghdad fell, the last Khilaf being put to death. The Mongol tide
swept over Armenia and Georgia, and Moscow was sacked.
He turned his arms to the East, and came home victorious from Delhi in
1399. In 1402 he defeated the Turkish Osmanli Sultan at Angora, and
returned to Samarkand which he then entered in triumph for the
9th time. In January 1405 he set out for China, but died on the
17th February at the age of 72, after a life of triumph, having
caught a chill in crossing the Iaxartes river. His dynasty lasted till
1500 A.D.

The Mongol language—remarkable for its long compound words—is akin to that of the Turkish Tartars, and also to the Chinese,
but distinct from both. Their religion was Animism, or belief in
many spirits, the supreme gods being the ancient pair heaven and
earth. The word for heaven (Tengri) is the same as in Turkish
—the Akkadian Dingir. Under this god were many others, and
Mongols said that the sun was fed with light by the moon, and should
be adored as fire. Every gift was purified by being passed over the
fire. The camp gods (Natagai) had images of felt (see Natagai), with
libations of Kurnie (fermented “mare’s milk”), the ancient drink of
Central Asia. Rubruquis says that “close to the women’s quarters
was an image with a cow’s teat, and adjoining the men’s quarters a
mare’s teat . . . all of which are continually sprinkled on bended
knees.” The luxury of the camps was then as remarkable as the
organisation of the empire with its systems of post and reports.
Europeans dwelt at Karakorum; and Chinese, Moslems, and Nestorians held public disputations as to religion, and afterwards “drank
and sang together.” The Shamans invoked the Fire by sprinkling the
libation thrice towards the south, the Air towards the east, the Water
towards the north. They set up a tabernacle for their images
(carried in arks or carts) at each camp, and tents were then pitched
round it—as by the Hebrews. Gradually Buddhism has replaced—or mingled with—the rites of their Shamans, and the Burials of E. of
Lake Baikal, who represent one of the purest Mongol stocks,
speaking the oldest Mongol dialect, now claim to be Buddhists.
They have many curious customs, purifying by fire any place where
a woman has sat. None may look at the holy fire when seated.
Each man must pass west of it, having it on his right. They use
small images (Ongous) of brick or of wood in every hut, deskling
them in felt or cloth: these images are only about 6 inches high, and are
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set on a little oval mound with a fence of birch wood. The Buriats and Tunguses have practically the same faith and customs, and speak of a supreme god Tengri, Bur-kan, or Oktorgan, as the creator. They believe that the soul takes various forms after death, especially those of bears, birds, and bees, none of which will they willingly injure (see Metempsychosis). Various Mongol tribes have various sacred animals (or totems as they are usually, but incorrectly, called); all believe in a future life very much like that of the present, but better. They tell weird stories of the painful wanderings of the lone soul; and place cups and food in, or on the grave, wishing the soul a safe journey and a happy marriage in the next world, and (like the Akkadians) begging it not to return, or show enmity to the living. They carefully efficace all marks on a road by which a corpse passes, that the ghost may not be able to trace its way back. They have tree and stone emblems to which sacrifices are offered. The Shamaras who preside are a sordid and ignorant caste of wizards, who often excite themselves to fall into ecstasies (see Samans).

The Mongols became acquainted with the Arabic characters from Moslems, and with the N. Indian alphabet from Buddhists, but the old texts found on the Yenisei river in Siberia (see Anjuman-i-Panjab, 10th July 1885) which were rather weakly described as "Hitite," are in the Ugric alphabet, of Nestorian origin. Prof. Voadneff (Bt. Geogr. Socy. of St. Petersburg, 1896) says that Buddhism was established in N.W. Mongolia (Khiakladha) in 1235. They then established a Dalai Lama (see Lamas), or reincarnate infant deity, at Urga on the highlands S. of Lake Bajkal. He is said to have been reincarnate (Khudil-pan) 15 times since the time of Sakya Muni, whom they place about 700 B.C. The professor found at Urga monasteries containing 13,850 lamas, and a colossal image of Maitrini (see Maitri), 51 foot high. The election of this infant (called Khutukhita) costs £50,000, and is ratified by the Chinese emperor in the same way as that of the Dalai Lama of Tibet.

Monism. See Materialism. The term is now applied to the belief in the unity of matter and force. It is wrongly compared with Pantheism, since it is a scientific and not a religious term, mind being regarded as a property and motion of matter. We no longer speak like Descartes of a "concursus divinus" when the body acts on the mind, and the mind on the body; and the enquiry is only complicated by introducing the idea of the external action of some personal deity. Spinoza, like earlier philosophers, identified God with nature (as Paul
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spoke of a God in all), but this practically explains nothing. His Pantheism was called Atheism, and men adhered to the old view of conscience as a divine voice in man (see Atheism and Conscience). But we still know nothing of the cause, though we may study the means. Kant is equally obscure, and Fichte seems to make the Ego the creator. Prof. Haeckel identifies Monism with Realism, or the belief that all things follow a consistent law and purpose. We may define it with Kant as "the principle of mechanism without which there can be no natural science at all." "The law-abiding operation in nature," says Prof. Huxley, "is more astonishingly miraculous than anything recounted in the mythologies" (see Agnostics).

Monotheism. Greek: the belief in "one God only," as distinguished from that of one god among many (see Henotheism). Neither the Egyptians, the Babylonians, nor the early Hebrews, were Monotheists. The Hebrew prophets however so taught when they attributed all that happened, whether good or bad, to one God. The Christian creed with its Trinity and Satan is not more Monotheistic than that of Persia or of the Gnostics. The Monotheism of Muhammad was purer; but no system that speaks of an evil power—even if inferior to the good power—is really Monotheism. The ordinary Hebrew (like the Moabite) regarded his deity as the greatest of gods, but as peculiar to Israel (see Exod. xxi, 20). "For what great nation hath a God so nigh unto them as Yahweh our God" (Deut. iv, 7). See Theism.

Mons. Mongol. Muns. Mughis. See Muns. Warlike Mongoloid tribes entering India from the Brahmaputra, and Assam, and into Barmah down the Iravadi, and down the Mekong into Cambodin. They are often confused with Dravidian Telains, who came from the N.W. into India. Their dialects (see Mr Mason, Barmah, p. 190) are akin to those of the Kols.

Month. The month was naturally first connected with the course of the moon, and in all languages the two words are connected. The year began at the vernal equinox (see Zodiac), or at the first new moon of that season. As the lunar year lost about 11 days (roughly) each solar year, early astronomers like the Akkadins and Egyptians made up the difference either by adding a 13th month from time to time to the year, when the festivals began to occur too early (Akkadian and Babylonian system), or by fixing the month at 30 days, and adding 5 at the end of the year (as in Egypt), which was a rougher system found in time to fall short by about 1 day in 4 years. The names of
Akkadian months show that they were connected with the seasons; but the Egyptian year was vague. Muhammad found the Babylonian calendar with its interpolated month in use in Arabia, and the fast of the month Ramadan then occurred in winter. He was ignorant of astronomy, and ordered the Moslem calendar to consist simply of 12 lunar months. This has caused much misery, since the fast now loses a month in less than 3 years, and goes round the seasons in about 33 years. When it occurs in the hot weather of September it is especially trying, as not only may no food be eaten but no water may be drunk, by Moslems, from sunrise to sunset. Some Arabs however retained the year as settled by Kitab, son of Mura (of the Koreish tribe) in 390 a.c., when the intercalary month was arranged so as to bring the month of pilgrimage (Dhu el Hijja) to a convenient season for the trading caravans (see Makka).

Moon. The moon bears names signifying either to “shine,” or “to measure” the month (see Man). It was regarded as self-luminous like the sun, and not merely as a barren cinder once thrown off from earth, having neither air nor water nor any life on its surface, and only reflecting sunlight. Yet in some early myths the moon is said to receive light, and ornaments, from the sun. The two are a pair, either brother and sister, or husband and wife. When the sun was regarded as male, but generally we find in the oldest mythologies two moon deities, one male and one female (Akkadian Akan, and Art; Babylonian Sinan, and Ishtar; Egyptian Thoth and Isis; Latin Luna and Lumen). The moon is also a cup full of water of life (the dew), and thus is Soma in India. She was also a capricious goddess who struck with madness those who slept exposed to her beams. She underwent great dangers, being pursued by the great dragon which threatens to swallow her at times of eclipse. Pythagoras said that she was the abode of departed spirits, and Porphyry says that some “believed that only through her a gate could dead souls visit us.” For such spectres were easily conjured up in uncertain moonlight. Her offerings included cakes in the form of a disk (see Bun, or Kzerenfis). The Chinese, Japanese, and Hindus, saw a hare or a rabbit in the moon. Europeans saw a human face, or a man with a thorn bush and a dog. He was said to be Cain. The male moon is also Suka the parrot, a son of Krishna. Chandra the moon rides in a chariot drawn by 10 milk white steeds. The moon is also a huntress with a silver bow (the crescent), as Istar among Akkadians, or Artemis among Greeks, attended by the stars as handmaids. She is the “night walker” and so the cat (see Bas, and Cat). The question of sex was of no importance to the myth makers. Men used to sacrifice to Luna, and women to Lunitas, the two sexes interchanging their garments.

In the Mishnah are described the customary arrangements for fixing the first day of the new moon by actual observation at Jerusalem, and it is pretended that a line of bonfires carried the news as far as Babylon, to the Jews of that city. The prayer offered at the new moon seems to have been only a modification of moon worship. (See Rev. T. Hurley, Moon Love, p. 211; and Col. Conder, Quart. Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, July 1882). “When about to sanctify the new moon, one should stand with one foot on the other [an attitude also of Dervishes—En.]; then give one glance at the moon and begin the ritual blessing, not again looking at her, ‘In the name of the Holy and Blessed One, and of his Shekinah (presence), through the hidden and consecrated one (the Messiah), and in the name of all Israel.’ Then the form of prayer for the new moon is to be word by word slowly and solemnly uttered, and when he repeats ‘Blessed be thy former, blessed thy maker, blessed thy possessor, blessed thy creator’ then must he meditate on the four divine epithets that form y-h-b-h: for the moon—the lesser light—is his symbol, and Amos (vii, 2) calls him ‘little.’ The devotee must repeat this three times, then skip three times forwards and backwards, saying with forward skips, ‘Fear and dread shall fall upon them by the greatness of Thine arm: they shall be still as a stone’; and with the backward skips ‘still as a stone may they be, by the greatness of Thine arm may fear and dread fall on them.’ Then he must say to his neighbour three times ‘Peace be unto you’; and the neighbour responds three times ‘Unto you be peace’: after which he must call aloud three times ‘David King of Israel liveth and existeth’; and finally say three times ‘May a good omen and good luck be on us and on all Israel. Amen.’ This superstitious rite belongs to the medieval Kabbala.

The new moon was evidently an important festival among Hebrews in the 8th century B.C. Women wore “round tires like the moon” (Isaiah iii, 18), such as are found on statues of Ashoreth in Palestine and Phoenicia. Hebrews feared moonstroke (Psalm cxvi, 6), and the “lunar” (Matt. iv, 24) was so affected; but Paul attaches no importance to observing the new moon (Coloss. ii, 16). The Greeks thought that no child born when the moon was “sickle-shaped” could grow up strong, and a common superstition bids us not to see the new crescent through glass, or reflected in water, and to turn our money as soon as it is seen. The Chinese present the Yue-Ping (“moon cake”) at the feast of the 8th month, when the emperor visits certain
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Morality

From the Latin \textit{mores}, "manners" or "ways," and the Greek \textit{éthos} "character" or "conduct," both meaning our conduct to our fellow mortals. Morals have no immediate connection with any particular religious belief, though fear of the gods was early inculcated to restrain the human, selfish, and treacherous. There is no absolute standard of morals, since they depend on the conditions of society, improving as ignorance is enlightened. The ethical system of the Egyptian idolaters was a high one (see Egypt), but we do not now approve of the deceptions practised by Hebrew patriarchs; for perfect reliance can only be placed in the perfectly truthful. The ethics of Plato's republic are those of a semi-barbarous race, including class communism, and the deliberate deception of the ignorant for political purposes. The ethics of Aristotle are based on the sternest sense of justice, and of personal responsibility; those of Buddha, Confucius, and Christ, on love of our fellow, representing a standard not yet attained by the majority of mankind: for the newspaper writer who deceives, the speculator who swindles, and the politician who deludes, are as harmful to the general welfare as is a lying priest, or a treacherous libertine. The highest morality seeks to do good for the sake of promoting the happiness of mankind, and not for the sake of personal reward here or hereafter: yet there is no greater comfort than to feel that we have played our part well, and have done our "duty" (or that which we owe to others) throughout our lives. Theology is based on speculation alone, but morality—that is good thoughts, words, and deeds—rests on the firm foundation of reason and experience, being concerned only with social life. Gotama Buddha exhorted men to strive to attain that righteous attitude in which love, justice, and sympathy, become so much a part of our nature that it pains us to think, say, or do, what is cruel, and wrong, to others; a state in which we no longer need rules and laws, as when one who knows a language speaks correctly without considering syntax and inflections. True love does not say "I ought to love," nor does true compassion stop to study some law of pity. The pure in heart are pure in deed, as far as their knowledge allows. Hating sin they yet pity the sinner, as one who has never understood the real reasons why certain actions are condemned by human experience of results. The moralist desires, by brave example as well as by true speech, to influence others even when he cannot make them fully understand why we must be reliable in word and deed. He feels a share of responsibility for the wrong doing of the society that surrounds him, and cannot isolate himself therefrom. He must live in and not out of the world, yet he must recognise that, like others, his moral code may not be absolute; for ethical writers agree that normal judgments depend on experience, and that we need no special faculty to guide us in conduct to others, yet human experience is ever growing wider and deeper. Pleasure is not the aim of morals, in the opinion of any sensible person; but general happiness is an aim; and the formation of character is the goal. New light may enable us to follow reality better, but absolute morality could only belong to absolutely perfect character. Early races believed, like the Hebrews, that the reward of virtue was prosperity in this life, and they were greatly puzzled when experience taught them that this was not so (see Job). Such a view
however strikes at the root of real morality, which teaches that if all men did what they ought they would be happy, and that some, who understand better what should be done than others do, must begin to set the example. Conduct must differ in different stages of the general advance, but the simple rule is to consider whether general benefit is the aim of anything said or done—that is (as Herbert Spencer says) whether our conduct tends to the infliction of pain. Religious teachers are strongly opposed to the severance of morality from belief: they do not reflect that beliefs are only of value when they influence conduct. If they are outgrown they must hinder rather than aid morality. Kant goes so far as to say that the birth of virtue can only take place on the death of dogma.

Moral and immoral persons are found among the believers in every creed, so that it is clear that religious belief does not of necessity lead to morality. Superstitious fears are felt by pirates and brigands; priests and monks who “pray without ceasing” have often been immoral. Prof. Buchner says: “The most religious times and countries have produced the worst and greatest amount of crime and sin”; but by religion he means superstition and dogma. Some of the best and most moral of men have had no religious beliefs, and the masses on the other hand reject morality unless they fear the gods. Prof. Huxley (in July 1894) said that the science of ethics “is as much a science as navigation, and not unlike it, in so far as it tells us how to steer through life. Theology professes only to be a science, furnishing truths which have to be taken into account for the guidance of conduct, in addition to those attainable by observation and experiment in the realm of nature. ... It is based on unproved, and often highly improbable assumptions. ... It is not religion, as a devotion to an ideal ... the attainment of which calls forth all our energies.”

Whether or no Bibles be inspired, or immortality await us beyond the tomb, we must still love justice and mercy. The moral sentiment has always been of slow growth, for it depends on knowledge. It is very ancient in its origin, and even animals have been found to show dim ideas of justice, and of kindness to the weak (see Conscience). The moral law represents the highest ideal known to man in the stage of progress reached. It is therefore in a state of flux, the general advance being accompanied by local or temporary relapse, as waves of ignorance prevail. Every flood tide has many low and apparently receding waves, and so has the growth of human knowledge and morality. Moral evils are due to ignorance, and to want of human love. At the age of four score years and four, our dear old friend Prof. J. S. Blackie, the companion of many happy and studious
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still denounce morality without belief, and cry that salvation is found only through the blood of Christ. This is not what the first Christians taught (see James), and the day of superstition is passing away. Morality is unconcerned with creeds. It is a supreme judge that looks deep into the motives of action. It is the highest ideal. We trust those whom we know to be reliable, and distrust those whose concealed egotism is discovered. The morality of Buddha, Confucius, and Christ, is largely that of Marcus Aurelius. Christ became a loving and lovable personal God, reconciling an angry Creator with man. He thus inspired that love which constitutes the evangelical faith of Europe, and this undoubtedly proved a good moral impulse for the busy working masses, embodying the ideas of the age, which alone could be understood by the race. But none may now forbid us to investigate freely the most sacred subjects, or to seek truth wherever it may be found. The Rev. Baring Gould says: “Criticism has put a lens in our eyes, which discloses to us, in the shining remote face of primitive Christianity rents and cracks undreamt of in our old simplicity.”

Charity, benevolence, self-denial even to asceticism, love, and sympathy, are peculiar to no creed: during the age of health and growth they have marked the progress of all religions, and have been their salvation. All have in time added something new to their ethical code. The gods, as being the creations of men, have themselves gradually improved in morality. They were ever the protectors of the poor and oppressed, and of those who loved truth and justice. The ethics of the tribal stage are tribal only. The universal ethics can belong only to an age when the common happiness of all the world is held in view. The Golden Rule was taught (in its negative form) very anciently in the East, and (in its positive form) by Confucius and Buddha; by Thales in the West as early as the 7th century B.C. Rabbi Hillel said: “Do not to others what you would not wish them to do to you.” Plato (in 420 B.C.) exclaimed: “May I do to others as I would have them do to me.” Sextus (400 B.C.) said: “What you wish your neighbours to be to you, be such also to them”; the wise Aristotle wrote (in 385 B.C.): “We should conduct ourselves towards others as we would have them act towards us.”

These teachers summed up human experience; yet we are still asked, “Why should we lead a moral life if there is no revelation commanding it, and no fear of Hell?” But to be good for a purpose of so selfish a character is not morality. A good life is more useful to ourselves and to others, than is one that is inconsistent and without steady purpose. We therefore take pleasure in leading the wiser life,

which confers comfort and happiness both on ourselves and on those around us. If a Rationalist says: “I am not interested in the human race. I seek my own happiness, of which I am the best judge,” no religious denunciation can touch him. Only a Rationalist can answer him, saying: “You cannot separate yourself from others.” The man is better than his creed, and does care for some. He has no free-will in the matter, but is the creature of his circumstances (see Free-will). Even evil does respect the good, and—as Buddha taught—evil is never overcome by evil, but only by good. “Each for all, and all for each,” proves in the end better than “each for himself.” To do justice and to love mercy, to be pure in thought, word, and deed, is more to be desired than rank or wealth.

We do not here concern ourselves with sexual morality. The word morals (as George Eliot remarked) has been limited in popular speech to this question alone. All sensible people know that treachery between the sexes is one of the worst forms of deceit, leading to the misery of parent and child. All civilized peoples call on both men and women to be faithful to their promises, and to care for their children, to reflect before they act, and to cause no pain to others. The wise man fulfills his duty—that which is due to others—and is kindly to his kind, rejoicing in their joy, and sorrowing for their sorrow. Not only in words but in deeds does he show his sympathy. He allies himself with all who seek righteousness, with a true enthusiasm or “God-fulness,” and he neglects not to oppose all that tends to evil. If religious fancies aid others in practical morality let them keep them; but this must not deter us from good deeds because others do not think alike about such things. For deeds, and not beliefs, are required, and if this had been remembered by the hundred religions of the world they might have filled it with happiness, instead of drenching it with blood. The moralist must strive as far as possible to make a heaven on earth, and so to do requires the highest training and wisdom. Religions do not practically influence the actions of the majority of those who profess them. It may not be necessary or desirable that our bodies or souls should be immortal, but it is imperative that we should do immortal deeds of goodness if we can, leaving the world the better for our lives (see Karma). Let us bravely uphold all that we know to be true, and leave alone the unknown, or even the doubtful, lest perchance we waste our lives in trying to maintain a superstition or a lie. Our time is so short, and the hopes of youth, the busy age of bright maturity, so soon pass that we must hasten to make our little world happy, and if possible better, for our transitory existence. This we can do
Moriah.

Moriah. Hebrew. [Probably “lofty” as translated in the Greek, Gen. xxii, 2.—Ed.] The mountain where Isaac was to be sacrificed. Jewish tradition identified it with that on which the temple was built (2 Chron. iii, 1), and Samaritan tradition with Mt. Gerizim S. of Shechem. The word Morah (Gen. xii, 6) is probably connected [the Greek again reads “lofty oak” for “plain of Morah”—Ed.]; and this Morah was at Shechem, while another Mount Moreh (Judg. vii, 1) was near Jezerel in Galilee. In the Targums however Moriah is understood to be “the land of worship,” and hence was taken a pinch of earth from which Adam was made. Here the ark rested, and here Cain and Abel offered sacrifices.

Mormons. This sect, like many others, was created by the visions of an ignorant man, whom however we have no right to call an impostor. Joseph Smith the founder was born, on 23rd Dec. 1805, at Sharon, Vermont, U.S. His parents were poor, and not too good, and settled in 1809 in New York. At 15 years of age he began to see visions. On the 23rd Sept. 1823, as he said, an angel Maroni (“our Lord” in Hebrew), son of an archangel Mormon (apparently “the most high” in Hebrew), appeared to him thrice, commanding him to go and find a supplement to the Bible near Manchester in the western forests. Some years later he announced that an angel had given him a book, consisting of gold leaves, in a stone box, covered with writings in the “reformed Egyptian writing.” It was an octavo, 8 inches by 7 inches and 6 inches thick. The leaves were fastened by three gold rings. With the book was a pair of spectacles with crystal lenses, which he called the Urim and Thummim, and by their aid he could read and understand the writings. No one was allowed to see it, and he dictated the contents to Oliver Cowdery, a friend, from behind a curtain. Cowdery and another disciple, Farmer Harris, were induced to pay for the publication of this “Book of Mormon”; but they afterwards denied that they had signed a statement to the effect that “an angel had shown them the plates of which the book was a translation.” The box and the plates mysteriously vanished, and no one ever saw them, but the writings are recognised as made up “principally from a rhapsodical romance written, in 1812, by a crack-brained ex-clergyman named Solomon Spalding” (see Bible Myths, p. 519, and Encyclop. Brit.).

The Church so established was called the “Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints,” and founded at Manchester (New York) in 1830. The Vermont prophet not only suffered ridicule, but was often shot at, though “delivered by the Lord” according to the saints. They won multitudes by preaching the near approach of the Millennium, and moved to the centre of the continent, declaring that they were sent to convert the heathen and to found the New Jerusalem. They were driven out of Kirtland (Ohio), and Commerce (Missouri), till they found a governor who favoured them in Illinois. They were now teaching the duty of polygamy, which was forbidden in the early Book of Mormon. The prophet received a new revelation on the subject in July 1843, when he had established his great temple at Nauvoo near Commerce, and had become the leader of 20,000 fanatics. He then established “sealed wives,” in addition to his legitimate wife. A great many men, and lonely women, largely from Wales, joined the saints, who proved energetic colonists of new regions. Joseph Smith however was so enraged by tractates published by some brethren who began to dissent, that he destroyed their press, whereupon he and his brother Hiram were imprisoned. Popular wrath was roused, and the town people broke into the jail, on the night of the 27th June 1844, and shot both the brothers. Martyrdom as usual was the “seed of the church,” and a new leader of ability appeared in a youth named Brigham Young. He organised the Mormons under twelve apostles, with bishops, chapters, councils, and pastors. He led them into the desert to Salt Lake City (Utah), where he founded a colony on 24th July 1847. All who remained behind at Nauvoo were murdered or driven out, when the place was cannonaded. The wilderness, under the hands of the Mormons, soon began to be full of fruits and corn, but no wine was made. Here the saints prospered till, in 1885, they numbered three-quarters of a million of orderly, abstemious, and energetic colonists. Their leader died on 29th August 1887, leaving 56 children and a fortune of half a million sterling. The Government of the United States denied to polygamist Mormons the right of citizenship, and in 1891 their numbers had greatly decreased. A new sect has arisen denouncing Brigham Young, his revelations, and his “sealed wives,” and fixing its centre at Lamoni, as the “Reorganised” Latter-Day Church. They accept the Book of Mormon as a revelation of the history of ancient America between 2000 B.C., and 400 B.C. They hold plurality of wives in abomination, and are represented in 36 states and in Utah. Their census in 1891 showed 21,772 members, 5508 being in Iowa. They thus threaten to supersede the original sect of Utah.

Joseph Smith was a pious youth though of ill-balanced mind.
Mormons

When the angel came to him the house seemed full of fire, and he was told that his sins were forgiven, that the old covenant with the Jews was fulfilled, and that he must now prepare for the second coming of Christ, as a chosen instrument of the Lord. Mormon had been a prophet of God who died in 429 A.C., and who buried the gold plates on a hill near Palmyra. Good Mormons are to rise and reign with Christ at his coming, and are even able in this life to cast out devils though, in the case of unbelieving Americans, with difficulty. They are able to prophecy, and to speak with strange tongues, receiving the gift of the Holy Ghost. They are baptised by immersion when old enough to understand the faith, or at 8 years of age if children of believers. Muhammad, they are taught, is only second to Christ, and Joseph Smith is the third great prophet. But they know nothing of Buddha, Confucius, or Plato. The title-page of the first Book of Mormon has it the following: "Be it remembered in the 53rd year of the independence of the United States of America in A.D. 1829. Joseph Smith of the same district hath deposited in this office the title of a book, the right whereof he claims in the following words, to wit, 'The Book of Mormon written by the hand of Mormon upon plates taken from the plates of Nephi.'" In its "genesis" this book states that there were three migrations from Asia to America, the first immediately after the Dispersion, the last in the reign of Zedekiah, 600 B.C. These Mormons were called Jeredites, Lamanites, and Nephites, after their respective leaders. They first founded civilisations in S. and Central America, which perished from their own corruptions. Jesus visited America after his ascension, and Mormon in 400 A.D. (T. W. Curtis, Boston Judez, 30th April 1885). The inspired record was finished by Mormon, son of Mormon. The style is Biblical, and Zion is in America where the New Jerusalem will be built when the Lord descends from heaven. Charity, love, and other moral principles, are inculcated; envy, hatred, and vice, are condemned. Jews and Gentile are invited to seek the Lord while he may be found. Thousands of Red Indians have been baptised as descendants of Laman, and casting aside filthy habits "are building the waste places of Zion." Idleness is denounced, and a teetle must be given to the Lord. The huge Temple was not complete even in 1888. The profane are not admitted to its rites, but every Sunday afternoon the faithful partake of the eucharist of bread and water. Many rich Christians have settled at Ogden (central city) and have bought Mormon lands. They now are gaining on the Mormons, whom they denounce with the secret approval of many of the sect. The elders of the 270 wards have no longer their old control of every inhabitant, and the sect is thus becoming absorbed in the general population of the country.

Moses

From the Latin form of the Greek Môsès, from the Hebrew Mosheh. [According to Exodus ii, 10, it means "drawn out," because he was drawn from the water, being thus connected with the root masháh "to draw out" in Hebrew, whence meshî "silk." But the Amarna tablets show that mashâ (as in Arabic) means "to go out"; and Moses may mean "he who went out," or perhaps "brought out," as the leader of the Exodus, or "going out," from Egypt.—Ed.] Some have supposed the name to be Egyptian as mes-o "child of the water." The later Jewish legends (see Dr Wiedemann, Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1889) make his mother a virgin, and say that he was born circumcised, and saved because a light from between his eyes brightened the whole chamber. He also sucked his thumb in his papyrus cradle (as the Egyptian Harpocrates is an infant with its finger in its mouth): he refused milk from the unclean, and prophesied, when three hours old, that he would receive the Law out of a fire. He took the crown of Pharaoh from his head as a child, and cured the Egyptian princess Merig of leprosy. He persuaded Pharaoh to observe the Sabbath lest his slaves should die for want of rest. Josephus says that he conquered the Nubians by taking birds (the ibis) in cages to eat snakes which opposed him. The Bible legends are similar to those of other mythologies. Moses in his ark on the Nile recalls Sargina in his ark on the Euphrates, as also Perseus in Greece, and Darab in Persia. [It seems to have been a common custom to abandon infants in such boats or boxes on rivers, as well as to leave them a prey to wolves on mountains.—Ed.] Zoroaster in Persia, and Minos in Crete, are also said, like Moses, to have ascended mountains and there to have received laws from God.

We cannot assert that there ever was an historical Moses (see Hebrews), or an exodus of a whole nation from Egypt. He is represented by Michael Angelo as having horns [for in Exodus (xxxiv, 29) we read "his skin shone" (Kerem), otherwise rendered "was horned"—En.], and solar legends gathered round his name. He divided the sea, and made the marshy waters sweet. He produced manna (see Manna) and quails, and his magic rod brought water (see Goldziher, Heb. Mythol., pp. 428-429: Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 276). So also the club of the Maruts broke open rocks and brought water. The later Jews said that he died on Nebo from "the kiss of God," having ascended 12 steps—the 12 months of the year. Moslems however show his grave not in Moab but W. of the
Moses of Khorëne

Dead Sea, at Nebi Müsa, where the angel of death overtook him as he fled; and a great pilgrimage to this shrine, from Jerusalem, is celebrated by them annually about Easter. when a lamb is sacrificed (Quarterly Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund. Oct. 1888). The details of his death are given in the Midrash on Deuteronomy (Rev. A. Löwy, Proc. Bibl. Arch. Soc., Dec. 1887). All creation trembled when he was commanded to die, but God said: "The sun shineth forth, and the sun goeth down." He must die in the last month of the year. Death fled when he saw sparks from his lips; and was unable to stand before him because "his face beamed like a seraph in the heavenly chariots"; while, on the rod, with which Moses touched him, was written "the ineffable name." At last Michael (who wept for him), Zaggadal, and Gabriel, laid him on a couch, and he closed his eyes, and God called his soul saying: "My daughter, 120 years were appointed for thee to abide in this righteous man, tarry no longer."

Moses of Khorëne. The famous historian of Armenia, a pupil of the patriarch Sahak the great, and of the Vartabed Meröb. He was sent about 431 A.C. to study Greek at Alexandria, and thence to Edessa. He visited the sacred places in Palestine, and went to Rome, Athens, and Constantinople, returning home in 440 A.C. He seems to have been then about 20, and died in 490, though tradition says he lived 120 years like Moses. The Armenian history which he compiled exists only in MSS. of our 12th century, which are full of later interpolations, introducing tenets not earlier than the 7th century. It is to a great extent legendary, and Moses knew nothing of the history of Armenia from any of the Assyrian or Vennie inscriptions; he builds on Eusebius, whose notices he expands, but who was himself a doubtful authority. Yet the history is of considerable value politically and as a religious work.

Moslem. See Islam.

Moumis. In Greco-Phœnician mythology the "waters" (see Man).

Mountains. The ancients chose mountains for worship as being nearer heaven, and adored great conical peaks as emblems of deity. They believed in Babylonia in a "world mountain," separating the flat plains from the surrounding ocean. The Akkkadians called it Kharrak Kalama ("mountain peak of the world"); the Persians borrowed the idea, applying it to Elburz, and the Moslems also took it as Kāf, the mountain surrounding the world. [This may also be intended in Isaiah xiv, 13.—Ed.] A change of faith does not make a mountain less holy (see Ararat, Elburz, Kailāsa, Meru).

Mritya. Sanskrit: "death." The son of Bhaya, and Maya ("being" and "illusion"), parent "of decay, sorrow, growth, and wrath."

Mros. Myos. An early race of Upper Arakan, who ruled from the mouth of the Ganges to the Iravadi. Their capital, Mrohuang, is "old Arakan," on the highest tidal reach of the Ayakab river. On one of their texts we read "to make war is improper," which is said to be the meaning of the name of their city Tait-taung, or Chittagong, with which Moslems traded in our 9th century. In the 12th century their kings ruled "100,000 Pegus," and they took tribute from Bengal and Dakhah down to 1400 A.C. In 1660 they fought the Moslems of Bengal, who, aided by the Portuguese, drove them back to Arakan. The Barmese overran their country in 1784, and they are now found in mountains above Chittagong and the Ayakab river. They are a large, strong, dark people, said to be neither Barmese nor Mongolian. They are given to sorcery and divination. They wear only a waist cloth, with a short petticoat for women. They say that they are dying out, living only to the age of 50 or 60, while their forefathers lived for 100 years (see Sir W. Hunter, Statistics of Bengal). They are a timid people, never fighting, but calling on an exorcist to decide quarrels. They have three gods: Tarai the "great father," Sangtien the hill spirit; and Ong the god of rivers. Their language is Turanian. They offer blades of grass, set up in earth, by rivers or on mountain passes (see Grass), but have no definite ideas as to the future. They swear by gun, axe, or tiger, or more solemnly by gods to whom a sacrifice is then made: such an oath— if broken—brings ill luck and death. A youth serves his father-in-law three years for a wife, or pays £20 to £30, which is repaid in case of divorce, the wife losing also all her jewels. Widows are not forbidden to remarry. The eldest male relative takes charge of the family of a man who dies. The Mros bury the dead. They make slaves of captives and of debtors. The sites of villages are settled by visions; to dream of fish is lucky, and to dream of a river betokens a plentiful crop; but to dream of a dog or snake is unlucky, and the village must not be built where this occurs. They are now of mixed stock, mingling with Mugs and Khyns; but they appear to be probably of Dravidian origin, or connected with the Kös.

Muda. Sanskrit: "pleasure." A son of Dharma ("duty"), and of "joy" the daughter of Daksha (see Daksha).
Mugs. See Muns.

Muhammad. Arabic: “much praised.” [This is a parent’s exclamation on the birth of a son, meaning “God be much praised,” from the root । damaging ।— whence Abraham “I praise,” Hamad “praise be,” Mahamad “praise,” Mahmu’d “praised”; called incorrectly by Turks Mahomet; and by Europeans Muhammad.—En]. The great religious genius of Arabia is fully treated of in our Short Studies (x, pp. 453-552).

See also Habal, Islam, Ka’abah, and Makkka.

[A short epitome may be added. As in other cases we have to depend on accounts not contemporary. The earliest biographies were written 200 years after the prophet’s death, and even these are only known as quoted by yet later writers. The true sources are allusions in the Koran, with certain “traditions,” some of which, attributed to his young wife ‘Aisha, and to his companions, appear to be probably genuine. Muhammad was of the Hashem clan of the Banu Koreish tribe of Makkah. His grandfather, ’Abd-el-Muttalib, was a leader in resisting the attacks of the Christian Abyssinians who had conquered San’a in Yemen. His father ’Abd-illah appears to have been poor, and died before he was born; his mother A’mina also died when he was a child. His birth occurred in 570 A.C., “the year of the elephant,” when an army led by Abraha the Abyssinian met with disaster though bringing an elephant against Makkah. The child was reared by his grandfather, and on his death by Muhammad’s uncle Abu Talib. He was delicate, and some say epileptic, and was sent to an Arab camp where he tended sheep, and grew strong in the desert air. His uncle took him, at the age of 12, on a trading expedition to Basrah S. of Damascus, where he saw Byzantine Christianity. He became the caravan leader of his rich widowed cousin Khadijah, and gained the title Amin or “faithful.” He never forgot the mercies of his orphaned childhood (Koran xcii, 6); and, when at the age of 40 he married Khadijah, he had become universally respected as a trustworthy and pious man, handsome in person, with black hair, and “teeth like hailstones”; and notable for his courage, modesty, and kinliness. His two sons died, and Fatima his famous daughter married ‘Ali the son of Abu Talib.

Arabian towns were then full of Jews, and some Christians lived there, being either Arabs from Bashan, or Sabiun (“baptisers”), from the Euphrates (see Mandaeans), who held Ebionite and Gnostic opinions. Many of the Koreish had begun to be dissatisfied with the savage worship of their stone gods Habal, Allat, ‘Uzzab, and Manat, to whom they offered infant daughters buried alive. These enquirers were called Hanif, variously rendered “penitent” and “hypocrite” by friends and foes. Muhammad was attracted by them, and said that “Abraham was a Hanif.” He came to the conclusion that the true religion was a belief in One God only, and that it had been taught by all prophets since Abraham, but that the Jews had corrupted the faith by Rabbinical additions, while the Christians had failed to follow their prophet Asa, and had invented monkish superstitions. His mind rebelled alike against the horrible rites of the Koreish and the superstitions of the Rabbis, as also against the effete formalism of Byzantine priestly religion. It was a Koreish custom to retreat to the desert during the fast of Ramadan, and Muhammad used to retire to the cave of Mount Hira, where, after exhausting austerities, he began to see visions of the Angel Gabriel, and heard a voice that said (Koran xcvi): “Cry in the name of thy Lord who created, created man from a drop. Cry for thy Lord is the most high, who hath taught by the pen: hath taught to man what he knew not. Nay truly man walks in delusion when he deceives himself: to thy Lord they all must return.”

There was nothing new in Muhammad’s belief beyond its negations. He believed in heaven and hell, in God as the source of all, and in angels and devils. Islam is thus the simplest of creeds, as taught by him; and though the Fatihah, or “opening” chapter of the Koran, is not the earliest of his poetic outbursts, yet it is rightly placed first, as summing up his teaching.

“In the name of God, merciful and pitying,
Praise be to God the Lord of worlds:
The King of doomsday, merciful and pitying,
Thee we serve, and Thee we ask for help.
Show us the way that is established:
The way of those on whom is grace:
No wrath on them, nor do they stray. Amen.”

Muhammad was frightened by his visions, and doubted if he were mad or possessed; but the good Khadijah believed in him, and encouraged him. He began to repeat his poems, and gathered a few of his own relatives round him as disciples. His course at first was uncertain, and the Koreish were indignant at his scepticism—especially Abu Sofiyan of the Ommeiyah clan of the Koreish, with those who feared lest the Ka’abah should no longer be the great centre of annual pilgrimage. The “call” of Muhammad occurred in 610 A.C., and ten years later a ban was pronounced on those who began to believe in Islam or “salvation.” Then Khadijah died, and, soon after, 12 merchants from Medina became followers of Muhammad, who then
drew up the first code of Moslem duties: (1) There is no god but The God; (2) Steal not; (3) Fornicate not; (4) Murder not your children; (5) Slander not; (6) Obey the Messenger of God. Many disciples however now fled, to Abyssinia and elsewhere. The Medinah Arabs invited him to their city, Yathrib (afterwards Medina-on-Nebi, or “the prophet’s city”), and 73 swore to defend him. The flight of 150 Moslems to Medinah began in April 622 A.C. Muhammad followed, and hid for a time in Mt. Thaur (Koran, ix, 40), reaching the northern city safely, and settling at Koba, where the first mosque (Mesjid, or “place of prayer”) was soon built. This famous “flight” (Hejira), on 16th July 622, is the date of the Moslem era; and to it the Koran refers (vi, 2; xvii, 1), in allusion to the “distant sanctuary,” which was otherwise explained later (see Jerusalem).

The Arab, like the Jew, considers it improper for a grown man to live without a wife. Muhammad was faithful to Khadijah, but immediately after her death married the widow of a faithful follower, who had fled. He married later several widows of followers who fell in his service, thus providing them with homes; and also a Christian slave girl from Abyssinia named Maria. At Medinah he also married ‘Aisha, the daughter of his friend Abu Bekr, who was quite young and long survived him, but had no children. He now became a lawyer, and instituted a creed which required: (1) belief in one God alone; (2) prayer; (3) alms which became a tithe. At Makka he had said “Let there be no compulsion in religion” (Koran, ii, 257; x, 95), but at Medinah he urged the Moslems to “fight for the cause of Allah” (xxvi, 4). His Koran (“reading”) had included ninety chapters, to which twenty-four were added when, at Medina, he became a political leader. The earlier poems are short, vigorous verses, which established his fame as a poet. These were followed by exhortations to the unbelieving Makkans, with tales showing how punishment always fell on those who rejected their prophets. Muhammad called himself “unlettered,” and his Koran a new revelation for Arabia “in the Arab tongue.” He drew from Arab traditions about the fate of the tribe of Ad, and of the wicked who rejected the prophet Saleh, and slew his camel. He took many legends from the Jews about Adam, Noah, Abraham, Joseph, and Moses, which are traceable in Rabbinical books (see Hughes’ Dict. of Islam), but appear to have been orally related to him. His Christian legends, in like manner, were derived orally from the Sabiun, whom he mentions as “people of a book,” and who were Gnostik Christians. Thus he regarded Christ as a mysterious prophet, and he had even heard the legend of the “Seven Sleepers of Ephesus.” He drew very little from Persia, but the Makkan critics said that the ‘tale of Rustem’ was better than his poems. He believed that the pious, and their wives and children, would all meet in the Garden of Paradise (Koran, xl, 43), the nymphs of which are the only figures in the Koran of Persian origin (see Houris). At Medinah many of his ideas changed, in consequence of altered circumstances, and the poems became practical regulations for his followers, though the poetic form was still retained probably to assist the memory. In the time of doubt and fear at Makka he appealed the wrath of the Koreish by saying of their goddesses: “What think ye of Allah, el ‘Uzzah, and Menät the third with them—the cranes on high, whose intercession may be hoped”; but of this he was ashamed, and altered the verse: “The male for you the female for God—that were an unjust share” (liii). It is remarkable that the Koran does not inculcate circumcision, but this was an ancient Arab custom. The social regulations, however primitive, marked a great advance on Koreish practices; and Muhammad freed his own slaves, and inculcated kindness to widows, orphans, and slaves alike. He made laws in defence of the dowries and property of women, and allowed them to plead against bad husbands. We are however not able to make sure that the Koran is exactly preserved: for, on the prophet’s death, it was in great confusion, some poems being written on palm leaves, some on sheep shoulder-blades, and some apparently only recited and committed to memory. Abu Bekr ordered Zaid to collect them; and the authorised version was published under the Khalif ‘Othman (644-656 A.C.) or twenty years after the prophet’s death. The oldest monumental extracts (in the Dome of the Rock at Jerusalem) date from 692 A.C.; and it is remarkable that these are not in exact accord with the received text. No attempt was made to place the poems in chronological order, and many of the oldest come at the end, according to length, while various distinguishing letters, or marks, are now unintelligible, and were apparently so to the earliest commentators. The language is that of the Koreish, a somewhat archaic dialect; and the alphabet used appears to have been a local form of the Aramean alphabet of N. Arabia.

The later beliefs in the Mahdi, and in the time of trouble to be followed by a millennium (see Hughes’ Dict. of Islam, and the introduction to Sale’s Koran), are not found in the Koran itself. Moslems also differ in belief as to Predestination, which is not dogmatically taught in the Koran, and some believe in Free-will. Mysticism is also a later growth (see Sufis). The Koran teaches abstinence from wine; and true Moslems despise drunkards; but its
Muḥammad

greatest distinctive feature is the organisation of a religion without priests; for, although officials are attached to mosques, prayer is an individual act, and the Ḥalīm, or "example," is not a priest, but the most respected of local elders.

The quarrel with Muḥammad and his supporters became a serious matter for the Korēsh, for Medīnāh commanded their trade route to the north. In December 623, they were defeated at Bedr, when trying to recover a caravan laden with leather, wine, and raisins, captured by Moslems. The fight at Ohod, in February 625, was indecisive, and Muḥammad was wounded in the face. He next expelled the Beni Nadir Jews from Medīnāh, and took their lands. They joined his foes at Khaibār, and Abu Sofān made a supreme effort with a force of 10,000. Yet after the "war of the Ditch," when the Moslems defended a fortified position, the Makkans had to retreat in March 627, and next year a truce was concluded. Zaināb the Jewess nearly succeeded in poisoning the prophet, and the murder of the Khaibār Jews, at the same time, gave great wealth to the cause. The peace of Ḥudayyih gave Muḥammad the right of peaceful entry into Makkā, and his triumph was now secured by defeat of the Ḥawazin tribe. In March 632, he performed the annual pilgrimage; and Makkā submitted without a blow when she saw the famous statue of Ḥabal thrown down by this daring reformer, without any divine vengeance overtaking him (see Ḥabal). The Moslems turned their arms to the north, where Khalīd had met with defeat in the autumn of 629 A.C. Thirty thousand Arabs left for the front in Edom, and the last act of the prophet, who now was supreme in Arabia, was to bless them as they left. On Monday the 8th of June 632, after a last service in his mosque, Muḥammad died peacefully in the arms of 'Aisha, and was buried in his humble house at Medīnāh, close to the Mosque, leaving a command that his tomb should never be made a place of worship. His last recorded whispers are said to have been: "LORD grant me pardon and join me to the fellowship on high—Eternity—Paradise—Pardon—Yes the blessed fellowship—on high."

Abū Bekr was his first "successor" (Khalīf), but he also died on 22nd August 634. In the summer of 635, under the Khalīf 'Omar, Damascus fell to the Moslems, and on the 20th August 636 the victory of the Yarmūk (the river S.E. of the Sea of Galilee) was secured by Khalīd's wondrous march over the E. desert. The Byzantine rule in Syria was thus destroyed, and the road to Jerusalem and Egypt lay open to Moslems. The battle of Kadisiyāh, in the end of 637, gave them Irāq, and Egypt was conquered in 641, while in the same year Persepolis was entered, and the Sasanian dynasty of Persia overthrown. This glorious Khalīfate ended in November 644, and 'Othmān, the third Khalīf, proved a weak ruler, the empire being full of revolt till he was murdered at Medīnāh in 656. For Islām now gradually divided into two great parties, Sunnī ("traditionists") in the West, and Shi'ah ("sectarians") in the East. The former were pure Moslems, the latter were influenced by Persian Mazdean ideas. The former followed Mu'lāwiya, the son of Abu Sofān, who was made ruler of Syria under 'Othmān; and politically this was the Keis party. The latter were faithful to 'Ali, the son-in-law of the prophet, chosen as the 4th Khalīf at Makkā. They therefore were politically known as Yamāni. 'Ali was assassinated on Friday the 15th of Ramadān (January) 661, and his son Hasan abdicated six months later (see Ḥasan). Thus for a time the family of Abu Sofān reaped the results of Muḥammad's success, and ousted his family, founding the famous Omneyyah dynasty of Khalīfs at Damascus. Under Mu'lāwiya the Moslem victories extended to Bokhārā, Kabul, and Multān on the east, and in Africa to Kairūnā. A treaty was made with Constantine IV in 678, and two years later Mu'lāwiya died. But the dynasty endured till 750 A.C. under his 12 successors. Spain was conquered in 710, and the islands of the Mediterranean were all held within 70 years of Muḥammad's death. The highest condition of prosperity and culture in Islām was reached, however, when Abu el-'Abbas, a descendant of the prophet's uncle, won the battle of the Zab on 25th January 750, and founded the 'Abbasid dynasty of Khalīfs at Baghdad. The study of Greek philosophy undermined Moslem orthodoxy, and the Arabs adopted the civilisation of Byzantium and of Persia. The great age of their art and science was that of the fifth 'Abbasid, Harūn er Rashīd ("Aaron the Just," 786 to 809 A.C.), and of Māmun his son (813-833 A.C.). But after a century this great house in turn decayed, and Turkish Atabeks at Baghdad gradually usurped political sway. The Egyptian Khalīfs (930 to 1170 A.C.) were usurpers, who claimed descent from Fatimah the prophet's daughter. The last true Khalīf of Baghdad (37th of the house of 'Abbas) died in prison, when the Mongol Hulagu took the city, on 5th February 1258. —Eo.]

Muḥarram. Arabic: "consecrated." The first month of the Moslem year, and one of four in which war was forbidden in Arabia. The first ten days are devoted to mourning (see Ḥasan) and the tenth (or 'Ashūrā) is a fast.

Mūḍhr. Midhr. Keltik: the "sun" stone (see Mithra); pronounced mu'r (see Mr Keane, Towers and Temples of Ireland,
Muk

pp. 65, 332). In the island of Innis Murray this emblem was adored (see Muri) as fully treated in Rivers of Life (i, p. 483, figs. 181, 182, 183).

Muk. Keltik: "boar" and also "whale."

Mukán. Arabic: "station" (see Mazir). The Hebrew Makom ("place" or "shrine"), as at Shechem (Gen. xii, 6). Any shrine of Yahveh was a Makom (Exod. xx, 24).

Mukene. Mycena. The celebrated city N. of Argos, and N.W. of Tiryns, the capital of Agamemnon, which fell into ruins after the Dorian conquest of 1100 B.C. It was half deserted in the 5th century B.C.; its earliest remains are supposed to be as old as 1500 B.C.; its art resembles that of Asia Minor; but Egyptian objects show acquaintance with the Nile civilisation, as we know the Aryan tribes must have had as early as 1300 B.C. (see Egypt). The uncut masonry is the same as that found in Asia Minor, N. Syria, and Etruria. The later polygonal masonry was the same as that used in Asia Minor down to the Roman age. Strabo (viii, 6) says that the Cyclopes ("round faced" men) of Karia built the walls of Mycenae. The chiefs of Mycenae were apparently illiterate in the earliest age, and we find only a few signs of the "Aeolic syllabary" on pottery, and short texts of about the 6th or 7th century B.C., such as Hesiod, and To Heros Emi ("I am a hero"). The designs and subjects on gems are Greek. The civilisation is the same as at Troy, and traditionally the descendants of Perseus, from Nauplia and the coasts of Argolis, founded Mycenae and Tiryns (Herod., vi, 53), being succeeded by the sons of Pelops from Tharaka, akin to the Phrygian Aryans; so that Teuer told Agamemnon that "his grandfather was a Phrygian barbarian."

[Further discoveries were made at Mycenae in 1886, after those of Dr Schliemann, a sixth tomb being discovered in the Akropolis (see Mycenae by Dr H. Schliemann, 1878, and Schliemann's Excavations by Dr C. Schuchhardt, English translation, 1891). The lion gateway is found to resemble 8 similar instances in Asia Minor, in which two lions flank a pillar. The burials in the tombs (of both men and women) may have been successive. The bodies were cremated in the grave (see Dead); but near Tomb 3 were found many unburned bodies, possibly of slaves killed at the grave of a chief. The amount of gold, in the form of breastplates (for men), large diadems for women, masks, ribbons, shield-bosses, bracelets, etc., amounted to 100 lbs. Troy weight. The religion of the artists is shown by figures of the naked Venus (as among Hittites and Akkadians), with doves, gems representing Hérakles and the lion, the garden of the Hesperides, and such figures as the sphynx, griffin, and double eagle; one design represents a winged man with horse's feet, playing a flute; in another a pole is borne by three human figures having the heads of lions with the ears of the ass; these recall not only the ass-ears of Midas, but also those of Assyrian demons. The lyra blow (see Svatiska) is often found on the pottery, as at Troy, and the art generally is the same as that of Hittites and Minyans, or that found in Thera, Cyprus, Crete, Sicily, Etruria, and Asia Minor. The materials used include obsidian (from Asia Minor), amber (from Sicily), alabaster, diorite (for axes), glass beads and charms (from Egypt), and precious metals and stones; but iron only occurs in the latest remains. There are no lamps (and lamps are unnoticed by Homer), nor any early swords, but only daggers. The gold masks which covered the faces of the dead (even of children) resemble some from Egypt, but such a mask has also been found at Arvad in Phoenicia, and a bronze mask at Nola in Italy, while a stone one was discovered in Palestine. The butterfly is represented in gold (see Butterfly), and doves appear on cup handles (see Iliad, xi, 632), while a lion hunt is shown in color. Paintings represent a palace with women sacrificing; and enamels represent cats, ducks, fish, and papyrus: a wooden fish, and horns of ivory, have also been found. One gravestone represents a man in a chariot drawn by a horse, and the clumsy sword is like those borne by Hittites on their monuments. The conclusion seems to be that an illiterate Aryan race was receiving its civilisation from the Turanians of Asia Minor. The description of the gold, and other ornaments, in the dowry lists of Tadukhepa (Amarna tablets) in the 15th century B.C. might often apply to the art of Mycenae, but belongs to that of the Minyans (see Minyans) of Asia Minor and Armenia, possibly connected with Greek Minuans.—Ed.] Mr Evans (Journal Hellenic Soc., November 1900) points to the worship of pillars and trees at Mycenae, which was common to all W. Asia.

Mula-Vriksha. An Indian tree of life, one of six Viraksas, the others being Mandara, Parijataka, Santana, Kalpa, and Hari-Chandana.

Mulgé. Akkadian: "lord below"; otherwise read Mul-lil, or En-lil, "god lord" (see Lilitu). The Akkadian name of Ba'al, lord of earth and of hell. His son was Nam-tar, "fate" or "plague." His wife was Nin-ki-gal ("lady of dead-land"). He is often invoked in Akkadian texts (see Loh, and Nipur).
Mulida. Mylitta. The Babylonian goddess of "bearing" offspring, who is the Mylitta of Herodotus, to whom the temple women were consecrated (see Kadesh).

Mungho. Mungo. A pet name for St Kentigern (516 to 605 A.C.), meaning "dearest friend." His mother, Thewen, or Thenna, was the daughter of the pagan king of Laudonia (the Lothians), who desired to marry her to the king of Cambria, or Strath-Clyde (see Pinkerton, Notes and Queries, 7th Jan’y. 1885); but a beardless youth, disguised as a girl, made her a mother (as in the story of Akhillens), while she wandered with swine herds. The angry king set her afloat in a leather coracle (see Perseus), which floated to the Isle of May, and was cast ashore finally at Kulronas in Fifeshire, where her child was born. Here St Servanus (who, however, lived much later than Mungo) baptised the mother and her infant in 520 A.C., and the boy was known as Enoch, or as Kentigern—"the head master," or "lord," because of his royal descent. He lived with his mother at Glasgow (or Glaugu rendered "dear family"), then known as Cathures, at the site of the present cathedral. He became a pious ascetic in the cave chapel—said to have been built by St Ninian—probably the present crom. Friends and disciples gathered round this "dear friend," but they were expelled, and fled to S. Wales, settling at Menervia (St David’s), and founding the monastery of Llaneily, afterwards St Anaph’s. Munro returned to Scotland when Roderick became king of Cambria; and he became bishop at Haddam in Dumfriesshire, but died finally in his old home at Glasgow on 13th January 603, and was buried at Sancta Thamestis, or St Enoch, on Clyde side. His legend is evidently of pagan origin, and Thenna is perhaps connected with Tydein, a Druidical Apollo. The story of his ark is common in Semitic, Greek, and Persian mythology (see Moses); his mother appears as Cemeda, Thenat, Thanes, and in Wales as Dwywen, among Keltick goddesses. The spire of St Enoch’s once rose alone in the great square where is now the great railway station of that name (see Davies, Brit. Druids, p. 193).

Munin. The raven which sat on Odin’s shoulder as "memory."

Munker and Nākīr. Arabic: "the digger and the hewer"; two black angels who according to Moslem visit, and examine, the dead in the grave, which they open. They question the soul as to its faith, and if he can repeat the Teshähīd (or "testimony"—I bear witness there is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is his messenger) they give him sweet repose, and fill up the grave, pressing down the clay that the body may be consumed before the Resurrection. Then on the third day after death the soul departs to heaven. But if the soul is impious, these angels beat the corpse with clubs, till the cries of the dead can be heard by living believers; but, though of equal importance to them, unbelievers and Jains never hear these cries. [The same idea of an angel visiting the dead is found in the Talmud, and in the Hadhokht Naak of the Zend Avesta, and this angel in Persia is created by the good thought, word, and deed of the dead man, and leads him to the bridge of heaven. But the evil man, on the third night, is blown to a hell of darkness and mire by a stinking wind, and dwells with Ahriman and his devils.—Ed.]

Muns. Mundas. Mundas. A branch of the Kolarians (see Kols), the Monades of classic writers, also Mundala, or the classic Mandaloi, found in S.W. Bangāl, by the Da-munda or Dammuda river. They pushed W. into Central India, and along the Narbada, or Nar-munda, river into Malwa and Surashtra. In N. Bangāl and Tigrīahun, they occupied the kingdom of Videha, and they were found in the capital at Vaisala and in Māgadhā. All regions of the Ganges S. of Mathila, or Tigrīahun, were known as Mung-ir or "Mun land," and their name may appear at Muni-pūr in Assām. The Kols are thought to come from Assām, which presents however impassable mountains on the north; and Mongol tribes would more easily congregate at Manasarwar, and follow the Sīvakati river to the central part of N. India, or might come in by the Brahna-putra valley. The Mundas, or Mundas, are still numerous in the rocky jungles of Chutia Nagpūr and in Mundā, at the sources of the Narbada. This is the centre, of the Bagas, or priestly class of the Mundu and Kols, who have shaven heads, whence Mund is now rendered "shaven" as a Sanskrit word; but the title is probably older (see Man) and Mundā is known as a non-Aryan language (Col. Bloomfield, Notes on Races of Central Provinces, January 1885). They have, however, now adopted Aryan caste restrictions as to killing cattle, etc.

Munthukh. An Etruscan goddess of health (Hugia) and one of the graces, carrying a dove, a stylus, and cosmetics. [Akkadian Man-thuhk "condition of firmness."—Ed.]

Mura. Vaihnu as the sun. See next article.

Muri. Innis- Muidhr. Inch-Murray. See Mari and Mutilh. The island of St Geidhe (Innis-Kēs) about 5 miles off the W. Sligo coast in Ireland. Remains of an ancient temple existed here a generation ago (Sir J. E. Tennent, Notes and Queries, v. 121,
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1850. The menhir, or liangam, was surrounded by a dry-stone wall, 180 by 100 feet, 10 feet high, and 5 to 10 feet thick (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 485, fig. 183). Within this area were two chapels of St Molais, and one of St Columb-kill, with small cells and caves. The people used to flock thither to pray. The dead were brought to this spot from the mainland for burial. General Vallency (Preface to Irish Druidy) gives a sketch of the liangam, and a plan of the chapels. This stone, according to Earl Roden (as quoted in Turner's Sianoc), was a Fidh Nemad (see Fidh), and "an old woman priestess used to keep it well sewn round, and wrapped up in flannel" (like the Polynesian liangam stones): "its power was held to be immense, and it was prayed to for good and evil, in sickness, distress, and storms; sometimes it dashed a hapless vessel on the coast of these wretches, and at other times it calmed the angry waves." Mr W. F. Wakeman (Survey of Innis Murray, 1893) says that this ancient cashel ("castle") contained the "Church of the Women," and the "Church of Fire"; in the latter (till destroyed) was a slab on which sacred fire used to burn perpetually, and near it were swaying stones, and two holed-stones at which pregnant women prayed, as well as "holy wells and other interesting remains." But in 1880-1882 the Board of Works pulled down the S.W. wall of this Fire Church (Teach na Teinidh), and the "fire stone" (Leach-na-Teinidh) was broken up for building purposes.

Murutas. Vurutas. Kassite: "hero Vuru." This was the name of a god, found in Kassite king's names (Nazi-murutas, and Katuman-vuras), rendered Bala (Ba'al) in Semitic speech, and Ninib in Akkadian. The same as Urus or Vurus, from Ur "bright," "fiery" (see Nimrod).

Mus. Musha. Latin and Sanskrit, the "stealthy," a symbol of night, and of Siva. The Greek Apollo treads on the mouse, as Ganese in India rides a mouse or rat (for these are little distinguished in mythology), and Apollo is the "Fied Piper" who, with his music, charms away these night demons. The soul leaves the body at night as a mouse (see Metempsychosis), and it is the emblem of Holda or Berehta, and of St Gertrude. Mice are ghosts, and when they leave a house, or rats a sinking ship, it is a sign of death. They are wise and powerful and can free lions from snares, in return for being spared in a previous time of life (a Jataka tale). They dip their tails in honey or butter, and dive into holes, being emblems of life and of the soul. They gnawed the robe of Pallas, and the shrew mouse was sacred to Sekhret in Egypt. But the cat destroys them (see Cat).


Mygalè. Mugalè. The shrew mouse. See Mus.

Mythology. The study of myths, or "saying." The myth has a natural origin in the belief that every natural object has a life or soul (see Animism), and in the imperfect language of early man. The first poets who described nature did not use similes. They said the cloud was a bellowing bull, and not that the thunder in the cloud bellowed like a bull. The meanings of the myths, when fairly clear, are explained in special articles on the various legends. Turanian and Semitic races have myths as well as Aryans, and the Greeks borrowed many of theirs from Akkadians, Hittites, Babylonians, and Phoenicians. Such tales were related by child-like men, and for the amusement and instruction of children; but many myths use a very primitive phallic symbolism (as in the story of Lot, and in Greek tales, or especially in Hindu Puranas). Parents also frightened naughty children, or warned good ones of the terrors of nature, by primitive folk-tales. The foaming torrent had its kelpie, the sullen pool its corp. Savage men, beasts, and demons, lurked in forests and deserts.

The Persians said that demons existed even in the sacred fire and water, and caused death. Myths founded on facts became terrible realities, and excited the imagination of savages and children, till they fancied they saw demons, ghosts, spirits, and guardian angels, when awake, as well as in sleep. The religions of the past survive in the nursery tales of Grimm and Andersen, or in the Arabian Nights. Ingersol speaks of the fair spirits of spring and summer; but savages saw war in nature, and terrors in the unknown. The appreciation of beauty belonged to later and more civilised ages, and the Greek gods were at first phallic deities, and feroxious beings demanding human victims. Night and darkness caused fear, and sheltered evil men. The sun was the "friend" before whom, and before the rosy dawn, the devils fled. Clouds were cows, but also growlers, and archers pelting with hail, or slaying with the fiery arrow or serpent of the lightning. The wrath of gods was shown by flood, and tempest, and earthquake. Therefore must it be appeased by sacrifice (see Sacrifices), and devils propitiated by gifts. Thus religions grew—and not from ethicks. Mythology was formulated in dogma. The old gods could not be kept out of the new systems, as long as millions—whose fathers had believed in them for ages—could not read or write.
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Priests, like their flocks, could not forget the past, or surrender their ancient powers founded on such superstitions. But the meaning of words and legends was often forgotten, and new false explanations and etymologies were so introduced, while savage symbolism, which had become indecent or discreditable, had to be explained away, and abstract ideas took the place of the crude primitive materialism.

Dr Tylor classes myths as: (1) Explanatory: (2) Descriptive: (3) Historical. Legends of sun and moon were transferred to national heroes—to Moses or Krishna, Buddha or Christ. Myths were converted into allegories and fables, with a moral explanation. Men in time fancied that all the gods once lived as heroes on earth (see Euhemeros). We must never forget that the myth-makers had neither the moral standard, nor the astronomical knowledge, often attributed to them. Not only has “every story had a definite origin,” but even every dream is based on something really seen. Materialism is the true explanation of mythology. But Dr Tylor says: “Even the fragments of real chronicle found embedded in the mythic structure are mostly in so corrupt a state that, far from elucidating history, they need history to elucidate them. Yet unconsciously, and in spite of themselves, the shapers, and transmitters of poetic legend have preserved for us masses of sound historical evidence. They moulded into mythic lives of gods and heroes their own ancestral heirlooms of thought and word: they displayed in the structure of their legends, the operations of their own minds: they placed on record the arts and manners, the philosophy and religion, of their own times, of which formal history has often lost the meaning. Myth is the history of its authors, not of its subjects. It records the lives not of superhuman heroes but of poetic nations.” We seek therefore for the Hebrew Paradise, and the Indian Meru, and for the home of Shem, Ham, and Japhet.
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This is a weak letter, interchanging with \( M \) and \( L \), and often dropped.

**Na.** An ancient word for “he” and “the” in Aryan and Turanian speech (see *An*). In Kuneiform, and in Hittite, the sign for *Na* or *Ne* is the phallus; and in Egyptian this emblem has also the sound *Na* as well as *Ka*.

**Na'aman. Na'amah.** Hebrew: “pleasant.” The name was applied to Adonis; and the red anemone is still called *Na'meina* in Arabic (see *Quarterly Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund*, July 1883, p. 128). The name Na'amah also applied to ‘Ashtoreth.


**Nabateans.** An Aramean, or N. Arab people who lived near Petra in Edom. Hebrew tradition makes them akin to the Hebrews, as descendants of Nebaioth (“heights”) son of Ishmael (Gen. xxv, 13); they were probably inhabitants of “swelling” downs (see Nab and Nabi). M. Quatremère regards them as Arameans of Kaldea (S. Babylonia) who gradually moved into the desert as nomads. Josephus makes them extend from the Euphrates to the Red Sea. They were known to Greeks and Romans as a pastoral people, and also as great traders on the routes from S. Arabia to Syria and Egypt. They are mentioned by Sennacherib with the Hagaræns (“wanderers”), being attacked by him in 703 B.C., after they had ravaged Babylonia; and after a raid on Damascus they were driven back, and subdued by Assur-bani-pal about 645 B.C. The inscriptions of Edom and N. Arabia, in an Aramean alphabet, date from about 400 B.C. down to 80 A.D. (see Doughty, *Doc. Epigr. N. Arabis*, 1884). In the Korān
such texts are attributed to the ancient race of Thamûl (see Arabis). In 312 B.C. the Greek general Antigonus found them a powerful and independent people; and Tiglath Pileser II (about 750 B.C.) had found them hard to conquer. Their trade was destroyed by Roman victories under Trajan about 115 A.D. We have coins of Nabathean kings of Petra; and the Sinaitic inscriptions (of Christian times) are in their alphabet. Their early rock-cut tombs show the influence of Babylonian art, and the later ones of Greek art—as also among the Jews of the 2nd century B.C.

Nabhi. Sanskrit: “navel” (see Nab).

Nabi. Hebrew: “prophet” Arabic nebi. Assyrian nabu “to proclaim” (see Nab). The radical meaning is to “swell,” as seen in the names of the places called Nebo and Nob, or “swelling” hills. The herald or preacher swells with inspiration, and “bursts forth” in speech. The prophet was at first called a Rokh (“seer”) or diviner (1 Sam. ix, 9), who had “second sight.” The bands, or order, of Nabaim are said (1 Sam. x, 5, 10) to have first appeared in the time of Saul, being organised by Samuel, and these prophets fell into estacies, and went out with drums and pipes, lutes and harps, like modern Dervishes (1 Sam. xix, 20, 23, 24). Seers and prophets seeing visions are also noticed in Kineiform texts from Babylonia (see Nebo).


Någa. The Indian sacred serpent (see Cobra), the worship of which still survives throughout India, the Malay Peninsula, Birmah, and Asia to the Kapsian, as also in Madagascar (see Serpent). The serpent in connection with the sacred tree is found on Babylonian seals, and the snake occurs with a female figure on a Hittite signet from Kappadokia. The hooded snake is a great Egyptian emblem, and represented on the Phœnician shrine of ‘Ain el Hayyat (“the spring of serpents”). The Någa tribes of India were serpent worshipers, but Angami Någas in Assam claim descent from the lingam (see Journal Anthrop. Instit., August 1897), and we must be cautious in applying the term to tribes, for in Assam, as Prof. Deal points out (Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc., February 1889) the word Nag or Nog means “man” (see Na), either as “male,” or as “tribesman” (see Nag “to bind”), being interchanged with log (“folk”): the Någa itself

is an emblem of the male, and of the phallus (Bengal Roy. Asiatic Soc., January 1880, and Lahore Gaz., 11th November 1879); while the Någa ascetics, who are naked, connect their name with the Sanskrit word nāgā “naked.” The ancient Någa races appear to have been powerful Turanian tribes with walled cities (see Ayana).

Indra’s favourite name is Indra-någ, and by aid of Brahmi’s arrow (Någa-paya) Ráma and his brother escaped their foes. The hero Arjuna was restored by the Någa charm of his wife Ulépi. The sun Kasyapa was father of a thousand many-headed Någas, by his wife Kadru, daughter of Duksha, and among these were Sesa and Vasuki. Neither Brahmanism nor Buddhism could overcome Någa worship, and both absorbed its symbolism. The Någa was “the biter” or “the strangler,” the dragon (or “gazer”), the guardian of hidden treasures, and one who entered into secret places. It secretes poison, but “none but women know where its feet are” (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, chap. 5), though sacred footprints are common in Någa shrines (see Pad). The Pancha-nuke, or “five-faced,” Någa spreads his five hoods as a canopy over many gods. The feast of the Någ-Panchami (“serpent fifth”) is held on the 5th of Svan, about the end of July. A whole district in Banaras is named from the Någa-Küna or “snake well”—one of the oldest “stations” in this sacred city—and here, at the Panchami-Mela, both sexes bathe in the dirty pool. [The Jews so bathe also in the pool of Gihon, where a serpent is said by Arab tradition to swallow the waters of the intermittent spring.—Ed.] They present offerings to the Någa, and carry home small Någa images as charms. Strange scenes of licence occur at this dark square well with its steep, well-worn steps, when shepherds and ploughmen of the lower castes have bathed and begin to sport. The walls of the building are of massive masonry, with many niches for images of Hanuman, Ganesa, and Pârvati, sheltered by three or five headed Någas; and on the floor of one niche we observed a stone lingam round which a Någa was represented as twining. Elsewhere the serpent also coils round the lingam, being carved in the Arga in which it stands. The dreaded snake was called by fair names (as the fairies were called “good people”), and was the Agatho-daimôn (“good spirit”) in the west. Even the Buddhist “wheel” shows sacred snakes in heaven.

Many powerful tribes in India itself were called Någas, such as the founders of Någ-pûr in Central India, or the natives of the Southern Någa tracts. A Shāh race of Någas invaded Assam in 1228 A.D. The Någa-bushans or “Någa-wearers” are a Saivite sect,
whose temples are carved over with wriggling serpents, like that at Nakon-vat, or like others in Java, Japan, and China. The Chinese are called Någas in the earliest chronicles of Tibet (Proc. Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc'y, Feb., 1892), speaking Någa-bhāshā or “serpent speech,” and the dragon is the great Chinese symbol (see China, Korea, and Takhasha). Indra-nāg, as a crowned king with a bow, is attended by Någás: he has many shrines in the hilly tracts above the Bās, Rāvi, or Vībali river (Dr Oldham, Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc'y., July 1891), and is said to have been a Någa chief who once reigned in Paradise, but came back to earth to rule Någas. The Någa kings once ruled in the N.W. of India, in Sind, Katch, Gujerat, and on the Ganges, as Ahī-Kshatras or “serpent warriors” (see Ahī). The Tāka or Någa kingdom embraced the country watered by the seven rivers flowing from Kailāsa (Mr Hewitt, Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc'y., 1889-1890). In 1891, according to Dr Oldham (as above cited) the serpent gods Sesha, and Vāsuki were still worshiped with the ancient rites at the festival of the Någ-Takshaka, just as in the days of Nåra Rāja, about 200 to 300 B.C. The temples are dedicated to Siva, but human figures decked with serpents represent the Någa Rājas of the race, and over each is a canopy of cobras with 5, 7, or 9 hoods. In these temples the Någa is the chief deity, and subordinate figures, such as Någas and Nagunīmen and women with serpent tails and human heads—do not appear. One of the Någa-Rājas shrines contains a lingam, and Siva’s bull is represented outside others, but is not worshiped by the serpent worshippers. Goats and sheep are sacrificed to the Någa, votive offerings are set up, lights and incense are used, and the deity is consulted by an attendant, the devotees being mainly non-Aryans. Only descendants of Takht-nāg, and of Bās-deo, act as priests at the rites, and (except Brāhmans) they alone approach the Kailās-Kund or holy tank. The names of Bāsak-nāg (Vāsuki) and Takshaka are household words from Kashmir to the Narbada, and further south, and Någa-Rājas ruled also the valley of the Indus to Pātala, and the Himalayan regions. Their power extended “beneath the sea” according to their legends, and Någas dwelt in Indra’s Svarga, or “heaven.”

The cobra kills 20,000 to 30,000 persons annually in India, yet few Hindus will willingly hurt a Någa. “It is an emblem of renewed life, life out of death, or life everlasting,” for it renews its skin. It is specially adored when haunting some sacred well or tank. Here the pious are baptized, and the lingam of Siva is placed close by. The Någa-Ishvar shrine at Banāras is also sacred to Mahī-deva or Siva. Någa forms consecrate the vessels of the sanctuary, its altars, and bells, and ward off evil if carved as a talisman on gems, door handles, and

Nagar

A common Indian term for a town.

Någ-arjuna. A Buddhist teacher of importance, about 170 A.C., who has been confused with the earlier Någa-sēna (150 B.C.). He was the son of a rich Brāhman of Vidarbha, and, according to the legend, the gods decreed he should only live 7 days, but this was extended to 7 years through the prayers of the parents and gifts bestowed on Brāhmans and Bhikshus. He was sent to a solitary place, where a Buddha met him, and sent him to the monastery of Nalendra. The abbot’s attention was attracted by his recitation of sacred githas (hymns), and his history was made known. He was directed to recite without sleeping till the end of the fatal seven years, and his piety pleased Chandaika (a goddess), who bestowed food on all the Bhikshus in consequence; she became fanatically enamoured of Någ-arjuna, and
Nāg-arjuna

urged him to leave the earth, but he preferred duty here to bliss in heaven. He built for her a lofty stone temple, in which he placed a thick wooden post (or lingam), which secured the affections of Chandrika, who declared she would never leave him till it decayed and turned to dust. As a maiden of low degree she however enticed a Buddhist cook to burn this post, when she fled to heaven; and Nāg-arjuna was then reduced to beg of kings and peoples for the support of his monastery. He set out to distant countries to raise funds, in consequence of a famine, and was aided by two leaves of an enchanted tree, which guided him to a sage, who told him how to change base metals into gold. This enabled Nāg-arjuna to support the Nalendra monks, by whom he was called Siddhi or “perfect.” He made a huge image of Mahā-kāla ("great death"), which enchanted even the Nāgas or snake spirits. His teaching refuted that of Sankar-achārya (see that heading), and the Nāgas besought him to dwell among them, whence he was named the Arjuna of Nāgas. But he remained at Nalendra, and the Nāgas gave him rich gifts and a sacred book (the Nāga-sahasrikā). One of the oldest of sacred caves in India is that of Nāg-arjuna, near Rāja-grīha, in Behār, called that of the "Brahmani milkmaids" (see Krishna); it contains texts as old as 200 B.C., and the legend of the miraculous food supply granted by Chandika the goddess still attaches to it. Other caves, connected with Nāg-arjuna, contain Gauro-Sanskrit texts with salutations to Buddha, Mahā-vira, King Āsoka, and his brother. In one of these we find Nirvāna (or Nībuddhi) defined (see Nirvāna) as “absorption of the soul in the Supreme being.” This dates only from the year 73 of the Samvat era, or in 17 of our 1st century; another of these texts speaking of the dedication of images, to Sīva and Devi, shows that the descendants of Chandragupta (namely Yajna and Ananta-varna) were not purely Buddhist rulers, though Nāg-arjuna is supposed to have been a Buddhist himself. He also composed works on astrology, medicine, and alchemy, and developed (on becoming an abbot) the Madhya-mika philosophy, which had been imperfectly taught by his predecessor, Sarah-Bhadra. He aided the “lesser vehicle” school of Buddhism, and enforced discipline, expelling 8000 immoral monks. The centre of this school was at Buddhist-gāyā, where he restored decayed monasteries, and propped up the holy Bodhi tree with two pillars, making finally a great stone railing round small chapels, and erecting 7 huge statues of Buddha. The encroaching river was so forced to change its course.

Owing to his teaching Manja, king of Orissa, and the king of Malwa, with thousands of their subjects, became Buddhists, and

monasteries sprang up everywhere. He visited S. India, and astonished Brāhmans by his knowledge of the sacred books. He induced King De-chye (or Sankara) and two wealthy chiefs (Madhu and Supra-Madhu) to be converts and supporters of Buddhism, and at a great age he was taken up to heaven. Tibetan accounts say that the great Andhra king Sāta-vahana, in S. India, built the monastery where he spent his last years: it is now a Hindu shrine of Mallarjuna in the “black mountain” near the Krishna river. This was called (as recorded by Hsiien-Tsang and Fa-hien) the “pigeon mountain,” connecting it with Pārvati (probably Chandika) as the “black pigeon” (see Pārvati); and the legend relates that Sankara’s son could only succeed his father by securing the head of Nāg-arjuna, who was on Pārvati’s mountain. The saint consented that his head should be cut off, which others vainly attempted, till he himself did it with a blade of Kusa grass. A Yaksha, or spirit, then flung it a distance of five miles, and it was turned to stone with the rest of the body. It is believed that the severed head and the body are ever drawing nearer; and when they reunite the saint will reappear and preach for 100 years. He is regarded by Prof. Beal, and others, as the first Buddha of S. India (Indian Antiq., June 1887), but his story is essentially at variance with original Buddhism. He was not only turned to stone, but is said to have set up stones to please the Nāgas. The legend is of value only as representing the popular beliefs of the age (160 to 200 A.D.).

Prof. Beal gives us a famous letter, supposed to be written by Nāg-arjuna to King Udaiyana of Shingtu, a friend of his youth, in S. India, which is full of pure Buddhist ethics. This is said to be translated by I-tsing the Chinese pilgrim (700 A.D.), and supposed to have been written to convert King Jantaka—“one well versed from his youth in other teachings than that of Buddha.” It was translated twice about 431 to 434 A.D. by the Sraman named Gunavarnam, and according to this account (some two centuries after his time) Nāg-arjuna in his “friendly letter” says that “he relies only on the true law” of Buddha, insisting on “the three gems, charity, morality, and thoughts about the Devas” (or gods), which last nevertheless is not Buddha’s teaching. I-tsing adds: “this is the thousand letter classic of China, and is learned by heart by children in India.”

Nāga-sena

A distinguished Buddhist monk in Afghanistan about 150 B.C. He held disputations with King Menander (Melinda) as a true follower of Gotama Buddha (see Prof. Beal, Journal B. Asiatic Soc., July 1855 : Indian Antiq., Dec. 1886); and he is
very distinct from the semi-mythical student of magic some three centuries later—see Nag—arjuna). In the Chinese work called Questionings of Melinda (Melinda-panho: 317 to 400 A.C.) Nagasena (Na-sin) is called of “Kipin” (Kophe in Afghanistan), and Menander ruled from Patala at the mouths of the Indus to Kophene, his capital being at Sângala, where a controversy famous in Buddhist history occurred (Hardy, Manual of Buddhism): this city Hissen Tsang found in ruins in 630 A.C., but still with a monastery of 100 Buddhist monks of the Hinayana (or “lesser vehicle”) sect. The footprints of four Buddhas were shown at a stupa 200 feet high, and another of the same height, a mile to the N.W., was then attributed to Aśoka. In the Chinese work above mentioned the region is called Ta-tain, a term applying to the Byzantine empire, but here meaning the Greek kingdom of Baktria. Menander is said to have been born at Așādā, 1400 miles W. of his capital, or in Persia, and Nagasena appears to have come to argue with him from the Buddhist caves of Bamian on the Kâbûl river.

**Nag-panchami.** See Nāga.

**Nahab.** An Egyptian goddess who is serpent-headed. The Hab is the Ibis bird which kills snakes, and it was sacred to Thoth.

**Nāḥash.** Hebrew: “serpent.” It is also a personal name, as among Ammonites (1 Sam. xi, 1); and even David’s father Jesse (“rich”) is called Nāḥash (2 Sam. xvii, 25; see 1 Chron. ii, 12-16); but the word has a secondary meaning “lucky” or “prosperous,” the root meaning “good augury.”

**Nahusha.** An early legendary king in India (see Brâhma), ancestor of the Puru race, and grandson of Purûjarâvas. He contended with Brâhma, and sought to possess Indral; a thousand sages bore his litter, but he was thrown thence because he touched one of these (Agastya) with his foot, and he became a serpent (see Nāḥash).

**Naila.** A goddess of Arabia (perhaps “the blue”) connected with the legend of Saiha and Marwâh (see Makka).

**Nails.** It was customary to drive nails into sacred trees, or to throw them into wells, as memorials of a visit to some shrine—as at Vienna where only a fragment of the tree is left in a niche on the wall of a chapel. The head of the Roman state, on the Ides of March, celebrated the foundation of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus by driving a nail into the right wall of the Cellâ Jovis. Similar rites—

**Nairs.** A tribe of S. India, remarkable as being polyandrous like some in the Himalayas. The woman has several recognised husbands, and property descends to a sister’s children. No one enters a Nair woman’s house if a man’s shoes are at the door. In like manner (see R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia) the Yamani people who were polyandrous—and perhaps non-Semitic—respected privacy when a stick was left at the door.

**Nâkarah.** A god of the Hamyar race in S. Arabia. Perhaps “the brower.”

**Nâkîr.** See Munker.

**Nâkon-vat.** A famous ancient serpent shrine in Kambodia (see Ferguson, Hist. Indian Architect). Dr Kem (Annual Report Journal Bl. Asiatic Soc., July 1885) gives 600 A.C. as the date when it already was known to exist, and notices a text of 589 of the Saka era (667 A.C.) at Ang-Chammik, on the left bank of the Me-kong in S. Kambodia, which refers to a lingam erected to Śiva. The characters are those used in India in our 6th century. The shrine is one of Nâga worshipers, and no true Buddhist figures occur.

**Nâkshi-rustram.** Persian: “carving of Rustam” (see Pasargadâ).

**Nala.** A common Indian word for a “channel” (hence our “nallah”) or “tube.” The lingam is called Nali.
Nāladi-nannurru. A celebrated Tamil poem (600 to 800 A.D.) the composition of several poets, and esteemed by Dravidians as second only to the Kurral (see Tiruvalluvar). It is called “one of 8000,” and shows acquaintance with the Kurral (Rev. G. U. Pope, Indian Mag., Sept. 1888): it is concerned with questions of morality, penitence, forgiveness, vanity, “summer friends,” etc.; and tells us that: “The unintelligent may read but are unread,” while “the unread intelligent are often men well read.” “Learning is a shoreless sea: the learner’s days are few: think calmly of this: lo evils wait around: with clear discrimination learn what is good for you.”

Nalinā. The Lotus, or Nelumbium speciosum.

Nama. Sanskrit: “name.” A caste mark, such as the Trisul of Vishnu marked on the forehead with a red stroke flanked by two white ones.

Namī. The 21st Jina of Jainas. See Nemi the 22nd of these Jinas, or Tirthankars (see Jainas).

Namtār. Akkadian: “fixed condition”: fate, death, or plague (see Muğe). The gates of Hell open at his command. He had seven evil spirits as attendants, and a messenger Itak—perhaps “the arrow.”

Nama. Nina. Akkadian: “mother” or “lady,” the mother goddess. Assur-bani-pal of Assyria when he sacked Susa, about 630 B.C., discovered in this Elamite capital the image of Nana which an Elamite conqueror, Kudur-ša-Khun, had carried off from Erech about 2265 B.C. On the Gold Coast Nana means a “grandfather,” and Nana-nyaus-kupon (“parent of the sky”) is the sun (Major Ellis): for the word originally was of both genders.

Navak. See Sikhs.

Nanar. Babylonian: “the fire maker” or “light maker,” a name of the moon (see Istar).

Nand. Nanda. Sanskrit: “delight.” The foster father of Krishna, and brother of the fair Radha. Nandana (“delightful”), is also Indra’s paradise on Mt Meru. The dynasty overthrown by Chandra-gupta (315 B.C.), was called the Mahā-nanda, and was said to have brought all the earth under one umbrella for 100 years.

Nāndi. Sanskrit: “benediction” (see Nand), or “gratification” of gods and men.

Nandi. The sacred white bull on which Siva rides. It kneels in adoration before the lingam in its Argha. Siva was angry with Nandi for making Pārvati blush, but this bull was the emblem of “delight.”

Naos. Greek: “ship,” “hull,” “cell,” “shrine”; a common Aryan word (nan) for a “boat” (see Arks).


Nār. Arabic: “fire.” The common word for Hell.


Naras are human figures with horse hoofs (see Kentauros), living in the waters, and created by Brahma. Arjuna is also called Nara.

Nārada. The Indian Orpheus who invented the nāraṇī or “lyre.” He sprang from the thigh of Brahma, and caused dissension by giving flowers of the Parijâta tree to women. He frustrated Jáksha’s project for populating earth, and was a friend to Krishna. A Nārada is also said to have written parts of the Rig Veda.

Narakā. In Sanskrit: “hell,” “fire” (see Nār).

Nara-Sinha. “The man-lion.” The word Nara means “manly,” like Mar. This is the 4th Avatar, or incarnation of Vishnu, who sprang out of a temple pillar to aid the convert Prahlada (see Vishnu) tearing the infidel and drinking his blood. The festival of Nara-Sinha is held on the 1st May.

Nārāyana-Svami. “The image of Vishnu.” A puritan reformation of the Vallabhâchârya (see Gosain and Vallabhâ). He was born 20 miles N.E. of Lucknow in 1780 A.D.; his real name was Sahaja-Nanda; and he settled at Junagarh in Kâtiawar about 1800. With his teacher Râma-nanda he established himself at Ahmad-abad about 1804, and became celebrated for his power of fascination, which entranced converts who compared him to Vishnu, and to his consort Lakshmi (Sir Monier Williams, Journal R. Asiatic Soc., July 1882). Brahman jealousy of his popularity led to his being thrown into prison, but the people sang his praises, cursed his enemies, and finally rose in arms and compelled his release. Monasteries were established where those who believed in him retired to learn the pure doctrine, and to imitate his ascetic life. Bishop Heber saw, and argued with him, and found him surrounded by multitudes of enthusiastic followers who “would willingly have shed
their blood rather than suffer a fringe of his garment to be touched roughly." He settled in the secluded village of Wartal, and built a temple to Krishna and Lakshmi. He then strove to purify the licentious Vallabhāchārya system, and at last died of fever on 28th October 1829. He was greatly beloved, and deified after death. His shoes, clothes, bed, and footprints, are held as holy as those of Buddha, or of Muhammad; but the sect only number about 25,000 persons, including 1000 Brāhmā-hari ascetics and 500 subordinate Pālas. They are faithful to his teaching of devotion to Krishna, with observance of religious rites, and of chastity, but have not been successful as missionaries to the Hindus, being more concerned with legends of Krishna than with the teaching of things spiritual. The Sikṣapatri, or text-book of the sect, was given to Sir Monier Williams in 1875 by the chief Gosain, and was translated by him. It speaks of Krishna not as the supreme (see Krishna) but as alone able to understand the Impenetrable and Almighty Spirit, whom men fear; and thus as a mediator like Christ or the Virgin. The believer is to regard his prophet, and Siva alike, as forms of Brāhma (Sect. 49), and Naṅyana-Svami is Vishnu incarnate: but Vishnu, Siva, Ganesa, Pārvati, and the sun, are also to be adored (Sect. 84). Krishna is the energy of Māya ("matter") and: "He who abides in the living personal soul, as the internal monitor dwells in the heart, is to be considered as the self-existent Supreme Being, the rewarder of all actions" (Sect. 106). "That being (Sect. 108) is Krishna, the supreme creator, god, and soul of being, the cause of all manifestations, and therefore to be adored as our one chosen deity" (see Henothemism). To worship him is to be absorbed in him (Sect. 121), as we read also in the Bhagavād-Gīta. Naṅyana-Svami recommends study of the Bhagavata-Purāṇa: the commentary of Rāmānuja-Chārya on the Gīta; and the Sarṅ-saṅ Sutrās of Vyāsa. He says that "Religious usages, business arrangements, and penances, should be adapted to the country, time, age, property, rank, and ability of those concerned.

Natagai. The name of household gods among Mongols, represented by felt images. They preside over earth, house, cattle, and corn; and at every meal portions are placed in their mouths. They are adored with incense, and prayed to for good weather and prosperity, but not for health of body or mind. For health the Mongols pray before the tablet of Tengri, the supreme God of heaven (see Mongols), or according to Marco Polo (13th century A.D.) to Khor-muzda, or the Persian Ahūra-mazdā (see Sir H. Yule's Marco Polo, i, pp. 224, 404). The Natagai is the Mogn of Buriat Mongols, and the Ongot of the

Tunguses ("the mighty lord") a tutelary spirit under the heaven god.

Naṅṭ. Naṅṭ. Sanskrit: "lord" or "god," a common term for spirits or genii (see Barmah). A tribe of Naṅṭ in India are of low caste, and resemble Jāṭa. They live under trees in booths, and are believed by the settled population to commune with the Naṅṭ spirits. They eschew beef and drink, and like Jāṭa they sing and dance, whence the term Nāṭch, or Nautch.

Naṅṭu-ṛām. A phallic deity of Rājputāṇa, and the Gwalior States, as described in Rivers of Life (1, p. 47). We have seen his image worshiped by women in the bazars of Gwalior, but he is hidden away when Europeans pass by. Every house has such an image; and brides, or childless women, pray to him (N. Indian Notes and Queries, July-Sept. 1894.)

Nature. That which is "born" (Latin natūs for grnatūs: see Gan) has Nāṭtu "the producer" for its mother. Her praises are sung by Orphic poets (see Dr T. Taylor, Mystical Initiations, 1787) as the "mother of all things." The term, as now used, signifies the natural action of matter (see Materialism), and it is vague and confusing. [Tennyson regards nature as "careful of the type," but ruthless to the individual life.—Ed.]

Navajo Indians. Inhabitants of New Mexico who preserve quaint rites connected with serpents, arrows, sacred sticks, and crosses, adoring gods of wind, rain, and lightning (Miss Buckland, Journal Anthr. Inst., May 1893). Their folk-lore is to be studied in pictures and carvings, and in the "mountain chant" which is their great myth. It includes dancing rites, hair-cuttings, and baptisms, by priests or wizards. They speak of the "house of the great serpent"—who is an old bald-headed man—as "within the circle of red stones." The narrow entrance to this spirit cave is said to be a cleft in the rock, guarded by two rattlesnakes which hiss but do not bite; and two Piñon trees, which cover it, move aside of their own accord. The wind god guides men to the dwelling of clouds and lightning, where the old presiding genius teaches them how to make and plant the sacrificial sticks for the great serpent. The rainbow is a goddess, and some gods carry not only rods, arrows, and crosses, but also the Svastika emblem (found also on the Peruvian pottery) which seems to have reached America from Asia. This symbol, and others, "point unmistakably," says Miss Buckland, "to an Eastern (that is Asiatic) source." Miss Gordon Cumming (Ceylon) describes similar
stick rites in the Perehara procession (see also the Gohei under Japan): the rods and poles are painted and garlanded with flowers, and as they pass, all present kneel down and mutter prayers.

**Nazareth.** Hebrew *Nazar*ah, “fort.” The word has no connection with Nazarite; but in the first Gospel (Matt. ii, 23) it is connected with the *Nesper,* or “branch” of the House of David, of which the Hebrew prophet spoke. Nazareth is not noticed in the Old Testament, and was an obscure village in the hills of Lower Galilee. It became famous after 326 A.D., as described by Eusebius and Jerome (Onomastikon). The old site of the Annunciation is in the Greek Church at the spring head. Joseph’s house is represented by a cave—apparently an ancient cistern. The front half is believed by the Latin monks to have flown away, and finally settled at Loreto in the S.W. of Italy, where it is shown as the “Holy House.”

**Nazarite. Nazirite.** Hebrew *Nazir,* Arabic *Nadhir,* one “separated” or devoted, being under a vow, either for life or for a time (see Num. vi, 13-20) during which he neither shaved his head nor drank wine. Samson is said to have been a Nazarite (Judg. xiii, 7), and they appear early in the 8th century B.C., when the wicked gave them wine to drink (Amos vii, 11, 12).

**Nebo.** See Nab. Mt Nebo S. of Heshbon, and E. of the Dead Sea, is now Jebel Nebo, and commands a view of the Jordan valley and of the W. mountain watershed from near Hebron to Mt Tabor; but neither Dan nor the “western sea” are visible (see Deut. xxxiv, 1-3).

Nebo (Nabu), was the name also of a Babylonian god, “the herald” or “proclaimer.” His emblem was the lamp, and he was the messenger of heaven, and a recording angel. In Akkadian he is called *Ak* “the wise” (see Ak), and he was also the god of the planet Mercury—a deity who was also messenger of Zeus. His shrine at Borsippa, outside Babylon, was rebuilt in 600 B.C. by King Nabukudur-ashur (Nebuchadnezzar II), and he is said to have been still worshiped here in our 4th century. [A bilingual hymn in Akkadian and Babylonian is in his honour: “To Ak the great and wise seeing all things clearly, the scribe who knows all mysteries, holding the great rod (or pen), ruling the earth: who completes a record of all his judgments on earth, showing the deeds of the wicked.”—Ed.]

**Nef. Nfr.** Egyptian: “wind,” “breath” (see Nap); and “spirited” or “beautiful.”

**Nefr-Atmu.** Egyptian. The son of Ptah and Bast at

Memphis, “the spirit of the sun.” He wears great hawk’s plumes, like other Egyptian sun gods.

**Nehemiah.** See Ezra.

**Neimhidh. Nemeadh.** “Heavenly” in Irish, the name of a royal race (Nemedes), and a term applied to poets, bishops, or artists (Mr H. Maclean, Journal Anthrop. Inst., November 1890, p. 161). This race, apparently from Gaul or Germany, conquered Ireland after the coming of Partholan (see Ireland).

**Neith. Nut.** Egyptian: “heaven.” The mother of the gods and the bride of Seb the earth. She is sometimes a cow with stars on its belly, and milked by the gods, sometimes a woman stretching her arms over earth from above. She had royal priestesses; and the N. side of the beautiful temple of Ptah at Heliopolis was sacred to her. Sebek the crocodile god is her son at Ant; and she is adored with Sekhet, Bast, and Hathor.

**Nemi.** The 22nd Jina of the Jains, associated with the goddess Bhavini, Amba, and Uma, mothers of creation (see Nimi).


**Neolithic Age.** A term applied by geologists and antiquaries to the period of the “new stone” condition in Europe, when weapons of polished stone were used, and metal was as yet unknown. This continued as late as 1500 or 1000 B.C., before bronze had been introduced by Asiatic traders from Phoenicia, Asia Minor, and Greece. Some geologists suppose the Neolithic races to have superseded the Palaeolithic (“old stone”) people, who used unpolished stones as early as 18,000 years ago (Dr Isaac Taylor, Contemp. Review, August 1890). The Neolithic tribes were savages, but not cannibals; they had bows and arrows, and hunted the stag, horse, and boar. They ate nuts and wild fruits, but in the later age had cereals, and domesticated sheep, goats, cattle, and dogs. They lived in the valleys, or in pile dwellings on marshes, or in pits thatched over; and buried the dead in barrows. Their clothing was of hides stitched together, and they adorned themselves with shells and red iron ores. They had bone needles and rude pottery. They were even able to draw designs on bones, at a time when the mammoth was not yet extinct, and the reindeer still used in W. Europe. Their remains have been studied in the Italian terra-mare (or swampy) regions, and in Switzerland, as well
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as in Skandinavia, the Orkneys, etc. [In Guernsey the Neolithic remains belong to a flat-headed people apparently Skandinavian, who had cemeteries in chambers of huge granite blocks, and made pottery but knew no metals. Some of these remains may be as late as 1000 or 500 B.C.—Ed.] The races who used polished stone in Europe were apparently taller by nearly half a foot than their predecessors, and averaged about 5 feet in height (Proc. Viking Society, 15th March 1895). In Italy, about 1500 or 2000 B.C., they appear to have begun to use bronze, but knew no other metal, and had no glass. They were then pastoral, and even rudely agricultural.

The "stone folk" of the Belaric districts in S. and Central India were in this stage of culture (like some of the S. Sea Islanders), as described by Mr F. Fawcett (North Oriental Congress, September 1891). Their rude carvings are called "the work of God" by the natives, and represent naked figures hewn out on vertical rocks. They knew the dog, fox, tiger, leopard, and elephant, but no horses are represented.

Nephesh. Hebrew "self," "soul." [Assyrian napistu; Arabic nefes "self."—Ed.] The word often means "breath," and even a corpse (Levit. xix, 28; xxi, 1; Haggai ii, 13). Man became a "living individual" (Gen. i, 20, 30; ii, 7) like any other animal, the life being regarded as being in the blood (Gen. ix, 4). For all animals have "one breath" (Eccles. iii, 19), and the Nephesh hungers (Prov. xxvii, 7; Isaiah xxix, 8), and "hath appetite." [The radical meaning of the word is "to swell" or "expand" (see Spirits).—Ed.] The "soul that sinneth it shall die" (Ezek. xvi, 20) evidently means the "person"; and the Nephesh is the "life of the flesh" (Levit. xvi, 11). The Kabballa connects it with the phallus in the symbolic figure of the Adam Kadmon (see Kabballa), and calls it "the foundation." A monumental stone over a grave was called a Nephesh, being a phallic emblem of life (see Academy, 3d March 1883). Yahveh even swears by his Nephesh or "self." The idea of "soul" is thus not really connected with the word. Dr Robertson Smith says, in confirmation of Buxtorf, that the Arabic nefes "simply meant a stele (monumental stone), and it so appears at Petra, and on Himyaritic inscriptions." [The word in common speech means "self" in Arabic, and so does napistu in Assyrian.—Ed.]

Nephèle. Greek "cloud." The legendary Nephèle may have been a Semitic goddess. She was the mother of Phrixos, and wife of Athamas (perhaps Tammuz), who loved Ino the mother of Melikertes (the Phoenician Melkarth). See Nephilim.

Nephilim

Nephilim. Hebrew "giants" (Gen. vi, 4; Num. xiii, 33). They lived at a time when heroes (Gibborim) were born of the sons of God and daughters of men; and the sons of 'Anak ("the tall one") were so described, being otherwise called Rephaim or "high ones" in Hebrew. Like the Greek word nephelo, "cloud," the term probably means "swelling" (see Nab), and like the Greek, and the Babylonian giants the Hebrew legendary Nephilim were no doubt the thunder pillars that rise up against heaven.

Nepthys. Egyptian Neb-ti. The wife of Osiris. He is represented between Isis and Nepthys, or "dawn" and "sunset." (Renouf); and the latter, as sunset, is also connected with Sekhet or Bast, as a wife of Set. She lives in Hades, and pours the water of life from the sacred Pensa tree, on souls represented as birds with human heads and hands—the evening dew, accompanying the aurora of sunset represented as a spreading tree. She is the "beneficent one," and the "sister" aiding Isis to tend the corpse of Osiris the setting sun. She had no temples, but appears in tombs, yet she bore Ra the sun to Ptah the creator.

Neptune. The Latin sea god, the Etruscan Neptuns. [Probably "lord of swelling waves" (see Nab).—Ed.] See Etruscans and Poseidon.

Néreus. A Greek sea god (see Nára "water"), also, according to Hesiod, "the depths of knowledge," and the "true, unerring, and infallible god." [As Ea in Babylon was the wisest god, and also the ocean god.—Ed.] His wife was Doris, and their daughter Thetis was a sea goddess, and also "immaculate wisdom" (see Nérthus).

Nergal. The Akkadian lion-headed god, adopted by Babylonians, and Phoenicians, as Nirgali. He was the god of Rutha (2 Kings xvii, 30) and answered to Baal as a god of Hades. [The name in Akkadian means either "great king" or "king death."—Ed.]

Neri. Norine. The ruddy god of morning among Skandinavians, son of Loki ("fire"), and of Nott ("night"). See Naraka: "fire."

Nerthus. The wife of the Skandinavian Niord, a goddess of Ván or "water," protecting coasts and islands. Niord was her brother, and Germans call her "the iron lady." Her emblem was a boat (see Niord).

Néssos. NúsoS. Greek words for an "island" and for a mountain, probably meaning "nose" or "peak."
Nestorians. A Christian sect who call themselves Chaldeans. Nestorius was the Patriarch of Constantinople (428-431 A.D.), and was opposed to the teaching of the Catholic party who condemned him at the Council of Ephesus in 431 A.D. He held ancient beliefs common among the Oriental Churches, and regarded Jesus as a human being who was inspired (or possessed) by the Divine Christ or Logos—the holy spirit—at his baptism. Hence he opposed the growing superstitious worship of Mary, already called the Theo-tokos or “God bearer”—the Mother of God—saying that she was but a woman, “and it is impossible that God should be born of a woman.” He was, however, unable to overcome the dominant opinions, though he urged the emperor to “purge the earth of heretics,” adding, “Heaven will be your reward, and I will aid you to conquer Persia.” Nestorius was driven from Constantinople, and retired to the monastery of St. Euprepus. He was persecuted and exiled, and died about 454 A.D. The sect was celebrated for its learning, and as they separated from the Catholics after 431 A.D., they never used the images and pictures which Western Christians soon after began to place in their churches. Their colleges at Edessa were suppressed by the Emperor Zeno, in 489 A.D., but by the 7th century they had established their own form of Christianity, their Aramaic alphabet and literature, throughout Babylonia and Persia. Dr. Isaac Taylor tells us that: “The Nestorian alphabet became the parent of a whole family of alphabets from the Volga to the Pacific, of which Kalmyk, Mongolian, and Manchu survive” (Notes and Queries, 10th June 1900). The Turkish Uigurs used it early; for Merv was the seat of a Nestorian archbishop at least as early as 500 A.D., and Christians had reached the Oxus (according to Cosmas) half a century later. Rubruquis (see Mongolia) found Mongolia full of Nestorian priests whom he despised—for he was a Franciscan monk. Kublai Khan, immediately after the time of his visit, is said to have had a Nestorian wife; and, in the 12th century, Ung Khan (Proster John) had belonged himself apparently to this sect.

The Nestorians have left a valuable record of their presence in China, outside the W. gate of Singanfu, in the province of Shensi. It is a grey stone nearly 9 feet high, 3 feet broad, and a foot thick, placed on the back of a stone tortoise now nearly buried, in front of a Buddhist temple (see Notes and Queries, 13th August 1895). A Maltese cross is engraved above the text, and a finely cut Chinese inscription is headed: “Monument commemorating the introduction and spread of the noble law of Ta-tsin (Syria) in the Middle Kingdom.” The text includes (1) an abstract of Christian doctrines, (2) an account of a missionary Olopan (perhaps “European”) from Ta-tsin, in 635 A.D., bringing sacred books and images. The Imperial decree of Tai-tung (638 A.D.) which follows ordered a church to be built, and his portrait to be placed within it: an account of Ta-tsin, and of contests with Buddhists, follows: (3) the whole is recapitulated in octosyllabic verse, and the date of erection is given as 781 A.D. Under this Chinese text are shorter ones in Syriak, and in the Estrangelo Syriak alphabet. The Chinese date (2nd year of the Kien-chung period of the Tang dynasty) agrees with the Syriak date, 1092 of the Seleucid era, or 781 A.D. The names of 60 priests, and others, are given, the Syriak word being Kasla (as in Arabic for a Christian priest); and the bishop of China is named Adam. This monument was discovered in 1625, and reported by Jesuits, but its authenticity was disputed; though it is now generally admitted. The Nestorians suffered in the general persecution of 845 under the Emperor Wu-tung, but their presence in China in 781 A.D. presents nothing incredible. Rubruquis seems to have known of a Nestorian bishop at Sianfu in 1254, and Marco Polo notices them in N.W. China and Manchuria. The report of the Archbishop of Soltania describes them as rich, and as numbering 30,000 in the 14th century; but when the Jesuits reached China they found no traces of these Christians, who had been dispersed about 1540 (see Sir H. Yule, Cathay, p. xci; Marco Polo, ii, p. 177).

Nicholas. Greek: Niko-lao, “the racial victor.” This saint is intimately connected with the water god (see Nik).

Night. In the Rig Veda night is both the mother and the sister of the dawn, and the sunset is her elder sister.

Nightingale. In mythology the bird of night and of love (see Prof. Angelo de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 230).

Nik. Nick. Nig. Nix. The Teutonic water god: the “chokes” (see Nag) or demon that drowns; and our “old Nick.” The water spirits were called Nixes; and the name is also found as Noken, Nockel, and Niglo, and so confused with that of St. Nicholas. Nikor, or Nical, used to be written up on walls as a charm to drive off demons. In Norse legends Nugi (or Noken) was a dapple-grey water stallion (one of the “white horses” of the sea), with a fiery tail, or otherwise a brown steed, or an ass. “When the Nunge ass leads people astray, its tail . . . looks like a fiery torch.” It wooed the Nixes, which were mares, and Styrani legends say they leave their caves in the water, as mares, to meet the water horse. The white
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horse which Tacitus saw worshiped, and which Xenophanes said was sacred to Thracians, was the Saxon Nokel who—as the god of seafarers—is carved on hill sides in Kent, Dorset, and Berkshire. Mr Karl Blind (Contemp. Rev., Aug. 1881) speaks of a Nokel that fell from a church tower in Westphalia as a wet bag, and turned into an ass with glowing eyes, which ran into a brook. About the middle of the 19th century it was still necessary for the pastor of Pitlundy to tell his flock not to fear the Niks as “they were very small demons”; and the water horse is still famous in Keltic mythology of the W. Highlands of Scotland. Silver and other trifles were thrown into streams to pacify the Niks.

On St Nicholas has descended the mantle of “old Nick.” He is the patron of sailors, who often see him riding a grey or white horse, and stilling the tempest. He is especially famous at Bari in Italy, and is supposed to have been a bishop of Myra in Lycia, martyred 250 A.C. He becomes Santa Claus in Germany, the deity of snow drawn by deer; but in Russia every ship has a picture of St Nicholas; and the shrine of Poseidón at Eleusis was dedicated to him by Christians. England is said to have built a church for him in 700 A.C., and 400 others since; and Byzantine images of the 5th century show him long-bearded like Neptune. In the West his festival was the 6th December, but in the East the 9th May. German millers still throw gifts into the mill stream in honour of St Nicholas. The souls of the drowned were believed to be kept in the “Nix-pots” (see Nix).

Nile. Greek Νηλω: Arabic Νila or “dark blue,” “indigo” (see Hapi). The Egyptians worshiped the river god, and called the Nile Νυ (“rising up”), Ου (“rushing”), and Ηαι “the bull.” It was said to be swollen by the tears of Isis weeping for Osiris. The legend still survives, and the Λειλατ en-Nukthah (“night of the drop”) is that in which a mysterious drop of water falls into the Nile, and causes its flood (Renouf, Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Novr. 1890). Ptah-hapi (“the creating bull”) is a corpulent red deity, but Hapi has also a woman’s breast, and is blue-colored—as Nile means. Hence the Nile is called Shihor or “dark” in Hebrew (Isaiah xxiii, 3), as well as Ιγορ “the river”—a term used also in Egyptian.

Nimbus. A “cloud” or halo, often surrounding the whole body (as in the Vesica Pisces), but usually the head only. Persian and Greek sun gods have a rayed glory round the head. In the Zend-Avesta we read that the “fire of immortality,” by means of which the pious will rise again, is often seen in the hair (apparently as an electric spark); and the followers of Zoroaster in the future will thus have the Nimbus like Christian saints.

Nimi. Sanskrit: “twinkling,” of the eye. A King Nimi was one of the three sons of Ikshvaku, who asked his preceptor Vasihta to offer a sacrifice; but the latter refused, and the sacrifice was offered by others for 500 years, till Vasihta cursed Nimi, who disappeared from earth but appears still in the eye. He is especially connected with the goddesses Bhavani and Uma.

Nimrod. A Hebrew hero (Gen. x, 8-11) who was a great hunter. His kingdom corresponds to that of the historic Akkadian kings of Babylonia. He is called a “son of Kush” (see Kus). He is famous in Talmudic legends, and among Arabs, who call him Nimrūd or Nirmus, but he is unnoticed in any known kuneiform inscription as yet. Perhaps the best explanation of the name is that of Prof. Hilprecht, who connects it with the Kassite Murttas (see that heading): the Semitic derivation from Marad “to rebel” being evidently of late origin. [Nim or Nu is “chief” in Akkadian, and Nu-muru-tas or Nirm-wru-tas, would mean the “chief solar hero.”—En.] The Talmudic legends make him a fire worshipper (see Abraham), who cast the servant of Yahveh into a furnace which was so fierce that 2000 Chaldeans were slain by approaching it. Abraham was shot into it from a catapult, but it became a meadow in which he walked unhurt, as Zoroaster also was uninjured by the flames of Ahriman. Nimrod’s people built the tower of Babel, but were turned into demons, and their star-gazers into apes. They shot arrows into heaven which fell back covered with blood (see Tabiri, quoted in Jewish World, 20th May 1887). Nimrod then tried to reach heaven, in a box borne by four eagles, but fell to earth (see Etana), and a gust entered his nostril and reached the brain, so that he died after beating his head for 400 years.

Nin. Akkadian: “lord” or “lady” (the language not distinguishing gender): a title from which many names are formed including the Greek Ninios, founder of Nineveh. Thus Ea is called Nin-Dara (“lord of the deer”) from his emblem, and Nin-ib is the “creating lord” (Bel or Adar), while Nin-id-gal is the “lord of the strong hand,” and Nin-ki-gal is “lady of the land of death.”

Nineveh. Akkadian: Nūnu-a or “chief’s abode.” The famous Assyrian capital on the Tigris. [It is now known to be mentioned not only in the Amarna letters about 1450 B.C., but also as ruled by Hammurabi about 2139 B.C.; and former conjectures as to its not
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being older than 1800 B.C. are thus found to be incorrect.—Ed.] It was destroyed by Babylonians and Medes about 610 B.C.; and was in ruins in 330 B.C. The Romans partly rebuilt it, but the Sassanians of Persia again destroyed it, and a new city arose in the Middle Ages at Mosul hard by. The ancient capital stretched 2½ miles along the Tigris, and measured a mile in breadth. The river has now receded from the S.W. wall. The citadel of Kuyunjik is near the centre: the mound of Nebi Yunus (“prophet Jonah”), as called by the Molems, who erected a shrine in connection with Jonah’s visit to Nineveh, is on the south. The most important discoveries at Nineveh belong to the time of Assur-bani-pal (668-625 B.C.) see Assyria.

Ninian. St Ninian, or Ringan, is said to have been the first Christian missionary to Scotland; settling at Ronat, near Whithorn in Wigton Bay. His cave or hermitage was at Glasserton whence, according to Bedo, he sailed forth to preach in all towns of the Grampians. The Irish say that he was called Mynin (or Monenn), and founded a church (Kluain Konaire) in Leinster. “He converted Galloway about 430 A.D., but the people reverted to paganism (see Munro). Ninian is said to have been a Briton educated at Rome; and he prepared missionaries at Ronat for the conversion of Ireland, including Columkill (see Columba), and Finian of Movilla. Whithorn is the Latin “Candida Casa” or “white-house,” but he is said to have died at Kluian Konaire in Kildare county. These traditions point to the introduction of Christianity from Scotland into Ireland in the 6th century A.D.

Niörbd. The third greatest As or god of Skandinavians, born in Vanashein (“the water home”), and living among sailors in Noatun (“ship town”), ruling the winds, and sea, and quenching the fires of day in his waves. To the Vanar, or “sea folk,” he was the “rich and beneficent one,” and his children were Frey and Freya. Salti “the scathing one,” daughter of Thiassi the giant god of land, took Niörbd as a husband because of his feet, but land and water did not long agree. His consort is also Nethrus, or Eirí—the earth goddess of Rügen (Mr Karl Blind, Contemporary Review, Oct. 1881), but when Niörbd joined the Zear or gods Skadi spoke of Freya as “our child.”

Nipon. See Japan.

Nipur. Nippur. A city S.S.W. of Babylon, now called Niffer. According to Rabbinical accounts it is the Calnieh or Calno of the Bible (Gen. x, 10; Isaiah x, 9): in Akkadian texts it is called “The city of En-lil” or Bu’al. [Probably Nipur is from Nipru, “to be made fertile,” as it depended on its canals.—Ed.] The ruins explored by the Americans (1888-1896) extend over 3 miles by 1½ miles, including mounds called those of Babyl, el Kasr (“the castle”), and ‘Amrân, by Arabs. The great Ziggurat, or stepped pyramid, was called Nu-khar-sag in Akkadian, or “the lofty mountain top,” and on it was a small brick shrine such as Herodotus describes on the pyramid of Babylon. The excavations reached a depth of 37 feet before the pavement with bricks giving the name of Naram-Sin was reached, and the foundations laid by Urbau and the early Akkadian kings were 55 feet lower still. The monuments belong to various ages, from the earliest down to the time of the later Kassites (11th century B.C.) and of Esarhaddon of Assyria, Nabopolassar, Nebuchadnezzar (600 B.C.), and the later Persians Darius II and Artaxerxes. Jewish magic bowls of our 5th century were also found, and arched structures probably of late date. The kuneiform tablets of the Assyrian and Persian age are very numerous, and various in character, being both religious and commercial. The pyramid was built by Urbau, father of Dungi, whom the Babylonians of the 6th century B.C. believed to have reigned about 2800 B.C. Among the older texts is one giving a list of temple property, including 92 vestments, 12 white robes for the god or for priests, 8 robes for the goddess, and 10 collars of pure gold, 2 white robes and 4 scented robes—as the text is understood.

[The excavations are officially described by Prof. Hilprecht (see Memoirs, I, ii, p. 8). In 1888-1889 the explorers obtained 2000 tablets, and 25 Hebrew bowls; in the next year 8000 tablets mostly of early date, 75 Hebrew bowls, and 150 votive axes of the Kassite age (the third dynasty of Babylon); while in 1893-1896 no less than 21,000 tablets were found, ranging from the time of Dungi, king of Ur, down to that of Darius II. These discoveries were among the most important, including 500 ancient vases, and 1513 brick stamps. The conclusions as to the date of the earliest remains are however doubtful within at least a thousand years. The oldest building seems to be that of Urbau, whom the later Babylonians placed about 2800 B.C. Among the brick stamps are two in Semitic speech; one reading “Sargani, king of the city, King of Agade, built the house of Bel” (No. 3); the other (No. 4) “The god Naram-Sin built the house of Bel.” The characters used are less archaic than those of Urbau; and the platform in which the inscriptions of Naram-Sin occur is apparently less early than Urbau’s pyramid. Dr Oppert considers the Sargani texts to be not older than 2000 or 1500 B.C., by which time Sargina, and Naram-Sin, were deified. Even if we admit that Sargina lived
Nirba

about 3800 B.C., as supposed by the Babylonians in the 6th century B.C., and that Sargani is Sargina, we obtain no real date from the Nipur texts, which appear to be later Semitic inscriptions in honour of the early Akkadian rulers. An ancient lintel stone in the ruins bears a very rude and early Akkadian text, of a king whose name is doubtful, and also a later Semitic text in honour of Sargani. We know that Babylonian and Assyrian builders used to lay bare the ancient foundations of temples, and then added new texts to those that they found. This appears to be the true explanation of the puzzle at Nipur. On another door-sOCKET of diorite, inscribed in the later Semitic writing and character, we read (No. 2): “The god Sargani, king of the city, the son begotten by B’el, the just, the king of Agade, and of the children of B’el, built the mountain of the house; the temple of B’el of Nipur he caused to be built. Whoso injures me, let both B’el and Shamaa destroy his foundation and ruin his family.” There is no proof that fragments found below these remains must be as old as 4000 B.C., but some very ancient Akkadian texts, probably older than the time of Urbau, were discovered; the most important (on a shattered votive vassel) referring to a king who ruled all over Babylonia (No. 86), from the Upper to the Lower sea. His name is read Lugal (that is king) Zaggisi by Prof. Hilprecht. Col. Conder however (First Bible, p. 217) considers the proper reading to be Sargina.—Ed.


Nirvāṇa. Sanskrit. Pāli Nibbāna. A condition of perfect rest, as understood among Buddhists, though the translation is much disputed in the West, and differently defined even in the East (see Nāg-ajaran). In intimate conversation with Buddhists we never found them to regard it as meaning a “blowing out” or extinction; though, in our 2nd century, some explained it as meaning absorption into deity. It seems rather to mean “a going forth” (as we speak of the “departed”). When Buddha was questioned as to the future he used to say: “I set out from the forest—the misery and turmoil of life—and seek peace.” Nirvāṇa was a term used by Brahmanas in his time, and it was then a pious custom, after the duties of active life had been fulfilled, and the family provided for, to retire in old age to a forest, for contemplation and preparation for death (see Buddha). In the Hitopadesa (see that heading) Hindus are told to seek the Tapo-vāna (“forest grove”) for such preparation (see Benoy’s Dic;y, pp. 481, 612, 835). In the Mahā-bhārata Nirvāṇa simply means death. Buddhist monks refuse to affirm or deny anything as to the future, urging us not to trouble ourselves about the unknown or inexplicable. Prof. Rhys Davids says that they do not admit Nibbāna (in Pāli) to be the Sanskrit Nirvāṇa, saying that Gotama prohibited his teaching being rendered into Sanskrit. To some it conveys the idea of absorption into deity, which is not the same as extinction, in their belief (see the Fourth Araupa Vinaka, and the Mahā-bodhi Journal, May 1903, p. 9).

Burnouf seems to have originated the misconception that there were three kinds of Nibbāna (namely Nibbāna proper, Para-Nibbāna, and Mahā-para-Nibbāna). These terms apply to the state of an Arahat, or Buddha, who attains perfect peace before and after death. Nibbāna is perfect rest for all, and many Pāli texts deny that it means annihilation. For we must rid our minds of the idea that these thinkers held the views that centre round our conception of an immortal soul. Buddha said, “Whoso puts aside all worldly and carnal desires grows in wisdom; and he attains here on earth the Peace (Nibbāna), the deliverance from death; and an eternal state” (see Oldenberg, Sutta-Sangaha, p. 264). But in the nature of things the good Buddhist is forced to say that: “Nibbāna is cessation—the end of all; the annihilation of the world, the destruction of all that has bound us; the cessation of the Delusion of life, which has veiled from us the glory of the light beyond.” The idea conveyed varied, among various nations in different ages, and even rendered it immortality, or pleasure and everlasting joy, here and hereafter. Others understood rest from trouble, emancipation, and enduring peace. Some said that the good entered Svarga (heaven), but the perfect one was extinguished. The school of Nāga-sena, discussing “being” and “not being,” created a mysticism according to which Nibbāna was annihilation, and Adi-Buddha a deity in heaven. But some remembered that Gotama said that “being” and “not being” could not be understood by any. Nāga-sena is reported to have said to King Menander: “Nirvana does not exist till it is received. . . . The Buddha exists, yet we cannot say he is here or there, just as we cannot say this of fire when it is extinguished. The Buddha has attained extinction, yet he lives in the teaching of his life.” This, however, is a late doctrine, found also in Nāpīl (see Prof. Max Müller, Chips, i, p. 283). Nirvāṇa, in our earthly state, is the condition in which the flesh no longer strives against the spirit, and the spirit attains to a joy unknown to the world. It is as vain to attempt to follow all the ideas of Buddhists about Nibbāna, as it would be to attempt to sum up in one word all the ideas of Christian thinkers about the future. Even in the “Book of the Great Decease” (Sacred Books of the East, xi),
Nisroch. An Assyrian god according to the Bible (2 Kings xix, 37: Isaiah xxxvii, 38): the name does not occur on monuments. [It is apparently the Assyrian Nisr-uku or "eagle-man," and at Nimrud (Kalah), near Nineveh, an eagle-headed and winged man is represented about 870 B.C. The eagle was the emblem of Anu, the sky god.—En.]

Nix. See Nik. The Nixes were water spirits, "drowners" who loved to drag down those who entered the water, and who danced with joy over the place when they sank. In 1864 Bohemian fishermen refused to rescue a drowning man for fear of the Nix. They are recognized by the bubbles that rise to the surface, and from which omens can be derived by the wise. The Merman, and Mermaid, were of the same nature, as they enticed mortals into the depths of the sea by their beauty, only to devour them.

Nizir. Assyrian "separation." The mountain where the Ark grounded (see Floods).

Noah. The Hebrew hero of the Deluge (see Floods). The name means "to remain" or "rest" (Gen. v, 29), not strictly to "comfort." [Perhaps originally the man who "remained" after the Deluge.—Ed.] The medals of Apamae in Phrygia, showing Noah and his ark, are of late date; and the Jews were numerous in Asia Minor in Roman times.

Noel. See Christmas.

Noose. See Janivara (the sacred cord). The "noose of Varuna" is called the Naga-pasa or "snake noose," from which the wicked cannot escape. It was the cord that bound the victim, called in the Sata Brahmanas "the mouth of Varuna, or jaws of Agni, and Soma." Yama (or death) binds his victims, casting a noose over them. So does Astrovidad the Persian demon of death; and Akkadian magic tablets speak of the "snare" laid by heaven for the wicked.

Nubti. Egyptian: "golden one": the god who "shoots his arrows against the enemies of the south," or of the midday sun. The Hyksos kings worshipped Set-nubti, or "golden Set," and Anubis is called Nub (see Nab).

Nudity. Urgent appeals to the gods in time of trouble were often addressed by naked worshipers (see Adamites): the rite is often accompanied by abusive language, and a "moon stroke" may be so averted (Journal Rl. Asiatic Socy., July 1897). We have often seen, in S. India, natives of both sexes perambulating the villages, naked, save for a covering of green margosa leaves, with songs and banter, and sacrificing black cattle to bring the rains. Our legend of Godiva is probably founded on such a custom.

Numbers. A composite work relating the legends of Israel in the desert, with later priestly additions (see Bible).

Nymphē. Greek: "a girl" or "bride." [Probably like Nepās, in Latin, from the root Nab, to "swell" or "bud"—a budding virgin.—Ed.] The nymphs were chiefly genii of streams, wells, and springs, which bubbled and swelled in floods.

Nun. A "mother"—a title of respect (see Monachism, and Nana).

Nuraghes. Strange towers of rough masonry in Sardinia (see La Marmora, "Itin."; Notes and Queries, 21st April, 19th May, 1883).

Nurth. Etruscan: "ten." The year consisted apparently of 10 months, and on the first of each a nail was driven into the wall of the temple of Nurtia (see Etruskans).

Nut. A century ago hazel nuts used still to be placed in baskets, and were scattered in a bridal chamber like rice. They were, till a few years ago, cracked in church during divine service at Kingston-on-
Nút. Egyptian, the feminine of Nu, “the sky” (see Neith).

Nutar. Egyptian: “power” or “god.” The root is found in the Koptik nomti or “strength” (see Renouf, Hibbert Lectures). Plutarch renders it “holy bone” (osteom hieron), in the sense of “holy strength” (see Bones). The hieroglyphic sign is an axe or stone hatchet.

Nyanga. The devil of S. Sea Islanders, who tries to undo all that Zambho, “the supreme god,” does for the good of mankind.

Nyāya. One of the six systems of Indian philosophy (see Darsanas), attributed to a Gotama of the age of Rama. It is “logic,” seeking the truth by analysis and syllogism, being free from the Vedanta mysticism. The word means “that whereby we go with certainty.” The modern schools, like that of Gangesa Upādhyāya (of Mithila in N.E. Behrā), in our 14th century, adhere to the original Nyāya Sutras, and are found chiefly at Nadiya in Central Bangāl. They (like Aristotle) lay stress on the exact definition of terms (see Mr Nyāyaratna’s paper to the Oriental Congress of 1891). These philosophers thus distinguish the Manas or “mind” from the Atman “self” or “soul.” The Manas, they teach, is not an intellectual faculty, but a substance—a tiny atom, through which alone can knowledge reach the Atman, which is an “immaterial thinking principle,” acting on by the bodily activities—speech, gesture, taste, etc., which it is wise to restrain; for from these come desires and pains, affection, hatred, envy, and pride. The soul thus receives pain or pleasure, knowledge imperfect or correct. It is not however an immortal individuality, as with us. Such speculation Gotama Buddha, after having considered the system with others, regarded as vain; but he thought that emancipation from rebirth was the aim to be followed; and, to the Nyāya philosopher, Moksha or “emancipation” is also the final goal.

Nymph. See Numphē.

O

This letter in Semitic alphabets was called ‘ēśān, or “eye,” representing a strong guttural, sometimes a vowel (Arabic ī‘ and gh); but in Aryan alphabets it denotes the short o (O-mikron), which, in the oldest

Oak. Greek texts, not distinguished from the long o (O-mega). The latter however, in the Ionian and Lycean scripts, was represented by a hoop (the Arkadian w, as—as also in Hittite), a sign not used in Semitic alphabets.

Oak. This tree is the symbol of gods in Asia and Europe (see Elohlm); and Europe still celebrates “oak day,” or “oak-apple day,” on 29th May. The Quercus Ascus (“food oak”), and the Quercus Robur, or ilex—the ever-green oak—were the trees of Zeus. The oak is monarch of the woods; and the Kosmogonic Oak represented the Creator. The rustling of the oak-leaves at Dodona gave oracles, as did that of the sacred oak of Prunest (see Fors). Arkadians, and Italians, claimed descent from oaks, and regarded bees among the oak boughs as spirits of ancestors. Those who desired to pray, or to make vows, whether kings or subjects, priests or slaves, sought Jupiter Federis (the lord of vows) under “an ancient oak.” The oak grove was a shrine not made by man; and even to-day Te Deums are chanted under holy oaks in Russia, and elsewhere, while disease is cured by passing the sick through hollow oaks, or oaken hoops, or by the touching of an oak. The Druids sought a magic drink in oak groves (see Mistletoe). The oak leaf decked Jove’s altars, crowned heroes, and adorned gates, columns, buildings, and statues of victory, in Imperial Rome. The civic crown of oak leaves was the most prized of rewards to the Roman. The oak of Abraham (see Hebron), and other oaks (Quercus Argilops, and Quercus Pseudo-coccifera, the gall oak) are still holy trees in Syria. The Ilex, or ever-green oak, became a funereal tree, as symbolising immortality, like the cypress, yew, and some fir; and as a tree used for firewood it was sacred to fire gods, to Luciūs, and to Pan—the latter being a son of Dryopē the “oak spirit”; while the Dryads were female oak nymphs. Promêthēus, the Greek fire god, was also connected with oaks. The oak was feared as attracting lightning, and connected with the stickle moon or Hekatē, Pliny says that a sacred oak on the Vatican hill was covered with Etruskan inscriptions.

Christian legends make the Ilex oak the tree of death; all other trees that the Jews tried to use for making the cross of Christ split. The Ilex was therefore only used for firewood. The acorns (on which early Aryans fed) were used in garlands, and Romulus is said first to have crowned heroes with leaves of the holm oak. The acorn was an emblem for the phallus in Italian symbolism. Pliny (Hist. Nat., iii, 343) says that “acorns constitute the wealth of nations”; they were roasted and ground for meal; and they yielded an oil prized for
strength-giving qualities; for Jove was fed on acorns, which, a few centuries ago, might still be seen at the tables of the rich, with nuts and apples, as well as furnishing food for the poor (see Notes and Queries, 24th Aug. 1895). Mr. White, vicar of "Preston Wild Moors," writes (Notes and Queries, 22nd June 1889) that "under the Bonnington, or Law Day oak, court-leets used to be held in the reign of Elizabeth, though it is now a mere trunk, like a small tower in the rectory garden," having a few branches, under which lovers still plighted troth; and others gathered its leaves with a certain formula, at a certain time of night, for a potion to be given to "childless women, with the same intention as in Druidical days." "Many rites and superstitions," says Mr. White, "connected with oak worship are persisted in by the people of these out of the way Romney marshes and neighbourhood." The name of the oak common to Teutonic and Skandinavian languages comes, says Dr. Skeat, from an unknown base. [Perhaps the old root Ak, Uk, "high," "great," "strong"; Akkadian ag, Mongol ike, "great"; Turkish ag, "high."—Ed.]

Oannes. See Dagon. A monster half man, half fish, who, according to Berossus, came by day out of the Erythrean sea, to which it returned at night. It taught the Babylonians agriculture, irrigation, and ship building.

Oaths. Vows. Solemn promises made in presence of the gods (see Māmitu), especially before stone emblems ("swearing stones"), those concerned joining hands through a hole in the stone, or laying a hand on it. Hindus kneeling before such emblems touch their limbs and organs, devoting them to destruction should they fail of their oaths. Others will do this anywhere; and we have seen merchants in their shops confirm a promise by placing their hands under their thighs (see Gen. xxiv, 2, 9). Rings, and holes in altars, are used for swearing, as among Romans (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 369, fig. 172); all pledges of fulfilment fell to the priest or shrine if a vow was broken, and the offender might be made a slave till he performed his promise. Grimm says that in Germany many of the old "stones of testimony," or fragments of them (more sacred even than the whole stone), were built into church altars, and are now reverently touched by Christians. An ancient MS. of the Gospel (as among the Irish); a line of the Korān; or a sloka (verse), of the Veda, is equally a fetish, and a dreaded object on which to swear, with a holy stone, or fragment of a lingam. We have seen Buddhists raising a leaf from a sacred book over their heads when vowing, and in 1856 the prayerless Barmese used to swear by a sacred stone at the oil wells of Yanoung, on the Irrawadi river; this was flanked by two posts carrying the sacred Goose (see Goose, and Hansa); even educated BARMANS, after lighting a fire, take this sacred stone in their washed hands, and place it on their heads as they mutter vows, and prayers; and were beside him who neglects this rite.

In all countries also oaths are consecrated with the hand raised aloft, as by Median priests (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 139, fig. 222), or by Abraham (Gen. xiv, 22). Persians still swear by the king's head, like Hebrews; and others by their children's heads. The Moslem swears by his beard, and by his family, or by "the life of God." Warriors swear by their weapons like Highland chiefs; or the Indian noble of to-day by his sword. The old Norseman, according to the Eddas, swore:

"By board of ship, by rim of shield,
By shoulder of steel, by edge of sword."

In all cases the man swearing imprecates evil on himself and his children if he fails of his oath. Thus also Christians swore by relics, and feared punishment by the saints if they failed. The devout Hindu swears by the Ganges, as the Roman swore by the Tiber. The wife swears by her husband and sons; the Brahman by his sacred cord, and cow; the hermit by his tree; the accountant by his books; each and all by what is most dear and precious to them.

Oaths are confirmed everywhere by blood, either by that of sacrifices smeared on the man who vows, or by his own (see Dr. Trumbull, Blood Covenants, 1887). These rites are often shocking among barbarous tribes, and still survive even in Europe, and among Arabs. Men open a vein in the arm and suck the blood; or they suck each other's blood when swearing to be faithful "brothers of blood" to each other till death, as Sir S. Baker engaged himself to Riega the African chief (Times, 9th December 1875). Sir H. M. Stanley went through the same rite, each of the participants placing blood from his arm on the tongue of the other; but he says "there is nothing divine in the rite, but a beastly cannibalistic ceremony, by people delighting still in blood drinking: for the aborigine sucked with the greatest gusto, believing in the efficacy of blood as a propitiatory power"; as imparting to him the qualities of a white man (see Eucharist). Some tribes of N. America, like the Kayans of Borneo, place this blood on cigarettes, and draw it in with the smoke: this constitutes the "pipe of peace." Herodotos speaks of Arabs swearing friendship. The two friends stood each side of a third person who cut the inside of the hand of each, and let their blood
drop on seven stones placed between them. The Hebrew term "to cut a covenant" is supposed by Dr. Lee to be connected. It involved also (Gen. xxi, 54) an Eucharistic meal beside the stone cairn (see Gale'd). Abraham "cut a covenant" with his God (Gen. xv, 10) by dividing the sacrifices, according to the old custom of "passing between" the parts of a calf, or other victim. Homer speaks of "dividing the covenant": Herodotos relates how Xerxes cut the eldest son of Puthias in two, marching his army between the two halves. The idea perhaps still survives in the broken coin which ratifies a lover's vow, he and his love keeping the two halves till they unite them again.

Ób. A widely used term for a spell, or a spirit. [In Hebrew Ób or Aš b means only a "bottle"; and the terms Ba' al-Ób "master of the Ób," and Ba'alath-Ób "mistress of the Ób," puzzled the Greek translators, who regard the word as meaning a "ventriquilo demon" speaking from the stomach of the wizard, or witch—whence the English "familiar spirit." It is, however, probably the Akkadian word u-bi (Turkish boi) for "spell," which became the Assyrian obu (Hebrew ôboth) for "spells," "charms," and "binding." This class of wizards therefore included "the master of a spell," and the "mistress of a spell."—Ed.] Throughout Africa Òb or abù is a common term for the "spell compeller," and for the snake used by wizards and conjurers. In India he is an "Oob-wala"; and in the Indies the "Obash man" mutters spells called obi (see Deane, Serpent Worship, p. 95; Edwards, Hist. Brit. W. Indies; Folk-Lore Journal, June 1893). The Obash wizards and witch women are crafty and merciless, and speak of Obi as occult powers. Those who have a wall eye, or who are crooked, or painted in their limbs, are feared as witches used to be; but others are of tall stature and fine physique, and make themselves terrible by paint, feathers, blood-stained robes, rags, shells, and charms, having long and filthy hair and smelling of assafetida. They work in darkness, and carry eggs and shells, birds' beaks, dogs' teeth, or those of alligators, bits of horn, corks stuck full of pins, earth from graves, and rag-bags full of dread charms which, if placed on roads or near doors, cause the timid inhabitants to flee terror-stricken; safety can only be secured by employing a superior Obi, falling which misery and even death ensue: sleep, appetite, and cheerfulness, desert the victim who despises and sinks into the grave. If he asks counsel of the Obash man he is told to set up a superior Obi if he can. The wronged seek Obi for their protection, and thereby the penalty of murder, robbery, or adultery, is avoided. The bloodshed and rebellion due to Obi has caused severe enactments against such practices in our W. Indian colonies; but it is difficult to secure evidence against any Obash confraternity.

Saul we are told (1 Sam. xxviii, 3) had put to death the "masters of the Ób" with the wizards (Id' Onim or "knowing ones"), but finally consulted a "mistress of the Ób" (verse 7) who was able even to conjure up Samuel from Sheol—against his will apparently, as he says, "Why hast thou troubled me" (verse 15), though the witch herself is frightened when she sees "gods rising from the earth" (verses 12, 13). The Hebrews and Canaanites had many kinds of wizards, besides the "masters of the Ób" and the "knowing ones," including "serpent users" (Manhash or) and necromancers (Isaiah viii, 19; xxix, 4); and this continued to be usual even in the 7th century B.C. (2 Kings xxi, 6), till Josiah's reformation.

In Mongolia Òbo came to signify a cairn, or as the Abbé Huc calls it, "a pyramid of peace" (see Rivers of Life, i. p. 333; ii. p. 93): spears and poles were stuck in, and around the Obo stone heap, among a people professing Buddhism, with bells, and streamers inscribed with prayers, to call the attention of the gods, like the ex votos on sacred trees, and cairns, in all parts of the world. Even the ancient Welsh knew the word obha as referring to some ancient religious emblem.

Obelisk. The Greek term for a monumental stone in Egypt. [Probably from a root Ób "up," meaning something high.—Ed.] The Egyptians called it Takhânu. It was a development of the primitive erect stone (Hebrew Mezâbah; Keltik Men-bir); and its apex (Egyptian Ban-ban) was surmounted by a flame, or a bird, of phallic meaning (see Lingam). Pliny connects the idea of the phalus with the sun's ray (Hist. Nat., xxxvi, 14); and obelisks are as old as the 5th dynasty (see Rivers of Life, ii. p. 305, fig. 261): they usually stood on truncated pyramids (Academy, 2nd Feb. 1878), resembling Indian Latis (Rivers of Life, i. p. 489, fig. 186). Similar monuments occur in many countries such as Ireland, Syria, Asia Minor, and India. Sir E. Wilson speaks of obelisks in the Fayoum oasis, sacred to Pth, the phallic creator; and they occur at Thebes, with tombs of the 11th dynasty; and in front of the temple at Deir el Bahari which is sacred to Hat-hor (Athor) the "abode of Horus." Thothmes III (after 1600 B.C.) erected, at the entrance of the temple of Amen (the setting sun), the beautiful obelisk now in London and Paris. Seti I (about 1400 B.C.) wears a small obelisk, instead of a phallic, on his royal necklace. It was especially the emblem of Thoth, and Mariette traces
Odin

Odin. Wodin. The sky god of Teutons and Scandinavians. [The meaning of the word is doubtful: perhaps the best suggestion connects it with “wood,” or “dark blue.”—Ed.] He has been connected, as a storm god, with the Sanskrit Vadha “the slayer”; or again with Ud or Wud “wet,” as the rain god. His cultus was not even nominally overthrown till about our 12th century. His conquest of the Vana, or water, gods is only for a time annually; and hostages must be given to them. For the heaven gods arise out of chaos; and Odin, at the well of Mimir (“memory”), gives his eye as a pledge to obtain wisdom; but the Åsar (“spirits”) were not eternal, and an early poem says:—

“Once was the age when Ymir lived
There was no sand, no sea, no salty wave;
No earth then was, nor heaven above,
Only a yawning abyss, and growth no more.”

Odin is also called the “one-eyed” (his eye being the sun in the sky); he is the husband of his sister the earth (see Frey), denounced as such by Loki (Dr Hahn, “Teutonic Pantheon,” see Academy, 10th September 1887). To him we owe the name of Woden’s day (Wednesday), which the Romans consecrated to Mercury. The Westphalians identified him with the “Wild Huntsman,” and the Icelanders connected him with Mt Hecla, with its clouds of smoke. He was seen in towering clouds, riding a grey horse, and pursuing the “wind-bride.” He wore a cloak of cloud and a grey hat. He rode on Sleipner the eight-footed white steed; and souls who went to Odin went to heaven. He was the son of Bor “the produced,” son of Buri the “producer,” or otherwise the “perfect man” who sprang from the salt stones that Audhumla, the earth cow, licked. His mother was Bestla (or Belsta), “desire,” daughter of the giant Bolthorn. His brothers were Vili and Ve, with whom his wife Freya consorted during his long absence. [The blue sky in the north often deserting the earth.—Ed.] Odin is also the creator; and, according to a late literature, the “All-Father.” He is one of a Norse trinity—Odin, Hnirir and Lodur—the latter a form of Lok. Odin Vili and Ve found two trees on the seashore, into which Odin breathed life; Vili bestowed motion on them; and Ve the senses. They were called Ask and Embla (“ash” and “elm”), and a dwelling was assigned to them in Mid-Gard, or earth: Odin taught them war, and gave them weapons, and he became to them the Giver of Victory, and first of the 12 Åsar, or “spirits” of the year. He was acknowledged alike by Goths, Norsemen, Danes, and Saxons. He could assume any form, and pass in a moment to any land. He knew the affairs of the whole universe, and saw all things at a glance. Two ravens sat on his shoulders and told him all things. Lidskial, radiant with bright weapons, was the centre of his palace of Valhalla or Gladheim. He never eats, but lives on mead (ambrosia or Soma) served to him by his son Hermol. His eldest son, by Fiorgvin (the earth) is Thor, the god of thunder and rain; and his second son is the beautiful Baldur, by Frigga, queen of heaven (see these names). He had other children—solar or nature powers—called Meile, Nep (father of Nanna), and Hildolf. Loki (fire) was his foster brother and his foe. Odin says that he hung thrice on the holy tree of Upsala, on which human sacrifices were hung.

“I know that I hung on a wind rooted tree
Nine whole nights with a spear wounded,
And (I) Odin offered myself to myself.”

(See Sir G. Cox, Aryan Mythol., i, p. 371; Karl Blind, Nineteenth Century, June 1879; Conway, Demonology, i, p. 57). This tree is the Yggdrasil or world tree, and “Odin dropped from the tree as fruit from a twig” (see Purusha). He is also the “giver of our wishes, and the All Good” called Oski, and Wunsch (“wish”), or personified desire: for his power is in the Oska-stein, or “wishing-stone,” which Grimm connects with the (phallic) “wishing-rod” of Hermes, and with the Osak-Meyjar or “wishing maidens,” whose symbols are three nuts cast into the fire. Mantled in cloud, he carries the magic spear Gun- guir. His throne is flanked by wolves; and his two ravens are called Hugin and Munr, which Grimm renders “thought” and “mind.” His daughter is Saga (“saying,” “speech,” or the Logos), who is the goddess of poetry, and the inspirer of all bard.

Oegir. The Skandinavian seagoing, whose terrible consort, Ran “the robber,” personified tempest. From Oegir, as a terror, came our word “ogre.” The pair roused the fierce waves called “sisters of Kolga,” a daughter of the giants who slumber in ocean caves and depths—called Ogos, or Wokos, in Saxon speech. Oegir, otherwise Her, was ruler of the nether world, and his consort was Hela, or death (see Hel).

Ogham. Pronounced in Irish ouam. The name of a system of
Oidipous

writing among Kelts of the Roman age, according to which letters were represented by horizontal strokes on either side of a vertical line; the strokes numbered from one to five, and some were slanting, making twenty letters in all. The system seems to have been known to Tacitus. Toland speaks of Ogham MSS. as still extant in his time. It is older than any known Runic texts (Prof. Rhys, Lectures on Welsh Philol., 1877), and texts so written with Latin versions are known in Cornwall and Wales. Dr Isaac Taylor (Alphabet, ii. p. 225) considers that the strokes are numerais, denoting the corresponding letter of the Runic alphabet, which—in Skandinavia—was derived from the Greek alphabet of the traders of Oliba, perhaps as early as the 6th century B.C.

Oidipous. Εδίπος. Greek: "swollen foot." A lame hero (like Héraklès, or Ηέρηπαντος): Sir G. Cox shows that his tragic legend, like that of the mad Héraklès destroying his children, is solar. He was a descendant of Kadmos (the "east"), and son of Laios, king of Thebes, in Greece. He was exposed when born, but grew up not knowing his parentage, and slew his father, marrying his own mother Ioκastè (or Έπικαστè "the very chaste"). When the fact was discovered she hanged herself, and he blinded himself, and though king of Thebes, was tormented by the Erinues or "furies." He saved his country as a youth from the sphinx, whose riddle about the three ages of man he solved.

Oitoeuros. The Scythian Apollo, according to Herodotos (see Rawlinson, Herod, vol. iii. p. 190). The name is probably connected with Sūrya, the Sanskrit name of the sun. [Probably from əθικο to "kindle," and suvardhar "to shine," both Aryan roots; meaning "sunshine."—Ed.]

Okeanos. Oceanus. Greek: "ocean." [In early Aryan speech a, and o, signifying "water"; and κανος means "dark blue." O-keanos may therefore mean "dark blue water."—Ed.] The early Greeks—like the Babylonians—thought of ocean as a broad river surrounding the earth—the abode whence spirits came, and to which they returned, and so a "river of life and death." They called Okeanos the son of heaven and earth, and his wife was Thētis, or Τήθυς; together they were the parents of all waters. Homer calls him "an almighty one who yields to none but Zeus," and gives him three daughters—Thētis, Eúrunome, and Pernē. Hesiod calls him "the oldest of the Titans," dwelling in a great palace of the far West, where he brought up Hērē (see Eā).

Okro

Okro. A name for Siva on Baktrian coins, and in N.W. India, in the time of Husa; usually consorting with Nana (see Thomas, Asokat, pp. 72-78).

Olaf. Olāv. A Christian saint among Skandinavians, superseding Thor, and vèrin, and in character like the English St George. He was a warrior who trampled on trolls and dragons, scouring them with wind and thunder. Hence he is connected with bells (see Report of Viking Soc., Jan. 1895). He is red-bearded like Thor, and fell from the church spire, or from heaven, when his wife called him. The mingling of Christian and pagan belief is common—as when the Rev. Baring Gould found Odin, Thor, and Loki still noticed (in 1858) on charms in Lincolnshire. The Virgin is also connected with Freya, and St Peter with Thor. The Norwegian legend of St Olaf makes him the Christian child of Harold Grenskæ, and of Asta his wife, persons of high lineage; he was born in 995, and baptised in the 3rd year of King Olaf Trygvason, his relative and god-father, whom he succeeded after a youthful career of piracy. He persecuted the believers in the old Æsir faith, which had begun to reassert itself against Christianity. The pagans found an abbotor in Cnut the Great of Denmark, and Olaf was forced to flee. He was about to go as a pilgrim to Jerusalem when he was commanded in a dream to raise an army and recover his throne. He had reigned 15 years, and now fell in his first battle, on 29th July 1030. The Church proclaimed him a martyr, and extolled his sanctity and miraculous powers. His corpse—buried in a sand-pit—was dug up after a year, and the nails and hair were found to have grown. His armour, and his heavenly banner, were gone; but they duly reappeared later in various churches. His son, King Magnus the Good, enshrined his corpse at the high altar of St Clement in Dröntheim, where it wrought miracles; and the costly shrine in the cathedral became a centre of pilgrimage for the blind and maimed. Europe built many churches to contain his relics. His body and blood were found unchanged when the tomb was opened in 1567; yet this legend is now regarded as only a Norwegian folklore. His image is set up, by the older generation, in fields at seed time and harvest, and thunder is said to be due to Olaf's blowing on his red beard. Fountains sprang up at his command, rocks were rent in twain, and trolls were turned to stone. The Shetlanders say that "St Ola" demurred their islands of trees, because they told him a lie; yet he gave them a code of laws, and sacred songs.

Oler. Ōller. A Skandinavian god of winter.

Olives. The Greeks said that Athēnē created the olive—perhaps
Olives: Mount of

as coming to them from the East; otherwise Hérakles brought it from the gods. The original tree was shown near Athéné's shrine in Athens, till destroyed by Xerxes. The olive was sacred in Attika, and an olive crown was the prize of heroes. It was refused to Miltiades after the battle of Marathon, in spite of a victory that saved his country. The heads of the high-priests of Zeus were decked with olive sprigs, and the Roman Jove also wore them: the clubs of Bakkhos and Hérakles were of olive wood; the leaves, flowers, fruit, and oil, were used in sacred rites. It was the tree of "divine radiance"—the source of oil, or ambrosia; and unclean continued even among Christians to be a symbol of life: for the olive was a phallic tree; and part of the Cross of Christ, which brought salvation, was of olive wood according to some (see Oak). It was the tree of safety connected with the dove in the legend of Noah; and olive sprigs avert the Evil Eye and drive away demons from houses, gardens, and fields, especially about St Mark's day when the corn ripens. When, on account of the outraged maidens Damia and Augeria, the Epidaurusians suffered from death, the Delphic oracle commanded them to make statues of these virgins of olive wood from Attika, for which the Athenians demanded sacrifices to be sent to Athéné and Eréktheus. The nuptial couch of Odysseus and Penelope was of olive wood, and maidens used to go naked to olive trees, plucking and licking the leaves, and divining from them their marriage destinies. No immoral women might touch an olive tree, lest they should render it sterile (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis' Mythol des Plantes, a.v.).

Olives: Mount of. This mountain, E. of the Jerusalem temple, had apparently an ancient Hebrew shrine (see 2 Sam. xv, 32), and on its W. slope Solomon built temples for 'Ashoret, Milcom, and Molech. Hence it was called according to the later scribes (see 1 Kings xi, 5-7; 2 Kings xxiii, 13), the "Mount of Corruption." [Probably, before being so pointed, this only meant the "Mount of Anointing."—En.] It became still more sacred after the 4th century, as having on its summit the footprints of Christ, though the Gospelists made the Ascension occur near Bethany, which is not near the summit (Luke xxiv, 50). Other sites were added later, including that of the Garden of Gethsemane (two such are shown in our time, the Latin site being quite modern), with the Tomb of the Virgin, and the Medieval chapels of the Pater Noster and Creed. St Jerome does not seem to have known of the footprints on Olivet, but they became famous in the 7th century, when they appear to have been of superhuman size. The church, destroyed in the 11th century, was rebuilt about 1130 A.C., by the Latins. It is now a mosque, and only one footprint is shown in a small chapel. In 722 A.C. there were two columns in this church, between which men who desired to go to heaven must squeeze themselves. This superstition now applies to pillars in the Aksa mosque (see Jerusalem). In the 12th century wine used to be poured into the footprint, and was licked up by pilgrims (see Pal. Expl. Fund. Quarterly Stat., October 1896: Rivers of Life, ii, p. 592). Olivet was also the scene of the Red Heifer Sacrifice (see Heifer), and to it the great bridge from the Temple led (see Bridges).

Olimpos. Olympus. Probably this mountain was named from "high," and Omphé "a boss," or "swelling summit." Héphaistos here built for the gods "a heavenly city with golden gates"; and here they feasted to sweet music, as Christian saints and angels are said to rejoice in their golden city. The mountain is also personified as the instructor of the lute-playing Apollo. It is now sacred to St Elias, and is a majestic pile, rising 9754 feet above the sea, bounding Thessaly, and overlooking the Makedonian plain. The clouds cover its summit, and above them Zeus dwelt in the clear ether. The Olympian musicians, according to the Phrygians, were named Huaquis, Marsus, and Olimpos. There were, however, 14 mountains—each with its temple—bearing the name; and the Olympia of Pisa (see Smith's Dicty. Classic Geog.) had a temple to Saturn resembling many an Indian shrine of Siva, being correctly placed at a re-entering angle of a great river, near its junction with another stream.

Om. Aum. A mystic invocation of the Supreme One, applied to Agni, Ganesa, and Krishna. In the Purânas it is the title of the Eternal, and of Sri-Bhagavan-Sir ("Siva the blessed deity"), who is invoked by the syllable Om, uttered with bated breath, at the beginning of a discourse, while the word is written also at the heading of a document, just as the Molem prefixed the Adept (for Allah, "God"), or the Buddhist his sacred Saivita cross, or the Catholic bishop signs his name beside a Christian cross. The Jain also so uses the Om, or Em, as may be seen in copies of the Kalpa-Sutra, or Jain Bible: those who utter the word must bend low, and cover the mouth. Aum is also said to mean the trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva; yet it is the symbol of One alone. In the Bhagavad-Gîta, Krishna says: "I am the creator of all things, all proceed from me; . . . I am time (Kâla), all-grasping death, and resurrection; I am the mystic figure Om." The Purâna says: "All things pass away, but Om
never... It is the symbol of the lord of all things.” Pliny also says that Om, or Ma (the letter M), was a charm which Roman nurses used against the demon of the Fasecinum. The Vedantists said: “Whoso meditates on Om, or Om-Kara (Vishnu as the sun), really meditates on all the Vedas: for it is the root (linga), or breath of life, and symbol of speech, the name not only of all our physical and mental powers, but especially of the living principle—the Prāṇa or spirit... It is the Ākāsa (see Ākāra), ether, or origin of all things... one of the earlier and less perfect names... of Brahma (Sacred Books of East, i, preface, p. 25). They, however, spiritualise the original meaning; and in the Vedas Om is a talisman, which Sir Monier Williams (Contemporary Review, Dec. 1879) calls the “creative energy inherent in the universe.”

The Tibetan invocation “Om Mani Padmi hum!” is repeated continually like an Ave Maria, signifying “Oh the jewel of the lotus, ah!” (see Man). Sir Monier Williams (Buddhism, 1889) says that: “It is certainly remarkable that the name Mani is applied to the male organ, and the female is compared to a lotus blossom in the Kāma-Sūtras. I fully believe the formula to have a phallic meaning, because Tibetan Buddhism is undoubtedly connected with Saivism.”

’Oman. The Arabs of this region, in S.E. Arabia, are notable as Moslems who reject the Khalifs (see Muhāmmad), and follow their own Imāms (or “examples”), thus separating from the Najed Arabs, who became Wahhabis and Moslem reformers (see Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc. Proc., Jan. 1873).

Ombos. Koum-ombs. A town and district in Egypt, with a great double temple of Horus.

Omei. Om. A very holy mountain which towers 11,100 feet above the sea, and 6000 to 7000 above the valley of the sacred Min, or Fu, river, an affluent of the Yang-tsi-kiang, in the Chinese state of Suchuan, which is as large and nearly as populous as France. On the grey rugged summit there are 70 temples, and some 2000 monks, nominally Buddhists, and actually worshipers of Avalokit-Iswara, “the deity who looks down” in pity on mankind. The present shrines are of the age of the Ming dynasty (14th century A.D.) including three that are large and beautiful; some of the smaller are charred ruins. “Crowds of pilgrims toil up, sometimes on hands and feet, bringing offerings at special fêtes, when they number tens of thousands; as they near the shrines they light candles for the “Fo Om,” before whom they present food, sandal wood, spices, incense, joss-sticks, money, and candles, for the benefit of his greedy ministers. Those who have no money are required to enter their names in a book, which in due time is presented to them at their homes. The road is dotted with lesser stations, before which the pilgrim lights a joss-stick, or candle, as he passes. On the summit of the mountain they prostrate themselves on stools made of palm core; and, after throwing incense into the flames, they gaze down over the dizzy precipices, near a once gorgeous but now ruined bronze temple, in order to behold what is called the “glory of Buddha.” Beneath them is a sea of cloud, which ever and again shuts out the view of the plain; and on this, with the sun behind them, they see, the iridescent halo, and the gigantic shadow of the spectator, reflected as in the European “Spectre of the Brocken”: the wonder is duly celebrated by the priest, who meantime chants in the midst of the crowd. Here, therefore, they recite prayers, or pay others to present them to the “Great Om,” and afterwards polish some coins against the bronze shrine, to be kept as charms. Here, too, is a treasured lingam, weighing about 20 pounds, though called a “tooth of Buddha.” The mountain is a Chinese Montserrat, and the path leads up some 20,000 slippery steps. The lower slopes of the range are clad by dark pine woods, while lower down grow valuable white wax trees, yielding the “wax dog” or “crackling Bea”; and the tea plant is here said to be specially sweetened by the gods (Mr Little, Om and Beyond). The huge limestone block forming Omei leans against the granite masses of the Tibetan highlands; and the Tibetan, clad in sheepskin, is to be seen among the pilgrim hosts, wearily carrying a heavy slate-stone slab, on which, amid floral decorations, is beautifully engraved the mystic “Om, Mani padmi, hum!” (see Om): these slabs they deposit in large and small pyramids (see Ob), near shrines or sacred spots, as offerings to Fo, or Buddha (see Consul Hostie's report, 1854; and Mr A. J. Little, Om and Beyond, 1900).

Omito. Japanese: the Supreme, and also a sun god (see Amitabha).

Om-Kara. Sanskrit: “making Om”—a prayer.

Omphalos. Omph. Greek: “navel,” “boss,” “hump” (see Delphi), the physical and spiritual centre of creation, and an euphemism for the phallos among the Malagasi, as Vishnu also creates from his navel (see Rev. J. Sibree, Journal Anthrop. Instit., Feb. 1892). The Ghonds and Bhils may be seen lying prostrate before some sacred rounded mountain, or Omphalos; and India itself is called the “navel
On of the world." From sacred clefts in such mountains its millions bear the divine voice, as the Greeks did at Delphi; and Plutarch called the Omphis of Egypt "the doer of good," or Euergetēs. In Sanskrit also Ambo is a "boss" or "belly." The monks of the Middle Ages, as Gibbon tells us, used to see the "light of Tabor" (Tabor signifying the "navel") after staring long and fixedly at their bellies (see Hypnotism), and all rounded stones—usually smeared with red oil—are nabhis, or "navels" in India (see Plutarch, Isis and Osiris, i, 368; Bryant, Mythol. i, pp. 235, 282). Livy calls mother earth (Olympia) the "navel of the orb of earth," and the Omphē was adored with libations poured on some natural boss of rock. The Milliarius Aureum, which long stood at the end of the Roman Forum, was called the umbilicus (Omphalos or "navel"); and the central hill of Byzantium was the Omphalé, as was a symbol or statue at Antioch—a cippus such as that at Athens where it was the altar of Hermes, the central point whence distance was measured along roads (see Athenaeum, 29th Aug. 1885). Omphalé, the Deliah of Hérakles, an earth goddess, was the Hittite Ma ("earth"), whose shrine at Ko-ma-na ("the hill of Ma") was served by 6000 priests (Dr Sayce, Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., 1881, p. 285).

On. The Egyptian city Onias, or Heliopolis ("city of the sun"), was sacred to On. On, the "rising" sun, symbolised by the hare (see An, and Hare).

Onouris. The Greek form of the Egyptian Un-har, "the rising sun."

Onion. This vegetable (Allium cepa) was esteemed for its odor, and for supposed aphrodisiac qualities connected with its form. It was an important symbol, with the turnip, carrot, and radish, at carnivals, especially on Palm Sunday (see Ancient Faiths, ii, p. 449); it was called the "fascinator," and was sacred to Lēto, or "night," whose tears were due to the onion. It was a common bridal gift, and the Egyptians swore on it, though priests avoided it (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Mythol. des Plantes, ii, p. 256). The Welsh adopted the kindred leek (Allium porrum) as a sacred emblem worn on St David's day; though some think the "sea leek"—a pretty flower common on rugged coasts—was originally intended as the symbol of their somewhat mythical 5th century bishop.

Onolatia. Greek: "worship of the ass." The ass was very early known to man, its home being in N.E. Africa and S.W. Asia. [Turkish eşek, Latin asinus, Hebrew athon, "ass"; from a root As to breathe; Egyptian aah "ass"—the braying animal.—En.] Among nomadic peoples the ass was as valuable as the cow (see Beni Hasan), and became sacred in like manner, being both a phallic and a solar emblem. It is still so esteemed among wandering Brinjaris in India, as we observed when among them before the days of railways. The children of these migrants are fed on its milk; and it carries them, and all the tribal impedimenta, each night (or in cold weather by day), while the young nomads may be seen fondling, and feeding, or sleeping beside, their favourite docile, and patient, beasts. To them it is not, as in Europe, an emblem of stupidity and obstinacy, nor is it such in Hindu literature. Instead of blows and ridicule this truly intelligent animal receives praise for its wisdom and patience, and its conduct points many a moral in the fables of the East. In the desert its tracks were eagerly sought, for they were sure to lead to water, since it was divinely gifted with the keen scent which it shares with the horse and zebra, whereby water is found by them. Thus it became a "symbol of inspiration" among Egyptians and Arabs. Sa'id names Démokritos as even asserting that the Jews believed themselves to have been specially befriended by an ass, and that "they worshiped the head of a golden ass, and every third year sacrificed a stranger to it near their temple." Epiphanius, in like manner, speaks of Gnostiks who adored "Al Shaddai, or Sabaoth, under the form of an ass" (Agst Heresies, i, ii). It appears also that "Golden Set" in Egypt, and among Hittites, had the head of an ass.

The ass became a Christian emblem, since Christ was carried on one into Egypt, and rode on the ass into Jerusalem. The shoulder stripe is said to be connected with the cross; but the Asiatic variety has no such stripe. The ass also is represented always with the bull, in pictures of the stable at Bethlehem, on account of a favourite quotation (Isaiah i, 3) in apocryphal gospels. In the story of Balaam also (Num. xxi, 21-33) the ass is able to see an angel, and to prophecise its master with human voice. [Arabs still believe that asses, and horses, see spirits, and kneel down when they do so.—En.] The "Feast of the Ass," on St Stephen's day, survived in the Roman Church till the 16th century; and vestiges of the custom are still found in some Continental churches. The special service included the chant beginning "Ex Orientis partibus, advenivit Asinus"; and the refrain, sung in chorus, ended with an imitation of the bray of the ass. "The missal" (says Hone in his Mysteries) "was composed by the bishop of Sens, who died in 1222, and it is adorned with the triumph of Bacchus, with whom are mingled nymphs, satyrs, and centaurs. A solemn hymn was sung to the ass." The symbolic beast stood in the
midst of the choir, decked with sacred vestments; and the procession moved round it chanting this hymn. The rite went on all night and part of the next day, the singers being refreshed with wine, and the ass provided with provender and water, at intervals during the liturgy. In the middle of the service the anthem beginning "Conductus" gave the signal for the people to join with the clergy, in dancing round the ass and braying. After the rites were concluded they went outside the church to dance, and sang indecent songs, and then returning some would be stripped naked, and soosed with water. This was rightly called "The Festival of Fools."

Minucius Felix positively affirmed that the Christians of his day worshipped the ass. A Syrian bas-relief of our 2nd century represents a man (the Ono-kolides) in a long robe, with a cloven foot and ass's ears, holding a book, and having above him an inscription stating that this is the Christian's God. Tacitus believed the Jews to share this worship. In a cell on the Palatine hill, at Rome, was found the rude sketch of a crucified figure with an ass's head, and above it the words "Ikthus, Alexamenos worships his God," which appears to refer to the Christians, to whom Ikthus meant "Jesus Christ the Son of God Saviour" (see Renan, Marc Aurele, p. 64: Josephus, Aegst Apion, ii, 7: Tacitus, Hist., v, 3). The Christians of Verona certainly continued what looked much like ass worship down to the 16th century; and Voltaire also describes the rites of the "Feast of the Ass" on 14th January in France, with the refrain to the chant "Hex Sire Asses" (Philosoph. Diatri). But this cult is not peculiar to Christians, for in Persia the spring is still heralded by an ass festival, and the Kadiyeh Derbish sect drive an ass into their mosques (see Lane, Mel. Efigns., i, p. 307: Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., i, pp. 361-363). The Romanist Festival claimed to commemorate the descent of the Holy Family into the Virgin rode on the ass.

The ass was early connected with the sun. In Egypt statues of Seb appear to have the ears of the ass, as have also Assyrian demons. Midas in Phrygia, who turned all he touched to gold, had such ears. In Persia the "three-legged ass" (a symbol like the three legs of Sicily, or of the Manx, symbolising the sun), is said to walk in the sun. It has a horn of gold: "its food is spiritual, and it is righteous" (Bundahish). The Gnostik Sethites are said also to have connected the ass with Seth, perhaps preserving Seth worship. Rabbi Nathan said (see Hershon, Tal. Miscel., p. 159) "put not a wreath on the head of the ass as the heathen do." Osiris also, in Hades, appears as an ass with the sun between its ears. In the Ritual (chaps. xxxviii-xl) the demon Apepi, the "enemy of Ra," appears as a serpent on the back of an ass which it bites. The god who attacks this serpent cries: "Back thou eater of the ass, whom the god Chas, who is in Tuat, curses... He who cuts thee off causes the eye of Horus to come forth." (Renouf, Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., 7th March 1893). Among Hebrews however the firstling of an ass is redeemed with a lamb (Exod. xii, 13), or otherwise must have its neck broken. Ishmael is described as a "wild ass man" (Gen. xvi, 12) dwelling "east of all his brethren," and he recalls the Ono-kentaur (or "ass-man-beasts") of the Greeks, who appear in the Septuagint version (see Littl), though Ishmael is here called "a field dweller" in the Greek. The wild ass, to the Hebrews, was the emblem of liberty. The Greeks considered it unlucky to go on if an ass bent its knees, or a female ass lay down, probably because of opposing spirits, as Hermippos relates in describing the doctrines of Pythagoras. In the story of Samson the jaw of the ass is a weapon, from which comes a stream of water to refresh the hero, at the "well of the crier" (Judg. xv, 19). The ass was also connected with solar deities, such as Bakkhos, and Silenus. The ass-headed figure also occurs very early among Greeks (see Myconos). Clement of Alexandria says that Scythians sacrificed the ass to Phoibos, and Strabo says to Mars. At Athens the holy offerings to De-meter were borne on asses, as was the holy water at Jerusalem (see Heifer). In Persia the sacred ass guards the mythical well into which the sun is cast. The ass all over Asia is not only the "crier," but also the "red" or "burning" one. [Hebrew Hamar, Sanskrit Kharas, "ruddy," "ardent."—Ed.] It is also famous for phallic energy, and was adored as the symbol of Dionysus (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 155). The Hyperboreans (or Arctic people) are said to have offered hecatombs of asses to Apollo, and the enemies of Silenus were driven away by the bray of the ass, while the braying of Indra's ass was symbolic of thunder (see Kentaur). The Vedik name Rasabhas for this ass signifies a tumultuous noise, and he is also called Gardabhas, from gard "to bellow" (see Zool. Mythol., i, 365). The legend of Lucius ("the golden ass"), given by Apuleius, records how the hero—endeavouring to become a bird—is changed by the witch into an ass (as in the Arabian Nights also) during the night. "The ass bearing mysteries" also belonged to the rites of the Phallagia, in Greece, and in Rome. The Gandharva-ensa, or "leader of Kentaurs," who insulted Indra, was born on earth, being a man by day and an ass by night; he was stabled by Sundersen, king of Ujjain; and by this monarch's daughter he was thus the father of the hero Vikrampa-Ditya. Indra in his fury then destroyed Ujjain; but his own ass is praised as the "swift footed one" (see Foot). Asses are said to have
been turned into beasts of burden because the gods were jealous of their powers. Hindu law directed the sacrifice of the ass as atonement for immorality; and, in both Asia and Europe, the adulterer was paraded on an ass with his face to the tail—as practised recently in Piedmont—the tail being often fiery (see Nik). The ass is also called the "gardener," and connected with fruit, and with the vine.

Ophir. The region whence Solomon obtained gold. [In Genesis x, 29, it is mentioned with Sheba, as though in S. Arabia.—Ed.] The expeditions set out from the Red Sea (1 Kings ix, 22: 2 Chron. viii, 18), and "Almug trees," and gems, came also from Ophir: these trees have been thought to represent the sandal wood called Vulva in Tamil (Pterocarpus santalinus), which would come from India. The ancient Sabean traders may have reached the Indus as early as 1000 B.C., and an overland trade with India in the 9th century B.C. appears to be shown by the representation (on the "black obelisk" of Shalmaneser) of apes, an elephant, and a rhinoceros. From Tarsih (Tarsus) also, Solomon may have obtained, by such overland trade, the "ivory, apes, and peacocks" (1 Kings x, 22: 2 Chron. ix, 21) brought from India (see Peacock): for these in the Hebrew bear names also known in India, as well as in Egypt (Hebrew hab, Tamil and Sanskrit hāb, Egyptian ḫeb, "elephant": Hebrew ḫōph, Greek ἱφός, Latin Celeus, Tamil Kapi, Egyptian Kufi, "ape": Hebrew Ṭukki, Tamil Tikai, "peacock"): the name of the peacock especially is important, for elephants and apes would be known in Abyssinia and Nubia, whereas the bird (which is represented on the frescoes of Knossos in Crete) is of Indian origin, the name also appearing in the Mongol tokhi for a bird, and in the Persian and Arabic ταῦρος "peacock."

If the almug, or algum, tree be the sandal wood we must place Ophir at Abhir on the Indus (see Max Müller, Science of Lang., i, p. 221: Journal R. Asiatic Soc. April 1898, pp. 255-257): the Abhira of Ptolemy reached from the Indus mouth to Kushan (Kashiwār), so that it included (as mentioned in the Brihat Sāṁhitā) all the coasts of Surastrā. Lassen agrees that Ptolemy's Abhira was Ophir; and Josephus says that Ophir belonged to India (Ant., VIII, vi, 4). In the Septuagint Greek however the word Σόφιρ, or Σωσφίρ, stands instead of Ophir in all the passages cited (and in Isaiah xiii, 12) with exception of the first mention of Ophir in Genesis.

Orange. This fruit spread east and west from India, and seems to have been the golden apple of the paradise of Juno (see Hesperides). It was bestowed on her at her wedding, and the orange flower is still a bridal emblem. The Madonna gave an orange to Joseph, another to her son, and a third she kept, whence the custom of placing orange flowers on her altar. The Kretans sprinkle the bride and bridgroom with orange flower water, and nuptial ears are covered with the blossoms. Orange trees, according to Raphin, signify fertility.

"They still new robes of fruit and blossoms wear
And failing charms with fresh supplies repair."

The orange blossom at weddings was a Saracen emblem, and the custom was unknown in England in the time of Shakespeare (see Apple).

Orchard. See Orkos.

Orē. Ori. A Keltik solar hero (see Ar, and Ouri).

Origen. The celebrated Christian father whose opinions were condemned by the 5th General Council in 553 A.D. He was apparently born of Christian parents, at Alexandria in Egypt, in 185 A.D., and, after persecution by the Church, died at Tyre in 254 A.D. His father's name was Leonidas, probably a Greek: his mother, who taught him Hebrew, may perhaps have been of Alexandrian Jewish origin. He was the eldest of seven children; and the father, who was poor, appears to have been martyred under Severus in 202 A.D., when his famous son was 17 years old. He was then studying under Panteenus, and Clement of Alexandria, and maintained the family by the sale of his father's books, which brought a sum of about sixpence a day (then representing a considerably larger value); but for many years he walked barefooted, and wore a single robe, obeying the command not to have two coats. He attended the lectures of Ammonius Saccas, and thus became expert in the teaching of Plato, Numenius, the Stoiks, and the Pythagoreans, remaining at Alexandria till about 230 A.D. He visited Rome in the time of Zephyrinus, and travelled in Arabia: he was asked by the Empress Julia Mammea, mother of Alexander Severus, to teach her philosophy; and in 216 A.D. he was in Palestine, so escaping a persecution in Egypt. But he was regarded by the Alexandrian bishop with distrust and jealousy, and only became a presbyter while absent in Greece, for which he was expelled by Demetrius—bishop of Alexandria—in 232 A.D. He thus became a wanderer, and was at Caesarea, in Kappadookia, during the persecution under Maximian, again visiting Arabia, as well as Nicomedia and Athens. He combated the Unitarian views of Beryllus, bishop of Bostra in Palestine, and corresponded with the Emperor Philip Arabs, and with his wife the Empress Severa.
Origen

He was imprisoned, and maltreated, during the Decian persecution of 250 A.C.; and died four years later, under Valerian, according to the Panegyric of Gregory Thaumaturgus. Our information depends on extracts from his writings quoted by Basil, and Gregory of Nazianzen; while Eusebius, in our 4th century, claims to have seen 100 letters in the library of Cæsarea of Palestine (Hist. Eccles., vi, 36), and two of another collection at Jersusalem (Hist. Eccles., vi, 20); his other information being from "those who had seen Origen." Jerome depended on Eusebius, and on his uncle Pamphilus, who was martyred in 309 A.C.; a large proportion of his 6000 supposed works are apocryphal, and those known by the Latin translation of Rufinus are vitiated by the confession of the editor that he amended Origen where he was wrong or heretical.

Origen is perhaps most famous for his study of the text of the Bible, and for his controversy with Celsus (see Celsus); but it is clear that his views were nearer to those of the Gnostics, and Christian philosophers of his age, than to the narrow and ignorant orthodoxy which finally condemned him. He held that "Christ was a ransom to Satan, not a sacrifice to please God," which was a Gnostic belief; and, like Aristotle, he regarded the soul as corporeal. From his work On Principles (vii, 1), it appears that he regarded the sun and moon as possessing spirits; but he could have found no difficulty in the story of the Gadarene swine, since he says that "some demons proceeded to such a pitch of wickedness as to assume (or be condemned to) the bodies of weasels" (Ages Celsus, iv, 93). He believed the name of Jesus to be powerful against such devils, even if pronounced by very wicked persons, which was apparently the view of Simon Magus (Acts viii, 13; see xix, 15). He argued that there were Christian mysteries not fitted to be revealed to the vulgar, just as there were "secrets of the empire" not to be generally known, and supreme secrets of pagan philosophy. His defence of Christianity was founded on practical considerations: for implicit faith, in his opinion, induced the weak and licentious to abandon evil courses: "We are well advised," he said, "of these things, and do profess to teach men to believe without a severe examination": for the busy populace must not wait till they have opportunity and capacity for study: or in other words must accept authority without enquiry. If he denied to Celsus that Jesus was a carpenter we must conclude that the passage, in a work with which he appears to have been familiar (Mark vi, 3), either read otherwise in his time, or was regarded by him as a Jewish misrepresentation. Tradition (perhaps due to his enemies) accuses him of having carried out in early enthusiasm the extremest practice of preparation for heaven (Matt. xix, 12), which would have been sufficient reason for refusing to ordain him (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 148).

His banishment from Alexandria, in 232 A.C., gave rise to "dolorous lamentations," which led to his being represented later as having become an unbeliever; but he was in fact superior in learning and intelligence to the bigots who denounced him. The attack upon him continued for more than three centuries, being due not only to his views as to "faith" and "knowledge," but also to his doctrines as to the pre-existence of souls, their corporeal nature, and the nature of Christ; the plurality of worlds, and the resurrection of the soul. The bishops of Antioch and of Alexandria especially opposed him, yet Prof. Harnack says: "Of all the theologians of the ancient Church he was the most distinguished. He was the father of the Church's science; the founder of a theology brought to perfection in the 4th and 5th centuries, and which still retained the stamp of his genius when, in the 6th century, it disowned its author." He built on the foundations laid in a previous generation by Tatian, Athenagoras, Pantæus, and Clement of Alexandria.

With the practical Christianity of his age he mingled Greek philosophy, and spoke of "remaining ever in a placid, restful, and sorrowless condition, superior to surrounding evils," whereby "man can enter into the likeness of God, and into blessedness; and this is to be reached by contemplative isolation, and self-knowledge, which is divine wisdom. The soul can thus behold itself in a mirror, seeing the divine spirit if found worthy of such fellowship; and thus discovers the secret path to participation in the divine nature." He accepted Stoik ethics, but mingled them with neo-Platonic mysticism, saying that: "Complete and certain knowledge can only rest on divine revelation." He believed the Gospel, the 13 Epistles of Paul, one of Peter, and one of John, with the Apocalypse, and Acts, to be such revelation; "generally admitted to be authentic, and of apostolic origin"; other writings of the same class being in his eyes either "unauthentificated" or "spurious." The Canon of Eusebius was pretty much the same, and Origen, according to Dr S. Davidson, "did not dare to depart from the recognised tradition of the churches," and in respect to the Old Testament equally accepted Jewish tradition. Origen was the only well known Christian father before Jerome who appears to have had any acquaintance with Hebrew; but both were rash in assertions as to history. Origen believed that Clement of Rome was the Clement known to Paul (Phil. iv, 3), but does not call him a bishop of Rome, though he appears as an "apostle" in our present text of Clement of Alexandria (see Donaldson, Apostolic Fathers, pp. 116-
Orkos

119. He was a firm believer in miracles, demons, angels, and divine voices; he thought that the very stars had souls, and that comets were sent by God to presage the rise and fall of nations, and the approaching end of the world. In his work Peri Archēōn ("on principles") he treated of God and the world, of the fall, of spirits, anthroplogy, and ethiks; and, in the fourth book, of the divinity and interpretation of scripture. Other works—the Stromata in 10 books, and those on Martyrdom, and on Prayer—have perished, only a few later quotations being left. Even in his lifetime his works were garbled by others; but it appears that he believed in a Logos (not as being eternal but as a creation by God) and in a purely spiritual resurrection.

In his time there were at least seven Greek versions of the Jewish Scriptures: of these he selected and compared, in parallel columns, the four that he regarded as most important, namely what he called the "Septuagint," with the versions of Aquila, Theodotion, and Symmachus. This formed his "Tetrapla" or "four-fold" comparison, to which he added the Hebrew, and the Hebrew in Greek characters, the whole being known as the Hexapla or "six-ply" document. All this labour has perished, and we only thence learn that the Old Testament, in our 3rd century, abounded in variant readings due either to differences in the Hebrew copies, or to differences of translation. The same, we know, was also the case with the New Testament, according to the notes of Origen, who wrote thereon many scholia, homilies, and commentaries. His work thus included both grammatical criticism, moral teaching, and secret "pneumatic" or mystic interpretation; but what remains to us—being chiefly in Latin translation—has been garbled by later orthodox scribes, so that we often remain uncertain as to the real ideas of Origen.

Orkos. A sacred enclosure (see Ark); and hence an oath taken in such a sanctuary: our word "orchard" is from the same root.

Ormuzd. See Ahura-mazda.

Orpheus. A mythical hero and poet, originally a sun god, to whom later philosophic and mystic hymns were ascribed. His legend was Thrakian, and recounted his descent into hell to recover his lost bride Eurydike, who followed him to the brink of the upper world, and then faded from his gaze. Even Pluto was charmed by his music; and he is seen in the sky surrounded by enchanted animals, who listened to his harp. The name is found in the Armenian Arpka for the sun, and in the Vedik Arbhā, or_RBhā, probably meaning the "ruddy" or "fiery," and applying also to a sun god. The hero was finally torn in pieces by Thrakian women jealous of his charms, during orgies which recall those of the Phrygian Attis. His head floated down the Hēbros river to the shores of Lesbos, and mysteries were connected with his shrine near Antissa. These were similar to the customs of Pythagoreans (Herodotos, ii, 81.), his votaries being severe ascetiks who wore a distinctive garb, while bloody sacrifices were forbidden. Orphik hymns are traced back as early as 550 B.C., and were quoted by pagans in controversy with Christians, as typical of true belief about the ancient gods, much as their opponents quoted their own scriptures. Orpheus sang to the Argonauts the history of creation, and charmed the ship Argo from the rocks on which it stranded. The fields and meadows smiled, the rocks were split, and beasts and trees danced to the music of his heavenly lyre (the breeze); but the chief exponent of actual Orphik poetry was Onomokritos about 500 B.C. Prof. Müller (Hist. and Lit. Ancient Greece) says that the Orpheans sought to found their religion on the myth of Dionysos, whose body was torn and eaten raw (as Zagreus) by Titans, at the command of Hērē, while Athēnē preserved his heart, and so brought him back to life. "The Orphik brethren" believed in an "universal spirit" or "soul, which animated all nature"—a Dionysos whom Herakleitos called Hades ("the unseen") and whom Euripides called the Delphik Apollo. Herodotos (see ii, 51, 58) says that "what Orpheus delivered in hidden allegories, Pythagoras learned on initiation into Orphik mysteries; and Plato received a knowledge of them from Orphik, and Pythagorean, writings." The Orpheans taught transmigratio of souls; and at the vernal feast they assembled in white garments, and devoured the raw flesh of the bull sacrificed to Dionysos. Mr Legge (Scottish Review, July 1896) regards the Orphik mysteries of the 6th century B.C. as the source of those of Eleusis. Their Deus Pantheus (or universal spirit) was Zeus, as the creator and ruler of the living, and Hades as the ruler of the dead. The female receptive principle of nature they recognised as Aphrodī̂s, Persephonē, etc.; and Dionysos appears to have been the mediator between man and the creator. They strove in fact, like others, to conceal their philosophy from the masses under familiar names, and to explain old myths spiritually; and their practical teaching was ascetik, and communistic, like that of the recluses of the Egyptian Serapeum (see Pythagoras).

Orsel. See Harzel and Ursel.

Orthia. Greek: "erect"—a title of Artemis, at whose shrines
boys were whipped at the initiation rites of the young (see Australians). Orthoeria was a "rampant" phallic demon.

Orthography. Prof. Max Müller remarks on this question of "correct spelling" that: "The capricious and unreasonable spelling of English words, which we teach with so much trouble, fear, and trembling, was settled chiefly at the time of the introduction of printing... and compositors, in printing offices, had more to do with it than the composers of books" (Fortnightly Review, Feb. 1897). The spelling of MSS. letters in the reign of Elizabeth shows us how recent was the system, from which we have since then considerably diverged. Too radical a revision, in favour of the modern pronunciation, would however destroy our appreciation of the history of words, and would, in time, close to the generations of the future the literature of the past and present.

Os. Teutonic for "spirit," or deity. See As.

Osiris. The Greek form of the name of the chief Egyptian solar deity, which appears in Phoenician alphabetic texts as Aosiri, and Asir; and in Egyptian as Usir or Asir. [Probably Usar, and Uasir (Osiris and Isis) both come from the root As—"to breathe," to "exist"—as signifying the chief male and female spirits.—Ed.] Osiris and Isis, with their son Horus, form a triad; and the parents are said to have been already wedded before they were born, as twins, by their mother Nut or Neith (the sky). Osiris is especially the sun by night, dwelling in the under world (see Amenti), but also stands between his wives, Isis and Nepthys, as representing the day god between dawn and sunset. He is the eldest born of Nut—the heaven—and of Seb, the earth: "Lord of Amenti, of Abidos (Nef Irut), and of all forces, the most mighty and exalted, and the saviour of the world." Yet Horus is exulted "to restore his father to life" (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1896), and he rises again after death. "I Osiris am yesterday, and I know the morrow which is Ra." For he was both son and father of Ra, and they proceed from one another (Renouf, Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., IX, ii, p. 283), a mystery which recalls that of the Christian Trinity. He is Ua ("the one"), and Neb-us ("the only lord"): at Karnak he stands on the disk, bearing crown and sceptre, and adored by all the chief gods as Ra-usar, or Un-nefr, the triumphant king of gods, who alone can confer "blessing, on earth and on man." "I am Tmu and Un (the setting and rising sun), the one, and one only, or Ra at his first rising." But the life of Osiris was never extinguished; though he was torn in pieces by Set his body was again put together by Isis, who at length, after many wanderings, found the phallic at Philae, and watched the mummy in its sacred ark at Thebes. Or, according to another legend, she found the sarcophagus in the far east (see Gebal) under the tamarisk, or the palm. Set (the later Semitic Typhon) discovered the coffin as he hunted by night in the marshes, and tore the body into 14 or 16 pieces, each of which was buried at a different shrine till Isis regathered the fragments. Thus, like Attus, or Orpheus, or Zagreus, the god is torn in fragments—a myth apparently of the stormy season—and Osiris is represented as the swathed mummy like Khem, the ithyphallic god, recalling the swathed ligaments of Polygnesia, and of Ireland (see Man). He is also dual, as Uasir-Aah ("sun moon") or as Har-Set ("day night"), represented with two heads as a Janus. At On (Heliopolis) he is Ur "the great one"; at Thebes he is Se "the child"; at Memphis he is Hapi (Apis) "the bull." He is the "black, or blue-black," like Krishna in India, while Set his foe is red, for this is the last hue of the setting sun: and Set bursts from his mother's side a day after Osiris is born (Isis and Osiris, commonly attributed to Plutarch, xi). As the sun, and the complete male element, Osiris is triple—Har, Kheper, and Tnu. At his tomb at Philae the phallus of the god was adored, in the local ritual, with hymns "sung by pure virgins" (Mr Budge, in Archæologia, 1891). From these rites, according to Melampus, the Greeks derived their mysteries, and phallic processions. A legend reported by Greeks (Isis and Osiris, xxxv) tells how Typhon offered a golden coffer to any whom it might fit. Osiris lay down in it, and Typhon closed and sealed it, and flung it into the Nile, whence it floated to sacred Byblos (Gebal) as above described. The daily war of Set and Har is waged by the latter as the "avenger of his father"—the sun of yesterday slain, at night, by the "black boar" who "eats the eye of Horus." For this reason swine were sacrificed once a year to Osiris, as to Déméter at Knido, or the boar that slew Adonis to Aphrodite. Osiris again, as a wolf, tore the giant Typhon; or Set was bound and burned by Horus, but allowed to escape by Isis, as goddess of night and of the moon; wherefore Horus took the crown from her head, and gave her the bull's head and horns (the crescent succeeding the full moon, and extinguished by the rising sun). Horus again slays the red boar, and Isis scatters its bones, but, keeps the thigh; and by hymns and spells calls her lord again to life. Osiris alone, of all the gods (Sharpe, Egypt. Mythol., pp. 10-11), dies, and is buried, and rises again. His birthplace is in the east, in Arabia, and his tomb in the west. His ritual requires the presenta-
Oskans

Oskans. Osci. A people of S. Italy (Oskoi in Greek), regarded as aborigines (see Italy). They appear to have been Aryan, and used an alphabet of Greek derivation, in which their language—which has been compared to Keltic speech—is preserved on bronze tablets, not as yet very scientifically studied. Oskan Latin continued to be used in Italy after the rise of the Romans, and Festus speaks of the Bruttii as having a Greco-Oskan tongue. Oskan inscriptions appear on Samnite coins about 90 B.C., and on the walls of Pompeii as late as 70 B.C., but in Cato's time the name Oskan had become a term of reproach, meaning a "barbarian."

Osman

Osman. Othman. Turkish Ate-man "a chief" (see Ad, and Man).

Ostara. Teutonic. See Easter.

Ouranos. Uranus. Greek: "heaven"—Sanskrit Varuna "the overspreading"—the Latin Caelus ("hollow")—husband of Gaia ("earth"), and held in the time of Cicero to be the father of Hermes (the wind), by Dia ("the bright"), or of Aphrodite by Hémera the "day.
He cast his children the Kuklopés ("round faces"), into Tartaros, as Titans, but the eldest of them (Kronos), aided by Gaia, seized and cast him; from his blood sprang giants, or furies, Mellan nymphs, Silenus, and Aphrodité from his phallus falling into ocean. So too the blood of Marduk, in Semitic mythology, is needed for creation (see Babylon).


Owl. The bird of night and of wisdom (see Athéné): it wars with the crow, and appeals to the eagle Garuda, in the Pancha-tantra fables. The Greeks connected it also with the Aithiopians ("dusky faces"), and said that the owl was ashamed of her incest, so that the daughter of Nikteus ("the winker"), hid, till forgiven by Athéné ("the dawn"), on account of the propitious omen of an owl's flight. They believed also that a decoction from an owl's egg was a cure for drunkenness, giving a distaste for wine. The ancient Zoroastrrians, like modern Tartars, wore owl's feathers as a charm (see Eagle). Ceres changed Ascalaphus into an owl for revealing secrets about Proserpine—his name perhaps meaning the "light-eater." The Arabs hold the small Greek owl sacred, and believe that the soul takes the form of a Sadah owl.

P

This letter changes with F and B; and in some dialects of Aryan speech with K, as in the Latin columna compared with the Italian colonnada.

Pa. See Ab, and Ba, Bu and Pu. The root means "to be," or "to make": in Aryan speech Pa is "to feed"; and in all languages Fa, or Papa, is a common word for "father," or sometimes for "mother." Pa also means "to go" (as in Sanskrit), or to "rise." [Akkadian pa "high": Hebrew báy "come."—Ed.] In Aryan
Pacha-kamak

Pacha-kamak. The sun god of Peru, worshiped before the time of the Incas, who however reverred his shrines, which were palaces as well. The first of these was in the valley of Lurin, S. of Rimak (Lima), and close to the coast town of Lima: it was of immense size, and the whole region was prosperous and civilised when the barbarous Spaniards arrived about 1530 a.c. The name comes from Pacha "earth," and Kumam "animating." The worship of Pacha-kamak here superseded that of Vira-cocha the sea god (Dr Réville, Hubert Lect., 1884); and this creator of earth was a god of fire, adored wherever the subterranean fires of this volcanic region issued from clefts. He was thus a gloomy and violent deity, yet the teacher of useful crafts on earth, like other sun gods: and he is said to have three sons, Kon (or Vira-cocha), Pacha-kamak, and Manko-kapak. He is also the "speaker" or "soother," giving oracles out of the earth. Such deities, says Dr Réville (p. 192), belong to "an ancient worship of sacred stones and rocks, many of which remained under the Incas." "Stones were also symbols of fire," for fire comes from the flint. The names Pacha-kamak, and Vira-cocha, says Prescott (Peru, p. 43), denoted "the giver of life, sustainer of the universe, the creator, and the supreme." He required no temples, for he was seen in any Huaka or sacred stone, in village, house, or cave; but the Rimak shrine was the Makka of the West. "He was the father of his people, the giver of light and warmth to men." The Incas built a shrine to Pacha-kamak on the hill overlooking the older one in the sylvan valley; and this included idols in fish form, and was extremely wealthy, as the Spaniards soon discovered. Roads beautifully engineered led, over almost precipitous mountains, to the abode of the god, and torrent gorges were spanned by bridges of wood and stone: long suspension bridges (like those of E. Asia) were made of oars, and the Spanish cavalry found it easily possible to cross these. Peace and plenty reigned in the rich valleys, and on the terraced hills, before the robbers who called themselves Christians arrived (Prescott, Peru, pp. 210, 211). They found the door of the inner shrine of Pacha-kamak set with gems, crystal, turquoise, and coral; and within was an uncouth wooden monster, with a man's head, in a dark cell reeking with the odour of the slaughter house (being a place of sacrifices), while gold and emeralds lay strewn on its floor. An earthquake alarmed the natives, who fled, and the Spaniards broke the image in pieces, and set up a cross in its stead, before which the Indian now bows. But they also sacrificed human beings, in their massacre of a peaceful and civilised native race (see Perú).

Pad. Sanskrit: "foot." This is often an eulogism for the phallic, and the Hindu gods are represented with the foot covering the lingam (see Rivers of Life, i, pp. 98, 251, plate iv, 7, and fig. 119). Siva is represented creating with his foot (ii, p. 454), and Vishnu's foot is his common emblem; the sacred feet are represented in the Argha (i, p. 36, fig. 158; p. 159, fig. 361), this symbol being transferred subsequently to Buddha. Beside the sacred pital tree at Buddha-gaya stands the lingam, and the impress of Vishnu's foot. In the temple on a sacred mountain six miles distant, said by tradition to be as old as the time of Rama, the sacred Pad is in a silver cup, under a silver canopy, within a domed chapel, beside which rises a golden spire. The Indian Pad, single or in pairs, is found everywhere near the shrines; and "Paduka-puja," or "foot worship," is universal in commemoration of the last earthly footprint of some beloved deity or teacher (see Foot). The shrewd mercantile Jains show in one place—Memi-nath—no less than 1880 footprints of the saint so named (a follower of the 22nd Jina), and 1452 others of a similarly follower of Rishaba (see Jains). Sir Monier Williams found these covered with offerings of grain, flowers, and money (Contemp. Review, Dec. 1879). Hindu girls worshipping Hari (Vishnu), or Dattâ the creator, and praying for a perfect family (a good husband, seven wise sons, and two fair daughters), make two Padas of sandal-wood paste, and place them in a plate, with spices and flowers (Mr C. S. Bose, Hindus as they Are). Buddhists told Col. Synes (see Upam, Buddhism, p. 20) that Buddha's foot is a sign of creation (see Adam's Peak).

The Siamese adore the footprint of their great teacher, on the Phrâ-bat rock near Bangkók, a natural depression which has been somewhat deepened by priests, who reap a harvest here from many besides Buddhists; for the ancient cultus has not been displaced even after 1500 years of professsion Buddhism. Mr Hallett (Asiatic Quarterly Rev., April 1887, p. 388) describes, in the delta of the Bangkók river, a temple with an image of Buddha, and a lingum adored by women outside it. Mr G. Palgrave, the British Consul in Siam (1880-1883), tells us, in his Ulysses, that the Phrâ-bat shrine was only established
in 1606, when King Phra-chao-song-tain conquered Kambodia. A conical hill rises some leagues N.W. of his capital (Loph-buri); and on a rocky ledge on the slope the gorgeous Mahā-dop pavilion was built: but in 1766 unbelieving robbers burned it, murdering the monks, and desecrating the holy footprint. The present shrine was not built till 1787, by the founder of the present dynasty; but pilgrimages to this “foot of Budh” are traced even in 1600 A.C., the chief season being the spring. The original object of worship was probably the natural lingam of the mountain peak; but the pavilion is a “half-way house” to the summit, which is easily reached by steps winding under the cool shade of the pipal and bo trees, being a lovely spot, where men may rest under the verandah roofs, or on the marble and sandaled terraces. The inner dop, or “dome,” rises some 100 feet above the shrine which is 30 feet square, and it is crowned with pinnacles and spires. The holy foot is 5 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 10 inches deep; the floor of tessellated marble round it is covered, in part, with a mat woven of pure silver: an everlasting fire burns near. On a low dais, by the S. wall, “there burnt,” says Mr Palgrave, “dim lamps, candles, pastilles,” much as in Christian churches. The Phrā-bat is edged with lotuses, covered with gold; and in the sole are scratched markings for the toes, representing a right foot facing north: the Chakra wheel is also marked on the sole. The worshiper approaches on his knees, touching the steps with chelved hands and forehead, and he remains prostrate in prayer and meditation before the golden lotus border, retiring slowly to rejoin rejoicing friends. “All is bright ornament and glitter, mirth, music, and laughter; nothing solemn, nothing mysterious, nothing awful, no dim religious light, no sacred gloom, no fear-inspiring rites,” says Mr Palgrave.

Col. Symes remarks that the Pad symbols are generally accompanied by small cones and pillars; the sole of the foot is “engraved into separate compartments,” and “two convoluted serpents presssed beneath the heel” (see Gen. iii, 15), while “the toes are formed of five conch shells” in one case. Mr W. Crooke describes various examples of feet adored in the past, such as the sandal of Perseus (Herod., ii, 91), the Devil’s foot at Borodah, that of St Remady at Spa, the divine foot of Conn in Ireland, and that of Kapila (Mahābhārata, ii, 271), of St Magnus at Kirk of Burtich in the Orkneys, of Sivaji at Ratnagiri, and Thana, or of Rama at Nasik. The feet of Christ also (see Jerusalem and Olives) occur at the church of St Peter in the Via Appia of Rome, and Dr Sayce describes footprints cut on stones, in Egyptian temples, by Christians who rebuilt them. Others are found at the tomb at Kongrach on Holy Island, and at Innis

Murray (see Muri), where “it is still held to be endowed with miraculous and beneficent qualities” (Academy, 4th Sept. 1886). Such impressions, when very large, are sometimes the “beds” of saints like Patrick or Columba (Irish Archeology, ii, p. 33; Stukeley’s Memoirs, ii, 40) or of the saintly Lady Audry, on the top of the rock called “Colbert’s Head.” They are in fact enlarged “cup hollows” for libations, as on Olivet when wine was poured into the footprint of Christ. The footprints of St Augustine were shown at Ebbish Fleet where he landed (Stanley, Hist. Canterbury), and pilgrimage to the chapel of St Mildred, which covered them, survived till the beginning of the 18th century. Even John Wesley left his footmarks, near his birthplace in the island of A这儿 holme, on the tombstone of his father (Mr E. Peacock, Academy, 18th Sept. 1886), and George IV left the print of his sacred feet on a rock in Kingstown Harbour (where he landed in 1821) to be visited by those suffering from “king’s evil.” Fergus Mor Mac Ereas also left a booted impress on the high cone of Dun-add (see Scottish Review, Jan. 1888), and a pair of sacred footprints of Columba occur on the Green-castle road, N. of Londonderry, while single ones are found on the Mullach-loch (“hill of the stone”) in Monaghan, and on the Clare road. The “coronation stone” at Cashel, in Tipperary, was so marked till destroyed, in 1602, by Lord Mountjoy; while another (see Mr Martin, Western Isles, p. 109) was on a karn on which the Lord of the Isles was enthroned: he had to put his foot in the print while receiving a consecrated sword sceptre, and a white wand. The footprint of St Bardo or Poictiers was long called that of “Our Lord,” as being impressed when he visited the saint.

Pali texts only recognise five genuine “footprints of Buddha”—the Pancha Pārāpattā; but there are many others. Wandering non-Aryan tribes in India often told us of the footprints and handprints that they worshiped. Col. Conder notices those of Syria (Pale. Expl. Past., pp. 64, 1929; Quarterly Mon. Hist., 1932), and the prints of the camel of Nebi Sabih are shown in Egypt and Arabia (E. B. Tylor, Researches in Early Hist., p. 118). The toe also is adored, not only at Rome, but as that of Siva in India (see Abu) which priests anoint, but which the unbeliever may not see. The foot also is found in America (Smithsonian Contr. “the sculptured foot-marks of Missouri”), and the symbol resembles the Pad of Buddha (Journal Anthrop. Inst., Feb. 1881, p. 364; Bradford, American Antiqu., p. 396). In Bradford’s work we read that: “Fayzome, the Buddha of Brazil, when he departed left his footsteps imprinted on the shore. In Chili the foot is seen upon the rocks. At St Louis, in the United States, is a tabular mass of limestone with the same impressions; they have like-
Padma. Sanskrit. The Lotus, or "footstool of the gods," and "queen of the waters" (see *Rivers of Life*, i, p. 48, fig. 11): the emblem of Brahma as Padma-ja, or Padma-Bhava, the four-headed creator. The lotus on which he sits springs from the navel of Vishnu, as he reclines on the waters, and Vishnu is therefore Padmanabha ("lotus navel"), and his consort is Padma-vati ("lotus borne"), as she too sits in the lotus. In Egypt also the lotus was sacred. The seeds are pounded and baked as bread, and the root, which is like an apple, is eaten, as are the broken up kernels of the rose lotus. The Egyptians held feasts in boats among the lotus flowers (Strabo, XVI, 1, 14): they saw "hope" in its buds (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, *Mythol. des Plantes*, ii, pp. 199-211), and the "Rose of Juno" in its full bloom. In India it is Kamala the "love flower," perfumed by the breath of Vishnu. In the Amrita Upanishad the Yogi in contemplation is bidden to seat himself like a lotus: and sprigs are worn by love-sick maidens to stay their pangs. When King Pandu tried to burn the sacred "tooth" of Buddha he saw it rise again in the centre of a lotus—the pistil of the flower being sacred also to Kal-linga worshipers. Brâhma sleeps on the lotus for six months each year, and actively creates during the other six. The lotus also covers the Yoni of Egyptian female mummies, and Lotis was a nymph pursued by Priapos, and changed into a lotus, which was the garland of princesses and of maidens. Mr Aynsley (Indian Antiq., May 1880) describes a brass object from Bankas which shows the symbolic meaning of the emblem: "At the base of it is a bull from whose back rises a lotus bud which, on a couple of turns being given to it, opens its petals and discloses a small agate egg. Behind the bull is a cobra, with its body elevated as if in the act of striking. A ring which it holds in its mouth supports a small pointed vase, which is perforated at the lower end, so that a liquid may drop slowly and continuously on the egg" (p. 124).

Pagan. [Latin paganus, a dweller in a pagus or "village," just as *Kafr* in Arabic is a dweller in a *Kafr* or "village." Thus Paganism is "rustic" religion, the "supersition," or "survival," of older beliefs.—Ed.]

Pagan. An ancient Mya, or city, on the Irrawadi river, the Hinduised capital of Barmah. When visiting its wonderful shrines in 1856, we felt we were in the midst of a great buried past the like of which is hardly to be seen elsewhere. The Bodhi-druma temple has been called the counterpart of the famous shrine of Buddha-gaya, which Dr Rajendra-lal-Mitra ascribes to our 7th century, while the Pagan copy was built by King Jaya-Sinha, the Hindu "lion conqueror," in 1204 to 1227 A.D. The late Mr E. Forchhammer (archaeologist for Barmah) wrote in January 1889 to Sir H. Yule (who had been the first to describe Pagan-nya) to relate his researches. Hidden among the hills, three miles N.E. of the Shwè-zi-gón Pagoda, he found "architectural structures of stupendous, grandeur," with vaulted ceilings, paintings, inscriptions, and ornamental work in stone or in plaster, representing deities and personages Hindu, Buddhist, and pre-Buddhist. A castellated building rises above a precipitous ravine, and is now only the hiding place of robbers and wild beasts. Its lower terrace is of hard grey sandstone not to be found anywhere near Pagan, and the carving round the main portal, and the windows, is of exquisite beauty. Inside are galleries, huge columns, and a central hall. Pointed and rounded vaults roof it in, and on the s. side is a huge image of Buddha, while others appear with those of Hindu gods in the side niches. The edifice leans against the precipice to its south; and galleries lead into caves cut in the hill, such as are found in all the hills E. of Pagan, many being plastered and covered with paintings and inscriptions. Mr Forchhammer identified among these the caves and temples in which five Buddhist priests resided after a ten years' visit to Ceylon (1171 A.D.). On the Shwè-zi-gón Pagoda itself he found three shrines, with wooden figures of the 37 pre-Buddhist deities of Barmah. He describes a large bell with a trilingual text in Telinga, Fâli, and Barmese, and two stone pillars covered with writing, which were brought from Thaton when Manuha was defeated by Anurathra (see Barmah). A seven-armed Hindu deity protects the S. entrance, while etchings on a gilded ground, and enamelled tiles with reliefs, represent scenes in the life of Gotama Buddha.

According to the Mahā-vazawin, upper Pagan was built in our 6th century by Dhāja-raja, a Sakya king, who settled at Manipur when expelled from N. India; at Pagan he married Queen Bilumaka;
the last of the Tagoan dynasty, who were expelled by the Tartars, and migrated to the Shihin states. From this time down to our 11th century successive waves of Indian migration passed into the valley of the Irwadi, bringing Sanskrit letters, legends, religions, and civilisation. Dr Fisher (Arch. Report, 1894) calls Pagān (or Arimaddanapūra) the capital of Barmah from the 5th to the 13th century A.C., and the cradle of Pāli-Barmese literature. He enumerates 125 slabs in this neighbourhood bearing dated inscriptions in the square Pāli alphabet; and he considers that Pagān, like her earlier sister Hastinapur on the Irravati, or the later Tagaung in the upper valley of the Irravadi, was built almost entirely by Indian architects. The Kyaukku temple is a remnant of N. Indian Buddhism, older than the introduction into Barmah of the S. Buddhist school of Ceylon and Pegu. Sonsa and Uttara, were sent by Asoka to Lower Barmah, but this teaching was extinct by the 10th century A.C., and in the next century the priests of Pagān united with the church of Ceylon. The most important discovery, as yet, at Pagān, is that of two Sanskrit inscriptions on red sandstone slabs. The oldest belongs to the Samvat era: it dates 481 A.C., and records the erection of a temple of Sugata by Rudra-sena, ruler of Pagān. The second is in the N. Indian alphabet (610 A.C.), recording the dedication of a stūpa of the Sakyanunī (Gotama) by two Sakya mendicants from Hastinapur, in the reign of Aditya-sena, showing the spread of Buddhism from N. India, at a time when Buddhism prevailed in India generally.

Pagoda. A common term among Europeans for a temple, supposed to be an error of Portuguese sailors in pronunciation of the word Dāgoba, a “relic shrine,” otherwise a Chorten, or Chaitya (Mr S. C. Das, Journey to Lhasa, p. 3). The Dāgoba was originally only an “image of stone” (Yule’s Glossary, p. 501). The Buddhist rears his pagoda in the shape of a lotus bud rising into a spire, because Buddha was the lotus bud before birth, and, as they affirm, directed that his bones should rest in such a shrine. The rounded swelling below the spire is called by them “the banana-palm bud”; and a smaller one, whence the Ti or umbrella rises, is the “diamond bud” (Shway Yoe, The Barmian, p. 192). The whole is said to be, symbolic of Mt. Meru. The Rangoon pagoda rises 372 feet from a square base, on a drum 600 feet in circumference: the Buddhist date (585 to 588 B.C.) is at least 250 years too early. We lived long under its shadow, conversing with priests and devotees, who believe it to cover their Lord’s staff, bowl, and robe, or otherwise “a small casket with one hair and a parting of his nail.” It is properly oriented for solar worship, and tradition says that it was the abode of a gigantic dragon, or scorpion, whom Buddha aided the sons of a pious Talaing to remove. They found him in meditation under the tree at Gayā, and he gave them four hairs of his head, to enshrine on the serpent mound then called Thengutara, and afterwards Takun, connected with a magic tree. Here poles and banners support Brahma’s goose (see Hansa), and serpent garlands abound, with the sacred Prabat or “foot” (see Pad), and with bells to call the attention of the gods and worshipers. The huge bell is the third largest in the world, being 14 feet high, 7 feet 7 inches at the mouth, 15 inches thick, and weighing 94,082 lbs.

Pahlavi. The name of the Persian language, or dialect, of the Sassanian age (after 250 A.C.), superseding the old Persian of the times of Cyrus and Darius (6th century B.C.), which appears on their kuneiform texts. [Pahlavi stands to this older language—usually called Zend—in much the relation of Pali to Sanskrit; but it represents the influence of Aramaean Semitic speech on the Persian, during ages of borrowed civilisation in Babylonia, which is equally evinced by the contents of the Pahlavi scriptures such as the Bundahish, So numerous are the Semitic loan words that Pahlavi, when brought to the knowledge of Europe by Anquetil Duperron in 1771, was pronounced a forged compound, though Hindi, and modern Persian, are equally full of Arabic culture words.—Ed.] A people called Pahlavas, or Paradas, still are to be found in N.W. Persia. The Pahlavi alphabet (see Taylor, Alphabet, ii, p. 248) was derived from the Aramean of Mesopotamia, the earliest example being on a coin of Sanahares, about our era; while a century later kings receive the Semitic title Malik, on coins in this character. The first Sassanians (Ardashir Babakhan, and Shapur I, in 240 to 273 A.C.) use this script at Naskh-i-Rustam, and Hagi-abad (Rawlinson, Journal R. Asiatic Soc., 1868). The blank between the older Persian and the Pahlavi (or from about 250 B.C. to 250 A.C.) is filled only by a few Greek texts on Parthian coins. Pahlavi no doubt formed under the influence of Babylonian civilisation in the interval, or under the last kings preceding Alexander the Great (when Aramaic doockets occur on tablets in Persian kuneiform script); but the gap makes it difficult to test the age of Persian scriptures in Pahlavi (see Sir Monier Williams Nineteenth Century. Review, January 1881, p. 160).

Paighambear. Persian: “messenger,” applying (like the Arabic Russāl) to a prophet.
Paión. Greek: a "hymn," from the Aryan root bha "to speak."

Païya. Barumese: Siamese Piya; Tamil Pey; a god or lord, like the Turkish Bey, or Bek (see Pakh).

Pa-ka. Egyptian: "chief man"—is a term used of Egyptian officials in the Amarna letters, and also applied to Apis as the "great male."

Pakh. Akkadian: "chief" (Turkish Bek, and Pasha or "head man"), a term adopted in Semitic Assyrian as Pekku, and found also in the Book of Daniel, and other works later the Captivity.

Pakhad. Hebrew: rendered "fear" in our version (Gen. xxxi, 42), but really meaning (see Buxtorf) the phallus (Job xi, 17), and connected with deity, and with strength: it is mentioned (like the Yerek or "thigh") as a symbol by which the patriarch swore.

Pakshin. Sanskrit: "bird," a title of Siva.

Paku. A name of the Akkadian Ak, and Semitic Nebu.

Pal. [Two roots may be distinguished as ancient: (1) Pal "to cleave," Akkadian pal, Turkish bal, whence words for "spear," "axe," "cleft": English pole and pole; Funic pet "divide": (2) Pal to "fill": Aryan pal, plu, "fill," "flow," "blow," "blossom": Hebrew bal "produce," or "swelling."—Ed.] In Akkadian Pal stands for the Yoni or Ktesia ("cleft"), and for "sword" or "axe"; but from the root meaning to "bud" come Phallus, "leaf" in Greek, Pola, "fruit" in Sanskrit, and the English "flow" and "flower."

Pāla. Phallois. The male creative organ (probably from Pal No. 2), the "budding one"; or perhaps the "pole" or "piercer" (Pal No. 1). The representation of the phallus in the hieroglyphic systems of the Egyptians, Akkadians, and Hittites, is quite clear and unmistakeable, and is connected in each case with words signifying a "male." Phalli are also commonly found in the ruins of early temples. The pillar, and the pole, are (like the erect stone) rude phallic emblems (see Maypole, and Men-hi), as is the French "mât de cagne," the gross pole rendering milk, wine, and honey (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Mythol. des Plantes, i, p. 98): the tree of abundance which grants every desire; or the stone shaft with its serpent which produced all creation (see Mandara), otherwise symbolised as the spear, or the sword. In the ruins of Nippur, and of Tell Lob, in Babylonias, and at Lachish in Palestine, phalli of unmistakable character occur in the lower strata, representing the phallic cultus of the earliest ages in Asia. They are made of lapis-lazuli, agate, diorite, or magmasite, or of baked clay. Small cones of brick also appear to be conventional symbols of the same emblem of life and creative power. Hymns in honour of the phallus were chanted in Egypt, at festivals of Isis and Nephthys, as late as 300 B.C. (Dr. Budge, Athenæum, 5th September 1891). The worship of Priapus was also very conspicuous among the Greeks and Romans. The oldest representation in Europe (Moniteur, January 1865) comes from a bone-cave near Venice and from under a floor of stalagmite 10 feet thick; bones of post-tertiary animals, and a bone needle, with flint instruments, were here found together with a clay slab, "on which was scratched a rude drawing of a phallus." Sir H. H. Johnston sees survival of the cultus even among Moslems in Morocco (Journal R. Geogr. Soc., June 1898); and the symbol known to Phoenicians and Canaanites is still secretly worshiped by Palestinian peasants, as well as openly in India (see Lingam). The kneeling pin, sacred to Priapus, is still carefully kept by women, because it cures disease and drives away demons (Notes and Queries, 16th September 1899).

The extreme grossness of the old Italian cultus, as evidenced by the remains in the Naples Museum, obtained from Pompeii and elsewhere, is well known. In the Florence Museum a huge phallus is borne by a lion, and garlanded with fruits and flowers. The phalli at Hierapolis, in Syria (Jerusalem, or Karkemish), are described by Lucian (De Dea Syria); and one 120 cubits high was borne through Alexandria in the time of the Ptolemies, according to Athenæus. They were indeed symbols in all procession connected with the mysteries of creative deities, as elsewhere shown in detail. The phallus is still a common talisman in Italy (see Etruscan, and Sirens), and Sir W. Hamilton (see his letter to Sir J. Banks, president of the Royal Society, dated Naples, 30th December 1781) sent, from Naples, many specimens of phallic ex votos to the British Museum (see Payne Knight, Worship of Priapus, Bou ton's edition, 1876, plate xxvii). The phalli are sometimes entwined with a serpent, and others are winged; one adorned with bells, and ridden by a female, occurs at Nismes. A cross of four phalli comes also from the same place; and a favourite Medieval charm, in Italy, was a hand with a ring above it, flanked by two phalli (see also Fig.) At Isernia, in the 18th century, these symbols were offered for sale publicly, being a palm in length, and sacred to St Cosmo and St Damian. Specimens which we have ourselves examined, among a strange variety of ex
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noses worn by Italians, are modelled after those found at Pompeii, Herculanenum, and Plerum: in many cases birds, and dog-like beasts, are represented with phalli as tails or beaks.

The phallic cult in Europe continued down to 1400 A.D., though denounced at Mass in 1247, and at the synod of Tours in 1396; the Council of Chalons, referring in the 9th century to previous fulminations against such rites, seems to have attempted to consecrate the Fesne or Fenne (see Fascinum), by the Credo and Pater Noster (Chiswick Press, 1865). In Midlothian, in 1268, the clergy instructed their flock to sprinkle water with a dog's phallus over a wooden symbol of the same, in order to stop a murrain; the same occurred at Inverkeithing in Fife 14 years later, and in Easter week priest and people danced round a wooden Priapus, the priest—when cited before his superiors—excusing himself on the plea of ancient usage, and going unpunished in consequence. In France girls dedicated their maiden robes to St Foutine, or Fesse (see also Deuce). Frey was adored as a Priapus in our 11th century (Adam of Bremen, quoted by Payne Knight, Priapus, p. 126).

Remains, supposed to be Roman, have been found in the Thames, Ouse, and Seine, including charms and medallions representing phalli. Samian ware in London, and in other Roman cities of Britain, represents objects as coarse as any in secret museums abroad. Even as late as the 17th century (says Dulaure) barren women scraped the wooden emblem of St Foutine (see Foutin), and drank the scrapings. At Embrun, in the Upper Alps, they poured wine on the Fesse, and drank it—the emblem being apparently a long pole passed through a tree or post, and constantly pushed forward as the end was scraped away by devotees (see Hol). Not long ago women used also to decorate a phallus at the ancient church of St Walberg in Antwerp (Payne Knight, Priapus ; 2 Kings xxiii, 7). Antwerp also possessed the "Prepuitum Domini," said to have been sent by Godfrey of Bouillon from Jerusalem, though it is not known how he got it; but there were no less than 12 of these in Europe.

Dulaure describes the Fête Dieu, at St Jean d'Angély (ii, p. 285), with the sweet cakes, or silvered niches (see Easter). At Brest, and at Puy-en-Velay, the emblem was a huge beam attached to the figure of a saint, and the shavings were used for philters. Even in Wales, and in the Channel Islands, stone and glass "rolling pins" are kept as charms, and denote the same emblem (Notes and Queries, 19th August 1899): one near the Casquets was "six inches long by one and a half thick, of pale blue clouded glass; and within a wreath in the centre is 'Love and be happy'; at one end a ship under full sail; at the other—
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"From rocks and sands and barren lands
Kind fortune keep me free,
And from great guns and women's tongues,
Good Lord, deliver me."

[The Editor, in 1894, saw several of these glass charms, with ships and mottoes on them, in the cottages in N. Wales.]

Aix in Provence, and Le Châtelet in Champagne, boasted each a Priapus. It bore the name of St René ("reborn") in Anjou; Greulichon at Beurges; St Regnau in Burgundy; St Arnaud, and Guignolé, in and about Brest, or St Gilles in Brittany. On the wall of Antoninus in Scotland the phallos is carved on a cippus, with the Latin words x. A.N. ("ten years") above, and Ex Voto ("for a vow") beneath: another example is in the Leeds Philosophical Society's Museum.

Palaki. Pallaki. See Pala. A term for the Deva-dasis, or temple girls, in India. [The Greek pallas, and Latin pallas, for a "concubine," have the same meaning as the Hebrew pilgash, but this word is probably not connected with Palaki. The term is neither Aryan nor Semitic, but may be the Akkadian pal-kas, "a second female."—Ed.]

Paliça. The Pulas, Parma, or Dhák tree (Butus frondosa), which yields a ruddy brown sap used as an astringent. In full flower the Dhák presents a mass of flame, the deep orange petals having a calyx of jet black, like velvet. Palisa and Parma mean "leaf": the tree is sacred, and the wood is used for consecrated vessels, and forms the sceptre of Brahma. The red powder used at festivals (see Hol) comes from the flowers and Buddhists say that when their master died the Paliça ran blood. Many of the Bhikshus dye their garments from the blossoms. The Vedik legend relates how Indra or Agni, flying as a falcon to earth, bearing the Soma (or Ambrosia), dropped a feather and a claw. From the feather sprang the Paliça tree, and from the claw the thorny Mimosa Catechu, which has red flowers like the Paliça, and red berries like the ash. The Paliça furnishes wands to be set round cattle pens and corn stacks to avert evil; and holy men strike the wands with these to make them breed. The Kels used the rowan, or ash tree, in the same way, placing the twigs round their beds as a protection against witches (see Colors), and to keep off the evil eye, or setting "care wands" of rowan over doors, and using it for walking sticks, and to drive cattle (Kelly, Folklore, p. 163). Buddha was born under the Paliça tree (see Kapila-vastu).
Palatine

The mount at Rome (see Rivers of Life, i, pp. 365-371) sacred to Pan, separated by a marsh some 300 yards wide from the Tarpeian rock (see Rome). The sacred Lupercal cave and well, where the she-wolf suckled Romulus and Remus, was on the slope near the sacred Tiber; and the holy tree (Ruminalis Arbor) was hence miraculously transported (see Fig.).

Palavas. According to the laws of Manu, these were a hardy race of N. India (otherwise Pahnavas—see Pahlavi), who were long bearded, and belonged to the Khatriya, or warrior caste; but, according to the Ramâyana, they "sprang from the tail of the cow." They lived Kuntala, or Central India, from Elora and Ajanta on the W. to Orissa on the E. coast; their capital, Vid̄âta, or Bādāmi, being possibly Bātāni. They seem to have moved S., being disturbed by the conquests of Darius I, and of the Europeans, and settled in Kanchi, and Vengi, being gradually merged in the Dravidian population. A stone text of the 4th century represents Pahnavas as driven from Kanchi about 150 a.c. by the rise of the Kadambas. Sir W. Elliot (Numismata Orientalia, 1886, p. 17) says that Palavas are noticed in these Nasik cave inscriptions with Sākas and Yavanas (Scythians and Greeks), and, like Professor Dawson, he suggests that they were Pahlavis or Parthians. Buddhists in the Madras province of Kanchi-desa were called Palavas, and ruled from 200 to 1120 a.c., till absorbed by the Chalukyas in 1150 a.c. Their capital at Vengi was taken from them by the latter after the 6th century, when they moved to Kanchi-pūr (Conjeeveram). They are believed to have begun the rock-cut temples of Mahā-bali-pūr (see that heading) about 400 a.c., and the Chalukyas to have completed these after 700 a.c. (Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 88; and Cave Temples, pp. 64, 110). Amrāvati, and other Buddhist foundations near Nāga-patam, and in the Tīnneveli district, and at Trichinopoly, were probably the work of Palavas (see Amrāvati; and Bengal R. Asiat. Soc'y. Journal, LII, i, 1885, pp. 36-39). Fa Hien (in our 4th century) evidently alludes to the Palavas (Rev. T. Foulkes, Journal R. Asiatic Soc'y., April 1885). This writer gives a "chronological history of Palavas" from 300 to 1600 a.c.; and describes them as an important people in Tel-lingāna, on the E. coast, as early as 200 B.C., while Amrāvati and Kanchi were Buddhist centres yet earlier. Palava Buddhist monks were known in Ceylon by 157 B.C.; and by 140 A.C. the Palavas had spread over the Dekkan, and had reached the Golden Chersonese coast of India, at which time (says Turnour) there were 460,000 Palava monks in Ceylon (see Anurādha-pūr): in fact all the Buddhist shrines of the Dekkan, and of the Tel-lingāna coast, between about 300 B.C. and 600 A.C. are Palava work. They appear to be called Palavas, or Pahnavas, in the Purānas, which say that they came from the far N.W. Sir W. Elliot says that the Palavas and the Rattas are the "oldest indigenous people of whom reliable information survives" in India (Numis. Orient., p. 21); yet not till 1840 when "a copper deed was discovered, in the cave character, were we acquainted with them." (p. 30): they appear to have wrested Kuntala from the Kurumbas (p. 40) who were Jains, including Lāta on the W., from near the Tapti to Belgām. On the Ginnatt Lāt (or pillar) a Palava official named Rudra-Dāma is noticed, the text being Pāli of about 250 B.C. (pp. 42, 43); and in the Carnatic we still have the memory of Palava Rājās, in the title of the Poligars (Palavakāna) for petty chiefs. A copper deed notices the wife of a king who endowed a Jain temple as being the daughter of a Palava chief (p. 113).

Palæolithik.

Greek Palæolithik: "the old stone" age, or stage (see Neolithik), when men could only chip flints, and lived in caves and under natural shelters, eating shell fish, or slaying game with spear tipped with bone and flint. Europeans had then no bows and arrows, nor any pottery, and do not appear to have buried the dead. Canon Isaac Taylor (Contemporary Review, August 1890) believes them to have passed out of this stage some 20,000 years ago. Their remains are chiefly found in S. Europe, in caves near Maçon, Mentone, and in Sicily, and they seem to have lived on the small wild horses (see Horse): they appear after the Glacial age in the remains found in river drifts, and seem to have reached Britain without crossing the sea (see Geology), whereas the distribution of land and water in the Neolithik age of N. Europe was much what it now is. The Palæolithik European had a long narrow head, with strong frontal ridges, a low forehead, receding chin, and large molar teeth: he was little over 5 feet in height as a rule; and he has thus been often compared with the Eskimo, who are short and remarkably long-headed. In America, however, the antiquity of human remains appears not to be so great (see Azteks), for in the caves of Britain (such as Kent's cavern), of Germany, and France, the animals among whom early man had to live present a strange mingling of various faunas, as described by Dawkins; the elephant, mammoth, hippopotamus, and woolly-haired rhinoceros, occur with the reindeer, wolf, and brown bear, accompanied by chipped flint weapon heads. To what period the mammoth and reindeer survived is unknown, but man was able to sketch their forms on a mammoth tusk, and on
reindeer bones, before they disappeared from near the caves of Perigord in France.

**Palenque.** A celebrated ancient city in the State of Chiapas, midway between the Bay of Campeche and the Pacific Ocean. Many have regarded its sculptures, including cross-legged figures, as Buddhist (Vining, *Inglorious Columbus*, pp. 199-203. See Mexico and Uxmal). One of the palace bas-reliefs presents the head of an elephant, with a trunk but without tusks. The elephant was probably unknown in America in the age when the carving was done, and the extinct mastodon of that continent had large tusks. Palenque is thought to be older than Uxmal. Its temples of hard stone set in mortar, and covered with cement, have stucco figures in relief, which represents a considerable advance in civilisation. The shrines are on spurs of the Sierra, overlooking vast forest-covered plains stretching to the sea. The chief temple is called the "Temple of the Cross"; for, on an inscribed altar slab (6 ½ by 11 feet) is a central cross surmounted by the sacred Kvetzal bird, with human figures on either side. The figures generally are very like those of India (see Mr. Vining's cuts, pp. 127, 128, 591-595, 603) and are all in high-relief; the cross-legged god sits on a lotus throne, or on the back of a tiger, as at Borobudur in Java. The sun shines on his breast: the serpent, lotus, and fleur-de-lis, are above his head. The elephant head is yet more distinct at Uxmal, and there are many such figures in Yucatan, while we have also the "elephant mounds" of Wisconsin, and stone pipes in Iowa of elephant form. In the town of Ocosingo, near Palenque, a winged globe over a doorway recalls those of Asia (see Stevens, *Yukatan*, ii, p. 259; Vining, p. 130), and seems also to appear in a shattered sculpture at Palenque itself. Bancroft (Native Races, ii, p. 782) has pointed out that the hieroglyphics of Palenque, and of ancient Mexico, appear to be analogous to the Chinese system of compound emblems arranged in vertical lines.

**Pales.** See Pal. The Roman god of flocks and shepherds who, like many primitive deities, is both male and female. The rite of the Pailia (see Agonalia) was established by Numa, and began with histrionics or baptisms, including the leaping through fires. On the 15th April, at the Furdicalia, a cow in calf was sacrificed to Pales—the god of "production"—the calf being savagely cut out of the cow, and its ashes preserved by the chief Vestal till the 21st, when they were mixed with the blood of a horse, and bean ashes, burnt straw, and bean shells (see Bean) being used for purifications (see Heifer). Fires of olive, pine, and laurel wood were lighted early in the morning, sulphur was thrown on them and peasants danced round them, or dragged cattle through them, and offered to the god milk, boiled wine, and millet, with many prayers. A feast followed, the worshippers sitting on banks of turf, and drinking freely. The Palikoi were twin sons of Zeus by Thalia daughter of Hermes, and probably connected with Pales. Thalia, pursued by Zos, hid in the earth near the river Sumatifs; and here her sons dwelt by a sulphureous fountain, near a celebrated Sicilian temple, where human and other sacrifices were offered to them, vows inscribed on tablets being cast into the water, which floated if the vow was sincere, but sank if it was falsely vowed, when the deceiver met death or was blinded. The symbol of Pales was no doubt the erect pale, or post, of the cattle pen.

**Palestine.** Strictly speaking the land of the Philistim, or "migrants"—the *Allophuloi* of the Greek Septuagint translation of the Hebrew Scriptures (see Kaptor). The word is used as applying to Philistia, or the S.W. plain, in a kensiform text (see Deut. ii, 23: *Jer. xlvii, 4: Amos, ix, 7*). The Philistines bear Semitic names in the Amarna correspondence, and in the records of Sennacherib and of later Assyrian kings—that is between 1500 and 700 B.C.—and they adored the Babylonian and Phoenician god Dagon. The Philistine king in Genesis also bears the Semitic name Abi-melek; they were "uncircumcised," but may still have been of Semitic race. Like the Phoenicians they were evidently traders and builders as well as agriculturists (Judg. xv, 5); but they retained an ancient Mongol superstition as to treading on the threshold (see Dagon). The Greek translators believed them to have come from Kappadokia; and in Genesis (x, 14) they are connected with certain tribes in or near Egypt. They adored 'Ashothoth, Derketo, and Ba'al-Zebub, who were Semitic deities.

**Pālī.** The language of the Māgadha empire about 250 B.C. (see India). It was akin to Sanskrit (see *Indian Autiq.*, July 1882; *Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc'y. Journal*, August 1882), and it is believed to have been the tongue spoken by Buddha in the 6th century B.C., thus becoming the sacred language of Buddhism, and being carried to Ceylon in the 3rd century B.C. It has still a literary life even in Barmah and Siam, though no longer a spoken tongue. The word is said to mean "a line" or "series"; but we may suspect a connection with the name of the Pālava race. [Pāli is remarkable for its softening of Sanskrit sounds, and for the dropping of the letter r: thus Śrīman becomes Sāman, Nirvāṇa is Nibbāna, Sutra is Sutta, etc.—Ed.] Prof. Childers says that two-fifths of the vocabulary is Sanskrit; but some words are more ancient.
Palikoi. See Pales.

Palilia. See Pales.

Palin. See Pithu. A fire god son of "earth."

Pall. Pallium. Latin (see Pal). This garment was a woolen wrap—a "flowing" cloak among Romans. It is traditionally said to have been worn by Linus the successor of St Peter, in an age when the cloak was the emblem of the Stoik; but the later ecclesiastical garment, known as the "pallium" or "pall," became a mere strip of white wool, adorned with purple crosses and passed over the head. The Popes began to bestow a "pallium" on bishops appointed by the emperor as early as 500 A.C., in token of recognition by the metropolitans; but in 742 Pope Zacharias insisted that all German metropolitanas must receive it from Rome, and the matter was considered important by Nicholas I (858-867), and at the Synod of Ravenna (877): this led to the great quarrel with the empire, when Pope Hildebrand in 1077 established spiritual supremacy; and the Emperor Henry V renounced the right of investing bishops even with the ring and crozier in 1122, though their temporalities were still to be held from the secular ruler (see Agnes). The greatest importance is still attached to the Pallium as the symbol of obedience to the Pope. The woolen vestment is laid on the altar (in St Peter's), of the crypt where the saint is supposed to be buried. It is blessed by the Pope; and no metropolitan can ordain a priest, consecrate a bishop, or dedicate a church, till he has received it from Rome. He may not wear it outside his cathedral, save when Mass is said in the open. It is buried with him, or if he dies without burial it must be either buried or burned.

Palladium. The protecting Άγιος of Athēnē, represented on an early statue as her cloak or robe, which she holds out. She bears the spear in her right hand; and the Pelopide said that their Palladium was the "stiff bone" of Pelops (see Bones), which (see Faber, Cabiri, i, pp. 346, 410), gives a phallic meaning to the emblem. [The idea appears to be that of "covering" or protecting.—Ed.]

Palladius. A predecessor, according to tradition, of St Patrick in Ireland. He was a deacon of Gaul, or of Britain, said to have been consecrated as a bishop for Ireland by the Pope, in 431 A.C.—the "Scoti" being then a N. Irish tribe—and he suffered martyrdom among them. He seems to have preached to the Picts; and "Paddy's Fair" still held at Fordoun is said to have originated with St Patricius or Palladius. He is said to have baptized St Servanus, and St Ternan, but probably died about 460 A.C. (see Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. xxviii: Robertson, Early Christianity, 1886). Mr Plummer (Bede, 1896) accepts the view first propounded by Tirechan, that "Patriicus" was the patrician Palladius (Bede, i, 15). "Saints have been produced from less," he says, "as St Amphilius from St Alban's cloak." [See Patrick. The usual idea is that Palladius failed in Ireland, and was succeeded by Patrick.—Ed.]

Pallas. The virgin goddess of Trojans, identified with Athēnē, bearing the spear in her right hand as the male emblem, and the distaff in her left as the female symbol. The Greeks derived the name from Παλλέιν "to brandish," and Athēnē from Athēr, the "spear head," whence Benfey and others connect Pallas with lightning. Athēnē is otherwise the daughter of Pallas. [The word appears to come from the Aryan root Bhāl "to shine," and she was thus both light and a daughter of light.—Ed.] See Athēnē.

Pan. [Apparently an ancient root meaning "breath," "spirit" : Akkadian bani, Mongol bani, buni, "spirit" : Hebrew binah "intelligence" : Sanskrit Pavana "breeze" : English "pant" (see Ba).—Ed.]

Pan. The shepherd-god of Greeks and Romans, a "spirit" of the woods, the Latin Faunus with goat's legs and horns, dwelling underground according to Horace. His symbol was a cippus, or phallos, and he is the lord of creative powers—the Zeus Kerastes or "horned Jove." Later philosophers, taking the word to mean "all" (as in Greek), made Pan the lord of heaven, earth, fire, water, matter, and spirit. The Flamen Dialis was his high priest; and his death was mourned like that of Tammuz, or of Osiris. The Orpheans sang his praises (Taylor, Hymns, p. 131) as being—

... "The substance of the whole.
Etherial, marine, the earthly general soul,
Immortal fire; all the world is thine
And all are parts of thee, O power divine."

"The hours and seasons wait thy high command,
And round thy throne in graceful order stand.
Goat-footed, horned, Bacchanalian Pan,
Fanatic power from whom the world began,
Whose various parts, by thee inspired, combine
In endless dance and melody divine."

The name Pan signifies a "spirit" in several Turanian dialects, but he was originally a coarse phallic deity, though connected also
Pancha-tantra

with music and dance. The shepherds believed that he slept in cool shady places by day, and lived—like themselves—in caves. He is a tree spirit, and the master of the Dryads, and of Seléné the moon or "light" goddess. [See Eo-lani. Pan is very like the Akkadian satyr, not only as being a man-beast, but also as dwelling in woods, descending underground, and being mourned at his death.—Ed.] He was a son of Zeus, Hermes, or Apollo, and his mother was a daughter of Dryops ("oak face"), or Oineus, or Kallisto. His chief abode was in Arkadia.

Pancha-tantra. Sanskrit: "five books." A collection of ancient Sanskrit fables, whence the Hitopadesa ("good advice") was compiled. Prof. Benfey, in the introduction to his translation, says that it was "originally a Buddhist work," derived apparently from the 550 Játaka (or "birth" vicissitudes of the Buddha in former lives. These, according to Dr Rhys Davids (Sávatattva-vaaná, "birth-stories"), reached Greece on the return of Alexander's companions from India, about 300 B.C. (see Esop). Prof. Dowson believed the Sanskrit Pancha-tantra, as we now have it, to be a compilation by a Brahman—Vishnu-Sarman—about the end of our 5th century, and this to be the origin of the edition known as the Hitopadesa. Max Müller gives a very complete tabular account of these works, and of their translations (Chips, iv, p. 171), all the western versions being due to Khosru-Nushirwán, king of Persia, who sent his physician to India for the Pancha-tantra, which he had translated into Pahlavi between 531 and 579 A.C. This again was rendered into Syriak, and in 754-775 into Arabic, whence came, in 1080, the Greek version of Simeon Seth, and the Persian of Nasr-Allah, in 1118-1123. Other editions of the 13th century contain additional tales from various sources. The Sanskrit Badapa became Bidpai, Bilpay, and the French Pilpay in La Fontaine's translation of 1668, which includes many variants and fills six volumes. The Arabic translation from the Pahlavi, by 'Abdalllah ibn el Mokaffa (about 750 A.C.), was called the "Kaila wa Dimma," and that of Simeon (1080) the "Stephanites kai Iknelatès." The Persian Anwar-i-Shahali ("lights of Canopus"), now read for "honours" in examinations, is a translation of our 15th century by Hasein ben el Vaaz: it enlarges the Arabic edition with tales from Mongolian, and Indian, sources. From the Iyar-i-Dánish comes the Hindustani, Khirad-Afroz (see also Barlaam).

Pandia. The consort of Zeus Pandión, the full moon and parent of Erekthneus (the "earth man"), and of Boutès: [probably from the Aryan root bhan "white," "bright."—Ed.]

Pandu. Sanskrit: "the bottom" or "base"; but in Tamil it means "old”—perhaps explaining the next.

Pandus. Pandyas. Fabled to be a division of the lunar race of Aryans (see Brhmá), and rendered "pale": [from the Aryan root Bhur "white," perhaps as contrasted with the dark non-Aryans—Ed.] (see Kurus). The Pandus, driven south, founded several kingdoms; and we suspect that they were in reality the Drávidian Pandýan, or "ancient" Cholas, and Cheras (Kurus also being perhaps the Tamil Kira or "old") agricultural patriarchs, or the second rank among Drávidians. In S. India all great deeds, buildings, and cave carvings, of unknown origin, are attributed to the Pandus, or Pandyas—the "old ones" to whom a divine origin is ascribed. Mr Senáthí Rája (Journal RL. Assatic Soc., October 1887) appears to connect the northern Pandívas with the southern Pandýas (p. 577), whose capital was the Maduva of Ptolemy (Madura): and Kurgs and Kadogus, in the south, are styled Pandus: while Pandíyas succeeded the Cholas in our 8th century. Tamil historians say that 200 Pandýas reigned in Madura before 1400 B.C.; and Turnour (on the Mahá-vamsa) says that their kingdom was older and more civilised than that of King Ví-jíya of Ceylon, who married a Pandyan princess in the 6th century B.C. Megasthenes, in 305 B.C., could not (as Mr Senáthí Rája remarks) have heard of Pandýas in the extreme S. of India, while residing on the Ganges, unless they had then attained to considerable power. In the 2nd of Azóka's decrees the Chola cities Kâuchi and Kâvéri, and the kingdom of Kéráli, are called Pandýan in the 3rd century B.C., and are noticed in the 2nd, by the writer of the Mahá-bláshya (or dictionary of Patanjali) as also on the Gérnar pillar. Eusebius (in our 4th century) says that Pandion had sent two embassies to Augustus César, as Strabo says also that an Indian monarch of Augustus himself records at Angora. Pliny, in 77 B.C., makes Madura a Pandian capital, and Ptolemy refers to them in S. India in our 2nd century. The astronomer Varáha-Mihíra (about 494 A.C.) gives us six Drávid kingdoms—those of the Pandýas and Cholas, of Kéráli, Kánátiiká, Kalángi, and Andhára. The southern Pandýas bore a fish on their banners, and claimed the old title of Kumari-Gérpan—probably ruling the coasts to Cape Kusura: their kings also were Miu-avans or "fishy ones." They drove out the wild Veddahs, and were themselves pressed S. by Cholas: in our 11th century we find evidence in coins of a combined Chola-Pandýan kingdom (Sir W. Elíot, Numism. Orient.). The
Pāṇini

Panjāb

Panjāb. The region of the “five waters” in N.W. India, which still bears witness, by its city mounds, to the numerous civilisations succeeding each other as new invaders came in from Bactria. Mounds above mounds are found at the favourite sites, round towns still clustered by old wells where half the tribes of Asia have drunk, fought, and died. These mounds are often very extensive, that at Agroha (18 miles N.E. of Hisar) covering 620 acres, and being 50 ft. high, while near Rohtak the Thole, or “mounds,” cover a square mile.

After the Persians and Greeks came swarms of Iatii, Xanthii, and others, according to Strabo, Ptolemy, and Pliny (see India), representing a mingled Aryo-Turanian population. Three-fifths of the inhabitants now speak Panjabi, which is as near to Hindi as Dutch to Flemish, the Hindi being spoken by only 2 millions in the Panjāb, though by 50 millions in India generally. In the E. Panjāb it is called the Brij-bhāsa, and the common Widi is the “lingua Franca,” which is of Persian origin coming in with the Mah invasion, while the Pushtu is spoken near the Afghan frontier, being also an Iranian Aryan dialect. Other dialects include the Multānī, Pahārī, and Bagri. Some 15 millions speak Panjabi, but the Panjbāb literature includes ten languages. Of the 15 millions only 6 per cent. could read and write in 1881; and only 1½ per cent. were under instruction. The oldest Hindi book in the Panjāb is one by Chand Bardai of Lahore, about 1200 a.c., and the earliest specimen of Panjāb is a life of Nanak (see Sikhs) about 1539 to 1552. But some 400 works in Urdu issue annually from the press, and the history of Yusufzai, by Sheikh Mali, was written in Pushtu in 1417 a.c. The Panjāb is larger than Prussia, with a population of 25 millions, of whom eleven-twelfths are Sikhs, and the remainder Moslems and Hindus, by religion. There are 300 tribes and castes, the bulk of the population being Jats—akin to the Tajiks, and Mughal descendants of Baber’s soldiers. With these non-Aryans we find Ghākars from Khorāsān, Ahirs from the Bombay coast, Arabs, and Patuās (the Paktuēs of Herodotus) with pre-Aryan Mīnas from Rājputānā, and ancient Kathas and Khānī nomads, besides aborigines such as the Thākors, Dōgras, Kanets and Khātris. This account will serve to show how much the Iranian and

Pandus often invaded Ceylon, but were finally driven to the S.W. corner of India. They had a history of 2000 years before our 13th century. In the 7th or 8th century a.c. they had colleges at their capitals of Madura, and Tanjore (Bishop Caldwell), and they called themselves “Lord of the World” on their coins. A Pandi chief at Delhi besought aid of the Moslems in our 13th century. Some lists of Pandian kings enumerate 30, and others 80 monarchs, the actual history being still doubtful (see Dravidiās). A Pandya king (Sundara) at Madura is said to have impaled 8000 Jains; and similar Pandyan persecution of Buddhists at this capital was going on when Huensiang was at Kanchi in 639 a.c. It was perhaps to these ancient non-Aryans that the story of the Pandus in the Mahābhārata originally referred.

Pāṇini. The first great Sanskrit grammarian, whose date is important for the study of Vedik literature. Goldstücker says that he “lived not later than 700 B.C.”; but others say 500 or 400 B.C. Dr Bhandarkar (1884-1886) follows Yaska, author of the 1st Nirukta, or gloss on the Vedas, in giving 700 to 800 B.C. (Indian Antiq., May 1886). Dr Dhruba (Bombay Anthrop. Soc. Journal, iv, 3 and 4) says that “Pāṇini seems to have known Sakalāya, the only authority in Vedik literature that has been mentioned by name in the Alarayya Brāhmaṇa” (a work not later than 700 B.C.): he also says that Pāṇini and Valmiki (the author of the Ramāyana) “belonged to the Vata” (see Bhrigus, of whom they were a branch), and the influence of the Bhrigus—according to Max Müller—is seen about 600 B.C. in comment on the Athavā Veda. The earliest commentator on Pāṇini is probably Kāṭyāyana, who lived during the Nandas dethroned in 315 B.C. But Pāṇini himself speaks of foreign Vāvanāni (or Ionian) alphabets (Max Müller). Mr Grierson (Indian Antiq., Aug. 1893) says that he must have lived before Gotama Buddha, but at a time when Sanskrit was known only to the learned. Dr Liebich says that: “he taught the language known in India in his own time—in syntax practically identical with the Brāhmaṇas and Sutras, and in grammar differing only from the former in the absence of a few ancient forms—noted by him as Vedik peculiarities.” The language of the Alarayya Brāhmaṇas is older, that of the Bhagavād Gītā later, and that of the Gīrīya-Sutras nearest to that of Pāṇini. The fixation of the first of these would therefore indicate the earliest possible date for his writings. Dr Max Müller can find no evidence of the use of writing in Pāṇini’s time (Sanskrit Lit., p. 311), but Goldstücker and others urge that his detailed criticism of words, and of grammar, would have been impossible in the absence of writing. [If therefore writing only came to India about 600 B.C. this would limit Panini to between 600 and 320 B.C.—Ed.] The prevalence of the Pali before 250 B.C. also indicates the early date of Pāṇini and Yaska, but Pali and Sanskrit had not diverged very widely before 100 or 200 B.C.

Panjāb
Pantainos

Aryan population, even in the extreme N.W. of India, is intermixed with Turanians who have poured over the frontier from the earliest times (see Aryans).

Pantainos. Pantenus. The supposed preceptor of Clement of Alexandria, who began to teach before 180 B.C., and fled with Clement, from Greece to Egypt, in the persecution by Septimius Severus in 202 A.D. According to Jerome Pantenus, while a missionary to India (or the East), found a gospel in Hebrew which had been used by St. Bartholomew. Eusebius speaks of the writings of this Pantenus, but none of them remain. The Roman Church has given him the 7th of July as his saint's day.

Panth. Sanskrit: one of the titles of the Saktis, or female principles (see Sakti).

Pantheism. The doctrine of "God in all things"; called also Akosism ("no Kosmos"): it is "the shelter into which many philosophic minds have retired from the anthropomorphic and anthropopathic (or rudely objective) religions of their day." Spinoza, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, were true Pantheists; yet Spinoza was called by Schleiermacher "a god-intoxicated man." Spinoza's God was omnipresent, infinite, self-existent, self-evident substance; visible in all forms and energies of nature. A spiritual and highly religious Pantheism was what he thus taught; a God seen in all his works yet, as being thus identified with the universe of matter, said to be denied as personal. Anaximander of Mileto (610 to 547 B.C.) was the early Greek representative of material Pantheism; and the Yoga philosophy of India, about the 1st century A.D. (see Bhagavad-Gita) represents a spiritual Pantheism, which declares the material world to be Maya or "illusion"—the image in the mirror—man's true aim being to attain, through contemplation, an absorption into the infinite. Xenophanes (about 530 B.C.) founded the Eleatic school, and opposed the materialism of Anaximander. He saw intelligence and unity in nature, and so inferred the unity, but not the personality, of God. His phrase "from nothing nothing comes" was a motto for his followers; but he was opposed by Heraclitus of Ephesus (500 B.C.), who is called the "weeping philosopher," and who denied that the All only attained to consciousness in man, not being self-existent, but absorbed (or latent) in matter; whereas the Eleatics held that matter was absorbed in God—or a mere appearance of a divine reality. They were thus Theists, whose spiritual Pantheism survived in the neo-Platonism of Alexandria. (It was apparently the belief not only of Jewish philo-

Pantheism

sophers but of Paul also (Acts xvii, 28; Ephes. iv, 6), though condemned by other Christians.—Ed.) From this belief developed the theory of emanations, which took shape in Gnostik systems, and in the Jewish Kabbala. It was taught by Plotinus, Proclus, and Iamblichus; and Christianity inherited the idea, though the voice was drowned by ignorant clamour, till thraldom became insupportable, and it once more pleased for hearing in the 13th century, when a few here and there began to say that the Bible speaks of a God who is "in all," and who "is Love," in whom man can dwell, and God in man. This was enlarged upon later by Giordano Bruno (about 1600 B.C.), but he was burned alive, and silence fell on the Churches till Spinoza began to write. Pantheism is now more generally accepted as taught by Hegel, to whom God is most clearly manifest in man, but also in lower animals, in plants, and rocks, and everywhere in nature. "Providenee," Renan wrote in 1877, "is no other than the immutable, divine, most wise, just, and beneficent order of the laws of the universe . . . nature is an appearance, man a phenomenon . . . there is an eternal foundation, the infinite, the absolute, the ideal . . . It is not reason but sentiment (feeling) that determines God . . . Prayer to such an ideal can be only a mystic hymn . . . nature has arranged all, and has loaded the dice." Thus the Theist touches the borders of Pantheism; he allows the God in all, though he would also desire to maintain a God outside all. Christians inclined to the old Pantheism of pagan philosophy, when speculation was not silenced by priests: for many have felt that there is no escape from such belief if God is to be described as "substance," omnipresent and omniscient. Theism has been described as "theology abhorring a vacuum"; but it is merged in the belief that "God is in all"; or, as the old Pantheists expressed it, that "all is in God"; while others said "He is the All," using capitals such as Hèrsieklotos would willingly have adopted 2400 years ago, or Brahmins and Buddhists even earlier. A reviewer of the Rev. Dr. Hunt (Pantheism and Christianity) compares the distinction of Theism and Pantheism to the Roman dogma of Transubstantiation as contrasted with the Consubstantiation of Luther. "Pantheism," says Dr. Hunt, "is found invariably to be the ultimate utterance of reason on God, and on His relation to Nature." Though he pleads for the use of capitals he gives up practically the idea of a personal God apart from the universe, yet illogically retains the idea of free-will. But of a God beyond the known and perceptible we can of course know nothing.

"In antiquity," said the pious Theist, Francis Newman, in 1872 (Miscellanea, ii. p. 205, published in 1887), "the only school of thought, known to us, which understood the real magnitude of the
Pantheism

universe, was practically A-theistic.” He refers to Démokritos and Epikouros; but there was nothing moral in their allusions to “magnitude and grandeur.” Some of the neo-Platonists strove to introduce a spiritual mysticism into Stoik ethics, and some upheld the older Pantheism. The real home of Pantheism, as this writer perceives, was India, “where it was taught that the Eternal Infinite Being creates by self-evolution, whereby he becomes, and is, all existence; that he alternately expands, and—as it were—contracts himself, reabsorbing into himself the things created. Thus the Universe, Matter and its Laws are all modes of Divine existence. Each living thing is a part of God, each soul is a drop out of the divine ocean; and, as Virgil has it, the soul of a bee is ‘divine particula aura.’” [But it is difficult to understand what is meant by “himself,” or by an “ocean,” which is not a substance, yet consisting of drops. This theory still vaguely maintains a personality, and does not merely teach the unending re-arrangement of the atoms.—En.]

Such was the conception of Jove in the Orphik hymns (Thos. Taylor, Hymns, p. 95).

“Hence with the universe great Jove contains
The ether bright, and heaven’s exalted plains
The extended restless sea, and earth renowned,
Ocean immense, and Tartarus profound;
Fountains and rivers, and the boundless main
With all that Nature’s ample realms contain,
And gods and goddesses of each degree.
All that is past, and all that e’er shall be
Oculti, and in fair connection, lies
In Jove’s wide womb—the ruler of the skies.”

“In Jove the male and female forms combine,
For Jove’s a man, and yet a maid divine.”

“Jove’s the breath of all. His wondrous frame
Lives in the rage of ever restless flame,
Jove is the sea’s strong root, the solar light,
And Jove’s the moon, fair regent of the right,
And in Jove’s royal body all things lie,
Fire, night, and day, earth, water, and the sky.”

This fully elaborated Pantheism is the same that we find detailed in the Bhagavádi-gita, and in the “Laws of Vishnu,” in India. The Deity is not conceived as corporeal and divisible, but rather as being all things, present everywhere and totally, with each being, though in different gradations of being; yet himself separate and apart from all—“the source of multitude, yet himself perfect unity”; which doctrine is about as incomprehensible, by a logical mind, as any Athisan creed—as is inevitable when the thinker starts with the assumption of a being apart—a “divine unity,” who is not a material being at all, and of whom we “know nothing, because he is incomprehensible” in our modern meaning of the word. Pantheism so explained relapsed into the old Polytheism, which men could better understand—the observation of phenomena, without any attempt to connect them as a whole; or among the few into Theism—the idea that a creator made a great machine, worked by forces such as gravitation, attraction, repulsion, or heat; and that he left it to work by itself—except when at times he interfered with its action. Thus the Vedantists said:

“Thou sittest aloof, not interested, nor moving,
The ever-cold, impassive beholder of unalterable Law,
Calm and solitary in thine embodiment unity,
A something yet nothing, real only as the cause of all,
Yet unreal because existing not as a Being,
Untrue because without essence; though existing in thy Power,
A part of thine imperishable soul embodied in Illusion.
Thou art moisture in water: the light in the sun:
The sweet scent of the flower: the harmony of the spheres.”

So with stammering lips men endeavoured to picture an “embodied illusion,” not perceiving with Anaxagoras “that nothing comes from nothing”; or they conceived of a god who looked on what he had made without any anxiety about it, not rejoicing in his works as “very good,” nor destroying them in anger. They came naturally to regard him (or it) as a “something yet nothing”—a great incomprehensible, existing in dark solitude for a vast eternity, then suddenly—at intervals when Brahms wakes—creating a world or an universe. They forgot that they thus made him no longer an immutable godhead, because one who thinks and improves: as when matter issues from chaos. The vague ideas which found full expression in Plato were opposed by the logical mind of Aristotle, as Christian vague mysticism is now rejected by the Monist. Francis Newman says: “Whatever matter may be, it seems to follow that it is co-eternal with God... so that what we call Nature is inextricably interwoven with God.” He even admits that during the last century “the pendulum of Theistic thought has oscillated very decidedly towards Pantheism.” More and more is knowledge seen to begin and end with natural phenomena; and he allows that it must not be sacrificed to any “speculations about God.”

Pāpā

See Pa, and Bā. A reduplication of the root which means “to be.” So in Egyptian popa is “to create,” or “cause to be,” the reduplication being very commonly causative. In Phrygia
Paphos

Papa was Attis, a god like Jove, and Papeus is a title of Zeus. Paphos and Paphia probably come from the same word; and all over W. Asia, as with ourselves, Papa, Bap, or Baba, are names for a “father”; while among Polynesians Papa is the consort of Baka, and produces all things from her calabash (Fornander, Polynesia, i, p. 212).

Paphos. Tradition speaks of a Paphos, or Papeus, from Kilikia son of Sandako. [These names are apparently neither Aryan nor Semitic. Papa is a Turanian word for “father” (Turkish bebä), and Sang-dak probably “the stone of power” (Akkadian san-tak, Turkish şan-taʃ), or “the father of power” San-taʃ.—Ed.] The great shrine of Ashtoreth in Cyprus was called Paphos, and stood near the W. end of the island, where—on the plain below—solitary pillars represented Papeus, whose cone emblem was also adored in the temple of the goddess above. This temple was excavated by Messrs Hogarth and Smith (see Academy, 19th May 1888), when the cone was discovered together with Greek texts; and (says Mr Hogarth) “many of the statuettes, etc., have decided phallic characteristics” (see Kadesh). An Apollo Onom is here noticed in “many inscriptions” reading Ὅποιον Μίλονθιον, after the name of a neighbour village. Aphrodité was called Paphia after this shrine. New Paphos was in a fertile plain 10 miles inland of Old Paphos, which had a harbour at the mouth of the river Bokaros; it is now called Bafio. Greek statues in Cyprus often carry the dove of Aphrodité in their hands, at Paphos and elsewhere.

Papias. This early Christian authority is known to us only through Eusebius “the maker of history.” He is said to have been imprisoned at Rome about 160 or 168 A.C., having been a bishop at Pergamum about 163 A.C., and before that at Hierapolis, on the borders of Phrygia, from 100 or 110 A.C. Irenæus, who was his pupil, calls him a “saintly old man,” and Eusebius “a hearer of John and an associate of Polycarp,” but also “a man of small understanding . . . unversed in the Scriptures.” The Paual Chronicle says that he was martyred at Pergamum in either 163 or 156 A.C.; but this is a yet later authority than Eusebius. A few quotations of his sayings alone remain. He is said to have stated: “If I found some who had followed the first presbyters I asked: what said Andrew, or Peter, or Philip, James, or Matthew and John, who were the Lord’s disciples? . . . I thought I could not derive so much advantage from books as from the living and abiding oral tradition.” But the results do not appear to have been satisfactory to later theologians like Eusebius.

Papauans

His famous last work, An Exegesis of the Lord’s Sayings (or Logia), appears to have consisted of five books; and he is quoted as an authority regarding the writings of Matthew and Mark (see those headings), and refers to “John the Elder” (see 2 John, verse 1). The Rev. Dr S. Davidson (New Testament Canon) says however that: “Papaius knew of no inspired Gospels.” He was mainly intent on the expected return of Christ, and on the millennium; and pictured heaven as “a pleasant place where we should eat and drink and enjoy ourselves forever.” He is made responsible for statements that John and James were killed by the Jews, and that those who rose at the crucifixion lived till the time of Hadrian (or for over 100 years), while Barnabas the Just was forced to drink the poison of an adder—which would not have done him any harm—but was preserved by repeating the name of Christ. It is possible that Papaius may have been born in 85 A.C., and have perished in 163 A.C.; but it is unlikely that he could have known John, the disciple of Christ, as “John the Elder” (or presbyter); and the later accounts of this early witness are rendered untrustworthy by the garbled text of the Christian patriarchal literature.

Papauans. This term is the Malay pa-puwa, or puwa-puwa, “frizzly-haired,” applied to the inhabitants of New Guinea or Papua, of whom there are 12 varieties, from pigmies under 5 feet to powerful savages over 6 feet high. They have no affinity with the Malays in race or language, though Malay words have penetrated into the island, yet both tongues show affinities with the Dravidian speech of India, as do Polynesian languages generally. [See Melanesia. The Negrito languages also compare with those of Africa.—Ed.] The original Papauans seem to be a remnant of the Negritos of the old Lemurian continent stretching S. from Asia. New Guinea is the second largest island in the world, 1490 miles long, with a maximum breadth of 490 miles, or 300,000 square miles in area, and is thought to have formed part of the continent of Australia in the Miocene age. The natives are not quite black, they are bearded and hairy, with large noses and projecting brows: many are quite naked. They live in houses raised on piles, and have adopted the “blow pipe,” which is a Malay weapon. They have no hereditary chiefs, or settled government. They make wooden images for departed souls. The bride is tattooed at marriage. They propitiate evil spirits of woods, and waters, as well as the dead, whose images are called Karwar, being a foot high, with huge heads, the female figures holding a serpent, and the male ones a spear and shield. They have apparently no belief in any good spirit.
Par

Par. See Bar. An ancient root for "light" in Akkadian, found also in the Etruscan bar "red," and verse "fire," the Tartar bor "white," or "bright," and the Turkish parşa "shining." (Dr Isaac Taylor, Etruscan Researches, pp. 146, 331). The Aryan root Bhaar is the same, whence the Greek Par and our "fire." Par is also "fuel" in Sanskrit and other Indian languages, and the word applies to rustic altars under the sacred bar tree, or banian (Pieters Religious and Pieters Indic).  

Paradise. In Persian Pairvidaem which Haug derives from pairi a "round place," and diz "to form." It occurs in Hebrew as Parades, in Arabic as Firdos, in Greek as Paradesios, and in Sanskrit as Paramides (see Neh. ii, 8: Eccles. ii, 5: Cant. iv, 13: "orchard" or "forest") meaning a "park," and commonly applied to the Garden of Eden. [It is remarkable that no better explanation of the word as of Aryan origin can be given. In Akkadian, on the other hand, Par-dus would mean "an enclosure of produce."—Et.]

Param-atma. "The supreme spirit." Vishnu, etc.

Param-Iswara. "The supreme being." Siva, Khriahna, etc.

Paran. A Tamil name for Brahman, Siva, etc.

Parasu. Sanskrit. The double axe, or the crescent-shaped sword, borne by Parasu-Rama the 6th incarnation of Vishnu, who destroyed the Haiyaya serpent worshipers. He was a Bhrigu, and his legend inculcates complete obedience to Bráhmanas; for by order of his father Jamad-agni ("twin fires") he slew his mother Kenuka, who was of the royal Kuska, or "tortoise" race, as an act of faith which his brethren called matricide. He was deified by Bráhmanas for slaying a chief who killed a Bráhman hermit and his "sacrificial calf," and because he warred against the Kshatriya, or warrior caste, who strove against Bráhmanas for independence. "Thrice seven times he cleared the earth of Kshatriyas . . . . . replacing every weapon that they lopped by a fresh Parasu . . . . owing to Bráhma's love for him." His was the Treta-Yuga, the "age of truth," when priests said, and peoples believed that "religion and righteousness rested on rites and sacrifices . . . . . men and maidens claim rewards for superior gifts, and for austerities." Parasu Rama attended the great war-council of the Kuru, and became a worshipper of Siva: he fought against Rama-Chandra (otherwise the 7th incarnation of Vishnu) when the latter broke Siva's bow; but being defeated he was excluded from heaven, yet occupied a place in Mahendra, Indra's Paradise, where he was visited by Arjuna, who had first instructed him in the use of arms.


Pariahs. A general term for low castes in India, originally Paharis or "hillmen." In Tamil all the unclean are called Pariyans, or Parashis, including even those of mixed caste, such as the offspring of a Bráhman and a Sudra, or any who—like foreigners—do not observe caste rules. In many Hindu temples there are Pariah priests, and Pariah altars of the more ancient non-Aryan races. In some no rites can be performed unless begun by a Pariah (Mr S. M. Neva-sandram, Journal RL. Asiatic Soc., April 1884), especially in Travankor where there are 70,000 Pariahs. There are also Pariah kings and deities, acknowledged by later Drivids and Aryans, such as the goddess of small-pox whose father is Siva "the great Parayan who rides the elephant"; and "Bráhmanas at their marriages in S. India, first offer a new cloth, fruits, and flowers, to the leading Pariah," and at the close of the rites shout to him "Brother the wedding is completed." The cloth, etc., are then taken back, and all this is not condensation to the Pariah, who is recognised as an elder brother and is often the officiating priest, the "decorator of the gods in the name of the entire caste, and no-caste, community": he wears the sacred thread of a Bráhman, and uses the lordly white umbrella, and the white flag, at marriage, funeral, and other rites alike. Yet the upper class teach that the touch of a Pariah, or even his presence at meetings, causes impurity: that dead or living he is worse than a dog, and may be vilified, flogged, or murdered with impunity, or sold with fields and cattle, unless protected by British law. We cannot wonder therefore that Pariahs should have become mentally and morally degraded.

Pári-jata. A tree in the paradise of Indra, called also "Vishnu's hairy dart," which Khriahna carried off at the request of his consort; or which, according to another legend, she stole and planted in Dravaka "the door" (see Door). This caused war among the gods, but Khriahna kept the tree till his death, when it returned to Indra's paradise, where it stands as Jambu, the Kalpa-dru, Kalpa-Vriksha, or Vata-mula (see Journal RL. Asiatic Soc., xi, p. 148).

Paris. See Helen. The son of Priam and Hekabé, exposed on the slopes of Mt. Ida, and suckled by a bear; slain by the arrow of
Parjanya

Häraklane, and mourned by Olden. Terrible portents at his birth foretold the evils he would bring on Troy. But he was a patron of shepherds, to whom a bull was sacrificed after his death. [The name is probably derived from the Aryan root Bhan "bright" (see Bar).—En.]

Parjanya. Parganya. Sanskrit: "the supreme creator." He is apparently the Slav Perkūnas, or Perus, and the Old Prussian Perkuno, a god of storm and thunder. In the Vedas Parjanya is the brother of Aditi ("the boundless"), father of Soma (the moon, and the dew), and husband of Prithivi (the earth).

Parrot. In Indian mythology the Tuta, or Sukas, is the soothsayer, truth teller, the faithful and cheerful friend, and the bird of Kâma or "love." He is often perched on the lingam, in the temples of Oudh (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 226, fig. 88): such tri-lingams are held to be powerful talismans; and many Hindus quite worship the parrot, which is believed to watch the conduct of their wives, as we see in the Tuti-namé or "parrot tales" (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 322). The false wife covers the parrot’s cage, and fries fish, when the parrot thinks that it rains. The monster ass of the Ramâyana has also a parrot’s face. It also is the symbol of Hari, and Harit (sun and moon), from the word hari ("green" or "yellow") which applies to the color of the parrot’s feathers. A son of Krishna, in the Mahâ-bhârata, is also called Sukas or "parrot." When the Asoka tree dries up the parrot dies—a phallic legend. It is also associated with the hungry wolf; and the Píschka monsters, who are carnivorous, have the heads of parrots.

Parsis. See Persians. The Zoroastrians in India. Educated Parsis deny that they are fire-worshippers; and Mr Brown (Travels in Persia) says that a Parsi priest flashed out in anger saying: "What ails you if we prostrate ourselves before the pure fire? You Moelens grovel before a dirty black stone, and Christians before a cross." Modern Parsis, in India, repudiate some of their own rites, as due to intercourse with Hindus, and to the desire to be at peace with their persecutors (Doabbai F. Karaaka, Hist. of Persia). They also deny that their religion is dualism, for they worship only Ahura-mazda the supreme deity of goodness. They explain the existence of evil by the struggle of Spensto-mainyunus ("the holy spirit") against Angro-mainyunus ("the spirit of wrath"), the one creating life and light, the other death and darkness; but the existence of Angro-mainyunus (or Ahriman) releases the soul from the body, and allows it after death to become immortal. They do not defend all Parsi customs, but say it is as good to give the dead to vultures ("the sextons of heaven") as to loathsome worms; and by this custom the purity of earth and water is, they say, secured. Though worship of the moon is disallowed, the Parsi matron, at the new moon seeks the seashore, with flowers and rice and sugar, dressed in her best; and there gazing reverently towards the crescent she offers these, with prayers for herself and her family. It is a day on which her lamps must burn only with consecrated ghee, and on which good resolves must be made: which is propitious also for wedding arrangements, or for the commencement of important business. When first the new moon is seen, the sacred Kosti girdle should be loosed, and prayers offered: the eyes, after gazing on the crescent, should be closed, and opened only after being touched with a diamond, or with gold; and it is unlucky not to see the new moon on the first night (see Moon, and Zoroaster).

Parthians. See Pahlavi, and Persians. The Rig Veda (vi, xxvii, 5-8) speaks of Pârthava as "the fierce repeller" whose conquering troops are "the Srinjaya," or "men of the sickle"—probably the scimitar. They warred with the Vrishna-vants, or sons of Vamha the rain god, with the Nahuša or serpent tribes, and with the Torvasha on the river Jamuna near Mathura (Mr Hewitt, Westminster Review, Sept. 1898, p. 27): they were Nágas, sons of the great snake to whom Kutsa was the divine priest of Indra, whose image (Maspero, Anct. Egt., p. 516) was on the banners of Parthian cavalry; and Mr Hewitt believes them to have been Parthians from near the Caspian Sea. Hindus believed them to be descendants of Pandu and of Parthë or Pritë ("mother earth"), and "descendants of the sun horse." [Thus the term may mean only "inhabitants," unless it be a softened form of Parsu "Persian."—Ed.] The Parthians first appear in the 3rd century B.C., when Arsakes I led a successful revolt against Antiochus Theos, the Seleucid ruler of Asia, and broke the power of this Greek dynasty in the East in 240 B.C. Within half a century the Parthian monarchs ruled from the Oxus to the Persian Gulf, and from the Indus to the borders of Syria, over the Pathâns as they are now called in Afghanistan; and the dynasty endured till the rise of the Persian Sassanians, or for nearly 500 years. The Parthians appear to have been a mingled people, Aryan and Turanian, but we know little of their internal history beyond the names of their kings, which were Iranian. They curled their hair and painted their faces like the Medes. They defeated Crassus in 53 B.C., and ravaged Syria, but were repelled soon after by Cicero in Cilicia, and by Ventidius in
Parusha

39 B.C. Their enmity to Rome long closed the land route to India for Western traders, and set bounds to the extension of Roman rule in Asia. In the time of Alexander the Great—who married Statira, the daughter of Darius—many of his followers married Persian women, and Greek ladies were also encouraged to marry Persian youths, so that the Parthians may have had much Greek blood in their veins, though in later times no Persian might marry any one not of the Mazdean faith. The Parthians apparently adhered to earlier Magian superstitions, connected with serpent worship, not accepting the Persian belief in Abūramazādā, though this we know from the monuments of Darius was older than the 6th century B.C.

Parusha. Sanskrit: “knotty.” Vishnu is the Tri-parus or “three knot” deity (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 386, plate viii, fig. 6), the emblem being often found in his cave-temples (see Knots).

Parusva-nat. The 23rd Jina of the Jains, having a shrine at Banaras (see Jains).

Pārvat. Pārvati. “The earthly” or “mountainous.” Pārvati is the Indian Venus, the bride of Siva, the daughter of Himālaya and Menā. She sits on Siva’s knee in the Paradise of Kailasa on the lofty Himālaya, and is called Ama, or Umas, “the mother”; and “the bright”; “the beautiful”; “the Jagad-gauri, or “world maiden” ; the Himāvati or “snowy one”; the Girija or “mountain born”: Paḍmi “the lotus”; Jagad-matā “the world-mother”; Jagad-bhātri “fostering the world”; Bhairavi “the terrible”; and in her finest forms Durga, or Kālī, or Syāmā “the black.” She is also Sinhavahini (or Sinha-nāthi) “the lion rider”; Chandī the “moon”; Iśāri “the star”; Sati “the true”; Ayā “the noble”; Kujā “the earthy”; Anatā “the eternal”; Niyā “the everlasting”; Kānha-Kumāri the “perpetual virgin”; Kāmā-akshi “the loving eyed”; Bhrāmari, “the bee” on Kāma’s brow; and her Chinese name is Po-lo-yu “the black dove,” who dwells on the “black mountain” (see Bee, Bhrāmari, and Nāg-arjuna). She is again Mahā-Śaiva “the great illusion,” or goddes of matter: the mirror in which gods and men may see themselves reproduced. She also bears her lord’s names as Sīvī, Iśāri, Bhāvanī, Bhagavati, Kaṇṣiki, and Rudrāni. Her shrines are usually beside rivers, at re-entering angles, and by deep pools, or rounded mountains rising over rivers; as at Miraṇpur where the sacred Vīndyas touch the Ganges. In S. India, 80 miles E. of Karnul, the Malla malli is the “black mountain” of Pārvati (see Mr Burgess, Academy, 7th Aug. 1886). Here flights of stairs 30 ft. wide, and made of huge stones, lead up the Nāga mountain, and are inscribed with the names of pilgrims to her celebrated and ancient shrine. On one of these mountains (Rudra-giri) Mr Burgess found a temple of (or Siva) 1570 feet above the sea, and three miles away another of his consort, Śri-Sailam or Parvati. The Via Sacra descended thence two miles to the sacred Krishna river. The gate-towers of this shrine are probably not older than our 16th century, having been built by the king of Vijaya-nagar, and the ornamentation is the same as at that place. The small inner temples are dedicated to Siva and Parvati, to whom (as Bhramarsambha) sheep are sacrificed three times a week. The ministers here flashed the sun’s rays on the great lingam in the inner shrine for Mr Burgess, as they did for Col. Mackenzie in 1794. Parvati is at once the Virgin and the Bride—the mother of Ganessa, and thus the bride of the winds, as well as the perpetual virgin and world maiden: the kind mother goddess, like the Christian virgin mother, as well as the frantic and bloody Durga. [Glaukippē with her elephant labı (Tatian to Greeks, xxxiii) resembles Parvati and Maya.

—Ed.] See Durga, Ganessa, Śrī.

Pas. Pas. Sanskrit: “to bind.” (From the old root Pak, or Bw, as in Akkadid and in Aryan speech, whence the English “pack.”

—Ed.) The Pas is the noose which Siva holds in his hand (see Noose) and which he gave to Arjuna as soon as the latter had acknowledged him to be the “great god.” Paśu also means “cattle,” or “bound” beasts, and Pasu-Kāma is “animal love,” as contrasted with the spiritual.

Pasargadae. The capital of W. Persia under Cyrus and Cambyses (550 to 522 B.C.), situated in the Mergâb plain, some 25 miles N.E. of Persepolis, watered by the stream called the Kūr. The monument here found, called Takht-i-Nadir or “Nadir’s throne,” is near a tomb variously called that of Cyrus, of Darius, or of the legendary Rustam, while pillars hard by bear in Persian kuneiform writing the words: “I am Cyrus, the King, the Akhaimenian.” Strabo (quoting Aristoboulos a companion of Alexander the Great), and Arrian, relate that the body of Cyrus was recovered from the Massagetae, placed in a gold coffin, and entombed at Pasargadae: “in the chamber was a couch with feet of beaten gold, with a purple coverlet, over which lay carpets of Babylonian pattern,” “the inscription on the ground, in the Persian language and the Persian letters, says ‘O men I am Cyrus the son of Cambyses, who founded the empire of Persia, and governed Asia; do not grudge me this monument.’” This famous tomb is now empty: it is a plain stone structure, rectangular with a gabled roof, and is raised on seven courses.
Pa-sent

of huge masonry forming a pyramid. It is much visited for the cure of mental and bodily ills, and rags are tied to the bushes which have sprouted on one side. Many Moslems have been buried near it (see Dr T. Collins, Kingdom of the Shah, 1896).

Pa-sent. Pshent. The double crown of upper and lower Egypt, the one red the other white. It was said to have a conscious two-fold life, according to Egyptian poets (Maspero).

Pasht. See Bas.

Passover. Hebrew: Pesah, “halting,” “leaping,” or “leaping over”; explained traditionally to mean that the angel of death “skipped” the houses where the door was marked with the blood of the lamb; and otherwise as having reference to the “skipping” of the lambs themselves at the spring feast. The feast of Massoth (see Mass), or unleavened cakes, lasted from the 14th to the 21st of the first month (Abib, or Nisan), beginning, roughly speaking, about the 1st of April. The Passover was eaten on the eve of the 14th of Nisan. Colenso remarks (Pent, vi) that the Passover is never mentioned by any of the Hebrew prophets before the captivity, and they never allude to the story of its institution in Egypt; as distinguished from the Massoth feast it first appears historically in the account of Josiah’s reformation, about 620 B.C. (2 Kings xxiii, 22, 23) being then said to have been long in abeyance. [According to 2 Chron. xxx, 13, 15, however, both Passover and the feast of Massoth were celebrated by Hezekiah also.—Ed.] The Passover was, and remains, a family feast, celebrated at home, and not in the Temple. After the destruction of the temple the lamb was no longer eaten, but only bitter herbs, and sour sauce, with the unleavened bread. The shank bone of the lamb is placed on a plate to represent the victim. About the time of Christ the “cups of blessing” had become part of the rite (Mishnah Pesahim), though not mentioned in the Old Testament. The Jews now sit during the symbolic meal, and even recline at ease, saying that this symbolises the fact that they reached “the rest and the inheritance”; but the Samaritans, on Mt. Gerizim near Shechem, eat the roast lamb as of old with loins girded and staff in hand. The connection of the Passover with the slaughter of the firstborn in Egypt may have given rise to the calumnious “blood accusation,” still made against the Jews by Christians, and traceable back to the Middle Ages. According to this accusation they were in the habit of annually killing a Christian child, to mix its blood with the unleavened cakes. [Similar accusations of killing and eating of humans by Christians were made by the Romans against early Christians, by Catholic Christians against Gnostics, and by the Church of Rome against the Templars.—Ed.] We can hardly wonder at such accusation when we read that King Ahaz made his own son to pass through the fire (2 Kings xvi, 5). The greatest importance is still attached to there being no leaven in the house on the Passover eve; the head of the family searches with a lamp in every room, and every crevice, and scrapes up with a spoon and goosquill any that can be found, placing it with the lamp, spoon, and quill, in a linen bag. None but the circumcised may partake of the Passover; but the women of the family sit apart and watch the rites, which consist of a regular ritual with prayers, readings, and hymns sung in a high falsetto.

Patagonians. Spanish: Patagon, or “large feet”; the inhabitants of the extreme S. of S. America, and of the island of Tierra del Fuego. They are of the same stock with the other aborigines, but speak a language “full of pleasing vowels,” and possess a dictionary of 30,430 words according to M. Guimard (Three Years’ Slavery among Patagonians). They are usually described as savages, but he gives the following “prayer, as a fair index of their religion” (see Prof. Max Müller, Contempy. Review, Feb. 1897).

“O Father: great man: king of this land
Favour us, dear friend, every day
With good food, good water, good sleep.
Poor am I: poor is this meal
Take of it if thou wilt.”

[The Patagonians are famous for their tall stature, averaging about 6 feet, and in a few cases 6 feet 4 inches to 6 feet 10 inches. They wear a mantle of the skin of the guanaco or llama; they are great riders, and the cradle is hung to the mother's saddle, and decorated with silver, and with brass bells. They are of a deep ruddy brown complexion, and wear the hair of the head to the shoulders, but carefully pull out that on the face even including the eyebrows. In Terra del Fuego (see Dr F. A. Cook of the Belgian Antarctic Expedition, Century Magazine, March 1900, p. 720) there are three races and three languages: (1) Aliicusus on the Magellan Straits, short, ill-developed, and using beech-bark “dug-outs”; they eat snails, mussels, crabs, and fish, and are of the lowest type; (2) Indians near Cape Horn and N. to Beagle Channel, called Yahgans, now nearly extinct though once powerful; they also are dwarfed, and feed like the preceding; (3) Giants called Onas, little known previously, but living on the main island of Tierra del Fuego; they were divided into
small hostile clans, but now combine against the white sheep farmers; they are from 6 feet to 6 feet 6 inches in height, the women of lesser stature but often corpulent. The physical development of the race, both here and in Patagonia, is very fine; they live entirely by the chase, feeding on the large herds of guanacos, and wearing the skin. They have fire, and use bows of the Antarctic beech, which they scrape into shape with a sharp shell; the string is of guanaco sinew; the arrows have feathers and glass tips (formerly of flint). Their language is guttural; their buts are very primitive, made of branches and skins; they possess dogs, and use them in hunting. They are polygamous, but divorce is said to be easy. Only some 1600 of them are now left. The intense cold of this stormy land causes them much suffering, and they are now being exterminated by white settlers whose flocks they destroy.—Etr.

Patāla. Patāla. The Hindu Hades or "low place" (see Būt) being the lowest of the seven hells. Some say that it is a beautiful place, with a golden soil, and fine palaces, groves, streams, and lotus-covered lakes; being rich in perfumes, and resonant with songs of birds, or music of great men and fair women—the daughters of the Danavas, Disneyas, and Yakshaas. Narada the Muni, leaving Patāla for Indra's heaven, said that the latter was inferior to the former, where Vasuki ruled over the chief Nagas. It seems evident that the Hades called Patāla is here confused with the ancient Dravidian capital at Patāla ("low lying"), a noble city on the lower Indus where wealth and luxury abounded.

Pātali-putra. Sanskrit: "the son of Pātala," named after the older capital (as above) and becoming that of the Magadha empire, and of Gangeetik Indīa, at least as early as our 6th century. It is included in the present city of Patna, and the site has been a capital for more than 1200 years, being at the Ganges crossing between the Buddhist sacred cities of Buddha-gaya, and Vaisala. It was the Pali-bothra of Greek and Roman writers, known in the time of Āelias, Strabo, Dio-dorus, and Pliny.

Pātān. Pāthān. See Pārthianas.

Pātanjali. The first of this name was the founder of Yoga philosophy, of whom little is known. The second was the author of the Mahā-bhāṣya, and a commentator on Pāṇini. His work was known in Kashmir in the 1st century B.C., and is variably supposed to have been written between 200 and 160 B.C. (Max Müller, Preface to I.41, 1896). See Pāṇini.


Patesi, Patesig. Akkadian: A prince under the suzerain, such as Urban, and Gustea, about 2800 B.C. at Zirgul (see Loh) under the kings of Ur, or Isme-dagon in Assyria about 1850 B.C., under Babylon. The office seems to have been hereditary, and in later times Assyrian kings call themselves "Patesi of the god Assur"; while Nebuchadnezzar is "Patesi of Marduk." [Probably Pu-te-sig in Akkadian means "lesser sceptre holder."—Ed.]

Pati. Sanskrit: "master"—a title of various gods such as Krishna the Go-pati or "cow-master," or Pārvati the Uma-pati or "mother lady." In Egyptian Pāti means "servant," as in the name Pāti-pa-Ra ("servant of Ra"), the Potipharam the story of Joseph.

Patrick. See Palladius. The Irish still make painful pilgrimages to the summit of Croagh Patrick, overlooking the Atlantic in Galway, on the "Patern"—or Patron Saint's—day: for hence, according to the legend, he expelled snakes and frogs from the land. His personality is doubtful, for Bede does not mention him at all, unless this "patrician" was actually named Palladius. We only know of him from monastic legends of the 8th century (see Academy, June, July 1888). The Roman Church acknowledged him as a lowerland of North Britain, born about 372 or 387 A.C., near Nemethur, or Banavan in Tabernia—now Dumbarton. His father was Calphurnius: his mother Oide, or Conchessa, was a sister of the French saint Martin of Tours, by whom he is said to have been ordained a deacon; and his father is called the grandson of the deacon Odèse, or Potitus. The year of St Patrick's death is as doubtful as that of his birth. Some say he was 120 when he died on 17 March 493; others say only 113 years of age: apparently he is made to live during the time of St Columba, with whom, and with St Bridget, he is supposed to have been buried at Down. He was captured by Irish pirates, and taken to Ireland as a slave. He was afterwards, according to some accounts, sent as a missionary by the Pope (or more probably by the Church of Gaul), reaching County Down in 432, and Armagh in 444. In 447 he was in Britain; in 448 at Casdel; in 455 he resigned the bishopric of Armagh, and visited Rome in 461. His legend states that he founded 365 churches (one for each day of the year), and baptised 12,000 persons with his own hands. He had a wondrous rod called the "Staff of Christ," and many pagan sites and myths are connected with his name. Mr W. Stokes (a well known Keltik scholar) says that the Tripartite Life of St Patrick is a production of the 11th
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century of “very trifling importance,” perhaps founded on statements in the Book of Armagh. A curious feature of the legends is the Irish belief in Dharna, as it is called in India (see Deo-garh), or self-sacrifica
tion at a holy shrine to compel the gods to grant favours. St Patrick
is said to have so fasted at the gate of a merciless master till he
freed his slaves, or again to have observed this custom (Trosca) in an
heretical city till it was converted (Academy, 23d June 1888).

Pathrusim. An Egyptian race (Gen. x, 14) of the group to
which the Philistines belonged (see Palestine). See Pati. [Perhaps
Pat-Ra-as, “worshiping Ra as god.”—Ed.]

Paul or Saul. The ablest of the founders of Christianity, well
called the “Apostle to the Gentiles,” without whom the faith of
Christ would, perhaps, never have spread beyond Judæa and Galilea,
and would certainly never have become an “universal religion”: it
would have died away, as did the Esseene, and many other local sects
in Syria. Paul made it wider, and imported into it some of the ideas
of Greek philosophy, as studied by educated Jews like Philo and
Josephus, unknown to the Galilean disciples who followed Peter the
fisherman. They spoke only of the divine Messiah, a son of David,
born of a woman, who was crucified, buried, and came to life again,
and whose immediate return they expected; and of God as the God
of Christ, and the father of all who believed. Paul, when he accepted
all this, proclaimed Christ to be also the pre-existent Logos, or “reason
of God, whom he had seen in vision (1 Cor. xv, 8), or in ecstacy when
caught up to the third heaven (2 Cor. xii, 2-4)—the perfect man
who, by obedience, obtained favour with God, and thus pardon for
sinners; who instituted a memorial rite; and who will come in
spiritual form to reign over saints in spiritual bodies. He also uses
such words as ἄνωθεν and ἄνωσις, much as did the later Gnostics;
and says that Jesus was “crucified through weakness”; and that the
Gentiles, no less than the Jews, are “sons of God,” if they believe
this gospel. But he does not identify Christ with the supreme deity,
since he says (according to one rendering) that Jesus “thought not to
usurp equality with God.” Phil. ii, 6.—Ed.

Saul was born a Jew of Tarsus in Cilicia, a city then already famous
as a centre of philosophy. He was brought up as a Pharisee, and learned
from Gamaliel the broader, and milder, teaching of the school of Hillel.
He had apparently long heard of the Christian legend, and had been
for some time actively employed in endeavouring to suppress the sect, as
dangerous to the faith of his fathers. But on his weary journey to
Damascus he was either stricken by the sun, or blinded and terrified by

lightning; and, being of a highly nervous temperament, he supposed
that this accident was intended as a divine warning to cease from his
persecutions, and to acknowledge Jesus as the divine Messiah. Yet
he tells us that he took no steps to verify the great assumption, on
which all his after career was based, and claims that he was divinely
inspired to preach what was revealed to him—only meeting Peter and
James three years later, and fourteen years afterwards going back to
Jerusalem to tell these two disciples, and John, what he was preaching
(Gal. i, 12-24; ii, 1-14), and even opposing Peter at Antioch:
“For I neither received it of man, neither was I taught, save by the
revelation of Jesus the Messiah.” To Paul it could make little
difference whether Jesus rose in a bodily or a spiritual body, but he
certainly believed that in future all were to possess some subtle and
ethereal frame like Christ (1 Thess. iv, 15, 17; 1 Cor. xv, 42-57).
His difficulty as to the “Law” which separated him from the Gentiles
was very simply solved, by supposing that since all was fulfilled, by
the appearance of the Messiah, it was no longer binding (Gal. iii,
19). He felt that what he had to do was to reconcile Jewish legends
and beliefs with Greek thought, and to instruct absent followers, and
inquirers, by his epistles: for he knew that in education he stood high
above the original Palestinian disciples of his new master.

Many writings that were not Paul’s are believed to have been
fathered on him (see Hebrews, Epistle of). The so-called “Pastoral
epistles (to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon) are especially doubted as
“Deutero-Pauline.” We can indeed hardly call either Paul himself,
or Christ, or the apostles, truly historical figures; yet we have in the
epistles, however uncertain we may be as to date and authorship, a
record of early beliefs as to Jesus crucified at the Passover—a per-
secuted Messiah, who, in Jewish estimation, must be the seed of
David, and who was expected to appear again within the lifetime of
his disciples, and of Paul. The Judean converts, in his time, were
content to add the new faith to the old: for in rites and worship they
still thought of themselves as Jews. Baptism, and the Passover
supper, were old Jewish customs, and a bodily ascent to heaven was
quite credible to those who lived in an atmosphere of apparitions and
inspirations. Legends and traditions were real history to them, and
secticism as to these was blasphemy. It required the destruction of
their temple and priesthood to emancipate the masses, and to widen
their faith into love of goodness and righteousness, independent of
rites and sacrifices. None thought, in Paul’s days, or for a long time
after, of developing the dogmas over which the churches began to
wangle in our 3rd and 4th centuries; or the priestly hierarchy, or
festivals and ceremonies of later days; they were anxiously awaiting
the reappearance of their Lord, urging each other not to be careful as
to the things of this world, but to live, in faith, a life "not their own,"
though "delivered from the curse of the Law," by the reconciliation
wrought by Christ.

Irenaeus, of whose actual teaching we know so little (see
Irenaeus), appears to have believed that Christ lived to the age of 50
years, thus experiencing all the trials of youth, manhood, and later years.
If so, he would be crucified some 24 years before the fall of Jerusalem,
and Stephen would have been martyred about 50 A.C. Paul's con-
version happened shortly after, and he must have preached for nearly
15 years, being finally killed under Nero according to general belief.
Scholars of the school of Baur do not believe that he wrote all the
13 epistles attributed to his pen, but admit those to the Galatians,
Corinthians, and Romans. It is clear that—as in the case of the
Gospels—these have been "harmonised" by the alteration of words
and phrases which later scribes thought it necessary to amend, in
accordance with the prevailing views of Christians from the 3rd to
the 5th century A.C. The Gnostik character of Paul's teaching is,
however, still visible in many passages, as when he tells the Corinthi-
ans: "We speak wisdom among them that are perfect " (1 Cor. ii,
6). "Though we have known Christ after the flesh, yet now henceforth
know we him no more. Therefore, if any man be in Christ, he is a
new creature " (2 Cor. v, 16, 17): for they are "in the spirit." (Gal.
iii, 3), and the Hebrew legends are "allegories" (iv, 24). The real
Christ "born in us" was, he thought, in each—a spirit or phantom
Christ. Yet if Paul be the writer to Timothy, he does not speak of
Jesus as divine. He invokes "God, the Saviour of us, and of the
Lord Jesus the Messiah " (1 Tim. i, 1); " For there is one God, and
one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus " (ii, 5).
None are justified by the law (Rom. iii, 20), but are freed by Christ
from its curse (Gal. iii, 13).

We may believe that the early conversions at Antioch were due to
Paul: the inhabitants were not Jews, and in Judea the converts
took much longer to cast off the honoured Jewish name, clinging
to their Sabbaths and circumcision. The Passover became the "Lord's
Supper," but it retained its old sacramental character; even in Paul's
time the "love feasts" of the Gentile converts were, on the other hand,
the cause of many scandals (1 Cor. xi, 18-22), degenerating into
communistic Agape. Paul, through his education, was fitted to
proclaim a Christianity which cultured Greeks might find less difficulty
in accepting; and to the Gentile masses the marvels asserted were
quite credible. But Paul rashly based his faith and hopes of the
future on what was mere delusion—that Jesus when killed, and buried,
orose on the third day to talk and walk with disciples in Judea and
Galilee (1 Cor. xv, 4-7). He accepted current reports of excited and
credulous disciples, as proof that Jesus would "return to judge the
world," for: "If Christ be not raised your faith is vain " (1 Cor. xv, 17),
yet Paul was ready to believe long before he had asked any of the
older Apostles what they knew. He, like them, was a firm believer
in supernatural agencies, phantoms, and spirits; but we have no
record that anyone who knew Christ saw him rise, or saw him at the
tomb, unless we accept the later accounts about the poor hysterical
Magdalene, who had believed herself possessed by seven devils: even she
did not recognise him (John xx, 14), and according to Mark (xvi, 1
and 8) she could not have seen him at all, though the later addition
(not in old MSS.) makes Jesus to appear to her first (verse 9). To
this witness Paul never alludes. Paul was better educated than most
Hebrews, but still he scoffs at the learning of the Greeks (1 Cor. iii,
19; 1 Tim. vi, 20), in texts which have done infinite harm, and
which still cause much misery even to-day. He taught young converts
that "whatever is not of faith is sin "; that, like himself, they must
believe, without evidence, all that popes or pastors might teach; for
failing this, no matter how good might be their lives, they were sinners
before God, fit only for eternal torment in hell, and not attaining to that
immortality which Paul seems to have regarded as conditional (see
Immortality). So greatly is he impressed with the idea of the
immediate end of the world that he thinks there is no time for them
to marry (1 Cor. vii, 26): they had better remain like himself, content
to become an itinerant preaching carpet-maker barely able to live.
They should love their wives if they had any (Ephes. v, 28-33), for
marriage is the mystical symbol of Christ and the Church, but women
must remain in subjection (1 Tim. ii, 11), and never venture to speak
in public (1 Cor. iv, 34). Paul proclaimed the duty of submission to
all authority, civil or religious, and forbade men to speak evil of any one:
he believed that a good time was just about to dawn when Christians,
cought up into the air, would reign for ever with Christ. What was
good and true in his teaching was not new, and what was new was
not true.

**Pavaka**. Sanskrit. The sacred sin-bearing fire in temples, or
at city gates.

**Pavana**. Sanskrit. A form of Vayu, "wind" or "breeze." The
regent of the S.W. region (see Hanumān).
Paya. Paya. Pay pra. Barmese names for god, oracle, or temple: apparently corruptions of the Sanskrit Priya, “beloved” or “holy.”

Payzone. Paizone. A Brazilian semi-god or prophet. Paya was fire, or the sun, among American Indians; but Buddha is commonly called Paya. The footprints of Payzone were worshipped in Brazil, like those of Buddha in India (see Kuesnal-kootl).

Peacock. See Ophir. This bird is found represented in Kretan frescoes of unknown age, but its home is in India. It appears in Greek mythology as Argus—the dark-blue sky of night with starry eyes, watching over Hera, the earth. In India also it is called Nila-kanta or “blue-throated,” like Siva, and is said to have the train of an angel, the shriek of a fiend, the walk of a thief, and the dart of a snake. Even as late as 1457 (Monstrelet, Chron. iii) vaUant knights swore by a living peacock brought into the hall on a dish. The churches, however, disowned the peacock, and its feathers came to be regarded as unlucky. Its scream was said to repeat the name of Io or (Yahveh), and it is represented standing on the turtle as a charm (King’s Gnostics, p. 131). A popular saying still runs, “She who dreams of a peacock will have a handsome son”; and the Yezidis of Mesopotamia still retain the symbol of Melek-Tauwus or “king peacock” (see Tylor, Prim. Cult., i, pp. 122, 320), a name known to Aristotle in the 4th century B.C. as Taiss or “peacock.” In Tamil Toru is “the crested one.” The Greeks considered Samos to be the home of this bird, which was the “bird of Juno” to Romans, represented at her feet as early as 250 B.C. The peacock, owl, and eagle, form a triad representing Juno, Minerva, and Jove. Sir George Birdwood thinks that the Phoenix was the peacock. The Persian “peacock throne” spread K and W, and in a Roman zodiac the bird stands for Aquarius, and thus for the month of weddings in January and February—the Gamelion month sacred to Hera.

Pegasos. The winged horse of the sun, represented on a Hittite medal, and an Assyrian, as well as on coins of Carthage, was called the “holy horse” by Aratus, but said to have been born “half-formed”—as bird and horse combined. [Name is of uncertain meaning—perhaps Semitic for “flying horse.”—Ed.] Hesiod said that Khruasor (“golden light”), and Pegasos, were sons of Poseidon or Ocean by Medusa (the moon) when her head was cut off. Pegasos was “the hero horse,” wielder of the thunderbolts of Zeus (see Kentaur), and on it he rode, as did Eos “the dawn,” while Athene also tamed it. But Khruasor his brother became a demon in Tartaros, and father of Ekhidna, who bore many Khimairas to Tophon, and guarded the apples of the Hesperides as a dog. Bellerophon rode on Pegasi also, and in India the winged horse is Kalki. The Muses rode Pegasos, and his feet were like human feet. Where he stamped a spring arose; and in old bas-reliefs Perseus also rides him when slaying Medusa. He is clearly an emblem of the soaring sun, and in Akkadian the words Kurr and Kur for “horse” and “sunrise” are closely alike (see Horse).

Pelagius. An early Keltic heretic (370-418 A.D.) persecuted by the Catholic Church. He was a Welshman whose real name was Morgan, born at Bangor, and probably going to Rome with the retreating Roman legions about 400 A.D. The name Morgan became Marigena, or “sea born,” rendered in Greek Pelagos, or “mariner.” He became an earnest itinerant preacher, never apparently submitting to the bondage of priestly ordination, but discerning boldly on what he thought good and reasonable, not avoiding fundamental dogmas, and seeking to explain the rites of the Church. St Augustine, whose views dominated the churches of Africa, at first spoke with respect of Pelagius as a sincere Christian; but Jerome abused and calumniated him. Rome began to persecute him, and he left the city in 409 with his pious friend Celestius, to go to Sicily and Africa, where he taught at Hippo and at Carthage, there meeting Augustine who was busy in opposing the Donatists. The saint turned his influence against Pelagius and Celestius, being alarmed at their ideas about original sin.

Pelagius taught: (1) that Adam was born mortal, and that any sin of his consequent could not affect the rest of mankind who were naturally mortal and not doomed to die for Adam’s transgression, which had nothing to do with death: (2) that infants are born as innocent of sin as Adam was, and need no baptism to remove any original sin: (3) that men lived sinless lives before Christ’s coming as well as after: (4) that Christ’s resurrection had nothing to do with Adam’s fall, or with the resurrection of mankind: (5) that the effect of the ancient Law was the same as that of the Gospel, in the time before Christ had come: (6) that human nature could guide us in the path of goodness of heart and of life: (7) that God has given us free-will, but guides us in the choice of good: (8) that and that herein lies the grace (or kindness) of God. Such views Pelagius eagerly preached in Africa and Palestine, but he disappears about 418 A.D. Pope Zosimus, and many reasonable Christians, long supported his views, but Zosimus at length gave way to the zeal of Augustine’s party, and condemned Pelagius, who quoted
Pelagius

Scripture in vain, saying that Abraham was bidden to walk before God and be perfect, and that man evidently could be without sin, for Zacharias and Elisabeth (parents of John the Baptist) were "blameless" in regard to the Law and ordinances. Such quotations did not fit the doctrines of the Church, and Pelagius was denounced as seeking to deny the need of grace, trusting to works and to morality rather than to faith—an attitude always hateful to priests. The Council of Ephesus, in 431 A.C., condemned alike the moderate doctrines of Nestorius, and of Pelagius. Augustine had just died, and the Council was dominated by the fierce Cyril of Alexandria, who "represented man as morally dead, and semi-Pelagians as morally sick." We however do not know exactly what he was teaching except from his Commentary on Paul's Epistles, and a letter to Demetrius. His Confession of Faith had been already condemned by Pope Innocent in 417 A.C., though Zosimus his successor hesitated to pronounce judgment. Pelagius said that it was absurd to suppose that man propagates a sinful soul in his child, for our souls come direct from God: thus he made God responsible for every act of man. He steered clear of the increasing belief in the dogma of Predestination; and in this also he was out of harmony with the Catholic Church (see Smith's Dict. of Christian Biog.).

Pelagi. An ancient people on the coasts, and in the islands, of the Mediterranean, as to whom we know just as little as did Dionysius of Halic, who laboriously investigated the subject, and could only say that they were autochthōnoi or "natives" throughout Greece, penetrating later into the Peloponnesos, where—says Plutarch—"they were like the oak among trees: the first of men at least in Akhaia." Pliny says that Arkadia (in the Peloponnesos) was called Pelasgia; and that Pelasgos was a lordly title, and the people descended from the daughters of Danaos: like the Greeks they had been instructed in arts and religion by Egyptians. They were found also in Ionis, in Kret, and in Italy, where they mingled with Etruskans, Ligurians, and other early tribes. Diodorus was a famous Pelasgik settlement, and Thucydides the historian tells us that all Hellas (or Greece) was Pelasgik before the Trojan war—or about 1200 B.C. As Leleges the Pelasgi fought at Troy, and Larissa was the mother city of the race. Homer speaks of the tribe (II, ii, 840) and of "divine" Pelasgoi (Odys., xix, 172-7), and they seem to have come from Asia Minor to the West. [See Danaos. Their birth suggests an Aryan race (see also Peleia "dusky").—Ed.]

Pélé. The volcano goddess of the Sandwich Islands (see the

Peleia

Akkadian and Mongol bûl or pil "fire"), to whom human sacrifices were once offered, but who now only receives white fowls and money, or strawberries and other red berries such as the Ohelo (Vaccinium reticulatum). Miss Gordon Cumming (Fire Fountains) says that "an old Hawaiian brought the bones of a child in a parcel," and begged that they should be thrown into one of the crevasses of Pèlé. Her shrines are stone circles (Heian-Maru) on volcanoes and crags, and the author (Ed.) found that at one of these, at Kilana, offerings of first fruits, hogs, and dogs, were made. In the Kauna valley Heian was accompanied by 8 or 12 attendant deities, symbolised by rude stones swathed in white or yellow cloth; and the people cut off their hair and offered it to her with sugarcane and flowers (see Hair): the sugarcane is cut in lengths of about 6 inches, as also on Indian altars which we have seen.

Peleia. Peléas. Greek: a dove, "dusky" or "lead-colored" (pellos): the wild pigeon, or the rock dove, found in the oak groves of Dodona, and identified with wood spirits, and priestesses (see Dove). Christians also held the dove sacred, and Russians even now rarely eat it (see Peliias).

Péléeus. A hero educated on Mt. Pelion by Heirōn or Thétis, and Aχilleus and other heroes, in the cave still shown. He was the son of Aias, king of the Mirmidons, at Phthia, in Thessaly. The heroes came to his marriage with Thétis a Nereid, or river spirit, also the daughter of Heirōn, and Péléeus waged war with Hérakles. He was tempted in his youth (like Joseph) by Astadameia, the wicked wife of Akastos, son of Pélias in Iolkos. As he slept, wearied by the chase, on Mt. Pélion, Akastos stole his sword, leaving him a prey to wild beasts; but Heirōn, in the guise of Hermes, restored it, or got one for him from Hēphaistos; and Péléeus slew both Akastos and his wife. Heirōn also gave him a divine lance, and Thétis bore him Aχilleus, whom she tried to destroy by fire, and by boiling water, as (according to one legend) she had done to seven other children. She deserted Péléeus, but when wolves devoured the flocks on Mt. Pélion she changed them into stones. These wild legends are evidently solar, and Péléeus is the sun, surrounded by figures of cloud and water: the father of a new sun Aχilleus. [Perhaps therefore the name comes, like Bel, and others, from the Ayran root Bhal "to shine."—Ed.]

Pélias. The son of Poseidon and Turo, and the brother of Néleus. Both were exposed to die, and Néleus was suckled by a
Pelican

Peleus). He sent Iason for the golden fleece; and, on the return of the Argonauts, Medea deluded the daughters of Pelias, by restoring to life a ram cut up and boiled, promising to do the same for their father whose youth would be renewed. The daughters therefore slew him, and boiled him in vain. Pelias and his brother seem to be the twins (see Asvins), night and day, and he is torn in pieces like Orpheus, Osiris, Attus, or Zagreus. He is said to have originated the Olympic games, which his son Akastos (see Peleus) continued in his honour. The daughter of Pelias was Alkestis, wife of Admetos, whom Herakles brought back from hell.

Pelican. In mythology this bird is an emblem of parental love, since it wounds its breast that its young may be nourished by its blood. The origin of the story seems to be found in the fact that a ruddy patch appears on the pelican's breast in the breeding season; which shows us the close observation of the ancients (Blyth; see Buckland, Curiosities of Nat. Hist., 3rd series, vol. i, 1873, p. 76. Note).


Penates. See Pan. Gods of the household (see Laros), adopted by Romans from the Etruscans, the word being probably Etruscan for "spirit." Two Penates usually flanked one Lar, being figures of men with spears, horns, rods, trumpets, etc. The later Romans placed the shrine, with its ever burning lamp, by the main door of the house. This was copied by Christians, who placed lamps before the pictures and images of saints, though Theodosius II forbade the practice after 400 A.D. The Penates were often shown in a sloping attitude, like some Indian images of gods. The group of three (above noticed) represented Ceres as the robed Venus, flanked by Pales and Fortuna. But Dionysius says that the Penates had no fixed form, but were made of wood, stone, or metal, in the form of spear heads, horns, or batons, being thus—in early days—only emblems of the pentis or lingam, such as were common to all early races (see Pala). It was said that Darlions brought Penates from Samothrace (see Kabeiroi). They were established first at Lavinium, and after many objections brought to Alba as the capital of Latium, and finally to Rome. They were said later to symbolise "the creating spirit, or air, the body, and wisdom" (Arnobius, Adv. Gentes, iii, 40-41): the masses, says Arnobius, called them the gods of the streets, and Romans connected them with the Terminalia, and with Janus. They

Pen-dragon

were not mere genii but Dii Consentes, holding high rank in the Pantheon of the nation, and symbolising male and female principles or elements (see Encyclop Brit.).

Pen-dragon. See Pen. "Dragon-head" (see Arthur).

Pentateuch. The "five-fold" book of the law (see Bible). (Learned opinions differ greatly as to the age and composition of the Pentateuch, just as in other cases such as those of the Zend-Avesta, or of the Vedas; the cause, as the author shows under the head Bible, being the absence of early documentary evidence. The Greek and the Samaritan versions, of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D., agree with the Hebrew except in minor details, showing the text to be substantially that existing in the 3rd, 4th, and probably 5th centuries B.C. There is no documentary evidence that the Book of Joshua ever formed an integral part of the Torah, or Law; and the Samaritans, about 300 B.C., or earlier, while adopting the whole Pentateuch rejected every other book of the Hebrew Scriptures. The critical opinions are based, to some extent, on the use of the divine names Elohim and Jehovah. They assume the authority of our present Hebrew text; for the occurrence of these names in the Greek translation of the Pentateuch is quite different. The Greek Septuagint follows the same order as the Hebrew, except in the case of a few chapters (Exod. xxxvi to xxxix), where paragraphs are placed in a different sequence. The translation, made at Alexandria about 230 B.C., was evidently careful, and from a good text. Difficulties of a practical and archæological nature are also found by Orientalists in adopting the latest conclusions of Western students. Thus, for instance, it seems unlikely that an elaborate ritual would have been arranged when the temple was in ruins during the captivity; and the law that all clean food was to be consecrated by slaying the beast before the door of the tabernacle could clearly not have been carried out except in a camp. It is modified in Deuteronomy to suit the conditions of dispersion over the conquered lands. The language of the Pentateuch is, throughout, that known from inscriptions to have been used before the captivity, and not the Hebrew of Ezra's days. No Persian words occur, nor are Persians ever mentioned in the Law. The inscriptions of Tell Lob and of Nippur have shown the high antiquity of priestly rites in Asia; and, as regards the civil law of the Pentateuch, the antiquity of similar enactments has been proved by the great discovery at Susa (see Hammurabi). There is nothing in the Pentateuch that might not have applied to the conditions prevailing in the later years of David's reign, or under
Solomon; but no scholar can now be found to maintain that the 
whole Pentateuch was written by Moses in the desert, nor does the 
work itself claim to be so written.—Ed.)

The text of the Pentateuch has been tampered with by later 
Rabbis (see Masorah), and the Temple Copy was lost in 70 a.c. (see 
Josephus). There is no evidence that the Levitical laws were known 
in the age of the Judges, or even of the Kings, or were observed by 
the nation; and there is much that points to the opposite conclusion, 
in the historical books from Judges to Kings. There was no one 
shrine for all, and sacrifices were offered at Shechem, Shiloh, Bethel, 
Gibeon, Bethlehem, Kirjath-Jearim, Nob, Gilgal, and on Mt. Carmel 
(see Bamoth), at various times. The Ark, first established in the 
sequestered site at Shiloh, was captured by Philistines, and migrated 
afterwards to Beth-Shemesh, and to Kirjath-Jearim, while the 
tabernacle is said to have been at Gibeon. David established a sacred 
centre in his new capital, and Solomon built a temple to which all 
Hebrews were commanded to pay yearly visits; but such centralisation 
ceased on his death. The growth of science is now demolishing 
thecology, and such questions are becoming matters only of literary 
interest. Dr J. W. Draper (Conflict Between Religion and Science, 
p. 223), remarks that: “It is to be regretted that the Christian 
Church has burdened itself with the defence of these books...” 
Still more, it is deeply to be regretted that the Pentateuch, a 
production so imperfect as to be unable to stand the touch of modern 
criticism, should be put forth as the arbiter of science.” “For the 
volume of inspiration is the book of Nature, of which the open 
scroll is ever spread forth before the eyes of every man” (p. 227). 
Educated Jews themselves (see Jewish World, 30th April 1886), 
admit that the Pentateuch “is full of legendary and mythic lore”;
and such apparently was the conviction of early Jewish scholars, like 
Philo and Josephus, when they explained the early stories as purely 
allegorical. Spinoza believed that the Pentateuch was founded on 
older materials such as the “Wars of Jehovah,” which it quotes as 
authority. Ewald supposed it to have had seven authors, and Colenso 
at least four, and these scholars believed it to have been compiled 
between 800 and 600 B.C., while others would make it in 
parts as late as 400 B.C. But we really have no evidence of what 
the Torahs contained in the time of Ezra, our earliest information 
being due to comparative study of the Greek and Hebrew texts, 
probably traceable to about 250 B.C.

Pentecost. The “fifty days,” from the 16th of Nisan to the 

6th of Sivan, when the Hebrew harvest festival was celebrated (Exod. 
xxiii, 16; Lev. xxiii, 15, 21; Num. xxviii, 26-31). The later 
Rabbis taught that during these 50 days the oral law was given to 
Moses on Sinai, as well as the Torah or written law. The Christians 
adopted the feast, which they made the “birthday of the church” on 
Whit Sunday (Acts ii, 1-12); and Church Councils decreed that the 
Apocalypse must then be read under pain of excommunication.
P’or. See Ba’al-P’or.

Periptetiks. The school of Athenian philosophers who 
“walked about” the cloisters of the Lykeion (or Lyceum), in converse 
with Aristotle and his successors. The place was originally a covered 
gymnasium adjoining the temple of Apollo Lukeios; but about 340 B.C., 
intellectual discussion took the place of physical training, when the 
liberality of his royal pupil, Alexander the Great, enabled the father 
of science—one a druggist—to devote himself to research and speculation 
concerning natural and philosophical questions. [Aristotle, according to 
Apollodoros (140 B.C.) was born in 384 B.C., and studied 
under Plato for 20 years; he became embroiled with Platonic ideas, but 
his own mind was far more practical than that of his master, and his 
aim became science, knowledge, and the study of reason, rather than 
mystic speculation about the unknown. In 343 B.C. he was selected 
by Philip of Macedon, as the tutor of the young Alexander; and 
Aristotle’s influence on history was thus far greater than that of Plato. 
He taught in the Lyceum for 15 years after 337 B.C., and died at 
Chalced in 322 B.C., being then 63 years old. The MSS. of his works 
lay buried for 187 years and were brought to light again in 100 B.C. 
We have 19 works of acknowledged genuine character, besides two 
that are doubtful, to say nothing of 18 that are spurious. The most 
important of the undoubted works are the Nicomachian Ethics, the 
Politics, and the Metaphysics, with the Essay on the Soul. Aristotle 
criticised the impracticable Republic of Plato, and as a politician upheld 
monarchy. His treatise on the soul is not psychological: he 
believed every animate being to possess an Entelekheia or “ex- 
pression”—an intelligence, or vital principle, not material; yet in the 
Ethics (IX, vii) he seems to regard it as material since he speaks of it 
as “small in size”; this soul he believed, like Plato, to be a part of 
God: for all Nature is pervaded by Reason; and the form is suited 
to the purpose (a teaching in which we see the germ of evolution 
properly understood); but as to a God outside the universe the teach-
ing of Aristotle is as obscure as that of Plato, though he regarded the Theos as the unmoved mover of all, intent on self meditation (see Pantheism). Reason, he said, is peculiar to man, and not shared by beasts: it is connected with the eternal, and it is both active and passive (Ethics VI, xi); but the active alone is indestructible. True pleasure, he believed, is satisfaction, and is found mainly in contemplation and in intellectual activity. The will is free, and all men, unless invincibly ignorant or brutish, are absolutely responsible for their own acts. His ethics therefore inculcate the most severe doctrine of iron and unforgiving justice. These conclusions he does not attempt to prove, but assumes them to be generally evident and accepted. His love of natural history made him the founder of modern natural science; and, above all philosophers, he is careful clearly to define the meaning of every word he uses, as far as it is possible for the human understanding to limit, and logically to make precise, each idea. His influence on European thought, and perhaps on that of India also, has thus always been greater than that of any other thinker, since he is welcomed by men of science as well as by philosophers.—Ed.]

The great founder of the Peripatetikis agreed with Platonists, and Stoics, that the wise man must strive for virtue and right life, which are profitable to himself as well as to others. He strove to be scientific in his ethics, as well as in his pursuit of natural science, and these noble principles were long maintained by his disciples. Theophrastos, his immediate successor, taught in the Lyceum from 322 down to 288 B.C., and Strato—called the "Physicist"—followed till 269 B.C., being yet more intent on clinging to the material side of the teaching, and saying that he knew nothing about the infinite and transcendental, or about souls: matter he thought had in itself the energy sufficient to account for all the phenomena of the universe. He did not accept the atomic theories of Démokritos; but he followed Aristotle in saying that heat and cold were prime movers of the world, while ascribing the "Entelekhēis" to faculties of sense perception. But after Strato no great Peripatetik appeared; and Roman conquests, followed by the spread of Christianity, silenced for a time the voice of Greek philosophy. The Church became a mighty engine of state, but science suffered eclipse until it was again taken up by cultivated Moslems, and by learned Syrian Christians, and at last revolutionised European thought through its introduction into Italy and Spain during, and after, our 15th century. For Aristotle and Plato, whose work was studied at Baghdad in our 9th century, became known also to the Franks in Syria, and such discoveries led to the foundation of universities in Italy and France, and

to the "new learning" of the 15th and 16th centuries, before which the power of the Roman Church finally collapsed in Northern Europe.

Perkunas. See Parjanys.

Persé. Greek: the daughter of Okeanos, wife of Helios the sun, and mother of Pasiphaë ("the light of all"). Her name, with those of Perseis, and Perseus, is connected with fire. [The Aryan roots Bhar and Bhary—"to gleam" being secondary derivatives from Bhar—"to shine" (see Bar). The Hebrew Barak—"lightning" is skin.—Ed.]

Persephoné. The Greek name of the Latin Proserpina, which is said to mean "shot forth." She is the daughter of Zeus or heaven, and of Démeter or earth, stolen by Pluto the god of Hades, and long mourned and sought by her mother, till Hermes brought her back from the underworld, it being decreed that she henceforth must spend half her time below and the other half above. Like the Indian Sita she is the emblem of the seed buried in earth, and springing up again from below. [The derivation of the word is very doubtful: the Greek may be from the Aryan roots Bhar—"to produce," and Sap—"to dig" or "cut," meaning the "seed-furrow"; and the Latin from Bhar and Sap which also means to "cut," so that, like Sita, she is the "seed in the furrow."—Ed.]

As the bride of the ruler of Hades, she became also the Juno Inferna, queen of the underworld, and punisher of the wicked. She is said to have eaten the pomegranate in hell, so as to be forever connected with the lower world—where her roots remain. The Arkadians called her Despoina or "mistress," and others Kore "the girl," or Persephonē [another form of the same roots Bhar, and Sap—Ed.]. By eating the pomegranate, given to her by Pluto, she became the mother of Erinuses. Each country showed the place where she was seized by the infernal deity, but the most famous site was at Eleusis (see Eleusis). In Sicily the "fields of Enna" were those in which she sported, among spring flowers, ere she was laid in earth; and special rites of Proserpina accompanied the first sowings and reapsings of the year. It seems not improbable that the Greeks got the legend from Babylonia; for among the Amarna letters is a Babylonian tablet which gives the story of the "Bride of Hell," about 1450 B.C. She was a daughter of heaven, whom the king of Hades (Nergal) refused to allow to return on high, till her shrieks brought the gods down to besiege the portals of hell. She was then reconciled to her lord, who promised to allow her to do as she pleased (see Col. Conder's translation, Tell Amarna Tablets, 1899).
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but the former was the Makedonian provincial capital from 315 to 200 B.C., when it was superseded by the last Iranian capital Istakhr, hard by, which—under the Moslem—was again replaced by Shiráz in our 10th century. Strabo says that "Perseopolis was the richest city of the Persians after Susa," and that Alexander burnt it in anger against Xerxes for all the evil he did in Greece. Fragments of bronze found at Persepolis are inscribed in kuneiform with the name of Argestis (which was that of a Vansik, or Armenian, king about 650 B.C.). Sir W. Ouseley thinks that the ruins are in part older than the time of Cyrus; and, since the Vannik language appears to be Iranian, the text may be Median, and, unless brought from elsewhere, may indicate Median rule in S.W. Persia.

Perseus. See Perseus. A Greek solar hero—"the fiery" or "brilliant" one. His grandfather Akriasis, was warned that his daughter's child would slay him. He shut up Danae his daughter in a brazen tower, but Zeus descended on her in a shower of gold, or golden light, and she bore Perseus. [This legend of the princess in the tower is widespread, and is found in an early mythical tale in Egypt.—Ed.] Mother and child were set afoot in an ark (see Moses), which Zeus guided to the island of Seriphos, where it was found by a fisherman whose brother, Poludektés, was king of the place: from this king Danae suffered persecution, and Perseus was sent when he grew up on the hopeless errand of bringing the Gorgon's head (see Gorgon), which was to be a love gift to Hippodameia. He visited the Grai, sisters of the Gorgons, "grey women" who had only one tooth and one eye among the three, and, by stealing these, learned where to go: he received, by aid of Athéné, the magic helmet which rendered him invisible, and the winged sandals of Hermes, with the sword Hérpē ("the shearer"), and the mirror-shield of the goddess, in which he could see Medusa (the "maddened" moon, or mortal goddess), whom to regard direct meant to be turned to stone. He was thus able to cut off her head, which he kept in a magic bag. He is represented as riding on Pegasos the winged horse while so doing. With it he turned to stone Poludektēs, and others; and also the sea monster that was about to devour Andromeda whom he married (see Andromeda); and finally he wounded his grandfather Akriasis in the heel, with his arrow, and so became ruler of Argos. The myth repeats many familiar features of the sun-hero's story, and includes his extinction of moonlight, and rescue of the dawn from the night dragon. His sickle-sword recalls that of Marduk warring against the dragon in Babylonian mythology. He also wedded Persika, or Aurigena—a light-born goddess;

and he instructed the Kuklopēs (or "round-faced") builders of Mycenae and Tiryns, establishing cities, games, and agriculture. His mother Danae (Dahana) was the dawn, like his protector Athēnē.

Persians. The Aryan Persians (or "bright " race) first appear as Parusus S.E. of Assyria in records of Shalmaneser II about 836 B.C. The legend of the race (as given in the Persian Vendidad) traces them from the "Aryan home" (see Aryan) N. of the Kaspian, the first lands occupied being in Sogdiana and Baktiras, and the later ones in Hyrcania and Media; or otherwise the Argon home was in Media (see Dytys), in which case they would have spread into Persia as an offshoot of the earlier Mediae (see Persepolis). The old Persian shows that they were closely akin by language to the Vedik Aryan. The independent Persian monarchy was founded by Akhaimenēs, the great great-grandfather of Cyrus, about 700 B.C.; and the defeat of the Medes and conquest of Ekbatana in 548 B.C. (see Kura) laid the foundation of the Persian empire. Teispēs, son of Akhaimenēs, had two sons, the eldest being Cyrus, father of Cambyses, father of Cyrus the Great, whose son Persepolis was the last of the elder branch; and the second being Ariansēs, father of Arsames, whose son Hystaspēs was father of Darius I, the founder of the second Akhaimenian dynasty, who calls himself the "ninth king" of the Akhaimenian family, being the successor of Cambyses. The last of the dynasty was Darius III, defeated by Alexander the Great, and dying in 330 B.C. (The following is the actual succession: Cyrus died 529, Cambyses 521, Darius I 486, Xerxes 485, Artaxerxes I 425, Xerxes II (who reigned 45 days) 425, Darius II 405, Artaxerxes II 359, Artaxerxes III (Ochus) 338, Arsaces or Aragous 336, Darius III 330 B.C.—Ed.) Under Darius I the empire included Asia to the Panjāb on the E., and Egypt. Before the rise of Akhaimenēs, about 720 B.C., Sargon speaks of "25 princes of the Medes" as giving tribute to Assyria; but Shalmaneser II (in 836 B.C.) yet earlier says that "27 princes of the Parsu" were tributary to him. The capital of Cyrus, before 548 B.C., was at Anzan (Malamir) north of Susa; and Sennacherib, in 700 B.C., speaks of "the people of Parsua and Anzan," who seem to have aided him against the Turanian Elamites of Susa. In Sargon's time the town of Shur-gadiga (perhaps for Pasargades) was under "the prefect of Parsua"; and Media rebelled on the death of Sargon in 705 B.C., but succumbed to his son Sennacherib. After the defeat of the Elamites, in 697 B.C. (by this Assyrian conqueror), the Aryan Parsua under Akhaimenēs appear to have succeeded in establishing their power all over Elam, or Persia, and probably as far as India; and when Sennacherib again
Pertunda

attacked Elam, in 601, he was confronted by an Aryan confederacy of Persians, Pashiru, Ilipi, and Anzan. In 681 his son Esarhaddon found all Media and Persia under Aryan rulers, and in 647 Pharaohes succeeded Deiokes (Dayuuk), who was apparently the first king of all Media, and was succeeded by Knaxares who attacked Nineveh, but was repelled by Assur-bani-pal (668-625 B.C.); he allied himself to the rebel Assyrian ruler of Babylon (Nabu-pal-asar), and the combined forces ruined Nineveh about 610 B.C.; but Astuwegu, successor of Knaxares, was defeated by Cyrus in 552 B.C. Thus no Median empire ever intervened between that of Babylon and that of Persia (see Medes).

On the death of Cambyses the throne was seized by a Magus, Smerlis—a Mede—but Darius was elected in 521, and restored the Persian royal dynasty after six months of anarchy. By 518 he had quelled the revolt of Babylon, and in 497 he set forth to conquer Greece with an army of a million and a half, but after his defeat at Marathon he made no further attempt; nor was Xerxes more successful when he brought a huge hordes from all W. Asia against Europe in 480 B.C. Yet his son Artaxerxes I, ruling from the Panjab to Egypt over an empire of some two million square miles, maintained an almost undiminished power; and Cimon of Athens sadly contrasted the treaty of Antalkidas, in the time of Artaxerxes II, with that made 60 years before with Artaxerxes I, so successful was the Persian policy of sowing dissensions among Greeks, which led to their being confined to Europe for more than a century until the rise of Alexander. During the great age of the Akhaimeneon dynasty (548-330 B.C.) the religion of Ahura-mazda spread over their empire to the shores of the Egean sea. It suffered eclipse while Greeks and Parthians ruled W. Asia, but it revived in Persia under the later Sasanians (250 to 649 B.C.). See Avasta, Kuras, Mithra, Pasargade, Persepolis, Peshu, Zoroaster.

Pertunda. A Roman goddess presiding over marriage.

Peru. A civilised monarchy in S. America, on the N.W. shores, when the Spaniards arrived early in our 16th century. The mass of the inhabitants were Quinchus, a long-headed race like other American Indians; but the ruling caste, under the Inca emperors, were short headed. There had only been 13 Incas before Pizarro’s conquest of Peru in 1533 A.D., so that they would seem to have arrived about the 13th century. Dr Brinton finds no connection between the civilisation of Peru and that of Mexico, though the Muykaxa round Bogota have been thought akin to the Aztecs. [There were, on the other hand, many resemblances between the civilisation of the Incas and that of the Buddhist Malays and Barmans (see Kuetzal-kootal, Kusko, Pacha-kamak, Vira-kocha). The Incas made great roads, and suspension bridges; they wore quilted cotton jerkins as armour—like the Mongols of the 13th century; they had a postal system; and Peruvian pottery is marked with the Indian Svastika cross. The Peruvians had monks, and nuns, and Buddha-like teachers; they used, in addition to the quipu bead belts, a graphic system of hieroglyphics. Their legends included one concerning a deluge, and (like Hindus) they spoke of successive ages in which the world was destroyed, first by famine, and secondly by flood. They baptised in holy water, and the Quechee calendar (given by Lopez) appears to be founded on the Indian calendar, which was derived from the Greeks, or from the Babylonians. Apparently therefore the Incas were mediæval conquerors of Peru coming from the S.E. of Asia.—Ed.]

Fire was worshiped in Peru and kindled from a large concave mirror. The new fire was consecrated by human sacrifices. The Inca, his nobles, and his priests, enjoyed immunity from taxation inflicted on their subjects. Their rites were mild as compared with those of the Aztecs, and they usually sacrificed only llamas, dogs, rabbits, and birds; but they ate the flesh of such sacrifices raw. When first known to Europeans they had reduced the sacrifice of children to a mere drawing of a little blood; but when an Inca was ill parents willingly proposed to sacrifice their children for the “great sun-father,” that he might recover. The custom of Sati (Suttee) seems to have prevailed as in India, and wives offered to die for their husbands. Thus there is much that points to this region having been civilised from the east of S. Asia, whereas the Mexican civilisation came from the N.E. of the Asiatic continent. Throughout Polynesia, as elsewhere shown, the Malay sailor race had been the chief civilisers, even as far as Easter Island close to Peru.

Perumal. Tirumal. A festival of 11 days in honour of Vishnu, when images of each of his Avatāras, or incarnations, are carried in procession.

Perun. See Parjanya.

Peshito. “The simple” version, or translation of the Bible into Syrian—the Vulgate of Syria, supposed to date as early as our 2nd century, but more probably from the 4th century A.D.

Pestle. The fire sticks (see Arani) are compared to a pestle and mortar, and these are again an euphemism for the lingam and Yoni (see Journal Anthrop. Inst., Feb. 1890, p. 985).
Peter. The Greek Petros a “rock”—being the translation of the Semitic Kephos (Cephas) “rock,” as the name stands in the Syriak version of the New Testament. The name of the fisher disciple, who bore this nickname, was Simon or Simon. We know nothing of his later history, and only later untrustworthy traditions make him follow Paul to Rome. The story seems to have been considered important for the authority of the Western Church, because of the words attributed to Christ—“On this rock I will found my Church.” Thus the Pope claims to be the successor of the fisherman, using the fisherman’s seal, and proclaiming that there is no salvation outside Peter’s barque. But Irenaeus appears to have called the bishops of Rome (not then called popes or “fathers”) the “successors of Paul.” Peter seems to have gone as far as Antioch (Gal. ii. 11), and possibly to Babylon (1 Pet. v. 13), but his visit to Rome is only found noticed in the later religious romance called the Clementine Recognitions. He was the “Apostle of the Circumcision,” and stayed no doubt in Palestine among the Jewish converts. In Romanist tradition he borrows, from the paganism of Italy, the keys and the cock of Janus, and becomes the “doorkeeper” of heaven—like Siva who is the Dvarka-nath or “master of the door” (see Door and Key). Dr Jessop, in his edition of Husenbeth’s Emblems (1882, p. 146), says that: “Peter is seen with a key, key and church, key and double-barred cross, two keys and open book . . . keys and closed book, in pontificates with the pallium, but crowned as a king, a church in his right hand and two keys in his left . . . keys held back to back giving the appearance of a cross held downwards,” for his legend says that he was crucified head downwards. A cock is sometimes seen crowing beside him (see Cock), and his banner bears six roses. The huge statue, and the chair, of Peter in St Peter’s Cathedral and in the Vatican at Rome, are specially honoured; the toe of the former is worn with the kisses of the faithful, but the custom of kissing the foot was brought in by the Syrian emperors of Rome; and report says that the chair was brought from Syria by Crusaders, and bears the legend, “There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is his prophet.” The altar at which the Pope officiates is covered with a clothe, on which four figures are embroidered at four corners, and to these the Pontiff turns while elevating the host and sprinkling holy water. They are said to be the four Evangelists, but the rite recalls the four Mithraic figures of the cardinal points (see Mr W. Simpson, “Quatuor Coronati Lodge,” Proc., 1897: Rivers of Life, i, pp. 138, 261, 368; ii, p. 268), so that many pagan rites are attached to Peter’s cultus.

Peter, Epistles of. The first Epistle attributed to Peter (who probably could not write at all, and is very unlikely to have written in Greek) is sometimes said to have been written for him by Silvanus (1 Pet. v. 12). It is not clear what “king” is intended (ii, 17), unless it be Agrippa I. Some regard it as a work of the Pauline school; and others, like De Wette, call it “spurious.” The second Epistle of Peter was very generally rejected as such by early Churches (Eusebius, Hist. Eclek., iii, 3), and is now very generally regarded as a “pious fraud,” written in support of statements about Peter in the Gospels (2 Pet. i. 18, and the title “Simon” Peter, in i, 1). It was written in an age of heresy and disbelief, when the Agape had become scandalous (ii, 1, 13; iii, 3), when the Pauline and Ebionite sects were at variance (iii, 15-17); and it refers in a somewhat suspicious manner to the first Epistle (iii, 1). The two Epistles can hardly have been penned by the same person, and the second is said to be clearly “directed against forms of Gnosticist prevalent in the early part of the 2nd century.”

Peter, Gospel of. A Gospel of Peter appears to have been known to Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, and Jerome (150 to 400 a.c.). A fragment of a work bearing this name was found in 1891, in an Egyptian tomb at Akhmim, and is supposed to date as early as 120 a.c. This Gospel is noticed in a letter from Serapion, bishop of Antioch about 200 a.c., to the church of Rhosos in Cilicia, and Eusebius seems to have seen a complete copy. The bishop of Rhosos who, at first, seems to have believed in its authenticity finally condemned it, on account of some passages being tinged with Doestic heresy—that is to say, not accepting the actual humanity of Christ’s body, but regarding him as a divine phantom. Yet in 457 a.c. Theodore, bishop of Cyrhhus in Syria, said that the Gospel of Peter was the only one in use among Jewish Christians in Syria and Palestine (see Mr S. Laing, Agyptian Apocrypha, 1895). According to the author of Supernatural Religion however, the work now recovered cannot be the work of Peter, “for it belongs to the very end of the 1st or the middle of the 2nd century” a.c. It is evidently referred to by Justin Martyr in 140-160, in his Peter’s Memoirs, and seems to be quoted by the author of the Epistle of Barnabas, which brings it down to some date prior to 130 a.c.—some however place the Epistle of Barnabas about 175 to 200 a.c. It “is not a compilation from our Gospels, but an independent composition . . . It is the merit of the fragment that it presents considerable variation in the original sources, and shows us the fluidity of the early reports of that which was sup-
posed to have taken place." [It was however already well known, from quotations of the Gospel of the Egyptians, Gospel of the Hebrews, and similar works, that the Gnostics of the 2nd century A.D. had many gospels peculiar to themselves, and the so-called Gospel of Peter appears to belong to that class.—Ed.] Dr. Harnack attaches importance to this work, though it was not generally accepted by the Churches, because: "It belongs at least to a time when the whole evangelical material was still in a state of flux." Dr. Dillon (Contemporary Review, June 1893) says that "this Gospel was the most formidable weapon of the Gnostic Docetists," by whom perhaps it was written; this would cause it to be accepted by the school of Valentinus about 140 A.D., and might well bring it under the ban of the Catholics in the 4th and 5th centuries, when the theory of Christ having had only a spiritual body was condemned, during the process of reconciling the older belief in his human character with the doctrine of the Logos. The legends of the Gospel of Peter are, however, no more difficult to believe than the account of the Resurrection in Matthew, or of the Ascension in Luke.

The Gospel of Peter is not in accord with any of the four Canonical Gospels in its account of the Crucifixion and Resurrection of Christ. It is clearly Docetic in tone, since it says, "They brought two male-factors and crucified him between them, but he kept silence as feeling no pain": thus the cry "My God, my God, why hast thou abandoned me," and the last cry "in a loud voice" (Matt. xxvi., 50; Mark xxv., 34, 37; Luke xxiii., 46) are equally ignored with the conversation of Christ and the penitent thief (Luke xxiii., 42, 43), and with the pathetic forgiveness of his murderers (Luke xxiii., 34), of the anxious solicitude of Jesus for his mother (John xix., 27) broken-hearted at the foot of the cross, which traits have endeared his memory to many generations, conducing far more to the spread of Christianity than any metaphysical dogmas. Such utterances of the dying enthusiast, who, to the last had believed that God would save him, have created sympathy with his agonies in all ages, and are a "main factor," as Mr Laing says, "in Christianity." It is true that the accounts in the four Gospels differ so much as to cast doubt on the historical accuracy of any of these reports, but they represent an ideal of character which has caused their general acceptance, and they are consistent with the general picture of Christ's conduct.

Peter's account of Christ's trial is equally irreconcilable with the other narratives. We hear nothing of the triple denial of his Master, or of the cock that crowed. The new fragment says in Peter's name: "I with my companions was sunk in grief, and pierced in heart: we hid ourselves away: for they were in pursuit of us as criminals intent on setting fire to the temple. On account of this we fasted, and sat mourning and weeping day and night until the Sabbath"—evidently the second one after the Crucifixion, for he adds: "Now it was the last day of unleavened bread (the 21st of Nisan): many set forth to return to their homes the feast being over. We however, the 12 disciples of the Lord (no mention is here made of Judas as a traitor), wept and lamented; and each one grieving for what had happened went to his home; and I Simon Peter, and Andrew my brother, took our nets and went to the sea"—apparently the Sea of Galilee 100 miles from Jerusalem.

Equally startling is the account of the burial and resurrection of Jesus. Peter says that after the Crucifixion: "The scribes, Pharisees, and elders, hearing that the people were greatly agitated, assembled in council, and sent elders in fear to Pilate, saying: 'Give us soldiers that we may watch the tomb for three days, lest his disciples should come and steal him, making men believe that he has risen from the dead, and bring us into trouble.' Pilate gave them the centurion Petronius with soldiers to watch the grave; and with them elders and scribes went to the grave, and they . . . rolled a great stone, all present helping to fix it at the entrance of the grave; and they put on it seven seals, and pitching a tent there they watched the grave. . . . In the night before the Lord's day, the soldiers being on guard two and two about, there arose a great voice in heaven; and they saw the heavens open, and two men descending thence with great light, and approaching the tomb. And the stone which had been placed at the door rolled away of itself to one side, and the tomb was laid open, and both the young men went in. . . . The sentinels woke the centurion and elders . . . and, while they were relating what they had seen, they saw again coming out of the tomb three men, the two supporting the one, and following them a cross: and of the two the heads reached the heavens, but that of him whom they led overpassed the heaven; and they heard a voice out of heaven say: 'Hast thou preached to them that sleep?' and from the cross came answer: 'Yes.'"

Clearly there is reference here to the "spirits in prison" (1 Peter iii., 19; iv., 6). The whole legend is full of absurdities: yet it is equally difficult to believe in a material being who passed through closed doors (John xx., 19), or in doors that opened of themselves (Acts v., 19; xii., 10; xvi., 27). Dreams are dreams, and one miracle is as stupendous as another: the talking cross, and the self-moved stone, are not more wonderful than the virgin birth of Christ in which all Europe professes to believe: herald angels, the baptismal dove, the transfiguration, the angels at the tomb, the resurrection and the ascen-
sion, the walking on water, and the expelling of devils or raising of Lazarus, with the wonders reported of Peter, Paul, and Stephen, are equally marvellous. All Europe still bows to the East as it declares that Christ "descended into hell"—which is not stated in the Gospels, or anywhere except in the dubious First Epistle of Peter. Mr Rendel Harris thinks that the incidents about the stone and the cross, in the Gospel of Peter, were suggested by the words of Habakkuk (x, 11), "the stone shall cry out of the wall, and the beam out of the timber shall answer it"; but if so what shall we say of ten quotations of prophecy in the first three chapters of Matthew—except that such texts have been a fruitful source of later legends. Peter's account precludes the possibility of many incidents in the canonical Gospels; but Paul never refers to any of these marvels in the life of Christ from birth to death, excepting only his reappearance after crucifixion. The Gospel of Peter represents the vinegar and gall to have been given to hasten Christ's death. It does not mention the episode of the penitent thief, but the legs of one malefactor are left unbroken that he might die a lingering death, because he had reproved the mockers, and this is in direct contradiction to the canonical statements. Dr Martineau, after reading this Gospel, said: "All Biblical literature is overgrown with perfectly unparalleled legends, and we are often reminded of the sad confession of the writer of the Shepherd of Hermas—long considered inspired: 'I never in my life spoke a true word. . . . I dressed up falsehoods as truths, and no man contradicted me.' The New Testament has been made up not by supernatural dictation, critical discovery of authorship, and testing of contents. What has been let drop can claim no preference over that which has been saved."

**Phallus.** See Pala.

**Phanes.** "Appearance," "light"; a creator of the universe, according to Orphic mysticism, identified with Eros, or "love," and with Mēthos or "wisdom." He is also the "first begotten" (Protoagonos), "the eternal unity and goodness, from which ether and chaos proceeded, the secret generators of the gods." He is said to have produced a monster with a serpent's body and a man's head (like the Gnostik Agathodaimōn) as the prototype of creation. The Orphic hymns (Taylor, *Hymns of Orpheus*) hail him as,

"The two-fold egg-born, wandering through air,  
Bull roaring, glorying in golden wing,  
A Priapus of dark-eyed splendour, fair,  
Genial, all-prudent, ever-blessed king."

He was in fact the demι-ourgos or "people maker," the intellectual idea (or reality) which lay first in chaos, and the abyss. He answers to the more spiritual aspect of Pan, and is seen in Kronos.

**Phar'ahoh.** See Egypt. Apparently a Semitic word (Arabic Fer'oun) for "prince" or "tyrant," adopted in Egypt in the Hyskos age, and by the 18th and subsequent dynasties (see Fer'oun).

**Pharisees.** Hebrew Pərəšēm, or "those who separate" (from the Gentiles) according to the received explanation; others regard the name as signifying "Persian" sectaries; for the Pharisees had beliefs in the resurrection of the just, and in the Messianic kingdom, which were of Persian origin. They first appear as a distinct party in the 2nd century B.C. contending with the Sadūkēm ("just ones"), and the older Hasidim ("saints"), who were the Puritans of the age of Judas Makkābeus. These earlier pietists were content to preserve the ancient ideas as to the future found throughout their scriptures, and had no belief in a resurrection of the just. The Pharisees quarrelled with John Hyrcanus (135 to 106 B.C.), and looked for the appearance of a king of the house of David as foretold by the prophets; they were persecuted by his son Alexander Jannæus (105 to 78 B.C.), but on his death-bed that tyrant advised his widow Alexandra (or Salome) to govern through the Pharisees, who had great power over the minds of the masses; and they thus attained political authority. Under Herod however the high priests were Sadducees (Saduḳēm), and the Pharisees were opposed to any government that was not Hebrew. They divided into two great schools under Hillel and Shammai (see Hillel); and to them we owe the "oral law" (see Mishnah) and the greater part of the later Rabbinic literature. About the time of Christ they numbered some 6000 in Jerusalem, and had immense influence, though political power lay with the Sadducees, as supporters of the existing form of government, and as aristocratic families (Josephus, *Ant.*, XIII, 6) who did not insist on complete "separation" from the rest of the world such as had already been taught by the followers of Ezra, under the Persians. Antigonus of Socho is said to have been a typical Pharisee even as early as 300 B.C. The sect revered the Law, and the name of Ezra, but they added to the Scriptures beliefs, legends, and allegories, concerning the divine Messiah, and the kingdom of God, which are not to be found in Hebrew Scriptures before the 2nd century B.C. at earliest. They "made a hedge about the Law," and Christ rebelled alike against the formalism of the Pharisee and the materialism of the Sadducee. Josephus the historian was a Pharisee, and gives us some details as to their views.
They were fatalists who had no belief in free-will; and they were strict in requiring the payment of religious tithes, and the exact observance of every law in the Torah. Josephus regards them as Hebrew Stoiks, but from the Talmudic legends it would appear that they had some belief in the transmigration of the soul. The historian says that: "Pharisees ascribe all things to fate and to God, yet allow that to act right or wrong is mainly in the power of men, though fate does co-operate, God having so arranged that what he has fated is done by, or happens to, us." "Souls have an immortal vigour in them, and will be rewarded or punished under the earth according to their conduct, good or bad, here. . . . The very bad are to be kept in an everlasting prison, but the virtuous will revive, and live again, by transmigration to other bodies." (See Josephus, Ant., XIII, xvi, 2: XVII, ii, 4: XVIII, i, 5: Wars, II, viii, 14.)

**Philo.** The celebrated island in the Nile, which was the shrine of the phallus of Osiris there found by Isis (see Osiris). It was the last refuge of the old worship, and the Egyptian priests were chased thence by the Nubian king Silco, and by Narses the general of Justinian in our 6th century. The Nubian kings, called Blemyans, shook off Roman rule in the time of Caracalla, and have left us many Nubian inscriptions: in 397 A.D. King Terermen surrounded himself at Philæ with priests and prophets of the early religion, and called himself the "Saviour of Egypt," forcing Archelaus the Imperial Prefect to make a peace in which he agreed to respect the rites of the shrine. Later Blemyans raided Egypt, and carried off Christian captives (see Prof. Sayce, Contemporary Review, Dec. 1887). The suppression of the Nubian dynasty of Philæ was thus rendered imperative in the time of Justinian.

**Philistines.** See Kaptor and Palestine.

**Philo of Byblos.** A Greco-Phoenician philosopher of about 42 B.C., living at Byblos (Gebal) in Syria. He translated the mythology of Sanchoniathon, and apparently mingled with it Greek philosophic ideas (see Cory, Ancient Fragments), the original legends being similar to those of Babylon (see Phoinikians).

**Philo.** Called "Philo the Jew" and "the Jewish Plato." He was born about 10 or 20 B.C. (Josephus, Ant., XVIII, viii, 1), and was a priest according to Jerome (De Vir. Illustre, 11). As far as is known he lived always in Alexandria, but in 40 A.D. he was sent by the Jews on an important deputation, to urge their grievances against the Greeks before the Emperor Caligula in Rome; this is the only date certainly known in his history. He was a great writer, and of good family, well acquainted with what was happening to his own race; yet he never alludes to Christ at all, or to the spread of Christianity between 30 and 63 A.D. He busied himself with the endeavour to reconcile Hebrew tradition with Greek philosophy, as many learned Jews had done for more than a century before his birth. He has been called a "multiple minded syncretist," vainly attempting to find a standpoint that would enable him still to be a Jew while accepting what was supposed to be science—the ideas of Plato, and of the Alexandrian Platonists. He thus became the greatest of allegorisers, so explaining away the folk-lore of his Bible, and speaking with contempt of those who received it as a literal account of actual events. He identified the Logos of Plato with the Jewish conception of Wisdom (see Logos); but he would have smiled at any who maintained that it became incarnate and was born of a virgin. He did not admit that God was the creator of man, but thought that he could "fashion" matter into a world. God, he taught, is unconditioned, but *Hule* ("matter") and *Ousia* ("being") formed the body of man, which (as Plato had also said) is the prison where the soul undergoes probation. His works are of three classes: (1) Questions connected with scripture; (2) allegories to be understood in the holy law; and (3) expositions of the scriptures to explain and defend them to Gentiles. His tract on the *Contemplative Life* (see Essenes) is regarded as a spurious work. With Philo the Logos was the "immanent reason" of God, "His son . . . born of the immaculate virgin Sophia (wisdom) . . . neither unbegotten, as is God, nor begotten as we are." The Logos is "God and Lord"; and he speaks of "the two potencies, goodness and power," in equally mystic language: for in such allegorical expressions the theologian loses himself. Into this theosophy of heterogeneous materials Philo introduced some of the wiser doctrines of the Epicureans and Stoiks. The heroes and miracles of his Bible he regarded with doubt; and, as Dr Drummond says, he is by his own showing, "a sceptic who really believed only in the uncertainty of all knowledge, and the duty of suspense of judgment." He was a true type of the Alexandrian philosopher of his day, holding outwardly to the old faith, but explaining away all that he could not credit, and so disposing, with skill and tact, of what had been regarded as divine revelation. The "fruit trees in Eden" were "virtues planted in the soul by God"; the six days of creation (which we are now told were six ages) were, according to Philo, merely expressions for "orderly creation"; for six is a sacred number signifying "perfect production." Thus he followed the Stoiks.
Phlea

in explaining away, rather than absolutely denying, the old myths. The difficulties to be surmounted were created by man himself, and were due to the advance of human thought and understanding, which rendered primitive ideas obsolete. Some have regarded his painful attempts to reconcile beliefs once dear to him with later ideas as mere learned trifling, whereby Abraham and Moses become Logoi. Isaac personifies "laughter," and Sarah is "virtue"; but we may learn from Philo the follies into which we may fall when departing from the firm ground of real knowledge; for he seems to have forgotten his own ruling "to suspend judgment when evidence was wanting or insufficient." Nor did such tampering with tradition save his credit as a Jew. He was even imprisoned for a time, and is regarded by Clement of Alexandria as a Pythagorean.

Phlegethon. Greek: "flaming," a stream of liquid fire surrounding Tartaro or hell. It flowed in the opposite direction to Kokoton: the other rivers of hell were Stux, and Akheron.

Phoibé. Phoibos. Greek names of moon and sun, children of Heaven. [From the Aryan root Bh.r "shine."—En.]

Phoenicians. Phoenicians. The inhabitants of the coast lands of Syria who, as historically known from the 15th century B.C., were Semitic. [Their language was then the same spoken by the Semitic Babylonians; but about 800 B.C.—as shown by the alphabetic texts of Samal in the extreme north—it stood half way between the Hebrew and the pure Aramaean; and in the Phoenician texts known between 600 and 200 B.C. it is yet nearer to Hebrew.—Ed.] The Greeks connected the name with that of the Phoinix or "palm," and of the "purple" shell fished on the coast, but it may be the Egyptian term Fenekh, applied to the inhabitants of this region. The word Pannag (Ezek. xxvii, 17) is also connected with the Phoenicians by Buxtorf. The ancient Akkadian Pin means "a settlement," and the Fenekh may have been "settlement." [As a Semitic word Panah means "sinking" (Jer. vi, 4) or sunset, and Phoinicia was called in Akkadian Mar-tu ("the way of descent") or "the west," answering to Akhaaru "the west" in Assyrian, while the Phoenicians were clearly a western branch of the Semitic race of Babylonia.—En.] These tribes are also called Kaff (see Kaper) in Egyptian texts, and are represented on the frescoes of Thothmes III (16th century B.C.) with Semitic features and beards, some of the priests having shaven heads.

Phoenicians

The Phoenicians were a great trading and sea-faring race, who came, according to Pliny and Strabo, from the Persian Gulf. They appear in the Homeric poems, in which the artistic metal work and beautiful bowls of Sidon are celebrated. In Greek mythology they were connected with Kadmos (Kedém "east"), and, according to Herodotus, Tyre was founded as early as 2750 B.C. in the opinion of its priests. Colonies were founded by Tyre in the W. Mediterranean even before the building of Carthage about 800 B.C., and Phoenician influence endured in the west for perhaps 3000 years. Mr Gladstone (in Homer as a Nation Maker) says that the Phoinikes of Homer were "merchants, pirates, traders, kidnappers, and buccaneers. With them is associated almost every rudiment of art and manners which we find mentioned in the poems. For example—the art of navigation, of stone buildings, of work in metals, with a close approach to fine art, of embroidery, of medicine, and of chemistry however simple; the institution of the games, the importation of the horse, and the art, nay arts, of horse driving (Il. xxiii, 402-447, 566-601). Not that these belonged to the Phoenician sailors, but they belong to the countries of Phoenician traffic, and to immigrants brought by their ships. . . . But the policy of the Phoinikes proper was to avoid interference in quarrels not their own." The pictures of gifts brought by Phoenicians to Thothmes III include artistic bowls and vases, and other work in stone and bronze, in gold and silver, which fully accord with such accounts, and go back some 400 years earlier than the supposed date of the Trojan war. The wealth of their temples, and their use of papyrus and of clay tablets, in the 15th century B.C., are attested by the Amarna letters. [The oldest alphabetic Phoenician text is one found on fragments of bronze in Cyprus, but it mentions the town of Carthage, and is probably therefore not as old as the Moabitite stone. Even if the town of Carthage in Cyprus itself be intended the date would be late, as that "new city" is only noticed in the 7th century B.C.—Ed.]

The Phoenician religion is indicated clearly by inscriptions, sculptures, terra cotta images found in tombs, and seals and signet cylinders, resembling those of Babylon. The Phoenician art was afterwards influenced by Egypt, and gods like Horus and Bast were adored in Phoenicia. The principal gods included El for "heaven"; Ba'alah, probably for "earth"; Tammuz, Adoni, or Melkarth, for the sun; Aahtoreth, for the moon; Nergal, for "hell"; Sid or Dagon, for "sea"; Hadad, for "air"; and Eshmun (the eighth), as the god of "health" and prosperity. The Phoenician seals and scarabs show us emblems found also in Babylonia, such as the tree of life, the
cherub, the winged sun, winged horse, sphinx, and lion-headed god, as well as the Egyptian Ankh, and Egyptian solar figures, including the scarabaeus (see Col. Conder, Syrian Stone Love, 1887). These remains are scattered over the Mediterranean lands, in Greece, Sicily, Malta, and Egypt, as well as at Tyre, Sidon, and other Phoenician cities, and in Cyprus. The Phoenicians known to the Greeks appear to have been circumcised, and their calendar included at least two months (Bul and Ethanam) known to the Hebrews before the captivity. Their weights and measures were also commensurable with those of Babylon, and like their alphabet were adopted by the Greeks.

The Phoenician cosmogony (see Philo of Byblos) is preserved by Eusebius (Prep. Evang., i, 10) in its later form, and included 12 episodes: (1) from Kolpias and Bau (wind” and “the deep”) came all, and they were generated by Môt (“dead matter”) in chaos, through the power of Pithos or “desire”; (2) from these two came two mortals, Alón (“age” or “antiquity”), and Protopoton (“the first born”), and Alón found fruit on trees; (3) Genos and Genea (“man” and “woman,” see Gen) produced (4) Phós, Púr, and Phílos (“light,” “fire,” and “flame”), who invented the fire drill; (5) Hupsuranios (“deep water”), and Hupsuranios (probably “he who goes down”), followed, and the latter dwelt at Tyre; his brother Ossoos was his foe (probably the earlier inhabitant), and invented clothing of skins of wild beasts, and boats made out of logs on which he first ventured on the sea. Rods and pillars—phallic emblems—were erected in their honour after death; and men then lived in reed huts; (6) Agros and Haleios (“the peasant” and “the seaman”) learned agriculture and navigation; (7) Khrusor (who was Héphaisitos), and an unnamed brother invented the forging of iron, charms, and divination, the fishing line, hook, and bait, with sailing boats, and the use of brick for building; he was adored as Daimikios (“propitious”) after death; (8) Tekhnitès and Autokthôn (“the workman” and “the native”) baked bricks mingled with stubble, and made tiles; (9) Agros and Agrote (“the encloser” and “field man”) had statues much venerated, and a temple (or ark) drawn by oxen: they added courts, porches, and arches to houses, and tilled the land and hunted with dogs: they were called Aletai (probably “strong” or “tall”) and Titaons; (10) Amunos and Magos (probably “nourisher” and “waterer”) made villages and tended flocks; (11) Misor and Suduk (“right” and “pious”) discovered salt (the symbol of a covenant), and from Misor (here by a play on the name meaning Egypt) came Tautes (Thoth), who invented the alphabet and writing, while from Suduk came the gods—the Dioskouroi and Kabeiros—so that the 12th episode represents an extension to Egypt and to Greece. In this age also medicine and charms to cure poison were discovered. [The legend goes on to speak of Elion (“the most high”) and of his wife Berith (“creating one”), who dwelt at Byblos, where was the great temple of Baalath: they produced heaven and earth, who offered to them sacrifices and libations. The children of Heaven and Earth were Ilos (El or “god”), Kronos, Botulos (the virgin), and Dagon (who is here wrongly identified with “corn”). The Greek legend of Ouranos is added; and the children of Kronos are Persephoné and Athéné; while the son of Dagon is Damareus—probably the sacred “tamarisk.” Byblos, founded by Kronos, is called the first Phoenician city. It was highly important, we know (Ammarn letters from Gebal) in early times. Astarte, Rhea, and Dione, are also daughters of Heaven; and by Heaven were invented the Baitulai (see Bethel) or sacred stones. The mythology minglest together the Semitic and Aryan gods, and includes Pontos (“the deep”), with Tuphon (“the north”); Sidon being founded by the former; while Melkarth is formally identified with Hérakles, and is made the son of Damareus, as many other sons gods were tree-born. Damareus also aids Heaven against the deep; while Heaven is dismembered by Kronos, and fountains and rivers flow from his blood—a very evident myth of the “time” of rains. Astarte, the horned ‘Asthoreth—identified with Aphrodite—finds a star, and therewith consecrates Tyre, reigning with Damareus and Adollos, or Hadad, while Kronos gives Attika to Athéné, Byblos to Alákon (Baalath), and Berutes (Beirut) to Pontos “the sea.” Tautes (Thoth) portrayed Heaven, and Kronos with four eyes and four wings; and received Egypt as his kingdom; by his command the seven Kabeiros (or seven great gods), and their 8th brother Asklépios (or Eshmun), made a record of these things—showing the usual pantheon of 8 great gods.—Ed.]

The Phoenician beliefs as to the future are clearly shown by the text on the coffin of King Eshmun-azur of Sidon, variously dated as of the 4th or 3rd centuries B.C. It was discovered by the Duc de Laveaux in 1855, and is now in the Louvre. On this famous sarcophagus, of semi-Egyptian form, we read (in the month Bul in the 14th year of Eshmun-azur, king of the Sidonians, son of Tabnit, king of the Sidonians): “I lie here in this coffin and tomb, in the place I have made. Remember thou this. Let no royal prince, or common man, open my tomb chamber. Let them not seek treasures, for none have hidden treasures here: nor let them move my coffin out of my tomb-chamber, or disturb my funeral bed by putting another tomb
above it. Whatever any man say, hearken not to him: for there shall be punishment on any royal prince, or common man, who shall open this lid, or carry away this coffin in which I rest, or disturb me in this chamber. He shall have no funeral couch with the Rephaim (or ghosts): he shall not be buried in a tomb: nor shall he have son, or offspring to succeed him; for the holy gods shall cause him to be cut off... there shall be for them neither root below or fruit above, nor a living form under the sun." The text gives the king's descent from Tahnit, son of a former Eshmun-'azar, his mother Annun- 'Ashtoreth being priestess of 'Ashtoreth, and a cousin of her husband. The family built temples of 'Ashtoreth by the seaside Sidon, and of other gods, and made images of the godess, and of Eshmun, and Ba'al, 'Ashtoreth being described as the "face" (or manifestation) of Ba'al. The pious king adds: "May the lord of kings (perhaps a deity, or perhaps a suzerain) give us Dora and Joppa (the S. plain), the fruitful cornlands which are in the plain of Sharon, and may they add them within the boundary of the land, that they may remain Sidonian forever. Remember thou this... else the holy gods shall cut thee off forever."

Thus to the Phenician, as to the Hebrew, life in this world was the supreme good, and only a dreary existence among Rephaim in Sheol would follow. "As the cloud is consumed and vanisheth away, so he that goeth down to Sheol shall come up no more" (Job vii, 9).

Phoinix. Phoenix. A fabulous bird, emblem of the sun (see Peacock), described as an eagle with a star on its head (see Eagle): it had a golden neck, wings of azure and flame colour, and a white and crimson tail. It made a pyre of aromatic woods and burned itself, fanning the flames with its wings. From the ashes came a worm which became the new Phoenix. This occurs once in 600 years (or in 340, 460, 500, 1461, or 7006 years) according to Herodotus, Tacitus, and Pliny. Herodotus says that it came from the East to Egypt every 500 years, and buried its father at Heliopolis (the "sun city") in an egg of myrrh—the sweet flowers of spring. Its nest was in Arabia (the East), and here alone, according to one version, could a single Phoenix be born (see Minnesota Literary Digest, 1892). Tacitus says that it appeared in Egypt in 54 a.d., and the learned said this happened only once in 1461 years (the Sothik cycle) when the Julian year came round to the same day of the true year. He says also that the first Phoenix appeared in the time of Rameses II, who thus known have reigned about 1427 B.C. [This is not exact, since Sothis, or Sirius, does not move in an orbit

Phongyi. Phongyi. A Barmese name for a Buddhist monk, meaning "great light," "glorious one," a title of honour (see Barmah).

Phoroneus. Phoroneus. A mythical chief of Argos, and a name of Janus. It is the Sanskrit Bhuranyus, "the burning one" (see Feronia).

Phosphor. Greek "light bringer," the Latin Lucifer, and Hebrew Hilel, otherwise Hesperus, and signifying the morning and the evening star.

Phrygia. See Atus, and Kublê. A mountainous region of the great plateau of Asia Minor, the home of the Phryges, or Briges, an European race from Thrakia, whom the Greeks held to be offspring of Kekrops (Herod., vii, 73; Strabo, X, iii, 16: Pliny, Hist. Nat., v, 41). The Armenians were a Phrygian colony (Herod., vii, 73). Plato (Cratylus) says that Phrygian speech was akin to Greek: the old word bekoos "bread" in Phrygian (Herod., ii, 2) is from the Aryan root Bhag "food"; and the Phrygian name for a god, Bagnoa, is clearly the Aryan Bhaga for "god," being a title of Atus. Some remains of the "Asiatic syllabary" occur in this region, but the Phrygian alphabet, after about 800 B.C., resembles the early Greek, and like it is used in texts reading from right to left, and left to right, in alternate lines. About 8 or 9 Phrygian texts are known; but, though clearly Aryan, they have not been read. One of them gives the words Mator Kunô—evidently "Mother Kublê": another (M. Chantre, Mission en Cappadoce, p. 160) seems to read "Vasthus the great man of Ionian birth, the lover of the god"—a tombstone; a third, at the tomb of Miasa (Müller, Dorians, i, p. 9) contains the name of that monarch; a fourth, found by Dr Ramsey, dedicates an altar. The art of Phrygia, especially the symbol of two lions flanking a pillar, is connected with that of Mycenae. But besides these remains older rude relics of a Hittite population are found in Phrygia. —Ed.] About 600 B.C. Phrygia was overrun by the Kimmersian from the north, and afterwards conquered by Persians, Greeks, and Romans, and finally by the Seljuk Turks in our 11th century. Both Greeks and the lesser kings of Asia Minor were proud, at times,
of claiming Phrygian descent. The Ionic column seems to come from Phrygia (Prof. Ramsay, Athenaenum, 27th Dec. 1884), but is found yet earlier in Assyria, as well as in the lowest layers at Olympia. Hektor and Paris were Phrygian by descent from their mother Hekate (see Ramsay, Phrygia).

**Phulakteria.** Greek: “protections,” noticed in the New Testament as worn by Pharisees. They are now called thephillin or “praying” charms, and the Jews suppose them to be the Tetaphoth, or “fortlets” (Ex. xiii, 16; Deut. vi, 8; xi, 19) of their Law, worn as “memorials” (Exod. xiii, 9). They consist of small leather boxes, in which are strips of parchment with finely written passages from Hebrew Scripture, as above. One is bound to the forehead, the other on the back of the right hand, during prayer, leather thongs being affixed to the boxes: the first box is marked outside with the letter Shin for Siaddai, the “almighty”; the second with Vod for “hand,” also a lucky emblem among Jews (see Hand). The MexiZah is a cylinder of metal or glass, affixed to house doors for the same reason, and also including a text on parchment. The Rabbis forbade Jews to bind on these charms on the Sabbath, because to do so was a “work.” Most races have such amulets (the Salagrama of Hindus), and Arabs wear a leather cylinder on the wrist, with texts from the Koran inside.

**Picts.** The earliest known inhabitants of Scotland, found ruling in the 4th century A.C. by the Scots from N. Ireland; nor were these Goidel Kelts able to drive the Picts beyond the N. border of Argyleshire till our 6th century, so that the name of Scotia for Scotland is not older than the close of the 12th century A.C., having been applied to the N. of Ireland in the 10th century. Mr Skene says that the “chief stronghold” of the Picts, in the 5th century, was at Craig Phadraig, but the clans only Confederated for war, including “men of Fortrenn” in Perth; of the “moorland” in Moray; of Angus and the Mearns in Forfar and Kincardine; and of Forthshire in Fife. Nor had the Scots a chief king (Ard-Righ) till Kenneth MacAlpine, in 854 A.C., conquered the Picts on the Tay, and was crowned king of Scots and Picts at Scone ten years later. The old Pictish boundaries are still noticed in the Book of Deer granting lands to the Church in the 12th century. The Picts are thought to have been a small race, and Prof. Rhys considers that Pictish words occur in Aberdeen dialect, and that they were a long-headed dark race in Pictavia (from the Clyde to Caithness): the Norsemen seem to have called the country from Caithness to Sutherland the land of the Pechts (probably “small folk”), and it is impossible to suppose that the word was Latin, meaning the “Petti” or “painted” people. The names of their kings, as given by Bede, are Keltik, but this perhaps represents a later mixture of population. As, however, they were illiterate, we know nothing of their real history. They have been thought akin to the Eskimo, or to the Lapps. Macbeth, king of Scotland (1040-1057), is said to have been a true Pict of Moray. The Picts entered the Shetland Isles, and are believed to have there found an older savage race of small dark men (perhaps distant cousins), resembling the Neolithic people of Europe, and brewing an intoxicating drink from heather. The Picts in turn were here conquered by Norsemen.

**Picus.** Latin. The “woodpecker.” According to the legend, King Picus (“the pecker” or “piercer”) was changed by Ceres into this speckled bird. In Piedmontese the picia is also the phalus (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii). Indra also assumed the form of the woodpecker. Suidas speaks of a Zeus Pekos in Kreta. Pliny says that the woodpecker opens secret places by aid of an herb that waxes and wanes with the moon, and that anyone who takes honey from a hive on a woodpecker’s bill will not be stung by bees. But St Epiphanius regarded this bird as a devil hiding in secret places. It is connected with the Yux (Tryngilla or “wry neck”) which was the “bird of love,” the favourite of Adonis (see Academy, 7th March 1885). The Yux was also sacred to Dionysos (Brown, Great Dionysian Myth., i, pp. 339, 340), as represented on a Greek vase. “It used to be tied to a wheel, and whirled round to assist amorous incantations,” so that, in Pinard, it is the “maddening bird of love” of Aphrodite. The Latin Picus was Feronia (see Feronia) or “fire,” and connected with the thunderbolt: hence it was called the “incendiary bird”; it brought food to Romulus and Remus when infants.

**Pig.** See Boar, and Varaha.

**Pigeon.** See Dove, and Pelea.

**Pigmy.** Some of the gods were pignics or dwarfs (see Bas, and Hephastios, and Pataloki under the heading Bas). The Teutonic dwarf is a spirit of caves and a smith. Velen is a bearded dwarf on Etruscan vases. The dwarf Horus in Egypt has distorted limbs, and fire is a dwarf that grows into a giant. Actual pigmy races, such as the ancients described in Africa, are now known as existing not only in the Congo forests but over most parts of the continent, if we
include the pure bushmen in the south. They represent either very early races, or races stunted by privation.

Pillars. These, like poles, masts, and rods, are often phallic emblems, the later developments of rude men-hirs (see Obelisks). The Hebrew king stood by, or on, a pillar at his consecration (see 'Amud), and Vishnu bursts out of a pillar (see Vishnu; and Rodriguez, Hindu Pantheon, plates 27, 56).

Pīnāka. Sanskrit: "staff," "club." A lingam is called Pīnākabhūrt, when of large size, and Pīnākin when small.

Pīnd. Sanskrit: "lump," "heap"—an offering to Siva, or to Parvati, put in a niche.

Pīpal. Pipul. The Ficus Religiosa, and the Bodhi tree of Buddha-gaya. The leaves and fruit have phallic significance.

Pī. Sanskrit: "to pound" (see Pūṣṭi).

Pīsāha. Vicious dwarves, or demons, "raw flesh eaters," emanating from Siva in his angry form as Rudra, and attending on Parvati. They frequent cemeteries and burying grounds especially, and seize women: so that they are often accounted for unwelcome babies. In Ireland also Pīshas were witches among the Belgas.

Pīta. Peda. A phallic emblem on Indra's banner (see Pūta).

Pītaka. The Tri-pitaka are the "three baskets," or divisions of the Buddhist law (see Budha).

Pīthā-veda. The base, stool, or altar, on which a lingam stands.

Pītris. Sanskrit: "fathers," "ancestors." The Sūdras, or pious offerings to ancestors, are sometimes called Pītris. They are the sons of Angiras (see that name), born from the left side of Brāhma; Yama, judge of the dead, is called Pītri-pati or "lord of the fathers."

Pīya-dasi. Pāli: "God-beloved" (see Āsaka).

Plantain. The great food tree of the tropics, with a shapely red bed—the Ua-tu of Polynesians signifying to "sproot up" (see Ronga, Tanē, Tangaloa, Ti, Tīkī). It is a common offering to phallic gods, and the word is used, in joking, in this sense.

Plato. See Akademy, and Short Studies, pp. 617-620. [The name means "broad," either—as stated—from his shoulders, or from his head, or from his mind. In the simile of the cave (Republic, bk. vii) Plato represents himself as one who had seen realities, while other men were only studying the shadows on the wall; but whether he really travelled in Egypt, Cyrene, Sicily, and Italy, after the death of Sokrates in 399 B.C. is doubted. He was born about 430-427 B.C., and died in 347 B.C. His mind was impressed by the Pythagorean philosophy; but in the name of Sokrates he teaches a vague and subtle mysticism. His theory of a model republic perhaps best explains to us why (as he complains) philosophers had no influence with practical men. He proposes to breed a ruling caste as men breed cattle, and to deceive the masses by rites and allegories. Whether he fully believed the doctrine of transmigration (see Rūti) which he teaches, thus seems doubtful, but he held that death is the amananta, or "standing up," when the soul escapes from its prison in the body. He held as a patriot that all Greeks should refrain from civil war, but the barbarian (that is the Persian) is a natural foe (Republic, bk. v), so that his humane ideas are limited to one small race. Among the dialogues the most famous of all are perhaps the Phaedo, Phaedrus, and Timaeus. His doctrine of the Logos, and of the Idea, supposes a divine emanation of which each idea (thing, reality, or individuality) is a part, while material phainomena, or "appearances," are delusion. According to the Phaedo the "child within" is born in successive bodies, and the soul commands the body, which is its garment—but one ill-fitting. There are many mannerisms, and unless purified by philosophy the soul may be reborn in some lower form. Wherefore retreat from the world and contemplation are needful. In the Phaedrus we gather that the eternal soul is distracted by the war of desire against truth, and may pass nine stages of purification. The Timaeus is the favourite dialogue, in which we learn that souls are part of the divine soul, that reason and science are our best guides, and that immortality is conditional. God is not the creator of every individual life; but from a matrix of matter the archetypal form was produced, and the idea thence apparently derives its visible body. The conception of God is vague, and Cicero thought Plato obscure. His cardinal virtues included courage, temperance, justice, and wisdom; but much as he was, and is, admired, the clear mind of Aristotle seems to have advanced further in the pursuit of truth than that of his master.—Ed.]
Plotinus. A learned philosopher, and pious Theist, born at Lycopolis in Egypt about 203 to 205, and dying in Campania in 269 a.C. He is known to us only by the account given of him by his pupil and lifelong friend Porphyry (in 233 to 306 a.C.). See Porphyreos. They became the “theosophists,” or “spiritualists,” of their age; but Plotinus had no belief in popular mythologies: for, when his friend Amelius urged him to assist at the festival of the new moon, he replied “Those gods of yours must come to me, not I to

Plotinus condemned all care of the body—and even bathing: he refused all medicines, and he would not allow any portraits of himself, or that any notice should be taken of his birthplace. At the age of 28 he had found his vocation as a teacher of philosophy, and at 39 he accompanied the emperor Gordian III to Babylon and Persia, in order to study the wisdom of the East: after his return he taught philosophy for 24 years. The story of his death (see Conversion) shows us that he adopted the Indian idea of Yoga, seeking in ecstatic states for union with deity; but the account by Porphyry contains the superstitious marvels of ordinary legend—the soul of Plotinus departing as a serpent or dragon (see Rivers of Life, ii. p. 240).

Plotinus had his disciples, male and female, to refrain from politics, as distracting them from true religion and practical work. He was intent on mystic contemplation; and Porphyry, with others, asserted that he wrought miracles which astonished the Egyptian priests, calling up gods and demons. The Delphic oracle announced that the soul of Plotinus rested forever with the blessed. Even his enemies allowed that he was the purest and best of men. The keynote of his teaching (see Prof. E. Caird, Gifford Lectures, March 1902) was the idea of obtaining a “sense of God,” beyond knowledge or power of explanation, through ecstacy such as Paul also describes (2 Cor. vii, 2), and which Indian hermits, and Moslem Sufis, alike have sought, or the Christian who believes that he holds communion with the Holy Ghost. The philosophy of Plotinus, says Prof. Caird, was a “summary and concentrated expression of the whole movement of Greek philosophy. Plotinus represented the universe as distributed into a series of stages, or degrees of reality, reaching from matter to God”; he was not content with Plato’s doctrine of the reality of the idea, and the illusory and temporary character of the phenomena, or with Aristotle’s hints as to the struggle of the intuitive perception (or hereditary experience) with reason; but, regarding mysticism (and trance) as higher attainment, he upheld it against both materialism and idealism. The material world, though reduced to one of shadow and appearance, was still a state of existence, outside the spiritual, through which the One who is above all being, and all knowing, is approached; while thus conceiving of an Unity beyond all differences he yet “altogether failed when he had to think positively of that Absolute in his relation to the finite world.”

Dr A. Harnack, writing on Neo-Platonism (Encyclopedia Brit., 1884), says that though we may assume the school to have known the doctrines of both Judaism and Christianity, yet “it is vain to search Plotinus for evidence of any actual influence of Jewish or
Christian philosophy.” The founder of the Neo-Platonic school of Alexandria was Ammonius Saccas (who died about 245 A.C.), and he is said to have been a Christian by birth who relapsed into heathenism. The Platonism of Philo was a distinct and earlier Jewish development, but Origen, and Plotinus were the most distinguished teachers whom Saccas influenced: both were fervid pietists, and believers in the attainment of communion with the Supreme Being through ecstasy. Both held that not only does man not live by bread alone, but that he moreover does not live by knowledge only, but by that which is above knowledge—a mystic and passionate belief which has always deeply impressed the imagination of mankind, ignorant of the comparative history of religions, and of all faiths except their own. The existence of an immortal individuality, Idea, or Soul, is the fundamental axiom of such systems. Plotinus called it “the image and product of the motionless ability” (Nous), and like it immaterial. The original unity, or being, produces this Nous, as the archetype of all existing things (a Platonic doctrine). It is the Idea, at once Being and Thought, the sum of the ideal world. The Soul is the idea emanating from the Nous, as the Nous emanates from the One. The Nous is indivisible, the Soul may either preserve its individuality or may attain to being absorbed in the Nous, but if it unites with the material world it becomes disintegrated by corporeal forces, and “must retrace its steps back to the Supreme Good.” Such was the mysticism, based on the idea that material phenomena are mere illusory shadows, and spiritual essence the only reality, which Plotinus, and his disciples, sought to inculcate. They redeemed their teaching by calling on all to practise virtue, and to aim at likeness to the ideal God, with whom they must harmonise and strive to unite. The old ethics were taught, and the old asceticism and purification of the body by penance and austerities. Thereby, said Plotinus, we may become as nearly as possible what God is. The Nous was a kind of personal god; the Logoi which it included are gods; the stars are gods. Plotinus was not a dualist; but a rigid Monotheism was to him a very bald conception: nor was he truly a Pantheist. He saw a meaning in popular myths, and some say he believed in magic, sooth-saying, and prayer. Aurelius, who seems to have valued the opening passage of the fourth Gospel, and Porphyry who criticised the Christian Bible, modified the teaching of Plotinus, some of whose works are said to have influenced the spiritual history of Augustine. Plotinus in short was the great mystic of the third Christian century.

Plough. The plough, and the seed furrow, were important em-

Plutarch. Ploutarkhos. The historian and philosopher who wrote the celebrated “Lives” of earlier great men was a Greek, born at Khairôneia in Bolitia about 40 A.C., to which place he retired about 90 to 110 A.C., to write these biographies, and other works on morals and ethics, of which 60 in all are attributed to his pen. He had a long and important public career before so retiring, and as a philosopher is said, by some, to have been the preceptor of the emperor Trajan, who raised him to consulary dignity, and occasionally employed him as an imperial messenger (or commissioner) to the provinces. The exact date of his death is unknown; much that he wrote is lost; and some works (like that On Isis and Osiris) are doubtfully authentic; but his library must have been extensive, for he is said to have written 250 authors, in addition to the results of his own researches during travels that extended over perhaps 50 years. The first edition of his works in Europe was published in 1470 A.C., in two volumes, and the Greek text in 1517. Plutarch was more concerned with ethics and practical conduct than with religious speculation, and regarded reason and philosophy as the best guides. Like others he sought to reconcile old myths with the conception of a single God, and he agreed with Plato as to the immortality of the soul.

Po. See Bo. A Chinese corruption of Buddha.

Poligar. Poliar. See Pálama.

Polycarp. Greek: Polu-karpóς, “much fruit.” The story of this early Christian, like that of Papias, is involved in doubt, in spite of all that is commonly said about him; and we depend on a few references in Irenæus, and on the later accounts by Eusebius, and Jerome. The Rev. Dr. Sunday, writing for the “Christian Evidence Society,” says that “Polycarp knew not of any canonical scriptures”; he was a catechist, deacon, and elder, and finally bishop of Smyrna, where he was martyred in his 64th year. He is believed to have been born before 69 A.C.—which appears to be somewhat early if he really visited Pope Anicetus (156 to 166 A.C.) in Rome—and to have been purchased as a slave at the city gate, by Christians who educated him as a missionary. He became an elder only when a grey headed man. Irenæus
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and others are said to have believed that he knew John the Apostle as a boy, and Tertullian and Jerome that he was made bishop by St. John in 104 A.C. The latter calls him "the most eminent man" of the part of Asia in which he lived (see Irenæus, iii, 3, 4). He was involved in the disputes as to the celebration of Easter, and he is said to have called Marcion the "first born of Satan" (see Marcion). “He who falsifies the sayings of the Lord,” said Polycarp, “after his own pleasure, and affirms that there is no resurrection and no judgment, is the first-born of Satan.” His works included an Epistle to Philippi; but the Epistle of Ignatius to Polycarp is of very doubtful authenticity, as is also the Epistle of the Church of Smyrna to the Church of Philomelium, about the martyrdom of Polycarp, which exists in Greek and Latin MSS. About three-quarters of the Epistle to Philippi was published in Greek in 1633, and the enlarged Latin text in 1498. Eusebius seems to have seen a Greek fragment of such an epistle, and Irenæus attributes it to Polycarp (iii, 3, 41); but, like other early Christian works, it seems to have been enlarged and garbled by later scribes. It appears to infer acquaintance with the Gospels, and with the Epistles of Paul and Peter which (see Smith's Dicty. of Christian Biog.) is regarded as “the natural tendency of a forger of later date.” Irenæus is said to have been sent by Polycarp as a missionary to Gaul in 157 A.C., when he must have been very young. The account of the martyrdom of Polycarp according to Irenæus is, as has already been shown, very curious, and the legend preserved by Eusebius is of the ordinary type. “When the pyre burst into great flames those of us privileged to see it witnessed a great miracle... the flames presented an appearance like an oven, as when the sail of a vessel is filled with the wind; and thus formed a ball round the body of the martyr, and he (Polycarp) was in the midst not like burning flesh, but like gold and silver purified in the furnace. We also perceived a fragrant odour like the fumes of incense, or some other precious aromatic drugs. At length the wicked persecutors, seeing that the body could not be consumed by fire, commanded the executioner to draw near to him, and to plunge his sword into him; and when he had done this such a quantity of blood gushed forth that the fire was extinguished.”

Polynesia. See Easter Ile, Fiji, Hawaii, Malays, Maoris, and Papuans. Generally speaking Polynesia was colonised by a mixed Negrito-Malay race, often of a very pleasing type, and its religions rites, and civilisation, are of Malay origin, throughout the Indian Archipelago (see Melanesians). The early Negrito type and language appear to be connected with Africa, and with the aborigines of S. India; but Polynesian speech, from west to east, including groups outgoing like the Philippines, Formosa, and New Zealand, appears grammatically to be based on the Malay language. Directly borrowed Malay words form at least one per cent. of the vocabulary. The Polynesian, and even the Papuan numerals are the same as in Malay speech. Sanskrit and Arabic words, which are numerous in the language of Java, are said to have even penetrated to a lesser extent among the Maoris, and the Polynesians of Tahiti. The softening of such words, and the indistinct pronunciation of consonants (k for t, and r for l) proceeds so far that the English “man of war” becomes, in the mouth of a Polynesian, A-c-a.

Pongal. The 1st of January (Bhogi Pongal) is sacred to Indra. The second (Surya Pongal) to the sun. These are called “boiling” (Pongal) days, as wives then boil new rice, and green grain, with milk and sugar, in a large vessel placed in the yard of the house. This they do in wet garments having just bathed in them. As the milk begins to simmer they rush about crying “Pongal! Pongal!” (“boiling, boiling”), and salute their husbands and friends. In S. India all the household vessels are then presented before Vighu-Iswara, Siva’s son, as “God of Fate, and remover of obstacles”: the rice is given to the people, and some of it to the cows: water is sprinkled, and this is the festival of water-sprinkling also in Barmah. On the first day complimentary visits are paid to relatives and friends, entertainments are given, and propitiatory gifts are offered to the gods, especially to Siva. The visitors congratulate each other on having passed through the unlucky month Mâgha, or December, and on the increasing warmth and daylight. Mendicants go from house to house beating plates of iron or copper, and exhorting all to religious duties. The houses have been repaired and repainted; and women clear spaces in front of them and set up little bulls, or pyramids of cow-dung, each with a citron flower on it, to be preserved till the next anniversary. Those of the preceding year are gathered in a basket and taken, with song and dance, to a waste place where they are emptied out. On the third day of the feast the cattle are sprinkled, with water in which saffron, cotton seeds, and leaves of the Margosa are placed. They are regaled with the Pongal mixture, and are circumambulated by the men, who halt at the four cardinal points and perform the Shâhsângas, or procession of the eight members, worshipping the cattle in this manner four times. These are then painted, and adorned with fruit flowers and foliage, and are driven wildly about. All that falls of their decorations
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is picked up and treasured as sacred. The cattle are driven to the fields and villages, and allowed to eat at will. The images of the gods are brought out of the temples, and carried among them in processions. Unseemly orgies, in which the Devadasis, or temple girls, are concerned, conclude the festival.

Pontifex Maximus. See Bridges. The head of the Roman hierarchy; the "great bridge-maker" who prepares the bridge leading to heaven. The title has been adopted by the Popes, as successors of the pagan high priest of Rome.

Population. In the International Geography of 1900, edited by Dr Mill, librarian of the Royal Geographical Society, the population of the world is given thus—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Caucasians (Aryans)</td>
<td>770,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Mongols</td>
<td>540,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Ethiopians</td>
<td>175,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Americans</td>
<td>22,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 1,507,000,000

Considering that the Chinese include 330 millions in their empire, and that British India has 287 millions of population, it will be seen that the study of their faiths is more important than that of Negro or American savages. In 1901 British India showed an increase of 444 per cent. of population. Out of the total of over 1,500 millions more than 400 millions profess some form of Christianity, and 300 millions regard themselves as Buddhists, while the Jews do not appear to exceed about 10 millions. Studies of Christian and Buddhist beliefs are thus of chief interest. The total Moslem population cannot be placed lower than some 200 millions, of whom at least 50 millions are in India (see Short Studies, p. 469). Brahmanism represents a somewhat larger total of population, leaving about 450 millions, or less than a third of the population of the world, to include Zoroastrians, and Confucians, Taoists and pagans.

Porphyreos. Porphyry. See Plotinus. A distinguished Greek philosopher, the friend and disciple of Plotinus, and said to have been instructed by Origen, which accounts for his knowledge of Judaism and Christianity. He is supposed to have been born in 234, so that he would have been only 20 when Origen died, at which age he was in Rome, having gone yet earlier to Athens. In Rome he met Plotinus, and became his disciple for six years, and his lifelong friend and admirer. His family name was Malkhos. He died in Sicily about 306 A.D., having given there by the advice of Plotinus, because he was in low spirits, and contemplated euthanasia, believing that his work was done. He tells us that Greek astronomy, and the zodiac, came from Babylon, and that Eudoxos, Aratos, and Hipparthos, only enlarged and improved the Babylonian cycles. He leant to the philosophy of Pythagoras, esteeming him next to Plotinus. He says that he only once attained to the communion with Deity which his master so frequently enjoyed. He is said to have written 16 works about the Christians and Jews, and he was the first critic of the Book of Daniel, showing—like modern critics—that its prophecy describes the history of the Seleucidae down to the death of Antiochus Epiphanes. He rejected the gospel narratives, though allowing the existence of Jesus, and Theodosius I caused his writings to be burned in consequence.

Like Plotinus he was a Neo-Platonist, and believed in an immortal soul, and in a Supreme Infinity. He thought that he had once seen God in ecstasy, and had received divine communications. Like Plotinus he was much respected by Greeks and Romans, and by the learned in Alexandria, teaching that "man is placed under natural, civil, and divine laws." Sorrow was a more wholesome discipline than pleasure in his belief, and the cultivation of the soul in the practice of virtue more important than the training of the body. His poor health induced melancholy, and was doubtless due to his austerities and trances. To Porphyry, says Prof. Harnack (Encyclopedia Brit., xxvi, p. 336), "belongs the credit of having recast and popularised the system of Plotinus." His aim was practical religion, and the salvation of the soul; but he fell into the fatal fallacy of mystical exaltation like many earlier Buddhists, and Christian hermits; and evil, he said (like Plato), was due to the desires of the soul, and of the flesh, which must be severely disciplined by ascetism. His work Against the Christians was full of bitter criticism, and he was regarded as a rabid enemy of their faith. But, like the work of Celsius, that of Porphyry was suppressed by the dominant Catholic party, and we depend on extracts given by Lactantius, Augustine, and Jerome. He desired to preserve, and to defend from Christian attacks, all that he thought best in Greek religion and philosophy, and he gave a new impulse and direction to Neo-Platonic doctrines which were developed especially by his pupil Iamblichos.

Poseidon. The Greek god of oceans. [Probably the older spelling Poseidon, before the change of the "digamma" or ϝμ in Greek, indicates a derivation from Pos, the Greek and Latin root for
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is picked up and treasured as sacred. The cattle are driven to the fields and villages, and allowed to eat at will. The images of the gods are brought out of the temples, and carried among them in processions. Unseemly orgies, in which the Devas, or temple girls, are concerned, conclude the festival.

Pontifex Maximus. See Bridges. The head of the Roman hierarchy; the "great bridge-maker" who prepares the bridge leading to heaven. The title has been adopted by the Popes, as successors of the pagan high priest of Rome.

Population. In the International Geography of 1900, edited by Dr Mill, librarian of the Royal Geographical Society, the population of the world is given thus—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Caucasians (Aryans)</td>
<td>770,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Mongols</td>
<td>540,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Ethiopians</td>
<td>175,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Americans</td>
<td>22,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1,507,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering that the Chinese include 330 millions in their empire, and that British India has 237 millions of population, it will be seen that the study of their faiths is more important than that of Negro or American savages. In 1901 British India showed an increase of 4½ per cent. of population. Out of the total of over 1500 millions more than 400 millions profess some form of Christianity, and 300 millions regard themselves as Buddhists, while the Jews do not appear to exceed about 10 millions. Studies of Christian and Buddhist beliefs are thus of chief interest. The total Moslem population cannot be placed lower than some 200 millions, of whom at least 55 millions are in India (see Short Studies, p. 469). Rehnmann represents a somewhat larger total of population, leaving about 400 millions, or less than a third of the population of the world, to include Zoroastrians, Confucians, Taoists and pagans.

Porphyrcos. Porphyry. See Plotinus. A distinguished Greek philosopher, the friend and disciple of Plotinus, and said to have been instructed by Origen, which accounts for his knowledge of Judaism and Christianity. He is supposed to have been born in 233, so that he would have been only 20 when Origen died, at which age he was in Rome, having gone yet earlier to Athens. In Rome he met Plotinus, and became his disciple for six years, and his lifelong friend and admirer. His family name was Makkha. He died in Sicily about 306 A.C., having gone there by the advice of Plotinus, because he was in low spirits, and contemplated euthanasia, believing that his work was done. He tells us that Greek astronomy, and the zodiac, came from Babylon, and that Eudoxus, Aratus, and Hipparchus, only enlarged and improved the Babylonian cycles. He learnt to the philosophy of Pythagoras, esteeming him next to Plotinus. He says that he only once attained to the communion with Deity which his master so frequently enjoyed. He is said to have written 15 works about the Christians and Jews, and he was the first critic of the Book of Daniel, showing—like modern critics—that its prophecy describes the history of the Seleucids down to the death of Antiochus Epiphanes. He rejected the gospel narratives, though allowing the existence of Jesus, and Theodosius I caused his writings to be burned in consequence. Like Plotinus he was a Neo-Platonist, and believed in an immortal soul, and in a Supreme Infinity. He thought that he had once seen God in ecstasy, and had received divine communications. Like Plotinus he was much respected by Greeks and Romans, and by the learned in Alexandria, teaching that "man is placed under natural, civil, and divine laws." Sorrow was a more wholesome discipline than pleasure in his belief, and the cultivation of the soul in the practice of virtue more important than the training of the body. His poor health induced melancholy, and was doubtless due to his austerities and trances. To Porphyry, says Prof. Harnack (Encyclopedia Brit., vol. 336), "belongs the credit of having recast and popularised the system of Plotinus." His aim was practical religion, and the salvation of the soul; but he fell into the fatal fallacy of mystical exaltation like many earlier Buddhists, and Christian hermits; and evil, he said (like Plato) was due to the desires of the soul, and of the flesh, which must be severely disciplined by asceticism. His work Against the Christians was full of bitter criticism, and he was regarded as a rabid enemy of their faith. But, like the work of Celsus, that of Porphyry was suppressed by the dominant Catholic party, and we depend on extracts given by Lactantius, Augustine, and Jerome. He desired to preserve, and to defend from Christian attacks, all that he thought best in Greek religion and philosophy, and he gave a new impulse and direction to Neo-Platonic doctrines which were developed especially by his pupil Iamblichos.

Poseidon. The Greek god of ocean. [Probably the older spelling Poseidōn, before the change of the "digamma" or ϝει in Greek, indicates a derivation from Po, the Greek and Latin root for
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"power," and red or red "wet": the word thus meaning "master of the waters."—En. His emblems according to Hesiod are the bull, horse, dolphin, and ship. Pausanias also connects him with the horse of the sea (as we still speak of his "white horses": see Nik): this is the Hipparion ridden by Adrastos, connected with Arion and the dolphin. The Orphik hymn calls him "father of gods and men" (see Ea). Homer says that he built the walls of Troy (II. xxi, 46), and Hesiod that he made the "dungeon of the Titans": for Hades is beneath the sea.

Positivism. The "Système de Philosophie Positive" of Auguste Comte, which is commonly called the "Religion of Humanity." The Rev. Principal Tulloch (Edinburgh Review, 1868) says that "it not only contemplated the whole circle of human knowledge and activity, but furnished the only effective principles for the reorganisation of both. It based the reformation of life on the demonstrations of science. Comte claimed to be a reformer on this very ground. . . . Positivism therefore . . . is a connected system of thought. We may take certain parts and leave others, but this is to mutilate the scheme of the Master . . . it can only be fairly judged as a whole. We must so study it without being deterred by the vagaries of its votaries, or the strange details of their worship and liturgies: it is only thus that we can understand its influence. None who have studied Comte's great work can fail to recognise his services to science: "all who have done so would feel that to regard him merely as the author of a new religion would be to do injustice to his position as a scientific thinker." Miss Harriet Martineau, who translated Comte's work, speaks of "the vast range of knowledge through which she was carried so easily and entrancingly." She thought that "before the end of the (nineteenth) century society at large will have become aware that this work is one of the chief honours of the century. . . . As M. Comte treats of theology and metaphysics as destined to pass away, theologians and metaphysicists must necessarily abhor, dread, and despise his work. . . . They are no judges of the case. . . . We find here indications in passing of the evils we suffer from our low aims, selfish passions, and profound ignorance; and, in contrast with them, animating displays of the beauty and glory of the everlasting laws, and of the sweet severity, lofty courage, and noble resignation, that are the natural consequences of pursuits so pure, aims so true, as those of Positive Philosophy." Mr Herbert Spencer, who owes much to Comte as regards both religion and philosophy, has been thought to give him scant praise, yet he says: "To M. Comte . . . is due the credit of having set forth with comparative definiteness the connection between the Science of Life and the Science of Society. He saw clearly that the facts presented by masses of associated men, are facts of the same order as those presented by groups of gregarious creatures of inferior kinds, and that in the one case as in the other, the individuals must be studied before the assemblages can be understood. He therefore placed Biology before Sociology. . . . We must not overlook the greatness of the step made by Comte . . . the introductory chapters of his Sociology show a breadth and depth of conception beyond any previously reached. . . . His way of conceiving social phenomena was much superior to all previous ways; and among others of its superiorities was this recognition of the dependence of Sociology on Biology" (Sociology, pp. 328-330). Huxley often expressed indebtedness to Comte, and speaks of "the impression which the study of Comte's works left on my mind, combined with the conviction, which I shall always be thankful to him for awakening in me, that the organisation of society upon a new and purely scientific basis is not only practicable but is the only political object much worth fighting for."

Most of the great thinkers of our day, whether Christians, Theists, or Agnostics, bear similar testimony to Comte, including Mill, Bain, Lowe, and Sir D. Brewster. They regarded his method as the true one to teach us why we must act morally, and not follow blind desire or impulse. The multitude dislike metaphysical theories, while regarding theology as only for Sunday use, and hating cant. Honest teachers thus welcomed ethics founded on real experience, and dissociated from beliefs as to the unknown. The success of Positivism is not to be measured by the number of its professed disciples, but by its influence as a leaven that leavens the thought of the age.

Auguste Comte was born of good Catholic and royalist parents, in January 1798, at Montpellier in France, educated at the town school, and admitted at the age of 16 into the École Polytechnique in Paris. There he headed a mutiny which broke up the school. For two years he followed various employments, and by 1818 had become the friend and disciple of Henri Comte de St Simon, who, as Mr John Morley says (Encyclop. Brit.), was "an artist in social construction." Comte confesses that to St Simon he owed his initiation into philosophy, yet he does not usually speak of him with gratitude, and he felt that the poetical count was lacking in scientific and political stability. He began early to see that political phenomena are subject to laws like others: that the true aim of philosophy must be social progress—the reorganisation of moral, religious, and political systems. Comte thought little of Plato, and regarded Aristotle as the prince of true
thinkers. In 1824 he broke with St Simon; and, in spite of poverty and family objections, he made his unhappy marriage in the next year. In 1826 his lectures on Positive Philosophy attracted Humboldt and other learned men, but brain troubles were then followed by melancholia. He was however able to resume his lectures in 1828, and published his Course of Positive Philosophy in 1830, the sixth and last volume appearing in 1842, when he separated from his wife in consequence of constant jarring of their tempers. Meantime he held various appointments some of them under Government, and was fairly happy and well off. In 1848 he founded the Positive Society, and delivered gratuitous lectures on astronomy and other subjects, seeking to improve the level of general education in France. At this time (when about 50) he is described as "short, rather stout, and sleek looking, always carefully dressed in black, and clean shaven." He was generally poor, but in receipt of from £80 to £200 a year subscribed by such literary friends as J. S. Mill, Grote, and Littre, to whom however he proved anything but grateful. His resources, and memory, were marvellous, but his style was heavy and dull, though (as Mr John Morley says) it impresses the reader with the magnitude and importance of the undertaking, and by the visibly conscientious grasp. He read only two or three poets—notably Dante—and also the Imitatio Christi. He was accused of assuming "high pontifical air." He became infatuated with Madame Clotilde de Vaux in 1845, on account of a small work that she wrote, and he was inconsolable when she died next year, and visited her tomb thrice a day, passionately invoking her memory. His System of Positive Philosophy began to appear in 1851, the fourth and last volume being published in 1854. He had gathered disciples round him in 1848, who formed a kind of church, and seem to have adopted a strange formula of invocation: "In the name of the Past and Future, the servants of Humanity come forward to claim as their due the general direction of the world." Direction is not usually the duty of servants; but the leaders declare that "their object is to constitute a real providence in all departments, moral, intellectual, and material. Consequently they exclude, once for all, from political supremacy all the different servants of God, Catholic, Protestant, and Deist, as being at once behindhand, and the cause of disturbance." In 1852 Comte issued a Catechism of Positivism, thus walking in the many ways of the old systems that he strove to overthrow. He died of cancer on the 5th September 1857—a day which his followers always commemorate.

He was a firm believer in a "spiritual power," concerning which he published Considerations as early as 1826, which Mr Morley regards as "one of the most remarkable" of his essays. In the 5th volume of his Course he says that: "Catholicism reconstituted on intellectual foundations will finally prevail over the spiritual reorganisation of society," an idea which in later years led him into mysticism. (It is a dream, as Zola has shown, that has charmed many minds among those to whom the inner facts of Catholicism are unknown.—Ed.) He taught that the Positivist must content to restrict himself to the observation of natural law, while the Theologian, or the Metaphysician, speculates as to cause: this was an approach to the Agnosticism of to-day. Comte pursued the study of such law into the department of social and political science, calling on students to analyse collected facts as we analyse chemical compounds. He lays down as a "cardinal truth that the improvement of the social organisation can only be effected by moral development, never by changes in mere political mechanism, or any violations in the way of an artificial redistribution of wealth." Socialism must mean the victory over self-love, and that of Altruism over Egoism (or love of others over selfishness); and we must appeal to the most powerful element in human nature—the heart or feelings. But this appeal, he added, had been abused by the Church, since intellect was made the slave of feeling instead of its willing minister. He further upholds that "we must acknowledge and give complete submission to a Power without us—that is humanity past, present, and to come, conceived of as this Great Being." His Positivism (claiming to restrict itself to actual knowledge) is thus based on a "conception"—"a true Great Being within us, whom we must constantly aspire to maintain and even improve." This system, says Mr Morley, is "Utilitarianism crowned by a fantastic decoration"; for Comte admits that "utility remains the test of every institution, impulse, and act." The outcome in plain English is stated by Mr Morley: "Society can only be regenerated by the greater subordination of politics to morals, by the moralisation of capital, by the renovation of the family, by a higher conception of marriage, and so on. These ends can only be reached by a heartier development of the sympathetic instincts. The sympathetic instincts can only be developed by the religion of humanity." It was scarcely worth while to waste a long life in writing and lecturing to prove this, adding a new being, or incomprehensible providence, called "Humanity," to puzzle the world. [1800 years before Comte men had been told to "overcome evil with good."—Ed.] And to all this is further added a strange "worship": minute, and truly ingenious re-adaptations of sacraments, prayers, reverent signs, and a new Trinity, until an enemy has defined Comtism as Catholicism minus Christianity, and a friend has retorted:
Potakara

"Nay, it is Catholicism plus science." Like the old faiths Positivism has its priesthood with well defined duties and powers, and Comte seems to have become a true priest when he congratulated the Tsar on his "wise vigilance" against the importation of western books. Mr Morley concludes: "We have said enough to show that, after performing a great and real service to thought, Comte almost sacrificed his claims to gratitude by the invention of a system that, as such, and independently of detached suggestions, is markedly retrograde." He almost derided woman, and his history teaches us how impossible it is even for a great thinker to advance beyond the influences that have surrounded him, and which have formed his experience.

Potakara. Potakara. The sacred mountain of the "god who looks down" (see Avalokit-Isvara), whether at Adam's Peak or at the Potala of Lhasa (see Lamas).

Pothos. Greek: "desire" (see Bu), a form of Eros (see Phoinikians) produced by the wind that blew over Chaos, as we read in the Theogony of Hesiod,

"From Chaos, Erebus, and ebon Night,
Sprang Night and Day and shining air
These to the loves of Erebus she gave."

Pra-bhava. Sanskrit: "pre-existence." Siva, or Vishnu, is called Pra-bhava, as the source of creation, and a parent is also so called as a "forebear."

Pra-dakshina. Sanskrit: "Right hand forwards" (see Dakshina). The Moslem Tawâf, or circumambulation of the shrine, is performed in the opposite direction (see Sir R. Burton, Pilgrimage to Mecca, ch. xxvii). The same traveller at Daboneye found that the soldiers walked round him keeping him on the left, but round the king keeping him on the right. The consecration of a Roman Catholic Church begins by going twice round it in procession with the left hand nearest it, and a third time in the opposite direction. On the first two rounds the bishop begins at the north side (or Gospel side) of the altar, and returns to the south side; and on the third he reverses this also.

Pra-dhâna. Sanskrit. The primary material, the "matrix" of Plato, a kind of paste (Kulâ) in which good and evil are mingled, identified with Vishnu as existing in all things, and differing from Pra-kriti in being inert.

Pradyuma. A son of Krishna by Rukmini. He was thrown into the ocean by Sambara (a form of Death) and swallowed by a fish. Mâya-devi found him alive, and was enamoured of his beauty, being told by Narada that he was the son of Vishnu. Pradyuma then sought and slew Sambara, and was acknowledged by his parents.

Prajá-pati. Sanskrit: "The lord of progeny," or the creator. A Vedik god who became Brahma, and Indra, or drove the chariot of Siva. It became a general title for all creative gods (Muir, Sanskrit Texts, iv, pp. 17, 49, 156, 190). The legend states that he seduced his own daughter—for matter, whence creation is produced, is also the creation of the deity.

Prajna. Sanskrit: "fore-knowledge"; the source of all supreme wisdom, especially that of Adhi-Buddha ("the eternal wise one") in Tibet.

Prajñá-Paramita. Sanskrit: the "perfection of fore-knowledge." An early Buddhist sacred writing, which teaches the illusory character of all things, and Pyrrhonism rather than Nihilism (see Pyrrho) though Brahmins called such writings Nastika ("nothingness"), and said the authors were "believers in an universal void" (like the Ajñâ or "nothing" of the Kabâlah): for the term is also said to be no more the name of a reality than is the Bodhisattva, or "Buddha-hood" to which it attaches. The germs of these doctrines are found by Burnouf in Buddhist Sutras, but Gotama himself knew nothing about such mysteries.

Prakrit. See India. A general term for dialects superseded in literature by Sanskrit as the sacred language. The three great Prakrits, which long survived, were the Magadhi, Sursena, and Mahârashtri. Buddhism was spread abroad in many Prakrits, and in Dravidian as well as Aryan dialects. Panini, and Katyâ-yana, in the 6th and 4th centuries B.C., were grammarians who studied the Prakrits; and Vararuci was the author of the Prâkrita-Prâtisast, tracing their connection with Sanskrit (see Asoka).

Prakriti. Sanskrit: "nature," matter, or earth. The receptive principle, which is also Mâya, or "illusion." Prakrita is the original matter when active (see Pra-dhâna).
Prahlāda

Prahlāda. Sanskrit: “longed for.” The son of a Daitya named Hiranya-kaśipu, whose trials were like those of Job; till Vivasvat burst from the pillar and slew the doubter (see Vivasvat).

Pramatha. Pramantha. Sanskrit: “the impassioned,” a term applying to an attendant on Sīva, to a horse, or to a kindled firestick. This appears to be the explanation of the Greek Promtheus.


Pramzimas. Pratike-Buddha. A “supreme Buddha” who has reached the final stage beyond that of Arhats, though they have attained Nirvāṇa; which seems to show that Nirvāṇa is not extinction of individuality.

Prāna. Sanskrit: “breath,” “life”—the supreme name of Brahma, and according to Vedantists one of the five vital airs. In the Atharva Veda a hymn, probably as old as the 9th century B.C., is addressed to Prāna.

Prayāg. The name of the city called Allah-ābād by Akbar and Shah-jehān, at the junction of the Ganges and the Jumna. It is still so called, and is a very holy place of pilgrimage for Hindus, the word signifying “sacrifice.” The legendary Sārāsvati is here said to join the other two rivers under ground, whence the place is called Tri-ven or “triple braid.” When Akbar built his fort here in 1572 A.C., the temple and tree must have been close to one of the rivers, for the emperor’s historian (Abel el Kāder) says that natives cast themselves from the tree into the river. The river wall was found so hard to build that a Brahman had to be buried alive in the foundations before they would stand firm. At present the shrine, with its Akshayabat or “undecaying banian tree,” is in the British fort. The tree is in a pillared court, but is sunk below the ground level, shrouded in darkness and mystery, and all the more worshiped by tens of thousands of devout pilgrims. Heaps of human bones lie round it, testifying to the ghastly faith, which is only prevented by British authority from resuming its old rites. The roof of the temple has long disappeared; pilgrims descend by a flight of well-worn steps to pray among the bones. The Lāt, or pillar, of Asoka (dating 235 B.C.) is to the south. The situation between the rivers is regarded as perfect by Brahmins, and gifts here offered are, according to Hindus, worth a thousand in any other place. The great river has often altered its course, and may some day overwhelm the shrine.

Prayas. Sanskrit: “atonement.” An offering of Soma to Agni is called Prayasita as atoning for sin—an Indian Eucharist.

Prayer. The natural cry for help of children in the darkness. It is an invocation, or an incantation, to draw the attention of a deity, or a spell to compel his presence and help. It becomes a talisman to ward off evil, as the Om of the Hindu, or the Ave of the Romanist. In Egyptian teh-teh is to pray, and some think Thebes was so named as a place of prayer. The sturdy Aryan stood to pray, with extended arms raised to heaven. The Oriental falls flat on his face, in presence of the dread power whom he invokes. Others kneel to show their humility, or strike their foreheads on the ground; the eyes must be cast down or closed, and the hands placed in the attitude of supplication. Ignorant and humble persons desire to learn some short formula acceptable to the gods; or to have prayers made for them by persons better instructed, or more holy; or to get them written in the proper words. Hence also the short formula is again and again uttered, in “vain repetitions” like those of the Pater Noster, and Ave Maria. The Rig Veda directs that the Gayatri prayer be repeated 3000 times to the sun, to atone for neglect and guilt; but the first line of the Mantra, or charm, is sufficient to represent the whole. In China the supplicant repeats “Omito Fo” (for Amita-Buddha), and in Japan “Nama Amida Butsu,” or “honor to the Infinite One.” In Tibet the famous formula is “Oṃ: mani padmi hum!” (see Om). The praying machine is the strangest of religious inventions, with its musical barrels driven round by the wind, or even by steam. The idea appears to be that prayers, thus brought to the sight of the deity, have been written in better words than the poor supplicant could himself frame—which is the argument in favour of all liturgies. But some swallow written prayers as pills, or forcibly spit them out at the image of the god. Mechanical prayer is not confined to Asiatics, in a sense; for priests are paid to repeat over and over again masses for the dead, much as the Tartar causes prayer for himself, and for the dead, to revolve in the drum driven by the water wheel. In East and West alike acted prayers are represented (as of old) by rites and ceremonies—as children play at events which are half real to them—and thus the wishes of the tribe are
Prayer

clearly symbolised to the deity, and his attention is attracted, while offerings appease his anger (see Sacrifice). The supplicant may sit raising hands and voice to call his god, while his petition flutters on a tree hard by, or revolves in the praying wheel; and on the wild mountain side little bells tinkle on a bough, to call the attention of gods and of men. The modern Japanese hides the prayer wheel which he has adopted from others (Miss Gordon Cumming, Contemporary Review, Oct. 1888). At Pekin, in the Hall of Buddha (Pu-ku), are two great circular buildings, each 70 feet high, and each over an equally gigantic figure of Maitreya—the future Buddha; these enclose great rotary cylinders, full of niches for images of Buddhist saints, on which strips of paper, inscribed with prayers, are fastened. Thus, when the drum revolves, homage is done to all the saints at once. "Some Lama monasteries deal thus with their 158 sacred books, and 220 volumes of commentary"; thus revolving libraries serve instead of reading the Scriptures, as revolving prayers serve for spoken petitions. Dr Edkins saw such a revolving library in the Ling-yin monastery at Hang-chow; and another, octagonal in form and 60 ft. high, in the Wutai valley where there are 2000 Lamas, and upwards of 300 prayer wheels. One monastery uses the steam of a kettle, which is ever boiling to make tea, in order to turn the wheel above, suspended from the ceiling (see Wanderings in China, ii, pp. 194, 195). Monks are paid to look after such machines, by gifts of food or otherwise; and prayer poles are common near inns, or meeting places of pilgrims and merchants, where travellers have not much time for prayer. The wind flutters the prayers on these poles, but the Tchu-chor, (or Indian Chakra), is more usual, being either a cylinder that can be turned by hand, or merely a wheel, connected with the Buddhist "Wheel of the Law," as signifying the religious cycle. The pilgrim Fa-Hien found these in use at Ladik in 400 A.D.; small attached bells attract good spirits, and frighten demons away. Some travellers carry the Tchu-chor with them, as containing prayers more elaborate and spiritual than any they could utter, which have been written for them by saintly monks, who are found at most shrines selling these, and also others written on flags to be placed on the poles and trees.

Those who believe in gods listening to prayers think of them as neither all knowing, nor unchangeable: they hope to persuade them to change the laws of the universe in their favour, or to remind them of the supplicant's existence. They ask the deity, as the bishop of Meath said (Times, Oct. 1886), "to adopt Himself and His actions to the varying actions and choices of His rational creatures." The bishop acknowledges that, "on grounds of pure reason," we cannot expect such

adaptation. Hence prayer is regarded as an aspiration, benefiting the supplicant by reminding him of one who, he believes, will care for him, rather than as a request for something which may not be good for him. Buddha long ago argued that a prayer could tell God nothing that he did not know, nor alter his intention; and he therefore recommended men only to meditate, and aspire to that which is good.

Yet his disciples are not content so to do, fearing many spirits, and seeing demons everywhere (Journal Anthropol. Inst., Nov. 1882, p. 118). Among them, as with us, the wicked are often more prayerful than the good. The robber prays, in church or temple, before he sets out to murder or to steal, and all gamblers keep charms, and divine emblems near them, such as are found in every pirate junk.

Most worshipers prepare themselves for prayer, by some purification or change of dress. Anciently they stripped off all their clothes, or painted themselves; and in time they put on their richest robes and jewels, to appear before the deity in their best. The Jew still puts on his Tallith and phylacteries, and the priest his sacred garments, and symbols. The prayer usually begins with laudatory epithets, applied to the god, these being frequently repeated, as representing what is most admired in the divine character—qualities of power and pity, of wisdom and love towards those who serve him, or hatred of those who do not believe. The actual petition comes at the end, after the deity has thus been propitiated. The more savage the worshipper the grosser is his flattery. Yet even savages write beautiful prayers (see Khonds, and Patagonians). The savage strives by importunity, by gifts, and by tortures or humiliations, to bribe his god, or to compel him in pity to interfere. His attention must be aroused, as when Elijah said to the priests of Baal: "Either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he is in a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth and must be awaked" (1 Kings xviii, 27). Some simple people, like children, have even whipped their gods to make them listen, by flogging the image. The gods who failed were cast aside, and successful gods are still promoted by the emperor to higher honours in China. The gods receive what man most prizes, be it children, cattle, or wealth. But most races somewhat distrust the sense of justice and the attentiveness of their gods. They think best to employ his favourites—priests or saints—to intercede in their behalf. The Hebrews so sought for intercession by a prophet (Gen. xx, 7; 1 Kings xiii, 6).

Christ did not recognise the necessity of any public rites, or liturgies, or litanies. He bade men not to use "vain repetitions." He told them to pray in private, and to defer to the will of their Father. But the ignorant still attempt to revive the older idea of
importing God till He is weary and grants what is asked. We can
well remember, as a zealous subscriber to the orphanage of George
Müller, which was said to receive its funds in direct answer to prayer,
that we well knew what was expected of every convert, as to enlisting
the sympathies of all whom he could influence, representing the urgent
needs of the institution. In 1883, Sir F. Galton (Macmillan's
Magazine), gave statistics to show that prayer did not affect the
chances of life. Kings and nobles, who are most prayed for, with
magistrates and clergy, are really the most short-lived, though sur-
rounded with every circumstance favourable to their health, such as
wealth, care, and ease. Insurance companies do not ask less payment
from them than from others. Churches are not more safe from fire
and storm than theatres, nor are missionary ships safer than those of
pirates and slavers. Yet men and women still fall down before stocks
and stones, and ask that the universe may be deranged for their benef-
it. Prayer is only possible to those who believe in a personal God
outside his creation, able to change its mechanical action in a moment,
and often so doing. The seven petitions of Christ's prayer (Matt. vi,
9-13; Luke xi, 2-4) may have been put together by himself, or by
his disciples; but they are all ancient Hebrew petitions. The Revised
Version (on evidence that is much disputed) has gone back from the
words "Deliver us from evil" to reassert the existence of a mythical
devil.

Prayer used always to be conjoined with dances and song, also
with bodily mutilations (gashings and burnings) in time of great
trouble, and with sacrifices, including hecatombs of human beings, or
other bodily offerings (see Gomas). It was thought pleasing to the
gods to degrade the body, and to thwart the natural affections: to
live a life of solitude and prayer, in sordid misery. The more
ignorant the race, the greater is the number of spirits, saints, and
intercessors invoked. Hell resounded with prayers, such as that of
the rich man to Abraham, begging for a drop of water. Cruel indeed
was the deity who could hear such cries unmoved in a heaven of rest;
no need we wonder that men prayed for the dead and for the ces-
sation of the useless misery that they had imagined.

Phrēn. Greek: "mind." From the same root come the words
Phronēma for "desire," and our "frenzy," signifying violent emotion.
Paul distinguishes the Phronēma of the flesh from that of the spirit
(Rom. viii, 6). Plato speaks of the soul struggling against desire.
Aristotle (Nicomach. Ethics, I, xiii) distinguishes the elements of
Logos ("reason") and A-logos, or "unreason," in the soul, the latter

being emotion or passion, as distinguished from reason. Phrēn thus
means will or bent, but the distinctions are unreal, for the energy that
animates the body is single, and reason is a question of experience
(see Conscience).

Priapos. The Greek phallic deity. The word compares with
the Norse Priofr, "fruitful" (see Frey), and this god of gardens was
identified with Hermes, and Pan, and was called Ecundus, and
Mutumus. He was the deity of all production, seen even in the sun
and moon (see Pala).

Prithā. Prithi. Prithu. Prithivi. Words for the earth
goddess in Sanskrit, equivalent to the Norse Freya as meaning "pro-
ductive" (see Bar). The earth mother (or cow) is usually Prithivi,
daughter and consort of Prithu, the lord of earth, and first of human
kings. She is also the wife of the Pandus or "anceints" (see Pandu).
Prithu is descended from the Ikshvakus or "sugar cane" race, and he
introduced fruits and vegetables. Prithivi as a cow fed from him
(like Io), but begged for a calf, when Prithu produced Svyam-bhu
Manu, the "self-existent man." She then gave milk: the gods,
Nagas, and men were thereby nourished, and earth was at rest.
Prithu has a genealogy of seven generations from Pururava, and his
brother is Nishāda, who sprang from the thigh of their father Vena.

Proknē. Greek: probably "dew-born," from Prokos a "dew-
drop," the root in Sanskrit being Prush ("to sprinkle." She was the
daughter of Herē ("dew") and of Erekhtheus ("the earth man"),
wronged, according to the Thracian legend, by her husband King
Tereus. She wept to death, but was changed into a swallow, the
bird of spring. Her sister is Philomela the "nightingale."

Prokris. Greek: "dewy." See Proknē. She was the wife of
Kephalos ("the head" of the sun), slain with the spear of Artemis,
by Kephalos himself, whom she jealously watched as loving Eos, the
"dawn." The magic spear and hound which she received from
Artemis, or Hekatē (the moon) were used against her. She hid in
the thicket (where the last dew remains at dawn), and died of the
sun's spear, or ray.


Promètheus. See Pramathe. The "energetic" creator of man
among Greeks, who brought fire from heaven, for which he suffers
eternally on Caucasus, where the eagle gnaws his liver. Athēnē
aided his theft, being herself the fire of dawn. The later etymology
Prométheus

of philosophers makes Prométheus mean “forethought,” contrasted with Epimétheus or “after thought”; but originally he was the Argive Phorónes (the Sanskrit Bhéramvya or “burning” one), and the fire-stick itself or Pramátha. In Vedik mythology Agni (“fire”) is the messenger of the gods, bringing the divine fire to earth, for the Brighus or original men: for Indra first made fire by rubbing together two (flint) stones. Even the wild Maoris, Australians, and Iroquois of N. America, have legends of a hero who stole the fire of heaven for men. Prométheus is a Titan, or giant of earth, and is said to have pitted men living like wild beasts in cold sunless caves: wherefore he stole “a ferule of fire, and took it to earth,” teaching them to cook food, to reap and plough, to make houses and ships, to discern the seasons, and to cure disease by roots and herbs. He was thus the friend of man, and became Providence or “forethought.” He was the son of the Titan Iapetos loved at first by Zeus, and then condemned to torments. The sun—Hérakles—found him chained to the icy crag, his liver renewed daily when eaten by the eagle, and released him by permission of the gods: for the sun frees all from the grasp of winter. Prométheus foretold to Zeus that his son would dethrone him, but refusing to say more, was cast into Tartaros. He is also said to have created men of earth and water, after the flood of his own son Deukalión. He refused complete knowledge of the future to them, but left them Hope. Zeus sent to earth Pandora (“all gifted”) with her treasure-chest, in which hope was hidden, thus bringing every evil on man when she opened it from curiosity. In the Academy at Athens there was a shrine where Prométheus was worshiped with special festivals, fire rites, and torchlight processions.

Prophets. See Ezekiel, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Nahum. The belief that men are able to foretell events is common to all nations, and must stand or fall with belief in revelation (see Inspiration). The ecstatic state was induced by music (2 Kings iii, 15); and Saul, under the influence of the “spirit of Elohím,” tore off his clothes and lay naked for a day and a night (1 Sam. xix, 24). The Hebrew Nabáim, or “prophets,” developed from the diviners common to all early peoples, as Dr Bruce observed before the event—that the narrative has not been tampered with, to suit the prediction, or the prediction modified to correspond with the event.” All pious persons desired to be able to prophecy (see Essence), and Paul told the Corinthians to “covet prophecy” (1 Cor. xiv, 1, 39); but we now value the Hebrew prophets mainly as giving us help towards the understanding of the history and ideas of the times in which they lived.
Psalms of Solomon

In the first two books we find allusions to a king in Zion (ii, 6), and to conquest of the heathen (ix, 6; x, 16), to captives restored (xiv, 7), and to the Psalmist as "head of the heathen" (xviii, 43), with the invocation "Let Yahweh save the king" (xx, 9). We read also of Israel in trouble (xxv, 22), and of a tabernacle instead of a temple (xxvii, 5; see xiii, 3). In the third book the temple is described as plundered (lxiv), which first happened when Shishak invaded Palestine after the death of Solomon. The tone of the Psalm against Ephraim (lxviii, 9) is not such as would have been probable till after the separation of Israel and Judah. The Assyrian (lxxxii, 8) is clearly noticed as an invader, and Babylon as a capital (lxxxvii, 4), while Jerusalem has been destroyed and its temple defiled (lxxix, 1). The Psalms of the fourth and fifth books are generally acknowledged to be those of the temple after the captivity. The Psalms also differ much in the use of the names Yahweh and Elohim, and in one case we have a double recension giving these names as alternatives (xiv, lii). One of the later Psalms (xviii) is also made up of two old ones (lvii, 7-11; lx, 5-12).

The most recent discovery is that of Mr J. W. Thirlwall (Psalms Titles, 1904) in connection with the titles. These have always puzzled commentators, the words used being of unknown significance. They include Midtam "engraved," or "written on a tablet," and Moshkili "selected." Mr Thirlwall points out that the first part of the title often belongs to the preceding Psalm (compare Habakkuk iii, 19), and so arranged they are appropriate to the contents. Thus "Alamoth" (Psalms xvi) means "girls," and it is natural that Psalm xvi should be sung by the bride's companions. The title Yonath 'el Merkubim, "the dove at distant places" (lv), appears to apply to the preceding Psalm, in which the dove in the wilderness is noticed (lv, 6, 7). The discovery also aids us to understand the titles Sheminith ("eights"), and Shoshannim ("sixes"), which, when properly applied, refer to Psalms divided by the Selah, or "pause," into groups of verses of eight and six lines respectively. We moreover thus escape from the double authorship ascribed to one Psalm (lxviii) as the title now stands. These remarks point to the antiquity of the ascription of any Psalm to David is certain. Nor do the words Li David ("belonging to David") of necessity mean that he wrote the ode, for in one case (xx) the Psalm is clearly "for" and not "by" David, ending as it does with the words "Lord save the king, hear us when we call."—Ed.

Psalms of Solomon. Compositions in imitation of the
Psahent

Hebrew Psalms, attributed to Pharisees of the time of Herod the Great, and concerned chiefly with the events following Pompey’s conquest of Jerusalem, ranging between 63 and 48 B.C. The “righteousness” of this book is that of Pharisees mainly concerned with violations of the ceremonial law. These Psalms are interesting as showing the development of the Messianic doctrine shortly before the time of Christ, a doctrine not found in the Bible except in the late book of Daniel (see Messiah).

Psahent. See Passant.

Psukhē. Psyche. Greek: “the soul” (see Spirits, and Soul). The radical meaning of the word is “breath.” The Greek myths concerning Psyche and Venus, and Psyche and Cupid (Eros), are sometimes beautiful and instructive, and the early Christians seem to have adopted them (see Cupid). Psyche was the youngest of three daughters of a king, whose beauty roused the envy of her sisters and even of Aphrodite herself, who treated her as a slave (for Venus often enslaves the soul). Grief and care, the cruel ministers of Aphrodite, set her impossible tasks: she was to draw water from a fountain guarded by dragons, to climb inaccessible mountains, to seek sheep with golden wool, to separate the mixed grain in huge heaps, to descend to hell and fetch a box which none must open. Aphrodite had ordered her son Eros to inspire Psyche with love for the vilest of men, but Eros loved her when he saw her. Psyche in her curiously opened the magic box, and was overpowered by the vapour that issued thence. Eros quickened her by a touch of his arrow, and carried her to a cave on a wild mountain, where (others said) her parents hid her to frustrate the prophecy of an oracle which foretold for her an unhappy marriage. The jealous sisters told her that the lover who came to her in the darkness was a hideous monster. Eros had said that if she ever saw him clearly he must leave her (for mystery is needful for love); in her curiosity she again transgressed, and trembling as she saw her beautiful and divine lover, she let fall on him the oil of her lamp, when he at once fled. But Eros persuaded Zeus to save her from cruel Aphrodite, and Hermes was sent to take her soul to heaven, where she dwells with Eros, their children being “Love” and “Pleasure.” The allegory shows us the growth of the idea of Love (human and divine) in communion with the soul (see Bear and Urvāsī).

Pthah. Egyptian. The creator and the chief god of Memphis, an ithyphallic deity, the father of Ra, the sun. His name recalls the semitic Phtah, “to sculpture,” “to open”; and he reveals the secrets of nature. His symbol is the red granite obelisk, and he holds the flagellum or whip, and the Ankh, or symbol of life. He is perhaps the Phoenician and Greek Patalkhos. He is the “Lord of the World”; the “Beginner and the Beginning”; the “fair faced”; and the “Lord of Truth.” He is also a dwarf god like Bas, and the “plougher” and “father of seed.”

Pu. Phu. See Bu. In kuneiform, and in Hittite characters, this sound belongs to the bud emblem, meaning “to extend,” “to grow,” like the Turkish boy, “long” and “grass.” The root is found in the Latin puere “child,” and in the Sanskrit pu-tro “son.”

Puck. Phuca. See Bu “to blow.” A Keltic word for a “spirit,” connected with Boy or Bhanga, for a “being” or god. The Irish Phuca was an evil spirit, appearing as a demon horse, but the British Puck was a mischievous elf, and Phucaas were usually good-natured trolls (Drolls) in Germany (Grimm, Mythol., ii, p. 500). The pixy is related as a fairy, and Shakespeare speaks of “sweet Puck,” a merry night wanderer who laughs and beguiles, lurking in the goblin’s bowl, and, like the brownie, accepting offerings of cream and of strong drink (see Spirits).

Pulayas. A wild non-Aryan race in W. and N.W. India, with some extension to Central India. They are rude savages, worshiping trees, especially those of the Ficus genus, under which they place lingams, yonis, and heaps of stones. The word in the plural is Puliyar. They say that the stones represent the “author of all good” (Rev. S. Mateer, Travancore, p. 87). They are a degraded people, oppressed, and opposing others. Among them the spirit of the dead is called Chāva. Their altars are upright stones with a flat stone above, forming a table like those of the Balearic Islands, near Spain. We often camped among the wild Puliyar congeneres, in the hills and forest-clad plains below the Nilgiris, in the Madras Presidency. They flee away like monkeys, chattering in excitement, for they are often stoned or shot. They are only about 4½ feet in height, dark brown in color; the head is small and round; the hair is short and coarse among the men, long and lank among the women; the foreheads are low, and the jaws project like a monkey’s, owing to their constantly sucking fruits and honey; they eat flesh when they can get any: the arms are long, reaching to the knees, and the back hollow and flexible, as among all tree-climbing races. They live in caves on high rocks, or in trees where they erect rude platforms. The skin is very thick, and
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the general character is simian. They bring forest produce to fixed spots, and in return take clothes, betel nuts, rice, and tobacco.

Pulusatu. Purosata, Pilista. A race represented on Egyptian monuments, about 1200 B.C., with Aryans from Asia Minor. They have been supposed, without much evidence, to represent Philistines (see Egypt, Kaptop, Philistines).

Punt. A region noticed in Egyptian texts about 1600 B.C., the inhabitants of which were Negritos. It appears to have lain in Somaliland, Abyssinia, or S.W. Arabia. It was called "the country of the gods," and Queen Hatasu thence obtained incense trees and other produce.


Pundras. Aborigines of N.W. Bengal.

Punygi. See Phongyi.


Pur. Greek "fire," from the Aryan bhūr "burn." Plato (Cratylus, 410) regards it as a barbarian word with Hudor "water," and Kunas "dogs"—perhaps as being known in other dialects besides Greek.

Puramidos. Pyramid. Greek. The pyramid was a development of the mound, faced with stones, in terraces rising to the shrine on the top. The word (like Pyrenees) appears to come from an old root for "hill." (Akkadian buhr "hill."—En.) In Babylonia these stepped monuments (Ziggurat) were roughly oriented with the angles to the cardinal points; in Egypt the sides faced the four points. The pyramid reached India from Babylonia (see Architecture), and America probably from India; for the Mexican Teo-kalli or "god's house," with its steps leading up, resembles the later shrines of Barmah and Java. Though built to support a shrine, the Egyptian pyramid was also a tomb (see Egypt).

Pūrāṇas. The sacred books of Neo-Brahmanism, after the decay of Buddhism, in our 8th century. There are 18 principal Pūrāṇas, giving detailed accounts of the gods, heroes, legends, rites, and histories, with the philosophy of medieval India. Dr Wilson says that "the Pūrāṇas were evidently derived from the same religious system as the two great epics." Siva and Vishnu are the great deities of the Pūrāṇas, and they teach Henotheism, Pantheism, and often Monotheism. They are generally dialogues in which some disciple of Vyās (a general term for an author or arranger), receives the instruction of his master.

Purari. Puraja. Siva as the "ancient."

Purgatory. See Hel. This idea would naturally arise from man's sense of justice, as heaven became too holy for the imperfect, and hell too horrible to be the fate of the erring. Among Hindus there were many hells, but they are no more eternal than the gods. The Romanist thus believes that there are two: one eternal, the other merely "purging" the imperfect for admission, after punishment, to rest in heaven. Buddhists and Christians alike elaborated these temporary hells in the Middle Ages (see Upham, Buddhism: Coleman, Hinduism). The purgatory of St Patrick (see Mr T. Wright, Legends of Purgatory, Hell, and Paradise, 1844) was famous from the 6th to the 17th century A.C.; nor is it yet forgotten. In 1880 we saw the pilgrimage starting for Lough Derg in Donegal, and heard of the miseries endured. The sacred cave on the island appears to have been an old mephitic cavern, like that of Delphi, and some were asphyxiated in it, till the power of the vapour began to decrease in our 17th century, as it did at Delphi about the Christian era. The entrance was lost sight of, and vainly sought by foreign pilgrims; and Pope Alexander VI, regarding the whole legend as imposture, ordered the rites to cease, which was effected by St Patrick's day 1497. Yet we find the wonders of Lough Derg still denounced by the Pope in 1742, and attested by learned doctors of theology. Indeed, "two or three years after this date Pope Benedict XIV preached, and published at Rome, a sermon in favour of Patrick's Purgatory" (Wright, p. 159). "This revived the pilgrimage, and the Irish priesthood rendered futile all attempts to destroy it." They found that the old cave was closed because it was not a real one, and the old belief was revived. The proprietors received some hundreds a year from thousands of pilgrims, and ballads were circulated celebrating the marvels of the sacred cavern. Literature about purgatory and hell began to be the rage in the 13th century, and they continued to be described in the 14th by Dante, and by others down to John Bunyan about 1660. Purgatory is exclusively a Romanist dogma. In 1880, on Easter Day, Pope Leo XIII issued an encyclical in which he said that: "On this joyous festival it is wholesome to keep in remembrance the dead, that they may be loosed from their sins . . . the
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souls confined in purgatory are helped by the prayers of the faithful, and most of all by the acceptable sacrifice of the altar. . . . We could confer no more useful or desirable favor on them than the obtaining for them, all over the world, the spotless oblivion of the holy sacrifice of our Divine Mediator." All Souls' Day is therefore appointed for "the fullest expiation" by receiving the host "in aid of souls in purgatory" and plenary indulgences are attached to the "privileged altar." His Holiness forgot that this system of indulgences caused the loss of half Europe to his Church (see Luther).

Purikh. An Etruscan goddess wearing a Phrygian cap.

Púrīm. Hebrew or Persian, "lots" (see Foro), a word probably from the Aryan root meaning "to divide equally" (Esther ix, 24, 26, 28). The festival succeeds the "Fast of Esther," and is held on the 14th of the 12th month (Adar), or about the 1st of March. The victory of Adasa ("Adasāh N. of Jerusalem), occurred on the day of Esther's fast, or 13th of Adar (1 Mac. vii, 43), but there is no allusion to Púrīm in this narrative. At this feast the "Megillath Estēr," or "roll" of the Book of Esther, is read.

Pūrōhiṭa. The Hindu family "fire" priest, who tends the sacred fire.

Pūrus. Puravas. Puru was the second son of Yayāti, his elder brother being Yadu (the herdsman), and the younger brothers being Anu, Druhyu, and Turvasu. Yayāti was the son of Nabhūsa (the snake) son of Ayas, son of Puravas (see that name). The family was that whence sprang the great lunar race of Kurus and Pandus (see Brāhma). Puru gave his youth and vigour to his father, who gave it back after 1000 years when he wearied of the world, and thus Puru was made superior to his brethren, as monarch of Pratistāna. The Puravas at first aided the Tritusus, Auras, and Chitra-rathas, who were Aryanians according to the Rig Veda; and the sons of Puru's brethren, Druhyu and Turvasu, were Bhogas ("cowboys"), and Yavanas or "Greeks": those of Anu were outcasts, but the Puravas were apparently "citizens." All these tribes, or classes, spread along the valleys of the Indus and Jamuna, and in the Panjáb. Kutsa the Puru is also called a son of Arjuna.

Puru-damsa. Indra awakened by Brāhma's goose, the Hansas, to creative effort.

Pururavas. The Vedik solar hero, son of Su-dyumna, of Ila, or of, Buddha, who somewhat resembles the Greek Prometheus. He

Purusha

loved the dawn or mist maiden (see Urvāsī), by whom he had five children; but the Gandharvas (or Kentaur thunder clouds) stole her from him. He is called Vikrama in the drama written about his story (see Kalīdāsa); and, as in the legend of Psyche (see Purkē), he fell when seen naked by Urvāsī. He is the generating warmth and fire of the sun, and leaves the mist maiden when he appears clearly in heaven.

Purusha or Puman. The original divine man of the Vedas—the Greek Protagoras, Persian Gayo-mard, and Adam Kadmon of the Jewish Kabbala, the prototype who is sacrificed for the production of all beings, the symbol of Purusha, or "virility." In the Purusha hymn of the Rig Veda (X, 102), he is Prajā-pati, the "lord of creatures," a supreme being in the Brāhmaṇa (see Sacred Books of the East, xliii), and thus "what ever hath been, or shall be." He is an "all-offered sacrifice" (or holocaust), being himself the victim (see Odin) and also the sacrificer; at first he offers himself, and later man offers him vicariously. Prajā-pati, dismembered in this sacrifice, produces the various phenomena of the universe. He is the giver of life, and also the father of time (Kāla) and so of death. From Gayomard in like manner in Persia the whole of creation proceeds.

Pushan. The active power of the sun (from the Aryan Bhōs to "shine"), a self-existent god, and lover of his sister wife Suryā. Hindus represent him as a cowherd, in a car drawn by goats, and he wields the goad, or brandishes the gold dagger, carrying also a vase. Pushan leads the bride to the altar, and the dead to heaven or to hell. Several hymns in the Rig Veda are devoted to his praises as the "bountiful, and beneficent Pushan," associated with Suryā, and Saviriti—solar beings—and with Prithivi the "earth."

Push-kara. Sanskrit. A terrestrial paradise surrounded by the sea of water, and surrounding the sea of milk.

Pushpa. Sanskrit: "flowering." Kāma, the god of love, is Pushpa-ishu, or Pushpa-dhamar, having arrows headed with flowers (see Kāma).

Push-potāra. The "abode of flowers," a paradise of the Jains, where Priya-mitra (the "beloved of the sun") rules supreme, offering flowers to the deity, and bathing daily on his return from rule on earth as a king. So also Mithra, in Persia, has his paradise in the East.

Pushti. A daughter of Daksha, and wife of Dharma.
Pushtu. The language of Afghans, regarded as a pure Aryan dialect between the Persian and the Sanskrit. Darmesteter says that it is derived from the Zend (or old Persian) as spoken in Arakhsia, and is only distinct after about 300 B.C. The Afghans include all the tribes ruled from Kabul, and the Pathans, Pushtus, Afridis, and Waziris (see Major Rawerty, and Sir Thos. Holdich, Journal R.I. Geog. Soc., Oct. 1898 : Jan. 1899 ; Journal Anthropl. instit., Aug.-Nov. 1898).

Pushtu, or Pakhtu, according to Darmesteter, comes from Parshiti or Persian (Afghana, 1890), and applies to the highlander, as contrasted with the Tajik lowlander. They are the Parsuaiti of Ptolemy, and the Pakhtus of other Greek writers. The Pushtu and Pakhtu dialects use the older Iranian P for the modern Persian F. Pakhtu prevails in the Suleiman ranges; but here Greeks settled largely, and Dr Bellows proposes to recognize them in such Afghan tribes, as Ludi (Lydians), Suri (Syrians), Ghilji (Kilikians), Batin (Bithynians), Mazai (Mysians), Pamuli (Pamphilians), and Yanai (Ionians) (see Journal R.I. Asiatic Soc., March 1892). The Pathans are Parthians (see that heading), and the Parshiti become the Parisa, or Prassi, of the Ganges valley, called Paras in Curtius, showing the spread of the Persians far east. Many of the Pushtu-speaking people declare themselves to be descendants of the Beni-Israil, or Jews, as for instance the Durani dynasty, rising in 1750 A.C., who were descended from Kish—called Pathan by Muhammad as the “steerer” of his tribe. [The type of the high-class Afghans and Beluchis is often Semitic, resembling that of the Assyrians. There was probably a strong Aramean element in Persia (see Pahlavi) from an early age, and in the Middle Ages there were many tribes of Jews in Baktria, whence arose the legend of the “lost ten tribes” beyond the Oxus, or well-known to medial Jewish. In addition to these strains, the Arab conquerors were also Semitic, so that the Afghans proper—as distinct from Turanian tribes—appear to be Persians, with admixture of Greek and Semitic blood.—En.] See Braun, and Parthians.

Put. Pud. Apparently an ancient root, from Egypt to central Asia, and among Celtik Aryans, signifying “hollow” as in the English “pit.” It is also the Hebrew Puth (Isiah iii, 17). In Egyptian But is the “womb,” and But or Beto is a name for Paht (see Bao). With Hindus Put is the name of one of the Hells (or “holes”), and Putala or Potala (“the hollow place” or Sheol) is a common word for Hell. [It is apparently a secondary root from Pu “extend,” whence the Akkadian Pu “deep,” “pool.”—En.] In Celtik speech also Put is the “womb,” and the Norse pyth, Anglo-Saxon pyth, and old French pythe is a “pit,” like the Latin putus a “well,” so that Sheol is correctly rendered “the pit” in the Authorised Version of the Bible. [In Arabic fut means “to go in.”—Ed.]

Pyrho. Phryronism. Pyrro the Greek philosopher of Elis (about 300 to 270 B.C.) went with Alexander the Great to India, and returned to Greece, where he lived in poverty but much honoured. He left no writings, but—like Timon of Phlius (325 to 285 B.C.) who ridiculed philosophy—he appears to have been an Agnostik, teaching that we know nothing really of the nature of things, and should withhold judgment, and maintain a calm and imperturbable serenity. His scepticism extended even to doubting the truth of doubts.

Pythagoras. Much of our knowledge as to this Buddha of the West comes from Iamblichus, who was a Neo-Platonist of Syria, a mystic disciple of Plotinus living 900 years later than Pythagoras. Pausanias says that Pythagoras was “of the house of Anchale . . . his father being Mnesarchus, son of Exphron, son of Hippasos, who fled from his home in the Peloponnesos to Samos, on the rise of the Heraisthali.” Hippasos seems to have founded the sect which developed into the philosophic school of his great-grandson, but he was drowned for writing his Mutilus Logos, becoming a martyr to popular and priestly prejudice. He ventured to suggest that a sphere consisted of twelve pentagons; but it was a day of small things, and he was regarded as an impious enquirer into the mysteries of nature. He laboured at the foundations of a vast pyramid on which a Buddha, a Christ, or a Muhammad, might hereafter stand to be worshiped by all. Hippasos seems to have settled in Magna Grecia (S. Italy), and to have founded the sect in Crotona and Metapontum. They taught that fire was the origin of all things, the Arché or “beginning,” and that all things are in constant motion following fixed laws (as Diogenes Laertius tells us); but this Arché was material, and not a fanciful system of “numbers” as Pythagoreans taught a century later.

The name Pythagoras may signify a “gatherer of deep wisdom.” It has also been explained by the Sanskrit Budha-guru, “teacher of wisdom.”—En.] There are many legends of this teacher, who is said to have tamed wild beasts, to have appeared in two places at once, and to have had a golden thigh; he was also a prophet foretelling the future. He appears to have been born at Samos about 580 B.C., and to have gone to Crotona, which was a Dorian colony, in 530, withdrawing to Metapontum and there dying about 500 B.C., after which his disciples were fiercely persecuted in Italy. Tradition represents him as travelling in Egypt, Phoenicia, Arabia, and Baby-
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lonia, and later writers—probably inferring from similarities of doctrine—represent him as acquainted with Keltik Druids, Magi, and Brahmins. In the time of Pythagoras, Buddhism was spreading in India (see Buddha), and his ascetic philosophy much resembled that of the Buddhists. Xenophanes, one of the early Eleatic school then flourishing in the West, speaks of Pythagoras, as does Herakleitos; and his philosophy influenced Sokratés, Plato, and Aristotle; but it is chiefly set forth by Diogenes Laertius, Porphyry, and Iamblichus, who seem to have drawn from a work on Pythagoras by Aristotle.

Menéarkhos, father of Pythagoras, was an engraver of seals and amulets, and a merchant. He is also called Marmakos, and Démarratos, and is represented as a Tyrrhenian. He traded in Magna Grecia, and Pythagoras as a youth seems to have accompanied him, and to have learned much in Egypt, and Babylon, studying geometry, astronomy, and religion, till—at the age of 40—he had become famous for his knowledge. He has left us no writings, any more than did Buddha or Christ, and he came to be regarded as an incarnation of Apollo, just as other great teachers—even including Muhammad—have been deified. His face shone like that of Moses; and Abaris the Scythian hero flew to him on a golden arrow: his real history is thus obscured, as in other cases, by myths that have gathered round his name. The secrecy which is said to have marked the Pythagorean teaching was no doubt necessary among wild and fanatical populations; but Pythagoras, like Apollonius of Tyana, seems to have lived quietly intent on acquiring knowledge; and among modern Buddhists the monks and nuns of the Vihras, or monasteries, have nothing to reveal to those who do not desire to join their faith.

The Pythagorean philosophy was founded on numbers—as, for that matter, is the chemistry of our own time—and much was taught as to odd and even numbers, and opposites; as also among Buddhists we find many categories and lists, and many contrasts such as Aristotle also enumerates. The number “seven” was sacred, and called “Parthenos” or virgin, because indivisible though including one, two, and three. The universe is said to have been conceived of as a sphere with a central fire, and Pythagoras spoke of ten spheres, heavenly orbs, or concentric regions—one of stars, one of five planets, one of sun, moon, and earth, and one of the Antikthimos, or “anti-earth,” the fiery centre. This rude system included such elements of truth as to cause Copernicus to be afterwards called a Pythagorean. In religion this philosopher taught the existence of the soul, and of heaven and hell, with metempsychosis, or migration of the soul through many forms, including those of the lower animals. The severe asceticism of the Pythagoreans reappeared in Orphik and other mysteries, so that their beliefs closely resembled those common among Brahmans and Buddhists quite as early in India. They also improved the study of mathematics, before the appearance of Euclid and Arkhimédes (see Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1, v). Pherecrídes of Suros was teaching metempsychosis in the same age, and is said by some to have been the instructor of Pythagoras: they both differed from Gotama Buddha in holding strongly the belief in a Theos or personal God; and, according to Lactantius, Pythagoras spoke of God as supreme, invisible, void of passion, and not “an object of sense”: “an universal intelligent spirit, giving life to all nature, and pervading it; not sitting silent and apart”—a view which was then very common all over Asia, as were the ascetic rules regarding food, abstinence from flesh especially on certain days, and entirely from fish and beans, which Pythagoras is said to have commanded (see Beaus and Fish). Herakleitos says that this great teacher was “a man of singular abilities, and great attainments,” and several important propositions of Euclid are attributed originally to Pythagoras, with theories as to medicine, and the arithmetical relations of musical scales. We wonder not therefore that he was believed to hold communion with the gods, especially with the Hyperboroean Apollo, and to have had the gift of prophecy. Buddhism was perhaps already penetrating among the Dacae and Getae in Europe (see Essenes).

Grote assured us that Pythagoras “was no impostor, but the revealer of a good life calculated to raise men to a higher level.” He was believed to have founded the school of Crotona, but Ritter thinks that the system had obtained a footing in Greece and lonia before it spread to Italy. All religious systems are gradually evolved, so that there was a Buddhism before Buddha, and a Christianity before Christ. In Crotona (Miller, Dorians, ii, p. 189) Pythagoras sought peacefully to organise an ideal kingdom of peace, which he could not found among the ever warring Greeks. His eloquence and example induced the citizens to abandon luxury and vice, and to lead a pure and peaceful life. Thus Crotona became the Nalanda of the West. Like the Essenes four centuries later men here advocated a common purse, and—as in Sparta or in Crete—they held communal meals in public, eating at one table, but preserving great temperance. Nor were women excluded: for, like Buddhism, the Pythagorean teaching was extended to both sexes, as far as the rules of social polity were concerned. Politics, science, and the arts, were equally taught with religion and ethics. Silence and reticence were regarded as estimable, and men were classed according to their knowledge and
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... and later writers—probably inferring from similarities of doctrine—represent him as acquainted with Keltic Druids, Magi, and Brahmanas. In the time of Pythagoras, Buddhism was spreading in India (see Buddha), and his ascetic philosophy much resembled that of the Buddhists. Xenophanes, one of the early Eleatic school then flourishing in the West, speaks of Pythagoras, as does Heraclitus; and his philosophy influenced Sokraté, Plátos, and Aristotél; but it is chiefly set forth by Diogenes Laërtius, Porphyry, and Iamblichus, who seem to have drawn from a work on Pythagoras by Aristotél.

Mnesarchos, father of Pythagoras, was an engraver of seals and amulets, and a merchant. He is also called Marmakos, and Démáratos, and is represented as a Tyrrenian. He traded in Magna Grecia, and Pythagoras as a youth seems to have accompanied him, and to have learned much in Egypt, and Babylon, studying geometry, astronomy, and religion, till—at the age of 40—he had become famous for his knowledge. He has left us no writings, any more than did Buddha or Christ, and he came to be regarded as an incarnation of Apollo, just as other great teachers—even including Muhammad—have been deified. His face shone like that of Moses; and Abaris the Scythian hero flew to him on a golden arrow: his real history is thus obscured, as in other cases, by myths that have gathered round his name. The secrecy which is said to have marked the Pythagorean teaching was no doubt necessary among wild and fanatical populations; but Pythagoras, like Apollonius of Tyana, seems to have lived quietly intent on acquiring knowledge; and among modern Buddhists the monks and nuns of the Viháras, or monasteries, have nothing to reveal to those who do not desire to join their faith.

The Pythagorean philosophy was founded on numbers—as, for that matter, is the chemistry of our own time—and much was taught as to odd and even numbers, and opposites; as also among Buddhists we find many categories and lists, and many contrasts such as Aristotle also enumerates. The number "seven" was sacred, and called "Parthenos" or virgin, because indivisible though including one, two, and three. The universe is said to have been conceived of as a sphere with a central fire, and Pythagoras spoke of ten spheres, heavenly orbs, or concentric regions—one of stars, one of five planets, one of sun, moon, and earth, and one of the Antikithra, or "anti-earth," the fiery centre. This rudi system included such elements of truth as to cause Copernicus to be afterwards called a Pythagorean. In religion this philosopher taught the existence of the soul, and of heaven and hell, with metempsychosis, or migration of the soul through many forms, including those of the lower animals. The severe asceticism of the Pythagoreans reappeared in Orphik and other mysteries, so that their beliefs closely resembled those common among Brahmanas and Buddhists quite as early in India. They also improved the study of mathematics, before the appearance of Euclid and Archimedes (see Aristotle, Metaphysics, 1, v). Pherecydes of Syros was teaching metempsychosis in the same age, and is said by some to have been the instructor of Pythagoras: they both differed from Gotama Buddha in holding strongly the belief in a Theos or personal God; and, according to Lactantius, Pythagoras spoke of God as supreme, invisible, void of passion, and not "an object of sense":

an universal intelligent spirit, giving life to all nature, and pervading it; not sitting silent and apart—a view which was then very common all over Asia, as were the ascetic rules regarding food, abstinence from flesh especially on certain days, and entirely from fish and beans, which Pythagoras is said to have commanded (see Beans and Fish). Heraclitus says that this great teacher was "a man of singular abilities, and great attainments," and several important propositions of Euclid are attributed originally to Pythagoras, with theories as to medicine, and the arithmetical relations of musical scales. We wonder not therefore that he was believed to hold communion with the gods, especially with the Hyperborean Apollo, and to have had the gift of prophecy. Buddhism was perhaps already penetrating among the Daco and Gete in Europe (see Essenes).

Grote assures us that Pythagoras "was no impostor, but the revealer of a good life calculated to raise men to a higher level." He was believed to have founded the school of Crotona, but Ritter thinks that the system had obtained a footing in Greece and India before it spread to Italy. All religious systems are gradually evolved, so that there was a Buddhism before Buddha, and a Christianity before Christ. In Crotona (Miller, Doriás, ii, p. 189) Pythagoras sought peacefully to organise an ideal kingdom of peace, which he could not found among the ever warring Greeks. His eloquence and example induced the citizens to abandon luxury and vice, and to lead a pure and peaceful life. Thus Crotona became the Nalanda of the West. Like the Essenes four centuries later men here advocated a common purse, and—as in Sparta or in Crete—they held communal meals in public, eating at one table, but preserving great temperance. Nor were women excluded: for, like Buddhism, the Pythagorean teaching was extended to both sexes, as far as the rules of social polity were concerned. Politics, science, and the arts, were equally taught with religion and ethics. Silence and reticence were regarded as estimable, and men were classed according to their knowledge and
abilities. The student was directed to maintain silence for five years (see Apollonius), such as Buddha is said to have observed for seven years. After this probation he was said freely to behold the face of the master, who thought it vain to attempt his education till then. The initiation into all the usages of the sect then followed, and employment in accord with ascertained abilities. Daily gymnastic exercise was prescribed, and many abstained from all animal food. These rules may be found also among Spartans and Orphik initiates, and to some extent in Kretan. The teacher aimed at a high standard of bearing and character, personal and public conduct—reflecting, as Pythagoras said, the harmony of the universe. He himself refused to occupy any official position, but urged other men to become Prutaiteis, and serve the state. He called himself only a Philosophos, or "wisdom lover," and desired to see a new Dorian state in Italy ruled by an aristocracy of talent (K. O. Müller, *Dorians*, iii, pp. 9, 16).

The ideal was too advanced for the age, and the severity of the system roused the wrath of the ignorant in Crotona, and in neighbouring cities, leading to a rebellion in which the Senators and Senate-house were burned, and some say Pythagoras himself and all his works: others that he withdrew to Metapontum, and starved himself to death. He is supposed to have left a wife and daughter, if not two sons; the sect survived for some centuries, and was merged finally in that of Plato. Aristotle instituted a comparison between the teaching of Pythagoras and that of the Theoreus (see Plato). It recognised the unlimited, or eternal, in time, space, and motion, and the unity of the universe as God, who is both infinite and one in number. It recognised the monads, or indivisible atoms, as the base of all forms, calling them "indivisible particles like mathematical points in void space," yet not without magnitude, though infinitely small. It acknowledged the wondrous potentiality of matter, able—as Anaximander said—"to produce every variety of manifestation however contrary to each other"—the primeval something (Apeiron or Arkhe) being capable of eternal production from the "Absolute and Divine Unity." The Pythagorean strove to show this from the law of numbers, and from the harmony of the universe, much as Drummond speaks to us now of the "Natural Law in the Spiritual World." It gave rise to many mystic ideas, as when Pythagoreans dedicated the angles of a triangle to Rhea, Demeter, and Hestia, those of a square to Kronos, Hades, Pan, and Dionysos, or the dodecacon to Zeus. Philolaos saw numbers in the elements, in the five senses, in colors, or in the emotions which he enumerates. The octahedron corresponded to eight points of the compass, and earth to the cube. They are said even to have recognised the revolution of the earth on its axis, as well as of planets round the central sun. It is from Pythagoras that we take the idea of the "music of the spheres," which Plato repeats at the end of the Republic (see Er), for each sphere was thought to have its note, the harmony of the universe resulting from these. Each sphere approached perfection according as it was nearer to the central light and fire. They taught that the universe is imperishable and unwearied, subsisting from eternity to eternity, controlled by one akin to it... eternal, abiding, and unevolved. The divine ideal was not a germ, or *principium*, whence all sprang, but was the soul of the universe, good and evil being the creation of matter, which obstructs the efforts of the divinity. From the universal soul our souls have sprung, as Aristotle says, being "notes seen floating in the sunbeams." The simile is rude, for such notes are often but dead matter. Yet without matter there is no beam. The Pythagoreans, like Jains or Buddhists, strove to rise higher than their ideas than that of earthly creatures. Happiness, according to Pythagoras, is the perfection of all the virtues—the abiding, of the soul—when a serene and tranquil mind seeks to unite itself with Deity, and to divorce itself from the corporeal prison, yet not by committing suicide which is unlawful." Aseitik practice was commended, as tending to such tranquility, and music was to be cultivated as influencing men in the control of his passions (though Plato makes distinction, as regards music suitable and unsuitable). Those who failed in such control must undergo the severe discipline of rebirth in lower forms, or even the pains of Tartaros.

**Python.** The word meant "stinking" according to the Greeks; the python slain by Apollo being a marsh dragon, and the pythoned of Delphi living in a cave full of mephitic vapour. It may, however, in both cases signify one dwelling in a cavern (see Put).

**Pyx.** A "box" to hold the consecrated Host, or wafer, when reserved, as by Roman Catholics, in order that may not be destroyed or polluted: for mice and even dogs had been known to discover the bread and to devour it. A canon by Alfric (957 A.D.) states (see *Notes and Queries*, 2nd Oct. 1897) that: "Some priests reserve the Hostell that was hallowed on Easter Day over year for sick men. But they do very greatly amiss who cause the holy Hostell to putrefy, and
Quail

are unwilling to understand how great satisfaction the penitential directeth in relation to them if the Housel be putrefied, or musty, or lost, or if a mouse eateth it, through carelessness." About 1420 (Myre's Duties of a Parish Priest) we read:

"Do up so that Sacrament
That it be sure, in such way
That no beast touch it may.
For if were eaten by mouse or rat
Forty days in penance
There shall be for that mischief."

The Fyx, in the form of a dove, was therefore hung by a chain over the altar. The commonly sung Protestant verse accused the Romanists of such practices.

"They make a god for mice and rats
And say the same is He."

Anne Askew the martyr, in 1546, said that it was falsely suggested to her that she had asked, "Whether a mouse eating the host received God or no?" Bishop Stephen Gardiner said, "Believe that a mouse cannot devour God," yet that "Christ's body may as well dwell in a mouse as in Judas." Friar Pervyn (according to Bale) proclaimed that "the sacrament eaten of a mouse is the very and real body of Christ."

Yet is Christ's body not then consumed. These are difficulties roused by the dogma of Transubstantiation.

Quail

The letter Q is the guttural Koph, or hard K of Semitic alphabets, the Greek Kopis, which soon fell out of their alphabet as unnecessary. It is not used in Etruscan, Umbrian, Oscan, or Messapian inscriptions, but occurs in the oldest Pheasgk alphabet of Italian tombs, and was included, in its original place before R, in the Latin alphabet, as Q, with the sound of K followed by U as a vowel.

Quail. The Greek ortus; Hebrew Skelos; Arabic Salkh, "fat" (Coturnix vulgaris), a well-known little game bird which migrates, and flies by night near the ground, arriving in Palestine and Italy, or Greece, in huge flocks in March. It thus became an emblem of spring, and of good luck. Among the Romans it was esteemed for its pugnacity, and their quail fights answered to the brutal cock fights of later times. Augustus punished a governor of Egypt with death for having eaten a prize fighting quail. They are easily caught, in Italy, in long nets on poles. The Avisius (night and day) are said to revive the quail, and it is connected with the legends of Hérakles, Zeus, and Latona (in Orotgia): for Zeus became a quail in Déllos to visit Latona, or "night," so that Apollo and Diana were children of the quail, which woke the exhausted Hérakles at dawn by its note. Zeus found Astéria as a quail, and pursued the "starry one" as an eagle, till she fell as a stone into the sea, and lay there till Latona besought her release—the star brought back by night. The quail is not only connected with night and spring, but has also a phallic aspect: "the eater of its flesh is sometimes eaten," and those who ate it in the wilderness died at the "graves of lust" (Num. xi, 31-35). The Phoenicians sacrificed the quail to Hérakles (Melketh) after his victory over Typhon (Sephon "darkness"). In Russia it is the emblem of the sun, or spring, and of the Tzar. In the fairy story the dawn maiden finds a quail and a hare—the sun and moon. In the Mahabhárata, when Bhima is squeezed by the serpent, the quail with one wing and one leg appears near the sun, vomiting blood. For quail flocks are clouds of fatness, falling on the earth exhausted in spring, and red as blood at sunset (see Vartika).

Quakers. A nickname for the "Society of Friends," founded in 1648 by George Fox, the weaver of Drayton, and much persecuted because of their attempts to put in practice the peaceful commands of Christ. They were first tolerated by Charles II in 1672. They have always been notable for their philanthropy, and in later times for their culture.

Queen. See King.

Quetzal-coatl. See Kuetzal-koatl.

Quirinus. Cyrenius. The notice of this governor of Syria in the Gospel (Luke ii, 2) is an anachronism, probably due to an insertion by a later scribe; for P. Sulpicius Quirinus was not governor of Syria in the "days of Herod" (1, 5), but only after the disgrace and banishment of Archelaus, in 6 a.C. A census of Roman citizens was made in the year 14 a.C., in which year Augustus died, giving a total of 4,190,117 persons, and other enumerations perhaps were made earlier. But Joseph and Mary, the parents of Jesus, were not Roman citizens, and consequently were not affected. Josephus (Antiq., xvii end, and xviii, 1, 1) says (as our text now stands) that Cyrenius made a census 37 years after the battle of Actium, or in 6 a.C. The succession of the Legates of Syria is well known, beginning
Quirites

with C. Sentius Saturninus, 7 B.C., followed by P. Quintilius Varus, 3 B.C., and L. Volusius Saturninus whom Quirinus succeeded in 5 A.C. Wherever he was in 4 B.C., or in 1 A.C., he had no authority in Palestine till he annexed Judea and Samaria, and sent Coponius to govern them as the first Procurator, in 6 A.C.

Quirites. From quiris "spear." The quiris was the Sabine emblem of the god Quirinus, on the Quirinal Hill. Romulus was also called Quirinus. The Quirites were early warriors of the Italians.

R

The letter R interchanges with L, and is one of the latest (see L) to be distinguished in written speech.

Ra. Egyptian: "sun" (see Ar). He is the supreme ruler, but not the creator; the hawk who was in the egg of Seb the "goose," or earth. He also "came forth from the sycamore"—the aurora as a tree. "Ra's nest was unseen, and his egg over whole" (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., March 1885). He is the midday sun (see Osiris) who being wroth, destroyed mankind: his agent was Sekhet the infernal goddess; but being entreated he saved them from "oceans of blood." His beautiful hymnus are of great antiquity. "Hail to Ra, Lord of all Truth, whose shrine is hidden. Lord of the gods, listening to the poor in their distress, who art gentle of heart to all who cry to Thee. The deliverer of the timid from the violent, judging for the poor and oppressed, and wiping away tears from all faces. Lord of mercy, Sovereign of all life, health, and strength; in thee, and in thy goodness do gods and men rejoice." Isis kneaded earth with drops from the eye of Ra, so making it fertile (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1885, pp. 167, 190). The power of Ra is the phallus (Renaud in the Ritual, ch. xcii: Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1894).

Rabb. Hebrew: "great," "lord." In Arabic Rabb, "lord," is a title of God. Hence Rabbi "my lord!" : Rab-baii "great lord," Rab-akhu "great head" (general), Rab-zarii "chief eunuch," are Assyrian terms known to the Hebrews in the 8th century B.C., as noticed in the Bible (Jer. xxxix, 3: 2 Kings viii., 17).

Rādā. The beloved of Krishna, in Vrinda-vana, when he was the Go-pala or "cow protector." She was an incarnation of Lakshmi, as Krishna was of Vishnu, and became the type of divine love. She was the daughter of Nanda, and mother of Vaisakh—the month April.

Raga

May. She is the nude Venus of Sakti worshipers (see Sakta); and the Vishnua sect called Rādhā-vallabhis, worship Krishna and Rādhā with phallic symbolism. The loves of this pair are set forth in the Rādhāka Gitā—a Hindu "Song of Songs." She also appears as the foster mother of Kāma, or "love"—her own name meaning "beloved."

Raga. Sanskrit: "love," "passion," "rage." Patanjala calls it "man's five miseries."

Raghu. A solar king, son of Dilapa, and great grandfather of Rama who is called Rāghava.

Raghu-vānsa. Sanskrit: "Raghu's race." A poem by Kālidāsa, on the life of Rāma and his ancestors; it is in 19 cantos, and well translated by Mr. Griffiths.

Raham. Hebrew and Arabic: "compassion" (see Maut).

Rahān. The 4th degree in progress to Nirvāṇa (see Arahat).

Rahu. A demon of the Daityas, who seized a cup of Amṛita (ambrosia) while Vishnu was creating the world. The Balis of Ceylon represent him as the symbol of passion and rage, a king of meteors, and of eclipses (see Kitu): "eight black horses draw Rahu's car"—the Abhra-Pišaša or "sky devourer," which is swift as the winds (Vishnu Purāṇa). The sun and moon complained to Vishnu, and he assumed the form of the lovely maid Mohini, persuading the Daityas to permit him to distribute the Amṛita or nectar. Rahu saw that she passed over the demons, and he assumed the disguise of a god, and sitting among gods he received his share; but Vishnu cut off his head which, while the body fell to earth, became immortal in heaven, and was always at enmity with the sun and moon. If Rahu had a stomach he would swallow these and all the gods; as it is he bites and annoys them, and his "tearing and grinding" power is much feared. Hindus propitiate this eclipse demon, and give alms to him as the despised Bhāngi.

Rahula. Gotama's son: "the fetter" that bound him to wife and child, and so delayed his "great renunciation," as described in the Lalita Vistara.

Raivata. Raivanta. A form of Śiva, and the 8th Manu or original "man." He was the son of Reva, and his daughter married Baľa-Rāma: he was king of Anarta with a capital at Dvārka ("the door"), or Kusha-thali, in Gujerāt.

Raj. Sanskrit: "rule," from the Aryan root rág "to go forward,"
Rajputs. Sanskrit: Raja-putra or "king's son." A powerful race in India, claiming descent from the sun, moon, and fire, and by faith followers of the sainted Agastya of Mt. Abu in Rajputāna. They have striven for some 2000 years for supremacy in India, calling Ayodha, or Oudh, their cradle-land. In our 7th century the State of Oudh is said by Huen Tsang to have been 607 miles in circuit, and was ruled by Rajput Bais, one of 36 solar clans. The race seems to have extended over most of Gangetic India, and was connected with the legendary glories of Magadhā, and Mathūra. The rulers however were not of the same race as the ruled, and only a tithe of the inhabitants of Rajputāna are Rajputs, ruling Dravidians. Their language is Hindi, and they have long held orthodox Aryan faiths. They have always been ruled by independent Rajas or Peshwas, allied for self-defence, and friendly to the Dāsyas or non-Aryans (see Mr C. Johnston on "Red Rajputs," Asiatic Quarterly, Oct. 1892). The Jats and other tribes have mingled with the Rajputs; but, according to the Vedas and Upanishāds, the latter are essentially a rūkita, or "ruddy," warrior race, striving for independence against Brāhmaṇs, and the Raja-rishis ("royal saints"), or Rajaniya-rishis, are prominent sages in the Vedas, including Manu, Ida, and Visvā-mitra, to whom probably the Gayatri, or ever holy "mother of Vedas," is to be ascribed; for, as Mr Johnston says, "did not Brāhma sit at the feet of the Kshatriya (or warrior caste) in the words of the greatest Upanishads"? The oldest of Rajput dynasties—the Rānas of Mewar (Udaipur) still unite priestly and royal powers like Roman emperors. In east and west alike priests have ever attempted to prevent the monarch from being also the head of the Church. But Visvā-mitra was the son of the king of Kanōj, and also the ṛdri—priest or seer—in the legend of Haris-chandra. In the Rig Veda (iii) he demands of Indra the rank of both Raja and Rishi, and in the Alūrya Brāhmaṇa he appears as pre-eminent in knowledge of the mysticism of the Upanishāds. Mr Johnston quotes passages whence "we see that in Vedic times the Rajaniya, and not the Brāhmaṇa, was the possessor, and teacher."

The Red Rajputs, concentrated in W. India, between the Panjāb and Gujērāt, now number some two millions divided into three classes: I. The first rank includes (1) the Grahilates, with 24 clans under the Mahā-rajā of Mewar, the head of Indian aristocracy; (2) the Raktore, with 24 branches, descended from Kusa son of Rāma, under the same head; (3) the Kachvāhās, with 12 clans, also descended from Kusa, and under the Mahā-rajā of Jaipur, the most powerful chief of Rajputāna: II. The Yadu, or Chandra-vansa ("moon race"), includes (1) Yadus, with 8 clans, descended from Krishna, under the Bhatta chiefs in Keth and Jeyulmir; (2) the Tuars descended from the somewhat mythical monarch Vikram-śiśita of Malwa (56 A.C.); III. The third rank is that of the Agni-kulas, with 4 tribes, descended from Agastya a celebrated Rishi, who is said to have written parts of the Rig Veda; they include (1) Pauars or Prumars, with 35 branches from the Indus to Malwa; (2) Pariharas, with 12 clans, some, like the preceding, being Moslem; (3) Chalukyas, with 16 branches (see Chalukyana); and (4) Chohans, with 24 clans, who once ruled in Delhi, founded Ajmir in 145 A.C., and ruled in Kota, Bundi, Jhalore, Sirōbi, etc.

For at least 18 centuries all kings and rulers of India have desired alliance with the blue blood of the three solar families of the first class of Rajputs; and Moslem emperors not less than Dravidian rulers have begged the hand of some Rajput princess. Scions of imperial Delhi, not less than wild Būls, or Gonds, glory in a Rajput descent, often through a stolen Rajput mother. Often have we seen a naked savage with only a belt for his ever open knife, bow and arrow in hand, draw himself up proudly, and exclaim "I am a Rajput"; and though non-Aryan, his claim is often allowed by pure Rajputs as real. Even the proud "Lord of Amber" (Jaipur), of the solar Rajput race, submits to be installed by a wild non-Aryan Mina, who marks his forehead with blood drawn from his great toe. Yet there is no more exclusive race than the Rajput of the first class, who—proud of his lineage—will die rather than do anything he thinks mean or unworthy, though the cruel torture, starvation, or murder of an enemy is of no account in his eyes. Many noble qualities, much generosity and dash, distinguish the Rajput: the saddle, spur, and spear are his, though we have now induced some 50 or 90 of the tribes to pursue agriculture and trade. Many of their proud chiefs will not hold intercourse with any of lower rank except in presence of an European, to say nothing of eating, or of intermarriage, with them. As a rule they marry out of the clan, but always with those of their own rank. Women have always been the great cause of their wars, and their legends and myths are full of
such troubles: many are beautiful, and the men are soldierly, self-possessed, and dignified, ever ready to dare anything for some trusted leader, even when he is a Moslem or a Christian. As a rule they care little for religious speculation, and desire a dashing leader, a free fight, and plenty of plunder. We have seen Moslem Rajputs guard- ing the relics of some Hindu pitr or ancestor; and non-Aryan Rajputs adorning the spirits of the woods, and engaged in the coarsest rites of serpent and lingam worship, abhorrent to the pious Hindu. Along the Ravi river in the Panjab there is a large population of Moslem Rajputs. In Agra and Allahabād, where 2½ millions are called Rajputs, they are of many sects and races: and in the Sontāli districts of the south, many non-Aryans claim the name, having been ruled by Rajputs, before their power was broken by the Moslem invaders about our 13th century. The Rajputs of Agra and Mathūra gradually spread over the deserts, and bright cases, of Rajasthan, which they called Marusthī ("the region of death") a name no longer applicable, as we know from five years' experience even in time of famines in India. The desert air invigorated the Rajput, who pushed east to rich Mālwa, and south to the richer Gujarāt and Kathiawār, showing great capacity in war and government. The royal saints Vikramādiṭya, and Sali-vāhana, whose eras are acknowledged throughout India, were Yadu Rajputs. The Agni-kuṇas of Mt. Abu became "regenerated Brāhmans," and yet earlier were Langas, a sect of Chalukyas who opposed the Būtas (see Balfour, Indian Cyclop.; and Sir W. Elliot, Numismat. Oriental.). From these also came the lesser chiefs of Rajstān, and hundreds of others ruling willing subjects, Aryan or non-Aryan, from Delhi and the Indus to the Rau of Kach. An Agni-kuṇa ruler of Mālwa (some say in 840 B.C.) founded the famous fire shrine of Ujjain, connected with the legend of Agnava. The Rajputs, united under one Pehwa or chief, vainly disputed empire with the British in the perilous days from 1790 to 1894 A.C. (see Rattas). A Pehwa led the mutiny at Cawnpore in 1857, for Nānā Şahib was a Bāţi-Rao, the last Pehwa of Rajput descent.

Rakab. Hebrew: "riding" (whence Markabah "chariot"). At Samāl, in the 6th century B.C., we find notice of the Rakab-el, in the Phœnician texts of Panamum and Bar-arakab; this apparently means the "chariot (or the animal) bearing a god" (as in Ezek. i.), invoked as a deity. At this site deities standing on animals are represented in a later text of Easraddhon of Assyria, about 670 B.C. It thus answers to the Indian Vāhana, and carries gods, represented standing on such beasts in Hittite and Assyrian sculptures (see Samāl).

Rakshasa. A "fiend," in Indian mythology generally. The terrible Rāvana who stole Sīta from Rāma, was ruler of the Rakshasas.

Ram. See Aries. An emblem of strength, in India and in Egypt alike. [In Hittite texts the ram's head seems also to mean power.—Ep.] The ritual says that when a ram is led into the temples the gods come to their shrines in their ram forms (see Rec. of Past., viii, p. 95). The ram represents Amen, Ra, and Osiris.

Rāma or Rāma-Chandra. A great Indian hero represented as the 7th incarnation of Viṣṇu, the incarnation of "kindness" or love, usually called "Rāma the dear one, friend, lover, and husband." He appears to be connected with the moon (Chandra) by the lunar race. His father was Dasaratha ("ten chariots"), and his mother Kaushalya of the "tortoise house," or race. He appears to have been an actual ruler of Ayodhya, or Oudh, successor (and enemy) of Paruṣu-Rāma, the 6th incarnation of Viṣṇu (see Parasu), living at the end of the Tretā-yuga, or second age of the world, and incalculating Vēdik rites against the older nature worship. His prowess, as a youth, in bending the bow of Sīva at the great festival of the Śvayamār or "maidens' choice," won him as a bride Sīta, daughter of a kinsman the rich Māhā-raja, Janak, of Mithila, or Tirhut. He was the eldest son of his aged father, who had three wives. After long supplication, and a horse sacrifice (see Āvas-Medha), they all became mothers: Kusālī (or Kaushalya) bore Rāma; Sumitri bore Lakṣmaṇa and Sutrāghna; and Kakāi (or Kaikēya) bore Bhārata. The last named wife was the favourite of Dasaratha, who rashly vowed that her son should be his heir; and Kakāi induced the king to exile Rāma to Central India when he became famous. Thus with Sīta he went into banishment for 14 years, to the grief of the nation: his brother Lakṣmaṇa went with him, and the three dwelt in the Dandaka forest, between the Jamuna and the Godāvī. He is represented as a hermit, preaching gentleness to wild Nāgas among the wildernesses, hills, noisome jungles, and black plains of Rews, followed in spite of his remonstrances by the gentle and faithful Sīta. The legend speaks of his flying over land and sea in the magic car Pushpak, aiding the gods in wars against the Daitiyas. The Ramāyana epik beautifully describes the love of Rāma and Sīta, who lived as hermits, in caves and leafy huts, for some ten years. Then his father died, and Bhārata the younger half-brother, and chosen heir, sought Rāma at Chatra-kuta in Bandelkhand, being accompanied by the three widows of Dasaratha: he besought the hermit Rāma to assume his birthright;
but Rama refused until his father’s vow had been fulfilled by the previous accession of Bhara. He wandered south among the eastern Vindhy ranges, while Bhara kept his shoes, as tokens of deputed authority. It was at Nasik (the ancient Panchavati), by the hermitage of Agastya on Mt. Kunjara in the Bombay presidency, that his beloved Sita was carried off, during his absence while hunting a magic deer. For Rama was loved by Surpa-naksha, a Rakshasa queen of Rakshasa demons, sister of Ravana, the demon king of Lanka, or Ceylon. She failed to seduce him, and then attacked Sita, when Lakshman (Rama’s half-brother and faithful comrade) cut off her nose and ears. In revenge she induced Ravana (the Indian Pluto) to carry off Sita (the Indian Proserpine), and he appeared at the hermitage as a mendicant, and so bore her away. Rama set out to seek her in the S.E., threading the valley of the Godaveri, and passing through Central India to Duma-gudem, and thence S.W. to Pampasara, high up on the Kiskindya mountains of the Tumbasora. He everywhere found subjects of Ravana; but he was aided by the monkey god of winds (see Hanumam), whose monkey subjects—marching through Mysore—filled up the “monkey bridge” to Lanka—the rocky straits called “Rama’s bridge” (Rama-Saram), whereby he reached Ravana’s capital, which he invested, and after many battles recovered Sita uninjured, while Hanumam set fire to Lanka with his flaming tail. Sita then passed through the fire, as an ordeal to prove her innocence, and Agni (the fire god) restored her to Rama. Bhara abdicated in his favour, but Lakshman became the actual ruler, as Rama was intent on religious duties. Yielding to the doubts of his subjects about Sita he sent her to the hermitage of Valmika, at Chatra-kuta, where she bore to him the twin sons Kush and Lav. and where for 15 years they were educated by the traditional author of the Ramayana epic. According to one legend they were recognised by Rama after great feats in recovering the sacrificial horse, defending it against even their uncle Lakshman. Rama then joyfully recalled Sita, but she, to prove her innocence, called on earth to receive her (for she is the “daughter of the furrow,” and the seed sown in the ground), so that she again disappeared from the world. The angel of time then appeared to the inconsolable Rama, bidding him to return to the gods. He walked in state to the holy waters of Sarayu, and a voice from Brahma called him to heaven, saying “Ascend thou into the glory of Vishnu.” Then were the waters cleft asunder, and he passed over, and ascended in the sight of earth and heaven. There are many versions of the myth of which the above is the most popular, as we have often heard it chanted by the banks of

Rama

Ramaan. Ramaan. The 9th month of the Moslem year, and that of their fast, which some prolong to 40 days (see Mahommedad): those who are travelling, or sick, may defer the fast till later (Korán, ii, 179). On the 27th of Ramaan the Korán was first sent down from heaven. The word is supposed to be derived from Ramad, “scorching,” though this is explained to mean that the fast burns up the sins of men. None may eat or drink as long as a white thread can be distinguished from a black one, or from dawn till sunset. The 27th is the Lailat el Kaafir, or “night of power,” when the tree of Paradise is shaken, and the names of those fated to die within the year are written on its fallen leaves. The month is also called Shahr es Sahar, “the month of patience,” or “suffering.” At night time there are often illuminations, and much feasting, but when the month falls in the hot season much suffering is experienced by those who observe the fast rigorously, as do most Moslems.

Rama-nand. See Sikhs. A leader of the Vaisnöite reformation of the 16th century a.c., after the period of Timur’s invasion of India, when the Moslem Sayids (1414 to 1450), and the Lodi dynasty, ruled from Delhi till expelled by the Emperor Baber. He seems to have preached from about 1380 to 1420 a.c., being the fifth successor of Ramanuja (see that heading): he was specially devoted to the worship of Rama. According to the Imperial Gazetteer of India:

Ramadan
Rāma-nuja

"He had his headquarters in a monastery at Banaras, but wandered from place to place preaching one god under the name of Vishnu. He chose twelve disciples, not from priests and nobles, but among the despised outcasts. One of them was a leather dresser, another a barber, and the most distinguished of all (see Kabir), was the reputed son of a weaver. All had free entrance into the new faith. The life of a disciple was no life of ease. He must forsake the world, and go about teaching, and living on alms. His old age found an asylum in some monastery of the brotherhood. ... Rāmanuja had addressed the pure castes in the language of Brāhmans; but Rāma-nanda appealed to the people ... in the dialect familiar to the masses. ... He identified the deity with the worshipper." Like his master he insisted on Bhakti or "faith"; he exhorted men constantly to commune with God till the soul became absorbed in the divine spirit (see Lit. Hist. India, p. 344).

Rāma-nuja. This famous Brāhman reformer of the religion of Vishnu was born (according to Sir Monier Williams) in 1117 A.C., at Permuttr, 26 miles from Madras, not far from Conjeeveram. He flourished in 1150 A.C. (Imp. Gaz. India), and in the latter part of his life settled at Sri-rangam, on the Kaveri, near Trichinopoly, where he converted millions to his faith, establishing 700 monastic teaching centres, and accepting converts from all classes. According to the Kānara account of his life (Divyā Charitra), he was the son of Srikesa Āchārya and of Bhumi-devi ("the earth goddess"), and an incarnation of the great serpent (see Sesa); he worshiped Vishnu as Sri-ranga-nātha, lord of Sri-ranga, the place where he composed his chief works, after completing which he set out to travel and teach. He called his chief disciples by such names as "lotus," "mace," "disk," etc., according to the chief emblems of Vishnu. He converted thousands of the worshipers of Siva, notably at the shrines of Tripati; which so angered the Chola monarch, that Rāma-nuja was forced to fly to Maṇñir (Mysore), where he converted the Jain ruler. Four of his monasteries still remain (Imp. Gaz. India, iv, p. 307). He rejected the philosophy of Kapila, which taught the reality of perceptions, and preferred a more mystic belief in a modified unity of creative power (see Advaita). The supreme spirit, according to Rāma-nuja (see Frazer, Lit. Hist. India), is both the cause of the universe and the material whence it is created (a Monist philosophy); this supreme being is to be adored as Vishnu, by all who seek heaven, and freedom from re-incarnation, through reunion with deity. He taught that "Vishnu—or Narāyana—was the all-wise, all-merciful, and all-powerful: all that is meant by matter and soul." These "lay dormant till creation occurred, by God's spirit through his own volition, acting on unevolved matter and non-manifest soul." Soul therefore—as in the speculations of Vedantists—was a force latent in matter.

Rāma-nuja embraced the doctrine of Bhakti, or "faith" needful to all, as it was taught by his predecessor and learned fellow-countryman, Sankar-āchārya, in the 8th century A.C., though the last-named was a Saivite reformer. All such leaders required that implicit faith should be felt regarding their teachings, and they generally declared these to be divinely revealed; the last of such Theistik teachers to appear in Southern India was Mādhava, who died in 1193 A.C.

Ramāyana. The great epik on the story of Rāma (see Rāma, and Sita) which is "the Bible of an hundred millions" in India, written or sung by a legendary Vālmika in the 6th, or perhaps in the 7th century B.C. Our present text is supposed to be of the 3rd century, but Prof. J. A. Jacoby says that: "It seems to have been written not later than the 6th century B.C., though, as in the case of most sacred compilations, there are evident later interpolations, as in Book VII, some of the first chapters." The language is Sanskrit, and not the Pāli of the 3rd century B.C. The hero is already deified in the "Adityatama" of Vyāsa, and in the later "Brāhma Purāṇa." No more estimable character appears in Indian poetry. The Epic of Vālmiku consists of 50,000 lines, divided into sections which begin with Rāma's boyhood and end with his ascension. Hindus are never tired of reciting its beautiful measures, or of pondering on its myths. Brāhmans teach that: "Whoever devoutly reads or repeats it often, will be liberated from sin, and from its effects, and will be exalted with all his posterity to the highest heaven." In the 2nd chapter Brāhma says: "So long as hills and streams endure, so long shall the Ramāyana be loved by earth's sons and daughters."

Rambha. A beautiful Apsara (or nymph) sent by Indra to tempt Vīra-na, who turned her to a stone. She was the wife of the son of Kūvera, and mistress of Rāvana her husband's uncle.

Ramh. Sanskrit: "to shine," "speak," and "run."

Ram-īsvara. A temple in which is one of the 12 great lingams of India (see Lingam): it is built on the spot where Rāma crossed "Adam's bridge" to Ceylon, on the long, low sandy islet of Paumien, near the Madura coast. It occupies a rectangle of 1000 by 650 feet, and has a magnificent gateway. Mr Fergusson says that it "exhibits
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"He had his headquarters in a monastery at Banaras, but wandered from place to place teaching one god under the name of Vishnu. He chose twelve disciples, not from priests and nobles, but among the despised outcasts. One of them was a leather dresser, another a barber, and the most distinguished of all (see Kabir), was the reputed son of a weaver . . . all had free entrance into the new faith. The life of a disciple was no life of ease. He must forsake the world, and go about teaching, and living on alms. His old age found an asylum in some monastery of the brotherhood. . . . Rama-nuja had addressed the pure castes in the language of Brahmans; but Rama-nand appealed to the people . . . in the dialect familiar to the masses. . . . He identified the deity with the worshipper."

Like his master he insisted on Bhakti or "faith"; he exhorted men constantly to commune with God till the soul became absorbed in the divine spirit (see Lit. Hist. India, p. 344).

Rama-nuja. This famous Brahman reformer of the religion of Vishnu was born (according to Sir Monier Williams) in 1117 A.C., at Perambur, 26 miles from Madras, not far from Conjeeveram. He flourished in 1150 A.C. (Imp. Gaz. India), and in the latter part of his life settled at Sri-ranga, on the Kaveri, near Trichinopoly, where he converted millions to his faith, establishing 700 monastic teaching centres, and accepting converts from all classes. According to the Kannara account of his life (Divya Charitras), he was the son of Srikesava Acharaya and of Bhumi-devi ("the earth goddess"), and an incarnation of the great serpent (see Sesa); he worshipped Vishnu as Sri-ranga-natha, lord of Sri-ranga, the place where he composed his chief works, after completing which he set out to travel and teach. He called his chief disciples by such names as "lotus," "mace," "disk," etc., according to the chief emblems of Vishnu. He converted thousands of the worshipers of Siva, notably at the shrines of Tripati; which so angered the Chola monarch, that Rama-nuja was forced to fly to Mysur (Mysore), where he converted the Jain ruler. Four of his monasteries still remain (Imp. Gaz. India, iv, p. 307). He rejected the philosophy of Kapila, which taught the reality of perceptions, and preferred a more mystic belief in a modified unity of creative power (see Advaita). The supreme spirit, according to Rama-nuja (see Fraser, Lit. Hist. India), is both the cause of the universe and the material whence it is created (a Monist philosophy); this supreme being is to be adored as Vishnu, by all who seek heaven, and freedom from re-incarnation, through reunion with deity. He taught that "Vishnu—or Nariyana—was the all-wise, all-merciful, and all-powerful: all that is meant by matter and soul." These "lay-dormant till creation occurred, by God's spirit through his own volition, acting on unrevolved matter and non-manifest soul." Soul therefore—as in the speculations of Vedantists—was a force latent in matter.

Rama-nuja embraced the doctrine of Bhakti, or "faith" needful to all, as it was taught by his predecessor and learned fellow-countrajan, Sankar-acharya, in the 8th century A.C., though the last-named was a Saivite reformer. All such leaders required that implicit faith should be felt regarding their teachings, and they generally declared these to be divinely revealed; the last of such Theistik teachers to appear in Southern India was Madhava, who died in 1198 A.C.

Ramayana. The great epic on the story of Rama (see Rama, and Sita) which is "the Bible of an hundred millions" in India, written or sung by a legendary Valmiki in the 9th, or perhaps in the 7th century B.C. Our present text is supposed to be of the 3rd century, but Prof. Jacoby says that: "It seems to have been written not later than the 6th century B.C., though, as in the case of most sacred compilations, there are evident later interpolations, as in Book VII, some of the first chapters." The language is Sanskrit, and not the Pali of the 3rd century B.C. The hero is already deified in the "Adivatmas" of Vyasa, and in the later "Brahma Purana." No more estimable character appears in Indian poetry. The Epic of Valmiki consists of 50,000 lines, divided into sections which begin with Rama's boyhood and end with his ascension. Hindus are never tired of reciting its beautiful measures, or of pondering on its myths. Brahmans teach that: "Whoever devoutly reads or repeats it often, will be liberated from sin, and from its effects, and will be exalted with all his posterity to the highest heaven." In the 2nd chapter Brahms says: "So long as hills and streams endure, so long shall the Ramayana be loved by earth's sons and daughters."

Rambha. A beautiful Apara (or nymph) sent by Indra to tempt Visva-mitra, who turned her to a stone. She was the wife of the son of Kuvera, and mistress of Ravana her husband's uncle.

Ram. Sanskrit: "to shine," "speak," and "run."

Ram-isvara. A temple in which is one of the 13 great lingams of India (see Lingam): it is built on the spot where Rama crossed "Adam's bridge" to Ceylon, on the long, low sandy islet of Paunben, near the Madura coast. It occupies a rectangle of 1000 by 650 feet, and has a magnificent gateway. Mr Ferguson says that it "exhibits
in the greatest perfection all the beauties of the Dravidian style." The stones are said to have been cut and polished in Ceylon, and many of those in doorways and roof are 40 ft. long. The corridors for worshippers are 20 to 30 ft. broad, 30 ft. high, and more than 3000 ft. in length, supported on carved pillars; the surrounding wall is 20 ft. high, with a gate tower on each face, but only that on the west side seemed to be finished when we inspected it in 1851. Tradition says that the Râmnâd Râjas began the shrine on a much older one] in our 11th century: the work was stopped by Moslem persecution in the 12th and 13th centuries. The central lingam is said to have been the gift of Râma himself. It is always washed with Ganges water, which is then sold at great profit, to those who desire offspring. Thousands make annual pilgrimages and gifts to the shrine.

Ramyà. Sanskrit: "night," "pleasure."

Ranâ Ranno. Renen. An Egyptian serpent goddess wearing the Uraeus crown of Hathor, and giving life to souls in Amenti, or Hades. She is the consort of Shu ("wind" or "air").

Raphael. Hebrew: "the giant of God." One of the four archangels according to the later Jews (see Rephaim).

Rasena. A name of the Etrusks, or other early tribes in Italy (see Etruskans). As an Aryan word it may come from Re "to go" and Aena a "leader," meaning "chiefs of the migrants."

Rat. According to M. Lièvre this means a "sacred stone" in Britanny, like the Welsh rhed said to mean a stone image (see Rod).

Râti. A beautiful poem gives Râti's lament over Râta (or Râma), slain by Siva because he had shot an arrow at him. The name means "beloved."

Rattas. Mahà-rattas. Perhaps from the Aryan root rodh "to go away," as meaning migrants. A race which became a nation in India only about 1650 B.C., the population being mainly Mongol or Kolarian, or, according to Sir W. Elliot, Dravidian. The "great Rattas" were bold plundering highlanders of the Western Ghâts in N. India, gradually extending over Gujerât and Surashtra (see Rajputas). Sir W. Elliot (Nâmâsamata Orientâtia) traces their civilisation and coins, and their connection with the Rajputas. He also sees the name among the Rettas, or Reddis, of S. India, still an important Dravidian people. Mahârattas rule spread rapidly from the Bombay Ghâts through

Kuntâla, or central India, till it threatened the British of Calcutta, where the colonists surrounded their factories with the "Mahârattas ditch." The Mahârattas, scattered from Delhi to the Jamuna, delighted in fighting annually after they had garnered their crops. They claimed descent from Kusa (see Râmâ). Mr Hodgson supposes the N. Dhangar, a shepherd Mahârattas, to be Kolarians. The nation of about three millions consolidated in resistance to the Mongol invasions; but the true Mahâratta warrior class never amounted to more than half a million. Nearly all the nation professed Hinduism. The typical Ratta is a small, wily, active man, impatient of discipline, but a keen sportsman, a willing herdsman, and a good gardener or labourer. The surviving Mahâratta chiefs of Baroda, Poona, Indore, and Gwalior, claim descent from a brave but unscrupulous soldier, Shahji Bhonsla (1634 A.C.), whose son Sivaji (1627 to 1680) founded a Hindu confederacy against the Mughal emperors of Delhi. He issued from his mountains to raid their dominions, and was called "the mountain rat," becoming a great power in India. But though good fighters the Mahârattas were bad administrators, and allowed the Konkani Brahmins to rule as Peshwas, the first of whom was the minister of Sivaji's grandson in 1707, his master being a prisoner at Delhi. Henceforward the Peshwa became a Raja (or Râco), and the office was hereditary. Beiji-Bao of Bithur near Cawnpore was a British pensioner, but adopted the notorious Rajput Nana Sahib, who is supposed to have perished in the Nâpâl jungles in 1857 or 1858. The religion of the Mahârattas—as their history indicates—is a mixture of ancient non-Aryan with later Hindu beliefs.

Raven. In mythology a bird of night, winter, and ill omen. In the Semitic flood legend the raven flies away when the waters dry up. Good ravens however brought food to the prophet Elijah, though some read 'Arub for 'Orub, and suppose that he was fed by the nomadic tribes. The Skandinavians said that ravens scream on lonely moors and in forest swamps, being the souls of murdered men (Thorpe, Norse Mythology, ii. p. 94), and if they croak when flying over a house some one will soon die in it (ib, p. 180). But Odin's two ravens are Hugin and Munin (Anglo-Saxon Munan "mind"), and represent "thought" and "memory."

Rayavant. Sanskrit. Perhaps "brilliant." See Ri. A name for Agni ("fire") and Kûvera ("riches").

Rechabites. Descendants of Rekab (Jer. xxxv, 2) in the 9th century B.C. and down to the 6th (see 2 Kings x, 15). They were
ascetiks (like Nazarites) who drank no wine, and built no houses, but lived in tents.

Rehu. In Egypt a two-headed man (Set-Hor), and a hawk (Horus), or a long-nosed animal (apparently the demon aas) representing Set.

Religion. Latin: Religio. Prof. Max Muller (Gifford Lectures, 1885, p. 35) quotes Cicero as deriving the word from religere “to gather” or “arrange,” being the opposite of negligere “to neglect,” as meaning “observance” of established rites and moral laws. Aulus Gellius uses religens as opposed to religiousus, saying: “it is needful to be careful (religens), but be not religious” (religiousus): the first conception of religion, therefore, was not either a “binding together,” or a “binding back” (restraint), but “care,” “regard,” and “reverence”: not blind faith but due observance of duty to others. Belief is a geographical accident, but true religion is found everywhere (see Morality). We distinguish Religion, as a reality, from Religions which are the superstitions of various races. [In the present work the author traces the growth of religion, from the early Animism of savages, believing in countless spirits inhabiting organic bodies or inorganic objects, followed by Polytheism, the belief in certain great gods—especially of heaven, earth, ocean, hell, sun, moon, and air—who control lesser spirits. This stage is followed, among Hebrews, Moslems, and others, by belief in One God, as the single creator and ruler, author alike of good and evil. Among Hindus, Greeks, and others, Philosophy taught the existence of a spirit apart from matter, yet animating all; and modern Monism—denying this doctrine—speaks of a single force in universal matter. But these beliefs have little connection with the sense of Duty to fellow-men, or with the religion of love taught by Buddha and by Christ. See such articles as Agnosticism, Morality, and Conscience.—Ed.]

Religion, from the first, was so far connected with ethics that fear of unseen spirits “restrained” the strong from injuring the weak; but among the masses it consisted in a selfish anxiety as to the future of their own souls. To please the gods they tortured their own bodies, and flattered deities from whom they sought favours (see Prayer): they even consecrated vice (see Kadesh and Sakti), and disregarded the ethical experience of the race; or said that the soul could not be defined by the deeds of its enemy the body. The purification of savage religion was due to increased loyalty to real ethical teaching, accompanying increased knowledge and civilisation. Popular belief, as the sanction of conduct, has always lagged behind the thought of the wise.

Religion has been regarded as knowledge, and as mysterious Revelation, though founded on ignorance. It is a rule to live by, and affords a hope after death; it is a key to unlock the secrets of the spiritual and material universe, in the belief of the religious. “Here it is associated with work; and kindness; or there with rest, and wisdom; here admired for its simplicity, there for its complexity” (Mr E. G. Browne, Persian Literature; Journal R.I. Asiatic Soc., Jan. 1898). As the child obeys, either with fear and trembling, or with love, so man was bidden to obey the gods: for this is “the beginning of wisdom.” There was in this no thought of duty to others, and the life of the pious was often one of seclusion. Yet their meditations led to what we now see to be true Religion. Confucius, Gotama, and Christ, thought indeed of their fellows; but the Churches were more intent on the mysterious and unknown. The wisdom of the Greeks was “foolishness” not only to Paul, but to Augustine, Calvin, Loyola, and Luther. The faith of a babe was more true than the thoughts of a genius; and Religions thus became the enemies of actual knowledge. So in time, under ignorant guides, they became merely dead forms, or engines of priestly tyranny; as when the ancient public confession of sin, before the congregation, was changed to the secret confession to a priest, which is the foundation of ecclesiastical power. So gross was Christian ignorance, under such a system, that in 451 A.D., it is said, many bishops could not sign their names.

Religion, according to such priests, consisted, not in a good life, but in man’s conception of his relations with an Invisible, Almighty, Incomprehensible Power, controlling his destiny. Yet Christ said: “Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the things that I say” (Luke vi, 46). Thus a religion, as usually understood, is a Faith, or belief in some authoritative statement regarding supposed wonders; and religion is want of belief in these. Faith is regarded as a special gift or faculty, not as a submissive acceptance of statements made by human teachers. Such assertion must, however, always create A-theism, or denial of the domnas accepted by others. Good Christians doubted not that Giordano Bruno, and Galileo, however virtuous their lives, were children of Satan, like Luther; and calumny has always been the secret weapon of priests in resisting knowledge. The ignorant who poisoned Sokrates were not more fanatical than Augustine, when he said of all men like Aristotle that “they are predestinate to eternal fire with the Devil.” Hobbes, whose skepticism was the natural reaction from such teaching, says pithily that: “Religions are only superstitions in fashion, and all superstitions religions that have gone out of fashion.”
Many Christians have agreed with Loyola, the creator of Jesuitism, that "the highest virtue in a Christian is the sacrifice of the intellect." Thus the poor Agnostik's doubting (or we may say doubtful) soul must be saved by tormenting his body, in order that Truth may be established by Faith, and not by knowledge. The belief in a soul is the origin of such evil (see Soul). But true Religion, in the belief of the wise of all lands and ages, lies not only in good thoughts and good words, but in the resulting good deeds. As a contemporary of the mammoth and the cave bear, man, cowering in caverns, lived in fear of the terrible facts of nature that surrounded him. He imagined every phenomenon to be due to the irresponsible action of some indwelling spirit. He therefore strove to appease such by offerings and good words. But he had as yet no conception of law in either society or nature. The further we go back in the history of man the greater do we find to be his dread of gods and devils. The common idea of savages having no religious conceptions is due to their concealing them from strangers; and those who live long among them tell us otherwise. Religion, with its tears and cries, was the offspring of ignorance, helplessness, and fear, till man became bolder through experience and success. But men still inherit the ideas of the past, with its prayers, sacrifices and sacraments, fetishes, gods and demons. These too are fortunately ever changing and dwindling, as man advances in real knowledge, and rises to the conception of abstract ideas, and of concrete science, though hindered by his fears, heredity, and imagination. Yet the old emotional rites, and consolations, cling to many who are good and loyal, and who feel that without all that they have loved and believed since childhood they cannot live at all. Religion, said one who was once a fearless Agnostik—though afterwards a believer in "astral bodis" and "divine incarnations"—did not descend as an angel, rainbow-crowned, from heaven, but arose a shapeless monster amid human fears of the unknown. It was a pestilence walking in darkness, a terror which crafty teachers used, to gain power over the timid and credulous.

The early gods were deities of wrath demanding victims; seen in lone places, or in fevered dreams which were real to man in his childhood. Visions of the night are found, in every historic faith, to be the basis of belief (see Dreams). The soul in sleep wanders to the other world (see Soul), the "cloudland of the shades." Every angry cloud or torrent, stormy ocean, dark forest or savage beast, every frowning cliff or conspicuous tree or stone, had its indwelling dangerous spirit. To appease these, and to secure the presence of more kindly spirits, sacrifices were offered, and images and shrines were made. The gods were sought in their favourite abodes, or given a habitation near the villages, where they could easily be found. With the appearance of the art of writing, their ways and natures were defined for the instruction of the race. But while Faiths spread rapidly, true religion was a much slower growth: the good heart and life are rare among savages: the steadfast pursuit of duty, and the hatred of all that is false, mean, and cruel, are the ideals of civilized man. Whatever is good in the ideas of the past must be dear to good men; and to them the real Science of Religion is the ordering of practical methods of increasing goodness. But they must also shrink from all that has been found bad and useless in the past, recognizing with Bacon that: "It is better to have no God at all than a bad one." Yet the race could not go further than its civilization allowed: the religion of the time was such as could be grasped. Mr F. Jordan says that, though "self-seeking priests may have contrived the religion, cruel men thrown their cruelty into it, yet good men also threw in their goodness, and acute men their acuteness: while strong men bent it to their purposes; and schemers to their schemes or fancies; until we see in the modern Christian a newer natural man, carrying the older natural man on his shoulders." (Agnostic Annual, 1895.)

No historic religion is either entirely false or entirely true. It is founded on facts more or less misunderstood. Even Hell seemed evident to those who saw the sunset flames when the gates of Hades opened to admit the sun. The untrained imagination peopled the universe with spirits, and told the story of the universe, from the mystic void of the beginning to the thronged eternity yet to come: true treasures were placed in earthen vessels; and true thoughts were said to be due to divine inspiration. False and foolish superstitions are natural and inevitable growths: the vague, earnest thought of the past is not to be scoffed at or despised, but must be studied and appreciated aight: the Science of Religion must be studied, like other sciences, by a comparative system: the germ of truth must be sought in other faiths besides that of our fathers. Fear dies down as man gains courage through knowledge, and stands upright instead of falling on his knees to ghosts. There is no greater trial for a truly religious man than to find himself obliged to give up the faith of childhood, whether in Christ, Muhammad, or Brahma. There is no greater courage on earth than that of refusing to listen to the heart, when the reason shows us that it has set its love on things unreal. The world regards the recreant as a miscreant, when he seeks truth in order that he may once more believe (see Prof. Max Muller, Fortnightly Review, Feb. 1897). Creeds are but the dogmatic crys-
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But a good Brähman confessed to us that: "The worship of the gods is one thing, and our conduct outside the temple is quite another." Priests strove to weave these two strands together, but it was a weaving of iron and straw, of childish legends with the realities of man's actual life. Religion grows and becomes greater, while creeds wane and wax feeble, in spite of every attempt to fit them to the age by spiritualising their ancient crude assertions. The moral element is the breath of life to every faith; and when dogma crystallises it leaves us the dead body of an aged superstition. The inevitable law of growth and decay applies to religion as to all other phenomena. The stars themselves are no more eternal than the words of ancient Bibles.

Rude tribesmen have often expressed to the author their wonder, and sorrow, at the "want of religion" exhibited by those who did not believe in all the spirits, and demons, whom they feared, in rocks and streams and trees. It is not many centuries since our own ancestors used to punish legally beasts, and trees, and stones, that had injured men; a century ago a cart wheel was whipped and burnt in Ireland for hurting a man's leg. The dog who bites the stick that struck him looks with awe and love at the master who trains him in youth, and tends him with mysterious power in sickness. He pines for the loved presence, and fears the wrath—whether just or unjust—of his lord. So too man gazed wistfully at the power that he may not understand, though the popular belief that "man is the only religious animal" is vain. The Guiana Indian is nearer the truth when he speaks of "man and other animals." We cannot lay our finger on any one cause, or place, or time, as showing the first birth of Religion, any more than we can point to the first man; we may trace the history of a single god but not the origin of the idea of a spirit. We only know that souls and spirits were material beings till quite recent times (see Soul). The most widely separated races constantly exhibit most striking similarities in rites and beliefs, the reasons for which have as yet been little studied. The wild man, little as he knows the powers that man can develop, is ever ready to believe a new tale about some demon or monster. He cannot understand the thought of such reasoners as Marcus Aurelius, Kant, Spinoza, or Herbert Spencer, but he—like a child—delights in the new fairy story, though he often does not accept the moral attached. Hence book religions—Christianity and Islam—spread among savages, but make no converts among the older civilised peoples—Jews, Parasi, or Hindus. To us, in years more than a generation ago, the wild peasantry of Donegal seemed nearest to the wild men we had known in the East, retaining their ancient paganism mingled with
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obsolete Christianity, and living in continual fear of spirits, witches, and ghosts; falling on their knees at the flash of the lightning; yet thinking nothing of the greater marvel of steam. It is the townsman only who, though often retaining his beliefs, is able to learn the new knowledge of his time. The "fair old myths have served their purpose well"; and, as Miss Naden makes the old Roman philosopher say to the priest—

"There is room for all: the world is wide.
Zeno was great, and so perchance was Christ.
And so were Plato and a score beside."

"If I were young I might adore with you,
But knowledge calms the heart, and clears the eye.
A thousand faiths there are, but none is true,
And I am weary and shall shortly die."

Great minds in every age have derived their religion from their hearts. Marcus Aurelius, the noble Stoik emperor, in spite of "that fierce light which beats upon a throne," in spite of knowledge of the world which makes men cautious and cold, never lost the warm heart, or allowed the ethical conscience to become dim. He stood half way, in time, between Christ and the civil establishment of the Church. Few have attained to the moral sublimity of his thought, however little it was appreciated by the new sect in whose favour he refused to alter the laws of the Empire. He accepted no dogmas: for as Renan says, he held that "where the infinite is concerned no formula is absolute... He distinctly separated moral beauty from all theoretical theology," and urged that Duty is independent of speculation as to a First Cause. In his meditations he reproaches himself with having "forgotten that holy relationship which should ever unite each man to the whole human race." Matthew Arnold calls him "the most beautiful figure in history"; Niebuhr finds in him the noblest of characters; Renan says that "his religion is the real absolute religion—that which results from a high moral conscience placed face to face with the universe; a faith which is of no race, neither of any country; one which no revolution can change, nor any discovery affect."

Herakleitos, in the 6th century B.C., thought that all religions were mental diseases, which the wise should try to assuage, since it was impossible, he said, wholly to suppress them. They were natural phenomena like floods or pestilences. Feuerbach, some 2000 years and more after Herakleitos, called religions "sacred but undoubtedly radical evils, inherent in the sick and weary heart of man, and perhaps the chief source of his misery." Kant said that they were "worse than valueless save when they inculcated morality, which however they usually falsify and destroy, by basing it on a desire for a reward, or the fear of a hell, or on supposed divine command." Fichte said truly that: "Religions were not instituted in order to guide our lives; though, in a corrupt state of society, they called in ethics to impart moral sanction to their fables and superstitions."

Thus in Egypt we find noble ethics mingled with magic charms and incantations, great thinkers side by side with priestly fanatics and believers in dogma, which is the grave of truth. A simple faith in God and goodness is never welcome to those who desire to preside over mystic rites, and to lead an obedient people. The popular voice is against the thinker; and popular opinion gives power to the established hierarchy: to the pastors who taught their childhood. Thus was it said that knowledge "puffs up" (1 Cor. viii. 1), while "kindness builds up": the "wisdom of the world is foolishness with God." (iii. 19), and with it faith has nothing to do (ii. 5). Should become "little children" not only in innocence but in knowledge. Paul learned little from Gallo (Novatus brother of Seneca) when he freed him from persecution, but smiled at his enthusiasm. Yet the ideas of a "Judge of quick and dead," and of a "risen Lord," were immensely old in Egypt, and well known to cultured Romans.

It is a grave question how far men and women really believe in their religions. The attitude of most is that of Mde. de Stael: "I do not believe in ghosts, but I am very much afraid of them." The masses, not under any strong emotion, think it can do no harm to believe in Bibles and marvels; and their hearts tell them that many truths are taught in such sacred books; but dogmas bring skepticism, in the East as well as in the West, though those for which men once bled and slew are now thought of little importance. The poet bids us "leave there thy sister where she prays," be it in a Chinese joss house or a temple at Bandaras. Thus the eyes of all are averted from that which might lead to true knowledge, and the advance of the race. The statesman argues that "some sort of religion" is needful to keep the masses quiet and happy in docile ignorance; all but the few among rulers of mankind think inquiry and religious changes dangerous—as indeed they are; but selfish statecraft has often proved to be a storing up of evils against a day of wrath. Polybius, the Greek politician of the 2nd century B.C., says of the Romans: "That which other men regard as an object of disgrace appears, in my
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judgment, to be the very thing by which this republic is chiefly sustained. I mean superstition, which is impressed with all its terrors; and influences both the private actions of the citizens, and the public administration also of the state, to a degree that can scarcely be exceeded. This may seem astonishing to many. To me it is evident that this contrivance was first adopted for the sake of the multitude. For, if it were possible that a state could be composed of wise men only, there would be no need, perhaps, of any such invention. But . . . there is no way left to restrain them but by the dread of things unseen” (Polybius, Hist, end of Book vi). Yet by the time of Augustus the temples were falling into ruins; and the most prosperous period of ancient history was during the reign of the philosophik Antonines.

The masses are now seeking for a new and reformed religion, suited to the real beliefs of the age—a “renovated Christianity,” not one of rites and mysteries, but divested of miracles, and shorn of dogma. Such is the teaching which men crowd to hear, though women may still cling to the beautiful legends of the past. They feel that this is the answer to the teaching of science; and this ethical religion cries, as of old, “We must increase and you must decrease.” The old watchwords have lost their power—nay even their meaning is forgotten. Even the shepherds are now smitten, and the flocks are scattered. Religions are crumbling; but true religion as firm as of old. Sin is no longer disobedience, but disloyalty to a loving Father. The fall of man gives place to the rise of man. The figures of Buddha, and of Jesus, loom as large as ever. The Jewish Jehovah takes rank with many other national gods. It is felt that man may be disloyal to moral law even when not breaking those of the state or of the decalogute, but beyond this sin has no meaning.

Yet to call such religion Christianity is historically impossible (see Christ), for it is the religion of all the greatest teachers of the past. Christianity is a definite belief in certain dogmas as to a Trinity, an incarnate God, a devil, heaven, and hell; and none of these dogmas belong to the really felt belief of the new age. Max Müller says that “the highest morality, before the rise of Christianity, was taught by men to whom the gods had become mere phantoms, and who had no altars—not even one to the Unknown God.”

Fichte taught that all true “religion is knowledge—the garnered materials collected by the senses, and matured by the thinker into abstract concepts.” But what the world calls religions demand from us belief in certain statements about beings, events, and doctrines, said to be attested by inspired writers. “Credula mens hominis, et erecta fabulis aurea.” Men and women are at heart Transcendentalists, striving to reach beyond experience. Yet, as Max Müller says, knowledge cannot reach the gate of reason till it has passed the gate of the senses. We must beware of metaphor, and cease to speak of “mansions in the sky,” if we would tread on solid ground. Science must govern our beliefs, if our morality, and our religion, are to be founded on knowledge and experience. Some have sought a new name for the new Religion; but it is better to keep the old one, while putting away childish things; for from the beginning there has never been a really new Religion, and all faiths have followed the universal law of evolution.

“The who knows only one Religion knows none aright.” Theism was a material advance on the older beliefs, yet it was found that the deity receded further the more the idea was studied, till some said that man only worships what he does not understand. Reason alone is not a certain guide, for it is liable to fail, and to run into errors not perceived till long after. An universal religion must give scope to all our activities, and must find a place for a Spurgeon, and a Stanley, as well as for a Darwin, or a Bradlaugh. The culture that dispels ancient illusions does not entitle us to say they had no use or foundation. Reverence becomes the thinker who knows that man’s power of thought is limited by his nature. But “science has never destroyed a fact, or discredited a truth; her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace.” She has nothing to say to the dreamer or the fanatic; nor to the scoffer and pessimist. She leaves us only, as one of our greatest teachers said, “at the portal of the unknowable.” The astronomy that destroyed astrology did not affect the stars, nor will any discovery of truth injure true religion. For, as Huxley warns us, speaking of science, “its subject matter lies within the boundaries of possible knowledge; and, unless its evidence satisfies the conditions which experience imposes as the guarantee of credibility, all beliefs are void of justification.” It took long ages to reach the conception of One God, which arose from the study of nature. It must take many more before men conceive the idea that the life of the universe is not apart from the material universe itself, and get rid of the many illogical conclusions that are still drawn from the ancient doctrines.

The influence of religions has so far tended to separate men of various races and lands. “The chosen people” must drive out all others, and “Christ’s kingdom” must overthrow all other kingdoms. The tendency is to bind men socially into rival bands, and to develop caste. The schools of metaphysics in like manner are rivals. True religion must tolerate and unite rather than divide.
Remphan 

The theologian of the day calls on governments, and synods, to free him from the bondage of dying creeds and standards. He attempts to adapt himself to the present by a semi-scientific treatment of the "bases of belief." These "halfway-houses" are very ancient features of the natural history of religions; and it is an ancient objection that physical science also rests on hypothesis. But true knowledge is that which has passed beyond the theoretic stage to demonstration. We grope and stumble, yet we advance. As children waking we once saw the frosted pane covered with beautiful forms, but saw nothing beyond; the day comes and these vanish as ghosts, and we see, beyond, the fleecy clouds to which they may have fled; but that which is beyond the clouds we cannot see through the soiled glass of our window. So too with true religion, the fairies fade away, and the sun rises; but the purpose that we fear is still hidden from our understanding.

We may acknowledge then that every religion was an attempt to realise the highest aspirations of the race and age. The ideal of rude tribes is an autocratic rule, and such races worship an autocratic god. The age which acknowledges the duty of securing happiness for all, as far as it can be attained, worships a Father who has patience with his children. It proceeds, as Herbert Spencer says, to "formulate our ignorance in terms of knowledge": or as Pope wrote—

"Thou great First Cause, least understood
Who all my sense confined
To know but this that thou art good
And I myself am blind."

Yet must we remember what Omar Khayyâm wrote, more than eight centuries ago—

"The moving finger writes, and having writ,
Moves on: nor all your piety nor wit,
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all your tears wash out a word of it."

Remphan. Raiphan. The Septuagint version (Amos v, 26) reads, "the star of your god Raiphan," and this is quoted in Acts (vii, 43) as "the star of your god Remphan," perhaps the Egyptian Renpu.

Renpu. Egyptian: "the year." The goddess of the year carried a calendar on her head, and palm branches in her hands. The Koïtik Renpa signifies "renewal." The year was connected with the heliacal rising of the star Sothis (Sirius); and the "star of Remphan" (see above) may thus be connected with the year as Renpu.

Rephaim. Hebrew: "weak things," "shades," "clouds." The term is also applied to giants (see Nephilim) who are otherwise called "tall" (see Anak). These Rephaim lived in Bashan in the 22nd century B.C. (Gen. xiv, 5), and Repha was a Philistine giant (2 Sam. xxi, 16, 18). In the Psalm (lxxxvii, 10) we read: "Wilt thou show wonders to the dead, shall the Rephaim rise to praise thee?" In Isaiah (xv, 9) "Sheol below is moved for thee to meet thy entry, rolling the Rephaim for thee." The word has the same sense in the inscription of Edmun'azar of Sidon (see Phoenicians). The Hebrew belief as to "shades" was like that of other ancient races (see Hel).

Reseph. Reseph. Hebrew: "flaming," "sparkling." The Phoenician god of storm and lightning worshiped also in Egypt. (The Bemi-reseph (Job v, 7) or "sons of flame" were apparently the thunder clouds, and the passage means "man is born to trouble, and storms will fly forth."—Ko. M. Clermont Ganneau (Quart. Stat. Pol. Espl. Fund, July 1896) thinks that Arsat, north of Joppa—the Apollonia of Greeks—was named from Reseph, who is noticed in Phoenician inscriptions.

Resurrection. The usual word in the Greek of the New Testament is Anastasis or "standing up"; but of Christ it is said that he "awoke" (ἀνέστη): the idea presented no difficulty to those who believed that souls can quit and return to their bodies (see Soul); but Paul apparently believed that the resurrection was in a spiritual body (see Paul); he did not suppose that any but the pious would so rise. The author of the third Gospel, however, believed that Christ rose in the body (Luke xxiv, 39), as did also the author of the fourth Gospel (John xx, 27). The author of the First Epistle of Peter (iii, 18) says that Christ "being put to death in the flesh" was "quickened by the spirit." "By man (1 Cor. xv, 21-22) is the waking of the dead whom Christ "will make live," in incorruptible spiritual bodies (44, 52). The son "quickeneth whom he will" (John v, 21); but according to the Apocalypse the rest of the dead will rise after the 1000 years of Christ's rule (Rev. xx, 5), being subject (as in Egypt also) to a "second death." In Daniel (xii, 2, 3) "some" are said to rise, to glory or to shame, but not all. (According to the Talmud the bone Luz (ος κοσμίας) is the seed whence the new body will grow, fertilized by a rain of manna; but only Israel has any part in such future life.—Ed.) In the Persian Zendavesta only the pious...
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The theologian of the day calls on governments, and synods, to free him from the bondage of dying creeds and standards. He attempts to adapt himself to the present by a semi-scientific treatment of the "bases of belief." These "halfway-houses" are very ancient features of the natural history of religions; and it is an ancient objection that physical science also rests on hypothesis. But true knowledge is that which has passed beyond the theoretic stage to demonstration. We grope and stumble, yet we advance. As children waking we once saw the frosted pane covered with beautiful forms, but saw nothing beyond; the day comes and these vanish as ghosts, and we see, beyond, the fleecy clouds to which they may have fled; but that which is beyond the clouds we cannot see through the soiled glass of our window. So too with true religion, the fairies fade away, and the sun rises; but the purpose that we fear is still hidden from our understanding.

We may acknowledge then that every religion was an attempt to realize the highest aspirations of the race and age. The ideal of rude tribes is an autocratic rule, and such races worship an autocratic god. The age which acknowledges the duty of securing happiness for all, as far as it can be attained, worships a Father who has patience with his children. It proceeds, as Herbert Spencer says, to "formulate our ignorance in terms of knowledge": or as Pope wrote—

"Thou great First Cause, least understood
Who all my sense confined
To know but this that thou art good
And I myself am blind."

Yet must we remember what Omar Khayyam wrote, more than eight centuries ago—

"The moving finger writes, and having writ,
Moves on; nor all thy piety or wit,
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all your tears wipe out a word of it."

Remphan. Raiphan. The Septuagint version (Amos v, 26) reads, "the star of your god Raiphan," and this is quoted in Acts (vii, 42) as "the star of your god Remphan," perhaps the Egyptian Rephu.

Renpu. Egyptian: "the year." The goddess of the year carried a calendar on her head, and palm branches in her hands. The Koptik Renpu signifies "renewal." The year was connected with the heliacal rising of the star Sothis (Sirius); and the "star of Remphan" (see above) may thus be connected with the year as Renpu.

Rephaim. Hebrew: "weak things," "shades," "clouds." The term is also applied to giants (see Nephilim) who are otherwise called "tall" (see Anak). These Rephaim lived in Bashan in the 22nd century B.C. (Gen. xiv, 5), and Repha was a Philistine giant (2 Sam. xxii, 16, 18). In the Psalm (lxviii, 10) we read: "Wilt thou show wonders to the dead, shall the Rephaim rise to praise thee?" In Isaiah (xv, 9) "Sheol below is moved for thee to meet thy entry, rolling the Rephaim for thee." The word has the same sense in the inscription of Edmun'z-ar of Sidon (see Phoinikians). The Hebrew belief as to "shades" was like that of other ancient races (see Hel).

Reseph. Resheph. Hebrew: "flaming," "sparkling." The Phoenician god of storm and lightning worshiped also in Egypt. [The Beni-resheph (Job v, 7) or "sons of flame" were apparently the thunder clouds, and the passage means "man is born to trouble, and storms will fly forth."—Ed.] M. Clermont Ganneau (Quart. Stat. Pol. Expl. Fund, July 1896) thinks that Arsuf, north of Joppa—the Apollonia of Greeks—was named from Reseph, who is noticed in Phoenician inscriptions.

Resurrection. The usual word in the Greek of the New Testament is Anastasis or "standing up"; but of Christ it is said that he "awoke" (egerthe): the idea presented no difficulty to those who believed that souls can quit and return to their bodies (see Soul); but Paul apparently believed that the resurrection was in a spiritual body (see Paul); he did not suppose that any but the pious would so rise. The author of the third Gospel, however, believed that Christ rose in the body (Luke xxiv, 39), as did also the author of the fourth Gospel (John xx, 27). The author of the First Epistle of Peter (iii, 18) says that Christ "being put to death in the flesh" was "quickened by the spirit." "By man (1 Cor. xv, 21-22) is the waking of the dead whom Christ "will make live," in incorruptible spiritual bodies (44, 52). The son "quickeneth whom he will" (John v, 21); but according to the Apocalypse the rest of the dead will rise after the 1000 years of Christ's rule (Rev. xxi, 5), being subject (as in Egypt also) to a "second death." In Daniel (xi, 2, 3) "some" are said to rise, to glory or to shame, but not all. [According to the Talmud the bone Luz (os coccygis) is the seed whence the new body will grow, fertilized by a rain of manna; but only Israel has any part in such future life.—Ed.] In the Persian Zendavesta only the pious
followers of Sosiosh will so rise (see Immortality). The Christian fathers, especially Tertullian, found some difficulty as to the resurrection of those who had been eaten by fishes or beasts: it was needful that the body should be buried: for the 2nd century A.D. it had come to be agreed that all would rise in their material bodies.

Revelation. See Inspiration.

Revelation of John. In Greek Ἀποκάλυψις Ἰακώβου τοῦ Ἐπισκόπου. It is traditionally believed that this "John the Theologus" was St John the Apostle, but the book is found it hard to gain admittance into the New Testament Canon, being only one of many similar works (see Apokaluptik Lit and Enoch). The Apocalypse was rejected by the Council of Laodicea in 363 A.D., and had been denounced by Dionysius of Alexandria and others in the 3rd century, but it was admitted by the Council of Carthage in 397 A.D. Chrysostom never mentions it in any of his works, and the Alogi (or deniers of the Logos) said that it was written by the Gnostik Cerinthus. Dionysius also (about 240 A.D.), "the ablest bishop of his age," says that some called it "a forgery of Cerinthus." It is not found in the Peshito Syriac version, yet Justin Martyr (according to our present text) is supposed to quote it. Dionysius showed that the style forbids us to suppose the author to be the same who wrote the gospel and epistles of John, and thought he was "another John." Eusebius appears to follow Ireneus in attributing it to St John, who —being a Galilaean fisherman—probably could not write at all, and is very unlikely to have known any Greek. The details of the visions often coincide in a remarkable manner with those of the Persian Apocalypse, which we now have in Pahlavi (see Raman Yast). Traditionally it is supposed that St John was exiled to Patmos by Domitian, and that the book was written about 95 A.D., but the statements of the book itself would point (xi, 7-9) to a date about 74 A.D. (see xvii, 11), or at least not later than the accession of Titus in 79 A.D. The Kabbalistic number 666 is usually explained to refer to the name ΝΕΡΟ ΚΣΡ or "Nero the Caesar" for the "beast" (xiii, 18), according to the Hebrew values of the letters (50 + 200 + 6 + 50 + 100 + 60 + 200 = 666) being the "number of a man"; and about this time the return of Nero was commonly dreaded. [Another explanation, justified by the way in which "Augustus" is spelt in the Talmud, is ΑΛΛΗΚΣΤΗΣ ΚΣΡ "Augustus Caesar," a general title assumed by Roman emperors, also giving the required result 70 + 1 + 6 + 100 + 60 + 9 + 60 + 100 + 60 + 200 = 666.—En.] The seven kings (xvii, 10) include Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudia, Nero, Vespasian, and Titus: the "ten horns" (12) are variously explained, but seem to be rulers associated with the Caesar or beast, probably including the usurpers Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, who followed Nero. Rome is the hated foe of the saints in this Apocalypse—a wild allegory and vision of an expected future which has been constantly studied, but never explained the same way by any two commentators. Prof. Harnack and Herr Viecher think that it is a Jewish work to which a Christian preface has been prefixed (i-iii), while a few Christian interpolations occur throughout. Probably, however, the author was acquainted with Persian ideas, which was still possible in Asia Minor in Roman times (see Mithra).

Rhea. Reia. See Ri. A name of Kubelé. She was the daughter of Phanes, and wife of Kronos, and thus the mother of Zeus. [Perhaps "the producer." Akkadian = "make": Egyptian = "make": Aryan = "to fit."—En.] The later Greeks rendered the name "flowing." She was represented in a car drawn by lions (as Ma, the earth goddess, rides a lion), and is invoked in an Orphic hymn (Taylor's Hymns, p. 139), which was sung by Vestals incensing her shrine.

Rhodes. According to the Greek Septuagint the Rodanim (Doddan, Gen. x. 4) were Rodoloi or "Rhodians." The Greeks called the island Ophiousa as "snake producing," or otherwise derived the name from the Rodon or "rose." [As an Aryan name it may simply mean a "road" or harbour, being celebrated for its port.—Ed.] Rhodes held the first rank among the maritime powers of the Mediterranean, from the earliest times and down to those of the Venetian
and Genoese traders. Rome accepted its laws of commerce, so that Antoninus Pius said, "I rule the land but law rules the sea." Rhodes was famous for pottery, statuary, and ship-building. The Rhodians decreed death against any stranger intruding into their dockyards. Strabo said that "in streets, harbours, and buildings she had no equal." Pliny speaks of her "hundred colossal statues," including the Farnese bull and the Laocoon. The Rhodians sent gods to Egypt, and received Egyptian gods in return (see Athenaeus, 24th July 1886), and Egyptian scarabs and pottery are here found. Panetius, the great Stoic teacher of the younger Scipio Africanus (150 B.C.), was a Rhodian; but his ethics allowed him to declare that if a merchant, during a famine, knew that corn was coming, he need not tell others till he had sold his own.

**Ri.** An ancient root meaning "bright"; the name of an Aryan goddess [otherwise read however Dingiri "goddess"—Ed.]. See Ra. [Akkadian ri "bright": Hebrew rah, Arabic rā, "see." Compare Ar and Ur.—Ed.] It also means "to flow"—a "stream" of light or of water. [Akkadian ru: Aryan ru "go": Akkadian rau "irrigate": Aryan ri "flow."—Ed.]

**Rig Veda.** See Vedas. The oldest Veda, and perhaps the oldest existing Aryan literature known, though not written down till about 600 B.C., or later, and supposed to have been orally preserved from 1500 B.C., or earlier. Max Müller "stands almost alone in advocating a more recent date for Sanskrit literature. [The Hon. Mount Stuart Elphinestone, Hist. of India, 1874, pp. 140, 247, doubts the astronomical arguments for fixing the date of the oldest Veda, supposing that they may have been due to calculation back to a traditional age. The statements refer to the heliacal rising of Canopus, and to the position of the colures (equinocial and solstitial points) with reference to the lunar mansions. From these Bentley derives a date 1442 B.C., while others give 1181 B.C. and 576 B.C.—Ed.] The Rig Veda was already ancient in the time of the great grammarian (see Panini) of the 5th or 6th century B.C. Hindus say that all MSS. were lost it could be recovered from the memories of Pandits. In 1882 (see India, what if we can teach us) Dr Max Müller says that he had received, at Oxford, students who knew by heart not only the words of these hymns but every accent, and who could at once point out a misprint in his edition of the Rig Veda. Various schools of these Pandits preserve readings not in any MSS. The Indian Aryans were long zealously opposed to committing their sacred songs to writing, and there is no mention of pen, ink, paper, or parchment even in Panini's works. The Rig Veda includes 1020 hymns in 10 books or 10,580 verses, with a total of 153,826 words. Every letter and accent is considered holy by Vedic devotees. The hymns are in praise of elemental gods, and of the Soma drink (see Soma): the prayers are petitions for earthly blessings; but Varuna "the sky" is dimly figured (X, cx) as a great "One" who lay in the primeval chaos. "In the beginning there was neither nought nor light. There was then neither sky nor atmosphere above. There first was darkness hidden in darkness, gloom in gloom. Next all was water, all a chaos uniformed, in which One lay in the void, shrouded in nothingness."

Millions still repeat the Gāyatrī or "Mother of Vedas" (III, lxii, 10), the ancient chant beginning "Let us meditate on the excellent glory of the divine vivifying sun. May he enlighten our understandings." Tree worship (I, cxiv) is noticed also in the Rig Veda, and in the Upanishad comment we find that the Fidal, or fig, is identified with Brāhma as an oracular tree. But the chief deities are those of sun, fire, dawn, and rain. The hymns are arranged according to the gods addressed, or according to metre; the books have a decreasing number of hymns in each, and the longest hymns in any book come first, or if two have the same number of verses, that with the longest verses comes first. It is thus clear that they were deliberately arranged, and the same system is found in the Körâni where historical order is not followed, but the longest mèrâks come first as a rule. So too the sections of the Pentateuch among the Jews give 12 to Genesis, 11 to Exodus, 10 to Levitieus, 9 to Numbers, and 8 to Deuteronomy (see MM. Bergaigne and Derenbourg Acad. des Inscript., May 1887).

**Riki.** Norse, "realm," "royal abode," from the root Rog "to rule," whence the Latin Rex and the Hindu Raja. "Aml Rokke," or Edinburgh, is the "old royal abode."

**Riksha.** Sanskrit: "bear"—the constellation of the bear. Rikshavant, or "bear race," is a term for mountain people.

**Rimmûn.** Hebrew; "exalted." The Babylonian and Syrian air god, called in Akkadian Im or Mer, and identified with Hadad. He is a god of storm and lightning, a Jupiter Pluvius (see Resheph), and his emblem is the pomegranate (Heb. rimmûn); the Assyrians called him Barkû ("lightning"), and the Casites named him Tissub.
Rindar. A wife of Odin, mother of Vali, who is the avenger of Baldr the dying son god.

Ring. An emblem of the Yoni. A medieval legend relates that a knight who put his ring on a statue of Venus could not get it off again, and was so wedded to the stone goddess. So too monks were dedicated to the Virgin (see Sir G. Cox, Aryan Mythol., i, pp. 278, 352). The ring was a wedding emblem among the Romans long before Christians adopted it. The Huguenots, and many Presbyterians, regarded it as a Popish emblem. The Pope wears the "fisherman's ring," and every bishop is wedded to his Church by a ring. Odin too had his magic ring. The symbol was not adopted in Christian marriage till our 10th century, but was directed to be used by the Council of Trent in the 16th century. The "ring of Solomon" is the Pentacle, or five-rayed star, a well known Masonic sign. The legend of Samson who stole this ring by aid of Amûna, Solomon's concubine, is found in the Korân, and was taken from the Talmod (Tal. Bab. Gittin.). In many legends (such as that of Croesus) the ring thrown away is swallowed by a fish, which brings it back to the owner. Rings with inscribed gems were common talismans. The Roman Church recognised rings for special purposes, such as "cranium rings" for headache, "cramp rings," and others. "Ring-stones"—or holéd stones to be passed through, or for swearing—are common among Kelts and others. The ring is the necklace of Harmonia, and the Kestos of Venus.

Rita. Sanskrit: "right," "righteousness," originally the "straight" path of the sun, or other road. Indra "walking in the path of Rita" recovered his cows from the cave (see Max Müller, Hibbert Lect.). Thus Rita becomes the "eternal foundation of all that exists." Varuna (heaven) is said to "support the seat of Rita," whose "horn is exalted far and wide, and the sun surrounds him with its rays." Mitra, and Varuna, proclaim his praise, and the good follow him; but An-rita (the "un-right") is the mother of Naraka (hell), and the way of Nirita or death. The Persian Asha answers to the Sanskrit Rita, as meaning "righteousness," and is called "he who created the world," and "whom the universe follows": "all is the creation of Asha, and the good try to follow him to the highest heaven—his abode. Through Asha the world grows and prospers; all must strive to become possessed by Asha."

Rivers. See Bridges, and Vâna. In the Rig Veda the seven rivers of the Panjâb are worshiped, and the Nile, Euphrates, or Tiber were sacred. Ira is the river god (from the ancient root Ir— or Ri—

Rod. An universal symbol of power—the magic staff. Rhabdomancy, or "rod magic," is a large subject. It is connected with the club (see Danda) and mace (see Dor-je). Among Hebrews we find the rods of Moses, and Aaron, and the staff of Eliah's, and among Christians the rod of Joseph. According to Jewish legends the rod of Adam was created on the eve of the Sabbath (or with Adam), from a myrtle tree in Eden: it descended in possession of Enoch and Noah, and became the mast of the ark (a phallic symbol as the sêri or "mast" still is among Arabs): on it Abraham engraved the name of Yahveh; Jacob received it from Isaac (Gen. xxvii, 10) and it became the "rod of Judah" (elix, 10): Jethro took it to Midian when he fled from Egypt, and Moses received it from him. It guarded his chamber as a fiery dragon, and devoured the rods of the Egyptian magicians. Jethro had planted it in his garden, and would only give his daughter (Sipporah "the bird") to one who could uproot it. The angel of death feared to touch Moses because of the holy name on this rod (see Moses). The monks of St Catherine's monastery, at Sinai, still show the "tree of the rod," as well as the "burning bush." (Mr Israel Abraham, Proc. Jewish College, Dec. 1886). This rod, with the shoes and robe of Moses, was placed in the Ark. Solomon also had a magic rod (see Jerusalem); and the "rod in Zion" (Psalm cx, 2) is said to mean the Messiah. The Hebrews divided by rods ( Hosea iv, 12).

Our hazel "divining rods" are forked, and held in two hands. They are said to twitch as they approach water, and finally point downwards to the exact spot where it will be found. A century ago "Aymer the diviner" tracked a murderer by his rod at the request of a French magistrate, and M. Caillavale was allowed to try to find treasures in Notre Dame by aid of a rod (Scotsman, 10th March 1884). The "dowsing rod" is still much used all over Europe for...
finding water, and may be of metal, or of whalebone. The American calls it "the oil sniffer," but only pays the diver if he is successful (see Rood).

Rodiyas. A much despised and ill-used tribe in Ceylon, whose very name means "filthy." They used to be forbidden to wear more than a loin cloth, or to enter a village, or draw water from a well, to cross a ferry or to receive money, lest others should be defiled by them. They were given alms, and set to protect fields or to do the scavenging of villages. They might be shot, and only the head Rodiya was allowed to approach near enough to a Hindu to receive orders. They must shout to any at a distance lest he should come too near them, and their cattle must have bells for a like reason. Their trades were tanning, rope making, and other rough industries: but under British rule they have risen to become barbers: some now speak of others among them as of lower caste than themselves, and they do not associate with such. The Rodiya says that he eats garbage and carrion because of the curse of a king to whom one of his ancestors gave human flesh instead of venison. They are a long-headed people whose language is neither Aryan nor Dravidian (Mr. Hart at Brit. Assoc., Sept. 1882); some suppose them to be connected with the Vedda aborigines, which however Mr. Hart denies. They are few in number, and are only found in the hills. They bury money and clothes with the dead, and sacrifice red cocks to demons (see Ceylon).

Rohana. A name for Adam's Peak. See that heading.

Rohina. Rohini. Sanskrit: "ruddy," applied to a stag, a Fijal tree, or a woman (see Bala-Rama, and Krishna). Rohini is also the 4th lunar asterism.

Rohita. The "red" horses of the sun. Rohita is also a fiery deity in the Atharva Veda.

Rok. Rukh. See Eagle, Garuda, Simurgh.

Rome. [The name is perhaps not Aryan. Romiis in Latin was a "teat," but the Akkadian rum means "building," "erection," and is probably found in Etruscan.—Ed.] The city lay mainly E. of the Tiber, here flowing S.E. to a bend, or small bay, where the cradle of Romulus and Remus was said to have stranded at the foot of the Palatine, on the N. slope of which was the sacred fig tree, by the Lupercal cave, where the twins were suckled by the she-wolf. N.W. of the Palatine was the hill of the Capitol, and S.W. of it was that of the Aventine. The wall of Servius Tullius (600 B.C.) enclosed also three other hills east of these three; the Esquiline in the centre, N.E. of the Palatine, with the Quirinal to its N.W. and the Celian to its S. The Sabines occupied the Quirinal: the Latins held the Palatine: the Etrusks were on the S. side of the city. The Campus Martius lay E. of the Tiber outside the wall, on the N.W.; the seventh hill was the small spur called the Viminalian between the Quirinal and the Esquiline; the Pincian was outside the old wall, on the N.E. of the Campus Martius. The Janiculum was W. of the river outside the city; and N. of this was the Campus Vaticans near the "Infernal Vale." The Imperial palaces rose on the Palatine, and E. of them the Via Sacra led up N.W. to the Capitol. The three great shrines on this sacred hill (the Palatine) were those of Jupiter Stator to the W., Jupiter Victor to the E., and Hercules to the N.E., not far from the Lupercal cave. The city was said to be founded in 744 B.C. by the united Latins and Sabines. In 665 it succeeded Alba Longa as a capital, and by 400 B.C. it was the capital of Italy.

In 1858 the author, while on sick leave from India, made a detailed compass survey of Rome, in order to study its ancient topography and legends. The hills rise less than 200 feet above the Tiber. On the Quirinal was the Agones, or fire shrine (see Agonalia), and the statue of Mars, who is now represented recumbent by his obelisk on the Campus Martius: on four tops of the same hill were the shrines called Latiaris, Micialis, Salutaris, and Quirinalis. The Casa Romuli ("house of Romulus") was originally a mere hut of wicker and straw, beside the creek already noticed near the Lupercal cave (see Kakos); and near it was the cherry tree that sprang from his spear, hurled from the Aventine. The sacred grove, hard by the Clivus Victorius (or "Ascent of Victory"), had a shrine of the "Idian Mother"—the "Erla Matris Deorum"—whose image was originally a rude rounded stone, received from Phrygian priests in 204 B.C. (Mommsen, iii, p. 115, Folk-Lore Journal, March 1896). Tarckhetos, the Etruscan son of Alba, saw (says Plutarch) a phallic in the heavens, and devoted a daughter to the god, who however sent her handmaid instead to become the mother of Romulus and Remus, who finally expelled Tarckhetos from the kingdom, which had been ruled by his race before the Trojan war. Even then an Arcadian Evander by his race before the Trojan war. Even then an Arcadian Evander by his rule. He erected the figure of a bull at the Forum Boarium; to have made the shrine of Jupiter Stator; and to have hung the first "Spolia Optima" on the sacred tree of the Sabines, where later was built the temple of Jupiter Feretrius. There were no less than 24 Argive shrines of Jupiter Feretrius. There were no less than 24 Argive shrines (Argeorum Sacrarum) on the hills; and the "Argive men" were repre-
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sent the little wicker images thrown into the Tiber from the Milvian bridge each year—a relic of human sacrifice to the river. The Capitol, where Jove had his great shrine, was fabled to take its name from a skull found on the site—perhaps another indication of human victims. The first Romans were mere shepherds whose chief dwelt in a hut, and whose Forum, in the valley between the Capitol and the Palatine, contained a temple of Vesta also of wood and thatch: their pecusia or "wealth" consisted in the pecus or "cattle" of the tribe. They defied their city founder, as in later days they defied emperors ruling half the old world, making Augustus a son of Apollo. In his days the temples had become neglected (as Horace tells us), and the influence of Greek philosophy had already been felt. Without this change, and the gradual decay of primitive superstitions which Polybius (see Religion) thought so useful, the spread of Christianity, under the great Antonines of our 2d century, would have been impossible. But the old creed did not entirely die. By the 4th century Christians had begun to mingle the pagan rites with their own. The Pope became the Pontifex Maximus: the Cardinals replaced the Flamens: Peter with his keys replaced Janus: the Virgin mother was the old Lucina: and the "birthday of the unconquered sun" became Christmas day.

Romulus. Remus. These and other names point to the Etruscan origin of the legends. The twins had for mother a daughter of Tarkhetios (Tarku-tas "heroic chief"): their father is called Numitor (Num-tor "heaven god"): their nurse is Acca-Larentia ("mother of nobles"); while Romulus (Rum-uln "the founder man"), and Remus (Rem-us "the foundation man"), are equally explained by the Etruscan and Akkadian languages.—Ed.] The legend makes the twins, who were sons of Mars and of the vestal virgin Rhea Silvia, to float on Tiber—compare Moses, Sargina, and Damab in Persia; and they are suckled by a wolf—compare Cyrus, Paris, and many other heroes. The Mongol emperors also were "sons of the blue wolf" (see Lukos). The city founder slew his brother, who was buried in the foundations (see Lares and Sacrifice), a rite usual at the founding of many cities.

Rongo. Rono. The dark twin brother of Tangaroa the Polynesian chief deity, who taught him agriculture. Rongo with his raven hair was night, Tangaroa, to whom all red things belong, was day. The former was the favourite of Papa his mother (see Papa and Tangaloa).
Rosaries

ch. ii: Report of Smithsonian Inst. Bureau of Ethnology, 1892.) In 668 A.D. Theodorus, archbishop of Canterbury, denounced "hall knotted ligatures" (see Knots): yet rosaries appear to have been used by Christians in the East as early as 366 A.D., and the rosary of 55 beads (see Beads) was brought to Europe by Peter the Hermit in 1090, while the larger rosary of 150 is ascribed to Dominic de Guzman in 1202 A.D. The latter is marked off into decades by a larger bead, rose, or tassel, for the Pater Noster; while each smaller bead is an Ave Maria: five decades (50 beads) are a "chaplet," and three chaplets a rosary.

The Brahmins, attaching importance to the repetition of holy words as charms, used from early times a Japa-mala or "prayer-necklace" with tens, and hundreds, of beads. In such repetitions the first words sufficed, and the sacred Mantra ("charm") from the Rig Veda was reduced to the words "O divine giver." Rosaries are noticed among Jains, in literature of the 2nd, or 3rd, century B.C. The worshiper of Siva rehearses if possible all the 1080 names of his god, and calls his rosary "the eyes of Siva" (Rudraksha). It is composed of berries of the eleocarpus, each bead recalling the five austerities of Rudra which must be practised. The worshiper of Vishnu gives his child a rosary of 108 Tulsi seeds, and teaches it to liap again and again the words "Sri Krishna saranam man," or "blessed Krishna refuge of my soul." The Buddhist rosary, in India and Tibet, has also 108 beads, (or 9 x 12) while the Saviute total (1008) is a multiple of the sacred number seven (7 x 12 x 12); the Lamas tell their 108 beads (see Waddell, Lamaism, pp. 150, 202) said to recall the attributes of Buddha, as denoted by symbols on his sacred footprints. They say that he commanded the use of the rosary in one of his sermons, which was accepted at the first council after his death, and came to them from India. Many Easterns never cease to tell their beads while working or walking, or even when talking: we have often noticed them muttering invocations amid business requiring all their attention, or automatically moving the beads of the theng-ros or Tibetan rosary. Originally no doubt the string was hung with charms, such as all early peoples use against witches and the evil eye, as is still usual in Asia and in Africa; and the theng-ros still begins and ends its string of beads with a small lingam. Siva, as Bhairava "the terrible," is represented with a necklace of human skulls, the special protector of Lamas, has a blood-red rosary. The nuns of Chirésé chant the name of Avalokit-Isvara as a Buddha or a lotus, by aid of the rosary. The Barmese call it a Tsi-puthi or "mind garland," which aids the mind in abstracting itself from the outer world, as they murmur "All

is transitory, painful, unreal." The Moslem constantly fingers the Tasbih rosary, with 99 beads for the 99 names of Allah: these beads are date stones, or of earth from Makkah, or from holy Kerbea; but many Sunni Moslems use only the joints of their fingers, lest they should seem to imitate the adherents of other faiths.

Rose. From the earliest times a maiden has been called a "rosebud," and a bride a "rose." The dawn is also rosy, and the sun is the rose of heaven; but the flower—known to later Jewish—is never mentioned in the Bible, for the "rose of Sharon" is the narcissus. This flower was the "ruddy" emblem of the Thracian Sabazios, and the Dionysus festival—the Latin Rosalia—survives in the "Domenica della rosa" ("rose Sunday"), while Pentecost is called "Pascha Rosata" from the flowers borne before the host. Rose leaves in baskets are commonly used in Italian fêtes, being emptied on to processions, as the Romans showered them on guests at feasts: the paths of brides and of heroes were also strewn with the rose petals.

The "Golden Rose" has been a much-prized gift of Popes to kings and princes even—it is said—since our 7th century. In the 11th century Urban II gave one to the Count of Angers; in the 12th, King Louis of France received another from Pope Alexander III. In the 14th century Urban V decreed that a golden rose from St Peter's altar should be annually given to some worthy prince or princess. The custom was confirmed by the decision of a Papal council in 1740. On the 4th Sunday in Lent the altar of St Peter's is decked with roses, and the golden rose is placed on it. The Pope perfumes it with musk, incenses, and blesses it, as typifying the rod from the "root of Jesse." It is carried to the Sistine chapel, fixed on an artificial rose stem set with jewels, and anointed with the holy chirem. Other emblematic flowers are sometimes added, and a natural rose is placed within it: the whole is called "a symbol of the Almighty, of His glory, the light of heaven, and of the presence and resurrection of Christ." The Rose Mystica is also the Virgin Mary.

Rosetta Stone. This historic record was the basis of the true study of Egyptian hieroglyphics. It presents an Egyptian text in hieroglyphics, with a second copy below in Demotic or cursive characters, and a Greek translation is added. Champollion spelt out the sounds of the Egyptian (about 1820), and compared the language with the later Koptik. The stone was found at Rosetta in the Delta, by M. Bousard in 1792; it was inscribed in 198 B.C., in the reign of Ptolemy Epiphanes. It is now in the British Museum. It declares the benefits conferred on Egypt by Ptolemy V as "son of
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Ra, the beloved of Ptah, and the living image of Amen, whose statue is to be carried in procession with the gods, and worshiped in every temple in Egypt.

Round Towers. See Fidh.

Ru. See Ar, Ri, and Ur. [Two roots are to be distinguished. (1) Ru “to roar,” in Aryan speech connected with seer to “growl”; Akkadian ru, Basque or, “dog.” (2) Ru “to move” or “rise,” Akkadian ru, Sanskrit ru, “go”; Turkish oru “foot”; hence Akkadian rum “monument,” “building.”—Ed.]

Rua. Polynesian: “lord.” Ru-u-haka is the god of the ocean.


Rudder. The guide of a boat; often an euphemism for the phallus (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 131, fig. 48). It is a symbol of Indra ( Rig Veda VIII, lxxx) in the legend of Ahalya who went to seek Soma from this god. He gave her a luminous robe, “the skin of the sun”; and passed over her thrice, with his “wheel, chariot, and rudder.” He placed his rudder also in the bosom of Apala. Varro (De Re Rustica, ii, 4) uses the word rudder (the gubernator or “ruler”) in a phallic sense (see Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, pp. 5-7).

Rudra. Sanskrit: “the roarer,” an early Vedik god. The name also applies to Siva. The Vedik Rudra is the thunderer. The ancient fête (see Times of India, 19th Aug. 1892) is still held in his honour, and called the Ati-rudra, when he is invoked as patron of craftsmen such as cartwrights, carpenters, smiths, potters, hunters, and watermen. Like other thunderers, he is a crafty smith and merchant, a god of foot soldiers, and of all who use the bow, sword, and spear. His voice is heard in battle, and in the drum. He is also a patron of all night robbers, of beggars, and Fakirs, and he is present in houses, fields, rivers, fountains, winds, clouds, grass, the green tree, or the falling leaf. He dwells especially in forests and solitary places, or in lone mountains. The Yajur-Veda speaks of 10 Rudras. The Ati-rudra sacrifice is accompanied by the repetition of 1361 prayers daily, for 11 days: the offerings, which are of clarified butter, and black sesame, amount to 2,337,301 in all. Sixty Brahmans present them, and recite hymns from 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. A special booth (mandap) is erected on 17 pillars, which are of height suitable for the performer. The main, or Vedi, altar supports a gold image of Rudra; and nine sacrificial pits (kund) are dug at prescribed distances round it, of uniform depth but of various geometrical forms: in these the offerings are burned. All the other gods and “mothers” have also altars round the statue. The rite was recently revived by a wealthy Brahman, the municipal head of a ward in one of the great cities of India. Thousands attended from dawn till eve, in the month of Shravan, believing that untold blessings would follow a perambulation of the booth. In the Yajur-Veda, Rudra is called Mahā-deva, or “the great god”—a title also of Siva. Uma (“the mother”) is also called Rudri, and Rudra is also the Sarpa or “serpent.” There were 11 Rudras, including the 10 Prānas or vital breaths, with Mana the “heart,” these being assistants of Indra who is the original Rudra.

Rudrāksha. See Rosaries. The tree so called bears nuts of which rosaries are made, and which are thus called the “eyes” or “tears” of Rudra.

Ruc. A plant powerful against the evil eye, and considered to be a disinfectant. Serpents hate it, and the weasel eats it when bitten by the snake that he combats. It was placed on the dock, or before the judge, till recently, and is the “herb of grace.” It is connected with the basil (see Tulsi). It was strewn round the beds of women with child, and used, with the name of Jesus, in exorcisms. It is called Māly in Asia Minor (perhaps the moly of Greek poetry), and in Montferrat it is the “erba allegra” ("glad herb"); it cures vertigo, epilepsy, and other ills; it “brings good luck to a house, but should be reserved for single persons.” The leaves and sprigs are worn in a small bag to ward off sorcery, and to destroy the effects of poison.

Ruḥ. Arabic. See Ruakh. Ruḥ el Kadus is “the holy spirit,” and Ruḥ el Amīn is “the true spirit.”

Rum. Ruma. In Akkadian rum is a “point,” or “erection” (see Ru), and Rumis in Latin is a “teat” (see Rom).

Runes. The letters of the Scandinavian alphabet, which is called the Futhore from its first six letters, F, U, Th, O, R, C. There were 16 Norse runes used in the 10th century a.C. in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Cumberland, and the Isle of Man. The Gothic runes, whence these appear to have come, numbered 24, and are found as early as our 6th century. Dr. Isaac Taylor (Alphabet, i, pp. 210-225) derives the runes from the Greek alphabet used by the
traders of Olbia near Kief, perhaps as early as the 6th century B.C. The main reason is that the runes represent such letters as the ay (Greek ω), and the Th (Θητα), which are Greek and not Latin; and the sounds follow "Grimm's law" in their transference to Gothic speech. The art of the Goths, and their weights, were also of Greek, and not of Latin, origin. Runes written on wood are noticed by Venantius Fortunatus in our 7th century (see also Oghams).

Runga. Tamil. A god (Soomi) whose emblem is a pillar.

Rupa. Sanskrit: "form," whence the silver coin called a Rupya or "rupee."

Russia. The dominant race in Russia belongs to the Aryan Slav family: they are divided into white Russians on the W., little Russians in the S., and great Russians on the N.E. In the N.W. are the Finns, Esthonians, and Livonians, who are Turanian in origin. They of these, on the W. border, there are Poles and Letts; the Letts, or Lithuanian, being now regarded as perhaps the most archaic of Aryan languages. The Tartars on the E. borders of European Russia, include Kumuk, Nogai, and Kalmuk Mongols, W. of the Caspian Sea, with Bashkirs, Votyaks, Cheremies, and Permian Tartars further north, near the Vologa, and Ostyaks of Siberia. Among these Turanians there are still many survivals of primitive paganism (see Sacrifice). The Greek Church in Russia exercises a severe tyranny, which has led to the creation of many heretical sects, some 40 of which are vigorous and aggressive. Their peculiarities are often due to an absurd literal understanding of Biblical language. Mr Wallace (Russia) speaks especially of the Moravians, and of the Molocans or "milk drinkers," who are stubborn "quakers of the steppes," preaching communism, and distributing their goods, like Poe, among the poor: they have often been exiled for their faith to Siberia. The Stundists have itinerant priests, who much resemble in their teaching George Fox, the founder of the English Quakers in the 17th century. M. Leroy Beaulieu (L'Empire des Teurs) has described many other sects (see Times, 22nd Oct. 1889): "For the great mass of the people," he says, "the Middle Ages still last." The oldest and most powerful sect is that of the Raskolniks, who even claim descent from St. Cyril, and St. Method, and will not allow either Greek or Latin words to sully their Slav liturgy. They are intensely conservative, but only one Greek bishop was faithful to the sect in early days, and they have thus come to deny the apostolic succession of all bishops. They hold the world generally to be in the power of Satan; and extremists think anything that rescues a soul from the devil to be allowable, even the killing of a new-born babe, which is thus saved from pollution. Others thought it right to hasten the death of sick relations—an Eskimo idea—and whole families have burned themselves, inside carefully made barricades, following the legend of the pious Alleluia, who thrust her infant into the fire in obedience to a supposed divine command. A peasant in 1870 killed his son, whom he had bound to an altar, in imitation of Abraham. The belief in the reign of Antichrist has produced the Vagrants, who—obeying the Gospel behests—have left houses and lands, and wander in the villages. They have no chapels, but adore images hung on trees in the woods. Some will not drink water that has been polluted by the presence of man. The Molchaliński in Bessarabia, on the lower Volga, and in Siberia, will not communicate with the wicked world by either word or sign. The "Deniers" say that since the early days of the patriarch Nikon, who attempted to reform the Greek Church, nothing sacred remains on earth: they seek refuge in mystic intercourse with Christ. In the 19th century a Don Cossack founded the "non-prayers," so that the latest outcome of Raskolnik reform is rationalism, for they say that we are now in the 4th—or winter—age of the world (see Kalpa), when prayer and rites have become useless. The Khlysty are Flagellants, founded by Daniel Philippovitch, and by a serf named Ivan Soustof, who professed to "see God": the mediaval custom of flagellation, thus revived, spread even among the educated. The Shakouny are Shakers, or Jumpers, appearing first under Alexander I: they meet at night for convulsive dances, and are suspected of licentiousness and vile cruelty. The Skoptsay are self-mutilators, who first appeared about 1770, their Messiah being an illiterate person named Selvonof, and their prophetess Akoulina Ivanova: even now they have not been entirely suppressed by the knout. A more favourable example of such heresy is found in Soutalief (the reputed teacher of Tolstoi), who disputed the right of the village popes to burial dues. His son declined to be a soldier, on account of the command "thou shalt not kill." The sombre tale of Turgenieff, Tolstoi, and others, "reflect pathetic struggles, melancholy experiments, often made in remote villages, and among rude simple souls."

The gross superstition of the depraved Greek Church is responsible for these ignorant forms of revolt. The sacred Ikons ("image") of the Iberian Chapel at Moscow rarely remains a whole day in its shrine: it is ever being sent to the sick; and the crowd—kneeling bare-headed as it passes—is a familiar sight. It earns some £10 a day; and the
Tzar, or the princes, never fail to drive at once to this chapel on reaching Moscow: for all would be aghast if he did not at once prostrate himself before this picture of the Virgin (see Stansists).

S

The original sibilant interchanged in many languages with H (see H). Highly developed languages distinguish many S sounds. In Hebrew there are four, and in Arabic three (including Sh): modern Sanskrit also distinguishes three sounds; but the further back we go the fewer are the distinctions of sound generally—as we see in Akkadian and Egyptian.

Sa, See As. [The hissing sounds Sa, Se, Su, in many early languages, represent the “wind” (see Shu) the “water” (Turkish Su) the “fire” (Set or Sut), and the hissing which may be heard when “seed” is sown on the ploughed land. Hence also the Aryan Suva “to sway.” Sa “heart” in Akkadian may be connected as “palpitating.” Su also means “man,” “seed,” or “son” in Akkadian and Egyptian, and Su is “he” in Assyrian: Se is “son” in Egyptian, and Su is “to generate” in Aryan speech.—Ed.]

Sábaóth. Hebrew: “hosts.” Yahveh-Sábaóth is “Jehovah of hosts.” Sábaóth is said to have been ass-headed among Gnostics (see Onaltria), and is also a Jewish deity (see Kabala) or emanation.

Sabbath. Hebrew: “rest.” The Hebrew Sabbath was the 7th day of their week; the Babylonian Sabbatu was the 15th day of the month, or full-moon day, and was not connected with any week of seven days. [Much that has been written on the Babylonian Sabbath is misleading. The texts are given in the original characters by Dr T. G. Pinches (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Feb. 1904, pp. 51-56). The word is written (K. 6012 + K. 10,684) Sa-bat-á; but the Sa is not the sign for “heart” with that sound, and the explanation of the word as derived from the Akkadian Sa-bat “heart rest” is not supported. The root Sábat “rest” is common in Semitic speech. In Akkadian the Sabbath is rendered Ud-Cas, “rest day” (Gen. ii, 2). It is also rendered um ušu lūbî, or “day of rest within” (i.e., “indoors,” “at home”). The chief days of the month were the 1st called “the great day,” the 9th called Bítu (perhaps “supplication”), the 15th or Sabatti, the 19th called Ibbu (“white”), and the 25th or “old moon” day.

From another text (W. A. I, iv, pl. 23: see S. A. Smith, Miscel-aneous Texts, pl. xvii, line 24—xviii, line 4) we find that the 7th, 14th, 19th, 21st, and 25th days of the month were called in Akkadian Ud-Khulik. This has been generally rendered “evil day,” but is explained in Babylonian by the words Sulalm “rest” and Sîla “quiet” (otherwise read timma “evil”); and it is clear that the Ud-Khulik was not regarded as unlucky, for it is called a “fortunate day.” The text in question says: “The 7th day (of the month) is a great day (Rabbatu) of Marduk and Sharrumkal, a fortunate day, a Khulik day” (probably meaning therefore “glad day,” from the Akkadian Khul “to rejoice”): the text continues: “The leader of a great people shall not eat flesh that is cooked by fire, that is roasted (apparently meaning hot meat), shall not change his dress to put on white, shall not make an offering. The king shall not ride in his chariot, shall not speak officially”: (the next clause is doubtful but seems to mean that no proclamation is to be issued): “the doctor shall not lay his hand on a sick man. It is a day unfit for business. The king shall bring his offering by night (after or before the end of the “day,” which lasted from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M.): he shall sacrifice before Marduk and Istar, his prayer is (then) acceptable to God.” It is clear that the 7th day was one of complete rest, but this was the 7th day of the month—not of the week—and is not the Sabbath, which was the 15th.—Ed.]

The Hebrew Sabbath is said to have been instituted to commemorate the rest of Elohim after the labour of six days of Creation (Gen. ii, 2), and it was blessed by Yahweh (Exod. xx, 10, 11). It was especially a day of rest for slaves and beasts (Exod. xxiii, 12), otherwise said to be instituted in memory of the slave labours in Egypt (Deut. v, 15). It is not known how early the Sabbath was observed (Exod. xx, 10, 11). It is not of high antiquity, but apparently it was of Akkadian origin (the Ud-Cas), and it may have been adopted by the Hebrews from Babylonian practice. Among the Jews the Sabbath is not a day of rigid abstinence from all forms of amusement, but only a day of complete rest from the work of the week. The Mishnah (Sabbath) commends the wearing of ornaments; and rejoicings were regarded as proper to the Sabbath. It was a festival, as among Roman Catholics, and it was not until the Reformation that the substituted “Lord’s day” (the 1st instead of the 7th day of the week) began to be called the Sabbath or “rest day,” and to be observed by Calvinists, and Puritans generally as a solemn day, on which every form of amusement however innocent was unlawful—a doctrine which has no foundation in the Bible statements, or in Jewish custom. Luther said: “If any-
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where the day is made holy merely for the sake of the day; if set up as an observance on a Jewish base; then I order you to work on it, dance on it, ride and feast on it, and do anything that shall remove this encroachment on the liberty of Christians." The Puritan would not approve of Christ's eating bread with the Pharisee on the Sabbath (Luke xiv. 1), but rather agree with the rigid Talmudic rules, which made the Sabbath a burden instead of a rest, and led to Christ's saying that "the Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath." (Mark ii. 27).

The Judean Christians observed the 7th day as the Sabbath, and this practice survived very late among Christians in Egypt. The Gentile Christians—followers of Paul—seem early to have observed the "Lord's day," or 1st day of the week (on which day he was said to have risen from the dead), instead of the 7th day. The week was not an early institution among most nations, but the 7 days rude coincided with each of the 4 phases of the moon. The Babylonians more exactly observed the days of the lunar month. Paul taught (Colos. ii. 16) that no man was to judge another as to his observance of the Sabbath. The Lord's day was not established till 321 A.D. The Modern day of rest is the Friday, but Sunday is called by Syrian Christians Yom es Saba, "the day of rest." The word Sabbath has no connection with the word Sab'a, "seven."

Sabians. The inhabitants of Saba or Sheba, in Yaman or S.W. Arabia. They were a great trading people (Ezek. xxvii, 22; Job vi, 19; see Gen. x. 7, 28), being apparently both Turanian and Semitic. Agatharkhos, about 80 A.C. ("Periplus"), said that they had a settlement at Bhatata, subject to the Parthians, king of Yaman; and in Ptolemy's geography (about 150 A.C.) Rappa is shown on the E. coast of Africa, about 9° S. latitude, probably at Quilloa, some 150 miles S. of Zanzibar. In this region there were two cities called Sabi; and Sufala also bears a Semitic name (Heb. Shephillah; Arabic Shulah, "lowland"), so that the presence of Sabians near the mouth of the Zambesi in our 2nd century is indicated, accounting for the Zimbabwe ruins of Mashonaland. The Abyssinian texts show the presence of Sabians, who ruled there and in Yaman down to our 7th century. Their alphabet—the south Semitic—is traced back to the 3rd century B.C. (see Abyssinia, Africa, Arabia). They worshiped in stone circles, and their emblem of deity was an erect stone. They had gods of Arabian origin, such as Atar (see Istar), and called the sun Aumo. Agatharkhos says: "The Sabians have an incredible profusion of costly furniture . . . porticoes with large columns, partly gilt, and capitals of wrought silver . . . the roofs and doors are of gold fret work, set with precious stones . . . houses are decorated with gold, silver, and ivory, and most precious stones." The reports that reached Rome concerning the Sabean wealth had already led to the unsuccessful attempt of the Romans, under Augustus, to conquer Yaman. Horace condemned the expedition, and the Sabians retained the trade with India and Africa as late as the 2nd, and even down to the 14th century A.C. Assyrian texts speak of Saba, S. of Teima in Arabia, as early as the 8th century B.C.; and yet earlier the Queen of Sheba is recorded to have visited Solomon.

Sabians. See Mandaeans. Arabic: Sabian, "washers," or "baptizers," a sect in Mesopotamia, of Gnostik origin, of whom some 5000 are now left along the Euphrates and Tigris (see Journal Rl. Geog. Soc., November 1891). Their ordinary language is now Arabic, but they possess MSS. of our 16th century in the old Aramean dialect, which was their sacred language; while their alphabet was also of Aramean origin. They are classed with Christians and Jews in the Koran (xxii, 17, etc.), as the "people of a Book," whom Muhammad distinguishes from pagan unbelievers; for "Every people shall be judged by its Book." They turn to the N. star in prayer, and baptise every Sunday, dipping themselves in the river naked, inside a small wattled hut; they then put on a white robe, and sit down before their tabernacle, blessing, and blessed by their brethren as they pass. The Sidra Rabba ("great collection"), or scripture of the sect, is placed on an altar and read. Their high priest takes two live pigeons, and fixing his eyes on the pole-star, throws them towards it, saying: "In the name of the Living One, blessed be the primitive light, the ancient light, the divinity self-created." The reading continues while they prepare the Petleh 'Elayat, or "high meal," which is their communion or eucharist. A charcoal fire is lit in an earthenware stove beside the altar: some barley is ground, and oil is squeezed from sesame seeds; dough is thus kneaded into wafers, or cakes, about the size of a florin, and these are baked in the stove. A deacon takes a pigeon from its cage, cuts its throat, and gives the cakes to the priest, who drops on each four drops of the pigeons' blood to form a cross. A wafer is put in the mouth of each worshiper, as the liturgy proceeds, with the words: "Be thou marked with the mark of the Living One." The four deacons then walk round behind the altar, and digging a hole they bury the pigeon.

The Sidra Rabba is a book of 500 quarto pages (commonly called the "Book of Adam"), divided into two parts which the Rev. S. M.
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Zwemer (Journal Rl. Bombay Asiatie Soc'y, 24th June 1896) calls a "right hand and a left hand Testament." It describes the creation of all things from the primitive Trinity of "the great abyss," "the shining ether," and "the great light," which Sabians (or Mandaens) invoke. From this Trinity sprang Yu-shamin ("Jehovah of the heavens"), and Manda-Ilaya ("the messenger of life"), who is the mediator. But Yu, attempting to supersede the Supreme God, was banished to the region of "inferior light." Manda rests in the bosom of "Primeval Light," and became incarnate as Abel, Seth, and John the Baptist. Adam and Eve were imperfect creations of 'Atika ("the ancient"), who was the "third life" or Demiurge, and all their progeny were accursed except Abel, Seth, and John, even including Yishu Mashia ("Jesus the Messiah") : even Ruha ("the spirit") who created man (Gen. i, 2) is called "a female devil daughter of Kin" (Cain), who became "mother of the stars by Ur ("fire" or "light") her own son." The stars therefore are the cause of all evil, and of men's passions, except the pole-star, which is "the central sun, the jewelled crown which stands before the door of Abathur," who is "the father of the door." The underworld is full of wicked spirits in various hells. Hibil (Abel) descended there, and rejoiced Manda by his victories over death: he carried off Ruha thence. John the Baptist is said to have baptised Yishu in error, for he was an incarnation of the planet Mercury, and therefore sinful.

There are, however, various sects, following various writers, among the Sabians. Some near Babylon know no Bible legends according to Mr. W. S. Blunt (see Bedouins, i, p. 195), but say that their ancestors once ruled the world, when there was only one God, and one language: they founded Egypt and Damascus, and only left the latter city when expelled by Tartars who plundered it, retiring to the deserts when the Khalifah was established at Baghdad (apparently about our 11th century): they are still searching for the original Syrian copy of their scripture, but have a later one which their priests read in the original language, and which all Sabians understand. Mr. H. Rasean (Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc'y, VIII, iii, 1885) speaks of these mystics as followers of Mandai-yahi ("the messenger of life"), who is represented as a disciple of John the Baptist. Sabians of the Lebanon had the custom of eating locusts and honey sacramentally, on alternate days, and were called "Chaldeans." The Sabians believe in a resurrection and final judgment, and say that their eucharist of bread and wine was first instituted by God in Eden. They usually baptise their children when 30 days old, and their priests baptise themselves every week. They fast for 36 days in the year, and have four festivals, at the two equinoxes and at the two solstices. The new year feast of St. John, that on the 5th day after baptism, and the Dehneh Dimas (a term of unknown meaning), are their great festivals, according to their Sheikh at Bagdad. In our Middle Ages the Sabians were found near Haran and Edessa, in N. Mesopotamia, but were nearly exterminated by the Moslems. These Harânins spoke Aramaik, and had temples. [St. James of Seruj about 500 A.D., notices the gods of Harân including Sin, and Ba'Al-Shemin—En]. They had a square shrine for the sun, and an octagonal one for the moon. Jupiter and Mercury were symbolised by triangles, Mars by an oblong, and Venus by an oblong with a central triangle. These Sabians spoke of "sacred allegories not to be explained." They claimed to be "ancient and enlightened," and had been numerous in 830 A.D. A Persian author of 1790 speaks of Sabians, in Khuzistan, as half Jews and half Christians, sun worshipers who daily baptised in the river. Evidently the old Mandean doctrine was syncretic, like so many other Gnostic systems (see Gnostics).

Sabellius. A pious and energetic bishop in the Libyan Pentapolis, whose heretical views spread to Asia Minor, and Rome, about 180 to 220 A.D. In the beginning of the 3rd century the Trinitarian dogma was not as yet established as the orthodox teaching, the majority of Christians were zealous Monotheists, or Unitarians, like later Moslems. They were divided into two schools: (1) the Adoptionists who regarded Christ as a man who became divine by the indwelling Holy Spirit, or Logos, at his baptism; or (2) the Modalists who regarded him simply as God incarnate, a view which was generally held in Rome under the bishops Victor and Calixtus (190 to 220 A.D.), whence they were called Patri-passians by their opponents, or those who believed that "the Father suffered" on the cross. Hippolytus, who controverted this view, was called a Di-Theist, or believer in "two Gods." Calixtus endeavoured to establish a compromise, and Novatian (in 250 A.D.) established (in his De Trinitate) doctrines which finally found favour at the 1st Council of Nicea in 325 A.D. Sabellius regarded Calixtus as an apostate, as he held the strictest Modalist belief himself. His views found no favour in the West, and were opposed by Dionysus of Alexandria in Egypt. Origen was an opponent of the Sabellians, and in 268 A.D. the Homonoion formula (teaching the "same substance" in the Father and the Son) was still regarded with disfavour at Antioch, as being Sabellian. The Uio-pater or "Son-Father" was, by the latter, regarded as a single being. The Father, Son, and Spirit, were thus consecutive energies,
representing the Creator, Redeemer, and Life Giver. All these difficulties arose from the theory of divine incarnation in a human form. Sabellius relied on such texts as “thou shalt have no other gods before me” (Exod. xx, 5): “the Lord our God is one Lord” (Deut. vi, 4): “beside me there is no God” (Isaiah xliv, 6): “the Father is in me” (John x, 38); but his views became obsolete in the 4th century, as the Trinitarian dogma developed, in formula intended to unite all schools of Christian thought. The Sabellians compared the Father, Son, and Spirit mentioned in the Gospels, with man as consisting of body, soul, and spirit. They seemed to approach Gnostik belief in successive emanations, and thus Tertullian, writing against the Sabellian Praxean, condemned him while admitting that “this heresy sprang out of a desire to maintain orthodoxy.” The anti-Gnostik party was strong in Rome in the end of our 2nd century, and Noetus, the Asia Minor bishop, was called there a “Patri-passian.” But many good men regarded Trinitarian dogma as a relapse into Polytheism, as did Muhammad, and claimed to be true Monotheists, such as the Ebionites really were. Christ to them was a good man inspired, or possessed, by the Holy Spirit, and yet not a God (see Paul). A Roman inscription of 1742 shows that such views survived till very recent times.

Sabines. The Sabini were an Aryan people near Rome, who combined with the Latini to overcome the Turanian Etruskans, in the lowlands (see Italy and Rome).

Sabiria. See Siberia. The Sabiroi, or Saviri, were a tribe driven W. to the Don river by the Avers, about 450 A.C. (see Sir H. Howarth, Journal R. Asiat Soc, Oct. 1892). Other Sabiri were found by the Russians near Tobolsk, in the Khanate of Siberia, whence all N. Asia has in time come to be called Siberia. They were northern Huns of Turkish race, driving before them the Saruguri, and Urogi, with other tribes, and settling in the Kuban Steppes N. of the Caspian Sea. They appear to have been the founders of the Huns of Sarmatia, who invaded Persia and the Roman empire in our 5th century.

Sabors. See Savars.

Sacraments. Rites of sanctification by vows and sacrifices among Romans. The Christians originally had only two sacraments, namely Baptism, and the Lord’s Supper. For until the establishment of Christianity, marriage, and burial, were civil rites. Penance was not as yet ordered by official priests, and confession was a public declara-

Sacrifice. That is consecration of a victim—a rite common to all early religions. [The four chief features noticed in this and other articles (see Atonement, ‘Azazel, Crosses) include: (1) the feeding of spirits on the spirit-essence of offerings, in tombs and shrines; (2) vicarious sacrifice for self-protection, at first of human victims, and afterwards of animals; (3) communion rites, to acquire the powers of a superior being—human or divine; (4) self-sacrifice, to secure salvation, gradually modified to self-mortification. The late survival of the older savage ideas is also here traced, and existing sacrifices are described.—Ed.]

The belief of Babylonians and Assyrians as to vicarious sacrifices, apparently human, is shown by a well-known text (K. 5130); and, by seal designs, it also becomes clear that human victims were offered. [The details of translation are somewhat uncertain, and the word wri4u—thought to mean “offspring”—may be only an “absolving” victim, while wri4u-nasu is now said to mean “bearing (sin) on the head.” The text may be thus rendered:—]

1. “Let the High Priest proclaim that: 2. The victim ‘bearing on the head’ for men. 3. The victim for his soul he gives. 4. The victim’s head for man’s head he gives. 5. The victim’s neck for man’s neck he gives. 6. The victim’s skin for man’s skin he gives.”—Ed.]

Such human sacrifices continued among the Phoenicians down to 400 A.C. Eusebius says that they “annually sacrificed their only, or eldest, sons, and most loved friends,” to Melkarth, placing the bones in a sacred bronze ark. The Arabs continued to bury their daughters alive, in honour of the three goddesses of Makka, down to the time of
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Muhammad (7th century A.C.) and at Laodicea in Syria a girl was annually sacrificed even later than our 5th century. Among the Hebrews we have three well-known instances—the sacrifice of Isaac; that of Jephthah's daughter; and that of Saul's sons (2 Sam. xxii, 9), who were hanged by the Gibeonites to stay a famine; their bones were collected and buried, "after which Elohim was entreated for the land" (verse 14). The chiefs of the tribes of Israel were also hanged "before Yahveh" (Num. xxiv, 4), to atone for the worship of Ba'al-Feor; and the law of the Kherem, or "setting apart," of victims (Levit. xxvii, 29) prescribed that "none devoted, which shall be devoted for man, shall be redeemed but shall surely be put to death," with which law the conduct of Jephthah agrees (Judg. xi, 30, 34, 39). Later commentators endeavour to explain away the sacrifice of a daughter, which resembles the Greek instance of Iphigenia; but we know that the Hebrews continued to burn their children in honour of Moloch as late as 600 B.C.; just as the king of Moab sacrificed his son in time of extremity (2 Kings iii, 27).

The gods were attracted by the smell of sacrifices, as we read in the legend of Gilgames in Babylon, and in the Bible where it is written that "Yahveh smelled a sweet savour" (Gen. viii, 21); but human sacrifices to Moloch were forbidden by the Law, and denounced by the prophets (Jer. vii, 31; xxxii, 35). The idea of the vicarious sacrifice of Christ finds little support in the New Testament, though we read that he said he came to give his life to ransom many" (Matt. xx, 28; Mark x, 45); for Paul only speaks of the atonement, or "reconciliation," received through Jesus (Rom. v, 11), as the propitiator (1 John iv, 10). [The high priest Caiaphas was apparently thinking of political expediency, and not of vicarious sacrifice, when he said "it is expedient for us that one man should die for the people, and that the whole nation perish not" (John xii, 50).—Ed.] Yet it was only those who strove to understand spiritually the mystic saying as to "eating the flesh and drinking the blood" of Christ who found it a "hard saying"; for the savage rites of communion were familiar to the ancient world. It was but slowly that the average Jew began to understand that no good God could delight in burnt offerings, whether of men or of beasts; that conduct was more important than sacrifice; that "the blood of bulls, and goats, and the ashes of an heifer" (Heb. ix, 15) could not remove sin; and that many sacrifices were of no avail (Isaiah i, 11-17); though their Psalmist told them this (Psalm i, 7-15), saying (x, 6) that burnt offerings were not required. The ruin of their temple, in 70 A.C., put an end suddenly to the whole system of sacrifice; and, though Paul spoke of Christ as the Passover Lamb

(1 Cor. v, 7), the faith led up to the nobler idea of self-sacrifice for the good of others, as Jesus died in the cause of humanity. If sacrifice of what is most precious to us were wrung from us by any power—God, friend, or priest—its moral worth would be gone. It would be neither an act of love, nor one of duty, but a mere commercial speculation dictated by motives of fear, or by hope of reward.

It is needless to describe the endless human sacrifices of savages in Dahomey, or Ashante, or America (see Azteks, Khonds); for we find them surviving to a late age among races claiming a higher civilisation. The inhabitants of Borneo secured the stability of their principal pile-dwellings by driving the first pile through the body of a maiden, as the only means of pacifying the earth goddess; but afterwards substituted a slave, and since the advent of Europeans have even found a pig to be sufficient. At the close of the Barmese war, in 1854, the king resolved to secure better luck by changing his capital from Amarapir to Mandalay; and, though professing Buddhism, he sacrificed scores of Buddhist subjects under the foundations. Men were buried alive in great oil vats specially made, that their spirits—sacrificed to earth—might haunt and protect the walls of the city. We were on the frontier at the time, and heard the details daily. Fifty-two men, chosen as being without spot or blemish, were selected to be so buried under the gates and bastions, and four others were immolated as the king's throne. When dangers again threatened the dynasty, seven years later, these vats were opened to make sure that the bodies were still there, for bribes might have secured the escape of the victims. Two were found empty, and the royal Pohnens, or astrologers, decreed that men, women, boys, and girls, and Kals or foreigners—one hundred and fifty-three people—must be sacrificed at once, or otherwise that the capital must be abandoned. One hundred were actually buried by these "good men." The king was so pleased with the results that the next year he ordered another sacrifice of one hundred, and a third the year after. The victims were women and girls, and the king himself went in person to see that the ceremony was performed. In the end, however, the British government interfered, telling the king that he must not "desecrate" his God by sacrificing to him.

In Byblos the Phoenicians immolated boys in honour of Adonis. The Taurian Artemis, and Artemis Orthia, demanded human victims. The Thessalians offered the best of their race to Péléus and Kheiron. The Scythians offered virgin daughters only to their Diana. Syrians immolated strangers to the fire, and the Phrygians burned themselves for their Tutturi Kabelé. The islanders in the Cyclades died with each other in offering women and children to their deities. The Athenians are said to have been commanded by oracles to send human victims annually to Krete, to ward off famines. But gradually beasts were substituted as men grew less savage, and priests learned to prefer a
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tithe of gold or of corn, till in the time of Sokrates, Asklepios was satisfied with a cock.

The Carthaginians continued these terrible rites till a Roman governor, in our 2nd century, hanged their priests. But Rome herself had been equally savage in earlier times. To secure the foundations of public buildings a bride used to be sacrificed, and the Romans drowned the cries of the victims with the sound of flutes and trumpets, and boisterous laughter. They continued to offer human victims down to the 2nd century B.C.; and it is said that as late as 186 B.C. the flesh was sacramentally eaten in honour of Bacchus. The first edict against these terrible rites appears to have dated from 76 B.C.; being due to the desire of the people, and not of their priests. In the time of Julius Cæsar two men were publicly sacrificed by the pontifex and flamines of Mars; and even Augustus sacrificed many at the altar of Julius. Boys were sacrificed in the time of Cicero; and the Catiline conspirators offered up a slave, and drank his blood to ratify their vows. Augustus and Titus were the first emperors who succeeded in suppressing these cruel rites.

From a decree of Charlemagne in 789 a.d. we see that human sacrifices were still common in his barbarous empire, especially among pagan Saxons. They did not begin to die out till the 9th century. Unable to prevent the sacrifice of cattle at ancient shrines, Gregory I (600 a.d.) instructed his missionaries that these were to be offered up to God and to Christ, at the new churches which often were the old sacred circles (see Church). St Jerome says that the Druids, or "enchanters" (see Druids), not only offered human sacrifices but ate the flesh and drank the blood. Throughout pagan Europe such rites were common, and indeed few churches appear to have been founded without the shedding of blood. St Columba is said to have buried his brother under the foundation of a church in the 6th century; but gradually a horse, or a lamb, was substituted (Rev. Célébique, vi. 121: Academy, 31st July 1886). The skeleton of a cat was quite recently found carefully built up in the wall of a house in Limerick, apparently through the same idea of placating the earth-spirit. The lead charger at an officer's funeral is only the last relic of the horse sacrifice at tombs of Scythian chiefs. Mr E. Dunn (Notes and Queries, 28th July 1888) says that, at the burial of the Queen's huntsman in 1886, "the favourite charger of the deceased was shot previous to the funeral, and the ears placed on the coffin when in the grave, and buried with him" at Ascot—so hard do such rites die even in the great centres of our civilisation. Children were buried, only a few centuries ago, to steady the foundations of sacred buildings (see

Caxton's Chronicles of 1480); and we have details of a yet later attempt to repeat this rite in Wales (Notes and Queries, 3rd Nov. 1888). With music, and solemn chants, and rites of circumambulation, the chief Druid used to advance on the poor bound victim, and stabbing him through the bowels, left him to die. Only in our 1st century did the Romans succeed in suppressing the human sacrifices of our ancestors at the expense of occasional rebellions: they were forced to burn the Druids in their own fires, and to destroy their groves and altars; but their object was political rather than humane, for they found these priests too powerful.

That these ideas of sacrifice are even now hardly extinct we see from many recorded instances. In the Isle of Man (Notes and Queries, 27th July 1902) we read that the Manxmen were much afraid of the wrath of ghosts because, in 1859, Mesers Oliver and Oswald had explored a chambered tomb near the Tynevald Mount; and a farmer offered a heifer as a burnt sacrifice, to appease the anger of the dead. A calf was burned alive at Sowerby near Halifax in 1824, and a more recent instance in Devonshire is mentioned. In 1852 (see Notes and Queries, 23rd April 1887) a Highland youth was injured by a cart. A wizard named Adam Gordon told him that this was "no accident," but a "sacrifice for sins of omission," because he had broken up fresh land without offering a victim. Such cases he said were the invariable result of this neglect, as when Lowlanders who "acted like brute beasts" would build bridges without sacrificing. The sacrifices he said were "due to the devil"—the so-called "gude-man of the croft." The care he offered was to walk round the injured youth seven times "Desail-wise" (see De-saul), touching the limb, and chanting a hymn to the Trinity.

Human and animal sacrifices are still common in Russia, and the blood of the victim is often drunk. During the famines of 1892 and 1894, among the Volapëks (who are Turanians), eleven persons were sentenced to penal servitude for life, and others were sent to Siberia, because they believed that their god Kourlane ("earth-spirit") demanded a human victim every year, and one besides in order to induce him to abate the scourge of death. In the latter order to induce him to abate the scourge of death. In the latter year they "carried off a peasant named Matouine, hanging him up by the foot to a tree; half cut his head off (taking care not to sever it completely from the trunk): opened the breast, tore out the heart with their hands; and then, as they danced round the image of their god, besmeared it with the blood of their victim. This they carefully collected in dishes; and, with part of the heart and lungs, used it in some
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sacrificial rites." The ghastly details were duly reported by the governor of Saratoff to St. Petersburg, and appeared in the London newspapers.

The Spaniards found similar cruel rites in Mexico and Peru, in our 16th century. The victims were fattened for the sacrifice (see Peru). The Rev. Barin Gould says that "among Iroquois, when an enemy was tortured the savage executioners leapt round," crying "Great spirit we say this victim that thou mayest eat his flesh, and be mored thereby to give us luck, and victory over our foes."

Sir Spencer St. John (H.B.M. Consul-General in Hayti) told us, in 1884, of most awful religious rites and sacrifices which came under his own notice, among Hayti natives who spoke English and French, and were tolerably educated, and well-to-do. In 1888 again, a pious fanatic here tore the heart out of a living person, and drank the blood in the name of his god. A poor deluded woman boiled her own child (others say the child of a neighbour who consented to the sacrifice), and ate the body as a religious rite, in presence of a sacred serpent. Licentious rites (see Saktas) followed this horrible deed, and Christian rulers were found to minimise or to deny the facts (see Vedas).

The Hindus have now passed to the substitution stage of sacrifice, though some still offer human victims. Non-Aryans even, under government pressure, are so advancing (Dr H. L. Mitra, Journal R. Asiatic Soc., 23, parts i, ii, 1875 to 1876, and Rao Bahadur Deshmukh, Anthrop. Journal, Bombay, ii, 1887). But on arrival in India (see India and Vedas) the Aryans, who were no "mild Hindus," accepted all the rites of human and animal sacrifice that they found in the land. Mr Deshmukh classifies sacrifices as follows: I. Non-Aryan in honour of such gods as Kali, Bishna, Bhava, etc.; II. Aryan including the Tantrik, and the Vedik: the latter are again divided (1) Srauta, or those of the scriptural Srauta-Sutras; (2) Smriti or traditional rites required by the Smriti "traditions," and by the later Puranas (see Tantra). According to the Rig Veda, Manu who was saved at the Deluge, first kindled the sacrificial fire (V, i, ii), just as Noah does in the Bible, or the Babylonian Deluge hero in the myth of Gilgames. When Brahmanas, and Sutras were written, the rites were still coarse and rude. In the Bhagavata-Purana we read that Vishnu was to be worshiped during the Krisha age by meditation; in the Treta age by sacrifice; in the Dvapara age by adoration of images; and in the Kali age by praise and prayer. This was apparently written for Vedik Aryans in the Kali age. The Sutras (like Leviticus) lay down all details concerning sacrifices—the kind of animal; its color and purity; the mode of killing and cutting it up (at which the Brahmanas were very expert); and the parts fit for sacrifice, such as gods (and probably Brahmanas) liked best. The whole Vedik system of sacrifice is based on worship of the household fire (see Agni); and the kind of wood to be used, and the utensils, are carefully described in the Sutras. Some ancient sacrifices, such as that of the horse (see Asvamedha), and of the ox (the Sula-gaga sacrifice), with the object of producing a son, are forbidden in the Kali age; but the hawk sacrifice (Syena-yaga), and the Purjan-yeshthi rite, to bring rain, still continue. The hawk was held to grant victory over enemies. A horse sacrifice was celebrated however as late as 1728, when the great Jau-singh of Jaipur (a scientific astronomer) founded his capital. Goat sacrifices were quite recently celebrated at Poona, and Alibeg. From the life of Sankarshakrya, the great Vedanta teacher (see that heading), we learn that bloody sacrifice was still regarded as scriptural in our 8th or 9th century. He insisted on its occurring on pure earth as laid down in the Vedas, just as among Hebrews an altar of, or on, earth was prescribed (Exod. xx, 24).

Mr Deshmukh says that Buddhists, and Jains, fought for 1500 years against the bloody rites and caste tyranny of the Brahmanas, till in our 10th century the Daya-dhamma (or "religion of mercy") prevailed, and Buddha became a Hindu Avatara, or incarnate deity. The change (as in other creeds) was gradual and slow: the victims continued to be brought to the altar, the rites were enacted symbolically, and the animals then loosed. At last only images of the victims were presented to the deity or to the fire—a practice still known. On the death of a great personage a bull, instead of being sacrificed, is let loose: and instead of a goat a pumpkin is cut up, and offered with Mantras or " charms." The older substitution was that of the horse (or in Abraham's case of the ram) for the human victim. The Hindu now replaces the lamb by offerings of fruits, flowers, and grain. The gods once cannibals are now vegetarians.

Among the rude non-Aryans, or in the semi-Hindu races, in the native states of India, goats, sheep, and fowls, are still sacrificed at solar festivals—especially at the Dasara fête sacred to Kali (see Durga). It is still difficult to prevent the Bagas, even in Calcutta (their Kali-ghat), from following their hereditary tendencies, which have overcome fear of punishment even as late as 1892, when a boy was sacrificed at the little shrine of Kali close to the walls of Fort William, where the lieutenant-governor of Bengal resides. Another human sacrifice took place at Ganjak, and in both cases the murderers
were glad to be transported to the Andaman islands, but bore with
them the full sympathy of their co-religionists. These sacrifices were
conducted according to the rules of the Kâlika-Purânas, the human
victim being beheaded with an axe like all other animals, and the
head being then laid on the altar and decked with flowers, while the
fanatics besmeared themselves with the blood of the victim, which
they even drank. The ignorant declare that the Vedas prescribe
bloody sacrifices. Without blood they say gods of air, and rain, or
those controlling plagues, famines, and barrenness, cannot be pro-
pitiated: buffaloes, and goats, and cocks, must die that men may live,
and that their babes may be many. Bhagavân and Kâli must have the
choicest of the flocks, and fields; for hungry priests must live,
and the stranger at times must be regaled; so that Amber has still
his daily sacrifice at noon (see Amba). We have witnessed the
turbes fêtes during epidemics of cholera and small-pox, in honor of
the deities who control such disease; and such sacrifices are made
whenever new lands are reclaimed, or great droughts occur. We have
seen the victim's heart torn out, and the blood sprinkled on the fields,
while the head is hung up by a holy fire kept burning for two weeks.
To remove this head would mean, in spite of our police, that the
transgressor would be murdered, just as if he had removed a lingam
stone. Sir Edwin Arnold (India Revised) exaggerates, we must
hope, when he says that—at the siege of Jâisal-mir—24,000 Rajput
women and girls were put to a voluntary death, by Jâna—a
ceremony of sacrifice—some by the sword, and some by fire, after
which the husbands and fathers, with leaves of the Tulsi plant in their
turbans, and sprinkled with yellow powder on faces and garments,
went out to die for their faith. "Tantum religio potuit suaderre
malorum."

Our government, in 1850, succeeded in persuading the Khonds
to discontinue their usual human (Meriah) sacrifices, but they no
continue in secret. In 1830 the Raja of Bastar (a Khond
state, about 100 miles N.W. of Vizagapatam) sacrificed 25 men to
Kâli, called locally Dant-Isvari ("Siva's tooth") from the lingam in
her shrine. Since 1842 a guard has been placed over this temple, to
prevent such an occurrence in future, and the Raja has been held
responsible.

In 1877 a Gousain of Banaras sacrificed a boy of twelve to
Siva, in order to find treasure; in 1883 a Banya (or tradesman)
family of twelve persons committed suicide to "please the gods"; and
not long ago creditors in N. India have been known to immolate a
cow, or an old woman, that the sin of such impious sacrifices might
fall on the debtor's soul. Mr Deshmukh (Journal Anthropol. Soc.,
Bombay, Feb. 1882) says that it used to be quite usual to bury a
woman in the foundations of any very important building; and Sir
Bartle Frere (who was nearly 40 years in W. India) says that: "No
Rajput or Maharratta fortress could be built with any certainty of
permanence or safety—in popular estimation—till the head man of
an aoe tribe—usually a Bil—was buried in the foundations of
the keep, or other prominent part." He might however give his son
as the corner stone; and the same idea is found among early Malagasy
tribes, Siamese, Barmese, and others. Such then are the innumerable
miseries that man has inflicted on his fellows, and on dumb beasts,
on account of his belief that "without blood there is no remission of
sins"; that a substitute must be offered for himself; and that union
with a deity must be attained, in some mystic manner, by eating his
flesh and drinking his blood, or partaking (as among Aztecs) of some
food symbolising the divine body (see Crosses).

We have seen that suicide to please the gods is a rite of self
sacrifice. Self torture also is held to compel deities to grant marvellous
powers to ascetics; this being a modified form of self sacrifice. Men
threw themselves down to die under the wheels of the cars bearing
arks of the gods (see Arks), and flung themselves from precipices,
drowned themselves in sacred wells, or crawled for many miles on their
bellies to the shrine (see Banâras). Just so the pious Kelt still crawls
on his bleeding knees up the steep rocks of Croagh Patrick, which
looks out over the Atlantic in Connaught, with the approval of his
priest, at the feast of the pattern or "patron" saint, who here
pitched snakes and toads from Ireland. The Sicilians still scramble
every year, for many miles over hill and dale, to the shrine of the
Madonna de la Catena ("Our Lady of the Chain"), on the occasion of
her "festa" in September (Times, 21st February 1891). They think
to please her by carrying in their hands a piece of soft wood (sferza)
the size of a penny, stuck with 40 or 50 pins, with which (like Bâisal
priests or Dervishes) they stab their shoulders, breasts, and legs, with
wild shouts, encouraged by women who supply them with bread and
wine. A priest leads the bleeding procession, out of which many fall
exhausted or dying. Entering the church they are joined by the
women, and all alike crawl towards the high altar, licking the dirty
floor of the church with their tongues as they go. Mrs Stevenson
(Athenaeum, 23rd June 1883) describes a similar scene in the
cathedral of St Nicholas of Bari, in S. Italy. She saw the pious lick-
ing the floor of the vast building, which was filthy in the extreme,
having been thronged for several days with dirty crowds. Such is the
condition of Italian peasantry, as regards belief in pleasing saints and virgins by self-sacrifice, after Christianity has been preached among them for nearly nineteen hundred years.

Sada. Arabic. A kind of owl, also called Hamā, and believed to be the form which the soul took on quitting the body.

Sadducees. Hebrew: Saddūkim or “pious” persons; called Saddūkim in the Mishnah. They were the opponents of the Pharisees, and maintained the ancient ideas of their scriptures, regarding worldly prosperity as the sign of God’s favour, and believing that the soul, or shade, dwelt forever in Sheol, or Hades, after death (see Immortality). They rejected all the foreign beliefs of the Pharisees, as to resurrection and traditions not written in the Law, and believed in Free-will—God not being to them the author of evil. Josephus says that they “persuaded none but the rich,” and being of the aristocratic class, and better educated than the Rabhās, they accepted the political realities of the age, so that the high priests under Herod and the Procurators were Sadducees, and the Pharisees were excluded from political power. Christ, in teaching a spiritual resurrection and kingdom of God, rejected alike the teaching of the Sadducees and of the Pharisees. The later Karaites are often regarded as Sadducees (see Karaites), and the Sadducees are said to trace their origin to a certain Sadok (Zadok) of the 2nd century B.C. (see Josephus, Ant., XIII, v, 9; x, 6; XVIII, i, 4; Wars, II, viii, 14).

Sadhya. Daughter of Brahma, and wife of Siva. She personifies the twilight. Brahma pursued her in the form of a deer. Siva shot off his head, which became the 5th constellation or Mṛga-sīras, while Siva’s arrow became the 6th lunar mansion. Sadhya may be connected with Sada, a title of Indra, Vishnu, and other gods. The 12 Sadhyas were sons of Dharma (“duty”), and of Sadhya the daughter of Daksha. They personified the rites and prayers of the Vedas (see Daksha).

Sag. Skandinavian: “a saying.” Saga is the goddess of history, legend, and song, a companion of Odin: she is said “to sing” to the sound of murmuring waters the deeds of gods and heroes, till the flames of Surtur destroyed the nine homes or holy places.” She then joined the faithful, who died from fire and sword to Skandinavia. The Saga ballads are believed to be as old as our 8th century, and were carried abroad by roving Wik-ins (Vikings), such as Harold Harfager of Norway, who became supreme. The Eddas were still oral till about this time (see Edda). There are some 20 Sagas in existence, some being found in the Orkneys, and in Iceland where the Norsemen introduced them. The most famous among these are the Njál Saga—or story of “Burnt Njál,” and the Volsung Saga, with the Heimskringla, or chronicles of the kings of Norway, and the Saga of Eric the Red, relating the discovery of “Vineland,” on the W. coast of N. America, in our 10th century.

Sagara. A famous king of the Ilkshvaku race, ruling in Oudh, and the Mid-Ganges region in N. India, according to the Mahābhārata. He was the son of Bahu of the solar race (see Brahma). He subdued the Haihayas, and Tāla-janghas. His name is said to come from gur “poison,” as he was seven years in his mother’s womb, being “poisoned.” He had two wives, Vaidarbhi, and Cābyā; and, by adversaries on Mt. Kailās, being childless, he persuaded Siva, to grant that Vaidarbhi should bring forth a gourd, whence came 60,000 sons; Cābyā also bore a son, Assamanjas. The sons sought the lost sacrificial horse, digging under the sea, and killing thousands of Nāgas, and Rakhasa demons (see Kapila): the horse was finally given to Assamanjas, son of Assamanjas: the rite of sacrifice was completed, and the sea itself became a son of Sagara, who was said by Bhishma to have attained Moksha, or emancipation. After a long reign he ascended to heaven, leaving Assamanjas on the throne.


Sais. The Egyptian city Sa-ē, or Hājeir in the delta. It is noticed as early as the 5th dynasty, and was important under the 26th dynasty (see Egypt), being famous for art and learning yet later among the Greeks. The ruins still are strewn with large basalt blocks, and bricks both burnt and sun dried. Its great goddess was Neith, or Nut, the “sky.”

Sak. Sanskrit: “a bird” or “an omen.”

Saka. The era 78 B.C. See Sakya, and India.

Sakara. Socharis. The name of Tum, the setting sun, at the Western or Libyan shrine of the Ammonium, in the oasis by a thermal spring now called El Khayjeh (“the outer”), where the shrine of Amen was restored by the Persian monarch Darius I.

Sakra. Sakko. Originally one of the 12 Ādityas, or “infinite” solar deities of the Veda. He is prominent in Buddhist mythology (the Lalita Vistara, etc.), as a sort of archangel or ruler
Sakta

of Devas—divine spirits, friendly to Jains and Buddhists; and he received Buddha (or otherwise Brahman) in a golden bowl at birth. The Barmese speak of him as a Nāt, or spirit, of the woods (see Indian Antiq., Jan. 1898, p. 9).

Sakta. Sakti. The Sakti is the female “energy” of a god, in Hindu systems, answering to the Phoenician Peni (“face” or “manifestation”), as in Peni-Ba’al a name of Ashareth, or Peni-el the “appearance of God” ; both are based on the idea that matter is female, and the spiritual reality male. Hence the Saktis are the patronesses of material production, and their rites are grossly naturalistic. Hindus speak of nine Saktis as Grama-devatas, or “earthly goddesses”, and Sakti is said to mean “attachment,” or “conjunction.” The Sakti sects are numerous and undefined; and their secret rites celebrate the worship of the goddess personified by a naked girl, who is supposed to be in a state of hypnotic trance, and unconscious of what occurs, and who is called a Yōgini or female Yogi (see Yoga), or otherwise a Kunti or Panth, personifying the Yoni. It is said that every third person in Lower Banga has, at some time or other, taken part in Sakti rites, which are in fact a reversion to barbarism, and resemble those of Australians and other savages. They are founded on the licentious portions of the Tantras, which treat of the worship of Kāma-devi, the goddess of love (see Tantra): many Saktis endeavour to justify their orgies by appeal to the passage in the Veda which speaks of the divine spirit who “felt himself alone, and desiring to create . . . formed within himself the productive principle . . . He wished, and his body parted in twain, when the male and female Sakti appeared . . . united themselves, and produced all things”: they say “Why should we not try to imitate the gods?” So scriptures, as “oft veiling mysteries least understood,” are made to sanction every horror of which a race is guilty; but such rites are much older than the Vedas, and are not justified by them. In the later Agni Parānā, however, the initiatory Diksha rite, with its mystic monosyllables—as prescribed in the Tantras which Saktis regard as a 5th Veda—is described. Any goddess may be personified by the Yōgini, but she usually represents Devi, or Rādhā, the wife of Krishna. The rites require five Makāras, or materials, namely—flesh, fish, spirituous liquors, females, and the Mudra, or mystic “touching,” with lines and figures drawn round the girl; while Mantras, or charms, are recited and certain letters especially, H and S, are inscribed (see Asiatic Researches, Wilson on “Hindu Sects,” xvii). The Mudra, and the Maithuna (or woman), are said to “take away all sin”; or otherwise to sanctify the orgies, which recall those of Gnostics (see Adamites and Gnostics). The Sri-chakra, or “blessed ring,” is the full initiation, or Parṇa Bishika (see Ward, Vishnouasa, p. 309). The Rev. J. Wilson (as above quoted) describes the chief rites of the Saktisodhana, as laid down in the Rudra-Vānala. The Yōgini may be a Sudri, or Brahmani, or a dancing girl, or milkmaid, for caste is set aside. A Brahma may preside, but the lowest Parāś is admitted; the rites are celebrated at night, and all are bound by vows of secrecy. The girl, though naked, is covered with jewelry, and is afterwards richly rewarded. She is incensed and decked with flowers. On the second night another Yōgini is adored by an equal number of men and women, all being naked. The details of these orgies are given by many writers (see Indian Antiq., May 1881; Mr S. C. Dutt, India Past and Present, Atkinson, “Himalay Tribes,” Bengal El. Asiatic Soc. Journal, i, p. 84; Sellon’s Annotations; Abbé Dubois, India; and Wilson as above). In Banga and Mansur the Saktis, according to Mr Dutt, are Siva worshippers, and call themselves either Dakshin-Achāris, or Bam-Achāris (“right” and “left” hand Achāris), but these distinctions are gradually growing extinct. The Saktis call themselves also Bhairavas (“terrible”), and Viras (or “strong men”), regarding all who do not belong to their fraternity as Paṇu or “tame beasts.” The leader will sometimes select his own wife as the goddess; but if the Yōgini has not been previously initiated, she is made an adept by a Mantra whispered in her ear: for everything that is done is accompanied by hymns and prescribed gesticulations. Even Moslem women are sometimes participants. The female initiates are called Bhairavins and Naiyikas (see Rig Veda, ii, viii, 13, 14); the meetings occur in lonely places, and even at burning grounds. They are ostensibly rites to secure power against evil spirits, and the adept is said to be seated on a corpse to which offerings are made. Mr Atkinson finds Saktis in the Himalayas chiefly among worshipers of Durga, Kāli, or the Naga Raja (“serpent king”), among Brahmins, and the Naga Baja (see Saiva Tribes, p. 58); and the greater the licence the more pious is the sacrifice. The Kanchilas Saktys teach complete communism. In the Ananda Tantra the Saktya is taught to think of the goddess, aiding his mind by spells, and diagrams of dots and triangles, with many details about the symbol of Maya, or the “power of illusion,” which is the Yoni. Ostensibly the Bhairava leads a life of perfectly ascetic chastity. The sectaries make public denial of the rites, and even inflict exquisite tortures on themselves in proof of their asceticism, gashing themselves with knives, or putting hooks,
and spits through their flesh, lying on beds with pointed spikes, and running sharp instruments into their cheeks or tongues; such is their outward behavior, while the midnight orgies are carefully concealed. Nature runs to extremes, and mankind rebels against ethical law, seeking a return to animal freedom. The Aseiriyeh and Isma'iliye sects are popularly reported to hold similar meetings still in the Lebanon (see Asr, and the Templars in the Middle Ages, like the Druzes, or earlier Manicheans, were said to do the same (see Dulaure Origine des Cultes, i, pp. 432, etc.). Of the Aseiriyeh Buckingham reported that those near Kerman met "in their darkened halls of sacrifice" to worship a naked female. The Roman Matronalia seem to have been similar rites. As Shelley says in "Queen Mab":

"The name of God
Has feared about all crime with holiness,
Himself the creature of His worshippers."

Sakuntalā. The heroine in Kalidāsa's celebrated drama of the "Lost Ring." She was the daughter of Visvā-mitra, by Menā an Apsara or heavenly nymph, deserted by her parents—the father being an ascetic—and fed by birds, till the infant was found by Kanwa, a great sage, and a descendant of Kasyapa, who took her to his hermitage, near the Mālīni river, where she was tended by Yāvanas or Greek foreigners. Dushyanta, the king of N.W. India, while hunting in the forest saw her, and they fell in love. They were united by a Gandharva marriage, or mutual agreement, and he left with her a ring which belonged to him, on returning to his kingdom. She set out to join him, but accidentally offended the sage Dvīva, and his curse rendered the king forgetful of having ever seen her before. She went back to the forest, where Menā her fairy mother tended her, and where her son Bhārata was born. Dushyanta was a descendant of Puru (see Brīhma), and so of Budhha (or the planet Mercury), the son of the moon, who wedded Satya-vrata the "true one," daughter of Manu. The lost ring was found by a fisherman, and taken to this king, who then remembered Sakuntalā, and disguising himself sought his wife, and acknowledged Bhārata as his son and heir. The drama was written about 100 B.C. to 200 A.D.; but the actors are supposed to have lived, according to tradition, as early as a century or more before the wars of the Mahā-bhārata, or about 1800 B.C.

Sakyas. Sakas. See India. The Saka, or Scythians, of Ptolemy's geography, N.W. of India. [The Scythians of Herodotos spoke seven languages, and some are described as Mongols with flat noses, while others appear to have been Aryans.—Ed.] The Sakya attained to power in N.W. India in the 4th century B.C. In the great inscription of Darius I (520 B.C.) we find notice of the Saka-Haonawarsar or "Soma making Sakya," and in the Big Veda India is said to get Soma from Sakā-dvīpa, or the Scythian region. Gotama Buddha was himself of Sakya race. [The Skuthi or Scythians of Herodotos (iv, 23, 24) lived beyond the Budini, and were bald with flat noses and long chins (see Rawlinson's Herodotus, iii, p. 20, edit. 1875). They required seven interpreters of their dialects. Hippocrates says the Scythians were shaggy, and had little hair (like Mongols), but some words of their language (see p. 190) seem to be Aryan. These include Ass "man" (Turkish ve, Armenian ayr): Pato "to kill" (Sanskrit va†ha, Akkadian bat): Svar "eye" (Aryan spuk "see"). Sattrum "amber" (Lett skeralo): Tabiti for Veita (Zend, and Sanskrit tap "burn"): Apia "earth" (Latin exs, Georgian obi), with others (see Oitosuros), which point to an Aryan origin for the race.—Ed.]. See Skuthis.

Sal. Sar. An ancient root meaning "to shine." [Akkadian sîr "light": Egyptian sâr "see": Turkish sel "shine": Mongol ser, sel, "clear": Finnic sâr "white", sel "shine": Aryan sar: Hebrew sârach, "shine," "glitter": Latin sol "sun". It is connected also with Hel "bright."—Ed.] The Babylonian, or Kasite, goddess Sal was probably a "light" goddess.

Sâlagrâma. A charm used by the Vishnu worshiping sects, the original being a flint fossil Ammonite (an ancient species of nautilus), found at the village of Sali-pūr, on the Gandhik river in Nepal. It varies in size from that of a walnut to that of an orange. There are many imitations, but the real fossil is said to be the only stone directly created by deity: for Vishnu, by aid of Maya ("illusion"'), took this form to escape from Siva, who however pierced it with innumerable small borings. These, and the threads or corrugations of the shell, constitute its value as a charm, since all such knots and convolutions are powerful against the evil eye, witches being forced to count them (see Knots). The Sâlo-grâma is known to Italian wizards, and was apparently brought west by the Jats and Romany tribes (see Gipsies): Mr Leland found even grains of the stone highly esteemed by Tuscan sorceresses (Antiquity Quarterly, Jan. 1893). Such amulets are concealed on the person, in a red woolen bag, with a piece of gold, a piece of silver, and the herb concordia. One specimen that had been prized for generations in Italy was decked with wax flowers, like a saint's image. Generally speaking, all witches are obstructed by
intricate patterns, and Amina the Ghoul, in the *Arabian Nights*, can only eat her rice grain by grain. Nervous habits—such as counting squares on a wall or on the flagstones of a pavement—may also be compared.

Saleh. An Arab prophet noticed several times in the Koran. He called forth a camel and its colt from the solid rock, as a sign for the unbelieving tribe of Thamúd. But they killed the camel, and were destroyed by lightning as a punishment.

Salii. Latin: "leapers." Priests of Mars, whose temple was on the Palatine Hill at Rome. They danced and clanged their shields (see Korubantes).

Salim. Hebrew: "peace," as in Arabic also, Babylonian Salimmu. The word also means "safety," and from it came the name of the Assyrian deity Salman, and the Hebrew Solomon, "peaceful!"

Sali-váhana. A somewhat legendary Hindu king before 78 A.C., whose capital was at Pratistána, on the Godáveri river. He was an enemy of Vikram-Aditya, and was killed at Kárúr. His legend relates that a star guided holy men to his birth-place; and flowers were showered from heaven when he was born. He was an incarnation of the serpent of wisdom, and a teacher of art, science, and philosophy. The Jains claim him as an ascetic, but he is otherwise a form of Agni the fire god.

Salsette. A beautiful islet some 4 miles long, and 16 miles N. of Bombay. It is well wooded and tilled: one of its hills (Thana) rises 1500 feet. The Portuguese held it in our 16th century: the Maharrattas took it in 1739, and the British in 1774. The Portuguese defaced the Keneri group of caves, which is perhaps 2000 years old. In a fine Chaitya, or shrine, at this spot was a tooth of Budhha, known as early as 324 A.C., in the reign of Gotamí-putra. This Keneri Tópe was opened by Dr Bird, who found only a copper plate recording the enshrinement of the relic (Fergusson, *Indian Architecture*, pp. 59, 161).

The caves are supposed by Ferguson to have been excavated in our 5th century. They resemble those of Karli, Amboli, Kundoty, and Montepizar (see also Etra). The finest in the two-storeyed Darbáar cave. In another (Fergusson, *Rock-cut Temples*, plate six) is a carving of Avalokit-Isvara (the God of Mercy), "with ten heads" of which there is said to be no other example in India, though there are a few modern ones in Tibet. In all the caves Mahá-deva is the chief god.

Salt. An important emblem of life in all mythologies. Hindus strew salt round babes, and newly wedded couples. Ezekiel speaks of this custom (xvi, 4). Christians considered that babes should be salted until they had been baptised, and when taken to be shown at various houses the owners put salt into their mouths, while mothers placed salt in the cradles, or on the infant's brow, feet, and hands. Salt was thrown on the hearth whenever any of the family set out on a journey, or when milk was spilt. Holy water also requires salt; and plates of salt were placed on corpses (see 'Azáel). It was very unlucky to spill salt at table (as we see in Leonardo da Vinci's picture of the Last Supper, where Judas is spilling the salt); and oaths were confirmed by a "covenant of salt." The "salt-spell" was a well known rite in cases of sickness, and salt was often mixed with salvia—as in the Roman Catholic rite of "Sal et Saliva" (*Annotated Prayer Book and Administration of Baptism*). Salt was the emblem of fidelity, and of wisdom: and was the sign of regeneration, and of vital power (see Grimm, *Witch of Canemorto*). The hearth and door should be sprinkled with salt at weddings (Napier, *Folk-Lore*, pp. 33, 47, 139). According to the Norse the earth-cow licked the salt mountain, and her milk nourished the salt giants (see Ymir), at the creation of the world.

Samael. An evil spirit, in Jewish sorcery and in the Kabbala. The name is said to mean "God's poison." He persuaded Israel to worship the golden calf. By Lilith he had many children, such as Ashimah, and Leviathan. He was cursed by Yahweh, and expelled from heaven by Michael, as the tempter of Eve (see Lilith).

Samal. Samulti. Assyrian: "image." The Samulti was the sacred tree, or Ashirah.

Samála. Aramean: "northern" (Hebrew Shenót, Arabic Shenáli), a title applied to a goddess, and to a town in the extreme N. of Syria, on the plateau E. of the Gulf of Issus. This site (now called Sinjirli) is noticed in the records of Tiglath Pileser III, in 734 B.C., as the capital of the land of Yadi, whose king fled to Damascus. The site includes ruins of a palace, with inscriptions in early Aramean speech, and in early Phoenician script. These include one of Panamnu I, about 800 B.C., and another of the son of Panamnu II, who was restored to his throne as an Assyrian vassal, after 732 B.C., together with a later kuneiform text of Esarhaddon of Assyria, relating his conquest of Egypt in 670 B.C. This fine stele gives representations of various Assyrian gods standing erect on the backs of animals—as at Bavian also. The chief god of Samála, and
of the “land of Yadai” which is also noticed in the inscriptions at the site, was Hadad. The bas-reliefs of the palace may be older than the 8th century B.C., when it was built, or rebuilt by Bar-Rakab son of Panammu II. They represent, among other designs, the lion-headed god (probably Nergal), and an archer, with deer, as also a captive, who is being brought by a soldier who holds him by his pigtail. This beardless captive seems to represent a Hititte captured by a Semitic victor.

**Saman. Samanta.** A name of Avalokit-Esvana, the god who “looks down” from Saman-kuta (see Adam’s Peak). He is also worshiped in the Himalayas, and by so-called Buddhists of Tibet, and is otherwise called Mahâ-Indra-nât. His fête in Nepal occurs in May and June (Pioneer Mail, 6th Sept. 1885). He holds bow and arrow (Upham, Buddhism, pp. 51, 52).

**Samans. Shamans.** See Saman. Clement of Alexandria speaks of the Semoi as Indian ascetics, and the word is a later dialectic form of Sramana. The wizard priests of Mongolia are now known as Samans: the Buddhist Sraman was a “worker” or missionary. The Tartar stone, or sacrificial post, is also called a Saman. Shamans (or Kams) were a class created by Tengri (the Turanian heaven god) “to struggle with evil spirits, which arose in the east,” good spirits being found in the west. The Samans are also called Oyun by Yakut Turks, and Tadibi by Samoyeds. They have magic rods, and many charms and amulets. They dance wildly, beating magic drums; and they fall in fits, relating, when they recover, their journeys to the realms of Erlik the god of the under world (Akkadian Arûl “Hades”), whose abode is guarded by dogs whom they appease with food and drink. Erlik also delights in strong drink. The Shamans are both male and female, and are decked with snakes, strips of fur, and little bells. They wear conical helmets of iron, with deer’s antlers, and carry wands with horses’ heads. Their loose dress is of leather, with gaudy sleeves; on the arms and back are plates of iron. Small figures of men and animals hang from the collars, and leather streamers on the back; while a dragon surrounds the helmet. The divining rod is hung with bells and tassels, and is swung about in blessing or cursing. The Shamans also carry an ark, or box, about 3½ ft. by 1 ft., in which are sacred paraphernalia, rods, tambourines, and charms. The wheel of the sun is depicted on one side, and the moon as a human being grasping a tree on the other. (Prof. Mikhailovski, Journal Anthropol. Inst., Aug. 1894.)

Any half mad or epileptic person, even a child, may be a Shaman.

**Samans.**

The initiatory rites are severe, and are said to involve the renouncing of Tengri, and self-dedication to the devil. The Shaman must discard all whom he dear on earth, and serve to the demon who aids him. “Shaman sickness” results from the horrors of these rites, and manifests itself in cramps or convulsions, bleeding of the nose, and madness. The system—-as the Tibet (see Lamas)—appears to represent a Buddhism degraded into demonology. Mongols say that Shamans are closely allied with Odokil, or Satan, who will therefore not injure any tribe that obeys its wizards. Every tribe has its chief Shaman, who arranges its rites, and takes charge of its idols; and under him there are local and family priests or wizards, who regulate all that concerns birth, marriage, and death, cast horoscopes, and purify man, woman, and child, animals, food, and offerings. None may pitch a tent, or taste food, till the Shaman has consecrated the place or the meal (Howarth, Indian Antiq., Feb., March 1885). But though they profess to cure disease, Shamans will not treat such infectious ills as small-pox or scarlet fever. The female Shamans are as conspicuous as the men, though generally the Mongol women hold an inferior position. The Lamas and Bonzes mingle Buddhism with this early Turanian paganism, but the strict Buddhist calls his monk a Haba. In 1882 the Rev. J. Gilmour wrote that: “One half the males among Mongols are Lamas, who are utterly degraded in morals, and now addicted to drink. . . . Buddhism has largely effaced the warlike aggressive character of the tribes, and owing to Russian influence it is now no uncommon thing to meet educated, intelligent, and wealthy Mongols throughout Asiatic Russia.” (Among Mongols, 1883): yet Sramans are to be seen officiating at the ancient shrines and trees, “to please the people,” as they say, and as we have seen English clergy officiate at the holy well of Tinsington (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 380).

White is the sacred color throughout Mongolia, at both fêtes and funerals: men step aside respectfully to a white horse, or throw themselves flat before a white mare: the silver birch is holy; and milk is the chief offering to the gods, large bowls being presented to heaven, earth, mountains, and rivers. A bowl of the “first milk” of the new grass season is thrown spinning towards the southern sky. If it falls upright it is accepted, but if it is overturned a sheep or goat must be sacrificed. At all these rites images of Buddha are constantly in use. At the Sanga-bha, or “white moon” fête in autumn, goats and sheep are offered to all gods. One god is called a Nagit, and is robed in rags, and placed in a Yurt or round hut of sticks, felt, and feathers, near a Shrine, or sacred circle, where the refuse of the sacrifices is burnt. The officiating Shaman, as he prays, waves his Yodo, or flag, to the
north, and all present cry with him for mercy. No one may remove the Guise or sacred poles from the Yurt or the Shire, nor touch the gifts tied to them. They are left to the winds and the birds. At the great Sul-bunda fête the Ongon-murin ("God's horse," a well-bred stallion) is sacrificed (see Avsa-medha), on the death of its owner, until which time it has been held sacred, and few have been allowed to ride it. Nor could it be sold or given away, being reserved for sacrifice in time of danger or distress. The sacred eairns (see Ob) and sacred trees are decked with rags, ribbons, and hair from the mane or tail of a horse, and are places for prayer, as when the uncle of Tehengiz Khan vowed to decorate a tree, which vow he fulfilled after victory, attributing it to his own piety in his harangue to the troops, who danced round the tree (Indian Antïg., March 1883).

The winds and the waters must be consulted before a hut is erected. Sir H. Howarth says that there is a considerable Mongol literature connected with this subject, as also with augury by the bones, entrails, and flight of birds, or the rites necessitated by spilling milk. It is death to lean on a whip which has beaten a horse, or to touch it with an arrow; to beat a horse with a bridle, or to tread on the threshold (see Mongol): any who spat out meat that choked him used to be dragged through a hole dug under the tent, and was then mercilessly executed. The soul of the Shaman remains on earth to plague mankind. He must therefore be buried at a distance, on some high place, as he maintains his evil power over the living.

Samaria. Samaritans. The city of Shomron ("watch tower" in Hebrew), whence the province of Samaria was named, was built on a low hill W. of Shechem, by Omri, king of Israel, about 915 B.C. (1 Kings xxvi. 24). There is a small village at the place, with ruins of Herod's temple to Augustus, and of the 12th century church of St John the Baptist, over a Jewish tomb. The head of St John was the chief relic, but was also shown at Damascus. The city was taken by Sargon in 722 B.C., when King Hoshea was taken captive. Sargon says in his record: "I occupied the town of Samaria, and took captive 27,280 persons, and took from them 50 chariots, but left them the rest of their belongings. . . . I placed my governor over them, and renewed the obligation imposed on them by a former king." The captives from Hamath were transferred to this town (see 2 Kings xviii. 30) with others, in 715 B.C.; hence Josephus speaks of the Samaritans as Kutheans (Ant., IX, xiv, 1), and as Sidonians in the 4th century B.C. But the Samaritan priestly family still claims to be descended from Aaron, and from those priests who were sent back by Sargon (2 Kings xvii, 27-29). Sanchallat (Neh. ii, 10; iv, 7; vi, 2; xiii, 28), a leader related by marriage to the high priest Eliashib, in the time of Nehemiah, gathered a number of Israelites in the Hauran, according to Samaritan tradition, and brought them to Shechem, where he built a temple (see Gerizim) on the sacred mountain where Joshua had erected the Tabernacle. Josephus says that this temple was built about 335 B.C.; and it was destroyed by John Hyrcanus in 109 B.C. (Ant., XIII, ix). The Samaritan remnant in Shechem was cruelly persecuted by the Romans, and by Justinian in the 6th century A.D. They appear to have prospered under the Moslems, and spread over a great part of Palestine. They had still a synagogue in Damascus, and another in Alexandria, as late as the 17th century; but their synagogue was taken from them by Moslems at Shechem; and the present building is a poor modern house in the town, the older one being called Hizm Y'akub outside the city—the supposed site of "Jacob's grief" on the loss of Joseph—which is now a mosque, having a Samaritan text of the 6th century in the wall of the minaret. The sacred sites include Jacob's well, the tomb of Joseph, the mosque of Jacob's pillar at the foot of Gerizim, and the tomb of the sons of Aaron further S.E. at Awertah (see Gerizim); these are fully described in the Memoirs of the Survey of W. Palestine (see vol ii, and Col. Gonder's paper on "Samaritan Topography" in the same Memoirs). The synagogue contains three ancient MSS. of the Pentateuch (see Bible), which is the only Hebrew scripture accepted by the Samaritans, who say that the Jews have changed the text, reading Ebal for Gerizim (Deut. xi, 29). They date the apostacy of the Jews from the time when Eli established a rival Tabernacle at Shiloh, instead of Joshua's at Shechem. They preserve the ancient alphabet of Israel as used before the Captivity, instead of the Aramean character adopted by the Jews after the Captivity: and they celebrate the Passover in strict obedience to the Law, with loins girt and staff in hand (see Passover); they do not use the phylacteries (see Phylacteriæ), or the Ethrog lemon of the Jews: the latter symbol, used at the feast of Tabernacles, being noticed by Josephus as early as the 2nd century B.C. There appears to be no doubt that the Samaritans established themselves independently at Shechem under the Persians; but it is quite possible that their priests were of the same family with that of the high priest at Jerusalem in the time of Ezra. The Jews accuse them of worshiping a dove on Gerizim (probably referring to their legend of a messenger dove sent by Joshua to Nabi (Nabak) the ruler of Gilead), and of saying that the goat Ashima created the world—because they read Ha-Shem ("the name."), just as the
Samaria

Jews read Adonai, instead of pronouncing the sacred name of Yahweh.

The Samaritans imagine that their oldest MS. (which is perhaps of the 6th century A.C.) was written by Abishu, the son of Phinehas, son of Aaron: and another by the high priest Nathaniel, who died 30 B.C. The first MS. of the Samaritan Pentateuch known in Europe came from Damascus in 1616 A.C., and the comparison with the accepted Hebrew text, and with the Septuagint, gave rise to many controversies. The language is Hebrew— with some dialectic peculiarities—and the variations are of very minor importance. Another MS. called the "Fire tried," is in book form. It consists of 217 leaves (from Gen. i, 29 to Deut. xxxiii, 29), and, though named from a legend that it came unhurt out of the fire, in the days of "Zerubbabel the Jew," it is comparatively modern. In addition to these, and to modern prayer-books, the Samaritans possess two other works of interest. The first is their Book of Joshua (published by Jynge-bill); and the second is the Samaritan Chronicle (published by Dr. Neubaur): these have been described, and the topography minutely studied by Col. Conder. The Samaritan Book of Joshua is a work of about the 13th century A.C., and contains various legends connected with the conquest of Central Palestine, which are not in the Hebrew Joshua. The 12 stones of Gilgal are said to have been carried to the top of Gerizim; and the foundation blocks of Justinian's fortress on the mountain— just N. of the bare sacred rock with its single cup-hollow—are pointed out as being the actual stones from Jordan. Joshua and his army were imprisoned by magic in Kriman (Jokneam on the Kishon), when fighting giants in Galilee, but were delivered by Nabih from Gilead, who was warned by the messenger dove. The later part of the work refers to the schism of 'El, and to the return of Israel under Sanballat to Shechem; and it goes down to the time of "Alexander of the two horns," relating the legend of his being borne in a box by eagles. The Samaritan Chronicle is a much more valuable work, begun apparently in the 7th century A.C., and gradually added to by successive high priests. It contains an allusion to the Crucifixion of Christ, and a full account of Samaritan prosperity in the time of the first Khalifs of Damascus. But the Samaritans are now a poor and decaying race, only about 150 in all being left at Shechem—the modern Nahalus.

The Samaritans had originally no belief in any resurrection of the body, or Messiah, but held that there were many angels and devils. According to Eiphanius, however (310-403 A.C.), there were, in later times, four sects in Samaritan regions, including followers of various semi-Gnostik teachers. Simon Magus was a Samaritan (see Gnostiki), and the belief in a future "restorer" (Tahab) now prevails among them, the Arabic translation of the name being Mahdi, or "guided one," as among Moslems (see Mahdi). He will be a son of Joseph, not equal to Moses, but recovering the Ten Commandments from under the twelve stones, together with the golden vessels of their temple. He will reign 110 years, and will be buried beside the tomb of Joseph. The world will then come to an end, having existed for 7000 years.

Samas. Shemesh. Samson. Semitic names for the sun. The derivation is doubtful, as, in Semitic speech, the word means "a servant," or "minister" (see Samson).

Samba. The dissolute son of Krishna, who carried off Draupadi. He was shut up by the Kurus in Hastinapuri, but rescued by his uncle Bala-Rama, who took him to Dvāraka. Here he scoffed at holy men and things, and tried to deceive three sages, who predicted that he would produce an iron club which would destroy the Yadu race. The club was produced, ground to powder, and cast into the sea; a fish swallowed part of it; Jara, the "old" hunter, caught the fish, and used the fragment as a tip to his arrow, with which he accidentally slew Krishna. Samba became a leper, but praying to Surya (the sun) was cured, and built a sun temple on the Chināb.

Sambara. The drought demon Viraṭa, conquered by Indra.

Sambha. A name for Indra's Vajrā.

Sambhava. Sanskrit: "living together."

Sambhavana. Sanskrit: "unity," or "love."

Sambhu. A title of Siva, and one of the 11 Rudras, a Daitiya king who slew the Rishi (or sage), Kusa-dhavja, because he would not give him his daughter. She burned herself, and was reborn as the wife of Rama (see Sita).

Sambhuka. The "sounding" shell of Siva—a conch (Concha Veneris), or shank, blown in temples, and a female emblem (see Sasikha).

Sam-buddha. Sanskrit: "The perfect Buddha."


Samis. A name of the supreme god of New Guinea (see Papan).
Sam-kalpam

Papuans, to whom sacrifices are offered (see the account by Mr. Chalmers, and Mr. Gill, the missionaries, Relig. Tract Soc'y., 1885). On the last day of February a great dance is performed by two bands of men facing each other, as the sun rises over the eastern hills. They are surrounded by a great circle of spectators, and away to and fro beating drums, and saluting the four quarters of the horizon. Each dancer then takes a girl on his left arm, and the whole procession moves slowly round, perspiring under the sun. On another occasion a dance round a tree with branches loaded with coconuts, yams, streamers, and flowers, is described, the tree being 75 ft. high, and set in the centre of the village (see Gonds, and Maypoles). The missionary (p. 169) says: "At the opposite end of the village we saw four girls, beautifully tattooed, coming along dancing, followed by 39 men also dancing and beating drums, and two girls in rear." The girls wore short petticoats, and their female relatives were anxious that they should distinguish themselves by correct movements. Samis (or Semese) has large temples, on platforms which no woman may ascend (p. 138): at the entrance of one of these was the figure of "a mermaid, half fish, half human." The god himself is represented as a man. The only light of the temple comes through the door. Benches are placed round the idol; the priests keep their paraphernalia in the shrine; and the people here place their fishing nets.

Sam-kalpam. Sanskrit: "perfect time." The 12th day after a birth, when the mother is purified and worships Ganesa. Her husband, who has let his hair grow for nine months, may then shave.

Samoans. The Samoan or Navigator Islands are a group of 13 in Melanesia, the three largest ones being Samoa (Savaii or Pola), Upolu (or Oualava), and Tutuila or Mauu. The people, though physically well made, are lazy, and are now dying out. They now number only 26,000, of whom 2500 are labourers imported from other islands. They have decreased by one-half between 1840 and 1890. They are regarded as representing the most ancient Polynesian type (see Melanesians), intermediate between the Papuan to the W. and the brown race to the E. The Samoan dialect is also regarded as the oldest form of Polynesian speech: it retains the original S which in other dialects is softened to H. The natives worship in Maras, or stone circles (see Maoris), round which are sacred groves of bread fruit, champa, banian, and other Ficus trees. The circles are on mounds, and usually belong to a group of villages (Dr. Turner, Samos, pp. 315-318). The Mara is the centre of social and religious life. The natives say that they have no idols; but certain "smooth stones," like yams, or like a fish, or like bread fruit, are venerated and eagerly sought, being set up under trees and bushes. The cultus is licentious, and the emblems even coarser than among the rudest non-Aryans in India. According to the Samoan cosmogony, from Leai ("nothing") arose fragrance, and dust, the perceptible and obtainable or earth (Eelele), and then rocks, stones, and mountains. Maunga (a mountain goddess) had a daughter Faifieu. A piece of dust settled on the flower of a sugar cane, and produced three sons and one daughter. All natural objects have sex, and the three Mahs—or high conical rocks—married earthy stones, high winds, and flying clouds. Tangaloa (perhaps the Turanian Tengri) is the heaven god, wedded to the lower sky, which is the "bestower of the dew of life." Ana wedded to Sina is a male god. Papa is the rock god, and Lā or Ra is the sun. Sami is the ocean; and Ma-sina is the moon. Ilu is a worm or serpent god, or a "man." These deities were at peace till the winds disturbed them, when Lā and Ma-sina flew aloft, and there was general war till fire and water produced a rotting debris, whence came maggots, and from them At and Fu, the first human beings. No man knows the origin of Tangaloa. His daughter was a spirit who flew about the flooded earth as a bird (Turi), searching for land, which he gradually formed for the maggots. The loose rocks also produced fire, and thence came a man Ariari, who made a woman out of a cuttlefish. But some say that man was formed from a kind of mussel shell. He has a soul (Anganga) which "comes and goes," being a kind of vapour. The gods in council decreed that man's life should end like the flame of a torch. Tangaloa had a son Moa, produced by the rocks in the centre of the earth, and a daughter Lu—otherwise a son, who married the ocean and settled the land.

These gods are incarnated in various beasts, birds, fish, or shells, called Aitu. The but temples adjoining the Maras have sacred wells and cups; stones, shells, skulls, etc., are hung up inside. A pole is set up on holy days, with a skull and streamers on the top. May-Day is a special fête throughout Polynesia (see Union Islands): wine is poured on earth, or sprinkled towards heaven, and the sacrifices are eaten. The Aitu-Langi, or heaven gods, are symbolised by a large shell (see Sanka), and the Tupai, or high-priest, is the "lord of poison," like Siva in India. Sa-sto the rain god is represented (says Mr. Turner) by "two oblong smooth stones on a raised platform," near the villages—recalling the Indian lingam stones: some Samoans "cooked taro and fish on their stones," which (p. 24) are called Fonge and Toafa: the god Pa'amalu ("cloud" or "shade") is represented by a trumpet, or horn-like shell, set up at a temple.
Samothraké

in a sacred grove, no tree of which may be touched. The cuttle-fish, 
Fe'o, was a god of war, with a special fête, when all men, women, and 
children must aid in building a new temple. All that this Samoan 
ocotopus touches is sacred, and its quick dartings in the lagoon are 
watched as predicting good or evil. The house of Fe'o, described 
by Mr Turner, was a circle like Stonehenge (p. 31). He is also a 
land god as Moso, symbolised by a stone, but incarnate in many 
forms, such as a pigeon in a wooden bowl decked with white shells, 
or as a man, or the tree Moso with fragrant yellow flowers. The 
mullet fish is also “long Moso’s” sacred emblem, as is the stinging 
ray, or the turtle; and only a priest dare taste these. If they were 
injured the culprit’s children were immolated to Moso. Nivo-Loa 
is the “long tooth god,” of whom (p. 42) strange stories are told. 
Pava is represented by the taro leaf, and is a war god visible in the 
rainbow, which flies from Tangalos, or the sun. The passer-by kisses 
the “smooth stones from the stream,” set up in villages and fields, or at 
cross roads; and in cases of quarrel the disputants are bidden to “go 
and settle it at the stones,” where also vows and oaths are made. 
There were many war gods among a race seldom at peace, but the 
deities have now been almost effaced by the Christian missionaries 
(p. 46). The owl was a symbol of Tonga, and men beat their 
foreheads with stones till blood flowed, in his honour. Tangalos, 
the “unrestricted being,” is also the Tolto or tope, a bird worshiped 
in the May fêtes; and a sort of communal meal or eucharist is then 
eaten, none being absent from home at this season. In January 
Tonga is worshiped as Aitu-teh “the great god” (p. 204). The 
sacred emblems include the turtle, ed, butterfly, and heart; and there 
are some 50 tribal and family gods. Circumcision is a 
Samoan rite (compare Australians). Fire (a, api, ai, or ahi) 
is also worshiped (p. 116), and is connected with burial rites, 
the body being embalmed. Oaths are taken on a stone covered 
with sacred grass and anointed. Augurs are consulted as to war. 
“Chastity is ostensibly cultivated by both sexes,” but is not really 
common (p. 91), and women often plead (p. 200) that they “become 
pregnant by looking at the rising sun,” so that children of the 
sun are often found. The custom of the Levirate (marrying the 
widow of a brother) is known. The Samoans still collect the 
hands of their slain enemies like the Malays, and they were 
formerly cannibals.

Samothraké. The Thrakian Samos, sometimes called Samos 
only by Homer. A famous island of oval form, 8 miles long, and 

Samoyeds. See Siberians.

Sam-pati. Sanskrit. The Garuda bird which carries Vishnu 
(see Garuda).

Samson. The Hebrew Héráklés: “the sun” (see Sancus). 
His home at Zoreah (Ste-rák) is close to Bethshemesh (“the house 
of the sun”), in the valley of Sorek (“wine”). S.W. of Jerusalem, 
on the borders of Philistia. The Rabbinic legend says that in one 
stride he could pass from Zoreah to Eshtoa (Judg. xiii, 25). He 
is announced by an angel, and his strength is in his hair (or rays): 
he slays the lion like other solar heroes, and burns the crops with 
fire. He also dwells in a cave, and sleeps in Gaza—the extreme 
welt—appearing in the morning at Hebron in the east. He is 
tempted by Delilah in the vine valley of Sorek, and then becomes 
weak, his hair being shorn. Delilah represents the Omphalé of the 
Greek legend of Héralé. Samson becomes a slave till his hair 
grows again, and dies finally between the pillars in Gaza—or the 
welt: these answer to the western or sunset pillars of Héralé.

Samudra. Sanskrit: “a gathering of waters,” the ocean. Any 
river, such as the Ganges, is Samudrá in the feminine. Samudra the 
“king of rivers” had a wife Veä, and their daughter Samudra 
moved Pradhin-avarshish, and was the mother of the ten Prachetasas, 
sea powers from whom proceeded the demi-god Daksha: for all 
things came from water (see Daksha, and Vana).

Samuel. The Hebrew prophet and ruler, who was called by 
Yahveh as a child. [The derivation of the name is doubtful—perhaps 
“God has called him by name.”—Ed.] The Books of Samuel (see Bible) 
include the history of David also, and could not have been written 
till the reign of Solomon at earliest. Wellhausen supposes that they 
represent the combination of two distinct narratives. [The principal
Samva. Sanskrit. Indra's thunderbolt.

Samvarta. Sanskrit: "a cloud." The destruction of the world is Samvritas.

Samvata. Sanskrit: "era." (See Eras, and Indian Antiq., Dec. 1891: Academy, 16th Feb. 1884.)

San. Akkadian. One of the names of the sun, others being Sam, and Tam, in the same language. [Compare the Turkish Satig "illustrious."—End.]

Sanars. A numerous menial caste in S. India. They now cultivate palm trees, and make spirits; and they are a vigorous people, but great worshippers of spirits mostly evil (see Rev. S. Mateer, Trewavankor). Like some Sudras, and Chitis, they have a curious wedding custom, recalling Pandora's box (see Prometheus). The bridegroom sends such caskets to his male relations, having inside each a bride's tāli or token—the Tali-Krioman, which is an egg-like object—besides coconuts and rice. He receives presents and blessings in return if the relations approve. The bridegroom's sister carries a Kōli (which means both a basket and the Yoni), covered with the Montri-Kōli or sacred cloth, to the bride's room, and there is always a lighted taper beside it, and a small phial of oil. A large empty pot is also covered over by the hands of the bride's female relatives, as the bridegroom approaches, until the bride's mother comes to fill it with grain. The couple stand on a consecrated mat, hand in hand, while a Brahman sketches the Lingam and Yoni on the ground before them: they then walk round the central pole, or pillar, of the house or tent, and scatter seeds and oil, some of which being cast into the sacred fire of the hearth, while the shank shells are blown.

Sanchi. A well-known Stupa or Tope, of the Bhilsa group, on a hill which for a thousand years has stood solitary in the wilderness—the haunt of the wolf, jackal, and hyena. The naked herdsmen gazed at strange vast ruins, or rests in their shadow, watching the browsing goats at midday. It is difficult to realise that for many centuries this holy mount was thronged with kings and peoples, from all parts of India, enquiring of the holy dead, whose feet had trodden the spot. Not a footfall now arrests the ear. The great Master, and his disciples whose relics lie in the buried caskets, are not forgotten; but they are known only to the pilgrims from Ceylon, Barmah, or China, and to the European student of Buddhism; the people of the place know nothing of the faith or of its history. Relics of historic importance were here found by Dr. Peterson the Professor of Sanskrit, to the Elphinstone College at Poona (Times of India, 2nd April 1892). Two of Buddha's disciples were here buried about 400 B.C. The Council of Parma, under Asoka in 241 B.C., revised the Buddhist Canon, and included a work called the Questions of Upāsiṣās. This disciple was called Sariputa on admission to Buddha's order, and he agreed with a friend Mogalana that whichever of them first found salvation would tell the other. They died soon after each other, at a great age, shortly before Buddha himself, having been his chief disciples after Ananda whom he loved. In 1853 Major A. Cunningham, of the Bengal Engineers, dug into the mounds surrounding the central Sanchi Tope, and found a shaft with a slab at the bottom, under which were two large stone boxes. The southern of these bore on the lid the name of Sariputa, and the northern that of Mogalana. The first contained a steatite casket enclosing two fragments of sandal wood: a fragment of bone less than an inch long, and seven precious stones, were also found in the casket; the sandal wood is supposed to have come from Sariputa's funeral pyre. In the other box was a similar casket, with two fragments of bone each half an inch long. The first casket was marked in ink, inside the lid, with the letter Sa, and the second in like manner with Mo, for the names Sariputa and Mogalana.

Dr. Bühl, and others, agree that the great Tope at Sanchi is older than 260 B.C., and probably as old as 400 B.C.; the stone railing round it is perhaps as old as 20 or 30 B.C. (Gen. Cunningham, Bhilas Tope; Ferguson, Indian Architecture). Out of more than 400 inscriptions at the site, 378 have been read, including Asoka's edict about making a road for the processions of monks and nuns (see Academy, 17th June 1893). In the sculptures of the Tope, Buddha appears as a prince, not as an ascetic, and many of them represent Jataka tales—that is stories of his previous lives. The evidence so collected appears to show us that the actual relics of Buddha's chief disciples were here enshrined, long before Asoka's time, and are to be added to an actual relic of Gotama Buddha himself (see Kapila-vastū).
Sancus. The Sabine chief deity (compare Sankin and Sanku),
whose temple was on the Quirinal hill at Rome, opposite those of
Quirinus and of Janus. The gate near it was called the “Sanqualis
Porta.” The shrine of Sancus was founded by Tarquinus Superbus,
and it was reconstituted to Dios Fidius—the Jove of vows—in 465 B.C.
The god presided over marriage vows, hospitality, and national law.
The Sabines said that Sancus was the father of their ancestor Sabus.
He was also called Semo-Sancus, and the character of the god suggests
that the name is connected with the Latin sanctus, and with “sanctio”
by vows. [If however the deity worshiped by the Etruscan Tarquin
bore an Etruscan name, we may compare the Akkadian Sun, “noble”
or “illustrious,” applied to the sun (see San), and Semo-Sancus with
San-sun, “the bright sun,” which is perhaps the real origin of Samson.
—Ed.]

Sand. Sanskrit: “wild.” The sacred bull which wanders loose
in temples and towns in India. Siva is also Sanda.

Sandan. Agathias quotes Berosus as saying that Sandes was the
Assyrian Edris. Dr Sayce regards Sandan as a Hittite god (see
Lydian Sandanis appears to be the same. [As an Akkadian name
San-don means “the mighty sun” (see San).—Ed.]

Sandara-cottus. The Greek form of Chandra-Gupta (see India).

Sangreal. See Grail.

Sanja. A name of Siva. Sane is Vishnu as the sun, and Sana
is Siva as the artificer.

Sanjna. A name of Saranyu, and of the daughter of Vivas-Karma,
who is “conscience” and a wife of the sun. She is the mother of
Surya, and Manu.

Sankara. Sanskrit. Siva, as the creator and chief Rudra.

Sankar-acharya. A distinguished Saivite reformer, and Vedanta
philosopher, whom some place as late as 760 to 820 A.C.; but who,
according to the annals of Kerala, lived in 427 A.C., when he visited
Makka. He is called an incarnation of Siva. Mr Fleet (Journal
Bombay Inst. Asiatic Soc., 1892) shows that he was born in 633,
and died at Kedar-nath in 655 A.C. He was a perfervid preacher, and his
commentaries on Sutras and Upanishads are of great value. He was
the founder of the sect of Smârtava Brâhmans (students of “tradition”),
and he established monasteries, one of the chief of which we often
visited at Srînga-giri on the W. Ghâts of Maisur. He disputed with
Brâhmans and Buddhists, and tried to popularise the Vedanta philo-
sophy; but he was called a “heretic,” and “the hidden Buddhist”; the
Brâhmans refused to burn his dead mother; but the legend says
that he produced fire from his arm for the purpose. He was one of
the last survivors of the old pre-Buddhist schools of philosophy; but
was to some extent followed by Ramanâja and Mâdhava, in the 12th
and 13th centuries A.C. (see those headings).

Sankha. The Shank or Conca Veneria, used as a trumpet, and
also a female emblem. These shells are very valuable, and are prepared
chiefly by the Sankha-saris of Daka. Some 60,000 are found yearly
on the coasts of Ceylon and Madras, and are valued at £25,000.
Those which open and are wreathed to the right are most valued,
and fetch 80 to 100 each. As “sounders” (see Sambhika) they
drive away demons, and Buddhists say that those opening to the right
should be reserved for temples and palaces: no Siamese subject dare
keep one (Crawford, Siam, p. 181). On great occasions they are
brought out, and filled with water, which is sprinkled from them for
the cleansing of sins. Sakra, the chief Deva, caused ten thousand
sankhas to be blown when Buddha was born (see Upaham, Buddhiam,
p. 70). The shell often appears in classic sculpture, as blown by
Trinons and Nereids—water spirits who were also said to dwell in the
conch. In our 6th century the Red Sea, and the shores of the
Maldive Islands, were known to Hindus as Sankha-dvipa or “the
region of conch shells.” Armlets, bracelets, beads, and charms, are
made of this shell, for both men and women. It is one of the emblems
carried by Vishnu. It was known as Sheen among the Moors. The
Spanish found it in use in the Solomon Islands of Polynesia, as a
sacred trumpet called the Hojis or Cogis, which they said “signified

Sankin. Vishnu as the god of “left hand” sects.

Sanku. An honourable title of Siva (otherwise Saku), and the
name of a son of Ugra-sena.

Sanksya. One of the six systems or “demonstrations,” of Hindu
philosophy (see Darśanas) founded by Kapila. It is also called
Sankhya, and Samiksha, and signifies “research,” or “reasonable
discrimination.” It teaches the immortality of the soul, and free-will:
mans aim must be to deliver himself from the flesh, and to attain to
an impassive beatitude. It allows souls to all animals; and it ac-

Sancus

Sankha
Sanskrit

The oldest inscription in purely literary Sanskrit is one of king Boudra-dāman of Girir (about 150 A.C.), and the oldest extant text of the Sanskrit revival is on a copper plate of king Dama-pālā-dma, dating 880 A.C. (Indian Antiquity, Sept. 1892). But the characters on the Harpa seal, found in ruins near Lahore, belong to the alphabet in which Sanskrit was written, and General Cunningham said that “they cannot be later than 400 to 500 B.C.” (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., July 1888). Sanskrit may have been a literary tongue in 800 B.C., and a classical language by 500 B.C. To the three classes above noticed M. Senart would add the “mixed Sanskrit” of the monuments—whence sprang the Pāli—as found at Kapur-digiri, and Mathūrā, used especially by Buddhists about 250 B.C. These texts include “forms purely Prakrit” : [just as the Arabic of the Koran is called ungrammatical by later Arab grammarians—En.] : “from the end of the 2d century A.C. the use of mixed Sanskrit is, in the west, banished from the inscriptions, regular Sanskrit taking its place.” The so-called “regular” tongue thus comes into use after the texts of 80 A.C. The use of Sanskrit as a sacred language led to its being carefully preserved by priests till it became “essentially a Brahman language, with its roots deep down in the traditions of the Vedas.” Of the Prakrits, as used on monuments between 250 B.C. and 300 A.C., M. Senart also says that: “The inscriptions show no trace of difference of dialect, or other appreciable variation, even between the most ancient and most modern.” These are all earlier than the age of the Sanskrit “renaissance,” and of the oldest known Sanskrit MSS. (like that at Cambridge 883 A.C.; or the Nāpiṇ M.S. of 1008 A.C.; or another in India of 1182 A.C.), so that classic Sanskrit does not appear early as a spoken tongue.

Sanyāsī

The 4th or most severe type of ascetic among Brahmanas, who has renounced all public and social duties, joys, and privileges, caste and sect. He is dead to the world, and has performed his own Srūddha or funeral rites: he is but a spirit hovering on earth, and not of it. He calls himself Brahman, and knows not whether he is naked or dressed. The European, who calls all ascetics Fakirs or Yogis, rarely knows the real Sanyāsī, who avoids towns, saying that they secularise the mind : nature, man, and woman being influences too strong for them. The author sought them out, and associated with many Śādhūs who were good, and even learned Sanyāsīs, and real Mah-ātmas or “great souls” —men noble and revered, such as Rāma-krishna in Bangāl (1835 to 1886) whom Max Müller has described, and who converted Kishub-chander-sen to true religion.
(see Brāhma-Somāj). This Hindu saint, though a Brāhma, discarded caste; he made no pretenses of secret wisdom: he was no Guru-ji or dispenser of charms, as many Sanyāsīs are: he broke caste rules daily, and declined to be called a Guru: he disclaimed the possession of occult knowledge or powers: he worshiped many deities but none in particular, nor was he a Vedantist: "he accepted all the doctrines, the embodiments, the usages, and devotional practices of every cult; each in turn was infallible to him." His religion was ecstatic, and Hindu deities were to him a force "tending to reveal the supreme relation of the soul to the eternal and formless"—according to the somewhat occult expressions of Mr. Mozumdar. His disciples said that when in ecstasy his features would grow stiff, his eyes sightless, tears would run down his pale rigid yet smiling face, while he seemed unconscious. Then he would "burst out in prayers, songs, and utterances, the force and pathos of which pierced the hardest hearts." His words were not merely vague hypnotic talk: for they expressed the most sublime ideas of goodness and purity, with poetic diction strange to any but Oriental ears. He refused to found a sect, and left no writings: he described himself as a "frail half sunk log of wood, floating on life's troubled stream." He cautioned all to "be aware of Gurus," and not to come to him for salvation—"they will drown me without saving themselves."

The Bandhāyana may be called the Bible of Sanyāsīs, and was known already in the 6th century B.C. Buddhist Bhikshus see often true Sanyāsīs, for those are described in the Bhāgavat-gītā as "those who neither hate nor desire." The name means one who has "surrendered everything"—a forest recluse in the 4th or Ārama stage, who has attained to Avadhūtā, or freedom of the spirit, which is impossible for the dweller among men.

**Saoshyas.** See Sraoasha. The faithful helpers of the future Persian Messiah, otherwise called Sōshānā or Saoshyants (see Sacred Books of East, xxiii, p. 165; xviii, p. 369). They are noticed in the early scriptures of the Vendīdīd (xix, 18). See Sosiosch.

**Sar. Saros.** The Babylonian cycle of 223 lunations (6,585.32 days), approximately 18 years and 11 days, which the old astronomers said was the period of recurrence of eclipses of the moon. They considered it a convenient measure of time, and it appears to have been known to Thales about 600 B.C.

**Sar.** Akkadian "king." (The word was also known in Egypt, and adopted by Babylonians and Hebrews in the forms Sarp, Sarra, Sarac, and Sar.—En.] Hence came also Sarai, and Sarah, for a "princess." Sir was called the Sarrāwil, or "queen," of heaven.

**Saracen.** An European corruption of Shārkīfīn, or "easterns," in Arabic.

**Saramā.** The heavenly dog, mother of Indra's two dogs Sāramā ("the courser"), and Svanao ("the hound"), who were brindled and had four eyes; she delighted in taking life, and attended Yama also at the gates of Hades. The Persian sacred dog is also "four eyed," Saramā, or Sarava ("the runner") as Usahās ("the dawn") watched over Sita of Ramā, when she was a captive in Lanka. Saramā also recovered Indra's cows from the cavern of the Pānis. She was the daughter of Daksha, and was called Sripā. She appears to be the Teutonic Hōrnē or "storm," and is an emblem of the wind (see Hermes).

**Saranyu.** Sanskrit. The storm cloud, who was the mother of Yama, and Yam. She was also a mare, and thus the mother of the Asvins. She is the "angry" daughter of Vivasvat—the sun—and of Vrāshtri and she bore Surya and Manu ("sun" and "moon"), but as a mare from the solar horse, who pursued her, she left Chāya ("shade") in her stead.

**Saravasatī.** From the Sanskrit Saravasāti, meaning "to move" or "undulate": the goddess of the sacred river now called Sarasūti: with the Drīsh-haravati it bounded the Aryan home, or Brahmavarta. She was also Vāch or "eloquence," and invented the Deva-nagari writing, as well as art, music, and learning, which arose on her banks; but Vāch, though mentioned in the Brāhmaṇas and in the Mahā-bhārata, is unnoticed in the Rig Veda, where Sarasvati is said to "go on pure from the mountains to the sea." But this has not occurred within known times; for, like other rivers, the Sarasūti is lost in desert sands. A sect of learned Brāhmaṇas are called Sārvavatīs. Vīshnūvas says that Sarasvati quarrelled with Lakshmi ("prosperity"), and with Ganga. She is represented riding the solar peacock, and carrying her Vina or lute. She often appears on a lotus, or nursing a child, and is always young and fair. She has four arms, presenting a book and a flower with those on the right, while the left hands hold the casket of life, and the rosary of religion: the golden and silver Vīvra trees are sacred to her, and at her great fête, in January, rice and flowers with perfumes are offered to her, especially to condone for falsehoods.

**Sarbanda.** A goddess worshiped by Sin-Kasid, king of Erech
Sardinia

(New Series, Rec. of Past, i, p. 81), according to a text copied—from a basalt monument—by Nabu-balaš-iki, in the temple of E-lisa. This text records early endowments at Borsippa outside Babylon, including 30 gur of corn, 12 manus of wool, 18 lu of oil, and a shekel of gold, to be presented annually. [The name seems to mean 'Queen of the Bow'—a title of Istar, and the goddess is called the 'mother' of the king.—Ed.]

Sardinia. This island preserves antiquities of many ages, including Phenician, Egyptian, Greek, and Roman remains, with others yet older. Prof. Liebling, and Dr Ebers, distinguish the Egyptian sarcabs, statuettes, bronzes, pendants, and intaglii, from imitations by Phenicians and others. Tacitus says that Tiberius (in 19 A.C.) transported 4000 Egyptians and Jews—mostly enfranchised slaves—to Sardinia.

Sarga. According to later Babylonians this king was the founder of their civilisation. [The name in Akkadian probably means no more than "founder king."—Ed.] He was the king of Agadhe (see Akad, and Babylon), variously supposed to have lived about 2500, 3000, or 3800 B.C. Nabonashid, king of Babylon (550 B.C.), records his discovery of a foundation tablet of Naram-sin—supposed to be the son of Sargina—and believed him to have reigned 3200 years before his own time. He says that what had been buried for 3200 years, and 18 cubits beneath the temple of the great lord of E-har, at Sippara, was revealed to him by Samas (the sun): no king had seen it before him, for Nebuchadnezzar (Nabu-kudur-usur) had sought the foundation tablet in vain: he adds, "I saw the writing . . . and did not alter it, but cleansed the altar, sacrificed a victim, and restored it to its place, with my written name." He does not however say how the date was calculated. He found also that the temple had been restored by Sayaltu-Burius about 1090 B.C. He prays to the goddess Anunit to favour him, and to intercede with the moon god her father for him, that his dynasty might endure.

The Babylonian legend of Sargina, the "king of justice, devisor of prosperity," exists in several copies in Sumitic speech, these being apparently taken from an original which has not been found. The following is the translation of Talbot, and G. Smith (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Nov. 1882: Rec. of Past., v. p. 52): "I am Sargina, the great king, king of Agadhe. My mother knew not my father; my family ruled the land. My city was the city Aszipirani, which is on the banks of the river Euphrates. My mother conceived me; in a secret place she brought me forth. She placed me in an ark of bulrushes; with bitumen she closed up my door. She threw me into the river, which did not enter to into the ark. The river carried me: it brought me to the dwelling of Akki, the water carrier. Akki the water carrier, otherwise 'forryman,' in his goodness of heart, lifted me up from the river. Akki the water carrier brought me up as his own son." Mr Smith adds a further portion: "Akki the water carrier placed me as his husbandman, and in my husbandry Istar prospered me . . . forty-five years, the kingdom I took: the black-headed races I ruled. I (marched) over difficult countries. I rode in chariots of bronze. I governed the upper countries, the kings of the lower countries . . . I besieged Tisittisalt a third time, Asurn submitted, Dur-ankigal (or Dur-hul) bowed." The history is further recorded in a tablet concerning the reigns of Sargina, and Naarm-sin, which is of astrological character, and divided into 14 paragraphs, each referring to a different omen from the moon. [This is not apparently a contemporary work.—Ed.] The following examples show the nature of the document, as rendered by G. Smith: "When the moon in its whole mass and the under part is full; and a clear sky above and behind (i.e. in the west) makes it large and bright, an omen for Sargina. He marched to the west: he swept the west; and his hand captured the four quarters." "When the moon is like a cloud, and the orb has no horn, on the right (south) of the orb opposition is made, and on the left against it the seven confront. An omen for Sargina. The inhabitants of his land revolted against him, and enclosed him in Agadhe. Sargina came forth: he smote their bodies; and accomplished their destruction." The events which are thus connected with astrology by some Babylonian priest include: (1) A victorious campaign in Elam; (2) another in the west; (3) the foundation of Ashdod, and submission of all Babylonia: Agadhe was peopled with conquered races; (4) and (5) campaigns in the west; (6) a mutilated record; (7) a campaign of three years, in which Sargina penetrated to the "sea of the setting sun" or Mediterranean, where he set up statues: he carried the spoil to Babylonia; (8) the revolt of Kastubili of Kasalnd (in Kappadokia).: Sargina wasted this land with fire and sword; (10) the attack on Agadhe as above; (11) the conquest of Sabartu. The remaining three paragraphs record victories of Naram-sin, in Magan (Sinai) and elsewhere. [He is now known, from a monument at Susa, to have been also victorious in Elam.—Ed.]

The great astrological work called the Nomar Ehti ("Light of Ba'al"), a series of 70 Babylonian tablets, also contains many references to Sargina. [That this work is of a later age is shown by the following
Sari

passage (Rit. of Past, New Series, iv, p. 34, lines 7 to 10), as rendered from the original words, though the translation of some of them has been variously explained: "That Sargina ruled Kish, and Babylon, under this omen, was declared by his name, when they removed the earth from the west gate of the city." This refers evidently to the search for a foundation tablet, as in the case of Nabonahid above given.—Ed.) The only really contemporary text of Sargina that is known is a small egg-shaped object of veined marble, pierced lengthwise (see Sippara) having the following in seven lines, or rather columns (two being double): "I Sargina the king, the king of Agadeh, dedicate to Samas in Sippara." [The question whether Sargani, who was afterwards deified, was the same person as Sargina is disputed (see Nipur). A fine cylinder of hematite, found at Kurion in Cyprus (Menant, Recherches sur la Grotte Orientale, p. 73), bears this name in early, but not very archaic, characters: the text reads: "The scribe, the king's son, servant of the divine Sargani, the king of Ur" (or "the illustrious" king); and this evidently belongs to the later Semitic period, when Sargani was deified; it certainly does not attest the conquest of Cyprus by Sargina.—En.] This remarkable cylinder represents a figure of Gilgames on each side of the inscription: he kneels on one knee, and holds a vase whence three streams are issuing, which are drunk by a bull below.

Whether or not we accept the date given by Nabonahid for Sargina (to which there are some astronomical objections) it seems clear that this ancient conqueror, who had become a legendary figure when the story of his birth was written, must have lived at a very early historic period (see Loh).


Sarîra. Sanskrit: "the essence" of the body (see Spirita).

Sār-nāth. A place very sacred to Buddhists, as the first at which Buddha stayed after quitting his retreat at Buddha-gya. It is 3 miles N. of the Barna (or Varna) stream near Banaras. Here Gotama first "turned the wheel of the law," and here he was joined by the first five disciples (see Buddha). Here was raised the celebrated Isi-patana, or "abode of saints," perhaps the first Buddhist monastery, with a huge Supsa or Temple called the Dhamekh, to mark the spot where Buddha had dwelt, and a smaller one, the Chankanadi, which both still stand as sentinels over a dead past. At Sarnath there were many shrines, monasteries, and sacred tanks, in the time of Asoka, which are described by the later Chinese pilgrims (404 to

650 a.C.). The monks were not expelled till our 12th century (see Sherring, Banâra.,)

Saron. Sharon. The Hebrew word appears to mean "plain," and refers to various plains in Palestine. It occurs on the Moabit stone, and on the coffin of Edmun'az'ar (see Phoinikians). But Pliny and others thought it was the Greek for an "oak wood." (Hist. Nat., i and ii), and oaks grow in the N. part of the maritime plain of Sharon. Diana was also called Saronta, probably as a tree goddess.

Sarospa. The angel who executes the orders of Ahûra-mazdâ.

Sarpa. Sanskrit: "creeping" (see Serpent).

Sarpédón. The brother of Minos in Kret. [Perhaps from sar "to go," and pod "foot."—En.] Zeus granted him, as to Nestor, a life equal to that of three generations of men. Some called him the son of Laodameia ("the people's lady"), daughter of Bellerophon. But Minos was the son of Europa. Sarpedon was killed by Patroklos on the plains of Troy. At Xantios in Lycia he had a temple as Lakos or "light."

Sarva. One of the Rudras (or winds) according to the Vedas: "the all entire, and god of light." His consort is Sarvari, a water goddess.

Sarvaga. Sanskrit: "the all pervading."


Sás. Sanskrit: "governing." Sasvata is the sun.

Sasa. Sanskrit: "hare," a lunar emblem. [The word comes from the Aryan root kas "to run"; it appears to be a very ancient word, since kasîn is the hare in Finnish speech, and kasîn in Akkadian.—En.] See Hare.

Sastra Sanskrit: "rule," "precept."

Sat. An ancient root meaning to be "firm," as in Sanskrit satya, is "truth" or "reality" (see Sacred Books of East, i, pp. 33, 34). It is the base of many important words. [Egyptian set "establish"; Hebrew sha't "base"; Aryan sthau "stand," said "sit."—Ed.]


Sata-patha. See Vedas. The "hundred sections" of the Brâhmana, or commentary, on the Yajur Veda (see Sacred Books of
Sata-rūpā

Sata-rūpā. Sanskrit: "hundred shaped." The daughter of Brahma and mother of Manu.

Sati. Sanskrit: "true." See Sat. The name of a daughter of Daksha, and wife of Rudra or Bhāva. She is said to have thrown herself into the sacrificial flames, because she and her husband were insulted by Daksha, whom Siva decapitated (see Daksha): he also scattered the limbs of Sati, which appear in many of his temples near his lingam. According to the Tantras, there are 50 such places, called Pitha-sīhasa, and Sati is here identified with Devi, and Uma, as being the wife of Siva or Brūtra. As Uma she is the "mother," and a daughter of Himavat ("the snowy"), and of Menā. She is the type of the Sati or "true" widow, supposed to show her fidelity by burning herself to accompany her husband to the other world. The rite (Suttees), which is not found in the Vedas, is said to have been first established at Deo-garh, where the Chita-bhumi represents "Sati's ashes" (see Deo-garh). It is said that Satis have never been very common in India, and not more than 800 cases of widow burning have occurred in any year. Most cases now disapprove of the practice, which is ancient since wives, and slaves, were slain at the tomb among Scythians, Celts, and others.

Sati stones are common in India by the roadside, or in villages and fields, near holy wells and streams: they have usually the forms of a man and woman. Some Satis have shrines, where any glass beads, rings, or links, which the widow had with her on the pyre are consecrated as relics; and where offerings of rice, milk, cloths, sandal wood, etc., are made for the cure of various ailments. But no virtues are supposed to exist in the ashes of the widow herself. Capt. Gill (1848) describes Sati monuments near Julna as "square tumuli, twice as high as broad, the upper half hollow, with an arch on each side and inside, sculptures of two feet and a lingam. . . . Other images are used for worship in the houses of the Satī's near relations." The Satī rite (Sahaga-mānam, or "going with the husband"), according to the Purāṇas "insures to the wife three million years of felicity with her husband in heaven," but it may not be performed by a pregnant woman. The supposed disgrace of having no children, and the possibility of starvation, are indeed the inducements to the widow for self-immolation. On the husband's death she distributes jewelry among relatives and Brāhmans, puts on a yellow cloth, and goes with a smiling face to the burning ground. She prays for her Raja and people, and mounts the pyre, after she has circumambulated it three times, with music, prayers and praises. She lies down beside the corpse of her husband, and the people pour oil and resin on them, and pile up faggots. Thus burned they are said to attain Mokṣa or "salvation."

Saturn. See Kronos. The early Roman god of "sowing." He is perhaps the Keltik Seatharan (from Seath, "fulness," and Aran, "corn")—see Vallancey (Dict. Hibern., iii, p. 413; iv, p. 3). The Saturnian age was represented to be a golden age. The Saturnalia were festivals when great licence was permitted, and which took place in the end of December, as soon as the winter solstice was passed. Thus Saturn is a god of the new year, and of the first sowings. But in the time of Lucian he was identified with "a baleful star with black fires," being the Babylonian Ador, and planet of evil influence (see Kūn). Saturn (Sane) among Hindus is said to hate mankind, and to cause family sorrows through wanton cruelty, but his power over any individual lasts only 7 1/2 years. Ptolemy's astrological period of 465 years for the reign of Saturn is a multiple of the same period. But there is no escape from Sane, who chained Vishnu to a rice mortar, drove Siva mad, and changed Siva's son Kartekeya, or Subramanya, into a Vengai tree. In the Maha-bharata, Sane wickedly incites Nala to gamble away his kingdom, and inflicts misery and torture on the faithful husband and wife. He has temples, but no offerings: the supplicants are fed at the shrine, and pray that he will not look on them—for he is the evil eye. The Greek idea of Saturn or Kronos in the Orphic hymn is quite different.

"Father of vast eternity, divine, O mighty Saturn, various speech is thine, Blossom of earth, and of the starry skies, Husband of Helius, as Prometheus wise."

Saturn, however, was a dreaded tyrant who devoured his children.
He is the "lord of the starry seven," whose holy day is the seventh day or Saturday. Hence the Jews called him Sabathai or "Sabbatic," and the symbol of Adar, as the planet Saturn among Babylonians, was a group of seven orbs or stara.

Satva. Sanskrit: "reality," "existence," a "being."

Satya. Sanskrit: "truth," "fidelity" (see Sat).

Saul. Hebrew: "request"—the son asked for from God. This king is represented to have worshiped in stone circles, and to have erected a Yad or "hand" as a monument (see Hand). He prophesied, and was possessed by an evil spirit from Elohim. [He also enquired at the ark, and observed the commandments to destroy Amalek, to slay witches, and wizards, and to avoid "eating with the blood," as commanded in the early Hebrew laws.—Ed.]

Sauri. Vishnu in the triad of Ravi, Mahā-Ia, and Sauri.


Savars. Sauras. Suvars. Suars. An ancient class in India, still numerous among the non-Aryans of Kolaria, Malwa, and Central India. They appear to be the Sabians of Herodotos, Pliny, and Ptolemy. The name, according to General Cunningham, may come from the axe, still to be seen in the hands of the poor wood-cutters who are called Suars, in S. Bangāl, or in N. Madras. Mr C. Johnston (Asiatic Quarterly, January 1893) regards them as of distinctly Mongol extraction: for they have flat faces, thick lips, high cheek bones, and slanting eyes, being Kocha by race. They are keen traders, and industrious.

The Savars are noticed in the Aitāroya Brāhmans (vii, 18) as early as 700 B.C. and yet earlier, in the Rig Veda (X, lxii, 11), we find notice of Suvars or "traders": (from su "business"): for Suvarna, the daughter of the Ikahvaku king of Pāta, marries an Aryan hero (Rockhill, Life of Buddha, p. 11). The founders of Vaiṣali, and of the kingdom of Vileho, were Sus or Suar, famous as traders and warriors: and Surāṅgī is the "land of the Savars," namely Gujerāt, and the southern capitals of Bharoch and Surat. The Eastern Suars owned Behār, as far N. as Gorak-pār (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc'y, July 1888). They were found in Orissa in the 7th century A.D., as well as in the hills of S. Bangāl (Cunningham, Ancient Geog. of India, p. 503). Pliny says that the Monedes (Monds) adjoined the Suari, and Ptolemy that the Suhārs lived on the river Manada—or Mahā-naddī. The Savars of the older Purāñas, and of the Mahā-bhārata, are "the offspring of Brāhma's thigh," and the sons of Kāyapa or the sun. A "tribe of Seors" (Sherring, Bandārās) in Ghazipūr, Shāhībād, Mirzapūr, and Behār, mingled with Kols, are probably Suars (Mr Driver, Journal Rl. Bengal Asiatic Soc'y, No. 11, 1891). They are found in Sambalpūr, Orissa, and Ganjam, "in various stages of civilisation, and adopting various languages and customs, according to their surroundings."

We had much personal acquaintance with Suvars in E. and Central India, and found them to be tree, and phallic worshipers. Two branches of a sacred tree on their altars are flanked by lamps at the angles. At marriages the young couple perambulate the shrine seven times within a cord, led by a woman, and then mark each other's foreheads with the caste mark of Sindur (see Tika). Dancing and drinking then follow, the clothes of bride and bridegroom being tied together in completion of the rite. In W. India the Savars adore Bel (the sun), Jung (the moon), and Jēo (the fire), otherwise Leo (see Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc'y, July 1885, p. lxi: Ind. Archæol., xvi). They especially revere the Mitra-vāna, or "sungrove" of Multān (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc'y, April 1889, p. 255).

Savanna. Sanskrit: the ocean (see Sauri).

Savatī. Savatī. One of the 12 Ādīṭyas, or "infinite ones," a form of Surya the sun. He has a golden hand, golden eyes and hair, and a car of gold, drawn by luminous brown steeds with white feet. His jaws are of iron and gold. He is identified, in Vedik hymns, with Prajāpati the creator, and with Indra, and especially distinguished by a "golden hand" (see Muir, Sanskrit Texts, iv, pp. 17-24, 49, 156). One of the finest hymns of the Rig Veda is addressed to Savatī, who rises from the lap of dawn and rouses all to their duties. Savatī ("the shining one") was the wife of Brāhma, otherwise Sata-rūpī the "hundred formed" (see Sata-rūpā).

Saxons. These Teutons (see Britain) are supposed to be named from the sax sword, or dagger, the "cutting" weapon, which however Dr Latham (Ethnol. Brit., p. 190) denies. They were a German race which penetrated to Britain centuries before the settlement of Hengist and Horsa in Kent.

Scapulær. Latin scapulæra a "shoulder garment," a symbolic vestment worn, since the 13th century, by Dominican and Carmelite monks, being a broad band of woollen cloth, with a hole for the head, and hanging down before and behind. The Carmelite scapular is brown, and the Dominican white, while others are black. The Virgin
Scarabæus

appeared to St Simon Stock the English Carmelite of the 13th century, and gave him the first brown scapular, at Cambridge, promising salvation to all of the order who wear it. The Substantive bull of Pope John XXII states these favours, adding that those who wear the scapular, and eat no meat on Wednesdays and Saturdays, reciting daily the office of the Virgin, are delivered from Purgatory on the first Saturday after death. Some claim that none who wear a scapular can be eternally lost, even though the vilest of criminals (Addis and Arnold, *Catholic Diety*). The notorious forger Pigott wore a brown scapular.

**Scarabæus.** See Beetle.

**Sceptic.** See Skeptik.

**Scorpio.** The autumnal sign. See Zodiac. [A Kasite boundary-stone of Melisikhu, dating about 1043 B.C., and found recently at Susa, has two signs for the equinoaxes, the vernal one being an arach with degrees, and the autumnal the scorpion with the name N'iburu, or "crossing"—the equinoctial line.—Ed.]

**Scot.** See Kaledonia, and Kelts. **Scotch or Scot** is "a warrior" (O'Davoren's Glossary).

**Scythians.** See Sakys, and Skuths.

**Sea.** See Neptune, and Okeanos. The Aryans had no original common name for the sea, being an inland people (see Max Müller, *Biography of Words*, p. 109 : Dr O. Schrader, *Prehist. Antiq. of Aryans*, p. 353). The Greek Ἡάλυς means "salt," and the Latin mare probably "putrid." The term sea (γαῖα) is applied to the great laver in the Jerusalem temple, which was a bronze vessel: it appears to have resembled the great stone laver found at Amathus in Cyprus, which is 10 ft. in diameter, 5 ft. high, and 1 ft. thick, with handles sculptured with the figure of a bull. This seems to have stood in the court of a Phoenician temple.

**Seb.** Egyptian. The god of earth, whose wife is Nut the mother of heaven. Seb also meant the "hisser," or goose, which was the emblem of earth, and laid the gold and silver eggs which are the sun and moon. Seb is also called the son of Shu ("air" or "wind"), as earth was also produced by Koplía ("the wind") in Phoenicia. Set, the god of night and of hell, is also a son of Seb, who is "father of the gods." Nut and Seb embraced, but were parted by Shu, who is a son of Ra and who supports the firmament, having pushed heaven on high.

Sebek. The Egyptian crocodile god, worshiped especially in the nome (or province) of Aroose, and near Lake Morris (see Egypt), for crocodiles here abounded in the Nile (see Brugsch, *Hist. Egypt.*, i. p. 168). Sebek, as the "crocodile of the west," is a form of Set the god of night. He was "lord of the waters," and known to Greeks as Subekos.

**Seben.** An Egyptian goddess at Syene.

**Secularists.** Secularism. The term includes all those who devote attention to morality, and practical virtue, whether as Theists, Atheists, Skeptics, Rationalists, or Agnostics, all alike discarding the legends of popular creeds, and the superstitions of the past, and tolerating differences of opinion as to metaphysical speculations. They are abusively called Infidels, or persons who have no faith—commonly understood to mean "unfaithful," because rejecting the popular beliefs of those among whom they happen to dwell. But Christ was called a blasphemer, and Sokrates an Atheist, Muhammad an infidel, and Buddha a heretic. Every great master was in his time regarded with pious horror by the ignorant. All these and others dated their new birth from the dawn of true religion in their hearts, when they became free from the dogmas of religions which sought to explain the great problems of life. Secularists usually continue to call themselves Christians, though indifferent to the teaching of the Churches about a "fall," and a "redemption," or eternal torture of the majority of mankind inflicted by a supreme, almighty, just, and merciful father. They regard man as rising rather than falling, saved by his own efforts rather than by his beliefs. The founder of popular secularism in England seems to have been Mr George Jacob Holyoake, who formulated the system while imprisoned, with his friend Mr Charles Southwell, for blasphemy in 1841-1842. But such belief is as old as Confucius in China, and lay at the root of the Stoic philosophy of Marcus Aurelius. It was voiced in the life-long cry of Thomas Paine: "The world is my country, and to do good is my religion." Mr Charles Bradlaugh and his party (from 1885 to 1888) did more than any others to advance secularism, which may now be regarded as one of the religions of the world—the Buddhism of the West, which has a strong hold on thousands who do not confess the name. Mr Holyoake wrote a pamphlet called *Paley Refuted*; but yet earlier the Dialogues of the Rev. R. Taylor, B.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge, was written in his cell in Oakham Jail, in February 1829, and Holyoake followed up, and systematised ideas which Taylor could not recommend to his own generation; for he taught that Theocracy meant priestly power, which checks human efforts to do good. Though we may respect...
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Secularists theology we must rely on ourselves, each working out a healthy life for himself, and striving to aid his fellows. "If nature be God's mode of manifestation," he said, "then the God we seek is the nature we know, a doctrine which clears up no difficulties. The orthodox Theist despises nature, the pure Theist ignores it... some unable to account for the presence of evil persuade themselves there is a use for it, that it is a necessary discipline; if so we should take steps to increase it, so that discipline may abound and good be universal"—which is a 

reductio ad absurdum. It is more reasonable and reverent to confess that we do not understand, and more modest to remain silent when speech involves self-contradiction. There is but one virtue—work—though there are many precepts: there are many finger-posts, but only one path to truth. There is but one philosophy to many theologies, and its name is Fortitude. Secularists do not encourage those who merely scoff at the past, or those who are merely indifferent and neutral. Their aim is to educate the ignorant in true morality, and their endeavour is to benefit mankind. Secularism lays stress on practical work as well as on free thought, and on the study of all sciences as "the available providence of man." It is a creed of self-help, guided by ethical principle, and is unconcerned with doubts, making that as to which there is no doubt the bond of union between its members. The Secularist says that in thus promoting good he must be following the will of God if there be one, and is fitting himself for a future life if such is to be expected. As regards such matters he says that: "We can judge of the suitableness of the house we desire to live in, and can improve it, though we may never know the architect." He accepts whatever is shown by human experience to be true in any Bible; but he is concerned only in proving the truth of his own principles, and not that of Bibles.

The principles of secularism have been put in practice in France for the last 20 years. In 1885 we find issued the 40th edition of the First Year's Course of Instruction—Moral and Civic, in "accordance with the law of the 28th March 1882." In this children are taught "our duties towards ourselves" as follows: "As you grow older you become more serious. Consider what your duties are. You have duties towards yourselves, that is to say towards your bodies, and towards your souls." The teacher then shows that attention to health gives the best chance of long life, while to fulfill your duties to your soul you must cultivate your intelligence, and fight against evil inclinations and idleness, selfishness, vanity, anger and hatred. Extracts from the French laws against bad and dissipated persons are added to enforce this teaching. In this new Bible the pupil is told to resolve: "I will not do to another what I would not that he should do to me.... I will do him no wrong. I will love him, be grateful, exact, discreet, and charitable.... I will do to all what I would that they should do to me." All this is followed by instruction in politics, labour, freedom, competition, etc., illustrated by tales suitable for the young.

In America the teaching of Col. Ingersoll has been much the same (see American Truth, August 1888). He says that: "Secularism embraces everything that is of any real interest or value to the human race.... all that tends to preserve or increase the happiness of some sentient being.... It is the religion of the world, and if there is another, necessarily the religion of that as well.... It teaches us to be good here and now." The mind of man is incapable of finding a nobler incentive to action than this, which embraces the broadest and fullest human love. Secularism or to be restricted to select coterie. It is the duty of the Secularist to take part in the settlement of political and social problems, and to appeal to reason by calm discussion. But science and secularism are naturally opposed by prejudice and habit, by heredity and the prepossessions of childhood. Prof. Huxley complained that the legends of Genesis closed every door leading to the fields of biology and of the Canadian Secular Union of Toronto published (in September 1888) their Principles and Explanations, including In the human and the reverse is wrong; (6) that science is our Providence (or Provider), and on it we should rely in time of need.

Sed. Assyrian Sedu, a "spirit" (see Shaddai).

Seka. Sanskrit. The sun is said to "bleed Seka"; and Soma-seka is the dew or heavenly nectar from the moon.

Sekhet. Egyptian. A form of Paht (see Bas) and a goddess
who is the wife of Jeshurun, and of Seti. The Greeks identified her with Latona ("night"), and with Artemis. The great cavern-temple, erected in her honour by Seti I about 1400 B.C., was called in Greek the Speo Artemidos or "Cave of Diana." The name seems to mean "the destroyer," and she appears as the agent of Ra in the legend of his destruction of mankind.

Sekina. Sanskrit: "a radish." The phallus (see Onion).

Selah. Hebrew. This word, which is so much used by Puritans and other sects as a sacred exclamation, signifies only a "pause," according to Buxtorf. It is written at the ends of verses of a certain number of lines (see Psalms).

Seléné. Greek. The moon as the "shining one." [From the root Sar, Sul, otherwise Hel (see Helene).—Ed.] She is the sister and wife of Helios, or Phoibos, the sun, and thus also called Phoibé. She kissed Endimion (the sinking sun) and bore 50 daughters, and Pan sought her as a white ram. She is the "bright eye of night," with wings and a golden diadem of crescent shape: she is borne in her car by white horses or cows. At Olympia she stood by the throne of Zeus; in Rome she had a temple as Luna on the Aventine; in Elis she had a statue as the two-horned goddess. With Helios (the sun) and Eos (the dawn) she was a child of Hyperion (the rising sun) and of Theia "the divine."

Selk. Sekh. An Egyptian goddess whose emblem is the scorpion (see Scorpio): she is a form of Isis.

Semélé. The mother of Dionysos, perhaps a Semitic goddess (see Samal, and Semâla). Her father was Kadmos (a Semitic name) and when she demanded of Zeus that he should appear to her in all his glory, and was thereby destroyed, Kadmos put her body into a small vessel, which drifted to Braia where she was buried, and she was taken to Hades by her son. She had a temple and statue at Thebes in Boiotia. Her name has no recognised Aryan derivation.

Semiramis. See Derketo, and Dove. There was a historic queen named Sam-muramat (perhaps "the exalted name") who was the wife of Rimmon-Nirari III of Assyria (812 to 783 B.C.). The legend of Semiramis—already given—makes her the founder of Nineveh, and a daughter of the fish goddess. Onnes [probably the Akkadian as-sasis or "city prince"—Ed.] was captivated by her beauty, and slew himself when she was seized by Ninus and made queen. Diodorus says that she built an obelisk 130 feet high at Babylon. Moses of Khorësê gives the Armenian legend, according to which she loved Er the sun god, and being enraged at his indifference attacked him with an army from Nineveh. He was slain at Arran, but she then besought the gods to restore him to life. This story appears to come from Ktesias and to be of Babylonian origin (see Gilgamesh).

Septuagint. See Bible, and Origen: also Short Studies (ix, pp. 413-452). The Greek version of the Old Testament is so called, from the legend that it was the work of "seventy" translators. [The main contents of the author favour the Septuagint text as older and more reliable than the Masoretic Hebrew; but he points out that we have no early MSS. to show us what the original temple copy of the Hebrew scriptures contained.—Ed.]

Seraphim. Hebrew: "burning ones," angels (Isaiah vi. 2). They stood above the throne of Yahweh, and had six wings each. Four-winged angels are common in Assyrian art.

Serapis. Sarapis. This deity was originally worshiped at Sinope on the shore of Pontus, and his statue was brought thence to Alexandria by Ptolemy Soter (300 to 283 B.C.): from Egypt his worship spread to Rome, and a text of Trajan (not later than 117 A.D.), found at Jerusalem, shows that Serapis had then a temple in the Holy City, while his figure appears on Roman coins found in Palestine. Dr Lehmann supposes the name to be Babylonian—Sar-apis, "lord of the abyss"—a title of the ocean god Ea. [Perhaps more simply it may be rendered as Akkadian—Sar- api, "lord of water."—Ed.] The Egyptians however understood the name as Asar-apis, or "Osiris the Apsis," in their own language. He became the tutelary god of Alexandria (see Tacitus, Hist. iv. 81-84). Ptolemy I announced that an angel, "in grace and form transcending man, appeared to him by night, and commanded him to fetch his effigy from Pontus . . . as a certain source of glory and prosperity to his empire": he hastened not to obey till a second vision warned him, when Timotheus, one of the priests of Ceres, was despatched with a fleet and presents to the king of Pontus, and the god "was found in a very ancient temple." He is described as a Jupiter Infernalis, having three eyes to watch heaven, earth, and the sea. Neither king nor people dared touch the statue which, after great gifts had been distributed, embarked of its own accord, and reached Egypt in three days. Ptolemy erected the first Sera- peum. The Greeks regarded Serapis (or Sarapis) and Isis as...
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representing Hades and Persephone—the Latin Pluto and Proserpine. Macrobius calls Serapis the “Anima Mundi,” the sun, moon, earth, and nature. About 120 a.c. the Emperor Hadrian, while inspecting Alexandria, wrote to his brother to say: “Those who worship Serapis are Christians, and the bishops of Christ are devoted to Serapis.” The Christian patriarch of the city was said by some to worship Serapis, and by some to worship Christ, but according to Hadrian Jews and Christians alike were “augurs, soothsayers, vain and seditious.” The emperor was himself initiated into Egyptian mysteries. About 140 a.c. Antoninus Pius added Serapis to the Roman pantheon, and dedicated to him the 6th of May. The first Serapeum was a kind of catacomb, wherein was enshrined the Pater-Taurinus, “bull father” or Apis. Serapis was also identified with Zeus, Dionysos, Hermes, and the Theos Soter or “saviour god.” He appears on coins of Roman emperors as a Pluto with his three-headed dog: on his head is the modius “measure” or basket, and sometimes this becomes a small head, like that of Ganga on the head of Siva, or of Athéné issuing from the head of Zeus. In character he resembles the Akkadian god of ocean judging men in the deep (see Ea). He had already been adored in Rome as early as 80 B.C., with Isis as his sister and wife, and under Nero Roman legions marched under the standard of Isis.

There was a temple of Serapis in the E. part of the Delta in Lower Egypt, at the junction of Ptolemy’s canal with the Bitter Lakes, which existed as early as 286 B.C.; but the more famous Serapeum, which was burned by Christians in 391 a.c., was a fortified temple, with a museum and library, founded by Ptolemy I, and completed by his son; this stood in the Akropolis of Alexandria. The site was explored by Dr Botti, the director of the museum of Alexandria, and lies S. of Pompey’s Pillar on high ground (see Academy, 21st Sept. 1895). The position of the Akropolis, in which the Serapeum stood, is described by Apthorus who visited Alexandria in 315 a.c., as being close to the Stadium. The Serapeum, according to Tacitus, was on the site of an old temple of Isis and Osiris in Racotis, which was the W. quarter of the Roman Alexandria, close to Pompey’s Pillar. The Akropolis was approached by a single path, leading up 100 steps to a propylaeum with four columns, beyond which was a covered hall with a cupola, and beyond this again an oblong court surrounded by pillars. The library, and the shrines of various gods, were separated by porticoes from the court. Apthorus found the whole profusely gilded, and sculptures in the central court represented the exploits of Perseus. In the midst was “a column of surpassing size” visible from both land and sea, and this Dr Botti shows to have been Pompey’s Pillar, which was then flanked by a fountain and two obelisks. The great court was still standing in our 12th century, and Edrisi the Arabic geographer notices 67 pillars on the longer sides, and 16 on the shorter; the remains of which were found by Mahmud Pasha when excavating in 1865. Dr Botti discovered the fountain, and the channels which brought water to it. He also found inscriptions of the time of Hadrian and Severus dedicated “to Serapis and the deities worshiped with him in the temple”; and with these a finely carved bull, and gilded ornaments all coming from the great court. Besides a few tombs he discovered a series of long subterranean passages, cut in the rock under the site, and once accessible from the court: they are broad and lofty, and were once faced with masonry; few niches for lamps are hewn in the rocky sides. Nothing but broken pottery was found in these passages, but at the entrance of one of them are two votive texts scratched by pious visitors in the past. Ruins tell us that such passages, needful for the mysteries of Serapis, actually existed under the Serapeum of Alexandria. Dr Botti was thus justified in saying: “The secrets of the Serapeum are at last about to be disclosed... the venerable sanctuary which Alexander the Great visited, where the venerable sanctuary which Alexander the Great visited, where Vespasian the sceptic performed miracles, and where Hadrian, Sabinus, Caracalla, and Zenobia sacrificed.” In 391 a.c., Bishop Theophilus (see Gibbon, iii, p. 418) was allowed by the Emperor Theodosius to plunder all this wealth. Soldiers were sent, and the treasures of art were melted down or destroyed. Serapis was the personification of the supreme god, and Aristides calls him “the self-existent, present in all things, and filling the universe.” The world was his head, the sea his belly, the earth his feet, the ether his ears, and he, the Saviour ever willing to listen to prayer. He is—like other gods—of dual sex, and the Kopts regarded him as a mother goddess (see Egypt. Arch. Report, 1898, p. 50).

Serbi.

Servians. An ancient race from whom the Alban, are thought to have sprung. They are Slav, but the derivation of the name is unknown (see Journal Anthrop. Instit., Aug. 1878). They are mainly Christians, though some have been Moslems since the 15th century. They preserve many ancient pagan superstitions common to Slav, Pole, and Lithuanian, and were not converted till the 7th century. The Bosnians, Croats, Ruthenians, Montenegrins, and Servians, Albanians, and Herzegovinians are all of Serb stock. The Bosnians,
though professing to be Moslems, secretly pay for masses, and visit a monastery. They preserve the ancient marriage custom of capture or abduction, and they stuff wadding into the mouth, nose, and ears of the corpse to prevent evil spirits taking possession of the dead body, which would then become what Hungarians call a vampire.

Serpents. See Nāgas. Serpent worship appears to have originated in fear, but there are good as well as evil serpents. The cult is found everywhere, but from the earliest times. The serpent is the Agatho-daimôn, or "good spirit"; and, with its tail in its mouth, is an emblem of eternity. It is also the symbol of wisdom, passion, vitality, and the phallus—especially the cobra when it rises and expands its hood. All that winds and is long and narrow becomes a serpent in mythology. It is the lightning and the stream, the encircling ocean, and the cloud which swallows the waters. Serpents creep into holes, and guard hidden treasure, they also poison and slay, and are found especially in hell. The Persian snake (see Azi-dahāk) is the Vedik Abi the "throttler," who is the enemy of the sun god. The wicked serpent (see Vṛtra) is forced by Indra to yield the waters which it retains. The Egyptian demon snake (see Apophis) is slain by the sun god, as the python is slain by Apollo. If the American was amazed at the rattlesnake, no less was the Hindu at the cobra. The Egyptian placed the sacred asp in every shrine, and on the head-dress of gods and kings. In China the dragon king is the most important deity (see China), but if he fails to send rain when entreated his shrine is uncanopied, and exposed to the scorching heat of the sun: the Tsih-pai, or iron well-covering of his sacred spring, is removed to the altar of heaven, and the abbot of the Taoist monastery in the Dragon and Tiger mountains is deprived of his salary (see Miss E. M. Clarke, Asiatic Quarterly, July 1887). The great festival of this dragon is held in the third week of June, when gifts are thrown into the waters from "dragon boats," which form a procession. Tradition says that of old the water queen demanded the sacrifice of a minister of state at this fête. He rode in his robes of office on a white steed into the river, the horse alone returned, with a message of peace, and a drum to be hung to the city gates. Hsiun Tāng speaks of the "monastery of the drum " in this connection, at a river 200 li S.E. of Khoten. The Chinese have also an evil dragon of plague and earthquake, called Kou-lung, who is supposed to dwell in a well in the courtyard of the Yamen at Shu-hing-fu. This well is kept closed by huge stones, and every prefect on entering office must affix his seal on them, undertaking not to let Kou-lung out.

Among the Hebrews, Yahveh is said to "launch the crooked serpent" (Job xxvi, 13) or lightning, and is also praised by dragons and deities (Psalm cxlviii). Horus in Egypt is said to "crush the heads of the dragons in the waters." Buddha is the "dragon king" (Nāga-raja) in Jambu-dvipa, on the Pamirs or "roof of the world," where is a holy lake (Anava-tapta) with sands of gold and silver, crystal, and lapis lazuli, and hence come the waters which fertilize the earth. In the Indus the Nāgas on the other hand are said to swamp boats.

Serpents are said (like toads) to have a precious jewel in the head, they possess many treasures, and magic rings: for Siva is the lord of rings, and the serpent encircles the lingam, as among Orpheans it winds round the egg as an emblem of vitality. The renewal of the serpent's youth, by the sloughing of the old skin, may account for its being an emblem of eternity, but the terrible poison of its fangs was the cause of its being first propitiated. Its heart and liver were valuable remedies, and it twines round the staff of the god of healing (see Asklepios). Its eye was dreaded on account of its power of fascination. The legend of the serpent-woman (see Lamia) is found in that of the Indian Melusina. A Sakya youth discovered a Nāga maiden sleeping by the sacred lake of the Lao-po-lu mountain, to which he was borne by the Hamsa or sacred goose: he consented to marry her if made king of Udyana. The Nāga-raja is slain by a magic sword with which the hero also cuts off the nine dragon hoods of his bride, who bore him a son called Uttara-seva. The dragon of Pen-dragon is equally important as an emblem in the Keltic legends (see Arthur). The Thélían dragon king, whom Kadmon conquered according to a Greek legend, dwelt by a well, and thence issued a stream forming the marsh where Apollo slew the python. The dragon Ladon guarded the sacred tree (see Hesperides): Jerusalem also had a dragon well, and the intermittent flow of the Gilon spring (see Jerusalem) is said still to be due to a serpent which swallows the waters when awake. The dragon of St George also caused death; and on the Rhône, according to Gervaisius, the water dragons might be seen on clear nights sporting in human forms, in the depths under the castle of Tarascon, where St Martha gained a victory over a legendary monster: they also floated in the form of gold rings, or goblets, on the surface, and enticed women whom they carried off. The Tyrolese speak of a dragon who "eats his way out of the rock" when the intermittent spring of the Bella, in Krain, begins to flow. The Maltese also have a Dragonara spring, which issues from a cavern, with noises said to be due to the snorts of the dragon. The Norse
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Spoke of the "Wurm-bett," or "serpent's bed," as the place of gold, with a dragon guardian. Among Christians the good serpent rises from the chalice held by St. John, and the evil serpent is Satan, the dragon of the Apocalypse. The author of the "Wisdom of Solomon" speaks of those who "worship serpents void of reason," but this cultus was ancient among Hebrews (2 Kings xviii, 4). Tertullian says that Christians called Christ the "good serpent," and some Gnostic sects consecrated the Eucharist by letting a serpent crawl over it.

In Mexico the "House of Serpents" was a temple in which they were fed on human blood, and at Cholula a winged serpent was adored. In Whyda, Africans call the serpent of their god Danube "the chief bliss of mortals," and he has 1000 wives, many dedicated to him from childhood, while priests appear to be the actual fathers of his children. Bacchus took serpent form, and snakes crept out of sacred baskets in Greek mysteries. Herodotus makes a serpent woman the queen of the Scythians whom Héraklités wedded. We wonder not therefore that the Poles still worshiped serpents a century ago, like the Norwegians and Lithuanians in 1585 A.D. Down to our Middle Ages the Livonians still sacrificed beautiful women to serpents. Irish sacred stones are covered with serpents, though St. Patrick is said to have expelled them. Many heroes were the children of serpents, and in the mysteries of Sabazios (or Dionysos) a serpent was allowed to crawl over the breast of the initiate. Rome fought under serpent standards (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 134, fig. 53) while Wessex had a golden dragon said to have been captured from the Kumri, and the Welsh red dragon symbolised the sun (Welsh-English Dictionary). At Westminster the banner bearing the dragon was used on Easter Eve, and in the Sarum Processional the rubric says that "before the new fire is blessed . . . the snake (coluber) goes first, with an extinguished three-branched candlestick borne by a boy," for the snake candlestick was used till modern times (see Notes and Queries, 15th Oct. 1887). Other Christian standards represented the serpent and the dove with the cross, or the dove, with the olive branch, the lion and serpent. Some early Christian sects (see Gnostics) were known also as Ophites or "serpent worshipers." Children suffering from worms were brought to churches which possessed emblems of serpents—as the Israelites in the desert gazed at the brazen serpent when bitten by snakes (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zoöl. Mythol., ii, p. 416). A twisted bronze serpent brought from Constantinople in 1001 A.D., was enshrined in the basilica of St. Ambrose at Milan as the "serpent of Moses," and thus a type of Christ as the healer of the nations.

Serpent worship is unnoticed in the oldest—or Rig—Veda, but appears in the Atharva and Yajur Vedas, and is fully developed in the Gribya and other Sutras, which are the manuals of modern Brāhmanism. The Aryans thus gradually adopted a cult which was ancient in India before they entered the land (see Dr. Winternitz, Der Bergbo-Jell, 1890). Teutonic mythology is full of serpent lore, and Lombards retained serpent worship till the 18th century. In the 17th century a priest of Benevento told the reigning Duke Ronald, that: "if he did not cease to worship a sacred tree, and an image of a viper, his capital would be attacked by an army from Constantinople." The required promise being given the priest cut down the tree, and the foe retreated, but the duke and his court scoffed, and continued to adore the serpent. The priest by aid of the duchess at last melted it down, the image being of gold and silver; and church vessels were made of it (Academy, 23rd May 1878).

In Kashmir (Hamilton's Gazetteer) there are said to be 700 shrines for serpent worship; and in Fiji the god Ndengei is a serpent, who receives the souls of the dead whom he judges; but it is not easy to reach him as the way is barred by a giant with an axe, and if he wounds the poor soul it is not allowed to appear in the place of judgment. Serpents are equally adored in America (see Navajo) especially in the wild mountains of New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, and British Columbia (Mr. E. G. Squires, Serpent Symbolism, 1851). Captain Bourke (Snake dances of the Magi of Arizona, 1884) describes the rites of Comanches, and other branches of the great Shoshone (or "snake") stock, which is found from the Mexican frontier to British Columbia (Prof. Keane, Academy, 22nd Nov. 1894). Capt. Bourke saw 100 snakes collected a day or two before the fêtes, to be released after a solemn dance and procession: "the dancers did not seem to fear them, but pranced about holding the wriggling reptiles even between their teeth: yet they are venomous, and were neither drugged nor deprived of their fangs. Young and old people held even seven or ten, in their hands, and wound round their naked bodies. The spectacle was an astonishing one." The snakes writhed as the dancers passed slowly along a rectangle, being naked save for a cotton snake-painted kilt and red buckskin mocassins. Their bodies were painted a greenish brown, with broad white armbands: fox skins dangled behind them, and their elf-locks were tufted with scarlet parrot and woodpecker feathers; their faces were painted black, with white on the lips, chin, and neck; and rattles clanked at their knees. These rites in August are intended to propitiate the rain god, for which reason the dancers, the sacred stones, and the totems, are all daubed with green clays. Prof. Keane (Journal Anthr. Inst., Feb. 1883) shows the great antiquity of
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serpent worship, as denoted by sculpturings in N. Carolina; and the serpent is there shown inserting its head into a smooth cavity—a symbolism which Orientals would understand; for the serpent and phallus occur together in Moqui shrines according to Capt. Bourke, accompanied by the sun and moon, the morning and evening stars, and the Pleiades. Some Moquis collect their serpents "in cloths emblazoned with seven suns."

Dr Brinton (Myths of New World, p. 112) compares this snake dance to one among the Italian Abruzzi mountaineers: "Once every year the peasants walk in procession, carrying round their arms, waists, and necks all the snakes they can find. They observe this custom in the belief . . . that it will bring them good fortune, especially in love." The Greeks did the same in their mysteries, and the Moslem Dervishes also carry and devour serpents. Similar rites occur in Africa, Madagascar, Polynesia, and Peru. Alvarez describes a snake-house in Peru, where he found "an enormous serpent daily fed with human flesh, and which delivered oracles." The Christianised Indians of Central America still celebrate snake rites before rude altars in circles, at Easter, and in November at the Feast of all Saints. Viands spread out for the deities are stamped with the figure of a serpent. The serpent appears with a male and female figure also at Palenque.

In Ireland the Gadell-glas was a green snake god; and Keating (Hist. of Ireland, p. 143) says that "the Milesians used no other arms on their banners but a serpent twisted round a rod." Yet no snakes existed in Ireland itself. Nunez de la Vega, bishop of Chiapa, speaks of the Naguals (apparently a Nagó sect) in Mexico, who presented children before the Naguel when seven years old, in confirmation of vows taken by the parents: the child was made to embrace the snake, and told that "it is an angel sent, by God to watch over its fortune, protect, and accompany it: that it must invoke it on all occasions" (O'Brien, Round Towers, p. 500). The Aztec god Tezcatl-poka was a sun serpent called the "Lord of Hosts"; and his consort, Chihual-cohuatl, was a female serpent, who produced the male and female ancestors of man (see Knetzal-kotl). The Mexican temples were carved over with snakes, like those of India, the great portal was often a snake's jaws, and the sacred drums were wound round with snake skins (Bancroft, Native Races, ii, pp. 578-584). Live rattlesnakes were kept in these shrines (Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship, i, p. 39).

Mr Murray Aynsley (Indian Antiq., September 1886) compares a sculpture at the ancient shrine of the Gav-r-innis island, on the coast of Brittany, with one at the Bakariva tank of Banaras in India. A hammer with a head of horn or tooth (much like the stone picks found in the dolmens of Guernsey) is flanked by two erect serpents. In Maijor, when a cobra dies, the place is enclosed by a wall as sacred ground. In S. India the Múdams, half woman half snake, are tutelary deities. Such a figure—with a double tail, as also found at Kánj in Oudh—is called a Sirena (airen) by Neapolitans, and is worn as a talisman. The Basque provinces in the S. of France preserve many serpent legends: the Pic du Midi is said to be sacred to the "sky dragon," perhaps in connection—as in the Himalayas—with serpentine streams. Serpent mounds, and serpentine avenues, have been erected by early tribes in all parts of the world, like that of Loch Nell. Dr Phene describes one on the estate of Douchfour in Inverness, which is called the "Choc-an-sithenn" or "fairy mount"; it is surrounded with rude-stone monuments. He examined another, south of the old Castle of Skelmorlie, in a dark glen opening into the Frith of Clyde. The serpent mound has here the head to the east, and this formed the circle of sacrifice on a rude stone platform, having St Fillan's well to its south, and the bay of St Meigies to its west. The head is about 100 feet in diameter: the body is S shaped, and ends abruptly near the sea, about 400 feet W. of the head, in which Dr Phene, the discoverer, found a few charred bones. We found another example of such a mound S.W. of Dunstaffnage, on a bleak hill called Ti-noigh by old men at Oban. It is of earth and stones, and is connected with what are called locally "Druide graves" (see Druids). Dr Phene (Archaeol. Congress, 1888) stated that within 30 years he had examined artificial serpent mounds, and avenues, in America, China, Skandinavia, Central and South Europe, and India; and he alluded to a "vast serpentine form" on the way from Argos to Epidauros (see Asklepios). The "Dragon Way" leading to the royal tombs of China is flanked by huge statues of animals, as the serpentine avenues of Karnak in France, and of Hardwar in India, are flanked by rude menhirs. Road stones and boundary stones, in many parts of the world, are carved with serpents, which are also connected with cave carvings (see Etempa). The serpent is everywhere adored by man, from the earliest ages, as the emblem of life.

Set

Set. Sut. Sutekh. The Egyptian god of sunset, night, and fire, who gradually became the evil deity (see Bas), from whose sweat evil plants, trees, and animals were produced. [The name probably means "fire," from the ancient root su and sut: Egyptian sut "fire," set "roast": Aryan sus "dry": Hebrew suth "burn": Hungarian sút]
Seth Hebrew. The son of Adam. The name means "foundation," according to Lenormant (see Sd).

Shaddai. Shedim. Hebrew. The word shed signifies a demon (see Sed), apparently a "destroyer" (Isaiah xvi, 4), or perhaps a "power"; and the Hebrews were forbidden to sacrifice to Shedim (Deut. xxxii, 17). Shadai is a name for God in the Book of Genesis, and in Job especially, rendered "almighty"—Arabic Shaddai "strong."

Shah-namah. The great Persian epik on the legends of the race, composed by Firdusi about 1000 A.D. The author says that he collected all known traditions, "none worth knowing being forgotten," but that "others have said before me" what he tells. The general subject is that of the war of Iran, or Persia, with Turan beyond the Oxus, or of the Aryans and Tartars: but the heroes belong to the older mythology of the Zend-Avesta, the chief ones being: (1) Jemshid the Zend Yima and Vedic Yama, the first man; (2) Feridun, the Zend Thraetona, and Vedic Tirta, or Trata, who is Indra; (3) Rustem, or Ganasp, the Zend Keresaspa and Vedic Krisava, an Iranian Herakles; with other figures of early Aryan legend (see Zoroaster). Firdusi is apparently ignorant of the mythical origin of the stories, regarding them as the history of early Persian heroes. Feridun slays Zohak—a tyrant who is the Zend Azi-dahak, or serpent slain by Thraetona, and the Vedik Ahl slay by Indra. Firdusi himself was a Moslem skeptic, and philosopher, who says of his god: "The height and depth of the whole world have their centre in Thee, O my God. I know not who Thou art, but I know that Thou art what Thou alone canst be,"—orphic words which do not bear much examination.

Shakers. A small Christian sect in America gradually dying out. Dr. Carroll, superintendent of the Religious Department of the 1891 census, says that it is the oldest of the communistic societies in the United States, properly called "The Millennial Church, or United Society of Believers"; and first organized at Mt. Lebanon in New York in 1792. They are followers of Anne Lee, who was born at Manchester in 1736, and died in America in 1784. They regard Mother Anne as the second incarnation of Christ on earth. She was a Quaker who had a vision of Christ when in prison, in which he told her that man cannot only be reconciled to God by celibacy. She settled at Watervliet, New York, in 1776. Those who joined her in England were noted for violent manifestations of religious fervour, and were called "Shaking Quakers." They are strict celibates, wearing an uniform style of dress, and using the "yea" and "nay" like other Quakers, but not the "they" and "thou." They believe themselves to be in constant communion with spirits, and hold that the second coming of Christ is already past. They reject the Trinity, and regard Christ as both male and female, but think that the soul preserves its sex eternally. They worship God only, and both men and women are admitted to the ministry. There is little audible prayer at their Sunday meetings, but much singing, marching, and dancing to music. They numbered only 1728 at the census of 1891, but in 1875 they appear to have numbered 2415 persons, having then 18 communities, now reduced to 15 in all.

Shamans. See Sams.

Shāmrī. Hebrew: "diamond." A legend in the Babylonian Talmud says that the Shāmrī was used by Solomon to cut the stones for the temple, since no iron might be used. It was a worm, brought from a mythical country, where it was guarded for Asmodeus by the "cock of the sea." Benaiah, son of Jehoiada, made Asmodeus drunk by filling a well with wine, and brought him chained to Solomon, stealing the Shāmrī also in the absence of the cock (Tal. Bab. Gittin, 68, a, b).

Shank. See Sanka.
Shatiyeh.

The Eben haShatiyeh, or “stone of foundation,” was that on which the Jerusalem temple was built, according to the Mishnah (see Jerusalem). It stood above the surface in the Holy of Holies (Yoma, v. 2: see Quart. Stat. Pal. Expl. Fund, April 1876). This idea was founded on biblical expressions (Isaiah xxviii, 16: Psalm cxviii, 22: 1 Pet. ii, 6).

Sheba. See Sabean.

Shechem. See Gerizim, and Samaritans.

Shekel. Hebrew: “weight”; Babylonian Sikel. The unit of measurement common to Hebrews, Phoenicians, and Babylonians. Actual early weights show that the Babylonian unit was about 233 grains, the Hebrew before the captivity 320 grains, and the full Phoenician weight 240 grains. The Hebrews had 50 shekels to the manah, and the Babylonians 60, so that the manah was 1600 grains in each case. The standard, however, was debased in time, and the Jewish coins of Simon, brother of Judas Makkabeus, weigh only about 220 grains of silver.

Shekina. Hebrew: “presence,” “abiding”; the manifestation of Yahveh as a light above the ark between the Kerubim, on the “mercy seat.”

Shells. See Sankha. The cockle shell from the shores of Palestine was the sign of a “Palmer,” or pilgrim who brought home a palm.

Shem. The eldest son of Noah, and the eponymous ancestor of the Semitic races. [The name is supposed to compare with the Babylonian Shem, “dusky,” as contrasted with Ham “sunburnt,” and Japhet “fair.”—Ed.] The Rabbinical writers say that Melchisedek was Shem surviving, or reincarnate, in the time of Abraham (see Gen. xiv, 18: Psalm lxxvi, 2: ex, 4: Calmet, Frag, p. 660).

Sheol. Hebrew: “hollow”; Babylonian auatu: the under world or Hades (see Hel).

Shesha. The great seven-headed serpent on which Vishnu reclines in the ocean or “sea of milk.”

Shi'ah. Arabic: shi'ah, “sect.” See Muhammad. Persian Moslems descended from the political supporters of the Khalif 'Ali (see Hasan). They teach that the prophet appointed 12 Imams (or “examples”) as spiritual and secular chiefs, of whom the 12th is yet to come again. The first three were 'Ali and his sons Hasan and Hosein, followed by (4) Zain el 'Abdin, (5) Muhammad Bâkir, (6) Ja'far es-Saddik, (7) Mu'm al Kâsim, (8) 'Ali Riza, (9) Abu Ja'far Muhammad, (10) 'Ali el Askari, (11) Hasan el Askari. Some recognised Abu el Kâsim Muhammad as the 12th Imam, or the Mahdi, “the guided one,” who is to return hereafter. He is believed to have been born in 968 A.D.; and to have ascended to heaven in his 9th year of rule, when the 'Abbasite Khalif Mut'amid sought to slay him (see Mahdi). The Shi'ah rose to power in Persia under Shah Shihâsh, in 1449 A.D., during a period of anarchy. This Shah was a descendant of Mûsâ, the 7th Imam, founder of a dynasty of Shi'is of the “twelfth sect.” The Shi'ah receive the Koran precepts like the Sunnis, or Western Moslems, but recognise none of the Khâlis save 'Ali, as to whom they have mystical beliefs, regarding him as divine. Their sacred centre is at Mescihed (“the monument”), which they call the “Medina of Persia,” and where stands the beautiful mosque of the 8th Imam. Other very sacred places are Nejîf, where 'Ali was murdered, and Kerbela, the scene of the fatal battle. The faithful who cannot be buried at these sites endeavour to procure earth thence, to be placed over their graves. The Moslem beliefs of the Persians were early affected by the survival of the old Manœem ideas, and later by the philosophy of Buddhism. About 800 A.D. the Shi'ah were very powerful in Barbury; and the beliefs of Egyptian Moslems were tinged with Shi'ah philosophy (see Druses).

Shields. These were early religious emblems, such as the Aigis of Greeks, and the Ancilia of Romans. The double triangle, formed by a six-rayed star, is a favourite sign of masons and others, and is called the “Shield of David” (see 1 Kings x, 17: xiv, 26). The Ancilia at Rome were borne in procession by the Salii, who changed them with sticks (see Salii), dancing, and singing the Assamot: the first of these shields was made by Numa, and 11 were added later. Huge shields 6 feet high are placed by “the three swords of the gods” in Japanese temples (Notes and Queries, 10th March 1883: Rivers of Life, i. pp. 109, 237).

Shiloh. See Samaritans. The centre of worship in Ephraim down to death of 'Eli. It is now Selîm, a ruined site N.E. of Bethel. Jerome compares the rape of the women of Shiloh (Judg. xxi, 19-25) to that of the Sabine women by the Romans. [The word in Hebrew means “quiet.” Hence the Shiloh of Jacob's blessing (Gen. xliv, 10), which refers to the Messiah according to the Targum, is rendered “still peace come.”—Ed.]

Shin-shu. An important neo-Buddhist, or “Protestant,” sect in Japan. They build schools and temples in the towns, and appeal
Shin-shu

directly to the people. They are also called the Monto sect. Shin-shu signifies "true doctrine"; and they teach men to "help one another," and to believe in Amita Buddha (or Amitabha) "the boundless one." This sect was founded about 1260 A.D. by Shinran-Shouin, and now owns 14,500 monasteries and schools, superintended by 150,000 teachers of both young and old. The adherents number about 6½ millions. They teach a high morality, and faith in the "Perfectly Pure One," trust in whom will secure future salvation. None are required to be celibates; and innocent pleasures are not condemned; but men are told to refrain from evil, from drunkenness and licen- ce, and to study Buddha's words, which are able to make them wise. Their High Priest Akamatz said to Miss Bird (Japan, II, letter ii) that this will withdraw them from misery inherent in this life, and give them the true end of righteousness, which is rest—a Nirvana where individuality may indeed cease or lie latent. "You believe (he said) in one God and in a Christ; so do we, for in Amida we shall have immortality, though the soul may have to undergo many transmigrations. You believe in a personal Creator: we only know of atoms produced by spirit. When we die we hope to become Buddhas incarnate, like the great teacher, finding joys in good deeds, and dwelling forever in a Paradise of purity. But to do this we must be pure here, and ever working and preaching righteousness. He who dies impure, but in faith, must be purified through many changing animal forms; but even to them Buddha will convey such teaching as they can receive."

To Sir E. Reed the same High Priest said (Reed's Japan, i, p. 84) that: "The state of our present life has its cause in what we have done in our previous existence"—a doctrine which seems to have been recognised by the Jews (but denied by Christ) when they asked "Master, who did sin, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?" (John ix, 2). The Shin-shu Bonza added, "our present actions determine our future state, and will produce here, and hereafter, suffering or happiness. All sentient beings have an interminable existence; and the dying in one form, and being reborn into another, can only be escaped by cutting off the causes; that is, the passions of anger, covetousness, etc.: then shall we attain salvation or rest—that is, Nirvana. It is very difficult to control the passions, but Amita Buddha does—of his boundless mercy—influence all who rely upon him... From the time of putting faith in his saving desire, we do not need any power of self help, but only to keep his mercy in our hearts, and ever invoke his name."

This is very like evangelical Christianity; but all Shin-shus are priests or ministers, though some are specially set aside for the service of the Church. None pray for happiness on earth: it is a time of probation, the events depending on others, whom we must try to influence for good. The Bonza admitted to Miss Bird that what Christianity and Buddhism alike had to fear most, was the philosophy of Mill, Huxley, Spencer, and Darwin, which had, he said, stimulated inquiries that these old faiths could not answer. But he considered that Buddhism, after Confucianism, can best reply to Materialism, for Buddha's moral teachings were higher than those of Christ, whose teachings he thought powerless.

Shin-to. The old animistic faith of Japan, which is closely connected with that of China and Korea. The word is Chinese itself, from shin, chin, or jin, "spirit," or "being" (a very ancient root: see Spirites), and tao or to "a way." The Japanese translate it Kami-no-Michi, "the way of the gods," that is to say divine service. Shin-to beliefs have become mingled with the teaching of Buddhism, and with the ethics of Confucius (see Japan). There are Shin-to teachers who inculcate not only reverence for the Kami, or gods, but also many good maxims, and cleanliness in food and person. They say that the pious should not only do no murder, but that they should not even go near blood, or touch the dead: that it is well not to taste the flesh of any four-footed beast, except wild deer; or, if such flesh be eaten through necessity, men should be held unclean for 30 days; and those tainting fowls for two hours. These ideas were probably imported into Japan by Buddhists; but the Buddhism of China and Japan—reaching the latter country a thousand years after Gotama's death—is but a poor and corrupt travesty of his teaching; and the founder would no more have recognised himself in Amita-Bosun than Christ would have recognised his teaching in that of the Vatican Pontiff. Shin-to teachers—as the two creeds began peacefully to develop side by side—took up the harmful doctrine of the ascetics, who regarded man's nature as depraved, and needing supernatural renovation; a change which weakened the ancient self-confidence and loyalty (Pégane's Ulysse) as, about 700 A.D., Shin-to began to blend with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry with new foreign teaching. In our 13th century the latter bigotry was revealed. But rulers and ruled are now content that reverence, obedience, patriotism, and loyalty should be taught, no matter whether by Buddhists, or by the priests of ancient Animistic deities, adoring stones, and idols, and sacred mirrors.

The native Shin-to shrines are generally simple thatched buildings.
of white wood, containing the Lores and Penates of the race. But Buddhists expected the rich to provide a gorgeously painted, carved, and gilded pile, full of relics and images, and of sacred books. Shin-to shrines are usually in a sacred grove with, if possible, a beautiful surrounding park, through which winds an avenue spanned at intervals by the symbolic Torii, or skeleton gateways, which are emblems of the "door of life," and sacred (like the mirror) to Kwan-on, the kind queen of heaven. In each temple there is a Miya, or holy place, usually closed, and supposed by travellers to contain some kind of fetish. Before this the worshipers bend low, whispering their wishes to the god. These gods (already mentioned under Japan) are for the most part kindly; but evil (as among Chinese peasants) is attributed to evil spirits who take the form of the fox (Ma), and tempt to sin. The figure of a fox is placed near temples to scare these devils away. The Japanese hold that the preservation of their empire depends on obedience to the Shin-to faith, which has for 14 centuries maintained the power of the Mikado, and which restrained the growing tyranny of a feudal nobility.

The doctrine called Riobu-shin-to was promulgated, in our 9th century, by a monk named Kukai (or Kôbô-jaishi), who tried to show that the native gods were those of the Buddhists, compounding these beliefs with Confucian ethics. Buddhism was then the established creed, and eight principal sects had arisen, of which the most important was that of the Jôdos or Purestans. This was remanadsted in the 15th century by Shin-ron, "the divine one"; but philosophy—especially that of the Chinese teacher Chih-he—then began to undermine the older faiths, as education advanced. Till the 16th century monarchs lavished money on temples and monasteries, after which the decline of Buddhism began; and on the restoration of the Mikado, in 1686, all public grants were disallowed; and Buddhist religion was finally disestablished on 1st January 1874 (see Encycl. Brit. 1881). Kioto the capital still however remains a stronghold of Japanese Buddhism (see Times, 28th October 1889); every sect has here its cathedral, and the city is the goal of Buddhist pilgrimage from all parts of the empire. It is usually held that there has been a general decline of Buddhism (and Miss Bird found many of its temples deserted); but since 1880 this faith seems again to have gained on the Shin-to beliefs. Under the Tokugawa usurpers it was specially favoured, while the new government since the revolution has rested chiefly on Shin-to. But among the Buddhists sects the Shin or Broad Church, and the Nichiren or Calvinist, are more powerful than would be supposed from their numbers.

The old sacred palace of the Mikados is now untenanted, and has become a sight to be seen by European and native tourists, who may walk in its gardens and sacred groves, and gaze on the royal chapel where lies the holy stone-talisman of the empire, which the sun goddess Amu-terusau gave to her son, the founder of the Mikado's family. It contains also a model of the sacred mirror (see Japan), and of the sacred sword. These were ancient emblems also in the West—the mirror of Hathor, or of Venus, and the sword of Mars adored in Scythia. Sacred stone mehirs are not uncommon among the Shin-to worshipers of Japan. One of these is described by Palgrave (Ulysses, p. 234), under a pine tree outside the city of Nara. "It is a single cube of uncarved, uninscribed, and unornamented stone representing Kai-kwa-Tenuo, the fourth of the sun gods." Another huge oval stone represents Ama, the "mother" and favourite goddess of the land, standing near the shrine of Kami-no-Ima, the Oko-no-Ino or "holiest of holies." It is swathed round with grass ropes, and protected by a fence; having been continuously worshipped at this site, it is said, since 711 A.C. The usual care and cleanliness of Japanese shrines is here notable: the well-kept roads, and ever present Torii gateways, leading to the stone. The mingling of ancient and modern ideas in Japan is also seen in the province of Ise, at Yamada, on the S. shore of the gulf of Owari, reached in 12 hours, by rail and steamer from Kioto. The town is 2 miles from the shore, and is a great Shin-to centre, where as yet, in 1886, foreign architecture had not intruded. Devout pilgrims were there to be seen thronging the shrines, and the "two very ancient divine palaces," which are second to none in the empire. Of these the Geiko, or "outer," dates from 478 A.C.; and the Naiku, or "inner," from 4 A.C.: thus representing a cult as old as Christianity.

In the Naiku palace is the mirror of Kwan-on which is never seen. So numerous are the other gods that (according to Hirata, a Japanese of the 19th century) we can only address the chief ones by name, and must embrace the rest in a general petition. After adoration in the palace of the Mikado-Kami ("divine emperor") we must then pray in the Kami-dana ("god-place"), or family shrine, at home. But we must remember always that the Mikado prays for us better than we can for ourselves. We must rise early and after ablutions, and cleansing the mouth, must worship in the direction of the province of Yamato, striking the palms of the hands together, and bowing the head to the ground. The ignorant pray to sun and moon, but the educated only to gods dwelling in these orbs. A special prayer is devoted to the great unseen god and goddess (heaven and earth, as in
Shin-to

China, and among Mongols) who ordain all that is unaccountable otherwise. "Mind not the praise or blame of fellow-men," says Hirata, "but act so as not to need to be ashamed before the unseen gods." "To practice true virtue stand in awe of the unseen, and that will prevent your doing wrong" (Reid's Japan, i, p. 45).

The Shin-to ritual, or liturgy, is very long and complicated, but its chief burden consists in prayers for food, with thanks and praises. The creed however (says Sir E. Satow) is "an engine for reducing the people to a condition of slavery." The revolution of 1868 has now reduced it to an useful political system, instilling feelings of loyalty, and maintaining a conservatism which is very useful at present. "Setting aside," says Sir E. Reed, "the mere mythological extravagances of the sacred books, which seldom have much to do with the practical religion of any country, and judging the Shin-to faith by its first fruits, we must acknowledge that it possessed the power of a real religion, and that its operation was for the advantage of the country."

Though the ritual was elaborate, this faith accustomed the people—before free-thought became so common—to very simple forms of worship. The raising of hands and mouth, the gift of a coin, a clap or two of the hands, the bending of head and body, with a few short words of prayer, contented all the gods: though a long and weary pilgrimage might have to be made to the place where alone, according to the priests, the deity was to be found. Bodily avoidance of the unclean and of the dead, were inculcated (as among Akkadians, Indians, Persians, or Jews); and the priest must cover his mouth as he offered, to the gods, fruits of the earth or products of human handicrafts—a practice perhaps of Buddhist origin, due to the fear of destroying insect life. "Even for food," says Sir E. Reed, "neither cattle nor sheep were killed till 'civilisation' introduced the improvement."

The Shin-to morning prayer—after the ablutions—is addressed to the region (Yamato) where deity became incarnate (as Christians turn to the east); and bowing to the ground the worshipper prays with joined palms saying: "Deign O Ame and Kuni (heavenly spirits) to bless me, by correcting any unwitting faults; and prevent the calamities which evil spirits might inflict; and give me long life; and repeat my humble prayers to all the spirits, as put forth through thy holy spirit." This is the kind of prayer daily offered in the Kami-dana, or family shrine in every house (Reed's Japan, i, p. 360).

Many of the emblems, ceremonies, and practices, are common to China and Japan. The Torii or symbolic gateway (also found in China) is said to mean a "bird rest": for birds perch on it; but it is perhaps connected with the Indian Dhāra or "door"; and Siva is the Dvāraka-Nāt, or "lord of the gate" of life. There are often avenues of these (see Miss Bird's Japan, i, p. 357), especially at the great Inari Fox Temple at Fushima, where they number by hundreds, being of both wood and stone. Ex-votos are hung on them, and to "pass through" them brings luck. During the Christian persecutions of the 16th and 17th centuries the sign of recantation was to pass under this Shinto emblem.

The "gate-keepers" are also a very usual feature of these shrines. Sir E. Reed describes them as "grim giant gate-keepers, or Nios, carved and colored, with cruel art, into triumphs of the hideous and demoniacal." (This also is a very ancient symbolism, such demons being intended to frighten away evil spirits of less terrible appearance (see Lamas). They are carved on the sides of the sun god's throne at Sippara (900 B.C.) in Babylonia, and are mentioned in Akkadian magic texts as sculptured on the walls of houses. They also guard the entrance to a rude rock-shrine, of "Hittite" character, at Boghaz-keui in Armenia.—Ed.] These Nios are placed under the Torii to guard the gate: one of them (Reed's Japan, ii, p. 26) is colored red, representing Yow the male principle; the other is green, representing In the female principle (Yow and In being the Chinese Yan and Yin for male and female: see China). This coloring is the same as in India (see Colors).

The images of the gods are screened off by wire: for Buddhists and others have a habit of chewing a written prayer, and spitting it at the idol: if it sticks the prayer is accepted, and if it falls is rejected. On the altars are laid boxes for money gifts; and outside the temples are huge poles inscribed with sacred texts. In one case Sir E. Reed found a prayer wheel (as in Central Asia) erected before the Asakusa temple, and another at the Hakodach shrine (see Prayer). In such wheels, or drums, prayers written on paper are left to be turned round by the wind—and are so repeated—while the attention of the gods is also called by jingling rings, by bells, and by clapping the hands, by both Shin-to worshipers and Buddhists. Those suffering from any bodily ailment rub the corresponding part of the god's image. Incense, and censers, abound in these temples, and lanterns of every hue are hung outside: some of paper with grotesque designs; others of bronze or stone—as at Mirajima where they are said to date from 600 B.C. In one of these, at the Dai-butsu temple, a man could stand upright. Pictures of no mean quality, representing emperors, and poets, are also hung in the temples, where are found bronze vases, historic relics, and swords of heroes. Trees are found in the precincts, planted by former
great patrons. Pyramidal pagodas also are added, one of which, in Kioto, is said to be 180 ft. high, with a base of 18 ft. square. In the Buddhist temple of Horinji, on the other hand, a bone of Buddha is shown in a crystal globe every day, that men may believe he really came in the flesh; and in the Nara temple of Dai-butsu is a gold and bronze statue of Buddha, seated on the lotus, which figure is 63 ft. high from the seat to the top of the head, above which is a halo 14 ft. wide, and from this rises for several feet a flame-like glory, arching over the figure. The lotus has 56 leaves each 10 ft. by 6 ft. It is said that this was made in 743 A.C., and that 450 tons of metal were used for the figure, which is exquisitely put together. This calm ascetic finds himself in rather strange company, flanked by a large image of Kukuro on one side, and by the goddess Kwan-on to his left. She has also a bronze shrine close by, with a wooden image said to date from the 6th century A.C., or before the introduction of Buddhism into Japan.

The relics include four pieces of bone of Buddha, with vessels, and censers, which he is said to have used (as genuine perhaps as some Christian relics), and a sacred stone with one of his foot-prints (though he never was in Japan in the flesh): also a "bell, or sounding plate, and five metallic mirrors over 1000 years old." A mythological picture, in this semi-Buddhist semi-Shin-to shrine, explains the origin of the temple, in connection with a sacred log, shown as borne by a crow urged on by a leader armed with a gohei, or symbolic thurisaz.

In the Kiyomizu temple grounds at Kioto, near a waterfall with three streams, in a grandly wooded amphitheatre, are two pagodas, and a "ten-leaved To"—or stone pillar with "horizontal leaves." Into these the worshipers flung stones—as throughout Western Asia and in pagan Europe (Reed's Japan, ii, p. 223). Miss Bird, like Father Kampfer two centuries earlier, found near Shingoji "immense upright stones, without characters, but with rude carvings of the sun and moon" (Miss Bird's Japan, i, p. 283; Kampfer's History, ii, p. 417). Sir E. Reed speaks of another stone, with a pine tree that spoke by the power of the sun god, and so saved life (Reed's Japan, ii, p. 289). Dr Kampfer also describes the household gods, such as Gionn the "ox-headed Prince of Heaven" (like the Hindu horned Daksha), who wards off small-pox (Sbhio); and another, "a huge hairy being, with a large sword held up with both hands." He notices sacred foot-prints (ii, pp. 514, 518), and the Stono-nushi, or famous Stone of Sumsu, in the Fatamam temple, sacred to the god of war. It is "a smooth black stone," and over it were "a drawn sword and two carved figures of horses."

Miss Bird mentions a sacred ark "carried and followed by priests in capes and stoles, over crimson chaussets and white casocks." She was told that it contained "the names of people, and the evils they feared." This the priests were about to throw into a river (see Ark), to prevent these evils occurring. Most of the old shrines of Japan, whether Aino or Shin-to, seem to be on hills, and connected with sacred trees which are adorned with straw ropes and tassels. The curious custom exists here—as among Aztecs—of nailing effigies (of sinners) on such trees (see Crosses). Miss Bird was shown an image of an unfaithful husband so crucified (Japan, i, p. 385). This had been done at night by a woman, who thus appealed against him to the gods. In the Buddhist shrine of Niko our traveller threaded her way to this temple of "sunny splendour," through the gorgeous Torii gateways, porches, vestibules, and courts, covered or hypostyled, to find in the interior of the dim golden shrine a mirror on a black lacquer table (pp. 108-112): for the temple had belonged to the Shin-to faith, but was visited in 767 A.C. by Shodo-Shohan, a Buddhist saint, who persuaded the natives that their deity was only an incarnation of Buddha, so that they now speak only of Amitabha as a "being of immesurable light." In 1617 the hill slopes near this temple of Niko were chosen by royalty as a cemetery, and King Iye-yasu was here enshrined as a deity, "the light of the East and Incarnation of Buddha." An Imperial envoy visits the spot yearly, bearing a sacred Gohei wand, of gold, adorned with paper shreds. The Shin-to priests have superseded the Buddhists, and Miss Bird, in 1878, found here all the paraphernalia which are common in Romanist Churches. Holy men, in casuocks of broadened amber satin, with violet stoles and hoods, and white chaussets, moaned out the complicated ritual, and chanted softly—in an unknown tongue—before altars perfumed with incense, and lighted up by large candles, telling their beads, and waving their arms in various devotional attitudes, calling on their gods, and on the great Buddha, to pity them, and to save them from misery, and from the torments of Hell—about which the "Wisdom Guide" never professed to know anything when he was on earth.

Shoe. See Foot, and Pad. As the foot is an euphemism for the phallicus, so is the shoe for the Yoni. The Arab proverb, given by Burckhardt, says, "My wife is my slipper": the Hebrew symbol for dissolving marriage was the "losing of the shoe": and slippers are still thrown after a bride. Shoes are hung on houses, trees, or cattle to avert the evil eye (see Folk-Lore Journal, Sept. 1895).
Shrove-tide. The feast of early spring, when men were "shrive"ed of their sins before Lent. The "holy boys" and "ivy maidens" then chased one another. The "whipping Toms of Leister," who were put down by Act of Parliament in 1847—much to the indignation of the rustics—used then to beat girls with bladders, full of pease, tied to sticks. On "Flow Monday" the cattle were gaily decorated, and balls were baited. It was also a great season for "cooking" or cock-fighting (see Country Folk-Lore, i, p. 95). Wreaths and effigies are still burned at this season in Kent, representing an ancient rite of human sacrifice (Notes and Queries, 31st October 1885).

Shu. An ancient root signifying to "move," and imitative of the sound of wind, the murmuring of water, or the hissing of flames. [Egyptian shu "wind," suw "drink"; Aryan suw "to sway"; Hebrew sh'kh: Arabic sh'khı̂ ā "to rush"; Turkish suw "water"; Chinese shùi "water."—Ed.] The Egyptian god Shu was the atmosphere: he is represented as an Atlas holding up the heavens (see Seb).

Siam. The history of Siam is given by Captain Gerina (Asiatic Quarterly, Jan. 1898). In the geography of Ptolemy the countries on the Gulf of Siam are called Samarade, which name is found in the ancient Pali and Luu palm-leaf records of S. Siam. The inhabitants of Siam are of Malay stock, with a strong infusion of Hindu blood. They call themselves Luu or "people" (the Akkadian lu and ša); and Ai-lau signifies a "male person." The Tais or "free" men come from S.W. China, and the earlier Shans, or Shan-tais, from Barmah. According to Prof. Terrien de la Coupérie, 30 per cent. of Siamese words are Chinese. The States of this peninsula asserted independence as early as 1550 B.C., according to Chinese accounts, and down to 250 B.C., when the elder brother of the Chinese emperor founded the kingdoms of Yane and Hou, on the frontiers of Laosiam. As early as 600 B.C. the Mao Shans annexed part of Upper Siam, and colonised part of Lower Siam about 430 A.C. In 707 A.C. they over-ran all N. Kambodia, and conquered part of Assam in 1220 A.C. At the end of the 13th century they held Pegu, and occupied the Mekong valley, and the plains on the Gulf of Siam. They thus founded the present kingdom of Siam, making Tavyee their capital, and they here ruled till 1554 A.C., as well as in many islands.

In our 10th century King Jaya-param-issara (980 to 1040) over-ran Kambodia, Siam, and Pegu. He was expelled by the Barmese, who made a capital at Thaton (see Barmah). In 1150 (or 1180) the text found at Nakow-vat ("the serpent monastery"), in Kambodia, calls the mass of the people Syam-Kut, or Syam-Kak. The famous "Emerald Buddha" (see Athenæum, 5th Sept. 1903), which now rests in the Wat-Phrā-Keo of Bangkok, marks the introduction of Buddhism into Kambodia from Ceylon. It was taken to Ceylon, and finally to Chiang Rai, where it was covered with gold. The temple was destroyed by lightning in 1434, and the statue had many vicissitudes before King Phrā-Buddha-Yot-Fa brought it to Bangkok in 1772.

The Karens are distinct from the Shans (see Karens) though also a Mongolic race. The Shans, Shams, and Siamese, worship trees, stones, and sacred footprints of Buddha, also conical hills, and serpents. They (like Mongols) allow none to tread on a threshold, and no corpse to pass over it. The placenta of infants are buried under it (see Door). They are acquainted with the name of Ti, or Shang-ti, for God (see China), and, like the Barmese, they believe the soul to be a butterfly (see Butterfly). The old men, according to Col. Woodthorpe (Journal Anthropol. Instit., Aug. 1896), tie up the wrists of all who return from a funeral, lest this butterfly should escape. They carry lighted candles with the corpse, and walk round it, and round their sacred trees and stones, firing off rockets as the mourners separate. They have taken caste ideas from India, and pray in Buddhist monasteries, for some days, before starting on any important expedition. But they still worship the spirits of forests and streams, and even sacrifice human beings—preferably Chinamen—once a year at dangerous passes and fords, or when taking new lands into cultivation.

Siberians. See Sahiria. The population of Siberia includes the Samoyeds on the N.W., with Ostyaks to the south: in the centre are the Yakuta—a Turkish race from Central Asia—and S. of these the Tunguse, while in the E. are the Chupekis. All these races are of Turanian origin, now mingled with Russian Slav of Aryan stock. The Siberians are supposed to have been converted to Christianity by the latter, and according to Nordenskiold their baptism is "an amusing combat between a cold water dip and a lump of tobacco" (see Voyage of Vesji, ii, p. 14). Samoyeds and Chupekis are in reality pagans, who worship strange idols, to which they add "Russian gods," or pictures of saints. They make pilgrimages to visit gods, to whom they offer sacrifices. Russians say that they "attribute to Bulvans (or "images"—the Swedish bélevn) the same importance that we do to our pictures, and in this there is nothing objectionable." Small images are concealed on their persons, and the Bulvans are stones, or
Sibylla

Sibylla. A witch, or priestess, among Greeks. The word signifies "hissing." Virgil connects the sibyl (Ἀο, vii) with the tree which bore a golden bough: she was the sibyl of Cumae, where the mephitic cavern was an entrance to Hades. The pythoaness, or sibyl of Delphi, dwelt in a similar cave (see Delphi). The first sibyl is called a daughter of Dardania: others belonged to Egypt, Samos, Sardin, and Etruria, ten in all being noticed. The Cumaean sibyl's cave was by the Lago d'Agnano near Naples. Justin Martyr is said to have entered it; and remains of the great reservoir, and pillared courts, are still traceable. The tradition of this sibyl relates that, as an aged woman, she brought nine books to King Tarquin about

Sicily

520 B.C., demanding a great price which was refused: she burned three, and asked the original price for the six; and being refused burned three more. The king being alarmed paid what she asked, and stored the last three volumes in the Capitol at Rome, and these were consulted by the senate on special occasions: with many other books they were burned in 671 A.C.

Many works were penned in the name of the Sibyl between the 2nd century B.C. and the Christian era (see Edinburgh Review, July 1877). The best known are in Greek, by Alexandrian Jews (see Apokryphal Literature), and these claimed to be prophetic. Clement of Alexandria appealed to such works to convince the heathen that there is "one God, and true predictions of future events." In 1715 Whiston, the translator of Josephus, wrote in "vindication of the Sibylline oracles." Their character is fully discussed by Ewald, Friedlieb, and others (see Drummond, Jewish Messiah); some were written by Christians, or Christian interpolations introduced into Greek-Jewish hexameter poems. They include paraphrases of Bible narratives concerning the history of Israel. There are 8 still extant out of 14 such works, the oldest being supposed to belong to the 2nd century B.C., and the 2nd and 3rd to the 1st century A.C., after the destruction of Jerusalem. The remaining 5 are attributed to our 3rd century, and are the work of Christians: the 8th contains acrostics on the titles of Christ, and on the Cross. (Christians were fond of such obscure allusions to their creed, couched in pagan language, before the Church was established, as we learn from Christian texts on Syrian monuments, and from the legend of Avicenna (216 A.C.) discovered by Prof. Ramsay, as well as from the Vision of Esdras.—Ed.) For some 16 centuries Christendom accepted these Sibylline oracles as genuine, and they are so quoted by Christian fathers from Justin Martyr to Augustine. The Emperor Constantine quoted them in addressing the Council of Nicaea. The 8 books were collected by Vossius in 1645, and published at Basle. Castellio then pointed out that many passages, at least, must be spurious. Possèvin the Jesuit attributed the interpolations to Satan. Blondel, a French Protestant, finally, in 1649, was the first Christian who boldly condemned the whole literature as a tissue of forgeries. Modern criticism practically accepts his conclusion, and the Sibylline books are interesting only as showing the ideas of early Jews and Christians of Egypt, writing Greek imitations of earlier prophecies, such as abounded in the Herodian age in Palestine.

Sikani.
Sidh. Sanskrit: "shining," "eternal." Siddhi, or "perfection," was a daughter of Daksha. In Keltik speech Sidh (pronounced Shi) is both a moun Mund under which is a fairy palace, and a name for a fairy generally. Hence the Ban-Shi is the "female spirit," which mourns outside the house when a death is about to occur.

Sigê. Greek: "silence." A Phoenician goddess brought by Kadimos to Thebes in Boïtia.

Sikani. Sikuloi. Tribes apparently Aryan, driven out by the Ligurians, to the Ligurian coast between Ravena and Ancora, and peopling the island of Sicily. The Sikuloi were found early near Piceum, but were pressed S. by Umbrians and Etruskiams about 1000 B.C. They expelled Pelasgi from Latium, and are connected with the Oakans (see Italy). They held both coasts of the Straits of Messinia. The Sikani, according to Thucydides, preceded the Sikuloi in Sicily, and were driven by them to the W. and N.W. parts of that island, before 800 B.C. Greek traders were found among them in Syracuse as early as 735 B.C. They have been regarded as Iberians. [But the Sicilian type of to-day is due to admixture of Greek, Roman, Phoenician, Arab, and Berber stocks with the older races.—Ed.] According to Dr Isaac Taylor the evidence of skulls shows the Siculi to have been a people of feeble physical type like the Falisci, who were probably Arians (see Academy, 6th June 1891). Among their gods were Hadramis, Acis, and Hybla. They are said by other writers to have fled from Asia Minor before the Trojan war. Sikani the leaders bore the names of Elunno, Aigestos, and Akestes, which appear to be Greek. Akestes is called the grandson of the god Crimius, and settled on the river Crimius. His mother was a Trojan woman named Sagesta, or Egesta—the name of a town near Elunче, which in the days of Æneas was peopled by fugitives from Troy, after the war which was due to the refusal of the Trojans to reward Poseidon, and Apollo, for building their walls. Aigestos was otherwise the son of a bear or of a dog—a common Asiatic legend. These legends point to immigration from Asia Minor. The Sikani are said to have hospitably received Æneas, who is fabled to have built the towns of Elunче, Egesta, Lylybeum, Asca, Entella, and Eryx. The latter was the famous shrine of Venus Erycina, on a high hill overlooking the plains. [The masonry at Eryx however is marked with Phoenician letters, and appears to be of Carthaginian origin.—Ed.] This city was said to be of Pelasgic, or of unknown origin. Dr Isaac Taylor connects the name of Gela in Sicily with Gela in Karia, and with the Ceronnes, a Scythian people on the river Dneiper. The Sicilian Gela was said to

Sikhs. Persian: the Sanskrit Sishyos or "disciples." A religious sect, sometimes called the "Protestants of India," representing the influence of Moslem philosophy on Hindu belief. They arose in the Panjab in our 15th century, and eventually dominated all the N.W. of India, though now numbering only about 1½ millions, or a tenth of the population that they once ruled. In 1845 they determined to dispute empire with the British; suddenly crossing the Sutlej with a splendid army of 60,000 drilled troops and 150 guns, they fought bravely but unsuccessfully: their country was annexed; and a government was devised for them which was both just and tolerant: so that this brave race not only became reconciled but eagerly enlisted in British service, afterwards proving its loyalty in many a grave crisis, and on many a bloody field: neither foreign gold nor racial affinities have as yet turned the Khalsa scribes against their "white brothers." Their hereditary monarch long sat as a legislator among our peers in the councils of the State.

These people are as clannish as Kela, and democratic in their constitution. Among them all are equals, and the king is only first among his peers. He is elected, and all Sikhs must both obey him and inculcate such obedience on their children. They pride themselves on being all one or "brethren," whether warriors or students of science and literature (Velas). They speak a Panjabi dialect of Hindi, and write it in the Nāgari character. In this Gurmukhi, or "teacher's tongue," their Granth or Bible was uttered.

Nanak, the founder of the Sikh faith, was born in 1469 just when the successors of the great Timur were once more contemplating the conquest of N.W. India. He died in 1538, during the reign of Humayun son of Biber, a direct descendant of Timur-idenk, the great Tartar conqueror of our 14th century. Biber—who, as a boy, had failed to hold Samarkand—seized Kabul, and Ghazni(1504-7), and afterwards regained Bokhara and Samarkand (1507-1514): in 1526 he defeated Ibrahim Lodhi the last Afghan prince of Delhi and Agra; and after the great battle at Panipat he thus became the first Mughal emperor, and Moslem ruler of India, though Islam had then been preached for some 500 years in the Panjab. The period of
Nānak's activity thus coincided with that of Bābar's conquests. According to the Janam Sakhi, or "Sikh biographies," Nānak was of Khatriya caste, and of the Vedi-Khatri sect—a Hindu, and the son of Kalu-vedī who was a village accountant (patwāri) at Talvandi, now Nānkānā, on the Rāvi river near Lahore. From childhood the future founder of the Sikh faith was dreamy and emotional; as a youth he began to see signs and wonders: he frequented the society of Fakirs whom he assisted, and at the age of 15 he misappropriated—for their benefit—money given to him by his father for purposes of trade. He was then sent to friends at Sultānpūr, entering the service of the Nawāb, Daulat-Khan Lodī. Again he began to give all he had to Fakirs (mendicants); and one day while bathing in the river, as a religious rite, he felt a sudden divine inspiration.

Tradition says that he was then "translated to the gates of Paradise, and by God's command given a goblet of Amrit, or the water of life. He drank it, and the Lord said: "Nānak I am with thee . . . whoever shall take thy name I will make happy; go repeat my name, and cause all to do so; remain uncontaminated by the world . . . steadfast in almsgiving; in abstinences, in service, and in remembrance of Me. I have given to thee my own name (Guru-Sāhib). Do thou this work." When he recovered from this trance he uttered the keynote of all his future teaching, saying, "There is no Hindu, and no Moslem"; hearing which the people went and complained to the Khan. He told them not to mind what a Fakir said, but later on, when a Kādī (or "judge") objected, the Khan ordered Nānak to appear before him. Placing a Fakir's staff (Muttākā) on his neck "Bābā the Guru" appeared: he was ordered to gird his loins and to abandon the staff, and then placed honourably in a seat near the Khan, and the Kādī was instructed to examine him. It was then that Nānak astonisshed all men by a disquisition on universal religion, lasting till the time of afternoon prayer, when he (a pious Hindu) accompanied the Khan to the mosque. Tradition says that he there demonstrated supernatural powers, by reading the Kādī's thoughts, and that the latter fell at his feet crying, "Here is one favoured by Allah." After a short exhortation by Nānak, the Khan also did him reverence, and the whole congregation of Sheikhs and Sayids cried aloud, "Khudā (God) is speaking to us in Nānak."

The Hindus were insistent at the supposed conversion of Nānak to Islam, and Jāi-kām his wife complained. But he declared that he was still a servant of Parameswar ("the Supreme"), whom he regarded as the same as Allah. He continued to cry more strongly than before, "There is no Hindu; no Moslem; but one God the Father of all." Daulat-Khan continued to be devoted to the new teacher, who went forth on his mission to convert India. He soon won many leading Sheikhs ("elders"), and Piras ("religious leaders"); and Islam accepted him as a Darvish (or one "taught"), in Delhi and Panīpāt. At Banāras he was very graciously received by a learned Pandit, who however objected that, as a Bhūṇgār or devotee, Nānak had no sakhrān, tulsi plant, tikā, or rosary. Yet he was converted, as were many Yūgas, Khatries, necronomancers, and other Hindus.

It was at Banāras that the real religious education of Nānak began, under the guidance of learned followers of Kabīr, who was (in 1410 to 1430 A.C.) the most celebrated of twelve disciples of Rāmanand (1400 A.C.), and a convert from Islam to a form of Vishnūvā monotheism. The history of Kabīr (in the Bhakta-māla), and the record of his doctrines (in the Sukh-Nidān), shows that he was an ascetic (like Sūffī among Moslems, or Sanyāsī among Hindus); and it appears (from a short poem which Nānak included in his Adī-Granth) that Kabīr traced his spiritual descent from two former Gurus (or "teachers"), one being the Brāhmaṇ Jai-deo (1250 A.C.), and the other Nam-deo, who was a calico printer living about 1300 A.C. All these again were apparently disciples of Rāmanūja, a Drāvīdian who lived about 1150 A.C.: for they all alike taught the brotherhood of man and the unity of God—which they called Hari or Vishnū. Kabīr in the 15th century was teaching in Banāras, Māgadhā, and Gorak-pūr, and claimed that: "by his love of religion, and the favour of the Gurus Jai-deo and Nam-deo (or Nānak), he had attained to a knowledge of God (Hari) as the supreme mind, or soul, from which our souls proceeded, and into which we should finally be absorbed." This, he added, could only be accomplished by faith (Bhaktī), and not by any rites or austerities—a faith that by faith (Bhaktī), and not by any rites or austerities—a faith that

The first Moslem conquerors of India (see Rev. T. Hughes: Diety of Islam) coming from Samarkand, and Persia, were steeped in Sūfī
philosophic mysticism, such as we find in the poetry of Firdausi (1000 A.C.), Sadi (1250), and Hafiz (1360 A.C.); and they rested on Allah rather than on Muhammad. Firdausi cries: "The height and the depth of the whole world have their centre in Thee, O my God! I do not know Thee who Thou art; but I know that Thou art what Thou alone canst be." Hafiz even called himself a "disciple of the old Mage" (Zoroaster), and a worshiper of the "supreme" Ahura Mazda, yet he earned himself the title of Prince of Sufi poets (see our Short Studies, pp. 525-528). Like the Druzes, and Baha'is, and other Moslem heretics, such philosophy recognised the elements common to all religions, while rejecting all dogmas. Such then were the influences that surrounded Nanak at Banaras, especially through the teaching of Kabir's disciples. They are evident in the Adi-Granth, which he wrote about 1540 a.C.

Nanak's successors, down to Guru Arjun (1600), and Govind Singh, taught the same doctrines. The latter on his death-bed in 1708 said: "I acknowledge no Smritis (traditions), Sutras, or Vedas (inspired writings); all these speak variously. . . . I recognise all as Thee." It was a pure Sufi Pantheonism that denied the existence of anything apart from deity. In Nanak's Bible we read: "Thou art I: I am Thou—where is the difference? The One dwells in all, is contained in all." Of this too Omar Khayyam speaks five centuries before Nanak. The idea is equivalent to our conception of the absolute, and all-pervading, unity. "The Guru or Divine One," says Nanak, "is Iswar, Vishnu, and Brahman; yes the great mother Parvati—neither male nor female but both: the Light of Life. And I am the servant of the beloved one, and long to meet my Lord." In this we see the intense mysticism of syncretic Sufi-ism: of Mazdean-Moslem Pantheism.

The poetic structure of a great part of the Granth is also evidence of Persian Sufi influence, as Nanak confesses when he says: "The True One is found by the Sufi who keep fast to his court" (Adi-granth).

At Banaras Nanak gained the sincere friendship of the learned and famous Moslem Pir named Sheikh Farid, who travelled and taught with him for twelve years; and 142 stanzas by this Sheikh were included in the Granth, though he called his god Allah instead of Hari. This alliance, however, estranged the Hindus, who manifested their dislike by purifying the ground near their dwellings, where the Guru had trodden. Yet within a generation they had begun to reverence, if not to worship him, as in the case of many another prophet. On one occasion Nanak was seized with others who were captured by soldiers of the Emperor Baber, but when recognised was at once released, and respectfully saluted by Moslems and Hindus alike. Sundry miracles are said to have been wrought, and many converts were made among the learned Pandits, the Jains, and the Sikhs ("demons" or demoniacal Hindus), for even the devil confessed his divine character. As Buddha is represented in his legend to have taught in Ceylon, so Nanak is said to have taught at Makka; and—according to Moslem converts—to have upheld the Koran, and the intercessory powers of Muhammad, believing in Paradise, as Moslems and Hindus still alike do: wherefore both alike honoured him at death.

Like a good Hindu he chose to die on the banks of the Ravi, the river of his birth-place: there (like Buddha under the Sál trees) he sat down under a sacred Sáthi tree surrounded by his Sikhs or "disciples," who mournfully besought his guidance for their future. Though his sons were beside him he turned to the Guru Angad, and said: "Let Hindus put flowers on my right side, and Moslems on my left side, and whichever of these are found green at my death may show who is to have the body." He called on the assembly to repeat praises to God, and, as he fell back, a sheet was spread over him. When it was removed—says the story—the body was gone, and all the flowers alike were green. The mourners prostrated themselves and worshiped, and each branch of his disciples removed its own flowers. This miracle is related by the Rev. T. Hughes, from a legend found in an India Office MS. of 1728; but the same story is told of Kabir.

Nanak's translation (recollecting those of Enoch, Moses, and Elijah) took place amid a literary and civilised people in our 16th century, if we are to believe the tradition.

Nanak throughout his life had always been a pious, pure minded, and good man; he was the husband of one wife; and his children respected him, though he placed them under Angad, an illiterate friend, whom he chose as his successor because of his devotion to the cause, which had been amply proved by many trials. Nanak himself was the village accountant: for his expressions and doctrines show acquaintance with Hindu writings of the century preceding that in which he lived. His own tastes, and his literary friends, made him an exceptionally well educated man, especially as regarded Eastern religious ideas and ethics. Even when young he had become a recognised
religious leader, and had actually been worshiped while living. He was styled Bābā ("father"), Lord, Prince, Saviour, Nānak-Narikar, "The One." Yet he forbade men to use such epithets, desiring only to be called the Guru or "teacher," and calling his followers Sikhs or "disciples." He made no attack on the national faith, nor did he see any conflict with it; he desired only to widen and improve it, as Buddha had desired, or Paul who remained a Jew though a Christian. He wished to destroy Hindu dogmatism, and especially the caste system, which excludes from salvation all not born as Brāhmans. On this he insisted in the Granth, saying: "In the other world there is no caste . . . . those learned in Vedas, and Mullahs, or Sayids learned in the Korān, overlook the essence—the worship of Hari or Allah . . . . We claim brotherhood with all. . . . He alone is the true Mullah, Pir, Sadīk, Sādī, or Dervīsh, who knows Allah or Hari, and has abandoned self: who finds support in Him, the One, the Almighty, and Incomprehensible."

This lofty spirituality, based though it may have been on fanciful ideas, lifted him far above the trivials of the Hindu Pantheon, or the Moslem beliefs in heaven, hell, angels, and devils. It killed his early reliance on rites and monkish austerities, which he found to be of no service in Banjars, except the philosophic followers of Kabir and Rāmanand. His fervid spirit soon recognised the transforming force of their teaching, which he understood better than his predecessors. Among the keen intellects of Banjāl and Magadh the Persian theists, and the Sūfis of Islām, could speak freely without fear of Moslem fanaticism. They adopted the Kabir teaching (which resembled the philosophy of Plato, then long-since familiar to Moslems), saying that "all phenomena are unreal, and the mere products of Māya or illusion, emanating from the Supreme, on whom we must ever be meditating as Hari, Ram, Govind, or Allah" (Encyclop. Brit., xi, p. 844; and Wilson, I, p. 153).

On leaving Banjār Nānak seems to have put aside, like Gotama, all religious speculation as to the future of the world, and to have accepted the idea of a Nirvānā or rest—the Sūfī "absorption" into deity. But Sikhs, like later Buddhists and Brāhmans, believe in a heaven where souls await such absorption if they have not attained perfection. They retain much of the teaching of our 7th century, when great religious waves swept over Western and Eastern Asia alike. In the West Islām: in India at the same time a Brāhman reformation. From that time, says Sir W. Hunter (Imp. Gazet. Ind., iv, p. 297), "Hinduism boasts a line of religious founders, stretching in almost unbroken succession to the present day," all of whom are named in

the Bhakta-māla, or "garland of the faithful," which contains the lives and legends of the Indian saints—a vast collection of fables and miracles: the Acta Sanctorum, or Golden Legend, of Hinduism.

In this record of wondrous, and of divine interpositions, the greater saints are regarded as incarnations of deity. Some were born of virgins; they raised the dead; they overcame lions; their bands and feet grew again when cut off; prisons were opened for them; the sea brought them back safe when cast into it; and earth opened to swallow those who slandered them. Thousands of pilgrims still annually visit the bleak sand-dunes of Puri, to beg a spoonful of rice water from the venerated monastery of Kabir. Among these deified teachers Kamāril (8th century) was a Bābā, or bard, a Sūfī Brāhman of Bāhrāī in Bangāl. He worshiped Siva as lord of the universe, with Devī the virgin earth goddess; and about 740 A.C. (or earlier) he became a persecutor of Jains and Buddhists, who did not worship this divine pair. All men were bidden to adore "the One all-powerful Creator, the cause of the existence, continuance, and dissolution of the world, the One without a second." About 760 A.C. Kamāril proved his sincerity by self-imolation, leaving a disciple Sankarāchārya, "the first great historic figure" in the Indian Book of Saints. He was a Mulabāri Sūfī Brāhman, and a peripatetic teacher between Cape Kumari and Kashmir. He died at Kedar-nāth, at the early age of 32 years; and a disciple described his triumphs in a volume called The Victory of Sankarā—the text-book of a still growing sect. He accepted the "traditions" (Smriti), as well as the Vedas, as being the direct words of God, and made Siva an incarnation of Brāhma. He established monasteries where Theistik philosophy was taught. We have visited the parent establishment on the high cone of Srīngiri in the Mysore highlands, and found students studying the traditions, the epics, and all branches of Minnana Vedantist philosophy. In Sankarāchārya's time Buddhism was decaying, and men were weary of skeptiks. But a mystic Monothelism stirred them to their depths, when attested by miracles, and presenting gorgeous rites. The progress of thought was arrested for a time by the appearance of Islām. In our tenth century the Turks of Ghazni ruled from China to the Kaspian, and the great Māhmūd ruled all from Panjāb till 1030, and raised further yet, to Somnāth on the shores of the Indian Ocean. The dynasty so founded ruled till 1186, and was replaced by the Ghorians, free-thinking Tartars from Persia Herât, who endured till 1206, when they were succeeded by an equally tolerant Turkish "slave dynasty." The indifference to Islām of these rulers was partly racial, and partly due to Sūfī influence. The last mentioned were driven into India by
the conquest of the great Mongol Tchengiz-Khan, whose dynasty—from 1217 to 1370—was ever threatening the N.W. border of the "slave" empire. In 1221 Tchengiz-Khan nearly reached Delhi (see India). The revival of Indian Theism began two centuries later with Kabir.

By the time that Bâber had established his power from Kâbul to Lahore (1526 to 1530 A.D.) Nânak had learned all that he thought necessary at Bânâras, striving to reconcile Islam with native religion. He had no scruple in mixing with every sect, even of Sultra caste, or with cow-eating Moslems. He feared neither emperor, priest, nor peasant, but through every danger, and good or evil report, urged peace and brotherhood, and belief in one all-pervading deity. The successors of Nânak, down to the 18th century, when the Sikh creed was for a time suppressed, are enumerated as follows:

1. Nânak . . . 1504 to 1539
2. Angad . . . 1539 to 1552
3. Amâr-dîas . . 1552 to 1574
4. Râm-dîas . . 1574 to 1581
5. Arjun . . . 1581 to 1606
6. Har-govind . 1606 to 1638
7. Har-nî . . . 1638 to 1660
8. Har-kisan . . 1660 to 1664
9. Tagh-Bahadûr . . 1664 to 1675
10. Govind-Sîngh . . 1675 to 1708

The steady advance in organisation, and strong propaganda of the Sikh faith alarmed the Brâhmins, and excited their hatred, in N.W. India, reaching a crisis when Arjun, the 5th Guru, laid aside the garment of an ascetic, and converted the voluntary offerings of his disciples into a regular tax, thus adding to the dignity and political importance of his office. He had greatly enhanced his position by systematic compilation of all the teachings of Nânak, in the Adi-granth writings which were accepted as the only inspired scriptures by the Sikhs, superseding Vedas, Tripitaka, and Kûrân alike. Zealous Hindus appealed to the Moslem Sultan, who had for some years jealously watched Arjun. In 1606 the order went forth, and the Sikh leader was quietly removed, and probably murdered in prison. Har-Govind took the place of his father, and for the first time the Sikhs were led by a militant priest, who vowed to redress the wrongs under which they groaned. Har-Govind girt on two swords, and prepared to avenge his father's death, and to set free the faith from every bond; but sect and leader were alikes put down by the Moslem emperor with great severity. The son, and grandson, and the nephew of Har-Govind were the 7th, 8th, and 9th Gurus: these were all quiet and inoffensive leaders, who fell back to ancient superstitions, and even descended so far as to amuse the Delhi courtiers with feats of legerdemain and thaumaturgy. But Govind-Singh at the age of 14 years succeeded his father Tagh-Bahadûr, who was murdered in 1675; and in him the Sikhs found a statesman and a warrior, who was also an able writer. He required them to be not merely Sishyas, or "disciples," but also Singhas, or "lions" of the Panjâb, declaring that they were equal to the Rajputs. They were forbidden to shave, and ordered to wear a distinctive blue dress; to carry steel weapons; and to invoke Durga-Bhâvani, the goddess of rape and bloodshed, adopting as their battle-cry "Wa Gurujka Khalsah"—"Success to the Guru's State."

This militant spirit revealed the wrath that Govind-Singh had long nursed, during the persecution of his people while his father, Tagh-Bahadûr, led a quiet life as a fugitive at Mathura. Even then those who knew him foretold that he would become a great leader of the faith. Knowing the power and watchfulness of the Delhi emperor, the leader strove to restrain his son, but after his death Govind-Singh issued an address to the Sikhs, affirming that the mild peaceful views of Nânak no longer suited their own age; and to his followers he issued new writings, religious and political, which fired the heart of every Singh with patriotism. These writings form the second Granth.

The emperor's officials at first expostulated, and then put down small risings, but this only led to more general rebellion. In 1708 the Emperor Aurangzeb slew the militant Guru, and all the Sikh leaders. But the spirit of Govind-Singh remained in his people, even during the 33 years in which the sect was almost suppressed. It lived in the breasts of a brave warm-hearted race, and survived after British power had been established from 1842 to 1846. The faith had revived on the fall of the Mughal Empire, and the nation was then ruled by confederated Muls or Sirdars. In 1800 Ranjit-Singh (then 29 years old) was ruler of Lahore under Afghan suzerainty. He encouraged the militant spirit of the Khalsa, and organised his army by aid of European knights-errant, till in religious fervour, and steady discipline, it resembled Cromwell's Ironsides. The suzerain allowed him to seize Kashmir, and his kingdom soon extended west to Peshâwar, and south to Mulkh, bounded by British dominions on the east. He remained faithful to his engagements till his death in 1839. Then all was chaos, and Lahore was distracted by the quarrels of rival queens, generals, and ministers, while a proud and powerful army demanded to be led against the British. Foolishly dismissing its European officers, it crossed the Sutlej in 1845,
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being 60,000 strong, with 150 guns; but at Mudki, on the 18th December, it was repulsed by forces hastily assembled, and was driven back over the river two days later, losing 69 cannon at Peroz-shah. Then followed the battles of Aliwal and Sobraon, and the capture of Lahore, where Sir H. Lawrence (then a major) was stationed as British governor. Again in 1849 the Sikhs rose, in January, and gallantly strove with us at Chillianwala, and Gujerat, when their kingdom was annihilated, and the whole Panjab in consequence became a British province. Since then the Sikhs have proved their loyalty to their conquerors in the darkest days of the Indian mutiny.

The Adi-granth, or "old Bible," founded on Nanak's writings, was completed by Arjun about 1600 A.D. It was supplemented about 1700 A.D. by the national gospel of Govind-Singh; and the two works — like our Old and New Testaments — form the Bible of the Sikhs, venerated by some 1½ millions of believers, who occupy 100,000 square miles of India's finest provinces. The Adi-granth is written in old Hindi, and preserves many ancient Panjab words. It is divided into six parts. I. The Japji which has long been translated into English: II., III., and IV., containing devotional matter: V. The Bagh which number 21, of which only the Sri, Majh, Gauri, and Asa, have been fairly well rendered: VI. The Bhag, or Conclusion, which includes verses by Kabir and Sheikh Farid, and praises of the five first Gurus by fifteen Bhatts or bards. At the end of each Bag there are also collections of sayings by various Bhagats, or holy men — especially Kabir — given in confirmation of the teaching of the Gurus, and in these we have a treasury of early Hindi words (Sir C. J. Lyall, Encyclop. Brit., xi, p. 845).

The following is an epitome of Nanak's teaching, which regarded rites and forms, as Mr. Macauliffe says ("Holy Writings of the Sikhs," Asiatic Quarterly Rev., July 1898), as only means to an end — namely a life of good thoughts, words, and deeds:

I

"Make kindness thy mask; sincerity thy carpet of prayer.
What is just and lawful thy Koran: modesty thy circumcision
Let civility be thy fast: right conduct thy Kiha,
Truth thy spiritual guide: good works thy creed and prayer.
The will of Allah thy rosary: then will he preserve thine honour.

II

"Covet not the goods, rights, or honours, of others.
Nor do that which is hateful to them.
Unlawful food is not made lawful by spices.

Nor from the false can ought but falsehood proceed.
Heaven accepts no mere lip service.
But the continual love and practice of truth.

III

"Praise and glorify Allah as Moslems do, five times daily.
Praying for a spirit of fear and reverence,
Righteousness, truth, and good intentions, without which and good works
Thus cannot be either a good Hindu, or a good Moslem.

IV

"Love saints of every religion, and put away pride:
Remembering that the essence of religion is meekness;
Courtesy, brotherly kindness, and sympathy.
Not fine robes, nor the rags and ashes of a Yogi:
Nor blowing of horns, shaved heads, and long prayers;
Recitations, torments, or ascetic contemplations:
But a life of goodness, and purity, amid vices,
Temptations, and impurities of an evil world.

V

"In the midst of life we are in the valley of death.
But dismiss anxiety as to either. For He careth for thee.
Show thy faith by life and deeds, by love for thy fellows, and thy God.

VI

"Avoid the temptations of courts and palaces,
Of wealth and position, and the charms of women,
The love of wines, delicate meats, and fine clothing.

VII

"Seek only the true Guru, and to obey Allah.
For thou canst not unaided save thyself,
The true Guru will dispel thy doubts and fears,
And show thee the unseen and imitable Allah.

VIII

"Give not to a foolish man either love or friendship.
That is to draw lines on water, which reflects on thyself.
Let thy friends and companions be those who fear God.
Sing thou His praises, and constantly meditate on Him.
Nay be filled with His holy Word and name,
And esteem worldly love, dress, and impurity.
Impurity enters into all things and elements,
Even into religious ceremonies and worship.
By seeking and serving the true Guru it may depart.
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IX

"He is the true physician who best discovers
All ailments, and takes care first to cure himself.
His experience detects the difference between man,
And he is not misled by words, or by would-be Pauldite,
Nor by those whom the world may call good and just.
For he knows how false and sickle is the world's praise:
That Pauldite teach for gain, often immersed in sin.
That saints, Yogis, Sanyais, are full of pride and evil,
Making men marvel that Allah over-rules all,
And sending them to the wise Guru to get understanding.

X

"Go to God in all thy troubles, however wicked thou hast been.
Yea though guilty of the four mortal, and of all venial sins.
And though tormented in mind and body by demons.
Though thou hast been no listener to the sacred books,
The holy hymns, or the sacred rites,
Think on and repeat His name but for a moment, and He will save thee.
But who so loveth Him not shall be sent to Hell,
Though he be a constant repeater of Vedas and Shastras,
Though a Yogi or saint, a penitent or lord of penitents.

Sil. See Sal. An ancient root "to shine," as in Silbury the "sun town."

Sila-na-gig. Sheela-na-gig. A Celtik lunar and phallic charm, still found over doors and windows in our islands. It is a female figure, and considered to avert the evil eye. There are said to be over three dozen such in Ireland, and a few others in England, Wales, and Scotland: one of these we have seen, in the old ruined church in Harris (the outer Hebrides), where are a sacred well and stone; as in many other cases, such as the Sheela Well at Corcomroe Abbey. The Sheela-na-gig is found on the "sun stone" (Cluny-Muidhir) at Tara, and on an old English font. The example at the base of the round tower of Cashel (Mr. Keane, *Towers and Temples of Ireland*, p. 33) represents a female form with two twisted serpent legs. The mermaid holding a book at Kyle—Clonfert, King's County—is a modified Sila-na-gig. An indelicate example comes from the sill of a window in Ratho Church, County Clare; and a still more objectionable case, in Wales, was photographed for the author in 1895. This was found, in the preceding autumn, built into the base of the N. wall of the old parish church of Holy Trinity, at Llandrindod in Radnor. It was face downwards; and a medical man (according to the *Radnor Antiquary*) stated that the coloring of the stone was due to blood. The figure is 2 feet high and a foot across. The present church dates only from the 17th century. Another example is in the wall of Stretton Church. There are two plaster casts in the British Museum of the same figure. The *Journal of the Irish Antiquarian Society* (March 1894) enumerated, before the discovery at Llandrindod, 40 cases in Ireland, 5 in England and Wales, and 2 in Scotland.

Silenus. Seilénos. A satyr companion of Dionysos. The Satyrs or Seilénoi were sons of Pan, or of Hermes, by sylvan nymphs, or Bacchanales, and were spirits of the woods, with goats'feet and horns. They frequented springs and streams in the hills, and the Italians called a bubbling fountain a Silanus. Silenus appears as the drunken guardian of Bacchus, riding on an ass, and supported by fauns and dryads. Though depicted as a burly intoxicated old man, yet Plato said that Sokrates obtained his wisdom from Seilénoi. He was praised as a jovial deity who irrigates the vines; and he holds a cup, having before him a wine bag. He is also called a Phrygian Bacchus born in Nua, and ruling in Karia. He was worshiped by Arkadian shepherds. He was said to know the past and the future, and to despise earthly things. He told Midas, king of Phrygia, that: "It was best not to be born, and next best to die early." Virgil makes Silenus discourse on the creation of the world.

Silik-mulu-khi. Akkadian: "the good light (or protector) of man." A name of the sun as the son of Ea, in Akkadian magic texts.

Siloah. Siloam. A pool at Jerusalem called "sent," or "directed," because of the aqueduct which conducts the waters from the spring of Gilbon (see Jerusalem). This aqueduct (cut about 703 B.C.) contains the earliest known Hebrew inscription. The water of Siloam was used in the Temple (see Heifer), and great water pourings in the court of the women were a feature of the rejoicings at the Feast of Tabernacles according to the Mishnah (Sukkah, v. 1). See Tabernacles.

Silures. The name of tribes in S. and S.E. Wales according to Roman writers. They were subdued about 50 to 80 A.C., and were found also in the Scilly Islands (see Britain).

Silver. See Gold. This metal was known to the Akkadians as early as 3000 B.C.; and silver mines are found in Kappadookia, and at Gumish Khana near Trebisonde, on the S. shores of the Black Sea. Iron was also early worked in this region, and copper near Sivas.
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Silver is connected with the moon, and the word comes from the root Sīl, to "shine." In Sanskrit it is called Bagata ("white"), and "white gold."

Sīmā. Sanskrit: "a mark." The general term for a caste mark in India. It is also a term for a consecrated spot—a cleared circle in a forest—where Buddhist monks are required to assemble, at the new and full moon, to confess their sins. A long account of the rites for preparing a Simā is given in the Kalīyāni tablets of 1476 B.C., found near Pegu, and translated by Taw-Sein-Ko (Indian Antiquary, January 1893). These tablets inform us that Buddhism was established at Pegu in the 280th year after Buddha's Nirvāna, or 508 B.C.

Simha. Sanskrit: "lion," whence the later Singh (see Sikhs).

Simigiz. An Armenian deity noticed in the Turanian language of King Duratta of Matiene, in the 15th century B.C., in connection with Ea, and of Nineveh, who—with Teshub or the god of air and storm—were his deities.

Simurgh. The monster bird who sits on Mt. Elburz (Bundahish, XXIV, ii)—see Eagle—being originally the Čina-mirā or Čin-ānuru the "hawk bird." In the later Avesta literature two such birds are called Āmaru and Kamru. The Sañna Meregha of the Avesta is the Sanskrit Cynā-ṃrīga or "hawk bird"; it carried off the Haoma from heaven, as the Indian Garuda carried the Soma, or Amrita; and Garutman is the grandchild of the male and female Cyna (Ramāyana, iii, 162; vii, 6. Journal R. Asiatic Society, April 1891, p. 345). Indra also is called the Cyna or "hawk," and Vishnu is the Garuda and king of the "fine-winged" Suparnas, who dwelt in the Simbal forest (see Suparnas) and devoured serpents. The Simurgh was said to suckle its young, and is the chief of all birds, and the first created; and (like Athene’s owl) it is a type of wisdom. It is a griffin of triple nature, and "not of this world" (Sacred Books of East, v, p. 89). The Garuda, in like manner (see Beal’s Catena, p. 50), sits on the lofty tree called Kuta-sal-mali, and flaps its wings till the sea opens, and it swoops down to devour the dragons of the ocean.

Sin. Sinu. The Babylonian moon god (Akkadian, Aku) the father of Istar. The Semitic sinu signifies "to shine." Sin was also worshiped in Hadramaut (see Arabia), and is mentioned by St James of Serug as early as 500 B.C., as being still adored at Harran in N. Mesopotamia, with Bu-’al-shemin the "lord of the heavens." The emblem of Sin, on Kassite boundary stones about the 11th century B.C., is a crescent.

Sinai. The situation of this mountain is described as W. of Midian, and some three days’ march from Egypt (Exodus iii, 1; viii, 27). Josephus appears to place it at the present traditional site, since he says that it was the highest mountain in the region. [There is no generally accepted explanation of the name as a Semitic word, and the Semitic title of the mountain seems to have been Horeb or "desert." Sinai may be compared with the Akkadian Zimna “desert.”—En.] The site seems never to have been visited by later Hebrews, except by Elijah; but the coves in this desert were pastures for flocks of the Nabatean shepherds (1st to 4th century B.C.) who have left their names, and votive texts, scratched in an Aramaic alphabet on the rocks in the wadis. The summit of Jebel Musa ("the mountain of Moses") rises 8000 feet above the sea; at its foot is the old Greek monastery of St Catherine, where the oldest MSS. of the Bible were found. The ruined chapel, the Virgin’s grotto, and the cave of Elijah, are among its sacred places, with a moat, and a footprint of Muhammad’s camel. The “burning bush” is said to have grown where is now the “chapel of the bush,” in the monastery.

Sindhu. Indu. Sanskrit: “water,” “ocean,” “river.” The Indus is named by Darius Hystaspis (521-486 B.C.) as at present.

Sindura. Sanskrit. The name of a tree, and of two plants; also of the red lead (minium) used to paint stones and images. Among the Kurmis, Babhans, Dows, and other Indian tribes, the bride’s head is smeared with Sindura, while she walks the “seven steps” round the sacred fire with her bridegroom: for red is the favourite color of Pārvatī.


Sinjirli. See Samalā.

Sipna. An Etruscan goddess who carries a mirror.

Sippa. Sepharvaim. A Babylonian sacred city on the Kuphrates, N. of Babylon. The Hebrew name signifies the “two Sippa” or E- and W. of the river—dedicated to the sun and moon. [The name is probably of Akkadian origin, Sī-parā meaning “place of light” or “fire.”—En.] A remarkable monument, now in the British Museum, was found here by Mr. H. Rassam in 1881, at the mound of Abu Ḥabba. It was a stone tablet with a bas-relief made by King Nabu-pal-idinna (about 900 to 850 B.C.) and enclosed in a pottery cofar; a long text describes his restoration of the ancient v 3
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sun temple. It was a copy of an older monument, and was examined about 620 B.C. by Nabu-pal-usur of Babylon, who protected it by a covering of clay. Nabu-nahid (about 550 B.C.) also examined the box, and deposited with it two clay cylinders, describing his further works in the temple. Mr Rassam also here found the egg-shaped text of the founder of Babylonian civilisation (see Sargina). The bas-relief represents a giant sun god, bearded, and wearing a high turban. In his right he carries a baton, and a ring; over his head are the emblems of Sin, Tammuz, and Istar; under his throne are two satyr demons. The text outside his shrine (in Semitic speech) reads, “Image of the Sun, the Great Lord, dwelling in the sun-shrine within the city of the Euphrates” (Sippara). Before the shrine, to the left, is a sun disk on an altar, kept in place by cords which are held above by two angels. A second text, on the roof of the shrine, reads, “Sin, Tammuz, and Istar, who dwell in the deep, proclaim the fate of the year.” Three figures approach the sun disk, and seem to represent a soul who raises the right hand, while he is led by the left by a god or priest, and is followed by a goddess or priestess, who raises both hands in supplication. The first noticed text is over their heads; and a third short one is under the symbols of Sin, Tammuz, and Istar; this calls attention to “the circle of the sun god” and to the “staff” of the same—the two emblems in his hand. The gods Adar and Ann were also adored at Sippara, according to the Bible (2 Kings xvii, 31). A very large collection of kuneiform tablets comes from the site, including the Akkadian hymn to the sun (see Babylon), with its Semitic translation. The Greeks called Sippara “Panti-biblon,” the name being supposed by later Semitic peoples to mean “writings.” Berosus said that the history (or legend) of the ten kings before the Flood, and of the Deluge itself, were here preserved.

Sir. See Sal.

Sirens. Beings represented as birds with the head and breast of a woman. They charmed men by their songs, but devoured the unfortunate sailors whom they beguiled. They represent the breezes that become storms destructive to the mariner, and the name indicates the “whistling” of the winds. They dwelt in a “bone-strown isle,” which is shown as a barren rocky islet in the bay of Salerno, E. of Capri. They were the daughters of Phorkos—an ancient sea god—who was also father of Skulla, who was a female demon, and mother of dogs, on the rock E. of the race of Charybdis, in the Straits of Messina. The sirens had a shrine at Surrentum (Sorrento) N. of their island. Ulysses and Aeneas escaped with difficulty from their allurements.

Sisna. The Vedik term for the lingam, worshiped by the Dayans (Rig Veda, VII, xxi, 25). The Rishis—detesting lingam rites—wrote: “let not those who make the Sisna a god approach our sacred rites”; and Indra is said (Rig Veda, I, xxiv, 3) to “smite the city of the lascivious witches” (see Muir’s Sanskrit Texts).

Sistrum. A sacred instrument, and emblem, in Egypt, being a horseshoe-shaped metal band, strung across with wires, on which are loose jingling pieces of bronze. It is often shown in the hand of Isis, or of Hathor (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 216, fig. 92). Plutarch says that the hoop represented the moon. The instrument was used in the rites of Isis.

Sita. Sanskrit: “sown.” The wife of Bama, and the Indian Proserpine, or the corn in the furrow, who is stolen by the Indian Pluto (see Bama). She was an incarnation of Lakshmi. In the Krita age Vedâvati, a devotee of Vishnu, destroyed herself on being touched by Râvana, and she was reborn as Sita. Her foster father (for she is the “supreme unborn”) is King Videha, in the Ramâyana, who said that she sprang from earth, to which finally she returned. He found her in the furrow when ploughing; and her mother was Bhumi-ja or “the earth,” which opened again to receive her. Many shrubs are sacred to Sita, especially the Sarìna, or custard-apple, which has a fruit full of seed, recalling the pomegranate of Proserpine.

Sitala. The black goddess of small-pox, for whom there is a niche in almost every Indian village, and sometimes a small shrine, as at Pushkar, and other sacred places. She is thought to be ever roaming over earth, and demands sacrifices and festivals. She has eight faces studded with eyes, which look to the ends of the earth. Her teeth are like boxers’ tusks; her garments are serpents; in her hair are peacock’s feathers, and two elephants hang from her ears. She holds in her hands a sword, dagger, trident, cup, wheel, rope, and an ape. She was cast out of the Paradise of Kâlitâsa because she flung her necklace of gold beads at Siva, causing ulcers; she married an earthly husband whom she lost, and set out to seek him, being directed by a dove round whose neck she placed a ring. She was kicked by a cow, and decreed that cows henceforth must labour all their lives, and have only one teat for a calf, one for the gods, one for the king, and one for the owner, while the hide should be made into drums and shoes. She cursed the mango tree also, which henceforth was devoured by insects, and used for burning the dead.

Siva. Sanskrit: siu “to join” (from the Aryan root su): but in
Ugro-Finnic and other Turanian dialects Zico, or Sivo, is “fate” or “order,” and Saiva is a protecting deity among the Lapps. The Turkish see means “kind.” [Akkadian as “favour,” and “heart.”—Ep.] Siva as the creator is symbolised by the lingam, especially by natural peaks and upright rocks, or stones, by tree trunks, and plants such as the onion. His pillar, as Mahâ-deva, is the “tree of life,” in paradise, or symbolised by the egg placed with the pointed end upwards (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 484, plate xvi, 7). Siva is the “three-eyed,” but also the “one-eyed,” “one toothed,” “one legged,” and Ekalinga or “single essence,” to whom one of the holiest shrines of Odeypur in Rajputâna is dedicated; the high priest, being a noble of the Meywar state, takes precedence of all in royal ceremonies. He informed us personally that he is “the viceroy of the sun,” which is symbolised by a huge black lingam. The “one eye” is on this lingam, and represents the eye of heaven. Siva is also Sava, the “prosperous” or “favourable,” who bestows good fortune. He is always upright, and never recumbent like Vishnu. He is the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer; but he destroys only to create again. He is the “lord of the door” of life, and holds the key like Janus. He is Tri-murti, or “of three forms,” in his triple capacity, and holds the Trisul or trident (see Rivers of Life, i, figs. 105, 157, 189; pp. 233, 358, 516). He has eight hands in which he holds the trident, club, citron, serpent, lotus, arrow, lute, and rosary, symbolising his power, passion, and asceticism. He is commonly seated, with Parvati, the Indian Venus, on his knee. As Rudra the stormy, and Kâla or death, his terrible Sakti is Kâli or Durga. But Shiva is the “expanding one” author of life, and Siva appears in the Vedas as meaning “propitious.” The Siva of to-day is severely ascetic, while the legend of Kâma relates his destruction of passion. Faith in Siva is the one thing needful according to his votaries, and parents or children must alike be willingly sacrificed if he so requires. He is said to appear in eight forms, as earth, water, air, ether, fire, sun, moon, and metal. He is especially adored on the 30th of Chait, the end of the Hindu year, about Easter time, when severe tortures and fasts are undergone in his honour, by men and women alike. Hindu girls then make clay images of the lingam, and put them on a betel nut, praying for good husbands (see Mr S. C. Bose, Hindus as they are).

Siva has 1008 names (see Rossier), the most important of which are given in various articles of this work. He is the Ardhâ-nâr-Isva, a bisexual creator (see Rivers of Life, plate xiv), and is called the moon-wearer, the hard, the snake-bound, the horrible, the divine (Bhaga), the excellent, the lord of spirits, the four-faced, the club-bearer, the lord of the door, the keeper of Ganga (the sacred river which springs from his head), the mountain lord, Mara, Iskâna, Isvâna, the lord of curvy or matted hair, the water-formed, time, the destroyer, the wearer of skulls (which form his necklace), the maddening, the great being, the crusher or grinder, the conqueror of death, the blue-throated, the most excellent, the creator, the fiery, the material, the fruit, the lord of flocks, the ancient, the male, the stormy, the eloquent, the auspicious, the holder of the conch-shell, the destroyer (Sava), the all-knowing, the eternally blessed, the blessed one of “Sri-ingapattam, or the “city of the blessed,” the Saktinâth or lord of the female power, the blessed throat, or black throated, the brandisher of a spear or banner, the loving one, whose hair is the sky, the three legged. The third eye which (like Jove) he has fixed in the middle of his forehead, is said to have been taken from Vishnu. Siva is also Agni, or fire, and as such he is represented dancing furiously, with fiery red hair and lolling tongue: a female is hung on his back, and his foot tramples on another recumbent beneath (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 454, figs. 303, 304). The many forms and attributes of Siva are well expressed in a poem by Sir A. C. Lyall, called Mors Janua Vitae (National Review, May 1888) beginning—

“T am the god of the sensuous fire
That moulds all nature in forms divine.
The symbols of death, and of man’s desire,
The springs of change in the world, are mine;
The organs of birth, and the circle of bones,
And the light loves carved on the temple stones.”

Like Osiris Siva is the bull, and is borne by Nandi, the sacred bull who kneels before the Argha. He wears a crown of skulls, and holds the noose of Yama. Like Es he holds the antelope, and like Nergal the hare. His Paradise is on Kailas; among plants the Asoka is sacred to him (see these headings). The Nirgundi—a three-leaved plant, and the Bilva or “sacred fruit,” are also his emblems, and the latter is offered to no other god. Siva requires no altar, and no priest, all may adore him wherever a lingam is found, presenting grain, flowers, fruit, oil, and incense, with prayers and praises: a Sudra, of the Guruvia or agricultural caste, attends to keep the holy spot clean and in order. It is a terrible sin to touch the lingam save with the offerings.

Siva, according to his devotees, was the first god who sprang from the world egg, which (see the Padma Purâna) was the first manifestation of Mahâ-deva “the great god.” Similar legends are told of Siva and of Vishnu, and both burst from a pillar, or lingam,
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to destroy the unbeliever, as we see in the picture copied by Rodriguez from a S. Indian temple (Hindu Pantheon). The good and learned son of the Rishi Markandya clung to the lingam, when Yama cast his noose over him in his 16th year; and Siva bursting from the sacred stone smote Yama with his trisul, and granted long life to the lad. Rodriguez gives us other hand-colored plates, representing Siva in his beneficent forms, bestowing favours. He dried up the Flood, and persuaded Brahma to repopulate the world. He appears as the green god, with the sacred tree, and holy well, surrounded by the serpent of eternity, who thus marked the boundaries of the shrine, and then returned to Siva’s arm (Hindu Pantheon, p. 197). Siva in abstract contemplation, as an ascetic, is represented as disturbed by Kama, and by woman, both painted green. The gods—alarmed by giants of death, and by Siva’s motionless attitude—sent Vayu (“the wind”) to rouse him, but he was repelled by the door-keepers of Kailasa. Kama (“love”) was reluctantly induced to undertake the duty, and creeping up behind Siva shot at him from his sugar-cane bow, strung with bees, five arrows tipped with the flowers of the lotus, mango, asoka, mulli, and karunga, all emblems of desire. The god sprang up, and a beam from his one eye reduced Kama to ashes, yet he was restored, and Siva yielded to the charms of Parvati. Thus at the vernal equinox a shaft of the sugar-cane is set up, piled round with cow dung, and set on fire, while nuts, fruits, and sugar, are offered to Siva, and his attributes are then rehearsed. Siva always faces the east, and his one eye is the sun.

The great Trinity—the sacred Aum—consists of the dark blue Vishnu, the bright white Siva, and the red or golden Brahma. The “glorification of Siva” represents him as a column of fire on Mount Kailasa. Brahma, as the Hanu or sacred goose, attempts to soar to the top of the column, and Vishnu, as the boar, digs into the mountain to find its base; but neither can measure the “height and depth” of the “great god.” This scene is commemorated in November, when bonfires are lighted on any holy hill near a shrine of Siva, and offerings are cast into the flames. It has required much vigilance on the part of the British Government to put down the offering of human victims to Siva in his forms of terror; and we have seen many a wild spot where the young of both sexes have cast themselves over a precipice, into a torrent, in faith and love for Siva. Cases have still recently occurred where women desirous of offspring have caused children to be sacrificed (Allahabad Pioneer, 26th Feb. 1874). In one of these a child, snatched up while sleeping by an elder brother, was strangled by a Yogi in his blanket; in a second the child was
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enticed away while at play in the village, and its throat being cut the blood was smeared on the woman for whose benefit the sacrifice was made. In a third case the child was lured into the jungle by its most intimate friend, and a Yogi severed its head from the body, which the murderers left behind, while carrying off the head and a lotuk full of the blood. Such cases are very hard to prove, as all concerned keep the secret.

Siva, however, at times a jovial god, who delights in the dances of naked worshipers. He is said to have invented the Tandava dance to please Uma “the mother,” who in return introduced the Lasya, or graceful attitude-inhuman of the Indian Nautchés. As an ascetic he is adored by Yegis in tawny robes. His trisul or trident, which fertilises all it strikes, cleaves mountains and brings water from the rock. It is said to move E. on Sunday and Friday: W. on Saturday and Monday; S. on Tuesday and Wednesday: N. on Thursday: and every good Hindu must follow its course. Its greatest force is towards the rising sun. Siva is also Bis-nath, the lord of poison, and of poisonous herbs and drugs: and Kala-kuta, “the black thorn,” which is also the black Brahmani bull. He swells to enormous size on his special night (see Siva Ratri) when the 12 great lingams are visited (see Lingam). His caste mark, or trishu, usually consists of three horizontal bars, while that of Vishnu consists of three vertical strokes converging below, and said to symbolise the foot (see Pad).

Sivani. A needle. See Siva.

Sivanu. The month of bricks. See Zodiac.

Siva-Ratri. The night of Siva’s transfiguration on Kailasa (see Siva). It is the full moon of the 14th of Phalgun—a fast preceded by severe penances. Great fairs are then held. The lingam must be adored all night with genuflexions, and every part of the body must be mentioned in prayers to the Saktis or Matris, female manifestations of Siva. The lingam is first bathed in milk, and then covered with curds, ghee, flowers, incense, and rice. Hymns are sung in its honour, and the 1008 names of Siva are repeated by aid of the rosary. We have often heard the devotees crying: “O Rudra, thou almighty one, Hara, thou sovereign of the world, hear the prayers of thy slave. Grant that all my sins of thought, word, or deed, may be forgiven, and final emancipation after death granted to me.”

Skambha. Sanskrit: “the fulcrum,” a Vedik name for the
support of the universe, or stem of the celestial tree, otherwise Indra or Brahma.

**Skanda.** See Kartika. He is Kartikeya, son of Siva (see *Journal R. Asiatic Soc.*, Oct. 1887, p. 578). The Skanda Purâna calls him “a light which reigns supreme above the depths of night.” Skanda is also the 7th Pleiad (Subra-Manya). These were sparks of Siva’s fire which Pârvati made into a single constellation.

**Skeptic. Scepticism.** The Greek word *skepsis* means “careful inquiry,” so that Skeptic is an honourable name, though priests have depreciated it, knowing that *skepsis* leads to *skhisma*—the “splitting asunder” of irrational sects. The Skeptic is one who endeavours to reflect without bias on what is told him, seeking the truth, without consideration of the result in regard to existing beliefs or opinions. He refuses to say “I believe” when he does not feel on firm ground; and remains open to further light. It is a stage of enquiry whereby he reaches agnostik results. The old Greek Pyrrhonian was credited with universal doubt, which might well be, in an age of so many faiths and philosophies, as those contending with each other in Pyrrho’s time (see Pyrrho). Only through doubt and *skepsis* has the world been able to make any advance. Science, the parent of knowledge, has come to us as the child of skepticism: for science requires answers, which are necessary to its own existence, even though they should overthrow old and cherished dogmas. No man doubts a mathematical demonstration if he can understand it; but only through “careful enquiry” is the demonstration reached. Doubt is the true parent of growth that is arrested by opinion. Each step being carefully considered, it often ruthlessly destroys the position of those who have helped to create it. It offers implacable opposition to all who say that “dissent is sin.” Its pathway is strewn with dead fragments of deeply rooted prejudices and of once venerated creeds. Reverence for opinion is foreign to the domain of real thought. Doubt claims its place, and skepticism has its value, in every sphere of enquiry, religious or secular, social or political. It fears no consequences, and is bound by no dogmas. It desires only that every step be proved correct, and that, to the utmost, the truth shall be secured. With such an object the skeptic studies the ancient scriptures of mankind, and the legends of the past; and calls in question every asser ted command of a god, and every historic statement, accepting what can be shown to be good by the light of later knowledge, while rejecting that which is disproven.

“Real scepticism,” says J. A. Froude the historian, “do we owe every advance in science, every improvement in the command of the mechanical forces of nature, and every step in political and social freedom, in the first instance.” Prof. Draper says that the extinction of a religion “is not the abrupt movement of a day; it is a secular process of many well-marked stages”—the rise of doubt among the candid; the disapprobation of the conservative; the defence of ideas fast becoming obsolete even among average believers, who vainly hope that a way of escape may be found, by research or by allegory, so that the incredible may be shown to be probable, or at least possible; these stages lead to the final denial that is destructive of the religion of the fathers—in so far as its dogmas are untrue.

It was the skeptic who freed the Roman Catholic, and the Jew alike, from disabilities as citizens which intolerance had decreed. It is but a century since Protestants forbade a Romanist to purchase land, in Ireland, as freehold; and no money legacy for reading the Jewish Scriptures apart from the New Testament was then valid. Before 1847 no Jew could join in making laws for the country in which he dwelt among us. No free-thinker could before 1883 sit in Parliament, unless he swore by the Jehovah of the Bible, in whom he did not believe: nor could he leave money, or property, to any association not conforming to the tenets of Christianity. All who were not on the side of the clergy were “outcasts and infidels,” as Lord Coke wrote in 1737, and “are in law perpetui iuictimi” (“eternal foes”); for between them and the Christian, as between the latter and the devil “whose subjects they be,” there is perpetual hostility.

But even the devil and his myrmidons (though Christ was believed to have seen and spoken with both), have fallen into disrepute through the labours of skeptics, and have betaken themselves to the world of folklore and witchcraft. The hell of eternal torment under earth, which men imagined to be proved by the sunset flames, has suffered its brazen gates to be torn asunder, in spite of gods and scriptures. The denunciations of creeds that condemned the skeptic to its depths, are disregarded. For skepticism has opened prison doors; has struck the shackles from the limbs of the poor and oppressed; and has cared for the wretched madman, whom harsh priests and bigots neglected. It has given the skilled nurse and the able physician to the sick. Skepticism indeed first opened the gates of Eden, and gave to us the fruits of the Tree of Knowledge, substituting science—or true knowledge—for stumbling in a maze of occultism, spiritualism, and deluding theosophy. Instead of vain litanies, and oilings by “peculiar people,” now charged with murder, we enjoy the results of “careful enquiry” into the causes and history of diseases. “Careful enquiry”
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into celestial, and terrestrial, facts has enabled the skeptik to rid himself of false ideas as to a world created with Adam some 6000 years ago; as to an universal deluge; and as to sun and moon standing still in heaven at the command of some leader of a small tribe. It is the doubter who has freed us from the tyranny of ecclesiastics, who once forbade investigation of any natural phenomena from a scientific standpoint. In the regions of sociology and politics, skepticism required that statesmen, and patriots, should cast aside the priestly texts that commanded men to submit to the tyranny of a ruler, as being the "Lord's anointed."

Priests and Bibles in all lands have stopped the path of progress in every branch of knowledge—moral or physical, political, social, literary, or scientific, because of their defects of conscience (see Conscience); and we may thank the skeptic for setting thought free, for tearing down the barriers, and for lightening the burdens of individuals and of nations. Yet skepticism owes much to dogmatism: for, as Prof. Seth has said, "dogmatism has been its food." Assertion is needed before doubt arises; for it is more natural to us all to trust than to distrust. The child trusts its parent till it is able to judge for itself. Fears and hopes are the parents of mythology and religion. But the agnostik has reached a higher stage than the skeptic; for he has found that even "careful enquiry" will not always lead to certainty; and has learned to wait when he sees no safe path before him. Few even of the Epicureans in the past had attained to this attitude of the cultured and scientific, though, in a measure, they declined speculatively, and modestly refused to go beyond the evidence of the senses—"the gates of all real knowledge" (Max Miller, Hibbert Lectures).

Long before the time of Greek civilisation the dogmatism of the Vedas gave rise to skeptikal philosophy in India (see Kapila); and from this came forth the heresy of Gotama, and the religion of mercy systematized by him as Buddha. But such growth is slow and timid, requiring many able and reverent thinkers, and a receptive race. Pyrrho apparently visited India, and returned in 320 B.C. thoroughly imbued with the agnostik spirit of Buddhism, which was then a rising faith in the East. He agreed with Gorgias the Sicilian (450 B.C.) that we know little, and have no faculties to enable us to know much, concerning the real nature of things; and that speculations as to Being and Cause must be relinquished as beyond us—which is precisely what Buddha thought (see Pyrrho). The case of Sophists urged, as he did, that A-taraxia or "mental calm" was the desirable result of such conclusions. Kapila-vastru—Buddha's home—was full of skeptiks when he lived, in the 6th century B.C.; and Indian influence is traceable in the cruder dogmas of Thales, and among Sophists down to 500 B.C. Thales said that all things were based on a single element—fire or water just as the Logos, or "Cause," of Heraclitus was "heat": see Logos), but added that spirits independent of matter surround us (see Spirits); and this latter assertion the wiser skeptiks refused to accept unproved. The old idea however culminated in the ontology of Parmenides and Plato, in spite of skeptiks. Plato speculated as to the soul, and thought it immortal because sin did not destroy it (Rep. x): while even Aristotle, the father of science, seeking to found ethiks on logic, divides its faculties (Nicomach. Ethics, I, xiii). Zeno, Protagoras, the Eleaticks, and the Sophists; writers of such works as that of Gorgias On Nature, and On That which is Not, contributed alike to the slow growth of thought and ethikal culture (see our Short Texts of Paved).

But in these early days, even as now, there were doubters who hung back timidly, distrustling all enquiry. They said that the happiness and tranquillity of the community were of the first importance; and extremists gave way to self-indulgence, or fell into indifference: they taught that effort only brought disappointment, and forbade real happiness. But inactivity is impossible; and, putting doubt aside, man has to live, pursuing his duties as well as he can. All earnest skeptiks, from Protagoras (440 B.C.) to Hume, have laid down as a maxim that every judgment must be questioned. Hume said: "We must in all the incidents of life preserve our scepticism." Eternal vigilance is the price to be paid for Truth and for Liberty. We must "strive to the end," however hard the strain may be. Professor Clifford has well defined the limits of rational belief. We may, he says, "believe what goes beyond our experience only when it is inferred from that experience, by the assumption that what we do not know is like what we know... It is wrong in all cases to believe on insufficient evidence; and where it is presumption to doubt and to investigate, there it is worse presumption to believe." We must in short conjecture as well as we can, by the light of our experience: for conjecture, if reasonable, often leads to new knowledge.

Christian dogmatism led to the scepticism of Celsus, and skepticism to the Apologizes. The dogmatism of Islam produced Moslem skepticism, which flourished in our 9th century till crushed by Turkish fanaticism. Even Pascal confessed "Le Pyrrhonisme est le vrai," but qualified this as he well knew how to do when facing both ways. The theory of "tranquillity," among the Sophists of 500 B.C., is satirised by Montaigne, in 1550, when he says: "How soft and healthful a pillow is ignorance, and lack of curiosity." In the writings of Kant we find
an essentially agnostik skepticism; for he warns us that skepticism should not be the final resting-place of reason—nor is it in our own age (see Sophists).

Every Bible has served to excite skepticism. The Hebrews had their Skeptiks in Job, Agur, and Koheleth "the preacher": and in spite of the beliefs of their age they were very outspoken (see Mr Dillon's Skeptics of the Old Testament). They had outgrown the dogmas of their time. "Job," he says, "looking down on the world from the tranquil heights of genius is manifold, calm, resigned; Koheleth shuddering at the gloom that envelops, and the pain that convulses, all living beings prefers death to life, and freedom from suffering to positive pleasure: while Agur, revealing the bitterness bred by dispelled illusions and blasted hopes, administers a severe chastisement to those who first called them into being." [As to this judgment, however, we may perhaps be sceptical; for Job finally believed in an inerachable Providence, as did Agur (Prov. xxx, 24-28); while there is no sound reason for supposing the conclusion of Koheleth (Eccles. xii, 1, 13) to be added by some other writer. The Hebrew mind always found peace in submission; and the Psalmist who says (Ps. cxvii, 6): "Such knowledge is too wonderful for me," was not a Skeptik, but a true Agnostik, like Job.—Ed.]

The doubter always begins by trying to explain away the clear meaning of sacred texts, which disturb him as an honest seeker after truth. We have had a good instance of this (Times, November 1902) in the case of the Dean of Ripon, when doubting the legends of the New Testament. The Rev. S. Bickersteth considers that the liberal clergy attempt to explain "in a non-natural sense the words of Holy Scripture setting forth the Resurrection," and he defends the decisions of the Councils of Nicaea and Ephesus. But it would seem that this is not now the general attitude of English clergymen, one of whom says: "I myself expressed with sufficient clearness in my examination, both for deacon and priest, views similar to those of the dean (Dean Freemantle) . . . and a friend of mine was ordained by the late Bishop Lightfoot, with the fullest knowledge that he totally disbelieved the Virgin birth."

Dr James Martineau has written faithfully on this subject of "Destructive Criticism." “The attempt,” he says, “to find infallible records in canonical books, and permanent standards of truth in ecleesiastical votes, has so hopelessly failed that honest persistence in it has become impossible to instructed persons, and therefore, in all competent guides and teachers of men, a continual sanction and profession of it is not simply an intellectual error, but a breach of

veracity. And this tampering with sincerity on the part of instructors who know better than they choose to say, not only arrests the advance to higher truth, but ealls like a canker into the moralis of our time; the sophistries of unfaithful minds are as strange as they are deplorable. Whoever smoothers an honest doubt turns it into dishonesty by rejecting its invitation to truer belief. And the conventional outcry against destructive criticism intercepts the reconstructive thought and faith, which can alone endure."

Our own poets (like Jains of yore) have sung in praise of Doubt. Bailey says:

"Who never doubted never half believed."

Tennyson, though he would not disturb the faith of a sister, wrote:

"There lives more faith in honest doubt
Believe me than in half the creeds."

Surely then it is better to acknowledge that we know nothing as to any resurrection of Christ that can be regarded as credible, rather than to explain away the traditional beliefs of early Christians, by saying that this was "not a return to the mortal conditions of this life, but a manifestation of the spiritual state of a spiritual body" (see Christianity).

Skoll. The Scandinavian wolf which pursues the sun, and causes eclipses, otherwise Hati, the son of the giants Hrod-wition and Jarn-widr.

Skote. See Russia. A sect who castrate themselves like the priests of Kubélé. There is a street full of them in Baku (O'Donovan, Mero Oasis, 1882; see Rivers of Life, i, p. 143); they are "mostly bakers, and easily recognised by their melancholy downcast air, pale faces, and semi-Judaic appearance. They do not castrate until they have had one child, after which both males and females are mutilated at midnight."

Skrat. A Teutonic Priapus. The Saxon Skrathsins, or little Skraus, were wood demons, who used to attack women. They resembled the Ficarii (see Deuce, and Fig.).

Skuths. Scythians. See Sakyas. These perhaps took their name from Skoth, "warrior." (see Scots). The Greeks spoke of 80 Scythian tribes in S. Russia. Justin, the historian, says that Trogus Pompeius called them Galli, and ancestors of the Gauls (see Gauls). Some connect the name with the Danish and Swedish Skytt, "arrow":
but their sacred emblems were swords and spears, according to Herodotus, who describes at length the burial of Scythian chiefs, when wives and slaves were slain at the grave, and horses stuffed and set up beside it. They are, however, said to have held women and liberty, wisdom and justice, in higher veneration than the Greeks of the 5th century B.C. (see Essence; and Mr Karl Blind, Academy, 6th July 1889).

Sky. The ancients distinguished the god of the air from the god of heaven. The latter was above the crystal firmament, which was a dome over the flat earth. It had doors on the horizons, and windows, also steps leading up, and roads along which the sun travelled. Great ships flew in the sky, in which Ra and other gods floated. Winged creatures, sun, moon, and clouds, flew in the sky, and cloud cows, and serpents thence shed milk or disgorged rain, while Kentaurs shot arrows of hail and lightning, or goddesses showered down feathers of snow. Giants rose up as pillars in the sky, from earth or Hades—the autumnal thunder pillars. The Ptolemaeians said that the sky enclosed the earth, and called white men the Papalangi or "heaven's barriers."

Slaves. The great S.E. branch of the European Aryans, including the Scythians (see Skuths), and now dominant in Russia, Bohemia, Poland, and the Balkans (see Herodotus, iv. 5.; and Mr Johnston, Academy, 31st January 1891). The Slav gods mentioned in the chronicle of a monk named Nestor, about 1100 A.C., included Perun the sky, Svarog the heavens, and the earth as the wife of Perun. The goddess of fire was Dai-bog, and Stri-bog was the sun. Mokosh was a Venus, and Sinjirgi the god of ocean, Volos a god of herds, and Khov a Mars. Perun curses those who break their oaths; and weapons and gold are dedicated to him. His images were of wood, with a silver head and golden moustaches. Human sacrifices were offered to wooden logs on mounds; and the three great rivers Don, Bug, and Dnieper, were also represented by images, and adored. The Letts, in N.W. Russia, were Slavs, holding that men would be reborn in another world much like this, but said to have had no belief in any hell, or future retribution. Their thunder god Perkunas was the same as Perun. The national rite of Slavs is the Slava, meaning "glorification," when a baptismal rite (Krocinine) used to be celebrated, and the family god worshiped. The patron saint, Nicholas, John, George, or Michael, now takes his place. Families who have the same saint do not intermarry. The Slavs became Christians after the separation of the Greek and Latin churches in 864 A.C., and adhere to the Greek rites and beliefs.

**Slavery.** No religion in the past forbade slavery. As Renan says: "There is not one word in all Christian literature that tells the slave to revolt, or the master to free the slave, or that touches the problem of public right which arises out of slavery." [The oldest account of slavery is found in the Babylonian laws of Hammurabi. Twenty out of 280 of these laws refer to slaves. It was death to steal a slave, to entice, or harbour, or hide a runaway, or to rebrand a lost slave. The slave who struck a freeman, or who denied his master, had his ear cut off. He who branded a slave indelibly (to prevent purchase) had his hand cut off. If a slave was killed, a slave must be given instead. If a slave was damaged half his value must be paid. A foreign slave must be returned to his master unless purchased. The fee for catching a runaway, for curing a slave, or the fine for failing to cure, was 2 shekels (or about 5 shillings and 8 pence): a slave purchased could be returned within a month, and the bargain was cancelled, if he fell ill; freemen could be sold as slaves if they failed to keep up the banks of the canals on which irrigation depended. These laws, which regard slaves as cattle, are more severe than those of the Pentateuch.----EP.] The later Babylonians introduced some mitigation in the lot of the slave, who was apprenticed to learn a trade, and supported when old and infirm: a master who injured his slave was bound to clothe and feed him, and they could purchase freedom. An old and faithful slave could not be sold, and was sometimes given freedom at his master's death.

The Romans were great slave-holders, and imported some millions of captured white slaves. The ruin of the empire is thought to have been partly due to this system, and the abolition of slavery was facilitated by the discovery that slave labour is in the end unprofitable. Even in recent times Christian statesmen upheld what they considered a "divine institution": for according to the oldest Hebrew laws a slave was property (Exod. xxi. 21). A Hebrew could not be permanently enslaved by a Hebrew, save by his own consent (xxi. 2-6), and slaves were foreigners (Lev. xxv, 44): Christianity regarded slavery as unimportant, in view of the immediate end of the world (1 Cor. vii. 21-24; Ephes. v. 5-9; Col. iii. 22-24). Protestants continue to import such slaves to Jeddah, and secret slave markets exist in such towns as Jerusalem and Damascus. Muhammad, though he freed his own slaves, and made laws to mitigate the condition of slaves generally, never contemplated the abolition of slavery. No Church or Pope ever pleaded the cause of the slave, though in 1167 Pope Alexander III decreed that "Christian men
ought to be exempt from slavery.” The good men who first advocated abolition were mainly found among those who had emancipated themselves from State Churches, in Britain, and in America alike. Buddhists who really followed Gotama condemned slavery; and philosophers like Seneca protested against it. Constantine decreed that slaves owned by Jews were to be freed if they embraced Christianity, but that a free woman who gave herself to a pagan slave was to be burned, and the slave executed. Only in 687 did the Church concern itself with slaves’ marriages; for the pious Theodosius held that “slaves were too vile to be worthy of legal notice.” Even in 1852 Mr. Gladstone only proposed that Christian converts should be emancipated; and his father was a slave owner. Christian slaves were not permitted to partake of the Eucharist without their master’s consent, as decided by the Council of Laodicea; and in 341 A.D. the Council of Orleans required that the descendants of slaves should be re-engaged. The Council of Toledo in 633 A.D. forbade bishops to set free church slaves, or to sell Christian slaves to any but Christians, and other Councils made laws about slaves down to 1179 A.D. The Abbey of St. Germain des Prés owned 80,000 slaves, and that of St. Martin de Tours 20,000. Wilberforce, and Theodore Parker, stated that, in their time, American churches supported slavery: Presbyterians owned 80,000 slaves; Baptists 225,000, and Methodists 250,000. Many theological colleges hired out their slaves; and the northern states—including Boston—refused to allow Liberationists to lecture, calling them infidels, and deniers of the commands of holy writ. Prof. Francis Newman points out that Republican France was the first European state to make an act against slavery. In 1758 the “Society for the Propagation of the Gospel” refused to allow slaves to be educated, lest they should rebel (see Westminster Review, Dec. 1848).

Slesha. Sanskrit: “association,” a punning explanation, or bad etymology, which is a fertile source of explanatory myths.

Smriti. Sanskrit: “remembered.” Tradition as contrasted with Sruti or “written” divine law, or history. The Brahmins, like the Roman Catholics (see Creeds), regard both as inspired. Smriti, daughter of Daksha married Angiras (see these headings).

Sobotnikis. A sect of Russian Jews (see Jewish World, 4th July 1886). They appear to be a remnant of the Khazars of the Caucasia, a Turkish race, who were ruled by Jews, and regarded as descendants of the “lost ten tribes.” Since the 15th century the Russian State and Church have persecuted them. They were classed among Slavonic tribes, and forbidden to practice the Jewish religion. They have recently been allowed to have their own priests, but were obliged to profess Christianity before a bishop from Moscow every Good Friday, on pain of confiscation of their goods, and of exile to Siberia. They live by agriculture, and believe that a future Messiah will take them back to Palestine. They are friendly towards the Karaite, and other Jews, and are proud of suffering for their faith (see Hebrews).

Sokratès. The wisest of the Greeks (see Short Studies, p. 614). He was born in 468, and died in 399 B.C. Like his father he was a poor Athenian sculptor, and as a lad studied the philosophy of Anaxagoras, being a thoughtful youth who “not without a struggle mastered his naturally impetuous appetites.” He was 16 when Anaxagoras was banished from Athens as an atheist. He was fairly educated in music, and in the gymnasm. Krito, a rich Athenian, who proved to be his life-long friend, and admirer, took him away from the city, and appears ever after to have maintained him. He served as a soldier, and showed courage; he witnessed the Isthmian games, and settled in Athens, where he showed the courage of his opinions, as a simple-hearted, and loving teacher of all who would listen to his words. He early believed in his mission to reclaim his fellows to a thoughtful and moral life; and declined to participate in worldly, or political affairs, thus separating from the Sophists. He said that it was his vocation to awaken to moral consciousness the youths, and busy workers, to be found in market-places, gymnasia, and workshops. He fought against false pretensions and learned conceit, saying that the foundation of conduct lay in self-knowledge. He became obnoxious to the mentally slothful, and to corrupt rulers, or learned and orthodox teachers, who detected the “ugly little street preacher.” In 423 B.C., Aristophanes turned him into ridicule in the famous drama of the Clouds. But the fame of Sokratès was widespread, and he discoursed with the most distinguished men and women of Greece. Though ungainly in movements, with a flat nose, thick lips, and prominent eyes—described by his friend Plato as “externally like a satyr, or Silenus,” yet all allowed “that the rudo exterior was forgotten as soon as he spoke: his soul was all virtue, and from within him came forth such divine, and pathetic, breathings as pierced the heart, and even drew tears….” Alkibiades said he was forced oftentimes to stop his ears, and flee away, lest he should grow old in listening.” Poor as he was he refused public honours, and money.
Sokrátēs

He went about neatly clad but barefooted: his friends contended which should give him a cloak. He was abominous, yet went to feasts, and denounced asceticism. He did not regard poverty as a virtue. He said that "the body should be disciplined so that the mind and soul may expand ... that to have no wants is to be like God, and to have the fewest to be as much like him as possible; but that to be in want is to be in bondage to the external, be it the desire of gain and position, or carnal desires." He said, "Strive to be perfect"—a saying also attributed later to Jesus. At times, he thought, he "had monitions, or warnings of an inner voice," and this he called his daimónion—the promptings of a good genius; he would often stop in his walk, and strive by deep thought to commune with such a spirit.

The busy city did not long endure him, and his friends were unable to defend him from powerful and bitter foes, who denounced him as an enemy of the state. They began by enacting laws against "oratory," or street preaching, thus putting down dissent, and forbidding freedom of speech. He was impeached on false evidence, as a disturber of the state who denied the gods, spoke lightly of priests and religious rites, demoralised men and youths, and interfered in politics.

The charge was false, though some of his friends, such as Kritias, and others, had doubtless—as in duty bound—expressed political opinions. Sokrátēs repelled the accusations, saying that he had never spoken of religious, or of state, affairs, but only about ethics and philosophy, telling enquirers "not to deviate from the maxims of the state," but to endeavour to be the best of its citizens. The accusations were renewed; and, like his early teacher Anaxagoras, Sokrátēs was denounced as an atheist, and as one who taught the young to despise their parents, to disobey the laws, and to do disgraceful things, for the sake of gain. An ignorant and corrupt aristocracy were against him, feeling that their ways would not stand the light cast on them by a great moralist, and not brooking the reproofs of a poor and ugly critic of their aims and actions.

He made a long and able defence before his judges, but refused any acquittal which involved his ceasing to enquire and to teach; and he was condemned by a majority of six. He was asked to plead in mitigation of punishment, but declared that he ought to be maintained at public expense in connection with the Prutaneion. This incensed his judges, who then condemned him by a majority of 80. Plato, Krítos, and other friends, in vain offered security; and he was told to prepare for death by the poisoned hemlock cup within 30 days. He walked forth from the judgment hall saying that "he would rather die after such a defence than live on, asking for money." The sun of Athens set in everlasting shame. Plato tells us that, after drinking the poison, he declared his firm belief in the immortality of the soul. He besought his sorrowing and admiring friends to cherish his teaching, and said that "the life beyond was a true recovery from a state of impurity and disease." "Thus," says Plato, "died the man who, of all whom we know, was in death the noblest, in life the wisest and most just" (Plato). His enemies met with contempt and punishment afterwards; and, too late, a bronze statue was erected to the unstained memory of Sokrátēs: in a few years appeared the immortal Memorabilia of Xenophon in his vindication. Like Buddha, and Christ, Sokrátēs left nothing in writing, unless it were a short hymn to Apollo composed in prison. In India, or China, he would have been honoured, as were Buddha and Confucius; but barbarous Greeks slew their greatest, like the Hebrews. Sokrátēs prayed to his god under the name of Pan or of Zeus, and spoke of "the refreshing of his soul by such exercises." He was once heard to exclaim "O great Zeus, and all gods who haunt this place, give me beauty in the inward soul, and make the outer one with the inner man ... may I reckon the wise to be the wealthy man." Phædrus heard him and cried: "Ask him, O friend, the same for me, since friends should have everything in common." When dying, Sokrátēs is said to have "offered a cock to Ask lépios"; for, in spite of his bold enquiry, he retained much of the ancient beliefs of the race—like Confucius. The age of Sokrátēs was one of great thinkers in Greece. Buddha and Confucius were a generation earlier, but contemporary with Sokrátēs we find Herakleitos, Xenophon, Empedokles, Protagoras, Euripides, Sophokles, Demokritos, Plato, and others.

Solomon. See Salim. The name occurs as that of an Edomite king (in 732 B.C.) mentioned in the records of Tiglath Pileser III of Assyria. The Babylonian Talmud includes many legends of Solomon (see Assmodeus, Jerusalem, Shemir), and Jewish mythology states that "he breakfasted east of Persepolis, dined at Shinta, and supped in Jerusalem." The five-rayed star, or "Solomon's seal," was a favourite emblem of Masons in the middle ages. Solomon was believed to have understood the speech of beasts and birds; and such legends, including those of the "valley of the ant," and of the hoopoe bird, recur in the Koran. Hence his fame was spread wherever Moslems made conquests; and Persian literature, though it knows nothing of David, has many tales of Solomon. His throne
Soma. See Homa. The sacred drink of Vedik and Indian Aryans, the ambrosia of the gods. The word (from the root Sū and meaning “drink”) came to mean a libation. Soma was gathered on mountains, the stems were bruised, and the juice squeezed out. The Aryans came from lands too far north for the vine, and as they marched south had to find substitutes for their original Soma plant. The modern Homa of Persia is the Soreocentra Viminatia, or Asclepias Acida. Hauq found Parsis in Poona using a few drops of the sour juice of a small bush which grows where the Asclepias will not grow; and dry Homa wood, for the sacred fire, was brought to them from Persia. In the Yajur Veda the Soma is described, according to Max Müller, as a dark, sour creeper, without leaves. It had a fleshy texture, was eaten by goats, and produced phlegm, and vomiting. Dr. G. Watt, the highest authority on the flora of the Hindu Kush, could find no plant fulfilling all the requirements, and says that “the vague poetical description makes any scientific identification almost impossible.” The Iron (Iranian) tribes of the Caucasus use a kind of black beer as the sacred drink. The Soma juice “was mixed with Yava (probably barley) and with milk,” which leads Max Müller to suggest the hop-plant, which came late to Europe, and—in the Latin of our 9th century—is called humelo, humulo, or umulo; in Finnish humala; in Slavonic speech chmelo; in Hungarian komlo; and in late Greek klima, comparable perhaps with Homa. Hence the “ale” of our ancestors, the delectable drink of gods and men, may be the Soma. [The use of beer was very ancient in Egypt, and is common all over Africa.—En.]. The 9th Book of the Rig Veda (114 hymns) is devoted to the praise of Soma. Hops however will not grow S. of the Kaspian according to botanists; and, if this explanation be accepted for Soma, it could not apply to the Persian Homa, but only to the original drink of the “Aryan home” N. of the Kaspian (see Aryana). The Asclepias, or Soma plant, is found on most of the higher hills of Persia, especially about Yazd, and in Kermān, whence Indian Parsis obtain it. Mr. A. H. Schindler, writing from Teherān (Academy, December 1884), says that it grows 4 feet in height, and—that not a creeper—will readily twine round a tree near it. It has fleshy stalks of the thickness of a finger, of whitish colour with brown streaks, small whitish seeds, with fine hairy tufts, and a milky juice, in the stems, which turns sour when kept for a few days, giving a yellow brown color. The stems have many knots, and break easily, but sticks of this Hūm plant are much prized as talismans. The leaves are small, and like those of the jessamine. Mazdeans hold pieces in their hands when praying; and they mix the juice with that of 40 other kinds of plants such as mint, or asparagus, and of seven fruits, and the urine of a young cow (the Nirang drink), using a few drops for purifications; for, more than 12 or 16 drops causes vomiting. Nirang signifies “incantation,” and the drink is not delectable, yet it seems to answer to the description of the Soma, according to the Sanskrit words sleshmalā and vanamā (“phlegm producing” and “vomiting”): it is suitable for rites, but can hardly be the ambrosia of Indra. Arabs call it hām mejān, or “Magli’s Haoma.” Both Vedik and Mazdean Aryans used a fermented juice with milk and honey, and this holy drink was inspiring or intoxicating, which was the original cause of its fame. [The famous drink of Central Asia was fermented mare’s milk called Kousmīs.—En.]. The Veda speaks of “Soma-Ja the sun’s fiery blood,” and the Seka of the moon was a maddening aphrodisiacal potion, “like rice seasoned with cumphor.” The legend says that, after a great sacrifice, Soma (the male moon) carried off Tāra (“the star”), wife of Brihaspati the instructor of the gods, which led to the great war between gods and demons, till Brahma restored Tāra to her husband. She bore to Soma a babe—Bā délha the ancestor of the lunar race—“of wondrous beauty and illuminating radiance,” and identified with the planet Mercury.

Soma the moon god rides in Indra’s chariot drawn by the winged steeds of Vāyu (“the wind”), and Siva bears Soma on his head as a crescent (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 198, plate x, fig. 10), whence he is called Soma-nāth, or the “master of Soma,” which became the name of the moon cup. The famous shrine of Siva, called Soma-nāth, is on the S.W. headland of the isle of Balbīhi; and he was said to be there represented by a pillar 50 fathoms high, surrounded by 56 columns of gold, on which the temple stood above the wild waves of the rocky coast, in a situation “unsurpassed for beauty” (Todd, Travels in W. India, p. 344). It made a sturdy defence against Mahmūd of Ghaznī in 1024 A.C. But Sōmsñāth is now a gloomy town with Moslem graves and Hindu shrines. The facts as to the temple are given by Asir in 1320 A.C. (see Mr R. P. Karkaria, Bombay Rl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, xix, p. 52, 1896): it was based on 56 teak pillars covered with lead, and perhaps gilded, and the lingam was only 7½ feet high, and 14 feet in diameter, sculptured, and sunk 3 feet into the foundations. Part was burnt, and part carried to Ghaznī, by Mahmūd, to form a step at the entrance of the mosque. The shrine had jewelled lamps; and near the lingam was a gold chain with bells,
Son

weighing 200 maens: the treasury had many idols of gold and silver, set with jewels of great value, and veiled. Berdini says that the upper part of the lingam was also crowned with jewels. The site was rich and famous as a port.

Son. Shôny. A Keltic deity to whom the sailors of the Hebrides made offerings, before going to sea. They offered him whisky, and prayed him to grant fish, and seaweed for “kelp” and for manure. The Lewis men however now call on Brian-ul (the Saxon St Brendan) instead of on Shôny, yet secretly preserve the ancient customs.

Sontals. An important Kolarian tribe (see Kols) in the Chutia-Nagañır hills, who have been much changed since railways penetrated to them, and Europeans started mines. Many interesting customs survive however, including tribal communism (see N. Indian Notes and Queries, July to September 1893).

Sophists. Greek: “wise men.” An important group of thinkers between 500 and 400 B.C., following the early students of nature classed as physicists, and naturally developing from these beginnings, and dogmatic statements, a freer system (see Skeptics). The older school began with Thales (644 to 548 B.C.), an astronomer who said that water was the first principle. Anaximander of Miletos (about 500 B.C.), an astronomer and geographer, disputed the existence of matter apart from some great spirit. Xenophanes (550 to 535 B.C.) was a Pantheist, teaching that “all things are one, and come from one unchangeable and unproduced eternal.” He was the founder of the Eleatic school. Anaximenes (about 545 B.C.) regarded air as the first principle, and is said to have invented the sundial. Heraclitus, his contemporary, called fire “the first principle of deity,” all change being due to heat and cold, while men were created by the sun. The Sophists discarded such dogmas, as Gotama about the same time discarded the teaching of Indian schools of speculation. Parmenides (about 500 B.C.) taught his followers to strive for virtue rather than for knowledge of the unknowable. He was a disciple of Xenophanes, and believed the earth to be round, and the centre of the universe. Gorgias (500 to 420 B.C.) was skeptical as to all contemporary ideas. Zeno (450 B.C.) was the fellow countryman, and earliest disciple of Parmenides. Protagoras, his contemporary, denied the existence of a Supreme God, and the religious theories of his age. Empedokles also, at the same time taught the transmigration of souls, and Anaxagoras—the tutor of Euripides and of Perikles—was an astronomer who said that we knew only phainomena, or perceptible things. Sokrates preserved a belief in the soul and in deity, in law and purpose. Démokritos (460 to 360 B.C.) laughed at the folly and vanity of men, and held that the soul dies with the body; but Euripides believed like Sokrates (430 B.C.); and Pindar (480 B.C.) thought that immortality was possible, that the gods had contributed to human comforts, and that our main duty was the pursuit of virtue. These teachings finally produced the great schools of Plato and Aristotle. The busy world was uninterested in the disputes of Sophists. The weak and ignorant were dismayed, and found their faith destroyed. The various teachers succeeded in showing the weakness of their predecessors, but failed to advance true science till Aristotle arose, and “Sophistry” became a word of evil meaning. Hostility and contemptuous criticism marked the discussions of Sophists, from Protagoras to Isokratès (436 to 338 B.C.) and the latter “impartial judge,” though educated among them, was bitter, in maturity and old age alike, against Sophist doctrines, regarding Sophists as skeptics whose teaching was opposed to morality and law, though individually they might be as good as other men.

Sopt. The Egyptian spirit of the twilights whose shrine is known at Sopt el Hananah in the E. Delta (Naville, “Goshen,” Academy, 21st Oct. 1893). Horus-Sopt was the light of dawn, whom King Nektanebo is represented as worshiping in Goshen—a deity surrounded with stars.

Sorak’tê. An Etrurian conical mountain 25 miles S. of Rome. [Probably in Etruscan speech it means “snowy peak.”—Ed.] It was famous in Roman times as the shrine of Apollo, now replaced by the chapel of Santo Silvestro, the “forest” saint. At the foot of the mysterious mountain were sacred groves, and dank groves in the limestone, such as that of Terracina, the chief sanctuary of Feronia, the earth mother of the Falerii. The practice of walking on fire was a feature of her cruel mysteries (see F compartments); her cave, and the whole mountain, were sacred to infernal gods. The cavern emitted poisonous vapours, and was the abode of Hipini (“snatchers”) whose name signified wolves in Sabine speech. They were fabled to have been shepherds who took the forms of beasts of prey (see Luco). The Hipini Sorani were ministers of Feronia, who walked unharmed on glowing embers.

Soramus. The Sabine Apollo. [From the Aryan root s-esque “to shine” (see Sal).—Ed.] His shrine was a cave on Mount Sorak’tê.
Sosiosh. The expected prophet of Manicheans, whose appearance will be followed by the resurrection of the just, and the beginning of the “lamb age” which will follow the “wolf age” (as described in the Pahlavi Apokalypse called the Bahman Yast): he is Zoroaster reincarnate, and will be born of a virgin mother who bathes in an Eastern lake, or in the ocean.

Sothik Cycle. A period of 1460 years during which the heliacal rising of the star Sothis, or Sirius, was believed to return to the same day of the vague Egyptian year. [This is however an inaccurate calculation in early times, since the movement of Sirius is not in a plane parallel to that of the earth’s orbit.—Ed.]

Soul. See Spirits. It is hardly a century since all Christian Europe regarded the soul as a kind of bodily organ near, or within, the heart, or the brain. Leslie Stephens says that “a belief in its immaterial substance did not exist until the time of Descartes.” The word soul represents the Hebrew Nephesh, the Greek Psukhê, and the Latin Anima, or the Sanskrit Atmaka, signifying breath, life, or self, so applicable to all animal beings. The belief in a soul lies at the base of all religious systems: for all men know that the body is dissolved; and the individuality was materialised as some form—a butterfly, a dove, or a mouse—dwelling within, and leaving the corpse. Men did not think that individuality depended on the stored memory of the brain cells, which memory is blotted out when they decay. They believed that the soul could take all these with it into some new body.

In the New Testament the Greek Psukhê is variously rendered “life” (Mark vii, 35), and “soul” (Matt. xvi, 26): “For whosoever will save his Psukhê shall lose it,” and “what shall a man give in exchange for his Psukhê?” (This changed rendering, in two consecutive verses of the English, indicates the belief of the 16th century. In both cases the Greek represents the Hebrew idea of the “self” — see Nephesh—“whosoever will save his self shall lose it,” and “what shall a man give in exchange for his self?”—En.) The ordinary modern idea of a soul has no foundation in ancient Hebrew teaching: for according to the Bible man has a “living soul” (Gen. ii, 7) like other animals, because animated by the “breath of life.” The ancient Egyptians had but vague ideas of the nature of the soul (see Ba, Egypt, Ka), and expected only a future life in a “spiritual body” for the righteous, while the wicked—devoured by a monster—suffered the “second death” (see Amenti). Renouf says: “The people, like many ancient nations, believed in the pre-existence of souls before their appearance on earth . . . they circled round the sun; and the glorified dead held converse with them . . . this was an article of the popular, and traditional, creed” (Ritual, chap. cxxiv; see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1893). The soul fled at death, but hovered long near its earthly tabernacle, longing to inhabit it once more. The universe was thronged with souls and spirits, of every grade and character, as earth was thronged by all classes of men.

The rudest and earliest nations all believed in souls, animating not only men and animals but plants also. But they had no clear doctrine as to the future of the soul, nor did Christians formulate such till very late times. Plato spoke of the soul as “the child within”; Aristotle said it was “small in size”; Origen and Tertullian equally believed it to be of a material nature. Christ is recorded to have said (Mark xii, 25) that those who will rise from the dead, “neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels which are in heaven.” But the more educated Sadducees had no ideas of any definite nature about such a future (see Heaven, and Hel). The belief grew originally out of human love of the dead; and parents were worshiped as guardian spirits, ever watching the children whom they left behind. When the body was safely burned, so that no evil spirit could enter into the corpse, the soul ceased to desire a return to earth, and passed to oblivion in Hades. The Homerik tradition regarded a future life as the privilege of only a few heroes; and Greece owed the doctrine of immortality to later philosophers. Plato taught that the soul returned to the great soul of which it was a part, to be once more sent to earth (see En); but ordinary Greeks, in his age, had no expectation of escape from Hades. They hoped at most to meet again those who were dear to them, in the pleasant gardens of Elysium. Even their greatest had, like Aeschylus, no cares about the “great beyond,” any more than the struggling masses of to-day. The vagueness of modern conceptions is evident in the translation of the Bible. The later Hebrews were as skeptical as the Greeks (see Ecclesiastes).

Prof. Ernst Haeckel describes the theory which compares life to an air played on an instrument (the body) by a skilled musician, who withdraws his hand at the end: but, although we speak of the soul as immaterial, we can only picture it to ourselves as a form. Men, as a rule, cannot think of life as a force acting in matter. If man be developed from lower animals, and not a distinct and separate creation, his intelligence must also have developed from lower intelligence, and—as the Hebrews believed—his soul or self does not differ in kind, but only in degree from that of other animals. Uncultured tribes
attribute souls to their weapons, tools, food and garments. The spirit of spear, ring, or mantle could possess the owner, as the spirit of Yahweh fell on Elisha with the mantle of Elijah, or as the Holy Spirit is sent with the Pallium from Rome. The ghosts, not only of slaughtered slaves, but of all useful implements, and weapons placed in tombs, accompanied their master to the other world. The Malagasi claim to have seen King Radama dressed in his uniform, and riding the horse, which was buried with him, as also the charger of Friedrich Kasimir was buried with him at Trèves in 1781. Teutons and Scandinavians still place shoes on the feet of the dead, and provide money, garments and sewing materials to supply their wants in a new world (see Animism). Dr E. B. Tylor (Primi. Cult. and Anthropology) gives abundant evidence of the widespread belief that the souls of men, women, and babes pass into animals, trees, wood, and stones; the souls of parents into children; and those of dead infants into new-born babes. Similarities of manner and appearance—due to heredity—were so explained, and were regarded by the ignorant as sure proofs of their idea. The priestly rites of touching, laying on of hands, or blessing, were originally believed to convey a spirit by actual contact. So Elijah conveyed life into the body of the dead child. The expectant mother thought that the soul of her lost child would come back to her when the new babe should be born, and it was named after someone dead but dear, and regarded as the same. The majority of mankind believe that the soul leaves the body in sleep, and returns to it when it wakes. Nay, in times of castaway, or “standing out” of self, the soul for a time is freed. An idea once conceived gathers force, and develops as time goes on like a torrent swollen by tributaries, when it satisfies the desires of men. Few ask how the idea arose, or where the great stream had its source. Christian beliefs were vague till Augustine (about 400 A.D.) taught that we possess souls quite distinct from our bodies. Origen spoke of the souls of all creatures, including the sun and stars. Justin Martyr thought that all souls save those of the elect perished. Paul never conceived the possibility that a soul could exist save in some kind of body, whether mortal or immortal.

Many ancient and modern races have regarded the body as lifeless matter, into which a living germ entered or was breathed. Buddhists said that the Jiva, or “life,” existed throughout the body, and ceased to exist at death. Christian fathers, however, taught that “souls were very visible” as “little naked bodies,” which “escaped from the mouth.” Tertullian says that his sister saw a soul, although he calls the soul a “spiritual essence.” He says that she “used to converse with angels, knew men’s thoughts, and saw other mysteries” (De Anima, v and ix; see Antenicerum Library, vol. xv, p. 428). The soul was in the shadow also; and to tread on a shadow injured its owner, while to stab it was to murder him. At a death, mirrors should be covered over lest the soul should be seen in them; and doors and windows must be opened to allow the soul to depart: while those of neighbours should be closed, lest it should come in. Many think that the soul escapes while they eat or drink, which should be done with closed doors; and sneezing is a danger for the same reason (see also Mus). The hair and nail parings when cut off must be concealed, for a part of the life or soul goes with them, and evilly disposed persons might use them to injure the living. In China and Polynesia, as among Hebrews and other ancient races, the seat of life is in the stomach rather than in the heart; and a rounded form thus indicates a large and well-developed soul.

The inspired author of the Sanskrit Katha Upanishad describes the soul of the perfect man as: “an entity the size of a thumb . . . dwelling in the ether of the heart, like a girt without smoke. . . . It rules his past, present, and future.” Yet “the mortal can only become immortal when—all the evil desires of the heart having ceased to move us—we attain to Brahma.” None of the ancients believed, any more than savages do, in our theory of a “disembodied spirit.” From Patagonia to Polynesia the soul is never conceived as existing apart from some form of body. It is a volatile something, prone to wander, and sometimes replaced by another spirit in its absence. Entering other bodies such as those of birds, fish, and cattle. The learned Spinoza said: “Soul and body are the same, the one expressing conscious thought, and the other material extension.” A soul without a body would be a force without anything to move. African tribes round Lake Nyassa speak of the soul as an indwelling divinity, as we speak of the conscience. It is a heavenly being and becomes a god (Rev. A. Hetherwick, “Yao Beliefs,” Journal Anthrop. Instit., Jan.–June 1902, pp. 89-95). When the liduho, or “soul,” leaves the body it goes to Minister or heaven. It “becomes finally God,” as Buddhists and Christians have also taught at times. The Orphic poets equally believed, like Virgil, in an Anima Mundi or “world-soul,” which was a theory inconsistent with common beliefs in preserved individuality and “Islands of the Blessed,” or in heroes whose souls haunted earth and were propitiated at Greek Anthestoria, or Roman Lemuria Rites of “all souls.” They were dismissed by the invocation “Manes exite paterni”—“depart ye ancestral souls.” Did threatened鑫neas saying, “I will cling as a shade in all places.” But
the heroes of Greeks and Romans were half divine, and haunted their tomb, ever ready to listen to those who invoked them. The ordinary Greek left speculation on immortality generally to the mystics who were initiated at Eleusis.

Prof. Francis Newman, in 1852, wrote on the "Natural History of the Soul." He defined it as "that side of human nature upon which we are in contact with the Infinite, and with God the Infinite Personality." "By the soul alone therefore is it possible to know God... In child, and savage, as the conscience is half developed so it is manifestly with the soul." He thus regards it as the Mind, which "warms into adoration when we discern the beauty of the infinite world... the forethought, fitness, and design apparent in all the works of nature." He thinks little of the miseries of life, and only of "a Boundless, Eternal, and Unchangeable, designing Mind," which he calls God. Thus he attempts to deal with the old objection that "man cannot by searching find out God." He adds that "it is unreasonable to imagine that we can at all more deeply sound His mind, than a dog that of his master." He says that: "The soul knows that God is her God; dwelling with her more closely than with any creature... If thy soul, O reader, is to go into higher spiritual blessedness it must become a woman—yes, however manly among men. It must learn to be dependent, and lean on God, and dislike independence and loneliness." Vainly we build our temples on the sand; but in future we must be bolder and more trustful, as our frail barks are launched on the ocean where only Hope and Trust can remain with us. The great reality is beyond our understanding, and over it we have no power. Why need we feel doubtful that the future is good, or cling to the fancies of man in the past?

The Chinese say that man has three souls. One remains in the tomb, one in the ancestral tablet, and one expiates its sins in a Purgatory—these are the Ba, Ka, and Ta, of Egypt. Men thought that souls continued to share the joys and sorrows, food and drink, of the living, long after death—that is to say, till the individual was forgotten in time. The table is still spread yearly at the "All Souls'" feast, when men pray and eat with the dead. These rites are royal and magnificent in China, solemn and complete among all Indian tribes. We have often seen the profusion of viands, milk, fruits, flowers, and funeral cakes, spread out near woodland graves—may even water provided that the ghosts may wash, and couches on which they may recline—and we have heard the solemn invocation: "Take and eat this food, and drink again as ye so oft have done before with us." Yet sometimes the additional request is: "But we pray you come not again to us, and we will seek you no more" (see Sraddha).

Some Buddhists—like prehistoric tribes—leave a hole in the tomb for spirits to come and go. One school holds "that the soul exists for ages, but is then reduced to the vacancy whence it arose." Hindus are much divided on such questions, some believing in an "unbegotten self-existence," while their Agnostics say that no such theories have any basis in reality. The Charvakas know of no soul save the breath which vivifies matter (Dr R. L. Mitra, in Bengal Bl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, Jan. 1884). The pure Monist urges that "it is simpler to think of one uncreated and eternal supreme soul, than of many." Man has always thought it simplest to assume direct action of some soul or spirit when he meets with unfamiliar phenomena, but he thus creates yet greater difficulties. The discussions of Hindu philosophers are to be found in 13 Upanishads of which Dr Rhys Davids gives us a list (see Journal Bl. Asiatic Soc., Jan. 1899), and these include 474 pages, penned perhaps as early as 600 or 700 B.C. Even the Rig Veda, much earlier, spoke of a great being whence "all the gods, and all human souls were supposed to have proceeded." (p. 75). The idea in the oldest Upanishads makes the soul the physical double of the body. But not even the Vedas vouchsafe us any proof of the existence of a soul. All who believe take it for granted—whether it be Plato or a Polynesian savage. It is called a light, a flame, a heat, a memory, or a mind, and he whose soul is absent wakens insane. The soul existed before the body, and entered it through the head, or through the toes. But such speculations were regarded as mysteries only to be understood by the priest. The orthodox Hindu belief is: (1) that the very pious go to the "place of gods," whence a spirit takes them to the "place of Brâhma," there to dwell forever, or for ages; (2) the souls of the less perfect go to smoke and darkness in the "place of the fathers," in the ether, or in the moon, and there the Devas feed on them; they then return to earth in the rain, and become embodied in sacrifices eaten by men, born as infants, and forever migrating into other bodies in the same way: (3) the souls of the careless and irreligious are of little account, and enter into moths and gnats. The Katha Upanishad says that some souls become immortal, and free from care and from rebirth, but others undergo many lives, or even have to abide in wood and stones. The Panna Upanishad, says Dr Rhys Davids, "contrives with reckless boldness to give five different views of what happens to the soul after it leaves the body." The Vedik view was that of the West. All had souls, and the good went to a sensuous heaven very like a pleasant earth, while
Spear

the bad went to darkness in "a pit." Nothing is said about any transmigration.

Neander tells us that gifts used to be left on Christian altars for departed spirits, and the congregation prayed for their repose before partaking of the Eucharist. Dead kings in France were served for 40 days as though still living; and still in Greek and Spanish churches bread, wine, and other viands in saucers, are placed above the bodies of the buried dead. Dr. Taylor tells us that down to our 17th century empty seats for the dead were sold in churches on St. John's Eve, and prayers for the dead were offered in mid-winter, or at the spring equinox. Early Christians held feasts at the tombs of martyrs: and Russians and Bulgarians still eat and drink among the tombs on "All Souls'" night, giving an abundant supply of food to the ghosts, like Hindus. The custom is of Pagan origin, but in the 9th century a.d. this day was instituted (Smith, *Dicty. of Christian Antig.); and at the close of the 10th century the 2d of November was set apart for special prayers, to deliver the dead from Purgatory, at the instance of the abbot of the famous Cluny monastery, who had accepted the statement of a pilgrim, from Palestine, that he had heard the wailings of souls in an awful abyss of fire. The rites of All Souls' Eve are often unseemly in Italy and in the Tyrol. Fous Brestes then assemble bare-headed, in groves or cemeteries, and pour holy water and milk into hollows on tombstones: the bells ring all night, suppers are spread out, and the voices of the dead are heard chanting, or praying the living to pray for them. Christians and Hindus alike explain that, though such viands are untouched, their essence nourishes the souls: wherefore the visible remains may be given to the poor. Of such "communion with the dead" the cake and wine at funerals are a survival (see China). It would seem better that we should only commune in spirit, and in memory, with good ones who have gone before us. Intelligent beasts display more sagacity than some of the wild men we have met. The child sleeps away its day as an infant, and only gradually attains power of thought (see Conscience). Consciousness is not peculiar to man, and a slight pressure on the brain destroys memory; a single spot of disease disconnects our thoughts from our speech. Our soul depends on our body; and as Locke said: "Nihil est in intellectu quod non prius fuerit in sensu."

Spear. An early weapon and religious emblem (see Athéné and Skutha). It was borne by Istar in Babylon, and by Devi in India, by Ares or Mars, and by other warlike gods.

Spenta-mainyus. Persian: "the holy spirit" of Ahuра-

Sphinx

mazdā the supreme god, whose foe is Angro-mainyus, or the "spirit of wrath" (see Ahriman and Zoroaster).

Sphinx. The Greek woman-headed, or man-headed, lion ("the strangler"), sometimes winged, and usually sitting or crouching. The emblem was used not only in Egypt but by Hititites, Babylonians, Phoenicians, and early Greeks. The famous Egyptian sphinx, carved near the pyramids, was called Sesheps, and is the symbol of Neb-hor-em-khu, or "the lord Harmachis," whom Greeks called the Agathos Theos (Pausanias, vii, 36, 3), in whose honour a cup of wine was drunk at the end of a repast. Thothmes IV adored this god, and built the altar between its paws. It is however supposed to be much older than the 16th century B.C. (see Egypt). Thothmes IV is represented adoring the sphinx. There is a Roman altar at the entrance of his chapel. The paws were repaired with small stones plastered over, at a late date. The body is 140 feet long. Arabs call it "the father of terror." The sphinx was also an evil being in Greek mythology (see Oidopous).

Spinoza. Baruch (or Benedict) Spinoza was a descendant of Jews who fled from Portugal to Holland; his father was a well-to-do tradesman, and this only son was born at Amsterdam in November 1632. Two sisters Rebekah and Miriam were born later. Spinoza studied Hebrew, German, and Dutch, under the senior Rabbi, and became deeply versed in the Talmud, and in the philosophic and religious writings of Ibn Ezra and Maimonides, who sought to reconcile Jewish belief with the teaching of Aristotle (see Maimonides). The Latin master of this remarkable youth was the scientific Dr. End, who became a rationalist, attracted perhaps by the ideas of Giordano Bruno who was martyred at Rome in 1600 a.d. Descartes also (1596 to 1650) settled in Holland in 1629, and his philosophy was spreading when Spinoza was born. Being able to read Latin easily, the youth gradually set aside studies of divinity, and as early as 1653 it was noticed that he had become lax in his attendance in the synagogue. He was enthrapped into controversy, and his views were declared unsound by the Rabbis; but his talents were great, and scandal was unavoidable; he was offered a yearly income of £50 to conform to orthodox doctrines. This he scorned to accept, and was finally expelled from the synagogue, with the usual fearful curses, in July 1656. An attempt was made to murder him soon after, and this led to his leaving the city for a suburb, principally inhabited by Mennonites or Baptists (see Mennonites). Here he remained studying and writing for five years, supporting
himself as an optician, and known by the name of Benedict Spinoza. He was regarded as a Christian, but his studies had carried him further than Descartes, and he had become a philosophic Pantheonist, a simple, pious, and earnest seeker after truth. He was not an atheist, and Novalis has called him a “God-intoxicated man.” Hegel defined him as an “A-kosmist” (not a believer in a self-acting world); and Schleiermacher speaks of him as “the holy excommunicated one.” Goethe, Lessing, and other great thinkers, considered him to be unique in strength, learning, and sincerity. He was kindly and unselfish, often refusing wealth, including a fortune left to him by an admiring friend. He resisted the attempt of his fanatical sisters to deprive him of his patrimony, yet he gave them everything except one little bed, and continued to live by his humble trade as a grinder of lenses for optical instruments. He declined the chair of philosophy at Heidelberg which was offered to him by the Elector Palatine.

In 1661 Spinoza, with his humble host, moved to Rhinsburg near Leyden; and in 1663 to Voorburg near the Hague; in order to publish his Ethics, which he finished writing in 1665. He then began his equally celebrated “Theologico-Political” treatise, in defence of freedom of thought and speech concerning speculative questions. It was published anonymously, in 1670, at Amsterdam, and was at once placed on the Index Expurgatorius in Rome, and interdicted throughout Holland in 1674. Spinoza was cut off suddenly by consumption in February 1677, before he was 45 years old. It was thought that his lungs were affected by his trade. He was no propagandist, but a gentle student, who has left us his best thoughts. When his landlady asked his advice about her religion, he said: “It is a good one, do not look for another; you will be saved if you live a quiet, honest, and peaceable life.” His creed was purely ethikal, and he lived bravely in times of great danger. His valued master in science—Dr End—was hanged as a conspirator in 1674 in Paris; in England, Fryme, the author of the History of Mankind, was imprisoned for life; fined £5000; had his ears cut off; and, by decree of the Star Chamber, had to stand in the pillory at Westminster and Cheapside. Yet the mild spectacle maker, for twenty years, silently undermined the churches of Europe. To such as would listen, he said: “We do not know for certain that anything is good or evil, excepting what conduces to understanding”—a conception very different to those of established Churches and political powers. Dr Martineau, reviewing Sir Frederick Pollock’s Spinoza, wrote: “Though Spinozism is anti-theistic, and has no valid excuse for retaining the word ‘God,’ in the conception of an infinite monad, yet Spinoza dignified the idea of a Supreme Being as much as Jews degraded it. His God is solitary, acts only from the necessity of his nature, is the free cause of all things, and loves himself with an infinite intellectual love.”

Spinoza says that “Pain and sorrow are man’s passage from a greater to a less perfection . . . . memory, and like powers and feelings, are wholly dependent on the body. . . . God necessarily exists, and expresses the perfected human idea under the form of eternity.” But like churchmen the sage was talking about matters of which he could know nothing. He adds: “It is only the Immortal and Omnipotent One who knows the past, and only in Him can we be immortal.” He thus approaches the Indian doctrines of absorption into deity, and annihilation. The philosopher is clearer and sounder when he leaves God and heaven to return to earth and man. He sets aside the doctrine of free-will, when he says: “Men are deceived who say they are free . . . . this concept is based on ignorance of the inevitabilities of the causes which determine desire. . . . There is truly but one substance, of which all things are but modifications, and are absolutely dependent thereon” (see Free-will). Kant went much further than Spinoza, in denying the philosophical necessity of supposing the existence of a Supreme Being. Even he admits, however, that it is “in many respects a useful idea; but being only an idea it is quite incapable of increasing, by itself alone, our knowledge with regard to what exists.” Spinoza’s Monad is a passionless, perfect, and eternal being, personal though existing in all things. This is not the Monist’s view, nor is it that of any school of Atheism (see Pantheism).

Spirits. Supposed beings without bodies, or with airy bodies (see Soul); including not only ghosts and shades, but also demons, fays, and gods, and other immortal beings, good and bad. The radical meaning of such words is discussed at the end of this article.

All who accept their national Bibles unquestioned, find good and sufficient authority for believing that their deities, and demons, have often appeared to men, and that they still surround them in divers ethereal forms: while they are also able to enter, or “possess,” human bodies, either in the absence of the soul, or when it is present in the man. The Jew and the Christian alike believe in a Holy Ghost, or Spirit of God, which among the latter has gradually, since our 4th century, become the third “person” in a mysterious Trinity, and a God who is Creator (Gen. i, 2), Preserver, and Advocate (Paraklete), or “Comforter”—an omnipresent and omniscient “being” or per-
spirits. Rightly where is the Gal. and produced the absent called Greek in attributes through sons Christ Gospels, not such angels such as such objections to be “blasphemous heresies,” when not in accord with definitions pronounced orthodox (see Creeds). For the Spirit of God (Ruah Elohim) created the world by “brooding” on the waters (Gen. i, 2).

The gradual growth of the Trinitarian dogma, which has been the cause of so many schisms (see Church), due to attempts to define and harmonise various statements in the Bible, is traceable in the Epistles, Gospels, and creeds. The Jews called God their Father like the Christians; and Paul often speaks of “the God and Father” of Christ; and defines the one God and Father of all as “above all, and through all, and in all” (Ephes. iv, 6; the “you” not being found in the early MSS.). He does not regard Christ as equal with this God, for (see Rev. Vers. margin) he says (Phil. ii, 6) that Jesus, “being in the form of God, thought not to grasp equality with God.” The term Son of God is used in the Epistles in the same sense as it was by the Jews, in speaking of their Messiah; and even the Babylonians called every good man, and good ghost, a “son of his god” (see Babylon). Paul states that all believers, whether Jew or Gentile, are sons of God (Rom. viii, 15; Gal. iv, 6). The Holy Ghost inspired not only Jesus but also all believers (Acts x, 38; xx, 28; Rom. v, 5; 1 Cor. vi, 19; 2 Cor. xiii, 14; 1 Thess. i, 5).

The legend of Virgin birth, found in two out of the four Gospels, attributed a supernatural origin to Christ, which the Epistles, the Didache, and other early works, do not notice. Even in the Gospels, however, the dogma of the Trinity was not originally to be found. It is admitted that the passage in the First Epistle of John (v, 7, 8) is a late interpolation, found only in a few later MSS., and absent from the Uncials of the 4th and 5th century, and from all Greek MSS. down to the 15th century. The final verse in the Epistle (2 Cor. xiii, 14), if genuine, is inconclusive; and another passage (Matt. xxviii, 19) appears also to be a later addition (verses 16 to 19) to the original. The Trinity has, in the same way, been introduced into the Latin translation of the Didache, though absent from the older Greek and Koptik versions, and in spite of the fact that

Christ is, in that work, regarded only as an inspired “servant” of God. The equality of the Son was denied in 325 a.c. (see Arius) by those who regarded him as the first created being. The equality of the Holy Ghost was also denied, as late as 381 a.c., by the Macedonians; and the “procension” of this spirit from the “Father and the Son” is still denied by all Catholic Churches except that of the West.

The Hebrew word Ruah (“wind” or “spirit”) is of both genders, but usually feminine. The later Hebrews identified this spirit with the feminine Hōkmah, or “Wisdom” of God (see Logos). Hence, in a passage from the lost “Gospel of the Hebrews,” the Holy Ghost is called the “mother” of Christ; whereas in our third Gospel it seems to be regarded rather as his father (Luke i, 35). Even Origen speaks of this spirit as the “mistress” of the soul. A difficulty also arises as to the omnipresence of the Holy Ghost, on account of passages in which it is said that, until the departure of Jesus, it could not come on the disciples (John vii, 39; xiv, 16, 17, 26; xvi, 7, 8). Two accounts are given of the inspiration of these disciples: according to the one, by Christ’s breathing the Holy Ghost into them after his resurrection (John xx, 22); and according to the other by its descent on them after Christ’s ascension (Acts iv, 31). From other passages (Matt. i, 18, 20, iii, 11; Mark i, 7-10, iii, 29, xii, 36, xiii, 11; Luke i, 15, 35, ii, 26, iii, 16, 23, iv, 1, xii, 12; John i, 32, 33; Acts i, 5, ii, 17, iv, 31, v, 3, vi, 51, viii, 15, 17, ix, 31, x, 38, xv, 28, xix, 2, 6, xxvii, 25) we learn that the Holy Ghost inspired David, and Isaiah, descended on Mary, and was the Unction or Baptism of Christ; by it John the Baptist also spoke; and the sin of blaspheming this spirit is unpardonable, though blasphemy against the Son of Man is pardonable. Simeon the priest prophesied through the Holy Ghost, of which Jesus was also full. The apostles receiving it could transmit it to others, by laying their hands on them; but the Ephesian converts (Acts xix, 2, 6) had never heard of it till Paul asked if they had felt its influence. The orthodoxy of later creeds declares the three persons to be spirits distinct, yet indivisible; rightly calling this an “incomprehensible mystery,” since the Churches have created the difficulty, by vain attempts to define the God-man—to their own destruction. The incarnation of a god is an idea common to all faiths, as are Triads or Trinities; but in all cases the idea conflicts with that of a single god, omnipresent and immitable (see our Short Studies, vii and viii). Neither God nor man can ask us blindly to believe without actual evidence, and still less he who says “be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh you, a reason of the hope that is in you” (1 Peter iii, 15).
The nature of the Holy Ghost had been defined in the 4th century A.D. (see Didron's Christian Iconography, i. 417); and Augustine (De Trinitate, ix, ch. 6) said, that "the Father represented Memory, the Son Intelligence, and the Holy Ghost Love." Every word of the Bible was then believed to have been written from dictation of this spirit, by holy men (2 Peter, i, 21). The Jews equally believed (see Bath-Koi) in such inspiration; and men did not in such an age consider what Mr Herbert Spencer (First Principles) calls "a scientific commonplace," namely, that thought and feeling are only perceived through nerve action, and that force is only possible as a movement of some kind of matter: or, in other words, that every spirit must have some material form; though, if this be imperceptible by our senses, we cannot be aware of its existence. The Christian Churches however were not concerned with this; but, from our 8th to our 11th century, were rent asunder by the questions whether the Holy Ghost proceeded from the Father alone (John xv, 26), or from the Father and the Son (John xiv, 20), and why Christ said "my Father is greater than I" (John xiv, 28), if he made himself "equal with God" (John v, 18). Although believers in spirits denounce as Materialists all who differ from them, there is no more materialist conception than that of the believer himself: for man is forced to personify his gods, and to localize his heavens and hells, before he can grasp the ideas, and must thus limit which he pronounces to be illimitable. Berkeley (Principles of Human Knowledge) honestly admits (p. 238) that "a spirit per se can have no idea or notion." Locke also asserts that "our minds cannot advance beyond the simple ideas which we receive from sensation and reflection." Let us then hold with Aristotle that the judge must not allow his heart, aspirations, desires, or any a priori views, to affect his reason or understanding. It is only through matter then that we poor mortals can know of spirits; they must appeal to our sense of sight, or of touch, of hearing, or of smell or taste. Even when we credit such communication, we must ask whether the cause is not some illusion, due to imperfect vision of eye or mind. If passion entices, men say that an evil serpent tempts; if the ass thwart us, it sees some spirit; if the cloud thunders, some angry god is speaking. Such ideas are common to all Animistic faiths and mythas; but they have nothing to do with piety and true religion, as we now understand them. Weak, credulous, ignorant, and emotional, or timid persons; hysterical women; men with highly strung nerves and strong imaginations; those who are epileptic, or in a state of ecstasy bordering on insanity; all these have been the deceivers and the deceived; not willingly perhaps, but through the influence of their education, and upbringing in a spiritual (or spirit) atmosphere. Such tendencies are, by the law of heredity, natural to them from birth, not easily shaken off, and still less affected by evidence that destroys the fables of ancient faiths. Indeed a new, and more ignorant, belief in spirits often fills the void left when the older religion is discarded; and the new "Theosophy," as it is called, comforts the believers for what they have lost, as regards a future spirit-world. Hence we find that many who have ceased to believe in the old Scriptures of their race, and who have turned aside from the steep hard paths which alone lead to the temple of truth, are unable long to endure the cold grey atmosphere of reason, which must ever surround the heights of knowledge. The weak, the ignorant, and the indolent, thus fall back into a slough deeper than that from which they have escaped. But let us not blame either the teachers or the taught of any creed. The former have generally been thoughtful and pious; and their chief fault has been an attitude perhaps too reverent towards that which, to them, was mysterious and incomprehensible. The object of their teaching was (perhaps at the expense of logic and truth), to comfort the miserable and the dying, and themselves as well, by their belief in a future spiritual world, where spirits would compensate us for miseries endured—or inflicted by them—on earth.

The basis of belief in spirits is found in our ignorance, and in the fears that it engenders. Most people live in constant presence of phenomena which they do not understand—even when explained to them scientifically—and which they cannot investigate. The more this is the case the more do they believe in spirits. A superficial acquaintance with scientific discoveries appears only to widen the field of man's credulity concerning the unknown powers of "nature." Hence we often observe that the young Theosophist fancies the presence of as many spiritual agencies around him as he has heard of forces—magnetic or electric—which appear to him wondrous. He readily accepts, on the haziest testimony, accounts of visions, or of miraculous cures like those at Lourdes; he says that he regards these "not as miracles, but as results of powerful, inexplicable actions on the part of spirits." He confesses that he has neither time, inclination, nor scientific ability, to investigate properly the real facts, or the causes—physiological, mental, or other—which produced what appears to him to be mysterious. He may be deceived by others; yet he believes; and so the ball rolls, and a new religion springs up. The spirit atmosphere is, and always has been, terribly infectious, especially for the young, ardent, and imaginative, who desire freely to look round them. It is so easy
when we hear, see, or dream about, something strange, or connected with what is far off, to put all down to the intervention of a god or spirit, rather than calmly to investigate all possible causes (physical and mental), such as the action of the brain lobes, or of the optic nerve. Hypnotism and dreams, the imagination of the ecstatic, insane, or self-drugged, have been called—in the sad history of religions—the voices of another world, communications from the dead, or from gods outside the universe of matter. The visions of the ancients were far more terribly real to them than are our modern trances; and their consequences were far-reaching, in time and in eternity. Our ignorance of nature is the measure of the intensity of our belief in the supernatural. It is needless to suppose fraud, or clever manipulation, among the ancients: the phenomena were accepted as real, and not perceived to be illusions (of sight or mind), any more than they now are. They were as sincerely believed as the story of Eden, or the temptation of Christ, are now believed, by pious Christians, to have been actual facts. As civilisation advanced the ancient teachers, like the modern ones, tried to smooth over any difficulties, and even sought to perpetuate hallucinations from which they themselves had escaped—sometimes wisely anxious to steady the weak as they plunged wildly into the dark unknown.

Dreams have often been the cause of religious beliefs (see Dreams); for the soul or spirit was thought to wander away from the body. In dreams the dead were seen again, which was considered evidence of their existence in some distant region. The names for spirits signified either that they were weak "shades" of the departed that escaped the touch, or "living" powers. As early as the 8th century B.C., great thinkers began to hold that life was not an entity apart, but a movement of matter. Failing its presence the body was said to be dead; the spirit was supposed to have fled—perhaps only for a time. Therefore the rock-cut tomb, or the rude mound, must have passages leading from without, to the chamber, where the corpse was laid, in order that the spirit might come freely in and out. For this reason too our Indian servant wakes us very gently in the morning, softly entering the tent, or room, and repeating "Sa-a-hib, Sa-a-hib" in a dreamy monotone, gradually becoming louder, till he sees us move: for the Atman, self, or spirit, has thus been given time to resume its throne in

"The dome of thought, the palace of the soul."

It is an idea common among the wild hill tribes, and forest dwellers. On one occasion, while surveying a portion of forest upland

among the Bhils of W. Central India, the author (being in a region which had rarely been trodden by any European), told the tribesmen to set a Bhil watchman by his tent, who was to call him before dawn. In the evening a naked savage with his sword beside him appeared, and after salutation departed on his rounds. About four in the morning the author was wakened by a low plaintive note, as if from a horn echoing round the camp, apparently at a distance. The sound seemed gradually to come nearer, becoming loud and eerie, till all the camp was roused. The friendly savage explained, on enquiry, that he always did this, lest the body of the sleeper should rise "A-kela"—or "without its spirit."

From every ancient sacred book we can glean abundant lore about the occult and the spiritual. Everywhere Isis is easily unveiled, and her garments assume the forms of local belief: but we have occultism enough in Christianity, without going further: we need not seek for such mysticism among the Mab-atmas ("great souls") of the corrupt Buddhism of Tibet; or among Yogi of the Himalayas. Belief in spirits is undoubtedly to be found there, but so is it among ourselves, and wherever men, women or children are weak, or sick, piously inclined, and ignorant. Let the Theosophist study, as he proposes, "seven years" like Buddha, or Apollonius of Tyana. But let that study be an earnest, and if possible unbiased, attempt to learn facts; and let him leave alone the occult and the mysterious, accepting what Confucius taught 24 centuries ago, and considering that "what he does not know he does not understand." We arrive at no useful results by simply pulling out the Bible marvellous tales of how serpents and asses spoke with human voices, or patriarchs lived for many centuries. As men of science we know that the anatomy of such beasts shows vocal organs unfitted for speech, and that the human frame cannot hold together for above a few scores of years: that it is too heavy to allow us to walk on water, or to fly in the air, and too solid to pass through closed doors or walls. Human imaginings, based on dreams, account for every tale of spirits who can eat without bodies, can talk to man, or dwell in arks, bushes, clouds, fire, and water: in trees or stones: or who appear as "tongues of fire." All such marvellous stories, found in every sacred book ever written by man, must be weighed in the balance of scientific knowledge; and he who fails to compare one faith with others will only deceive himself and others. He must allow for the ignorant imagination of those who saw spirits in mountains or rivers, caves and deserts; and he will—if fairly educated in science, and of sound mind—come like others to the conclusion that "no man has seen God at any time": that no one
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has ever heard one word or whisper from any "spirit" whatsoever: that he must not expect any voice, or action, which is not connected with the material universe. He will then tell us that the thunder, once called the "voice of Jove," is as natural a sound as that of his own voice; and that the lightnings of Zeus are only the same in their nature with the current that the telegraph girl is sending out from her delicate instrument—with or without a wire. Medical knowledge will enable him to give a cause for visions of the night; for dreams of angels walking on the stairs of heaven; for presages of famine and disaster, which are more often falsified than confirmed by events.

It is an absolute truth that our mental state depends entirely on that of our bodies, and that no "mind" is perceptible except through nervous action. Healthy thought is possible only under healthy conditions of the animal, or living being. If such being be immature, or too old, it cannot accomplish the highest work for which it is fitted in its best age. The mind soon becomes conscious of weakness; and hence we see that the aged withdraw from the consideration of difficult questions, even when they have spent the best part of their lives in debating them. Old age seeks rest, and often finds it in the comforting assurance which friends are ever ready to urge—for who would be so cruel as to suggest disturbing doubts and fears? But such final yielding to opinions which, in days of vigorous intellectual power, we had tried, and found wanting, and had cast aside as superstitious, must (as Renan saw) be regarded, not as a "death-bed conversion," but rather as the result of weakened mental grasp. It would be a poor compliment to the gods to pretend otherwise: to say that we can only believe in them when feeble or doting; or when we resemble the ignorant Oriental, the raving madman, or the entranced Yogi. We must set aside alike the visions of Buddha, Christ, or Muhammad, however earnestly the believers urge that these great teachers strove with Mara, Satan, or Iblis, and communed with gods in lonely groves, or on desert mounts. No doubt, like the child Samuel, they heard their Lord calling them, as many an hysterical girl hears him in these days also: but we have learned now, in such cases, to call in the doctor; and we should certainly not allow a physician to practice long in our hospitals, if he diagnosed the case as one of possession by a devil, or of inspiration by a god.

Belief in such possession or inspiration; in spirits, souls, ghosts, devils, deities, and spectres, is nevertheless still very general throughout Europe; and they are still very real "beings," and causes of terror, throughout Asia, Africa, America, and Oceania. The belief in the spirit which is the life of any being has always, from the first, lain at

the very root of every religion since man first gazed on death. Once, in an Indian jungle, the author turned aside from the pursuit of game to interview ghosts. It was a favourable time in the early grey dawn, when the laurel might assume the form of Daphne. Cautionly he rode along a tortuous path, rifle in hand. Arriving at an open space, he was amazed to see a screeching group of women running, with hands and chudders over their heads, "because of the angels" (1 Cor. xi, 10). He hastened to their defence—from a bear perhaps: but was finally directed to a burning-ghutt somewhere back. After much chattering, by the aid of a ploughman, he found (on entering the field) that these women had gone at early dawn as mourners, to sprinkle holy water, with incense, over the ashes of some dear one who had been burned the evening before; and that suddenly there sprang up Augusta-matha—"little thumbs"—such as are well known and much feared: for they are the ghosts, the linga-sarira, or "essence" of the dead—the sprites which flit about the corpse for a time, before setting out on the long journey to Swarga, or to Nirvana. Vainly did the author try to calm these women, by assuring them that, if water is cast on hot ashes, such little sprits of it will shoot up. The Hindu is not an Ephesian Christian, to exclaim that he had "not so much as heard whether there be any Holy Ghost" (Acts xix, 2).

Modern Spiritualism and Theosophy are but feeble survivals of the mighty superstitions of the past, which still enthrall so many millions of humanity. Spirit rapping is known all over the world: among Transvaal Boers, and Syrian Moslems; and we have witnessed writing on slates and walls, in the houses of Chinamen at Singapore, and often heard of it in Barmah, Java, and Siam. The Germans have always had their Polter-Geist, who makes mysterious knockings in houses: in Swabia and Frankonia these are frequent and urgent, on the Ankloèpfleins-nächste, or "night of the little knockers"; but without any important or evil results. In Wales the miners delight to hear sundry knockings which direct them, they say, to places where there are minerals. The Chinese, says Mr. C. D. Mills (Index, August 1884), have mediums who can commune with gods in writing, by means of a self-moving pencil, and a tray of dry sand. Widows of the Mandan Indians can still hold converse with their dead husbands. The Christian Church (as shown by a well known legend) held that the spirits of the dead were able to write: for two bishops died during the sitting of the First Council of Nicaea, and its proceedings are said to have been left for a night on their tombs; in the morning these were found written across the words: "We, Chrysanthus and
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Mycenius, consenting with all the Fathers in the holy, first, and Ecumenical Nice Synod, although translated from the body, have also signed the volume with our own hands.” Truly many legal difficulties might easily be solved if spirits without bodies could now, with their hands, sign the necessary deeds in our courts of law.

The ancient physician Hippocrates was well known to send prescriptions from his tomb. Abelard and Heloise have often told their friends that they are now happy. Mr. Herbert Spencer has shown that the more emotional, poetic, and artistic (that is to say the more imaginative) the nature, the keener is the faculty of conjuring up pictures in the mind, and “the more liable are we to the revivification of ideas, and impressions from real perceptions, until we come to revel in a wonderland of mental imagery, miracles, and ghost, or spirit, stories divine and devilish, and as fallacious and delusory as ancient witchcraft.” In the lives and writings of poets, artists, and even philosophers—Milton, Dryden, Tasso, Descartes, Bunyan, Cowper, and others, we read of such things. Tasso used to speak to a spirit gliding on a sunbeam. Malebranche (like Abraham, Moses, Samuel, or Muhammad), heard spirit-voices distinctly. Dante, and Cowper, saw and spoke with the Devil, and Luther actually assaulted him. Pascal started from his chair when he saw the fiery gulf of Hell at his side: Swedenborg saw, and accurately described, both Hell and Heaven; even the philosophic Descartes speaks of an invisible being that followed him.

Among the Finns new born infants (and persons born in an auspicious hour in some English northern counties, and in Scotland) can see ghosts, souls of the dead, and demons, or holgobolins (Notes and Queries, 28th Nov. 1854). The Finns indeed constantly see and hold interviews with the damned, who generally appear of fiery or blood-red color, sometimes headless, sometimes “with flames spurting from their mouths and eyes . . . they whistle, shake houses, and occasionally shut doors . . . bewail the weariness of their lives . . . but never speak to the living till spoken to, though they mumble, and try to speak, and usually answer in monosyllables ‘yes’ or ‘no.’” They are often seen near wells (in red caps), in bath houses, behind hearths, kilns, etc.; and are found dressed in red, sitting near fires and ovens. “The woods of Finland have an enormous number of such sprites, with long beards, whose daughters are beautiful, and fond of combing their long hair at sunset beside calm clear wells: unbaptised children are often stolen by them, and they assume various forms, as cats, etc., in order to get near them; but a pair of tongs, knife, etc., laid crossways drive away these spirits.”

Heavenly spirits (like the Hebrew Beni Elohim or “sons of god”) still come down to earth, in many parts of the world, and love the “daughters of men.” Maidsens in India are still believed to bear children to some holy spirit. Such a child of Munja we find in Malabar. Holy men too, who may be called Mahatmas (which Theosophists wrongly pronounce Ma-hatmas) say that they obtain offspring by heavenly Succubus, after the performance of some severe rites and penances. The Ceylonese say that all children born with hair, or teeth, have Incubi as fathers (see Tylor, Prim. Cult., ii, p. 190). Sir J. M. Campbell (Indian Antiq., Jan. 1898) gives many instances of similar beliefs in Europe, surviving till the 19th century, even among ourselves. Many are the great men, besides Plato or Alexander, who had gods as fathers; and Servius Tullius, the 6th king of Rome, was the son of the earth-spirit Vesta. The Cyprians said that the Greeks were the offspring of Succubus. Our St Augustine (600 A.D.) said that he was constantly visited by such beautiful fiends: as holy women were visited by Incubi. These ghostly temptations are frequently noticed in our 14th century; and, in 1621, Burton (Anatomy of Melancholy, pp. 118, 494-496) wrote that: “there was never a time when so many lecherous spirits, satyrs, and genii, appeared as now.” Scotland was then complaining that “not even the names of Jesus and Mary, or the sign of the Cross, could scare away Incubi, and Succubus.” In France, as late as 1730 to 1780, masses used to be said in churches to keep away Incubi from nunneries. For there were many children supposed to have had such fathers. The evidence for these beliefs would, however, not be now admitted in any court of law.

We must endeavour to trace the origin of all these superstitions in the radical interviews of the various words used to describe the spirits; and some of these roots are common to various families of language. A material meaning must attach to such words, and it is not enough to say that they mean “wind” or “breath,” unless we can find the basis of terms for such abstract ideas. Animus in Latin is the Greek anemos for “wind,” from the Aryan root An, which means to “breathe” in Sanskrit (see An). Our word soul is from the root swad, “to swell” or “away”; and ghost, like “gust,” is from Jesus to “pant”; but the origin of these roots requires to be explained.

(Perhaps the oldest common term for a spirit is As, Is, or Us (see As), from the root meaning to “blow” or “breath.” With it is connected the root Ish for “being” (Hebrew Ish, “man,” “being”: Turkish Is “to live”: Aryan Ish “vigorous”: Aryan Us “man”): it is connected again with Us to “speed,” and As “to throw” (EGYP-
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Finnic and Hebrew from Arabic (2)

The Arabic Jān or Jinn for a “spirit” comes from an ancient common root (Akkadian gin “be,” Ayran gas “to produce,” Semitic kan “to be”); and the word Pan seems equally widespread (Japanese Pan, Latin Panus, Greek Pan, all meaning “wind” and “spirit”), being derived from Ba and Bu “to blow” (see under these headings). In Semitic speech three words are used:—(1) Nephesh, in Hebrew, is the Assyrian Napishtu, and Arabic Nesef, for “soul” or “self,” the root being probably Pasah, “to grow” or “spread” (see Bas and Nephesh); (2) Ruah means “wind” or “spirit” (Arabic Rub), from the root Ruah, “to move” or “go”; (3) Neshamah, “spirit,” from a root meaning “inhale.” The commonest Turanian words are Aq and Pan as above mentioned. The Ayran words are numerous, and in some cases refer to apparitions, as for instance “phantom” (from the Ayran root Bhaa “to appear”), or “spectre” (from Spāk “to see”). The Greek Daimôn, or demon, probably means a “spirit” (Zend dāmā, Persian dām, “wind”).

“Ghost,” as the author points out, is connected with words meaning “swell up,” “to pant”; and so with “gust,” “gas,” and “guyser.” This root Kaus appears also to cognate to the widely distributed root Kaa “to hasten” (Egyptian Khā, and Hēs: Ayran Kās: Hebrew Khēsh; Arabic Khāsh; Finnie Kā). The words Bogey, Puck, Phooks, Fink (see Bhāga) appear to come from the Ayran root Bhāg “to wave about” (see also Bhāq), derived from the older Bu or Pas, “to blow” or “swell” (see Bu). The Greek Panas for “spirit” is, perhaps, to be referred to the old root Pan already mentioned, from which also the Penates or family spirits were named: while Persekha (Psyche) for the “soul” would come from Pas (compare Bas or Paht) rather than from Bhāq.

The Latin word Spiritus, and our “spirit,” are from an Ayran root Spur, which apparently means “to vibrate,” “move to and fro,” “breathe”: from it also come “spear,” “spurt,” and “spur.” In this, and in most of the preceding cases, the material basis of the roots is found to contain the idea of palpitation, heaving, or movement to and fro. The heaving of the breast in breathing seems thus to be the

original observation; and the sounds are imitative, generally of puffing, and panting, or hissing noises. Prehistoric man was aware that life was shown by the movements of the lungs; and when these ceased, and the heart ceased to palpitate, he said that the “spirit” had left the body.—Ed.]

Spondists. Women attached to Egyptian temples of Amen Ra and other gods (see Deva-dāsīs and Kadesh).

Spurke. The Skandinavian deity of February.

Srāddha. Sanskrit: “reverence,” “piety,” hence an offering or charitable gift. It is now almost exclusively understood as applying to funereal rites, feasts, and prayers for the dead (see Soul). These are held annually, monthly, or even weekly. The offerings are sometimes only eaten by the Hindu priest, the remains being given to a sacred bull or cow. By eating these, priests are believed to be able to commune with the dead. In the Vedas, Srāddha is the goddess of religion: but the present rites differ widely from those laid down in the old Sūtras (see Max Müller, India: What can it teach us? i vii.). In the Dharma Sūtra the gods are said to have won heaven as a reward of their faith and sacrifices, and men, if faithful, can do the same. A part of all Srāddhas is offered to Agni (the fire), and Brahman asserts that the gods accept whatever is offered to their priests, while no Srāddha is efficacious unless offered in the right place, and by the right person, for it is otherwise the heretical offering of one “whose gifts are flung to goblins.” These offerings seem to be first noticed in the Grihya Sūtras, when Srāddhas are said to raise the soul of the deceased from this world, re-embodied in heaven, while without them it wanders in a world of demons. The worshipers used of old to eat the offerings after the ghosts had been satisfied with their essence or savour: and the flesh was often eaten raw, as it is said still to be in Mexico and Hayti. The Roman Ferialia and Lemuralia were Srāddha rites in February and May. The Algonquin Indians equally believe that ghosts eat and drink food placed before them; and such offerings were found in the dolmen cemeteries of Guernsey. Among Esthonians, morsels are thrown under the table for souls to eat. Spaniards still offer bread and wine on the tombs of those they have loved, at the anniversary of the death. In Russia a table is spread for beggars, as well as one for the friends and for the priests who perform the funereal rites, and the feast is repeated on the 9th, 20th, and 40th day after death. Parboiled wheat used to be placed on the corpse, and sauces of boiled rice, with raisins, are now
sweetened with honey, and placed in the church. The Karens of Barnab make their offerings annually in December "the month of shades." The Koshi of N. Bengal offer fruits, and a fowl, to deceased parents at harvest time. The Barea of E. Africa celebrate the Thiyo feast in November, when beer is placed for two days before the ghosts, and then drunk by the living. In W. Africa the feast of the dead is at the season of the yam harvest. In Hayti the negroes take food for the dead to the graves. The Mazdeans of Persia held annual feasts for deceased relatives, as do Slavs in springtime, and Bulgarians on Palm Sunday. The Russians, on "Parents' day" wait for the dead; and, spreading a handkerchief on the grave, set out gingerbread, eggs, curd tarts, and vodka, sipping the spirit in memory. In Italy, on "All Souls' Eve, the children receive Skulls and skeletons made of sugar and paste. In the Tyrold melted fat is burned on the hearth as a "soul light," and cakes are left on the table for ghosts. The Barri in China (according to Father Cristofero) consider that the dead require splendid feasts several times in the year, and they wait long for the arrival of the dead guest. The missionaries were here told that the souls of the dead feed on the substance, and leave in the dishes "the accidents which the corporeal senses perceive." The Jesuit father adds that, as they hold this belief, "it will not be very difficult to prove to them the mystery of the Eucharist" (see Scotorian Thought, October 1898). Confucius himself upheld the practice of such rites, though he would not discuss questions as to the future life any more than Buddha would.

**Srāman.** Sanskrit: "toiler," a monk or priest who is what some Protestants term a "worker." Hence the later form Saman or Shanam (see Samans): the Greeks called them Samanaios, or Semnoi. The Jains are called Samans, and "forest recluses," in the Bhāgavata Purana (see Indian Antiqu., ix, x, 1881-1882).

**Sraoasha.** The Mazdean holy spirit who inspires holy men, and presides over countless Yazatas (Yezids) or angels, who guard mankind. In later hymns he is the seventh of the Amēsha-spentas, or "immortal spirits" of Ahura-mazda, and the "mighty and righteous one," who opposes the demon of wrath: he is the type of obedience, and ever ready to bear the prayers of the pious, and to convey them to God. The red chrysanthemum is his emblem (see Sacred Books of the East, xxiii, p. 167).

**Srāvāk.** Sanskrit: "a hearer." A class of Buddhist, or Jain lay votaries, who "listen" to the teaching, but need not be ascetics. They are capable of becoming Arhats.
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Sri. Sanskrit: “excellent,” “admirable.”

Sri-saila. “Hill of the holy one,” otherwise Sir Parvata, a very sacred place on the river Krishna.

Sri-vatsa. Sanskrit: “the holy mark,” found on the breast of Krishna (see Krishna).

Sruti. Sanskrit: “heard.” Revelation actually received from heaven (see Smriti), or scripture, as contrasted with tradition. Srutra (“the hearer”) was a son of Dharma (“duty”) and Sruti was a daughter of Atri, and married Kardama the creator: for Atri was the son of Brahma’s mind.

Staff. See Rod.


Stana. Sanskrit: “standing.” A stone or pillar.

Star. See Zodiak. The word is common to most Aryan languages, from the root stellar to “strew” or “stream” with light. Sanskrit and Zend stara: Greek aster: Latin stella and astrea: Teutonic starrmo: Dutch ster: Cornish steyr: Swedish stjarna. The stars were thus observed by the earliest Aryans.


Stélè. Greek: “standing stone.” In Lycian, and in some Greek dialects, stola (see Stana). The great “pillars of Hercules,” in the west, were called Stélæ, one being the peak of Gibraltar, and the other the “Ape’s hill” in Morocco. The Greek stolon for “piller” is from the same root sta “to stand.” All erect stones, funereal, monumental, or symbolic, were Stélæ. The Stylobates, or “pillar dwellers,” were monks of the 7th century A.D., who imitated St Simeon Stylites in standing on pillars. [They existed also in the Jordan valley in the Middle Ages; but much earlier men stood on the great phalli of the temple of the Dea Syria at Hierapolis (Karkemish, now Jerabulus on the Euphrates, in N. Syria), and a broken bas-relief at this site—apparently of Hittite origin—shows the feet of a figure standing on the top of a pillar, The monastery of St Simeon, and the ruins of the chapel which surrounded the stump of his pillar, exist not far W. of the ancient city of Hierapolis, in the direction of Antioch. The Christian hermits thus preserved a very ancient pagan custom.—En.]

Stoiks. The Greek philosophers who frequented the stoa, or cloisters of temple courts, and taught those who sat on the stone benches. The school developed out of that of the Cynics (see Cynics). The leading Stoik in Athens about 300 B.C. was Zeno, a rich merchant from Syria, who lived to a great age (see Essenes). Kleanthes succeeded him when he died in 202 B.C. He regarded virtue as the “chief good,” saying that “it was both honest and profitable, but if followed for the sake of profit it ceased to be virtue.” He considered that “he only could be virtuous who lived in harmony with nature,” but this was a doctrine easily abused. The Stoik was unacquainted with speculations like those of the Epicureans, regarding them as unprofitable. He spoke only of virtue, and said that sickness and adversity leave the good man unmoved: he is a king, and a god, among men. The greatest of the Stoiks was the great Emperor Marcus Aurelius (160-180 A.D.), who died at the age of 59, and was adored with the household gods, while some declared that he appeared to them after death in visions (see Religion). The human sympathy of Aurelius was however not always characteristic of Stoiks. He used to say: “Do not take your whole life in your head at one time, nor burden yourself with the weight of the future, nor form an image of all possible, or probable misfortunes. . . . Remember that neither what is past, nor what is to come, need affright you, for you have only to deal with the present . . . and this (anxiety) is strangely lessened if you think of it singly and by itself” (Meditations). The same advice was given by Christ when he said “be not anxious for the morrow.”

The Stoiks believed that every great and good man is divinely inspired, and can often foretell the future correctly; but this was a departure from practical teaching which led to many errors, and they often failed to appreciate actual knowledge and science. The influence of the Stoiks—though condemned by such a writer as Tertullian—favoured the spread of early Christianity in Italy. But Renan says that “Stoiks mastered and reformed the empire, and presided over one of the fairest centuries of human history . . . whereas Christians, who mastered it from the time of Constantine, achieved its ruin” (Les Apôtres, p. 344). Mommsen considers it more than doubtful whether the countries constituting the empire are as wisely governed now as they were under Severus and Antoninus Pius, in the days of the Stoiks. Many Stoiks believed in ancient wonders and oracles, though they smiled at those asserted to exist in their own times. Some even said that “miracles prove there are gods, as medicine proves there are doctors”; “Surely we are not so vain as to think there is no being superior to man, especially when we see many things we do not under-
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stand... When we see a house, but know not the builder, we still know it was not built for him; how much more so when we see an universe with such wondrous agents in its parts? This is the old argument from design (see Agnostiks, Design, Materialism). Zeno thought that the round world might be a living, thinking being: "that which reasons is preferable to that which does not; so if the world, or universe, is preferable to all things it too much reason... It produces living and wise things, and is therefore living and wise; and, being the greatest giver of life and wisdom, this world must be a god." The intelligence of the world he called Pronoia or "providence"; but Zeno lacked the logical clearness of Aristotle. Stoikism was in its infancy in his time, but it grew in wisdom and stature like all things which have life or reality in them. Zeno, Kleanthes, and Krusippus, were a triad of great masters, but the teaching became gradually less dogmatic, down to the later days of the scientific Stoik Poseidonios about 135 to 64 B.C.

The Rev. Professor Bruce (Gifford Lect., 1897-1898) recognises an eastern element in early Stoik teaching which he regards as Semitic—an apathy which is more characteristic of Asia than of Europe. It was not merely the pursuit of virtue, but indifference to all earthly ambitions. Stoiks said that "happiness arises from the inward state of the heart, not from the outward lot: therefore should the Stoik treat as insignificant the outward ills of life." The cultured Seneca, and the pious Epictetus, argued that troubles and miseries are sent by God, and are necessary—as he has free-will—to chasten, and to perfect man. But these views have always proved a poor consolation to the afflicted, however much they may tend to justify the deity. The true Stoik did not speculate on the future. Unlike Sokrates he saw no objection to taking his own life; and both Zeno and Kleanthes are said to have done so. Seneca said: "If you do not wish to fight you can flee." Epictetus said: "God has opened the door, when things do not please you go out, and do not complain." Marcus Aurelius said: "If the room smokes I leave it." But the brave Sokrates said that the soldier must not desert his post. The Stoik was a founder of Roman civilisation, and a teacher of morality whose doctrine gave stability to the empire. Without this teaching Christianity, which began by teaching Stoik doctrines, such as those of the brotherhood of man, and of resignation in trouble, would not have emerged as the historical result of the great movements of thought in the first and second centuries of our era. The new faith, as developed in its 3d and 4th centuries, lacked the wisdom and magnanimity of its Stoik predecessor; the Romans did not persecute for conscience's sake, nor did they interfere with beliefs, unless they led to actions contrary to the laws of the State; whereas Christians, when they attained to power, persecuted all classes, and all of other creeds; and interfered through priests with family life (see Christ).

Stole. Greek stola, Latin stola, a name for a long garment such as was worn by women, priests, and others. It gradually became a scarf, and even, according to Dean Stanley, a handkerchief. Horace speaks of the stola as the effeminate robe of a voluptuary. In the early Catacomb pictures (of perhaps our 3d century) the Orantes, or "praying" figures, are shown with a long narrow scarf, or ribbon, over the shoulders, like a priest's stole (see also Talith, under Ephod).

Stones. See Dolmen, Galeed, Gilgal, Makka, Menhir. Under this head are included: (1) natural objects; (2) erect stones; (3) stone tables and chambers; (4) stone circles. These are of great importance in connection with the earliest religions of pre-historic, and uncivilised, man. Such "rude-stone monuments" are found all over the world, but are especially numerous in India, W. Asia, Europe, and N. Africa; the most famous examples being those of Moab, Tripoli—in N. Africa—Bretagne in France, Ireland, and Norway. These have been noticed in various articles (see Subject Index). The first stage was that of the worship of natural objects, such as rocks, stones, caves, trees, springs, or rivers. The artificial symbol—the erect stone—came later; and to the present day millions regard a natural peak, or rock, as more sacred than any monumental stone or image (see Lingam). Early pietists were very diffident in worshiping the work of their own hands. The idea of setting up a stone, or stones in a circle or heap, seemed to them a rejection of the great natural creations of the Unseen One. So Moses is represented to have been commanded concerning an altar: "thou shalt not build it of hewn stone, for if thou lift up thy tool upon it thou hast polluted it." (Exod. xx, 25). Such an altar was accompanied by twelve stones representing the tribes (Exod. xxi, 4) at Sinai, as well as at Gilgal (Josh. iv, 20), where they formed a rude-stone circle. It was a decided advance even to scratch solar symbols on such stones, or to suppose that the gods would leave their hills, groves, or waters to dwell in structures reared by man. Hence such shrines must be placed where gods were known to be already dwelling. Even Isaiah speaks of his God as the "Stir 'Anamim", or "Rock of Ages" (xxvi, 4), and the name Stor, or "rock," is one of the commonest titles of Yahveh in early Hebrew songs and psalms. A spirit dwelt in strange rocks, or in the erected stone, and it was the spirit, not the rock or stone itself,
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that was adored, as was the image carved later, on, or out of the early symbol. It was long before savage man attempted any such carvings. The stones themselves were alive (see Bethel), and the natives of the Torres Straits, and of Fiji, believed that goddesses brought forth sacred stones, and that stones themselves could beget others (see Journal Anthropol. Insti., Feb. 1890, p. 322). Miss Gordon Cumming (Fire Fountains, i, p. 40) says that "the sacred sympathetic black stone of Bantu never failed to give birth to a little stone when a chieftainess of high degree became a mother"; and that the sacred stones are as dear to Fijians as a doll to a child. "They are robed in feathers—miraculously so—and, when new gods are thought necessary, the deities are wrapped up together in a piece of tapa, and after a time this is unwound, when lo! a baby stone is found." This gradually grows in stature and divinity, as offerings are presented to it, such as arrowheads, nails, or bones. The stone heaps equally grow in time, as stones are added, resembling the Galleed of Jacob, or the great heaps of the valley of Mena near Makk." Tribes like the non-Aryan Tharus, and Bogshas, of upper India, place a vertical stone, or pole, on a mound before each house (see Mr Vaux, Journal R.I. Asiatic Soc., July 1885; and Calcutta Review, Jan. 1885).

Stones, like trees and other objects, symbolised strength, power, vitality, and all qualities prized by man in his early days. It is incorrect to speak of Yahveh as a "mere fetish stone" (Mr Grant Allen, Fortnightly Review, Jan. 1890) for, as Mr A. Lea said in reply (March 1890), the history of religions would thus be a blank. The stone was the symbol of an idea (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 531-535). The god existed before the image. Nor is it correct to regard such stones as merely monuments of the dead, or head-stones of graves, though the spirit of an ancestor often dwelt in a stone. The Greeks burned the dead, the Persians exposed corpses to dogs and birds, the Egyptians made mummies, the Scythians even, according to Lucian, ate the deceased. In none of these cases were head-stones to graves in use, yet in all there were sacred stones and circles, such as are common all over the world (see Khasia). The Hebrew Eben-zer, or "stone of help," was not funeral any more than that of Bethel. Hebrews, Phcenicians, Babylonians, and Akkedians, buried in deep rocky shafts, or other graves; but none of them would build a shrine in a place defiled by graves. Gudea, as early as 2800 B.C. (see Loh), especially states that the site of his temple was not so defiled. Nothing is more misleading than to speak of sacred stones as only grave-stones. Polynesians are great stone worshipers, but are not worshipers of the dead who, in Fiji, are deposited in filthy cemeteries, excepting in the case of kings, over whose graves a low grass hut is reared. In Hawaii corpses are hidden in caves, but the bones of chiefs, regarded as charms, are ground to powder and eaten. These savages call the sacred stones "great fathers," because they are emblems of reproduction, and not because they are regarded as ancestors.

Stone emblems are equally common among the Red Indians of America. Here also they have been wrongly regarded as symbols of "ancestor worship," instead of symbols of generation (see Leslie's Illustrated Journal, New York, 22nd Jan. 1887). A photograph represents a historic scene in Dakota, at the "Standing Rock Agency." In this we see the Sioux chief Fire-Cloud, dedicating the "Sacred Standing Rock of Peace and Plenty"—an ancient lingam set up on a stepped pedestal. It had been often moved from one place to another, but its final station was fixed by the government of the State, in a manner which would have roused the wrath of our Churches, if any Indian administrator had ventured thus to recognise a native lingam. The whites feared that "it was losing its civilising and pacifying influence on the Indians ... In order that it might be preserved as the sacred idol of the tribe, Major M'Laughlin the United States' agent agreed with the leading chiefs to place it on a pedestal, veiled; and on a given day, with prayers and thanksgiving, to unveil it to the sun god; and that ever after it should remain unmolested, and protected. This was done on 27th November 1886; the chiefs and their families, followed by the entire Indian population—over 5000—filed with reverential tread to the holy spot. Here for several hours they sat in council, discussing the history of the holy symbol; and showed much uneasiness as to who should be honoured with the duty of offering up prayers, and anointing it. All agreed that no sinful person, but only the purest of the tribe, could perform the sacred rites, lest the stone should lose some of its virtues. By the decision of 100 chiefs Fire-Cloud, of Fire-Heart's band, was chosen; but no Indian would remove the veil, and this was done by the United States' representative, who thereupon addressed the tribes, describing how and why the Government had interfered, namely because the historic "rock" was so sacred, and so often disturbed, that it was now fixed, and dedicated to the Great Spirit, to be guarded forever from the hands of sinful men, and preserved to the Indians' children's children, until all had reached the Happy Hunting Grounds, beyond the dark river. Then Fire-Cloud stepped forward, and anointed the stone with a paint brush, which he swung about, praying for peace, the purification of the Indian heart, forgiveness of sins and transgressions, abundance of rain and corn. He wound up by vowing to the Great Spirit that the Sioux
tribes would forever protect the holy standing stone. . . Then, with a few mystical wavings of the anointing brush, the people uprose, and returned to their homes with uplifted hands, chanting to the Great Spirit, and keeping time in the conventional Indian heel-and-toe dance."
The stone was 5 feet high, and (as commonly done in India) was said to have originally stood on its smaller end.

Among the Black-foot Indians of N.W. Canada we find sacred standing, and also sacrificial, stones, just as they are found in the "high places" (see Baniot) of Eastern Palestine. The Black-foot say that their rites have been handed down from pre-historic Talaks and Nahuans. The Government Inspector (see Journal Anthrop. Instit., Nov. 1885) says that "blood is still smeared on these stones, drawn from the bodies of the worshipers: that the deity is Toliil, the morning star, who came from the far North"—perhaps from N.E. Asia. The sacred number of these Indians is seven; they have 7 high gods, connected with 7 high hills, one rising 200 feet, like a pyramid, from the plain of the Red Deer river, and called the "hill of the blood sacrifice." On its summit is an enormous circular stone—like the Menesf Abu Zaid ("dish of Abu Zaid") described by Col. Conder in the Jordan valley, and compared with other Arab altars on which camels were sacrificed; or like others in India, and Polynesia. This Canadian example has long puzzled archaeologists. It is 14 feet in circumference and 15 inches thick; on its surface (as described by M. J. l'Heureux, plate vii, p. 161) is marked a crescent having above it a star, and a "sceptre" or phalrus; a double border of stars surrounds these emblems. It is clearly a sacrificial stone, and we have met with many such, on which were cup hollows, dots, circles, representations of the sun and moon. They may not be moved; but to rub against them is a cure for barrenness, just as Syrians laid themselves on the basalt stones of Hamath (carved with sacred Hittite votive texts) to cure many ailments.

Thus throughout the world we find stone phalli, sacrificial stones, and circles, where sacred rites are performed, and which are smeared with blood, or anointed with oil and milk. Pausanias (Boiotia, 192) says that: "the stone circle is with the Thebans the sacred serpent's head," and such shrines we have equally visited in Scotland, or among the Bhil mountains in India (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 91). Among Kelts we find the commonest words in this connection to be Méin "stone" (see Man), Méin-hir or "long stone," Clach (or leck) for a "loose stone," Maedan—not a "maiden" but a stone—usually on a rock or hill, Carr "rock," Frie or Friar a detached pillar-like rock or stone; Daun-mén—not "dancing men" as legend supposes—but "stone circles"; and Kist-vuena, "stone boxes" or dolmen chambers.

A few of the leading examples of Keltik monuments personally examined by the author may here be noticed. In the Orkneys a famous group of such remains exists, on either side of the narrow isthmus separating Loch Stennes, and Loch Haré, the latter to the north (see Rivers of Life, i, pp. 238, 290, plate vii). Our compass sketch was sufficient to mark the topography. The rocky margins of the sacred lakes are backed by shining fields, and moorlands, with a full view of the triple peaked Hoy, or "sacred island," behind which sinks the midsummer sun. Close to the isthmus, on the east, are the stones of Stennes circle, and the two outlying Odin stones, through one of which men and maid, or allies, joined hands swearing oaths. The parish church is to the N.E. in the line to the great sepulchral chamber of Maes How, supposed by Mr Fergusson to be a Scandinavian monument. Another stone circle, also with an outer pointer stone (now fallen) on the N.E. (the line of the midsummer sunrise) exists immediately W. of the isthmus, and further west are various "hows" (barrows or "hollow" mounds) with the great "Ring of Brogar," a circle in line due W. of Maes How. The swampy and unhealthy spot was re-cemented by a new faith when the Christian church was built on the site of an ancient N.E. "pointer stone," as Mr A. L. Lewis (see Journal Anthrop. Instit., May 1886, Nov. 1892) has shown, in the line of the midsummer sunrise from the centre of the eastern circle. Mr J. Ferguson (Rude-Stone Monuments) regards the surrounding "hows" as being all of them sepulchres of a later race, who found the sacred circles already in existence. The carved tracery in Maes How is of Norse style. Brogar circle is evidently later than those at the isthmus; it covers ½ acres, being 366 feet in diameter. The mound and ditch surround stones 7 to 15 feet high, and the interior—as at Arbor Low—is reached by a level causeway over the ditch. Maes How signifies the "great mound" and it is now about 38 feet high and 100 feet in diameter at the base. No doubt the Earls, or Earls, and other medieval chiefs, sought to be buried at an ancient sacred spot, and placed their treasures in the "how" chambers, and scratched their undeciphered runes on the walls. This "how" is said to be mentioned in an Icelandic saga. The spot is thought to have been haunted by "Haug lads," or evil spirits.

The Clava circles are a celebrated group on the right bank of the Nairn river in a once thickly wooded spot, between two famous moors—that to the west being Culloden. The three circles
lie E. and W. of each other S. of the river, and some 5 miles N.E. of Inverness. There are said to have been others, but in 1884 we could only distinguish three. They have central mounds, two of which include chambers each reached by a passage from the west. Each circle has pointer stones E. and W. of the centre, and outside, these being 7 to 11 feet high, and 10 to 15 feet in circumference. The circles thus appear to have been used—perhaps, as at Stennes, in later days—for the entombment of chiefs. And here also a Christian oratory has been found, at the W. end of the group, as also at Fodart or at Dalcross.

The Dalcross Mut Hills (or places of assembly for the tribes), with their tumuli, are a few miles N.E. of Dalcross Castle. The parish church stands E. of the principal mound. Three miles S.E. of Inverness, below Leys Castle, is the small Leys stone circle surrounded by a grove. It is remarkable for its double ring of stones, which are of great size, its central altar, and its great “pointer” outside the circle on the west: this is 10 feet high. A farmhouse on the E. is said to have used up a second “pointer” in that direction, as well as several stones from the circles. The Fodart Stones lie due E. and W. of the parish church of Fodart, near Strathpeffer in Ross-shire. They are said to have been brought there by gods or demons, just as the “giant stones” in N. Donegal are said to have been hurled by giants. The W. stone at Fodart is a “covenant” stone, where oaths were sworn: it has on its side two well marked cup hollows—like those found in Moabite standing stones at Ammán by Col. Conder in 1881. These cups are on the E. and W. faces of the stone, 2 feet from the ground, and they are 6 to 10 inches deep, and twice this in diameter. The church seems to occupy the site of some ancient circle between these “pointer” stones, which are said to have been worshipped within the memory of living persons, though they are now hard to find in dense shrubbery. The site lies in the centre of a rich valley, at the junction of two streams which, as the Peffer, flow into Cromarty Firth. It nestles at the base of Ben Wyvis, the “Hill of Storms,” N. of the Pictish fort on Knock Farl, at the seaward end of the long fir-clad range of the Cat’s Back. Many strange legends cling to the hills and lakes, where sacred stones, and tumuli, are numerous. One of the many islets of Loch Ousie, at the foot of Knock Farl, has a magic “wishing stone,” where wishes are made, and vows paid. Further up the Strathpeffer valley, at the foot of the spur, in the grounds of Castle Leod, there was another mysterious stone; and one at Klah-tionda (“the

stone of turning”), with yet another called the Munro (or Muro) stone on which an eagle is rudely scratched, with the sun, moon, and lily (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 261, fig. 258). Muro is a word attached to such stones as far as Shapinahay in Orkney. In the pass leading to Ben Wyvis is a remarkable stone covered with cup, and other, markings, and throughout the district, according to guide-books, are found “whorls, sling-balls, barley stones, flint weapons, and tumuli.” The “barley stone” is a Yoni emblem, just as barley is a female symbol in the Arabian Nights Tales.

The Clach-na-cuddin is the “city stone” of Inverness, which we carefully examined in its recent site. It was sacred to Scots and Picts alike, both of whom called themselves its sons. The word Cuddin had a female significance according to the Rev. N. McAlpine (Gaelic Dict.), but it is now only a battered fragment, built into the façade of the City Chambers of Inverness, and parted from that “sacred apple tree,” where lovers used to plight their vows. In this old Highland capital we found the “band” still carved over the main doorway of the new Episcopal church (see Hand). Turning S. towards Lindoere Abbey we found the Mugdrum shaft on Tayside, in a pretty garden in Fife (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 444, fig. 178); ii, p. 231, fig. 244, Polynesian Stones; it is singularly like some Polynesian examples. Yet Mugdrum was a “station of the Cross” on the pilgrim route to Lindores, in a wooded headland by the river near Newburgh. The Lindores stone (close to the village) is on the roadside by the abbey. The Lindores stone (close to the village) is on the roadside by the abbey, and here the village maids and youths murmured their wishes (see Mr Lang, Lindores Abbey, 1876). The region abounds also with “swearing wells”; and among other “wishing stones” (p. 164) was the slender shaft, 9 inches in diameter and 8 feet high, which stood before the ancient church of Newburgh. The great crag above is topped by a Pictish “vitrified fort”; and a serpent mound (see Serpent) occurs here (p. 326), as at Loch Nell, the eyes and scales being very distinctly marked. In this district the “Coucher’s Knowe” was a fair for the Keltic guardians of the sanctuary of Cross Macduff (according to Sir J. Skene), and it included nine sacred wells (pp. 329, 349). Sir Walter Scott says that there was an inscription “on the Macduff cross, which could not be read in his days; and whoever worshipped here heard words spoken to him, and saw strange visions.”

The Loch Nell memorials, near Oban (Rivers of Life, i, p. 288), stand on a knoll at the narrow mouth of Glen Lonain, not far from the famous serpent mound, apostrophised by our friend Prof. Blackie. This region also is full of “Druid” monuments, with strange hiero-
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by a sacred tree; and due W. of this is the Arthur's Table (see Arthur). The Calder (or "caldron") stones stand on a moor four miles from Liverpool; the circle is 23 feet in diameter, with stones 2½ to 6 feet high; many of these have cup markings, connected by ducts for the libations poured on the stone; there are no less than 36 near the base of the largest stone. No sepulchral remains exist here, and the whole "had a purely religious significance" (Liverpool Arch. Assoc., August 1887). Sir J. Picton derives the name Calder from the Anglo-Saxon Cældr for "sorcery." Mr A. L. Lewis has made specially valuable researches regarding the astronomy of the subject (Journal Anthrop. Insti.; November 1892), studying all the examples he could visit within 200 miles of London. He found the "pointer" stones outside circles to be, in 15 cases, directed (from the centre of the circle) towards sunrise on the longest day of the year, or towards the N.E.; in seven cases to sunrise at the winter solstice, in six cases towards the winter solstice sunset, in two cases due west, in three due east, and in four cases due south. In all instances they served to measure the length of the solar year, as notably at Stonehenge. A letter quoted by this writer was penned by the Rev. Dr Garden, professor of Theology at Aberdeen (1861 to 1700), and shows that such monuments were, in his time, still regarded as having been places of worship and sacrifice.

"Holed stones" have ever been regarded as charms, and the Cornish Men-an-tol, like the Odin stone, is pierced in this manner, and stands between two other stones in a line bearing S.E. and N.W. Persons still secretly perambulate these, or push their limbs through the hole to cure disease: others will lie all night with head or feet tied to such lingams. Thus in India men crawl under the carved elephant of Indra, or the boar of Vishnu. Mr Mould saw a sailor at Weymouth tying a holed stone to the prow of his craft as a charm; and holed stones are used in the Scilly Islands as "betrothal stones," the pair clasping hands through a block of granite; while the "healing stone" of the Madron group is called the "creeping stone," as the sick crawl through it (see English Folk-Lore, 1884, p. 25). Mr Elsworth mentions many "holed stones and holy flints" in Somerset and Dorset, as well as near Amalfi in S. Italy. Col. W. Martin (Pagan Ireland, 1895) speaks of holed stones all over Ireland, some holes being 2 or 3 ft. wide, some only large enough to admit a finger. Peasants are wont to "pass through holes in rocks" near Ennis in Clare, and elsewhere. In a Cambridge print (The Scouring of the White Horse, p. 103) a stone with some curious holes in it is noticed as still extant at Uffington in 1859. It was under an oak tree before the inn; each
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glyphs, cup marks, Thor's hammers (or Svaatikas), roses, and suns
(Dr Angus Smith, Lock Eitve). England and Wales, however, contain
many similar remains, such as "Long Meg and her daughters," in
Cumberland, which we sketched in 1881. Tradition says that they
were pagan witches, turned to stone by a saint as they danced—a
common legend—and hard by is a "wishing well" (see Rivers of Life,
ii, p. 284). This shrine is at Kirk-oo-Wold, near Skalkeld, or 7½
miles N.E. of Penrith, also famous for its circle. The oval measures
300 ft. E. and W., by 300 ft. N. and S. "Long Meg" is the great
"pointer" stone on the S.W.; and a line thence through the centre of
the circle cuts a large N.E. menhir, placed in the direction of the
midsummer sunrise. The line, if produced, cuts the peaks of Skiddaw.
Long Meg is 250 ft. from the centre, and 80 ft. from the circum-
ference of the ring; it weighs some 20 tons, being 13½
high, and said to be sunk 6 ft. into the ground; the base is
15 ft. round, and the stone is of a kind which cannot, it is said,
be found elsewhere within 30 miles. Mr Lewis (Journal Anthrop.
Inst. May 1886), has written fully of this monument, and on those
of Swines-head, and Keswick circle, not far off. We have described
the latter (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 236), and Mr Lewis sees no reason
to believe it to be sepulchral. The rays of the rising sun struck on it
from a triple summit, as they fall on the Hoare Stone, in Shropshire,
from Pen-maen-maur ("the hilltop of the great stone") or as the
triple summit of the Eildon hills is the centre connected with sacred
circles near. Mr C. W. Dymond has carefully illustrated and
described the circles and menhirs of Cumberland and Westmoreland,
such as the Gunner Keld circle, near Shap, in the latter county; or
that of Eskdale moo (100 ft. in diameter), with its five enclosed
"barrows" or mounds; or the Swinside circle near Broughton, which
is 92 ft. in diameter. He also gives a full account (Somerset Arch.
Soci. Journal) of the important remains at Stanton Drew, about
six miles S. of Bristol; and he elsewhere describes the Cornish
circles; the Madron circle, of "nine maidens" (or stones); the Bolet
of 19; the St Buryan, Chun, and Tregeseal circles; the Men-skriña
("inscribed stone"); the Chun, Lanyon, and Trethevy cromlechs, and
the Men-an-tol or "holed stone." Mr Rivett Carnac (Journal Bengt
Ri. Asiatic Soc'y. 1879) compares the stone monuments of India,
such as the Kamá Lingam in the Himalayas, with those of Europe
and Africa, and describes the monoliths on the snowy heights of
Pandakati, 5000 feet above the sea, to which childless wives made
pilgrimages.

The Penrith, or Mayburgh, circle presents a central monolith
hole was covered with a piece of wood secured by a chain and padlock. These being removed young men, and their sweethearts, stooping down blew into the holes, which made a “dull moaning sound” from which certain auguries were derived. Women and flocks were also supposed to be protected by charms called “mothering stones,” or “breeding stones,” which were conglomerates, or puddingstones, believed—just as we have seen to be credited in Polynesia—to be capable of developing pebbles into boulders. The Rev. Dr Isaac Taylor found one in Essex: “a water-worn block of sandstone which... had a pebble within it as big as an acorn,” which he was assured by a peasant might be removed, “when the mother stone would at once... incubate another” (Notes and Queries, 22nd June 1895; Leicester County Folk-Lore, 1895, i, p. 63). Other stones are used for healing, as at Christ Church in Monmouthshire, where the “Colmer stone” is found in the chancel. In 1770 more than 16 children were laid on it to be healed, but in 1800 only 6 or 7: in 1803 Dr Donovan found a man stretched on it (Notes and Queries, Nov. 10th, 1800, p. 370).

Such customs are now described as “Folk-Lore,” but represent the religion of the past. Many legends gather round these sacred places; the “Boleit Pipers” stand up some 15 ft. above ground, and we were assured on the spot that they were men “turned to stone, because they piped to the 19 maidens on Sunday.” They were still secretly visited by youths and girls, and libations of milk were offered to them, with dances, songs, and parambulations, by those who there plighted troth. The Logan, or “rocking,” stones must be noticed in the same connection. They are naturally or artificially balanced stones on rocks, said to have been placed by giants or demons, and approached with fear by worshipers. Rites of circumambulation and sacrifice occurred near them, and the toppling over of such a stone presaged dire misfortune, as Lieut. Goldsmith of the Royal Navy found in 1824, when he had overthrown the great Logan rock at Landsend: he was required to replace it, which cost him all he possessed, for it weighed 66 tons, being 17 ft. long, and 32 ft. in girth. The “logging” or “rocking” was due to natural wearing away of the exposed corners of the base. The movements of the stone were supposed to answer the questions of the worshiper, and to show the acceptance, or denial, of his prayer. We have seen supposed Buddhists so worshiping at Kailtto (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 314).

A wealth of literature connected with “lithology,” or study of rude-stone monuments, has grown up; and the ancient lingams of Europe are often enshrined in Christian churches, as at Larnaka in Cyprus, or in Spain (see Rivers of Life, plate xv; Athenaeum, 15th Sept. 1888). Protestant Kelts have placed sacred stones in their chapels “for preservation”; and Scottish Calvinists still clear the moss and weeds from the old stones of their fathers. Torch processions, and Bel-tein rites, are still reported to occur at sacred circles, in the Hartz Mountains, and the Apennines, as well as at Braemar.

More than 20 years ago we pointed out the relation of the “pointer” stone, or “Friar’s Heel,” at Stonehenge to the “altar-stone” in the centre of the circle, as denoting the direction of sunrise on the 21st June, at the summer solstice. The photograph by Mr Barker, taken at 3.45 A.M. on that day in 1891, is described in the English Mechanic (10th July 1891), where Mr Barker says that there can now be “no further room for doubt as to the special orientation of the sentinel stone.” The photograph shows the sun risen about 1/8 of the disk, and behind the top of the “pointer” stone, not quite centrally but a little towards the right. [Various attempts have been made to calculate the age of Stonehenge, from a change in the angle of the ecliptic (about 12 minutes in 1400 years) in this connection; but the results are discordant, varying between 500 A.C. and 1680 B.C., the latter being the conclusion of Sir Norman Lockyer, and Mr F. C. Penrose, F.R.S. The editor, having examined Stonehenge, was led to conclude that the great tri-lithons could not be very early examples of such monuments. They are hewn blocks; and the stone hinges, whence the monument is named, are stone “dowels.” Fitting into corresponding hollows, to keep the capstones in place—this represents a considerable advance on other rude-stone monuments. The surrounding circular trench is evidently late, since British tombs were destroyed in digging it. The inner “horseshoe” of “blue stones,” which has its opening towards the “pointer,” might no doubt be older. The outer Sarsen blocks of grit were brought from a distance; and the three which fell in 1797 weighed together 70 tons. This represents considerable mechanical appliances on the part of the architects. There can be no doubt of the intention with which the “pointer” was erected; but the calculation of date is beset with difficulty: for the altar-stone in the horseshoe is not the centre of the circle; and the Friar’s Heel itself is not perfectly perpendicular. Admitting that the observation is correct, a settlement in the foundation of the pointer—such as commonly occurs in such monuments—makes the exactness of the line somewhat doubtful.—Ed.] The original monument has been supposed to date from about 400 B.C.; but the ancient Druids, who set up the “pointer” by eye, to mark the furthest northern line of sunrise, may possibly have readjusted its position after the Romans left Britain, or about 400 A.C. The photo-
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graph was well reproduced in France, and an electrotype kindly supplied to the author (see *La Nature*, 12th Sept. 1891).

Stonehenge originally formed a circle 100 ft. in diameter, of 30 monoliths with huge lintel stones. Some of the uprights have in them holes made to receive offerings or libations. Within these Sarsens was a smaller and ruder circle of “blue stones,” of which few now remain. Within this again the horseshoe consisted of 10 monoliths, forming five great tri-lithons: an inner horseshoe of “blue stones” has the altar-stone at the centre of its curve. Thus the ruder circle and horseshoe appear to be each duplicated, and enclosed, by the mighty Sarsen tri-lithons. The whole monument is enclosed in an earthwork 300 ft. in diameter. The line from the altar-stone to the Friar’s Heel, through the axis of the monument and centre of the horseshoe, points to a fairly flat plateau, behind which the sun rises. The great extent of Salisbury plain round the shrine somewhat dwarfs its effect, and it is only when standing under the monoliths—some 15 ft. high—that the great size of the blocks is appreciated. Only half the outer Sarsen circle remains, the stones that fell in 1900 having been replaced, and those which fell in 1797 being the three forming the western tri-lithon of the outer horseshoe. The Sarsens were found to extend only some 3 ft. beneath the surface; and the Friar’s Heel is apparently not more deeply founded.

The “pointer” stones of such circles as a rule are directed about 50° east of north from the centre of the circle, as the author has noted in his sketch-books on the spot in various cases, and as Mr A. F. Hutchinson has subsequently shown (*Journal Stirling Arch. Soc.*., April 1893). The worship of holy stones, rocks, and wells, in Ireland is described in many publications referring to all parts of the island. The custom of “passing through” holes in such rocks and stones still survives, and is very fully described in 1836 in the case of St Declan’s rock (Mr P. D. Hardy, in the records of the Royal Irish Arch. Soc.). This rite took place on 23rd December each year, at Ardmore in the county of Waterford. Thousands of half-naked persons of both sexes then assembled, on the W. shore of Ardmore bay, and 1100 were seen, in 1836, crawling on their faces through the hole, as described by a correspondent of the *Roman Catholic Expositor*. A reverend gentleman present stood by and exclaimed: “O great is their faith.” The rock flew over the sea from Rome, bearing the bell for St Declan’s church, and vestments for the saint himself. A human skull, placed on the headstone of his tomb, was venerated as that of this local patron, and to it the people bowed, believing that it watched their penance, and visiting the grave at the conclusion of the ceremonies.

The rite can only be accomplished at low tide; and on the saint’s day the accumulated sand is scooped away. The sacred stone rests on little natural pillars of rock. The passage is some 4 ft. long, and the devotee crawling through rises on his knees, and strikes his back thrice against the stone. He then walks back over the sharp stones, on his knees which are bare and often bleeding, and the creeping through is repeated again twice by each person. The bare-kneed women are said to have been even more careless of pain than the men. Nor is this a solitary case, for the pilgrimage to the summit of Croagh Patrick was performed in the same way on bare knees, while yet more severe rites of penance belonged to St Patrick’s purgatory at Lough Derg in Donegal (see *Purgatory*). On the isle of Howth is the holed stone called “Finn’s Quoit”; and rites of worship attached to a dolmen on the “Venus Mont” hard by, the result being certainly (according to the Irish guide) a “double increase of family” (Mr A. L. Lewis, *Journal Anthropol. Inst.*, November 1879).

Mr Lewis also notices many “phallic rites” and traditions, at such sites as that of the “Druid Stones near Killiney” under a mountain surmounted by an obelisk; or at “the Carrick mines in the Druid’s glen, like the Pías Newyyd in Anglesea.” He compares the New Grange tumulus, between Navan and Drogheda—the largest domed chamber in Ireland—with the chambered tumulus of Gavrinis (see Forbes Leslie, *Early Races*; Mr Coffey, *Tumuli*; and *Transactions Rl. Irish Academy*, xxx, 1). New Grange, with the Dowth, and Knowth tumuli, is on the N. bank of the Boyne, 6 miles above Drogheda, and these were all plundered by the Danes in our 9th century. New Grange was described in 1699 by Mr Llwyd of the Ashmolean Museum, being a mound 250 ft. in diameter, and 44 ft. high, the chamber stones being 8 to 10 ft. long. Beside this tomb there was a circle of large stones of which only 12 remain. The passage (on the S.E.) is 62 ft. long, roofed and walled with large slabs. In the central chamber, which is 20 ft. high, stood a slender stone—a lingam—about 5 or 6 ft. high; and another monolith was erected on the top of the mound.

The cups and rings found on such sacred rocks and stones have received much study. They occur everywhere, and, in Moah, Col. Conder found those on dolmens often connected together by channels. There is no doubt that they were, as they still are, connected with the pouring of libations of blood, milk, and other liquids on the stones. The Rev. A. G. Jones found cup markings in the Kushan hills of Shantung, in N.E. China (*Athenaeum*, 26th June 1886), where, says Prof. R. K. Douglas, are also “remarkable sculptures representing
mythological ideas unknown in other parts of China, and with a strange resemblance to the sculptures of Egypt and Assyria." The shrine of Kwan-yin here crowns the great granite cone which rises 200 feet above the rest of the mountain: "it is a wild, awe-inspiring spot, and just the place to favour the rudest worship." Emperors used once to offer sacrifices to the 2k5 or spirit of this natural lingam. Mr Jones found circular, and hemispherical, holes on its rocks and stones: and from E. Asia, perhaps, the custom passed on to America: for similar markings occur from the upper reaches of the Red River, in Canada, to the "cañones" of Colorado and Rio Grande, and all over Mexico and Peru (see U.S. Geog. Survey, 1881). The cup markings of India, N. America, and Scotland have been compared (Scottish News, Nov. 1886), especially those of the Silurian rocks of Wigtonshire (see also Journ. Scot. Ant. Soc., for papers by Sir J. Simpson, and those of Alnwick described by writers on "Northumberland Stones" in 1865.) Mr Hamilton (Scottman, 8th Dec. 1887) compares the "prehistoric etchings" of the most rugged parts of the Sierra Nevadas, described by F. L. Clarke (San Francisco Examiner, 6th Nov. 1887), with the cup and ring marks near Howell Farm in Kirkcudbright. The central cup was here chipped out of the rock by some sharp pointed instrument, and in some cases as many as seven concentric circles were carved round it: these markings are often covered over by moss or turf. At High Banks farm, Mr Hamilton found 650 separate carvings, in a piece of glaciated rock, measuring only 10 by 6 feet. A central cup, with three concentric rings, was surrounded by 200 smaller cups. Similar carvings occur at Balmae, Galtway, Tours, Townhead, Castlecreavie, Griblae, Senwick and Auchenay, in the same vicinity. Many also occur elsewhere in "earthfast rocks" (see Rivers of Life, i. p. 91), and Mr Rivett Carmac was told, at Kamon and elsewhere in India, that such cup and dot markings "symbolised Siva." In certain parts of Germany it was customary to bore cup-shaped depressions into the walls of churches, for good luck, or as swearing places. Such a hole occurs in a pillar of St Sophia in Constantinople below a "red hand," and it is said to have been made by countless worshippers placing their fingers on the spot. The dust from such hollows was used for philtres, and water thence was a febrifuge. Prof. Desor notices such symbols and rites in the Canton Vallais in Switzerland (Berlin Anthrop. Journal, 1878): he also speaks of them in the church of Vonnas near Bourg, in the French Department of Ain, where the great stone called "La Pierre de St Loop" is constantly scraped for such purposes. On other French rude-stone monuments the depression is a "footprint," as on the rocks of Bohuslein in Sweden, the dolmen of Arzon in Morbihan, or the "Pierre aux Dames" in Guernsey—an island full of holy stones and of prehistoric tomb chambers (see Foot and Pad).

Baron von Hügel (Travels in Kashmir and Panjab) describes many lingam stones near a sacred well of Isilamabâd, which Mr Aynsley regards as representing an older faith than that of Buddha; but Guernsey sailors equally doff their hats to "Le bon homme Andrelot," a high conical rock on the S.E. promontory. Further information is given by the Rev. R. Munro (Illustr. London News, 6th Sept, 1890) as to the cup and ring marks of Dumfriesshire. At Duntocher, under the turf, one of the circles was 37 inches in diameter. At Bowling, cups with concentric circles also occur on rocks. The "elstones," "needles," "buttons" and "stones of the dead," in Scandinavia, Switzerland, and Scotland alike, chiefly belonged to races who were as yet in the stage preceding any knowledge of metals. Milk, eggs, and other food were placed in such hollows at certain seasons; and in Prussia sterility and disease were believed to be so cured. In Sweden the custom of pouring milk libations into the cup hollows in rocks is said to be still extant. The worship of stones was forbidden in the 6th century by the Council of Tours, and by the Archbishop of Canterbury; in the 7th by the Council of Nantes; in the 10th by the Saxon king Edgar; and in the 11th by the Danish Canute; yet it continued more or less till the 17th century in various parts of Europe, while in the British Isles sacrifices and dances, at famous Menhirs, were customary even down to the 19th century. In the Edda we read of oaths taken before "the sacred white stone." At Tromsö, in Finnmark, a bishop threw such a stone into the river, because the people persisted in adoring it: another, in the island of Daunie, near Heligoland, was venerated on the summit of a sacred mountain. Orate stones in India are emblems of Pârâvati, and we have found them buried in tumuli in Afghanistan. Bishop Shöning in Norway, in the 18th century, spoke of two stones with a rounded, and a convex top respectively, at the farm of Qualset, in the Telemarken district. They were much revered, placed on "seats of honour," "bathed regularly with milk and butter, and at Christmas watered with fresh beer." M. du Chaillu has described such remains all over Norway. Mr Aynsley figures another sacred stone, at Pont l’Abbé in Brittany, which is 10 feet high—a conical monolith 4 feet in diameter at the base and 18 inches at the apex, said to be engraved with figures of Hercules, Mercury, Mars, Venus, and Adonis. Others stand in the churchyards of St Martin in Guernsey, and of Catel, the latter having once been placed in the chancel.
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These—like the rude hermai of Greece or of Tertiary—have bosses like breasts on the sides. Even the polished "cobs," or stone axes, are used as phallic emblems set on end under sacred trees, as Mr Rivett Carnac remarks (see Man). The Romans also swore by their "stone Jove," and seven sacred stones are said to have surrounded an ancient temple at Erech in the S. of Babylonia.

Another class of such stones, best known in Britain, are the "city stones" which are the central lingams in towns (see Rood). Mr J. R. Allen gives a long list of the sculptured stones of this kind in Scotland (see Scot. Antiq. Soc'y. Proc., 1889-1890). London, too, like Makka, had its "black stone" mentioned in a popular sketch by Mr Grant Allen (Longman's Mag., Feb. 1891). It still remains, protected by an iron grille in a niche of the wall of St Within's Church in Canon Street. It once stood opposite, where the great station is now built, beside the old highway of Watling Street, close to the Roman Wall. It belonged to the old Folk-mote, or place of assembly and justice; and, during Jack Cade's rebellion of 1450, Mortimer touched this stone with his sword saying "Now is Mortimer lord of this city." At Bovey Tracey on Dartmoor every new mayor must ride round the city stone, and must touch it respectfully with hand, or wand of office, after which youths and maidens used to kiss it, and perhaps still do so (see Danda). Mr Ellis (Village Communities) and Mr G. L. Gomme, have shown that all early peoples erected such a stone when founding a new town, and officials in various parts of Europe must still make offerings at such stones once or more times in the year (see London and Middlesex Arch. Journal, v, p. 282; Indian Antiq, ii, p. 66; Biddulph, Tribes of Hindo-Kouk; Forbes Leslie, Early Races). Mr Lofthouse supposes the London stone to have been in the heart of the Roman citadel, and it was regarded as a mile-stone because all distances were thence measured. It remained an honoured palladium in the Middle Ages, like its rival the coronation stone of Westminster, and the first mayor was named "Henry of London Stone," being of necessity "of the Parish of St Within, and Valley of Wall-brooke," as a true guardian of the sacred emblem. It was also a "wishing stone," and men and maidens plighted troth thereat, and walked or danced round it. As London extended it included other such stones: for each market town had its central symbol (see Leland's Collectanea, 1770, p. 76). Such was the sacred post of Billinggate, which all men used to salute, and which heavily laden porters touched: according to Bagford an image had once stood here. "St Paul's Stamp" (Brand, Pop. Antiq., see Notes and Queries, 3rd December 1892) was so called as late as 1715, and became St Paul's Cross in the N.E. corner of St Paul's Churchyard. It was famous in Reformation history, and the base was uncovered in 1887 (see Mr J. B. Marsh, St Paul's Cross). Here, as early as 1191, William Fitz-Osbert dared to say "that kings had no divine right to govern wrongly." In 1329 youths were here sworn subjects before the mayor and magistrates. The ancient symbol was stricken by lightning early in the 15th century; but, restored by the bishop, it continued to be the centre of London life till razed to the ground by Puritans in 1644. In 1852 another stone, with a runes text and a Norse design of interlaced animals, was found on the S. side of St Paul's (Prof. Westwood, Rl. Arch. Soc'y., 4th Feb. 1853): it was then built into the wall above the spot where it stood (Notes and Queries, 6th April 1901, p. 269).

The city stone of Exeter was in the centre of the Green at Kinston, and "to it a bull is still tied on the annual fair-day, and baited by bulldogs" (Athenæum, 28th Aug. 1891). The "treaty stone" of Limerick, and that before the Town Hall of Inverness, are examples of city stones. Observant travellers constantly remark on the similarities of such monuments in different parts of the world. Their antiquity is often shown by the changes which have occurred since they were erected, as at Erlian near Vannes, in the Gulf of Morbihan, where the sacred circles are now submerged, near the great tumulus of Gav-Innis, by Pen-be ("the head of the tomb"), and the broken obelisk 60 ft. high, or the pillar 42 ft. high at Plouarez (see Sketch, 12th July 1899). The Breton remains indeed, as described in this newspaper, are more wonderful than those of Britain. They survive among the heath lands of the Morbihan district, including splendid examples of menhirs, dolmens, circles, tumuli, and "alignments," or long rows of memorial stones, such as Colonel Conder also found at El Moreight ("the smeared" stones) in Moab. They include the Gênant de Kerdër, an obelisk 20 ft. high, and the three groups of Lo Mennek ("stones"), Kernario, and Kerlescarn. The first has eight lines of stones, and the others have three each. These Carnac examples are illustrated by those of Hardwar in Upper India; and they indicate the presence of pilgrims whose separate memorial stones were thus arranged. Local legends speak of them as ambuscade dancers turned to stone, and Breton childless wives still touch the Gêant de Kerdër, while offerings of fruit and flowers are laid at the foot of other menhirs; and priests still strive to hallow them with crosses. The finest dolmens of this district include the "Table des Marchands" at Loc Mariouer, a long chamber, like those of Guernsey which proved (on excavation) to be tribal cemeteries: the length is 35 ft.; the side stones are 16 ft. high; and near it is the huge monolith 78 ft. high, and 13 ft. girth at its base.
Stones

Sacred menhirs were connected with rain like "water crosses" (see Cresces): such were the Arab Ḥujr ʾl Muʾr or "stone of rain," or the Latin Lapis Martialis, which was prayed to for rain: the latter became the "baton of St Martial." Menhirs also often stand in front of a dolmen, and sometimes these represent a symbol with its accompanying altar. Mr J. Ferguson (Rude-Stone Monuments, p. 306) describes the "sentinel stone of Oroust" in Sweden, which so stands before a dolmen; Col. Conder gives another instance from Mr Gilboa in Lower Galilee; and at the circle of El h-Maregháh in Moab he found a central group of menhirs, and a dolmen gate to the circle (see Heth and Moab). Col. G. Austen regards recumbent stones at the base of the menhirs of the Khasia hills, in India, as symbols of the female principle (Journal Anthrop. Inst., 1871, p. 122). "Stones, wells, and holy trees," were vainly denounced by Charlemagne, as they had been ever since the Council of Arles in 432 A.D. Quite recently a bride was led from the church at Bamburgh, in Northumberland, to the "petting stone," to be jumped, or lifted, over it for good luck (Notes and Queries, 5th Jan. 1901), and Mr Norman adds that the same custom is "still observed at Holy Island, or Lindisfarne, but has recently died out at Kylloe, and Belford. The 'petting stones' used to stand at the entrance of the church." So also the lingam which the bride salutes in India stands before the temple; but "at Bamburgh only a low stool is now placed near the church door for the occasion"; that at St Mary's in Holy Island has been moved to the E. window, and is popularly supposed to have belonged to a cross. So also the obelisk at Rudstone Church in Yorkshire (see Rivers of Life, ii. p. 73, plate ix.), which is 25 feet high, and was brought from the Whitby moors 30 miles to the N., in spite of its weight of some 50 tons, has been removed from its position as a "pointer," to the altar. In France there appear to be upwards of 6,000 of these rude-stone monuments (Athenaeum, 4th Dec. 1886), one at St Agnan being a dolmen on which a human figure is sculptured, while a second close by is called "the Ass's Back," with deep cavities in the stones (to hold offerings) as at Stonehenge and elsewhere. In the neighbouring department of Saône et Loire there are two "rocking stones," like those of Cornwall, on one of which a human bust is sculptured. The "Roche aux Loups" near Lormes, which Dr Jacquinot regards as a sacrificial altar, with another called the "fox's house" in the same neighbourhood, present the same cavities in the side stones of the dolmen; and these are common in other countries also.

Stone circles are noticed in the Rig Veda, as when we read: "I place this circle of stones for the living: it is a heap which can keep death at a distance" (Mr Wallhouse, Journal Anthrop. Inst., 27th Feb. 1877). In St Domingo a circle 2,270 feet in circumference contained a central image worshipped till recently (Athenaeum, 31st May 1851), and many other examples from Mexico, India, and Europe are described in the publications above noticed.

Stork. In mythology there is little difference between the stork and the heron; but in the West the stork is a welcome spring visitor. The Hebrews called it the Khantith (Jer. viii, 7) or "pious bird," as Arabs call it the "little pilgrim," returning from his southern pilgrimage. The Syrians hold it as sacred as do the Danes and Germans. The latter put white vessels on the roofs of farm houses, hoping that storks will make nests therein. The storks bring children, and are supposed to destroy evil snakes, as well as toads and frogs; and to manifest filial piety. Russians connect them with the fox and the woodcock.

Strawberry. This sweet red fruit was sacred to Venus, and grows wild in Italy, but the Madonna excludes from heaven the children of mothers who eat strawberries: such mothers of dead children must at least not eat them before St John's day the 24th June.

Stundists. An earnest evangelical sect founded by German Protestants, in Russia, about 1855 to 1865. They are so called as observing so many stated "hours" in the week, for devotions. The first preacher was a poor Russian of Osnova, Michael Rotoshny, called Onishchenko, who was converted from an evil life by hearing the gospel read. He became a shoemaker, and learned to read himself. In 1877 "the famous Sutaev" established the sect, which now numbers several millions (Daily News, 24th Nov. 1887). They have gradually simplified their creed, and their religion now consists in practical goodness of life, with reading of the New Testament and prayer, as far as constant persecution permits. Mr Lanin (Contempay. Review, Jan. 1892) says that from the day of conversion till death the Stundist sinks his individuality in that of humanity generally, believing in the brotherhood of man. They think that Christ is still wandering among millions of planets, teaching by word and example. Discord is the root of all sins, and he who follows the law of love finds life full of charm, while death has for him no terrors. Stundists do not merely distribute their money and goods: they will mow hay for the prisoner or the sick, reap his corn, repair his hut, and care for his children. Crime is almost unknown among them, as even the Ortho-
Stupa

dox Greek Church has to admit. Yet they say: “It is not I who work, but God within me: we must live for others and die to self.” Their papers—such as the Week—discourage even innocent pleasures, and aim at converting even orthodox priests. They are nevertheless bitterly persecuted.

Stupa. See Chaitya. A “station” or shrine. The word is corrupted to “Tope” by Europeans.

Su. See Sa.

Su. See Siva: an ancient word meaning “to join.” [Akkadian su “tie”; Aryan su, sīva “sew”; Hebrew šaron “to fit”; Arabic sawa “joined”; Finnic sawo “weave.”—En.]

Su. Sanskrit: “well.” Greek eu.

Subanda. See Kamārla. An energetic reformer, and worshiper of Siva, about 590 to 620 B.C. He was successful in suppressing Buddhism and Jainism (see Mr Justice Telang, Journal Bombay Rl. Asiatic Soc., xlix, in 1892).

Subhadra. The sister of Krishna, and wife of Arjuna.

Su-brāhmāṇya. A form of Siva, the father of Kartikeya.

Suchi. Sanskrit: “pure,” “gentle.” A term applied to the sun, moon, and planet Venus (see Kartika).

Suddhodana. See Buddha.

Sudra. The fourth great caste: that of the agriculturists who spring from the feet of Brahma.

Suetonius. A literary Roman advocate, the son of a tribune, born about 54 B.C. He was a great friend of the younger Pliny, who obtained favours for him from Trajan. He appears also to have known Tacitus; and his chief work was “the lives of the Caesars,” written about 117 A.D.—the year in which Hadrian succeeded Trajan as emperor. The allusions to Christians in Suetonius show much the same opinion as to the sect which Tacitus expresses.

Sūfī. The Arabic form of the Greek Sophas or “wise.” They are the mystics, and philosophers of Islam, who took much of their ideas from Indian Brāhmans and Buddhists, and taught the absorption of the soul into deity, and a passionate aspiration after God, with ascetic penances, trances, and ecstasies, as among other mystics, whether Christian, Hindu, or Greek (see Hughes, Dict. of Islam).

Sukhātha. The Paradise of Indra.

Suki. The wife of Kasyapa (the sun), mother of crows, owl, and parrots (Suka).


Sukho. The supreme god of the Ibo negroes of Dahomey.

Sukra. See Sakra. A son of Siva, and a priest and wise teacher of the Daityas. The title (“shiner”) is applied to Agni (the fire), and to the planet Venus, which is male in early Hindu literature. It is also the name of the hot month of mid-May to mid-June.

Sula. Sanskrit: “a spike.” Hence the Tri-sul is a “three-pronged” symbol.

Sultān. An ancient title among Assyrians, supposed to come from the Semitic root shalat “to rule.” [In Akkadian however Sul-tan means “powerful ruler,” and it may be a loan word in Semitic speech.—Ed.]

Sumer. The ancient non-Semitic rulers of Babylonia, the Kassites of the 12th century B.C., and even later Assyrians, called themselves “King of Akkad and Sumer” (see Akkad). [These words appear to be purely geographical, meaning only “highland and lowland”—the Akkadian su meaning “water” or “stream,” and mir probably “valley.” Su-mir was “the river valley” of Mesopotamia. The word is often used incorrectly as a racial name.—Ed.]

Sun. Names for the sun in all languages signify shining, or producing, as will be seen in various articles. His emblems include the disk, the ring, the winged globe, the eagle or eagle-headed man, the archer in a ring with wings and tail of the eagle (among Assyrians and Persians), or the god driving a chariot. He is the “golden wheel of the impeller of Pushan” (Rig Veda, IV, viii, 7) symbolised by the Fylfot (see Fylfot, Ixion, Svastika), and the sun god holds a staff and a ring (see Sippara). He is also the winged horse (see Asvins, and Pegasus), and the winged scarab (see Besttle), represented on the early Hebrew jar handles with the name of Ba’al, found at Gath, Gezer, and Lachish. His praises were hymned by Akkadians at Sippara (see Babylonia), and even the grave grammarian Panini burst into poetry in his honour (see Bombay Rl. Asiatic Soc., xli, 1882-1883). 

Suka. See Parrot.
clouds roam over the sky darting lightnings, in search of Surya (the sun): night longs for him, and ever languishes in his embraces; the streams are dazzled and shrivelled up by his splendour; the deepest glades of the forest love and fear him; while earth ever eagerly desires his arrows; she quails at the fierceness of his passion, yet mourns when he departs none know where. As no woman is free from jealousy, the East marks with darkening face the blushing glow with which the West welcomes the approach of the lord of all. The weeping lake shuts its lotus eyes, and the clouds try to follow him through the night; for what avails it, though we see all, if we see not the beloved one.

The sun is the source of life on earth; hence, among all nations (even Polynesian savages), he is thought to be the father of many “sun children” (see Mr Crawley, Folk-Lore Quarterly, June 1892). Virgins dedicated to the sun are commonly found, and others were shut up for months, or for years, in cruel darkness lest they should produce “sun children” (see Samos), as Mr Fraser describes (Golden Bough, ii, p. 225). He is ever young, with golden locks, or horns, or with rayed diadem. He is both a babe in the arms of a virgin mother, or of an earth goddess, and also the bridegroom of the moon. He rises in Egypt from the tamarisk, or tree of the Aurora. He is ram-headed, or bull-headed, and often grasps the fiery serpent, which becomes his rod (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May and June 1893). His death is mourned as winter approaches (see Adonis, and Baldur), and his eclipse, like that of the moon, is dreaded; for a dragon threatens to devour him and must be frightened away by loud noises. Mexicans, who distinguished “the sun in his substance” (Tematink) from “the sun in his four motions” (Naolin), were wont when he was eclipsed to seize on rudey persons, or on albinos, and hastily to tear out their hearts before his shrine.

In India the sun is worshiped not under his old Vedik name of Surya (“the shiner”) but as Vishnu, or especially as Krishna. He is nearly always adored near holy wells—such as the Sun-Kund (or “sun well”) near Oudh, and especially after the winter solstice is over: flowers and incense are then offered to him, and are thrown afterwards into a sacred stream. Mothers strip their babes naked, and present every part of their bodies to his rays. The sun and moon have been adored together by all races, and in all ages. The shrines of the sun must be oriented; and even Josephus says that Moses “placed the tabernacle with its front to the east so that the first rays of the rising sun might enter it;” “the golden candlestick... had as many branches as there were planets including the sun.” Solomon’s temple in turn also looked due east to the line of sunrise behind Olivet (see Heifer, and Stones). Surya is still adored at 12 of the ancient shrines of Kasi (see Banaras), and we have seen his image in the temple of Ana-purna, the goddess of plenty, as a god seated in a seven-horsed chariot, with an aureole of rays round his head, much as in the bold sculpture on a rock at Mundore, near Jaipur in Rajputana. Surya is only adored on Sunday, at sunrise, and at sunset when his temple is closed; but Hindus flock to worship him before undertaking any new matter, and especially before marriage. We have also found the worship of Surya at the head of the Panch-Ganga ghát, or “paza,” one of five great places of pilgrimage, where the blue Vahnu is flanked by the pale Chandra (or moon) on the right, and the golden Surya on the left. In a temple adjoining the Pisch-Mochan, or “demon’s tank,” the sun also appears with Vishnu, Siva, and Lakshmi. The Sura-Kund in the S.W. part of Banaras is a “sun well,” said to have originally consisted of 12 wells. In the centre of the temple is a large round flat stone, with a central hole for a sacred fire, to which offerings are made, while a Pandit reads portions of the Surya-Purāna, especially on Sundays and feast days. In the suburbs of Banaras, at the Rām-nagar fort, a similar carved disk is set in the floor of the shrine of Veda-vyāsa, accompanying Siva and Ganesa, but without any image either of Surya, or of the Vedik scholar after whom the shrine is thus named, though devotees here worship both. The temple of Adikasava, at the junction of the Ganges and Barna, contains another image of the sun; and a similar shrine, with a very sacred well, is to be found at the junction of the Ganges with the Aśi river: first fruits are here always offered to Vahnu and Surya, especially in autumn when men, and women, bathe in the tank; and at the “smith’s feast” in August. At the great Surya feast, thousands of females bathe in this Lakshmi-Kund from early morning until late at night.

The sun is sometimes represented in Indian paintings in a chariot with seven green horses, as representing the fertile power of his rays. Arjuna (“the bright”) sits before him as his charioteer, and is represented without legs. Indra, Sakra, and other gods, are regarded as incarnations of Surya, and may thus be invoked. The shrines are always perambulated in the direction of the sun’s path (see Dakshina, and Rita), as used to be customary in early European shrines also. Fire is still so carried round buildings, and used to be whisked by husbands round their wives, in the same “De-Sui” direction, immediately after a child was born (Toland, Celt. Relig., p. 143: Stokes and Cormac, Glossary, p. 138). The chief solar figures will be found named in the subject index of this work.
Su-nanda. Sanskrit: “well delighting.” The name of the club of Bala-ráma—a phallic emblem.

Suna-sepha. See Haris-chandra. The story is found in the Mahá-bhárata, Ramáyana, and Aláraya-Báhúśana, with variations. In the Ramáyana the king is called Trisanku, and the Rishi who sells his son Suna-sepha as a human sacrifice is Amá, of Ayodhá, or Oudh. Suna-sepha is a substitute for Rohíta, the child born to the king after he had performed austerities, but is carried off by Indra as his father is about to bind him to the sacrificial stake, Vishnu having been pleased by his recital of sacred verses. This sacrificial story recalls that of Issac among the Hebrews.

Sunda Islands. A great group between Java and New Guinea, which has been invaded successively by Balíis and Drávidians from S. India and Ceylon, and by Telegu races from the coasts of Barma and Siam (see Rivers of Life, chap. ix): the Bálí name survives in the S.E. promontory of Sumátra; and the large island of Timor, in the Sunda group, shows survivals of Indian lingam worship (Mr. H. O. Forbes, “Timor Tribes,” see Journal Anthropol. Inst., May 1884). Every village has its “Lulik” or temple, or in towns there is usually a group of three; they are carefully fenced in, standing generally on a mound in the sacred grove: not a twig or a blade of grass may be taken thence, nor a stone be removed: cattle are excluded, and tobacco is forbidden within the sacred bounds: buffalo skulls decorate the gateway: an old man or woman—the Lulíata—takes charge by day; and the shrine has its high priest, the Dato-lulík or Rai-lulík. No Christian is admitted, but Mr Forbes heard that “the great treasure” is a sacred stone called the Vatu-lulík. The central door of the Lulik cell is opened only during war—-as in the case of the temple of Janus in Rome. Fowls and pigs are sacrificed, and the Dato-lulík wears scarlet cloth on his head, a round breastplate of gold, gold disks in his ears, gold armlets, and a broad gold crown. Thus robed he talks with the Lulík, and declares the will of heaven. On the eve of a war he comes to the great door of the shrine, bearing a sacred shield, spear, and gun; and he publicly sacrifices a buffalo before the assembled tribe, each man of whom has a fowl in his hand, which he kills while chewing, and expectorating, the Síri and Píitána nut; according to the color of the expectoration, and the position in which the fowl lies after death—as with the right or the left foot raised—-is the augury which decides whether the worshiper is to go to the war or remain on guard at home. Those who obey the divine command cannot be hurt by any weapon. During the war the Dato-lulík must never leave the side of the deity; and he must keep the sacred fire burning day and night. If the fire goes out, or the hearth is cold, great disasters will ensue: and during the war the high priest must drink nothing but hot water. The islanders also make special offerings at the sowing and reaping seasons. Sacred stones and trees, at cross roads, or on dangerous ascents, are decked with rags from garments, cigarettes, and Indian corn. Mr Forbes noticed the same custom (common all over the world) in Sumátra as well, where every passer-by deposits an offering at certain strange stones in forest paths. In Timor he says that “the summits of the highest mountains are all Lulík,” especially “rugged and singular peaks . . . there no man dare break a branch of a tree ... and only after due ceremony would he ascend them. . . . Dark, or far-spreading, trees are also Lulík, but especially the fig-tree or Lulík-Halik” (apparently a banian). It is a place of sacrifice where will be seen the heads of goats and buffaloes, flesh, and rice, just as among wild tribes in India. None will set out on a journey without making an offering to the village tree, and under it the native of Timor swears brotherhood, drinking blood which is also poured into a bamboo and hung on the tree, while a sacred spear and sword, from the Uma-lulík or temple, is set on either side. The blood so drunk is mixed with spirits. The islanders are much afraid of swání or “sorcery,” and pray against it at great stones, offering rice and betel nut. At the end of the rainy season, when they begin to wash gold, the high-priest and people sacrifice to the stone on the summit of Fatunárosék, the highest peak in Timor. The god invoked in war is Maromak or “the heavens,” with Urubatu (the sun), Lunatea (the moon), and also “he of the earth.” The introduction of caste, and of Hindu architecture, into Sumátra, Java, and Timor, dates apparently from our 15th century: the doors of houses are often elaborately carved. The Malays have overrun this archipelago from an earlier time.

Sunday. See Sabbath. The first day of the week was definitely established as the day of rest for Christendom in the Code of Justinian, where we read “Let all the people rest, and all the various trades be suspended, on the venerable day of the sun.”

Sunní. A Moslem who follows the Sunnah or “tradition,” which is discarded by the Shi’áh. The Sunnah, and the Hadith, are the sources of many traditions as to the sayings and doings of Muḥammád, including especially the memories of ’Aisha (see Muḥammád); and much that is not to be found in the Korán
Su-parnas

is thus supposed to be established. The Sunnis—who represent the large majority of Moslems, in all countries except Persia, are divided into four great sects, differing in minor points, but admitting the general orthodoxy of the others. These sects all arose in our 8th century, and are named after four famous doctors of the faith. (1) Hanifa born in 702 a.c.; his disciples say that he only accepted a few of the traditions, teaching a reasonable acceptance of the Koran, and the right of private judgment: his pupils, Yusuf and Muhammad, wrote six books of commentaries which are much esteemed. (2) Malik born in 712 a.c., laid down all the duties of the faithful according to the views of the Medina school, and detailed the sacred law: his authority is widely accepted in Turkey, and among many Indian Moslems. (3) Shafai was born in 768 a.c., and established an eclectic system, based on the views of both the preceding doctors. His followers are distinguished by certain attitudes in prayer, such as placing the thumbs on the lobes of the ear. This sect is commonly found on the Indian coasts. (4) Ibn Hanbal, born in 781 a.c., was an extremist who declared the Koran to be not only inspired but "uncreated and eternal." His views have never been accepted in India (see Lane, Modern Egyptians, and Hughes, Dict. of Islam).

Su-parnas. Sanskrit: "fine winged" supernatural beings (see Garuda and Simurgh): they dwell in the Simbali forest, of which Garuda is the king. They are invoked at the daily presentation of water to deceased ancestors.

Superstition. Latin: Superstitio "standing still." Religion as a virtue was the mean between excess and neglect—as every virtue is a mean between two extremes which are vices, according to Aristotle. Superstition is practically a "standing still," and a dread which is due to ignorance of natural phenomena. Max Muller observes (Cosmopolis Review, Aug. 1896, p. 632) that we may be tempted to call it a "survival." The superstitions of peasants, now called Folk-Lore, are the survivals of very ancient religious ideas, and of rude pre-historic faiths: such superstition engenders gloom and fanaticism, which sometimes bursts forth, sweeping all before it; being excited by any disbelief in terrible powers or deities whom the fanatic dreads. The superstitious are rigorous and violent, in dogma and in practice: they are awed by their fears, and utterly regardless of logical argument such as convinces a reasonable and educated mind. They are angrily intolerant of rational considerations, and resent inquiry into the origin of their beliefs, gods, and

scriptures. They are usually quite ignorant of natural law, and of science; and, under the influence of heredity, they cling to supernatural explanations, mysteries, cataclysms, and miracles. They esteem omens and pressages, and believe in lucky and unlucky days. Even among the more educated, some belief survives in the Friday bad luck, in the sign of the cross, in crossed sticks, knives, or fire-irons, in number 13, in spilling salt, or in passing under a ladder—all which ideas belong to the religions of the earliest ages. The superstitious are thus obstructive to all advance in true knowledge. They retain belief in holy, and unholy, ghosts, and in ever present angels: even when, through travel, and intercourse with those of other faiths, their experience is widened, they continue as far as possible to shut their eyes to facts. Such men are almost hopeless as subjects for improvement and education; and, if won from error, are liable to fall back into yet grosser superstitions and theosophies, being unable—through lack of scientific training—to follow the calm methods of reasonable enquiry. The brain may be sane, but the effects of early teaching, and of heredity, are too strong to be overcome, unless youth, and unusual energy and independence of character, enable the individual to escape from the bonds of custom and habit. The fanatic is unable to stand still aghast in the presence of the unknown, and desires to have a definite creed regarding all things unseen. It is best therefore to leave such men alone, trusting that they may be enlightened in the general awakening of man's intellect, and by increasing civilisation. Nothing but wide reading, and hard thinking, can do away with superstition, whether in an individual or in a nation; and where free discussion is forbidden the people retrograde, and the nation sinks into hopeless decay and corruption. The mystic is a slave, as Mill said, to "mere ideas": the believer is ever ready to accept evidence which the more experienced know to be of no value. The prophecies of an emotional nature are no proofs where objective realities are in question. Some say that our faith depends on our nature, which is true only in the sense that it depends on our knowledge and experience, whereby our nature is controlled. Plutarch held that it is better to have no opinion at all about a god than to hold one that is unworthy: "I would rather men should say there never was such a person as Plutarch, than that I ate my children" (like Kronos); or—he might have added—that I sacrificed my only son to appease my fatherly wrath (see Sir F. Bacon on Moral and Civil Counsel, 1607-1625).

Superstition is belief without, and against, evidence which is
essential, but which the idle world casts aside in favour of ancient
guesan, and of priestly assertions, declining investigation, and blind
even to demonstration. The great difficulty is to get men to think at
all, even when capable of so doing. “Nothing,” said Lord Chief
Justice Coleridge, “is more disturbing and abhorrent to the average
man or woman, than to be shown, or told, that they must think out
any serious, especially a religious, subject for themselves. They like
to believe what they were taught, and hold all they hear asserted, and
this they do with indolent, or unintelligent, acquiescence,” usually
through indifference. It becomes those who wish well to their
fellows, and to their country, to resist superstition and mysticism,
which bring untold evils and misery on a state thrown back into dark
ages when cruel laws, ignorance, and all manner of impurities, thrive,
and when reason was silenced. Carlyle wishes a “speedy end to
superstition—a gentle one if you can contrive it, but an end. What
can it profit to adopt locations and imaginations which do not corre-
spond to fact?” It is nevertheless vain, and unkind, to attempt
rudely to destroy those superstitions which are the religions of the
uncultured. They assimilate only what they can grasp; and we must
be patient: for we cannot educate a people in a day, or even in a
generation; nor can we change the deep-rooted prejudices of the old,
or of those who are too busy to attend to new teaching.

Ṣur. Hebrew: “rock.” This term is a favourite title for the
deity, as symbolic of his strength and eternity; and the rock or stone
has been a divine emblem for these reasons among all races (see
Stones). The term is used especially in early books (see Deut. xxxii,
1, 18, 30, 31, 37: 1 Sam. ii, 2: 2 Sam. xxii, 3, 32, 47; xxiii, 3:
Psalms xviii, 46; xxviii, 1; lxxii, 2-6; lxxviii, 35: Isaiah xxvi, 4).
The rock is regarded as the creator and father of Israel (Deut. xxxii,
18), and contrasted with “new gods.”

Surabhi. The “earth-cow of plenty,” a consort of Siva.

Surasa. A daughter of Daksha, and wife of Kasyapa: also a
great Rakshaai, or female demon, and mother of Naga snakes, slain
by Hanumān.

Sureil. One of the angels of the later Kabbala, of Jewish magic
texts, and of Gnostics.

Susa. Called in the Old Testament “Shushan the palace,” or
“fortress” (Neh. i, 1: Esther ii, 8; iii, 15). An ancient capital of
Elam, or W. Persia, on the river Choaspes, about 70 miles W. of
Shuster, midway to the Tigris. It has been much explored, and the
recent French Government expedition under M. de Morgan (1897-
1902) has discovered some of the most important Babylonian records
ever found, at this site. It was the capital of the non-Semitic king
Kudur Nankhundi, who overran Babylonia as early as 2280 B.C.,
carrying away the image of Nana from Erech, which Assur-bani-pal
recovered about 650 B.C. Here the “Laws of Hammurabi” were un-
earthed, and yet older monuments recovered, together with Kassite
boundary stones stolen by Elamite kings, which are valuable for their
long historic and religious texts of the 11th century B.C. Here M.
Dieulafoy found the beautiful enamelled tiles of a frieze in the palace
of Artaxerxes Mnemon, which represent Persian guards (see Persepolis);
and here an Akkadian text shows the city to have been conquered by
Hammurabi, while a fine bas-relief represents the victory of the yet
earlier Naram-Sin. The spoils of Susa, described (after 648 B.C.) by
Assur-bani-pal, at the time of the final Assyrian destruction of the
city, included those of a mysterious temple in a grove where the “god
Susinak” dwelt, “whose godhead none had seen” (see Rec. of Past,
i, p. 85).

[The remains described in the memoirs of the French expedition
are of all ages. Besides the monuments stolen from Babylonia, the
pillar of Xerxes inscribed in three languages, or the texts of Semitic
patesia—or subordinate rulers—of unknown date, there are many later
texts in the Susian language; Parthian tombs; Christian, Sassanian,
and Arab remains; symbolic eyes from Egypt, with early ivories, and
fine pottery. The two most remarkable monuments are the obelisk of
Mānīstau, and that containing the Laws of Babylon about 2100 B.C.
(see Hammurābi). It is uncertain whether these were erected on the
spot in early days, or were stolen by later Elamites, as was certainly
the case with regard to the Kassite boundary stones, and other monu-
ments. The same applies to the stela of Naram-sin, which bears a
later Elamite text in addition to the original short Semitic inscription.
The obelisk of Mānīstau (De Morgan, Susa, i, 1900) is inscribed on
each of its four faces, in the Semitic Babylonian language. It appears
to record endowments of a temple by this “king of Kish,” who is
otherwise mentioned in a text in the Berlin Museum. It includes
the names of several early monarchs of S. Babylonia; and Mesalim,
“the king’s son,” has been supposed to be the Mesalim king of Kish
who defined a boundary with a certain E anna-du (or “heaven sent”)
ruler of Zirgul, noticed on a clay cone in the Louvre. This however
does not clearly fix the date of the monument. The characters used
are those which occur on Babylonian monumental texts from early
times down to 600 B.C. The text represents a condition of civilisation existing at least as early as 2100 B.C., among Semitic Babylonians. Most of the personal names (including Ishmael) are Semitic; but allusions also occur to the early Akkadian rulers named Ur-En, Urukagina, and perhaps Sargina. The cities, and lands, include Sippara, Zirguil, Cutha, Agade, Kish, Amarna, Tidana, and Elam, with the river Tigris, and the “West.” The gods include Ea, Dagon, Rimmon, Sin, Bel, Nana, Istar, and the Kasite deities Zagaga, and Turgu. The titles refer to kings, princes, priests, governors, scribes, enzymes, merchants, shepherds, and perhaps sailors. There is reference to weights and measures, weapons, silver, gold, cattle, wool, seed, and oil: to a royal standard of measurement; to sacrifices; and to boundaries. But this text may prove to belong to the time of the kings of Isin (1150 to 1000 B.C.) in spite of its references to earlier endowments.—Ed.]

**Susna.** Sanskrit: a name of Vritra (see Indra, and Vritra).

**Sut. Sutekh.** See Set. The Turanian origin of this god (see Kheta), is clearly indicated by a seal cylinder in the New York Museum, which belonged to “Uzi-Sutekh, a son of Kasu (the Kasite), servant of Burna-burias,” who was the Kasite king of Babylon about 1440 to 1400 B.C. (see Academy, 7th September 1895).

**Sutra.** Sanskrit: a “rule” or “book” (see Su, to “join”). A term applied to Jain scriptures. The Vedik Sutras (or Vedângas) in Sanskrit, include the Sàstras, or “laws,” and are divided into six: the most important are the Kalpa-sutra on ritual, the Grihya-sutra on domestic matters, and the Samayâchariika, on conventional usages. These appear to be older than 600 B.C.

**Sutra-dhâra.** Indra as “artificer” of the universe.

**Sutrâla.** Sanskrit: the distaff or spindle, an euphuisim for the phallus and yoni.

**Suttee.** See Sati.

**Suvarna.** Sanskrit: the “sunny land”: a term applied to the Aurea Chersonese, or part of Barnah.

**Svabh. Svayam-bhu.** Sanskrit: “self-existent.” A term applied to Brahma, Siva, Vishnu, Time, and Love, and to the first man, but not to the first woman.

**Svadhâ.** Sanskrit: “self will,” or Maya. The word is also an exclamation, or a blessing.

**Swami.** See Sami. A deity, or “self.”

**Swarga.** Swarga. The paradise of Indra, where the Devas, or lesser gods dwell (see Meru). The Slavs still say that “God dwells in Svarog” (the sky), his voice being Perun (thunder), and his eye Daj-bog or the sun.

**Swastika.** Swastika. The name of this emblem is derived from the expression Su-asts, or “be thou well.” It is a cross with feet, but may have three legs instead of four (see Fylfot). The four-legged emblem is very ancient, being found on the Hittite monument of Ibreex in Lycaonia, at Mycenae, on the pelvis of a naked female image at Troy, on rocks in Cornwall, and in many other ancient ruins. It is a symbol of the sun, of fire, and of thunder—the hammer of Thor. The Hindus also apply the name to a man standing with legs and arms extended; and this likewise is an early Hittite and Phoenician emblem. The sign seems to represent the wheel of the sun (see Ixion, and Sun); the Hindu parent marks it on the breast and forehead of his babe at birth (see Bombay Rl. Asiatic Socy., iii, 1893); and a Svastika is formed of wheat ears in the natal chamber; the sign (or Kunku) is made with red powder in honour of Ganasa, and Hindu writers place a red Svastika (or Sri-vata) at the beginning and at the end of MSS. and books; it is also sketched in flour on floors, and on garden paths, at wedding fêtes. In the ordinary form +, which is called “male,” the feet follow the direction of the sun’s course in heaven; this is the Greek Gammadion, the “Croix Crampenesè,” or Crux Ansata, the Tetra-skêlê, sometimes formed by two letters S at right angles. The opposite emblem + is the “female,” or San-svastika, which is sometimes of evil omen. The Tri-skêlê (“three legged”), or Triquetra, is a similar emblem with only three legs, and is common on Sicilian coins, as well as in the Isle of Man. This sacred cross was known among Mexicans, and apparently to the mound builders of Ohio in N. America (Prof. Wright, Quarterly Stat. Pat. Expld. Fund, October 1894), and also in Peru, where it occurs on early pottery. It was probably of Turanian origin, but is widely spread, on Indian coins and in Scandinavia alike. In India it is often drawn with long crooks, so as to suggest that originally it was a circle divided into four by cross lines, and representing the sun. Among Buddhists it was made into a Chakra or “wheel of the Law” (see Buddha), and by Tibetans it is called Yun-drun, or “path of life.”
Most of the existing domes indicate the presence of important religious buildings, like the temple of Minerva in Troy, and the stupa of Sarnath. The swastika, with its four arms, is a symbol of ancient Indo-European origin, often associated with the sun and eternity. It is found in various cultures worldwide, including in India, where it is known as the 'Svastika' and used in various religious contexts. 

In India, the swastika is also connected with the motif of 'Chakra', representing the wheel of law or the wheel of the universe. It is often used in conjunction with the 'Svadha', a ritual marking the beginning of a journey. The swastika is also found in the 'Surya Mantra', the ancient vedic hymn to the sun god. The swastika is often used in religious ceremonies, such as weddings and funerals, symbolizing protection and prosperity. 

In the Zoroastrian tradition, the swastika is known as 'Khorsad', symbolizing the sun and the light of truth. It is also found in the Jain calendar and is used in the practice of Jainism. The swastika is also used in the Hindu calendar, where it represents the solar year. 

The swastika has been used throughout history as a symbol of protection, health, and prosperity. It is found in various cultures, including in ancient Mesopotamia, where it was used in religious and administrative contexts. In the Nordic and Germanic traditions, the swastika is known as 'Lunazago' or 'Lunazug', and it is often associated with the sun and the moon. 

In conclusion, the swastika is a symbol of protection and prosperity that has been used throughout history in various cultures and contexts. Its significance and interpretation have varied throughout the centuries, reflecting the diversity of human experiences and beliefs.
Svastika

It is found in Greece, Crete, Cyprus, and Rhodes, and was the emblem of Artemis, and of Athene. It occurs in Thrakia, and in Magna-Grecia—or S. Italy—on tumuli from Cumae, on a Sannite tomb, at Cere, and at Capua. It was used, apparently by Christians, in the Roman catacombs, on garments of priests, and of the “Good Shepherd.” It was a charm on bells in Yorkshire, and on vases, and arms, in Switzerland, and among Saxons and Kelts; on Gaulish coins from the 3rd to the 6th centuries A.C., and on Roman tombs in Algiers; on the coins of Parthians and Sassanians in Persia, and on old Phoenician seals, as well as in Belgium down to our 14th century.

Count d’Alviella (Migration of Symbols, p. 81) traces this widespread and ancient symbol from Troy and Mycenae down to the 9th century B.C. in Ireland, and finds it in Persia, China, N. Africa, and Scandinavia, in Tibet and Japan. The introduction into America appears to have been due to the Buddhists of our 5th century. In Thrakia the Svastika has a central circle, and is accompanied by the letters M.E.S in Greek. This coin was discovered by Mr. P. Gardner, and appears to have belonged to the city Mesembria, named from the “midday sun.” A Lycian coin of the 6th century B.C., also bears the Triquetra, or three-angled emblem. The Svastika is found throughout Europe, as at Bishop Island on the Oder, or on a vase from Reinhersdorff, or all round the pulpit of St. Ambrose at Milan. There are 1000 instances in the Roman Catacombs, and others on the walls of Pompeii: on a Celtic urn, found at Shropham in Norfolk; and in the Roman villa at Beadling in the Isle of Wight; on Athenian and Corinthian vases; on coins of Lecceas and of Syracuse; on a mosaic in the royal garden at Athens. The Scandinavian S form occurs on the Ogham stone at Pen-Arthur, in S. Wales, as well as on the altar frontal of the cathedral at Valenta said to have been sent from Old St. Paul’s in London, in the time of Henry VIII. It is common on Persian carpets, and found in both Hungary and Ashanti, as well as in Yukatan. The Japanese may still be seen stamping this emblem as the ancients did in Egypt, or in Cyprus. Mr. Aynsley regards the Gammadion on the tomb of St. Agnes in Rome as an “old Christian cross.” The Triskel at Eryx in Sicily is older than 400 B.C. The Svastika on the stones of the Buddhist stupas at Sar-naath (in Banaras) may be yet older. It occurs twice on the bells by the “red gate” of the mosque at Jaunpur, and used to be seen at Granada; but Moslems disowned it, saying it was placed there by the devil. Hindus often decorate the Svastika with leaves, flowers, and gold. It is recognised as representing the two fire sticks (see Arali), as Emile Burnouf noticed long ago (see Mr Hewitt, Journal Bl. Asiatic Soc., April

Sveta

1889, p. 189); and in this connection it has a phallic significance, as remarked by Dr. J. G. Müller (see also Mr. R. Sewell, Indian Antiquity, July 1881). In S.W. Asia the feet seem to be turned indifferently to right or left (Indian Antiquity, April 1886). See Triskelion.

Sweta. Sanskrit: “white”—the planet Venus.

Svetambaras. Sanskrit: “white robed” (see Jains).

Sviti. Sanskrit: the “swelling” or “rising” sun.

Swallows. In mythology (see Prokne) these birds are harbingers of spring, and welcome as such. In the Babylonian flood legend a swallow was sent forth as the waters subsided. The Akkadians called it the Nam-bau or “bird of fate.” It is unlucky to dream of swallows, yet they saved Alexander the Great from a family plot by awakening him. In the Norse Edda, Sigurd was advised by swallows when he hesitated to kill the giant guardians of treasures, and he thus gained a wife and wealth. None dared hurt swallows—even birds of prey—and St. Francis of Assisi called them his “dear sisters.” It is lucky for them to build on a house, and a wizard who drove one away was blinded. The gods need their aid in building the skies, and the Piedmontese call them the “chickens of the Lord.” Suidas says that Khoi-lido (“swallow”) means the pudenda, and the bird was sacred to Venus as well as to the Madonna.

Swan. See Goose, and Hansa.

Swithin. This saint was originally a form of Odin and of Thor (see Davies, Druid, p. 198). “Sithan was son of Seithan who, under the influence of drink, let the sea overwhelm the country,” and hence Swithin is still connected with 40 days of rain if his name day is wet.

Sword. See Spear. The word use in Sanskrit (Latin ensis) meant originally a “weapon” which pierced or cut, whether dagger, sword, or spear. Swords are not found early at Troy, but occur on early Hittite monuments. The sword was an ancient emblem of power, and is used (as is the Latin gladius) to denote the phallic sword couplet has a double meaning:

“All swords strike without the sheath,
Thy sword strikes within its sheath”;

which is explained to mean the lady’s eye.

Scythians, and the Turanian nomads of Central Asia, worshiped the sword set up erect on a mound, as do non-Aryans in India (see
Sword

Rivers of Life, ii, p. 358, fig. 274). Arabs and Japanese did the same, as Aryans set up the Qairis or short spear. The divine sword of 'Ali (Dhu-el-Fikr) was hung over the door of the Ka'abah at Mecca. The Teutons prayed to the sword of Odin and of Tyr, and we find it represented on Norse and Keltish menhirs, where it has been mistaken for a cross. Swords, scythes, and sickles, are hung over doors as charms. The sword was believed to have a soul, and often spoke to its master. In some Sagas it springs from its sheath and slays foes of its own accord. In others it is called “brother of the lightning,” or “thunderbolt,” and is gold hilted, and bears inscribed runes on its blade as charms. It is often connected with “magic rings.” Gram (“bright”) was the sword of Odin, forged by Völundr with the magic spear Gungnir; the sacred runes on these shone, and the weapons sang, before battle. Arthur’s sword, brought from the fairy city under the lake, or drawn from the rock, was called Excalibur, said to mean the “chamber of steel.” It was given to Richard I by King Tancred the Sicilian Norman (see Dr Karl Blind, Gentleman’s Mag., 1892, and Proc. Viking Club, 15th February 1895). In China and Japan the sword is often the chief emblem in a shrine; and Greeks adored both the spear of Athéna, and the sacred scimitar of Kambyses (Herod., iii, 64; Pausan., i, 28); the latter was “conspicuous for the glory it conferred.” Men and nations alike must possess a sacred or magic sword lest evil should befall them. Most tribes in India have shown a naked sword to every infant as soon as it could see. It is still worshiped in the hill shrines of Chutia-nagpúr, among Khonds also in Orissa and Ganjám, and they are even said to be named from the Khandu or “sword.” The sword is also worshiped by Mongolians, and throughout Central Asia (see Journal R. Asiatic Soc., April 1893). Sir R. F. Burton, writing the Book of the Sword, says that its history is that of mankind. Sacrifices were made to it by priests. It is the key of heaven or of hell in the Korán. It killed but also cured. It cut every knot, and became the symbol of justice and the emblem of martyrdom. It was called “God’s daughter,” for the gods were lords of hosts and of battle. Moslems give it 60 names, each connected with a legend. The sword of 'Araal, or of death, opens the door of life, and eastern legends say that cities sprang up where a sword was brandished. It has, indeed, been the agent of advancing civilization, which was impossible without “red ruin”: men would have stagnated forever without such purifying storms, before their minds had been widened by commerce, travel, and research. Inhumanity has often saved the race, and the destruction of savage tribes has established the power of nobler nations, so that in

Syama

Sanskrit: “darkness,” a name of Durga as the dread goddess of night: or of a son of Soma—the moon.

Symmachus. Summakhos. See Origen. This scholar is described as “a translator of the scriptures of the Jews,” from whose sister Juliana—soon after his death—Origen obtained certain “interpretations of the scriptures.” Eusebius, a century later, says that Symmachus “maintained the Ebionite heresy,” and discarded the Gospel of Matthew. Symmachus lived from about 160 to 210 a.c., writing about 200, or twenty years later than Theodotion, another Greek translator consulted by Origen. Palladius (about 420 a.c.) says that Origen lay in hiding from persecution, for two years, in the house of Juliana, at Cæsarea the capital of Padadokia. He seems to attribute only poetic works to Symmachus. Epiphanius regards him as a Samaritan convert. He was no doubt of the old school of Christians whom the Catholics persecuted as Ebionites. Symmachus is said to have aimed at combining literal translation of the Hebrew with purity of Greek. Theodotion (an Ebionite of Ephesus) only attempted to revise the LXX translation; while Aquila (or Onkelos), the Jewish proselyte from Pontus, was so literal as to become sometimes unintelligible (see Bible).

Syn. A Hindu deity guarding the threshold and the hearth.

Synagogues. Greek: “meeting houses.” The word is a translation of the Hebrew Kenessh: but, like Synhedrin (“assembly”),
Syria

it has been adopted from the Greek in late Talmudic Hebrew, or Aramaic, in the form Benege. Synagogues appear to have existed in Galilee in the time of Christ, and the Talmud even says that there were 480 in Jerusalem before the destruction of the temple. The oldest known are in Galilee (see Memoirs of Survey W. Pol), and their architecture imitates Roman style (see Col. Conder, Syrian Stone Lore). These are traditionally said to have been built by Rabbi Simeon Bar Yohai in our 2nd century; they usually are entered on the south, and it is remarkable that they are adorned with figures of animals in spite of the Law: they appear to have had a gallery for women. The modern synagogue contains an ark in which the rolls of the Law are kept. The chief of a synagogue was called the Parnas, and the minister who read the liturgy, and the lessons from the law and prophets, was the Sheliah or "delega." At least 10 Ba'alanin, or "men of leisure," were required to form a representative congregation; and a Meturgem, or "translator," was also needed to explain in Aramaic the meaning of the Hebrew, which was a dead language not understood by the congregation. Hence in time Targums, or written paraphrases, gradually arose. The synagogue is the centre of Jewish life, connected with all rites of circumcision, marriage, burial and prayer; and the greatest misfortune to a Jew still is to be cast out of the synagogue.

Syria. Súria. The Lebanon regions, between the Euphrates and the Mediterranean, originally colonised by Turanian Hittites and Aramean Amorites, from the East. It is a country full of ancient Hittite and Phoenician ruins, with rock texts of invading Assyrians, Babylonians, and Egyptians. The word is used in Greek to translate the Hebrew Aram ("high land"), but the old names of Syria were Martu ("the way of sunset") in Akkadian, and Acharu ("the west" or "binder part") in Semitic speech. (The origin of the word is unknown. It has no connection with the name of Assyria, since, in the Mishnah, Súria is spelt with the Hebrew Samakh. The root in Hebrew means to "go away," or "go down," so that it may be a translation of Martu. —Ed.)

T

The English letter stands for several distinct sounds of Oriental alphabets. In Sanskrit, four sounds are distinguished; in Arabic three; and in Hebrew two sounds. The hard Téth (T) of Aramaic is Száli (S) in Hebrew, and the softer Teu (T) of Aramaic interchanges with the

Hebrew Shíva (SH). The Arabic Tha often represents an older S, and in speech it is pronounced S by the Syrian peasantry.

Ta. [An old root for "strike." Akkadian ta "drive": Egyptian ta "beat": Chinese ta "beat."—Ed.] The sounds Ta and Tha also mean to "put," "take," or "give." [Akkadian ti "take": Egyptian tu "give": Aramaic da "give": Assyrian têdus "place," "lay": Mongol te "lay."—Ed.] The hieroglyphic ta represents a hand holding a gift.

Ta. In Egyptian this word applies to a shade or ghost, symbolised by an umbrella; and the Ba, Ka, and Ta, were soul, genius, and shade, while Kha was the corpse or mummy.

Taaora. See Tahiti.

Tabernacles. The Latin tabernaculum means a "small booth" or small tavern. The word is used to translate both the Hebrew Ohek or "tent," and the Hebrew Sukkah or "booth." The Tabernacle (Ohek Mo'ed or "tent of meeting") is called also a Mekhâm or "abode," a Beth ("house" or "temple"), a Makhtâh or "consecrated place," and a Hékal or "temple" (from the Akkadian E-gal or "great house"); but never a Sukkah or "booth." Amongn however speaks of booths, or shrines, carried by Israel (see Kif). The Babylonians made Sukkoth-Benoth or "booths for girls" (2 Kings xvii, 30), and the "sicka Veneris" at Carthage were the same—that is to say, booths where dwelt the Kodeshboth, or women devoted to Venus (see Kadesh): such booths are still to be found outside Indian towns in secluded places; and the custom is also found in China, and in Africa.

Orantals (in Syria and elsewhere) construct booths on house-tops, or outside the village, in which they live during the hot autumn before the rains; and this was the probable origin of the feast of Sukkoth, or "Tabernacles," held by Hebrews in autumn after the great feast of Yomha—the "day" of Atoneinent. It began on the 15th of Tisri—the feast of the ingathering and vintage, at the end of the civil year, or about 1st of October, and lasted seven days. The Day of Atonement was the 10th of Tisri (Exod. xxxiv, 22; Levit. xxv, 31). The feast of ingathering is noticed early (Exod. xxvii, 16; Deut. xvi, 13-15), but the custom of erecting booths is only specially described later (see 1 Kings viii, 2; Nez. viii, 14, 15), and is said not to have been practised between the times of Joshua and Ezra (Nez. viii, 17): branches of olive, pine, myrtle, and palm, were used for these booths. As early as the 2nd century B.C. the Jews carried the Ethrog lemon at this feast, with the Lulab or bunch of palm and other leaves. According to the Mishnah (Sukkah) they poured out water, and celebrated
torchlight dances in the "court of the women" at this festival. The Day of Atonement is only described in the later Levitical laws (Levit. xvi, 29, 30; xiii, 27-32; Num. xxix, 7): it was the day of the Scape Goat (see 'Azazel); both the fast and the booths-making may be customs introduced after the Captivity, and were practised down to 70 A.C.: the "tabernacles" are however mentioned in Deuteronomy, though the early laws of the Book of the Covenant are silent about them, as also about the great Atonement fast (see Rivers of Life, i, pp. 427, 459: ii, p. 612).

Tabiti. The Scythian Vestas (see Skuths), the word being connected with the Aryan tap "fire."

Tabu Tapu. A Polynesian word which has come into use in English as "taboo": it signifies anything that is sacred and must not be touched, like the Hebrew Kherem which means "set apart," "consecrated," or forbidden," and so "banned." When the Solomon islander launches a new canoe, he seizes two maidens who are called Hopé and Topu, the latter being dedicated to the gods, while the former is publicly united to the man (Journal Anthropol. Instit, May 1897, p. 372).

Tacitus. This great historian was born in 54 A.C. and is thought to have lived till 124 A.C., being a few years older than the younger Pliny. Yet neither of them appear to have heard of the miracles of Christ. His Annals, written in 117 A.C., give the Imperial history from the death of Augustus to that of Nero (14 to 68 A.C.), and these include his only allusion to Christians (xv, 44) as follows: "Nero (in 64 A.C.) to suppress the rumour that he had ordered the conflagration (of Rome) falsely charged and tortured persons commonly called Christians, who were hated for their enormities. Christus, the founder of the name, was put to death as a criminal by Pontius Pilatus, Procurator of Judea, in the reign of Tiberius; but the deadly superstition though suppressed for a time broke out again, not only in Judæa which was the first to suffer from it, but in Rome also—the resort which draws to itself all that is hideous and hateful." This passage has been accepted by Gibbon, Renan, and other critical writers, though many others suppose the whole—or the words from "Christus" to "Tiberius" at least—to be a forged interpolation. It is not quoted by the early Christian fathers, or even by Eusebius; but the Annals were unknown till 1468 A.C., when Johannes de Spire published them at Venice from "one existing copy, his own property, belonging to the 8th century." Interpolation was a common practice among monks from an early period (see Didacht), so that the whole passage is doubtful; but Christians were well enough known in Italy in the time of Tacitus, though not much distinguished as yet from Jews. Josephus was in Rome (62 to 64 A.C.) in Paul's time, but it seems to have heard nothing of his arrival. A passage in Sulpicius Severus (422 A.C.) describes the tortures of Christians almost in the same words with those in the Annals (Hist. Soc, ii, 29), and this may be the source whence the interpolation was taken. The passage in Suetonius (about 65 to 100 A.C.) is of even less importance than that in Tacitus: it relates that the Emperor Claudius (41 to 54 A.C.) drove the Jews who, "at the suggestion of Christus," were constantly rioting, out of Rome. This is historically an anachronism if it means anything more than Jewish belief in a Messiah (see Christ). Tacitus says: "I regard as the highest function of history to rescue merit from oblivion, and to hold up as a terror to base words and deeds the reprobation of posterity" (Annals, iii, 65). He was a Stoik, a Prætor in 88 A.C., and famous under Trajan, but he appears never to have been influenced by any contemporary Christian teaching.

Tages. See Etruscans. The ever young and prophetic god of agriculture and literature, found by a ploughman in a furrow, and said to be a child, or a grandson, of Jove.

Tahiti. The chief island of the Society group, lying half-way between Australia and S. America, in E. Polynesia (see Fiji, Samoans, Tongas). The customs of the islanders are much like those of the Samoans to the W. or of Hawaii to the N. (see Rivers of Life, i, 444: ii, 231). The Society islanders are a fine manly race, of olive or brown complexion. Their supreme god Ta-aroa, the "creator of all life," is symbolised by an erect stone (or lingam) decorated with feathers. He is also bread (Aroa), and created woman out of the bone of man while asleep, calling her Ivi; but this legend may have been introduced by Arab sailors before the arrival of Christians. Ivi signifies "bone," and is not "Eve." The Tahiti sect, or confraternity of the Arois was as licentious as the Sakti sects of India: they preached a future heaven of youth and pleasure, to gain which it was necessary to kill off the old and sick, and to enjoy unrestrained licence at their festivals—as in Australia. They kept up the ancient myths and legends of the race by dramatic performances on these occasions, when Capt. Cooke found them travelling from one island to another to incite all to such orgies. The Tahiti people, like other Polynesians, worshiped their phallic deities in stone circles; for coeval with Ta-aroa-tahe-tu-mu, was the rock god Te-papa (see Lubbeek, Orig. of Civil, p. 211). The im-
Tail

This is one of many euphemisms for the phallus. Mr. Fraser carefully avoids any allusion to the phallic idea in his Golden Bough, although it is well known to lie at the base of all worship of life. He prefers to speak of the "corn spirit"; yet even he informs us (ii, p. 3) that "the corn spirit is a wolf whose fertilising power is in his tail," quoting Manhardt (see Nik).

His work contains no allusion to the Nisnas sculpture, where a female rides on the phalus which she guides by a pair of reins (see Pala).

Takē. Tachen. Polynesian terms for a god, or a chief. 

Takē is a god symbolised by a stone. [Akkadian tak: Turkish taş, "stone."—En.] Takē is a royal title in New Zealand, and the heaven of these islanders is Takiwana or the "land of Takē."
These however are very imperfect representations of the immense literature of the originals. Dr E. Deutch states that the later editions have been wilfully corrupted. His account is well known, and the Jewish appreciation of this extraordinary literature; but we cannot do better than to quote from a learned reviewer in the *Edinburgh Review* (July 1873). "Figures in shining garments haunt its recesses. Prayers of deep devotion, sublime confidence, and noble benediction echo in its ancient tongue. Sentiments of lofty courage, of high resolve, of infantile tenderness, of far-seeing prudence, all from the lips of its venerable sages. Fairy tales, for Sunday evening's recital, go back to early days when there were giants in the land... from the glorious liturgy of the Temple, Rome and her daughters have stolen almost all that is sublime in their own. No less practicable would it be to stray with an opposite intention, and to extract venom, instead of honey, from the flowers that seem to spring up in self-sown profusion. Fierc, intolerant, vindictive hatred for mankind with small exception—confined in some cases to the singular number: idle subtlety, frittering away at once the energy of the human intellect and the dignity of the divine law: pride and self-conceit amounting to insanity: adulation that halls a man covered with the rags of a beggar as saint, and prince, and king: indelicacy pushed to a grossness that renders what it calls virtue more hateful than the vice of more modest people; all these might be strung together in one black pesternoster, and yet they would give no more just idea of the Talmud than would the chaplets of its lovelier flowers. For both are there and more. These volumes comprise the intellectual life of a gifted people for a period of 800 years—a self-tormenting, mournful, misdirected life. But it is a life needful to be understood by all those who would really know what Christianity was in her cradle, and would thus discern both what that faith is historically, and how it has assumed its present form—"If form indeed 'that might be called which form has none'... the Talmud not only awaits the infant at birth, and regulates every incident of that event (even to the names of the angels that are to be inscribed on the door, and the words on the four corners of the apartment), but anticipates each circumstance from the earliest moment of probability. In every relation of life, in every action, in every conceivable circumstance—for food, dress, habit, language, devotion, relaxation—it prescribes almost every word to be uttered, and almost every thought to be conceived. Its rule is minute, omnipresent, inflexible. Its severity is never relaxed.

To borrow an illustration from the foundry; the Jewish mind, subjected while in a fusible state to this iron mould, has been at once chilled and case-hardened by its pressure."

Demonology and witchcraft are very fully treated throughout the Talmud. Rabbi Eliezer enumerated 300 laws against witches. None could venture abroad alone on Wednesday or Saturday, for fear of Agrath daughter of Makloth, nor sleep alone for fear of Lilith. We learn that Yahveh devotes three hours daily to the law, three to judging the world, three to feeding it, and the last three to sporting with Leviathan whom "he made to play with." He never acts without consulting his heavenly council, and sometimes a Rabbi has been summoned from earth to advise him. He himself superintends the rains and irrigation for the land of Israel, but leaves all the rest of the earth to the care of an angel. The world was created for Israel alone: hence a judge may lawfully favour an Israelite against a Gentile "but so that it be not observed." The Talmud is full of gigantic similies. Noah found it difficult to get the unicorn into the ark because it was as large as Mt. Tabor, and its horns were bound outside. The coats of skin of Adam and Eve had all the beasts and birds in the world painted on them. These descended from Cain's son to Nimrod whom Esau killed, and Jacob wore these skins when he stole Esau's blessing. The meaning of such allegories is often very obscure. The transmigration of the soul is taught in both Talmud and Kabbala. A Jew at death may be reborn as a Gentile, to save Gentiles or to help Jews. Words and numbers are Kabbalistically used in a sense not intended by the original, as when we learn that there are 903 kinds of death, because the Psalmist speaks of the "issues" of death, the numeral value of the Hebrew word for "issues" making 903. The tablets of the Law weighed 28½ tons, and Abraham was a giant. Yet the Jews say that to know the scriptures aright it is essential to know the Talmud. Many of the legends are of ancient Persian (Manichaean) origin; many of the fables are Buddhist; but of such results of comparative study most Jews know nothing.

Much of Christ's teaching has its parallels in the "sayings of the fathers" (Pirke Aboth) in the Mishnah, which are often attributed to Hillel, and to other Rabbis living before, or at the same time as Christ; but these memories were set down even later than those in the Gospels. Dr E. Deutch (see *Lity. Remaine*), is however no doubt right in saying that the Talmud cannot have borrowed from the New Testament—a bitter hatred of Christianity marks its pages. There is much that is beautiful and kindly in Talmudic precepts.
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"He who gives charity in secret is greater than Moses himself."
"The honour of thy neighbour should be with thee as thine own."
"Teach the tongue to say I do not know."  "If thy wife is little, bend down and whisper in her ear."

Tam.  Akkadian:  "sun."  Turkish tâv "light."

Tamas.  A Hindu deity of darkness and ignorance, the spirit of the river where Râma dwelt among dark and ignorant non-Aryans.

Tamils.  See Dravidians.

Tammuz.  The Hebrew form of the Akkadian name of the sun god (Ezek. viii, 14), whose death was mourned by Hebrew women (see Adonis), as Milton says (Paradise Lost, i, 445):

"Tammuz came next behind
Whose annual wound in Lebanon altered
The Syrian damaels to lament his fate
In amorous ditties all a summer's day,
While smooth Adonis, from his naked rock
Ran purple to the sea—supposed with blood
Of Tammuz yearly wounded: the love tale
Infected Zion's daughters with like heat."

[In Akkadian Tammu-lat means "sun-spirit" (see Tam), and the god is usually called Dumuzi, which may mean "the child spirit": for he appears as a child, in the arms of the earth goddess, on Babylonian and Hittite monuments.  The oldest Madonna and child in the world is carved on the rocks of Syria, and beside the pair is a harp on which sits an eagle, while before them is an altar.  The goddess sits on a throne, and holds a club sceptre in her right hand—see the Mer'ash monument, Perrot and Chipiez, Hist. of Art, ii, p. 68, 1890.—Ed.] Dumni or Tammuz, is also described as the lover of Istar (see Dilgams), and the pair appear as the twins in many Babylonian legends (see Istar).  The month of Tammuz (Zech. viii, 19) was June-July, in the Babylonian calendar adopted by the Jews after their captivity, being the "fulness of the year" to the Syrians, and the harvest season, when however the sun has passed the summer solstice, so that its approaching winter death was feared; for he was passing away to the "forest of Eridu," or dark clouds of the sky.  The Greeks, in the Ptolemaic age, used to cultivate plants in pots called the "gardens of Adonis"; and Isaiah (xvii, 10-11) appears to refer to this practice among Hebrews.

Tamo.  A Buddhist monk who, in a time of persecution, left S. India in 526 A.C. as missionary to China.  Dr Edkins finds him described in Chinese books as a severe ascetic and star-gazer, who sat for five years with his face to a wall.  Mr C. Baber found an image of Tamo in a temple near Tsu-chou, with a Latin cross carved on his breast, as though later Christians had identified him with St Thomas; but the Chinese regarded him as the son of an Indian king, and his temples are numerous in S.W. China.


Tanaoa.  See Taoroa, Tangaroa, and Tanē.  A god of the Polynesian islanders of the Marquesas group.  In Hawaii he appears as Kanaloa, the K and T being often interchanged, as when Tanē becomes Kanā.  He is a god of darkness, fighting with Atea (see Atua) the god of light.  He sprang from chaos, and produced Ono or "voice."  Kanaloa presides over Po or "hell" (see Fernand, Polynesia, i, pp. 63, 84): the pronunciation of the various Polynesian deities is very indistinct, and various, in such names.  Tuanatu (Fernand, ii, pp. 34, 94) is a god of thunder from an old root Tan to "strike" or "sound," as in the Aryan tan to "thunder"—Ed.]

Tanē.  The Polynesian father god (see Tan) who made the earth and skies, like the Chinese Tien "heaven," and Central Asian Tin for "god."  He thrusts the heavens away from the earth, and gave men heavenly fire.  He produced Rangi, and Papa, a divine pair who made light.  The myths of the various islands differ, and the Hervey islanders say that Vatea produced the twin boys Tangaroa and Rongo (see Rongo) with whom are associated Tonga-iti, Tangi-ia and, lastly, Tanē, or Tanē-papa-kai, who is the "piller up of food."  Others regard Tangia and Tanē as the "chief gods of Mangaia" or the world.  The traditions all indicate a creation from chaos and matter, as among Akkadians.  Vari the "oze" or "mud" produced Vatea (or Avatea) from her right side, and he is "noon" and warmth, who consortd with Papa ("mother" or "foundation") the daughter of "nothing more"—Vatea signifying "soft bodied."  From Vatea, and Papa, come the triad Tangaroa, Rongo, and Tanē, or (in Tahiti) the pair Tangaroa and Tiki.  In New Zealand Rangi and Papa answer to the Rongo and Papa of Polynesia.  Tanē, according to Dr Marsh (Journal Anthrop. Inst. May 1893, p. 324) is the "generative principle in nature, and a name for husband and betrothed": the
Tanen. Tanentu. An Egyptian pair of deities of light, the latter being Hathor (see Tan).


Tangaloa. Tangaroa. See Ta-aroa and Tan. The Polynesian god of heaven and of light (perhaps the Central Asian Tangri or Tengri for the god of heaven), who may also be compared with the "supreme Tangara" of America (Bradford, America, Antiq., p. 400). The name Tangaroa appears to mean "the god on high": he was the good deity of light (see Rongo) the patron of fair-haired persons, the sky god and food giver, who settled in Raro-tonga leaving the Isle of Anau, or Mangai, which represents the cradle of the Polynesian race and their mythical paradise. Tangaroa sprang from his mother's head, and was symbolised by sacred lingam stones (see Fiji) his color being red. His principal sons were Vaka (or Laka) and Aku (or Tupu), of whom the first killed the latter, being jealous (as in the story of Kain and Abel) of his goodness and diligence: the myth seems to represent the war of light and darkness, as does that of Tangaroa and Rongo.

Tanith. The chief goddess of Carthage, whom the Greeks identified with Artemis. The meaning of the name is doubtful, but, according to Lenormant, it signifies "pre-eminent."

Tantalos. A Lydian legendary figure (perhaps the "fiery sun"): see Tal and Tan), called a son of Zeus, and dwelling on the sacred Mount of Sipulos (where is the Hittite image of the earth goddess) the city of Tantalis being on its eastern slope, before it was destroyed by earthquake. He angered Zeus, divulging the secrets of heaven, offering the flesh of his son Pelops to gods, and stealing the golden dog which watched the cave of the sun. He was sent to Hades, or to a cave under Mount Sipulos, where was a lake surrounded by beautiful fruit trees. Here he is "tantalised" by being unable either to drink the waters or to gather the fruits, and lives in terror of a huge overhanging rock; for the fierce sun dries up waters, and withers fruits, while the rock in mythology is often a cloud. At this site the earth mother Ma, or Niobe, weeps for her children slain by the fiery arrows of Apollo, and Pandareós, the dog thief, was a form of Tantalos and changed into a stone (Sir G. Cox, Aryan Mythol., p. 99).

Tantras. Sanskrit: "rules," or "ritual," a considerable literature supposed to be older than any of the Puranas. These books include the rites and hymns in honour of the Saktis or Prakritis (see Sakta); and an important section of Hindus regards them as a "fifth Veda." They represent the worship of matter, and of nature, as a reaction from the philosophy, and asceticism, of Nyana and Yogi sects. The Tantrists, reverting to a savage licence like that of Polynesia or of Australia, divided into "right hand" and "left hand" Saktyas (Dakshin-acharya, and Vamicharya), adorning the lingam and the yoni respectively (as Siva-ites and Vishnu-ites) which are philosophically described as representing the male and female principles (Yan and Yin of the Chinese) in nature." Their orgies have already been described, as there is little difference between Tantra and Sakta rites (see H. W. Wilson, Relig. of Hindus, i, p. 263). The "right hand" Tantrists worship Siva as Paçu-pati, "the lord of herds," but are perhaps less degraded than the "left hand" worshipers of Vishnu. Both sects hold that all natural passions are good, and that pleasure should be made as exquisite as possible for the Vira, or "strong man" (Latin vir), who is not a Paçu or mere "tame beast." Such revolt from ethical restraint has been quelled by education among civilised races, yet it still lies beneath the surface in dark corners even of Europe (see Fiszman Fraxi, 1877, on Prohibited Books). The teaching of love as religion has always been liable to result in such abuses (see Agape), as shown in France or in Syria (Dulaure, Hist. des Cultes, i, p. 428) and these survive even in the modern Agapeimoné, or in the "spiritual marriages" of America. The disciples of Prodicus (see Adamites) were philosophers who, even as late as our 5th century, held Tantrist views. Gregory IX charged his German converts with practices like those of the Thrakian worshipers of Kottus, or Kotutto—the Baptai whom Greeks and Romans also imitated, combining purifications with licentious orgies, and dressing (like the eunuch priests of Kubile) in female dress. Their nocturnal assemblies occurred at the circumcision feast (see Australians) and at other festivals of the year, especially at the "Feast of the Matrix," all windows being closed.
and lights extinguished. The rites of Tibetan Buddhists (Tantrists); of Yezidis (or so-called “Devil worshipers”) in Persia; of Anseiytz, and Ism’silizy (see Anski), to whom some add Drussel, in Syria; of Templars in the 13th century, according to the accusations formally made by the popes; and of early Christian sects—according to Roman historians—were much the same (see Baba S. C. Das, Bombay R. Asiatic Soc. Journal, Feb. 1882, p. 124). The Tantras are believed to have been inspired by Siva, and are mostly dialogues between him and his bride Parvati: they incite the worship of the Sakti (the female “power” or “manifestation” of a deity), and the performance of magical rites whereby power over the spirits of heaven, earth, and hell, may be obtained. Enlightened worshipers of Siva and Vishnu now disown the inspiration of the Tantras, but the result of asceticism is naturally a revolt, leading to the opposite extreme. The Tantrist says that “all are brothers,” and both sexes alike renounce all ideas of modesty or of restraint.

Tao-ti-king. The Book of the Way of Life, among the followers of the Tao or “path”—the disciples of Lao-tzu (see that heading).

Tāous, Tāwūs. A loan word, in Persian and in Arabic, for the mystical bird (see Ophir, and Peacock), which is the symbol of the Yezidis, or “devil-worshipers” of Persia (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 87). See Yezidis.

Tap. Sanskrit: “to warm,” “shine,” or “illuminate,” whether physically or morally (see Tabiti). It comes to mean “zeal,” and thus “penance.” The pious man, after having fulfilled his earthly and family duties, retires to the forest for the Tapu-vāna penances, preparing for death or for Nirvāṇa. But Tap is also “fear,” and Tapas is “a fire”; while Tapati is a daughter of the sun, and mother of Kuru, the river Tapati being. It is said, named after her. The heaven of the “seven Rishis,” and of the demi-gods, is Tapar-loka. Tapas is “self torture,” ranking far above sacrifice as compelling the compassion of the gods (Prof. Oman, Mystics of India, 1903).

Taphos. Greek: “tomb,” possibly as a place for “burning” the dead (see Tap), since we know, from the Mycenean tombs, that they were—among Greeks—actually burned in the grave (see Dead, and Myccena). Bryant compares Taphos with the Hebrew Topheth, a place of burning; but the word may on the other hand mean only a “mound.” [The old root Tap or Top has such meaning: Egyptian tep, Aryan topa, “top”: Turkish top “hump,” topa “hill”: Finnic tap “high”: Mongol doko “hill.” —Ed.]

Tar. An ancient root meaning “to pass,” “to go up,” and “to be high.” Hence in Turanian languages Tar, and Tur, signify “lord,” “God,” and “heaven,” as well as “nomad.” [Akkadian Tar “God,” “Lord,” tar, tal, “go,” “rise,” tur “enter”: Egyptian ter “end,” tuwa “door”: Aryan tar “extend,” “pass,” “enter” (whence “door”): Hebrew tar “travel,” tera “gate,” as in Arabic also: Aryan tal, tol “rise,” “move”: Hebrew and Arabic tell “mound,” tal’ah “extend,” Turkish tal “go down,” tur “high,” Finnic tar “high”: Turkish ter “swift” (whence Akkadian tarag “deer”: Mongol turgan “swift”). The original meaning is evidently “to move.” —Ed.] The root seems to interchange with Lar; it is found in Is tar the “light deity,” and in many words such as Tara or Dara (see Ea), Tarkhan, Tartaros, and the Akkadian Tal-tal, a name of Ea as the god of the depths: Tarik was an evil demon of darkness among Maccenean Persians.

Tārā. See Star. A nature goddess of Brahma (see M. Blouay, Hist. de la Déesse Bud. Tārā: Journal R. Asiatic Soc., January 1896). She is the mystical star bride of meditative Buddhists, adored in Java, according to a text of 779 A.D.; and Hsin Tsang found her statue in Magadha, while Tāuren in 650 A.D. found a stupā of Tārā in Central Asia. She had 108 names recorded in 21 verses of the Tantras, and was worshiped by Tantrists. In Hindu mythology Tārā is the wife of Viśnuspati (see Brahma) and was also a virgin bride of Soma (the moon) to whom she bore Budha, the planet Mercury, whence her connection with Buddha. Her daughter wedded Bali, who was slain in the wars of Rāma; she also married her brother Sugriva. The Tibetan Tārā is a “virgin mother of heaven,” the chief goddess of the Dalai-Lama, and of the Potala monastery of Lhasa. She is the consort of Avalokiteśvara, the god of divine compassion. Her name is given to good women, like that of the Christian “queen of heaven.” She is strangely connected in Tibet with “the primeval productive pig” (Waddell, Tibetan Buddhism, pp. 329-361. See Rivers of Life, ii, p. 221, fig. 239). She is the most popular of Tibetan deities, and answers to the Kwan-yin of China and Japan, the great virgin mother, and most loving of goddesses. She is of all colors, blue, and three-faced, as a bride of Krishna, green in Tibet, and pale in Mongolia, where she is the “all-seeing one with seven eyes,” one being in the centre of her forehead like that of Siva, Zeus, or Serapis, while
Taramis

four others are in the palms of her hands, and the soles of her feet. She has her 21 names, including white moon, the valiant, the victorious, the dispenser of grief, the subduer of passion, the giver of spiritual power, the all-perfect. She has a ritual of hymns and litanies, which is able to quiet fears and anxieties, and potent against disease and poison, leading to the forgiveness of sins, to the end of re-incarnations, to Buddh, and to Nirvana. Special mantras or charms, are repeated on a rosary of 108 beads, such as "Om, Taretu, Tareture, SvaRa." It is the Asiatic "rosary of the Virgin."

Taramis. Taranis. The Keltik and Teutonic god of thunder: tar was a Keltik word for "thunder" (from the Aryan root whence also "drum" comes in English). Caesar compares the Gaulish Taranis with Jove the thunderer.

Targum. Hebrew: "translation." The Targums are paraphrases in Aramaic of the Hebrew scriptures, described fully by Dr. E. Douch (Lity. Remains): see Hebrews. They are of the 4th and subsequent centuries of our era, though that of Onkelos has been supposed to have been composed by Aquila in our 3rd century (see Origen, Symmachus, and Synagogue).

Tarkhan. A Hittite title for chiefs: Etruscan Tarkon, Turkish Tar-Khan ("tribal chief"), and Mongol Dar-go.


Tarshish. [There has been much dispute as to the situation of this city, which was apparently on the coasts of the Mediterranean (Jonas, 2). From Tarshish came apparently gold, silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks (1 Kings x, 22), which may have been brought from Asia Minor, since ivory was common in W. Asia in times yet earlier than those of Solomon, while apes are recorded on the Assyrian monument of about 840 B.C. There is no reason to suppose that Tartessus in Spain is intended, and Tarsus, on the coast of Cicilia, is more probable, since Tarshish is connected with Asia Minor (Gen. x, 4). The word is used in Hebrew to mean "pearl," and may refer to a pearl fishery. Tarus was a port which could be reached from the sea by the river Cydnus as late as the 1st century B.C. Its coins bear the legend Tarsi, and under this name the place seems to be noticed in the Amarna tablets as early as the 15th century B.C.—En.]

Tartak. The god of the Avites, or people of Ava on the

Euphrates (2, Kings xvii, 31), perhaps the Kassite god Tarta-khan. [Both deities were named from Tar, "judgment" in Akkadian, and seem to represent Ea and the judge of men.—Eo.]

Tartar. This word, in Turkish and Mongolian, signifies "nomad" (see Tar), and has been corrupted into Tatar, or among the Chinese into Tatal. It applies to the Mongol and Turkish tribes of Central Asia, especially to the Kirghiz of the steppes W. of Mongolia, but it is not a racial term. [The Kirghiz, like the Turkomans, and Uzbeks, are of Turkish stock, and number some 3,000,000.—Eo.] Prof. Koelle (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc., April 1882) says that the words Tartar and Turk both come from the root Tar "to move," and distinguish the nomads from the Tajiks or "settled" population. But others derive the word Turk from the ancient root Tar "to stand" (Akkadian Tar "dwell") as being the "inhabitants" of Turkestân, or Turan. The high conical hat worn alike by Turks and Hittites, is called a Turku or "high standing head-dress." Tartar is a term of contempt in N. China (see Parker, Life of Confucius: Asiatic Quarterly, April 1897). See Mongolia.

Tartaros. In Greek. A name for a son of Aithêr, and Gê ("air and earth"), and for Hades. It may be connected with Tal-tal, a name of Ea as lord of the abyss, and with the Hindu Tâlâ-tâlâ for Hell (see Tar, Tal).

Târû. Triu. Dârû. See Tala. The palmyra, which intoxicates with its juice, and fulfills every desire, is the Kalpa-Târû, or "eternal tree" of life. It not only supplies the "water of life," but its leaves and fibre serve for paper and cordage. It is thus an invaluable and sacred tree.

Tashtir. The spirit who sent a flood, by aid of Yezidis, or infernal spirits, according to the Mazdeans of Persia.

Tasm. See Arabia.

Tasm'etu. Babylonian: "she who hears." The wife of Nebo or "he who proclaims."

Tat. Egyptian: "firm." The word Tata, or Dada, is common to many languages as meaning "father" (see Ad), as in the Sanskrit Tata, Welsh Teta, Cornish Tzu, and Breton Tat. The Egyptian emblem was a pillar surrounded by rings. Tat or Tot was a land mark, pillar, or Hermes. The goat (Mendes) was the "Lord of Tattu," father, protector, and king of the universe (see Proc. Brit. Arch. Soc., April 1886). Tat or Tot is the god Thoth, who (as
the scribe and messenger of the gods) answers to Nebo, Hermes, and Mercury.

**Tathāgata.** This term for a Buddha signifies according to Buddha-gnostics “one who has worked his way to perfection,” or—according to Jainas—has “attained emancipation.”

**Tatian.** A native of Mesopotamia—probably of Edessa—said to have been the son of a Greek merchant, and born about 111 A.C. He was noted, about 140, as a student of Hebrew scriptures, and as knowing Greek, Syriac, and Arabic. He is supposed to have become a convert to Christianity at Rome about 152 or 153 A.C.; but was rather a Jewish Theist delighting in Platonic ideas, and Gnosticism. When Justin Martyr was slain, about 165 A.C., Tatian fled from Rome, wandering in Italy and Syria, and settling at Edessa, where he died about 180 A.C. He became a leader of the Enkratites or “self-controlling” ascetics, who shunned wine, and even used water only, for the Eucharist. His “Oration to the Greeks” is still extant; but the original of his “Diatessaron” (or “fourfold”) harmony of the Gospels is lost. It is noticed by Eusebius about 340 A.C. as one of two “harmonies” then current; but it is unnoticed by Origen or by Jerome. It was written in Greek. Ephraem the Syrian, at Edessa (306-373 A.C.) seems to have valued it, and wrote commentaries thereon: he appears to have translated it into Syriac; and a Latin version of Ephraem’s work was published at Venice in 1876; but Ephraem knew little of Hebrew, or of Greek, and depended on the Syriac Gospels. Theodoret, bishop of Cyrus (457 A.C.), endeavoured to suppress Tatian’s gospels in favour of the orthodox Greek text of his time. Bishop Victor of Capua in Italy mentions a Latin version of the Diatessaron (in 554 A.C.), but such versions were often much interpolated: Arabic, and Armenian versions also existed. The Arabic has recently been found in the Vatican, and is translated into English by Rev. T. H. Hill (1893); but such versions as we know (according to the Rev. Dr Abbott) disagree not only with our Gospels in Greek, but with each other, and the original is still unknown. Tatian taught the ordinary Gnostik doctrines as to Eons, and the Demi-urge (see Gnostik), and, on joining the Enkratites, denounced not only the use of wine and animal food, but also marriage, leading a celibate life.

**Ta-tsin.** A Chinese term for the west, and for Baktria, sometimes applying to the E. part of the Roman empire, and to Syria.

**Tau.** Hebrew: “mark.” The last letter of the Phoenician alphabet, having originally an X, or a cross, form. With this tau the
decr were to be marked (Ezek. ix, 4: see Rev. vii, 3) just as Hindus are marked on the forehead.

**Taurus.** Latin: “bull.” [Aramaic Tor, Arabic Thor, Hebrew Shor, Mongol Shur, “bull.”—Ed.] See Zodiac. The bull’s head or skull, is a charm, and as such was sculptured by Greeks and Romans on the friezes of temples. In kuneiform and Hittite scripts it stands for “power,” as well as for “bull.” After the funereal rites the Hindus (see Mr S. C. Bose, Hindus, p. 275) set up a pole (the Brisakat), gaily painted and supporting the head of an ox, which is circumambulated and adored: the pole is some 6 feet high, and is fixed in a pit, thus forming a lingam in an Argha (see Argha): a similar emblem in the Borghese Museum (Phallicism, 1884) is supposed to represent the head of Apis the Egyptian bull, accompanied by emblems of the sun and moon. The Germans, when fighting the Roman Maris, also carried a golden bull as their standard. To many races the cow and bull are too sacred to be offered in sacrifice; but in imperial Rome the expiation for heinous sins consisted in allowing the blood of a slain bull (see Mithra) to drip on the penitent, who was placed in a pit below the place of sacrifice—this was the celebrated Taurobolium rite. The ashes of heifers had equal powers of purification (see Heifer). The bull was everywhere the emblem of production and life, of strength and creation. (Lajard, Culte de Venus, p. 221.)

**Tawaf.** Arabic: “circumambulation” of shrines (see Makka).

**Teeth.** These—are charms, but often are euphuisms for the lingam or phallus, like tiger’s claws and other such talismans. The “tooth of Buddha” is a name often given to a lingam of considerable size: but teeth of holy men were relics to Buddhists and Christians alike—like bones. Major Forbes (Eleven Years in Ceylon, I, ch. x; II, ch. xiii) twice saw “Buddha’s tooth,” a piece of discolored ivory, 2 inches long and 1 inch in diameter at the base. It is popularly called the “Dalada, or left canine tooth, of Buddha,” and is enshrined within 7 successive caskets of gold, in another which is silver gilt, 5 feet high and bell-shaped, as are the interior coronulas or “caskets.” Two of these are inlaid with rubies and other gems. This relic stands on a silver table hung with rich brocades, in the inmost shrine of the temple attached to the royal palace of Kandy. When Major Forbes saw it in 1828 it had not been shown for 53 years. It was taken out and placed on a golden lotus on the table, while Buddhists offered to it gold, jewelry and
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flowers. It is first noticed at Puri (or Saga-nâth), N. of Tellingâna, which was called the Danta-pûr or "town of the tooth" (Journal Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc., March 1883). Here it was the palladium of the city for 800 years, and famed for its miracles during the wars of the region, from 300 B.C. even to the 18th century. Brâhmins carried it to their emperor Panduva, at Patna, denouncing--as a "vile superstition"--the worship of a bone. The Mahâdeva emperor decreed the "grinding and burning of this human bone"; but iron would not pulverise it: it was buried deep, but sprang out of the earth, or the water, and shone with light, floating on a golden lotus, in a golden cup, on the stream. Thus the emperor was converted, and Brâhmins declared Buddha to have been an incarnation of Vishnu. King Kabarí-dâra, of Kávâr-mar, attacked Mâgâlha to seize, or to destroy, the tooth, and it was considered right to restore it to Puri. Panduva abdicated to become a Buddhist monk. Kabarí-dâra then marched on Puri, where Guha-Sîva hid the relic in his daughter's hair, and sent her to Ceylon, where the tooth was adored from 309 to 318 A.D., in the reign of Kitisir Maiwân. It had many later adventures, being, as Sir H. Yule says (Marco Polo, ii, p. 263), "a great object of desire to Buddhist sovereigns." It is said to have been once at Amrâvatî on the Kistna river; and, in our 11th century, King Anarauhta of Barmah claimed to possess it, or a miraculous emanation from the true tooth. In 1855 we found a building in the palace of Anam-para called "the tower of the sacred tooth." The reigning king then enshrined a model of the Ceylon tooth in his capital at Mandale.

According to a Chinese text, quoted by Sir H. Yule, one of the four eyes of Buddha, was placed in Sâvarga, or the heaven of Indra, the capital of which was Amrâvatî; the second in the capital of Gândhâra: the third in Kal-linga (or Puri); and the fourth went to the Nâgas or snake gods. One of these teeth (from Gândhâra as Sir H. Yule thinks) was brought to China by an embassy from the West, in 350 A.D., and is perhaps that now shown at the Fu-chau monastery. But in our 7th century Huien-Tsang was shown other teeth of Buddha at Balk, and at Kanô. Kubla Khan, the Mongol emperor, is said to have got one from Ceylon in our 13th century. China has another celebrated tooth of Fô, or Buddha, enshrined on the summit of Mount Omei (see Omei) where the "glory of Buddha" is seen. The Ceylon tooth was captured by conquerors from India, but returned, after a few years, at the entreaty of the king of Ceylon, Parakrama III, in our 14th century. It was again carried off by the Portuguese to Goa in 1560, when the king of Pegu was ready to offer anything he had in exchange for it; but the king of Ceylon said that the Kalâs ("foreigners") had only got a sham relic; and, in return for magnificent presents, he sent the real tooth to Pegu. Its reception--says Sir H. Yule--"presents a curious parallel to Kublai Khan's reception of the Buddhist relics at Kambaluck." There is thus much doubt as to the genuineness of the later tooth in Ceylon. Portuguese history shows that their Admiral Constantine Braganza seized the tooth in Ceylon in 1560, and was offered 300,000 ducats, which the bishops would not allow him to accept, for its return. It was ground to powder in the presence of horrified Buddhist; and the Portuguese said that the Kandi monks substituted an "ape's tooth," which may have been quite as genuine as the older relic. When the British took Ceylon in 1815 the tooth was carefully hidden, and only reappeared when it was found safe to show it.

Sacred teeth were common. One was shown in the adytum of the Kanberi cave temple near Bombay, and another at Nasik (see Dr. Stevenson, Journal Bombay Rl. Asiatic Soc., July 1852). Fa-bien found one at Ladak (Legge's Life, p. 23), and Huien-Tsang describes three (Real's Life, pp. 50, 134, 181), one at the "new monastery of Balk, another at Kanô, and a third at Simhala. These all emitted glittering rays, bright miraculous light, like the stars lighting up space."

Tefnut. An Egyptian goddess wife of Shu (the atmosphere), and supposed by Renouf to represent the "dew."

Telchines. Greek Tellchines (see Kabeiroi): they were mystic dancers representing mythical attendants on Dionysos. Strabo says that they were called Kourêtes, and Korubantes in Kret. Thirlwall regards them as of Phoenician origin; Sir G. Cox says that in mythology they represent clouds. [If of Semitic origin, like the Kabeiroi, the name may mean Telahun as an Aramaic term for "armed one": for, like Korubantes, Salli, and others, they clasped their arms in dancing, and they thus represent clouds of thunder and lightning, or of hail.—Ed.]

Teleagus. See Tellingsas.

Telephassa. Greek: "Wide shining." The mother of Europa, Cadmos, and Phoinix, a dawn goddess, who sought for her lost Europa ("the west"), and sank to rest in the plains of Thessaly (Sir G. Cox, Arvyn Mythol., p. 247).

Telephos. Greek: "Wide light." The sun: a child of Alesos "the blind" and of Augê "the bright." His myth resembles that of
Tell-Loḥ

Tell-Loḥ. See Loḥ.

Tellingas. Telingas. Tri-lingas. Telegus. Fervid lingam worshipers, and non-Aryans, who inhabit the Central E. Coast of India, numbering some 14,000,000 persons between the Krishna river and Orissa in Bangāl. In Madras they are known as Vadavans, or “northerners,” and as inhabitants of Koll-eru (“lake-river”), or Kolarians (see Kolo); their language is the old Andhra (see Dravidians): the name Tellingas applied to worshipers of the “three” famous “lingams” (see Lingam), and is softened into Tell-lingas in their speech. In Pegu, or Lower Barmah, they became known as Talains or Talings, from the name of their early delta capital. The language of Talain stone inscriptions, found in various parts of Barmah, is according to Dr Forschhammer (the Government archaeologist) almost identical with the Vengi: the alphabet is the earliest form of the Kannarese Telegu of our 4th century.

Tengri. Tangri. The name for “God,” and “heaven,” among Turks, Tartars, and Mongols. It is the Akkadian Din-gir (“life-maker”), otherwise Din-mir (“creator”). See Tungulus.

Teo. Ti. Ancient words for God. The Mexican Teo, “God,” might be the Hindu Deo or Dēva, or it may be connected with the Chinese Ti, and Shang-Ti (see China). Teo-ti (the ti being an affix and the word appearing without it in Teo-calci or “god-house”), is described as Ipalne-moani, or “he by whom we live” [Akkadian ti, til, ti, “living,” and “life”—En], and again as Iłque-Nahuape, “he who has all in himself.” Among Peruvians—as among Hebrews—the name of God was never pronounced (Bradford, Amer. Ant., p. 347), and descriptive titles are common among all races who dread calling the attention of deity by lightly mentioning his name.

Teo-yami-que. The Mexican queen of death and hell (see Yama), consort of Mexitli the god of war, who was second in the trinity—the first god being Tezkatl-poka, and the third Kueztlat-kontli. Dr E. B. Tyler says that she had a huge head with prominent eyes, and snaky tresses: she was clad in snakes, and her feet had tiger's claws. Her necklace consisted of human hearts, hands, and skulls (see Bradford, Amer. Ant., p. 109).

Tepeyeoti. A Mexican god dwelling in caverns, and symbolised by the hare—probably a lunar deity (see Hare).

Terab. Hebrew. The father of Abraham. A difficulty arises if Abraham only left Haran after his death (Gen. xi, 26, 32; xli, 4), since if Terah was 205 years old when he died, Abraham was 185, yet it is said to have been only 75. (The difference is 60, or a sea, that is an unit in the kuneiform numerical system. The name Terah appears to be the Babylonian Teru Ôši, a loan word from the non-Semitic Tar-ki or Tar-khu “tribal chief.”—En.)

Teraphim. Small images used by early Hebrews (Gen. xxxi, 19): the image laid in David's bed by his wife (1 Sam. xix, 13) seems however to have been life size. [In the Greek this is rendered 'Kémélaóphio as though meaning 'Nepēk or monumental stone.—En.] The Hebrew tells us that “Mikal took the Teraphim,” so that the word seems to be here a singular. Hosea notices the use of Teraphim as late as the 8th century B.C. (iii, 4). These images no doubt resembled the small pottery and metal figures found in tombs in Palestine, Phoenicia, and Babylonia. They formed a recognised feature of temple worship among idolatrous Hebrews (Judg. xvii, 5; xviii, 14). The word turgus is used for a “ghost” in Assyrian (from the same root with Terephaim), and the Teraphim thus represented "spirits.”

Tertullian. Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus was the first Christian writer in the Latin language. He was born about 150 A.C., and at Carthage he studied Latin and Greek, Plato and the Stoics. He is supposed to have been converted to Christianity about 190 or 195 A.C., but about 207 A.C. he joined the revivalist sect of Montanus of Purgity—notable for its hysterical mysticism—and was thus regarded later as a heretic. He died in old age in Carthage. He travelled in Greece and Asia Minor, as well as to Rome. Of Tertullian Mosheim says: "It is difficult to say whether his excellencies or defects were greatest. . . . His genius was wild and unchastened. . . . He was changable and credulous, and more acute than solid." He shared the superstitions of his age, and believed the Church to be able to cast out demons like the sorcerers who, he says, did the same for money. His works are full of interesting notes as to contemporary customs of Christians and others, and show us the gradual evolution of Christian beliefs,
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and gradual separation of priests and laity as distinct orders. He
was the first to attempt to formulate a creed, and is famous for
his rhetorical dictum “I believe because it is impossible.” His
short treatises range over a great variety of subjects, treating of
the soul, and of the Stoik’s mantle, of the veiling of virgins, or of
baptism, of Mithraic rites as compared with the Eschat, and of his
wife—for Christian priests as yet were not celibates.

Testament. See Bible. The word does not mean a will, but
an agreement or “covenant”; and Jerome uses the term Instrumentum
or “legal agreement.” The Hebrew term intended is Berith
or “covenant”: the Greek is Diathke.

Téthus. Téthus was a Greek sea goddess, daughter of heaven
and earth, and mother of all sea and river deities. Rhea (the earth
took Héré (the earth), her daughter, to Téthus to be cared for;
because without water the earth cannot exist.

Teut. An ancient Teutonic god akin to Tuisko (the Teutonic
Mercury), Teu or Téo being the Aryan deo or deus, the Latin deus and
the Greek zeus. The Pelasgi fighting at Troy called themselves sons of
Teutamnos (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 564). The emblem of Teut was
the “hand” (see Hand), and he was also a rock or mountain.

Tezkatli-poka. The Mexican sun god symbolised by “a black
shining stone,” called Teo-tetl. He was also Itxiltum “the black one,”
as contrasted with Kuetzal-koatl the fair god, as Krishna the dark is
contrasted with the white Siva (Bradford, Amer. Antiq., p. 301). He
is often “seated on a bench covered with red cloth, skulls, and bones
of the dead... is always young, and superior to the effects of time.”
Human sacrifices were offered to him to secure good crops; and “skulls
were hung up in Tezomantli,” or shrines, as among Indian non-Aryans,
and Polynesians. The Asamese have Naga skull-houses in sheds near
temples (see Bengal Rl. Asiatic Socy. Journal, 1872, p. 19). Tezkatli-poka
is one of a trinity (see Teo-yanmi-que), his associates being
Mexitli god of war and the peaceful Kuetzal-koatl. His Teo-kalli, or
“god-house,” was the grandest in Mexico. At the fête of the 3rd month
his image was formed of seeds, cemented by the blood of children;
and it was carried in procession from his shrine to another, where a priest
threw for him a dart which was supposed to slay Kuetzal-koatl, the
peaceful god, by striking his statue.

Thaléas. See Stoiks. This astronomer and philosopher was born
at Miletos in Ionia, and flourished about 640 B.C. His astronomy
appears to have been derived from Babylonian or Asia Minor. He
believed water to be the life of all things: and is said to have taught
that the earth is a sphere. He was able accurately to calculate a
famous eclipse.

Thalna. See Etrusks.

Thamud. See Arabia.

Thana. See Etrusks.

Thargélion. The midsummer month of Athenians, on the 7th
day of which a man and a woman were offered as human sacrifices.
These Tharmakoi, usually captives, having been maintained by the
state, were led in procession with music to the sea, and either thrown
in alive, or burned on a pyre of wild fig logs, their ashes being scattered
to the four winds (see 'Azazel, and Sacrifice). The man was decked
with black figs, and the woman with white figs (see Fig). Figs, cheese,
and cakes, were placed in their hands, and figs were thrown at them.
They bore the sins of the male and female citizens respectively.

Thebes. Greek Thébâi. The Boeotian city so named is believed to
have been called after the Tebah or “ark” (Gen. vi., 4: Exod. ii., 3),
in consequence of the adoption of the Semitic Flood-legend. [See
however the root Tab or Top, under Taphos: possibly Thébâi meant
a “mound” or “hill.”—En.] Thebes the capital of Upper Egypt
was named Te-ab (abin according to Prof. Ebers) as the “seat of the gods,”
the later Diospolis of Greeks, or “city of God.” The Arabic Medinet
Abu means “city of Abu” (Egyptian Apis). This site includes great
ruins on both sides of the Nile at Karnak and Luxor, 460 miles S. of
Cairo (see Egypt). It was a capital from the time of the 11th dynasty,
but especially under the 18th, its great temple being erected by
Thothmes III in the 16th century B.C. Its glory endured for ten
centuries before the Assyrian conquest of Upper Egypt. It stood
sige by Ptolemy Lathyrus (the 8th Greek monarch in Egypt) for
three years. Its temples, whence Kamyes had taken some two
millions sterling, were then again plundered, and much destruction
of its tombs, and monuments followed. Its wealth is shown by the
statement that Ramess II (20th dynasty) alone, bestowed about
£170,000 of gold and silver on four great and some other smaller
temples. Within a space of half a square mile there are, near Luxor,
temples by Amenophis II, and Amenophis III, by Rameses II (at the
Ramesseum on a site where Usertesen I of the 12th dynasty had
already built a shrine), by Ramesses III, and by Ptolemy III, and
Ptolemy VII.


Theism. The worship of a personal god without any reference to belief in inspired writings. The Socinians of the 16th century, and the Unitarians of the 17th, naturally developed into the Deists of the 18th, and into the Theists of the 19th century. The followers of Fausto Paolo Sozzi, the Italian Protestant (1539 to 1604), believed that Christ was God, but divided later into two sects, the more advanced saying that he should not be worshiped. They were expelled as Arians from Poland, and retired to Transylvania in 1655, reaching England in 1773, and spreading to America in 1815. Unitarian doctrines were especially furthered by Lindsay in 1773, and by Dr. Martineau who accepted the results of modern critical study of the Bible. The more emotional teaching of Dr. Channing, in America, resulted in the establishment of a religion of unsectarian ethics. But pure Theism is a very ancient belief, especially among Greek thinkers who, as a rule, supposed the personal creator to stand apart from the universe, leaving it to the laws of its nature. Vedantists believed that the phenomena of matter were Maya or "illusion," and God the only reality, much as Plato also taught. Deists like Paine, in the 18th century, rejected the dogmas of Christian churches. He too rashly accepted Nature as his God and Creator, though she recognizes no such "equality and natural rights" as he proclaimed, and upholds no ideas of love and compassion throughout her domain. Tennyson says that:

"Nature is one with rapine, a harm no preacher can heal;
And the whole little wood where I sit is a world of plunder and prey."

Thus Deism was dethroned, but Paine's influence led (says his biographer, Dr. M. Conway) to the establishment of the first Theist church in New York, whence a more reasonable Deism spread to Europe, teaching that God is a loving father and mother, and saying as little as may be of any evil power that limits his actions. Theism, developing into an "Ethical Society," teaches only what Christ, and Buddha long before him, taught—a religion of good thoughts, words, and deeds, tolerating many various speculations as to the unknown and incomprehensible deity.

Two centuries after Spinoza Cardinal Newman, in his Apologia, gives us reasons why he believed in a personal God which are much less clear than those of the Jewish genius. When a lad, he says, "I wished the Arabian Tales were true." "I thought life might be a dream, or I an angel and all this world a deception" (Maya). "In fact ... I was very superstitious, and for some time previous to my conversion used constantly to cross myself on going into the dark."

We learn hence how little we can trust even genius in a devotee, for insanity is not far off when the mind is so highly strong, and the imagination so powerful. The young priest felt—like the old Vedantists—"a mistrust in the reality of material phenomena," and so regarded God as a "necessity of his nature." He was ready to credit the occult; but he confesses that his God is only a "probability," adding that "Probability is the guide of life." He owns that God's existence cannot be proved like a mathematical problem, but this idea of probability he embraces "with full internal assent"—that is to say belief—the Probability being to him a great Person whom he loves and fears, as other men have made their God according to their own image.

Theism is called a "half-way house," where those can rest on the way who have found the old paths to lead nowhere, yet cling to a modified belief, not having yet found the new path to truth. The Theist believes in a person, or individuality, apart from the universe, calling him Infinite and Omni-present; which attempts at definition usually lead to Pantheism or to indiffERENCE, unless they result in an humbler Agnosticism. The Rev. C. Voysey (Nov. 1892) distinguishes Theism from Unitarianism clearly, in respect to belief as to Christ: for though the Unitarian does not believe him to be God yet he claims to know God especially through the New Testament. The Theist on the contrary is independent of any historical creed. Even Unitarians however (of whom there are some 300 congregations in Britain), are gradually joining the increasing ranks of the Agnostics. They have long and bravely fought an unequal fight; for, as Socinians, they started the real Reformation of the 16th century, and took up the fallen cause of the defeated Arius, suffering long persecution as "Anti-Trinitarians," though they claimed only the right of private opinion dear to all Protestants, and advocated free enquiry into dogma. They were almost suppressed by the combined forces of the Jesuits and Trinitarian Protestants in 1611, and "all Arians and Anabaptists" were exiled from Poland in 1658. Yet they spread to Prussia, Switzerland, Holland, and England, everywhere awakening thought among the drowsy masses. Joseph II of Austria, and other enlightened princes, favoured them in secret; and in spite of many martyrdoms, Austria included 32,000 of them in 1799, and has added 22,000 more in the 19th century. Socinians with "an Unitarian catechism" appeared in England as early as 1650, but were repressed for a century by severe laws, and dared not openly disavow the divinity of Christ. Brave leaders like Dr.
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Priestly arose among them in the first half of the 18th century. In 1772 the Rev. Theophilus Lindsey threw up a valuable living in Yorkshire, and established the first Unitarian Church in London, while just a century later another bold Yorkshire clergyman founded the first Theist Church in these islands. Both leaders relied chiefly on the peaceful dissemination of their religious literature; and, in 1813, the civil liberties long denied to English Unitarians were granted; yet for 21 years afterwards they were not allowed to own their lands or chapels; but now, under such eloquent and pious leaders as Taylor, Channing, Theodore Parker, Martineau, and Page Hopp, they have risen to the highest forms of spiritual faith, discarding the timid teaching of earlier days, and building up a great Theist church in all parts of the world. They are little noticed, on account of the variations of belief among them, and because many men now see no necessity for joining any particular sect, or for keeping up old forms of worship; but since 1820 a large body of the liberal clergy of America have declared themselves to be Theists; and in 1886 the "Free Religious Society" was there founded, discarding all mythology in favour of secularism and free thought. But "Theology abhors a vacuum," and the Theist clings to belief in a personality, not in, but outside the material universe. Men are better than their beliefs, and the practical aims of Theists are now the same as those of Agnostics. If we preach love, and mercy to man and beast, we must of necessity ascribe a like nature to God. Few are strong enough to leave the church of their fathers, with all its fond memories and beautiful ritual, to join either the few who have gone out into the Agnostik wilderness, or those who rest in the Theistic house by the way. The aged Professor Newman—brother of the Cardinal (Miscell., ii, p. 178) goes further than this.

"Not in such words, O Father of our Spirits,
Speak we again.
A fear, a hope, each child of us inherits,
Making them vain.
Now a vast doubt wherewith our souls are shaken,
Outlast the tomb.
Where, in what region, shall the wanderer waken,
Gazing on whom?"

The unchangeable and omniscient deity of the theologian is yet not absolute, since he is limited by law or consistency. So Bishop Cudworth wrote: "God did not create . . . even morality. It is inherent in His nature . . . he cannot be conceived as capable of reversing it." Goethe well says that: "The theologian must hold fast to words if he would reach the gate of certainty"; yet these, says Hobbes, "are the coin of fools, but the counters of wise men." It is difficult, in spite of every attempted definition, to regard Theism as absolutely distinct from that kind of Pantheism which still retains a belief in the individuality of the deity. To speak of the "absolute" and the "unconditioned" is to speak only of the unknowable. Christian churches confess that their God is "incomprehensible," though they labour to explain His nature even to babes. Every object or creature which is not God limits his infinity, as the Rev. C. Voysey says; but what is the difference between such teaching and the "Higher Pantheism" of Tennyson? If God is present everywhere, and in all, we reach Monism, from which such Theism becomes indistinguishable. As Clifford said: "the evolution of consciousness from molecular vibration is an ultimate fact of nature," and without matter to vibrate we have nothing of which we can be conscious. The great gods of man have arisen from his contemplation of incomprehensible phenomena and marvels of nature. He naturally called them infinite and eternal compared with himself. The idea of law, or natural consequence, was as yet unconceived, and terrible cataclysms, arbitrary displays of power, were feared; or gods were otherwise thought to be coldly indifferent to the miseries of man. The fear of such dread beings was said to be "the beginning of wisdom."

Miss Power Cobbe, as a typical Theist, astonished her friends by saying (Contemporary Review, Jan. 1888) that "when poets spoke of looking through Nature up to Nature's God, they must have meant through telescopes filled with the glass of Christian sentiment . . . nothing could be more disastrous to both religion and morality than to revert to Nature for one or the other . . . The all-perceiving law of Nature, by which animal life on earth, and in the waters, is chiefly sustained, is the preying on other life—unquestionably repugnant to our feelings"; but "as death is the inevitable condition of physical life, it may be compatible with the widest beneficence, and pain be needful to secure us from mutilation and untimely death." [A short pang, unexpected, against a life of delight.—Ed.] To live is to desire, to want is to suffer. Yet a short misery outweighs us all.

We have given but a sketch of the difficulties that are raised by the theory of a Theos, good, just and beneficent, almighty and omniscient, but apart from the universe. But Theism is a mighty advance on all that went before. It casts aside a mass of superstitions enshrined in human writings, with worthless rites and symbols, miracles and dogmas. It strives to look facts in the face, and it
seeks not to "glorify" God, but to love Him as the father and friend of His creatures, and therefore to love His creatures, and to be pure because He is pure.

Themis. Greek. The goddess of justice. Compare the Egyptian Themi, whose emblem is the "feather" which, weighed in the balances, determines the judgment on the soul (see Ameni).

Theodotion. An Ephesian Christian who lived about 140 to 180 A.D., and who reverted to Judaism. His Greek version of the Hebrew scriptures was used by Origen (see Origen and Symmachus). Jerome speaks of him as "a heretical Christian of Pontus": Irenaeus mentions him; and Epiphanius calls him an Ephesian who studied Hebrew, making his translation under Commodus (160 to 193 A.D.). Dr. Gaster (Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Nov. 1892) regards the name as a Greek translation of Yehunathan ("Yahveh has given"—a son), which was the name of the author of the Targum (or Aramaik paraphrase) on the Prophets. This Jonathan, according to the Talmud, was a son of Uziel, the pupil of Hillel, who died about 10 A.D.; but in this case the date of Theodotion would be somewhat earlier.

Theos. Greek: "God." The origin of the word is now disputed, as not being derivable from the same root with the Latin Deus, and Greek Zeus, or Sanskrit Dyaus (see Teut).

Thera. Thero. Pali: from the Sanskrit Thera-nina, a term of courtesy applied to elders and monks among Buddhists, in Ceylon, Barnah, and Siam, usually to Bhikshus of ten years standing at least; it implies learning and good service. They are Jatis, or sage elders, and as a body are called Therawadis. A Theru must be physically perfect, and the royal Kalyni text at Mandalay speaks (in the 15th century A.D.) of the rejection by king and priests of a candidate to the title of Theru, "because of a big toe being too short" (Indian Antiq., Feb. 1893). He was "unfit to enter the Sima circle" (see Sima) just as a Pope must be declared physically perfect before he is accepted, or as a Hebrew priest could not enter the house of the Lord if mutilated or imperfect (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 148).

Therapeautai. Greek: "servants" or "worshippers," who "attended" men as physicians, or "waited" in the temples of gods (see Thera). They were an ascetic, and healing sect in Egypt, very like the Essenes of Palestine (see Essenes), as described by Philo and Eusebius (Philo's Works, iv, 6, Bohn's trans.; Eusebius, Hist. Eccles., ii, 17). They lived in the desert; and the Buddhist influence which brought such asceticism to the west is unsuspected by those who describe them (see Buddha). Philo never speaks of Christians, though Eusebius regarded the Therapeutai as semi-Christian. Philo regarded them as belonging to an older sect "scattered over all the known world, and to be found in all nations." His essay on "the Contemplative Life" describes them as known in Egypt (about 25 B.C. to 45 A.D.). He himself "had tried the life of the recluse, and found (like Gotama Buddha) that solitude brings no escape from spiritual dangers; for, if it closes avenues to temptation, there are few in whose case it does not open more." He however calls them "the Therapeutai (or 'servants') of God." They dwelt in huts, cells, and caves on the borders of Lake Mareotis: "their time was taken up in contemplative communion with God, the reading of old sacred writings, and composition and singing of hymns." On every 50th day they met in a monastery where, during a modest meal of bread, water, and vegetables, the leader gave a more or less mystical discourse explanatory of the traditional love which was handed down among them. This was followed by "a solemn procession, and dance of mystic significance, in the moonlight on the margin of the lake." Only brethren and sisters joined in it, and if strangers appeared they withdrew to their cells. There were other meetings for fasting, meditation, and instruction. In every house was a room set apart for solitary reading of their "laws, prophesies, hymns, and psalms." They were vegetarians and water drinkers, and the elders were favoured with divine illumination. Dean Manzel (Gnostics) maintains that "the philosophies of the Therapeutai were due to Buddhist missionaries who visited Egypt." Lassen, Schopenhauer, Schelling, Renan, Muller, King, and other scholars take the same view, and Dean Milman wrote that "Therapeutai sprang from the contemplative fraternities of India" (see Lillie, Buddhism and Christianity, chap. vii).

Thesan. See Etruscans.

Thigh. The Hebrew Yevel (Gen. xxiv, 9) is an euphuiism for the phallus. Renouf (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., Dec. 1893) says that "Chepra (the creative sun) is self-produced on his mother's thigh." The Ilavas "sprang from the thigh of Parvati" (Rev. S. Mateer, Travancor, p. 97).

Thing. An early parliament or tribal meeting of the Norse, and Teutons, in a circle (see Arthur). Hence such names as Tynwald ("grove of the Thing") or Dingwall (Thing-wall or "field of the Thing"). The old Norse custom is described in the "Grand Foule" Court of Shetland—a provincial assembly in the Tingwall, an islet close to shore. The members of the court turned first to the east
Thinis. This. An ancient capital of Egypt on the W. bank of the Nile, 370 miles S. of Cairo. The first two dynasties were Thinite. The sacred name of the city was Anhirt from the Egyptian Mars, and this has now been converted into Girgeh—the Christian St George taking his place. The debris is of the Roman and Greek age, the ancient city being buried to a depth of some 15 ft. (Dr A. H. Sayce, Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., June 1885). The tombs range from the 6th to the 15th dynasties, and a temple of Osiris was built here by Seti I of the 19th dynasty about 1400 B.C. The British Museum has a record of 36 kings of Thinis who preceded Rameses II. Anhirt, the local god, was the "guide to the sky" represented as a walking vase standing on the firmament. The vase is the sign of rain and sky, and this Mars was evidently a storm god.

Thomas. Aramaic *Tumus* "twin." His name is explained as being the Greek *didymos*, or "twin" (John xi, 16). In spite of his zeal to die for his Lord he doubted his resurrection (xx, 24). He was one of the twelve apostles (Matt. x, 3; Mark iii, 18; Luke vi, 15; Acts i, 13) and apparently critical by nature (John xiv, 5). He is stated to have seen Christ again in Galilee (xxi, 2), as also to have witnessed the Ascension on Olivet. According to Eusebius, and the Christian historian Socrates, he was "the apostle to the Parthians and Persians," and was buried at Edessa on the Euphrates. Yet later legends make him go to India where he was pierced with a lance like his master (Syriak. Chron. and Roman Breviary: see Milne Rae, Syriak. Ch. in India: Hue and Gabet, China and Tartary, i, p. 19). The term India often includes Baktria and E. Persia in mediæval literature. An Indian king condemned him, and he "fell pierced with arrows at Calamina"—supposed to be Patala on the lower Indus (see Gondophares); but Chrysostom in Syria, in the 4th century, said that his grave at Edessa formed one of the genuine tombs of the apostles, the others being those of Peter, Paul, and John. The church which he founded in Edessa spread (see Nestorians) to India later. The Spaniards, about 1500, believed that he went to America. The Portuguese spread wild stories of his journey throughout India even to Madras, where, in the Malaiyapur suburb of the city, they showed his tomb, over which they built their cathedral. They called an old conical mound, sacred to the natives, a little inland, the "Hermitage of St Thomas," and this has long been the artillery headquarters. Here between 1517 and 1547 was found "a great stone with an engraved cross and dove, and an inscription in Pahlavi characters." Dr Burnell refers it to our 7th or 10th century (Indian Antiq., 1874, p. 315). This stone may have been consecrated by later Nestorians, but was probably an old lingam on the Sivaik cone of granite which rises abruptly 200 feet from the plain: for the Portuguese said that when they captured the place they found ruins of a Christian church, "in charge of a Fakir," or native ascetic. Marco Polo mentions the site in connection with legends of St Thomas as early as our 13th century. Cosmas (535 to 550 A.C.) is the first to speak of Christians in S. India; he says that "in Caliana" (or on the Malabar coast) "was a bishop appointed from Persia"—evidently a Nestorian. Two copper plates dating about 774 and 824 A.C., are known, granting rights to Christians near this hermitage of St Thomas at Madras; in the 14th century Jordanus the Dominican speaks of them as "a poor scattered people, calling themselves Christians, but knowing nothing of their faith, or of any baptismal rites; but believing that Christ was St Thomas the Great." Pope John XXII had made Jordanus bishop of Quíloa, resident at Travankor, directing him by a special bull to convert the natives. The Portuguese in 1600 began to influence these native Christians, but when the Dutch drove them out, in 1653, these Nestorians owned allegiance to the Patriarch of Antioch who is now accepted by some 400,000 Indian Christians (see La Croze, Hist. of Christians in India, pp. 39, 40). Haite, the Armenian writer of the 14th century, believed that in his own time only one city in India professed Christianity; but Portuguese tradition alleges that Cheram-Perumal, king of Malabar (about 900 A.C.), favoured Christians, who were then led by Thomas Cana, a very much married Armenian. The children of his first wife were esteemed nobles, and would not commune with those of the second; but from these all Malabar Christians claim descent. When Vasco da Gama reached the Malabar coast in 1498, they sent a deputation to the archbishop of Gazarta near Moull on the Tigris: and he consecrated two bishops "calling on Mar Tuma."
(St. Thomas), recommending them to extend their missions to China and the S.E. islands.

To our own researches—as above—we may add those of the Rev. Dr M‘Ilne Rae (The Syrian Churches in India): he also holds that “Southern India received Christianity, not from any of the ancient sects of the church; not from Jerusalem, or Antioch, not from Alexandria, or Rome, or Constantinople, but from the Nestorian Patriarchate on the banks of the Tigris... not till the beginning of the 6th century” (p. 102). The Nestorians naturally revered St. Thomas of Edessa, and thus all their churches came to be regarded as having been founded by him (p. 128).

Thor. The Skandinavian god of thunder (see Taramis). He fights the giants of Niflheim, and is the second god of the Norse trinity, called in the Eldas the “eldest son of God.” His great weapon is Mjölnir, the hammer or “fiery cross” (see Fylfot, and Hammer), which is the “crusher” and also the giver of wealth and abundance. Skandinavians called themselves children of Mjölnir, and it is the symbol of the thunderbolt; but also one used at weddings (see Freya), and still said to wold the bride and bridegroom together, in Transylvania and Roumania.

Thoth. See Tat. The Egyptian ibis-headed god, the scribe who records men’s deeds, and the messenger of the gods, answering to Nebo, Hermes, and Mercury (see Amenti). The first month of the Egyptian year bore his name (see Year).

Thread. See Janivara.


Thumb. See Fig, and Hand. The Jews forbade any man to raise his thumb in the Temple (Yoma, ii).

Thummim. Hebrew: “perfections,” joined with Urim or “lights.” These appear to have been gems, either on the breastplate of the Jewish high-priest (see Ephod) or others “in” it (Exod. xxviii, 30). Josephus says that these gems glowed when the deity was favourable: they may have been supposed to give different auguries according to color, as the opal and the turquoise were in later times, or the emerald and other gems which detected poison (see Levit. viii, 8: Dent. xxxiii, 8: Ezra ii, 63: Neh. vii, 65). Saul, so
diving, says to Yahweh “give a Thum” (1 Sam. xiv, 41). These ancient symbols were unknown after the captivity (see Urim).

Thunder. See Taramis, and Thor. Thunder was conceived to be the sound of a great hammer. [Hence in Wales and elsewhere the ancient stone “celts,” or heads of axes, were called “thunder bolts” and were supposed to have fallen from heaven.—En.] The ordinary symbol of thunder gods is a representation of the lightning (see Mr. Munro Chadwick, Journal Anthropol. Inst., Jan., 1900). The Vajra of Indra, and the Trisul of Siva, resemble the three-pronged trident of Rimmon the Babylonian thunder god (see Trisul); with this trident earth was struck, and made fertile by the thunder showers.

Thursos. The emblem of Bakkhos, a pine-cone on a Narthex or “reed,” adorned with streamers. It is connected with the pine-cones, and palm spathes, borne by Assyrian deities; with the pomegranate; and with the lemon carried by Jews (see Tabernacles). In the Northex Prometheus hid the fire from heaven. The emblem was one of fertility, and originally of phallic significance. The Titans were Thursos bearers, like the worshipers at the Dionysian mysteries.

Ti. See Teo. The Chinese name for deity; probably the ancient Akkadian zi “spirit,” or ti “life.” The Ti which surmounts relic caskets, and pagodas, in Baraham, is now called an umbrella like the Egyptian Ta (see Ta): from Nama and Ti, according to Tibetans (or from heaven and chaos), all things were produced. Shang-ti in China is the “supreme god” (Prof. Legge, Sacred Books of East, iii, p. 25): and “Ti corresponds to our God.” In Polynesia Ti, Tiki, and Titi, are terms for spirits, as Ti is a Keltik word also for God. Tiki was also known in New Zealand (see Fornander, Polynesia, i, p. 69: Dr March, Journal Anthropol. Inst., May 1893). The Tiki (or Unu) is represented by an erect stone, and Ti was the creator or the first man in Polynesia. The Ti emblems (says the Rev. Mr. Ellis) were “anointed with fragrant oils.” Some were rough logs, others carved, or shapeless, images 6 to 8 ft. high and wrapped in cloth. This sacred garment is sometimes wrapped round a bride; pigs are sacrificed and a bit of the cloth is placed in the pig’s ear (Davis & Ellis, iv, p. 435). Tiki was the god of the dead, ruling in Po or hell, or in Avalka (“night”), among the Atua or ancestral ghosts. He was the son of Ti and Huia, the son and daughter of Tangaroa (see Tangalou), to whom the plaintiff—Uatu or “upright sprout”—with red buds, was sacred.

Tiamat. Tihamtu. Babylonian: “the abyss”—the Hebrew
Tibet

Tibet. This high mountain region, which now owns the suzerainty of China, is said to have first become a settled kingdom only in 434 A.D., under an eponymous ruler Tu-pot (see Journal Bengal R. Asiatic Soc., February 1891). It is called Thabet by Arab writers about the 12th century, Marco Polo, in the 13th century, with others, speaks of Thabet, or Tibet. But Tibetans call themselves Bod-pa, and their country Upper and Lower Bod, while Ti-pot-an only means "the end of Bod," or Pot, connected probably with the name of the separate state of Bhutān. Indians, and Chinese pilgrims, down to our 7th and 8th centuries, called Tibet Himavata, or Himadesa, the "land of snow," which is Khawa-chan in Tibetan speech. The introduction of Buddhism, about 630 A.D., by Sam-bhota (see Lamas), led to the appearance of the Pāl-mo or "holy people"—monks and nuns—at Pha-boukha near Lhāsa, and they were believed to control demons through powers gained by austerities (see Journal Bengal R. Asiatic Soc., February 1892). The weird wastes, snowy peaks, deep gorges, lakes, and glaciers, have made Tibet a land of mystery, where monks have pondered in solitude for ages. Tibet begins about 200 miles N. of Calcutta, and even its passes are 10,000 feet above the sea. Till 1904 all attempts of modern Europeans to penetrate to its sacred capital at Lhāsa failed (see Times, April 1889). The whole region is 700,000 miles in extent, with a population of 8 millions, the table land rising to 12,000 and 17,000 feet above sea level. The Tibetans are nominally Buddhists, but actually devil worshipers, and are of Mongol stock with some Chinese infusion. They regard their land as the "home of Buddha," the "land of the blessed," the "roof of the universe." Marco Polo related strange tales of the "Bods," who devoured corpses, and the rivers of fœs, with butter and sugar, and made candles of human blood. Friar Odoric of Pordone, reached Lhāsa in our 14th century, and in 1624 Antonio Andrade, the Jesuit, climbed the terrific passes to the sources of the Ganges, and after terrible sufferings reached the sacred lake of Manasarowar, and passed through Tibet to China. Fathers Grüber and Dorville, in 1661, travelled in six months from Pekin to Lhāsa, where they spent two months. These Austrian priests were followed by the Jesuits Desideri and Freyre; the former lived in Lhāsa from 1716 to 1729, and translated the Ka-jur, one of two great Tibetan scriptures. In 1719 the Capuchin friar Francisco Orazio della Penna reached Lhāsa with 12 companions: his mission existed there for more than 25 years. Van de Putte, the Dutchman, passed through Tibet to China, and returned through it to India, reaching Delhi in 1737. Warren Hastings sent Mr George Ogle to the Teshoo-Lama—the only European who has been on terms of warm friendship with a spiritual ruler of Tibet. Capt. Turner, sent later, saw the election of a baby Dalai-Lama. Thomas Manning made a private visit to Lhāsa, undergoing great dangers, since which time the only visitors were the Catholic missionaries Huc and Gabet. The truest and fullest account of Tibetan religion is that of Dr Waddell, who lived in a monastery on the borders of this land of mystery, and whose scientific researches destroyed the false representations of theosophists.

Dr Hodgson, the British political agent at Napāl, first astonished Europe by his account of Tibetan literature (1824 to 1839); and Burnouf's translations date from 1844, leading to the mission of Fathers Huc and Gabet in 1845. The account given of Buddhist ceremonies led, however, to their volume being placed on the Index Expurgatorius in 1860. They spoke of churches, rituals, processions, pilgrimages, relics, and images; of tonsured priests and auricular confession; of crosses and beads, incense, and tinkling bells, too like those of Rome; though the resemblances were explained away as due to Nestorian teaching in our 8th century. The Gompas—or Lamaseries—date only from 750 A.D., when Indian Buddhism had passed its zenith; but we know that such ritual existed earlier, and we have no reason to regard it as having been borrowed from any Christians. Tibet had received Sanskrit books from India in connection with Buddhism by 600 or 700 A.D.; and used Sanskrit characters for its sacred literature in the Mongolian language. Mr Knight (Where Three Empires Meet, 1893) saw at Ladhik, in N.E. Kashmir, or "Little Tibet," the same ceremonies described by Huc—too truthfully—as performed at the famous monastery of Hemis, 20 miles higher up the Indus than the capital at Leh. He describes a ritual still extant, as elaborate as that of Lhāsa; processions worthy of medieval Rome; and sacred dances by tonsured and gorgeously robed Lamas, who wore mitres and copes, carried pastoral staffs, and swung censers of incense, chanting to the tinkling of bells, dipping their...
fingers in holy water, and partaking of a sacrament. Shaven monks looked on, fingering rosaries, bowing their heads, and laying their hands on their breasts. Such sights we too have seen in Barmah, Leh, says Mr Knight, had then no living incarnation of Buddha; but a boy had already been selected for the office. Such a “Buddhist king” is said, as early as our 7th century, to have been proclaimed in Tibet, “an Avatar clad in a garment of eyes,” and endowed with the eternal spirit of Shakya Tubts, or Buddha (see India). The Lamas are no true followers of Gotama, and in small outlying Gompas of Lahouli and Sikkim the Ge-long-sa, or monks, openly consort with Ge-long-mas, or combine nuns, discipline and piety being rare, and the old orgies of the Tantra sects being known to these “beggars of virtue.” Good arch-Lamas, however, frequently degrade or dismiss the abbots of monasteries when of evil repute.

About 320 A.D., the Tibetan king Srong-tsahn ordered all foreign books to be translated into Tibetan. The early use of blocks for printing has preserved the Nagari characters first introduced, in older forms than those of Sanskrit MSS. in India. The spirits of the authors were believed to haunt the great libraries, and are invoked in the great four storied building at Lhasa, said to date from our 12th century. Here “the monumental work of Kabem-endra, called Kalapa-lota,” was translated into Tibetan verse by order of the great Lama Phagupa, who is said to have converted the emperor Kublakhan to Buddhism (see Mr S. Chandra Das, Journal Buddhist Text Soc., ii., Academy, 9th October 1892). The Sam-ye library was the largest at Lhasa till the beginning of the 19th century, when it was accidentally burnt down; it is believed to have been built in our 8th century, after the model of that in the Odanta-pur monastery in Magadha. The Dalai Lama’s library is now the chief one at this sacred city. From the 14th to the 16th century Chinese books were translated, when the Buddhist originals could not be obtained from India. But Buddhism had its times of trial in Tibet, and it was disestablished in the 9th century by King Lang-dharma, called “the apostate,” reviving again through the powerful preaching (about 1020 A.D.) of Atisha, who said that he saw Om, or Adi-Buddha’s name, written in letters of flame on a rock where he was allowed to rear a monastery, and to plant a sacred tree. The miracles which followed included the appearance of some 10,000—some say 100,000—images on the leaves of this tree. Abbe Huc visited the monastery at the foot of a mountain where Tsong-kapa was born in 1350, to see the “celebrated tree which sprang from one of his hairs.” He gravely describes the markings on the leaves as Tibetan characters, and, with great consternation, admits that there was no suspicion of fraud. We can hardly wonder that the Pope discountenanced the work of this credulous priest, who knew as little of Tibetan writing as he did of botany.

Tibetan literature is ably described in the Edinburgh Review (Oct. 1890), by one who appears to have given a lifetime to the subject. It includes the two huge encyclopedias called Kan-gyur (100 volumes) and Ten-gyur (225 volumes), which reached London in 1838 with 14 other volumes (339 in all); among these are the sacred poems of Milaraspa—the Milton of Tibet: the huge historical compilations of Buton in 1320: the work of the “Lotus picture writers”; and the fairly reliable History of Tibetan Kings—the Gyalrabsaid to have been written 250 years ago by the 5th Grand Lama of Lhasa. To the zeal and piety of the kings Sron-tsahn Gampo, and Tisrong-deu-tsan (650 to 800 A.D.), we owe translations of Sanskrit works of which the originals have been lost. In our 9th century king Ralpachen revised and added to these translations made by studious monks: the main canons of the Buddhist scriptures were then rendered from the Chinese. Others were added in the 12th century, and about 1340. The two great dictionaries were printed at Narthang, in the province of Tsang, between 1728 and 1740. Other editions were published from two presses in K. Tibet, and Pekin possesses a somewhat illegible copy.

The Kangyur of 100 volumes includes seven divisions—(1) The Dulasa, or “discipline,” drawn from the Sanskrit Vinaya, and including the cosmography, and much Buddhist mythology in 13 volumes; (2) Sher-chhyn (21 volumes); (3) Phal-chen of 6 volumes; (4) Koutsek of 6 volumes; (5) Mdo, the Sutras of the 5th century A.D., including the legend of Buddha, and many Tantric, and magical rites, and theosophy (30 volumes); (6) the Myan-das in 2 volumes; (7) the Gyt in 22 volumes, including the Tantras of the third and most degraded stage of Buddhism reduced to a magical system, with invocations, and meditations and all phases of Yoga hypnotism.

The Tengyur of 225 volumes is divided into three sections—

(1) The Tsemo, a large volume of prayers and hymns, with a large part of the Hindu Mahabharata; (2) the Kyil-Khor, which is like the Gyt or 7th part of the preceding collection, and full of Tantric mysticism and ritual, in 87 volumes; (3) the remaining 136 volumes correspond to the 5th division of the first collection, and treat of ethos, philosophy, medicine, alchemy, sorcery, prophecy, Paradise, etc.

These works, based on originals of our 5th and 8th centuries,
show complete familiarity with all the Buddhist legends of India, and China, including much that was oral only in the 1st century B.C., and much that is otherwise lost; but they also show the gross immorality of the times, and the introduction of Bhikshunis (or Ge-long-mas) into monasteries, which became as corrupt as those of Europe in our 16th century. Several volumes of the Dulwa show, in the 253 rules of life, a concealed uncleanness, and excuse of crimes as venial, side by side with an outward hypocrisy insisting on trivial laws about food, dress, and purifications. We read of frail beauties who "apparelled themselves in single vestments of transparent muslin," sitting in booths near the shrines (see Kadesh, and Tabernacles), while in the Mdo we learn that Buddha has 108 names, 11 faces, and 1000 arms. The Dulwa cosmogony speaks of Rirab the holy mountain whence Avalokit-Isvara looks down in compassion, on men, and on the holy Manasarovar lake: among the 33 gods are the Tibetan representatives of Brama, Vishnu, and Kuvera: on a lower ledge are the four Diks or "protectors of the faith," and below these the Lhas or local gods, ruling over the Tibetan forms of the Asuras, Yakshas, Rakshasa, Naga, and Gandharvas, whose names are translated into Tibetan speech.

The various Indian philosophies, the teaching of transmigration of the soul, and of Karma (Lae in Tibetan) are given in the Ryud, or Gyut (the 7th part of the Kangyur), and in the Kyil-Khor, or 2nd part of the Tengyur. These works are full of the Yoga extravagancies which form no part of the teaching of Gotama Buddha, but belong to the Mahayana, or "great system" of later ritualism. The Mdo (or 5th part of the Kangyur) treats of the "clearing up of sorrow," of ethics, and philosophy, of mechanics, and the calendar, astronomy, medicine, and alchemy; but the most popular volumes of this part are the last about the "Journey to Shambhala," a mythical paradise on the borders of Mongolia, in whose blessed groves the pious desire to be reborn.

The Tibetan masses know little of such literature. They call their faith chhoi, and believe in Shakya Tulpa (the Sakyas Buddha), as the Buddha of the present age who had many predecessors, while in the future he will reappear as Byans-pa "the loving one" answering to the Maitreya, or future Buddha, of India, whose name means the same. They follow the usual legend of Gotama (see Lalita Vistara): they believe in four stages of perfection: (1) that of him who "has entered the stream": (2) of him who returns to earth for a further existence: (3) of him who goes to Bardo, or the place of the gods, to await Nirvana: (4) of him who has conquered life and desire, becoming
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an Arabist. Buddhism reached Tibet about 640 A.D., or 500 years after the first schism between the Mahayana (or high church) and the Hinayana (or purer low church) sects. The former triumphed in N. India, Mongolia, China, and Japan, the latter only in Ceylon. Thus Tibet received the corrupted system, while Lamás added to it the savage superstitions of Central Asia. Even the southern (or Ceylon) school is largely affected by the superstitions of the northern (see Dr. Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, 1895, p. 10). The mystical Amitábha Buddha (see Amritábha) is a "boundless light," "holder of the book of wisdom," and "of the sword of knowledge," dwelling in Nirvana surrounded by celestial Bodhi-sattvas, and not the true Gotama. Patanjali had reached the "ecstatic union of the individual with the universal soul" as early as 150 B.C., and a Pantheistic system of Yoga had spread all along the base of the Himalayas by 500 B.C., reaching Tibet, with Mahayana Buddhism, in our 7th century. To it were added the abuses of the Hindu Taenists, who were not Buddhists at all (see Sakta, and Tantras), and the Shaman demon worship (see Samans). Kubla-Khan, the Mongol emperor of our 13th century, conferred temporal powers on the Lama of the Sas-kya monastery in Tibet. The Mongol prince Gesri-Khan, conquering the country in 1640, transferred these to the head of the De-pung monastery, calling him the Dalai-Lama, or "vast Lama." The Chinese emperor confirmed these powers in 1650; but, to Tibetans, the priest-king of Lhasa is only the Gyal-wa Rin-poche, or "gem of majesty." The first of these prelates (Nagwan-Ló-zan) declared himself to be an incarnation of Avalokit-Isvara, and established his power at the Potala monastery of Lhasa. Buddhism was not pure even in 635 A.D., for King Song-tsang Gampo's inscription of that date "relates to Sivaic lingas" and none of his texts are distinctly Buddhist, though he married the Buddhist Chinese princess five years earlier (Dr. Waddell's Buddhism of Tibet, p. 20). The theory that as each Grand Lama dies he is reincarnated in a new born babe dates only from 1417 A.D., and serves to retain actual political power in the hands of the Techoo Lama, and of his assistants. The "Path" of Gotama Buddha gives place to the hypnotic ecstatics of Yggis (see Hypnotism), who must strive first to become deaf to all outer sounds, secondly to lose all sense of self and of the world, and finally to attain complete indifference. This is done by gazing at some small object, such as a little image of Buddha, until eye and brain become Zhi-thak or "dazed": or by holding in the breath for an incredible time, causing tumpo, or "a delicious feeling of lightness," when the devotee believes he floats in the air. Others attain mystic powers, as in Europe, by thinking intensely on such an
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object as a hare's head, which they must adore as a king on a throne, or an incarnation of moral and mental perfection marching through the world (Edinburgh Review, Oct. 1890: Mr Sandberg, Contempy. Review, Feb. 1890). From such wild extravagancies spring up rites of magic, and foolish lore called Dasu-tul. Lamas are said to fly through the air to distant lands, to read men's thoughts, to see the unseen, and to know the unknowable (see Yoga).

Tibetans dread the third stage of man's existence (the "waiting period" in Deva-chen, or the Paradise of Rirab, the "place of Devas"): for good and bad alike must pass through a purgatorial period in Barlo for 49 days, or months, before they can be reborn. Even holy Buddhas are subject to rebirth, can recount experiences in former lives, and can prophesy before death when they will reappear. But the Dalai-Lama is chosen as a child by lot, the names of those proposed being drawn from a golden urn placed in the Jo-kang temple before an image of Tsongka-pa or Buddha: the name so drawn is reported to the emperor of China, and is confirmed by him, much as Popes used to be elected and then confirmed by the emperor: the child is actually appointed when four years old. Its relatives are then endowed: the father becomes a Khang or "prince" of the first rank, receiving a button and a peacock's feather; while titles which are hereditary are given to other relations.

The Dalai-Lama, or boy deity, is usually dressed in a conical yellow hat fringed with fur, with a red woolen flowing robe embroidered, and edged with white silk which, as among all Buddhists, covers only one shoulder. The first Grand Lama of Lhasa (Ge-dun-dru-pa) was born in 1391, but was not a Dalai-Lama: the third (So-nam "the ocean of victory"), born in 1543, became one, the word in Tibetan being Talé, and not Dalai as in Mongolian. Nagwan-lo-zan (1650) though the first to be recognised by China is counted by them as the fifth. The term was a Mongol translation of Jyan-tso ("ocean of victory") the title of Sonam, applied to all his successors. Early in the first month of every year the Talé Lama descends from the red Potala monastery, above the great park of Lhása, to visit the chief Jo-kang shrine in the city, and to deliver his "charge" to the chief Lamas of the state, praying, and expounding the scriptures. Thousands kneel in the road, and spread before this Tibetan Pope gold, pearls, and gems, in precious bowls, lifting their heads as he passes in hope of being touched by his fly-flapper, which confers unspeakable blessings. Towards the end of the festival a strange rite is intended to confirm the general belief in the Talé-Lama's divine nature. A Lama, as his representative, takes his seat at the sacred gate of the Jo-kang; and crowds of Lamas join in his prayers and meditations. Suddenly the "king of devils" appears, walking boldly up to the delegate with scowls and jeers, and calling on him to prove his rights, the truth of his creed, and the utility of the rites. The actor, specially selected from the populace, is an ugly figure smeared with black and white paint. The Lama vaunts his faith and office, and argues his best; dice are produced, and heaven is called on to decide. The Lama throws the highest possible cast each time, and the poor devil gets nothing but blanks. The people hoot him, and amid the discharge of guns and canon he flies, striving to reach Niu-no-shan the "devil's hill," but he is pursued and ordered to quit Lhásas forever.

Tibetans are great believers in charms, and use rosaries. Women have the Svastika emblem on their garments as a rule. All desire to possess mani-ru-bu charms, or red balls, which the Chinese say are "pills" with very potent medical qualities. One of these is sent to the Dalai Lama on enthronement. Every year he goes to the Sera monastery to reverence the golden Dor-je or mace (see Dor-je), a magic club said to have flown to his Potala palace from some western country (see Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc.), and the "crystal staff" of the Mart'ang monastery is equally revered, having been "brought by an Arahá in olden times": it stands with other relics beside an image of Maitreya ("the merciful"), who is the future tenth Buddha, accompanied by those of 18 Arahás or "saints." A small tooth of Gotama (see Teeth) is shown in the same place, being about an inch long and yellow with age. The Pan-chen-erdeni, or "most excellent Panchen" Lama, of further Tibet, is popularly regarded as an incarnation of the Dor-je (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc, Jan. 1891, p. 81). Like the Dalai-Lama he rules the yellow sect. The latter is not the only boy deity of Central Asia, for, besides the one above noticed in Napal, another exists among the Burjasts (see Mongol). The basis of Tibetan worship is that of the Bud rather than of Buddha (see Bud), and Lha in Tibetan, like Fo-yeh in Chinese, means any sacred rock, stone, post, or tree haunted by a spirit.

Tien. See China, Tan, and Ti.

Tirtha. Trítta. Sanskrit: "pilgrim," "pilgrimage." [From the root tar "to move."—En.] A trítta is also a site for pilgrimage, tree, stone, circle, mound, tank, or sacred village (Journal Rl. Asiatic Soc, April 1882).

Tirtha-kara. Tirtha-ka. Sanskrit: "pilgrimage maker" (see Tirtha), a term applied to the 24 Jinas of the Jains, holy men,
or divine incarnations, or Buddhas. Their images are placed in temples, or carved on rocks. The word applies to any holy Brähmana, as a leader of our earthly pilgrimage, or as guardian of a Tirtha shrine (see Jains).

**Tiru-valluvar-nayanār.** See Dravidians. This celebrated poet is usually called in Tamil speech Tiru-vallār, “the priest of Valluvars” or low caste Pariahs. He is said to have been a low caste weaver of the Mailapiṟ (or St Thome) suburb of Madras, who lived about 800 to 1000 A.C. or certainly not later than our 9th century, according to the Tamil scholar, Dr Pope: native tradition makes him live as early as our 3rd century. He wrote the grand and comprehensive poem called the Kurral (“couplets” or “short verses”) which consists of 1380 verses of two lines each. The work is divided into three sections on Virtue, Wealth, and Affection (or Pleasure): it is full of plain, manly, good sense, and above all things the author is practical in his teaching. He says, “strive to ascertain the truth, and to reflect thereon, and trouble not thyself about births and rebirths: a knowledge of the truth never conducts thitherwards.” “Drive insatiate desire from the heart, and heaven is at once attained.” “If rich, be not above work; say, choose a profession, and energetically undertake and perform public, as well as private, duties for which thy poorer neighbours have neither time nor means.” The mantle of Buddha and of Confucius fell upon Tiru-vallār.

According to the legend of the Brähmans he was the son of one of their leaders named Bhagavan, by a fair Pariah mother, Adiyal. As usual in such cases, with the object of preserving the purity of Brähman blood, the parents agreed to abandon any children born to them, and to console themselves by repeating verses as to the goodness of God to all who are entrusted to His protection. Two girls and three boys were born to them, of whom the poet was the youngest. He was left under the branches of a tree (the Brasenia Longifolia) and was found by a farmer who called him Tiruvallām. He left his foster parents to join certain hermits who educated him: and he developed miraculous powers, slew a destructive monster, and so gained in marriage Vasuki the daughter of a rich landowner. She proved a “miracle of goodness, as well as of wealth,” but Tiru-vallār (or Tiruvallām) thought it wrong not to labour, and therefore learned to weave, while devoting his life to public and private duties. Dr Pope, the translator of the Kurral (1887), says: “Its teachings have formed an important factor in my life”; and this Dravidian scholar was long a distinguished missionary. He says that the Kurral outweighs all

other Tamil literature; and, like the Ramayana in N. India, its teaching has sunk deep into the heart and mind of S. India: it has indelibly impressed for good the thoughts of millions: for wherein “is food for all.” In the Kurral we read:

"As each man’s special aptitude is known
Bid each man make that special work his own."

Like Buddha, in his second stage, Tiruvallām was strongly opposed to a lazy celibate life, urging men to seek happy homes, and spheres of usefulness. He appears to have been a good Theist repeating with approval the words of the Bhagavad-gīta: “The holy one is the letter A, an eternal, omniscient, passionless, beautiful, and gracious one, who always acts through natural influences.” He retained the Vedik reverence for the elements, and thought that “the power of learned Rishi’s over the world comes next to that of God, and of rain”: the few profound and advanced ones eventually rule the masses: it is well for these if the higher diligent and active minds have a religion devoted to goodness and truth. The power of the elements however is very great for “if rain falls not it upsets the whole course of the world, the offerings to the gods, Virtue, Wealth, and Pleasures.”

Evidently Tiru-vallār was a follower of the doctrines of neo-Hinduism, which was then replacing Buddhism and Jainism, who were expiring in S. India, but from which he inherited much— he was even said to be a Jain—as well as from the philosophers of our 6th to 8th centuries, such as Kamkiṇa, Subandi, Bhava-bhāti, or Sankarāchārya. We speak from considerable personal acquaintance with the Kurral poem, gained during our residence in Dravidian India. From the 6th to the 10th century A.C. works on Dharma, or “duty,” were abundant, and from the earliest Buddhist age the Hindu standard of morality, right and wrong, was very high. Tiruvallām was an “eklektik,” searching for the highest ethics among all sects. Dr Pope says that he was familiar “with Sanskrit, Buddhist, and Jain literature.” So successful was he in generalising, and in popularising such literature that twelve standard authors of as many sects claim him as a master. He urged that “whatever brings with it persuasion of its truth must be absolutely, and forever, taken into the soul; and that when convictions clash, it is because the finite is dealing with the infinite” (see Dr Pope, *Indian Mag.,* Feb. 1895). In a chapter on God—who he names not—he describes the deity as a spirit “without form, desire, or aversion: who passes over all our soul, like the soft breeze over the lotus; yet should all strive to reach his feet, though over the vast billowy sea of embodied existence.”
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The good poet, though not disapproving of asceticism, by which even “supernatural powers” may be gained, says that “more will be gained by the practice of benevolence, and a gracious regard for all men.” We must cultivate “all the virtues” for:

“Virtue sums up the things that should be done
And vies the things that all should shun.”

“Spotless be thou in mind. This only merits Virtue’s name;
All else—mere pomp of idle sound—no real worth can claim.”

Morality is defined as “that which is useful, pleasurable, beautiful, and necessary to human society”—a seed, originally, and divinely, implanted in humanity. “Let us begin by exercising restraint, extirpating evil desires, and so build up a character devoted to goodness and truthfulness,” for, “naught but evil can flow from falseness in life or word.” Dravidian speech has no word for our idea of conscience, but this, with faith, seems—says Dr Pope—to be summed up in “Vision”—or perception of what is right, which Viruvalam “attributes to all good men.”

“E’en when resourcesfail they weary not of kindness due
And Duty’s self to them, appears in Vision true.”

“Those who have conquered sense with sight, from sordid vision freed
Desire not other good e’en in the hour of sorest need.
Though troubles press, no shameless deeds they do,
Whose eyes the ever-during Vision have in view.”

Thus the old poet was as strong in preaching Duty as the best men of our own times are. He says that the whole world, as well as those with whom we are immediately connected, may claim duty from us, whereof we “should have an intuitive consciousness... for in Duty there is nothing arbitrary, but the revelation, to purged eyes, of that which is within the veil.” The Tamil word means “a binding,” or debt that we are bound to pay, seeking for no recompense. As to sins of omission or of commission Tiruvall put insists that “retribution overtakes the evil doer in the natural course of things, as surely as our shadows follow us.”

“Evil will dog the doer’s steps where’er he wanders,
Destruction thus on evil deeds attends.”

In the second part of the Kural the noble and rich are told to associate only with the good, to use their time and opportunities well, to cherish their kindred, to seek after friendship, manly activity, and duties on which they can concentrate time and talents. They are not to be checked by ingratitude, or cast down by evil words and want of appreciation. Let them remember (as Dr Pope renders it) that:

“Tis easy what thou hast in mind to gain
If what thou hast in mind thy mind retain.”

“Who griefs confront with meek ungrieving heart,
From them the griefs, so put to grief, depart.”

“Of greatness, and of meanness too
The deeds of each arc touch-stone true.”

“Who knows not with the world in harmony to dwell
May many things have learned, but nothing well.”

“If each his own as neighbours’ fault would scan
Could any evil hap to living man?”

“Harmfly to all is goodly grace, but chief to them
With fortune blessed. ‘Tis fortune’s diadem.
Assistance given by those who ne’er received our aid
Is debt, by gift of heaven and earth but poorly paid.
A timely benefit though thing of little worth,
The gift itself in excellence transcends the earth.
’Tis never good to let the thought of good things done thee pass away,
Of things not good ‘tis good to rid thy memory that very day.”

The third book of the Kural, on the “Pleasures of the Affections,” teaches that “Love is the fulfilling of the Law.”

“That breast alone contains a living soul within
Which Love inspires. Void of this warmth ‘tis bone and skin.
The loveless to themselves belong alone,
The loving ones are others’ to the very bone.
Is there a bar that can e’en Love restrain?
The tiny tear shall make the loving secret plain.
Of precious soul with body’s flesh and bone
The union yields our fruit, the life of love alone.
From Love fond yearning springs, for union of sweet minds,
And this the bond of rare excelling friendship binds.
Sweetness on earth, and rarest bliss above,
These are the fruits of tranquil life of love.
The sun’s fierce ray dries up the boneless things,
So loveless being Virtue’s power to nothing brings.”

This true religion, born in a lowly peasant’s heart, is such as no Bible can surpass, and one which none may gainassay or dare to set aside.

Titans. See Tat. The Greek and Latin title of the 12 great gods, children of heaven and earth, six being male and six female: Ocean, Sky, Dawn, Huperion, Iapetos, and Kronos, had as sisters Theia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoibe, and Tethys. Ouranos their father cast into Tartaros his three “hundred-handed” sons, Briareus, Kottoos, and Gugossa, with the Kuklopes (or “round-faced ones”), Argos, Eupæus, and Brontes (“bright,” “star-faced,” and “glittering”): the Titans rose against their father, from whose blood sprang the Ereimess.
—Alekto, Tisiphônê, and Megaira. After this war of Titans Kronos was made their king (see Kronos), but he hurled the Kuiklopes again into Tartaroa, and married Rhea. He swallowed his children Hestia, Démètēr, Hérē, Hades, and Poseidon, while Rhea hid Zeus the 6th child, giving Kronos a stone instead. Zeus, aided by Thetis, made him vomit these out, and aided by the Kuiklopes, whom he delivered from Kambê their jailor, and who forged thunderbolts for him, he defeated the Titans in a second war, and cast them below Tartaros, where they were guarded by the Hekaton-kheires, or “hundred-handed ones.” This war is often confused with that of Zeus and the giants. The name Titan is often given to Hélio (the sun) and Selēnê (the moon), children of Hyperion and Theia, as also to Promètheus, Hekatê, Latôs, and Purra, with other elemental “powers.”

Tithónos. The brother of Priam, king of Troy, and a son of Laomedon, and Strumo. He was beloved by Éos (the dawn), who bore him Mēmon; but some call him the son of Éos and of Kephalon (see these headings): Éos conferred immortality on Tithónos by permission of Zeus, but forgot to ask that he should remain ever young. She leaves the couch of her aged lord at dawn, drawn by her bright horses Lampos and Phaethôn in her chariot: some say that Tithónos was changed into a cicada, the strange insect which creeks in olive groves in the sunshine.

Titōus. A grandson of Zeus, slain by Apollo for offering violence to Létô or darkness.

Tlachto. Irish: “going round” in worship, or in the movements of the planets, etc. The name applies to a tumulus at New Grange, near Drogheda, in Munster, where sacrifices were offered to ancestors on 1st November. The worshipers danced in circles, and carried torches.

Tlalok. The Mexican water god, whose chief festival was in May, when the shrine was strewn with rushes from his sacred lake Citaltepek. In this lake was a whirlpool, into which a boy and a girl were thrown, with the hearts of many human victims (Bradford, Amer. Ant., p. 308).

Tm. See Tum.

Todas. A non-Aryan people, some 7500 in number, who inhabit the upper Nilgiri range in S. India. They have been called ‘Indian Druid,” on account of their stone cairns and cremleths. They are phallic fetish worshipers, and given to polyandry, or the plurality of husbands. They are tall and sturdy: of a dark chocolate hue: with aquiline noses and thick lips, bright eyes, and a somewhat Jewish cast of countenance. They are very hairy—like Australians, Ainos, or African dwarf races—and of inferior intellectual powers. The women enjoy much freedom and consideration. The Todas are good-humoured, but dirty and drunken. They have black bushy beards, and are often handsome. Their dress is not unlike that of our Highlanders. They worship the rising sun, and adore their buffaloes, with several other gods, the chief of whom is Hiria-deva, the “belly-god,” who is a hunting deity. Some of the other tribes look up to, and serve, the Todas. They have celibate priests, and these pour ghee, and milk, but never blood, over their sacred stones (see Kurumbas and Vetal). The word Toda is said to be originally Toruv or “herdsmen,” and some 1000 are so employed near our stations on the Nilgirias. They distinguish the Kadas or Tardas, who are laymen, from Paikis or Teralis—“holy ones” who have to do with the gods. The women are often beautiful, with long thick tresses falling on the neck and shoulders, while the curly black hair of the men is some 6 inches in length. The Morts or “dairies” are sacred places which no woman may enter: a custom also among Bechuana in S. Africa—Ed.]. The chief Toda temple, dedicated to Truth, appears to contain nothing except three or four bells in a niche, and the chief rite is a libation of milk, which is otherwise not used, but left to the calves. The Teriris, or sacred groves, are guarded by priests called Pâl-als or “milk-men”; and worship takes place in these also. The Todas are an indolent people, and at the games which follow the buffalo sacrifice all regard for chastity seems to be abandoned. These sacrifices are made especially after funerals, when all present dance round the victim, which is allowed to escape, and then pursued, cruelly beaten, and despatched with an axe. The Todas believe that the dead go to Om-nôr or “the great country.”

Toe. See Foot. This—like the finger or thumb—is often a phallic emblem, as at Isernia where the phallos is a saint’s toe (see Isernia). The toe of Siva may not be kissed like that of Peter, but is anointed and bathed with holy water (see Abu). The great toe is used by Orientalis for holding fast any object in a manner known only among barefooted people.

Teories. Taur. A consort of Set, and an avenging goddess in Egypt, who devours the wicked in Amenti. She is usually shown standing on a hippopotamus, knife in hand.

Tôia. An evil god of ancient Florida.
Tokelau

Tokelau. Tokelo. The supreme god of Polynesians in the Union and Samoan groups. "Tui-Tokelo," says Miss Gordon Cumming, "is symbolised by a rude stone swathed in mats" (see Rivers of Life, i. 444; ii. 231; figs. 173, 244). He resembles Tararoa (see Tangaloa and Union).

Tol. Keltik: "hole." Tol-Pen, at Penwith, is a windy headland with a hole in it. Tol-mein means a "holed-stone." Tol-karn is a huge pile of rocks at Penzance with many holes or caves (see Stones).

Toldoth-Jesu. "The generations of Jesus," a mediæval forgery by some Jewish writer, founded on late statements in the Talmud, representing Jesus as a wizard, and as the illegitimate son of Miriam the woman's hairdresser, and of the soldier Pandera or Pantheros. It is a spiteful calumny, which Voltaire used against Christianity.

Toleks. See Azteks.

Toma-tink. A Mexican sun god—the essence of the sun in the four quarters of heaven.

Tombs. See Dead, and Taphos. These are connected with the worship of heroes and ancestors. The Hebrews called the tomb "the house of ages" or "of eternity"—the "long home." The Pythian oracle bade Solon to "honour the mighty dead... the chiefs who live beneath." Most ancient races have carried offerings to tombs, and the Babylonians regarded it as disastrous to remain unburied, as did the Greeks (see also Egypt).

Tongas. Tongans. The natives of the Friendly Islands (see Fiji, and Samoa). The god Tonga was symbolised by a pole or spear, and Tongans beat their foreheads in his honour till the blood flowed. The owl was also his emblem, as were the bat, ray (fish), and mullet. Tanga or Tonga, according to the Rev. Dr Turner, means "long," or "extending" over all. He created, and supports, all things, and—as sun and moon—is bisexual, and represented by stones and cups. Mariner (ii, p. 106) calls him Taliy-tu-bu "the eternal" or "persistent one," ruler of all Atuas or spirits "from the sky top to earth's bottom," and of all Tikis or household gods, to whom food was daily offered, and who had regular feasts (Gill, Mytho: Dr March, Journal Anthrop. Inst., May 1893: Ellis, Pol. Res., i. p. 555). Bread, wine, and kava, are offered to all these gods, and only the priest may approach the vacant seat left for the deity (Rev. G. Turner, Polynesia, p. 541).

Tonsure. A survival of the ancient custom of shaving the head, among Phœnicians, Egyptians, and other priests (see Nazarite). It is believed to have been a modification of self-sacrifice like circumcision (see Rivers of Life, ii. p. 154). The tonsure rite, performed by a bishop among Roman Catholics, admits to the full privileges of the priesthood; it must as a rule be renewed every month. The Council of Toledo in 633 A.C., enacted that all clerics must have a circular tonsure (or "shaving") of the crown of the head. The Quincent Council of 682 A.C. requires even the inferior orders of singers and readers to be tonsured. Rome then enforced her peculiar tonsure on the Celdees, or primitive hermits of Britain, who shaved the head after an older style, like that of the Greek Church apparently. The new Romanists called the old "tonsure of St John," in contempt, that of "Simon Magus"; it consisted in shaving the front of the head to a line drawn from the crown to the ears. The Oriental Churches now merely cut the hair of priests short. Monks wear it quite long and tied up on the head like a woman's hair. Great importance was attached to the tonsure as indicating obedience to Rome; but, as the Rev. C. W. King (Gnostics, 1864, p. 71) justly remarks, the worshipers of Mary preserved in the tonsure, in celibacy of the clergy, in the alb, and in their rites, the customs of the Egyptian priests of Isis in the 2nd century B.C. Tonsure was customary in India in the time of Buddha: for, according to the Dhamma-pada—a writing of the 3rd century B.C.—Buddha cautioned his followers: "not by tonsure does the undisciplined man who speaks falsehood become a Śrāmaṇa" (Rogers, Buddhist Parables, xix, 264). The Romanist tonsure came to be connected—by its form—with the wafer of the Host, at the Councils of Valencia, Salzburg, and Ravenna (see Notes and Queries, 12th January 1895). It varies in size from 1 inch to 2½ inches according to clerical rank. The London Council in 1258 laid down a rule of tonsure (to be found in the British Museum) to which their clerics were to conform; they were to keep their hair short to show that they renounced the advantages of this life, and aspired only to the dignity of a royal priesthood. The long hair was a sign of temporal royalty (see Hair); Paul regarded long hair as a shame to a man (1 Cor. xi, 14, 15), and Hebrew Levites were shaven (Num. viii, 7); so also are Brahmins.

Tophet. An ancient shrine of Molok in the valley of Ben Hinnom S. of Jerusalem. The word is said to signify a "pyre."

Torii. See Japan. A symbolic gateway before a temple. Prof. Chamberlain of the Imperial University of Japan discards the idea
Totems. The word Totem has come to be popularly used as meaning a tribal deity, being incorrectly adopted from the Algonquin Ote, the Iroquois Odaro, and the Ottawa Odotam, for a family badge. The words kil-otem “thy family mark,” and wind-otem “my family mark,” have caused Ote to be transformed into Totem. The idea is the same as that of the Australian Kobong. Mr Long—an interpreter among Red Indians—seems to be responsible for the term “Totemism” in 1792, when describing the well-known worship of certain animals and objects. Mr Fraser (Encyclop. Brit.) says that: “A totem is a class of natural objects which rude people regard with superstitions respect, believing that there exists between them and every member of the class an intimate, and altogether special, relation.” A Fetish differs from a Totem as being an object in which some spirit dwells unconnected with any class ideas. [Recent researches in Australia show that such tribal badges are not always common to all the tribe—individual ones are also recognised. The basis of the idea is that of metempsychosis (see that heading, and also Africa, and Animism). The term is often as misleading as it is incorrect, and would be better avoided.—Ed.] Totemism is a primitive attempt to establish a friendly connection with incomprehensible, and therefore supernatural forces. Early savage man thought that beasts, birds, fish, and even plants, had blood foeds like himself; and he therefore sought to identify himself, his family, and his clan, with one or more allies, the better to fight the battle of life. Thus when claiming affinity to a bear (in which perhaps an ancestor’s spirit was reincarnate after death) he expected the aid of all bears, as belonging to his clan. This usually resulted in the bear becoming a divinity (see Prof. Tyler, Journal Anthrop. Inst., Aug.-Nov. 1898). The idea is not peculiar to American Indians: it is found in Africa, Australia, Siberia, and wherever the doctrine of transmigration from human into animal forms is known. The Totem animal never injures, but often warns his ally of danger.

Towers. See Fifth.

Thrakia. Thrakia. Thrace. Usually explained to mean “the rugged land.” Stephen of Byzantium says that its older names were Perke and Aria. It lay N.W. of Asia Minor, N. of the Ægean Sea and the Hellespont: and from Thrakia the European Aryans crossed east to become Phrygians and Bithynians. The four quarters of the early Greek world were Europe, Thrace, Asia, and Libya. Thrakia was bounded by the Danube on the north. “The whole East, European as well as Asiatic,” says Mr Karl Blind (Academy, 16th Feb. 1884), “was strewed with Thrakian names of clearly Teutonic source. . . . Like other Thracians the Trojans in time became partly Hellenised, therefore of mixed culture and speech.” The Pelasgian Kaukones (or Kikones) who assisted Priam were Bithynians of Thrakian origin. Herodotus shows that the rites of Bendis, or Kottuto, the Thrakian Artemis, were similar to those of Delos and of Delphi. There is some doubt as to human sacrifice being a Thrakian rite, but none as to their drunken revels in honour of their Dionysos. The Thrakian Aryans were regarded as “the largest of all nations excepting only Indians . . . from them sprang the poetry of Orpheans which entered Greece later.”

Trees. The various articles on sacred trees are enumerated in the subject index. Shady or useful trees have been adored by man in all parts of the world from the earliest times. According to Persians the first parents of mankind sprang from the sacred rhubarb tree. The Mongol “heavenly race” claimed descent from a tree impregnated by a seed of divine light, as Adonis sprang from the tree Murrho. Rhea was a pomegranate nymph, Philyra a linden, Daphné a laurel (or an oleander), Helikô a willow, Phyllis an almond tree in Thrakia, the dryads were oak nymphs, and the Tengu in Japan are forest spirits. The Sioux on the upper Missouri say that the first man and woman were two trees: a snake gnawed the roots and enabled them to walk away. In India we have seen whole villages march forth in gay processions, with banners and music, to some distant sacred tree, encamping round it to worship for several days. The Rev. S. Mateer (Travankor) gives several instances of such tree worship (p. 133). The paradises of the ancients had many sacred trees. The Hebrew Eden had two—the tree of life, and the tree of knowledge: the Indian Meru had four: the Greek Hesperides garden had its tree of golden apples: the Chinese spoke of a “jewelled peach tree in the west”: the Babylonian wondrous tree was under ocean: the Perea of Egypt was in Amenti: the Moslem speaks of a tree in heaven, and of a bitter thorny tree in hell. The Babylonian of the south adored the palm as the tree of life: the Akkadians seem, in the north, to have given this name to the vine. The sacred Yggdrasil ash tree is the
Trees

of heaven, earth, and hell. 

Atus was a fir tree in Phrygia, and the cones held by Assyrian gods are usually supposed to be fir cones, though Dr E. B. Tylor (Academy, 8th June 1889) regards these as "the inflorescence of the male date palm, as it appears when freed from its sheath." Many ancient deities are symbolised by trees: Zeus by the oak, Athéné by the olive, or the Ephesian Artemis by a tree trunk. In ancient Egypt (according to Dr F. Petrie): "Offerings were made to trees to propitiate the spirit which dwelt in them: the peasant is figured bowing to the sycamore in his field, and surrounding it with jars of drink offerings." On Babylonian gems of the 8th century B.C., the palm tree is conspicuous, as in the legend of Artemis, or that of Deborah in Palestine. Still in Palestine the oak, the terebinth, the sycia, or the tamarisk, is a sacred tree hung with rags as memorials of visits paid to some shrine hard by (see Quart. Stat. Pal. Exp. Fund, July 1893). On a Thursday, soft music may be heard at such places, and the spirits of the trees may be seen visiting each other, while the tamarisk, as the wind blows it, sighs out Allah! Allah! The olive is still the "source of light and food," and thus sacred: the palm is the source of the "water of life" (or date palm spirit); but the fig and sycamore are the abodes of devils.

The Greeks, lacking trees in their rocky land, pictured the Isles of the Blessed in the West as well wooded. The Thessalians offered drenched raiment to the oaken gods (Ovid, Metam., viii, 741), perhaps in time of drought. The Greco-Phoenicians spoke of the "winged oak of the universe," reaching from earth in which were its roots to heaven, its fruits being of the fire without which nought is begotten. The Romans had groves said to have been made sacred by Numa, and by the laws of the twelve tables. Isaiah speaks of the worship of idols under trees (iv, 5). In Europe this tree worship survived till the time of Adam of Bremen (11th century a.d.), and he describes (iv, 27) sacrifices offered under the sacred oaks, and ashes, at Upsala. The cypress is still a "tree of joy and grace," and Mazdeans worshiped two great cypresses in Khorsan—"the produce of shoots brought by Zoroaster from Paradise." One was cut down by a Khalif and carried to Bagdad in our 9th century, when it was 1450 years old and 50 ft. in girth (Yule, Marco Polo). These were connected with the sun and moon; and mediæval legends spoke of two trees in some distant "earthly paradise" beyond the sea, one of which was green and flourishing, and the other the "dry tree." These, according to Buddhists and others, symbolised the married and the ascetic life. The "dry tree," which Sir J. Mandeville identifies with Abraham's oak

at Hebron (in our 14th century), is the Kushk-Dirakht or Kuru-Dirakht of Persians.

Xerxes visited a sacred plane tree in Lydia, and hung it with golden robes, learning the behests of heaven from the rustling leaves (as at Dōdona), and Arabs hung veils on the sacred palm tree of Najran. The practical Chinese of today—like the Japanese of yesterday—go to sacred trees in sacred gardens to gather fruits which convey every blessing both here and hereafter. An ancient print shows Alexander the Great visiting the two trees of Khorsan already noticed, one of which has the sun on it and the other the moon; between them is a loftier tree on which sits an angry-looking stork—no doubt a phoenix. Alexander is speaking to the priest of the sun temple which was on a mountain to which 2500 steps led, according to the legend given by Sir H. Yule. The stems of the two trees were clothed in skins of male beasts for the male tree, and of females for the female (or moon) tree: these spoke oracles which none could interpret, while the other sacred tree assured Alexander of victory, but prophesied that he would never return to Makedonia. General Cæsena found at Idalion, in Cyprus, a sculpture very like that of the Roman villa at Albano: it represents a tree with a serpent coiled round it attacking its fruits. The Albanian Diana is also represented as a fruit tree. In these cases the phallic significance appears to be clear.

In 1858 we witnessed the worship, or loving reverence, paid by all classes in Vienna to their ancient ash, the "Stock im Eisen," now a mere stump disfigured by the innumerable nails (see Nails) and ex-votos. It stood till 1891 when it was removed in a skeptical age. English sacred trees have been many (see Glastonbury), and Skandinavians prided themselves on devotion to the "green tree of Gotland." "No sharp instrument," says Prof. Holmhoe, "has ever touched the grand old sacred birch of Bergen, and its roots, at several fêtes, and especially at Christmas, were deluged with libations of new beer" (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 409-412). The Frisians held their chief court at the Upstal-bunn ("court tree") where the National Assembly met (see Indian Antiq., August 1886). It is only some six or seven centuries since Prussians forbade Christians to enter their sacred groves, or to approach their holy wells. The chief fane was at Eikoit—now Remove—where, under an ancient tree, were busts of the three chief gods, including Perkuno, before whom burned a perpetual fire of oak logs. Only the chief priest entered the silk curtains round this holy oak. Other priests and priestesses, widowers and widows living celibate lives, resided round it in tents, and received the behests
of heaven from the Kirwaitto or "god's mouth." The destruction of Slav groves began in 1008 A.D., and in the 12th century many of these were found to contain images with three, four, five, or seven faces. The Gaulish nemeton was a sacred grove; and Strabo says that "the Galatian council met in the Dru-nemeton or oak grove" (xiii, 51). The Roman temple of Jupiter Feretrius on the Capitol marked the site of the sacred oak to which Romulus brought the first Spolia Opima. In England Mr. Allen mentions especially the Crouch oak on Walford Green in Surrey—a gnarled hollow bole in the centre of the ancient "paly-field" or common. Of the "twelve apostles" at Burley near Ringwood only five are left. The "gospel oak" at Addleston, near Chertsey, is said to have been so called because Wycliffe preached beside it: but the boundary-marking processes always halted here, while priests read the gospel; as probably also at the gospel oak of Cheriton. For the "bathing of bounds" was not merely intended to establish them in the memories of the poor boys who were flogged, but also to drive evil spirits beyond the bounds, while the tears of the victims secured the fall of rain when desired.

Sacred trees are believed to be haunted by spirits in Japan, Korea, Java, and most countries of the Far East. The cannibals of Borneo have such trees. Mr. Romilly (New Guinea, p. 86) says that the natives of the Louisiade group of islands hold their sacred feasts under large trees believed to have souls: "A portion of the feast is set aside for them, and pig, and human, bones are deeply embedded in their branches." The Hindu merchant fears to place his shop near a Picus, or other holy tree, lest he should hear him asking an unjust price for his goods; but we find little lingams daubed with red under Indian trees, and food is often placed near the tree spirits. Birmani the Arab traveller speaks of trees that bore children instead of fruits. The people of Belgrado still take the sick to holy groves. Virgil sang that "all sylvan powers were born from the trunks of trees and stubborn oaks." Hesiod and Hesychius said that men sprang from the ash Phoroness. The Pelopids sprang from the plane (Keary, Prim. Beliefs). Even Christ in the 15th century was said to be born on the tree of Paradise.

In South Africa, according to Galton, "the tree is the universal progenitor," different species yielding different animals; and similar beliefs exist throughout the islands of the Indian Archipelago, in the Philippines, in Polynesia, and in N. and S. America. Some Indian kings have claimed descent from the monarch of the wood, and, in lands where the date palm flourishes, from its stem or fruit. Empedokles, and others, taught that our souls came from, and pass into trees (Ovid, Metam., viii, 714). The Brazilians saw their Mani rise again as the tree over his grave. [In Egypt the hero of the Tale of the Two Brothers is reborn as a Penia tree.—Ed.] The "sensitive plant" was said to shrink from the touch of man; but the cocoa-nut withered away if it heard no human voice, for like many other trees and plants it will grow only near the dwellings of men. We still plant the ash, hazel, rowan, near our homes to guard us from the evil eye, and the Danes and Norsemen gave the latter its name, as a Runes or "charm."

In the Vedas, Varuna (or heaven) is said to have "lifed up the summit of the celestial tree of life," and to have obtained Soma or Anurita (the drink of immortality) by squeezing its fruit between two stones. Yet the Vedik poets condemned the phallic Siva-deva rites (Muir, Sanskrit Texts: Müller, Origin and Growth, see Contemporary Review, October 1879). The phallic meaning of the tree in the midst of the garden, and of the serpent that enticed Eve to taste its fruits, is made clear by Sir G. Cox (Argus Mythol.). Tall straight trees especially were sacred, such as the deodar, or dem-dara cedar "given by God." The "healing tree" on the Nile near Memphis is sacred to Moslem and Christian alike, as are the many specimens of the Dirakh-i-Faqi ("tree of grace") among Persians, these being common near their shrines and tombs. It is death to injure them or even to move a leaf or twig (Yule, Marco Polo, i, p. 124), as also in Palestine where Col. Conder describes the sacred trees beside the Makams or "stations"—shrines of the peasantry. The trees of the wild Khonds represent the Graha-devas, or village deities, and the sky god with his earth consort Turu-Pemu (see Khonds). When starting new public works in India the workmen always plant a sacred tree, and set up their lingam emblems beneath it (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 151, fig. 40). At weddings the first thing brought into the Hindu's house is a branch of his favourite tree, which is reverently placed on the winnowing fan and then worshiped, all the bread of the household passing over it. The Buddhist equally plants a tree of inauguration, under which he may place a small image of Gotama. He clears a space round this tree, and strews it with marigolds and other sacred flowers. The Balis of Ceylon symbolised Samana their god by the sacred tree Palol, Bagaya, or Kiri-naga, represented beside, or within, a sacred ark (Cunningham, Bilina Tapes: Rivers of Life, ii, p. 482, fig. 318). Even Sitala-maya, goddess of small-pox, on her lean donkey, is found in groves near the fields she desolates, especially under Neem trees: her wrath is averted by setting up a branch of this tree; and when cholera prevailed in Siam or Barmah, we have seen Buddhists invoking the Thabya-ben, and other sacred trees,
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setting up the leaves and sprigs round their houses, in waterpots, and offering to them flowers with prayers (compare Mr Scott's Burman, II., chap. xii.) At the new year water rites, especially, young and old dance before sacred trees or branches of the same. Hindus recognise sex in trees, but flowers are feminine, and Deva-dāīi temple girls hold funeral rites over the favourite flowers of their deities, when the bloom dies. The European Christmas tree has the same origin in the West (see Yggdrasill). Pliny said that the serpent fears the ash tree, and Cornishmen still believe that only an ash plant can kill an adder, while the rowan chip is carried in the pocket as a charm. In the Volsung tale the hero Sigmund springs, however, from the straight poplar tree which was also sacred (see Grimm, Teut. Mythol., p. 571 : Argen. Mythol., i. p. 274). But the mother of Phoroneus, the fire hero of Pelasgoi, was an ash tree. The triple leaves of the ash are plucked by English maidens, and placed in their bosoms, that they may dream of their lovers. Wedding torches of white may, or hazel nuts, are used equally for divining (see Rods). Grimm says that few rustics will injure an ash, and all over Europe it was placed, with the elder and hazel, near the cattle to prevent disease. The Germans call the hazel the "bewitching tree," and plant it near houses and courts of justice. They, like Celts, pass their babes through hoops of hazel, ash, and rowan (mountain ash) to cure disease (see Fire, and Stones). The blackthorn also is as sacred as the Indian banyan tree. Skandinavians still say that mistletoe cures epilepsy, and that the ash cures hernia. All these trees are powerful against poison and snakes. Pilgrims affix rags to such sacred trees at Loch Mair, or at the holy well of Helen near Thorpe-arch in Yorkshire, or on many others round Lourdes in France.

In lower Bengal, among the tribes of Chuttia-nilgūr, we studied many ancient sexual rites (compare Birt, Chittia Nilgūr; and Scottish Geogr. Mag., Oct. 1903, pp. 549-558) : the Sarnas are here worshiped as tree ancestors, as in all forests of N. and Central India, and the Sarna usually dominates the village "dancing ground" where—as Mr Birt says bluntly—"the children of each village are begotten." Mr Fraser (Golden Bough) has told us much of such tree worship, recognising its antiquity, though he is silent as to the phallic connection which is well understood in the East. For the tree is the emblem of life and vigour (see Aricia).

Triangles. These are euphemiisms for the Yoni (see Delta, and Door). The Pythagoreans called the equilateral triangle Athēnē. The double triangle is the lingam with the Yoni.

Trident. The three-pronged fork, or Indian Trisul, is an emblem of the phallus (see Trisul, and Vajra).

Tri-lochan. Sanskrit: "three-eyed" (see Siva). Vishnu is said to have come to worship Siva with a thousand flowers, and missing one, which Siva had hidden, he tore out his own eye (the sun) and placed it in Siva's forehead, so that like Zeus he became three-eyed. The present Tri-lochan shrine at Banaras stands, says Mr Sherring, on the site of an older temple: whoever worships here for 24 hours without sleep at the Baisakh fête (Easter time), attains spiritual emancipation, and absorption into deity, no matter where he dies.

Trinities. The primordial pair in most mythologies are heaven and earth, and their child is the sun. These form a triad or trinity, in Egypt and elsewhere; and among early Christians, who regarded the Holy Ghost as the mother of Christ, the trinity was of the same character. Three is the sacred perfect number, and Indra was the Tri-deva-pati, or "triple deity." Parmenides explained Trinitarian ideas to Greeks long before Plato. Even Egyptian priests, in some mysterious manner, regarded their three deities as being one. Hindus regard the lingam as Tri-murti or "three formed" yet one, and as a very ancient emblem of Brahma. Siva is Tri-murti as being the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer (see Rivers of Life, ii, plate xv, 5). Kalidasa described this triad 1700 years ago:

"In these three persons the one god is known Each first in place, each last, not one alone Of Siva, Vishnu, Brahma each may be First, second, third, among the blessed three."

For such trinities Gotama substituted a trinity of ideas—Adi-Buddha, the supreme ancient wisdom, with Dharma or duty, and Sangha, or the congregation of the faithful. This Tri-vatna was like most of his ideas much in advance of the age. Hindus have (like others) many groupings of three, and even Tri-venas, or female trinities, such as Ganga, Yamuna, and Sarsavati, goddesses of three great rivers. It was in a magnificent temple of the Tri-pati, or Trinitarian Lord, some 75 miles from Madras to the W. that the author first began to study Indian faiths in earnest. Here in 1846 he joined the tens of thousands who came to see the place where their lord descended to earth in human form to counsel, bless, and comfort his people. Here he saw the rich weary pilgrim from far-off Gujarāt humbly walking in the crowd of peasants from the Ganges, or the Kaveri. All these poured their gains into the lap of the god, presenting ornaments,
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images—often of gold—or temple requisites. Once he saw a poor
woman who had not even a mite to offer cut off her beautiful locks
more precious to her than gold—and lay the tresses before incarntate
Vishnu. Merchants dwelling in furthest India, and unable to join the
throng, had here their agents who offered 3 to 10 per cent. of annual
gains at the feet of the gracious Tri-pita: the sick, and the blind,
alike gave according to their means to the Tri-murti or Trinity
of India.

The Christian dogma of the Trinity only very slowly developed
(see Sabellius) between the 3rd and the 8th centuries. It was an
attempt to harmonise the various passages in which the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit are noticed in the New Testament. The triangle
became the emblem of the Triad which Christians sought in the
Hebrew scriptures, as when three angels visit Abraham (Gen. xviii),
which a mosaic of our 5th century already represents. In these days
however it was still thought idolatrous to represent deity in human
form. In the church of St Felix at Nola (6th century) and in the
basilica of Saint Cosmas and Saint Damian, the Father is represented
by a hand in a cloud, beside the Dove (for the Holy Spirit), while the
Son stands below in the Water of Life. But on a sarcophagus in the
Lateran, attributed to the 4th century A.D., three bearded figures are
engaged in the creation of Eve (see Smith, *Diety, Christian Antiq.)*.
Christian credos still proclaim that these three are one, but Christians
say as little as may be about the mystery created for them in the 4th
century.

Tri-pitāka. Sanskrit: “three baskets” (see Buddha). The
Buddhist Bible—a canon of holy writ, revered as the teaching of
Gotama, and as the ultimate appeal in all matters of belief and
conduct. It is eleven times as long as the Christian Bible, but
devoted to religious questions rather than to myths. Nothing is more
striking in this work than the intense individuality of Gotama. The
Tri-pitāka appears clearly to be the recension which, according to
Buddhists, was settled in 309 B.C., and approved at their third general
council. The Mahā-vamsa states that the sacred books were orally
known down to the 1st century B.C., and the teachers appear to have
had no original texts till then. But among the Barhīt sculptures,
supposed to be of the 3rd century B.C., appears a text giving a sentence
of the Vīṇāya-Pitāka in the Magadha language. This Vīṇāya is the
first of the three “baskets” or collections, and is divided into five
parts. The second Pitāka is a series of “Sutras,” consisting of five
discourses on Dharma (religious law, or duty); while the third, or

Abhi-Dharma (“bye-law”) Pitāka, consists of seven works on philo-
sophy and metaphysics. Buddha explained that the first was for the
busy world, who require practical religion, the second for those who
have more time and ability to consider their path in life, while the
third was for the learned who can devote themselves to the highest
problems of life. There was thus no distinction of public and secret
teaching, but only an advance from the first simple course of teaching
to the higher.

Tripolis. Greek: “triple city.” An important port in N. Syria
(see Col. Conder, *Heth and Moab*, ch. ii). The old name may survive
in that of the Kadesh river on which it is built. It was no doubt
sacred to Istar as the fish goddess (see Kadesh), and a relic of her
worship survives in the sacred fish of the Bedawyeh mosque, S. of
the city, which, according to the local legend, went to help the Sultan
against the Russians. There is also a tank of the sacred fish in the
mosque at Akka, further S. in Palestine. East of Tripoli is a monastery
of the dancing Dervishes, whose rites are also described by Col.
Conder.

Triskelion. Triskelé. Triqueta. See Svastika. This is the
“three-legged” emblem, which appears to represent the sun’s
movement. Dr Isaac Taylor regards it as of Phoenician origin (see
*Notes and Queries, 11th June 1897*). It is common on early coins,
and in Greece a Gorgonian face sometimes forms the centre round
which the three legs revolve. It occurs on an electrum coin of Miletos
(623 B.C.) with the crescent moon; in Thracia also almost as early:
in Lukia (Lycia) from 480 B.C. downwards, the feet being represented
by cocks’ heads. In Sicily the Triqueta appears in 300 B.C.; it
appears in Britain not only as the emblem of the Isle of Man, but also
as the coat of several families (Count d’Alviella, *Migrat. of Symbols*,
1892). When Alexander III of Scotland expelled the last Norman
ruler from the Isle of Man in 1264, and King Hako was forced to
cede it to Scotland, the Norse standard of the ship was replaced by
the Sicilian emblem. Sicily having been accepted by Henry III, the
father-in-law of Alexander, on behalf of his son the Duke of Lancaster.
In the time of Edward I we find the three legs clad in armour, but
the Sicilian emblem was always one with three naked legs.

Trisul. Sanskrit: “three pronged.” The trident symbol of
Siva (see Delphi and Trident) answering to the Vajra or thunder-
bolt of Indra. It was one of the widely spread emblems which are
attributable to the Turanian makers of religions. [A recently
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discovered Kassite boundary stone at Susa shows this emblem with the name of the god Nergal on it.—[B. J. Among Greeks it appears as the creative trident of Poseidon (see Triton). The ancient Greeks cut their sacred trees into this trident form (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 384, fig. 280) and in India it is regarded as of phallic significance in connection with the lingam god Siva. It is also akin to the fleur-de-lis in the West, and to the Prince of Wales' feathers (Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 482, 484, figs. 318, 320). The thunderbolt of Zeus, which fertilises the earth it strikes—by the rain that accompanies it—and the caduceus of Mercury, are varieties of the same symbol (Rivers of Life, ii, p. 165, figs. 227, 232).

Trita. A name for the sun in the Vedas, answering to the Persian Thraeton, the sun hero who conquers the dragon Ad-dhahik.

Triton. A son of Poseidon and of Amphitritē or Kelainē. His name may be connected with the trident of Poseidon. Athénē is also called Tritō, or Tritogeneia, said to mean in the dialect of the Athenians "head-born," as she proceeded from the head of Zeus. The head, and the Trident alike, are euphuisms very often for the phallic. Triton was a sea deity often blowing the Concha Veneris (see Sankha), and with fish tails for legs. The term applied to sacred waters such as the Tritonian lake in Libya, and the Triton river of Boiotia. The mother of Athénē was also a nymph in the sacred lake Tritonis.

Triton. A powerful Dravidian race first heard of in the Kâbul passes, and on the Indus near Taxila. The Big Veda calls them Ar纳斯 or Aryas, but the Aryans seem rather to have joined non-Aryan Tritus in advancing on India. Mr Hewitt (Journal Bl. Asiatic Soc., April 1889) shows the Tritus to have mingled with Nahushas or Nagas—non-Aryan serpent worshipers—ruling from Delhi to "the kingdoms of the Parthas" or Parthians (p. 254). The Tritus on the Sarasvati river are noticed in the Mahābharata epik probably as early as 700 or 800 B.C.; but Aryas Tritus disappear from history after their conquest of this region under their patriarchal leader King Divo-īsā ("God-given") son of Vadhīri-saviya, who, according to the Big Veda, "arose from the Sarasvati."

Trokans. Troy. The famous city of Ilios, or Trau, is recognised at Hissārlik ("the little fortress") on a western spur of Mt. Ida, by the sacred Skamander river, some 5 miles from the shores of the Aegean Sea. This was known as Novum Ilium to the Romans, and identified with Troy by Maclaren in 1822 (see Schliemann, Ilion, 1880, p. 19): and Dr C. Schuchhardt, Schliemann's Excavations, 1891). The legend related that Ilos was guided by "a cow of many colors" to this hill of the Phrygian goddess Atē, and that Zeus threw down from heaven the Palladium—or image of Pallas Athēnē—which fell before the entrance of his tent and fixed the site of his town. Sir G. Cox regards this stone as a lingam. Homer (Iliad, v. 215) calls Ilion a city of Merop men, apparently "dispersed" fugitives. The Trojans were of Thrakian origin (see Tracia) and like other Myrians and Phrygians had migrated from the Danube. Roman writers distinguish two races—the Teuci, and the Phrygians—in Troy, both however apparently Aryan.

The discoveries of Schliemann represent at least seven consecutive cities on this site, the oldest being 50 feet from the surface. In the first city were found axe heads of diorite and jade; in the second the skeleton of a girl standing erect: she was round headed with prognathous jaws, and must have belonged to quite a different race to that represented by a skull of the third city—probably a Turanian race followed by Aryans. The third or "burnt" city, supposed to be that of Homeric poems, contained evidence of wide trading relations represented by Egyptian porcelains and glass; hematite sling bullets as in Assyria: ivory, gold, silver, copper, with weights, and short early inscriptions in the "Asiatic syllabary" script. No less than 9000 gold objects were found, including goblets, diadems, bracelets, earrings, etc. The skulls of this period are long headed. In the fourth city inscribed texts occur. In the 5th, an axe head is of white jade, such as is now not known except in Central Asia. In the 6th city the so-called "Lybian" pottery resembles that of Etruria. The 7th city is Novum Ilium dating not earlier than 400 B.C.—[B.]

Tu. An ancient root meaning "to make," whence the Sanskrit dāvā "man," [Akkadian tu and du "make"; Aryan du "toil," "work"; Finnic tu "make"; Hebrew tu "make," Arabic tu "spin."— Ed.] Tu in Polynesia (see Formander, Polyn., i, p. 66) is "the powerful generating god" or Tu-matauaaga, "Tu the red-faced generator"—a red lingam stone.

Tuatha-Dedanan. See Ireland. "The Dedanian people," mythical conquerors who established themselves in towers and palaces, and were even esteemed to be of divine origin. The Fomorian giants claimed Dedanian descent by their mothers. The Firbolgs, or Belgic...
Tuisko. The Mercury of Gaul, represented holding the balances, with a bird on his head, and a bear on his breast (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 448, fig. 175).

Tulsi. Sanskrit: "basil" (Ocimum). The sweet basil is a sacred plant and royal shrub. It was said to grow best when cursed and mocked. It was holy in East and West alike. The Hindus say that Krishna wedded the Tulsi; and Roumanians, and Bohemians, use bunches of basil to drive away evil; while—sprinkled with holy water, duly salted—it purifies persons and houses. It is called in Hindu dialects the Turist or Sulasa, and was one of the "mothers of the world" (Jagad-Mātāra) whereby Vishnu created the earth (see Indian Antiq., Jan. 1880). In the Arabian Nights we find ladies of Baghdad speaking of the Tulsi (or basil) as an emblem of the Yoni. It has myrtle-like leaves and clustering flowers. It is often found in pots in women's apartments in India; and the legend says that Tulsi was a woman who loved Vishnu, and was cursed by his wife Lakshmi, but comforted when he vowed to remain ever near her as the Śalagrama stone (see that heading). Hence the presence of the Tulsi plant secures that of Vishnu. It is planted in cow dung, and watered if possible with holy Ganges water; lamps are lit near it, and, in the hot season, water is made to drip on it (as on lingams) from a vessel fixed above it. As a charm it is placed near the dying and the dead, and when the plant itself dies it is reverently carried to a sacred river or lake, and consigned to the waters.

Tum. The Egyptian god of the setting sun presiding over darkness: [compare the Akkadian Tum, "descent," "darkness," "hell"; Turkish tu, "dark," tumän, "under," tou, "night," tuman, "cloud," tumu, "hell."—En.]. On an Egyptian monument we read: "I am Tum, the one alone . . . who existed before creation . . . the secret one of the darkness." Shu (the air) is said to be the son of Ra, begotten by Tum and born without a mother, or otherwise self-begotten in the womb of the goddess of heaven. Pithom the city of the Delta (probably Tell Moshkaha) was the "capital of Tum." M. Lefèbure regards Tum as the Egyptian Adam (see Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., IX, i, p. 74), for he is human-headed, and is "the father of men, who came from the earth." He is the "ancient one," but also Nef-Tum "the beautiful Tum." In a funereal text of the 4th dynasty we read, on a vase connected with libations to the sycamore tree: "I am Tum." For the setting sun is connected with the tree of the sunset.

Tunguse. A widespread Turanian stock between the shores of the Pacific and the river Yenisei. They are akin to the Manchus, and number about 80,000 persons. They are great fur hunters and fishermen, living in tents of skins. Castren calls them the "nobility of Siberia," and they bear a good reputation for honesty. The cradle of the race, as a distinct stock, was near Lake Baikal in Central Asia. The Chinese called them Tong-hu, or "red men," and Mr Vining compares the Tunguse and Samoyed races to the red men of America. The term Tungu however, in Chinese, is a "pig," and the Shaman rites are often preceded by sacrifices of pigs, the plains and forests near the Amur river abounding in wild pigs. The Tong-hu are first noticed in Chinese records about 1100 B.C., ruling as Sushin, and Kitans. The historian Tsa says that they were then the strongest race in Tartary; but they were powerless against China in our 3rd century, and by the 9th the Turks and Mongols had mastered them. Humboldt noticed the striking resemblance of the Tunguse and Red Indian physical types, and he speaks of "a monument about 900 leagues from Montreal" with "Tartar characters" (Vining, Inglorious Columbux, p. 28).

Turan. See Etrusks.

Turarians. This term is taken from Turan ("nomads"), a Turkish word which is used in the Shah-namah of the inhabitants of Central Asia, N. of the Iranian Persians (see Tar). We urged as early as 1877 that the first civilisers of Asia were of this Turanian or Mongolic race. The suggestion has since been followed out by various scholars; and Sir H. Rawlinson showed that the Akkadians of Mesopotamia were Turarians, speaking an agglutinative language (see Diagram in Rivers of Life, li, p. 548). The term includes not only the Turks, Mongols, Chinese, Finns, and others of the north, but the Kolarians and Dardvidians, Malayans, and Siamese of the south, whose languages are all agglutinative, and ultimately connected. In Europe the Hungarians, Basques, Finns, Lapps, and Ugrians, represent this stock, which was also present in Italy in the Etrusks as early as at least 1000 B.C. Col. Conder however ("Comparison of Asiatic Languages," Trans. Victoria Institute, xxvii, 1896) holds that the roots of all human speech are the same in the simplest cases, amounting to some 200 in all. In 1891 this scholar wrote to the author to express concurrence in the view maintained by the latter as to a
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"remote common origin" of the various classes of human speech; and to suggest that the 200 roots, which are traceable not only throughout Asiatic languages but also in Polynesia, America, and Africa, sprang from some 12 original sounds, which he enumerated as follows:—

He. A grunt of interrogation.
O. A cry of grief, and howling as of wind.
Sa. A hissing sound to call attention, and representing the sounds of wind, water, and fire. Hence words for light also.
Tu. The sound of impact, of striking, falling, beating: the patter of feet, thunder, etc.
Ka. A cawing sound, applied to speech, and to ringing noises.
Gha. A choking sound, swallowing, strangling, binding, etc.
Pu. Puffing sounds for wind, breath, swelling, life, growth, and generation.
Ar. A roaring sound of beasts, flames, rushing water, rage, etc.
Li. A liquid sound for water, fainting, death, and dissolution.
Ng. A nasal sound connected with Gha.
Mo. Vu. A sucking sound connected with Pu.

These aboriginal roots are most clearly traced in early agglutinative speech; but, as will be seen from the articles in this work, they are recognizable even in inflectional languages as actual roots of Aryan and Semitic tongues. Col. Conder would place the homes of the three Asiatic stocks Turanian, Aryan, and Semitic, within a radius of some 500 miles from a centre near Mt. Ararat.

The true origin of speech was undoubtedly man's imitation of natural sounds, and this explanation covers even the difficult case of words for sight and light. The original Turanian stock, which preserves the old roots, is now only represented in Europe by some 14 millions, including 6 million Magyars, 2 million Pelmian on the Drina, 3 million Lapps and Finns, with other scattered Tartars, Basques, etc. But in Asia the greatest majority of the population is Turanian.

Turditani. An early civilised race in Spain probably akin to the Turri of Etruria in Italy. Strabo represents them as the most ancient of civilised peoples, saying that they had laws, and commentaries thereon, in prose and in verse, many centuries before his time.

Turks. See Tar. "Nomads" of Turkestan N. of the Oxus, and S. of the Mongols (see Kheta, and Mongols).
maimed, losing his hand, like Savitar the Vedik “golden-handed” one. So also Loki, and Hephaistos are maimed, and sun heroes like Akhilleus, Héraklès, and Krishna, are wounded in the heel, as the sun is maimed in autumn. Tyr answered to the Norse Odin, and to the Vedik Dyaus.

**Tyre.** See Phoinikians. Hebrew סֵּר “rock.” This ancient city certainly existed in 1500 B.C., as shown by the Amarna tablets; and Herodotus says that Tyrian priests regarded it as being founded about 2750 B.C. Its chief deity was the sun (see Melkarth).

**Tyrreni.** See Etruscans. It is becoming clear that these people were Asiatic Turansians, reaching Italy before 1000 B.C. (Dr O. Montelin of Stockholm, *Journal Anthropol. Instid.,* 14th December 1896).

**U.**

The letters *U* and *V* interchange with *M* and *B.

**Ua. Uat.** The Egyptian *wat* for the sacred ark, or boat, is the common *ma* for “boat” found in Akkadian and Chinese. *Uak* was a festival in honour of the *Ua*; and *Uat* was the goddess of water and of fertility, called *Bouto* by the Greeks, for the Greek *B* is often sounded as *V* or *U*. The symbol of Uat was the green color of vegetation due to water; and the sounds *wa*, *wa*, *ma*, in African, Polynesian, American, and Asiatic speech alike, signify “water.” Thus *ma*-a is the “water abode” or boat.

**Ud.** Akkadian: “sun,” “day”; Mongol *uds* “day.” The hieroglyphic emblem in early kuneiform is a lozenge, as also in Hittite (see Col. Conder, *Arch. Review,* April 1889).

**Udar.** The Scandinavian water god, son of Nott or “night”; from the Aryan root *ud* “wet” (see Foscildín).

**Ugra.** A name of two of the eleven Rudras, or creative winds.

**Ujjain.** One of the most important cities of ancient India, as regards art, mythology, and religion. It is still the capital of Malwa, though it has suffered grievously from religious dissensions. Its Buddhist monasteries were reduced to three or four when Huen-Tsang visited them in our 7th century, finding only 300 monks, while “the temples of the gods were very numerous, and the reigning king well versed in the books of the Brāhmaṇas.” Yet Aśoka (in the 3rd century B.C.) was viceroy of Ujjain, while his father ruled over

Māgadhā at Patna. The city is best known as the capital of Vikramaditya (see that heading); and an ancient gateway is said to be a remnant of his fort. At the S. end of the city is the observatory of Jai-singh, the Mahā-raja of Jaipur, who here worked out his famous astronomical tables, in the time of the emperor Muhammad Shah, Ujjain being his meridian. The ruins of the ancient city are about a mile to the N. of the town, buried some 20 feet beneath the surface. The legend says that Indra found it given over to ass worship. The old name of Ujjain was Vaisala.

**Uko.** The Finnish god of thunder, the father of the sun and moon, who spoke from his mother’s womb (see Ak, and Aku).

**Uller. Auler.** The Scandinavian god of winter.

**Um. Uma. Umm.** See Am. Dr Oppert (*Bhārata-varsa*) compares the Sanskrit *uṁa* with the Drāvidian *Ama* for the earth- “mother.” *Uma* becomes “wisdom,” and the “mother,” among Russians, Bohemians, Poles, and Dalmatians. The Semitic *ūmn* “mother” is the same word.

**Umbri.** A second swarm from the N. in Italy, following the Osans (see Italy), and apparently Aryan. Canon Isaac Taylor regards them as appearing as early as 2000 B.C., being the third Neolithic horde (see Neolithic). They were a tall, strong people with heads of medium width—like Teutons. They buried the dead in barrows, and have been regarded as ancestors of the Romans (see *Contemporary Review,* August 1890). About 2000 B.C., they appear to have lived on acorns and nuts (as shown by the prehistoric remains of N. Italy), and became acquainted with bronze, while in the mounds of the Terra-mare villages we find barley, wheat, flax, and even woven materials, tanned leather, bone and bronze pins, fish-hooks, and spear-heads, to have been known. The Umbri, penetrating S. found the W. coasts of Italy held by Pelagik Sikuloi, and Liburnians, driven W. from their homes by Illyrians, Panoni, and Veneti. The Umbri, opposed by Turanian Etruscans, maintained themselves in the Apennine mountains, on the E. of the Tiber, from Ariminum to Fanum Fortune, and even to Capus. They created the states of the Sabines and Samnites, and preserved their own law and rites even to the Christian era (Toland, *Druide*, pp. 128-292). They are found in the N. on the river Po as late as the 4th century B.C. They adopted an alphabet of Greek or Pelagik origin, writing from right to left, after the Asiatic manner, as late as the 1st century B.C. Their great fire shrine of Iguvinum (evidently from *Ig “fire”: see Ag) was a lofty site
in the Apennines. They allowed neither Roman nor Etruscan to approach their sacred fire. So also the Greeks allowed only those who were related through the father to approach the hearth (see *Rivers of Life*, i. p. 391). Mt Soračkē, in the country of the Phalisci according to Diodorus, was an Unian fire shrine (see Soračkē).

**Un.** Akkadian: "lord," "god." The word occurs also in Etruscan.

**Unicorn.** A one-horned horse or antelope. In the Old Testament, following the Greek translation *mono-keras* ("one-horned"), the English renders the name of the *Rim, or "wild bull," by "unicorn" quite incorrectly. The unicorn was adopted in Scotland in the reign of James I, and the oldest representation at Rothesay Castle dates 1380-1400 A.C. [A medieval legend says that the unicorn can only be tamed by a maiden. The horns of the narwhal were sold as those of this mythical monster.—Ed.] The unicorn, according to Mr. R. Brown (*The Unicorn*, 1881), had three legs, three eyes, and a hollow horn of gold, like the mythical ass of the Persians (see Onolastria).

**Union Islands.** A group of islands some 300 miles N. of Samos (see Tokelau). The king alone, as the high priest, was allowed to undress and dress the stone representing the supreme god Tui, and this he was bound to do annually. The stone was 14 ft. high, and was seen by Wilkins in 1841, in the centre of the island of Faka-ofu, so-called after the third god of the local trinity, the second being Samoua whose stone was smaller than that of Tokelau or Tui, which was covered with mats (Mr Lister, *Journal Anthropl. Instit*, August 1891), but was finally destroyed by a white missionary. The term *lenga* (or lingam) was used of these stones according to Dr Turner. The sick washed in water that had touched them, or crawled to die in their shadow. Tokelau gave health or disease according to the conduct of his children: the first fruits of field and sea were offered to him, and his little temples were hung with pearl shells and precious objects. The regular rites, conducted by the king, included theactus of the stone decked with flowers. The monarch sat before it dressed—like the stone—in leaves of the coconut palm, so precious to the people and sacred to the god, of whom he was the name-child and vice-regent. Fire too was sacred to Tokelau, and burned in his sanctuaries. It was brought from heaven by Talanga, and would kill any who irreverently approached. In May, dances were held in honour of Tokelau, with prayers for health and safety: men danced with men, and women with women. All fires were extinguished, to be relighted at the sacred flame which blazed all night in the temple. There were many inferior spirits called Aitu, or Atu, family deities with tangible bodies, each family adoring its own, and often cursing that of a stranger. The Faki or octopus was the god of many families in Faka-ofu. The legend of the Union Islanders relates that, in the beginning, two divine men—Kava and Singano—came forth from stones, and from them sprang also Tiki an incarnation of Tui who "upholds the islands and the heavens, and rules the living and the dead." Tangala, the first woman, rose from the earth, into which Tiki had thrust a bone: she was therefore called Ivi or "bone." From Tiki and Ivi came Lo, who raised the heavens above the earth, ordered the winds and rains, formed the islands and clothed them with vegetation. The people seem to know nothing of future punishment, but only of various heavens—kings and priests going to the moon, and others to more distant regions where also God is found, and where eternal feasts, dances, and enjoyment may be expected. They retain ancient customs, burying the dead with the knees drawn up, and anointing the corpse; but no food is placed in the graves, which are three feet deep, with a heap of stones or of coral above. Mourners shave their heads, burn spots on the face and chest, and solemnly dance the sacred Tangi dance.

**Unitarians.** See Theism.

**Unu.** In Polynesia, and New Zealand, the abode of a Tiki or spirit: hence a gravestone representing the Manava, "ghost" or "soul."

**Upa-nayana.** Sanskrit: "extra eye," the occasion on which the sacred thread (see Janivāra) is first put on by Brahmanas. The precise time must be astrologically determined by a priest. The rites are expensive, for garments and vessels must all be new, and must not be used again: they are therefore given away. All relatives and friends must be asked to the feast: the house must be cleaned throughout, and purified with cow dung, and adorned. The priest brings sacred Kusa grass, and invokes the household god, and Ganessa. All the child's hair is shaved except a tuft on the crown: he is bathed, and clothed in silk, being then brought to the assembly; and a wafer of cummin seed and sugar is placed on his forehead. This is the Upa-nayanan or "extra eye" symbolising (like the third eye of Siva) the divine intelligence. The women have their special rite (the *Arta*), but all chant praises of the gods and invoke blessings on the
Upa Vedas

The Kâthaka Upanishad, and others, teach—according to Prof. Whitney—that after death the worthy who have attained to true knowledge enjoy a heaven of eternal happiness. The unworthy are condemned to return to earthly existence. Dr Pope (Indian Antiq., Sept. 1888) thinks that one short text in the Chandogya Upanishad has perhaps influenced thought "more than any utterance of human speech"; it consists of three words only, "Aat teem asi," "Thou art It." Thousands of verses, in Tamil and other S. Indian languages, have been composed on this text, as summing up the three questions "What is man? what is the Supreme? and what is man's relation to Him?" The oldest Upanishads occur at the end of the Aranyakas or "forest books," which are manuals for the aged Brâhman who is trying to understand the Atman, "self," or "soul." Max Müller (Hibbert Lect., 1878) says that "the keynote of the Upanishads" is this attempt at self-knowledge, and through the true self they strove to understand the "eternal self," or soul of the universe. But we are as far from understanding this still as were the earliest Indian philosophers. They taught however that rites, prayers, and sacrifices, availed nothing, only the "higher knowledge" being of any use to man. The Devas or gods were converted into Prânas or vital spirits, but the philosophy of the Upanishads continued to be much tainted by mysticism, and was not reduced to any final system. Max Müller (Sacred Books of the East, i and xvi) has translated eleven of the Upanishads. None of these contain any historical indications to show that they are more ancient than Buddhism. The Chandogya teaches Pantheism, making the soul part of the universal soul which alone is real, existing from the beginning and forever—rain words on matters as to which man knows nothing. The mystics make Om a "subject for concentration of the highest thought"; but Gotama Buddha cast aside such useless speculations, to help the miserable with sympathy, yet had gleaned much from the Upanishads which aided and guided him in his work for suffering humanity.

Upa Vedas. Sanskrit: "Extra Vedas," a name for four commentaries "on" the Vedas.

Ur. See Ar. An ancient root whence many different words have come, and originally meaning to "roar," hence to be mighty; or to roar like the flames, hence to be bright. In the Basque language Ur is "God," and in Akkadian it means a "hero," while in Egyptian it signifies "great." It interchanges with Vur and Bur meaning "fiery" or "bright," and appears in the Hebrew Ur or Aur "light."
The Kasite Uraeus or Urus is a god who was called B'elu (Ba'al) or "Lord," in Semitic speech.

Uraeus. The Egyptian Aaru or cobra: a good serpent whom the Greeks called a Basilisk. It was the emblem of life and immortality, on the crowns of kings, gods, and goddesses (see Proc. Bib. Arch. Soc., May 1898). See Serpent.

Urana. Sanskrit: "a ram." The name of a demon who warred like Vritra against the gods.

Urania. See Ouranos. The "heavenly" Venus, and one of the Muses.

Uras. Urus. See Ur.

Urd. One of the three Norns, or fates, among the Norse, born before the gods at the end of the golden age.

Uriel. Hebrew: "light of God." One of the archangels of the Kabbala, and of Jewish magical bowl inscriptions.

Urim. Hebrew: "lights." See Thummim. These ancient talismans may have been used to produce a hypnotic condition in the priest who gazed on the changing colors of the gems (see Hypnotism). Philo allegorises them as emblems of "revelation and truth."

 Ursel. Ursula. See Horsel. Ursel among Suabians is the moon—the Teutonic Horsel or Ursel. She becomes the Christian Saint Ursula who was accompanied by 11,000 virgins who became bears (see Uraeus) these companions—like the Arktai accompanying Artemis—being stars. Father Fabian (Notes and Queries, 10th, 17th April 1886) thinks that Ursula is the pole-star in the tail of the Little Bear. The Golden Legend gives various dates (238, 902, 1202 A.C.) for the martyrdom of the 11,000 virgins, adored at Cologne and elsewhere. St Ursula's day is the 21st October, which is the season of meteoric showers.

Urus. Latin: "a bear." The name of the constellation, Arktos in Greek. In mythology the bear is the emblem of winter and of night, but is fond of honey and nymphs (see Ainos). One of the Vedik Maruts, or "storms," is called Riksha—the "bear wind." A bear which aided Rama in the conquest of Lanka was the father of Sugriva the king of the monkeys—who are also emblems of the winds (Prof. A. de Gubernatis, Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 109). The sun god made fertile the wife of Gamba-vaut the bear king. The bear delights in darkness and cold, and is regarded as stupid. He is often the ruler of demons, and dreaded even after death. Men dressed up in straw, as bears, hunted women at many popular fêtes: the straw was pulled off and put into the nests of hens to make them lay. The hair of bears was mixed in ointment as a philtre. The Greeks said that Paris, and Atalanta, were suckled by bears, and the virgin priestesses of Artemis were called bears. Bears also play blind man's buff with mice, which change into maidens. The hero of a Norse legend (whence "Beauty and the Beast" is derived) is a bear by day and a beautiful youth by night (as Eros was said to be a monster by the sisters of Psukhë), and—like Eros—he flees when the bride brings a light to look at him. The Christian legend makes Ursula a "little bear" (see Ursel), and Russian legends say that bears become the fathers of heroes when maidens seek their dens (Zool. Mythol., ii, p. 118). The daughter of the Danish king Kanute is said to have been thrown into a bear's den. She unbound her girdle, and bound up the bear's mouth with it, leading him captive to her father, who forgave her. The bear is connected with the rose, in representations of Tiisko, the Gallic Mercury (see Tuisko).

Urvasi. The Vedik dawn goddess, bride of Pururavas. Her name means "far spreading." She was the mother of Vasishtha son of Mithra, or of Varuna, beloved by Pururavas, when appearing on earth as a man. Urvasi, like Psukhë, saw her bridegroom naked, and then vanished into the waters, becoming a naiad with a fish's tail. For the dawn vanishes when the sun is clear of the aurora.

Us. An ancient root meaning "power," as in Egyptian. [Akka- dian is "male," "man," "phallus," "king": Turkish is "lord."—Ed.]

Us. Is. An ancient root for "light." [Akkadian is "bright": Aryan is "burn," was "shine": Hebrew ish "fire."—Ed.]

Usha. Sanskrit: "burning." The Vedik dawn goddess, wife of Rudra-bhaara. She is the Greek Eos.

Usil. See Etruskans. An Apollo with bow and arrows.

Uttarāyana. Sanskrit. The winter solstices (see Pongal). A season for family and public worship of the gods, when buns, cakes, and sweetmeats, are offered to them, or sent to relatives wrapped up in silk. Farmers then place a few straws in granaries, and
Uxmal. This city appears to have been the capital of Yucatan, still flourishing some 900 years before the Spanish conquest (see Dr Brinton, Maya Chronicles, p. 127). Its great Teo-kalli, "god-house" or temple, was a pyramid in three or more terraces of earth, with steps in front and in rear, walled round with shrines at its foot. On one façade, "above the doors of the House of the Monks," were niches with seated figures, very like those of Buddha, and crowned with solar aureoles: they appear to have represented the peaceful god Kuetzalkoatl (see Mr Vining's Inglorious Columbus, pp. 594, 595). These images are preserved by the drawings of M. de Waldeck, the artist sent out by Lord Kingsborough when preparing his great work on Mexican antiquities. Eight niches in all are noticed, two being "on the façade of the House of the Nuns" (see Aztecs, Mexico, Palenque). At the base of one of these niches are remarkable groups of tigers placed back to back—as also at Palenque—to form the throne of the god, just as in Barmese or Siamese representations of the "lion throne" of Buddha. Over the "House of the Governor," as at Palenque, elephants' trunks also appear, as well as at other sites in Yucatan. The Uxmal buildings are faced with well-cut stones not set in cement, and appear to be older than the stucco work of Palenque.

Uz. Hebrew 'Aṣ. The desert region round Petra in Edom (see Job). The name appears to be connected with the Arabic 'Aṣ, which was the title of the Nabathean deity worshiped, under the emblem of a stone, in this region. It is said to mean "counsel," and the god was no doubt consulted as an oracle. Uz is enumerated (Gen. x, 23) as a descendant of Aram, and the population of the region round Petra was Aramaic by language, as shown by inscriptions.

V

The letter V constantly interchanges with B, F, and M, and is often pronounced W.

Vach. Sanskrit: "voice," "speech" (Latin vox), the name of the goddess of speech and eloquence who was the "mother of the Vedas." She is the "word of God" (see Logos); for Prajapati the "lord of creatures" made all intelligent beings through Vach, who then returned to him, remaining a part of the creator. She is called the "melodious four-udder'd cow"—from the 4 Vedas—which milk sustains all; and the 4 udders sustain the 4 quarters of the universe. She is the wife of the bull As, or "breath," and the mind is her calf. She is also wedded to Vata "wind" (see Brihas-pati). Vach enters into the wise and makes them "terrible through intelligence." From her sprang Sarásvati the "celestial voice," the feminine Brahmā; and mother and daughter are often identified with each other. The pair Vach-Brahmā, Vach-Virāj, or Vach-Purusha, represent all life, male and female. Vach is also Sata-rūpa, or "hundred-shaped," the feminine half of the creative Brahmā, and she is thus a daughter of Kāma or "love." So too in Egypt a monument of the 12th dynasty represents the gods issuing from the mouth of the Supreme.

Vādava. Bādava. Sanskrit. A being of flame, with a horse's head, who licks up water, and causes clouds and rain. He appears to be the fire which Aurva threw into the sea, and recalls the "water-horse" which is still dreaded by Keltic peasants in Scotland (see also Nik).

Vaggis. Vriggis. People of Ujain in India, whom Dr Beal (see Journal El. Asiatic Soc., Jan. 1882) connects with the Yue-chi or white Huns of Chinese literature (see India). He says that: "in the time of Buddha these Vaggis, or Sam-waggis, had many clans, and contended for a relic of Buddha, after his cremation, over which to erect a Stupa." In one of the scenes represented on the Sanchi Tape the actors are dressed as Sakyas, which, according to Gen. Cunningham, points to the Scythic, or Turanian, origin of Buddha's family. The Aryans of the 5th century B.C. were still a small minority of the Indian population (see Yue-chi).

Vāhana. Sanskrit: "vehicle." The animal on which any Hindu god rides, such as the bull (Nanda) of Siva; or the eagle (Garuda) of Vishnu: the Hansa goose of Brahmā; the rat of Ganesa; or the parrot of Kāma. Compare Rakab.

Vaidya-nāth. Sanskrit: "the lord of knowing ones" or of "physicians." An ancient name of Siva (see Deo-garh). He is also called Baidya-isvār (see Prof. H. H. Wilson, Indian Antiq., Dec. 1892).

Vaikuntha. The heaven of Vishnu on Mt. Meru.

Vairaja. Sanskrit: "virile," "virtuous." A term for an
Vaisākha

Vaisākha. The churning fire stick (see Us).

Vaisālā. See Ujjain.

Vaisāli. A city on the Ganges where Buddha long laboured. It is said to be represented by ruins 27 miles N. of Patna.

Vaiseshika. Sanskrit. One of the great divisions of the Nyaya philosophy founded by Kanāda, and called the "atomic school." It teaches that God, whose only visible form is light, produced worlds which floated as eggs on water (see Darsanas).

Vaishnava. "A worshiper of Vishnu."

Vaisvānta. A name for Yama, or for the planet Saturn; or for a Rudra (a "storm"), a son of the sun—"the all-fanning."

Vaisyas. The third Hindu caste, that of traders, and agriculturists, who were born from the thighs of Brahma.

Vājra. The thunderbolt of Indra.

Vaka. A name of Kūvera, and of a demon destroyed by Bhima because, as a crane, he devoured men and all their sustenance.

Vakea. Vatea. The Creator (see Hawai) whose consort Papa bore a calabash whence all mankind was produced (Fornander, Polynes., i, p. 212).

Vallabha. Balabhi. The ancient Vālas or Balas, in Surāshtra, concentrated in the peninsula of Balabhi, now Kātiāwār (see India).

Vallabha-Achārya. A learned and pious philosopher of our 15th century, known also as Vad-trabha Bhāt, son of Lakshman-Bhāt, who was a Tri-lingāsi Brāhman of Kankrāva (probably Kan-kronil) the capital of Rajputāna (see Gosain). He was sprung from the ancient Bhāt race of Balabhi, which was distinguished in art and religion; and became a reformer of Vishnūvāma belief. He was the Erasmus rather than the Luther of the Vallabha sect, founding his teaching on the Vedic commentaries of his paternal ancestor Vishnuswāmi, who lived perhaps two or three centuries earlier. Lakshman-Bhāt is said to have foretold that his second son would be an Avatār, or incarnation of Krīṣhna. Some time after the birth of his eldest he started, as a Sannyāsi, on a pilgrimage to Banāras; but he was forced by Moslem persecution to flee thence, and Vallabha-Achārya was born, as an 8 months’ child, on Sunday, 11th Vaisaṅka 1479, during the flight of his parents through a Champa forest. They were forced to abandon the babe, which they hid carefully under a covering of leaves. Long after, they passed again by the place, sought the child, and found him "well and lively, playing with the flames of a sacrificial fire." His devoted followers raised a temple on the spot in after years, and this is still suitably maintained. Thus his birth and childhood are surrounded with the usual legends about divine babes. His story, written in the Bhrigu dialect, relates that, at the age of seven, he had read the 4 Vedas, the 6 Dārsanas, and the 18 Purāṇas, which would be a lifelong labour for mature scholars. At the age of 12 he had formulated a revised Vīshnūva creed, on the lines of Vīshnūva-avārī. His father then died; and he left his mother, and his home at Gokul—the birthplace of Krīṣhna near Matta—to travel in S. India, disputing with the learned, and astonishing all. At Viṭāy-agar he converted many, including the Raja, and was accepted as a Vīshnūva leader or Achārya. He accepted payment of his expenses, but lived ascetically. At Ujjain he dwelt long under a sacred Pipal tree, like Buddha. He had huts also at Matta, Allahabad, Banaras, Badri-Kedār, Hari-dvār, and Bindrabād, where the god Kṛṣhna appeared to him and commanded him to worship himself as Bāla-gopāla, "the child cowherd," or rather the fat little dwarf. The new creed was propagated widely in W. India, under the title of Rudra-sam-pradāya, or "traditional Rudra cult." Vallabha the Achārya was himself pure and simple—a student innocent of the wild passionate world around him, immersed in learned commentaries on the Bhāgavat-gīta, and the Gīta-sūtras, which are now regarded as "scriptures equally sacred with the Vedas." He was a Vedantist who believed fully in dualism (see Rāmānuja); but he saw in the story of Kṛṣhna, Rādhā, and the Gopīs (see Krishna) only allegories which described the longing of the human soul for the universal (see Sir Monier Williams, Journal RL. Asiatic Soc., July 1882, p. 308). He was an Indian Epikourous; but the corruption of his teaching led to greater degradation than that of Epicureans. The sensualists who accepted it cared little for his philosophy. He remained intent on study at Banāras, as the husband of one wife, educating his two sons Gopī-nātha (born in 1511), and Viṭhāl-nātha (born in 1516), being an able and strong-minded man, but the teacher of a faith which produced many excesses. He withdrew finally, as a Sannyāsi, to a hill near Banāras, and died at the early age of 52, bearing the reputation of a good man, and saint. He appears to have been always cheerful and happy. "Life," he said, "is a great blessing given by the deity for enjoyment and for many duties . . . not requiring
Vālmika fasting nor self-mortification, nor even suppression of our reasonable and natural appetites, but only their guidance and restraint if we would retain them long. Health, or salvation, is not to be got by renouncing eating and drinking, nor by excess. Seek human love, and the greatest happiness for the greatest number. Such love is typified by the union of the true believer with the Saviour—the Lord Krishna” (compare Chaitanya). The rich, idle, and sensuous, however, singled out texts from the writings of this pious thinker to justify their favourite vices; and initiated gross rites on the plea that they were imitating Krishna. Their Go-svamis, or Gossins, thus made claims similar to those of the feudal lords of France (see Gossins), and under the leadership of Vitthal-nath, or of his seven sons, the sect became grossly licentious, in spite of many attempts at reform made by pious Hindus. They established themselves in W. India, between Bombay and Gokul, from Ujjain on the S. to Drakka on the north. A stern puritan (see Narayana-svami) issued 212 excellent precepts for conduct, in 1815, which no doubt did good among thinking men. But the best check on such vices is found in modern schooling, and in exposure by courts of law. There are still some 60 or 70 Go-svami “lords of cows” in India, among the Mahâ-rajâs: of these six are at Gokul, three in enlightened Bombay, and one or two in each city of ancient Sursâstra. They are generally wealthy traders, who trade also on the blind superstitions of their followers, taxing all sales, and claiming that Vallabha-Achârya said we can best serve the deity when well fed, and well clothed, not in solitude but amid all the blessings which we vouchsafe to the elect.

Vālmika. See Rāma.

Vāmâchari. See Tantras. The “left hand sect.”

Vāmana. See Vishnu. The 5th incarnation of Vishnu as a dwarf, in the 2nd or Treta age, as described in the Vâmana Purâña. Vishnu here tricks Bali, the Daitya monarch, into promises whereby he loses his kingdom rather than break his word, and finally his life, being consigned to Pâtala or hell. In consideration of his integrity however he was allowed by Vishnu a delightful palace, and is to be reborn as Indra in the time of the 8th Manu.

Vâna. Sanskrit: “to desire,” “to love,” “to honour.” This word comes from the Aryan root Vâna or Wâsa, whence our words to “win,” and “winsome” (see Venus).

Vâna. The lake N. of Nineveh, and S. of Mt. Ararat in Armenia.

Vâna.  The Vannic texts of the 9th century B.C. (see Dr Sayce, Journal Rl. Asiatic Soey., Oct. 1882, Oct. 1894) include the names of many deities, some of which are doubtfully transcribed from the local kineiform characters. [In structure and vocabulary (see Col. Conder, Hittite, p. 206, and Journal Rl. Asiatic Soey., Oct. 1891) this Vannic language compares with the Sanskrit and Zend, and appears to have been that of the Medes.—Ed.] The word for God was Bag (see Bhâga), and for year Sardis, the Persian Šârâdâ. The gods in general were Ase like the Norse Asê. The moon was called Siel-ardi (see Sîl), and Eurie, “lord,” is the Persian Auru and the older Ahûra. The name of the lake itself may be the Sanskrit Vâna “water.”

Vâna. Sanskrit: “wood.” The Vânâcharas, and Vânâcharis, were male and female spirits of the woods. The Latin Fannus may be from the same root, and signified a wood spirit. Every good Brahman, late in life, should become a Vâna-pratha, or “wood dwelling” recluse, in his third and last stage of existence.

Vâna. Sanskrit: “water,” “fountain.” But in the four Dravidian languages we find Vai in Telegu, Bâna in Kanarese, Vânum in Malayalam, and Vânam or Vin in Tamil, for the “sky” (Dr Pope, Indian Antiquity, August 1880). Among Skandinaviaus and Teutons the Vanir or Vânas were water deities (see Freyr, Freya, and Niord). Their favourite sanctuary was on the island of Rugen, sacred to Nerthus. Freya lived in a flowery meadow at the bottom of the waters, where she guarded the souls of the yet unborn. She was the “water wife,” but also the Venus of Fensberg, “the water mountain.” The Saxons called her Vána-dis, and she enticed men to her “Venus-berg” paradise. The Vedas also are full of river worship, and many early water gods occur in all mythologies (see Mr E. Thomas, Journal Rl. Asiatic Soey., October 1883). Water festivals are held, especially in autumn, when rain is needed (see Africa, Barmah, Baptism). When the ice breaks up in Russia, or in Scandanavia, or early in July in Belgium and Holland, water rites are still observed (Lady’s Field, 21st July 1908). The sea is still blessed at Ostend, as it used to be wedded with a ring by the doge of Venice, or as Sennacherib worshiped Ea by casting gold and silver into the waters of the Persian Gulf about 700 B.C. (see Water).

Vanth. Etruscan: “death,” represented as a winged maiden with a key.
Vara. Zend: "enclosure" (see Yima).

Varaha. The third incarnation of Vishnu as a boar (see Vishnu). The fertile earth mother is also Varahi the "sow" (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 297). In Persia Verethragna is a solar boar (see Boar).

Varna. Sanskrit: "color," "caste," that is to say gātī or "breed," not gotra "clan," or kula "family."

Varsha. Sanskrit: "rain" or "cloud." Indra is the "shredder," or Varsha-dāra—"rain giver."

Vartika. Sanskrit: "quail"—Greek ortux (see Quail). In the Veda it is said that "the wolf swallows the quail": the latter is saved by the Asvin twins. The quail departs in winter, but is brought back N. as the sun returns.

Varuna. Sanskrit: "overspreading"—Greek Ouanos. The greatest of Vedic gods—Heaven, the Infinite, Eternal, and All-Good. He rides on the Makara, half crocodile, half fish. [So too in Babylonia the emblem of Anu, the god of heaven, is a crocodile.—Ed.] He also appears as Capricornus, the beast with the head and forelegs of an antelope and body and tail of a fish. [The emblem of Ea in Babylonia.—Ed.] He is the giver of immortality; but, in later sub-Vedik days, he is only one of the Adityas or "boundless" ones. In the Mahā-bhārata he is the son of Kardama, and the father of Push-kara, the inspirer of the divine Vasishta; he steals the wife of the Brāhma Uttayya. In the Purānas he is the "lord of the waters," and the pava-bhrīt or "bearer of the noose" (see Noose): he controls the salt seas and the "seminal principle." (Max Müller, Sansk. Lit., p. 395). He rules also the soft west winds; but "every twinkle of men's eyes and their inward thoughts" are known to Varuna, for "he sees as if he were always near: none can flee from his presence, nor be rid of Varuna. If we flee beyond the sky he is there; he knows our uprising and lying down."


Vas. See Us. Sanskrit: "to shine," "to appear," "to be." This root interchanges with Bheu "to shine." There were eight Vasu spirits, children of Aditi the "boundless," and attendants on Indra. They represented water, light, the moon, the pole-star, earth, wind, fire, and dawn. Vasu as Kūvera bestows riches and plenty. Punar-Vasu, combining attributes of Siva and Vishnu, was adored by the Emperor.

Vasishta. A solar deity who aided Brahmā to create. He is conspicuous in the story of the wars of Vivasvān against Brāhma priests (see Haria-Chandra), and turned this heretic with his supporters into cranes. They fought on as birds, till Brahmā found the universe to be disturbed, and restoring them to their proper form reconciled them. Vasishta was the son of Mitra and Varuna, and of the dawn maiden Urvasī or Uruki, and was one of seven Rishis, or of seven planets which are Prajāpas or creators.

Vātā. Sanskrit: "wind," like Vayu is from the Aryan root Wa. [Compare the Babylonian Au, and Arabic Hawa, "breeze," "wind."—Ed.] From this root also comes Vates in Latin, an "inspired" prophet (see Nabi). The Vāta-mūla is the sacred Ficus tree of Mt. Meru (a form of Nārāyana): whose looks on it has his sins blotted out, and to die in its shadow secures eternal bliss.

Vatea. See Vakea.

Vaudoux. See Voduns.

Vayu. See Vātā. The Vedic god of wind and air, distinct from the Maruts or storm winds. He forms one of the trinity of Surya, Vayu, and Indra (or Agni), sun, air, and fire. He drives in a car with red and purple steeds; and Vasishthi (Vulcan) marries his daughter. He is a friend to the waters, the souls of the gods, the source of all that exists, whom none can see.

Vedas. Sanskrit: Veda, "knowledge," from the root Vid, whence our "wit." The early hymns of the Aryan shepherds of Baktria (see Atharva Veda, Rig Veda, Yajur Veda). We are concerned here with the question of their date and history. [The author elsewhere distinguishes between the date when the Vedas were composed and that when they were written down. The Vedic dialect is early (see Sanskrit) and was distinct from the Persian by 600 B.C.; but the alphabet does not appear to have reached the borders of India before about 600, or even 500, B.C.; and writing was unknown to the authors of the Vedic poems, which were already ancient and sacred in the time of Pānini, or about 400 B.C.—Ed.] To fix the date of the Bible of the Hindus, by comparative study, archaeological and philological research, and internal criticism, is a task yet more difficult than that which, for more than a century, has engaged the attention of European students.
of the Christian Bible. For the general reader a Vyāsa or “arranger” is needed also, to explain the results of Vedik research with the least possible use of technical terms and of foreign words.

Dates generally accepted form a working hypothesis for such research, but fall far short of the claims to antiquity made by Hindus (see Mr H. H. Dhruba, B.A., LL.B., Journal Bombay Rl. Asiatic Socy., iv, 3, 4). This scholar appears to think that the Vedas ushered in the Kali-yuga age about 3100 B.C., which would make them as old as any known texts of Babylonia, or perhaps of Egypt. We are indebted to the researches of this learned student though, like others, he is unable to dissipate the darkness that overhangs Indian history prior to about the 6th century B.C. The following shows the earliest probable dates for the composition of the various books of Vedik literature.

| I. | 1400 B.C., Formation of the Rig Veda | 1300 | White Rig Veda |
| II. | 1200 | Black Rig Veda |
| III. | 1000 | Atharva Veda |
| III. | 950 | The Aitareya-Brahmana (ch. i to vi) |
| 900 | The Kaushitaki |
| 850 | The Tāṇḍya |
| 800 | The Satapatha |
| 750 | The Taittiriya |
| 700 | The Aitareya (later parts) |
| 700 | The Mantra |
| 650 | The Gopatha |
| 600 | The Chandogya |
| IV. | 550 | The Epics of India |
| 500 | The Upanishads and Sāstras |
| 450 | Sutras, Aranyakas, Darsanas |

These dates at least show the comparative age of works which begin with hymns to the elemental gods and end with philosophies. The story of Aryan progress has already been given (see Aryans). The Brāhmanas (see that heading) are the commentaries on the Vedas, which had already become sacred classics. The Upanishads are yet later philosophic and mystic speculations based on the same inspired original poems. The ritual use produced official classes called Adhikarayas or operators, Udāpatris or chanters, and Hotris or reciters, all under the Brāhman or “man of prayer,” who, by the

6th century B.C., had become a hereditary priest, a system developing later into the hard and fast rule of caste. His functions dated back however to the earliest ages of sacrifice in Vedik times, of which there are clear indications even in the Rig Veda (see Sacred Books of East, XII, xii, xv). One passage (Rig Veda IV, 1, 8) which has been regarded as a later interpolation—for the Vedas like all other Bibles have thus suffered—gives us the words of the holy Rishi Vāma-deva: “That king with whom the Brāhmaṇ walks in front lives well established”; but it was not so in his day, for elsewhere we hear how Vāma when hungry “cooked the entrails of a dog,” which no one of respectable caste would now do even to save his life.

The difficulties which are encountered in the study of works which, though regarded as divinely inspired, contain many inconsistencies, are similar to those found in other Bibles. Thus the white Yajur Veda is called the Vāja-saney-sanhita, after an author supposed to have lived about 1200 B.C.; but in it we find notice of the pious sage Yajna-Valkya who lived about 600 to 500 B.C. The ages of other Rishis are equally doubtful, and we cannot even be sure that honorary titles and patronymics do not appear as historical names (see Sacred Books of East, ii, p. 15). Vasishtha is a mythical figure, but appears as the grandfather of the author Parāsara, a Rishi who is variously dated 1300 and 575 B.C. Santau his grandson is variously placed at fourteen generations after Kuru, or after Bhrata (see Brāhma), yet these latter were separated by nine generations. Putting aside the question of the heroic ages, and that of the seven Rishis of unknown lineage connected with the seven stars of the Great Bear, we still depend on epics of the 6th century for quasi-historical personages, supposed to have lived between 2400 and 1000 B.C., belonging to the great lunar race descended from Soma the moon. Pulastya the “mind-born” son of Brāhma is said to be a contemporary of Parāsara. Visravas, who married a daughter of the Vedik sage Bhrad-vaja, was a son of Pulastya, or his “half shadow.” He may therefore have lived as late as 500 B.C. Yet his father-in-law is made contemporary with Bhrata and Rāma, receiving the latter in his hermitage. The anachronisms are equal to those of the Talmud. Agastya is associated with the divine Vasishtha; but, as revered by Drávidians, who called him the first teacher of science and literature, he may—according to Dr Wilson and Dr Caldwell—have “lived perhaps in the 7th or 6th century B.C.” though he followed Rāma to Oush, Vasishtha “the wealthy” was a god, and one of the seven Rishis, a composer of Rig Veda hymns, but he made the
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brother of Agastya, and a priest of king Sudás, though not apparently a Brάhmaṇa (Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i., p. 327). He appears to have been the grandfather of Parásara, who could thus apparently not have lived in 1390 B.C. Santanu, king of Hastinapúr, in the 14th generation after Kuru, is placed about 1500 B.C., yet as we have seen above he was the grandson of Parásara. The latter preceded the age of the Kuru and Pandu wars by three generations, which would bring them down to about 400 B.C., according to Bentley, while Buchanan places him in 1300 B.C. He is otherwise said to have been a pupil of Kapila, who lived about the 8th century B.C.

Vyása is described as the "arranger of Vedas," in the Mahābhārata, being a dark ugly dwarf, the natural son of Parásara: while his eldest son is Dhríta-rástra the blind king of the epics. Thus the traditional dates appear to be some 600 years too early. Vālmīka the reputed author of theRamāyaṇa probably lived about 500 B.C., but otherwise appears as a contemporary of Ráma himself. The well-known writer of Sutras on law and ritual named Apastamba is placed by Dr Bühlcr (Sacred Books of the East, ii., p. xxxiv) about 450 B.C., but his writings are little noticed till about 800 A.C. (p. xxxvii). Asvaláyaṇa, the writer of the Grihya Sutra, is usually placed as late as 550 B.C., and was the author of the Sakha " recension " of part of the Rig Veda. Kátyáyaṇa, author of a famous Sutra, and the first writer on Sanskrit grammar, was of about the same age; and Páṇini the famous grammarian is also placed as late, though Dr Goldstücker thinks he more probably lived in 550 B.C. (see Páṇini). This may suffice to show the uncertainties that surround the traditional chronology of the Vedas.

The Vedic poems give us the primitive religion of a people to whom the art of writing was unknown. It is the Bible of dwellers on the Indus, and may have begun to take shape in the memories of bards and priests as early as 1500 or 1000 B.C., while as yet there were no Aryans in India. The tenth chapter of the Rig Veda, usually regarded as the latest part of all, makes a single allusion to four classes—Brάhmaṇas, Kaśtriyaṇas, Vaiśyas, and Sūdras—which as yet had not become castes. It makes no allusion to the great Nágá tribes of N. India, or to any Sakyas or Yavanas (Scythians and Greeks): the word Brάhmaṇ is used several times to mean an " intelligent " person. Kaśtra means " valour," and the Vaiśyas are the middle class. Though much mixed with eternal beings, the Kaśtriyaṇas are " valiant red ones," the Brάhmaṇas are " intelligent white ones," the Vaišyas are " yellow subjects " or " people," perhaps Mongols, while Sūdras are the labouring class. The cosmogony of this system makes the first
two to be sons of Pitá-mah " the great father," while the rest are derived, together with all animals, from various wives of Kasyapa or the " sun." Mr H. H. Dhrusa (as already quoted) thinks that " Turanians of Chinese-Mongolian stock may have been the first colonists," and thus, we may suppose, the " yellow subjects " of the Kaśtriyaṇas. Many useful hints as to age may be obtained by internal study of the Vedas, especially as regards the use or non-use of certain terms. Only two seasons of the year appear to be distinguished—
the hot and the cold—indicating nomads who were not as yet agriculturists. The word Práṇa for the " breath " or " life " is found, but such terms as Atman, Nirvána, Moksha, etc., belonging to a later philosophy, are absent.

The geography of the Rig-Veda includes the ten rivers, mentioned in one passage (chap. x) which is suspected as being a later interpolation; these are the Indus with its five tributaries, the Sarásvatí, Saráyu, Gauges, and Yamuna. The Gaudhári region lies between the Kabul and Kurmu rivers; and the Delhi district is mentioned; but there is no notice of Panchála, or of other states to E. and S.E. Some of the later Hindu gods and heroes are noticed, but bear characters different from those attributed to them in the epics or the Purāṇas (see Indra, and Víshnu): Ráma is a powerful Ásura (or "ungodly") king: Sita is the ploughed land: Vena is a writer of Védik hymns. Chariots, and even four-wheeled cars, are noticed [the four-wheeled car is found on early Babylonian cylinders—Ed.], these belonging to the Turanian hero kings. The later caste objection to the skins of dead animals did not exist in early Védik times, for leather bags are noticed as used for drinking water: the Chamásirs and Chandás—castes employed in tanning—would not then have been regarded as impure. All these points favour the antiquity of the hymns, as does the connection with the mythology of the Mázdíans of Persia (see Shah-namah). The second Védik age (1200 to 1000 B.C.) is that of the two later Vedas. The songs, chants, and charms (Mantras) of the early Rishis now give way to the measured prose of sacrificial ritual, which was elaborated later in the Brάhmaṇas. In the White Yájṗr Veda (or Vájaseneyi as Indian scholars call it) the word Deva now means a " god," and Asura a " demon, " marking the divergence from the Mázdían system where Deiva is a " demon " and Ahura a " god "; yet Asura occasionally means an " overthower of the enemy " possessed of Práṇa or " spirit. " In both the White (Suṅka) and the Black (Krishna) Yájṗr Veda there is mention of four castes: of Siva as Suta-Rudriya; and of Viśnu as Viṣṇa. But Brάhmaṇ is absent, the creator being either Prájapati (" lord of creatures") or Viśva-karman.
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("the maker of all"). The latter takes off an eighth of the sun's light wherewith to enlighten man as to religion and art. Prajapati offers up all the worlds in a "general sacrifice" (Sarva-Medha), and finally (like Odin) sacrifices himself. The tribes are now located in the Upper Punjab, and have spread further E. and S. The Trisus, or Aryas of the 4th class, are found in Kuru-Kahatra or the "kingdom of the Kuru" (see Kurus). Asceticism appears, as practised even at royal courts by such men as Yajña-valkya or Vaja-saney, who claimed to be a disciple of the great Rishi named Uddalaka Aruni, of Kuru-Panchala. The latter however is said in the Mahā-Bhārata (i, 4723) to have lived "not long ago" (see Sacred Books of East, xii, p. xliii), which might mean 600 or 700 B.C. This Yajña-valkya is a reputed author (but perhaps only an "arranger") of the White Yajur Veda, called after him the Vaja-saneyi Sanhita. It is probable that his Jaina asceticism led to the apparent schism of the White and Black schools. He probably either originated, or was the inspirer of those who composed, the Satapatha-Brahmana, in which a remarkable dialogue is given between Yajña-valkya and certain Brāhmans of the court of Janaka, king of Videha (and father of Sita), the Brāhman being silenced by the Jaina arguments of the ascetic. It is notable chronologically that a Janaka was contemporary with Ajātasatru king of Kāsi about 470 B.C. All Bibles take centuries to mature, and this "arranger" was apparently the Ezra of the White Veda, writing out the Smrīta or "tradition," and the Brihād-Aryanaka. His friends, if not his teachers, were the famous sages Bāshkali and Vaisampāyana—a pupil of Veda-Vyāsas—and none of these were free from the taint of a gradually growing ascetic mysticism. Perhaps in this age India first learned to regard the ascetics as "respectable people," though Brāhmans—now beginning to persecute those who did not accept their authority—called them "wretches who should be thrown to wolves." The legendary dialogue says that when Yajña-valkya boldly withstood the Brāhman Vidagbha-Sīklaya the latter was silenced: "his head dropped off, and his bones disappeared." The ascetic called on all to seek peace, by retirement from the world for meditation and penance, and preached also to his own wives Maitreyi, and Kātyānī, thus—for the first time perhaps—giving women a share in religious work, as Buddha did later, or was then doing. But it is impossible to suppose that any one imbued with Jaina ideas, as Yajña-valkya here appears to have been, could be the author of the whole of the White Yajur Veda, for it abounds in sacrificial formulæ, such as those of the Asvamedha, or "horse sacrifice," prescribed for each season of the year. These were familiar to Brāhmans when the epics were written. The
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seasons are six, with 12 months, so that the people had now settled down to agriculture.

The Black Yajur Veda was rejected by many learned Brāhmans, as forming no part of the true Vedik canon. Some class it with the Brāhmans, but the modern Arya-Somaj writers (see that heading) even call it "a composition of the Drāvidas of Telinganā in Karnatika, or of immigrants from far western countries" (Mr. Dhrava, as quoted above, p. 217). It is well to remember that the great teacher Apatamba, already noticed, was a native of Karnatika, on whom scholars place much reliance (see Dr. Bühler, Sacred Books of East, ii). The view that Drāvidas contributed to Vedik literature, which thus appears to be grounding ground, has been held by us for many years, and is one which raises many important questions.

The second Vedik period closes with the Athārva Veda ascribed to 1000 B.C. We are inclined to suppose however that it was composed mainly, if not altogether, by Parāsara who, as we have seen, is placed by some as late as 575 B.C. He is confused with the great Jaina saint (Parāva), but, if a pupil of Kapila, he would have lived about the 8th century B.C. It took many centuries however before the Vedik canon was definitely fixed, and the Scriptures cannot have escaped from many alterations and additions in later ages. In the Athārva Veda we read of the wars of the Devas and Asuras; Brāhmans have become powerful, and the Āsura sects are called Vrātyas or "heretics." The Athārva is essentially the Brāhman Veda, and its verses are called Brāhman. It opens with the blessings and curses of Brāhma, developing a truly ecclesiastic and dogmatic vigour. The Suparnas (or "beautiful winged") become heretics called "Western Silvas, speakers of a filthy language... followers of a prophet Zarathustra" (whom Mr. Dhrava identifies with Zarathustra, or Zoroaster); while their Āsura deity is the Persian Ahura. Acquaintance with Persia may date from the time of Darius I., about 520 B.C. The Creator in the Athārva Veda is Brāhma, producing a trinity of words, elements, and Vedik gods. In this work the Āngiras are full of Brāhma-Vidyā, or "divine knowledge," derived from Satya-vaha, the father of Drona, who is, in the Āpiks, a contemporary of Rāma—which tends to complicate the chronology. This fourth Veda however marks the transitional age between Brāhmans and Sutras, as the Yajur Veda marks that from the primitive hymns to the Brāhmans. In it Rāma, Sita, and Krishna all appear, but are associated still with the Āsuras, and Krishna with Kesi, a demon whom, on the contrary, he kills according to the Āpiks, and the Parānas. Indian mythology thus seems to have now mingled with that.
of the Aryan. The atmosphere of this Veda is charged with the same elements found in the Mahābhārata, and furnishes the materials from which that great Epik was composed in the 6th century B.C. The terms Dharmap and Purāṇa are already used, and the four Yugas, or world cycles, are noticed for the first time. The 10th and 11th hymns are full of cosmogonic ideas, monotheistic speculations, and philosophical teaching. From the 6th chapter we learn that the race has become agricultural, Indra being said to have taught men how to sow barley on the banks of the Sarasvati river; but as yet Panchala is an unknown region in the Ganges valley, first noticed in the Satapatha, or "hundred path," Brāhmaṇa.

The Brāhmaṇa Period (900 to 600 B.C) represents the age of commentaries on the now sacred Vedas (see Brāhmaṇa). These works are full of good religious teaching, setting forth established religion and philosophy, and overthrowing many superstitions. They built up schools of learning in cities and temples. The Aryan colonists had by this time spread E. to Kauśā, which was a Dravidian capital about 800 B.C. Many native, and a few European, scholars seem to think that a few of the Brāhmaṇas are older than the Black Yajur, and the Athārva, Vedas, especially the first six chapters of the Aitareya, with the Kaushitaki, and Tandyā, Brahmanas. The Kaushitaki-Brāhmaṇa-Upanishad (to give its full title) is as a whole probably the earliest, and includes the Sakha recension of the Rig Veda, with an Upanishad, and an Aranyakya. The reputed author, Sankhyāyana, also wrote the Śruti Sutras, and perhaps the Kāma Sutra. All the earlier literature is noticed in the Kaushitaki, which discourses also on Brāhma-loka or heaven, on Purāṇa-vidya and Atman-vidya, or knowledge of the spirit and soul. The Āsura is now called a Rakshasa or demon, and Aruni, one of the great Rishis, is said to have striven to gain "a true knowledge" concerning men’s souls. The mythology of the Epiks and Purāṇas is foreshadowed, Kāsi (Banaras), Videha, Kuru-kshatriya, and the two Panchalas, are familiarly noticed in the geography. The Tandyā, which is the last of the first group of Brāhmaṇas, is considered the most important of eight concerned with the Sama Veda. The Satapatha tells us much of all the central Ganganic states, gives us legends of Manu, whom "Vishnu the supreme saved from a flood," and also gives the germ of the stories whence the fish, and turtle, incarnations of Vishnu developed. Andhras, Pandias, and Sabaras, now appear on the scene; fire worship and asceticism are mentioned side by side. It speaks as we have seen of Yājna-valkya, who appears to have contributed to its first five books, but is not mentioned in the next five. For here, says Prof. Eggerling: "occurs a complete disagreement,

doctrinal, geographical, and mythological." Some of the authors wrote apparently in the W. and some knew the Ganges regions. This Sata-patha Brāhmaṇa is important as giving the first indication of the existence of written books. In it we find the word līkha, which originally meant "drawing lines"; and vedaṁśat "he reads out" occurs often in this and in the Taithriya Brāhmaṇa. The ancient hymns had so far been known only as Veda or "knowledge," but in this work they become śrutī, or that which holy men of old "heard" from the mouth of God. It was a period when, as Max Müller says, "through the influence of Bhrigus, and Angiras (see these headings) the magic formulas of the Athārvaṇa (or "fire priests") had been acknowledged essential." The Taithriya Brāhmaṇa elaborates this fire-worship yet further, and for the first time speaks of Brāhmaṇas as a divine class, and of Sudras as Āśura-varna—a "godless" or "demon breed." It speaks of a certain Gautama; it relates the story of Sīkṣa, the loves of Soma, and the intercession of Prajāpati. The Mimansa philosophy also now appears (see Darsanas), but the Ramāyana epik is not noticed. It alludes to the Dravidian states on the Karnatik coast, and further south. It develops the trinity of Agni, Indra, and Viśva-deva, already mentioned in the Satapatha. The three first castes are recognised, and the Brāhmaṇa is sometimes called Brāh-pati, or "Lord of prayer."

As above stated the first six chapters of the Aitareya Brāhmaṇa are placed some four or five generations earlier than the rest of the work. The whole is a commentary on the Rig Veda, sometimes called after its great promulgator, Asvalāyana who wrote about 380 B.C. Saunaka his preceptor taught (from the Athārva Veda) that there were four distinct castes; and the hard and fast rules of this system may date only from his time. The Aitareya treats only of northern peoples, such as Utāra-Kurus, and Madras: the latter are said (ch. vii) to "live beyond Himā-vanta," or "snow land," which may mean in Kashmir, Tibet, or Nāpāl. It describes the installation of Pari-kshiti as king of Hastinapur, and the retirement of Yuḍhishthira (see Brāhmaṇa); but it increases the chronological difficulties by giving 24 generations (or 700 years) between Puru and Parāśara (see Dowson, Hindu Clas. Dict., p. 47). The Brāhmaṇas were now tightening their hold on kings, and we are told that the gods will not accept even royal offerings, unless they maintain a Purohit or head Brāhmaṇa. The southern Dravidians have also now come to be regarded as degraded barbarians (vii, 18).

The Mantra Brāhmaṇa is less important. The Gopatha treats of Vyāsa the son of Parāśara, and of Kavi the reputed author of the Ramāyana epik, but not of Valmika the probable originator. Here first we find study not only of Gathas, or hymns, Sūkas, or couplets,
and *Sutras* or books, but also of grammar, pointing to the age of Panini. The Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva (or Isana) is now first noticed, each of the three having his special heaven. It is said that religion requires four Vedas, as cars have four wheels, and animals four legs. So too a Christian Father tells us there must be four gospels because there are four cardinal points. According to the Gopatha, Brahmā, as a Demiurge, created Prajapati from whom sprang 10 Rishis, and from them others—21 or 23 in all—the last producing the Atharva Veda, through the *tapas*, or creative fiery energy, of Brahmā himself. We thus approach the doctrine of successive Jinas (see Jainism), which is independently ascribed to the 7th century B.C. Here also the mystic “Om” appears, and the first Rishi produces fire, air, and heaven, Agni, Vayu, and Īḍāyā; while in heaven were heard the words of the Rig, Yajur, and Sama Vedas. Vyās, the son of Parśurāma, living perhaps in 550 B.C., serves to bring down the date of part at least of this work to the 6th century B.C., to which age also we may ascribe the last, or Chandogya Brāhmaṇa, containing equally late teaching of metempsychosis, and a formal cosmogony. We thus reach the age of epics and philosophies (see Mahābhārata, Ramayana, and Upanishads). The heavens no longer speak, and śruti or revelation is succeeded by śāstra or tradition: the gods themselves are called in question by Agnostik philosophers who, like Kanizda, speak, not of Vedas but of Vidyā and Įvidyā, or “knowledge” and “ignorance,” apart from any Bible. It is the age of the “six demonstrations” (see Āranyakas) when the various schools disputed whether deity was single or dual—“the one without a second,” or the one who became (or was from eternity) bisexual like all things in his universe.

This brief review of an enormous literature will serve to show the reasons for the comparative chronology of the various books, and the gradual growth of Hindu belief and thought: the general result was a culture which refused to be trammeled by old creeds and sacred books. Scholars spoke of the Vedas as including what was good with what was indifferent or bad, and thought that the ancient bards, being superior in understanding to their fellows, came to be regarded as inspired. They held that the human soul, though a part of Brahm the supreme Atman—or soul of the universe—was separated from him by Māya (“illusion”), and by Įvidyā or “ignorance.” In the darkness of our European middle ages India was enlightened by learned Vedantists (see Sankaracharya, Ramānūja, and Śikhs). Buddhists and others placed conduct first, and belief second. Good words, they taught, can save none, though they may aid men to attain “release” or salvation. But side by side with such teaching later Sutras are found, as commentaries on the Brāhmaṇas, just as the latter were commentaries on the Vedas. So too the Jewish Gemara comments on the Mishnah, and the Mishnah on the Law. The mysterious “Om” becomes the symbol of esoteric teaching, elaborated into dogmas which are taught with all the unjustifiable assurance which ever marks the ignorance of priests.

**Veddahs. Vēdas.** A wild aboriginal tribe of Ceylon, rapidly disappearing, and occupying the Vēderata, a tract of forest land extending about 90 by 45 miles along the S.E. coast. They are classed as Rock, Village, and Coast Veddahs, the last named only numbering about 300 persons. The Rock Veddahs differ little from the Tamil population, with whom however they rarely associate. In 1871 they numbered about 2000 in all, and used to make nests in trees. They are a long-haired people with straight noses, somewhat thick lips, and small chins. The men are bearded, and armed with a long bow. Their language is said to be a dialect of the ordinary Cinghalese. Prof. Wallace regards them as a survival of the early population of the Lemurian continent. They are no doubt congeners of the “wild folk” of the Palanā, and Ane-mali hills and forests of S.W. India—the Bedas (or Redas) of Mysore, and the Patu of Katak, allied to hill tribes of Naṭāl, Assām, and Kamāon, who once knew better days. They have no doubt degenerated in consequence of oppression: for Bedas are said to have fought in the armies of Tipū Shāh, and many such aborigines still regard themselves as superior to Hindus, and to all mere tillers of the soil. They present a not very marked prognathic jaw (projecting like the negro’s), and a head which is of fair capacity. [The general type suggests a cross between the Dravidian and the Negrito.—Ed.] The Village Veddahs have adopted many of the beliefs and customs of their neighbours, and join with others in offering viands to demons, dancing with solemn cadence in circles round the offering. The Rock Veddahs make this an annual ceremony, in order to secure success in hunting. They destroy all snakes except the cobra—perhaps only sparing the latter in order not to offend their neighbours, though they say that cobras are too numerous to be extinguished. The marriage customs recognise the choice of the young couple, but insist on full deliberation by the parents: the bride’s father gives the bridgroom a bow, and the father of the latter allotts him a hunting ground. The dead are not buried, but are only covered with leaves in the forest. It used to be a Veddah custom to extract the liver of an enemy, and to eat part of it, before fighting again, in order to absorb the valour of the dead foe. Veddahs have (it is said)
Vedi. Sanskrit. A sacred circle round an image or shrine, to be perambulated by the worshiper.

Vena. A god who was the father of Prithu who begot Prithivi or earth. He was dethroned for insisting that to him alone should offerings be made. He called himself the "lord of sacrifices," but Brahmac said that he was only a Chakra-varti, or "universal monarch," son of Anga and Tunga, and slew him with a blade of Kusa grass. When he desired an heir the sages rubbed his thigh, and produced a flat-faced man "like a charred log," called a Nashāda. They then rubbed his right hand, whence sprang a son who glowed like Agni or "fire." The aborigines of the Vindhya mountains were called Nishādas, and the "bright" race following was probably either Dravidian, or Aryan. Vena is said to have lived as an ascetic afterwards on the wilds of the Narbada; and Vishnu promised him absorption into himself if he would offer the "horse sacrifice," which Vena declined. Prof. Wilson regards the story of Vena as representing a corrupt Jaina system.

Vendidad. The Zend Vi-darzo-dātan, or "law against fiends" (see Zoroaster). This primitive work, extant in Zend, a language similar to that of the Persian kuneiform texts of about 500 B.C., is important as being said to have formed the 20th Nask (or book) of the Zend-Avesta, the only one which escaped the destruction of the Mazdean Bible by Alexander the Great. It was translated into Pāhlavi about 550 A.C., but the old language was then imperfectly understood. The Vendidad Sadāh (or "pure Vendidad") did not include the commentaries taken from other scriptures. The present copies are derived from the Sistān Codex of 1135 A.C., which is now lost, and from that of Khojah, a Parsi priest of 1324 A.C., which, according to Mr. West (Academy, 24th August 1878) was made at Gujerat, and still exists. The Vendidad is translated by Darma-steter (Sacred Books of East, vol. iv. See our Short Studies, p. 219). Its antiquity is shown by the purity of the language, which became full, later, of Semitic loan words, and by the absence of any allusion to money, weights, or coins, with which Persians became acquainted at least as early as 550 B.C. It represents a condition of civilization still mainly pastoral, among a people emerging from the Neo-lithic condition. Nature is peopled with spirits, especially those of fire, water, trees, rivers, mountains, winds, and rains. Many of its figures are common to the early Vedic mythology (see Shah-namah). The whole includes some 40,000 words. The first Fargard (or chapter) describes the far northern "home of the Aryans" (Aryāna-Vaego) with 10 months of winter (see Aryans). In the fifth chapter the lands colonised include Balkh, Herat, Rai, Samarkand, and India (see Persians), while the Vara or "enclosure" of the first man (see Yima) is placed on the Dāilya or Araxes river, in N. Media (chs. iii, iv). Codes of justice are given, including contracts by hand, word, or writing, which suggests the influence of Babylonia. The earth is said to be most happy in the place where a sacred shrine is established, or secondly where a house with priest, wife, and cattle are found, and only after these where it is tilled. Earth, water, fire, and are too sacred (chs. vi to xii) to be defiled by corpses; and the Dakhmas, or places where these are given over to dogs and birds, are full of demons. There are spells to cure sickness (x, xi), and the care of dogs forms an important question (xii, xiv) for they are "good spirits who kill evil ones"; the penalty for killing a dog—or even a hedgehog—is five times that for homicide, whereas to kill a serpent expiates every crime. The temptation of Zoroaster by Ahriman, on the holy mountain (Elburz), is described, when the devil was defeated by the Ahuna-Vairya, or divine word, after having offered 1000 years of temporal rule in return for worship of himself (much as in our first gospel); and on this mountain Zoroaster (like Moses) received the law from God. The sacred text "Ašem-Vohu ('good right') is the best of all good," and connected with the Vohu-mano ("good-mind") given by God to the faithful. In a later chapter (xx) the healing of disease is treated. Thrita (see Tīrtā) was the first believer, but the best cure is the "holy word." If a doctor performs an operation and the patient dies he is also put to death (which recalls the ancient Babylonian laws of Hammurabi): his fees are also laid down, but consist in produce of the flocks, and not in money.

Vengi. The old name of Elora (see Elorā).

Venus. See Van. The Latin name of a goddess of love, like the Greek Aphrodité, signifying "desire"; our English words "vain," "fain," and "winsome," and the Gothic Vanaz "fair" or "precious," are from the same root (see Aphrodité). She was symbolised by cones, eggs, and cypress trees: was born by swans, or doves; and carried the burning torch. Her oldest images were shapeless stones beside holy trees. Tacitus says that she was symbolised by a globe with a pyramidal top: that male animals only, especially the goat, were sacrificed to her; but that no blood must touch her altar. Her
Vertumnus The Latin god of gardens and of all "verdant" spots.

Vesantara. An esteemed prince said to have been the latest incarnation of Buddha, on account of his renunciation (Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, pp. 116-124). He gave away all that was asked of him, and his father exiled him with his wife and two children. He gave the wife to Sukra (or Indra) who promised in return that he would become a Buddha after his next incarnation.

Vesica-Piscis. See Nimbus. This emblem which frames the group of Virgin and Child is said by Didron (Christian Iconography, i, p. 108) to be "so gross" that the term should never be used. The leaf shape is explained by Hindus to be an emblem of the Yoni.

Vesta. See Us. The Latin goddess of "fire" (see Sir G. Cox, Aryan Mythol., p. 422). She had two temples in Rome, one between the Capitoline and Palatine hills attributed to Romulus: the other built by Numa. She had also her shrine in the interior of every house, as the goddess of the hearth. The great shrine of Romulus (see Rivers of Life, i, p. 345, fig. 152) had no image, but only an ever-burning fire; but various stelae have been recently discovered in its adytum. Rhea Silvia, the virgin mother of Romulus, is said to have been a Vestal. To the original four, Tarquin, or Servius, added two more, making the six of Fluiarch. They were selected first by the king, but afterwards by the Pontifex Maximus, being little maidens 6 to 10 years old chosen from the best families of Italy. They were bound to guard the holy flame for at least 30 years, tending it, day and night, in turns. If the Vestal slept, and the fire went out, she was severely flogged; and the Pontifex Maximus relighted it by rubbing together two pieces of the Felix Arbor or "lucky tree." The unchaste Vestal was stoned to death with her lover, or—later—burned as a human sacrifice to the fire god. Few instances of this are recorded. If a criminal going to execution was met by a Vestal he was at once released. They guarded the treasures, and sacred relics of the city, and the Pontifex Maximus alone was allowed to enter the shrine, and to cleanse the national Palladium therein. At the spring equinox the fire was allowed to go out: its temple was purified with spring water and salt: it was then relit, and the sacred laurel tree renewed.

mid-summer also, at the Vestalia rites, women alone approached the shrine, with bare feet. The temple being cleansed for these rites, the sweepings were taken away through the secret gate. This was considered a propitious time for marriages, and the priestess of Juno might then comb her hair, and consort with her husband. The Vestals also prepared the 30 wicker images of men which, in Flora's week, the ides of May, were thrown by the Pontifex Maximus from the Milvian, or Sulpician bridge, as types of human sacrifices to the Tiber.

Vestments. Sacred vestments, though often symbolic of new birth and power, are also in great measure the survival of ancient costumes of the higher classes. The alb or "white" vestment is compared by Renan to the linen garments of Egyptian priests; but such white dresses have been commonly worn by worshipers. The dalmatic was worn by Dalmatian peasants before it was adopted by Christian deacons (or "servants") of the 4th century. The cassock, and the cope (or cape) were the overcoats of clergy and laity alike (Dean Stanley, Christian Inst.). The chasuble was equally common, and the stole originally a neck scarf (see Stole). The pluviale, as its name implies, was a cloak for rainy weather.

Vetal Vital. A form of Siva worshiped by non-Aryans in India, with sacrifices of cocks and goats, in stone circles. Vetal is now often regarded as a demon, and Vitala is Patāla or hell.

Vibhandaka. The father of the sage Rushya-srings in the Ramāyana epik. He placed his son in a forest cave, and bade him shun mankind, as being better able to obey heaven among wild beasts than in crowded cities, through ignorance of human vices.

Vichitra-virya. In the Mahā-bhārata epik, a son of king Santanu. Vidura, his son, by a slave girl, is one of the best characters in this great poem.

Vi-jaya-nagar. The capital of an ancient Hindu empire forgotten by history, on the Tungabhadra, 36 miles N. of Bellary (see Mr R. Sewell, A Forgotten Empire, 1900). It is now Hampi, and was founded at the end of our 12th century by the brothers Haka, and Harihar (Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc. Journal, i, 1883). The kingdom arose on the fall of the E. Chalukyas, and extended to the E. coast, and by 1380 to the S., even as far as Cape Kumārī. The Rajas took refuge in Chandragiri from the victorious Moslems after the fatal battle of Tri-kalā, fought on the 25th January 1565. The
zenith of their power had been reached under the brothers Haka and Harhara, about 1386 to 1350 B.C., when they ruled as far as Elora, and over the Tamil and Telugu races. They adored Siva, and erected to him a statue, 35 feet high, at their capital. The dynasty claimed to spring from sacred Deo-garh (see that heading). The city—which Tughlak Shah desired to make his capital—was named from Vijaya, one of the 12 “deputies” created by Brahmá. The coins of this empire represent Hanumán, the monkey god; and the neighbourin capital city of Kish-kinda, or “monkey-flag,” gloried in his temple. The Nayaks of Bednar were vassals of the kings of Vi-jaya-nagar, and their coins represent Siva and Parvati, with sun, moon, and a deer. A few Vishnuvára coins represent the bear of Vishnu. These researches cast light on the religion of Central and Southern India from the 11th to the 16th century A.D.

Vik. Viking. In connection with Skandinavia it should be noted that the Norse Vík means a “port,” and that the Vikings or Vikings were not “vice kings,” but seaemen from the Skandinavian harbours. Our Wyke or Wick is the same; and York was the Yor-vik, or port of the river Ouse, then called the Yore.

Vikram-Áditya. Sanskrit: “the eternal hero.” A mythical prince after whom the Vikram (or Sánvāt) era of 56 B.C. was named. This case is instructive with regard to the method of creating such periods (see Eras, and India). The hero is supposed to have been a Buddhist king of Ujain, and a son of king Gandhahila: he was so great a patron of learning that his court was said to contain the náva-rata, or “nine gems” of literature. He drove back the Sakya, and poets relate that he died at the battle of Káru, fighting heretics led by Sáli-váhana, king of the Dakkán, who also had his Sákya era in 78 A.C. (Max Müller, Indica, note G). An historical Vikram, succeeded Siládítya II, who was a staunch Buddhist, visited by Huen-Tsang in 640 A.C. The battle of Káru was probably fought in 544 A.C. and by reckoning back 600 years the fanciful era of 66 B.C. was obtained for Vikram-Áditya, as living 10 cycles of 60 years before the historic first Vikram. Hindu also spoke the Sri-harsha era of 456 B.C., which is 1000 years from the battle of Káru (see also Káli-dásha). If the poet Káli-dásha lived at earliest in our 1st century, being already quoted by Asava-ghosa about 78 A.C, he might be quoted in 416 A.C., but not 16 B.C.; yet we find a local poet under Kumára-dása, dating verses taken from Káli-dásha (in an extant inscription) as copied or pirated by him in 472 of the Sánvátra era. The earlier date, 456 B.C., for this era is thus evidently in—possible. Prof. Peterson quotes poetry full of trustful piety attributed to Vikram-Áditya, such as Budhá might have approved. He is said to have quarrelled with Bhatari, the natural brother, governor of Ujain, and to have left his throne, wandering as a mendicant to Gujarát, while—on his return—the brother also became an ascetic. This would hardly have been possible as early as the 5th century B.C.; but a large legendary literature grew up round the name of the “eternal god.” Mr Sewell (Asiatic Quarterly, July 1897) says that:—“No such name as Vikram-Áditya exists in all the history of India, except as that of certain local kings of the western Chalukyan dynasty between 670 and 1126 A.D. . . . and it is around the first of that name that all the romantic web of legend has been woven”; he considers that the origin of the Vikram era is still unknown, and it appears to have been first used by poets. The oldest known inscription in E. Rajputána, so dated, is of the year 370, and the latest of 840, the latter speaking of “the time called Vikrama gone by,” in a poem. Up to 1042 there are only three references to the era; but in 1500 we find an inscription speaking of the “year established by the illustrious Vikram-Áditya.” Vikram signifies the “striding, vigorous, or heroic one”; and Mr Sewell thinks that the Vikram era only meant “current reckoning.”

Vináya. Sanskrit: “law,” “order,” “discipline” (see Tripitaka).

Vindhya. This important range, separating Hindustán proper from Central India, becomes a mythological individual (in the legend of Agastya) who was visited by Ráma and Sita on Mount Kanjara.

Vir. See Ar and Ur. From this root, meaning a “full grown” and “powerful,” or “vigorouse” human being, come the Latin Vir, Virgo, and Virago, with the Sanskrit Vira, as also the Fer or season of growth and of “vernal” production, and Virídus “green.” Virus also is a “violent” medicine or poison, and Virgo is a “sprout,” while the Sanskrit Viraj is “man” in general, especially the creator, and Brahmá himself. Víruss is the “strength” of a man, his “fortitude” and “virtue.”

Vira-bhadra. A terrible form of Siva, much worshiped in S. India, and by hill tribes in W. India. He appears at Elephanta and Elora with eight arms, robed in a tiger skin, dripping with blood. He sprang with 1000 arms from the mouth of Siva, to drive men and gods away from the “horse sacrifice” of Daksha.

Vira-kochá. See Peru. The name of this god is said to mean
Vira-vara

"foam of the lake," or "of the waters." He is often identified with the Creator (see Pacha-Kamak), and during the Inca period with Manko-kapak. His temples surrounded lake Titikaka. He was represented with a long beard, and he demanded human sacrifices. He arose from the waters, and made the sun, and planets; gave life to stones; and created all things. He was the patron of the city of Kusko, where he placed Alka-vika as the first man. He returned to the waters because he loved his sister Manya-kocha, who had a casket which he broke, causing fertility to flow thence over earth and sea. He resembles the Tlalok of Mexico in character; but is also called Vira-huaka, the word huaka applying to anything divine. The sacred Huaka stones still covered the land in Peru when the Spaniards arrived. Virakocha, Pacha-kamak, and Manko-kapak, formed a trinity of brothers all sons of the sun, according to the system of the Incas.

Vira-vara. In an Indian legend this servant of a king slays his son to prolong the king's life; the boy's sister kills herself, and his wife dies of grief, in consequence. The king, hearing all this, is about to commit suicide, when the terrible goddess Durga, who has caused all this misery, relents and brings all the victims back to life (Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 114). The tale is intended to teach the virtue of self-sacrifice, the foundation of the religion of Buddha's age.

Vishnu. From Visha, signifying water, and all that is blue or green. Vishnu is thus the god of blue water, and of fertility, yet is often regarded as the sun, and connected with Vish or Bish, "poison," like Siva. His emblems include the foot. He has usually four arms. In the upper right hand he holds the chakra, or whirling sun disk, through which he places his finger: in the lower right is the shank or conch shell: in the upper left is a fiery sceptre: and in the lower left a lotus. The raised hands have masculine, the lower ones feminine, emblems. From his tiara flames dart out; the Salagráma, and the Tului plant, are also sacred to him. He is represented reclining on a couch formed by the seven-headed serpent Sesa, while lakshmi his wife rubs his foot. The pair (as Hará and Hari) float on the ocean, and from the navel of Vishnu grows up the lotus plant whence the four-faced Brahma is issuing. The ten incarnations of Vishnu include one yet to come; they are as follows: (1) Matsya "the fish," when Vishnu saved Manu from the deluge (see Flood, and Manu); he is represented issuing from the mouth of the fish. (2) Kurma "the turtle," who lies at the bottom of the "sea of milk," supporting the Mandara pole, on the summit of which Vishnu sits on a lotus. This huge pole is rotated by means of the serpent Vasuki, who is wound round it: the tail is held by Brahma aided by a priest and a king; the front half to the right is supported by two cow-headed men. The products of the creation which resulted include, to the left, the solar horse with seven heads, a man and woman in adoration, the crescent moon, and the bull: to the right are the elephant, the bow, the Rudra or jewel caskets, the tree, and Lakshmi on her lotus—these being the first of things created. The two first Avataras, or incarnations, belonged to the Krita age (see Kalp), as do the third and fourth: the fifth next to the Treta age; and the future tenth Avatar is expected at the end of the present Kali age. (3) Varaha "the boar" was the form assumed by Vishnu to save the world from the demon Hiranyaksha ("golden eyed"), who was submerged in the ocean. (4) Nárd-simha, the "man-lion," was the form assumed to rid the earth of Hiranya-Kasi, another destructive demon. In the second age the incarnations become quasi-historical and are described under their names in other articles: they include (5) Vámana the "dwarf" who demanded of the emperor Bali all the lands he could cross in three strides: he strode at once over earth, heaven, and hell. (6) Parasa-Ráma the hero with the axe. (7) Ráma-Chandra the good. (8) Krishna the great sun god. (9) Buddhas the wise. (10) Kálevi who is to descend from heaven on the winged horse.

The Rig Veda recognizes Vishnu as "the unconquerable preserver who bestrode the universe in three steps" (as in his 5th incarnation); but the Vedas make no mention of Vámana, and the Vedik Vishnu is the sun. The Avataras are evolved in the later Puráñas; and, even in the Ramáyana, the boar who raised earth on his tusks from the ocean is Brahma, and not Vishnu. Some later sacred books speak of 24 or more Avataras; and though Vishnu is usually second in the trinity of Siva, Vishnu, and Brahma (see Trinities) he is perhaps the most popular god of the three. The Vishnu Puráña, which is the authoritative text-book of Vishnúva sects, exalts him as the eternal and loving father of his children, just as the Siva Puráña exalts Siva. In Wilson's translation of the Vishnu Puráña we read: "Who can describe him, who is not to be apprehended by the senses, who is the best of all things, the supreme soul, self-existent; who is devoid of all the distinguishing characteristics of complexion, caste, or the like, and is exempt from birth, vicissitude, death, or decay: who is always, and alone: who exists everywhere, and in whom all things exist. He is Brahma, the supreme lord, eternal, unborn, imperishable, incalculable: of one essence: ever pure and free from defects. He—that Brahma—was in all things, comprehending in his own nature spirit and matter."
The third, and oldest Purāṇa states that no rites, sacrifices, or works are permitted unless authorised in the Vedas. Thus the Vishnūvas depend on priests, while the lingam god Siva may be worshipped by any man. Vishnūva, or “left hand,” sects adore the Yoni, and the Saktas; and the cultus is soft and feminine as compared with the stern Sivaik asceticism. The Vishnūvas detest cruelty, and have no such bloody rites as those of Durga; but they are in danger of licentious abuses (see Sakta). As Brāhma became a cold abstraction the figure of Vishnu eclipsed him, as appealing more to the human heart: for the philosophy of Kapila’s school was too deep for the masses, who preferred the mysticism of the Bhāgavad-Gīta, and Purāṇas. The four great Vishnū sects are named after their founders (see Rāma-nuja, Madhava, Chaitanya, and Vallabha): all these taught the dependence of the soul on a divine Supreme Being. The southerners adhered to the Vedas; the southerners relied on the Tamil Veda of 4000 verses called the Nālāyira, which some scholars find in the Upanishad teaching. The Tengalā refuse to recognise any Sakti, or consort of Vishnu, as being uncreated or infinite like him, saying that such a consort is Purūsha-kara, a created creatrix, and channel of salvation. Yet they worship the left as well as the right foot of Vishnu, and mark their foreheads with the trisul emblem (see Trisul), the two outer prongs being white and the central one red: a white mark down the nose is the stem of the whole, or “lilac throne.” The great centre of S. Indian Vishnūvas is the temple of Si-rangam—a gorgeous shrine said to represent the Vaikunta, or seven heavens of Vishnu: for it has seven courts each of increasing sanctity, leading to the inner Holy of Holies. The disputes of the Vāda and Ten sects have gradually subsided; but the former adhere to their so-called “monkey doctrine,” saying that, though the soul is free, it clings to Vishnu the supreme soul, as the little monkey clings to its mother. Both sects are equally strict in observing privacy in cooking and eating, lest the evil eye should fall upon their food.

Visparad. See Zoroaster.

Vistash-pati. The guardian house-dog spirit, bright red with teeth like spears. He is the son of the divine dog of the Rig Veda (see Sarama).

Visva-deva. Sanskrit: “god of all.” A class of Hindu gods of the home, to whom daily offerings are made. They are said to number 9 or 10, including Vasu (“being”), Satya (“truth”), Daksha (“religion”), Kāla (“time”), Kāma (“love”), etc. In the Vedas they are called “the preservers of men, and bestowers of all blessings.”

Visva-krit. Visva-karma. Sanskrit: “the maker of all.” He is Tvashtri the Hindu Vulcan, a son of Brāhma, and the inventor of the fire drill. Two hymns of the Rig Veda celebrate his glory as the “all seeing, all knowing, generator,” “beyond the comprehension of mortals,” who “sacrifices himself to himself” (see Tvashtri). He made the fiery weapon and the seminal fluids.” He built sacred and pagan cities alike, made the ape Nala as well as Rama’s bridge from fragments taken from the sun. He forged the Chakra of Vishnu, the Trisul of Siva, the weapon of Kūvera, and the lance of Kārtikeya.

Visva-mitra. Sanskrit: “the friend of all.” A legendary character whose story is important in tracing the rise of Brāhmaism. He was the son of Kusa, not only a Brāhma but a Raja, a Rishi, and a Guru. He bade Rāma slay the demoness Tarkī, and introduce the worship of Agni and Indra, but roused the jealousy of the gods themselves. His 100 sons were slain by the breath of Vasishtha, and in turn he cursed the 100 sons of the latter, who were reduced to ashes by a Rakshās monarch, into whom Visva-mitra breathed his own power. He permitted them to be born again as degraded mortals. He adopted his nephew (see Haris-chandra, and Suna-sepha). He was raised to the rank of Brāhma after 1000 years of austenities, and when Brāhma reconciled the rival Rishis (see Vasishtha), and his sons were restored, half of them recognised Sunasepha as his heir, and to them he gave cattle and sons, while the rest were banished to the fastnesses of the country. In the great struggle, Vasishtha would not recognise king Tri-sanku as more than a Chandāla of low caste, though he claimed to be a Brāhma; but Visva-mitra restored his kingdom, and led him finally to heaven. The whole legend evidently refers to the controversy between two schools of Brāhmins, at a time when the laws of caste were not yet fixed.

Visv-ēvara. Sanskrit: “the god of all,” a title of Siva.

Viteres. Veteres. A Kelthik name for Odin. Vithris, or Vithvir, was also one of the twelve names of the supreme god of Teutons.

Vivasvat. Sanskrit: “the vivifier,” a title of Praja-pati, and of the sun. Arjuna is also called Vivas-vant.

Voduns. Vaudoux. These negroes of W. Africa were enslaved about 1500 B.C., and carried to the French and Spanish
Voduns

In Hayti they are found as a race of small weak men; and the Hayti Republic now rules over 50,000 whites and 60,000 mulattoes, the remainder of its population of 800,000 being negro. The St Domingo Republic, in the E. part of the island, may include another 200,000. The French abandoned their settlements in 1804, and the Spaniards also gave up the attempt to rule theirs in 1821; for both were weary of contending with a restless population controlled by the secret power of the Papaloi, or Vodu priests, who had long been the real masters—a terror to the people, exerting a cruel tyranny against which the white rulers were powerless. Even educated negroes of noble rank were secretly sworn to support the horrible Vodu system, and joined in the secret orgies, which resembled those of Australian savages or of Sakhi worshippers in India: they swore terrible oaths to an impalpable serpent god, represented by a python priest, and a pythoness, called the Serpent Papa and Manna, or king and queen (see Sir S. St John, Hayti, 1884). To this serpent, human sacrifices are still offered, and the heart and lungs of the victim are said to be eaten raw, while the flesh is salted for priestly families; the blood is drunk while yet warm, and tubes are inserted into the veins of the half-dead victim for sucking out his life, which thus adds to the vitality of the drinker—a rite said to be pleasing to the python deity.

Sir Spenecer St John says that, clever and teachable as are the natives, scarcely one is untainted by Vodunism. Only fifty years ago the "Emperor Soulouque" was a firm believer in this cult, and one of his generals, Therlonge, was a high-priest who, in his younger days, had appeared in scarlet robes performing certain rites in trees. A priestess, when arrested more recently for too openly enacting the brutal rites, said to those who spoke of her possible martyrdom: "Were I to beat the sacred drum, not one from the emperor downwards but would humbly follow me." During the perpetual wars "prisoners were placed between two planks and were sawn in two, or were flayed alive, and slowly roasted" (p. 39). The initiatory rites were simple, and much like those of serpent worshippers elsewhere. The python is kept in a sacred box or ark, and is worshiped as a god—"the Vodu"—which word the Arada negroes, who are the leading sectaries, say "signifies an all-powerful and super-natural being, on whom depend all the events of the world"; it has "complete knowledge of the past, present, and future, and will only communicate the god's power, and prescribe his will, through an arch-priest... and a negress whom his love has raised to the rank of high priestess" (p. 186). This serpent is roused only "in the dead of night," when the votaries approach his ark with loins swathed in scarlet cloths. The Manna, or queen, so swathed, approaches the altar on which rests the ark, and joins hands with the Papa or king. All present then vow eternal secrecy, and devotion till death. The king places the ark on the ground, and commands the queen to stand on it. Amid complete silence she begins to tremble, her body is contorted, and her frenzied convulsions are said to be caused by the god: at length she speaks with violent agitation as his omele. It is the old story of the Pythons of Delphi on her tripod. Amid the clanging of bells she prophecies, exHORTS, or denounces, according to her caprices. The people reverently receive her words as the commands of heaven. A fresh oath is administered, and offerings are sacrificed: they include the warm blood of a goat in a vase; or may be of "a goat without horns," which term denotes a human victim. Each devotee partaking of the blood imprectates a terrible death to himself, or herself, should they ever fail in devotion. After this, excited by flesh and wine, they join in wild dances. They go spinning round, and in their excitement tear each other's clothes, and bite their own flesh, till they fall to the ground senseless, and are dragged into a dark apartment. Demoralising scenes of general licence conclude the ceremony, and a date is settled on which they are to be renewed (p. 192). At some of these initiations white cocks, goats, and lambs are sacrificed, and all present are marked with the blood. The temples where they occur contain sacred stones of crescent shape, and also engravings which represent the Virgin Mary—a relic of former Christianity: the chief fêtes are at Christmas, New Year's Eve, and Easter, but especially on Twelfth Night, which is called "Les Fêtes des Rois." The Catholic rites and symbols of the professed religion are preserved by the Papaloi (p. 201), including the burning of tapers, the use of crosses, and pictures of the Virgin over the altar. This "national religion" is supported by the Hayti Government, including many well educated men, who regard it as "one of the firmest props of the independence of the country." So have rulers spoken of other faiths; but we may even tremble for human progress when we learn how the dark places of earth are still full of cruelty.

Vodu-manO. Zend: "good mind," the first of the Amesha-
Spentas, or "immortal spirits," who were created by Ahura-Mazdâ
(see Zoroaster).

Volla. A Norse goddess, sister of Freya, and called by the Slavs
Fulla, the deity guarding cattle.
Volta. An Etruscan monster who devastated the land of the Volsci. [Probably "death": compare Turkish o "to die." — EB.]

Vrata. Sanskrit: "voluntary devotion" (see Vir). Siva is called Deva-vrata.

Vrik-dara. Sanskrit: "power giving" (see Vir), a title of Siva and Bhima.

Vriksh. A holy tree (see Vir) such as the Kalpa-Vriksha, Jambu-Vriksha, and Mula-Vriksha, or the trees of Vishnu and Lakshmi (see Trees). Under such a tree was found the snake-girl Naga-Kanya, worshiping the Ratna-linga or "jewel of Siva" (Wilfred, "Isles of the West," Journal Roy. Asiatic Soc., xi, pp. 136-139).

Vrish. Varsh. Sanskrit: "shedding" of rain, or of the bull god (Max Müller, Sansk. Lit., p. 359).

Vritra. Sanskrit: "cloud," "darkness." The demon cloud which swallows the waters, and causes drought, being—like Ahi the "throttler"—a three-headed snake slain by Indra, who makes the waters flow thence when stricken by his thunderbolt. The word Vritti signifies "enclosure."

Vulcan. The Latin fire god (see Hēphaistos).

Vultur. See Eagle.

Vyāṣa. See Vedas. The "arranger" or "editor." Such arrangement is said to have occurred 28 times in the Drāṣṭarāja age, or sub-Vedik period. In Dhangal, Vyāṣa is called Krishna-Dvārapāyana, and is made a son of Parāśara by a Matayā or "fish girl," yet an ancestor of Kurus and Pandus. Bhārata (or India) had a childless Raja, on whose death Bhima refused to do a kinsman's duty by marrying the widows. Vyāṣa consented to marry them. He was so ugly that the first Rani shut her eyes, and brought forth a blind child (Dhrita-rasātra); while the second became pale with fright and so bore the pale Pandu. A third queen sent her Sudra maid to personate her, who bore Vidura the "wisest of the wise," and the assistant of Pandu. Any child of a Brāhmaṇ and Sudra pair is a Vidura.

Wagtail. The bird so called (Motacilla) is a mythological figure, being used in the composition of love philtres (see Academy, 7th March 1885: Rivers of Life, i, pp. 225, 226).

Wahhābīs. Moslem puritans of Central Arabia, followers of 'Abd el Wahhāb ("servant of the bountiful one") who was the chief of a small tribe at Temīn, in the Najd province of El Arid. He was born about 1691, dying in 1787 A.D., after a life full of perils and of some success with the sword. He strove to restore the primitive simplicity of Islam, and to follow the commands of Muhammad, especially condemning wine, smoking, and the wearing of silk, being disgusted with the many abuses and corruptions that had grown up in the faith. He claimed, like other Protestants, the right of private judgment, and the authority of the Korān alone, discarding the superstitious worship of Moslem saints and heroes, and all mediation with God save that of the Prophet. He called on all—including Indian Moslems—to abstain from luxury, and to wage the Jihad or war on infidels. By the end of the 18th century the Wahhābīs had become supreme in the Najd, their capital at Derāḥah being the place where their founder died. Under their leader Sa'd they marched throughout Central Arabia, their army in 1801 amounting to 20,000 men. In the next year they besieged Makka, and by April its fall was imminent. But such puritanism was not generally acceptable, and Sa'd was driven back, and hunted from place to place. In 1812 the ruin of Wahhābī power was brought about by Muhammad 'Ali of Egypt; and in 1818 'Abd-Allah, their leader, was taken prisoner to Constantinople and beheaded, as a heretic and rebel. But in 1821 the sect appeared in Central India, under a leader named Sayyid Ahmad, and became conspicuous during the mutiny in 1857. There are now few Wahhābīs in India save among the Sunni Moslems of Gujarāt. Their influence has been good as far as the checking of luxury and drink is concerned, and men "who were once insolvent tenants have become affluent land holders" (see Mr Fażl Lutf-Allah, Indian Antiq., March 1881). Wahhābī tenets still influence the Emirs of the Najd, and the sect is regaining power in Central India as well.

Wálhalla. The Norse heaven, or "hall of Walas," that is of "heroes." Wáli was the Norse god, son of Odin and Rinder, who slew Höðh, and avenged Baldur. The same root occurs in the name
of the Wal-kures, or Valkyries, "hero choosers," or swan maidsens who hover over the field of battle and receive heroes when they die—like the Modem Hüris. These swan maids are the white clouds.

Wandu and Wejas. The two Lithuanian giants, "wind" and "water," who almost destroyed the world.

Water. See Baptism, and Vána. Ancient philosophers regarded water as the origin of all things. Aphrodite, Vira-kocha, Vashnu, and many other deities sprang from the waters. The sea, with lakes and streams, was full of deities, and nymphs (see Nik and Nix). In Egypt Shu (the air) rises from water, which existed before the gods according to the Ritual. The water-horse is a dread-demon whom Manxmen call Glahtin. The ancient illustrations (see Tabernacles) survive in the "holy" or "healing" water of Christians which, as of old, must contain salt—the emblem of life. Water rites survive in Africa and Australia, as well as among Buddhists (see Barnah), especially at the spring equinox. Barnans then deck houses with garlands of the Thábysa tree; and, on the 1st day of Tagu, pour out libations to mother earth. They purify shrines and vessels with holy water, and sprinkle their friends with it. Mariners sprinkle their vessels, and offer fruits and flowers to the gods of lakes, rivers, and the sea (see Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 94-123, 499). So also at Boulogne, on the 1st Sunday in October, the image of the Virgin was taken in a boat heading a procession by sea: litanies and hymns were sung, and priests blessed the sea, sprinkling it with holy water (Scotsman, 27th Jan. 1887). No fisherman in the past would have dared to venture out till this rite was performed, and in spite of skepticism it is still observed about the 15th of June. It is as old as the days of Sennacherib.

Weasel. See Cat, and Ræ.

Week. See Day, and Sabbath. The week corresponded originally to a quarter of the lunar month, and was not reduced to 7 days till later. The Greek week of 10 days seems to have been derived from the early rude lunar month of 30 days found in Egypt. The Kelts, and Skuths, appear to have had a week of 8 days, but Babylonians divided the month into 4 quarters.

Wells. Sacred wells and springs are the abodes of nymphs and water sprites, consecrated later to Christian saints. Many ancient superstitions are connected with them. Many of our noblest shrines are raised over such wells, and many are the sacred Yuanas that we have visited at Indian temples. In Syria and Palestine the springs still bear the Roman invocations to gods, and the niches built over them were sacred to nymphs: the guardian spirits are believed still, by peasants, to appear in human or animal forms. In England the holy well of Tissington, is still decorated and worshiped, like the Roodwell of Stenton in Huddingston. St Peter's well at Houston in Renfrewshire, St Ninian's well at Stirling with its vaulted cell, St Catherine's well at Liberton, St Michael's well near the Linlithgow cathedral, or the well of Loch Maree are examples. The Glasgow cathedral stands over St Mungo's well, deep down in its crypt. In Ireland we everywhere find peasants kneeling at sacred wells. In the N. of England attempts have been made to revive such superstition, censured by a reactionary clergy. A library might be filled by books on the subject. Mr Quiller Couch gives an interesting list of 90 sacred Cornish wells where prayers and sacrifices have been offered; for Pope Gregory instructed Augustine and other missionaries in Britain to adopt and reanimate the sacred places of the pagans. In our 13th century, however, local councils forbade the "superstitious adoration of fountains"; but only after the Reformation did the clergy actively attempt to suppress such rites, as being Papist devices, or connected with the devil, the fairies, and demons, who haunted "wishing wells." The devout and ignorant however still drop coins and pins into such wells as memorials of a visit. Priests made money by claiming that such wells could impart holiness to other waters, as St Margaret's well at Restalrig imparted its virtues to the Holy-rood well under Arthur's Seat. Another well of St Margaret is found under the black precipitous cliffs of Edinburgh Castle, being exactly such a spot as we have seen in Central India, where pious persons precipitated themselves from the rock to please Siva or Káli (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 357). Holy water must come from an unknown source, from rain, or from some deep spring-well. But a divine person living by the waters imparts his powers to them. Rain from heaven is also caught in hollows on a holy stone or altar. At Struan in Scotland is the well of Flolan, the Christian St Fillan, where rain was besought, and if it came not, St Fillan's image was brought from the church and washed in the well. The "Hooping Stone," on a farm near Athol, is a channeled boulder which catches rain; and the water, especially if laddled out with a spoon made from the horn of a living cow, cures many ailments. The "Fever Well," hard by is also still in high repute (Scot. Antiq. Soc., 1890). The Mayor and Burgesses of Shaftesbury still go to dance round the sacred springs of Enmore Green, hand in hand to the sound of music—or did so till recently. They carried a broom decked with feathers, gold, rings, and jewels, called a
Wheels. See Swastika, and Triskelion. These are solar symbols (see Chakra), and the Persian Gaōton marked the new year when the sun "wheeled upwards." The Saxons used a wheel for their "clogs," or wooden amans, which marked by a cog the Twelveth day, and the solstitial return of the sun on the horizon at dawn—N. in summer or S. after the summer solstice. They then, like others (see Holi), strove to imitate the "wheeler" by dances in which they circled from left to right. They made straw wheels and, lighting them, rolled them down hills. The Sontals and other non-Aryans of India call the sun the "wheel of fire," and a Sontal told the author in 1862 that their supreme god had been seen in this form. The villagers along the Moseelle, till lately, used to roll similar straw wheels from hill-tops on St John's Eve, or Midsummer Night (Miss G. Cumming, *Contemporary Review*, Oct. 1884), and on May morning, in some districts of Scotland, "large circular cakes, flattened on the edge, like a wheel tyre," are rolled down grassy slopes.

Whippings. The practice of flagellation was ancient and widespread (see Nāgas); but it is not merely a penance, as among mediaeval flagellants; which we see from the whipping of Roman brides (see Lupercalia). It was a stimulant as described by Capt. Bourke in America (*Medicine Men of Apaches*, pp. 564, 571-574): he here quotes Brand (*Pop. Antiq.*, p. 67) and other authorities in support of views explained in *Rivers of Life* (L, p. 120). In Tibet whips are made of the skins of black serpents for a similar reason. In Surrey the apple trees are whipped to make them bear fruit (compare Blount, *Custumes*, 1874).

White Day. Whit Sunday. See Pentecost. The Romanist "Dominica in Alba," and the "birthday of the Church." The "Lord and Lady of the Holy Albe," till lately, were paraded at this feast through the town of Greatworth, and danced round the maypole. The Lord "bore a mace made of silk finely plaited, with ribbons, and filled with spices and perfumes" for those who wished these, and he was followed by a jester in strange garb, having a gridiron painted on his back, and carrying a stick with a bladder, and a calf's tail (*Queen newspaper*, 4th June 1891: see Tail). In an island off Friesland a maypole is still erected on Whit Sunday Eve, surmounted by a bright green cross-bar supporting a basket in which is a live cock with three days' food. At Lichfield, according to Southey, "the bailiff, and sheriff," used to dress infants in flowers and greenery, carrying them in procession to a green bower on a hill near the town. Kings and nobles joined in the procession, and those who were absent were fined: every one passing the village had to contribute, or was placed astride a stone shaft, and so carried to prison in the town. At Kidlington, in Oxfordshire, maidens had their thumbs tied behind their backs, and had to chase a lamb till one of them caught it with her teeth, when it was killed and cooked. This was called the "lady's feast."

Wings. The antiquity of winged figures is shown by their occurrence on early Babylonian and Hittite sculptures. Angels, beasts, reptiles, fish, and trees, have all been represented with wings. The staff, and the sandals, of Hermes—the wind god—are winged in Greek representations, as are some of the Roman phalli.

Wisdom of Solomon. See Apokrupsa. This work, extant in Greek, is variously ascribed to dates between 217 B.C. and 40 A.C. Some modern critics think it the work of more than one author. It appears to be attributable to the Jewish school of Alexandria, and in some of its tenets—such as its silence about resurrection of the body, or its doctrine of God not being the author of evil—it presents ideas not held by Pharisees, but nearer to those of Sadducees. It teaches that God created all things out of nothing, and is in all: that souls are pre-existent; and that immortality is the gift of wisdom. The first 9 chapters are in praise of wisdom, and the following 10 are intended to show that Israel always triumphed over the Gentiles when following wisdom, or the commands of Yahweh. God did not make death (i, 13), which is due to the malice of the devil (ii, 24), and the just man is a son of God (ii, 18). All things were made "by the reason (Logos) of God" (ix, 1), who loves all that he has created (xi, 25) and whose holy spirit is in all things (xii, 1). Idolatry is the root of all evil (xiv, 12), and Wisdom is the guardian (x, 1) who gives "bread from heaven" (xvi, 20): the just man must love all (xii, 19) and the children of God are his people Israel, who have a sure hope for the future (xvi, 2). The writer exhorts "tyrants" (vi, 10: vii, 15) and Paul seems to quote his simile of the "breastplate of righteousness" (v, 19). This book was long regarded with doubt, but admitted as Scripture by the Council of Carthage in 397 A.C. It is
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intensely Jewish, and justifies the extermination of the unfortunate Canaanites. But—like Paul—the author has advanced to something like Pantheism.

Witch. This name, usually applied to a woman, while a male witch is called a wizard, comes from the Arayan root ViJud, “to know” (whence Veda) and is found in the Icelandic Vitki as a “cunning one,” the Mid-English wische a “clever person,” and witjeg a “soothsayer.” All early races have feared witches as being in league with devils, to their hurt; and Christians have committed as great cruelties in witch hunting as Zulus now perpetrate. Wesley, an Oxford clergyman, preached that “whoever denied the reality of witches was not a believer in the Bible,” which was justifiable (see Ob). Dr Johnson said: “No one should deny witches or devils for they could not disprove them,” which is applicable to many other things once firmly believed, such as the existence of the “man in the moon.” Belief in witches is still not quite extinct in any part of Europe. Mr Leland says that there is not a town in Italy where witchcraft is not extensively practised, though with wonderful secrecy: “no book is so extensively disseminated among the millions as the fortune teller” (see Gipsy Fortune-telling, 1891). A witch was crucified in Hungary in 1893.

The regular persecution of witches began in our 13th century, and increased in the 14th. Pope John XXII (1317-1327 A.D.) issued two bulls for the suppression of all witches, and wholesale charges were made against poor old women, who were whipped and burned with every kind of barbarous cruelty. Nor were the Reformed Churches behind the Romanist priests; and the Jesuits seem indeed to have amongst the first to denounce these cruelties in 1630. Similar vile proceedings continued in Scotland down to the beginning of the 17th century (Proc. Scot. Soc. of Antiquaries, 1887, 1888) as witnessed by the records of our courts. There were said to be immoral orgies, midnight dances, drinking, and revelry, at the old sacred stones; and the assertions of deluded females recall those of the Asiatic witches of a thousand years earlier. Chrysostom in our 4th century describes the terror of witchcraft at Antioch, and the cruelties inflicted on the suspected. Even such good men as the Lord Chief-Justice Matthew Hale (1650-1670) opened his inquiries, which resulted in horrible tortures, with prayer, proceeding "under the Divine Laws" of the Pentateuch, and an atrocious Act of 1620 due to the superstitious King James I of England. With the Restoration a more skeptical spirit prevailed, and Lord Jeffreys laughed at witches though he butchered political offenders at the "Bloody Assize" of 1655. Yet it was not till 1736 that our laws against witches were repealed.

Witch burning is still not unknown in Ireland. Poor Mrs M'Cleary was burnt by peasants in Tipperary in 1895 (as being possessed); and women at Clonmel in 1884 fried a naked child on a shovel. To the present day Danish and Scottish rustics scourge, drown, and burn, little naked infants supposed to be enchanted, though the last witch was drowned in England in 1838 (see Country Folk-lore, 1895, p. 50 : Notes and Queries, 22nd June 1895, p. 9). Male devils escaped, while female victims suffered. During the 17th century some 70,000 to 80,000 poor demented persons perished under the laws of those who had been taught the "gospel of love." The confessions were wrung from the victims by torture. The last judicial murder of this kind appears to have taken place in 1722. Scott (Discoveries of Witchcraft, 1584) says: "Our Reformers put rigorously in practice what the Papists did only in a halting manner . . . the severities depended very much on the temperament of those in power." England burned 30,000 persons in 200 years, and hanged a poor witch with her child 9 years old in 1716. Addison, and Blackstone, alike declared that certain persons held communion with evil spirits. The Swedes also continued to punish witches till about 1700 a.d., no less than 57 men and 23 women being burned alive on one occasion when there was an epidemic due to dirt and laziness in the village of Mohra. A case is reported in Scotland as late as 1887 (see Mr. Bierly, Notes and Queries, 1st July 1893): the witch was placed in a coffin, and sunk head downwards in a deep hole. The grave was watched for three nights.

The Inquisition was equally busy abroad after the violent Bull of Pope Innocent VIII, and in the 15th century burned witches in batches of 50 or 100 at one time. Early in the 16th century 1000 were so burned by the authorities of Como, and 500 at Genoa in three months. Judge Remy put 800 witches to death in sixteen years. Luther says that 7000 were burned at Trèves; 600 by one bishop of Bamberg; 800 in the bishopric of Wartburg; 400 at Toulouse in a single execution. Sprenger makes the awful total amount to upwards of 9 million persons. Bacon, Erasmus, Hooker, Sir Thos. Browne, and Baxter, alike abetted such practices. "These things," says Mrs E. C. Stanton, "were done, not by savages, or pagans; they were done by the Christian Church. Neither were they confined to the dark ages, but permitted by law in England far into the 18th century. The clergy everywhere sustained witchcraft as Bible doctrine until the spirit of
Rationalism laughed the whole thing to scorn, and science gave mankind a more cheerful view of life."

**Wixi-pekocha.** A mysterious white person who appeared among the Toltecs of America at Yopua or Mitkian (Vining, Inglorious Columbus, pp. 537-539). His "name is still given to a statue on a high rock at the village of Magdalenos, four leagues from Tehuan-tepek, where tradition says that he debarked from the South Sea with a cross in his hand. He was a venerable man with bushy white beard, wearing a long robe, and a mantle with a cowl. His statue shows him seated listening reflectively to a woman kneeling by his side. . . . he is said to have taught sweetly, passing from place to place, urging penitence, and abstention from pleasures, and even from marriage. When persecuted in one place, he passed on to another, and only escaped death from the Mijes (or Mix-teks) by vanishing out of sight. His form then appeared on the summit of a mountain, on reaching which they saw only his phantom; but he left the impression of his feet on a rock, and (tradition says) was never seen again, except once, on the enchanted isle of Monapostiak, near Teman-tepek, where he embarked."

Mr. Vining gives good reasons for concluding that this teacher was a Buddhist monk of about 500 A.D., whose name Hwui-shau Bakhshu, became Wi-kahi-pekocha in Toltek mouths (p. 540). The Mexicans identified him with their peaceful deity Kuetzal-koatl.

**Woman.** The wife-man (German weib) or mate of man (from the Aryan root weib to "join"). The status of woman is a sure criterion of civilization. To the savage the wife is a trembling slave. Among Semitic races she is still regarded as an inferior being. In the Talmud we read, "Blessed art thou O Lord who hast not made me a gentile, an idiot, or a woman." We can hardly wonder therefore that Paul regards women as made for men, or that Christian Fathers followed the same ancient ideas. As late as 535 A.D. the Council of Macon pronounced that "if women have souls they must be inferior to those of men... like unto the souls of beasts." At the "Woman's Rights Convention" of Philadelphia in 1854, a debater said: "Let woman first prove she has a soul, for both Church and State have denied this." Can we wonder if ignorant Moslems think also that women have no souls, though their prophet said that the wives of the pious went to heaven with their husbands and children?

The Babylonians gave rights of property to women; and Rome gave woman freedom. The wives of Barneese and Chinese governors in the government of provinces. The Japanese are emancipating women almost against their will. Among Egyptians and Romans priestesses held rank with priests; but—except among Quakers—the number of women ministers in Christian countries is infinitesimal (see Vesta). Tertullian, in the 2nd century A.D., thus addresses women: "Do you not know that each one of you is an Eve? The sentence of God on this sex of yours lives in this age: the guilt must of necessity live too. You are the devil's gateway: you are the unsealer of that forbidden tree: you are the first deserter of the divine law: you are she who persuaded him whom the devil was not valiant enough to attack. You destroyed so easily God's image, man. On account of your desert, that is death, even the Son of God had to die." Clement of Alexandria says that women are ashamed of their nature, and that their duty is to wait on man. The Fathers agreed that they must always be veiled in public, and most of them had no belief in their virtue. [We may contrast the picture of the good woman in the poem which closes the book of Proverbs, xxxi, 10-31.—En.]

**Worm.** Often a serpent (see Serpents, and Rivers of Life, ii, p. 214).

**Wren.** This tiny bird is a great figure in folk-lore.

"The robin and the wren Are God's cock and hen."

The wren was called the "winter king" by Germans, and his reign culminated with the last moon before the winter solstice. The wren was king of the birds (according to the fable) because it flew the highest, having perched unperturbed on the eagle's head whence it flew off above him. The fire-crested wren was an emblem of the sun, and this crest was his crown. At the Feast of St. Stephen, on the 26th December, youths and maidens went out to hunt the wren, because the winter of his reign was over. He was hung on rods or to crossed hoops decked with coloured ribbons. The "wren boys" sang songs in honour of the dead king of birds, and begged alms in the villages. The Mayor of Cork forbade these processions in 1845, but they continue in France and in the S. of Europe. At Marseilles they take place in the last week of December; but in Wales they were celebrated on the 12th of the month, as also in the Isle of Man. The sacred bird is enclosed in a glass case, surmounted by a wheel, and adorned with ribbons. The ancient Druids also called the wren the "little king," or "king of birds" (Regulus), and the "bird of witchcraft." To the Welsh he is the Draig-en or "Druid's bird," and the "speaking bird of
Druids.” We still preserve the saying “a little bird told me.” In France he is the “Bouf de Dieu” (see the Earl of Southern, *Academy*, 7th March 1885).

### Ya

**Ya. Yah.** Assyrian and Hebrew. An abbreviation of Yahu or Yahweh (see Jehovah).

**Yādavas. Yadus.** Sanskrit: “shepherds.” Descendants of the legendary Yadu in the valley of the Yamuna, and from Hastinapūr to the Ganges. They were nomads, and worshiped Indra till Krishna came. For Indra caused a terrible inundation, while Krishna saved them (see Krishna). Inundations of the Yamuna near Mathūra are still not unusual, and fanatics still assert that they have seen a miraculous halo on the sacred Mount Govan-dana which Krishna raised on this occasion, and where sacrifices were long offered. The Yādavas, according to the Mahā-bhārata, were destroyed by three Rishis. But Gujerist, and Vijaya-nagar, still claim to be ruled by a Yādava Raja. The Jāts are regarded as modern Yādavas (see Gipaises, and Jāts). Sir W. Elliot (*Numism. Oriental.*) distinguishes four dynasties of Yādavas: (1) that of Devajīri who ruled at Daulat-ābād (1187-1311 a.c.); (2) that of the Hoyoala Ballāṣ of Halābīdu (1047-1510 a.c.); (3) that of Vījaya-nagar the capital of Anangunidi (1234 a.c.) and (4) that of the Yādavas of Māisīr (Mysore). The Mah-rattas also claim Yādava descent (see Rattas), and Danti-durga, a Ratta king, carved one of the Elōra temples, as we know from an inscription. The Yādavas of 1150 a.c. in Malwa, were mostly Vishnūvas as we know from coins; the Māisīr Yādavas seem to have been Jains. The Ballāṣ were crushed by ‘A-la-ed-din in 1310 a.c., but the royal house of Māisīr still claims to trace back to the patriarchal Yadu.

**Yahyah.** The modern Arabic name of John the Baptist, among Moelms. Christians call him Mar-Yahyuanna.

**Yāj. Yāch.** Sanskrit: “a sacrifice.” Yājna, or sacrificial rites, formed the foundation of religion according to Hindus. The first result of Yājna was the creation of the world, and the sacrificial flame was the ladder to heaven (see Purusha, and Sacrifices). There are seven kinds of Yājna: (1) Brāhma-Yājna, or sacred study: (2) Pitra-Yājna, or Sraddha sacrifices to paternal manes: (3) Deva-yājna, or burnt offerings to the gods: (4) Bali-yājna, or gifts to all creatures:

(5) Nri-yājna, or hospitality without hope of return: (6) Prajā-patī-yājna or prayer for offspring: (7) Satya-yājna, or the adoration of truth. The pious Brāhma must begin every day with Yājna, especially on holy days at the new and full moon, lighting the sacred fire himself, at sunrise and at sunset, and performing the Agni-hotra, or offering of milk to the fire. He must strictly follow the ritual of the Yajūr-Veda. One of the most ancient sacrifices is the Pinda-pitri, or offering of bread to the manes: next comes the Agraya-Neshthi (“first fruits”) offered to the Visva-devas, or household gods; next to these come sacrifices to Indra and to Agni. All these are due in spring and autumn, and the Yājnas of each of the four seasons are celebrated when these begin. The Satapatha Brāhmaṇa says mystically: “Whosoever knows Ida (that is the daughter of Manu and the typical woman) and performs the Iḍā-caratī, that is lives with her, and practises the rites of the Ida ceremony, he propagates the race which Manu generated, and whatever blessing he invokes through it, or her, shall be granted to him” (Prof. Eggeling, *Sacred Books of East*, xii).

**Yajna-valkya.** See Vedas. The supposed author of the White Yajūr Veda, who according to the Mahā-bhārata was a contemporary of Rāma, and dissented from the Brāhmaṇa orthodoxy of the court of Rāma’s father, being one of the earliest of the ascetics.

**Yajūr Veda.** See Vedas, and preceding article. Sir W. Jones placed the White Veda as early as 1580 a.c. The Black and the White Yajūr alike treat of sacrifices, including the Puṣīha-Medha, or “human-sacrifice,” and the Avsa-Medha, or “horse-sacrifice,” which are unnoticed in the other Vedas.

**Yaksas.** Divine attendants on the god of wealth (see Kūvera) and demons, elves, or imps, who are so called through fear, and also called Punyajanās, or “good people,” just as Kelts called mischievous fairies “good people,” and the devil the “good-man of the croft.”

**Yama.** The son of Visvasa (“the vivifier”) in the Vedas, answering to the Persian Yima, son of Vivanghat (see Yima). Yama is the first man, the first to die, and thus the king of the dead, and in time the dreaded lord of hell. In the Rig Veda, Yama knows all our deeds and the thoughts of our hearts. He is regarded as the first teacher of ethics. The five Yanas, or “restraints,” are Distinterestedness, Truth, Sincerity, Gentleness, and Purity. Death is the messenger of Yama, appearing sometimes as a bird. His consort and sister was Yami with whom he lived in an Eden on earth which he
Yaman

exchanged at death for a Paradise above. In the epics, Yama is called the son of the sun by Sajñā, or "conscience," and the brother of Vaivasvata the 7th Manu. He is otherwise Mṛtyu ("death"), Kāla ("time"), Antaka ("antiquity"), Preta-rāja ("king of ghosts"), Danda-dhara ("antarctics-bearer"), Pitri-pati ("lord of the fathers") and Udumbara, the man of the bo tree or Ficus. His court of judgment is held in Kāli-chi, in the centre of Yama-pūra. His chief councillor is Chitra-gupta, and his dread messengers—ever traversing earth—are the Yama-dutas. The annual festival of the Yama-dvitiya, or "Yama twins," is held in honour of him and of Yami about 1st November. Brothers and sisters should then meet at the Yama-ghat of Banāras, with the sacred tilaka marked on their foreheads, to pray, feast, and give presents to one another. As king of Hades, Yama is guarded by his two dogs (see Sammā).

Yaman. Yemen. See Arabia. The "right hand" or "south," which submitted to the Turks in 1517 A.C., when Sultan Selim conquered Palestine and Egypt, and was pronounced Khalifah, receiving the keys of Makkah from its Sherif. But in 1630 Kāsim, the Yaman chief, drove them out and was proclaimed king in Sana'a. Arab freedom was then maintained for two centuries, but in 1818 Muhammad 'Ali seized the capital by perjury, and the ruler was beheaded at Constantinople (see Wahhābis). The pure Arabs have never willingly submitted to the Turanians, and differ in their religious beliefs from the Turks.

Yamuna. The Jumna, or Jumna, river, which is personified as Yami (see Yama). Yamuna is also the wife of Dharma (duty), and daughter of Daksha (religion).


Yarai. Yuroka. Australian names for the sun (see Ur).

Yāska. The author of one of the Nerbouts—the earliest gloss on the Vedas. He lived a generation after Pāniu or about 400 B.C.

Yasna. See Zoroaster. The third part of the Zend-Avesta. The oldest extant MSS. of the Yasna date only from 1323 A.C.

Yasodā. Wife of the shepherd Nanda, to whose care Krishna was entrusted, their own babe being left in the bed of Devaki and slain by the tyrant instead of the divine child (see Krishna).

Yasts. Yashts. See Zoroaster. Hymns to the divine spirits, which form the Khorda-Avesta or "small law," requisite for daily worship. They are said to have been originally 30 in all (according to the number of the Yashtas or Izeds—divine spirits), but only 18 are now known. They are extant in a MS. of 1591 B.C.: the language is thought not to be as ancient as that of the Vendidad (see Sacred Books of East, xxxi). The 16 Yashts translated into Pahlavi represent some 22,000 words in all (Sacred Books of East, xxxviii).


Yatus. Demons distinct from Rakshāsas: they eat horses, and even it is said human beings, and appear as dogs and vultures. In the Vāyu Purāṇa we find that 12 Yatu-dhanas, or cwhite quellers, sprang from Kasyapa (the sun) and Surāśi.

Y'āūk. A pagan Arab god noticed in the Korān, and said to have a horse's head.

Yavana. The Indian term for a foreigner, originally a man of Yavan (Javan) or Ionia—an Asiatic Greek. The inscriptions in the Karli caves represent Yavanas as making offerings to these temples, so that they were not then regarded as heretics.

Yayāti. See Brāhma. The father of Yadu, and son of Nahusha. His first wife was Deva-yāni, daughter of Sukra who, enraged at his amours, cursed him with old age (see Puru): according to the Mahābhārata he finally devoted himself to the worship of Vishnu, in the Tapu-vāna or "fire grove." The Vishnu Purāna relates that Indra invited Yayāti to heaven, and in consequence of a long philosophical discussion with Mātali, the character of this god Yayāti became so virtuous that men no longer died. Indra therefore sent his lovely daughter Kāma-devi ("godess of love") to tempt him, and Kuru his son relinquished his own youth to restore his father. When the goddess was recalled to heaven Yayāti "abstained from food," died, and followed her.

Yazatas. Zend. "Spirits" 30 in number, one for each day of the month, under the Āmesa-spentas or archangels. From these Izeds the sect of the Yezidis is named, and to them the Yashts were addressed (see Yezidis).

Year. [The oldest rude year appears to have been one of 360 days, or 12 months (Gen. vii, 11; viii, 3, 4). To this the Egyptians early added 5 extra days (the ἐπ-αγωγήν of the Greeks) and found later that this was about a quarter of a day short. The Semitic
peoples began to use a lunar year of 354 days, and kept it in position with the solar year by inserting an extra month at intervals. The Jews inserted only the Ve-Adar, or second Adar, but the Babylonians also inserted a second Eilul. The lunar months were adopted by the Greeks on the same system. The Romans, in the time of Augustus, conformed to the general custom of having 12 months, adding July and August (named from Julius and Augustus Caesar) to their old calendar of 10 months. The true lunar year is one of 354-366 days, and the true tropical year of 365-242 days. Meton's cycle of 19 years, in which the lunar months come round to the solar year, was correct within 2 hours 27 minutes and 50 seconds. The twelve months of the Akkadians are thought to have consisted of 30 days each, requiring an interpolated month in every 5 or 6 years. The principal calendars were as follows:

**Akkadian Months.**

The year beginning in spring.

1. Bar-zig-gar
   - "Heaven becoming bright."
2. Le-eshi-dim
   - "Herd becoming full."
3. Murtle
   - "Bricks" (made).
4. Su-kul-ga
   - "Seeds ripening."
5. Nene-gar
   - "Becoming very hot."
6. Gi-sukus
   - "Perhaps "fruit gathering."
7. Del-ku
   - "High clouds."
8. Apin-gaba
   - "Opening the canals."
9. Gurgan-u
   - "Very cloudy."
10. An-sur
    - "Rain omen."
11. Aba-uddu
    - "Rising flood."
12. Si-gi-tar
    - "Seed sowing."

**Semitic Months.**

The year beginning in spring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>Babylonian</th>
<th>Syrian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abib</td>
<td>Nisan</td>
<td>Nisn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zif</td>
<td>Iarim</td>
<td>Iyar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>Steimu</td>
<td>Haziran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>Tamru</td>
<td>Tamมรุ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>Abu</td>
<td>Ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>Hulut</td>
<td>Ital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>Ethanim</td>
<td>Tishri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Macedonian.**

1. Xanthisios
   - Anthesterion
2. Artemision
   - Elaphebolion
3. Diasios
   - Menukhton
4. Panemos
   - Gorgelion
5. Loos
   - Skirro-phorion
6. Gorpaxios
   - Hekatombion
7. Hyperberetaios
   - Metagitnion
8. Dios
   - Boedromion
9. Apellesio
   - Pannepion
10. Andiasio
    - Memartinion
11. Peritesos
    - Poseidon
12. Disneros
    - Aigipone

**Later Calendars.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Armenian</th>
<th>Anglo-Saxon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muharram</td>
<td>Vaisakh</td>
<td>Tagu</td>
<td>Eostre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safar</td>
<td>Jait</td>
<td>Kason</td>
<td>Three milking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabia I</td>
<td>Asadh</td>
<td>Nayong</td>
<td>The mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabia II</td>
<td>Srawn</td>
<td>Waso</td>
<td>After do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamada I</td>
<td>Bhadra</td>
<td>Wagoung</td>
<td>Weed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamada II</td>
<td>Arpen</td>
<td>Tahhān</td>
<td>Holy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajab</td>
<td>Kartik</td>
<td>Tachiyung</td>
<td>Winter fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabān</td>
<td>Agun</td>
<td>Tasoung-mon</td>
<td>Sacrifice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramadan</td>
<td>Pashu</td>
<td>Nada</td>
<td>Fere-Yule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawwal</td>
<td>Magha</td>
<td>Pyargo</td>
<td>After-Yule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhul-Kadah</td>
<td>Falgun</td>
<td>Tabo-dew</td>
<td>Muddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhul-Hijjah</td>
<td>Chait</td>
<td>Taboung</td>
<td>Fierce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The month names are all connected with the seasons in these cases, but the Egyptian and the Arab year were vague. About 1500 B.c. the month Epiphi is calculated to have corresponded with the Hebrew Abib. In 750 B.C. the first month Thoth corresponded with the first
Yeue. See Japan. The name of a supreme deity.

Yezidis. See Yazata. These people, called by Moslems and Christians "devil worshipers," are a sect which combines the old Persian worship of the Izeds, or divine spirits, with later Gnostic and philosophic ideas. They are tolerated by modern Persians, and form a community of about 4000 persons at Yeue the capital of Faristan or central Persia. They are also found in the Sinjar hills, 50 miles S.W. of Mosul, being there of Kurdish race; and at the sacred groves of Lalish 27 miles W. of Mosul; as well as in the vicinity of Mt. Ararat. They are thus much scattered, and few in numbers. They are a fine hardy race of middle stature, with regular features, keen blue or brown eyes, and auburn or black hair, of which they leave only a forelock unshaved. They are as wild and ignorant as other Kurds, and haunt Lake Urumia, the reputed birthplace of Zarathustra (see Mr. Dingleday, Scottish Geog. Mag., June 1898). They conceal their beliefs from their Turkish, Persian, and Russian rulers; but the symbol of the Melek-Tawis ("king peacock"), which represents a dreaded evil power, has become generally known to students of folklore. They are much afraid of Elda or Shaitan (the devil), and of ghéts or demons. The peacock, which looks more like a duck, perched on a pole, is kept in the shrine at Lalish, and is only brought out by the head Sheikh on important occasions, when it is borne in procession and adored. The Melek-Tawis was once an angel, or Demiurge, who created Eve from the body of Adam; but with her he fell into disgrace with God, and is not mentioned in Yezidi prayers. The following is their usual invocation: "Amen! Amen! Amen! Sole Almighty Creator of the heavens, I invoke thee through the mediation of Shams-ed-Din ("sun of the faith"), Fakr-ed-Din ("the poor one of the faith"), Nasr-ed-Din ("help of faith"), Sij-ed-din, Sheikh Ism, Sheikh Bakrs, and Kadir-Rahman ("power of mercy"; these seven are archangels). Lord, Thou art the merciful and gracious: Thou art God from eternity: Thou art eternal. Thou art the king of all lands and kingdoms; of all creatures seen and unseen: of all saints. Thou art the fountain of life and happiness: worthy of praise and thanksgiving: the source of blessings and boundless love: the terrible and glorious. Thy abode is beyond the heavens. Lord, Thou art the protector of travellers, sovereign of the moon and of darkness, master of the heavenly throne. Thou art a God of benevolence; supreme judge of kings and subjects: the administrator of the whole world. Thou didst create the sinner Adam, Jesus and Mary. Thou art the fountain of joy and beatitude. None know Thy appearance: Thou hast no face: Thy stature, movements, and substance, are unknown. Thou art not a substance, and Thou hast neither feathers, wings, arms, voice, nor colour. Lord, thou art an enthroned king, and I am a fallen sinner, yet not abandoned by Thee. Thou hast led me out of darkness into light. Lord, pardon my guilt and sins. O God! O God! O God! Amen." This is not devil worship, but a good Theist's prayer.

Yezidis however pray to Sheikh Shams—the sun—at his rising and setting, and to the moon as reflecting his light. Like the Mazdéans they see God's spirit in the "four sacred elements," fire, air, earth, and water; but especially in fire which devours and purifies all things. They believe that there have been 24,000 prophets, of whom the last was their Sheikh Adi. His shrine is at Lalish or Ba-Hasani, a modest building amid the groves near a holy streamlet, in a picturesque valley naturally well wooded. The shrine has a navel, and aisles wherein are the tombs of Sheikh Adi and other saints. The interior is dimly lighted by a few windows. The founder's tomb has on it some verses from the Koran. There is a sacred well hard by, where parents purchase water from the Kovals, or "elders," to baptise their children, half the price being given to the temple. Lalish was the burial place of the first Yezid, who was half an angel and half a man. The religious centre was originally on a spur of the Kurdish mountains, near the village of Bashiyka. Here Melek Tawis lunched for a helmsman, and God sent him a Hürü, who bore the Yezids to him. The sin of Adam brought misery on men, which has been lessened by the sending of Sheikhs from time to time. The first known to history was Sheikh Adi, who appeared in 1080 A.D.: he established the Lalish shrine on the site of a Christian monastery—probably Nestorian—known as the Musur-Lâgh ("mountain of visitation") and after having scattered, or destroyed, the monks he made himself the Pope of the Yezidis, whom his hereditary successors still rule, supported by offerings which are nominally voluntary. The Sheikh now lives in a comfortable palace in Mosul: failing a son he has the right to nominate his successor. Under him is the Emir, or secular Sheikh, with whom the Turkish government deals. The people are divided into Ruknas as clergy, and Murids, or "aspirers"
Yezidis

to initiation, as laity (see Druses). The religious Sheikhs (or "elders") claim descent from five holy patriarchs. They are called Piras or "saints," Fakirs or "poor" ascetics, and Kovals or itinerant judges and collectors of taxes, there being no great distinction between these. Sheikhs wear black turbans and white garments: Piras red turbans and black robes; and Kovals carry with them a simjak or "flag," on which is the Melek Tawûs or "peacock king." Sheikhs and Piras have powers of excommunication, and all these religious leaders are much respected, and their homes inviolable. Agas, or tribal chiefs, have great power, and next to them come the Rastis, or village head-men, and the Tugans or fathers of families. The father is the sole ruler of all who live with him; he is the head of the hearth, or holy spot—a triangle marked by three stones—in the centre of house or tent, where burns the fire which must never go out, and never be lent to another. No Yezidi may marry out of his tribe, nor be wedded till he gets the Kallım ("word"), or permission to purchase a wife. Her choice is free, subject to the consent of her parents: after marriage she must obey her husband, and labour at domestic duties. A year often elapses after betrothal, during which meetings by night are allowed. Women are much respected, and may even become initiates, or priests, and religious leaders; widows may remarry, but till then wear white mourning. The Yezidis never proselytise, and have a great antipathy to all that is of blue color. The dead are buried facing the pole star (see Mandaens): for the Yezidis believe that their forefathers came thence, which points perhaps to the Aryan cradle in the north. As among Moslems, and Jews, no beast may be eaten till blled. They kiss the spot where the first or last ray of the sun is seen, after offering prayers. They heat the fingers of the right hand in the flame of an altar candle, and rub the right eyebrow with them, kissing the fingers afterwards. They use the Arab word Allah for "god," but confuse him with "Ali—the Persian sainted martyr—and they speak of "Iša Nûrûni" (or "Jesus our light") who is to return to rule the world. Circumcision is optional. Thursday is kept "holy to the Lord of all," and a fast of 40 days precedes the feast of the vernal equinox. They believe that salvation can be purchased by liberality to ecclesiastics. The Yezidis of the Sinjar hills number some 200,000, and are said to be honest, moral, cleanly, industrious, brave, and hospitable; but very superstitious, and—like all Kurds—given to sorcery. They say that they are inspired by the ecstasies of their dances, which resemble those of Moslem Dervishes (see Dancing). They join hands and dance round their Sheikh, who claps his hands slowly at first, and then faster, exciting them to frenzy, until they often cut themselves or their neighbours, as they whirl and leap in mad ecstasy. Sometimes they expire under their efforts, which is thought to please "the great Black One and his hierarchy of fiends."

Yggdrasil. The sacred ash tree of Skandinavians. Its roots are in Niflheim or Hades, its stem grows in Midgard or earth, surrounded by the snake of the ocean, its branches reach to Asgard or the "gods' home," and on them sits the eagle of Odin. The rainbow bridge leads from earth to this heaven (see Rivers of Life, ii, p. 280, fig. 270). The fruits of this tree are men; and on it Odin hung when he sacrificed himself to himself. The three roots denote the past, present, and future; and the tree symbolises the life of the universe. Yggdr is said to be Odin, and Drasila was his "horse," so that the tree is the supporter of the heaven god. Near each of his temples an ash tree was planted, and that at Upsala was the most celebrated, being worshiped down to the Middle Ages (see Odin, and Trees).

Yidish. The colloquial dialect of European Jews, being High German mixed with Hebrew words, and written in a modern character. It sprang up in the Middle Ages, when the Jews lived on the Rhine, in Bohemia, Poland, and Russia. There is now a considerable Yidish (or "Jewish") literature, chiefly concerned with folk-lore derived from the Talmud, mingled with German and Slav mythology, and relating the miracles of various "Wonder-Rabbi.""
forth to “people the world with the souls of the righteous...most excellent mortals and celestial gods” (pp. 14, 18, 21). In the Aitana- 
Vaego, or “Aryan home,” men lived for 150 years “leading the happiest 
life,” under the Avasta or “law” of Ahura-mazda. In his time there 
were myriads of towns even “on the hills of Tur” or Turkistan (Sacred 
Books of East, v. p. 38: Bundahish). Men performed their duties by 
the aid of three fires like breathing souls... and the glory of Yim 
saved the fire Frobak from Dahak (the Devil)... but Spitur and 
Dahak cut up Yim,” according to the Pahlavi legend. The hero Jamshid 
of the Shah-namah (see that heading) is Yim-kshaeta, or “King 
Yima” (Vendidad ii): he was the “lord of seven regions,” who lived 
616½ years: when his glory (nismo or “spirit”) departed, he lived 
concealed for 100 years, married a demoness, and so became the father 
of apes and bears, while he gave his sister-wife Yimak to appease the 
Dvaras or demons: thus for 1000 years Dahak triumphed, till the 
glorious Feridim (Thraeton, the sun) exacted vengeance for Yim, 
who was “cut up” but eventually pardoned (Sacred Books of East, 
pp. 131-159: xxiii, p. 204). Yima, or Yama as the E. Aryans 
called him, is probably the Norse Ymir.

Yimr. Ymir. The Skandinavians said that the earth, emerging 
from chaos, was made by the gods from the bones and blood of Ymir. 
They combined the frozen waters of Nil-heim (or Hades) with the 
warm waters of Muspel-heim (or Fire), whence was created the 
Yggdrasil tree. The earth, made from Ymir, was destroyed by a 
deluge whence Bergelmir and his wife alone escaped, to repopulate a 
new world. Ymir also produced Oegir the “ocean terror,” Loki or “fire,” 
and Kari the “wind.” The Paradise of Ymir had four rivers, which 
flowed from the earth-cow Audhumla, who licked the salt stones. In 
it Yggdrasil grew up, whose roots Hela (hell) and Hrim—the son of 
Thor—or the destroying frost giant, endeavour to undermine.

Yin. Chinese. The female principle (see China).

Yöga. Sanskrit: "yoking," "junction" or "union." The union 
of the devotee with deity. Yöga-nidra, or the "sleep of union" has 
been truly called "delusion"; and the Yogi, self deceived, and 
stupefied with hlang or other narcotics, imagines himself possessed by 
the energy of the god whom he adores, being entranced in Mah-kaya 
or "the great illusion." He asserts that he is "in direct communion 
with the eternal" and has overcome the flesh, which is the object of all 
his penances. The Yogi often claims supernormal powers, and their 
words are regarded as divine mandates. But a Yogi also means a "spy, a 
viator of truth and confidence" (Benfey), and our experience of 

Yöga justifies this definition. The Yöga philosophy dates from the 
1st or 2nd century B.C. (see Patanjali), but the mystic, and occult, 
meditations and hypnotic trances, are only traceable about 500 B.C. 
when the monk Asangi appeared in Peshwär. Nag-arjuna in our 
1st century, however, taught "Prana Paramita," a means of arriving at 
wisdom and Nirvana, by a short cut. But the 10 Paramitas were 
soon personified as meditative Buddhas (see Dr Waddell, Asiatic 
Quarterly, Jan. 1894).

Yogis may be of any sect, and either married or single, but have 
usually cast aside the world, and retired for solitary meditation. We 
have had considerable intercourse with them, and may say that they 
are usually ignorant, half crazy, and more than half naked itinerants, 
covered with ashes—and vermin—with shells, rings, and charms: 
they lead about malformed animals, they beg and pray, bless and curse, 
but are treated as holy men like the Nabi of Hebrews, or Muslem 
Fakirs, being believed to foretell political events, and much feared (see 
Rivers of Life, ii, pp. 580-596). Their blessing gives offspring to the 
barnen, and woe betide those whom they curse. They may be 
seen bowed down, sitting crossed-legged, or standing erect, endowing 
with their breath and to people their imaginations with ghosts of 
another world; or, as they say, seeking to become absorbed in a 
celestial ideal. For such purpose they memorise themselves (see 
Hypnotism) by gazing on symbols such as the Chakra, or the Lingam, as 
we have often seen them do. At fêtes they show themselves among 
the crowds, stark naked when allowed: their bodies besmeared with 
ashes and oil, their ears elongated (a mark of sanctity) or the lobes 
split—when they are known as Kān-phats (see Sanyás). They do 
not burn but bury, and teach that a Yoga’s tomb (or Samadha) should 
become a place where pilgrims may meditate on the transition nature of 
earthly things. We saw, near Mathura in 1867, a naked object 
whose emaciated arm had been upheld, over his matted locks, for many 
years till softened, while the finger nails had grown through his 
clenched palm. We have seen others who have piously endured 
excruciating tortures in lonely places, believing that by such austerities 
they pleased the gods, and would attain to powers which even gods 
could not deny to them, while, in future, eternal bliss without any 
purgatorial transmigration of the soul, would await them. Many of 
these Anchorites think that they thus attain knowledge of the past, 
and of the future, and become able to divine the thoughts of others, 
to fly through the air, to dive through water or mid-earth, to rise into 
heaven, or to contemplate all space at a glance. The truth is that 
their minds become unhinged. Colebrooke (Essays, i) has dwelt on
such matters among other spiritualists, and Herbert Spencer has described similar "maniacal excitement mistaken for inspiration" (Eccl. Inst.).

Most people in India so dread the Yogis that they never think of questioning them, and invent many stories about their power of reading thoughts, their supernatural vision, their trances, and trancemigrations. The poor dazed fanatic is called a master of Yoga-vidya ("knowledge of union"), which was once a school of philosophical inquiry (see Dr. R. Lala-Mitra's translation of Panjaji's Yoga-Stotra).

Hindus believe that Yogis can die and rise again; and a too credulous European, at the Court of Lahore, asserted the truth of one instance in the time of the late Raja Ranjit-Singh, the questions of trance, burial, and death, being still doubtful.

The great Akbar tried to become a Yogi, but first wisely tested the power of the sect, by ordering them to encounter Sanyasis of an opposing class, when the Yogis were discomfited (Sir H. Elliot, Mahom. Historians, v. p. 313). The Yogi system is very similar to those of western philosophers and hermits (see Prof. Weber, Indian Lit., p. 239) as elsewhere described (see Porphyry). Gibbon (Decline and Fall, ch. lxiii) relates the description of similar practices by an abbot of Mt. Athos in Greece—the strange promontory of rock-perched monasteries still inhabited by Greek monks: "When alone in thy cell shut thy door; seat thyself in a corner; raise thy mind above all things vain and transitory: recline thy head and chin on thy breast; turn thine eyes and thoughts towards the middle of thy belly, the region of the navel; and search the place of thy heart, the seat of the soul. At first all will be dark and comfortless; but if thou dost persevere, day and night, thou wilt feel an ineffable joy; and no sooner has the soul discovered the place of the heart than it is involved in an ineffable light." The historian wisely adds that this "light is the production of a dis temperament fancy: an empty stomach, and empty brain." But this is a mild form of the discipline that a Hindu undergoes to accomplish the Hatha-yog. He is thus instructed: "Place the left foot on the right thigh, and the right foot on the left thigh: hold the right great toe with the right hand, the left great toe with the left hand, the hands crossing. Inspire through the left nostril. Be seated in a tranquil position: fix the sight on the tip of the nose for ten minutes. Pronounce Om insubdibly 12,000 times, and meditate on it daily, after deep inspirations: swallow the tongue, suspend the breath, and deglutate the saliva for two hours. Listen to the sounds within the right ear abstractedly, for two hours, with the left ear. Repeat the mystic Om 20,736,000 times in silence, and meditate thereon."

the respiration for 12 days, and you will be in a state of Samadhi," (Prof. Oman, Indian Life, Religious and Social).

The Raj-yog is similar, but is said to be only attainable by those who have practised Hatha-yog in a former existence. The Yogi, in this further stage, considers that he has passed beyond communion with deity, and becomes "one with him." Time and space are annihilated, and the adept Sahaba-pati (described by Prof. Oman), said that, flying from Madras to Siva's heaven on Kailasa, he found the god engaged on Yoga austerities. The Maha-atma Giana Guru (in his Vedanta Raj-Yoga, edited by S. C. Bose at Lahore in 1889) says that Raj-Yoga Rishis, "after remaining as long as they like in the condition of absorption in the Infinite, metamorphose their bodies into lingams, many of which may be seen in the Ambavasi, and then enter into final reunion with the Universal spirit": "many who died thousands of years ago are still living, and are visited periodically by the Yogis on the Nilgiri hills."

Yoni. The female emblem in India (from an Aryan root meaning "hollow," whence the English "yawn"). The symbols of the Yoni include the circle, ring, oval, triangle, door, ark, pomegranate, apricot, tulsi plant or basil, bean, barley corn, and holed stone, with many others, artificial or natural, including the argha, the kustos, the leaf, and the vesica-piscis, with the comb, the cave, and other holows. The symbol is found in all the ancient hieroglyphic systems, as war in Egyptian, muk in kuneiform, mo in Hittite, in each case meaning "mother." It is common in Asia and Europe: the earliest pictures of the naked goddess in Asia Minor, Babylonia, or Egypt, are equally indecent with Celtic representations (see Sila-na-gig). Everywhere the emblem wards off the evil eye, and confers prosperity like the phallus, with which it is often combined. It is symbolised later by the horse shoe, and the horse collar. In many corners of Europe peasants still believe that when an animal is sick the owner should creep through the horse collar; for all such rites of "passing through" secure rebirth or new life. Such rites were still observed in Russia as late as April 1896 (see Notes and Queries, 26d May 1896). In India we have seen the Yoni carved in stone, ivory, or hard wood, for charms (see Argha, and Stones).

Yorubas. A W. African tribe who worship Oro as a pole six to twelve feet high (Mr. Gallmer, Journal Anthropol. Inst., Nov. 1884). Ifa the fire god is adored under the emblem of 16 stones of the palm nut, each with three or four eyes. The Oro pole has a cord at the end, holding a thin piece of board which emits a shrill whistle in the
Yourouks

wind—the voice of the god. When this is heard the women do not venture to approach, but usually bring water to the pole. Shango, the thunder god, is also much feared; and none dare put out a fire caused by lightning, even when it threatens their houses.

Yourouks. A nomadic Turkish tribe of Asia Minor, who, though professing Mohammedanism, retain many secret rites like those of Anseiriyeh, and Yazidis. They are thought to have come W. through N. Persia in our 15th century. They are divided into forest and pastoral Yourouks. The former are charcoal burners, and call themselves Allavi. They believe in transmigration of souls, and regard peacocks and turkeys as evil spirits (see Yazidis); they hang sacred trees in the woods with ex-voto offerings, such as rags and wooden spoons. They hold secret meetings in the forests, and at stone heaps, wells, and graves. The passer by utters a prayer, and (like Kelta) casts a stone on grave or cairn, as a memorial of his visit. They believe in magic, and in the evil eye, and practise sorcery with cups (Mr Bent, Journal Anthrop. Inst., Feb. 1891).

Yu-chi. The White Huns, or Uigurs, of Tartary, as called by the Chinese. After wars beginning in 200 B.C. (Prof. T. de la Coubrière, Academy, 31st Dec. 1887), on the N.W. borders of China, they were driven out by the Huang-nu, or Turkish Huns proper, in 165 B.C. from their settlements between An-si and Si-ning, and settled on the upper Oxus, whence they entered Bactria under a famous leader Kitola, who expelled the Sakas, driving them towards India. Kitola followed, and seized Gandhara, and even reached Peshawar (see India). Under Kassas those Turanians repelled the Parthians in 40 B.C., and his successor and son, Kassa II, conquered part of N.W. India, his people being then known as Gwetis. They are credited with having built the stupa called the "Hundred-Tong Buddha," at their Central Asian capital, in 292 B.C., and they appeared in India from our 1st to our 3rd century.


Yukatan. The coast province jutting into the Gulf of Mexico, a last abode of the Toltecs (see Mexico), whose holy city (see Uxmal) was the Nahua capital. At Uxmal the natives told the Spaniards, in 1586, that "all the pious builders of the monuments they saw had left the country 900 years previously" (Brinton, Mayas, p. 127). According to their sacred book—the Chilam Balam—the country was civilised as early as the 1st or 2nd century A.C. (Bancroft, Native Races). The Abbé Brasseur de Bourbourg thinks that the earliest date was 174 A.C. The Spaniards were astonished to find stone crosses, especially one, 3 yards in height, in a pyramidal temple of the island of Kozenel near the Yukatan coast. But this might be due to Spaniards of earlier date: for Velasquez occupied Cuba in 1511: though on the other hand the cross may have been a Buddhist Svastika; for stone crosses occur with very early monuments in India (see Wixipekocha).

Yule. See Christmas. In Gaul, Bretagne, and Britain, Heaul, Yule, or Noel, the Icelandic Yal, and the old English Geol, was the feast of the winter solstice. The Teutons, and other Aryans, had only three seasons, and had six months of sixty days, or otherwise two seasons only. The sixty days of Yule-tide lasted from mid-November to mid-January among Goths of the 6th, or Saxons of the 7th century A.C.; and the 24th December was “mother’s night,” when a healing dew was said to fall. The Yule-tide sacrifices were forbidden in 578 A.C., but the festival still continued. The word Yule has been thought to come from Hwecul or “wheel,” as denoting the wheeling of the sun (see Wheels), though Prof. Skeat connects it with the root ul “to howl,” as referring to the clamour of the feasts. The 25th of December was accepted as Christmas day by Pope Liberius in 354 A.C., and the “Christ mass” is noticed in a Saxon chronicle of 1038 A.C., the season being then called the Yule month.” The Yule log was kept till the 2nd February (see Candlemas). Herrick writes:

"Kindle the Christmas brand and then
Till sunset let it burn,
Which quenched, then lay it up again
Till Christmas next return.
Part must be kept, wheresoever to tend
The Christmas log next year,
And where’tis safely kept the fiend
Can do no mischief there.”

The “Yule candle” on every table was sacred to Thor, like the Maypole; and on 1st January (see Scotsman, 1st Jan. 1892) a pole was set up, surrounded with trusses of straw which were burned, while the farm hands were regaled with cider and cakes. A hawthorn bough sung in the flames was given to the farmer, who hung it up in the kitchen, and this, like the Yule log, must be kept till the same day next year.
Zakariah

This letter often stands incorrectly for Š in our transliteration of Hebrew words in the Bible, such as Zadok, Zidou, and others.

Zakariah. Zechariah. Hebrew: “Yahveh has remembered.” The name of a king of Israel, and of several prophets. The Book of Zechariah is supposed to be a compilation from several sources (see Bible).

Zalmoxis. Zamolxis. A deity of the Getae in Scythia, who, according to Herodotos, appears to have been a deified hermit; or according to some a pupil of Pythagoras. His doctrines were of a Buddhist character, but he preached the immortality of the soul. The Getae used to send messengers to Zalmoxis, by tossing a human victim skywards and receiving him on their spears as he fell. Porphyry thought that he was so named because he was born in a Zalmos or “bear’s skin.”

Zamzam. Zemzem. The holy well (see Makca) at the great Moslem sanctuary. The word is supposed to mean “murmuring.”


Zarik. The 6th evil Darvand, created by Ahriman: the demon of “poison.”

Zarvan-Akarana. Zend: “boundless time.” This is not, as Haug thought, the name of a deity, but merely means the “eternity” through which Ahûra-mazdâ contended with Angro-mainyûs or Ahriman.

Zend-Avesta. See Avasta, Bundahish, Vendidad, Yasna, Yasht, and Zoroaster.

Zeus. The Greek god of light. The Dyaus of the Vedas: from the root Di, “to shine.” The abode of Zeus was on Olimpos in Thessaly. His sister (see Hêre) bore him Are, Hephaistos, and Hêbe. The stone which his mother Rhea gave to his father Kronos, when he would have devoured Zeus, was adored at Delphi. The legends of the amours of Zeus with various dawn maidens were innumerable; but Hesiód speaks of him already as the Supreme God, who rules the hearts of men, and who tries them by pains and pleasures. He was the author of good and evil alike, and incapable of doing wrong. The Kretans said that he was born in the cave of

Mt. Ida (see Krote), and nourished by the goat Amaltheia. He was the conqueror of all gods (see Titans), and had many names. Zeus Ombrics was Jupiter Pluvious (Latin: Imber, “shower”), a god of the thunder-shower which fertilises earth. In his more savage forms he was called a “devourer of men”; and human sacrifices were offered in his honour. But he was also the bestower of all good, and the teacher of agriculture and civilisation. In the Orphik hymns he is addressed as supreme:

“The earth is thin and mountains swelling high
The sea profound, and all within the sky
Saturnian king, descending from above
Magnificent, commanding, sceptred Jove,
All-parent principle, and end of all
Whose power almighty shakes this earthly ball.”

Zi. Akkadian: “spirit” (see Ti).

Zikr. Hebrew and Arabic: Babylonian Zikra. This root means a memorial-stone, a male, and a remembrance. Mankind is said, in Genesis, to have been made Zikra va Nefotah, answering exactly to the Lingam and Yoni. In Arabic a Zikr is a “celebration” of the divine names repeated over and over by the Dervish, as the Om is by the Hindu (see Yoga), with the like hypnotic results. [The origin of the word is not clear. It may come from the Akkadian Zî-gur, or “spirit abode,” the name given to a shrine, and to divine stones in which dwelt a Zi or “spirit.”—Ed.]

Zimbabwe. Bantu: “stone building” (see Africa).


Zir’a-banitu. Babylonian: “seed of offspring.” A title of the mother goddess, in use as early as the time of Hammurabi (2100 B.C.), who built a temple to her.

Zirna. An Etruscan goddess, represented with a half moon hanging from her neck, and accompanying Taran. She is probably the new moon. [Akkadian Zîr “light.”—Ed.]

Zoan. Hebrew: Soan, now Sûn, supposed to mean “flocks.” The ancient Hykos capital in the Delta (see Egypt). The ruins extend about 1 mile N. and S., by ½ mile E. and W. One of the temples encloses a space of 1500 by 1300 feet, and in the middle ages was converted into a fortress: it is built of red granite brought from Assouan. Fourteen obelisks—the largest in Egypt—lie in
Zodiak.

The 12 signs of the ecliptic, or path of the sun (see Aries). [As already explained many doubtful statements have been made about these signs. The constellations overlap each other, and vary from 22° to 42° in length on the ecliptic (Mr E. W. Maunder, *Monthly Notices Rl. Astronom. Soc.*, March 1904, p. 490). The inventors of the Zodiak must have lived between 42° and 36° N. Latitude, or about the latitude of Mt. Ararat; and the constellations cannot have been invented before about 3000 B.C., nor are they traceable before about 600 B.C. The Kassite boundary stones of the 11th century B.C. give the emblems of 16 gods, and among these all the zodiacal signs occur, excepting the scales (a late sign), the water pot, and the fishes; but they do not occur in any regular order, and they are here only the symbols of gods, whose names are written on them, or are noticed in accompanying texts. It is very remarkable that we still speak of the sun as "entering Aries" at the vernal equinox, which it ceased to do in 110 B.C. In 1904 it entered Aries on 18th April, Taurus on 11th May, and Gemini on 20th June. The earliest date at which it entered Aries at the spring equinox was 1680 B.C., and the earliest date of entering Taurus would be 4410 B.C., or before the zodiak was invented. The order of the zodiacal signs seems however to be connected with the names of the Babylonian deities who presided over the months (see Year), beginning at the spring equinox, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Month</td>
<td>Anu and Bel</td>
<td>Ram</td>
<td>Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Hea</td>
<td>Bull</td>
<td>Bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Twins</td>
<td>Sun and Moon</td>
<td>Twins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Adar</td>
<td>Tortoise</td>
<td>Crab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>Allatu</td>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>Lion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>Istar</td>
<td>Istar</td>
<td>Virgin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Samas</td>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>Scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Marduk</td>
<td>Scorpion</td>
<td>Scorpion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The zodiac spread to Egypt, India, Europe, and even to Peru, with but slight modifications; but is nowhere traced very early.—En.]

The first description of the signs is in a poem by Aratos in Greek, about 300 B.C., when Babylonian astronomy was known, after Alexander the Great had conquered the great city; but our more exact knowledge is dependent on Ptolemy's catalogue in our 2nd century. Aratos verified the ideas of Eudoxos; Cicero translated his poem into Latin, and Hipparchos was acquainted with Eudoxos and Aratos (see Cicero *On Nature of Gods*). Porphyry as we pointed out (*Academy*, 19th September 1885) says that Kallistenés was the first to bring Babylonian astronomy to Greece.

The Hindus call the passage of the sun from one sign to another a *Sakranta*, when special rites are observed. Some of these may be here noted (see Mr Atkinson, *Journal Bengal Rl. Asiatic Soc.*, i, 1884). The actually extant zodiacal stones are enumerated in *Notes and Queries*, (1st February 1898).

In *Min* or *Chatt* (Pisces, March) children visit their relatives, and place flowers, and rice colored with turmeric, on the doorsteps, receiving in return food and garments. In *Bīțh* (Aries, April), Uma, Kālī, Naṭāyana, and Ṛaṇa, are worshiped. The new year is reckoned from this month. In *Kārkh* (Taurus, May) there is a rest from labour, as the barley and maize was sown in the preceding month Mithun. The peasantry deck themselves with sprouts, and used to engage in stone-throwing and mimic wars, the prisoners taken being originally sacrificed. The "scape dog" is still hunted at this season (see *Aṣākiel*). In *Kānja* (Virgo, September) hay and fuel is collected, and fires are lighted on all hills with much singing and dancing. In *Makor* (Capricorn, January) great fairs take place. This used to be the first month of the year. Figures of birds of baked flour are hung round the necks of children. Lustrations and bathtings are usual. The children eat part of their dough images, and give the rest to the birds.

Zogo.

A god, spirit, charm, or sacred object, among the Murray Islanders (see *Journal Anthropol. Instit.*, August, November 1898).

Zohāk.

Pāhlavī (see *Azi-dahāk*). This "biting snake" is
Zohar. See Kabbala.

Zoroaster. See our Short Studies, iii, pp. 147-242.

[A short summary in question, with later annotations by the author, may be here given. Of Zoroaster we have no real history, but many legends. The name Zarathustra, in the early Zend Persian, is said by Darmesteter to mean a "high priest"; and, while Zarathustra Spitama ("the very pure (or white) high priest") is mentioned already in the Vendidad as though a historical person, his story is already a legend, in which he defeats the devil with the word of God, on a mountain. In one sense the Zend-Avesta (or "law with comment") is the work of Zoroaster, inasmuch as it represents the laws laid down by "high priests" of the Persians; but its books are not all of one age. Pliny, who says that Hermippus translated 20,000 lines of the works of Zoroaster into Greek, commenting on 2 million of his verses, and indexing several books on magic and science, believed that this prophet lived for 30 years in the desert, eating only cheese, and insensible to the lapse of time. His mother was Dughdha ("the daughter") and he had 3 wives, 3 sons, and 3 daughters. He was born of a virgin who conceived by a ray of light which entered her bosom. When born he laughed. A tyrant king sought to slay the babe. He was pierced with spears, trampled by oxen and horses, and cast into a fiery furnace where he shone as molten brass. He was tempted by Ahriman on a mountain, and received the law from God on Mount Elburz. He will reappear in the future (see Sosion) when the pious saints of the past will live again with him (see Sacred Books of East, iv, p. 77). Traditionally Zoroaster lived about 1800 B.C., and converted King Vistasp. But the historical Vistasp, or Hystaspes, was the father of Darius I; and, if he actually reigned in Persia, it was in the first half of the 6th century B.C. before Cyrus. The Bundahish (now extant only in the later Pahlavi dialect) includes a valuable note (xxiv. 7, 8) to the effect that the "coming of the religion" was in the 30th year of Zoroaster's age, the 30th year of the reign of Vistasp, and 272 years before Alexander the Great, which gives us a date about 600 B.C. The religion of the Zend Avesta appears to have been that of Darius I (see Persepolis), but is not monumentally known to have been that of Cyrus. Herodotus had heard the hymns of the Magi sung, in the 5th century B.C., and his account of Persian beliefs and customs agrees with the Mazdean beliefs. Prof. Harlez thinks that the oldest part of the Avesta may date from 700 B.C. (before the Persians came into contact with Assyria), other parts being of about 400 B.C., and some as late as 100 B.C. The language of the Vendidad, and of the 5 Gathas or "hymns," is older than that of some of the surviving books, and agrees with the language of the kuneiform texts of Darius I. In the Yasht (xxiii) we find an allusion to "Gaotema the heretic" (Gotama Buddha), which is perhaps not older than the time of Asoka or 250 B.C. Mills on the other hand would have the Gathas to be as old as 1600, or even 1500 B.C.

It is acknowledged that the Avesta was destroyed by Alexander the Great; and the Vendidad is said to have been the only one of 21 Naasks, or books, to escape complete. About 200 B.C., a collection of 15 Naasks appears to have been made by Parthian kings, but the restoration of Mazdean literature was due to the Sassanian kings. Ardashir I (226-240 A.D.) is said to have consulted Tansar, or Toar, a prince who had become a priest; and a letter of Ardashir, to the king of Taberistan, was translated into Arabic in 762, and into Persian in 1210 A.D. This (whether genuine or not) speaks of 1200 skins of oxen covered with writing as having been burned by Alexander the Great, containing the sacred Persian laws. Shahpir I (240-274 A.D.) began to collect the lost books, perhaps from the oral preservation by Magi; and Shahpur II (309-379 A.D.) revised the canon, being aided by Adarpad, a priest who is said to have undergone the ordeal by boiling lead, which he drank unhurt, showing the veracity of his account of the scriptures.

The Avesta, so recovered, included the Vendidad or "law against fiends," the Vispayard which consists of litanies, and the Yasna in which are included the Five Gathas or "hymns," which Haug supposed to be the oldest part of the Avesta. The Yashts, or hymns to the divine spirits (see Yastas) form the Khorda-Avesta, or "little law." All that we can certainly say of this religious literature is, that Ahura-mazda is noticed as the god of Darius I, and that texts of Xerxes refer to Mithra the sun god, and to Anahita the "spotless" virgin goddess of the Yashts. The whole subject may be studied in various volumes of the great series of Sacred Books of the East. The Pahlavi works (though some, like the Bundahish, the Bahman Yasht, the Hadokht Naask, etc., claim to be translations of original parts of the Avesta) are more numerous, but much later than the Avesta proper, and are known to us only from manuscripts of our 14th century. The Vendidad and
Zulus.

A fine and intelligent Bantu tribe in S.E. Africa, now reconciled to British supremacy. They are of a dark brown or black complexion, with negro features. They came from further N.E. Their great military system was the cause of their power. They harbored the

Transvaal, and founded the Matabili kingdom, to its north. They have a vague belief in a supreme God, but worship, and fear, various spirits (see Africa). They have customs probably of Arab origin, such as that of the Levirate, or marriage to the widow of a dead brother. They present offerings of “first-fruits,” and have regulations as to food and cleanliness recalling those of the Hebrews. They observe also circumcision like Arabs and Jews. They are, like other Africans, much subject to the tyranny of wizards who “smell out” witches. They call the deity a great “maggot,” or “worm,” and believe the souls of chiefs to pass into the bodies of serpents. They wear a peculiar ring of hair, denoting that they have been permitted to marry, after deeds of valour; and this ring is also worn by the Matabili.

Zuzim. Zamzumim. Hebrew. Ancient tribes in Bashan (Gen. xiv, 5: Deut. ii, 20) who were reputed as giants. [Possibly the Akkadian zuz, zūm, “to destroy” as conquerors.—Ed.] They appear to have extended as far south as ’Ammon in Gilead.

THE END.
RIVERS OF LIFE;

OR

SOURCES AND STREAMS OF THE FAITHS OF MAN IN ALL LANDS.

Showing the Evolution of Religious Thought from the Rudest Symbolisms to the Latest Spiritual Developments.


Contents of Vol. II.—VII. Early Faiths of Western Asia as in Kaddish and Assyria, pages 1-141; VIII. Faiths of Western Aborigines in Europe and Adjacent Countries, pages 142-448; IX. Faiths of Eastern Aborigines, Non-Aryan, Aryan, and Shemitic, pages 449-692.

Appendix.—I. A Coloured Chart of all Faith Streams, 7½ feet by 2 feet, either folded or on roller; II. Map of World, as known about Second Century B.C., showing Early Races and Faiths; III. Sketch Map of Ancient India, and from Babylonia to Anam, showing Early Tribes, their Sacred Places, &c.; IV. Synoptic Table of Gods, God-Ideas, and many Features which all Faiths have more or less in common. If on roller, this is 3 feet by 21 inches.

Two Volumes, de luxe 4to, embracing 1370 pages, with Maps, Plates, and numerous Illustrations, cloth; and large separate Chart in cloth case, £5 6s. 0d. Chart alone, £2.


"These two magnificent quarto volumes . . . on comparative religion and the natural evolution of existing faiths . . . are the first application of modern research and learning to the great subject of Asiatic religions in a thoroughly unbiased manner. . . . The works of . . . &c., and other standard authorities on Oriental subjects, have been here rammed for information. . . . Many valuable data, chronological, physical, mythological, and ethnical, here appear in relative position. . . . General Forlong is not a mere bookworm or compiler, but an active explorer, and a student who has visited the sacred places of which he treats. He has received from the lips of living Brahmins and Bikshus their own interpretation of their symbols. When the author wished to understand Rome or Delphi, Jerusalem or Shechem, he visited these
places himself, just as he visited the famous Indian cities... and he has compiled a wide reading of the latest and earliest literature regarding all, in some 700 books, many in eight or ten volumes each. The illustrations... admirably he's from the original, are of the greatest value to the student, and the volumes, with their careful indexes, form a storehouse of research and study, from which future writers may dig long without exhausting the material.

Scottman.

“This is the most comprehensive work that has yet appeared on Comparative Religion. It is indispensable to the student, because it not only contains all the subjects treated of by past writers but that of more recent Oriental scholars, and sheds over such knowledge the light of personal investigation. The learned author, during a long course of years, utilised with indefatigable diligence the singular facilities afforded him by his duties as an Engineer under the Indian Government. Symbolism, often only studied by the aid of pictures and books, he has studied on the spot, and has collected an immense mass of information not generally attainable... here all arranged and classified with perfect clearness. From this encyclopedia... he shows the evolution of faiths... No one interested in Comparative Religion and ancient symbolism can afford to be without this work.”—India (America).

“Under the title of ‘Rivers of Life,’ a very remarkable book has just appeared. It is the work of a General Forlong, who went out to India first some forty years ago. He belongs to a service which has produced many able men, and some of them, like Tule and Cunningham, stand high as authorities on matters of Oriental archæology. From the size of General Forlong’s volumes, and experiences of the author, the work will no doubt form one of the most important contributions on the Evolution of human Faiths which has yet appeared... The author shows all through that he is not without a strong religious feeling. He is to be congratulated on his courage for bringing before the reading public such a mass of information on topics as yet only known to a few. The author may prove right or wrong in the tracing of words, but the value of the ideas which he traces out must not depend in any way upon etymology or countries, indies... Glasgow Herald.

“General Forlong has devoted many years and incurred very heavy cost for the present undertaking to the world a work which no student of Comparative Religion can afford to neglect. The author has allowed neither time, distance, nor cost to prevent him from visiting any spot whose task. A list of more than 900 volumes has been mastered or consulted in the preparation of the work, being authority in English as well as many in French on the subject. This compendium of ancient customs of India that were not for their interest, and might be sometimes felt oppressive, but these will furnish a rich quarry to ordinary students.

“Under no negative attitude assumed to sacred writings, for they all contain much that is true and good... One may gather from the contents or titles of the chapters the vast extent of territory and subjects embraced, and over all the author moves with a firm step. A wide induction and intimate acquaintance with his facts have given him confidence in his theory. This is stated with commendable candour, but without dogmatic pretensions, and the real value of the book is in no way dependent on its acceptance. Many of his positions will in all probability call forth attack, but the solid learning and intellectual ability exhibited by the author are sure to win him universal respect.”—Dundee Advertiser.

“From different Notices in the ‘Inquirer.’... This elaborate work is in itself a perfect Encyclopedia of Comparative Religion. In two magnificent quarto volumes containing 552 illustrations of great value and interest, the student here possesses in an accessible form, matter hitherto diffused over the pages of many old authors as well as that of the more recent and best known interpreters of the Sacred Scriptures and the various local dialects of the East. General Forlong's is a most remarkable effort to elucidate the character of ancient religions by a method long adopted both by geologists and by archæologists, that of instituting comparisons between...”
what belongs to the past and such present facts and incidents as can be discovered of a similar character. . . . He has collected an amazing amount of information . . . and his researches show beyond any doubt that the Christianity of the orthodox churches has been extensively influenced by the chief elements he traces through so many mythologies. This work is specially valuable as the result of original investigation pursued during a long course of years throughout all portions of our Indian possessions and the least frequented parts. The reader will be filled with admiration at the marvellous patience of research and the accumulated stores of varied information conveyed in these volumes and rendered attractive by vivacity of style, abundance of illustration, and typographical beauty. Being well versed in the Eastern languages and local dialects, he was led by his duties and love of research to visit all the sacred shrines of the East, and was thus able by friendly and long private intercourse to learn the real ideas of priests and devotees. The original research of the work manifests itself as one proceeds, and the last chapter embodies in 174 pages a vast amount of valuable matter.—"Euphrates.

Major-General Forlong has just published, and Quartet (15 Piccadilly) and Bouton (New York) publish a work which should be full of interest. The author has studied his subjects in the land where alone it can be fully investigated—India; and his elaborate volumes are certainly a monument of industry. They are full of excellent illustrations, and are accompanied by a large chart showing very completely the rise and fall of religious ideas. . . . We know of no more bold and comprehensive effort to grapple with a subject so full of interest. —Light.

The Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland for May 1883 reviews the "Rivers of Life" at some length, and very favourably, more especially treating of the ancient races and faiths which, it says, the author has done good service in bringing together so fully and so well. In Modern Thought for January 1884, there is also a lengthened and favourable notice of the "Rivers of Life," on the same lines as in the Journal of the Anthropological Institute.
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EMBRACING MORE ESPECIALLY THOSE OF ASIA
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I. JAINISM AND BUDDHISM.
II. TRANS-INDIAN RELIGIONS.
III. ZOROASTRIANISM.
IV. HINCHU, VERA, AND VEDÂYISH.
V. LÂO-TZEE AND TAO-NEI.
XI. SHORT TEXTS OF ALL FAITHS AND PHILOSOPHERS.

Elaborate Index, embracing all Names, Subjects, and Chief Authorities.

This is a large and important work by a now well-known Orientalist, and forms a fit companion volume to his "Rivers of Life," and is in the same type and style. It contains Ten Studies, which, owing to selection of the subjects, make the book a veritable epitome of all Ancient and Modern Faiths, except Christianity, which is only touched upon when necessary in the all-embracing Science of Comparative Religion.

The subjects are not only of immediate but enduring interest—historically, literary, and religiously, more especially to the peoples concerned, and the governing and administrative classes of Trans-India—English, French, Dutch, Javanese, Siamese, Tongkitek, and Cochinese. The first two studies enter minutely into the very ancient social, religious, and political history of these and other adjoining states and nations, of which little is really known even by themselves, and still less by their rulers, conquerors, or suzerain lords.

As regards ancient Indian history, the author advances strong reasons against the popular belief that Aryans were, either in India or further eastward, the first or chief civilizers; attributing this to Dravidio-Turians and Mongolic peoples who entered India from the West and North, probably a thousand or more years before Aryans touched the Ganges. Stress is laid on the ingress of a mid-northern race by the tracks of the chief rivers of the ancient kingdom of Uttar Kosala or Srâvasti, more especially by the passes of the Gogra and Karnali—probably the ancient Srâvasti and Mâla-inda or "river of Mâlas."

There is a great deal in this volume to prove that man's first cultus was Arboreal, or as now termed, a worship of divinities of vegetation, as spirits of groves, trees, corn, and such like. This cult is here shown to be as strong in
India and Trans-India as among Syrion, Hebrews, Turkmens, Greeks, and Latins. Thus the author upholds the arguments and position he took up in his former work, some thirty years ago, that all early gods were but rural and tribal divinities embodying the sensuous wants and ideas of the needy and ignorant; that there is little to choose between the rusty Egyptian god of groves, the Paldagann Buddha, Aryan Zeus, and the Aha, of a temple in the 'Sapatah Bishnus,' the date of which may be put at about 1000 b.c., and the structure was nothing more than posts, mats, and reeds. That was the condition at that date of architecture among the conquering race. On the other hand it is stated in the 'Mabhidhakara' that the palace of the Pandavas, near the present Delhi, was constructed by Maya, an architect, who was a 'Jain,' or 'Asura,' which means that he was one of the aborigines, and, although probably a mythical character, that does not detract from the conclusion that the Aryans received their architecture from the country they had invaded. But there is more than that to be said on this point. It is now well established that the Dravidian architecture of India was derived from the primitive wooden style of these Duitzas or Asuras. Modern historians now recognize architecture as one of the arts which may be applied in estimating the progress that has been made in the various stages of civilization; and in this case the evidence speaks for itself. If these pre-Aryans had the art of architecture, we may suppose they had along with it other arts, and that they were far from being the rude race that has hitherto been assumed.

"The connection of Zoroastrianism with the Vedda system has long been recognized, but its affinities with Semitic teaching is a later aspect of the subject, which yet requires more investigation devoted to it. General Forlong deals at some length with this old faith of the Parsees or Sun Worshippers.

"The effort here has been to show that the book is full of valuable matter that has been gathered in from the Far East; and that whatever may be the ultimate decision on the more speculative points with which it so largely deals, it will be found to contain much that is deeply interesting to the student of Comparative Mythology."—Daily Chronicle. 17th August 1897.

The author of this substantial volume has already earned a reputation in connection with the subject of which it treats. It is fourteen years since he first made a contribution to its literature by two massive quarto entitled 'The Rivers of Life.' They represented the labours of more than twenty years spent in the most favourable circumstances for acquiring intimate acquaintance with the sacred religion. Our author was early led by his profession to settle in the Far East, and it was while there that he became specially interested in the curious cults around him. The subject at last fascinated him, and he has devoted the best of a laborious lifetime to its service. A book written by anyone under such conditions could not fail to be of great value, but in General Forlong we have a man of unr resting assiduity, exceptional intelligence, and unswerving integrity. He has thrown himself with singular enthusiasm into the study of religions, and not content to rest on the laurels won fourteen years ago he has again appeared on the scene of action which he well knows is nothing but a few slips in spelling, very pardonable where one has to deal with so many strange names, and where one tries to carry out, as our author does, an improved system of spelling, is sure to impress the reader with the capacity of those responsible for its issue. It is well printed on good paper, with sufficient maps, most valuable chronological tables, and a very useful index.

"It is impossible in the space at our disposal to give an adequate idea of the contents of this remarkable book. Some of it has already appeared in magazines dealing with Oriental topics, and the whole of it is a mere selection from a store of information that have accumulated, and that have to a certain extent been taken down during many years of diligent research, but there is nothing fragmentary or incoherent in consequence of this arrangement. These studies consist of eleven articles, each of which may have appeared independently by itself, and yet all of which have an intimate relation to the science of comparative religion,
India and Trans-India as among Syrians, Hebrews, Tyrrhenians, Greeks, and Latins. Thus the author upholds the arguments and position he took up in his former work, some twenty years ago, that all early gods were both rural and tribal; that there is little to choose between the ruddy Etruscan god of groves, the Chaldean Dedona, Aryan Zeus, and the Ah, All or Ethna of Syria. All claimed the tree symbol and lordship over animal and vegetable nature, and therefore this symbol placed in 1890 at the head of the author's "Chart of Rivers of Life" or Faith-ideas.

The monographs on Zoroaster, Lito-taze, Confucius, and Mahammed place these leaders of multitudes more succinctly and graphically before us than has yet been done; and bring out many features heretofore overlooked or insuficiently dealt with; and the adjoining chronological tables supply a wealth of information most necessary to have at hand in these important studies.

Under "Sacred Books of the West," the author so far only gives us the history and development of the Bible of the Hebrews as seen in the quattuor "Greek Septuagint," but this is done historically and carefully, and shows the best criticism of the subject up to date in a simple and clear manner, with a result which may surprise many but should offend none.

The volume closes, and we may almost say is summed up in Study XI, which is a metrical epilogue in Short Texts of Faiths and Philosophies chronologically gleaned from all sacred writings and the teachings of the wise and good. These are charmingly realistic and often very quaint, for they are pithily strung together, and enable one to grasp the national and homely pietie, literary style, and the general culture of the old thinkers.—Prospectus.

"Comparative Mythology is a very large subject, and is most attractive to many thoughtful people merely as an interesting study; but it is beginning now to assume new aspects from its bearing on the history of human progress; it throws new lights on the steps by which man advanced from barbarism to the present condition of civilisation."

"It is this wider grasp which distinguishes General Forlong's book."

"A" student of Indian religions the literature of Jainsim and Buddhism will have a special attraction. The Jainas are still a large sect in India, and when the investigation of these subjects first began it was supposed they had disappeared and customs they were the remains of what had survived of the Buddhists. Sir Henry Yule—better known as "Colonel Yule"—even as late as the publication of his "History of Indo-Iranian Literature," the evidence of Buddhism. Ultimately, it was discovered that Jainism was as old at least as Buddhism, and at last it came out that Maha Vira, the last of the Jaina Tirthankaras, was living at the time as Gotama Buddha, but the Jaina prophet was the elder of the two. Maha Vira was said to be the last of twenty-four Tirthankaras, or prophets, that had appeared at various dates in the past. The greater part of these are no doubt legendary; but General Forlong accepts Parava, the twenty-third Tirthankar, whose date may be assigned to the ninth century B.C., as being historical; and he believes that Jainism existed through most of Northern India, Afghanistan, and Bactria from a very early period, and Buddhism was only an offset from this older faith. Of course it need not be pointed out that most of these dates about the Jainas belong to the very outer verge of our present knowledge; but the primary fact that their form of teaching is older than Buddhism is now well established, and that itself is almost sufficient to prove that the younger faith grew out of that which preceded it. This conclusion derives its great probability from the close resemblance that exists between the two systems; the differences are so slight that the one must almost necessarily be a sect of the other.

"There is another aspect of the subject into which General Forlong enters very fully; that is, as to whether Buddhism is essentially Aryan or Turanian in its origin; and he concludes that it—which in his view includes Jainism—belongs more particularly to the latter race. But there is another branch of this subject, which is, perhaps, equally important. This refers to the early civilisation of India
while some of them, as will be obvious from their titles, have even a nearer kinship. 'The selection of these Short Studies,' writes the author in his introductory chapter, 'has enabled us to virtually embrace and epitomise all the faiths and religious ideals of the world, as well as to lay here the deep-seated faiths and sects which are among world which they sprang.'

The second article is on 'Jainism and Buddhism.' The author does not attempt to give us the genesis of religion, but only to find a basis from which 'such grand old structures as the Gāthās of the Vedas and the Avata arose.' The most important fact brought out in this article is the relation of Jainism to Buddhism. All through these series we see the necessity for a preparation. There is no Middle Way, the head of Jove. We have 24 Siddhas or saints before the birth of Goutama, extending back over a period of from 600 to 300 B.C. Another interesting fact brought out in this connection is the relative importance of the Aryan and the Turanian. Buddha belongs to the latter, and to them India is indebted, in the opinion of our author, for most of her philosophy and civilisation. A great part of this article is devoted to a discussion as to the influence of Buddhism on Christianity. The subject is handled with great scholarship and candour. Much is made of the proselytising zeal of the Buddhist missionaries, and the easy intercourse between East and West during the first two centuries before our era. Our author has no doubt that Buddhism is manifest alike in Jewish Essenism and in Alexandrian mysticism.

The second article is on 'Trans-Indian Religions.' It is a specially learned treatise on the migrations of the Malai or Malaya, 'the mountaineers.' They arrive in the 'Hindus Holy Land' from Bactria. One finds them millennia before the Aryans at the foot of the Himalayas or Snow Mountains—in the vale and plains of the Man-sarvak lakes. Four sacred rivers issued from this spot, and extending these the Malays at last reach the fertile plains of India, from which they spread themselves in all directions to the Archipelago in the East, to China, to Japan, and even to India, as the Aztecs language and civilisation prove. They were a very enterprising people, and taught the Aryans almost everything they knew.

The third article is on 'Zoroaster and Mazdāism.' There is a close connection between this article and the following three. They are on the Vedas and Vedicism, Liao-tze and Taoism, and Confucius and Confucianism. The Aryans entered India, not as conquerors, but as colonisers, being for long, not only intellectually, but socially, inferior to the Malai or Dravidians. The Brahmins were rather priests than thinkers and got all their philosophy from the Turanian pandits. The Vedas, like our Scriptures, in spite of the high claim made for their inspiration, are a body of religious beliefs and represent not only a great variety, but a great difference of religious opinion and conduct. They are generally polytheistic and anthropomorphic. Vedāntism is a reaction against their superstitions, and is essentially pantheistic. The reward of virtue is absorption; but one must be a theologian to distinguish such a loss of individuality from annihilation.

There is a certain resemblance between Taoism and Vedāntism. Tao, like Brah, is not a personal but a metaphysical deity. Liao-tze was something of a mystic as well as a moralist. Goodness could be secured by itself alone, and not by the two-way, and he who lived according to his precepts was at last identified with him. The system, however, strayed into polytheism, and was encouraged by the emperors and meditators. It can ultimately teach the personal existence of Tao as a heavenly Father, and to emphasise the existence of spirits.

Confucius was in all respects a contrast to Liao-tze. He was practical and definite, a moralist but not a mystic. When asked by his great rival at a conference to believe in souls and in divine inspiration, he replied: 'I have known men of thirty years, but have not yet found.' He was an agnostic or positivist. Great importance was naturally attached to politics. It was the work for the improvement of the State, and our wisdom to avoid vain speculation and profitless discussion. His system of morals was embraced in the word 'Reciprocity.'

The next three articles have a reference to the religion of Jews and Christians. One is on 'The Elohim of the Hebrews,' the other on 'The Jehovah of the Hebrews,' and the third is entitled 'The Sacred Books of the West.' They are very scholarly and somewhat startling. Elohim, the word used in our Bible for God, is explained from the Greek Ελλησ, of which the Septuagint word is 'Solomon' and to which the worship of trees and of fire. The Ale-im were local spirits under and over the earth; in other words, the monotheism of the Hebrews, as that of every other nation, sprang from polytheism.

The ninth article is on 'The Greek Septuagint and the Bible of the Hebrews.' It proceeds on the familiar lines of what is called 'the higher criticism,' but is the stress of the destruction of the original MSS. There is the tradition of Ezra reproducing by miracle the sacred books which had existed before his time, but the Septuagint translation was burned in the Burechian library in the great fire of 47 a.c., while the 'Temple Standard' Roll was sent to Rome by Josephus after the fall of Jerusalem and never more seen. Corruption has since then gone on apace, and was greatly helped by the well-meant attempt of Origen to prevent it, the text, its emendations and comments, being hopelessly mingled. A revised version of our Scriptures is therefore maintained to be an impossibility in the absence of reliable MSS.

The tenth study, 'Mahamad and Mahamadanism, or Islam and its Bible,' is one of the most extensive and interesting. It is a very careful and sympathetic piece of work. The experience of the author, his intimacy with the representatives of so many religions, gives him a great advantage in the treatment of living religions. It is specially seen in this really ample and excellent study.

The last article will be justly popular. It is called 'Short Texts in Faith and Philosophy.' It is a most entertaining book. The author brings before us in historical order the sentiments and ideas of the wisest and best on creed and conduct. It is astonishing to find how they meet and embrace each other across the centuries, and goes a long way to confirm the conclusion reached by the circle of friends in the house of the great Shaftesbury that wise men were all of one religion. We hope the author may be induced to publish this part of his book separately in cheap form, that it may obtain the circulation which it deserves.
Buddhas, or saintly teachers, before the sixth century B.C., and there was thus a long preparation for Buddha. He was the heir of the ages, and he profited by their wisdom. The great question among the sects of his time was the essence and the existence of the soul. Buddha plays with the accepted doctrine of transmigration, but is explicit in his denial of the supernatural. The soul is not permanent, but changeable. It would be too long, however, to follow the interesting account of this system given by the author, of its adoption by King Asoka about the middle of the third century B.C. and of his conversion of Islam and its Bible. It extends to a swash of the Indian Empire at the time, and was the first attempt to spread Buddhism in India. Asoka is known as "Devanam-piya" ('The Beloved of Gods'), but after it he called himself 'Raja-piya-dasi' ('The Kindly or Human One'); as if he no longer believed in the supernatural. The evidence given as to the rapid spread of Buddhism through Western Asia and even to Alexandria, principally through the agency of Asoka, is ample and convincing, while it is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of the fact when we remember not only the many miraculous coincidences in the narratives of Buddha and Jesus, but also the frequent similarity in ethical ideas.

The second article is on 'Trans-Indian Religions.' It is an extremely learned and careful study on the character and migrations of the Mahas. The author follows them from the foot of the Himalayas, where round the Main-Sarvar lakes lies the Holy Land of India, down through the plains, on towards not only China and Japan, but to Ceylon, Polynesia, and even America. One may call them Turphanians, or better still, Mongols or Dravidians, but to these Mahas or mountaineers, (as the name implies), General Forlong contends, the Aryans, who succeeded them, are greatly indebted for their civilization. Buddha himself belongs to them, and it was they who successfully opposed the armies of Alexander. The third study is on 'Zoroaster and Mandaism.' Here is one of the oldest of what is called book religions. This study is followed by one on 'The Vedas and Vedantism.' When the Aryans invaded India they found the crowd addicted to nature worship, but the great gods impressed by the ethical teaching of Sankara and Jaina-Buddhism. They did not immediately conquer the Mahas, but were content for long to be the Aryas, 'the lordly thing,' in the community, but in due course, by dint of continued practicality, they rose to be the Aryas, 'the nobler ones,' and the Brahman-prince usurped the position of the Turanian monarch. Vedantism is simply a reaction from the superstition of the Vedas. Brahmanism is, with it becomes Brahman—not a personal deity, but a metaphorical conception. It teaches that God is to be served, not by sacrifice, but by morality, and that the reward of virtue will be absorption into a condition, a condition that must not be confounded with extinction.

The next two studies transfer the reader to China. The first is on 'Lao-tze and Taoism,' the second on 'Confucius and Confucianism.' Lao-tze is the elder of the two by almost half a century, and Confucius is a contemporary of Buddhism. Though natives of the same country, there was a distinct difference in the spiritual attitude of these two teachers. Both resolved salvation into morality, and Lao-tze was semi-religious. His position, however, is secondary, and Confucianism is a contemporary of Buddhism. Lao-tze is, like Brham, neither an idea than a person, and is, as the name implies, The Way, or ideal of conduct. Confucius might have said no more in agreement with him, but he only differed in doctrine—themselves were contrasts in disposition. Lao-tze was contemplative and mystical; Confucian practical and positive. The one made much of repugnance; the other was all for action. They met, however, in controversy. When Lao-tze insisted that the younger teacher should accept the belief in souls and divine inspiration he answered: 'I have been a seeker of nearly thirty years, but have not yet found it.' They came together to go further apart. Lao-tze seems not only to have abandoned his metaphysical for a personal deity, but to have made much of spirits, and it has been suggested that his Bible contains 'the very word of the Supreme God.' The attitude of Confucius, on the contrary, towards all such questions was that of an agnostic. He refused to reconsider them, and gave himself up to affairs of government. Everyone knows his famous summary of the moral law in the one word—reicaprocally. But if he apprehended the golden rule he did not practise it like a Christian. He objected to Lao-tze for teaching that one should return good for evil, but that one should, on the contrary, recompense injury with justice and reserve kindness for kindness.

The succeeding two studies are closely related to each other. One is 'The Elohistic Deism of the Hebrews'; the other, 'The Jehovah of the Hebrews.' The study on 'The Sacred Books of the West' leads naturally to one on 'Mahamad and Mahamadanism,' (Islamic and its Bible). It extends to a swash of the Indian Empire at the time, and was the first attempt to spread Hinduism over the whole of the world. It is an example of the Scriptures extolling the wisdom of the East. It is the most popular section of this important book, and might well form a small volume by itself. The selections begin with the wisdom of Israel, and end with the sayings of Mahomet, the whole forming a very complete compendium of the best ideas in religious literature.

"It is unnecessary after such a survey to enlarge on the merits of this book. It is the work of an enthusiastic who has made himself a scholar. There is a wealth of useful and often novel, and accessible information in it, which makes it of great advantage to a numerous and growing circle interested in the study of Comparative Religion."—Dunciad Advertiser, 8th July 1897.

Major Forlong, who has already devoted two large quarto volumes, entitled 'Relics of Life,' to the study of early faiths, has followed them by a thick book of 64 pages, entitled 'Short Texts in Faiths and Philosophies.' It is a comprehensive and unpretentious bearing on the history of Christianity. Major-General Forlong says boldly in his second page:

Those of us who are not mastered by our surroundings have for the most part found ourselves that there has been a close, early connection between Buddhism and Christianity, and that the younger western faith has borrowed many ideas, legends, and parables from the older eastern one; while the scientific evolutionist, who can neither find a first man, first rose, or first anything, has stood apart, silently sowing the idea of a first faith, be it of Jew or Gentile, Buddha or Christian. To such an one the prophet or reformer, be he Buddha, Mahomet, or Luther, is but the apex or figure-head of a pyramid, the foundations of which we know not long before his birth.

The second study on 'Trans-Indian Religions gives specially interesting and original views on the character and migration of the Mahas. The author advances strong reasons against the belief that Aryans were, either in India or further eastward, the first or chief civilizers; attributing this to Dravidio-Turhans and Mongolic peoples who entered India from the West and North, possibly a thousand or more years before Aryans touched the Ganges. The immense ruins of Cambodia are described, and the connection with ancient India in serpent and phallic worship shown.

"The third study is on Zoroastrianism and Mandaism, represented by the modern Parsis. . . .
“The Vedas of the Hindus are next dealt with. Our author holds that the Aryans as they penetrated India took over much of the Dravidian cult and civilisation. His experience in India is naturally of great value in this section. His exposition of Vedantism gives in concise compass a very valuable insight into the mystical philosophy of India. The faiths of China are dealt with in two articles, one on Lao-tse, the old philosopher, and Tao-ism, and the second on the more rationalistic system of Confucius.

“Interspersed with the erudite information of the book are many shrewd observations, as witness the following:—

“[All gods, being the work of men’s minds, if not indeed of their hands, require to be kept up to their duties, and in the prayers of most priests as well as laymen their duties are rather alertly pointed out to them, for peradventure they sleep, and require rousing. Only if our God never forgets, leaves, or forsakes us do we “pray his holy name.”] Jacob chose Yahve because of his promised bounties to him. Useless and negligent gods were often cast aside, and even flogged, as we shall see in China and Polynesia.”—Free Thought, 17th October 1897.

“We record with pleasure the publication of General J. G. R. Forlong’s ‘Short Studies in the Science of Comparative Religions.’ The wide and long experience of the author, combined with the practical points of view which he has adopted, is certainly destined to bear fruit in the field of comparative mythology and religious belief. The present volume, which consists of amplifications of certain encyclopaedia articles on religious terms, rites, and symbolisms, is virtually an epitome of religions, particularly those of Asia. It is intended for the general reader rather than the specialist, the former of whom will find here good representative extracts from the religious literature of the Asiatic nations, and a brief digest of their main tenets and beliefs. A number of illustrations and several excellent maps, that are invaluable in such studies, accompany the text.”—The Open Court, September 1897.